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The Picture Show, November 1st, 1919.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN NEXT WEEK.
A Unique Opportunity to Obtain a Beauti-
ful Art Plate of the Prince of Cinema

Comedians as he really is.

NEWS has just reached me that in next
week's issue of The Picture Show there
is to be an art plate of Charlie, the cinema

comedian. Not a picture of him in his funny
clothes and well-worn bowler, but as Charlie
really is —a very nice-looking boy with wonder-
ful big dark eyes. Don't miss this issuo, as it

is seldom wo see the world-famous comedian as

he really is, and to possess an art plate is to

have a picture worth framing.

A Charles Ray Plate.

AS I think I told you last week. " Woman's
Weekly " has an art plate this week of
Charles Ray, the wonder boy. He is to

be seen this week in a particularly good photo-
play entitled " String Beans." You can read
the. story, written from the film, on page 14 of

this issue.

Our All-Star Series of Post Cards.
1AM glad you like our all-star picture post-

cards, and thank the many readers who have
written and told me so because I " had

recommended them." I know these same
readers will forgive me not writing to each per-

sonally. That 1 was pleased to get their letters

goes without saying.

All of you who have not yet bought a set

should do so at once, as 1 hear the stock is

getting low. All you have to do is to send a
Is. postal order to The Picture Show Postcard
Department, 7-0, Pilgrim Street, London, EC.

OLIVE THOMAS with the tallest and
shortest member of the Fleet.

CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

Cross your postal order & Co., and make it

payable to the Amalgamated Press.

" My Bonny Jane."

JANE NOVAK (who appears on our cover
this week) if. as you can see, one of our
most beautiful of screen heroines. Did

you see her as Alary Radford with Tom .Mix as

Ned Ferguson in the Fox film " Treat 'Em
Rough " ? You will remember the stor\

appeared in The Pictur's Snow the same date
as the film was released. When I saw Jane in

this film, I wondered if the words of the old song
" My Bonny, Bonny Jane " could have been
inspired by another Jane as beautiful as she.

Ruth's Ideal Man.
RUTH CLIFFORD has confessed that her

leading man must be well groomed, lithe,

tall, and graceful. "Clothes may not
exactly make the man," she said. " but they do
help wonderfully. I prefer a blonde in the
bpginning. veil cooked under a stow »un until ho
becomes almost brunette, and he must dance
superbly."

How Hayakawa Keeps in Trim.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA (whose portrait ap-
pears here) believes in keeping physically

fit and to do this he depends largely upon
a stationary bicycle. In fact, he has two such
vehicles. One bicycle on a frame he keeps in

bis attic, while another is in his dressing-room
at the studio. Each morning before breakfast

he rides a distance of ten miles, gauging his

constitutional by a cyclometer.
Havakawa declares that if every man would

use a stationary bicycle in his home an hour a
day the condition known as " high blood pres-

sure " would disappear from medical problems.
" Blood pressure is a condition due to a

sluggish circulation," asserts the famous
Japanese star. " What we all need is brisk

exercise for a certain period each day. The
stationary bicycle is the best means I know of

for securing this."

But Hayakawa is equally interested in keeping
mentally fit as he is in keeping physically fit.

Tho best gymnastics he has found for developing
the brain power is a study of languages. He
has already mastered some six of these, which
is proof that he has an agile brain. He speaks
Russian, French, English, Spanish, Italian, and
his own native language with fluency.

—>

—

What "S* Stands Fof.

BY the way. there have been many inquiries

from my readers as to what the " S."
stands for in William S. Hart's name.

Although he usually trie? to keep the meaning
of the S." a secret, I am able to tell you it

stands for Shakespeare.—

—

Amazing Don't Yoj Think?

LOUISE FAZENDA, the fun-maker in Para-
mount Mack Sennett comedies, owns a
beautiful motor car, but she is afraid to

run it. " I just let it stand in front of my
bungalow to show people I own one, but when
I want to ride I hire a machine with a chauffeur
attached." Isn't it amazing that this little

lady, who thinks little of falling from a roof,

is afraid to drive a ear on a road

!

Geraldine's Horror of Clocks.

DO you know that Geraldine Farrar, though
not superstitious, has what might be
called a little idiosyncrasy ? It has to

do with clocks and watches. Miss Farrar does
not like them. In all her collections of jewels
there is no watch. Not only that she dislikes

a clock on desk or mantel in any setting pre-
pared for her pictures. If the "action of a picture
hinges on the time, she is the last star to let her
prejudices interfere with the work in hand, bub
the fact remoins that she does not like to hear
the hours ticked off.

He Came Prepared.
WILLIAM S. COXKLIX has won a medal

for resourcefulness. Recently he was
called upon for the retake of a scene.

When he took his seat in a comfortable bbrary
chair, crossed hi" legs and hitched up his trouser

leg, the assistant director opened his book to

see if Mr. Conklin was wearing the suit that ho
had in the previous taking of this scene. Mr.
Conklm " he commented, " you are supposed
to wear black stockings in "the rest of this film,

whereas the one you are showing is white."
" Of , is that so !

" replied the good-natured
villain. " I could not remember which it was
when I was dressing." As he spoke, he crossed

his legs the other way, hitched up the other leg

of his trousers, and on that foot he had a bluett

sock !

News from Stella Muir.
STELLA MUIR tells me she is iust away on

her fourth feature film, which is called
" Tho Shoeblack of Piccadilly." She U

looking forward to her part, as it will give her
plenty of scope for her talents. First she appears
as a slum girt, then as a boy shoeblack, and
afterwards a rich young lady.

Tom's Charmed Life.

TOM MIX does so many hazardous stunts
while making a picture that nobody m his

company seems to bother any more when
he escapes serious injury by a mere few inches.

On two occasions recently he took more than
usual desperate chances. In the first of these

a gang of bandits shoot through a door at him.
Tom moved up a little too close to the door, and
one of the bullets passed through the arm of

his shirt, leaving a two-inch red streak. On the
second occasion the script called for the bandits
to pull down a church while Mix and tho con-

She learns the intricate sailor's knot. And smiles after spending a very happy day.

<tr'
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gregation were in it. Tom, from the inside, was
watching the action. The rear end of the church
fell all right, but the roof was slow in collapsing.

Tom, thinking something was wrong, rushed to

a window, and at that moment the entire building
fell, several huge posts just grazing him : but
soon after Tom emerged smiling and unhurt.

Still Light on His Feet.

IN his days in the prize-ring, James J. Corbett,

ex-champion heavyweight, affectionately

known as " Gentleman Jim," won the reputa-

tion of being one of the quickest boxers of

all time. Not exceptionally big or powerful, he
won his fights by science and speed. And in no
department of boxing was he more renowned
than in footwork.

"' The dancing master," some of the experts

dubbed Corbett in those days. And, just to

prove that be still merits the title, Corbett posed
for the photograph herewith.

His partner is Kathleen O'Connor, former
Dayton, Ohio, telephone girl, who is Corbett's

leading woman in the coming serial, *' The Mid-
night Man." Although over fifty years old,

.Corbett performs feats of skill and strength in

"the serial that would do credit to an athlete half

bis age.

Theda Forsakes the Vamp Role.

NEWS comes from the Fox Studios that

Theda Bara, in her latest photo-play, is

forsaking completely the role of " vamp"
and appears as a sweet Irish girl. The play is

to be called " Kathleen Mavourneen."

Now He's a Leg-PuIIer.

MUCH has been written about the beginnings

of stars, but* surely Ben Turpiu can
claim to have the most peculiar. He

said his early days were spent as a toffee-puller

at country fairs.

A Sun-baked Star.

MANY pictures have been held up in the

making for lack of sun, but seldom has
a film stopped because of too much of

it. Yet that is what happened at Universal
City. If you don't believe me, write to Mary
Maclaren's director. He will tell you that his

star went to the beach and spent so much
time in a bathing suit that when it came
to start her new picture the usual satin

Maclaren's skin photographed like an alli-

gator's hide, and the starting of the pieture

had to be held up while the sun-baked star

was kept swathed in blankets soaked in

cold cream, and was given daily witch
hazel and peroxide baths.

Living Her Pari.

PEGGY HYLAND, the pretty little Fox star,

is a studious and thorough person, and
does nothing by halves. Therefore when

the leading part in a detective picture was
given her, she decided to learn everything she
could about detection. Several sleepless nights
were spent in devouring popular detective
stories.

When her maid announced one night that
dinner was ready, she discovered Peggy with a
microscope trying to discover finger-prints on
the piano, and Peggy had to explain to the

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News from Los Angeles.

Bessie's Favourite Sport.

BESSIE LOVE'S favourite " sport " is

making apple pies. After that comes
playing the ukolele. Bessie is a very

musical little girl." She has a beautiful singing
voice ; in fact, was going to be an operatic
star before the movies claimed her.

Married Fifty Times—on the Screen.

ALICE JOYCE has just announced her
marriage to her fiftieth husband. She
keeps an inventory of nil the bridal

scenes in which she has appeared, and "The
Spark Divine," recently completed, marks
her golden wedding. Miss Joyce has, however,
given up counting the number of unsuccessful
suitors she has spurned on the screen.

Charlie Ray's Mascot.
CHARLIE RAY has a ourious weakness

for potatoes—not as an edible, but as
a mascot. Ho has portrayed hay-

seed parts so long now that ho has begun to
notice that the homely vegetable has figured
inconspicuously, but unfailingly, in every one
of his plays. Now he believes that they bring
him hick. The other day, when going over a
new script with his scenario writer, he noticed
that there was no opening for " Murphy,"
as he calls his little god, BiHikin.

"I know," he said, '"how we can give him
a chance."
One scene depicted the " lounge " of a

country hotel, and Ray remembered that in
" barn-storming " days he had often seen

a potato on the counter doing duty as a pen-
holder. Thus the faithful Murphy was again
provided with a part, and if you'll keep your
eyes well-peeled, you'll find him cropping up
somewhere or other in every one of Ray's;
pictures.

and

Elsie Janis Entertains.

IN the coming film with Elsie Janis as

the 6tar is a scene in" a hospital

for convalescent soldiers,

make the film realistic, a re-

quest was sent to the base
hospital to allow seventy
patients to take part in the
picture. When the boys heard
this, it was not so much tho
remuneration they would receive for playing
extras, that made them shout " Let us go," but
the thought that the3' were going to spend a day
with Elsie.

They were rushed to the studio in Army
motor trucks and ambulances. The rain was
pouring down, but were they downhearted ?

No ! When they arrived at the -studio, the
nurses who hacL^accompanied them attended to

their comfort and put them to bed in regulation
white hospital cots with regulation hospital

blankets. Miss Janis said it was a regular

re-union, for, as you know, sho has entertained
most of the boys at the .war front, sometimes
under the steady rain of shell fire.

All the morning they lay there intensely

interested in all that was going on around them.
Before they left, they asked her to tell them one
of her stories. Elsie took off her velvet tammy,
and one story followed another. She sang for

them, and danced too. Everyone was happy,
and perhaps Elsie was happiest, for she was
amongst her boys once again. One of tho boys
•shouted :

" A couple more songs liko that,

EUic, and we will throw away our crutches !

"

JAMES J. CORBETT and KATHLEEN
O'CONNOR, whom we shall soon see in a
thrilling serial entitled " The Midnight Man."

maid why she was doing this, and that it was
art and not dust she was looking for.

—

—

Welcome Back.

MADGE KENNEDY docs not want to be
separated from her husband any longer.
Long-distance husbands are not to her

liking, she says, and when she left the West for
New York, fears were entertained that the
Goldwyn star would not return. Her husband,
you know, is Captain Harold Bolster. Ho is a
stockbroker whoso business keeps him in New
York. Miss Kennedy has, therefore, to be content
with telephone calls and very occasional visits.

Fay Filmer.

Charlie Chaplin with His Chinese Friends.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN went down to the

Chinese quarter the other day to film
a couple of " exteriors," and was in-

stantly surrounded by an enthusiastic crowd
of little yellow girls and boys. Chinatown has
not as yet seen anything of Charlie's million
dollar comedies, not possessing any " cinemas
de luxe." However, Charlie made amends
by giving his Oriental admirers tho very first

exclusive run of his very latest picture, and
if anyono still doubts the universality . of
Chaplin's appeal, I should have liked him
to have heard the squeals of delighted

welcome that greeted his unexpected
appearance amongst the little girls and
boys of the East.

Likes Letters, but

—

OM MOORE'S own
particular bugbear
is writing letters,

though he enjoys nothing
better than to read the
encouragement and
criticism he gets from

his screen friends. He doesn't like answering

them.

Star Pets.

ALMA RUBENS owns a prize Pekingese,

and is so devoted to her pet that she
autographs pictures of. him for her

friends, " With all the love of my little puppy
heart, yours, Pekee."

Talking of dogs, Fritizi Brunette owns a
most intelligent Airedale that can sing to a
phonograph and arouses his mistress punctually

every morning at seven by pawing her counter-

pane. ;

The Message of the Boomerang.

ENID BENNETT has dabbled in clay-

modelling for several years, and her

home is full of clever bits of sculpture

of her own designing. One specimen that she

prizes above all others is not her work, but a
presentation made her on- the night of her last

appearance in Australia—a boomerang embossed
with a beautiful figure. The message this

boomerang mutely conveyed was surely as

graceful as the design
—

" Come back again.
'

Elsie Codd.
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Photographs from Far and Near of Prominent Picture Players

BESSIE BARRISCALE, and her husband, HOWARD HICKMAN, the well-known An interesting photograph, taken in the cutting depart-

producer. They are being photographed as they are leaving moving pictureland, for a ment of a studio. Reading from left to right are,

brief visit to New York. As you can understand, it is quite an event for a screen star to RUDOLPH CAMERON, who is Anita Stewart's husband,
take a holiday. This is why the camera-man snapped them. LOUIS B. MAYER, and BILLY SHEA.

Here you see WALTER WEST, the British producer, telling DOROTHY GISH suddenly thought she would like to shine as a painter. Here
VIOLET HOPSON all about the new Broadwest production. you see the popular star's first masterpiece.

' "Shine, sir ? " A number of motion picture celebrities at play between scenes. From MABEL NORMAND is her own Jazz band. She is

left to right are CLARENCE GELDHART, JAMES NEILL, GLORIA SWANSON, E. playing on the saxophone, accompanied on the piano by
HOFFMANN, and MAX FISHER. The latter is shining Gloria's shoes while they are her director. I'd like to have heard the ' music,''

waiting for the next scene. wouldn't you ?
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BEGIN THIS FASCINATING NEW SERIAL TO-DAY!

Double

MAli VEIL.

B
READ THIS FIRST.

ETHIA MARVELL, a very pretty girl, receives
1 an invitation from some smart friends to pay

a visit to tliein at a large house called the Towers.

She is not well to do, but a rich aunt comes to her

assistance and supplies her with the money to dress

herself in a style belitting the occasion. Bethia looks

forward to the visit ; she is ambitious to know people

of social standing, and regards this as the opportunity

of her life. Bethia's sister, " Harry," is a girl of quite,

a different disposition. Although she cannot be

described as prettv, she has a pleasing personality

and possesses a certain attractiveness. Her young

man, George, thinks the world of her, and loves her

lor what she is. He is a good fellow, inclined to be a

bit strait-laced, and does not approve of her sister s

craving for gaiety. The day after Bethia has lett

for the Towers, " Harry " is surprised to receive a

telegram from her sister telling her to " come at once

and bring £50. Her loyalty to her sister makes Tier

decide to start at once, although she has not been

able to obtain the money she needs ; and she makes

an excuse to George, as she knows he would object

to her going. On arriving at the mansion at seven

o'clock, she finds no one is yet astir, and so goes down
to the water for an early bathe. Presently a shower of

gravel falls upon her, and, looking up. she notices

that a little babv girl is in danger of falling over the

cliff By her presence of mind she is able to save the

child's life. Later, she finds out that the girl is the

daughter of the producer of a motion picture company
which is in the district, and out of gratitude she is

oirered a position in the [company. She makes an
appointment and then returns to the Towers.

(You can now read on.)

In High Society.
il M AVE you brought the money ?

"

J] Bethia sprang up from the dressing-

table, brush in hand, her lovely hair

rippling over a negligee of old gold crepe-de-Chine.

She -was white with excitement. Harry
noticed that at once. She ran to her, and held

her close in her arms. Bethia with her hair

down was somehow so much more human, moro
near.

" Dearest, what is wrong t Are you in

trouble ? I was terrified to get your wire. I

came at once."
" Did you bring it—the fifty pounds ?

Harry still held her close. She could feel her

quivering with excitement.

" Xo, dear. I didn't. How could T ? All

that money ! But—there's a chance—just a
chance. 1 might be able to do something—of

course, nothing like fifty pounds; but I'll do
anything I can for you. Oh. Bethia ! Don't !

Don't look at me like that !

"

Bethia broke loose from her loving arms, and
tinned away with a look of stony despair that

went straight to Harry's heart.
" Yon must tell me, darling," faltered Harry.

" What is it all about ? And Bethia. am I

really asked here '! I ought to havo had an
invitation from Mrs. Fawley, oughtn't I ? Does-

sho know ? They didn't expect me. The
servants seemed so surprised. Everybody was
in bed when I got here, so I went for a swim,

and still there's nobody up but servants, so I

made them show me your room. I couldn't

wait for you to come when I knew you were

in some kind of trouble."
" Oh, well, Mrs. Fawley doesn't cut much

ice here," said Bethia. " It's Delia runs this

show. She said it was all right for you to

come for a bit ; but as you've come without

the money, you may as well go back. Oh, dear,

if only 1 had anybody belonging to me that

was any good ! Instead of looking shocked,

and envying me because I'm getting a cut above

the rest of you 1 I'm miserable ! I shall be

disgraced! They'll turn me down! How
much have you ? " she demanded suddenly.

Harry turned out the well-worn housekeeping

purse.
" Only this—above my fare back." She held

out a pound note.
'' A miserable Bradbury !

"

Bethia hid her face and wept. To see dear

beautiful Bethia in tears was too much for

Harry. Her own big brown eyes—horse's eyes

—

overflowed in sympathy.
" Do tell me all about it. If there's a way

out we'll find it."
" Have you asked George ? " asked Bethia

sharply.
" Ask George—for money ! I'd die first.

" And why not ? He's rich, and in love

with you, and you may be sure he won't like

the idea of the family name being dragged

through the mud. And who else is there 1 I

tell you I must have it—I must !

"

Bethia bit her pretty pointed nails.

" Anyway," she went on, " it s nothing so

very bad, only it puts me in the deuce of a hole.

You see, they're rather a fast lot here—not
fast as regards modern ideas, I mean, but "

" Decidedly modern I should say," observed

Harry, with a disapproving eye on the pictures

that adorned the walls.

" You needn't interrupt in that nasty, sar-

castic way. Anyway, they naturally think

nothing of ten shillings here and a pound there.

And just fancy me staying in a house like this

with less than a fiver to turn round on. I'm
sure I'm not to blame. Aunt Elizabeth ought

to have done the thing properly, and then this

wouldn't have happened. I think I've done

pretty well under the circs. I was frightfully

lucky at bridge at first. I made over seven

pounds in two nights. If only my luck had

held, but it turned, and I had to borrow. I tell

you I had to. There's nothing in that to draw

those black brows of yours down. If you knew
how ugly you look when you do that ! They
were debt's of honour, and everybody does.

Delia's maid has a sister who does a bit of

moneylending, and she helped me out. She

lent me some on the security of those emeralds

Aunt Elizabeth lent me. I didn't want to

wear them, the setting is too old-fashioned.

She'd havo had it altered if she wasn't such a
back number. And now she's cut up nasty,

and won't lend me any more, and she's got the

beastly emeralds. And, oh, dear—oh, dear !

—

I'm a most unlucky girl! I'd sooner face

death than dishonour. And Aunt Elizabeth

will stop my allowance, my precious allowance,

that lifts mo out of the mire. And I can sco

you don't intend to lift a finger to help me..

You just made it an excuse to get to visit here

Harry ignored abuse. She always came in for

some when Bethia was in difficulties.
" I can only promise to do my best. But

fifty pounds is such a lot of money."
"And you won't ask George t Bah ! What

use are you '! Well, you may as well go and
get your breakfast. And a sight you look

with your hair all in rat-tuils ! The idea of

going bathing by yourself, too ! What will

they think ? And you might have tried to

make a decent appearance. You're not much
credit to me—in those clothes, too. I supposo
you were counting on wearing mine ?

"

Bethia dabbed savagely into a pot of cos-

metic, and applied herself to giving her pale-

checks a becoming touch of colour.

" 1 11 havo this miserable Bradbury on tho

sweepstake to-day, at any rate," she said.
" Who knows % My luck may turn again."

was.

The House-Party at The Towers.

"DOMING for a bathe ? " asked Delia

. Fawley, in a tone that implied sho

didn't care a button what the answer

Harry had been introduced to her hostess

and her daughter, and formally received as

a guest with no great enthusiasm. Her incli-

nation was to go straight back, but then, who
would help poor Bethia out of her scrape, and
how was she to keep that exciting appointment
with the cinema producer ?

She laid down the magazine she was pretend-

ing to be interested in because she didn't want
to" show how horribly alone, de trop, and un-

invited she felt in this grand house.
" Thanks, I've been in once to-day. I don't

think twice is quite wise the first day by the

sea."
She looked at Delia with growing admiration

of her vivid colouring. She had thought it was
not the kind to stand salt water, and her

generous disposition was pleased to think she

must have been mistaken.
Bethia had appeared in an orange jumper

and a striped skirt of orange-and-blue, a long,

tasselled fisher-cap of the same colour, and a gay
bag containing her " sea toilette." The whole

party trooped down to the beach together,

laughing and chattering, and exchanging

badinage that meant nothing to Harry's un-

initiated ears.

A • manservant went before to clear the

beach, and to put up dressing shelters.
" Bathing de luxe," observed Harry, who

preferred her rock iu the fresh morning, and no

one by. ~~
. , .

" Oh, yes," said Delia. ' We own all this

part of the foreshore. We had a bit of bother

with trespassers, but we've scared them off.

1 like privacy when I pay for it. Did you really

go in this morning -all alone ? This coast's

frightfully dangerous for inexperienced swim-

mers. I wonder you dared."
" I'm a pretty strong swimmer." said Harry

without false modesty. " It's my one accom-

plishment. George Battersby taught rne. Per-

haps you've heard of him. He holds the world's

record for amateur long-distance swimming."
" You know George Battersby 'i The George

Battersby !
" •

Delia's prominent eyes dilated, her lips

parted.
" Yos, we're engaged, you see, said Harry

simply.
" How perfectly gorgeous !

" cried Delia.
" We must have him down here. It'll be per-

fectly topping. I say, Bethia, you never told

{Continued on page U.)
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us yqur sister was pals with George Battersby.
I'll wire liim to join us. What's his address ?

"

Bethia supplied the address, while Harry
hesitated rosy -cheeked.
"I—I feel sure he isn't at liberty,". Harry

said. " He told me he had to go to Sheffield

on a contract."
" Oh, he can send somebody else." said Delia.

'' What do you bet he comes on the next train I
"

Harry shook her head. She knew George and
his creed of " Business first."
u And a good thing too !

" she reflected. "It
would be very awkward if he were to see mo
here—after the excuses I made when I earns
away—and as for my appointment with tho
cinema man Oh, dear, whatever would
George say to that ?

"

However, tho appointment with the cinema
man was enough to fill Harry's mind ; she sat

on the sands trying to think what ever she had
done that made them want her—plain littlo

person that she was—on the film. She felt

afraid at the thought of her familiar features on
the screen. She 6crutinised them in a pocket-
glass on the sly, decided that her eyebrows,
which she had always thought too heavy, wero
perhaps a good shape when she didn't frown ;

even if her nose was too saucy, and her mouth
too wide, and her teeth too big and strong)
though they did very well to eat apples, and
had so far cracked nuts with impunity.
And the Towers party frolicked in the gently

retreating waves in gay raiment of amazing
designs, chiefly remarkable for being very tight

in the body, short in the legs, and desperately
low in the neck ; and finished, which looked
very odd to simple Harry, with buskined hose,
floating chiffon scarves, and amazing headdresses.
The mode of the moment was ' dazzle," and

the Towers party were very " dazzle " indeed.

How athletic George Battersby would have
despised those lazy couples, she thought,
basking like porpoises on the sands, between
going in for a few splashing, squealing frolics in

the shallow water !

Later on the " porpoises " gathered round a
sumptuous spread on the sands, waited on by
two Swiss menservants, who picked their way
dexterously among the limbs of the recumbent
bathers.

The food was delicious, as Harry reflected

rather sadly, if Bethia and she had only been
having a picnic to themselves.

" The luxury is all right ; it's the company I

should draw the line at," she murmured to her
sister, finding themselves together by chance,
the after-lunch bask having set in. " I don't
care for butterfly men."

" Then you're beastly ungrateful," responded
Bethia. " You couldn't get into society like

his on your own. You're likely to feel like a
fish out of water. However, you mado quite a
clever hit in trotting out George Battersby.
Now Delia's mad to have him here, and you are

to stay as a bait. So that's all to the good."
"" I'd no idea he knew Delia Eawley !

"

" That's the joke. She doesn't know Ih'iii ;

but she worships him—keeps his picture on her
dressing-table, and all that. And—and she
means to know him."

" But how can she ask him—if she doesn't
know him ?

"

- " Oh, trust Delia to find a way !

"

" Well, he certainly won't come. He'd hale
this kind of thing. At Cliff End last summer
he swam half a mile every day—all weathers,
too. He'd despise this crowd."

" Well, have you thought of anything yet ?
"

asked Bethia despairingly. " It would be easy
enough if George came, wouldn't it '!

"

" You talk as if there were nobody in the
world but George," mT\d Harry. " I'll try for

you, but I've not much hope of anything like

the amount you want."

"

" Then my name's Mud," said Bethia.

With the Cinema People.

AS Harry crept out of the house on ' tho

following morning, she told herself that

surely the cinema man would not expect
her. It was a grey morning with a fine mist
driving from tho sea ; she had chosen to wear a
brown knitted jersey and tweed skirt, with a
ecarlet muffler knotted under her pointed chin.

" There'll be nobody to meet me ;' it's too
wet," she told herself.

But there was the motor-boat standing off

from the rocks, with a small figure in oilskins in

the stern, and a tall man waiting on the rocks.
" You're punctual," he greeted her. " That's

all to the good. Punctuality is the first virtue

in a cinema actor. Say, I'm Lambert—Ted
Lambert, second in command. I was here with
the boss yesterday. You wouldn't look at me
hardly ; but I may say, 1 saw you first, and it

was my idea to nobble you for that part. You
see, it's my piece, and I w^nt you to take the
lead enormously. You'll make it."

" But why me, more than any other girl ?
"

" Just this ; not that you're a prize beauty,
or anything like that, but just that you look as

if you meant it more than any girl I ever saw.
Now, you're going across to our hotel, if you
don't mind, to have a bit of breakfast, to meet
.Mrs. Hellows and the rest of the crowd, and
talk business. "Here's Daisy, too. No leaving
that kid behind. She's been talking about you
ever since yesterday morning. '-'

" I'd love to come—if you'll promise to
bring me back," laughed Harry. She had felt

so awkward and shy with those men at the Towers
—but she wanted to go on the water with this

friendly young fellow with the laughing blue
eyes and untidy fair hair half hiding a deep scar
on his forehead.

Little Daisy cleverly brought the boat along-
side, and Lambert took charge, while the child
t brew oilskinned arms round her neck and
hugged her.

" Little nuisances—kids," commented Lam-
bert, a trifle enviously.
Harry enjoyed that little sail in the rain ; the

exhilarating motion, the spray on her cheeks,
the queer sensation of being among friends,

and going to a certain welcome.
Mr. Hellows was waiting on tho landing stage

of, the Imperial Hotel. He shook hands warmly
and led her into the big dining-room, where a
large company were making a merry noise over
breakfast.

A lively, friendly, happy party it was over
which kindly Mrs. Hellows presided, and she
welcomed Harry in a way that went straight to
tiie girl's heart. They wero mostly young men
and girls, with a sprinkling of elders just as jolly

as the juniors, and all enjoying a hearty break-
fast like people in the pink of condition. _

All the looks- levelled at the newcomer were,
if curious, friendly and welcoming. And that,

FROM office boy to screen' star, that is the
proud record of " Bobbie " Harron. When
Harron left school, he got his first engage-

ment as an office boy in a motion picture studio ;

and he must have been born under an especially

'

lucky star, because that studio belonged to the

most famous of all producers—D. W. Griffith.

In addition to running errands, he assisted

in painting scenery, helping with the, properties,

and he appeared in photo-plays as an " extra."

His Early Plays.

HIS first prominent part was. that of the*

youngster in " Bobbie's Kodak." Other
very early plays he appeared in wero

"Bobbie the Coward," made when he was
fourteen years old ;

' Kentucky Feud," " Enoch
Arden," and " Sands o' Dee," the picture in

which Mae Marsh played her first important role.

Robert Harron, who was one of the first

regular picture men, has many interesting

reminiscences of filmland's brightest stars.

He remembers Mary Pickford as a shy little

girl, always accompanied to the studio by her
mother.

The Freckle-Faced Girl.

BLANCHE SWEET, the little blonde, who
always had a great desire to play emo-
tional parts ; Mae Marsh, the little,

freckle-faced wisp of a girl who sat on a stump
of tree and squinted at the sun, and was dis-

covered by Griffith ; Lillian and Dorothy Gish,

the two Southern girls who attracted Griffith's

attention on the occasion of their visit to tho

studio to see Mary Pickford ; Henry Walthall
and his " temperament "

: and of Griffith him-
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you will admit, is not the usual atmosphere ot
'

an hotel breakfast-room towards a stranger.
" All our' crowd," Mr. Hellows introduced

the lot with a comprehensive gesture. " We
may be a bit rough and ready, bat we're genuine.

Anq we get the best we can out of life. There'*
a boy that lost an arm at Mons : there's another-
that went through the whole thing from start

to finish, and was in despair because thera
didn't seem to be a billet for him when the war
was over. Three of our girls are war widows—
they don't wear their hearts on their sleeves,

either. Good sports, every one, and," he
added, " I hope you're going to be one of us."

Harry enjoyed her breakfast, and in the
course of it was introduced to several friendly

young people whose names were already familiar

to -her eyes, from tho posters. There was
" Dickie Baird," whoso alert, perky face was a
household word ; there was duinty, drooping
Lisa Snow, whose almost pathetic appearance
masked a fund of endless humour and sparkle.

And little Daisy brought up one by one all the
attractive, wide-awake, jolly cinema youngsters,
who looked at her at first with childish doubt, ,

and then pronounced her " all right." And
Harry liked them all immensely.

They got round a fire of driftwood in the
hotel lounge, Hellows and his wife, Ted Lambert
and Harry, to talk business.

It was an immensely satisfactory talk ; for

when Harry was replaced on her rock by Lam-
bert an hour later, she had in her pocket fifty

pounds in Treasury notes.

This was a preliminary fee, outside her proper
pay, which was to be fixed when she started
work. And she was to get some dresses and
other things ready, and join the company in a

few days' time at a summer camp not a hundred
miles from London, where the scene of the new
play was laid.

Harry's heart beat high ; she was tremen-
dously proud and happy. • It was such a lot of

money, and Bethia would be so pleased. Thero
was only one difficulty. How was she to carry
out her engagement and still keep it a secret

from her people, and above all from George ?

If Bethia knew, she would certainly let it out.

However, thero was plenty of time to think
about that, and for the present, there was that
delightful, amazing fifty pounds that would
clear away all the clouds from her dear Bethia's

horizon.

(Another splendid instalment next week.)

self, who worked into the small hours of the
morning perfecting new ideas.

Still in the Limelight.

IT is an interesting fact that nearly all the old
" Biograph " company have retained the

' public favour and are still very much in the.
limelight, although many more recent stars

'

have " gone under."
Robert Harron was born in New York City

on April 12th, 1894. He is still a real " boy," !

and his friends say he will never " quite grow
up." He simply refuses to be serious unless his

,

director insists on it.

Harron is largely self-educated, and he
possesses a really extraordinary knowledge of
literature.

A little look about the studio will reve; 1

any number of Bobby's pets. He takes par-
ticular interest in caring for them. One of his.
especial friends is " Cuddles," a large, faithful- '

looking animal that he rescued when it was a
puppy from some schoolboys who were treating
it cruelly. The dog has never forgotten Bobby's
kind action.

In his spare time Bobby plays the violin.

Not long ago he had an expensive Strad stohn
from a hotel in which he was dining. This
caused him great grief,, for he was particularly
fond of the instrument
He is a firm believer in athletics, and is an

intrepid boxer and is very fond of dancing.
Although he has played in a very large number

of photo-plays, ho will be especially remembered
for his fine work in Griffith's three super-pr.oduc-
tions, " Tho Birth of a Nation," "' Intolerance,"
and " Hearts of the World."

ROBERT HARRON. From Office Boy to Screen

Star—A Proud Record.

Splendid New Competition Now Being Prepared For Our Readers. Watch "The Picture Show " For Full Particulars.
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The Office Boy w'jo became a star and played a prominent pa t in the big D. W. Griffith Porductioas, " Hearts of lb: WcrH," " Into'era'.ce," and
1

The Birth of a Nation."

(See opposite page.)
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RENEE KELLY RETURNS TO THE REEL.
A Talk with a Favourite of the Stage on her Work for the Screen.

RENEE KELLY.
{riwto ly Foulsham A- Banficld.)

FAIR hair, with a dash of gold in it : merry
brown eyes, which . however, can look sad ; a
wide, frank smile, revealing beautiful teeth ;

humour, enthusiasm, energy—a regular girl.

That's Renee Kelly. With her everything is

" adorable," including George Robey, for whom
she has a great admiration. Everything sho does

she " loves " doing, and its just impossible to

think of her ever being bored, or even tired.

• "I'm working at the -studio till 3.30," she

told me. " then I come home and have a sleep,

and after that I'm quite ready for my perform-

ance at the theatre, and fee! as fresh as paint !

"

This, in answer to my query, didn't she find

it difficult acting for the stage and screen to-

gether ? But Miss Kelly is one of those folks

who just don't go through life looking for

difficulties—maybe that's why she doesn't en-

counter anv, or rather, any she cannot surmount.
" I am returning to the screen in ' Westward

Ho !
' a Master Films production," she went on.

" though, as a matter of fact, I acted in another

picture over here, some time ago—tho ill-

fated Government film. But the chief part of

my previous picture work was done in America,

where I made ' The Bigger Man ' for Metro,

besides other films of lesser import.

"I just love acting for the pictures, and am
now taking up the work -very seriously."

She Admires Mae Marsh.

WHILE Miss Kelly had been talking, her
dresser had been assisting her into the

little black gown which she wears hit ho

first act of " The Cinderella Man " (ah. girls,

you don't know what a fascinating white silk

Princess petticoat lies beneath that demure
frock !) and now, as the chic toque which goes

with the dress was brought forth and placed on

the golden head, I asked its wearer if she had
been to see the film^ersion of her stage play.

" Oh, yes !
" she said, " Isn't it sweet ! I

think it compares very favourably with the

spoken version, and I adore Mae Marsh !

"

(Miss Kelly takes Mae Marsh's role on the boards).
" Do you think stage plays make successful

film adaptations '! " was my next query.
" I think so. as a nue," Miss Kelly replied,

" and then so much more can be done on the

screen, particularly in the matter of scenery.

You will seo some beautiful scenery in ' West-

ward Ho !
' To-day we have been working at

a wonderful old house, dating from fifteen

hundred and something—I forget the exact

date, though I saw it on an old sundial. It

was gorgeous- there in tho sunshine, playing

ob-iiit in the crounds, though the costumes

—

Elizabethan—were certainly very chic. But
they arc so pretty— too fascinating for words."

" What is your role in this film, Miss Kelly 2
"

"The Rose of Devonshire."

OH, tho heroine—such as she is," added
her portrayer modestly. " She is. a
typical English girl—called ' The Rose

of Devonshire.' But those costumes!"—Miss
Kelly seemed as if she couldn't get over them !—

-

"You know they really make it difficult to walk
in a normal way after wearing them. I feel I
must go tripping about like this." Here she gave
a delicious impersonation of an Elizabethan
maiden manipulating her voluminous skirts
in tho act of walking.

Then she came and sat down beside me while
she awaited the summons of tho call-boy, and I
may hero remark that Miss Kelly's dressing-
room is a very pleasant place to sit in indeed,
lor it is somehow typical of herself, with its

rose-bud wall paper and cosy simplicity.

We chatted for a bit on various subjects

—

(Jeorgo Robey 's book, for instance.

" I gave it to my husband to read in the train
tho other day, and lie laughed so much that the
tears ran down his cheeks and I wondered what
on earth people would think of him !

" Miss
Kelly said. (Her husband, you know, is Mr.
Hylton Allen, who played with her in " Daddy
Long-Legs.")

A Word About Doris Keane.

THEN we talked about Doris Keane, whose
portrait adonis Miss Kelly's dressing-room,
and of her* trip to America to make a

picturisation of " Romance."

" ImCt she wonderful !
" exclaimed her.fcllow-

artist enthusiastically.

Finally, I managed to steer the conversation
round to Miss Kelly again, though the lady in

question seemed to be under tho impression
that we had talked enough about her. I
ventured, however, to differ, and suggested
that she might have some special message for

readers of the Picture Show.
" A special message ? " she echoed. There was

a pause. A line of thought wrinkled tho brow
.
ot my fair hostess, then catching eight of my
expectant look, sho burst out laughing.

" It really is dreadful having you sit there
waiting for me to say the most wonderful and
enlightening things when I can think of none,"
confessed this most modest of stars.

An Amusing Incident.

WELL, then how about telling me some
amusing little incident in connection
with your film work '/

"

" Oh, several amusing things have happened,
but one of the funniest occurred during luncheon
at the studio tho other day. In ' Westward
Ho !

' I was called upon to ' die,' which I did

as artistically as possible, but when the luncheon
bell rang I decided I was very much alive, after

all, and sat down to table with the rest of the

actors. At least I tried to, for a violent scene
of protestation ensued—quite unrehearsed !

—

in which my fellow players strongly voiced their

objection to sitting down to lunch with a
corpse !

" Miss Kelly laughed heartily at the

recollection, and on that laugh, in which I as
heartily joined, the interview ended.

M. H. C.

TEDDY. How a Wonderful Dog Comedian
Shows Professional Jealousy.

The Latest Portrait of

a Great Canine Actor.

TEDDY'
pangs and agoniesj of

lessional jealousy.

Teddy, whose photograph appears
lore, is the wonderful dog comedian
who appears in Mack Sennett come-
dies.

For tho first time in his screen
career, he had to appear with another
dog-actor, and his disgust was al-

most human. The other dog was a
measly white bull-pup, with a positive

genius for getting in everybody's
way. *

Teddy would come on tire stage
\\ here the director was working with
the pup, and look on for a minute
with contempt and scorn written
all over his face. Then ho would
walk away with dignity, as though
the sight of this poor actor was more
than he could bear.

is suffering all the
pro-

A Human Weakness.

BUT, like many other actors
in similar predicaments,
he simply couldn't stay

away from the sight that
tortured him. He always had
to come back for another
scornful look.

The poor little, awkward,
shambling, stepped-on pup, in

the innocence of his heart,

never dreamed that he was
getting in the way of an artistic

career. He did his best to

make friends with Ted. Ho
shambled and stumbled around
tho big dog star, but Teddy
always walked away, saying as
plainly as though he had words :

" Pup, you are too familiar !

Extra people do not mak
friends with stars !

"
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rA Renowned for Her Versat lity in Youthful Girl

T^VOROTHY GISH is petite and prettv, and her hair is light-broil

' \_) than golden in hue. She has a whimsical smile,* sensitive nf<

serious, though sometimes roguish eyes.

Dorothy was bom in Dayton, Ohio, on March 11, 1898, and sho is thus

year and a half younger than ncr sifter, Lillian, who was the famous El

Stoneman in " The Birth of a Nation."
. xiriv

She made her debut v/hen only four years aid, playing Little Willio-inJ

classic " East Lynne." Both Dorothy and Lillian belong to the Griffith ecfJ

of motion pi. ture art, and they have been associated with this master prod^
since they first took up screen work,

ti
.'.'„

Dorothy Gish' is renowned for her versatility in youthful "girl parts,

can play successfully any role from a slarey or a barmaid to a princ ess,,W«

equal skill and charm. Dorothv began ai ting for pi< turcs at the age of f"un«
when films were at a verv ".serious " stage, and her first parts wore those?

"
- nuns, ill-used step-

ntcrs, and
mothers.

A pretty scene in " GRETCHEN, THE
GREENHORN." (Iriaaale.)

In " I'LL GET HIM VET !

*' [Paramount.)

In "BOOTS." (Paramount.) In "PEPPY POLLY." (Paramount.)
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A Splendid Com-
plete Story of a
Drudge Who Be-
came a Hero.

CHARLES RAY as "Toby."

ALONG the dusty high road that leil to tlic

little town of Sawbert, came a youth carrying

a dilapitatcd bag. In that bag were ail his

worldly belongings, and it ho had added the tattered

clothes lie was wearing to the contents of the bag, the.

lot would not have fetched the price of a decent suit.

Tobv Watkins was a good-looking, well-built

youth .whose ambitious aspirations had up to this

day been Kept down by the drudgery of work as

hired man on his uncle's farm. " Hired " is scarcely

the right word to describe the financial relations that

had existed between Toby and his uncle, for Toby-

had never received any regular wages for his sixteen

hours daily toil. But the partnership was now dis-

solved, and as Toby tramped along, tired and hungry,

he felt a fierce joy in the way he had ended it. His

uncle had attempted to finish up a day's bullying by
giving him a thrashing, but Toby had turned and
given'the bullv a sound hiding. He smiled to him-

self now as he conjured tip the scene. The great

bullv who had for years ill-used him. sitting by the

fire babbling and whining while his wife bathed his

bruised face with arnica.

Tobv turned bio mind from the past to the present.

His prospects were certainly far from rosy. He was
going to Sawbert in the hope he would be able to get

employment on the " Sawbert Chronicle," but his

only reason lor this hope was that he had once had
a poem printed in that journal.

But youth is ever optimistic, and Toby's .spirits

rose as "he entered the town and saw the sign of the

paper on an office in the main street.

Old Siacli Bartrum, proprietor, editor, reporter, and
general manager of Sawbert's one and only paper,

was scratching his bald head in an effort to find a

striking sentence for the opening of his leading

article when Toby entered. Beaming benevolently

over his spectacles, he looked at the young man.

'And what can we do for you„sir?" he asked

pleasantly.
"I'm Tobv Watkms. You printed a poem of

mine in the ' Chronicle ' some time agp. I want to

write poetry for your paper."
.

Old Zach gave a dry chuckle. I don t think we
can afford to pay a poet in this office, but I would give

six dollars a week to a real smart bill collector."
" Six dollars a week !

" gasped Toby. If old Zach

bad said six hundred, be could not have been more
astonished.

"Just try me, sir," he said with outstretched hands.
" 1 will," replied Mr. Bartrum. " Change into a

decent suit, and you can start right away."

Toby flushed and shuffled his feet. His spirits

went down to zero.
" This is the only suit I have, sir, he said sadly.
" Never njind, mv lad," said old Zach kindly. " I

think I ha<B a suit that will about fit you."

Telling the youth to follow him, he made his way
upstairs," and," taking a suit out of a wardrobe he

handed it to Tobv, and showed him a bedroom.
" i rather like the look of you, my lad," he said.

" You can have this room, and you will have your

meals with me. Come down into the office when you

are ready."
It was a transformed Toby that appeared a few

minutes later. True the suit was not what one might

call
" a city cut," but it fitted him iairl> well, and a

clean collar and tie made all the difference.

Mr Bartrum bad got out a list of bills which he

handed to Toby after casting an approving glance at

the youth. , . . .

" Trv Brand who keeps the general store just up

the street first. If possible, alwavs endeavour to

get cash, but folks here nearly always pay partly in

cash and partly in goods. And remember that all

goods is better than nothing at all."

Determined not to come back until be had collected
something, Toby set out on his new job. Fortune
favoured him at the first attempt for Mr. Brand
settled his account for twenty-Aye dollars by paying
half in (ash and the remainder in aoods, which in-

cluded a side of bacon, six boxes of dry goods, a car-

pet broom, potatoes, and greens. It was only with a

great effort that Toby managed to get all the panels
in his arms, but he was too delighted at his success to

worry about this. About halfway to the office the

load, which had been tottering for some time, col-

lapsed. Toby started to pick up the parcels, but
he was like tiie clown in the circus. As soon as he
had picked one thing up another fell. In his

dilemma he failed to see help approaching.
" Allow ine to help ?

"

Toby looked over the top of his pile of parcel to (

e

a very pretlv girl regarding him with an amused smile.
" Thank you !

" be stammered. " The more 1 pick

up, the more I seem to drop. If I can only get them
balanced."
The girl had already picked up some of the parcels,

and was arranging them carefully in Toby's arms.

All the poetry in Toby's soul surged up as he
looked into the laughing blue eyes and admired the

sun-kissed golden hair and the peaeh-and-cream
complex-ion of his fair helper. One can't look ro-

mantic when balancing a huge pile of parcels, and
poor Toby only succeeded in looking very sheepish as

he thanked the girl and staggered away under his load.

But at the risk of upsetting it again he turned to

look art the girl when he had gone on a few yards.

And, to bis great delight, he saw that.she, too, had
turned and was looking backwards with, smiling

eves. Toby was near enough to see a faint blush

steal over her face as she hurriedly averted her

heid and walked quickly away.
Events were certainly moving swiftly for Toby

Watkins. In one da v he had found a new home, a good

job, and a girl had given him his lirst thrill of love.

Sworn Enemies.

THE next few days passed very pleasantly for

Toby. Old Zach Bartrum had taken a

strong liking to him, and from biil collecting

he gradually came to assist his employer in the edi-

torial work'of the office. It was only a poor strug-

cling paper in a one-horse town, but to Toby the

"Chronicle" represented literature with a capital
" L ". The onlv mar. he did not get on with was Joe

Farby, the printer, a tramping compositor with a

chronic thirst who resented Toby's attempts to mako
the paper go.

.
. '„

One day Mr. Bartrum struck a bright idea. He
had come^into possession in the course of trade of a

number of coffee-grinders, and he explained to Toby
thattin order to increase the circulation he should

canvass the town, offering a cotfee-grinder to every

resident who would become a subscriber tothe paper.

The scheme struck Toby as being full of promise,

and he started on it at once. Acting on the motto,

that if you can gel the big people the little ones will

follow, lie decided to interview the mayor of the town,

Lot Morris.
It was an excellent idea, viewed in the light cf

general principles, but there was one great drawback
to it of "which Toby was ignorant. At one time Lot
Morris and Zaehary Bartrum had been the closest

friends in Sawbert, but they had quarrelled over a

political question, and there was now a feud between

them which was as bitter as it was unreasonable.

\!l unconscious of this. Toby walked up to the door

and knocked. He nearly fell backwards off the steps

as the door opened, for standing before him was the

«irt who had helped him with bis parcels.
" I called to see the mayor," he said awkwardly,

twisting the coffee-grinder in his hands. " I've come
from the ' Chronicle ' office. We are giving one of

these coffee-grinders to every new subscriber and I

should like to make a start with the mayor."
'-' I don't think father would " began the gn!.

But she got no further.
'

" What does that impudent scoundrel say. Jean ?

came a voice like the roar of a huh. And the next

moment Lot Morris came flying at Toby.
" Get out of here you infernal rascal ! How dare

you come here to insult me !

"

Before the bewildered youth could offer any ex-

planation, the mavor had hustled him fromthe house,

threatening what he would do if ever he dared to show
his face at his house again.

When Tobv told Zaehary Bartram of his adventure,

theold man doubled up with lauahter. " You would be

just about as welcome as the smallpox," be said, after

he had explained to Toby the history of the feud

between him and the mayor.
,

Unknown to old Zach, events were shaping in Saw-
bert which were destined to add increased bitterness

to the feud. Tliere had arrived in the town, as a

result of correspondence between him and Lot

Morris, a stranger under the name of Kendal Reeves,

a company promoter from Chicago. He came with

eaiis
a proposal to establish a string bean Tannery. Tin
mayor became an enthusiastic. supjiorter of the

scheme, and the leading townsmen, following the
mayor's advice, it was decided to call a meeting ol

the ratepayers to discuss the scheme prim to forming
the company.
A handbill announcing the meeting was the first

indication that old Zach had of the proposal. The
fact that his old enemy was a supporter of the pro-
posal was enough for the proprietor ot the
"Chronicle." He went red with rage, and stumped
round the office like a mailman.

" It's a sw indle," he shouted, " and I'll see It never
comes off ! I'll show that scoundrel Lot Morris that
Sawbert will never be led to ruin by him while old
Zaehary has a tongue to speak with or a pen to write
with. Leave it to me, Toby. We'll beat them."
Toby had no clear idea about the merits or demerits

of the scheme, but he was loyal to Zach, and he gave
vent to an enthusiastic " We will !

"

Then and there Mr. Bartrum sat down and began to

write a speech, and at every telling sentence his oV
eyes glistened. At last he was to have a chance t

meeting his enemy in the open. Having finished his

speech, he began to declaim it with a vigour that
aroused the enthusiasm of Toby, who had no reason
to bless the mayor.

" My, but that will move 'em '.
" he said admiringly

as old Zach finished up with a powerful and flowery
peroration. " Wouldn't it be fine if my new suit

came in time for the meeting," he added wistfully.
" Freight train's about due now," said Zaehary.

"It might be on this one. Hun to the station and see."

With a delighted cry Toby rushed off. The new
suit, ordered on the mail order plan, had been keeping
liim awake at night. He had been very' proud of the
one Mr. Bartrum bad cuven him until be met Jean
Morris, and then he had suddenly realised that it wan
only a cast-off. and he felt that the blue eyes of Jean
had recognised the fact. To his unspeakable joy the
suit had arrived. Had it been possible he would
have torn open the package, and tried it on in the
station, so great was his excitement. He had never
had a real new suit before in his life, all his clothes
while working for his uncle ;having been made from
that nentleman's old ones, and they icere old before his

uncle discarded them. Full of thoughts of how he
would look, he almost ran into Jean Morris as he was
Lurrying from the station. Toby took off h ; s hat
with a shy smile, and then his heart sank like a leaden
weight, for Jean threw her head in the air and passed -

him without a sign of recognition.
Never in his life had Toby been so hurt. All the

btlllyings and thrashings he had received from hi-

uncle had not pained him like thfc. At that moment,
he forgot everything that had made l.hn so happy
but a few seconds before.

" The new suit don't trouble me now " said he as
he gazed mournfully after the girl's retreating
figure. Then his eye lighted up. Jean's shoe-string
was undone, he would make that an excuse to speak
to her. Better to be repulsed with scathing words
than passed by in sUent contempt.

He caught her up in a few strides, but though
Jean must have known it was he who was running
behind her, she did not turn her head until be spoke.
" Excuse me, Miss Morris, but your shoe-string is

dragging."
With a heart that thumped loudly enough to be

heard he waited her answer.
" Oh, so it is. Thank you for telling me."
She stooped to tie it up but Tobv was before her.

Having broken the ice, he meant to make the most of

the meeting.
" Allow me " he said, dropping on hi* knee and

seizing the shoe-lace.

It took Toby quite a time to tie it. but Jean did
not seem to mind. She was perfectly cool and self-

possessed, while Toby became more and more flus-

tered. She knew he was her slave, and, woman-like,
she revelled in her power.

" A parcel from the City? " she said, thawing a
little as she pointed to the package on the ground.

.
" Yes," replied Toby eagerly, profoundly thankful

that a topic "of conversation had been found. " It's

a real new suit," he added proudly. " I'm going to

wear it at the meeting to-night."

He was quite composed now, and he looked at

Jean adoringly.
" Shall yo'i be there ?

"

" Of course. My father is the chairman."
She said it with just a suggestion of patronage, as

though to remind the boy of the difference in their

stations. But the smile which followed took all the

sting out of the words. » .

" I'm glad vou're going." said Toby. He bad
lain awake at nights thinking of all the poetic things'

he would say if ever he got the opportunity of talking

to the beautiful Jean, but now he was almost tongue-

tied.
*' Father was very angry with you." she said, with

a mischievous smile. " Didn't you know that lie and
Mr. Bartrum never spealc?

"

(Continued on page 16.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF FANNY WARD.

A beautiful profile. Simplicity. The Charm of a Smile. In Serious Mood. Teasing.

FANNY WARD.
A Cinema Queen, Who is also " The Queen of Diamonds."

BESIDES being a queen of the Cinema, Fanny Ward has another
very imposing title, and that is the Queen of Diamonds."
She possesses every variety and colour of rare stones, and her

largest diamond is called " the Rose of the Rand." Although possess-
ing many other varieties of gems, diamonds are her decided favourites.
One brilliant piece of jewellery she wears on only very exceptional

occasions. It was when this coronet crowned her for the first time that
a society " gossip " writer styled her " the Queen of Diamonds."

2,000 Flawless Stones.

THE coronet contains 2,000 flawless white stones, ranging in

weight from one-half carat to [four carats. At the base of the
crown is a band of brilliants, set in squares.

Discussing the value of this remarkable piece of jewellery, a gem expert
said recently, " I doubt If its like exists in the world. Among the
Russian crown jewels there was a coronet of somewhat similar structure,
but the stones in it are not to be compared to the stones in this tiara
for purity or brilliancy."

In addition to the 2,000 diamonds of which the coronet is composed,
there are also twenty-five large white Oriental pearls valued at £20,000.

Straight from the Diamond Mines.

MISS WARD'S former husband was a millionaire, who was asso-
ciated with othere in the operations of South Africa diamond
mines. Although many readers may feel inclined to envy

Fanny Ward, being the possessor of so many valuable jewels has
its drawbacks.
"I never had a nerve," she complained in an interview recently,

" until I had jewels. Now I am for ever wondering if they are safe.""

An Early Ambition.

FANNY WARD always had a desire to be an actress from the
very earliest. " As far back as I can remember I used to dress
up in the odds and ends I found in the attic," she says. " And

I used to parade about in them, being everything from Ophelia down.
" I think it was fortunate for me that I knew so early what I wanted

to do, because then I didn't waste any precious time testing other
things. I just always knew."

All her family objected quite strenuously to her desire to go on the
stage. / »

They were Methodists and highly religious, and Fanny says she has
an uncle and an aunt who never hear her name to this day without
a shudder.

.

Mother Knew Her.

FANNY WARD'S mother helped her in her ambition, although
she did not believe in her daughter's choice. "But," says
Fanny, " she knew me, and so when wo came to New York for

'our holiday one year, I announced to her that I had got my first en-
gagement, and she helped me ever after."

Miss Ward, otherwise Mrs. Jack Dean, is at present on a long stay
in England, at her home in Berkeley Square. She is very fond of this
country, and exhibits no desire at present to return to her '•picture"
home in California. She is very fond of Queen Alexandra, and once
described her as "a perfect English type, bc.iutiful, and the kind of
fare which shows that she thinks good thoughts." Lady Bancroft is jKe
only other actress who has had a house in Berkeley Square, all the rest
of the residents arc members of the nobility. So "the Queen of Dia-
monds" is in very aristocratic company.

In the Future.

MANY picture-goers aro anxious to know what are the future
plans of Fanny Ward. It is possible that she will play in a few
British productions, during her stay over here, although nothing

definite has been settled yet. Had it been possible to obtain a London
theatre, Miss Ward would have appeared in a new stage production
months ago.

Her latest screen play is called " The Profiteers," and as its title

suggests, it deals with problems arising from the war.

FANNY WARD.
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" STRING BEANS.' (Continued from
page 14.)

" Not till I cot back to the ofTn c,'' replied Toby
ruefully. " What a pity tliey don't," lie added.

•' Whv ?
"

Jean knew perfectly why Toby wished that, but
with the perversity of her sex she would not say any-

thing that would show she was conscious of the fact,

that he admired her. But she was secretly d lighted

that he had run after her. Had Toby but known it, this

self-possessed young lady had trembled with fear that

herihaughtlness .night havelrighted him aw ay forever.
" Oh, I don't know,

-
' stammered Toby. " It seems

a pity that old friends should quarrel."

He paused for a moment, and then said boldly:
" No, it's not that. It's because if they were

friends I might see you."
There. He had douc it. She would have to reply

to that one.
But Toby had yet to learn the resources of woman.
" Why, so you'will to-night. You are going to the

meeting you say."
Before Toby could think of anything else to say,

Bhe held out licr hand.
" Well, good-bye. I must be going. I hope your

suit is nice."
Toby stood watching her, and, to his great delight,

she turned and gave him a smile. Visions of himself

as a famous man, asking Jean to be his wife, came
into Toby's mind as he picked up his parcel and
walked home.
When Toby got back he found Mr. Bartrum greatly

agitated. An attack of rheumatism that had begun

a few days before had developed so that the old

gentleman could scarcely move. He had managed
to get into his best suit, but he was now helpless.

After several desperate attempts to stand up he

turned to Toby.
" It's no use, my boy. I can't go to the meeting."
Old Zach sank back in his chair in despair. To be

robbed of bis revenge by an attack of rbe.imatism

just a few hours before the meeting. Then his face

brightened up.
" I've got it," he cried. " You must go to the

meeting and make the speech, Toby."
" But I couldn't," protested the boy.
Old Zach would not hear any protests.

"You've got to go 1
" he said. "We've cot to

save the town, and that speech must be made."

Toby's Speech.

THERE was scarcely a vacant seat in the assembly
room when Lot Morris rose to introduce Sir.

Kendal Beeves to the meeting. The Chicago
company promoter was a tall, distinguished-looking

man, dressed in a fashionable suit, with patent

leather boots. He was good-looking, but there was
something in the shifty black eyes that did not invite

confidence. But his silver tongue and charming
manner soon captured the audience. He proved by
a bewildering mass cf figures that the erection of a

string bean cannery would make Sa-wbcrt, and,
incidentally, the fortunes of its citizens. When he

sat down, all the doubting Thomases were convinced.
Toby, who had heard the speech in an adjoining

room while making desperate attempts to rehearse

liis own, felt that his task w'as indeed hopeless. But
he meant to try. He wailed till sovi ral of the

leading townspeople had spoken in support of the

scheme, and then, taking his courage m his hands,

he jumped on the platform holding the precious

speech in his trembling hands.
At the sight of this mere boy daring to attempt to

sprak, a murmur of indignation came from the
audience, but it was soon changed to laughter.

L'oor Toby could not get out a complete coherent
sentence. Amid all the faces which rose before him
in a blurred mass, he could only s.-e one clearly. It.

was the face of Jean, and she was laughing with the

rest. He rambled on. conscious that, he was making
a fool of himself, and destroying the very cause he
had come to make. Some of his sudden stoppages

were excruciatingly funny. Once, making his voire
heard above the shrieks of laughter, he shouted :

" I have not come here to-uight to propose to
anyone "

The audience howled as Toby locked for the next
word, Which was on a slip which had fallen to the Moor.

There was another roar, when, quoting the words
old Zach bad written, he shouted :

" I have lived in this town for over forty years

There was only one who sympathised with him
when at last he staggered from the platform. Jean
had laughed with the rest at first, but when she

realised that Toby had braved the ridicule of the
meeting out of loyalty to his employed tears came
into the girl's eyes, and she reproached her frii lids

for making fun of him. But even this small satisfac-

tion was denied the unhappy youth, for after that first

glance at Jean's face he had not dared to look again.

Broken-hearted Toby returned to old Zach. Whc u

the old man realised that his speech had bci n rt
-

ccived with'moekery, he turned on Toby In a perfect

fury and denounced him as a scoundrel who had
bitten the hand that had fed him.

" I lost my nerve, and could not read the speech,"

pleaded Toby.
"It was not losing your nerve thai did it," thun-

dered Zach, " out Lot Morris's money. Out you go
on Saturday

!

"

Toby could see it was useless to argue, and he went
into the printing office.

Outside the assembly hall Joe Farby was lounging
in the shadows carefully watching every person who
came out. As ttie well-dressed figure of Kendal
Beeves appeared, he straightened" himself up, and.

as the financier passed he shuffled up to turn and
said in a whisper : -

,

"You wouldn't pass an old pal, Harry, would you?
'

Beeves gave a start as he saw the bloated face of

the printer. - - —
" Yon, Joe, is it ? What do you want ?

"

" A little of the spoil, and I won't blah."
" All right," replied Reeves hurriedly. " I'm going

to Bi live thousand out of that fool of a mayor to-

night. Meet me here in two hours' time,"
lie hurried away as some of the townspeople

approached, and Farhy shuffled olf to the "Chronicle."

The Villain Unmasked.

IT
was press night at the offices of the " Sawbcrt
Chronicle," and Toby was getting the stereotype
metal from which the inside of the paper was

printed. In eomipon with all small weekly papers,

the " Chronicle*1 could not afford to set up till the

paper, so Zach Bartrum contracted with a
,
city

newspaper to supply two sheet? of news in stereo-

type form. All that had to he done was to put these

on the machine and' print them.
As Toby was glancing idly at the proofs which

accompanied the metal, he gave a strdden start, for

in the centre of one page was a photo block of Kendal
Beeves. But it was not as Kendal Beeves that he

wj's described, but as Harry Morgan, a swindling

company promoter who had served several terms of

imprisonment for fraud. There, was no mistaking
tin 1 fact tnat Morgan and Reeves were the same.
At first Toby thought of telling old Zach. but he

was afraid that the excitement would be too much
far him in his present ill health. No, he would act

himself. He would publish the true career of Morgan
side by side with the report of the town's meeting,

and in the morning Sawbert would wake up to find

that the " Chronicle " and the youth they had
mocked had saved them from ruin.

He rushed into ths next room, where Joe Farby
was working.

" Print this." he shouted, handing him the metal.

As soon as Tobv hid gone, Farby east a cursory
glance at.the proof, and then, like Toby had done, he

gave a gasp but for a different reason.
" II that gets in, Harry's goose is corkfd," he

muttered. 1

Late that night Toby took a turn round the

premises to see that all was secure, and also to see in

print the exposure of Kendal Reeves, To hbyhorror
on opening one of the papers, he discovered lint the
block of Moruan had been cut out. Without the
picture the article was useless. What could he do'/

In his extremity lie determined to ring up the

mayor. At all events he Could put him on his guard.
The telephone was answered by Jean, and to her

he quickly reported his discovery.
" I'll go and tell dad at once," said the girl. " Wait

on the 'phone. Mr. Reeved is with him now."
She came back in a few minute s, but it was a

d liferent voice that called Toby. There was a
frantic fear in the words that came to Toby over the
telephone?,

" Reeves is killing father I
" she screamed.

Toby waited to hear no more. The mayor's house
was only across the street, and as he ran he prayed
that he might be in time. The front door of the

house was locked, but Toby could get over this by
kicking out the glass panel, putting his hand through
tnc opening, and reaching the bolt.

He entered the drawing-room In the nick of time.

Beeves li id got old Mr. Morris down and was aboat
to deal him a fatal blow when Toby threw hilliS 1 If on
the swindler. A terrible struggle followed. Toby
\vas very strong for his years, but he was fighting a
man who knew that defeat and Capture meant
another long term of imprisonment.

Locked in a deadly embrace, the two men swayed
up and down the room, sometimes breaking away to

hit each other terrible blows. The mayor, weak and
dizzy from his previous encounter, could render no
assistance, while Jean, transfixed with horror, stood
on the stairs unable to help.

Suddenly she remembered the telephone, and
rushing to it she rang up Mr. Bartrum.

As soon as he got the girl's message, old Zach
forgot his rheumatism. Seizing on I II sabre tiom
above tlie mantelpiece, he dashed to the rescue. He,

arrived just in time to sec Toby hit Beeves a knock-
out blow, and with a shout of triumph Za. h stood

over the prostrate villain with the sword tit bis throat

Explanations quickly followed. The mayor ex-

plained that Reeves had persuaded him to take, five

thousand dollars' worth of stock in the new company,
but, becoming suspicious, In had refused to hand
over the money. Reeve had then threatened him
with a revolver, which the mayor snatched from his

hand. "J'hii ensued the terrible struggle, in which
Morris's life was only saved by the arrival of loby.
As he finished his story, Lot Morris looked at Ids

former friend, and for many years his bitter enemy.
'fears came into the eves of both, and, without a

word, they stretched out th ir hands and closed them
in a grip of renewed friendship.

Then, to hide his feelings, toe mayor h.istled up
Beev°s, who was now no longer dangerous.

''We'll take this seoundrc. to tbegiol, Zach," be
said. Anil, led by th" mayor, with old Zach's sword
at his throat, Reeves lurched out of the room.
Toby and J carl looked at each oth'r and then

turned away their heads. They were both standing
by the piano, and, as if moved by a common impulse,

their fingers wandered Over the keys. As the
hands touched, Toby turned and clasped the girl in

his arms.
" Jean !

"
" Toby !

"
.

And then their lips met. Blushing, Jean turned
away, while Toby dashed Ids hand in his pocket and
brought out a piece of paper.

" I wrote it atier I had seen you the first timc,"_

he said.
Jean blushed still more prettily as she read the

words
" / lore your face. 1 lm-e'your smile,

I lore your eyes oj Hue.
But I lore you most of till, dear.

Because, Jean —yon are you."

(Adapted from incidents in the pholo-pjait, " STfllSO
BEAXS," fealw ing-CBARLES UA V ai TOBY,

- by "permission o' Famous iJfiiKji Film Co.)

STARS AS THEY ARE—No. 2.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS enters the studio

[By permission oj the Phillips Film Co.)

And introduces ANITA LOOS, his scenario

writer.

A famous trio—DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
" supports " ANITA LOOS and EMERSON,

his director.
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"Shots"—from
Broadwest ^>

ra Of course, you all know how popular

BROADWEST films are. so I do not ex- 3
pect it will be very surprising to you to

CP iearn that the Walturdaw Company (one £
CP of the largest all-British Renting houses in

,

the Kingdom) have arranged with the

CP BROADWEST Co. to buy the whole of §
CP the forthcoming year's output which ema- X

J nate from these famousall-British Studios. X
V Mr. Walter West will personally super- $s

V vice every production, so or.e can rest
f
A

V »«nrpH that tkoRRDAnVX/FSTGlm* will Xassured that the BROADWEST films will ^
I

be of the very best as regards story, acling, SJ

X photography, and seeing. This famous ^
producer has already some fine scenarios )

in preparation— such as "The Case of Lady
Camber," Mr. H. A. Vachell's famous 5
play (in which you will remember Mr. (2

H. B. Irving played the leading part) and O
Tom Gallon's " The Great Gay Road." (p
The last film which bears the BROAD- CP

ft WEST Trade Mark to be Trade Shown h

Q is " The Great Coup "—anolher racing. CP

rp story. You all love racing I know, and CP

(J
this film is going to give you a real thrill. Cp'

) Poppy Wyndham rides in a real race with (p
a

CP

CP

g GREGORY SCOTT.
p\ " honest - to - goodness " jockeys riding

!$) against her. I am not going to tell you

pj what happens because that would P\

destroy the delightful feeling of antici- Pj

rp pation, but that it is a really first-class ')

& production you can rest assured. Gregory
p

(p Scott and Stewart Rome play the leading p
(p parts, and when you see them cn a fishing 5

$ picnic you will wish you were with them )

(J)
1 know, for the scenery is so delightful, ;P

mere words cannot do it justice. )

j
The film version of "Snow in the ,)

Desert "
is how complete, and the role of P

Felice Jackson is without doubt one of the P
most forceful characters which' Violet ^

V Hopson has ever portrayed. Stewart Rome
v as William B. Jackson is one of the ' strong,

CP silent men." The film is one with a big t

X " punch," and I am sure Mr. Andrew
k, Soutar could not have wished for be'.ter 2k

\ characterisations of his story-folk than Mr. !$j

p. Walter West has introduced into this p\

^ production. ^
(j\ By the way, have you purchased any en- -V
g largements of the three BROADWEST X
~>) Stars > If not, you will be well adviied to >

rA do so. They only cost 4 - each (postage A
rp and packing included) and they measure p
{§ 18'' * 14". There are two kinds of Violet O
$ Hopson (profile and three-quar.er leng'.h), p
C'J two of Stewart Rome and Gregory Scott. )

(p The pictures are sepia colouring, and are P

(P fixed on deep brown mounts, so that they )

CP tc.arc.ely need a frame. And what adds still J

CP more to their value.every one is personally Cp

CP autographed by each artiste. B.B. "

(
~P

BROADWEST FILMS Ltd., 3

175, Wardour St., LONDON, W.I. CP
('Phone: Gertard 240.) A
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"And now for Bed

"I have just rubbed a little

Pomeroy Skin Food into the

skin, as I do every night

before going to bed. It i3

so easy, so soothing, such a

splendid way of keeping the

complexion fresh-looking and
clean as a new pin. Now
1 don't worry about wrinkles

or crow's feet, or those ugly,

ageing lines about the

eyes and mouth. My skin

never feels tired or flabby,

and friends tell me I am look-

ing years younger. When
I look in my glass I can

certainly see a wonderful im-

provement. And 1 am far

happier with a good com-

plexion, thanks to Pomeroy

Skin Food. It is no trouble

to rub a little in every night

just before going to bed."

Vomerojf
SkinFood

1/6, 3/6 and 5/- Jars

of High-class Chemists

and Perfumers.

Mrs. Pomeroy, Ltd.,

29, Old Bond Street,

LONDON.
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THE DRESSING-ROOM
The Knitting Craze—Fashionable Ideas for Wool—Knitting as a
Beautifier—Habits , Good and Bad Mannerisms that Matter.

ELSIE FERGUSON.

EVER since the war taught us to knit, we
have Uept tho habit, finding it botli restful
and useful, and to help us carry on,

fashion lias decreed that, knitted garments are
the most fashionable of all. The craze has^rven,
reached our favourite screen stars, and between
t,he waits at most cinema studios jumpers,
sports coats, gloves, scarves, and other becom-
ing garments, arc being woven by the fair hands
of our film favourites.

4

Are they for a Christmas Present ?

IN the above picture we see Elsie Ferguson.
She is evidently knitting a pair of socks for
some lucky man. Elsie is particularly

kind-hearted, so l.expect one of the stage hand's
will receive them as a Christmas present when
they are finished.

%
Two Good Ideas.

TALKING of knitting. I have noticed the
latest idea is to knit a wide sailor collar
on winter coats of brusltfcd wool. These

have all tho appearance of fur, at infinitely
less cost, and have not the poor appearance of
imitation fur. Brushed wool scarves, too, are
infinitely becoming, especially if made vcrv
wide, say about 100 stitches, knitting with
No. 10 needles, and about lj yards lon£.

Knitting as a Beautifier.

BESIDES making delightful things to wear,
knitting is particularly soothing to the
nerves, and in many cases the craze has

become a real beautifier. When you get nervy,
you cultivate mannerisms that become a marring
habit, and, just as character is shown in the'
face : just as we know instinctively on meeting
a new acquaintance whether She is bad-tem-
pered or kind-hearted ; of a worrying disposition
or of an easy-going temperament by the expres-
sion of her face, so mannerism? print their
indelible traces on our faces.

How They are Formed.
MANNERISMS are formed through a

number of.cnuses. Sometimes they can
be traced to an abnormal time of suffering

and unhappiness. Sometimes they are simply
a trick expression copied from a friend. C hildren
especially are vcrv quick at imitating others.

These mannerisms quipklv grow into a habit,
which, unless checked in early stages, chum -:

fTfalong disfigurement of an otherwise pretty fate
I number among my friends quite a pretty

girl, who, whenever she is nervous or preoccu-
pied, pulls the right, lobe of her ear. Tho habit
is not a pretty one, but no one found it oltensive.
and she was never cheeked. To-day- she has to
wear her hair over her ears—though if it wore
brushed into a French knot on ion of her bead
it would be infinitely more becoming to her typo
of face—because, by constantly pulling the (pbe
of one ear, she has made it abnormally large,
red, and thick. I also know a man— (men are
ereaturos of habit, too)—who, when he is talking
to you, raises his right arm and his right should< r

and strokes the back of his head. Thin habit has
distinctly heightened his right shouldor, and
at times he looks almost deformed.

The Restaurant Habit.

ONE of the worst of new habits formed by
tho girl in business I call the restaurant
habit—that. is. eating her mid day moul

it break-neck speed. This habit may be a
tune-saver, but it is inviting indigestion . in its

worfit form, and is the cause of sallow skin and
pimples, as well as paving the way to bad
health.

If you have to wait a long time to be served
at your restaurant, and have to ru-h through
your meal to keep to the time allowed you,
order something light and easily digested.
H.'ttor be under-fed at jour mid-day meal than
form this habit of eating quickly, which, after
a time, becomes the only way you can cat.

If You Cannot Sleep.

IN m ..y cases insomnia is simply a-habif. .

I believe in menftd suggestion, and the girl .

who says to herself as she prepares for lied :

" Well, I know I sha'n't sleep to-night,'' is

• paving the way for the habit of insomnia.
Insomnia brings in its train sunken, dull eyes,

and is sure to undermine the health. If you
suffer in this way. however slightly, have a
warm foot-bath before getting to bed. and sip

a glass of h6t milk. Don't eat a late heavy meal,
and avoid mental work for fully half an hour
before retiring. - 'Get into bed, relax the body,
lie on your right, side, and close your eyes You
will find that this will cure you of any tendency
to sleeplessness—that is, if you persevere in this

simple remedy.

Don't Cultivate Wrinkles!

THE habit of frowning over' your work will,

in time, result in either two deep, or a
network of wrinkles between your eye-

brows. These wrinkles rnake the youngest gill

look old.

A girl I know, who determined to cure herself

of this habit, pasted a piece of stamp paper
where the wrinkles were forming. Whenever
she frowned the uncomfortable feeling of the
stamp paper reminded her of this marring habit.

She cured herself in a fortnight. If these
wrinkles have already formed, try massaging
them away with a little skin food. Rathe first

with hot water, to open the pores of the skin,

then dip the fingers in skin food, and massage
lightly across the wrinkles. Sleeping with a
piece of court plaster stretched across the skin
will help to eradicate these unsightly blemishes.

Take Care of Your Eyes.

THE habit of straining the eyes will cause
styes. Beware of a tingling sensation

at the back of the eyes, aud consult an
oculist for suitable glasses.

If a stye forms, a good remedy is to bathe
frequently in warm boraeic lotion (five grains

to one ounce of water).

At night-time apply a piece of lint which has
been wrung out of boiling water, cover with a
niece of oiled silk and a pad of cotton-wool, and
fix with a silk handkerchief.

But remember, styes, if caused by eye-strain,

can only be permanently cured by a visit to the

oculist, who will provide suitable glasses.

A Dresseb.
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WHO'S WHO IN THIS WEEK'S PHOTO-PLAYS.
WARS IN NOTABLE SCENES FROM PHOTO-PLAYS WHICH CAN BE SEEN TO-DAY

BRYANT WASHBURN in "The Ghost 01 the Rancho." (Pathe.) DARRELL FOSS dnd MARGERY WILSON in "Without
Honour." (Triangle.)

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS in "Arizona." (Arlcraft.) CHARLOTTE WALKER in "Every Mother's Son." (fo.c.)

MARION DAVIES in "The Burden of Proof." (Oaumont.) MARY MARSH ALLEN and HAYFORD HOBBS in "Whosoever
Shall Offend." (Walturdaw.)

BuyYOUR
Children

See how they will linger over every page

of COLOURED pictures, and every jolly

story in this fascinating weekly paper

which they love so much. This week there's

a WORKING TOY MODEL OF THE FAIRY
The Children's Fairy CINEMA GIVEN FREE with every copy.
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NEVER JUDGE
BY APPEAR-

ANCES.

This is a
Suns In i

if

Come d y
man, al-
though he
does not
look very
bright in

this photo-
graph. But
if you saw
him in this

part U"H
would

lau2h.

More Questions to Answer.
Where did Stewtirt Home t

Why was Chrissie White t *
Who will Marie Wnlcamp T

What books did Wallace Heid t

How much is Constance Worth f

What did Tom Mix f

Who did Ann Dodge, t

Where was Marie Osborne f

How long did Lilian Uraithwaite t

Why is Louise Lovely f

Why is Ann Little f

Doe's Theda liara heroine's part ?

What river did Francis Ford ?

What road did Madlainc Traverse ? and
Who does Bessie Love ? „

2s. Cd. awarded to (1'lease send name), Union
Offices, Wellington Street, Dewsbury.

More Than He Bargained For.

DARE -DF.VIL Film Actor: "You said

when I agreed to ride this horse in v uur

,
production that if anything went wrong

you d give me a new part."

Producer :
" Yes, I did."

Dare-devil Film Actor :
" Well, I waul a

couple of kneecaps, one elbow, and a left ear."

Where Ignorance is Bliss.

HERBERT RAWL1NSON tells the follow-

ing story, which shows the innocence of

some of the bouse managers in country

places.
" Some years ago," ho says. " I was stage

manager with a touring company.
" We came to a small town where the house-

manager was the lnll-poster, attendant, and
booking-clerk—in fact, ' all there is 1 am.'
" We discovered our scenery was loo long for

the small stage. Turning to the manager, I

asked :
' What is your proscenium opening

here ?
'

"The gentleman m question replied, 'Oh,
about seven-thirty !

'

."Ho evidently thought I wanted to know
when the theatre opened."

Conscientious.

IN a picture theatre a man enjoyed (he f-liow

«o much that ho came out to the ticket

office, threw down his money and—said :

"That's a good programme. Give me another

ticket."

Then he went back to the theatre a second

tim'?.

Misunderstood.

THE manager of a theatre was once a=kcd to

book a pirturo called " Tho Social Lron."

Ho replied, however, that he was sorry, but
his patrons did not like animal pictures.

A Treat for the Studio.A PRODUCER hired a fine display of fruit

from a local dealer. The fruit was wanted
for a scene in which an Italian fruit

dealer appeared, and a very realistic stand

displaying a choice collection of oranges, ap-

ples, and bananas was obtained The producer

put a boy in charge of it, and he had a great

difficulty trying to protect it.

Have you ever laughed over any incident that has happened when you have been watch
ing the pictures? Half-a-Crown will be sent to the sender of any story that we print.
No copy can be returned, and the Editor's decision must be final. Address Film Fun,

"The Picture Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.G. 4.

"It's up to me to see that it all gels back to
the shop," he complained to a sympathiser:
" but half of it has disappeared already. When-
ever I turn my back for n second, an orange or
an apple lias disappeared."

—

—

Some Wind.

IN a new picture play a producer wauled to
show a scene in which a sudden wind arose.

He obtained the desired result with great
success. This is his description of how it was
clone. .

" First we collared a young' cyclone,
bolstered it up with a couple of gusts and blasts,

trimmed it with several breezes, a squall, and
half a gale, mixed this with a sandstorm, and
twelve hurricanes bordering on tempest, in-

jected into the whole a whirlwind graduating
into a tornado, tempered with a typhoon Lot mil
of the simoon belt, slapped on a monsoon and
a couple of trade winds, froze the whole into
blizzard-shaped zephyrs, and let the whole mass
flivver towards the camera."

It is sad indeed to witness the plight of a
poverty -stricken heroine gaze upon her last,

crust of bread, when her hair is carefully done
up according to the latest stylo.

In tho street we can never find a taxi when
we need one, but in tho pictures they always
seem to come along at the right moment.

What is that peculiar noise we hear in tho
audience as the hero presses the heroine's
lips to his. Ah ! It is nothing but tho sighing
of the aching hearts of many maidens.—

—

The Afterglow.

CINEMA STAR :
" So your leading man

married his own flame, after all ?
"

Producer :
" Yes, and you ought fo

see the sparks flying around his home in these
davs !

" *

Stole His Own Car.

WHILE shopping recently in Los Angeles°,<a
cinema comedian had the misfortune
to lose the key with which ho had

locked his car to prevent thieve- riding off in
it. He searched through his pockets in vain ;

the key was gone, and without it he could not
turn the steering wheel. In a near-by hardware-
sloro ho bought a small file, and began cutting
through one of the links of the chain that
prevented it from moving.

While he was at work a policeman strolled
by. He heard the sound of filing metal, and
saw the actor busy at work.

Walking up to the car, ho took him by lh-<

shoulder and started to drag him from the
machine.

" What's the m-m-matter ? " stammered the
comedian. „

" Never mind what'.-' the matter." returned
the officer. " Where d'you get that nerve,
trying to get away with a car like that in the
broad daylight. '! Come along with me I

"

B-b-but the c-c-car is mine !
" wailed the

comedian. r

" Let's see your licence, then."
" t left it at home,'' returned the star weakly.
" I guess so !

" sneered the policeman.
Arriving at the station, he 'phoned his homo,

only to learn that his wife could not find th<-

licence. Things began to look black for tho
comedian. He 'phoned to the studio.
."Come to the. police-station and bring

some pictures of me !
" ho shouted over the

'phone.
Half an hour later the pictures were brought

into the station, and, after a hasty comparison
of pictures and prisoner, the officials decided
to take a chance and let him go.

With a sigh of relief, the comedian hurried
back to his car reached in his back pocket for

his handkerchief, and found the missing key.
He has since done two things. One is to wear
his key on a chain ; the other to have his
licence in his pocket at all times.

JEFF CAPTURES A FEW LIONS.

L Mutt and Jeff are on an
expedition to Africa, and want
to catch some lions.

2. Jeti goes out to follow
Mutt's instructions, but when he
meets a lion he ; s afraid to move.

3. Instead of whistling, he
stands paralysed and shouts f0r
Mutt.

4. Meanwhile another lion

comes along, and they take a
fancy to the little fellow.

{By Permission of Fox Films.)

5. All this time Mutt is

sleeping peacefully, and does
not know what a terrible time
his friend has" had.

t>. Jeff's winning way has
mado the animals docile, and
Mutt is surprised to find that ho
has secured half a dozen merely
by tying their- tales together.
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Always Welcome
In Milkmaid Cafe au Lait you have the
jdelightful beverage of the French at its

!bcst—choicest coffee, full-cream milk, and
sugar all skilfully blended in their right

proportions. Welcome every time and
(everywhere for its delicious flavour.

MILKMAID
CAFE AU LAIT
Leaves no " grounds " for complaint.

: Sold everywhere. Cash price, 5Jd.~,

10\d„ and 18 per tin.

For introductory purposes a $ \d. tin of Cafe an Lait

and handsome book of recipes will be sent FREE on
receipt of yl. to cover postage. Address:—

NESTLES,
(F.R.Dopt .), 6-8. Eastcheap, London, E.C.3.

iH SHOW YOUR FRIENDSM
<cUhe Picture Show.

IND-MASTERY & SELF-CONFIDENCE
Are you J

' Master" of your mind? Arc yon clear-

minded, strong-willed, self-contident, and successful?
Learn the secrets of Mind-Mastery and Strung Nerves. Banish
shyness, awkwaidness, timidity, worry, feelt-fears, and
"Nerves." Learn how to more than hold your own in the
Navy. Army, R.A.F., the Professions, Business, and Society.
Send only 3d* stamps fo,r particulars of confidential Men to*

Nerve strengthening methods. Used in the Navy from Vice*
Admiral to Seaman, and in the Army from Colonel to Private,
M.C.'b. D.C.M.'e, and M.M.'e.—OODKftY ELLIOTT-SMITH,
LTD., 536, Imperial Buildioga, Ludgate Circus, London, E.0.4.

CINEMA ASPIRANTS
:<ALL AGES):

Receive expert tuition. Students are included in

our own PRODUCTIONS, when prolicient.

Write or call for particulars.

A1 CINEMA COLLEGE & STUDIO,
m.Renfield St .GLASGOW. EVERYTHING VP TO DATE.

REAL ARTISTIC MOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS
OF FAVOURITE MOVIE STARS

Mary Pickford Pearl White William Farnum
Theda Bara Peggy Hyland Clara K. Young
Douglas Fairbanks George Walsh Lee Kiddies

7<d. each; 6 for 3'-. Post free by return.
Send to-day for six photographs selected from the list
above, and you will receive free our complete list of

all the photographs we are able to supply.

Kennedy Broa.(Dpt.F).98,Fulwood House.High Holborn.W.C.l

.

HAIR ON THE FACE
instantly and completely

hes with EJECTHAIR,th->
Testified Cure for this hideous
.affliction—S imp] e, Safe, and
Pa i n 1 e s s—Success assured-
Professional Guarantee Given
—Sent in plain cover for 7d-
Send now 7d. stamps to—

Manageress. EJECTHAIR CO.
(Dept. 8),

682.Hol.oway Rd.
1
London,N.19.

PALE
FACE
GIRLS

Ask youi Chemist for a

ROSE BLOOM
COMPLEXION CLOTH,
which when applied will give you such
rosy cheeks that your Sweetheart will

be proud of y ou . If your Chemist can-
not supply you, send P.O. for 1/- to

F. HOPE, Dept S, 71, Beckenham
Road, Beckenham, Kent.

ASTER
§88 J83 supply cn Monthly Payments
903 S33 Overcoats, Boots; Suit-. Raincoats,

IBS Sgg S83 Tieneh Coats, watches, Rinn-.

g§ «g &2 Jewellery. Sc., at 5 -,10 ., an.120 -

SS gg 3g monthly privately by ].ost. Write „
§g W ^ for Price Lists Terms. Masters, %
f$Z gj Ltd., 94, Hose Stores,RYE '

'ARE YOU SHORT?
If so, let the Glrvan System help you
to increase your height. Hr.Briggs re-

ports 5 inches increase ; Driver B. F„
3 inches ; Mr. Ratcliffe, 4 inches ; Miaa
Leedell, 4 inches ; Mr. Ketley, 4 inches..

This system greatly im proves the
health, figure, and carriage. Send 3

penny stamps for further particulars

and £100 Guarantee to Enquiry
Dept. C.T., 17. Stroud Green Road,
London. N. 4.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
THE CINEMA?

Many opportunities occur for men and women in

this growing British industry. There is a demand
for trained beginners as Film Artists and Bioscope

and Camera Operators.
Write for particulars and Free Guide.

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE,
36. Rathbone Place. Oxford Street. W.l.

Alone I do it

!

PersiTj Powder washes on a new*

marvellous and rapid principle and is

the most wonderful clothes washer yet

known. ^PersiT) washesclothes by boiling

and rinsing only. ^PeTsij^ works entirely

without rubbing and bleaches without injuring.

Boil and rinse only—-not a rub.

PersiQ washes everything : heavy Linen, Calico,

Lace, Muslins and Curtains: splendid for Flannels

and Woollens (See Special Instructions).

GUARANTEEe—Perstl fs made by Joseph Crosfteid & Sons,
Ltd., (by appointment to H.M* the King) famous Soapmakera
for over 100 years.
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A HOME-MADE
HAIR TONIC.

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

By ENA DAYNE.

Yoti can make at home a better hair tonic

than you can buy. Many other toilet pre-

parations that give wonderful results may
be made at home. The ingredients can be
bought at any chemist's at little cost and
mixed at home.

FOR THE HAIR.
Here is a simple receipt, which any lady or

gentleman can mix at home, that will imme-
diately remove dandruff, stimulate the growth

of the hair, and'

prevent it from
falling out. Merely
dissolve 1 drachm
of powdered sano-
lite in 3 ounces of

bay rum and add
3 ounces of water.

Apply to the scalp

once a day and rub
it in well where
there is dandruff.

Not only is this

ENA DAYXk, mixture a powerful
Leading Actress. stimulant to the

scalp, but it is an active germicidal agent,
and scurf immediately disappears where it is

applied. The hair can be prevented from
falling out, and tinde to grow long, thick, and
beautiful by the aid of this simple mixture.

FOR GREY HAIR.
Any lady or gentleman can restore their

grey, streaked, or faded hair to its natural
colour with this simple home-made mixture.
To a half pint of water add- one- ounce of hmy
rum, I ounce of Orlex. Compound, and |
ounce of glycerine. These ingredients c an be
purchased at any chemist's, at little cost.

Apply to the hair every other day until the
hair beeomes its original coliTur. This is not
a dye, does not colour the scalp, is not sticky

or greasy, and does not rub off.

FOR THE COMPLEXION.
You can make at home a greaseless

vanishing cream that will beautify the com-
plexion, make the skin soft, smooth and
pliable, and prevent the hands from chapping.
Dissolve £ ounce of powdered grexite in 1

ounce of glycerine and add a pint of water.
These ingredients cost little at any chemist's.

It makes more than a gint of greaseless

vanishing cream or lotion that will give the
complexion the clear velvety appearance of

vouth, remove wrinkles, roughness, and chaps.
Men will find it excellent after shaving. *

[Advt.]

j0t
BEAUTIFIES THE EYES

' Eydol " will give you
yes that brilliancy,
wvacity. and expiessior

fiflft so . appealing. It
tbco.s and strengthensclears the eyes, if*:

them, inakinji tbeiq naturally more
beautiful. raiticulaily refresh ing

after motoring.
" Eydol" fa tpcommended l>y leading

actresses. inclinliiij Hfffl) Kyrle HeMew
Mi** 1'byllis Bedells, Md!lc. Lucieone
Dervyle. etc. "Eydol" is

harmless. Itelieves eyestrain
and headache- Indispensable- for

all whose eyes are weak or
tired-looking,

2/9 I"- itio.

Oi all Mtoies'
Chemists, or
'"""-"EYDOL"'^
Laboratories

(Dept. 2Bi,

170, Strand, LONDON. W.C. 2

Use " Eydol
"

to darken
eyebrow* Mid
laHbe*. H makcB
them thick. ODg,
and silky. In

Ivorlne Pots 1/8.
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SHOULD CINEMA THEATRES SPECIALISE ?

UNDOUBTEDLY there is much wisdom in tbe plan
which would have us keep certain places lor
certain things. Those of us who love system are

able to appreciate the value of knowiiu here to lay
our hands when we desire to find a thing, or where t j

go when we wish to behold something in particular.
But there is a tendency at times to carry this desire
for systematising to an excess by trying to arrange
everything in life according to a fixed scheme which
would allow of no change. That way doth folly lie,

for it is the charm of variety that helps to pre jerve the
sanity of mankind.

Therefore, I feel that I cannot approve o! the sug-
gestion which a correspondent makes in the extract
below, though it may be of sufficient interest to induce
others to think the matter over for themselves.
" I would like," writes " Edmund," " to see soma

better arrangement in picture theatre programmes.
At present comic films, dramatic films, ' screen thril-

lers,' news pictures, etc., are all exhibited at each
house, so that the picture-goer who, perhaps, has his

likes and dislikes with regard to any particular type
of play has no choice but to sit and see them all

unless he is willing to pay only for the privilege of

seeing the kind of film he likes best and then leave.

Would it not be better for picture theatres to specialise

by some of them showing only comic films, others
dramatic films, and so on ? "

My correspondent may be right in his contention
that while certain types of pictures appeal to some they
do not hold the same interest for others. But if the
same reasoning were applied to all other things, it

would be found that our likes and dislikes are legion,

though for the sake of others we must bear t'ini

The picture theatre is essentially a house of " silent

varieties," and this is one reason why it attracts.

It affords us a relief to break away for a while from
the rigid plan of " each thing in its place," and
enables us to feel that there we can see and enjoy
something of that variety, which is the spice of life.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-
able time before publication, letters eapnot be

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requtringanimmediateanswerbypost. Address :

The Editor, "The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farongdoa Street, EX. 4.

It. G. (N. Kensington).—Twenty-seven years ago,
Carol Holloway was born in Williamsfown, I S A.
No, she b not married and hasn't said a word as j et

about being engaged to anyone. Is she any relation
to William Duncan? None whatever. Yes, the
Vitagraplr company has an office irt London.

" Mars " (Clacton-on-Sea).—Sessuc Hayakawa (fas
born on June 10, 1880, and. Mae .Marsh on November
9, 1803. Stewart Rome was born in 1887, but
Chrissie White and Alma Taylor have not given their

ages as yet.

D. D. (Nottingham).—Are there any pictures filmed
in this country ? Yes, heaps of them. D. D. Haven't,
yotl seen any of our British pictures as yet ! Ivy
Close does not say how old she is. but Mary Miles
Miuter is seventeen.

G. G. (London).—Y'es, Stewart Rome and Alma
Taylor were both in " Comin' thro' the Rye."

1. B. (Chatham).—Julian Eltinge was horn in

1883. The answers to your other questions will lie

found in this and previous issues. Sorry, 1 cannot
send anyone any photos of artistes, for I have none
for disposal. Did. you see the pretty photo of Dorothy
Dulton on the cover of this paper for August 23rd ?

E. F. \Y. (London, W.C).—The information you
quote was quite correct at the time it was written,
which was considerably in advance of the American
authority you mention. No. I couldn't say why
Blanche Sweet did not keep to her other name of
Daphne Wayne, for the latter, too. is also pretty;

E. C. (Gateshead-on-Tyne).—With the exception
of Mary Pickford, who-' was born in Canada, and
'Charlie Chaplin, who first saw the light of day in this

country, all the others you name are Americans.
" GlSfOER " (Bootle).—Cullen Landis and Kathleen

Clifford were featured in " Who is Number One '?
"

Kathleen Clifford has light brown hair and brown
eyes. Yes, Jack Holt is married, but not May Allison.

Lottie Pickford is younger than Mary. Good luck
to you, also.

G. R. (Terenure).—Yes, rehearsing does require a
good deal of patience, both on the part of produwr
and artiste. 1 note you would rather watch than
play. Maurice Costello married Mae Treshain,
who does not act for the films. Clara
Kimball Young married James Y'oung. Roland
Bottomley gave up acting for the screen some time
?.£3. Lill'i :n V.'alKcr however i still pla.\ in,: and is

not married. Sorry, I cannot remember, cither, the
name of " the funny little man."

S. T. (Cwmpare, Treochy).—What a big list of
favourites ! Sorry, though, I cannot oblige yon with
photos of them, and as for addresses, these, S.T.,
cannot be given, I regret to say.

N. K. (Hull).—So you seem "a bit afraid of ap-
proaching such a fierce and stern mat) " like William

S. Hart ? But I'm sure that off the screen -he's as
gentle as a dove. When you write to him, however,
don't forget to give your full address, adding the nan*
of your county and t he word England. Several artist**
in America complain that some of their corrcsponderit.it
in this country do not give their full addresxes, with
fli ' result that replies often fail to reach their deputa-
tion. Other readers who see this might bear this
point in mind when corresponding with artistes
abroad.

C. R. (Bradford) Mabel Vormand is twenty-five,
and was born in Boston, Mass. Madge Kennedy
was born iii California. William Farnuin was born iii

Boston forty-three years ago. Yes, Alma Taylor,
Chrissie White and Henry Edwards are all English.Am glad you like seeing British players. No. British
linn will not be beaten, you may depend on it.

,r
T. 11. (Richmond).:—(I) Mary Pickford is

twei -six, and is married to- Owan Moore. (2)
Sorry I do not know the distance, (3) Yes, vou Caa
write to anyone you like in the film world. (1) ThOS,
Cook and Son will be aide to give vou the information
desired.

O. P. and D. t. (Evercreech).—Marie Waleamp
was born in 1804. Don't know where Eddte I'olo
will be by the time you sec this, lint I'll find him,
anyway, if you wish to write to him, through this office.

H. S. (Uuernsey).—Letters for artistes cannot lx-

acknowledged on this page. - Pearl White was born
in 1880; Priscilla Dean in 1806: Hazel Dawn in
1892; Huth Clifford on July 17, 1000; Alice Joyce
in 1890; June Caprice on November 10, l.sof);
Ann Little in 1804; Alice Brady in 1896: Eddie
I. sous in 1887. 'The British artistes you name haw-
not made their ages public. The cast of " The
Cinderella Man" is as follows: -Marjorie Caner
(Mae Marsh): Morris Caner (George FaweefT)

;

Anthony Quintard (Tom Moore), and Primrose
(Louis It. (.'rise!).

" Nix " (Blackburn) —Irene Castle (Mrs. Robert
Treraan) has grey eyes. I have noted your request.

T. .1. (Cardiff).—King Baggott will be seen on the
films again. Cleo Ridgelv is .Mrs. J. Horne. Norma
Talmadge was " Lucilc West brook " in "Her Only
Way."
H. J. (Stockton-on-Tees).—There will be more

art plates to come, so you can go on collecting.
Eugene O'Brien isn't married. The answers to your
other questions you will have seen already. More
photos of Dorothy Dalton will appear in time.

L. E. (Basehtllfh).- Yes, you have missed the art
plate (Hi Mac Marsh, given away with No. 4. Pearl
White is thirty.

F. E. M. (South ShieldsV-H I could oblige you,
I would, but I really have no photos for disposal.
Why not. write to the artistes »

X. Y. Z. (Manchester).—Neva Gerber, Ben Wilson,
and Kingsley Benedict arc still acting. Mrs. Charlie
Chaplin is alive, I am pleased to say. " Why do
cinema stars marry cinema stars '! " Well, not
always, for sometimes they marry non-professionals.

G. C. (Basingstoke).— I do not know if he is alive.
Owen Moore did retire for a while, but has signed up
again to appear in Sel/.nick pictures. I am quirt-

sure Mary Pickford would not mind your writing ta
her.

"BOB" (Lewis).—Nites Welch married Dell
Boone. Sylvia Breamer measures 5 ft. 7 in. Ves.
Bryant Washburn is married. Both Charlie Chaplin
and William Favershani are Londoners.
"Interested Ed.nv" (Attcrcliffe).—Did you see

William Duncan smiling at you from our cover of
the 30th of August? Yes, he and Carol Hollowly
are well-raitched for acting. Many other readers
are also going to have their PICTURE Shows bound.

Y. C. (Devonporth— Mary Pickford's curls are
real enough. I shall have more photos of your
juvenile favourites in the near future.

M. Y'. (Chiswick).—In " The Flame of the Yukon."
Dorothy Dalton was The Flame, anil Kenneth-
Harlan played as <;eorge Fowler^ the Stranger.
Yes, Tom Mix is a married man. Yictoria Fordc is

his wife.
" SPES " (Norwich).—Thank you very much for

telling everybody about this paper. 1 really do not.

know whether " The Wreck " will be shown in your
town again. Have you asked the managers of any
of the local theatres 3

K. W. (London, N.).— Pleased you liked the- photos
of Pearl White. I note she has inspired you to sing
her praises in verse. So you have obtained quite a.

goodly collection of artistes' photos by writing to
them. Lucky, K. W.

T. B. (Southwick).—Your letter may take about
fourteen days. Y'es, both are Americans. Certainly
you can write to those you name.
W. (York).—Glad you have received some more

photos from your favourite. Violet Hopson So
long as your character Is manly, why need you worry
because Nature has given you the delicate features
of a girl ?

" Ai.ma " (Bolton).— I have managed quite Succi s,-

fully to read your letter without " getting my hair

in a knot," so you are welcome again. Chrissie

White and Henry Edwards are not. related to each
other. Not a bad idea of yours to advertise Tuk
Picture Show.

J. D. H. (Newcast!e-on-Tyne).—Yes, Edith Storey
is still on the films.

E, M. A. (SUnderland) —William Scott is twenty-
six. I shall have more news of him in time.

,S.' H. (Darlington). —Alma Taylor is single, and
has not disclosed her age. The latter also applie.s CO

Gerald Ames, Glad you like British films.' No,
your letter was not long at all.

(Continued on next page.)
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS
{Continued from Page 22.)

" Tomtit " (Windsor).— In " Patxia," Irene Castle

took the title-rule, Milton Wills was Capt. Donald

JParr. while Warner Oland appeared as Manuel
Morales, the villain. Both the Zane ftrcy novels.
" Desert Gold " and " Biders of the I'urple Sage,

have been lilmed. Balph Kellard was Corporal

Adams iu " l'earl of the Army."' Doris Lee and
I-ila i.ec are not related.

K. K. (Grimsby).—Ealle Williams and Howard
Hickman arc both married men. Alma Kubens was
born tweivtv-two years ago in San Francisco. Yes,

Pa Hull is still acting, and so also is little Mary Jane
Irving, aged four.

It. W. (Ovcrstrand).—You must not be disap-

pointed,, for in due time I hope to issue art »' > ol

»M favourites, and yours have been di ,, noted.

Mollic King and Leon Barry, you think, make an
ideal pair of lovers. So they do—onthe.screcn. Both,

however, are married. The former to Kenneth D.

Alexander, and the latter to Mdlle. Marie F. Crousaz.

B. T. (London, E.).— I shall print the photos you
want. Ben Wilson married Jessie McAllister. Lew-

Cody is the husband of Dorothy Dalton, who is

twenty-six. Other particulars will be obtained. If

you have any talent, E. T.. your chance may come
one day.

O. P. (Southport).—W. S. Hart was born in New-
burgh, New York, on December 6, 1870, and Antonio
Moreno iu Madrid, in 18S8. Charlie Chaplin "as
horn in Brixton, London, on April 10, 1899.

M. S. (Fleetwood).—The name of " The Hooded
Terror " is not given. Sorry, I have no photos to

send you. l'earl White is now with F'ox, and the

names of her five reel pictures may be known by the
time this appears in print.

E. D. (Calcutta).—Your request has been attended
to. Am pleased to know you have got new readers

for this paper. Hope by the time you sec this you
will have been demobbed, or at any rate nearer your
turn.

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

When serial films are advertised they
should always be included in the con-
tinuous programme. I have often

visited a cinema especially to see a

particular episode, only to find that it

has been cut cut of the programme,
probably so that the theatre can finish
' to time.' 2/6 awarded to J. F. Thorpe,
9, Lea Road, Gainsborough.

E. E. G. (Chiswiek).—So yoH guess Herbert
Eawiinson's age to be twenty-seven. You are a long
way out, E. E. U., and if you add on another ten
years, you will be right. But he keeps bis age well,
and this, of course, has deceived you. Will tell you
as soon as I know.

" Nosey Parker " (Yeadon).—(1) Margaret Clark
has brown hair and hazel eyes. Her age is thirtv-one.
Don't know her favourite pastime. (2) Madge Evans
is ten. Can you write to her '! Why, certainly.
(:j) Her age has not been disclosed np to now. (4)
Dan Bolyat, the well-known comedian, is the hus-
band of Constance Worth. (5) Carmel Myers is

eighteen. (0) Her husband is Lew Cody, and her
age twenty-six. I see by your nom-dc-plume that
you belong to a well-known club, with a very exten-
sive membership.

B. F. (Chard).—No news lias reached me up to
.now of the little artiste you name, but I am getting
particulars.

L N. (Karnsley).— Your peep into the future is

interesting ami one does not know yet what unseen
influences the lilm may exert on those who will
follow .us. At the moment, I have not heard of any
studio at the place you mention.

• A. S. (lloylake).—1 shall do my best to oblige with
regird to the art plates of the two artistes you name.
November 19th will make just twenty years since
June Caprice came into the world in Ariihgton, Mass.,
although she was then Betty Lawson. She possesses
blonde hair anil blue eyes.
M. J. (Wolverhampton).—Yes, Jane and Catherine

Lee are sisters. Let BBC have the questions Which
puzzle you, and I'll see what I can do.

C. U. (Cardiff).—The world lost, a fine artiste when
True Hoardman died, and his " Stingaree " is un-
doubtedly a good play. But there, are so manv
living artistes claiming attention that 1 am afraid
an art plate of poor T. B. would be of no general
interest now.

"-sweet Eighteen " (Jarrow-on-Tyne).—What
sort of nibs do I like ? Any kind, except the om s
gratuitously provided at post offices. From what

I can see of your handwriting, your favourite will

have no cause to grumble, so why not write to
Mary Miles Minter now '! 1 shall not mind sending
on your letter at all.

F. T. (Hull).—Yes, Florence La liadie was killed

in an accident some time ago. Will get news of

Balph Kellard.

M. G. (Leeds).—Your favourite "cowboy,"
Dough Fairbanks, has hazel brown eyes.

T. J. (South Shields).—New York is the birthplace

of George Walsh, who was born there twenty-seven
years ago. Broncho Billy is on the films again.

C. D. M. (Rugeley Camp).—Glad to hear the boys
at your camp enjoy this paper so much. Carol
Holloway is the daughter of a college professor, and
was on the stage for some time before going on the
films. She was born in Williamstown, U.S.A., on
April 30, 1892. The colour of her hair is dark brown,
and her eyes are blue. She is not inariied.

"Child op Israel" (Oldham).—You felt shy?
Well, you must not be so bashful next time, you wish
to ask me anything. George Walsh's better half

is Seena Owen. Robert Uarron played in " Sunshine
Alley " with Mae Marsh. Mary Miles Minter was
born in Shreveport, Louisiana, and has golden hair

and blue eyes.

"Banbury Reaper."—In "Captain Kidd,
Junior," Douglas MacLean was Mary Pickford's
leading man. He also played in " Johanna Enlists,"

as the Adjutant, with Emory Johnson. " Who
is Number One?' 1

featured Cullen Landis and
Kathleen Clifford.

" LES " (Liverpool).—Of course, I am not offended
in the least, and am glad to learn that you are a
staunch supporter of this paper. But if you gave
only your nom-de-plume previously, and not your
full name as you have this time, then that explains,
Les, why you were not answered. Also as a re-

minder (and for the benefit of other readers as well)

may I quote this from the rule below :
" All letters

are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter

received to date lias been sent on. The Editor
cannot enter into any correspondence on this matter."
Tliis last sentence means that no acknowledgments
can be given on this page, and to save me extra and
1111 necessary work, acknowledgments of artistes'

letters should not be specially asked for through the
post.

L. O. (Blackpool).—\"ou arc indeed an ardent
admirer of Mary Pickford and Marguerite ( lark, and
I

(
shall not disappoint you with regard to more photos

ot theni. Mary Fuller left the films some time ago,
but Kathlyn Williams is still acting.

E. J. (London, N.).—So you have noticed that
Constance Talmadge wears a ring on her engagement
linger. Well, if she is engaged to anybody, the news
lias not reached me at the moment I write this.

Have not heard that the other artiste has any
children.

" Bonny " (Catford).—All these answers, Bunny,
are written and sent to press several weeks before you
actually read them. So that if in the meantime
someone dies, gets married, or any other change takes
place, my statement, correct at the time of writing
concerning any particular artiste, may read strange
unless this is remembered. William Desmond's
first W'ife was Lilian Lamson, but his present wife is

Mary Mclvor, his former leading lady.
" Interested Reader " (Jarrow).—Olad you have

disclosed your identity. My reply to Les, of Liver-
pool, will answer your question also.

"Picture Mad " (Egrcmont).—Yes, Pearl White
has joined Pox to play in five reel pictures. Her
acting will still be as exciting as before. Alan
Forrest was born in Brooklyn in 1890. He is a ft. 1 1 in.

in height, and has black hair and brown eyes. He
spent live years on the stage. Yes, he is Mary Miles
Minter's leading man.
M. E. (Boston). —Kathlyn Williams is still acting.

Both Violet Hopson and Gerald Ames are married.
A new picture in which Clara Kimball Young will be
seen is " David Garrick," a two reel drama to be
released on January Sth. 1920.

R. G. (London, E.).—The " Big Four" in Filmland
comprises Douglas Fairbanks. Mary Pickford. Charlie
Chaplin, and D. W. Griffith. William S. Hart
was to have joined as well, but has changed his mind.

" HARRY " (Bristol).—Do I mind being criticised ?
Not at all. Courteous criticism, such as yours, I
welcome. You do not care about serial stories, and
would rather see three short stories in this paper
instead of one. But our serial story is such a popular
feature, Harry, that if I were to drop it, I can almost
hear the howl of dismay that would go up from my
other readers. Nevertheless. I am glad to know
The Picture Show will always be your favourite
film paper.
M. D. (East Molesley).—Pcari White is her real

name right enough. The art plates of your two
favourites will come along in time.

E. S. (Sheffield).—Yes, you can send your parcel
to Mary Miles Minter through this office as suggested.

(More Answers Next Week.)

KILLED HER MOUSTACHE
FOR EVER AFTER 30 YEARS.

/N answer to the many inquiries we hove received from cur readers as to how they can send letters to
,.

Cinema actors and actresses, ' The Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must be
distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many ofthese
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters
are forwarded by the next mail, and every tetter received to date has been sent on. 7 he Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence cn this matter. How to srrdyour letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose lid. stamp to the Editor," The Picture Show." 'the Fleetway
House, Famngdon Street, London, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country, ifa reply is required.)

I Told Her Free How to Destroy All Trace
of Superfluous Hair Growths, Never to

Return, just as I did.

LET ME HELpTgU ALSO FREE.

Are you a sufferer from Superfluous Hair? Have .you
tried every paste, powder and fiquid you ever J*eard of.
in the hope of geiting rid of it for ever, root and ail,
only to find that everything made it worse? Havo you
submitted to the painful electric needle, only to find that
it, too, is useless, as well as dangerous? Havo you
corae to the conclusion that Superfluous Hair can never
he cured, and that you must always go through life
obliged constantly to use temporary depilafori.es. or else

he subject to the remarks of others
as long as you live?

If so, no ma'ter how stubborn your
growth or how many things havo
Jailed. I want you to write to me.
J will send you fvco the same in-
lormation which enabled a prominent
Edinburgh lady to write: * You havo
a wonderful way to cure Superfluous
Hair. I had a heavy mousrache for
30 years, but there is no trace lef
now." And t ho friend in Kent says:
Since I followed your advice four

months auo. I have not a. Kinglc hair
left on my lip. It is wonderful to

be free from it after being troubled bo many years."
I myself was troubled for years and spent a small

fortune without relief. . until my Jate husband, a well
known officer in the British Army, came into possession
of a closely guarded secret of the Hindoo Religion, by
which the native women of India are enabled to obey
the laws of their religion, that they* must destroy all

trace of Superfluous Hair on all parts of their body.
It destroyed my own growth for ever after all else
failed, so that it has never returned. It has done the
same for many others. It will cost you nothing except
two penny stamps for postage, etc., to secure full

details. Just cut out and fetid me or copy the coupon
below, with your name and address, stating whether
Mrs. or Miss. That is all. Is it not worth the trouble?
Address as below.

TU|C CDCC PPIIDnM 01
,

copv of samc to oe sent

lulu rn.L ULUrUII with your name and address
«= ——— and 2d. stamps.

MR3. HUDSON: Please send mo free full informa-
tion and instructions to cure superfluous hair; also
details of other beauty secrets as soon as you can
Address, FREDERICK Hudson^ Dept. M 111, No. 9.

Old Cavendish Street. London, W.l.

IMPORTANT NOTE —Mrs. Hudson belongs to a famili/

high in Society, and is the tcidoio of a prominent Army
Officer, so you can urite her Kith ntire cdn}idenr>:.

Address as above.

HAVE

NICE CURLS

BEFORE. AFTER.

Every lady can have a beautiful Ik ad c,f

CURLY and WAVY hair. There is no need
to have sleek, lank, unattractive hair. Cue
hoi tie of VETROS will keep the hair in lovely
curls for months also invaluable for making
the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Send for a bottle to-day, and mako
yourself the admiration of .-ill your Mends.
You will be delighted with the results.

Price 2.6 per bottle, or three bottles for 5,6,
post, paid, direct from the makers, CHAPMAN,
LTD. (Dept 137), 15, Red Lion Sq., London, w.C.l.

tiwmm buy them rntrn^-'

The Children's Newspaper

WBM EVERY FRIDAY, mffl



1*100 seperb ill^istratioins

CEND to-day for the Free Prospectus that will tell you all

about the Charles Dickens Library—the Edition-de-Luxe

of the master's works—the edition which the finest private

libraries in the world are proud to own. It contains unique

features to be found in no other edition whatsoever, and it

surpasses all others in the splendour and number of its illustra-

tions. It is a monument of Scholarship and Art.

DO not forgo the delight of

possessing and enjoying this

magnificent Charles Dickens Library.

Its 14,000 beautifully printed

pages will give hundreds of

hours of pure enjoyment to

yourself and your family.

You will get more pleasure from these 18

sumptuous volumes than from a thousand

nights at the theatre—and you will get it at

a fraction of the cost. The Charles Dickens

Library is an ornament of the home and an

ornament of the mind ; an investment of

more than merely material value ; a precious

heirloom for your children.

In addition to all the pictures by all the

great classic illustrators — Cruikshank,

Leech, Phiz, Seymour— this edition has

been illustrate J throughout in every volume

by the i limitable genius of -Harry Furniss.

Seize the opportunity before the limited

edition is exhausted. The complete Libiary

can bs dehv ted to you for 7/- down and

a few further monthly payments.

Bring them into your own home —

-

Micawber, Pecksniff, Fagin, Mantalini,

Pickwick. They are all real people who
step right out of the pages of the book to

entertain you and to fill your home with

their odefities, their humanity, their charm.

Ask them in to talk to you.

Take the first step now by sending this coupon
which brings you an interesting coloured pros-

pectus of the finest Dickens Library in the world

Some exclusive

Features of the

CHARLES
DICKENS
Library

500 copyright illustra-

tions by Harry Furniss

600 illustrations by all

the classic Dickens

Artists,

Special extra volume

—the Dickens Com-
panion — telling

you all you want
to know about
the great creator

of a thousand

inimitable char-

acters.

CHARLES
&ICKENS
UbrarY

17
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THE PICTURE SHOW" COUPON.

To the Educational Book Co., Ltd.,

17, New Bridge Street, London, E.C.4.

S'rs,—Please send me per return full particulars showing
how I can secure the lr!-Volum; Edition of Dickers' Works,
with its 1, 1 00 ill s rations and including the volume called the

Dickens' Companion, on first paj m?r.t of 7,'-.

,

NAME

S ADDRESS

• Occupation
Z P.S 2

fluted and published every Monday by the I'ropriettirej-TiiB Amalgamated Prims, LiMiT.EO'-The FleeCway poiise, Furringdoa Street, London K.O 4 Advertm-
inenl OWces, Tlie eleetway House, Farringdon Street, Loudon, E.C. 4. Registered for transmission bv Canadian EWgazine Post. Subscription llutc;: Inland, lo> 21.
j ef annum; Single copies, Sid, ; Abroad (except South Airica and Australasia), 13s. per 'annum ; Single copies, 3d. Sole Agents for South Africa, T-HB CBSTa.lEi
H Alus AOESCTfLTD. Sole Agents to: Australia and New Zealand Messrs. Gordon Jt UorcH Ltd.; and for Canad.v, Tub Iiipeuial Nbws Co., Ltd VWU.
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CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS

CHARLES CHILDERSTONE.

WOOED FROM THE STAGE.
Another Artiste to Leave the Stage for the

Screen.

THE photograph of Charles Childerstone

above is the latest portrait of this well-

known star of stage and screen. You
may remember him playing lead with KUalino
Terri-- in " The Earl and the Girl," and again

in the title-rolo of "The Chocolate Soldier."

Mr. Childerstone, who has recently finished a

film entitled " Cry for Justice with the Vanity
Film Company, tells me he is determined to go
in solely for Dim work in future.

Charlie on an Art Plate.

THE long-promised art plate of Charlie
Chaplin is, as you have seen by now,
given away with this issue. l)o you

like it ? If so, don't forget that if you want
a real companion to it, Mrs. Charlie Chaplin
—Mildred Harris, you know—is the subject
of the art plate in next week's " Woman's
Weekly.''

Suspicions.

SMILIXG Hill Parsons does not mind how
i he makes his audience laugh, even when
he is not smiling himself, which i's mostly

the case. As you know, we laugh loudest at
Bill when he is in the depths of despair ; but
Bill does not like any other kind of criticism.

The other day a visitor to the studio notic »l

that every now and again Smiling Bill stopped
in the middle of the rcene and, moving his head
to one side, listened intently.

" What the deuce is the matter, Bill ?
'

queried the director. " That business is not
in the script."

" I know it," replied smiling William ;
" but

neither is that noise I hear."
He walked over to where several actors were

sitting and proceeded to investigate the cause
of the disturbance He was on the point of

giving up his search, when one old man piped
up:

' Maybe you heard me, Mr. Parsons. T
have got asthma awfully bad, and once in a
while I make a funny noise."

• If that is what it is, all right," replied Bill
" I don't care as long as you are wheezing, but
1 thought someone was hissing m\ act."

—

—

A Real Lucky Boy.

ACCORDING to no less an authority than
himself, the present plans of Douglas
Fairbanks, the world's most famous

ncrobatic smiler, include a trip to New York
in November, whence after making n picture, ho
is to make a world tour, during which lie will
visit England

l.ittlo " Doug." who has been visiting his
famous dad all summer, has now returned to
school, but ho has the most wonderful time
ahead of him that probably any small bdj ever
I) id, for he is to accompany his father abroad.
Cm you imagine what a good time a boy would
hive, travelling with his father, when that

father i; none other than the famous Douglas
Fairbanks, auci won't every small boy just

envy him 1

Just Like a Man.
ANOTHER star who contemplates a trip

round the world is pretty Bessie Bani-
scale, and she is at present improving the

shining hours away. from the studio reading up
various countries, and digging away at her
French lessons. Miss Barriscale believes that
with English, French and Italian she can get
along in any old country, and by digesting
the guide books before starting, she expects
she will be able to play guide to her husband.
Howard Hickman says he is loo busy to read
Baedeker and study language?, but if Bessie
masters them he will stick close to her en tli"

trip, and let her be interpreter and guide for

the family. Just like a man, isn't it !

A Fairy Godmother.

THE children of St. Vincent's Orphanage,
at Santa Barbara, have pleasant mem-
ories of Margarita Fisher.

A few days ago she called to present a goodly
sized cheque to the Orphanage : when she gave
each of the 130 little orphans a photograph of
herself, and saw they were all generously
supplied with ice-cream cones.

Asking Too Much.
HARRIETT HAMMOND, the Mack Sennelt

girl with the classic profile, gets up at
5. HO every morning. Bight o'clock a.m.,

when the girls report for duty, is a long way in

the middle of the morning for her. Miss
Hammond looks like spending a life of single
blessedness, unless a millionaire dairyman
comes along, as she says she will never marry
until she finds a man willing to have breakfast
at G.30 a.m.

A Costly Cry.

THE best laid schemes of mice and men
gang aft agley."
No one, perhaps, at the present moment

is more convinced of the truth of this saying
than Ben Turpin. It seems that Ben recently
arranged a charming surprise as a birthday
present for his wife. Mrs. Turpin's mother, you
must know, lives in New York, and she and
her daughter have not seen each other for some
years. On the birthday morning, Ben arranged
with the telephone company to connect the
telephone with his wife's bedside with the flat

of his wife's mother in New York. Neither
knew of the plan. Ting-a-ling went the
telephone., Mrs. Turpin took down the receiver
and there was her mother, 3,000 miles away,
talking to her. " And," says Ben ruefully, " my
wife was so surprised and moved that she began
to cry. Then her mother began to cry at the
other end. Neither one of thein said a word,
but they sat there and sobbed at each other
across the continent for about a quarter of an
hour at twenty dollars a minute !

"

— «-f—
Lost—A Bonnet.

IN this photograph Edna Flugrath, star of
the London Film Company, is seen in n
most extraordinary costume. The bonnet

in particular is something to make the stoutest
heart quake ; yet Edna Flugrath wears it in

her latest film, "The Pursuit of Pamela," and
thereby hangs a -tale.

The point in the story of the film is that the
childish Pamela, lured at sixteen into a hateful
marriage with her old guardian, realises what
she has done when the ceremony is over, and
incontinently sets out to escape. The only
garments she can find are those of an old
dragon of an aunt, and in these she flies to
London.
Within the last few days the following adver-

tisement has appeared in the daily paper? :

"Lost.—From Railway Carriage window
on London and South Western Railway, be-
tween Waterloo and Kingston : Elderly lady's
Bonnet ot Brown Braid and B'uc Silk, "old-

fashioned shape. Arewardof Five Pounds will

be paid on restoration to Mi?s Edna Flugrath,
London Film Co."

-— —
,

Not the One.

THE advertisement speaks for itself, but the
result has been absolutely astounding.
Apparently, elderly ladies make ...

positive habit of throwing their bonnets out of
railway carriage windows. There have been
any number of bonnets brought to St. Mar-
garets, bonnets black, l>onnets blue, bonnets
Drown, but never the bonnet of blue and brown
that Miss Edna Flugrath lost. She is very
unhappy about it, for t lie article belonged to a
great aunt, and thero was much sentiment
attached to it. When the bonnet was thrown
out of the window, while they were playing the
scene mentioned above, an invisible string was
attached to it so that it might be recovered
after the " take " was over : but there was a
strong wind blowing, and the bonnet came
away from the string.—

—

Please Return It.

THEREFORE, the advertisement was issued,

and has brought about a positive procession
of bonnet boxes to the big studio at St.

Margarets. But the real bonnet fails to material
is'e, only these disconsolate ghosts, relies of great,

carelessness on the past of many elderly ladies,

continue to be brought by seekers after the
reward.

Will anyone who has found a nine and Brown
Bonnet on the London and South Western
Railway please return it to the rightful owner ?

For this reason here is a portrait of the little

lady of the sparkling eye=, wearing the bonnet,
for the return of which she hopes so much.

EDNA FLUGRATH
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CINEMA from p. 3.

MARIE DORO.

News of Marie Doro.

ABOVE is the latest portrait of Marie Doro,
taken in Italy. As you know, following
rapidly upon her recent brilliant success

in " A Sinless Sinner," came the announcement
that this clever little lady had been engaged
liy tho Unions Cinematografiea Italiana to act
for several important productions in Italy.

This interesting contract marks yet another
step in the forward march of Italian film
production in its endeavour to make a wide
appeal, particularly to the British and American
publics. Marie Doro is not the first American
artiste to be engaged, though she is probably
Ihe most important, and at least two important
producers have also been induced to cross the
Atlantic, and are actually at work in the
Italian studios, while British and American
scenarios ar very much in request.

" The Loveliest Spot on Earth."

MISS DORO is especially delighted with
her engagement, because of her pas-
sionate lox'e of Italy. With her strong

arlis»ic temperament, she revels in all the
beauty of colour and architecture that is to bo
found in (his sunny southern land. At present
she is acting in the beautiful island of Capri,
which, with tho wonderful Blue Grotto and (ho
famous Vil a of Nero, justifies her description
of it as t e loveliest spot on earth.

1 '

In this delightful spot Marie Doro is already
at work on her first film, which she expects
will be finished by the end of the present
month. In this film she is starring with Alexander
Salvini. th handsome young son of the world-
famous ac .or, who has appeared in so many
Italian productions* *

—

—

Conway Tearle's Plans.

CONWAY TEARLE. as perhaps you know,
is brother to Godfrey Tearle, now de-
lighting us over hero on stage and

screen.
Conway you may havo seen as leading man

for Mary Pickford, Ethel Barryinorfr, and other
BtarS of tho screen. We are soon to see him
in tho pri leipal male role in Florence Reed's
forthcoming picture feature drama entitled
" Her Gumo."

—*

—

British Stars in the States.

DO you know that in almost every Fox film

you will find an actor or an actress who
claims the British Isles or tho Colonies

O" his at birthpluco?

f irst o lo.ll, there is dainty Miss Peggy Ilylund,

v.)\'j~.\3 pictures ha\o wide popularity here

because of her quaint, and, at tire same time,
gay-spirited acting, and don't make any mis-
take, our Peggy is a big star in the States.
Fox pictures are shown all over the world, so
that Peggy is representing Great Britain
everywhere. —

—

Names You Know.

THEN you will "find such names as Bertram
Grassby, who was born in Lincolnshire.
You will have seen Mr. Grassby in many,

of Gladys Brockwell's pictures, and he played
the villain in " The Blindness of Divorce.':'
Next there is Tom Holding. He plays the.

lead with Madlaine Traverse in " The Danger
Zone." Tom was born at Blackheath, in
Kent.
Then Robert Man loll, the Shakespearean

actor, was born in Irvine, Scotland ; and
William Sheer was boru in Birmingham.
Spottiswoode Aitken, who has a world-wide

.reputation as an actor on the speaking stage,
is soon to bo seen in a wonderful stage pre-
sentation of Longfellow's " Evangeline," which
they are now filming at the Fox Studio. Mr.
Ait ken first saw the light of day in Edinburgh.
Then Harry. Lonsdale hails from Worcester. ,

—

-

Well Represented.

KATHLEEN LEE, sister of little Jane,-
was born in Glasgow. Then Alfred
Paget, a Boer War veteran, was born

in England. You may havo seen him in
" Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp."
Then there is Charles Arling,- who hails

from Toronto : and last, but not least, we
have the beautiful Louise Lovely, who is now
appearing as William Farnum s leading lady
in " The Man Who Repaid " and " The Lone
Star Ranger." Miss Lovely was born and
educated in Australia. She was well known
to stageland there, before going to America.
Annette Kellerman, the beautiful Australian
swimmer, is another Fox star. Havo you
seen her yet in " Queen of the Sea " ''.

So you see, Great Britain is well represented
ill Fox films.

Fay Filmer.

FROM "OVER THERE."'
Notes and News From Los Angeles.

Forsaking the Screen.CARMEL MYERS, late optical-dazzler of
Universal, is abandoning tho screen
for a stage career. She is tho daughter

of a prominent Los Angeles rabbi, who material I v
assisted D. W. Griffith in the archeeotogicajj
details of the Babylonian scenes in " In-
tolerance."

Betty's Rise to Fame.
BETTY COMPSON, who sprang t.» fame

almost overnight by her wonderful
acting in ' The Miracle Man," started

her career at the age of fourteen by playing"
the violin in a small combination vaudeville,
and picture-house. One Monday morning an
" act " failed to report, so Betty begged that
she might be allowed to deputise, end .the

manager said she might have a try. Sho bad
neither time nor money to get a suitable dress,
so she did a street musician Oct in ragc , and
succeeded with it.

Vivian Martin's Passion.

VIVIAN MARTIN has a pas.sion for niaj.-

When she feels in need of a thorough
change, she gets out her very biggest;

one anil plans wonderful trips. Somehow*./
they all lead to England, and she guess*

;

the little island attracts her so much becau'n
,

she has such a passion for Shakespeare, Dieken-,,
Barrie, and other typically British writers.

Tom Meighan's Loss.

MUCH sympathy is felt with Tom Meighan,'
who has lost his mother. Mrs. Meighan]
had been ill for some months, and a_

short time ago her famous son made a hurried,
trip to Pittsburgh and spent his entire vacation'
ut her bedside.

Mary's Next Part.

MARY PICKFORD started rehearsals
on " Polyanna " the other day, which
is to be her first picture for the " Big;

Four." There was a round table in the room,'
and around this round table the parties con-

J
cerned in the. production argued, discussed, *

and enthused to their hearts' content. The
table came in useful, too, as an imaginary hay-
stack, under which little Mary, on her hands
and knees, " tried out " a scene with an equally
imaginary boy. Another episode on a train

was rehearsed on a derelict chair, Miss Pickford
waving a feather brush in lieu of an umbrella. -

The feather brush showed a decided propensity
to moult, but nobody seemed to mind.

New Clothes Daily.

MAY ALLISON says she does most of her
'' vacating " at the modiste's. This '

is a typical '" day of rest." according
to the vivacious star of the blue eyes and
sunny hair :

"'First I come to the studio for my mail,

and to see how they are coming along with the
continuity of my new story. I go over it care-
fully to see whether or not they've pounded
out a new costume for me on their machines.
If so, I hie me forth and order same. Why, I

spend two-thirds of every day shopping !
"

Isn't it nice to bo a screen star, and to have
to buy new clothes J

Japanese Garden Effect.A BEAUTIFUL Japanese garden \\a^ in

course of construction on the occasion
of my List visit to the Metro Studios.

It is to be featured prominently in " The
Willow Tree," Viola Dan&'s new production."
Tho effect of gently rising hills was, I noticed,
obtained by an ingenious system of scaffolding
covered with earth.

MAUDIE DUNHAM, who is appearing in the

new B.M.P. production of Richard Marsh's
thrilling story " The Beetle."

Harold Lloyd's Accident.

THE second of the Harold Lloyd comedies,
with .Mildred Davis as the successor
of Bebe Daniels, has been delayed by a

studio bomb explosion, in which Lloyd was
severely in jured. He hopes, however, to resume
his activities very soon, and congratulates
himself on having come off so easily, in spite

of tho fact that lie has lost a portion of one
hand. Elsie Codd.
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Photographs from Far and Near of Prominent Picture Players

5>V3
BERT LYTELL in the quaint make-up he as- EDDIE POLO spent his holiday by going tor a yachting cruise. He MONROE SALISBURY loves to in-
sumes in " One-thing-at-a-time-o'-day," and has had such a busy time lately at the studio, that he decided that dulge in a day or two of his favourite
a baby donkey that appears in the picture. a long rest would do him more good than anything else. 'sport, fishing. He has just finished a

, new film, " The Man in the Moonlisrht."

MADGE KENNEDY does not always eat peas off her knife, but as she has to do this in a new photo-
play, she is taking a few lessons. At present she finds it difficult to prevent them rolling off.

This photograph shows one young feminine ad-
mirer whose heart GEORGE WALSH has

captivated.

VIVIAN MARTIN with her director, ROBERT VIGNOLA. At present
the American studios are trying to copy British customs. This is sup-
posed to represent a British type of railway train, and it was made in

an American studio.

A photograph showing LOUISE GLAUM, who is under contract with J. PARKER
READ, at work. The director is sitting down near the camera, while to the
right of the picture may be seen the musicians, who assist with suitable

" inspiration."
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YOt/ CAN BEGIN THIS FASCINATING NEW SERIAL TO-DAY!

Double

HAR MARVELL.

READ THIS FIRST.
BETHIA MARVELL, a very pretty girl, receives

an invitation from some smart friends to pay
a visit to them at a large house called the Towers.
She is not well to do, but a rich aunt comes to her
assistance and supplies her with the money to dress

herself in a style befitting the occasion. Bethia looks
forward to the visit ; she is ambitious to know people
of social standing, and regards this as the opportunity
of her life. Bethia's sister, " Harry," is a girl of quite

a different disposition. Although she cannot be
described as pretty, she has a pleasing personality
and possesses a certain attractiveness. Her young
man, George, thinks the world of her, and loves her
for what she is. He is a good fellow, and does not
approve of her sister's craving for gaiety. The day
after Bethia has left for the Towers, Harry is sur-

prised to receive a telegram from her sister telling her
to " come at once," and bring £50. Her loyalty to
her sister makes her decide to start at once, although
she has not been able to obtain the money she needs ;

and she makes an excuse to George, as she knows
he would object td*her going. On arriving at the
mansion at seven o'clock she finds no one is yet astir,

and so goes down to the water for an early bathe.
By her bravery she saves a little girl's life. Later,
she finds out that the .girl is the daughter of the
producer of a motion picture company which is in
the district, and out of gratitude she is offered a
position in the company.

Bethia is very annoyed with her sister Harry
when she finds that she has not brought the money
along with her. She has lost heavily at cards, and
desires to repay some borrowed money.

Harry is introduced to Delia Fawley, of the
Towers, and when Delia learns that she is engaged
to George Battersby, the famous swimmer, she de-
cides to invite him by some means or other to the
house, although Harry naturally does not wish
this.

Later on Harry keeps her appointment- with the
cinema producer, and she meets the whole company
who turn out to bo very nice people. Business is

discussed, and Harry is delighted when she receives
^50 to pay for her wardrobe and other expenses.

(You can now read on.)

Bethia is Happy Again.
MONEY can work miracles. Harry saw one

in tlio wave of delight that transfigured
Bethia's despondent face when sho put

t Iio money into her hand. That small handful of

paper transformed her from a cold and unap-
proachable statue to a radiant and irresistible

nymph.

" Good old Harry ! I knew you'd manage it !
"

She rewarded her sister with one of her un-
wonted caresses. " You wouldn't see me down
and out, would you ? Oh, I am so happy now.
I feel as if a great weight had been lifted from
my brain ! Did George wire you the money ? '!

Harry's colour rose.
" Never mind where it came from. I didn't

get it from George. It's yours—and you're

oh, so welcome to it. But, Bethia, I must
beg and implore you to be more careful.

You might have landed yourself in a most
frightful hole."

Bethia shook her pretty head.
" All right, old dear. You deserve to have

your little preach out for that ! But never fear !

I don't get let down again. I've learnt wisdom,
and when I play now, I play to w in ! To win !

" •

" I wish you wouldn't play at all," sighed

Harry. She' watched with regret the enthusiasm
in her sister's face. She might have stood for

the personification of Success in life, so radiant,

So happy, so full of zest were the charming,
glowing features.

" Howe\'er,' now that worry's settled, I can
bring my visit to an end. And, as I was foisted

on your friends in such an unconventional way,
I'm sure they will be as glad as I shall."

" But—you can't '. You know they've asked
you to stay on. And now Delia's expecting

George Battersby any time on purpose to meet
you."

" To meet me ?
"

" Certainly. Didn't sl e wire him in your
name to come ?

"

" She didn't ! She couldn't do anything so—so

outrageous !
" cried Harry. " And if she did, ho

wouldn't believe it came from me. He would
be disgusted !

"

" Oh, for goodness' sake, unbend those black

brows !
" laughed Bethia. " There's nothing to

make a tragedy about. I thought you were
pretty sure of George. Why, if anybody were
as keen on me Harry, you can't leave.

The Fawleys will think it strange."
" They may think what they like, but I leave

to-morrow."
Harry lost no time in making her decision

known to her hostess, the fat and faded Mrs,

Fawley, and found that she knew nothing of

the movements of the household, and cared less.

It was indeed Delia who " ran the show." Delia

took it \'ery calmly. A glance of understanding
passed between her and Bethia.

" Oh, well ! We had planned to ha\e you
and George Battersby together. However,
you're not afraid to trust him to us ! It's nice

to feel so sure of a man !

"

Harry could not help thinking Delia's words,

and the laugh that accompanied them, in the

worst possible taste. Yet Delia had been sent;

to a most expensive school, and was supposed to

know all that there was to know about good
breeding !

Harry impressed upon Bethia, however, that.,

in case George should turn up, she must on no
account tell him about the fifty pounds, a con-

dition to which Bethia was quite ready to agree.

For Bethia had a shrewd idea that it might be
possible to wheedle further pecuniary benefits

out of her future brother-in-law.

Harry started to walk to the station, her
shabhy luggage having preceded her in the

luggage cart. Passing through the pretentious

Towers gateway, she found herself face to face

with—George Battersby !

Yes, it was .George, dear old George—right

enough—striding along with a set, anxious look

that aged his white face. He dropped his suit-

easo, and put his hands on her shoulders, almost
roughly.

" Dearest, what's wrong ? Dearest, answer
me ! Heavens, I've been in anguish since I got
your wire. Tell me, what's up ?

"

He gazed fiercely into her eyes, with tired eyes

that spoke of a sleepless night. He clasped her
impetuous!} ; kissed her ; then held her at
arms' length, waiting.

And Harry trembled. For this was a new
George, shaken out of the complacent decorum
of every day. It startled her. She felt for the

first time that she was afraid to anger George.
" But—I sent no wire," she faltered.
" Xo wire ! Why, it's here ! I'd have come

from the ends of the earth on that summons. I

lost an important contract as it is.
; Do come to

me. I want you so badly.—Harry.' There $!'

" Then Delia must have sent it. I knqif
nothing about it. And oh, George, I'm catehiftg

a train " * i

"A train ! In the name of patience, whe^4

" Back to town. I have an appointment."
|j

It sounded lame enough to tell an angry
lover. But Harry could not have told the true,

story with George glaring at her in that alarmirfg
;

manner. And yet she did so want to make a
clean breast of the whole thing !

'' You haY*e an appointment ! " There was
bitter irony in the scathing words. " And pray,
what about your appointment with me 1

'

He waved the telegram angrily.
" " But I tell you, I never sent it. Ask Delia."

" And I tell you frankly, Harry, I can't

believe you. What are you doing here, with
this lot ! Why did you fib to me when you
came here—putting me off with excuses ? \Vh,
did you not tell me you were coming 1 I insist

on an explanation."
" Well, George," said Harry, half-crying,

half-laughing, " you are certainly not going to,

shale an explanation out of me. I jus* can't',

begiii explaining anything—when my trail

starts in twelve minutes—and nearly a mile

—

ai<

"you coming to see me off ?
"

" Xo," said George coldly. " I've accepts
these awful people's invitation entirely on you
account—and I shall have to stay and be civil

to them. ]\Iiss Fawley expressly said in her 1

letter that I got this morning that I was asked at

your special request. Is that Delia Fawley
coming towards us ? Ye gods ! What a get-'

up ! She looks as bad as a cinema star."

Harry nearly smiled. She knew that pet
phrase of George's so well, and she knew now
how very little George knew about it.

However, time and trains wait for no man.
She held out her hand appealingly.

" Good-bye, George. You won't think ill of

me, will you, for running off like this ? You've-
just got to trust me. I'd love to tell you all;

about it—if I could."
Georgo dropped her hand after a loose clasp.
" I think it's all deuced odd—and mysterious,"'

he said grumpily.
And off went Harry, once again trying to keep

her face straight. She just caught her train ;

got in laughing ; and finding herself alone^
relieved her feelings by a good cry before the I

next station.

"What an awful rig!" thought George, 1

surveying with distaste the approaching Delia,
j

'" Would any decent girl get herself up in beastly
j

glaring colours like that ? She's got thatj

horrid bobbed hair, too !

"

But, in spite of his disapproval, Georse foundl

himself conversing quite affably with Delia, andj

telling himself he couldn't decently begin byj

pitching into his hostess under her own roof.
J

And Delia mentioned quite naturally that shel

had been so anxious to give Harry pleasure by
asking him, and was so sorry that she should
have had to leave before he came. She hoped
lie would put up with the Towers without her,

and they would do their best to entertain him,

and so forth. It all sounded quite right and
reasonable, though of course inexcusable on I

Harry's part; and ho was not surprised, He
thought, that Harry was ashamed of her

(Continued on page 8.)
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By ADAM HULL SHIRK.

I'pon a snjll/i sloping hillside,

whence l gaze upon the sea.

Yon, etanef, arma filled with golden booty.

Will you gire one flower to me ?

Poppies golden as the suns/nm

.

Shining 'gainst your dusky hair.

Fair bueaneer. that I might call you mine,

There's nothing that I would not dare !

WANDA HAWLEY- Pansy.

Smiling lips and dimpled cheeks.
Eyes where hidden laughter lies.

To yovr heart my heart speaks,
Seeks an answer in your eyes.

White as thy brow, viic'.oitlel 6v a single care

;

Fragrant as 'he perfume .from thlfhttir,

I place these iasminc flowers at thy feet.

My heart, fair one, long since hare I laid there.

rhoto? : Paramount and Artcra fl,

ZM1



HER DOUBLE LIFE (Continued from
page 6.)

impulsive action in wiring ! And he began (o

flunk, too, that with all her *' outrageousness
"

there was something about Doha. There wag
no doubt about his welcome. They lionised

him to his heart's content. 1 t was rather a novel
experience for George. He did hot approve of

these people ; he hated " swank " and luxury

and modern ideas, and especially ho hated do-

nothing men. But it seemed that Delia and
her friends showed a pleasing preference foi n.

real man when they saw one ; and though he
did not like tho idea of his unsophisticated

Harry being a guest in such a house, it was
i.tther fun, and quite a different matter, for a
man of the world like himself.

And incidentally, George meant to get to the
bottom of that little mystery of Harry s.

A Double Part.
IT was not so very difficult for Hurry to Ueep

£ her secret at home while Bethia was at the

Towers. Her father spent most of his

evenings at his club, and asked few questions

so long as his breakfast was punctual. The scene

of her new labours was most conveniently
situated. An early morning train set her down
close to tho deserted village on the bordors of

Berkshire/which Mr. Hellows had bought en bloc

and converted into a cinema Stago and settle-

ment.
Once there, the d.ays flew by in jony company

nnd jolly surroundings until the time came for

the rush for the evening train. She felt like a
child attending a delightful school, and the spiee

ojf secrecy added to the fun. She had her own
dressing-room, and it soon began to look home-
like with photographs of friends and little

offerings from her companions.
Daisy Hellows had become her shadow, fol-

lowing her everywhere, and more often in her

dressing-room than in her own mTrsery.

Tho work proved pretty strenuous. Harry,
on Lambert's advice, went in for a course of

physical training ; she was fit enough in the
ordinary sense, but the life of a cinema actor

made new demands on sinews and muscles, which
felt the strain of oft-repeated postures. But it

was nearly all outdoor work ; it suited Harry
perfectly. She looked wonderfully well on it.

Never a girl to show a high colour, her pale cheeks
gained a healthy glow and her eyes were full, dark
and bright with perfect health and an easy mind.
And how she enjoyed her tennis on the perfect

court that belonged to the actors' club ! Lam-
bert was her most frequent partner, and-between
them they had great hopes of winning the Cup
at tho tournament that was soon coming off.

She had finished working off the first instal-

ment of her pay, and returned home in excellent

spirits, feeling that she '• looked the whole world

in tho face, for she owed not any man." And
she found Bethia most unexpectedly back home.

She was waiting for her, waiting with a look

of beautiful resignation ; but Harry knew that

was how beautiful Bethia looked when she was
in a very* ill humour.

" I've had a benefit, I must say,'' she cried.
" Coming back to an empty house, no lire, not
even a cup of tea J;o be had. A nice welcome
after the way I*get treated by people that

matter ! Did you get my telegram to say I

was coming ?
"

" No ; I left homo before nine." Somehow
Harry began to feel deeply ashamed. It

seemed a dreadful thing that Bethia should havo
01 ne off a railway journey only half the disl ance

of hor own and not been mot !
•

" Where's Matilda ?
"

" It's one of her days out," explained Harry.

"Then it should be your day in,'' retorted

Bethia. " You're mighty smart, too. That's

a new juniper. You didn't make it, either.

It's too well-cut for your work."
Harry couldn't tell her that her clever-fin-

gered fellow-workers at the cinema settleir cut

had helped her to refresh and bring up to date

her somewhat " stuffy " wardrobe.
" I thought you were ,^oing to stay another

week at lc ist," said Harry.
" And when tho cat's away the mice will

play," said Bethia. " Well, 1 was hard up, as

you know ; it's no pleasure to bo with that lot

Olid have no money."
Hard up I Oh, Bethia

I
And after fifty

pounds such a short t,imo back !

"

'But that was oil spoken beforehand, as you
know." Bethia burfft into tears. " If only

you had stayed, ns you were asked, you might
have touched George Battersby again. I tried
him, but—no good ! I tell you, George is getting
mean. You'll have to reform him when you're
married. And at bridge ! Why, poor old
Doha was quito intending to win from him ; he
seemed such an old slow-coach ; and she and I

had worked out a little code between ourselves.
Hut the boot was on tho other leg ; ho won all

along the line ; and now he holds Delia's I.O.U.
as well as mine."

" You never asked George for money ?
"

" I'll never ask him again," said Bethia with
flashing eyes. " If ho thought much of you,
he'd never have humiliated you by refusing
vour own sister."

" I'm jolly glad he did," cried Harry. " Ho
knows I'd bo no party to it."

" Oh. you righteous people !
" groaned Belhia.

" 1 can't think where you get your middle-
class ideas, Llarry. Just because we've lost
our money and have to live in a hole like this !

You're just a tiresome prig ; and George is just
such another. Though to see him play cards,
yes, and make eyes at Delia Fawley, nobody
would take him for a pious, well-brought-up
young man."

She laughed in a tired, mirthless way that
hurt Harry. Somehow Belhia seemed to be
slipping right away from the childlike charm
•that made her so attractive and captivating.

" You'd better put out three cups," said
Bethia. " George Battersby is back in town ;

he said he was coming round this afternoon."
So she had George, too, to deal with. Tired

ns she was, Harry began to think she was going
to have a tussle to keep her secret from the pair
of them. <*

" Tt was about, time I came home," Bethia
greeted George Battersby, almost before he
was inside the door. '" Here's our stay-at-home
Harry discovered some wonderful appointment
lhat takes her out every day ; the home's
deserted."

" What sort of an appointment ? " George
was on to it in a second, like a terrier after a
rat. Ho looked so handsome when he was put
out, Harry thought. So masterful ; so used
to having his moods heeded too.

She tried to answer calmly. The worst of it

was that Harry hated telling an untruth more
than anything in the world—anything, that is,

more than vexing George !

" Oh, Bethia's exaggerating a bit. I've
been spending a bit of time with a friend. No-

'

body you know."
There was a saving grain of truth in this.

She had visited a friend—one afternoon.
" Has this friend been ill or something ?

"

asked George.
" Yes, yes, she's had a long illness, and she's

lonely. I go to keep her company."
" Well, that's jolly decent of you," said George

warmly. Ho caught at Harry's little finger
and pinched it gently. It was George's way
of saying " Don't mind me, old thing ! I'm
only too glad to think good things of you."

Bethia made her pretty lips into the form of

an impressive but silent Whistle, but she said no
more till George had gone. Harry deftly turned
the talk into another channel, and George
made them both laugh with a droll account of
the gay doings at the Fawleys.

Bethia protested, although she had to laugh.
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" 1 don't think it's nice to make game jjI
people and accept their hospitality."

" You forget the hospitality was an cxiiite
for winning from me at cards, and not winning
fairly. But in this case the biter was bit.

That little code is pretty well known, as it

happens." Bethia reddened and looked away
" Beally, Harry, I'd no idea such people existed
outsicje tho movie*."

''Then the movies may be true to life ait*»
all," said Harry, with a twinkle in her eye. "r

" No, I don't admit that. They're untrue
life—and very pernicious. If a child of minge
went inside one of those places, I'd pretty weft
kill it. I don't approve of them, or anything
about them. I've no doubt Delia Fawjey anil
her friends model their disgusting behaviour ou*
that sort of rot."

I see."
" That Delia is just the type," went oi» George,

warming.to his subject.
" I'll tell her," said Bethia.
" She'd take it as a compliment,'' said George.

" But, seriously, Harry, I tell you, I'd rather
see you dead than behaving in that way—
attracting notice from strangers—and all that."
As he took his leave, George returned to i lie

awkward topic in the porch.
" JCVbere did you say this friend of your-'

lives If I
" I didn't say," stammered Harry. She has

been careful not to. But George held her hand,
questioning, and not to bo put off.

" At Brook Green, Hammersmith," she said.

After all, that <vas where her friend lived.'

"All right. Good-night," George said curtly,
and was gone.

" At Brook Green, Hammersmith, eh ? " bJJ
was saying to himself. "And Tom Green tells nifcf

that he has seen her every day for more than
week on the line somewhere between Waterloo
and Reading way. She's lying to me. But-
I'll get to the bottom of it."

When Harry returned to her sister, Bethia
rose and looked long and earnestly into her eyes
from her own depths of blue innocence.

" Harry, that was a whopper ! You have no
sick friend. I know all \our friends. Now,
own up !

"

'' Very well," retorted Harry. Her face was
white : her heart almost stood still, but :lnr.

answered calmly.' " I'll tell yon this much. L
have a secret, and 1 mean to keep it a secreC*

from you as well as anybody else. Soon, if you
help me to keep it a secret, I shall be able to help
you with a little more money. I'm making
quite a nice lot of money. But if George know--
—there's an end of it. You shall pay what
\ ou owe George next week."

" Pay George ! Pay card debts to my future
brother-in-law ! Not likely !

" cried Bethia.

\

" I like that ! But look here. We're starting a
'

jolly little night-club, a really exclusive little

affair, you know, when the Fawleys come back
to town. . George—the immaculate George—is

being a member, too. Fancy that ! Delia
got round him wonderfully those few days at
(.liffend. I could take you as a friend, I dare
say. But get me some money, dear thing, and
I'll work it somehow."

(Another long instalment of this fascinating
|

story Next Week.)

HEDDA NOVA.
HEDDA NOVA, the former P,ussian actress

and dancer, and now a popular screen
player, is heralded as one of the "finds

"

of tho year.

Her dark eyes and hair, and clean-cut features
ai i' brought out to great advantage on the screen.

This Russian beauty has appeared in several
supporting casts, among them being "The
Crimson Gardenia," where she shared honours
with Owen Mooro in this Goldwyn production.
Now she is to be a star in her own right,

A Romantic Career.

HEDDA NOVA'S career as an actress has
been romantic. She appeared many
times among the most famous of the

court performers in Russia.

She left Russia at the outbreak of the Bol-
shevik movement.

It has been whispered that the ingloriously

famous monk Rasputin was desperately in love

Who was Formerly a Russian
Court Performer.

with this stage beauty, whom he met dcf] hag her
court performances.

Her Nest Picture.

HEDDA NOVA'S next production is called

"The Spitfire of Seville," and all the
scenes are laid in Spain, near the . it v of

Seville.

Mdl'e. Nova is cast as a fiery Spanish maiden,
the daughter of the head of a band of political

outlaws.

Thurston Hall plays the part of a young
artist, who wins Carmelita, the part played by
Mdlle. Nova. Carl Stockdale appears as Don
Salvador, Leo Maloney as Pedro, one of tho
suitors for ( 'arinclita's hand, and Robert Grey,
as Leonardo.
A picture in which Hedda Nova plays a

prominent part is called "The Bar Sinister,"

the story of lii'o in the cotton plantations; It

will be released bv (Valturdaw.
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AS TOLD BY
THE FACE.

No. l.-PEARL WHITE.
"p'HE face is the best index to character, most ol us pride ourselves on being able to tell character io this*
1 way. In this series of readings oi well-known stars, given by a famous expert, readers will be able
to realise their own or their friends' characteristics, by comparing the definitions given with those they
resemble in feature. Thus, many will resemble, say, Pearl White, in some way or another, and by
reading carefully what the expert has to say about the features of this particular artiste they will gain an insight)

to their own character.

J
The Shape of the Nose.
^T"*HE nose is indicative of determination,

endurance, tenacity of purpose, justice iti

the shape of the nostrils, tact and diplo-

macy.

Her Mobile Mouth.

AN affectionate nature by the beautiful
mobile mouth showing in repose wonder-
ful sympathetic lines, in a merry mood

keen sense of humour, and a love for humanising
influences, showing an expansive tempera-
ment.

The Full Chin.

SEX attraction by (he contour of the chin,

and determination; also great indepen-
dence, will power and self-control, cra\ ing

for soul companionship rather than for the
physical. People who possess this chin are
born leaders, capable of cutting out a lino of

life for themselves, and of making headway
against all obstacles.

How the Features are Set.

LARGE imagination is shown by the eye
coming down at the corners ; here
imagination may be another name for

inspiration. The jhape of the face is to be
taken into consideration. A forceful and lucky
personality by the width of the face. Loyalty,
especially if a friend is attacked in an underhand
way, is shown by the width of the '..ek-bones,
and high ideals by the space buiAcen the
eyes.

The Short Upper Lip.

THE short upper lip denotes impulsiveness^
prejudice, and hastiness, and wdfufnees by
t he modelling of the under lip.

A kind, genial, persuasive nature, ihouc.h
sometimes seeming to hide this trait on accuuit
of the strong sense of trying to force people to,

do what is right to others.
The charming smile is indicative of ready

wit, graciousness, humour, and good conver-
sational powers. Great tenderness is shown for
ii 11 the oppressed and afflicted by tho mobile,
mouth, which also shows subtlety, affection,'

benevolence; sensuousness is shown by the
clear-cut contour of the face represent:)/,' a
clean-cut marked nersonality.

Heart Force.

PEOPLE with faces like this lady represents
vhat is called the heart force of the
human raci. They have no mercy forj

weaklings, or evaders of the truth. Amori^
their wonderful characteristics they are ex-
tremely proud, and would never ask a favour
from others. They are most magnetic, bringing
the grand sunshine of their life into others' and,
without knowing, are the means of helping the
weaker of their sex to a very great extent.

Jealousy.

JEALOUSY is shown by the expression of tlai

under-lid of the eye. A wayward eharaeterj
likely to go under when opposed by »

friend, a fighter when attacked by the enemy.
(The C'luiruHer an toll by her photograph of PAVLI'SK

FREDERICK wXtt appear next week.)

PEARL WHITE.
I

Fox.)

IN the face pictured above the eyes in this

lovely face tell much. She has culture, and
refinement of a very high order. Tenderness,

sympathy, wit, and originality.

There is no wish to deceive another, though
tho lady would like to arrive cleverly at her
own ends.

What the Eyebrows Tell.

THE well-marked eyebrows denote lucidity

of ideas, mentality, quickness oi brain, and
originality.

The eye itself is expressive, showing a desire to

thine above one's fellows, love of approbation,
the spirit of conquest strong, sarcastic when
put to the touch.

'* 'T'HEY also serve who only stand and wait."'

1 Well, I served a long time at the stage-

door of tho London Pavilion before I

saw Delysia, but it was worth it. Incidentally,
there are few more interesting places at which
to wait than a stage-door, where one may catch
many a little side-light on life " behind the
scenes.'

'

For instance, there was the girl wlio was
waiting for the audition which was to taka
place directly after the performance, and who
confessed to being dreadfully nervous at the
prospect of having her voice tried. She thought
my job must be lovgjy, but as I reflected that I
must wait, not flhly till the conclusion of
"Afgar," but also till the conclusion of its

heroine's toilette, I glimpsed fascination in

my companion's profession that I couldn't find

in my own.
Then there was the little group of hero-wor-

shippers waiting, with eager expectancy, for
their idol to come out to her motor-car. and
right by my elbow was no less a person than the
great M. Morton himself, who has so often
supported tho fair Alice on the stage. Very
debonair he looked in his grey-blue suit, and his
face is every bit as whimsical in real life as it

is across the footlights.

A Long Wait.

AT last, just as I was changing from my
right to my left foot, word came through
that ' Madame," as Mademoiselle

Delysia is briefly and affectionately called, was
at liberty to see me.

1 found her in her dazzling gilt-walled dressing-

room, gowned for the street, in a Navy -bine
costume surmounted by a distracting little

toque, while a magnificent mole-skin wrap was
wound about her shapely shoulders. She
extended a hand glittering with diamonds, and
apologised for having kept me waiting. And
how I wish that, however perfect her already
good English may yet become, she will never
quite lose her delicious French accent !

" Did you not once appear in films,

mademoiselle ? " I asked, coming to the point
at once. She was so late already !

Yes, in ' She,' which I did for Barker's.
That was my only film."

" May I ask why you have not "

" Oh, much too busy ! No time !
' put in

mademoiselle quickly, with a dazzling smile.
" Then you have no dislike for film acting ?

"

Prefers the Stage.

NATURALLY, I prefer the stage, but
still, I liked acting for the screen, 1

like the pictures as an amusement,
too. My favourite screen stars are Pauline
Frederick and Charlie Chaplin. That little

man—he is wonderful !

"

It was distinctly interesting to learn that
Delysia is a film fan

—
" even as you and I "

—

and that her choice falls on one of the greatest
mistresses of emotion, and certainly the greatest
master of comedy, on the screen.

At this juncture came the warning " hoot "

of a inotor-horn from the street below. I

ookod in mademoiselle's very blue eyes, and,
emcmbering her long and arduous performance,
prepared to take my departure. But before 1

MADEMOISELLE DELYSIA.
(Photo : Kitty Raphael, Hanover Stpmre, 11'.)

left I asked her if she had any message for my
readers.

'" Tell them," she said, ' how happy I am in

England, and that J should like to stay here ^\\

my life—if they will have me !

"

M, H. C

SPLENDID NEW COMPETITIONS. LARGE MONEY PRIZES COMING SHORTLY.
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^^^/^HOW' BILL" SPENT I»/ HOW "BILL" SPENT HIS HOLIDAY, ILLUSTRATED
BY "PICTURE SHOW" PHOTOGRAPHS.

William Farnum grows a beard tf I \S*
while away on holiday.

J^jg

rpon weighing 253 lbs

O Here he is "cleaning up" betore
appearing in a new 81m.

William Farnum, the Fox Star, makes his
toilet on board his yacht.

A Record Catch.
WILLIAM FARNUM spent his recent summer

vacation at Santa Catalina Island, and in
fourteen daj'S he caught fifty-one fish.

IiiB catch weighed in all 2,761 lbs., and included
tuna, tarpon, and many other large breeds. The
popular screen actor thus created a record in the
annals of the Tuna Fishing Club.
Some of the fish were so heavy that they had to

be hauled on board his yacht by means of ropes
and pulleys. In tl>« photograph below may be seen
part of his huge catch.

All amateur fishermen arc supposed
have enormous powers of imagina-

tion but the truth
of this " fish

* story" is
proved by the

\ camera—and,
\ of cours", the
9 camera new
is lies 1

He :s a good sailor.

ALL IN A ROW.
Fish of all shapes

and sizes, caught by
Bill Farnum during his

holiday.



2 Tht Picture a

KING

TOM MIX, I lie Cowboy Hero of Fox plioto play?, is one of the few of tin; famous bamtwho f

to recognise tlio supremacy of the steel steed, and swears by his -horse and his leather^

No one is hotter able to portray the real Western character familiar to romance 'Hu'
merely an actor who lias been trained to ride and wear the clothes in a more or less natura!

but, he has worked for years on (ho range. Ho has been a cow"boy all his life.

Tho noted star has always craved a life of adventure and. excitement. When quite you
roamed the Canadian North-West as one of the daring .Mounted Police. Later, he was in the

States Army, and served in tho Philippines, afterwards fighting as a soldier of fortune in Mexico
Madero. To break tho monotony between these hazardous undertakings, he punched cattle

father's ranch. .
x

The result of his oxperience is fully realised in his screen work. He brings the breath of (he
|

tho chill of tho great North-West, and the virility of the dier, and puts bi.s our, uniqijje persi

into it all. Not content with this, he introduces the most daring feats of horsemanship, and tli

hazardous of thrills to produce the required realism.
He is tho king of cowboys m Filmland. Have you seen
him in the scenes pictured on this page ? 1*
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A Splendid, Complete Story of a Bad Man Who Loved His Mother.

HARRY D. CAREY as Cheyenne Harry.

A Mother's Letter.

OVER a spluttering fire of pine knots in a cave
deep in the hills, a man sat reading a letter.

He was young, splendidly built, and the
reckless-looking face was softened by his eyes, which
just now stared across the fire into the black night
with a pathetic, yearning look. With something
like a sigh, he read the letter again.

" I am so happy to hear you are doing well.

It makes me so pleased to hear about your fine

ranch. I have heard therelis a lot of money in

ranching. The money you have sent me has
made me so comfortable. I hope ypu have not
deprived yourself of anything. I am looking

forward to the time when I can visit you, I

hope your little wife loves you as much as I do.
" Your loving Mother."

W ith a tender reverence the man placed the letter

in his breast pocket and buried his face in his hands.
" Oh, mother, if only you knew the truth I

" he
murmured. "

Jf you knew that I am Cheyenne
Harry, the outlaw, and that there is no ranch and no
little'wife; that the money 1 send you comes from
highway robbery."

] lis thoughts turned to his last hold-up. One of

his victims had been a girl, whose face was firmly

photographed on his memory. The delicate oval
lace with the trusting dark eyes was exactly the face

he had dreamed of when he had pictured to himself

the woman he would have chosen for his little wife,

lie had never felt so mean as on that, day, but it had
one bright memory. De^erate as he had been for

money, he had not taken the locket she wore. He
could hear her voice now as she looked up into hjs

face and said :
" Please don't take that. It belonged

to my mother."

He rose swiftly to his feet and passed his hand
across his eyes as if to blot out the scenes which the

firelight conjured up. A sinking feeling reminded
him that he had not had any food for over twenty-
four hours, and there was no prospect of getting any.

At whatever risk, he must go down to the town of

I/Ongliorn and get food. He peered into the night.

A furious storm was raging. So much the better

for his venture. People would go to bed early on a
night like this. Throwing on a big oilskin, he thrust

a revolver in his pocket and went into the night.

Once in the town a big frame house loomed up
before him, and he checked his steps. It might as

well be this as any other. He got in by one of the
windows, and, guided by a beam of light, he entered

a room. A big (ire was blazing, and he crept towards
t, stretching out his half-frozen hands to the blaze.

A temptation to stretch himself out and sleep by
the welcome fire came over htm, but he shook it off.

iu-t another minute by the lire, and then
" Hand" up ! Move once, and I shoot !

"

Cheyenne Harry threw up his hands and turned
towards t lie door. A big man was covering aim with

a revolver, and behind him was the shadowy figure

of a girl.
" Put on the lights, June." said the man. As the

light went up the girl came forward, and then stepped
back suddenly.
A flush of shame swept over the face of the out-

law. It was the girl he met in the hold-up—the
girl with the locket.

" Why, it's the man who held up the train, father !

"

she cried.
" Is it ? Well, I'll just relieve him of his gun.

and then we will have a little talk."
He stepped up to Cheyenne Harry and took out

the revolver which was peeping from his breast

pocket. As he did so the letter from Harry's mother
came out with it.

" Don't take that." pleaded the outlaw, ' it

belongs to my mother."
Unconsciously he used the same words that the

girl had spoken to him when she asked him not to

take her locket.
June's father read the letter and then handed it

back to the outlaw with a kindlier look in his eyes.

" If you were bad right through." he said, " you
would have thrown thai letter away. Now hang on
to it, and I will try to help you. My name is Grant
Webster, and I am going to give you a chance to make
good through the good that I believe that is ia you.
Get some food. June, and when he has eaten, our
guest can make himself comfortable here for the
night. To-morrow we can discuss the ways and
means to give, this young man a chance to make
himself all that his mother thinks he is."

The next day Harry started tv> work on Grant
Webster's ranch. He was a splendid horseman and
an expert cowboy, and he worked hard to prove to
(irant Webster and his daughter. June, that the

faith they had in him should be justified.

Weeks passed, and Harry found a new happiness

that had only one flaw in it. June was always telling

him that he'ought to go and see his mother, but he
knew it would take him a long time to save enough
lor the journey, ior he had sent home nearly all the

money he had earned.
At last there came an opportunity to raise the

fare. There wa« to be a rodeo, or sports gathering,

at Longhorn, and Harry felt certain that lie could
win enough in prizes to enable him to get home.
He confided his plan to June, who was delighted.

The great day arrived, and Harry rode out to the
big plain where the rodeo was to be held, full of con-
fidence that his skill would win him one of the big

prizes. As he took his place among the competitors
he was approached by Big Kent, a road-agent he
had known in the past.

Harry was not at all pleased to see him, but
there was no way out of the situation.

" Turned honest, eh ? " said Kent, with something
like a sneer.

" Yes," replied Harry. " I'm through with the

hold-up game. The sheriff will hunt me no more."
" That's a pity." said Kent, " for I wanted you to

go out on the road with me. I've got a sure thing

for two good men. and you're the one I figured would
suit me."
Harry shook his head and laughed.
" Nothing doing, old son."

Kent made no further remark for a time, then he
asked suddenly :

" Are you riding ?
"

" Yes," replied Harry. " I must be getting along
to see when my turn is."

He strolled away to the officials' tent, and as soon
as he was out of sight Kent went to Harry's saddle
with a cunning look in his eyes. Taking out his knife,

he cut one of the cinches partly through, so that
when any great strain was thrown on the lariat horn
the cinch would break and the saddle come off.

" Cheyenne Harry is too good a road-agent to be
allowed to be honest." he said to himself. " He wants
tlii- prize money for some special purpose, and when
he can't get it at the rodeo, he'll be more inclined to

come in to my scheme."
When Harry came back to get ready for his first

event, Kent wished him luck and strolled away.

The first event was to rope, throw, and tie a young
steer. Harry felt certain he would win this. Gallop-

ing at full speed, he rode after the steer, whirling his

lasso. He caught the ctecr at the first throw, and
liis well-trained pony threw himself on his haunches
to withstand the shock and strain when the rope
tightened.

P.ut the moment the strvn came the cinch parted,
and Harry was thrown heavily to the ground. When
he came to, he realised that he was too badly injured
to hope to ride again that day. His chance of win-
ning a prize was gone.

Kent was full of sympathy when he met Harry
being assisted olf the ground

" Hard luck, Harry," lie sa'd " Come and have a

drink."
They went to one of the booths, and Kent cleverlj

doctored Harry's drink, with the result that the
i \-outlaw became more despondent and more reckless:

Kent gradually brought the conversation round to
I lis scheme^

" It's as safe as riding an old mule." he (ait).
" There's going to be a big consignment of gold sent

over to I.onghorn by the stage coach. There In-n't.

been a hold-up around here for years, and no escort
will be sent with the coach. I'm as <ick of the road
as you are, and I want to make one good haul and
settle down for good. This is a chance in a lifetime.

Harry held out for a time, but the keen disappoint
nient he felt at being robbed of a prize through his

saddle girths breaking, coupled with the fact that

the drink had made him reckless, at last caused him
to consent.

" I wouldn't tie up with you. Pen. but I want
some money before I can say good-bye to some friends

of mine. You can count me in.'*

A gleam of satisfaction came into Kent's eye-..

He had meant all he said when he had told Han)
that he was the one man he wanted to work with, for

Willi Cheyenne at his side he felt certain that the
hold-up would come off without a hitch.

Harry took Kent with him to Webster's ranch,
and the rancher and his daughter were deeply dis-

appointed when they learned how Harry had lost,

the prize.
" Never mind," said Harry. " My friend has .

business scheme which he has invited me to come
into so I shall get. the money I need."

Grant Webster looked hard at Harry. He did not
Jrust Kent, and he had an uneasy foreboding thai

the scheme was not- honest. At the same time be
did not wish to tell Harry his suspicions, for he knew
there is nothing a man who lias reformed dislike- -u

much as to think he is being suspected.

As for June, she was greatly worried. Her instinct

told her there was something wrong with Kent, mid
as she shook hands with Harry and wished him luck,

she tapped the revolver he carried.
" I hope you are not going to need that in your

new business," she said significantly

The two road-agents made their headquarters at
Harry's old cave, and, after a long discussion, it \>;i~

decided that Harry should hang about the town t<>

find out when the coach started.
" I don't like the way Sheriff L'ndsey looked at mc

the other day when I was buying a gun, so it will be
best if I keep away from the town," said Kent.

" I don't think he knows me," said Harry. " Any-
way, we shall have to risk it. We can't get any
information stuck in this cave."
They arranged a system of flare signals so that one

or the other should know who it was w hen approach-
ing the cave, the only entrance to which was through
a shallow lake.

Two days later Harry was in T.onghorn, hanging
around the stage coach offices, when he heard tin-

agent tell some passengers that Smith's Crossing had
been washed away, and that the coach- would go
Ihrough Gunsight- Pass. He had already found out
that the gold was going by this coach, and leisurely
mounting his horse he rode away. He saw Sheriit

Lindsey regarding him with a curious stare, but Un-
representative of law and order did not attempt to
detain, him. All the same, Harry felt that he sus-

pected him, and he resolved to keep a sharp look dill

to find if he was being trailed. He would have been
more concerned had he heard the Sheriff call his

assistant, a half-breed named Sleeping Jim.
" That looks to me like Cheyenne Harry." said the

sheriff. " Follow him : find out where he is hiding."

Harry had not been riding long when his suspicions
that he" was being followed were confirmed. It was
a long time since he had been hunted, but he had not
lost liis old cunning. Riding his horse into a renl
fringed stream he dismounted, and taking his Win
Chester from his saddle bow, he started the animal
off. Then he took the barrel from the stock of the
rifle and waited.

Presently Sleeping Jim rode into the stream. He
was standing in his stirrups looking in every direction,

and from the expression on his face it was clear he
was puzzled at the sudden disappearance of the man
he had been trailing. As he moved forward to the
spot where Harry was hiding in the reeds, the latter

put the barrel of the Winchester in his mouth and
disappeared completely beneath the water. The
barrel acted as a tube which enabled Ipm to breathe
without coming to the surface. It was an old trick

which had stood Cheyenne Harry good service in the
past, and it saved him now. Sleeping Jim, evidently
thinking he had missed the trail lower down, turned
back. After allowing a reasonable time ior safety,

(Continued on naae 16.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF GREGORY SCOTT.
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"Contempt. On the alert. He can sneer. Amused surprise. His look of hate.

GREGORY SCOTT.
The Aristocratic Villain of the' British Screen.

GREGORY SCOTT, Broadwest star, whose many interesting ex-

pressions appear on this page, is English by birth, and is one
of the foremost of our British screen players, certainly one of

the most talented.

Like many of the other Broadwest artistes, he has been playing for

films for many years, and has had a vast amount of experience both on
the stage and in* the film studio.

" Greg," as he is affectionately known by his friends in the studio,
is one of the most reticent of men one could possibly meet, and is very
disinclined to talk about himself. He would far rather talk about
the latest race-winner or some other well-known film personality. But
in an interview which I had with him recently, he told me that he is the
first of a very long line to go in for acting in any shape or form.

Why He Chose the Profession.

JUST why I hankered after the bright lights of the stageT cannot
imagine," he confessed. " Perhaps it was on account of
the friends of my earlier days. They were all either dentists,

musicians, or actors. 1 couldn't paint, I couldn't play any instrument,
so 1 thought I would try my hand at the stage. A bifc risky ? Certainly,
but when one has no leaning towards dentistry, medicine, the law, or
any of the wonderful careers hopeful parents have in mind for their

sous, one of the arts is sure to claim them, and the stage got me."

His First Engagement.

I
OFTEN look back on the fine days when I got my first stage
engagement, and how, in the little studio in Chelsea, three other
friends and I celebrated the event with a big bottle of wine, and

eggs and bacon—which, by the way, we cooked ourselves. It doesn't
sound a very good mixture, does it '.' But it seemed good in those days.
Many arc the times I have longed to be back in the little Chelsea Studio
where my chum imagined he would paint something that would create
the Sensation of the Year in the art world. Unfortunately, however,
•lis hopes were never realised.

On the Stage.

WELL, to get backjto business, I was certainly lucky, for I obtained
a great manyjthcatrical engagements. My first was with a Ben
Greet company, which played a series of Shakespearean,

Sheridan, and Goldsmith productions at Brighton. I have also played for

the late Sir (icorgc Alexander, Cyril Maude, and the late Lewis Waller."
" Then 1 thought I would give up the stage and direct my attentions

solely to films, and I was fortunate enough to play leads in such film-;

i»8 'Beauty and the Barge,' 'Lawyer Quince,' 'Duty,' "The Incom-
parable Bellairs,' ' Harbour Lights,'

1 In the Ranks,' ' The Little Minister,'
and oh ! a host of other films."

" Soon after the Broadwest Company was formed, I joined their
stock company. "The Answer' was my first picture for them, then
fallowed 'The Green Orchard.' 'The Black Knight,' 'The House Oppo-
site,' in all of which I took the leading part.

" I was then cast for the part of Michael Ayde, the young barrister,
in "The Ware Case>' in which Mr. Matheson Lang made his first screen
appearance without character make up. The last film before 1 joined
up was 'The Munition (-ill's Romance.'

After the War.
THEN followed a long series of parades, route marches, fatigues, and

other scenes familiar to the man in khaki. But as soon as the
Armistice was signed, back T came to the Broadwest Company.

As they were not quite ready for me, however, they released me from
my contract to play in the Violet Hopson film, ' The Gentleman Rider.'

" Since completing this lilm, I have played the leail in The Great
Gojip,' another racing film, by the way. But I thoroughly enjoyed
these two pictures, partly because they were the first after long, weary
months in France, and partly beeause the plots took us on 'exterior'
work quite a lot. It was snch a treat to get away from the studio on

a boiling hot summer's day and locate either in some quiet spot in a
Thames backwater or on the Downs at Epsom.

" I do not think I would forsake the arc lamps of the studio for

the footlights of the stage. In fact, so engrossed have I become in film

work that I hope to go on and on playing for films until—until
"

And here Greg heard the call boy's shout and so he left you to imagino
what his final word would have been.

GREGORY SCOTT.
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"A MARKED MAN." (Continued from
page 14.)

Harry emerged from the water, caught his boric,

ami rode on to t lie cave.
In the meantime Sheriff Lindsey was impatiently

awaiting the return of Sleeping Jim. He felt pretty

certain now that the man he had allowed to leave

Longhorn was Cheyenne Harry, and that, coupled
with the fact that he knew Kent had been a road

agent, made him regret that he had not detained both

men when he had the chalice. When the half-breed

returned with the news that the man lie had been

trailing was Cheyenne Harry, hut that lie had lost

him, Lindsey began to act. Hastily swearing iu a

posse, he started ou the trail of the stage coach.

Justice.

PERCH F.D on the summit of Gnnsight Pa?',

looking like two birds of prey, were Lien Kent
and Cheyenne Harry. They were watching the

rocky trail over which the coach must come.
" Here she is !

" cried Harry, as his keen eye caught
eight of a cloud of dust. " We'll let them get through
the pass and catch them in the ford of the fiver.

If they try to bolt, they won't be able to get away so

last there."
Putting on their masks, the. two road agents

galloped down the hill and caught up the stage a3 it

entered the river.

The passengers offered no resistance, but the driver

seemed determined to show fight. Kent, who had
been drinking earlier in the day, was in an ugly mood,
and without a word of warning he shot the driver

dead.

The cold-blooded crime filled Harry with horror.

.Snatching the revolver from his companion's hand,
lie shouted :

" There's no excuse for killing a man like that !

"

In the excitement which followed the shooting,

Harry had not heard the sound of horses' hoofs, and
before he realised what had happened, the slieriff and
his posse had surrounded them. The still smoking
revolver which he had snatched away from Kent
was in Harr.v 's hand, and this pointed to Harry as the

murderer.
He might have protested his Innocence, but he

wulil only do that by accusing Kent, and bitterly as

t» despised the man, he could not bring himself to

five him away. There was no chance oi breaking
through the posse, and with true Western philosophy
Harry surrendered. Kent was too scared to think

of putting up a fight.

Western justice is swift. As neither Kent nor

Harry would say who tired the fatal shot, the hastij.V

summoned court found them both guilty, and they
were sentenced to be hanged on the following day.

Cheyenne Harry heard the sentence without a
tremor, but Kent began to scream for mercy, and
Harry despised still more the man who had callously

taken another man's life, yet whimpered like a beaten

hound when his own end had come.
All that night Kent never closed his eyes. With

auivenni hps tnd shaking limbs hi sat through th

long night, seeing only one tiling—a rope with a i oose,

and his neck inside the noose.
Cheyenne Harry, after pacing his cell for some Time

jell asleep. His dreams were bittersweet, lfe jaw
his old mother reading his letters with pride shining

in her eyes, and a tear of regret fell on the pillow of

the sleeping outlaw. And then lie dreamed of June.
And so morning came to the two doomed men.
Part of Harry's dream enme true. June came lo

pec him, and her sweet smile nearly broke down the
iron resolution of the outlaw which had stood proof
against the fear of death.

" I don't care what they say ! 1 know you did not
do it!" whispered the girl. And Cheyenne Harry's
eyes told her that which loyalty to his partner pre-

vented him saying. The parting with June shook
Harry like nothing else could have done, but he
stiffened his lip and showed June a man— a man
repentant, but not afraid pf death.

As soon as she had s£>ne, Harry's one wish was
that they would get it over . Quickly. He listened

reverently to the chaplain's words, and then he asked
him to spend what time there was left with Kent.

" May your words of hope for forgiveness strengthen
him to meet his end," he sai I.

Ben Kent was a pitiful sight when they brought

htm from his cell to walk to the callows, His legs

icfused to carry him. and but for the help ol Harry
lie would have fallen to the ground.

Two grim nooses were ready fixed* and the sheriff's

assistants quickly adjusted them. Lindsey was just

going to .step oil the platform and give the signal,

when a messenger arrived with a letter.

" It's for ITim :

" he gasped, pointing to Harry.
" I?ut I brought it to you !

"

Lindsey opened the letter. It was from Harry's
mother, and read :

" 1 am w riting because of your long

silence. 1 am coming to Longhorn on .Saturday."

The sherill passed the litter to the chaplain, and
tears came into the clergyman's eyes as he read it.

" You must li t this poor old mother sec her boy
alive, Lindsey," he said.

The sherill shook his- head.

•"Sentiment doesn't count at hanging"." he replied

trimly. " 'I ''e

"

a
-
vs '"' m,lst hang, and i mint see

the law carried out."
" Hut 1 appeal to you on a higher law," cried the

chaplain. " The law of humanity."

in (he end the man ol Clod conquered the man ol

law, and the sheiill consented postpone (he

hanging for a fortnight so (hat Harry could see llis

mother. The chaplain and (Jrant Webster stood
bond that as soon as Harry had seen his mother off at
the end of her visit, he would return to the condemned
cell.

It was a scene that could not have happened
anywhere but in the wilds, where the sacred alfeelion

for the mother who bore them never dies iu the
heart- of the most reckless and worst of men.
Having given his word, Sheriff Lindsey made up llis

mind to do the thing thoroughly. The men who had
Captured Harry were enrolled as a guard of honour,
and when Harry's mother, a dear, grey-haired old
lady with the kindest of eyes, stepped off the train,

there was such a demonstration of welcome that she
thoroughly believed that her son was ouc of the most
respected men in the township.

Grant Webster had done his share. To keep up
the fiction of Harry bavins a wife arid a prosperous
lanrh, he lent Harry his place, and June pretended
to be the little wif« Harry had written about.
And for a fortnight everything at Webster's ranch

was just as Harry's mother had imagined it would be
when she had read her son's letters.

The sheriff was not at all sorry that he had con-
sented to the chaplain's request. He had never been
quite certain iu his mind that Harry had fired the
fatal shot, but in face of the fact that Harry hadikept
silent, he had no. alternative lo the course he had
pursued. »c
One night Lindsey peeped through the window

of the ranch, and when he saw Harry and his mother
sitting by the lire, tears came into his eyes.

" if that man could only prove he didn't do the
shooting." he muttered, " darned if I wouldn't let

him scoot so far as the robbery is concqrnedi!
"

A Mother's Good-bye.
THE fortnight was over. Harry's mother had cone

back happy in the thought that her son was
all she had believed him to be.

As she had stepped into the train, she had turned
to the sheriff and said, " And that great man is my
little boy."
The simple words, and the glow of a mother's

pride in the dear old eye had shaken every man
present, but. they had kept up the play;
And now Harry was back in the coudemned cell,

but the dawn was breaking for him.
Even as he paced up and down. Sheriff l.ind^e.y

was talking to a woman who had come post haste
to Longhorn. She had been a passenger in the stags
coach, and the only one who had seen the shooting,

" That man Kent did it !
" she said. "

I was too
fi ightened at the time to think clearly, and it was only
when I heard that you were going to hang the two
that I realised 1 was the only one who could save the
life of an innocent man."

It was with a feeling of profound thankfulness that!

the sheriff heard the news, and he lost no time in
telling it to Harry.

" And now I've got the proof to. clear you-from the
shooting," he said. " I'll forget all about the robberv.
Get on your horse and scoot ! I'm betting that we,
have heard the last of Cheyenne Harr.\ the outlaw,
and I expect you to win my bet."
The letters that Harry now write? to his mother

about his little wife June, and the prosperous ranch are
true, and there is no more respected citizen in Long-
horn to-day than the man who was once sentenced to
death as Cheyenne Harry the outlaw.
(Adapted from incidents in the CAl'MOST

photo-play, "A MARKED MA A," featuring IIAIWA'
CAREY, f s Cfteynni Harry.)

The new Metro ''exterior " stages. Notice the white awnings that serve for a roof. These are each
a yard wide, and are strung on wires so that any portion of the stage may be shaded at wiil.

The huge new " interior " stages under construction at Los Angeles. This building is 140 feet wide
and 150 feet long. A cinema setting that has not been torn down is seen in the picture.
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The Joys of Open Air.

CAN you imagine anything more delightful

than having a beautiful log camp fill

your own down in the canyon which
opens i ight out into the ocean ? In other words,
" where the mountains meet the sea." Well,

such a summer camp has Enid Bennett. This
dainty little movio star has moved a lot of

comforts from her attractive Beveiley Hills

home, and is snugly tucked in this attractive

little " lodge," Benniecrest, up on the mountain-
hide, where from the cunning little bungalow
a clear view of the ocean half a mile away
may be seen through the opening of the canyon.

She had the time of her life. Oh, such a
different. Enid from the one you see in the
studio ! Enid of Benniecrest was scarcely

grown-up, and wearing a rough and ready
sport suit. She was fairly bubbling over with
excitement, and her fair hair shone in the
sunlight like spun gold.

" I sleep out here on the balcony every
night, all wrapped up in my blanUets, and I

do feel so wonderful in the morning, " says

Enid. "The afr is so pure, and fresh, and the
quiet is so vast, that you look up in the midst
of night and really feel the presence of God.
How magnificent is life.

They are so" Happily Married.

JUST then there came the shrill blow of

a motor-horn.
' Ah, that's Freddie !

"

And immediately " Pat,'' the terrier, went
dashing down the road to meet the car, which
stopped and let the newcomer in, and they
came rolling up to the house, Pat grinning all

jOver his fuzzy old face and Mr. Xiblo smiling
/eagerly, anxious to greet his charming little

The brook water is so delightfully cool and
refreshing to wash in.

wife. There were so many funny happenings dur-
ing the course of the day, all of which ho had to

talk over with Enid. They have so much in

common. They understand each other and
enjoy the things that each other like. After all,

that is the only true solution to marriage.
Well, such is life, and Enid Bennett is real.

She is the salt of the earth. ,

Enid greeting friend, husband, Fred Niblo.

JAZZ AND
GENTILITY.

THE BALLS OF FIFTY

YEARS AGO.

IT is rather amusing to turn over an old
volume of " Punch " and see pictures of

— the balls of the 'seventies—the women with
voluminous' skirts and elaborate coiffure, the
men with ultra-long trousers and side-whiskers ;

the rows of bored chaperons. What would
those decorous ladies have said to our scant
frocks and bare arms, or to the '* deplorably
masculine " fashion of " bobbing " the hair ?

A dance in those days was a far more formal
affair. The debutantes were chaperoned by
discreet mammas ; they did not dance too much
for fear of getting unbecomingly flushed. They
did not display their arms in the bold fashion of

the 1919 girl ; all defects were hidden under
long white kid gloves. Only in a very natural
vanity did the girls of those days resemble
the maidens of our own time.

The modern girl has a harder task to keep
herself looking fresh and pretty through a long
ana arduous evening of " Jazz," '• Hesitation,"
and " Fox-Trot." Dancing is too apt to make
one look " shiny " and hot, and the enthusiastic
dancer will not spare a second to disappear
into the dressing-room to powder her face.

" Wouldn'it it be lovely," several girls have
said to me, -' if there was something to put
on your face—not real make-up, you know

—

that would look nice all the evening without
any further trouble ?

"

And to these I reply :

" There is something. Get an ounce of

cleminite from your chemist, dissolve it in

water and bottle it. Before you go to your
dance shake the bottle well and bathe your
face with the lotion, rubbing lightly until

it is dry. That will give you all the nice ' bloom 1

of powder without hurting your skin in the

least, and the effect will last for several hours."

GLOVES v. BARE ARMS.

The Victorian miss and her mamma would
certainly deplore our casting aside of the con-

ventional long kid cloves as " excessively

ungenteel." So also does the woman of to-day

whose arms are better hidden than displayed.

Certainly, though a pretty arm gains much
admiration, an ugly, hairy one ruins the prettiest

toilette. Many girls, whose arms are otherwise

white and shapely, suffer from a growth of

superfluous hair on them which is far from
attractive. These, of course, can be removed
with very little trouble. Shaving is undesirable,

for not only is it very tiresome, but the hairs

grow again with increased vigour. Electrolysis

is painful and expensive. The best method is

to procure some safe home remedy, l'heminol is

by far the safest and most reliable drug to use.

Most chemists stock it ready for use in small

1 oz. bottles. All that is necessary is to add a

little water to about a teaspoonful of the

powder, and to apply the resulting paste to tho

superfluous hairs. Directly it has thoroughly

dried the hair can be easily and painlessly

scraped away with a thin piece of cardboard

—

a visiting card will do.

Pheminol seems a little expensive, but only

a very little is required. This pure drug leaves

no bad effects whatever, and it reduces the

future growth of hairs to a minimum.

Let all who have pretty arms then, show

them ; but those who are less well-favoured

will bo wise to moderate fashion a little, and

produce a little illusion with " camouflage
'

sleeves of ninun or tulle.

P.viiKi.R Belmont 3 O.ynol Bti.i.ns for

Obusity. (Advt.)
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HAVE

NICE CURLS

BEFORE. AFTER.

Every lady can have a beautiful head of
CURLY and WAVY hair. There is no need
to have sleek, lank, unattractive hair. One
bottle of VETROS will keep the hair in lovely
curls for months, also invaluably for making
the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Send for a bottle to-day, and make
yourself the admiration of all your friends.
You will be delighted with the results.

Price 2/6 per bottle, or three bottles for 5/6,
post paid, direct from the makers, CHAPMAN,
LTD. (Dept 138), 15, Red Lion Sq„ London, W.C.1.

YOUm EYEBROWLIN
lashes if you use . .

^^^^^^^M
The

Secret

of

Society

Ladies'

Beauty

Why not follow the lead of Society Beauties and use
this marvellous preparation ? It does not stain, 13

perfectly harmless, and is recommended by leaders of
tashion. A few applications will enable you to produce
that dark, fascinating appearance admired in women.
-

'• Send at once to Manageress,
Send IS. P.O. to-day

\ J£AN BINET & CO.
(Dept. 38),

34, Strand, Loodou, W.C. 2.

and receive a supply
under plain cover.

CINEMA ASPIRANTS
;(ALL AGES):

Receive expert tuition. Students are included in

our own PRODUCTIONS, when proficient.

Write or call for particulars.

A1 CINEMA COLLEGE & STUDIO,
171. Renfleld St..GLASGOW. EYERYT11ISG VP TO DATE.

You can easily avoid that most dis-

quieting ei«n of age—grey hair—by
.-it. Valcutirie'ii Extract, which
imparts a natural colour, light
brown, dark brown or black, and
makes the hair soft and glossy. It
in a perfect, cleanly and harmless
stain, -wanhable and lusting. One
Ittpald) most fHny to apply. Ho
odour nor Btickineaa. Does Dot
soil the pillow.

Price Not Advanced. Quality and
Strength maintained at Pre-War

Standard.
Of allChemlHts.at l/.t 2,'%* 5/6 per
bottle. <-f p) dexlrcd.by post yd. extra.

R. S. VALENTINE, 46a, Holborn Viaduct, London, EX. 1.

HFILM. IPXJL JsTga
Not What Was Meant.A WELL-KNOWN townsman was asked to

speak on behalf ofa local charity at the pic-
ture-house. He made his earnest appeal,

and when he had finished there flashed on the
screen these words, " The Beautiful Liur." Of
course, it was the title of the next picture to bo
shown, and had no reference to the amateurorator.
But the audience roaioJ. 2s. (id. awarded to
Amy Kerrell, 14, David Street, Newport, Mon.

3—

—

Cinema Cross-Talk.
Alciy :

" I say, Percy, have you seen that
wonderful film, ' The Romance of a Patched-up
Peace ' yet ?

"

Percy :
" Haw, yes,

old top ! A ripping pic-
ture, wasn't it ? 1 guess
it isn't a ' patch ' on
the one I 6a\v, though."
Aloy :

" Pray, what
one was that ?

"

Percy ; '"The
Threads of His Worn-
out Garments '—in two
long ' reels '

!
"

Algy :
" Haw, haw !

Say, tell me, Why does
Tom ' Mix ' his tea with
lump sugar instead of
fine ?

"

Percy : " Can't say,
old boy. Why •'.

"

Algy :
" To make the

picture a more 'stirring
'

one. See ?
"

Percy: " I do.
never had any
ti tuble, old bean.
Algy: "Think;

awfully funny
fellah ! Tell me,

I've

oye-

Algy :
" Guess he must have thought Blan< lie

' Sweet ' on bint.

Percy :
" Right, old fellah ! Have you seen

yon brilliant masterpiece, ' The Romance of
His Beautiful Allotment,' yet '!

"

Alcy : "I have, kid. Mighty fine * jdot
'

in it, too. It 'dug up' memories of the Past,
you know. Rut say, Percy, did I see you talking
to old Flathumph t'other rainy afternoon ?

Was 'on the films.' wasn't he I"
Percy :

" Yah ! But now he is ' on the
rocks '

!
"

-

Algy :
" You frightful humourist ! Whisper

it to mo in a loud voice, sonny^Why did
Stewart go to Rome, lo

buy Francis a lord
car ?

"

I'i.iky: " Because you

, ou re

, old
Why did Alice ' Howell '- ?

"

Percy :
" To make the picture a ' screaming

'

success, I guess."
Algy: "Correct on the dot, kid! Do you

know, I saw Olga Petrova last night in a mag-
nificent Russian masterpiece, ' Tho Romance of
Protovitehskyisitnotbiff.-iky, the Russian Rag-
vendor.' "

Percy :
" Was it really good, old top ?

"

Algy :
" Gee ! 1 should say it was. Why, it

simply held the audience ' spell '-bound !

"

Percy :
" Go ahead, kid. You are smart.

Tell me, old wit, Why did Creighton ' Hale
'

Blanche with a cry of delight ?
"

can't rick-ford ears on
the Fair-brink* of the
silvery Thames, 1

reckon !

"

Algy: "Correct, hid.

Say, have vou heard the
latest ?

"

P i: itcv: "No p c .

What is it. child ?
"

Algy :
" People who

open Cinema houses
nowadays are actually

being lined."

P t: itcv :
" You're

pulling my leg, Algy."

Algy :
" I'm not, old

chap. A Johnny opene I

one t'other day, and had
to pay a fine of thirty

FRED GOODWINS, who will shortly be seen in guineas for his rash deed.

a new series of all-British comedies. By the way, fjrgot to

mention that tho hour
was 'two-thirty in the morning, and that the

cinema was the property of another man.
Ha, ha !

"

Percy :

'

if you know
Chaplin '/

"

Algy :

"
1

Rich.' and
shine !

"

Percy :
'

tion : What
of approval ?

'

Algy :
** Gu

Give over, old bean ! I wonder
what made Bessie 'Love' Charlie

I guess it's because Charlie is

Charlie is also u 'Ray' of sun

Cleverly put, kid. A fiml cjues-

star ' always meets with a ' storm
'

!S8 it must be ' Gale ' Henry !

"

MUTT AND JEFF DO A DOUBLE TURN.

Mutt an 1 Jeff becom i stacre- It is a palatial establishment Mutt sings » delightful oil
struck and seek an engagement crowded with people who wa ; t ballad, while Jeff conduc ts the
at a variety theatre. eaacrlv for the new turn. orchestra.

(
WIU HAVt to\

' reward you-|
(
to/be the oniv\
tONE AROUND HERE]
(THAT APPRECIATES

GOOD HUSK !) -

YOUUHAVE TO
SPEAK LOUDER
YOUNG MAN. I'M

VERY HARD OF
HEARING

" And though you're not true, Mutt's effort, however, was M_itt wished to reward him.

may God bless you—that's the not appreciated, and by the but thought better of it when
curse of an aching heart

"— time he had finished there was he found out that the solo

Mutt's touching ballad. only one in the audience. .
survivor was deaf.

From the film, by permission of the Fox Film Company-
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aph Pictures.

THESE photographs fully illustrate the
observation made by a well-known
fashion journal that the cinema star

" not only knows how to choose her clothes ;

she also knows how to wear them, and this is

one of the most important of beaut.y secrets."

How to '' put on " your clothes has much
more to do with your appearance than the

clothes you put on.

Look at- these pictures of Betty Blytho ;

each photograph in itself is beautiful. The
clothes add to the beauty of their wearer.
Each design is different, yet each suits her
figure.

Beautiful Autumn Fashions worn by a
trimmed Gowns—The Little

And the same witli her hats. Large or small,
each is put on at just that angle that is fascinat-
ing and yet demure.
The one on our left we shall see her wear in a

Rex Beach photo-play, entitled " The Silver
Horde." It is a combination of tagel straw and
feathers, and is one of the smartest shapes of
the season.

I always think a small hat is the most be-
coming wear with furs, especially a fur coat •

and this hat is more dressy than the usual
turban or small toque that is most usually worn..

The Fur-trimmed Costume.
BELOW is a creation of Nimrov of Russicks's,

in New York. It is of green velvet,
trimmed with grey astrakan. Next

to it is one of the latest models, which you
notice is buttoned up the side (have you noticed
the number of tyuttons that cover the latest
fashions ?). This model is of brown cloth,
trimmed with sables.

The latest fur-trimmed coats have deep
elbow cuffs, as in the model you see in the
centre, which is composed of black cloth,
trimmed with grey squirrel.

Above, on the right, is an 'evening gown of
her own design. It is composed of orange
chiffon embroidered with large roses, on white
satin trimmed with silver fringe. It is sugges-
tive of a Spanish frock, and with it Miss Blythe
carries an old fan of black lace and gold.

The Little Details.

THIS last sentence reminds me
to emphasise one little point
of which I notice every

cinema star has learnt in the hard
school of experience. If you want
to be well-dressed, you must not
neglect details. It is the finishing
touch that creates the atmosphere
of completeness. A lace hand-

Beautiful Star—Ideas for Fur-
ThinesThat Matter.

Brown cloth and
sable is both rich

and graceful. Xote
the new slit pockets

in the tunic.

n

Ureal velvet

und astrakan.
The collar is

Vic new not;
here.

as

kerchief is an
absolute necessity
with some cos-
tumes, and a drab
ovening gown can
be absolutely
transformed by a
knot of ribbon or a flower

Ornamental as well
Useful.

THIS was a case in point
when, the other day, I
waited for a well-known

cinema star to appear for a
forthcoming scene, and learnt
that sho was searching for a
gold -brocaded bag.

Novor mind tho bag!
"

I cried. You do not nood
it for anything."

" But look at this side of

To complete this Spayiish effect, Belli/ carries an
old fan of black lace and gold.

me," she protested, twisting round.
" Without that bag I'm not dressed."

Things that Count.

IT'S the little things—the turquoise ear-
rings that emphasises the colour
of the blue-eyed girl ; the long

6tring of beads that
gives the short girl

length ; tho careful
choice of shoos and
stockings that they
do not clash, and,
if possible match
tho hat—thoso aro
tho little things that
tho well-dressed girl

pays particular at l en -

lion to.

A Dresser.

This charm-
ing model
shows the
ne w fla re
pockets. It
is composed
of black
rrhrt and
bra id.
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SING
Apply forTWO

FREE Lessons in

FUNDAMENTAL
Prh

,a

aleTuUion
nd

VOICE TRAINING.

BiT" AMAZING RESULTS.
Write us, explaining vour own case fully, or "all.

Address precisely: D.Picture. ADVANCE ACADEMY.
j4. Norfolk Square, London, W.2.1

NERVOUSNESS
is the greatest drawback In life toan? man or woman. If you
re nervous, timid, 1'rni mfIrlhrl. lack Betf-confidencc, will

power, miod concentration. blush, or feel aukward in the

p.esence of others. «end 3 pennv stamps foi particulars of the

Jlento-Nene Strengthening Treatment, used in the KSVJT frolo

Vice-Admiral to Seaman, and in the Arinv from Colonel to

Private. M.S. (Vs. M.lVs. M.M.**»nd D.C.M.'j.

GODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH Ltd.,
536. Imperial Buildmss, Lndgite Cireui. London E.C. 4.

CLARNICO
"MY QUEEN"

is one of those "nothing quite like it"

Confections which appeal irresistibly at first

taste and leave you thoroughly contented

but never satisfied—till the next piece!

Buy a piece to-day, and you will find

you have never tasted anything so uniquely

delicious. Better still, buy two pieces and
make or cement a friendship!

" My Queen " consists of Creamy Nougat
(made in the CLARNICO way, which
just makes all the difference) covered in

CLARNICO Chocolate—the Chocolate

with the capital "C."
All CLARNICO Sweets are of the

same high level of excellence—the name is

your guarantee.

HAIR ON THE FACE
Instantly and c-omTiletclr
vanishes with EJECTHAIR.th.
Testified Cure lor this hideou*
affliction-S i in p It, Sate, and

—Sn red-
Professional Guarantee Given
—Sent in plain cover for 7d.
Send now 7d. stamps to

—

Manageress, EJECTHAIR CO.
(Dept. 8).

682,Holloway Rd.,London,N.19.

DlADElVf
hd: Rplace»

WAX
is a new form of skin food
the oidinai v greasy face
so largely used. Ifsof
creating a smooth and e
Delightfully sootb ng, it

which carry its tonic pr<
the true beantv lies— refi

cello. It hi logs hack the youthful colour to the n /A
cheeks which women so much desire. PKICK £.jKi

All Robartes' products are guaranteed. Money leadily
refunded in case of dissatisfaction. Of all Chemists',
Perfumers and Stores, or a HiBt supply forwaidid direct
on receipt of leinittance.

Write for the " Dlnkie " Book, post free from—
ROBARTES, Ltd. (London A Paris), Dept. 22A, Dyers

Buildings, Holborn Bars, London.

h.thert
the skin,

texture—silkv to the ton
lickly alHiorbed by the pc

ies to the undeiskin—wh
ating tli

ASTER
(gl ^3 ropply'on Monthly Pay

m

§§i §§? 2§s *»•'
gg gg Trench Coal i, Wal .

gg gg SZ5 Jewellery, *c„»t 6/-,!

J«3 S§? "" ,,,l,lv i""

Payments

Rings!
10/-, and 20

post VI i it,

i.' ' Terms, MasterB,%3 Ltd., 94,Hope Stores.RYE *

MAKING BRITISH PHOTO-PLAYS.
No. l.-A Stroll Round the Studio.

EVERYOXE who sees a modern film knows
it to bo a wonderful piece of work. It

represents the combination of many
activities welded together into a perfect whole,
that carries not only entertainment to those
who see the film, but also a great many points
of interest for all men and women.
From the time when some bright, brain

imagines a story that will make a good film and
proceeds to work out that story on paper to the
moment when the finished product is seen in a
picture theatre, there are a vast number of

separate but important things to happen, and
in a- big producing concern, such as the London
Film Company, all those important things
happen in the same spot. In other words, a
modern fUm studio is self-supporting. Elec-
trical installation, scene building, ' properties,"
developing and printing of negatives and
positives, everything is done inside the hive of

industry that is described by the general term
of studio.

The supplying of any ono- " set
**—which is

the technical description of any background put
together for a scene to be plajcd in—means
work for several different troops of people. In
the illustration we give here you will see the
producer, in this case Fred Paul, and his com-
pany, standing by while the finishing touches
are given to a room in which a scene is to be
ployed.

Building and Painting the Scenery.

IN the first place the carpenters have had the
building of the scenery, and very solid it

needs to be, for while the trembling of a
canvas wall on the stage is bad enough, in a
film it would spell utter ruin, so that carpen-
tering for films very often means very fine wood
and plaster work, and not canvas at all.

Then the next step is the painting, and on
this point every director and every scene-
painter has his own pet theories ; but in the
majority of cases varying tones of grey and
brown are used with very heavy brush work.
Stencilling is, of course, of great value in designs,

but often lately it has been found that real wall-

paper, for instance, gives a better effect than
the stencilled design in more general use for the
stage.

The Question of Furnishing.

NJEXT comes the bringing from the great

[\ store of furniture the particular pieces

needed : and that store may be called
upon at any moment to furnish a perfect
Jacobean drawing-room, a hall in a Norman
castle, or a peasant's cottage in the most

distant corner of the world. The head of each
department has bis " plot " handed to hirn long
before the film is staited, and every detail of

the production is the responsibility of one par-
ticular man or woman, working with a largo
staff under tliem.

The scene set and the furniture placed, all

according to pre-arranged scheme, next come
soft furnishings —carpets -and rugs of a correct
type, curtains and draperies, cushions, and
lastly, ornaments.

Real Meals are Laid.

IF
the scene is a part of the story that requires #
meal, there is a table to be laid withexactl.v
the right crockery and linen, whether it be in

the country cottage or a house in Mayfair.
Food is to be supplied—real food, for the earner*
makes any imitation of this a ghastly mockery :

and flowers for table decoration supplied and
arranged by someone specially skilled in this,

.particular art ; and in this connection there is

ono thing to be borne in mind always, and that
is that dead white can never be used with good
effect for a screen picture.

If you walk on to a set where there is an
elaborate dinner table, you will find linen and
china a soft dull yellow—never white. A man
in evening dress has his big expanse of shirt

front—whether up-to-date and finely tucked
for the hero, or stiff as a board for aristocratic

father—of the same yellow tint as the table

furnishings. This is to prevent that terror of

all photography, whether for stills or film.'

halation. In some eases "a blue tone is of even
more use than the yellow, as, for instance, in

stone work or marble statuary : this L- generally

to be found a light Wedgwood blue.

Built to ,be Destroyed.

A STRAIGHT set, such as the Tudor hall,

and. ante-< hamber of which we show
part in our illustration, is a fairly easy

task for the floor manager of a well -equipped
film studio ; but far more difficult problems
have sometimes to be faced. And when I say
that the problems must bo faced, I mean that
any setting demanded must be supplied.

Quite recently, in. the huge studio at St.

Margarets, a complete Japanese village was
built. Every detail was correct—hotels, shops,
private houses, paving—everything was exact
to the design supplied, and everything was
built, painted, or manufactured in the studio

works—even the characteristic curly Eastern
tiling of the roofs. It took ten days to build

and was used for three hours.

fV glimpse of the London Film Studio during working hours. Here you see FRANK CADMAN
at the camera. FRED PAUL, producer, talking to him. SIDNEY FOLKER, his assistant,

looking through the focussing glass. CYRIL PERCIVAL, < the leading man, on the table.
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WHO'S WHO IN THIS WEEK'S PHOTO-PLAYS.
STARS IN NOTABLE SCENES FROM PHOTO-PLAYS WHICH CAN BE SEEN TO-DAY

MAE MARSH in "The Fields of Honour." (Stall.) MADLAINE TRAVERSE in "Gambling in Souls." [Fox.)

FRIT2IE RIDGWAY and FRANCIS McDONALD in " Real Folks." Mr. MARCH gathers his grandchildren around him in " Little Women." (Artcrqft.)
(Triangle.)

A tragic scene in "At the House Opposite." (F.B.O.) ETHEL CLAYTON in " The Mystery Girl." (Paramount.)

The Glyphs
By ROY NORTON

The Glyphs is one of the most thrilling

stories ever written, and will grip you
as no other story as ever done. Begin it to-

day in the October 31st issue of the

RED Magazine 7 D.
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YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

QUANTITY OR QUALITY?

THE oft-quoted (and frequently misquoted) Scrip-

tural phrase " of making many books there

is no end " might be applied with but slight

alteration to the production of films of which we are

witnessing in these days an ever-increasing number.
The storehouses of literature and imagination are

both being explored with zealous energy for more
material for the screen, and plots old and new are being

dressed up for our further entertainment. Thousands
have been taken into the service of the profession,

and thousands less fortunate, who are clamouring to

get in, are bemoaning the fate which keeps them
out. Everywhere the camera-man is busy recording

scenes at home and abroad that only the purse of a

millionaire could enable us to visit. And the resultant

effort of it all is that each week new pictures are

forming a fresh girdle round the world.

Yet quality of output is not the only thing that

matters, however much it may tend to show that the

supply is merely in obedience to the demand. The
public, it is true, want more and more pictures, for

in them they have their cheapest, best, and most
desirable form of entertainment. Even when photo-

plays are in the making their progress is followed with

interest by many who seize on scraps of information

about the artistes and the scenes. The dates of the

releases are always awaited with impatient eagerness,

and when, therefore, there are pictures which fall

short of public expectation, the disappointment is

the keener.
Some of these plays, in fact, could be dropped, and

few, if any, would miss them from the screen. Plays

which pretend to point a moral, and yet do no more
than dabble in the unsavoury issues of lite, and comic
films which are humorous only in their pretensions

instead of in acting and plot, might well be laid aside

to make room for something better. In plays, too,

that are otherwise excellent, one sometimes notices a

lack of reality, or a sudden break into sub-titles just

where the interest is growing. Good scenes have been

spoilt by too much melodrama, and where striking

situations would have done we have had unnecessary

vignettes and close-ups.
Quality, after all, is the main consideration, and

fewer and better pictures would be a welcome alterna-

tive to a larger output bearing traces of hasty pro-

duction.
THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and

addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring arummediate answer by post. Address :

The Editor, "The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

A. D. .T. (Beckcnham).—I can picture you sitting
down with quite a decent sized ink-bottle, and a food
stack of letter-paper in front of you, to write to all

the artistes you name. Hut go ahead ;ind send your
letters on to me when finished. As you will be
writing to them and not to me, I cannot say definitely

if they all will reply'. Hut since others have received
photos in this way, why not you? Your praise of
this paper is indeed high. 1 bow mv thanks

D. SI. (Wednesbury) —Pearl White is thirty. As
you are a new reader, I must inform you that no
addresses can be given, but your letters to artistes
will reach their destinations quite safely if you
follow the instructions below. Also, I welcome you,
and hoi* you will write again.

C. M. (Portsmouth).—E. K. Lincoln is still on the
films. Other news will be published as soon as I

know. ^
Q. It. (Leeds).—September 22nd, 1803. is the date,

and Chicago, Illinois, the birthplace, of Dorothy
Dalton. You say you hoped to sec. your answer
in the issue aft. r you wrote. Have you overlooked
the underlined paragraph at the head of these replies.
M. W (tniisHin). -What nationality am I?

British, of course. I have forgiven you riant enough,
but I am now curious to know who has won that bet—you or your friend '! Mildred Harris is not dead.

" Arncxii•!•'!. " (Shelmorlfe)—William s. Hart
married ? No, he is a bachelor, and w ill probably
always remain one. Thanks for your good wishes.

C. I). (Khliu Vale). Many happy returns of the
day, which will not he very far olf, I expect, when you
see this. Y'cs, acting in ordinary plays and acting
before tin- camera an' two different things. 1 have
not heard that Constance Talinadgc has any other
name than tin- one she uses.

"Ivor," (Sydenham).—Ellen Terry is more of a
stage than a film artiste. She has been featured in
"Her Greatest Performance."

J. B. (Liverpool) ami otliers.—Regret, I have no
photos of any artistes for disposal.

C. E. (Hoylake). -Mary Miles Minter is seventeen.
The other arli.-tc has not told me his age as vt'...

"MOLLY " (West Ham). -Yes, historical films are
Ycty interesting. Wallace Itcid is over 0 ft. in height,
anil has brown hair and blue eyes. He was born in
im92. As Mae Marsh is such a great favourite of
yours, I hope you liked II 111 centre pages of her in
the issue for Bfeptember 0th. Here arc some of lur
films :

" Polly of the Circus," " The Pace in the Dark,"

" The Beloved Traitor," " Money Mad." " The
Glorious Adventure," "Fields of Honour," "The
Cinderella Man."

J. L. (Maidstone).-- Both of them are Americans.
Francis Carpenter is eight, and his little companion,
Virginia Lee Corbin, is seven.

DAN (Hastings).—Mary Anderson was twenty-two
on June 28th last. Raymond McKec is five years
older. Little Rock, Arkansas, is the birthplace of

Barbara Castleton, who was horn there twenty-three
years ago. The little screen artiste's full name is

y.oc Rae Beeh, but her film admirers know her only
as Zoe Rac. Thanks for your appreciation of this
page.
H. L. (Leeds).—Victoria Pordc is the wife of your

favourite hero, Tom Mix.

D. II. (Chester).—Probably you have seen " Sunny-
side " by this time. If not, I cannot say when it

will be shown in your town. .lane Lee is seven, and
Kathcririe is two years older. Wallace Reid has been
on the films for some time. He went 011 the stage
while quite young, and then took up various other
jobs. He has managed an hotel, and has been a
Government surveyor, a reporter, an editor, a
director, and an operator.

E. W. (London, P.).—im very ;s,'rry to hear you
are a cripple, and if you Would like to receive a letter

from Dorothy Dalton, f ou can write to her through
this office. Perhaps she may send you her photo
as well.

T. M. (Southend).—In "Less Than Kin" the
players are Noah Berry, Raymond Hatton, James
Neill, Charles Ogle, Guy Oliver, Jane Wolff, James
Cruze, and Olive Carter. Creighton Hale, Leon
ISary. and Mollie King are featured in " The Seven
Pearls." If you can get your scenario typewritten,
so much the better.

C. C. (Galasheils).—Antonio Moreno is not married.
He was born in 1888.

M. St. L. (Oldbury).—So you have travelled round
the world during the last two years, and have visited

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

I think all picture theatre managers should

remove old placards and advertisements

when they become out-of-date. I and
other people have been misled by an
announcement reading, "Special to-

night—Pauline Frederick." This notice

has been up for a month or so, and it is

very disappointing for patrons who go
in to Find that this artiste is not appear-

ing in a picture.—2s. 6d. awarded to

Miss Skerritt, 10, Parliament Street,

Sutton-in-Ashfleld, Notts.

Africa. India. Australia, New Zealand, and America,
and your only regret is that when in the last named
country you were unable to go to Los Angeles. Y our
experiences must he interesting. I am pleased to
know you have heard several times from your favourite
Mary Pickford, and that the photos she has sent you
are amongst your " dearest possessions." You may
certainly write to me again.

"Ql'EF.NlE KATE" (Haywards Heath).—Antonio
Moreno* will be seen in the new Vitagraph serial,

"The Iron Test." released December 1st. in which
Carol Hoiloway will also be featured in a leading part.

At the moment of writing this. I have heard no con-
firmation of the rumour you have heard. In " The
Lightning Raider " she plays the title-role.

E. B. (London, S.W.).—Vivian Martin was born
near Grand Rapids, Michigan. She has been on the
stage, and started her screen career with World
Films. "A Modern Thelma," "A Kiss for Susie."
' Little Miss Optimist," and "The Wax Model"
are some of her pictures.

C. M. (London).—Mollie King's husband is Kenneth
D. Alexander. Hope you will enjoy Pearl Wnite's
new serial.

M. M. (Wolverhampton).—Glad to know you
have received a photo from Mary Pickford, and that
your sister has had one from Charlie Chaplin. The
former's birthday is on April 8, 1893. Yes. Irene.

Castle still acts for the films. The cast of "Three
Men and a Girl" is as follows: Marguerite Clark
(Sylvia Weston), Richard Barthelmess (Chris-
topher Kent), 'Percy Marmont (Doctor Henry
Forsyth), Jerome Patrick (Julius Vanneman"),
Maggie Hoiloway Fisher (Abby). Petty Bouton
(Mrs. Julie Draper). The author of our last

popular serial, " Free Y'et a Felon." is one ot those
modest writers who does not wish his name to bo
known.

M. D. (New Brighton),—Was your stamped, ad-
dressed envelope to me omitted through an oversight '!

The information you require is as follows ; Mary Mill *

Minter, born on April I, l'.t02, is single ; Olive TltoHBis,
born on October. 20, 1898, is married to Jack Pick-
ford ; Eddie Polo, born in 1890, is married to Pearl
Grant; William S. Hart, born on December 0, 187C,
is single ; William Russell, born on April 12, 188G, is

married to Charlotte Burton ; Charles Ray, born in

1891, is married to a lady whose name has not been
disclosed ; Marie Walcamp, born in 1894, is not
married ; Elsie Ferguson, born on August 10,

1883, is married lo Thomas B. Clarke. 1 cannot say
for certain whether any of the above will reply,
but you can try all the same. Sorry, I am not able
to supply any photos of artistes.

"MAISIB " (Bournemouth). -A scenario should be
quite differently written to a short story. So your
fri:-nd y;:u s:y his been misinformed by t :..>-< tiled

film authority who professes to know a great deal hut.

really knows very little." Well, people like the latter,

unfortunately, are not very rare, Maisie, though self-

esteem is no recommendation. As you decided tc»

ask me, I may Bay that Earlc Williams is not. a
bachelor now. His wife Ls Florence Walz. Your
framed art plates must look excellent. No. "The
Girl who Dared " has not been filmed.

H. D. (Clapham).—Geraldine Farrar was bOTt) on
February 28, 1SK-J. Eddie Lyons is married to
Virginia Kirtby. "Daddy Long-Legs" released in

October, and the other play later on.

0. D. P. W. (Camberwell Green) and others.—Nr«
need whatever to ask whether I am willing to for-

ward any letters to artistes, for 1 shall always tie

"pleased to oblige. But please read very carefully
the rule below and don't ask for acknowledgments
of such letters owing to the large number 1 send on.

M. C. (Rosyth).—Both Virginia Lee Corbin and
Francis Carpenter played hi "Aladdin and the
Wonderful Lamp."

A. L. (Aston).— If the two artistes are married,
the names of their husbands have not reached me
as yet

R. N. (Gateshead).—I get a very large pile of

letters, 'tis true, hut 1 shall still manage to keep
alive, although you add your welcome One to the
lot. It is his real name, and here it is in full : Antonio
Garrido Monteaugudo Moreno. Quite imposing,
isn't it ?

x

A. L. T. (Coventry).—Some of the films

you name may have been adapted from hooks, but !

am sorry I cannot tell you where t he latter can he hndJ

F. D.-S. (Babbacombe).—I am sorry 1 cannot tell

you. as six or seven years ago is rather a long time
back to try and trace the title of a Sim from the
scenes you mention.

E. P. (Knitmls). —You decided to " write me a nice
letter." Am glad you have done so. and I hope
your collection of the art plates will in time he quite
ii big one. Franklyu and William Fannlm, 1 believe,

are cousins.

M. F. W. (Edinburgh). -.Tack Pickford is twenty-
three. Earle Williams is still acting.
•' " BEKTIIA " (Stone). The information you require
has not been made public. Gladys Cooper lias two
children.

" Exile from ' Smoky ' " (Leeds). No* I don't
think I should ever care to leave " dear, old, smoky
London " myself, and I do not wonder that the
fascination of the great city fills you with a longing
to return. Fortune may be kind to you yet. Yes.
actors and actresses are '" a happy go lucky crew "

as you say.

E. P. T. CHounslow).—So you don't Hke William
Hart to be called " Kill." Richard Barthelmess took
the part of Madge Kennedy's " husband " in
" Nearly Married." Pearl White was horn thirty
years ago.

R. W. (Army of the Rhine).—I shall he pleased to

forward your letter, if you send it to me, to Ella. Hall,
who occasionally acts in pictures now. Glad to
know you and your pals appreciate this paper so
much.

A. L. (Great Yarmouth).—Srssue Hayakawa does
not live in London. He is in America, and so Ls his
equally talented wife. Tsuro Aoki.

J. I. I. (Forest Hill).—Yes, Eddie Polo is married
to Pearl Grant. You can write to him. of course.

A Word to Every Reader.

HAVE you sent for a set of our "All .Stat

Series" of postcards ? No. 1 set is now
on sale, and contains beautiful art post-

cards of Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks.
Marguerite Clark, Creighton Hale, Mae Marsh,
nncl Charlie Chaplin. No separate postcards
can be sent, but you can have the set by sending
a postal order for one shilling, made payable to
the Amalgamated Press, and crossed & Co.,

aid addressing your application to 'I'm Pn-irui:

.Show Postcard Department, 7-{», Pilgrim Street,

Ludgate Hill. London. K.C. 4.

(More Answers Next Week.)

JN answer to the many inquiries^ we have received from our readers as to how they can send letters to
' Cinema actors and actresses," 7 he Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must be
distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters-will be replied to. Moreover, as many ofthese
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters

are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to sendyour letter : Write the iiame of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose 1 hd. stamp to the Editor," The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country, if a reply is required.)
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CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

UNITY MORE.

A PAIR.
Companion Picture to Last Week's Art

Plate of Charlie Chaplin.

WITH last week's issue of The Picture
Show was given away an Art Plate of

Charlie Chaplin. With this week's
" Woman's Weekly " (out to-morrow, ljd.) the

companion picture—of Mrs. Charlie (Mildred
Har :s)—is presented with each copy, so if you
are collecting and wanting to make a pair of

pictures, don't miss this unique opportunity.
Our plate next week, I've just heard, is to be of

delightful Constance Talmadgc. Have you
seen her yet in the newly released Gaumont
photo-play, entitled "The Lesson ?

Mildred's Hobby.""

BY the way, do you know that Mildred
Harris-Chaplin's hobby is roses '! In the
Chaplin garden, at the Hollywood estate,

grow innumerable roses.

The serious-minded Queen of the Comedy King
.has cultivated two new varieties— red and white.
The ordinary roses are cared for by the Japanese
gardener, but only the hands of Mildred have
tended the two new cultivated and hitherto un-
named plants.

Her Names for Them.
UNTIL Mrs. Woodrow Wilson arrived in Los

Angeles with the Presidential party, no
bloom had been cut from the prized

bashes ; but when the Presidential train pulled
in. Mildred Harris-Chaplin presented Mis. Wilson
with a huge bouquet of perfect blooms. A card
attached to the white blossoms bore the name
" Victory." With the red blossoms was a card
bearing the legend. " League of Nations."
The mistress of White House has graciously

accepted six cuttings from the movie Star's rose

garden, which are to bo planted where the public
can enjoy their beauty. '

If President Wilson fails t,, get his League of
Nations, Mrs. Wilson will have hers, anyway,—

—

Lured Back to the Screen.

ABOVE is a photograph of pretty Mis- Unity
More, famous as a Peter Pan on t he stage,
who since she married Captain Nigel

Haig, M.C. (cousin to Earl Haig) has accepted
no stage engagements ; but the lure of the
Silver screen has proved irresistible, and Miss
-More has been persuaded by the 1$ & C Company
to emerge from the privacy of married life to
play with Godfrey Tearle in a new Cornish
smuggling story, entitled " Queen's Evidence."

Miss More prefers acting for the films to stage
work, and as an Irish girl she felt, particularly
At home in the wild Celtic atmosphere of
"Queen's Evidence." the production of which
involved a tour of some of Corn walls niQSl
famous beauty spots.

A Play of Many Thrills.

WHEN you see "The (Treat Gold Swiud'f
"

you will not envy Gloria l!e\erlry. the
serial star, the many harassing expe-

riences she had to pass through in making this

serial. For instance, wc see her lying bound
and gagged in a driverless motor-car. rushing
downhill towards the brink of a cliff. Later
she is pursued over the housetops and down a

ladder which is seen crashing to the ground
while she is still clinging to the middle rungs.
We see her as a banker s secretary, a convict,

and an American heiress.

The one pleasant time she must have expe-
rienced during the playing of the film was in

the latter role, which enabled her to wear some
of the most ravishing costumes I have yet seen
on the screen.

—

—

What Gerald Ames has Learnt.

MP.. GERALD AMES, the well-known Hep-
worth picture player, has learnt two
things from the recent railway strike.

You must know that Mr. Ames is a keen
horseman, and during the strike he helped to

look after the horses at one of the big railway
depots. His duties lasted from (i o'clock in

the morning till 5.30 at night.

The two tilings that stand out in his mind as
a result of his experiences are the very superior
feeling that one gets on leaving the bouse at

5.30 a.m., and the enormous amount of space
that has to be covered to groom a horse that
appears to be somewhere near the size of an
elephant.

" We got very fond of those horses," Mr.
Ames told me the other day, " and they got.

fond of us. too. with the exception of one that
would insist on trying to take a piece out of

one's nether garments on every possible occa-
sion." — —

-

Another Temple Thurston Film.

I'VE just heard that 'The City of Beautiful
Nonsense," the popular novel by E. Temple
Thurston, is now in the course of being

screened, and that Mr. Henry Edwards, the
Hepworth picture player and producer, has
returned from Venice with members of the
company, where the scenes that are set in that
city have been filmed.

Gregory Scott as a Lover.

DESPITE his villainy on the screen. I can
assure you that Gregory Scott can also

be a delightful hero.

Look out for him in the forthcoming Broad-
west film version of Nat Gould's story, "The.
Great Coup," and Fain sure you will agree with
me ; and watch him make love to Poppy Wynd-
ham. and I know you will agree that he is a

past master at the art.

Mr. Scott has played in many different types
of films, but he tells me his favourite kind is the
costume play. He says he haunts any theatre
where a costume play is billed, and has seen
" Cyrano do Bergerae " no less than eight times.

Warren Kerrigan in Marble.

J WARREN KERRIGAN, who by many ><

, deemed to be the ideal romantic hero, is

to be immortalised in marble. I hear
that he has received a request from Eniile Fran-
coise Despard, the famous sculptor and painter,
to pose for a model figure of a life-sized marble
to be called " Romance."

Despard, who is now making a tour of the
West, is a member of the French Academy, the
Royal Academy of pine Arts in England! and the
American Artists' Association. In 1903 his

bronze figure, " Flour de France,'' executed for

the French Government, and now standing in

the palace of Versailles, was awarded first prize
at the Paris Salon.

in a letter sent to Kerrigan by Despard. Ii '

describes the star as, " A living embodiment of

youth and romance— the ideal type for the work
I have in mind."

Kerrigan has wired an acceptance of the pro-
posal, and will probably begin work with tlm
sculptor immediately following the completion
of his current production.—-

—

Drury Lane Dramas on the Screen.

I
HEAR that "The Great Ruby." a Entry
Lane success, will lie one of the most
pretentious Vitagraph productions of the

coming year.
Another Drury Lane melodrama is to I >

entitled " The Sporting Duchess." and in this

Miss Alice Joyce will star.

—

—

Fritzi Well Again.
1AM glad to be able to tell you that Fritzi

Brunette has now quite recovered from
the serious acciden t of which she was the.

victim while playing lead for Mitchell Lewis
in a coming photo-play, entitled " JacqueH
of the Silver North." In a strenuous scene.
Lewis threw his weight on a heavy duo-, the
hinges snapped, and it bore Miss Brunette
to the ground with stunning force.

Lois Wilson in Hospital.

IT
was with much sympathy that I learnt

. that Miss Lois Wilson had hardly entered
upon her work as Bryant WashburnV

leading woman when she was stricken with
appendicitis. She lies in the " Good Samaritan
Hospital," in Los Angeles, where she was
operated upon with apparent success.

Miss Wilson's beauty and talent have
gained for her thousands of admirers, and we
will watch eagerly for news of her recovery.

Every Cinema Star has an extensive wardrobe, and RAYMOND HATTON is no exception.
Here we see him contemplating some of his boots.
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News of Eugene O'Brien.

THOSE of you who Jiave heard that Eugene
O'Brien has been ill, will be glad (o know
lhafc lie Jias now quite recovered, and has

started to work on his third SelznieJ; pro-

«luction. The order of them being released over
here will be, '" The Perfect Lover." " Sealed
Hearts." and this, hi latest, 'Tho Broken
.Melody.

"

"Kismet" to be Screened.
RUMOURS are floating around that

' :

Kis-

met " may bo filmed at an early date,

with Otis Skinner, who made the role

of Hadji famous in America. Yon will remember
Oscar Asche created this role over here.

No School Teaching for Him.
STEWART ROME, who is now appearing

in " Snow. in the Desert,'" tells me he is

thankful he is not a school teacher by
profession. It seems the other day thirty

kiddies, all below the age of nine, and all

anxious to act, were gathered together for a
children's welfare scene in this play. Then
Mr. Walter West, the director, says he had ihe

most strenuous time of his life trying to keep
all the wee miles quiet, and perliaps the hardest
task of all was to persuade Jimmy .limes

that he did not want tho train wilh which
Willie Smith was playing.—

—

Plenty of Thrills.

WE are promised a very ihrilling slory in

"The Tell-Tale Step,'' the next Edison
De Luxe photo-play which the United

Kingdom Photo-ploys will shortly show over
here. A feature of the film is the pieturisation

of the methods used by the New York police
in tracking criminals, suspects being subjected
to the dreaded third degree, and officers

listening to the men in their cells through
tho instrumentality of artfully concealed dicta-
phones-.

In this play Shirley Mason plays the lead.

She Loathed Red Envelopes.
MILDRED DAVIS, tho Pathe star, con-

fosses that her pet aversion in history
is Samual F. B. Morse, who you know-

was the inventor of the Morse code for telegrams.
This is her reason. For the third year in

succession as soon as she had left town wilh an
elaborate programme tor her long -coveted
holiday, she has been summoned back by wire
to take the lead in a new picture.

The Cost of Being
Graceful.

JACK GILBERT, viliose-

athletic grace is so
much- admired that

it has brought him many
engagements in support
of tag stars', -..v, < he earns
all he gels. Only -recently
in ;i game of basket ball,

at which he n an expert,
1)0 collided with a wall, and
gave his feature- new Icmj-
porary outlines! It was
work for a surgeon, but
happily I he meet s wore
irmrepajnfoHj ub'xious than
serion<.

Lois Wilson and Her
Engagements,
1AM receiving lots of

letters containing
ruinom -

. onnected with
the name of l.ois Wilson.
Some busy gossip - maker
is for ever making her
engaged to 'ome actor, or
about to -igu ->ome new
contract. As to picture
engagements, it is true she
is constantly receiving
offers, but when it comes
to matrimonial engage-
ments, believo me, there
is nothing in it. Lois has,
up to now, refused all pro-
posals.

5A£R!£N

CARGC
( off{ r/tatt

TC

Any De

During the recent railway strike, a Parisian cinema wired for a
Gladys Brockwell film to be sent at once. This is how the Fox
Film Company solved the difficulty of transport. The wire was re-
ceived from the Fox Film Paris branch at io o'clock in the
morning, with the aid of a motor-car the aerodrome was reached
in time to catch the Handley-Page before she left at 12 o'clock,
an<i the film reached Paris at 5 o'clock, in time to be shown the

same night at the cinema.

FANNY WARD in a thrilling scene we shall

sec her in when" The Profiteers," a coming
Grange, photo-play, is released.

Have You a Friend Overseas ?

ALMOST every one of my readers has a
friend or relation in some part of the
world. Many mothers have said " Good-

bye '•' to their daughters who have married one
of the Empire's sons who, having finished
lighting, are now returning home with an English
bride. 30,00.0 of these brides have gono to
Canada; many thousands to other parts of the
Dominions, and to every one of these the Editor1

will send a copy of this publication free of all

cost, if the names and addresses are senl to
Export, The Fleet/cay House, Farringdon Street,

London, B.C. 4, upon a postcard.
riease state whether friend or relation, Mrs.

or Miss, and the Editor will send them all a copy,
and tell them where they can get it w.herever
they may be.- —

—

His Ambition.

LITTLE Frankie Lee, the boy actor, who
is making such a hit at present with
Mabel Xormand, has one childish am-

bition. Frankie is a lovet* of birds, having
"Caruso,1

' belter known as "Squeak," at his

home. Some little playmates complain to
him that the flat in which they live will not
tolerate birds, so they go over to his bungalow
to play. Frankie says when he grows up he is

going to be a landlord, "and have a sign up
over the front' door, " Birds and Dogs allowed,"
so that folks with children ran to there and
live witli their pets.—

—

Do You Know.—That Hale Hamilton not only wrote " In
His Brother's Place," but plays a dual role

in it ?

* * *

—That Earle 1!. William- ? second Christian
name is " Rafail " '!

* * *••

—Thai Betty Blvthe design-- her own costumes ?

— Thai' Monte Blue is lis foot two inches ?

* * *

—That Pauline Cm-ley was born into a family

of thirteen brothers and two sisters ?

» * *

—That she loves dancing and ringing and
plaj ing the ukelele '!

* * yStfiN

—That Eileen Percy will be seen in Pathe
serials, in which Warner Oland will be featured

wilh her ?

Fav Ftimer.

FROM " OVER THERE."
Notes and News from Los Angeles.

A Flight of Fancy.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN is to produce an

aviation comedy, and has already started
work at one of the bit; aerodromes of

tins city— at least, according to the American
Press. Of course, this is very interesting news
to Charlie's publicity department, incidentally
also to Charlie himself, who is, as a matter of
fact, hard at work on a very different subject
in the seclusion of his own beautiful studio. This
aviation comedy, like so many other Chaplin
rumours, is just another " flight of fancy " on
the part of imaginative journalism.

Blood Will Tell.

WARREX KERRIGAN i< ..f Irish origin,

and, though he leads a quiet and idyllic

life with his mother on a beautiful
Califomian estate, lie says the Irishman in him
finds a natural outlet, and a lot of satisfaction,

in his romantic and swashbuckling adventures
on the screen. -

—>—
Unpunctual Stars.

DIRECTORS are beginning to lake an
energetic stand against the growing tern-,

peramentality of their stars. The habit,

of appearing a few hours late at the studio

has shown increasing signs just lately of
becoming a dangerous vogue, and in a busy
studio this sort of thing naturally involves a
terrible waste of time and money. Tho system
of " docking " salaries is being introduced in.,

some of the big plants, and quite recently two'
stars received their notices, 'as the manage-j
ment interpreted their lack of punctuality as
breach of contract. Another lady has found 1

herself involved in a law suit, in which.'-,

the long-suffering director claims severalj

thousand dollars in damages, alleging that she
kept him waiting on some days for a couple ot
hours before she condescended to appear, and'

on other occasions she did not even trouble to

turn up at all. So the efficiency departments
are thinking that it's about time they got busy}

and cheeked this kind of habit before it spreads

to the " extras." —
- m

His Ambition.

REV. FATHER PIGET, a noted Australian

astronomer, says that one of the reasons

for his present visit to Los Angeles is

that he wants to shake hands with his favourite,

film star, Charlie Chaplin. Elsie Codd.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

CORINNE GRIFFITH, the popular Vitagraph player, goes DOUGLAS MACLEAN and DORIS! MAY, of the T. H. Ince films, enjoying a little " jazz
for a trip in her "flying limousine." music. Doris is an accomplished banjo player.

DOROTHY DALTON, the popular artiste, MADLAINE TRAVERSE showing the son of Secretary Daniels, of the A new portrait of charming
" all dressed up " for dear old wintertime. U.S.A. Government, some mysteries of the camera. LILLIAN GISH, of the Griffith

players.

A scene from "Love Thy Neighbour," showing EDDIE LYONS and LEE MORAN, PETE MORRISON and PEGGY PEARCE. of the Universal Studio,
in the centre of the front row. The reason for the excitement is the fact that they These popular players were formerly with the Triangle Company

are watching a boxing match. in Wesiem pictures.
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OUR FASCINATING SERIAL OF AN UGLY DUCKLING THAT BECAME A CINEMA STAR

Double
READ THIS FIRST.

BETHIA MARVELL, a very pretty girl, receives

an invitation from some smart friends to pay
a visit to them at the Towers. Bethia's Mater,

" Harry," is a girl of quite a different disposition.

Although she cannot be described as pretty, she has

a certain attractiveness. Her young man, George,

thinks the world of her, and loves her for what she is.

He is a good fellow, and docs not approve of her

sister's craving for gaiety. Harry is surprised

to receive a telegram from her sister telling her to
" come at once," and bring £50. Her loyalty to her

sister makes her decide to start at once, although she

lias not been able to obtain the money she needs ;

and she makes an excuse to George, as she knows
he would object to her going. By her bravery she

saves a little girl's life. Later, she finds out that the

girl is the daughter of the producer of a motion
picture company which is in the district, and out of

gratitude she is offered a position in the company.
Harry is introduced to Delia Fawley, of the

Towers, and when Delia learns that she is engaged
te-George Battersby, the famous swimmer, she de-

cides to invite him by some means or other to the

house, although Harrv naturally does not wish
this. Later on Harry keeps her appointment
with the cinema producer, and Harry is delighted

when she receives £50 to pay for her wardrobe and
other expenses. She hands the money over to

Bethia to pay her gambling debts. Harry then
decides to leave the Towers. Meanwhile George
arrives at the house in response to a wire sent by
Delia, in Harry's name. He makes a short stay,

and when he returns home he is puzzled to hear of a

mysterious appointment which takes his sweetheart
some miles out of town each day. He tackles

Harry on the subject, but she keeps her secret.

(You can now read on.)

" The Nightjars."

THE NIGHTJARS ' were undoubtedly a

gay set.

They met at the upper room of a West?

End photographer's tw ice a week, and there they

turned night into day. They were exoe dingly

up-to-date ;
they devoted one night to dancing

to the strains of a'darkie orchestra ; they cxdti-

vatcd tho real tango—no milk and water

imitation—from a buck-nigger who had mas-

tered it in the Argentine.-

The other night was given up to cards. They
had novel things to drink, very expensive of

course, and served by a darkie bar-tender.

They wore fancy dress costumes.

It Was no good trying to make the men dress

up. They just wouldn't. They came hi ordi-

nary evening dress or dinner jackets, or just

tweed suits ; and the girls didn't care what they

wore so long as they did come.

It was well-heated, too. and furnished in

solid black, with if polished floor and sooty

velvet divans ; lamps like moonlight ; quite

novel and effective. Delia was delighted.

Only one thing was lacking. George Battersby

was not there. And he had promised so faithfully.

Delia was in the uncomfortable frame of mind
known as " watching the door."

For another reason Bethia Marvell was also

watching the door ; a gloriously fair Bethia, in

a shimmering dress of pearl-edged taffetas, tunic,

and trousers all worked in pearl beads.

Sho was looking out for Harry, who had con-

sented to look in at the club that night, on
returning from her secret errand. Bethia

particularly wanted Harry, for she had promised

a further settlement of Bethia's ever-growing
" debts of honour." Therefore both Delia and
Bethia turned when the door opened. Bethia

moved forward with relief to greet her sister.

Delia turned peevishly away. She had not seen

the tall man disposing hat and coat behind her.

" Here you are at last ! Bivt—oh, how
stupid ! In those clothos ! I'm sure I told you."

jjcthia lookod in dismay at her sistor. She had

dipped out of her big outdoor coat, and showed

<|uito a simple little dinner-dress : she had been

dining informally with tho Hellows before

" Oh, I didn't know that—fancy dross—was
de rigueur," she said.

" I'm sure I told you a dozen times. We
can't have people in ordinary clothes inside.

You'll have to watch from tho gallery."

"Better still," rejoined Harry. "I happen
to have a suit in my bag hero. I'll change
in a twinkling."

She took up the suitcase she look with her on
her mysterious travels, and disappeared into a

dressing-room, to emerge incredibly soon in

black satin jacket and trousers, odged with gold

braid, and embroidered in gold thread with

quaint birds. Her hair hung over one shoulder

in a thick plait.

Bethia was still gasping in the doorway.
Harry stood laughing at her amazement.

" Absurd, aren't they ? But rather sweet, I

think. I wear them when 1 have to get out of

the bedroom window "

coming.
.

Harry's amused glance took in the gay scene.

•VAIiR Y MAR VELL.

She pulled up short. What was she thinking

of ? Was it the infectious, careless riot of tho

music that had disturbed her out of her usual

caution ?
" The bedroom window ? " repeated Bethia

stupidly.
" Only my joke." Harry tried to pull the

words back too late.
" Did you remember to empty your pockets?

"

asked the other anxiously. " Should I go back
for your bag ?

"

Reassuringly Harry took from a hidden
pocket a notecase.

'There's twenty-five- there. Take care of it,

dear," whispered Harry. Indeed, though she

had enjoyed the earning of it, it had not been
done without plenty of hard work, and a few
bruises to boot, for surely the heroine of her last

piece was a startlingly athletic maiden, more at

home climbing hand over hand from a balcony
window than behaving prettily in a drawing-
room. It was rather galling to feel that Bothia
would gaily loso as much at bridge in a singlo

evening if her luck was out.
" Hello, you two !

"

George Battersby came between them rather

abruptly. He had been waiting behind them

while they talked in tho doorway ; and his ears

—good, sharp cars—had missed nothing.
" George ! How jolly !

" said Harry happily.
" Now we can have a good time. Do you come
hero regularly ?

"

" No. I've been about twice, though I'm
supposed to bo on the commit tee. I don't

altogether approve of it." He looked Harry
critically up and down.

" I don't like these dances." growled George,'

after a strenuous livo minutes. I like a two-
step—or a good waltz—I don't care about this

posturing business—and it's enough to cause a
brain-fag

Poor George ! He had counted for a good
dancer in the days that were gone. A good
many dancers, less honest, would confess, if

they dared, to a similar distaste.
" I'm putting in a waitz for -the old fogie.V'

put in Delia ; and now I'm going to rob you
of your partner, George. She's wanted."
A dark-skinned young follow of Italian ap-

pearance elaimed'Harry for the tango. He said

she was the only girl in tho room he would dance
it with. Introductions were " scrapped " at
" Tho Nightjars."
She was quite willing for a change, for George's

disapproving feet were as heavy as lead, and -oho

saw she had a promising partner. Notthatsho
quite liked the tango herself. But at the

cinema dancing school you treated dancing as

an art to master, and Harry loved all dancing
for dancing sake. She was happy dancing
without a partner.

George leaned moodily against the wall, and
refused to be lured away from it. He watched
Harry with grdwing anger. Why did she want
to be mysterious and queer ? Sho was different

somehow. She was no longer easily frightened ;

not shy nor awkward in this smart company ;

which George himself undoubtedly was.
" And she won't tell me where she's learning

all this," he reflected angrily. " I ask her

questions—and she—lies to me ! But I'll

know. I've a right to know, and I will know !

"

George felt a very strong, silent man just then :

unfortunately he only looked a cross, nervous

man, and Harry thought so, glancing at him over

her partner's shoulder.
" Are you staying all night ? " she queried.

" 1 want to go soon."
" Then I'll see you home. Glad to bo out

of this rot !
" said George.

But he didn't question her on the way. He
was too strong and silent for that. He just

dropped one deadly hint as ho left her at tho

gate.
" Good-night !

" A shorter gocd-night than

usual. " If they've locked the door, you can

easily get in by the window."
It was lost on Harry. She had already for-

gotten that careless speech

On the Trail.

I
SHOULD trail her," said Delia. Sho
propped her long, pointed chin in her long

pointed hand, an attitude she cultivated

because she had been told it was Oriental.

Her grey-green eyes sought George's. They
w-ere lunching at Del Sprozzio's.

" But—she'd think I didn't trust her,''

George squirmed. " I do trust her—it's this

sickening fear of her being tempted to do some-
thing—foolish—by Bethia's extravagance."

" Bethia is extravagant," sighed Delia. She
looked motherly. " It's a delicate point, but
I've felt it my duty to speak to her about it,"

she owned. George began to think better of

Delia, and to leave off wondering how ho had
drifted into such intimate confidences with this

queer girl, whom he neither liked nor approved,
though she fascinated him. Delia Fawley was a
very worm for male confidences. She collected

them', liko stamps or autographs.

(Continued on page 8.)
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FATHER AND FARMER FIRST
A Chat With A. E. Matthews, Who Will Be a Prominent Figure

in the New British Film Company.

AE. MATTHEWS is very much in tlie

public eye at the present time. Not only

is he scoring a decided hit in " Daddies,''

at the Haymarket Theatre, but he is fast be-

coming one of the most prominent figures

in the film world, being managing director of

the British Actors' Film Company and a
director of the newly formed Alliance Film
Corporation, which, with a capital of £1,(100,000,

is the largest company established in the history

of the British film industry.

And what do you think this successful and
enterprising young Yorkshireman said w hen 1

asked him to chat about himself and his work
for the benefit of readers of The PiCTtratE Show 1

Down on My Farm.
" I'M a farmer, really ! Down at my place at

I
Bushey Heath I've quite a collection of

Jersey cows, pigs, horses, and pretty nearly
everything on four legs.» My wife—May Blaney
—plays on the stage sometimes, but the rest

of the time she's milking the cows, though I

take a hand in it, too ! And— look—these are

my two boys-—John and Patrick. Twins.
You can hardly tell 'em apart. Sturdy, eh ?

Well, they're brought up on the produce from .

my farm. I've a daughter, too. who is really

rather a lovely thing, ' added the fond father

quaintly.
" And now for a few details about your film

work, please, Mr. Matthews," I said, having
duly admired John and Patrick, and begged
the accompanying pictures of them from their

proud parent.

"I'm far more interested in my kiddies,"

was the response. " But since you wish mo to
tell you my opinion of films. I am going to be
absolutely honest and confess that personally
they do not interest me in the least—as pictures.

" B—But what about ' The Castle of Dreams.'
in which you appear with Mary Odette ? " 1

stammered, when I had partially recovered
from this unwonted outburst of candour.

Taught Mary Odette to Ride.
" "V^ES, I know. But really, the only thing

I in pictures that really interests me is

the making of them—I am going to
devote my time to the production, I do not in-

tend playing in them in the future. By the way.
speaking of Mary Odette, reminds me that I

taught her to ride horseback. When she made
her first film for the British Actors' Co., it

was necessary that she should know how to
ride. And so, before the day's work we used
to go out together with our horses, and in two
weeks she had mastered the equestrian art."

" Will you tell me something about this
British Actors' Film Co. of which you are
managing director, Mr. Matthews ? "

*

" I originated it," he implied. " and [ acquired
the studio at Bushey from Sir Hubert Herkomer.
The idea was to get the best type, of actor
into it—in fact, the leading lights of the London
stage, ana combine them all into a company.
We do the work and take the profits. I think
I may say that we started on a smaller capital
almost than any other British film concern

—

in fact, we spent it all in the first ten minutes !

But I'm proud to say that we've made good on
every picture we have turned out ! Another
thing I am proud of, is that I have just suc-
ceeded—after something of a struggle—in
getting Gerald du Marnier to consider film
work again, and he has just joined us.

The Big British Company.

AS regards the Alliance Film Corporation,
well, I expect you have read that we are
buying Harrow Weald Park, near Hendon,

for our studios. I found the place for the Cor-
poration, and I can tell you it is the finest silo
in England for the purpose of film production.
in the grounds, which are .

r>4 acres, is a hike
5 acres—suitable for any " Thames " scene and
replete with all tho punts, boats and canoes
necessary. There will even be waterfalls !

tiOur present programme is to produce
26 five-reel film plays, 26 two-reel films, and five
super-productions every year."

This conversation took place in Mr. Matthews'
big but unostentatious dressing-room at the

Haymarket Theatre. I climbed many stairs to

get to it, and wondered at its position, but the
star s dresser, who acted as guide, explained
he didn't mind stairs as long as-he got fresh air.

And that's the way he strikes you—as an actor
who has not forgotten to be a real, out-of-
doors man. Witness tho farm.

Before I left Mr. Matthews I begged him to

elucidate a mystery which must have intrigued
many.

What do your initials stand for ?
"

For a moment he looked rather like a big boy.
" Someone asked me that only last week. I

don't tell as a rule, but I'll tell you—Alfred
Ed ward."

Well, Alfred Edward is a good sort—even if

lie isn't, fond of films ! M. H. C.

The entrance to Harrow Weald Hall. Inset : A. E. MATTHEWS.

John and Patrick Matthews
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HER DOUBLE LIFE c
^;; ;;

" I'm worried quite a lot about Harry," elio

went on candidly—so candidly. " I'll help you
trail her. And I'll talk to Bethia. She'll tell me
till she knows, and I'll phone you I imo and place
later."

George agreed reluctantly to the adventure.
It was the strong, silent thing to do. hut ho
didn't want to do it in Delia's company. And
he was horribly afraid of trailing his Harry to

the point of " cracking a crib," ho believed it

was callod—and of catching her coming out of

somebody's bedroom window with their

valuables in her pockets.
It was too horrible to think about. _

What was her game ? Who, above all. wore
her accomplices ? Was she the tool of some
cunning gang who used her innocence for their

own evil ends 1 It was like one of those im-
possible stories they showed at tho " movies."
J niagine him, sane, sober Gcorgo Battersby
shadowing the girl he loved !

Three days later ho found himself waiting
with Delia near the booking-oftice at Waterloo,
keeping a sharp eye on the ticket queue. Delia
had not missed a recent Waterloo label on tho
well-worn suitcase at " The Night jars." And
Bethia had lot out Harry's usual hour of leaving
in the morning. It was early for Delia. She
did not favour the morning ; her skin and
temper preferred breakfast in bed. Still, it was
worth it to be with George Battersby, even
though his eyes were kindled with expectation
for another woman.
Harry was late that morning. It was a near

thing for the train. She dashed past the ticket-

window without stopping, a smile on her iips,

suitcase in hand, and—showed a season at tho
barrier. The watchers wore foiled.

Quickly Delia ran and booked for the first

junction on the line she could think of, and the
detectives were just in time to spring into the
train as it started. Delia thrust her head from
tho window.. She saw what she expected—the
white, horrified face of Harriet Marvell thrust
out of a compartment a bit lower down.

" She's spotted us," said Delia, withdrawing
her face after a mocking nod. " However,
we've got her now !

"

George was lost in meditation. What was the
strong, silent thing to do with her when lie bad
caught her ?

" Excuse me !
" Tho solitary fellow-passenger,

a tall young fellow with' a scar on his forehead,
and a scrap of rainbow ribbon on his waistcoat,
jumped up at the next station, after curiously
studying both their faces. George had to give
up his watch on Harry's compartment for the
moment as he got out. He stood on the plat-
form, leisurely lighting a cigarette ; but George
didn't see him, as the train moved out, swing
himself nimbly in at Harry's side.

" Say, what's tho game '! Is it really yo» I hose
t wo are shadowing ?

"

His voice was hard with indignation. Ted
Lambert liked his new comrade altogether too
well to let anybody molest her if he could
prevent it.

" Yes, it's me they*want," said Harry wearily.
" I'll break every bono in his •"

" No, no, you won't. You mustn't. It's my—
my fiance, you see. And he's on my track. It's

my own fault. I was a coward, and I deceived
him instead of telling the truth about my work.
He hales the cinema ; ho'd rather see me dead
than on the screen. And, you see, I lied to him.
Ho has every right to want (o know."
She hated to tell Ted Lambert this. Somehow,

it made George seem rather narrow, stupid, and
tyrannical.
Lambert clenched his fists again : then

studying the distress in her face, his look
became pathetically rosigned.
''Look here, (hough, you're doing nothing

wrong. Own up, tell the truth and shame tho
devil," he Counselled.

"I can't," sadly. " Not now, after what I've
told him—and beforo Delia Fawley. I've been
living a double life. I hoped soon to be able to
give up tho cinema work altogether—before ho
found out, and that would have been horrid, too,
for I love tho work. But if George catches me
now "

Tho joy of battle shone in Ted's eye!
" Ho won't catch you. Listen ! You must pop

out on tho wrong side at our station. I'll keep
'em busy on the platform, and get them off on

tlio wrong track, somehow : I hen yon eomo
quietly across, and go homo over the lields.

Quick ! We're there !

"

He opened tho door for her carefully.
" Give mo your hand. Now, jump ! There's

no traffic on the other line. Get across and into
the waiting-room. We'll dodge tho sleuth-
hounds in great style." A schoolboy chuckle
told that Lambert dearly loved a practical joke.
" I've an idea," ho threw over his shoulder as
he turned away.
Harry was quick to see the fun of the thing,

as she alighted between tho rails and made her
way to tho opposite platform. Even if she weTe
seen, slid could easily explain herself to tho
station people by saying that she was practising
a picturo stunt. They were quite used to tho
cinema actors.

Lambert got leisurely ovit on the platform.
Ho handed down first his own bag, then Harry's.
Ho stood protending to talk through the window
till the train moved. Then as he stepped back.
Goorgo Battersby made up his mind, leapt out,
and seized him roughly by the shoulder. Delia
was just in time to follow him.

George's first thought was to grab (ho two
suitcases, one of which he recognised as Harry's.
Delia, who had been kept from seeing all that
wont on, rushed distractedly towards the exit,
thinking thai Harry had gone on with the other
passengers. From the back of the bookstall on
tho opposite platform, Harry watched tho littlo

comedy. She saw Tod Lambert, with a flash
of the ready wit that had pulled him safely out
of many a daredevil escapade in No Man's Land,
grasp George's soft felt hat by tho brim at each
side, and pull it firmly down over his eyes.

It was the action of an instant only ; then
Tod snatched tho two bags, and was off like a
dart beforo anyone had. taken in the situation.
The grinning ticket-collector stood aside to let

him through, but punctiliously demanded
George's and Delia's tickets, which were for the
wrong station. This gave the fugitive some
precious mpments.
He sped to a handy car that was waiting.
" Ss ! Dan !

"

The big driver and general service man of the
company was all attention.

" Tyjo of 'em after me—tall chap and ginger
lady. Get 'em in the car—any old tale will do

—

and drive like fury up to the bungalow, but go
three or four miles round, see ? Trickle about
the roads a bit—I want to get in first. Offer
tp drive them anywhere."

It sounded bewildering, but Dan was used (o
cinema situations. He watched Lambert hide
behind a hoarding ; and met the excited faces
of the pursuers with bland inquiry.

" Did you see a man along here—a tall ' Imp
w ith two portmanteaus ?

"

" And a young lady ? " added Delia.
Dan nodded obligingly.

" I fancy I did see the parties," lie said slowly.
' Went off in a ear. Big speed, too."
" Which way ? " George looked impatiently

along the winding lane.
" Want to overtake them ? I've nothing else

to do. I don't, mind "

HB. WARNER, the well-known stage actor,

# who has just signed a new contract to
appear in films, for a year, has a sincere

admiration for moving pictures, and he wishes
that his existing contracts would allow him
more time to devote to this art. In spite of
his success he is very modest, as witness his

recent declaration, stating that he considered
he was too old, and not quite tho right man to
play romant ic juvenile parts.

No doubt many readers will disagree w it h his
point of view, for he is in reality quite young,
and also exceedingly handsome.

The Small Family.

MR. WA I ! X BR is married, and he has a lit t le

chiltl. The baby's name is Joan. She
lias blue eyes and light hair, and looks

exactly like her dad.
Joan is being brought up in tho old-fashioned

way by her mother, who is giving her entire
tiino to (he care of her daughter, who has already
begun to occupy a very large part, in the lives of
her adoring parents.

' Thanks !
" George bundled Dolia in, and

started to crank up.
With a groat show of ha£te, Dan got off.

George leaned eagerly forward, mire of catching
a glimpse of the imaginary car ahead when they
rounded the corner. Ho looked grim and
determined—tho strong, silent man again ; and
ho felt like that. He could picturo Harry's face,
looking back maybe, frightened and white and
ashamed. Georgo gulped something in his
throat. His Harry ashamed ! That hurt !

Well, she w as a girl. He would let her down
easy. She must just confess, and he would
forgive her freely.

" Something wrong with the engine, I'm
afraid, sir."

Dan stopped the ear, and dived under tho
bonnet.

" Never mind, sir, if I don't overtake them,
1 know where tho car comes from, and I'll take
you there."

Meanwhile, Ted Lambert and Harry were
making their way briskly along a field pat I

towards the red-tilod roofs of the Hollows
settlement.
They went rather slowly, for as well as

carrying two suitcases Lambert was frequently
convulsed with laughtes
Harry laughed at first ; then she fell behind,

and was silent.
" What's up ? " Ted turned back, still

chuckling.
" Oil, I can't—I can't bear it !

" A white. •

agonised face was raised to his, despair in the
arch of the black brows. "I just can't bear
it ! We're laughing at George—making a fool

of him. And you bonneted him—I played a
trick on him. Oh, how could I ? I wish I'd never
seen the cinema—or you—or anybody !

"

"Poor litrle girl !" said Ted. compassionately.
' It's too bad. I won't laugh at him any more."

" Oh, but look what we've done ! He'll
never, never forgive me !

"

Again that look of despair, as of Eve shut out
of Paradise. And it hurt Ted Lambert—hurt
him dreadfully.

!' Look here, I'll fix him ; leave it to me. He
shall never know you are here. In any case, you
know you were going off to get those street
scenes in Winchester to-day. Leave him to me,
and I'll promise to have him converted to tho
cinema. I'll make a frame-up of some sorb to

get round him with—and the crowd will fall in

for the sport of tho thing. I tell you, we 1)

manage George all right."
" You don't know George," said Harry.
" Don't I '! " thought Lambert. " I can read

him like a book : and I know the stuff to give
his sort. Meanwhile he spotted your suitcase,
so before we part, take your things out, ami
swap with me. That will throw dust in his eyes.

Now, into the house, and put tho girls wise.

Never fear, I'll tix him."
When at last the car containing George and

Delia stopped at the Hellows' bungalow, Ted
Lambert stood on the verandah with two suit-

eases beside him, and a young woman George
had never seen beforo.

(Another Fascinating Instalment of this Serial
Next Monday.)

He is taking his small family to California
with him, so that ho can be near them when his

day's work at the btudio is done.

What the Eyes Tell.

MR. WARNER considers that the mechanical
movements of the lips of some artistes

spoil many a picture.
' The absolute silence and quietness is what

constitutes, in my opinion," he said, "tlx:
proper acting in pictures.

" There should be almost no lip movement,
no forced action—the entire thought should
be /conveyed by the expression of the
ey/s.

" You can tell instantly, if a man or woman is

lying by their eyes, you can tell if they are in

pain, or suffering, or are happy—the eyes should
bo Hie medium by which every emotion is

registered."
H. B. Warner lias a great admiration for

Charlie Chaplin, who is, he considers, tho
greatest of any screen artiste on the screen

to-dn.w

H. B. WARNER Converted from Stage to

Screen.
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF DAISY BURRELL.

A coquettish glance. Resignation. Her joyous si Demure. Not welcome.

DAISY BURRELL.
The "Charles Garvice" Heroine of Filmland Gives a Few Hints to Would-be Cinema Stars

PETITE, fair, with masses of curly hair and dark eyes, Daisy Burrell

possesses all the physical attributes of the successful screen

actress, and she told mc, at the Samuelson Film Studio the other

day, she is generally known as the " typical Charles Garvice heroine."*

Miss Burrell lias' appeared in seven films. The first one was M The

Valley of Fear." The second, in which she made a very big hit, was
" Just a Girl," a picture version of Charles Garvice' s well-known novel.

In this lilm Owen Nates was the hero, in -Little Women and Good

Wives " she played Amy ; and other films were :
" Convict 99, with

C. ML Halted; "The Aiti-ti.- Temperament." with Lewis Wilknighby :

and V The Bridal Chair " (the film arranged for the Daily J/(V>w.Beuuty

Competitors). The seventh is now being filmed, entitled 'Her Own
Feople," based on"B. M. Croker's novel.

" I have had plenty of variety of experience on the legitimate stage,

said Miss Burrell, " but when 1 faced the camera for the first time 1 found

that it not only requires a knowledge of acting, but a gift of ' mime 1 which

i< not always found among people who play speaking parts.

A Hint for Film-struck Girls.

LET the film-struck girl who wishes to play for the pictures put

herself through the ordeal at home before a mirror,
^
and she

will have some idea of what is required of her as a ' Trial Ex-

perience ' for film work.
'• First and foremost, l had to enter a* room by a door, looking bright

and happy. It sounds easier than it reads. Try it and see! Once

inside the room, I had to appear to catch sight of a letter lying on a table.

The sight of the letter <nus"€
vscem to arouse my suspicions. I must

take it up and read it. As I do so, honor deepens on my countenance.

Lastly, l had to dissolve into tears."

" Oh, Those Tears !

"

OH, those tears that the lilm aettcss has to shed for the hard

magnesium lights ! Believe. me, you ran tell all the ambitious

girls that it is the hardest thing in the world to cry to order,

and to do it well. Because, funnily enough, a good cry may sometimes,

unless one is actually shedding tears, look on the screen like a good

teigh.
" To be tearful at a moment's notice is a tremendously valuable asset*

.

But to those who have not this gift, all manner of methods of ' peaceful

persuasion ' arc employed. You niay have to look steadily into a mag-

nesium light, or sniff an onion! The most painful is to have water

dropped into the eyes ! I incline to the belief that soft music at the

critical moment would help me ! But, since there are nearly always a

few tears in every love story, yori ruust be prepared to shed a few !

Always Ends with Wedding Bells.
" IT is curious that in nearly every film I should finish as a bride !

I And l have had my Share of thrills ! I have often had to be filmed

in a ' drowning ' scene, and hav e had some narrow escapes on horse-

b i' k. One of the latter took place at Cheddar Cliffs, where we filmed

thu scenes for the Australian backgrounds in Must a Girl.' One -ten"

there was in which I had to enter on horseback and fire a revolver. My
steed was a skewbald circus pony, a bucking broncho of the wiliest

order, and no -'inner did I shoot than he flung up his heels, and dashed

»itf down the road. 1 shall never know how 1 managed to cling to him.

but eventually J did manage to |>ull him up. although tin: excitement

upset everyone SO much that filming was abandoned for the rest of the

day! " \
•' You must learn to do everything that may be required of yon for

filming ! You should be able to ride, to swim, to ' fake ' drowning (and

doing it gracefully at that), to shoot, to play ( aids, billiards, the piano,

ami lo dance.
'
"'• '

"All knowledge comes in useful in this business.
'

The Most Trying; Moment.
THE most trying moment in your cinema experience is that

day on which you first sec the film with yourself in it. You
think you ought to have done everything so much better and,

if you are ambitious, you come away determined to overcome all the faults

yon noticed in yourself, and to do better' in each succeeding film.

" Hut there arc compensations. It is delightful to work in the open air,

as we do when taking 'exteriors,' and to sec so much of the beauties

of the English countryside, and it is very nice to have the evenings

to one's self." - - -
"*

DAISY BURRELL.
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MARY KEEPS THE CAMERA BUSY.
Interesting Photographs Showing Mary Pickford's Many Activities.

MARY holds a conference. Reading from left to right, there is Catherine, This photograph shows a camera being fixed in order to take Mary in a

Miss Pickford's maid; Madame Adele Crinley, her modiste; Miss Mabelle motoring scene. The curious "platform" on wheels runs along parallel

Lewis, her private secretary; Mary herself, and Miss Marion Jackson, with the car, and the camera-man is thus able to film whatever is taking
Mary's scenario reader. . place in the car.

MARY teases her favourite horse, but he MARY PICKFORD with Marshall Neilan, her producer, and MARY looks after her canaries

gets the tit-bit after all. Frances Marion, her scenario writer. herself.

A well-known artist painting a portrait of MARY for an exhibition. MARY shows hei interest in the Salvation Army.
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A Thrilling Complete Story, Telling How the Avenging Hand of Buddha Sent the Despoiler of His Temple to His Doom.

The Green God.
THE rain was driving with terrific force against the

windows of Major Temple's stately mansion,
and a hurricane of wind shook casements and

doors with a fury that threatened the chimneys and
turrets. Hut to two men sitting facing each other in
the library, the raging of the storm might have been
a flower-scented summer breeze, -it is doubtful ii

they heard it. Their eyes and thoughts were centred
on a small object that s*ood on the table between
them. It was a small, curiously carved ivory figure,
the face of which was like that of an evil spirit.

" That's the Green God, Major Temple." said the
younger man, whose thin, sallow faee, black, shitty
eyes, and cruel mouth only partially concealed by a
small, black moustache, resembled in a curious way
the leering face of the idol.

" Yes. t am quite satisfied it is the real Green
God. How did you get it ?

"

"That story will keep till after dinner." replied
the other, putting the idol in his pocket. " When
Robert Ashton says he will do a thing, he dues jr.

uo matter who or what stands in the way. Your
daughter, Muriel, is very beautiful to me the most
beautiful woman in the world but I question if any
man has risked what I risked to get this idol, which
was the price you set upon her hand. That sounds
like her voice. Let us join her."
As the two men passed through the door that led

into the magnificent hall, they were met by a tall,

dark, beautiful girl, and a young man in a tweed
suit, which was saturated with rain.

" The storm must be my excuse for this uncere-
monious visit, major," said the young man. stepping
forward. " T could not get to my own place in the
teeth of the hurricane."

" Quite right, Morgan," replied Major Temple
heartily. " Let me introduce you to a friend of
mine, Mr. Robert Ashton, just returned from China.
Ashton, this is Mr. Owen Morgan, an artist, who has
been camping in the woods. You must stay the
night, Morgan," he added, turning to the young' man.
" I can fix you up with clothes, since you are about
my build."
An expression of thankfulness passed over Muriel

Tehiple'S face at her father's words, which was not
unnoticed by Ashton, who turned away to conceal
his anger at this, to him, unwelcome intrusion.
The major conducted Morgan upstairs, and Muriel

hurried from the room before Ashton could think el
anything to say to detain her. With a muttered
imprecation he returned to the library.
A little later, Morgan, dressed in one of the major's

evening suits, came down to the hall and found
Muriel Temple alone.

" I'm so glad father asked you to stay the night.
'

said the girl. " 1 am in such trouble. Fathel is

forcing me to marry that man Ashton."
" Forcing you !

" exclaimed the artist.
" Y'cs" went on tiie girl hurriedly. " Yon know

lie i> the dearvjg dad in the world, but he i- crazj on
collecting curios. Robert Ashton has got an idol
whieh my father has been trying to obtain for years,
and 1 am the price that Ashton demands for it."

" But Miss Temple - Muriel ! The idea is pre^
posterous I You cannot be sacrificed in this way !

You know T love you ! Give me the right to protect
you by promising to be my wife !

"

Without waiting for an answer, the young man
took the cirl in his arms.

" Yes. 1 know you love me, and I love you. Owen !

"

whispered Muriel, finding new strength in the embrace
of the man to whom she had long given her heart,
"but father it determined- Hush! Here tln\\

come."
The dinner gon<r. which sounded just as the two

men entered, saved a rather awkward situation, but
as Ashton replied to some question by his host, he
cast a swift look at Muriel which made the girl think
he knew her secret.

As soon as dinner was over, Major Tempi'-, anxious
to get th<- idol in his possession, took Ashton off lo
the library. Almost before his guest was seated he
said :

" Let me look at it again, Ashton. We'll have a
drink and settle the matter right away."
As Ashton pulled out the idol he rang the bell.

So absorbed were the two men in the Green God
that neither noticed the entrance of l,i Min, tin

major's Chinese servant. Had they done so thej

would have seen that he was regarding the idol

with an interes] even greater than their,-, but there
was a difference.

In Li Min's eyes was not the look of cupidity of

the seHcr. nor the gloating glitter of the collector,

but a gaze of awe and reverence, w hich '-hanged swiftly

to one of fanatical hatred as tin- Greeu God was
touched by the fingers of the white men.

But when Major Temple turned. I.i Min's face was
just, a mask of stolid apathy, which the children of

the Last ever wear to hide tneil thoughts from Un-
people of the West.
He took Major Temple's order for the liqueurs,

brought them, and retired without another gtaoco at

the idol.

As soon as the servant had left the room, Major
Temple turned to Ashton.

" Well, I'll give you a cheque for the twenty
thousand dollars, and you have my word that Muriel
will marry you."

" Twenty thousand is not enough," replied Ashton.
"t risked not only death, but death by unspeakable
torture to get the Green God. I will not part with
if under fifty thousand. It is no use having a beautiful
wife if 1 cannot afford to keep her."

" You mean to go back on your word !

" almost
screamed Major Temple. " It's blackmail, and I

won't pay it '. I mean to have the Green God, and
I'll tell you this, Ashton, you won't leave this house
with it in > our possession !

"

" You'll think better of it in the morning," sneered
Ashton. "Those are my terms, and you will have
to accept them. As for yoi|r threats, 1 know how to

guard the (ireen God, and the man who attempts
to take it from me will surely die. GoOd-night !

"

Placing the idol in his inside pocket, Ashton bowed
ironically and left the room.
Major Temple sat for a full minutestaring at the door

through which Ashton had gone. Then he, "en' to the
wall above the fireplace aud took down a Chinese
dagger.

" I'll have that idol if I haw to kill him." he
muttered. "But it must not be with this. Not
with this."

Turning out the lights he went slowly opstairi:

The Quarrel.
WHILE her father was bargaining with Ashton.

Muriel and her lover were discussing plan-
to save her from the threatened marriage^ but

they had not been aide to find any solution other than
a definite refusal and a quarrel with her fatte r

If was to avoid this that the girl now sat on her bed
thinking, for she dearly loved her father, and did not
wish to leave him if she could find some other (fay.

As she sat there, she heard Ashton come up the stairs

and enter bis room. A possible chance of escape
flashed across her mind. She would go to him and
implore him to release her lather from his promise.
No man could be so utterly vile as to force a woman
into such a loathsome marriage.

Acting on the impulse, she went Into the corridor
and knocked at Ashton's door.

" Who's there ? " came Ashton"? volet : and there-

was a note of alarm in it.

"It is I. Let me speak to you for a moment."
The bolt was withdrawn, and she entered. Standing

on the threshold. Muriel came straight to the point
of the reason for her visit.

" I want you to release my father from his promise
that I should marry you." she said,

Ashton laughed softl)

.

"I would gladly do anylning for you except that.
What you ask is. impossible. I have risked more to
win you than any man ever did to win a bride."

" Y'on cannot mean it !
" pleaded Muriel. " Surely

no real man would want to marry n woman against
her will !

"

In her anxiety to gain her end. the drl advanced
into the room as she spoke. The imploring look in
her eves would have moved most ne-n to relent, but
if only aroused all the evil in Ashton'.-. nature. Before
Muriel could prevent him he had sprung forward and
crushed her in his arms.

" You brute I
" she gasped, 88 she (ought with nil

her strength to free herself from his loathsome
embrace.

Her anger gave her power, and though Ashton tried

with all his might to kiss her, sh- k-pl him at bay.

and after a terrific struggle she broke from bis an; n

aud rushed from the room;
In her terror she did not notice that the door of

Owen Morgan's room was open, and that tie had seen
her flying from Ashton. lie bad heard the sound
of the struggle, and was coming to her assistance wli«i
she escaped. Not wishing to wound her by IctthK
her know what he had seen. Owen softly closed f He-

door, and went to bed. . » jjn

The Murder.
THI'l next morning brought a terrible discovers'

On the servants going to Ashton's room they
could get no reply, and eventually the door was

burst open. Lying stiff on the floor was the bod>
of Ashton. The back of his skull wa3 battered H§
and by his side was a heavy revolver.
One of the servants telephoned to the police.-!

station. Mil iii a \ery short time there arrive*!'

Inspector McQuade and bis assistant. McQuaj*
was a man of action. First be orderertthat uobo<B;
should leave the house without his permissio<8;

Then he examined the room, the windows, and tfifj

porch that rm along the side of the windows, ffcf

looked closely at some footprints on the porch, anj
then went outside the house to the front entrance}
where he saw more footprints. When he got bacSj
to the house be rang for the butler.

" Send Miss Temple to me," he ordered brusque!)
When Muriel came he gave her one swiit glance,

and then rapped out a question.
"Is this your handkerchief ? "—holding out a

tiny lace square.
Murte] simplj inclined her head.
"You were in Mr. Ashton's room last night.

J

McQuade went on. never once taking his eyes froiu

the girl's face. " After that you left the house "an I

returned. Why did you see Ashton ?
"

" I went to ask him to release my father from MM
promise that I should marry him," replied Muriel.

" Why did you leave the house ?
"

"Mr. Ashton refused my request, and then son,, .j

tiling happened that made me decide to have this

house at once."
" Why did you return ?
" I changed my mind."
" Ah !

" ;

The detective'- ejaculation might have meat?)
anything. To Owen Morgan, who was standing by
aud whose mind went back to Muriel's flying rust;

from Ashton's room, it seemed that McQuade sus-

pected the girl. But if he did, the detective meant
to keep bis suspicions to himself, for he did not n4k
Muriel any further questions.

He turned to Owen with a swift movement.
" Vary peculiar case." he snapped. "Door bol I

on the inside. Who ever committed the murder
must have entered the room through the winder-*,

after creeping along the porch. What is this story
about an idol that my man has picked up ?

"

Owen told him as much as he knew, and the detec-
tive then went to find Major Temple. The latter

was more concerned about the Green God than he
was about Ashton's death. Hi* mania for collecting
curios had become such an obsession that he was
scarcely sane when he was under its influence. But
though he and the detective searched 'everywhera
they could find no trace of the idol.

Owen saw the detective later and explained tint
he wanted to go home to get his own clothes.

McQuade raised no objection when the artist gave
his word that he would return.

As Owen was packing his bag. he happened t.»

glance into a mirror, and he caught sight of I.i Min.
who was watching him with a queer expression on
his face. He turned swiftly, but the Chinaman had
resumed his habitual inscrutable expression.

" Me helpee gennleman '! " lie asked meekly.

Owen shook his head and went to find Min i
!

She was not in the house, and he went in the garden,
is be reached the lawn on the front entrance, he saw
Li Min sneaking oft with his hag. He started in

pursuit, but before he could get up the Chinaman
bad been grabbed by McQuade'S assistant, who b id

been posted by his chief to stop anyone leaving the
bouse. As soon as be was tackled, Li Min whipped
out a knife, but the assistant, held him until o-v.-n

and McQuade rati up and disarmed him.

(Continued on page 18. >
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WHO'S WHO IN THIS WEEK'S PHOTO-PLAYS.
STARS IN NOTABLE SCENES FROM PHOTO-PLAYS WHICH CAN BE SEEN TO-DAY

PEGGY HYLAND in "The Rebellious

Bride." (Fox.)

PEARL WHITE in "The Lightning Raiders." (Patke.)

EVELYN NESBIT in "Thou Shalt Not." (Fox. CORINNE GRIFFITH in "The Clutch of Circumstance.
( Vitagraph.

MABEL NORMAND in " Back to the Woods.'
(Ooldwyn.)

HARRY MOREY and BETTY BLYTHE in "The Green God." {Vitagraph.)

Episodes In

My Career

By ADMIRAL LORD FISHER.

The New Illustrated" alone among weekly
papers has secured the exclusive right to
publish these vividly interesting, outspoken,
and historic memoirs of Lord Fisher. Rarely
has a great man so fearlessly expressed his
views and opinions as Lord Fisher docs in
this important scries of articles. Begin them

TO DAY in
ILLUSTRATED

On Salo Everywhere.
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THEY USED TO STARE
AT MY

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR.
I Suffered Torments for Years after Trying

Scores of Things in Vain. Hindoo Secret

Banished Every Trace For Ever.

I WILL SEND FULL PARTICULARS FREE.

For years I suffered untold misery because of a heavy
moustache and heard, and a hairy growth on my arms.
I shuddered to ko into public, because I knew thai
people were making unkind remarks. I tried every
paste, powder and liquid I ever heard ot without, success.

and only made the
growth worse. I also
endured the painful
electric needle with-
out beints cured.
Fortunately my hus-

band, a noted Burgeon
and an Army officer.

At . ured from a Native
Hindoo soldier (whose
life he had saved) the

,\ \ ill if \ /» closely-guarded secret

k\V \U I 1 V\ J 'll of the Hindoo religion

I, \ ,, J"- • winch forbids Hindoo
1 women to have the

sliKluest trace of hair
on any pafcfc »»l the body.

I used it. In a few days all hair growths had gone
To-dav not a trace can be foimd. It has been killed for

ever, root all. Thousands of others have succeeded as

well
, ,

I therefore feel it my duty to help every lady who is

aidictcd. that they may not waste their time and money
as I did. If you wish to cure every trace of your
superfluous hair for ever, so that It will never return,

send me the coupon below, or a copy of if. together
with 2d. stamps for postage. Please state whether Mrs.
or Miss, and address your letter as below

THI S FREE COUPON wittl your name and address
— and 2d. stamps.
Mrs. HUDSON: Please send rO€ f roc full informa-

1 ion and inst ructions to cure sufMTfluous ha ir ; also
details of other beauty secrets as soon as you can.
Address. Frfdfrtca Hudson'. Detft. P 111. No. 9.

old Cgggndigli St .wot London, W 1

IMPOJiTAKT NOTE.—Mrs. Hudson belongs In n family
high in Society, and is the nidow of n prominent Armif
i tffirer. so yon can write Iter it* //ft entire confidence
Address as above

.

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most wonderful Musical Discovery of the
Age. It teaches you to play the piano beauti-
fully by ear and vamp to tbotieUfedA of songs
in all keys with ONE HOUR'S PRACTICR
without the slightest knowledge of music.
Simple as A. B.C. 100,000 sold and everyone
delighted. Success guai antecd. Money re-

turned if not as stated. t'omplPte, post free.

2 8 ip ' i o ) -Imperial Publishing
Co. iiv Dept.fc 28. South Castle St.,
Liverpool- Established 1872.

IMP
I V% f§ w FREE Lessons in

VJJ.1 1 VI FUNDAMENTAL
' VOICE TRAINING

Ko move drudgery;, throat tioublcs. weak, faulty, lost
voices, breaks, tremolo, etc.. ami a Vf A 7TKIP
renvt two-thirds of yonr time.

rimrltllio
Postal, Class .and Private Tuition. RESUL1 S
Write us now, explaining your own case fully, or call.
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I
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BUY THEM

The Children's Newspaper

EVERY FRIDAY.

THE GREEN GOD. (Continued from
page 14.)

" What could he have- wanted with your hag ?
"

asked the detective, looking suspiciously at Owen.
The artist shook his head.
"I can't think." There's nothing of value in it.

Merely a change of linen and my toilet requisites."

He opened the hag and showed the contents to
MeQuadc, who made no comment beyond a grind

.

On his arrival at his own place. Owen changed his

clothes and then went to his studio. On his return,
he found a letter from MeQuadc. asking him fo meet
him at a certain house in the City,

" I wonder what he has found out," muttered
Owen. He decided it was best to go at once. [I

the detective had made up his mind to arrest Muriel
he might be in time to give her a warning.
The house MoQuade had selected as a meeting

place was in a rather rough quarter of the City, and
Owen was Hot quite easy in his mind as he knocked
at the door.

It was opened by a Chinaman, hut before Owen
had time to see the man's face ho was struck from
behind, and he fell to the floor like a log. When he
came to himself he found lie was in a kind of temple.
At one end of the room was an altar, before which a

number of Chinamen were bowing and muttering
incantations.

" Hish !

"

The warning came from a figure at his side, bound
like himself. To Owen's astonishment, it was
MoQuade.

" How did you come here ? " he whispered.
" In answer to a letter from you," replied the

detective. " What brought you here ?
"

" A letter from you," whispered Owen.
" We have both been nicely fooled," muttered the

detective. " Never mind. I've nearly got rid of my
bonds. When I've got clear I'll free you, and we
must make a fight of it."

While the detective struggled with the ropes, a
Chinaman brought in a bag. which Owen recognised
as his. lie nudged MeQuadc. and the latter nodded
as he kept tugging aw ay at the ropes.

The Chinaman opened the bag and brought out a
cake of soap. Cutting it open, lie pulled the halves
apart, and there in the centre was the Green (Jod.
With murmurs of awe. the Chinamen prostrated
themselves as the priest placed it on the altar.

As he did so. MeQuadc freed himself, and in a few-

more momenta he had released Owen.
As they got to their feet the priest turned and saw

them, and the Chinamen rushed upon them at his

command.
There was a desperate struggle, but Owen and the

detective got clear, and gained the street. Here
McQuade rang up a patrol station and in a lew minutes
a wagon filled with policemen appeared. They
forced the door of the house, but when, guided by
MeQuadc, they reached the room in which he had
been a prisoner, there was no trace of cither Chinese
or altar. Every trace of the temple had disappeared.
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Leaving MeQuadc to deal with the situation, Owen
hurried back to Major Temple's house.
On arriving there he found that the coroner had'

already started the inquest in the library, and ax
Owen entered the room Muriel had been called t«
give evidence.

She told the coroner the same story she had told
MoQuade, and the official, glancing at hi- [rotes,

made no comment until she had finished, Then he
rose in his chair.
"1 must ask yon to tell me. Miss .Temple, what'

made you return to the house ?
"

Muriel hesitated, and Owen winced with pain as
he saw the tortured look in her eyes.

" I saw a man crawling along the porch," she Jfthi

in a voice little louder than a whisper.
" Who was that man '! 1 may fell you. M.—

Temple, that I have certain information which you tic

not know of. Any attempt to shield anyone by hot
answering my question will only gel j on into trouble."

Muriel clasped her hands together, and again tin

tortured look came into her eves.
" Heaven help me !

" she cried. "It was my father !

'

With a moan of pain she sank to the floor in a swoon.
As Owen rushed to her he heard the indignant

denial of Major Temple, but still plainer the quirt
voice of Li Min.

" Missie Mulicl not see her father. She ;-ee rnc in
him clothes. Me look just likec fiim."

~ Then you killed Mr. Ashton ?
" said the eoiot.er.

I.i Mill shook his head.
" Me no killee him. Buddha killee him M.

slmwee all ;

"

He led the way from the room, followed I >
MeQuadc, who had just stepped in, and the eorom r

f)n reaching the bedroom that bad been occupied l.y

Ashton. the Chinaman pointed to the wooden canopy
over the bed.

" Him velly (lightened when he si c me deep hi
window, and him spling out of bed. He bfttee head
on top of wood and fallcc down dead. Me oeviit
touch him. Buddha killee him."
"1 believe he's right," said McQuade. If - Ihn •„

himself on the bed in the attitude of a man asli ;-,

and then sprang up suddenly.' Had he not wat I" a
himself he would have struck his head exactly as li

Mill had described Ashton had done. Then, standiiv
on the bed, he examined the edge of the canopyi

" The Chink's right. There is blood on this km K
So far as the police are concerned, Ashton died i.u

accidental death."
"I agree," said the coroner. "And I think that

will be your verdict, gentlemen," he added, turning
to the jury.

" What a terrible time you must have had.
dearest." said Owen to his sweetheart, when all tin-

officials had gone.
" Yes but it is all over now," said Muriel, looking

up into his eyes as he held her in his arms. " Tin-
evil influence of the Green Gad has gone out of out
lives for ever."

Adapted from the Vitagraph film, UcfatjrinQ IIA /.'/ J'

MOREYand HETTY BLTTBB by permits™
the Vitagraph Copvp&ny.

Two interesting photographs of DOROTHY DALTON, taken while on her holiday, which she

spent in a long walking tour.
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CHARLIE'S OWN ROOM.
A Peep into the Private Office at the Chaplin Studio-

THE four walls within which a man spends

most of his time, which are witness of

his mental struggles, victories and self-

communings, are part of himself, and share

something of the soul of his own living per-

onality.

The first time I visited Chaplin's private

bmpp"at his beautiful studio was in the company
of Charlie himself. He had shown me every

detail of his model plant and concluded the

round" in his own private sanctum, where he

writes his stories, receives his visitors, and
changes for the screen, as one portion of this

quiet spacious apartment is curtained off as

a kind of dressing-room.

Everything in that room breathes of restful-

ness and quiet. The tranquil soul seeks its

inspiration in sunlight and gay colours. Chap-

lin's restless spirit, with its vivid enthusiasms,

its eternally unappeased ideals, turns to soft

grey twilights and the intimate companionship

of books and music.

A 1 man's library is the revelation of his in-

most self. Chaplin relies very largely in

his comedies on the element of surprise

in "i putting across " a big laugh. It

will possibly be something of a shock,

however, to the more frivolous of his

adtnirers to learn that the following

works apparently go to the making of

a gyeat comedy artist ; at any rate, 1

found them on his office table :

(j) "More's Uto-
pia."

(2) Paine's
"Pol itical

Economy."

(3) The Tragedies
of William
S l" a k e -

speare.

(4) "The Bomb,"- by Frank
Harris, with the author's
dedication.

The only works on his book-
shelf suggestive of any spirit

approaching levity are " Denry
the Audacious," with the per-

sonal inscription of Arnold
Bennett, and Irvin Cobb's
" Speaking of Operations."

Chaplin is entirely a self-

educated man, and two bookcases
containing the " Encyclopaedia
Britaiinica," and a well-thumbed
edition of the American " Book
of Knowledge," show how eagerly
and untiringly he has pursued
his eternal quest of beauty and
truth.

You will notice on a table near
the window his violin case with
his old, David Mantegna, the
companion of many an hour
when i inspiration lies dormant
and is lured into being with the
sweet strains of Dvorak|'s
" Humoresque " or Tschaikow-
sky's " Chanson Triste." In-

dividual in all things, Chaplin is

a left-handed player and strings

his violin from E to G. He likes

to play with" muted strings; he
thinks it sounds " less harsh."

His Treasures.

WITH one exception the
pictures on his walls are

all photographs, mostly
personal dedications of world
celebrities who have visited the

studio or otherwise been brought

and, a very human little touch this, amongst
them all, a " snap " of a smiling Charlie in a
disreputable old suit, photographed with a big

fish lie once landed on a holiday off Catalina

Island.

On a stand in one corner of the room there

are the huge piled up volumes of newspaper
cuttings. Chaplin himself rarely reads a press

notice, and 1 think the only one of those volumes
that he would ever miss is the one which con-

tains the " notices " of his early successes on
the vaudeville stage. On the occasion of my
first visit to the studio, he unearthed it after-

some trouble, handling it with something like

real affection. It is still preserved in the old

binding with its gaudy reds and golds, the sort

of album in which, as kiddies, we all used to

stick scraps and transfers on a wet Saturday
afternoon. It contains some highly interesting

records of genius in the adolescent stage, and
one can imagine with what pride (ho fifteen-

year old boy pasted into his precious book that

first glowing notice of " Sherlock Holmes," ir

which " on9 of the brightest bits

of acting in the play was given by
Mr. Charles Chaplin who. as Billy,

Holmes' page boy, displayed im-
mense activity as well as dramatic
appreciation."

In an alcove overlooking the
studio grounds is Charlie's modest
dressing-room. There is a little

white table with a mirror and every
accessory just in its proper place,

though it must be owned that the

into contact with him.
Melba, Queen of Song
close to Mrs. Fiske,

'America's Queen
of Tragedy ; tho

Earl of Dunmoro
rubs shoulders
with Godowsky,
wizard of tho piano, t

Nellie

lianas

general scheme looks

somewhat different of an
evening when Mr. Chaplin
has finished tho day's

work.

With its quiet subdued
colour scheme, its books
and its pictures, Charlie's

sanctum conveys as little

of the general atmo-
sphere of a movie comedy
as the Chaplin of private

life. But now that I

have seen Chaplin at

work, not once, but many
times, I have learnt to

realiso that as much
logical deduction and
mental travail go to tho

creation of a true comedy
as to any problem
play.

But if you stand in

that quiet room of his

and have any aptitude for

conjuring up a mental
picture of a man, judging
him by the things with
which he likes to surround
himself, you will begin
to realise tho influsnces

that have made him what
he is and which have
given his littlo opics of

golden laughter that
immortal touch of genius
which is all his own.

CHARLIE is a Real Musician.

nnnn bs dp eb no nana

"And now for Bed

"I have just rubbed a little

Pomeroy Skin Food into the

skin, as I do every night

before going to bed. It is

so easy, so soothing, such a

splendid way of keeping the

complexion fresh-looking and

clean as a new pin. Now
I don't worry about wrinkles

or crow's feet, or those ugly,

ageing lines about the

eyes and mouth. My skin

never feels tired or flabby,

and friends tell me I am look-

ing years younger. When
I look in my glass I can

certainly see a wonderful im-

provement. And 1 am far

happier with a good com-

plexion, thanks to Pomeroy

Skin Food. It is no trouble

to rub a little in every night

just before going to bed.'

Vomerojf
SkinFood

1/6, 3/6 and 5/- Jars

of High-class Chemists

and Perfumers.

Mrs. Pomeroy, Ltd.,

29, Old Bond Street,

LONDON.

nnnn nn nn nnnn
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IF YOU SUFFER
lrom nervous, worried feelings,

lack of energy, self-confidence,

will-power, mind concentration,
or feel awkward in the presencc-

of others, send at once 3 pcnav
stamps for particulars of the

Men to -Nerve Strengthening
Treatment. — G
ELLIOTT-SMITH, Ltd
Imperial Buildings, Ludgate
Circus, London. E.C.4
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rengthening I
'

ODFRYf.
Ltd., 536, )

WHY
NOT

YOU?
(~)THER S— i n c I u d i n g
>t many famous beauties
and actresses have acquired
a beautiful full bust and
peach -silk skin by using
"Firmanec," the famous
secret preparation.

A few days' trial will

astonish and convince you.
Why not start to-day ? Send
Is. P.O. (or 12 stamps) for

JEAN BINET & CO.
(Dept. 10).

supply under plain cover to 34- strand, London
Manageress— w.c. 2.

DiadeM
Complexion

is a new form of ?kin-food which displaces
the ordinal}' greasy face cream, hitherto
so largely used. It softens the skill,

creating a smooth and even texture—silky to th^ touch.
Delightfullysootbing.it is quickly absorbed by the pores
which cany its tonic properties to the under>kin—where
the true beauty lies—refreshing and invigorating the skin
cells. It brings back the youthful colour to the O (2
cheeks which women >o much dtsiic. PRXQti D

All Robartes" products are guaranteed. Money readily
refunded in case of dissatisfaction. Of all Chemists,
Perfumers and Stores, or a thst supply forwarded direct
on receipt of remittance.

Write for the "Dinkie" Book, post free from—
ROBARTES. Ltd. (London & Paris). Dept. 22A. Dyers

Buildings, Holborn Bars, London.

1900.)

WE TEACH BY POST
Aviation ^
Shipbuilding

Electricity

Mining
Engineering

Mathematics
Draughtsmanship
Architectural Drawing
Building Construction

Clerk of Works Duties

Structures in Concrete
and Steel

Civil Engineering

Boiler Inspecting

Marine Engineering

Wireless Telegraphy
Motor Engineering

Structural Engineering
Internal Combustion Engines Surveying and Levelling

Also Professional Careers for Ladies.

If you think of studying any one
of these Trades or Professions,

write for a

FREE BOOKLET
explaining our methods and terms.
MENTION WHICH SUBJECT YOU
ARE INTERESTED IN. and send
two pennv stamps to cover postage.

PLEASE STATE YOUR AGE.

THE BENNETT COLLEGE,
(Dept. 121), SHErriELD,

THE DRESSING

GWEN WILLIAMS {Granger.)

OUR photograph this week is of Miss Gwen
Williams, an Australian lady, who is

rapidly becoming a British film star. Sho
has played in all parts of the world, and created
a sensation in China, when during the rebellion
she played under an armed guard. You may
have seen her in " The Secret of the Moor,'' and
another photo-play we shall sec her in is "Wisp
o' the Woods."

The Experiences of a Film Star—What She Has to Do—The Im-
portance of " Making a Good Photograph."—Stage and Screen Fright.

" 'Ah ! there you are. Is that the novice t
'

' I shivered.
" This was no other than Mr. George Edwatfl -

Hall, the world-famous cinema producer. 1

felt infinitesimal.
" 'Someone make this young lady up. Light

eyebrow line, and a pale pink on lips. It - i

white skin. Don't want too much contrast.* lie

said.
" In a moment I was led away to a dressing-

room, and an expert in cinema make-up began
his operations. When next I looked in the gUt--

1 was struck dumb with horror.
"1 was pale yellow over face and neck, lips

faintly red and darkened eyebrows. AnytMnfl
but beautiful ! Almost corpse-like !

" I was led back to my wonderful little man.
who scrutinised me.
"'Bad blending on (he nose. It'll come out

like small-pox,' he said.
" Someone snatched a towel, wiped Un-

offending member clean, put on more grease,
paint, and slowly smoothed it down, adding
powder.
"'Much better,' was the comment. ' Now.

young lady, sit at that table, take up the book
in front of you, read, show enjoyment, read
again, glance away, express growing horror,
pain, finally break down altogether with lace u-

1 lands.'
" All }he time my teacher spoke he illu-tr.iifl

what he said so vividly that 1 could not help
following the emotions on his face rather tli.io

the %vords he uttered. Moreover, so strong wag
his' influence of portrayal that 1 found myqejj
instinctively copying.

" But then came the crucial test.
" ' Are you ready ? Go !

'

"The man behind the camera turned a
handle. I tried to follow the gist of what 1 w;>-
told. My face felt cut out of stiff cardboard I

My brain appeared to refuse to send any com-
munications whatever tlirough to my limbs
I got flurried ! I found myself moving hope-
lessly—jerkily ! I knew it, yet 1 could not stop !

My head was in a whirl of conflicting emotion-,
which I could not control, and which I ua.«
positive I was not translating into appropriate.
facial expressions ! I felt myself getting hys-
t erica.' ! Would the handle nerer stop '.' It

docs !

" ' Quite good !

'

" The wonderful little man with the eyes that
see and express everything comes over to me and
says one or two nice things.

" ' Do you think I could ever be any good ': '
I

asked, a deep wa\e of depression suddenly
sweeping over me.
"'Anyone who photos weG, and fa absolutely

natural and un-sel(conscious uill make a picture
'

answered Mr. Hall smilingly a? he turned away
to another 'set' where several actors and.
actresses were awaiting his direction.

" I all at ouce felt very, very tired and amax-C]
ingly hungry. Emotions to order seemed to me
the most exhausting things I have ever yet expe-
rienced."

Stage and Screen Fright Explained.

THE feeling of utter helplessness described by
this cinema artiste, is very much like the
stage fright complained of by many

actresses on the first night of a new play, but to
my mind it is much more easily understood and
forgiven for the screen artiste than the stage.
A stage actress can lose herself ia her part.
She can forget her audience once the curtain has
gone up. The other characters help her to forget

,

and as the story unfolds she is worked tip (<•

express the emotions of the character sho ia

portraying. She is that character, but a cinema
actress can never forget. The voice of the pro-
ducer cautioning her not to get out of range
nf the camera, his directions explaining her
actions, the mere fact of having to emphasise
every little movement to convey an emotion
by expression alone, never lets the actress forget
for one moment she is acting a part.

I have watched artistes both on stage and
screen, and I have no hesitation in saying that-
to make a success on photo-plays you need nwre
talent for acting than for the stage.

A Dres=eb. .

The Experiences of a Film Star.

WE have read a lot about the experiences of
film stars when they were making a name

* for themselves, but not often do we learn
of their first experience before the camera.
The following intimate story from a girl who

is just making good will be interesting to every
girl who cherishes a wish that one day she may
have a chance to appear on the screen. Here is

her version of a first dav before the camera.

My First Film !

MY first film !
" she says. "' Not from the

viewpoint of a comfortable red plush
fauteuil, but on the screen itself !

"For weeks I have been practising. All that
can be gleaned of film hints for beginners 1 have
gleaned. A very famous film actress told me of
her own particular test as a novice.

" A letter lies on the table. She has to enter
the room, see the letter, express astonishment,
open it, read it, and finally depict horror.

" 1 cannot tell how many times I have been
through this little pantomime before the looking
glass until I thought I had frozen the several
expressions of surprise, interest, and horror for
ever on my countenance.

" The fatal day arrived.

"It began with a wonderful ride through
London on a 'bus to the still more wonderful
li & G Studios. Straight from the road to a
huge hall, something like Olympia, the ' side-
shows ' scene-settings varying from the meanest
hotel room to the most magnificent baronial
hall. It was just bewildering to look from one
'set' to the other, like a gigantic furniture
shop, only a great deal more comprehensive.

" 1 felt lost—a tiny atom among the ' sets
'

and humans who were looking after them, car-
penters, scene-shifters, and much more important
people.

" A very important group were in one corner.
A wonderful Jittle man in * grey overcoat and
cap to match, with penetrating brown eyes
behind thick spectacles and a diamond ring on
the most expressive hands I think I've ever seen,
was directing the setting of the poor hotel room.
Not an item escaped him. I notice. A decisive
suggestion and the 'set ' breaks into life. One
could see the room growing under one's e5-es.

' 'Ihe little man looked round.
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MAKING BRITISH PHOTO-PLAYS.
No, 2.—Beautiful Ornaments Made of Paper.
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IN a former article I gave a general outline of

tho many branches of work that have to be
brought together before the camera whirrs

and any single scene in a big film can be taken,

and by further favour of the Editor of The
PiCTtTRE Show I propose to go a little moro .

deeply into some of the fascinating detail work
that is being daily carried out in the big studio

of the: London Film Company.

With the last article there was a picture of the

finishing touches being given to a " sot," what
time the producer, camera-man, assistants, and
harmless but necessary actor and actress waited
until the moment came for giving the eager

Blectrician in the foreground the word " lights,"

when everything would bo flooded with the

highest power lights known and rehearsal would
start, and presently there would be a further

call of " camera," and then the point would be

readied of the real taking of a scene.

In tho present case I want to explain a little

more 1 fully tho angle of studio work that is

covered by the description " props," and this

term does not mean any form of support for

scenery, but covers everything that is put on a
set for use or ornament. Furniture, curtains,

carpets, ornaments, practical appointments of

an ordinary room of every description, all come
under tho generic term of " props " (otherwise

properties), and the illustration herewith shows
an extremciy interesting group of these articles.

I call them interesting advisedly, not only from
the- ordinary point of beauty or utility, but
because they are by no means what they seem
to the casual glance. To put it quite plainly, all

the wonderful things shown in this picture are

made' ot papier-mache—except, of course, the
tut) gentlemen at one comer, their presence I

will explain presently.

Tho first thought on the above announcement
would be that a big company such as the
'" London " would surely Le wise to expend
capital on the purchase of " real for sure " goods
to complete their scenes, but the reason for the
imitation of metal, china, and in some cases

wood, if it is of a kind to have a very high surface

polish, springs from that bugbear of all those
who practise the art of the camera—halation.

(Jiven burnished metal, the high glaze of earthen-
ware or china, even the polish on wood and stone,

and ten to one you will get, under the terrific

lights in a studio, reflected rays from that glaze

or polish which will utterly spoil your picture.

To avoid this difficulty, perfect reproductions
of the article required are made on tho premises,

from that most wonderful material—papier-

mache. You will find in this haphazard group
a perfect set of gold altar furnishings—crucifix,

candlesticks, vases, all complete—reproduced
from the original beautiful objects with the
utmost artistry and care. You will see two

lecterns apparently of solid brass and of the most
perfect design.

The stone Tudor mantelpiece of this hall that
the set represents, even, is of the same material,

the decorations of tho Dutch bureau, the great

metal and earthenware jardiniere, tho bronzo

.

figures in armour and the carved wood pedestals

on which they stand—all of papier-mache ! You
will find a piece of Roman armour, the well-

known head of Dante, the Clytie bust, lamps,
candelabra, the famous disc thrower, Toby
jugs, wine-bottles, clocks and fish, splendid Early
English fire-dogs, and some delightful china.

By the way, the fish were made onco when a fish

shop was built up in tho studio and had to

remain somo days in hot weather. Protests from
artists were registered after a day or two's use of

real fish, because, of course, it could not be re-

newed, as all the scenes were supposed to happen
on the same day ! It was thought advisable
to replace tho real article with substitutes.

And the man of the magic fingers who directs

all this beautiful work is Charles Hasler, seated
smiling in the chair. To him there turn? on
many occasions tho man standing behind him,
Charles Saunders, who, as floor manager of tho
studio, is given a scene plot that calls for all

kinds of marvels to be evolved by the busy
brains around him. One of tho little jobs

demanded from the ' props " tho other day was
sufficient of tho curly tiles that are typical of the

East to cover the whole of a Japanese village

which was built in tho studio ! They were
delivered in good time—all made of papier-

mache.
The system for using this wonderful stuff is

all tho same whether it is to be employed in tho
form of a German helmet or a flower vase.

First of all a clay mould is made of the original

article, then from that a plaster cast is taken,
and on that is moulded the paper soaked in

solution which, when it is allowed to harden and
set, gives a perfect and lasting reproduction of

any solid thing you can name. After this come
the process of colouring or gilding or bronzing,
or whatever is needed to complete the scheme ;

but always in dull surface, or there would be
" trouble worse confounded '' by halation as
strong as with the real metal or china.

Of course, the property room of the London
Studio contains an apparently endless collection

of goods. Charles Hasler is particularly prottd

of the fact that he can supply curtains to suit any
and every set you can put up, from embroidered
velvet worth £50 a pair down to modest muslin
hangings worth perhaps one Bradbury the set.

In his store he has even, as a relic of days
goee by, some wonderful great trees made of a
canvas frame, on which, by means of brown
paper and glue, a perfect reproduction of bark
lias been made.

RECIPES
FOR TOILET

PREPARATIONS,
By ENA DAYNE.

lio of the London Film Company, showing "props" made of papier-mache.

ENA DA YNE,
Leading Actress.

Anyone can make at home a number of
toilet pieparatioas for the hair and com-
plexion that will give wonderful results. You
can get the ingredients at any chemist's at
little tost and mix them at home.

FOR THE HAIR.
Here is a simple receipt, which any lady or

gentleman can mix at home, that will imme-
diately remove dandruff, stimulate the growth
of the hair, and prevent it from falling out.

Merely dissolve 1

drachm of powdered
sanolite in 3 ounces
of bay rum and add
3 ounces of water.

Apply to the scalp

once a day and rub
it in well where
there is dandruff.

Not only is this

mixture a powerful
stimulant to the
scalp, but it is an
active germicidal
agent, and scurf

immediately dis-

appears where it is applied. The hair can be
prevented from falling out, and made to grow
long, thick, and beautiful by the aid of this

simple mixture.

FOR GREY HAIR.
Any lady or gentleman can restore their

grey, streaked, or faded hair to its natural
colour with this simple home-made mixture.
To a half pint <>£ water add one ounce of bay
ruin, \ ounce of Orlex Compound, and £ ounce
of glycerine. These ingredients can be pur-
chased at any chemist's, at little cost. Apply
to the hair every other day until the hair be-
comes its original colour. This is not a dye,
does not colour the scalp, is not sticky "or
greasy, and does not rub off.

FOR THE COMPLEXION.
You can make at home a greaseless

vanishing cream that will beautify tho
complexion, make t he skin soft, smooth and
pliable, and prevent the hands from chapping.
Dissolve J ounce of powdered grexite in 1

ounce of glycerine and add a pint of water.
These ingredients cost little at any chemist's.
It makes more than a pint of greaseless vanish-
ing cream or iotion that will give the com-
plexion the clear velvety appearance of' youth,
remove wrinkles, roughness, and chaps. Men
will find it excellent after shaving.

[A DVT.]

Here is your opportunity to BECOME A MUSICIAN
IN A FEW LESSONS with the aia 01 the

NEW RAPID VAMPING CARD copyrigbted)
Piano Playing made easy, and every home made happy !

No Teacher Needed.
SURPRISINGLY
SIMPLE SYSTEM.

NEW RAPID VAMPING CARD
Poi sons having neglected their Musical education need not
despair, for with tB» »W of our NKW RAPID VAMPING
CARD (placing the card upright o\er Die l'iano keys), you
can at onee vamp away to thousands ot Snn^s, Itallads.

Waltzes. Ragtime, Ac, ,ve., equal toa PronBaionsj Musician.
No knowledge of Music required. After using it a few
times you will be able to dlapeDM with the aid of tba
Vamping Card entirely*

Full inatructlons printed on even Ni:« RAP1U VAMP-
INO CARU. Can bo folded to oarr) hi P.-ekel Hundred,
of testimonials come to us every week. Complete (post
fiee) toi 2 6 P.O. Address :

VAMP (Dept. -•)). 61 & 63. Ludsate Hill. LONDON, t C.
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LONG, DARK, EYELASHES.
" Eytlolash, " Cream will darken yova ej

l.ohes and tii'tiivs, and timke them tliick, lonj:

** i»J silky, thus gjvlDg to the ryes that fas-

cinating, expressive look which men rind

no appealing. Recommended by leading
actresses ami users everywhci a *'Ey-
dolash" is a real darkencr—net a
" luake-up." Detection impossible—
thus best for the discreet woman
Positively harmless. To avoid dis*
appolntuienti annpyance, ami up>
looked for expense get "Eydo-
lash. I h<

Use als... pydol,' il

beautifying lotion

hich clears and
freshens the eyes.

parting to them
wonderful brilli-

ancy, animation,
and youthful
t'harin. Harmless
2 9 per bottle.

[no beautrftc
In dainty jtvor-

ine pom. full

pi ice, 1 6(ftiM
hi/.e—no extra
to pay) from Selfrid
Boots' Brancin s.

all toilet counters or
direct from * EydoJ "

Laboratories (Dept. 41

17U, Stiand, London. \\

llll!IIIIIIIIIU!i:ili:!!liiUI!illlI!!E!!llil!tli!iillli!Hiei!l!!!!!i!ll!i!I1

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
THE CINEMA?

Many opportunities occur for men and women in

this growing British industry. There is a demand
for trained beginners as Film Artists and Bioscope

and Camera Operators.
Write for particulars and Free Guide.

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE,
36, Rathbone Place. Oxford Street, W.l.

U UVB U IMMMUU O UJU Bnnisnnnnnnnn n » I

A Cold Weather Necessity

Snow-fire counteracts the

rougheninpf and irrita-

ting effect cold weather
has upon the skin.

Use Snowfire regularly, and
keep your hands white and
beautiful. Snowfire clears all

dust from the pores, making the

skin soft and smooth as velvet.

Snoujfire
' Helps to heal Chapped

Ilauds md Cracked Lips.

In 3d. ablets— family size, "id.

Of all Chemists and Stores.

F. W. Hampshire * Co., Ltd.,
Riverside Works,
Derby.

HAIR ON THE FACE
Instantly and completely
vanishes with EJECTHAIR.the
Testified Cure for this hideou*
:iH1iction—S iinple. Safe, and
rainless—Success assured—
Professional Guarantee Given
—Went in plain cover for 7d.

Bend now 7d, stamps to

—

Manageress. EJECTHAIR CO.
(Dept. H).

682,Holloway Kd., London, N, 19.

fARE YOU SHORT?
If ho, let the (Jlrvan System help you
to increase your height. M nBrJggfl re-

ports C inches increase ; i>iiv«r li. K..

:i inches; Mr. Katciirre. SJdcbea : KIu
Leedcll, 4 inches ; Mr. Ketley, 4 Inches.

This system Ktt-atly impioves the
health, figure, arid carriage. Bend li

ponny stamps for further particulars

and £100 Uuaiantce to Bnfettirj

Dept. C.T., J7, btroitd Green Koad,
I,ondon,N.4,

Have you ever laughed over any incident that has happened when you have been watch-
ing the pictures? Half-a-Crown will be sent to the sender of any story that we print.
No copy can be returned, and the Editor's decision must be final. Address Film Fun,

The Picture Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.G. 4.

Ready to Oblige.

AHATHKH crusty and ill tempered man
had, for some considerable lime, been
trying to get a glimpse at the screen,

but quite in vain, thnnks bo the large hat the
young lady in front was wearing.

Eventually, losing all patience, he growled,
in a loud voice :

" Do you mind removing your hat and keep-
ing your head still, miss ? I can't see through
wood."
Then in a sweet, rpiiet voice, the young

lady replied :

" Very well, change scats ; T can !

"

2s. Od. awarded to J. T. llayley, G. Gaywobd
Street, London Road, Southwark, S.K. 1.

Not What He WantedTA COWBOY actor was having a luncheon
with another player in a Western cafe,
and the waiter brought him some grapes

for dessert.
" Thank you," said he, pushing back t he

plate. "J don't take my wine in pills!"

Couldn't Do Less.

I
WISH you would pay a little attention,
madam !

" exclaimed the producer to a
star, as she carelessly moved about during

tho rehearsal for a Scene.
" Well." she replied, "I am paying as little

as I can."

The Robbers. •

SAY, old chap." chatted the press agent,
who had stopped a motion picture
producer, " I've got a grand idea for a

film picture. Listen to my scenario :

" Scene one, interior of a theatre ticket other

" You're all off !
" interrupted the producer.

' Why, man, don't you know that the censor

won't allow us to show an actual robbery 6:i

the screen 't

11

Why She Hated the Movies.
VISITORS at Universal City were eagerly

watching the burning of n barn in

"Prairie Gold," a Mary MacLaieu photo-
play now in process of construction.
Tod Browning, the director, megaphoned to

ThuTston Hall, the hero.
" Thursty, hurry, you must put out the fire !

There's thousands of dollars in wheat in thai
barn. Make it fast." (Browning was tl<-,; , ;!,.

ing the situation in the script.)
"Isn't it terrible tho stuff these' ' moviejj

waste 1 " one lady Visitor remarked to her
friend. "I just, wish that the food minister
could hear about this."
And she walked away indignantly befor»

anyone could explain that even the ' starving.,
Russians would find little' nourishment in the
excelsior being burnt in that barn.

It Was His Old Home Town.
VALENTINE GRANT encountered a beggj

at the studio the other day.
He accosted her with a reference tri

a current film in which slie appearand many
of the scenes of which are laid in Inland. As n
matter of fact, the picture was taken in Be rmuda.

" I want to tell you,'' he said, with a fine
Irish brogue, " that your picture brought tears
to my eyes. I'm in very bad .'luck, and the
picture was likea breath from old Emerald I Jle.

What part of Ireland was it taken in !
"

"To tell you the truth," replied Mi-* Grunt.
' it was taken in Bermuda."
"Bermuda," exclaimed the beggar, " that's

0

the very town in old Ireland « tore 1 .\ ek>

born !

"

• He didn't get the requested cash.

MUTT AND JEFF OPEN A SALOON.

1.—Mutt and Jefl have opened
a saloon in the Klondike, and

.Jeff one day discovers a poor
girl frozen outside in the snow

2.—He carries her inside

and she is so sirateful that
she is eager to repay Jeff for

saving her life.

3.—The girl sings in their
saloon to amuse the gold-dig-
gers, and turns out a big But -

t ess. -

4.—All went well until a bail

man from tho Yukon appeared
on the scene. Everybody was
scared to death.

{By permisiion of. I'ox FfftnO

5.—His stare was so freezing
that when ho looked at Mutt
a block of ire formed round
his head.

0.—However, Jeff valiantly

comes to the rescue of the git I

once more, and the girl is -<'•

grateful that she kisses him.
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Character as Told by

the Face.
No. 2.—PAULINE FREDERICK.
THE face is the best index to character. Most ot us pride ourselves

1 on being able to tell character in this way. In this series of readings

of well-known stars, given by a famous expert, readers will be

able to realise their own or their friends' characteristics by comparing

the definitions given on those they resemble in feature. Thus many
will resemble, say, Pearl White in some way or another, and by reading

carefully what the expert has to say about this particular feature, they

will gain an insight to their own character.

THE first character-

istic in this fine,

beautiful lace is to

the student of human
naturo an emotional one,

a person who would not
.spare herself, becoming
the most abject slave to

the object of their de-

votion, considering no
sacrifice too great • for

that ono being who holds
or attracts their affection.

Hospitable and gene-

rous, fond of show and en-
tertaining, they make won-
derfully good hosts, show
great tasto in the way
they dress, and are gener-
ally considered richer

than they are, making a
good show on very little.

Frank and Out-spoken.

THEV are impulsive
in thoir likes and
dislikes, rather too

frank and outspoken,
quick in temper. These
types are most easily

influenced by their sur-

roundings, and become
morbid and depressed
when they are forced to

live in gloomy and uncongenial conditions. Note the honest expression

in the eye, tho well-balanced mind by the eyebrows being well apart,

denoting also sound judgment.
A boin leader, a desire for companionship by the sweet, lovable mouth

going up in the centre liko a Cupid's bow, indicative of tho emotional

and artistic temperament, worship of beauty in every form. The oval

face, showing a deeply devotional nature, even when not appearing to be
religious.

Very Determined.

THE open nostrils, showing pugnacity, brooking little or no contro'

in their affairs from others. They aspire to bo leaders in whatever
career.',they undertake. They have great tenacity of purpose and

determination; they resent all criticism, and arc decided in all their

views. They must do everything their own way. In love they are mostly
unhappy, as we find this type most exacting. There is no medium with
them.
A great critic—note the eyebrow—in all business dealings or affairs

where a subtle; keen mentality is useful, they can out-distance all rivals,

provided they are sufficiently interested to enter into the competition.

If taken as they are, wilh their moods, they are delightful.

They are so independent in character and jealous that if they find they
have made a mistake in. their lives they lead an unconventional one, and
got criticised in consequence. In love they cannot let themselves go ;

they hesitato and miss their opportunities, and so Love and Time go by
and leave nothing but regret.

Must Not Be Contradicted.

THE dilated nostril : this lady must not be contradicted. We feel

she might read both sides of tho argument, and would therefore

speak with discretion. Her face denotes a clever and emotional
personality. Love of Nature, could be secretive if necessary.. Love of

display and publicity, accompanied by high motives.
Great sex attraction, rather erratic inasmuch as tho changeable tempera-

ment is very much in evidence by the base of tho nose showing the dent
so clearly.

The mouth here is very lovable. Nolo tho lightening of the corners
anil III'' modelling of the upper lip, denoting a strong anil passionate
nature. Logical, rather given to prejudi' e, opposed to all i overt deeds,
oblivious of enmity.
These are tho kind of people who do good by stealth, who for tho very

lovo of it show kindness in little things. Marked dramatic ability, as
Shown by the well-formed poise of the head and the clear expression in

the eye.

(Another Character Delineation A'ext Week.)

PAULINE FREDERICK,

The Beautiful Goldwyn Star, whom you can
now see in the thrilling photo-play, entitled

"One Week of Life."

FAMOUS STARS will teach
you to ACT for the CINEMA

in Your OWN HOME.
In the past, practically the whole of the film industry has

been monopolised by America, but at last British money and
British enterprise will make the cinema one of the leading

industries in this Country. British actors and actresses are

URGENTLY REQUIRED to meet the huge demand that is coming.

Be the first in the field— be tbe first to draw tire BIG SALARIES
that are offered to -Screen Stars. There are thousands of

pounds in films, and most of it finds its way into the pockets of

the actors. . Enormous possibilities are opened to you ; learn the

art of cinema acting, and be ready for them.
For the first time, the whole art and knowledge of how to become a

successful Screen Star is fully explained in a remarkable series of lesson?,
written and compiled by some of the most famous leaders in the cinema
world. These lessons form a perfectly clear, concise and practical study
of the various phases of Cinematography, and cover all the points that
the would-be cinema actor wants to know. Every aspect of cinema act-
ing is comprehensively dealt with by these acknowledged experts in the
Cinema World.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
The methods which have brought him world-wide renown are fully explained.

This Cinema Course has, among others, been specially written by the.
following well-known film stars

—

MARY PICRFORD
The world's sweetheart on the Screen.

VIOLET HOPSON 1 STEWART ROME
The famous Broadwest Screen Star.

JOSE COLLINS
The celebrated Cinema Artist.

AURELE SYDNEY
The creator of the wonderful film

character, " ULTUS."

The popular Broadwest Film Actor.

KENELM FOSS
The well-known producer.

ELIOT STANNARD
Who has written a great rumb r of the

most success. ul film plays.

TA II IIIV The famous Fox
lUlU MIA Film Cowboy.

Among the many and varied subjects dealt with at great length, special

chapters are devoted to

—

How to decide if you are suitable for film acting.—Types of actors and

actresses that are wanted.—Faults for beginners to avoid. How to

avoid "Camera Fright."—The most common causesof failure. The
art of learning your part.—Secrets of make-up and dressing for the

screen.—The great demand for screen plays.—How to a pproach the pro-

ducer.—How to help the producer.—The art of produ:tion.—How to

write a scenario.—Comedy as a Profession.—Working tp "Laughs."

The great advantage of these lessons is that they can bo st udied in your
spare time, and IN YOUR HOME. No hard grinding, and wearying study
is necessary; no inconvenient and worrying trips to a studio : no expensive
tuition fees to handicap you at tho outset.

SEND NO MONEY
The publishers will send the complete Cinema Courso to you for three

days' FREE EXAMINATION. Don't send any money, morely write a
postcard, and the whole Courso will be sent, post-paid, at once. Read it

through, and if you are not completely satisfied, return it within three

days and you OWE NOTHING. Should you decido to keep it, then send
only 30s. IN FULL PAYMENT. This wonderful Course will put you on
the Royal Road to become a successful Screen Artist. Writo at once to:

—

Cinema Section (Dept. 25), THE STANDARD
ART BOOK CO.,LTD., 2,Bramham Gardens ,S.W.5.
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HAVE

NICE CURLS

BEFORE AFTER.

Every lady ran have a beautiful head of
CTUtLY and WAVY hair. There is no need
to have sleek, lank, unattractive hair. One
bottle of VET It OS will keep the hair in lovely
curls for months, also invaluable for making
the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Send for a bottle to-day, and make
yourself the admiration of all your friend i.

You will be delighted with the results.
Trice 2/6 per bottle, or three bottles for 5/6,
post paid, direct from the makers, CHAPMAN,
LTD. (Dept.130), 15, Red Lion Sq., London, W.C.t

f/jWEEKLY
Lftuys. a-

with massive Oak-Cas \22-incb.
richly coloured Horn. unbreak-
able silent Swiss Motor,
11-in. nickelled Turntable,
and extra loud Insulated
Sound Box, etc. Gigantic
stock of Cabinet (Iraino-
phones, Portable Hornless,
a-id exquisitely designed Table
Grands ready for immediate de.
livery direct Jrom fac?o>y al

pounds under shop prices
SentON APl'EOVAL with tili times and
H00 needles PACKED FRRK. CAJtBIAGE
PAID. Complete satisfaction 011 money
refunded. Write for monster Uargain
Lists TO-DAY
MEAD COMPANY, Dept. 10 C
BALSALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

CINEMA ASPIRANTS
<AI.I. AOES1

I Receive expert tuition. Students are included in

our own 4JKODUCTIOKS, when proUcieut.

Write or call for particulars.

A1 CINEMA COLLEGE & STUDIO,
m.RenBeld St.QLASSOW. EVERYTHISG Uf TO fl.t IE.

YOU §S EYEBROWLIN
and Long

lashes if you use . .

Why not follow the lead of Society Beauties and use
ibis marvellous preparation ? It docs not stain, is

[erfectly harmless, and is recommended by leaders of
fashion. A lew applications will enable you to produce
lliat dark, fascinating appearance admired in women.

-• Send at once to Manageress,
: Send IS. P.O. to-day

j JEAN BINET & CO.
. »nd receive a supply

j (D t „
• under plain cover. •

' . „ .,,.„„_
: 34, Slrand, London, W.C. 2.

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

FILMING BOYS" STORIES
Let me give space this week to a letter from a

juvenile correspondent named " Donald," who
touches upon a subject which, though it may be of
more particular interest to my younger readers, may
not have lost its attractiveness for some of the older
ones as well.

" I hope you won't mind my writing to you as one
of your fifteen-year-old readers, but I have often
wondered why some of the line and exciting stories
for boys dealing with adventures are not shown on
the films. Many of the plays now exhibited are taken
from books which have been written for grown-up
people. But what about the youngsters and the tales
they so much enjoy reading ? It seems a pity that, no
producer thinks of adapting plays from them, especially
as many of them contain plenty of exciting incidents
which would make good pictures."

Although " Donald's " spelling may be slightly at
fault, his argument is good enough to be deserving of
consideration. He represents a class of picture theatre
patrons who comprise no small proportion of those
who look to the films for their daily entertainment.
And his desire will touch a responsive chord in the
hearts of thousands of other boys who have a liking
for tales containing a spice of adventure and daring.

Unfortunately, the younger generation has not been
catered for sufficiently in the matter of film plays,

and yet there appears to be no sound reason why this

need be the case. In the realm of boys' stories there
is an abundance of material which could be picturised
with results that would interest not merely the young,
but which would awaken in the minds of many
maturer people pleasant memories of the escapades
and adventures of the fictitious heroes they accom-
panied in imagination in the days of their youth.

Incidentally, I might mention that so far as British
production is concerned, a beginning has already been
made in the filming of boys' stories, and the first series

will deal with the exploits of those three well-known
characters, " Jack, Sam, and Pete."

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address :

The Editor, "The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

A. E. B. (Birmingham) writes, with reference to Ihe.

editorial on " Pictures in the Train "
: "A cinema car

has been produced in America in wlu'ch railway
passengers may beguile the weariness of a long journey
by wai;ching the ' movies.' Each car is n long one,
holding about seventy passengers, and the extra fee
for the cinema show amounts to about 4s. per IdU
miles of journey made." Another reader wondi rs
how long it will be before English railway companies
show themselves enterprising enough to have " train
cinema shows."

(i. W. (Poole).—Lottie Pickford is still on the films,

and I shall not forget her. She is not seen in many
pictures, because she is not quite so famous as " the
world's sweetheart." Pleased to know the latter
sent you a lovely photograph of herself. June
Caprice is twenty, and has blonde hair and blue eyes.

L. D. (Dalston).—True Boardman died of pneumonia
in 1918 in California. I believe he was married. His
last play was " The Doctor and the Woman." in
which he acted with Mildred Harris. You may have
an opportunity of seeing this film.

B. R. (Walthamstow).—You arc forgiven, of course.
Yon say, however, that you sent a hint to me about
three or four months ago, but received no reply.
Was that the letter you referred to as not having been
acknowledged ? If so, it explains the mystery.
" Hints " are not acknowledged, B. R„ except, in one
way only, and that is by the " winning " hint being
printed as you have seen. Yes. then' is a likeness
between the two artistes you mention. No news at the
moment, of Violet Hopsou's movements.

A". T. (Aldershot).—There is only one, and his name
is Jack Warren Kerrigan. He had not married when
last I heard. Thomas Holding is married.
"Mabel" (Devon port).—Yes, Madge Kennedy is

married She was born in California, and has golden
brown hair

J. G. (Seaham Harbour).—Maurice Costello is With
Vitagraph again, so you will have a chance of seeing
Dim yet.

" Old Trans."—If you think it safe enough to send
vonr autograph album all that way, I shall be pleased
to forward it on

; but, of course. I cannot hold myself
responsible for its safety once it has left my hands.
You can let me have it securely packed with the neces-
sary postage and bearing the addressee's name. The
rest will be added.

K. B. (Watford). —The week seems so long to you
now because there is only one Monday in it. And"*
from what, so many readers tell me the I*. S. seems
to be encouraging the habit ot early rising on a
Monday morning in order to get to the paper shop in
time. No, there Is no cinema guide printed at present
such as you Inquire about.

II. .1. (Worthing).—TOIU Mix was horn in ( iklohama
and is ii : irrl: :l t:; \ii:n: lord;, \i.,cl I am. was

born in Calcutta, India, thirty years ago. He has a
dark complexion, dark hair dark brown eves, is
<< ft I in. in height. He was educated in this country,
ami in Germany. Alia N'azlmova is a real Russian,
and was born in Vialta. Crimea.

E. A. (London, \V.) Tl,<- artiste von nun" has
not disclosed the required particulars about Bersell
I note the art plates are helping you to form a nice
art gallery. Will remember vimr requests.
"ARCHIE" (Itye).—,Do I know vour town it all jf

Rather. Hope to visit, it again some day.) June
bJvtdge has had a stag" career. Tw-nt\.-U \.-ars
ago she was born in St. Paul. Minn., V.H. \ . phd was
educated at Pennsylvania Colleg'-. Her Inur anil
eyes are both brown, and her height is 5lU 0 in.
Peggy Hvland was horn near Worcester, so thJt there
is no doubt about her being English. She was
educated in Belgium, and played in numerous Stage
productions in tlu< coimtrj .

" Hei,e\ " (Stamford Hill). Though you are onjy
twelve, Helen, don't let that deter you from waiting
Pearl White a nice letter ii >ou want to. You wish
that, she and Antonio Moreno had really married
each other. Perhaps their own wishes an- different.

P. M. (Manchester).—Seventy questions with only
twenty-four hours in a day. p ut of which I must
sleep, and hundreds ot other letters imploring my
attention ! Too much. P. M.. far too much. Send
them in instalments next time, and here's three to
console yourself with. Wanda Hawley is twenty-two,
and Seattle, Washington, is her birthplace. She llae

blond hair and blue eyes, and simply loves music.
Gloria Swanson was born in Chicago, and measure.
."> ft. .'J in. William Desmond is an Irishman, ami
Dublin is the place where he made his very lir.sl

appearance.
E. M. F. (Oxford).— Billic Burke is still on tin

films, and at the moment, is in America. .She may-
be, but I cannot tell you for certain.

" K.HEM *' (Croydon).—Herewith a few detail*
about Sessue Hayakawa. Bom June Id. 18S'.>. in

Tokyo. Japan. Has black' hair and eyes, and i-

5 ft. 7}in. in height. His wile is Tsuru Aoki. He
was educated for the Japanese navy, but took to the
stage instead, where he spent six years. He studied

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.
A notice should be exhibited in a promi-

nent place, stating that the right arm
of the seat is for the occupant's use.
There has often been unpleasantness
over this question, as some people
want to rest their arms on the left

arm, or sometimes want both. Where
the chairs are in blocks and do not
possess two arms, such an instruction

is necessary to remind thou v tless

people.—2/6 awarded to Edwa - riolt,

89, Somers Road, High street,

Walthamstow, E. 17.
^

English in America, and on his second tvisit to that,
country, he commenced bis screen career, and the
following are some of Ins recent films :

" The Honour
of His House," "The WJrite Man's Law." The
Bravest Way," and " The City of Dim Paces."

" PrcK " (E. Moseley).—Wallace Reid took the
leading pact, in " Believe inc. Xantippe." The
other one. 1 haven't particulars of at the moment.
Yes, Walton-on-Thames is the address. [ -hould
imagine it would be a nice walk if you can do it.

D. E. M. (Bristol).—I have spared time, yon see,

to answer your letter. The Lee Kiddies are Americans.
E. W. (Poulton)—Yes my imitation to write to

me is open to all who care to do so. so you are wel-
come. Hoped you liked " The Heart of Ewa
Green.*'
M. H. (Wc.sthoughton).—The "S" in William s.

Hart's name stands for Shakespeare. He was born
on December 6, 1870. No news of his parents.
W. M. (Littlehampton) — Vs promised in my li tter,

"Bondage" and "The Bridal Chair" are two
coming film:' in win: li you will be able to see your
favourite. C. M. Hallanl.

M. S. (Cardiff).—Am very grateful indeed for the
kind sentiments expressed in your letter. I an
pleased to know the PICTURE Show is the family
favourite.

I. E. D. (Plymouth).—For the sake of brevity,
" Hints to Managers " should he sent on postcards.
Yes. Mary Miles Minter has a sister, Margaret Shelby,
who is two years her senior. Would 1 a,k < hrKs'ie

White and Alma Taylor to act in plays of tin- " Man
Miles Minter and Mary I'ickford type ? " Why.
don't you like the two British stars as they are !

No. you haven't reduced me to a state of exhaustion.
I Still have plenty of energy left, thank you.

" Peter " (Bayswater). You appear to.have quite
a goodly number of photos in your picture gallery.

Of Jack Pickford. I notice. .\ 011 have the most. Yes.

Tsuru Aoki played in " The Bravest Way." About
the children, 1 don't know. Olga Petrova is married
to Dr. John Stewart. Sessue Hayakawa was born <>u

June 10th, 1880 ; and Wallace Reid 00 April 1Mb.
181)2. The others have been given before.

(More Answers on Back Page).
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Our A'cttf patterns and
lllUStr tfeti Catalogue are

r :uly, and will ho sent
Fnf, on receipt of pest-

card stating requirements.
It will interest, and pay
you to see tlie Coal, Cape,
Costume and Bloust

Fabrics offered.

High Quality
Reasonable Prices.

" Montrosa

'

Coat
Tlie Ideal Garment for

Autumn and Winter wear
Ta:lor limit.

Made in the ASKi:H:<.
Blanket Tweed

7Z post
paid

Oilier qualities ffoffl 68/-.
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cloths.Serges,Che v ots. Fancy
Dress, Good Blottse Fabrics.

PATTERNS FREE.

Write to~

Hartley&Co.,
The Yorkshire Warehouse.

21A, STANNINGLEY ROAD.
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" Ivanhoe "

Cape
The latest fashion for

style and comfort. Made
to order in

SuperWool Cloth
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(up to 41 ins. long.)
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fabrics sco page 4 in
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Autumn Days
^/^HEN the wind brings the leaves from

the trees, and the sun's rays lose

their power to warm the air, it is more than
ever necessary to give proper thought and
attention to the care of the skin, because
unless it is cared for now, its power of

resistance will be lessened when the hard
weather of Winter com?s.

Oa'ine Cream will effectively prevent
the skin suffering from the change of season.

It tones up the skin, and keeps it soft and velvety, an J prevei ts

it becoming rough and chapped. It also removes engrained d rt

from th' pores, which soap and water cafinot reach.

All Chemisrs sell Oatine Cream, 1,6 and 3/-. Akvaysask fcr

Oatine^0 TOILET
PREPARATION S

In addition, to Oitline Crerun, the follow in? Oatine Totlet Preparations make
mi irresistible appeal to all ii'ho appreciate first-class quality and %ood

Oatine Snow, 1/5 Oatine Shampoo Powders, 5d. each.

Oatine Tooth Paste, 1/5 Oatine S:au, 4d„ 101. and I 4 a ta'/e!.

Oatine Face Powder, I fi Oatine Shaving Stick & Shavi v< Cream, 1,5

The OATINE CO., Borough, London, S.E.!.

wmm
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a
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Alone I do it

!

PersiT) Powder washes on a new,

marvellous and rapid principle and is

the most wonderful clothes washer yet known.

JPersiT) washes clothes by boiling and rinsing only.

PersiQ works entirely without rubbing and bleaches without injuring.

Boil and rinse only—not a rub.

(TemP) washes everything: heavy Linen, Calico,

Lace, Muslins and Curtains: splendid for Flannels

and Woollens (*** Special Instructions).

OUAHAMTEE:~-ParsIf Is made by Joseph Crosfield A Some,
Lid., (by appointment to H.M. the King) famous Soapmakera
for over too years.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

(Continuedfrom page 22.)

3. A. (Leyton).—Am clad to hear you won the
first prize at the \\ althamstow Palace for your
impersonation of Violet Hopson, and I note with
pleasure the help you obtained from the expressions
I have printed of her.

K. (). (Hastings).—George Alan l.arkin is married
to Ollie Kirkby. Gregory Scott, the Broadwest
player, was born in Bedford, and Ls not married. He
is 5 ft. 11 in. in height, and has brown hair. • Vernon
Steel was born in Santiago, Chili, and has brown hair
and hazel eyes. He is 6 ft. tall. He received 1 * i

—

education in this country. - -

B. M. H. P. (Higham's Park), ft would coat you
quite a lot to run a film-producing company, e ven
an amateur one. Write to one of the cinema trade
papers, and you will probably be able to obtain the
particulars you desire.

E. G. (Manchester). No, Marguerite Clark is not

in this country at present, though not a few American
stars are anxious to come erver. She is, as you say,

"an artiste to her finger-tips."

N. f. (Cheltenham). Quite right. N. 1., Elliott

Dexter is the husband of Marie Doro. Elsie Ferguson
is married to Thomas B. Clarice ; : and of tin- Tal-

inadges, only Norma, so far, has taken to herself a
husband, who is Joseph Schenck. The English
artiste you name is silent as to whether she is married.
Who is Charlie Chaplin's wife ? Why, don't you
know? Mildred Harris, of course.

"Strawberries and Cjikam." Though out of

season now, your nom de plume brings back memories
that make my mouth water. Mabel Normand is

twenty-five, and Charles Ray is twenty-eight. He
is married to a non-professional. V'es, Elsie Ferguson
is American, and was born in New York City. Aims
Taylor does not say how old she is, or, rather, how
young.

D. H. (Yarmouth). Yes, Kfollie King was in " The
Mystery of the Double Dross."

J. P. (Coatbridge). There an still more art plates

to come, J. P., so keep a watchful eye on this paper and
do not miss them. Little Madge Evans made her
bow to the world on July 1st, Hill!). Will get news of

the other artiste in time, a* she hits only just started
her career.

C. S. (Macclesfield). Glady-. Cooper is married to

Herbert Buekmaster. Other particulars are lacking.
You can write to her through this office.

W. R. (Westminster). Sorry I cannot settle your
argument, W. R., as f must bar questions concerning
the religious beliefs of artistes.

F. L. H. (West Norwood). Some young lady and
you have had argument at work, and you thought
you would ask me. As it happens, however, two of

the artistes you name have not disclosed the particu-
lars you want. They are James Knight and Gregory
Scott. The former was born in Canterbury and the
latter in Bedford, but I must leave you both to guess
their ages. Both of them are bachelors. Creighton
llalc was born in Cork in 1S!'2. and is married to a
non-professional. William Russell, who was born on
April 12th, 1880. in New- York City, is married to
Charlotte Burton.

F. H. P. ( Livcrsedgc). Seena Owen is the-lady to
whom -George Walsh is married. I cannot say
whether any of Jack Mulhall's pictures will be
i xhibited in your town. Perhaps the manager of

your local cinema could answer this question for you.
Yes, " The Devil's Stone." featuring Geraldine Karrar
and Wallace Kcid, has been released.

" Pat'" Parley). Have noted yoar request for

more aboil Milton Sills. Herewith a few particulars

about Clara Kimball Young. Born in 1891 in Chicago.
Illinois. Began her. stage career at the age ofYiiree,

and started her .screen career w it h Vitagraph. Has
totired India and Japan. " The Easiest Way,"
Reason Why," " House of Glass," and " Cheating

cheaters," are only some of her films. A coming one
is " David Garriek," in which she Ls supported by
James Young, whom she married.

E. T. (East KelourrtfB.C.). Tes. fi. A. Anderson
is on the films again. Glad to hear that your people
in this country send you out The Picture Show
regularly.

K. A. (Bradford). I have not heard who her
husband is, if she is married. Several artistes who
are married (that is, the ladies, of course) do not like
the fact to b made known.

A. B. (Wolverhampton). Carol Holloway is single.

It was William Duncan who appeared with her in
" Vengeance and the Woman."

D. W. (Norton). So you are another lucky one
who has received a lovely photo from Mary Pickford >.

Eugene O'Brien is thirty-five.
" Drums " (Earl's Court). I answer everybody as

soon as I can, " Dobbs," and I am sorry if you have

had to wait. ' It was Marjorie Daw who played in
" Say Young Fellow " with Douglas Fairbanks.

N." L. (Windsor).' Yes, Jack Holt has two children,

one of whom is a boy, and the other a girl. I couldn't
tell you their names. "Buster" Keaton was still

in his teens when he started his stage career, and
since then he has grown to 5 ft. 6 ins. in height. He
has black hair and brown eyes. He spent "• His
Wedding Night " with " Fatty at Coney Island "

as " A Country Hero." But only in films, of course.

R. B. (Kennington). Nine favourites, and al'

Of them " winners." But who told yon that June
Caprice had retired ? She is still acting for the films,

and was born as Betty Lawson on November li)th,

ln'.Hi. She has blonde hair and blue eyes. Her height
is 5 ft. 2 in. Gladys BrockweH, who is just four

inches taller, has dark brown hair and eyes. She
.went on the stage a- a child. Particulars of the other
seven have already appeared, and no doubt you have
iea. I them ere this. I see you sign yourself " Yours
to a cinder." .This is, indeed, the season for cinders.

. L. M. B. (Bulawayo). Twelve and a half years

away from " bonnie Scotland " is a long time indeed.
William Duncan and David Powell are your country-
men. You can use Khodesian stamps just as well.

M. S. (Newcastle-on-Tyne).— I am glad to hear
you are going to have your Picture Shows bound,
and though you cannot afford a morocco binding,
as you say, they will be just as good in any other kind.

A'oil s;iy you have seen in " several issues " that
" Mabel Normand is married to Roseoe Arbuckle."
Not in the Picture Show, M". S., and if you can prove
it by letting me know the issues and pages, I will

send you a nice large biscuit by return of "post.

Also, doesn't it follow that the news in the issue for

September l:ith is later than that which appeared
in the number previous ? I note you are an ardent
admirer of Mary Pickford.

G. P. (Bournemouth). Yes. you can write to the
company yon mention through the office of this

paper, and ask them for the photo you require.

Irene Castle is twenty-six. She was Mrs. Vernon
Castle previously, but now she is Mrs. Robert
Treman.

C. C. (Broekley). Charles Bryant is an English-
man, and is thirty-two years of age. He has had a
long stage career, and is the husband of that talented
artiste, Ella Nazimova. Hobart van Zandt Bosworth
was born in Marietta. Ohio, in 1807. In addition to
those you mention. Jack Holt has played in " A
Desert Wooing," "Green Eyes," " The Marriage
Ring," and " Love Me."

" Merry and Brioht " (Kidder). I hope you
live up to your nom de plume. No doubt you do.

I note you have hung our art plates all round your
room, with the one of Douglas Fairbanks over your
head. His smile ought to cheer you first thing in the
morning ; and if. as you say, you are following his

advice to laugh at everything, you must be putting
on flesh if what the oldj»rovcrb says is really true.

What was the last pictilgrin which you saw Kenneth
Harlan act ? Here ate three of his films: "The
Flame of the A'ukon," " The Lash of Power," and
" The Price of a Good Time."

R. N. (Wimbledon Park). Well, you have asked
no questions this time, and I am sorry I cannot now
remember your previous letter. Anyway, you will

write again, won't you ?
" Eveline " "(Hotherhithe). Don't you believe

it. Mary Pickford's curls are her own right enough.
There seems to be a suspicion of jealousy in some of

these rumours, yet it is marvellous what currency
they obtain.

" Schoolgirl " (Manchester). Douglas Fair-

banks is thirty-six. and Pearl White is six years
younger. Now add a baker's dozen to Doug.'s age,

i<nd from the. total deduct that of Pearl White, and
you will get the age of Kathleen Clifford. There's a
simple sum for you.

V. H. (Dudley). No, Alma Taylor is not married.
You say you wrote " last week," V. H.. but did not
see your answer. No, because the next issue is already

,
printed.

. "Ursula" (Forest

H i 1 1 ) . V e r y likely
Wallace Reid might send
you and your two cousins

a signed photograph of

himself if you wrote and
asked him. As he . is

abroad, however, remem-
ber to add the .name of

your county and country
to vour address.

,C. H. H. (Wedncsbury).
-

' Pray calm yourself,

C. H. H., and if you read
more carefully you will

see that the winner of

the " Hint to Managers " in the issue for September
20th does not belong to the staff of tjus paper—who,
are not allowed to compete—but to the staff of the
Junior United Sorvi.cc Club. Many readers often send
in the same " hints," which shows, that great mind-
think alike. -The .one first opened wins.

• " RbHK " (Hnnley). I believe it was. William
Farnum reached his forty-third birthday on July 6th
of this year. Grace Cunard was born in Parts in
1894. •

-

E. L. (Rotherham). There are, indeed, many,
beautiful women and plenty of handsome men on
the films. Sorry 1 have mislaid the name. Yes,
Thomas Holding is married, also Olga Pctrova,
whose husband is Dr. John Stewart.

D. B. (Barnes). I will publish the particulars as
soon as I get them. Pauline Frederick's eyes are blue.

It is not uncommon, however, for a difference of
opinion to exist as regards the colour of a person's
eyes, and what may look blue to one may seem blue-
grey to another, or hazel to a third.

L. W. (Southport). Maurice Costello is acting
again, so let him live and kill the rumour instead.

Q. B. (Portishead). The " Mable Norman " I

take your spelling as correct who is " about the
age of fifteen or sixteen," and acts in your town,
is not the same Mabel Normand of the films. The
latter is twenty-five, and is in America. Your letter

was just the right length.
" Stewart " (Canterbury). I cannot remember

your first letter, but since you say you omitted to .

give your full name, that probably accounts for the
fact" of it not being answered. Dorothy Gish is not
marri'd. You may be able to see Pearl White in

her five reelers next year. Haven't you seen " Daddy
Long-Lees " yet ? Write to Mary Pickford, by all

means. No, your description of me is not quite

accurate, but you can try again. There's no
entrance fee.

L. F. (Twickenham). If you think there is likely

to be an opening, you could try. Pearl White was
born in 1899.

F. C. (Hastings). Who is Creighton Hale's wife ?

Well, I cannot say at present, though 1 know she is a
non-professional. You say he deserves a good wife.

1 am sure he does, and no doubt he's got one.

C. T. W. (Derby). True, the actors and actresses

in the film profession will not " live for ever," as you
put, but none of them have so far shown any desire

to die quickly in order to make room for the many
who are wanting to get in. Any film company will

tell you that for any single opening they may have
there arc always hundreds of applicants. Obviously

thev all cannot bp taken on, and though it may be

cruel at times to disappoint, yet no good can 1*' done
to anyone by giving hope to those who admit they

haven't the- necessary qualifications or merely

think thev have for success on the screen. The
latter ma\ not have been the reasoil, of course.

why the company von wrote to did not reply. But
if they received your letter, enclosing a stamped
addressed envelope, they certainly should have

answered one way or another.

M. B. (Wimbledon). So Frank Powell, who
discovered Creighton Hale, is your mother's cousin.

Jf vou like to send me your letter to him. 1 will for-

ward it in the usual way. The little stars in filmland

will not be forgotten in future issues. No, your

request is quite a .modest one, as you only want

photos of three artistes.

Mr. Gerald Ames appearing in the centre page this

week is published by kind permission of the Hepw orth

Film Co. , % ,
(More Answers Next Week).

CANADIAN READERS.
Are vou aware this publication can be obtained for

i>3.20 to vour address for one year? Orders should

be given to anv news-dealer in your district or to

Canadian Agents, "THE IMPERIAL NEWS Co.

Ltd, 254, LAGAUCHETIERE STREET, WES!'
MONTREAL.

FN answer to the many inquiries we have received from our readers as to how
' they can send letters to Cinema actors and actresses, " The Picture Show "

will forward all such letters, but it must be distinctly understood that we cannot
guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many of these Stars
travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the tetters
reach them. All letters are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter receive J
to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot enter into any correspondence on
this matter. How to send your letter : Write the name of the Star on the en-
velope and enclose it with a loose I id. stamp to the Editor," The Picture
Show," The Fleetway House, farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4. (Be sore to
enclose your full address, includi/ifi County and Country, if a reply is required.)

Billiards at Home

16/3
brings to your Home Riley's

Miniature Billiard Table. Tho
remainder you pay in 14
monthly payments of 16/3.

Billiard Tables give a
DOWN

RILEY'S Miniatuie
perfect game, so truly are they proportioned.

Prie s from £7. The m at popul ir siz • is

6 ft. 4in. by 3 ft. 4 in. at £11 10s.. and can b

had for cash or 15 monthly piym tits of 16 3.

Other sizes prir s in proportion. Seven Days'

Free Trial. Every Table guaranteed p rf ct.

Riley'B " Com-
bine'' Billiard A
Dining Table.—a

I
Billiard and Willing

Table comliincd. Well
made. Oak or Mahogany.
Uuatanti-rd from £28
IOs. Cash or in IS or

JO monthly naym Ms.
BOtjft Ulniatut' Billiard TMe
vhon-n ratting on Orjirvrnr T-rbte.FREE.—our detailed-Illustrated Catalogue of sm ill

or llill-aiied Billiard TaWr-B will \*> wnt on re>itu»t.

E. J. RILEY. LTD.. Screen WorKs. ACCRINGTON
London Shou-toomi : it! Aldengale Stmt, E.C.

Printed and published -very MnudA.) by tit* Proprietors, Tut; Am u.i;am vrm> Pkkss, Liuitkh, The fleetway House. 1 arringdon Street, London, E C. 4. Advertiscnvnt
i Hie es, The f leetway lfooac, Karringrton Street., London. I. e. I. Registered for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription Kates : Inland, 15s. 2d. per

annum j Single copies. :spl, ; Abroad (except Smith A trie-, and Au-t ralasia I, 13s. per annum ; Single copies, 3d. -. Sole Agents for South Africa, THE CENTKAI, N KWS
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MYRON SELZNICK.

"JUST ME."
Pearl White's Own Life Story Begins

Next Week.

PEARL WHITE'S own life story, which
we have been privileged to publish in next
week's issue of The Picture Show, is the

most amazing story ever penned, and proves once
again that truth is stronger than fiction. For
Pearl has " some " story to tell. She has not
pained the high pinnacle of fame without
terrible privations and struggles.

Never before has she given out any authentic
data concerning her early life, because, she says :

" Poor fool that I have been ! I was ashamed of
my humble origin and my poverty-stricken youth.
I would like my audience to think me a petted child

of the aristocracy, with a brilliant line of ancestors."
If you like real life stories told with invincible

honesty and contagious gaiety, don't rniss the
opening chapters of " Just Me.''

—

—

"Peeping Stars."

I
HAVE just seen the most interesting com-
petition that is also to begin in next week's
The Pictube Show. It is called " Peeping

Stars,"' so you will at once guess that it is a
competition in which you have to name the
'"Stars." I am sure you will just delight to

do this, and as there is £100 to be given in

prizes to the lucky readers who can identify
these well-known stars of the screen, there will

be a big incentive to name them correctly.

More Art Plates Coming.

THE many nice letters sent to the Editor
praising our Art Plates, he tells me, has
decided him to continue these free gifts.

That is why you have received the charming pic-
ture of Constance Talmadge in this issue. As
you know, Constance is the sister of beautiful
Norma Talmadge, and I hear an Art Plate of
her (companion to this one of Constance) will

be given with every copy of " Woman's Weekly "

next week.
There are to be more and more of these Art

riates coming, so be sure to order your paper
regularly so that you do not miss any of this
unique series.

— —
All About Myron Selznick.

TO be one of the prominent figures in the
motion picture industry, and head of a
million-dollar corporation controlling

several of tho screen's biggest stars, is in itself
remarkable, but all tho more so if one has arrived
at this position at tho age of 21. Yet this is

the case of Myron Selznick—photo above—who
is president and production tnunager of tho
Selznick Pictures Corporation.
There are many actors and actresses who

have arrived at high positions while still young

CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS

in years, but Mr. Selznick is the one and only
example of youth achieving pre-eminence in the

producing field. This was accomplished only
after he had served his apprenticeship at many
occupations in the film business and finally

fought his way to the top.

The Selznick Company is one of the foremost
producers in the business, and controls tho

destinies of such stars as Olive Thomas, Eugene
O'Brien, Elsie Janis, Elaine Hammerstein, and
Owen Moore. Mr. Selznick is. I hear, building
the largest studio in the world in Long Island,

near New York City, which will mean an invest-

ment of over $2,000,000.

M-

Baby Comes before Job.

JACKIE SAUNDERS, the girl who has been
called the " Maude Adams of the Screen.''

is returning to filmland after an absence of

over a year.

*Her long retirement was caused by the arrival

of baby Jacqueline—seen below—and, as

a mother, the former Mutual star appears
younger, fairer and more charming than ever
before. Her long retirement was entirely in the
interest of her daughter, as she desired to give
the baby every possible care on the journey
to her. first milestone, even at the sacrifice

of her art and material advantage.
" There's always a job," said Miss Saunders to

an importunate manager, " but there isn't al-

ways a baby, and I'm going to enjoy the sweet-

ness of my little daughter's babyhood while I

may. They grow all too rapidly as it is, and I

grudge every minute I spend apart from her.

Miss Saunders, while planning to play emo-
tional roles upon her return to the screen, de-

clares that she is good for hoyden parts for

several years yet, and that her baby has inspired

her to play them better than ever before. Miss
Saunders returns to the screen in " Muggsy," a
Triangle release. —y*—
Clare's Pet Dog.

I
HEAR that Clare Dubrey is eagerly awaiting
the next annual dog show of Southern
California.

She confidently expects to win a blue ribbon
with her canine pet " Beans."

Heans. by the way, is a blood relation of
Charles Ray's dog Whiskers.—+*—
A Good Report.

THERE is good news of Miss Lois Wilson,
who is mending rapidly after her recent
operation for appendicitis, and will soon,

he able to rejoin the Paramount forces at the
La^ky Studio3.

It is said that the production work on which
she was scheduled was held up at heavy cost of
the Company to await her return.—*

—

Louise's Fur Coat.

I HEAR to-day that Louise Glaum is one of the
proudest girls in filmland. To be sure, her
bank account is very much slimmer, but tho

reason for her joy is that she has just bought
three wonderful fur coats, valued at £3,000.
One coat is a very smart seal, w ith three separate
flounces. Another is moleskin, the main body of
the coat in Russian effect, with bandsof moleskin
dropping from the neck to the belt line. The
other is an ermine coat for evening wear.

I hear that Miss Glaum immediately took
out an insurance for her fur treasures, and is now
anxiously awaiting the coming of real cold
weather.

—>

—

Her Favourite Father.

WHEN" G eorge Nicholls appeared in the
Goldwyn studio the other day. he was
greeted by Mabel Normand, who cried :

" Why 1 if it isn't my favourite father !

"

You. can imagine how this amused the other
members of the company.

It seems that George Nicholls plays Mabel
N'ormand's father in her new picture, which i-

now being filmed. You will also see him as her
father in " When Doctors Disagree," and in
Mickey." —

—

Jack Johnson on the Screen;

THE latest aspirant for film honours is Jack
Johnson, the one-time champion heavy-
weight;', who has appeared in a photo play

entitled "Strength."
The film was made in Spain.

—v+

—

" Let Them Drown."

WHEN" we see the film

entitled " Long
Ears," we shall see

many pretty scenes taken
round Richmond and along
the banks of the Thames.

This film has just been
taken by the Major Film
Company. Pretty Miss Irene
Drew, who takes part in tin-

film, tells me that in one
scene she had to dive into

the river in full bathing kit.

to the rescue of one of the
company who was evidently
about to feed the fishes of

the muddy Thames.
" As I reached the un-

fortunate person," she c ried,
'" the plot required me to

get into difficulties, so I

began to cry for help. At
this moment an electric

launch dashed up, and the

occupants began to haul
us on board, to the great

disgust of tho producer,
lie shouted at them :

*" Let them drown, you
idiots ! You are spoiling

t lie picture !

"

—

—

" The Kirchner Girl oi

the Screen,"

PEGGY PATERS ON.
who has been called

the Kirchner Girl >'i

tho Screen, has been
engaged by the London Film
Company to take chief partJACKIE SAUNDERS and her babv JACQUELINE.
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in a forthcoming production, " The House of
i ho Marsh.''

This dainty little- film player, who has just
completed the loading role in the screen version
of "Her UennjV although only 19 yea.'S of
age, has already created a big reputation in tho
film world. You will remember her clover
work in Harma comedies, and she was ono of
the lucky artistes included in the Windsor
stock company, which only a few months since
went to Italy for the purpose of obtaining local
colour 1'nr the sereen versions of " When Jt Was
Dark.'' " Fettered,'.' and "The .Splendid Folly."

Why She Likes The Snow.
FRITZI BRUNETTE says she always- looks

forward to the winter and a picture made
in the snow.

A daughter of a State which knows no snow,
she loves a cold climate, and, as we know, Fritzi
looks particularly attractive in toque and furs.

—+-*

—

Mary Miles Minter Likes No. 13.

MARY MILES MINTER was once asked
why tho number 13 was over her dress-
ing-room door, and if she were not

superstitious.

For reply Miss Minter gazed thoughtfully at
the door.
"The studio manager offered to take that

down when I cartfe, but I rather like it—it is

different and, besides, what use would it be to
take down that little number 13. Why, thero
are 13 members in my company, 13 characters
in the play, and the number of the company is

13. What do you think of that ? " she said
triumphantly, and then added :

" Also, I arrived
here on the 13 express, my luggage number was
13, I had state room 13 part of the way out.
and there were 13 people at dinner the first
night I came. Am I afraid of that little num-
ber ? I should say not ! Why, it is my lucky
number."
And, judging by the salary that Miss Minter

is now commanding, I should say it was !—

—

Reads Like a Story-book.

WHEN you see Pauline Frederick in the
picturisation of Sir Arthur Tinero's
play—take note of Floreneo Deshon.

Sho has had the kind of life one reads about in
Ouida novels. It began by her having a-s;ipsy
for a mother. Her father was an Englishman
and a musician. With such parentage, Miss
Deshon, in spite of the fact that sho was born
in Washington, had a fine start in life. The
first day she wore long clothes and put up her
h^ir. she went to New York to geu on " on her
own. ' Her first job was in an advertising
agency. Perhaps being half a gipsy makes it

hard for one to work in a business office. Bo
that as it may, Miss Deshon was soon dismissed.
She had not much money, and sho had not any
friends, ami she had not any idea what to do.
As she was walking down the street, a sudden
impulse made her go up to a girl whom she saw,
anil ask her wKal shertgmld do. Perhaps having
a gipsy for a mother and a musician for a father
makes one always act on impulse. In any case,
it worked out all right for Florence Deshon ; for
the giil -aid, " Why don't you goon the stage ?

"

— —

.

She Succeeded at Last.

THE only trouble was that Miss Deshon
- didn't know any stage to go on. Having a
musician for a father, hor mind turned to

opera. So she went to see Hammerstein and
sang for him. He laughed. Everybody around
the place laughed. However, she got a place in
the chorus. Her first appearance on the legiti-

mate stage was in " Juffrey," by William. J.
Locke.

Laurence Trimble saw her in a play in
London and was BO impressed with her beauty
that when he and Rex Beach were casting
"The Auction Block" ho demurred when
Beach told him ho hail found a girl for the play.
Then -he came in—and, of course, it wa« Floreneo
Deshon. She has been in a number of cinematic
productions since then, and is now overjojed
at being a permainint member of the Goldwyn
force.".

Fay Filmer.

Mr. HARGRAVES MANSELL, the veteran
actor, who appears in "Her Cross," "Footprints

in the Snow " and " The Broken Doll,"

—

The Al'-Brt mh l'lioto-p'nys.

Miss EDITH STORY,
who makes a welcome
return to the screen in

Robertson - Cole pro-
ductions, after her re-

tirement for a year of

unheralded war-work.

ETHEL DOUGLAS,
who played lead in the
All-Uri i'li Drum <*, en-
titled "Ye Banks and
Braes," "The Auto-
crat," and "Father

O'Flynn."

Mr. DENNIS TRENT, the young Scottish actor
now playing wiih Mr. Matheson Lang in "The
Purple Mask," who is shortly leaving the stage

for the films.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Angela.

A Canny Message !

PAULINE FREDERICK was tho recipient
of an original message a few days ago.
Frank Lloyd, who directed her in

* Letty," immediately left for the North-West
on completing tho picture to produce tho
Rex Beach story, " Tho Silver Horde." Finding
himself in the salmon canning district, he
wrote a few words on a card, had it sealed up
in an empty salmon tin, and dispatched to
Miss Frederick. At first she was afraid to
open it. Sho opined that it might be a bomb,
and that you never knew. But her present
director gallantly volunteered to open it.

demanding to know who on earth would ever
be likely to send her such a thing. With a sigh
of relief, Miss Frederick read tho message
on the innocent contents :

" Best luck to your next production." *

— —

-

Pauline Frederick's Fear.
PAULINE FREDERICK owns to a horror

of getting fat. Sho says she got such
a shock at her Junoesque proportions

on viewing one of her pictures, that she
started immediately on a drastic course of
reduction and lost 18 pounds in just as many
days. Pauline, however, says '" Never again,"

-"for the diet left her a nervous wreck. She
thinks it is better policy to keep on terms day
by day with the bedroom scales.—

—

Priscilla's Rise.
PRISCILLA DEAN accounts for her rise

to stardom by tho theory that sho
developed a new personality on the day

that she started a new way of doing her hair.—>

—

Ethel's Latest Pet.

ETHEL CLAYTON has just invested in a
parrot. Half-a-dozen of these loquacious
birds were used in her last production :

but when sho had made her choice, her director
told her that the parrot's markings proved
that it had already attained tho venerable
age of fifty-six.

" Gracious ! but I can't have an aged invalid
on my hands," Miss Clayton gasped. Then, tear-
fully :

" And I did so want this particular one !
"

Don't worry," Mr. Vignola reassured her.
" I'm told they all live past a hundred."

" Well," said Miss Clayton brightly, " as
I'm not making my purchase for posterity,
and Polly will outlive me, anyway, I guess
I'll tako her."

A Wonderful Record.
CALIFORNIA TRUMAN. who recently

worked in a scene of Chaplin's new
picture, is undoubtedly a unique person-

ality in the film world. She was the first white
girl to bo born in California in 1849. This
wonderful old lady started her picture Career
four years ago, and tells me she adores it."

—

Her Swan Frock.

THEDA BARA has designed a wonderful
gown for her part in " La Belle Russe."
It is made of swans' feathers, stitched

by hand to tho Gorsage, whilst swans' wings
Hare out on both sides of the skirt.

-—»»— "

Wanted a Job. -

THE following letter soliciting a job was
recently received at the Metro Studio,
and even made Nazimova smile. I

merely give its choicest bits
" I E. O. do hereby apply as a man for

small parts with your company I am know
Ammituro. I have three years experience
such as ticket agent, blackface and Irish.

I can guarantee good satisfaction oil through,
and would mention that I can make up for

Commie black face and am an allround athletic.

. Had bad luck with the last company. We
burnt out. I lost five costumes. Only own
1 black wig and 1 Swede outfit which I had not
with the company. Had I taken them along
t hoy might bo gone. I assure you we get know
fallout. 1 also say I can get for you one young
emotion woman who will work cheap for you
and would say she is a moral girl and banjo
player at that, and she can sing Commie. I

remain yours in Honesty, Indistry and sobriety."

Elsie Codd.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

Dear delightful LILLIAN GISH, as a little country maiden in BLANCHE SWEET going "on location," dressed in the costume of i860 for her
" True Heart Susan." Lillian is one of our representative artistes, part in "Crecy," was unable to fit herself in the motor-car, owing to the size of the

and has no equal in her particular type ot character part. crinoline, in spite of the assistance rendered by gallant onlookers.

Director GEORGE L. COX, in a pensive mood, sitting next to MARGARITA FISHER. The A delightful portrait of PAULINE FREDERICK in

company are resting while the mechanics adjust the studio lights, and Margarita is enter- her new motor-car with her producer, FRANK LLOYD,
taining them with an impromptu recital.

MABtL NUKMAND doesn t find a cowboy s rig altogether An interesting pnotograpn snowing tne cast in ine eyes 01 xoum. jw««"'k.

comfortable. The photograph shows her being dressed VINCENT SERRANO, SAM SOTHERN, EDWARD LOWE, GARETH HUGHES,
for her part in her new Goldwyn production by a cowboy RUDOLF VALANTINO. Seated, ALBERT PARKER, PAULINE STARKE, CLARA

who is not over gentle. KIMBALL YOUNG. WILLIAM CARTLEIGH, MILTON SILLS, and HARRY GARSON.
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OUR FASCINATING SERIAL OF AN UGLY DUCKLING THAT BECAME A CINEMA STAR.

Do\iH
READ THIS FIRST.

BETHIA MAUVELL, a very pretty girl, receives

an invitation from some smart friend* to pay
a visit to them at the Towers. Bethia's sister

" Harry," is a girl of quite a different disposition.

Although she cannot be described as pretty, she lias

a certain attractiveness. Her voung man, George,

thinks the world of her, and loves her for what she is.

He is a; good fellow, and does not approve of her

sister's craving for gaiety. Harry is surprised

to receive a telegram from her sister telling her to
" eome at once," and bring £5ff. Her loyalty to her

sister makes her decide to start at once, although she

has not been able to obtain the money she needs ;

and she makes an excuse to George, as she knows
lie woidd object to her going. By her bravery she

-aves a little girl's lit'
1

. Later-; she finds out that the

girl is the daughter of the producer of a motion
picture company which is in the district, and out of

gratitude she is offered a position in the company.
Harry is introduced to Delia Fawley, of the Towers,

and when Delia learns that she is engaged to George
Kattersby, the famous swimmer, she decides to

invite him bv some means or other to the house,

although Harry naturally does not wish this. Later

on Harry keeps her appointment with the cinema
producer, and Harry is delighted when she

receives £50 to pay for her wardrobe and other

expenses. She hands the money over to Bethia to

pay her gambling debts. Harry then decides to leave

the Towers. .Meanwhile, George arrives at the

bouse in response to a wire sent by Delia, in Harry's

name. He makes a short stay, and when he returns

home is puzzled to hear of a mysterious appointment
which takes his sweetheart some miles out of town
each day. He tackles Harry on the subject, but she

keeps her secret.

Later on George discovers Harry at a dancing club

jot up by Delia, and he is very upset to notice her

apparent change in manner.
He resolves to discover the secret of his sweet-

heart's movements, and in company with Delia,

who is pretending to assist him, he tracks her to
Waterloo Station, and boards the same train as

Harry. When the train arrives at a station, Ted
Lambert, the actor, plans a little scheme which
assists Harry to escape from her pursuers.

(You can now read on.)

The Frame-Up.

THE ear dashed up to the bungalow whero
Ted Lambert, with Mrs. Hollows, hastily

summoned to assist in the plot, at his side,

was waiting with a disarmingly pleasant ex-

pression on his ingenuous faco.
" That's the man !

" said Delia excitedly.

George sprang out, feeling, it must be con-

fessed, rather foolish. Ho advanced furiously,

and found himself, while he still fumed for strong

enough words, being shaken hands with by .the

man who, had last .-mashed his hat over his eyes.
•' Bravo ! You couldn't have done that

better. It was a fine jrtfece of acting all through !

Should make a big success of the piece."
" What d'you moan ? How—how dare

you '! " George glared. " Whero is she—Miss

Marvell—tho lady who was travelling with you ?

I insist on knowing ! I have a right to know !

"

" Hipping ! But I wouldn't overdo it till the

c amera gets working. It's rather fatiguing

i -n't it 1 Ah, here he comes ! Now then for

Scene Two 1

"

Two young men with a tripod camera now
appeared, and foeussed it on the group around
the car.

" Now don't forget to struggle ! Here's

where I chuck you in the car. We shall have
to gag you, you know. Dan, you look after tho

lady."
Ted beckoned to Dan, who left tho driving seat

v ith alacrity, and in response to ft signal, pro-

ceeded to enfold Miss Fawley, who was still

jilting behind, in tho folds of a largo silk dust-

wrap. Ted hurled himself suddenly upon the

astonished George, and pinioned his arms
behind him before ho coidd do more than print

the shape of his knuckles on tho aggressor's

chin.
" I won't hurt you. Say, you don't have to

put up quite such a realistic fight for it ! l'vo

go( a revolverf
sec ! Thought that would quiet

you." Ho grinned joyously at Dan, who had
niado Miss Fawley into a seated statue, awaiting
unveiling, and frozen speechless with horror.
" Now, Dan, chuck l^m in ! Gently does it !

"

Full of rage and astonishment, poor Georgo
found himself blindfolded and gagged, and seated
with a plump in the car, which started off again
at a good pace. Ho still struggled. He was
not going to give in without putting up a good
light for it. From the windows of the bungalow,
tho occupants had a fine view of the departing
motor, Dan grinning merrily from behind tho

steering wheel, and Ted waving his hat, and
sitting heavily on tho heaving form of the un-
willing passenger.

It was too much for Harry's feelings, who was
ensconced behind a curtain out of sight. She
dashed out, only in time to see the car vanishing

in a cloud of dust.

UAHUY MARVbLL
' Oh, stop him, stop him ! He's sitting on

George! Sitting on him ! And he promised not
to hurt him ! He said it would be all right.

Oh, whatever shall I do 1
"

" Do nothing," said Mrs. Hellow9 comfortably.
" Ted's going to make it all right somehow.
I'm sure I don't know how, but he generally

manages to get out of his scrapes in the end.

I think the best thing for you to do is to go right

back to Balham, since you don't want the man
to see you here."

" And I'll take you in the side car," said Mr.

Hellows. " Take a few days' rest, and I'll

send for you when we're ready to start on the

Southampton street scene."

Harry shook her head.
" George w'll never forgive me now. He's

bound to find it out. Oh, I think Mr. Lambert
must be mad. He is making it worse and worso.

Yes, I'd like to go home, please. I shall never

act again."
" Not act ! My dear girl, you'vo nothing to

do but go on looking as you do right now, and
you're made. You look right through like a

girl whoso heart is broken."
" But it's no laughing matter. That's how I

feel," responded Harry tragically. " It's all

my own fault—and you've been kindno ; s

itself. But—oh, tho cinema ha? spoiled all my
life. Please do take me home, Mr. Hellows."

So Mr. Hellows took her home—right home to

Balham.
And George Battersby sped out into the

country with rage in his heart, and a long silk

muffler, that had appeared already in a number
of the Hellows plays, tied tightly over his nose

and mouth.
Delia Fawley was less closed muffled, but sho

sat quite as still. The mention cf the revolver

had turned her to stone !

" He's gone mighty quiet," said Ted suddenly.

He had taken his weight off his captive, but
ibis time the struggle was not renewed.

" Sulky 1 Or faint 1
" said Dan, looking over

his shoulder.
Ted tore off t he muffler. A whit", unconscious

face fell back against his shoulder.
" Quick ! The brandy ! He's fainted or some,

tiling. What the dickens is wrong with him ?

He looks ghastly."
".I'll drive home. That* will be tho quickest

way for a doctor," decided Dan putting the cat-

about.
Ted was feeling far from happy. His brain

had been very busy planning how he was to carry

on the mad programme of impromptu acting

on which he had embarked. He had gone on
from one situation to another, trusting to his

own ready wit to see him safe through.

And now his victim had fainted-cm his hands

—

or something worse.
" I've seen chaps look like that after a gas

attack." he said.

Georgo was unconscious. That is, he was
conscious only of a desperate struggle for breath,

of a suffocating feeling in his lungs ; an over-

powering sense of weakness and helplessness.

The spirits that Ted forced between his teeth

partially revived him, but a sick pain was all

t hat he knew until he slipped into unconscious-

ness again in a bed in the cinema settlement.

The indignant Delia was released from her

windings to assist to restore him. But she was
helpless, and declared that she was quite at a
loss to' account for her companion's strango

appearance
" And now I insist on an explanation !

"
demanded Delia. " Why have you dared to

treat me—and Mr. Battersby—in this way ?
"

' Battersby ? " exclaimed Ted. He was
feeling heartily ashamed of his prank, but there

seemed nothing for it but to go on with it.

" Don't you mean BrowTi ? That's Arthur
Brown; tho new Hellows' star."

" You must be mad !
" wailed Delia.

" Well, 1 dare say I am," said Ted. " But if

that isn't Arthur Brown, then I've made another

of my idiotic mistakes. Lord ! What an ass I

am ! You're sure he isn't Brown ?
"

" He is George Battersby—the celebrated

Battersby—the athlete, and all that. We were

trying to find a—lady—whom he is interested

ip—but I can't go into that here. The doctor

at last !

"

The doctor took possession of the patient,

with Mrs! Hellows, and Ted took Delia aside

and poured the rest of his impromptu story

into her fortunately credulous ear.

It was not a likely story, but it went down.

He had arranged to meet a new cinema actor

at the station, who was to be accompanied by a

strikingly beautiful lady. Seeing the two
strangers, and upon George seizing the bag,

which was all part of the plot, Ted believed

that all was as arranged for the rehearsal, and

went on with the play, which included some

rather rough handling.
" And to think you weren't acting all that,"

said Ted. " Why, you were splendid, both of

you. Your expression of surprise ! But surely

you bne,w we were the Hellows company !

"

" A cinema company ! How extraordinary !

(Continued on page 8.)
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Round the British Cinema Studios with a Camera.

mm
EDWARD O'NEIL, a fine actor, who
plays in the British production of

" Darby and Joan."

STELLA MUIR, one of Britain's picture girls. The photograph
shows her in the cage at Blackpool Tower, with the chimpanzee

which appears with her in "The Lass o' the Looms."

IRENE DREW, a dark beauty in

British pictureland, who is winning
much popularity.

A wrestling match in "The Man Who Forgot, " a Harma production, featuring
JAMES KNIGHT and BERNARD DUDLEY. This is the first wrestling match

to be screened in a photo-play.

BETTY HALL, appearing in

Grenville Taylor's "Lass o' the

Looms."

MARJORIE VILLIS going out
fishing. A scene [from Harma's.

"The Man Who Forgot."

&4 ma

TOM REYNOLDS in the All-British MAURICE ELVEY with some of the cast including MARIE BLANCHE,
Granger-Samuelson picture, "A CECIL HUMPHREYS, and NORMAN PAGE, enjoying a rest after the

Member of Tattersall's." filming of the famous " Elusive Pimpernel,"

Charming ISOBEL ELSOM, helping in

the great race for British film supremacy,
in " A Member of Tattersall's."
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HER DOUBLE LIFE (C
ZTeti

rom

exclaimed Delia. She was quite pleasurably
excited. Ted Lambert was so frankly distressed

to have made such a mistake And really lie

was particularly nice looking.
Delia was singularly susceptible to good-

looking men a few years younger than herself.

And Ted was making himself desperately agree-

able in order to conciliate her. She was prone
to flattery, a point which he hastened to avail

himself of ; and she cfliite agreed to his sug-
gestion that sho would be herself an ornament
to the cinema stage.

" Have you never tried ? " asked Ted. " Such
a number of society girls try their hand at it

—

men, too. We have an earl's son in our company
—and ho only gets walking-on parts, either.

But you'd be a big success."
" No I've never tried. But I've often been

asked," replied the lofty Delia. " I suppose
there's lots of money in it ?

"

" For those who succeed," answered Ted,
critically.

The doctor and Mrs. Hollows now joined (hem,
and they learned that poor George had had a
seizure, caused by the effects of poison-gas two
years ago, brought on by the suffocating sen-

sation of the gag which Ted had applied so
heartily.

"You cinema people are too crazy for any-
thing. It's a little short of criminal to play
such mad pranks. And the patient demands
an explanation, young man," ho added. " I

must have him kept perfectly quiet for several
days. There is tho gravest danger in these
cases of a blood vessel being broken. You may
see him, and give him your explanation ; but he
must talk very little, and there must be no
arguing."

Ted. quite crestfallen, went to George's
bedside. He was already easier, though still

breathing with difficulty. Ted felt vastly
ashamed of himself, and particularly to go on
lying to a sick man. But there was no way out,

without giving poor Harry away to the man she
loved.
So he went through tho whole story again.
George passed his hand across his forehead.
" Do you mean to say—you meant all that

rough handling for cinema acting ? That you
took me for this Brown—a cinema actor ?

"

Sure I did. Now can you blame me 1
"

cried Ted eagerly. " I was told to come on this

train, and start my scene right away with a
chap I hadn't met. There you were, tall and
distinguished-looking, an athlete, and a" first-

class bruiser—and we had to put lots of vim
into the scene. You certainly put some punch
into it, old man ! If I gave you another gas-

attack, you succeeded in making my old con-
cussion ring again. My head's fit to split yet

!

"

Ted looked so genuinely contrite that Georgo
felt his anger evaporate. He even found him-
self smiling ruefully.

" Well, it was an absurd situation," he said.
" An unlucky coincidence- for me, but after
your explanation "

He laughed with difficulty as -the comical
6ide of the situation forced itself upon him.
It would bo a good tale to tell at his club.

" So you thoughts was makiDg a good show
as a cinema actor ?

"
' You were fine," urged Ted earnestly.

' Why, you're cut out for it. Tho accident
has given us a first-rate film, I do believe. And
your boxing, . too !

" Ted tenderly felt his

bruised and scarred forehead.
" Er, were you out there too ? " Thore was

.sympathy in George's tone.
Lambert bhowed the scrap of ribbon on his

waistcoat. George woro none ; in his circle it

was not considered tho thing to wear the badge
that his country had wished him to have.

" The boss likes to see us with the ribbon
up," said Ted apologetically. " I know a lot of
fellows think it infra dig., but after all, it's tho
King's wish. And some folks think that
cinema actors aro tho scum of creation. That
fchows we aro some good, doesn't it 1 Nearly
all our crowd are ex-Servico men—or their
widows and sisters. And tho screen is a boon
and blessing for providing us with a job, I can
tell you. Of course, you're not wanting a job ;

I expect you aro tho big noise in somo Govern-
ment department or other. But, really, it is a
pity you'ro not Arthur Brown. You'ro such a
port, and you'ro taking my idiotic mistake in

fcuch a sporting way."

Ted was acting desperately, yet it was not all

acting by any means. He was really very sorry
to havo hurt Battersby.
Had it not been for Harry, her evident dis-

tress and desperate appeal, Ted would havo
cast aside his " frame-up " and made a clean
breast of it. George Battersby was taking it

all in so nicely.
" And he's such a decent chap," reflected

Ted ruefully " I might have known he'd havo
to bo a rattling good sort to take her fancy."
Ted found that not at all a pleasing reflection.

His first mad impulse had been to show up
Harry's lover as a smug and a laughing-stockj
and to persuade her to transfer her affections
to his much mora dashing self. Yes, there was
no doubt poor Ted Lambert was hopelessly in
love with Harry Marvell.

Battersby was taking it all in so nicely. He
saw the humorous side of it—the personable,
nice-mannered young fellow appealed to him
strongly. He had taken a fancy to tho boy.
And Ted had called him a " sport." Well,
George had always been a " sport " in his heart.
But somehow he had got out of tho sporting
way of looking at life lately, since his illness,

and since the war had made him see the serious
side of things.

Then, since George ought not to talk much,
Ted began to tell him anecdotes about the life

of the settlement, and about tho working of
cinema production, and about the kindness he
and other disabled soldiers had received at the
hands of tho genial producer, Hellows.

" The worst~of it is," said the artful Ted,
" when the boss gets wind of this, I shall cer-
tainly be fired ; and that will be the end of my
cinema career."

George looked sorry.
" All for a mistake. That would be pretty

unfair !

"

Oh, I don't know. A man ought not to
make mistakes. Any way, I deserve all that's
coming to me !

"

" Look here," said George, " I don't like the
idea of that. Let's keep it dark : I'll not
breathe a word !

"

" But he's bound to find out," objected Ted.
He felt like an angler who has got an unexpected
bite.

" Not at all. You can say—say I'm a friend
of yours who turned up at the station and
offered to take the part, as the other chap
hadn't come. How'll that do ? " George
grinned encouragingly.

" I say, you are a sport I

"

" There seems plenty of scope for sport in
your line of business. George said wistfully.
" My stuffy business round seems to drive it

clean out of a man. I'd dearly like to try my
hand at this—what do you call it ?—cinema
acting.' You must let me see those films I took
part in."

Ted thought guiltily of tho uncharged camera
that had been rushed into the service. Those
films must certainly be reported as failures.

George closed his eyes, and Ted left him to
sleep.

" Poor old bird !
" he confided to his fellow

conspirators. " He's forgiven me already, and
is quite keen on the show. Didn't I say I'd
get him converted I

"

LITTLE Madge Evans is one of the most
charming and gifted of child screen
artistes. .

Madge was born in 1909, and she made her
stage entry at a very early age, and by careful
training and study has advanced herself to the
position where she is now regarded as the best
child actress in pictures.

An Intelligent Little Player.

THE photo-plays in which she appears are
always full of clean, wholesome comedy,
and they are also most interesting from

tho standpoint of the remarkable insight into
stage technique and the extraordinary intelli-

gence displayed by this child in her acting.

, A year or two ago Madge Evans appeared in a
London production, and sho has also made a
tour of tho provinces. When sho returned to
New York, she won fresh laurels in the part of
Mimsey, in the production of " l'oter lb-
bctson," with John Barrymore.

(V
I tell you, Ted," said a candid friend,

' you're making a prize ass of yourself. What
about Miss Marvell 1 You may get the girl into
deep water. He's bound to find out in the end ;

and meantime. Miss Marvell can't como back to
the settlement till this chap's out of the way."

.
' But he'll never think of looking here for hci

again."
" And then there's tho other lady—Miss

Fawley. Do you know she has fallen in love
with the cinema life, and has insisted upon being
allowed to walk on in a play next week ? Fact.
The boss had to agree to it. She's gone home
to fetch her clothes and her maid. Fact. She's
got a maid, and pots of money, and wants to be
a cinema actress. Think I'd better make up
to her."

" No good," laughed another. " It's Teddy
Lambert that the new star has eyes for."

" Oh, cut it out !
" growled Ted, in deep

disgust.
Delia had a short interview with George

before she departed. She was not too gracious
with him. She felt on the whole that ho had
blundered stupidly. And why need ho havo
had this queer illness ? She disliked a crock
intensely. Also George might havo com-
promised her.- Supposing the cinema people
had turned out loss nice 1 How awkward it

might have been.

Delia was charmed with everything she ha<I

seen. She thought the Hellows' family delight-

ful, patronised tho girls whom sho met, and
thought them a singularly commonplace-
looking Lot compared to herself. And the men
—those light-hearted, clean-limbed, athletic

young men—Delia adored them. And one was
an earl's son ! Sho had not yet found out
which. Certainly they were moro attractive

just now than George, gasping for breath in a
spurious gas-attack which Delia shortly diag-

nosed as ' rotten nerves."
" Well, I've had enough of this fool's errand,"

said Delia. " I'm off before I get myself talked
about !

"

" I'm awfully sorry," George said thickly.
" You acted very foolishly," reproved Delia.

" You had no reason for suspecting that nice

Mr. Lambert at all. And I've made inquiries

to satisfy you. Nobody here has never so much
as heard Harry Marvell's name. The suitcase

you were so sure about was not hers at all. I

opened it when nobody was looking."
" H'm ! I didn't think she was here when I

found out what the place was," responded George.
" The idea of Harry at a cinema place ! Pretty
absurd, isn't it 1 However, I'm awfully sorry

you've been so much upset through my stupidity.

I can see now I was quite wrong to take your
advice at all. I shall ask Harry to tell me the

whole truth !

"

" And I hope you'll get it," said Delia in-

cisively ' Well, good-bye ! We shall have to

do without you at ' The Nightjars ' this week !

"

Secretly, as she made her way home, she was
thinking what a charming acquisition to "The
Nightjars " gatherings would be that versatile

and attractive new acquaintance, Ted Lambert.
George was already beginning to be set down in

her opinion as " rather stuffy " by comparison.

(Another Fascinating Instalment of this Serial
Next Monday.)

Has Played in Many Pictures.

THIS delightful little lady has appeared in

a great many photo-play productions,
including " Zaza," with Pauline Fre-

derick, " The Seven Sisters,"
li The Beloved

Adventuress." " The Burglar," " True Blue,"
" The Web of Desire, " Gates of Gladness," and
" Neighbours." Madge Evan3' latest picture is

called " Home Wanted," and in this she plays
tho part of a young orphan starving for a
" beautiful mother " and a home.

This film was especially written by a well-

known authoress for the art of this young screen
player.

The work of Madge Evans is chiefly notice-

able for its utter lack of affectation in gesture,

and her film portrayals aro masterpieces of
naturalness, intelligence, and charm.

Little Madge Evans has undoubtedly a groat
screen future before her, and sho has already
hosts of admirers amongst picture-goers.

MADGE EVANS Masterpieces of Naturalness and Charm.
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Character as Told by the Face.
ripHE face is the best index to character. Most o! us pride ourselves on bein? able to tell character iu this

y way. In this series of readings of well-known stars, given by a famous expert, readers will be able
to realise their own or their friends' characteristics, by comparing the definitions given on those they

resemble in feature. Thus many will resemble, say, Pearl White in some way or another, and by reading
carefully what the expert has to say about this particular feature, they will gain an insight to their own
character.

No. 3.—HENRY EDWARDS, li^fSTSSSiri^
ONE notices at first sight tho eyes in this

highly moral lace : tho upper liil showing
affection, steadfastness, lover of all that

tends to elevate and beautify tho home, and
chivalrous towards tho fair sex, with truthful-

ness, steadfastness of purpose, honesty, and
scientific intelligence.

These types of people have a strong sense of
duty, love of home and the home life ; they are
devoted to their wives, making good providers,
are unselfish, fond cf children and all dumb
animals.

What the Eye Tells. ,

THE uplifting expression in the full eye, tho
modelling in the upper lid showing sym-
pathy, sensitiveness, calmness, and con-

sequently gentleness, accompanied with good
moral courage.
The forehead, with its dip in tho centre,

showing great artistic ability. Tho length of
i he nose, with its fine nostrils, indicative of a
well-balanced mind, and contempt for cliques

or all underhand schemes, oblivious of public
opinion.

The Eyebrows.
CONCENTRATION and continuity of

i bought are shown by the thick eyebrows,
denoting good health; and richness of

feeling. The hair growing well off tho forehead,
•showing the attributes—viz., inspiration,

prudence, benevolence, large ideality; venera-
tion, and moderation, also spirituality. A
dreamer, subtle, diplomatic, conscientious.

Note t he quiet controlling power with tho
eye. Though highly nervous people themselves,
they have the greatest control over excitable
and nervous people. The width of tho face,

denoting good moral courage, endurance capable
of enormous powers of resistance. A man who
has himself well in hand.

Reading character instinctively, they seem
to "' see through " people too easily to be really

happy. In character they are usually remark-
able for their independence of thought ana
action, Almost worshipping clever, intellectual

people, and are deep thinkers in all matters
i hat interest them. ' -

The Mouth.
FIRMNESS and determination are shown by

1 ho - mouth tucked in at the corners.
Capable of immense feats of prowess, the

spiri'j of conquest strong. Admirer of the
fair sex, in the dimple in the chin, and the
beautifully modelled chin. Scorning to possess
a large variety cf knowledge, they are so
very sensitive and lacking in self-confidence
that they find the greatest difficulty in

carrying out their plans, and making people
believe in their projects. For this reason they
appear to shrink from coming before the public,

and have to stand aside and see others getting
the credit for what was really their place. They
are perhaps the most independent of all types
in choosing their careers. Because their father
may have happened to bo a clergyman will be
no reason for them to follow his example, or

HENRY EDWARDS.
(Photo : Lullie Claries.)

even hold the samo views on religion. They
rarely become politicians, because they cannot
bear to bend to any party, plans, or schemes.
A true friend, a generous enemy, this nature
would bo much loved for his justice and probity.

The ear is well placed, showing all lack of

criminality, the size of the ear denoting a more
analytical turn of mind than the average.

The length of tho upper lip denoting philan-

thropy, the length of the face indicative of

good sound judgment and common sense.

AN ELSIE JAMS PARTY. The Story of a Real Party which we shall

see on the Reel in a " REGULAR GIRL."
TT was some, party.

f And who do you think was the merriest
member in the party, also tho most

popular '? You ought to know, but in case you
don't

Well, it was Elsie Janis.

If you don't believe it, just ask any one of

:he fifty thousand or more who toek part in the
big party at Luna Park, Coney Island, a few
wi^ks ago last Friday.

Things began to move when Jimmie Young,
the.Selznick Pictures director, shouted all ready
just outside the mammoth entrance to Luna Park.
Then Elsie, and her crowd of soldiers who are

playing with her in the making of " A Regular
Girl," started to rush tho ticket sellers at the
gate. The battery of cinema cameras and sun-

light arcs were planted across the street.

But just at the same time the Coney Islanders,

thousands of them, who had learned by the
quickest news service in the world, the moulh-
' *j -mouth wireless, that Elsie was in their midst,

ELSIE JANIS and an American Soldier at Coney
Island.

decided that they, too, would be in that party.
Once they made up their mind to that, there

was no stopping them. Not that anyone
wanted to.

As luck would have it,,the camera-men were
perched on a platform at a point of vantage,
and tho longer they ground, the more expansive
became the grins on their faces. They sure
were getting more extras on to the film than ever
was crowded on a film before. Do jou wonder
at their good humour ?

Elsie Wins a Prize;

THE first stop was made at the throwing-
the-ring booth. • Elsie won an alarm-
clock. Y'ou couldn't have bought it for

a cold million.
" On to the picture-gallery, boys." came

from Elsie.

Oh, what a jam was there, then ! But Elsio
would have her photo made with tho boys, oj
Bourse, because she never had hsr picture taken
bcjnre ! What did she do 1 She smiled
sweetly, but the throngs were obdurate ; they,

would have thoir pictures taken also. So again
Elsie and her big party, said to be the biggest
ever entertained by one mere cinema star, wero
photographed.

On the Water Chute.

AND then came the grandest riot of the
riotous night—the water chutes. Of
course, it was tho chutes. Again the

big sunlight arcs were transferred to points of

vantage, and Elsio sailed down that glorious

water-way. She sailed down again and again,
each time with a new party of Coney Islanders,

and oach timo, of course, with her boys.
A better night under no circumstances could

have boen picked out for the party. The sky
was a deep blue-black, and the air clear and
fresh. Any number of unique long shots were
taken. The picture of Luna's entrance, they
say, will make a picture which will make all

- roendom sit up straight and watch" closely. Tho
central tower was also caught in its twinkling
glow.

(.'lose on to ono it was when Elsio and her
' 'oney friends bid oich other a fond if somewhat
sorrowful good -night.

But as Elsie remarked, " T'll be back again
soon, if not in person surely in "A llcgular Girl."

ELSIE
JANIS
in her first

Selznick
Photo-play.
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WALTER WEST-PRODUCER
The Man who Means to Make the British

Film Supreme.

TO-DAY Walter West stands supreme as the

foremosl producer of moving pictures in

this country. He has studied every phaso
of the.manufacture of photo-plays, leaving not a.

-tone unturned which might eventually raise

the standard of British film production.
. In rive \ears Walter West has accomplished

«i feat that is nothing short of marvellous. In
I !» 1 4 Broadwest films were practically unknown.
To-daj, despite the exigencies of war, tho

Broadwest trade mark blazons forth its message
of perfect pictures from the fronts of cinema
houses all over the world.

Tr> Walter West's credit stands the first,

motion picture version of a Shakespearean
pJSy—viz .

" The Merchant of Venice." which
was accorded a big reception wherever the film

was shown.
It is interesting to note that this well-known

producer does not devote his attentions entirely

to one type of production—but no matter to

wh&J line zf film this gs.uus directs his attentions
he makes a success of them all.

Sacrets of His Success.
Undoubtedly one of the secrets of his wonder-

f il achievements is that he keeps his linger on
the pulse of the public. He knows exactly

what they want—and gives it to them.
Highly emotional, comedy, and sensational

films have all issued from the Broadwest Studio,
and the guiding hand is that of Walter West.
No matter if lie be engaged on the personal
direction of a big film, he keeps his eye on every
foot of celluloid which passes through any of
the Broadwest cameras. And this is without
doubt another reason why he has succeeded—
he leaver nothing important to anyone else.

To meet him personally is to know that ho
r.ot only possesses the artistic temperamcnl

,

but a big brain and wonderful business ability

—

combined qualities which are seldom bestowed
on one man. One feels instinctively that he has
the wonderful power of " summing you up "

directly he sees you. His power of character
.

delineation has been carefully cultivated ; he
has' only to look an artiste over once and ho
knows exactly whether he be an artiste or not.

It is a fact admitted by artistes who have
worked for him that Walter West can get moro
out of thern than any other producer. Why '!

Be "isc he makes a psychological study of each
i ew small part or leading artiste who enters tho
Broadwest Studios. If there be acting ability

in anyone, I would back Walter West to bring
tho best out of them.
His tact in dealing with men and matters was

quickly recognised' when, as an officer in tho
R.A.F.. he came under the notice of Dr. Distin
Maddick, O.B.E., who appointed him technical
manager' for the manufacture of Air Ministry
films. Just as the armistice was signed, Walter
West was given sole charge of all propaganda
connected with this very important branch of

the service.

Almost Superhuman Energy.
For five years this now-famous Broadwest

director has devoted the whole of his attention
to the betterment of British films. One could
almost believe him superhuman, for his hustling
methods keep- him working at top speed, from
morning to night, embracing not only the manu-
f i' hiring but the business end of this cinemato-
graph producing company. And one's surprise

is U • reasfcd on watching him at work.
Speaking of the wonderful opportunities

which the British motion picture industry offered

the capitalist, he has very decided views.
" There is no risk attached to the cinemato-

graph industry now. provided tho money is

invented with the right people," Mr. West told

me. " Its success as a commercial enterprise is

assured, but British films will not attain the
position they should hold in the world's market
until we find the Stock Exchange quoting them.
Is it not better to invest capital in a homo
industry (which is invaluable as an export),
where one can see the developments, rather than
finance home mining company in a country far
distant from the homeland? Admitted that

1

. Hopmeiits overseas are all -important, but.

i is our duty as Britishers to support homo
industries, and to assure ourselves that in future
Britain will stand supreme in the commercial
wnrld"

Mr. WALTER WEST,
the master mind behind
so many great screen
successes. Mr. West's
thoughts and energies are
devoted to one issue—the
supremacy of Britain in

the film world.
Mr. WALTER WEST (on right of picture) talking to STEWART

ROME, his leading man.

Giving a few notes to Miss BILLIE BRISTOW. Reading over a scene to VIOLET HOPSON.

A big " crowd " scene at a racecourse which you will shortly see in the new film, "A Gentleman
Rider," the story of which you read in " The Picture Show.''
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A Complete, Beautiful and Delightful Love Story of a Girl Who Lived by the Sea.

Peg's Disappointment.

SO your granddaughter lias left school to come
and look after you. Dennis '!

"

Old Dennis McGuire. owner of one of the
swiftest sloops which .sailed from the little Irish

llshing village of Galilee, winked a merry bine eye at

the young man who sat with him outside the door of

his cottage.
" Look after me it is. Mr. Blair ; an' ifs too much

looking after I'm yetting. I'll he a spoilt ould man
before l'eg has finished making me comfortable. Yc
sec, 'twa> this way. Whin the two lads joined the

Navy, Peg would .stop no longer in the grand school

where I sent her to he educated like a lady, so she

left the taming to he housekeeper to her ould grand-

dad. An' it's a palace she's made of the ould cottage.

At first, mind yc. I was mortal worried at her leaving

the school, hut I couldn't he happy now without her

put ty face an' her sunny smile."
" Well, you are certainly looking all th<- better l"r

the attention," said the young man. " By the way,
have you had any more trouble about your nets ?

"

"I 'have that same." replied old Dennis, a frown
•rossing his pleasant face. " Almost every tunc I go

Dtft I fmc.1 someone has been using them, an' what is

Morse, more than often they're cut. It must he ;i

dirty spalpeen that would cut an ould man's nets."
" I'll keep an eye on things as far as I can." said

Hie young man. rising. "1 must go and do a little

work now."
" At the invention '; " asked Dennis.
" Yes. It is nearly finished now. I feel sure of

. success." . - " --

" An' then I suppose you will he leaving us, an'

not alone '! " said the old man, with a twinkle in his

eve.
" I must sell the invention before I can think of

marriage," replied the young man with a laugh.
*

I'll not forget about the nets. Good-bye 1

"

Frank Blair was a young engineer who had come
to Galilee to perfect a naval signal from which be
expected fame and fortune. He was certain he
would succeed in his invention, but he was not at all

SO sure that the lady old Dennis bad so slyly hinted
at would accept him.

Eileen Wharton was a very beautiful woman, but
her ambitions were high, and Frank had not yet had
the courage to propose to her, though many women
: - high in the social scale as Eileen Wharton would
not have deemed it presumption had Frank Blair

offered them marriage. The young inventor was a

line tvpc of British gentleman. Tall, good-looking,

with a healthy outlook which came from li\ing a

clean, open-air life, he would have appealed to most
women.
With a heavy sigh the young man entered bis.

cottage, and was soon busy on his beloved invention.

Frank Blair had not forgotten his promise to look
after old Dennis's nets, and the next day. when he
was cruising about in his motor-boat, lie sighted a

small rowing boat busily engaged on something
where McGuire's nets were stretched on piles. There
were two occupants, a boy and a man, and the man
was not old Dennis. Frank drove hi* boat along,

and succeeded in getting close to the rowing boat
without attracijug attention.

' Here, you rascals !
" he shouted. " Those are

Dennis Met) aire's nets I

"

The boy, a slim youth with a delicate face turned
at the shout.

"That's all right," he said. "I'm a McGuire -
Peg McGuire !

"

With a merry" laugh, the supposed poacher pulled
off a cap, and down tumbled a cascade of golden curls,

framing a lace which Frank thought the perfection
of girlish loveliness.

" I'm very sorry " began Frank, but the girl

c d him short with a merry laugh.
" Don't apologise," she said. " It's fine to think

granddad has got someone who is looking after his

int. rests. You're Mr. Blair, I suppose ? My grand-
father was speaking about you the other clay."

" Tell him I hope to have the pleasure of meeting
his ' grandson ' when 1 call at the cottage again."
said Frank, raising his cap and backing his boat
away. . ,

" Oh. I'm only a boy at sea. I'm a girl ashore,"
tied l'eg. making a speaking trumpet of two small

brown bands. Then, gathering hei cnrls and stalling

them under her cap, she went on mending the nets.

Peg's thoughts were so full of the handsome
-'r.mger a- she walked from the beach to the Cottage
thai she did not observe that she was being followed
by a swarthy young man, whose inflamed face
showed he had been drinking.

Breaking into a run, he caught up to the girl, who
turned swiftly.

" Oh, it's you. Blotch Anders !
" she said. " Yen

have been drinking again I see."
" Well, what of it ? " replied th.- young man in a

surly tone, his dark, vindictive' face flushing angrily.
Sure, nothing to me at all." retorted Peg. " All

I ask is that you don't speak to me, as 1 have told
you many times before."

" School has made you mighty particular," sneered
Blotch. " You weren't so superior to your friends

before 1

"

"I don't remember that we ever were friends,"
said the girl. " And if we had been, I should not wish
to keep up a friendship with a man. who was always
drinking."

" You'll pay for that—with a kis« !
" snarled

Blutch, rushing at Peg, who, with a swift movement,
broke from him and ran to the cottage. She reached
the door before, her pursuer could catch her, and shut
and bolted the door just, as he was lurching up the
steps.

" Th" beast !
" panted Peg. as she leaned against

the door. Then she laughed gaily. " I'm not afraid
of Blotch Anders." And then a thought came into
her mind. What would she have done if Frank
Blair had tried to kiss her ? "

I should have run
just the same,* she said stoutly. " But not Quite so
fast," whispered a voice within her. At which Peg
blushed.
The days passed pleasantly for Peg .McGuire.

She was happy in her new life, looking after her
grandfather and managing the cottage.

Almost every day Frank Blair would call, osten-
sibly to have a chat and smoke a pipe,with the old
man. but hi- could not conceal the fact from himself
that Peg's sunny smile and charming chatter made the
visits more enjoyable. Her natural enthusiasm and
unaffected ways were a contrast to the cold reserve

of Eileen Wharton, but Frank never thought of Peg
as a sweetheart. She was just a delightful girl with
the gilt of innocent comradeship.
One day when Peg was down on the beach she saw

Prank 1 I -or coming walking with a girl, who f ee: at

once decided was one of the fine ladies from the big

house. Something within her prompted Peg to hide
while they passed, for they had not seen her. She
ran to her boat, which was drawn up on the beach,
and crouched behind it. To her dismay, when they
came abreast of the boat, she hearel Frank Blair
suggest that the lady should rest awhile.

" We can sit against this boat," he said. " The
sand is perfectly dry."

Peg had a horror of eavesdroppers, and would
have given anything to have been able to fly away
from the spot, but before she could make up her minel

what to do the two had sat down at the other side of

the boat.
" Eileen," said Frank Blair, " I leave been waiting

to tell you something for a long time- something
you will guess. You know I love you "

Peg placeel her ringers to her ears. She did not
wish to hear any more, but. despite her precaution,
murmurs of the conversation came to her, and when
the two rose, she knew: that Eileen Wharton had con-
sented to become the wife of Frank Blair.

For a long time Peg remained crouching behind
the boat. Then she rose.

" It must be grand to be loved by a man like that,"

she whispered to herself as she walked slowly to the
cottage. The sun was setting, and it seemed to Peg
that tl.ie sunshine had also gone out of her life.

The Tragedy.

LATE that night old Dennis was sitting alone in

bis cottage. Peg, who had been strangely

silent all the evening, had gone to bed, and
the old fisherman was thinking of retiring when some-
thing prompted hirn to look out of the window. He-

drew back shaking his fist.
" There's that dirty spalpeen at my nets !

" he
cried. " I'll catch him to-night I

"

Hurriedly throwing on his oilskins, he was reaching
for the double-barrelled gun which rested on the wall.

When Peg came rushing down.
" What is it, granddad ? Why arc you dressed

for the sea ''. " she cried.
" Go to bed, acushla," replied Dennis. " That

scoundrel is at my nets, an' I mane to tache the thafe

a lesson !

"

" You can't go alone," cried the girl. " I'm coming
with you I

"

Despite the old man's protests, Peg gat on her
oilskins, and followed him to the beach. They
polled to the nets, and as the dip of their oars be-
traveel their presene-e-, the man at the nets turned.

'"It's you. Blutch Anders, ye black spalpeen I

"

shouted De-rmis. raising bis gun. " I'll tactic ye to

rob an ou!d man 1

"

With a savage cry, Anders sprang into the McGuire-.'

boat anel leapt upon the old man. Together the.

struggled, locked in a deadly embrace while the boal
swayed from side to side, threatening with every roll

to capsize. Peg stood in the bow, unable to aid her
grandfather. She gave a cry of horror re- Blutch
Anders struck old Dennis a heavy blow which dropped
blm senseless in the bottom of the boat.

Mail with anger, Peg picked up an oar and struck
Blutch Anders over the head, knocking him into tlx-

sea. With a moan of pain, the poacher disappeared
beneath the waves.
Peg dropped the oar, which slipped over the gun-

whale, of the boat, and bent over her grandfather
The old man was stretched out, his bead leaning over
the side of the boat. To all appearances he was
dead, but when Peg placed her haled ove r bis heart it

was still beating. But Peg realised that, though he:

was still alive, it was imperative that lie should be
got to shore at once.

She made her grandfather as comfortable as

possible, and then went to get the oars. To In t

horror. She remembered that the one she had struck
Blutch Anders with hail fallen over the: side.

Pclr tried her utmost to work the boat with one-

oar, but there was a stilt tide running, and after

working till she was exhausted, she- sat ehiwn on the

thwart with a sob of despair. She was farther away
from the shore than when she started. There was
no likelihood of help coming till the morning, and by
that time* they would be well out to sea, if the frail

craft weathered the waves that long.

And, shivering beside the senseless form of h'r

grandfather, Peg frie-d to shield him from the colel

with her frail body, while the boat slowly- drifted out,

to sea.

Peg never epiite knew what happened in the in-

terval, but she was aroused from the stupor which
had crept over her, despite her efforts to keep awake,
by a hail, which even her benumbed senses recognisc-'l

as the voice of Frank Blair. The young engineer

was in a motor-boat with some fishermen, and very
swiftly the rowing boat was secured to the motor-
boat and towed back to land. On the way Peg tolel

Frank—who had come into her boat to look after old
Dennis—what, had happened.

" Don't worry, Peg," said the young man. If

the scoundrel is drowned, it would only be what he
deserved. You did a right anel plucky thing in

protecting your grandfather. In the meantime, I

shoulel advise you to say nothing about the matter.

It is quite possible that Anders was not so seriously

injured; and got ashore. In that case he will most
probably have runaway for safety."

" How did you "come to our rescue ? " asked the

-girl. " I had given up hope."
" I found one of your oars on the beach, and

guessed something must have happened," replied

Frank, "so I roused. some fishermen anil got out.

my motor-boat. Thank Heaven I was in tin:'- to save
you and your grandfather !

"

Pejg had behaved like a heroine all through thai

long night, but when she saw the fishermen place

the still senseless form of her grandfather on the.

sands, she broke down and burst into a bitter fit of

weeping.
" He is all I have in the world," she sobbed, as she.

threw herself across the body of the old man. " Tie-

only one I have to live for."

Yery tenderly Frank drew her away.
" We must get him to the exittage- as soon as

possible," he said, " and find a doctor at once. Let
them carry him home, and bear up, for you will need
all vour courage."
And so they took poor old Dennis McGuire home
The doc-tor's verdict was that Dennis would live,

but that, he would be partially paralysed.
" Nursing anel good food is all that can be done

for him," he said to Frank, as the two left the cottage

The doctor was right. When old Dennis recovered
consciousness it was found that it was onlv with

great difficulty that he could move his limbs, and he-

was compelled to spend his days propped up in a
big chair, a helpless wreck of his former vigorous

manhood.
In the dark days that followed, Peg swiftly grew

into a woman by the sacrifice she. was called upon
to make. All the sweet womanly sympathy In her

nature was brought out. by the helplessness of the

sick man. Day and night she waited upon him.

anticipating his slightest wish, choc-ring him with

her sonny smile.
Frank Blair visited the cottage each day, bringing

some delicacy or tobacco lor old Dennis, and, a-s ha
watched the tender devotion of Peg, he, could rmr.

help contrasting it with the cold worldliness of

(Continued on page Id.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF STEWART ROME.

An interesting chat. He looks severe. I mean what I say. A questioning glance. In happy mood.

STEWART ROME.
And the Rising Tide of British Photo-Plays.

STEWART ROME, British screen actor, is making history, although
he probably does not realise this important fact at present.

In years to come, when learned volumes are written dealing

with the early days of the motion picture art, Stewart Rome's name
will be certain to figure prominently in its pages. —

This artiste stands for something more than just film acting. His
work is stamped by "' quality," and it represents far more than the mere
playing of a part.

A Splendid Actor.

STEWART ROME is winning a place for himself in the Hall of Fame,
and it will be found that when, in a short time, the supremacy of

British films is assured, this success will be due in no little measure
to the efforts of this splendid actor.

The day of the foreign machine-made film, with mechanical actors,

and mechanical stories, is nearly over.

The rapidly rising tide of British film art will soon be irresistible, and
the real and better art of the screen will at last come into its own.

For many years now Stewart has been working, and hoping for this

day. In common with a few other British artistes, he has struggled
manfully to overcome the setback and disappointment which has beset

the film industry in this country.

The Dark Days Have Gone.

BUT the dark days have gone for ever, and the future is one full of

brightness. Once more the indomitable British spirit has con-

quered.

Like many other converts from the stage, Stewart Rome prefers the
screen to the legitimate. He finds the free, open-air life which the cinema
artiste enjoys tar more preferable than the confined atmosphere of the
stage.

•And he considers that an artiste is greatly benefited by these condi-
tions, not only in his health, but in his work, for freedom of action has
its influence on thought, and consequently on the portrayal of the
various characters which one undertakes

A Desire For Adventure.

STEWART ROME'S desire for travel and adventure was what
first led him to take up acting as a profession.

His parents intended him to he an engineer but his high spirits

would not permit him to devote his time to the long studies necessary,
and when he should have been working and reading, his thoughts con-
tinually wandered in directions more exciting.

Stewart's first theatrical adventure was an engagement to play a
small part in a musical comedy called ' The Girl Behind the Counter,"
And, although he confesses that his salary was not stupendous, the work
appealed to him, and he decided to go on with the stage.

However, no success is obtained without hard work, and Stewart
quickly realised that if he was to progress, it would be necessary for him
to study very hard.

The fact that the work was congenial made a lot. of difference, lmw-
jver, and young Rome put in many hours hard work each day which he
begrudged to devote to engineering.

A Proud Day.

IT was a proud day in his earcei when he was offered the principal
part in " Lights Out !

" When the tour of this came to an end, ho
went abroad and travelled in many parts of the world, including

India, China, New Zealand, and Australia.

Stewart is very grateful for the experiences he gained while on this

trip, and considers 1 hem to have been of great value in his screen work.

Stewart Rome has just completed work in a new racing pi-iture called
'" The Gentleman Rider," for the Broadwest Company ; and other
forthcoming pictures you will see him in are "The Great Coup," and
' Snow in the Desert."

STEWART ROME. JJicaduCil-i
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PEG 0' THE SEA. (Continued from
page 14.1

Eileen Wharton. Their courtship had not been very

happv. Eileen bad only two ambitions—wealth
and position-rand Frank felt she was flipping from

him. Thev had not many ideas in common. Hi-

tiaucee had no faith in his invention, and had told

him so frankly, and the engineer realised with a

hitter pang that she had little swupathv with his

struggles to make it a BUCCCBS. As time went on. he

marvelled at Peg's endurance. To her duties of nurse

she had added those of skipper of the sloop, lor there

was no money to pay the extra hand rendered neces-

sary by old Dennis's illness.

One dav. when Frank was in the cottage, old

Dennis persuaded him to take Peg for a stroll.

" It's white she's getting looking after me." said

the old fisherman. " If yell till me pipe, I'll be aisy

till ye come back."

Peg demurred at first, hut she could see her grand-

father wanted her to go, and the prospect of a walk

along the beach did appeal to her.

As they walked along. Frank told her all about bis

invention, and in Peg he found a moat interested

listener.
" Would vou like to see it ? " he asked eagerly.

" My cottage is close by. It would not take many
minutes."

" I should love to," said Peg. " It must be

wonderful."

It was with no simulated interest that Peg lopped

at the marvellouslv complicated mechanism ol tin-

signal, while Frank explained the workings to lier,

and her enthusiasm gave the inventor a fresh impetus

to persevere.

i I shall work hard to-morrow," he said " You
have given me new faith that I shall succeed.

As he spoke, he caught sight of a letter lying on

his table, and begging Peg's permission, he opened it.

As he read it, -Frank* face turned pale. It was from

Kileen. and in curt sentences she informed him that

she had decided to break off the engagement. Her

reason was conveyed in one cruel line. " I have no

patience with you for spending all your time on an

invention that can never be successful."

With a muttered imprecation Frank picked up a

hammer, and advanced to the signal to smash it to

bits.
" You mustn't !

" cried Peg. seizing bis hand.

With woman's quick intuition she had grasped t he-

connection between the letter and the upraised

hammer. "Disappointment should be a spur to

greater effort. I feel sure that you will succeed.

Vou must work still harder, and I won't speak to

you till you have made the signal perfect.

'

" If anything could make me persevere, it would

be vour faith in that I shall succeed," said Frank,
" though vou have chosen a queer way of showing it.

But I will' give you my word that I will work on till

I do succeed."

As thev walked back to the cottage, Frank Blair

thanked liis stars that Peg had been present to prevent

him smashing his invention and making a ton! of

himself. He realised now what he had" only feared

to think before. Eileen Wharton bad never really

been in love with him, and in his heart of hearts he

knew that he had been slipping away from her just

as fast as she had been drifting from him. Their

marriage would have been foredoomed to failure.

His thoughts changed to the girl at his side. Despite

lior lowly station, she was a lady, and. what was more,

a true woman— tit mate for the best of men.

"It won't be long before you can speak to me
without, breaking your vow, Peggy," he said, as he

left her at the door of the cottage.

And Peggy gave him a charming smile, which
was speech enough for the young inventor.

Revenge.AFEW days Tater, Peggy was attending to her
grandfather when she heard footsteps coming
up the cottage steps. Something within her

told her it was Clutch Andcis, and she rustic J to bolt

the door, but before she could secure it properly it

was burst open, and Blutch Anders staggered in.

Ilis eyes were bloodshot, and there was an evil glare
iu them, and it was plain to sec he had been drinking
heavily.

" You thought yon hail killed me, eh ? " he said
thickly, daring at the girl with an expression of

mingled hatred and desire. " Well, I got ashore, and
i mean to make you pay for all now !

"

Peg tried to face him boldly, but her heart sank
within her as she realised that her puny strength
would not avail her against this mau, whose evil

nature was maddened by drink.

"Co away !
" she cried. " Have you not brought

enough suffering on US? See- what your villainy has
brought my poor grandfather to."

"Curse your grandfather! " shouted Anders. "T
mean to have my revenge on you for all the insults
you have given me."

t

He sprang at the girl and caught her in his arms.
As Peg Struggled to free herself, old l>enni< made
a mighty effort to throw off his paralysis, and suc-
ceeded in standing erect as the swaying figures of
the man and the girl came near him. With a savage
*liout Dennis got his hands on Anders's throat, but
bis strength ujo only momentary, and the rufliau

threw hira off. Once more he Caught hold of Peg.
but even as he did so the door was thrown open ami
Frank Bt&il dashed in. Seizing Blotch by the back
of the collar, he dragged him oil the girl, and, as
Anders rushed at him, he met him with a straight
left-hand punch which drove him back. The drink
had made Anders like unto a madman, and he came
again, This time Frank closed with him. and then
began a desperate struggle, while the poor, paralysed
old man and the helpless girl could only look on.
Gradually Frank's superior condition told, and he
flung IMutch heavily to the Moor, localising lie u.-i*

beaten, Anders crept through the door, hurling a
final threat at Frank as he did so.

The young inventor calmed Peg. and. having
ascertained that old Dennis was none the worse
for the struggle, he went after Blutch, but the
cunning scoundrel had got clean away.
But it was not for long that he escaped. The

policetracked him down that night, and arrested him
on the charge of attempting to murder Dennis
M'cGuire.

Peg's Answer.

THE sun was shining peacefully over the village
of Galilee as Peg Mclfuire. seated on a little

donkey, came back from market laden with
vegetables. She was very happy. The doctor had
been that morning, and. aft(r examining Dennis,
had given it as his opinion that the old man was

well on the road to recovery. Her thoughts were
disturbed by the donkey stopping suddenly, and.
as a result, a basket of potatoes was thrown to the
ground. As Peg got down to pick them up, she
heard steps behind her, and Frank Blair's voice
shouting

:

" I've done it. Peg. The invention is completed,
and the Admiralty have bought* it."

"Sure, that is grand news'." said Peg. lifting

fl smiling face. " But first help me to pick up
these potatoes, and then vou can tell me all about
it."

With heads close together, the two recovered the
vegetables, and as Frank placed them in the cart, and
assisted Peg to her seat, the girl turned to him with
a real Irish smile.

" It's a careless driver I am for sure. Maybe Neddy
would go better for you '.

"

" Peg, won't you let me bo your driver through
life ? " said Frank, taking her hand and drawing her

towards him.

A rosy blush stole over Peg's face.

" Faith, the reins are to your hand if you wi.-h

to pick them up ' " she whispered.

And so they came back fo tell" the new-, to old
Dennis McGuirc.

(Adapted (row the Globe Film Co. pluAo-tdny,

featuring JEA\ SOTBEBX as PEG MeG VI ItE. >

A CHAT WITH IRENE VANBRUGH
ON FILMS AND FILM ACTING.

concerning screen players, and that she has
rarely been greatly impressed by any films she
has ccen.

" But has there been no picture which has
spec ially appealed to you, Miss Yanbrugh :

something that struck you as really distinctive?
'

I insisted.

Two Outstanding Films.

OF course, 'Tho Birth of a Nation' im-
mediatelv occurs to me," she admitted.
"The ' Little Colonel '—Henry Walthall,

I believe, was very good in that. And then I

liked ' The Garden of Allah.' But beyond these
two films, I cannot say I have been specially im-
pressed by any creations of the screen which I

have witnessed. But then I have seen but few.

s^s I am not a believer in films founded on
plays," Miss Yanbrugh continued. " because so
much depends upon the dialogue, most of which
is immediately lost on the screen. But 1 am
an advocate of ' interest ' pictures, and those
whose stories have been written for the film
alone. To me 1

the play is the thing.' I cer-

tainly would never go to see a film simply
because it featured a certain star."

" Then I should imagine that the present
movement afoot in the American film world to

supplant the star by the author, or at the very-

least, to place the two on an equal footing,
would have your approval, Miss Yanbrugh ?

"

" Y'es, it certainly has interesting possi-

bilities."

Miss Yanbrugh then spoke of her contem-
plated visit to Manchester, where she will ap-
pear for a season in a new play based upon
Temple Thurston's novel, " A Passionate
Crime," which prompted me to ask her whether
she found any difficulty in playing on the stage
and in films at the same time.

"It's an awful job." she" smilingly admitted,
in her delightfully unaffected way. " Personally,
f find film acting very tiring, particularly the
long waits between the scenes. Another difficulty

which I experience is the one to which so many-
players take exception—the topsy-turvy method
of taking the various scenes. It is so difficult,

to link one's ideas together, to remember what
one felt at such and such a juncture in the
picture, when one is switched from the middle
of the story, say, to the beginning, or when ono
commences the film, paradoxically enough, by-

acting in the final scenes. Just why scenes
cannot be shot in proper sequence. I have never
been able to. discover. I think it would solve
the difficulty—in part, at least—if all studios
could be equipped with n revolving stage—like

the one here at the Coliseum—upon which
several ' sets ' were put up at the same time.

" If this is an original idea with money in it,"

added Miss Yanbrugh laughingly, " I'm quite
willing to share tho profits with you !

"

And, laughing in return, I made my adieu.

May He rchi:l Clarke.

IRENE VANBRUGH. (Pho.o: Bertram Part.)

" '"W'ES," said Irene Yanbrugh, in reply to my
question, " I am reuniting to the
screen. I have a contract with the

Ideal Film Company—at present unfilled, so
afraid I have no details to give you."

As she spoke, Miss Yanbrugh put the finishing
touches to her toilette, preparatory to " going on "

at the Coliseum, in Sir J. M. Barrie's Half An
Hour." Ycry striking sho looked in her
evening-gown of palest yellow, whose graceful
folds set off her handsome figure tts its fullest

advantage—very striking and very stimulating.
Not the brightest jewel on her fingers could rival

the ring of ".deviltry " in her gay brown eyes.
" It seems a long time since we saw you on

the screen, Miss YanbrugH."
" Y'es," she said again. " ' The Gay Lord

Quex ' was my last film appearance. Previous
to that I appeared in ' Masks and Faces.' For
that film the actors and actresses gave their
services in the interests of the Academy of
Dramatic Art. Our object was to build a
theatre, and I am very glad to say that the
money duo on it has now all been paid off."

Although Miss Yanbrugh has appeared with
such distinction on the screen, and is about to
take up the silent art again, sho is in no sense a
" film fan " or a regular habitue of the cinema.
She frankly acknowledges that she knows Uttlo
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MAKING BRITISH PHOTO PLAYS.
No. 3.-A Film "Crowd.''

I
HAVE already, by the courtesy of the
Editor of The Picture Show, given some
account of the general technical work in a

big film-producing studio, as regards all the
various details that go to make up the important
whole of a " set " or scene as used for cine-

matography. Now I propose to explain how
another section of the work is dealt with ; but
in this case, instead of inanimate things I want
to describe how a " crowd " is handled.

It is always an impressive sight in a screen
play, even more than on the speaking stage,

when a large number of people are used cleverly

and effectively for the showing of an emotion
that perhaps, in the case of a single performer,
might be lacking in interest. The cumulative
effect of a big gathering of people swayed, one
and all, by the same feeling, and yet every one
of them showing their emotion in a different

manner because of the difference of every single

liuman personality, is very great.

A Collossal Undertaking.

BUT apart from the director's use of a crowd in

a film studio, the dealing with these visitors

means a large amount of work for many
people ; because it has to be remembered that
the studios are generally well away in the
country, or, at any rate, in the very outer
suburbs. That means that you have to get your
people first of all to your studio, then dress
them and feed them, and quite possibly carry
them farther afield to " location " work. All this

has to be done apart from the mere fact of

paying perhaps three or four hundred people a
guinea for their day's outing.

At a big studio such as the London Film
Company's, at St. Margarets, the handling of a
crowd, such as that we show in the accompanying
illustration, is a commonplaco reduced to a
science.

The special department that deals with
" casting " first of all receives a note from the
producer, requesting that a certain number of

people shall be ready on a given date. The type
of crowd required is stated, as it may be all

women or all men, and may be of apparently
good social standing, or waifs and strays. From
the producer also goes directions to the " ward-
robe" that such and such costumes will be
required on the same date. These may be in

stock, or, as in the case of the illustration we
give, which is that of a scene in the Oxford
Music Hall of 1867, all the costumiers of London

|

had to ransack their store of period costumes to

supply the hundreds that were needed.

On the day on which the big' crowd is to bo
filmed all those concerned must by nine-thirty
be " on the floor " ready dressed for the
character they have to play ; but long beforo
that, when they arrive at the door of the studio,
they are each one handed a card filled in with
all the various details which will carry them
through the whole day's adventure. First of all

is entered the number of the film, for by its

number all screen pictures in the making are
known, the artiste's name and the character they
are to assume, with various signatures of
different people in authority responsible for

different departments concerned.
Attached to one side of tho main card is a

slip which is filled in by the studio manager, and
on this slip the artiste is supplied with the lunch
which is always a part of the contract.

On the back of the main card provision is

made for a list of the articles of clothing
supplied to the artiste, and for hand properties.

The latter term covered anything carried by a
performer, such as walking sticks or umbrellas,
baskets, banners, arms, etc. Everything of this

kind has to bo returned and checked according
to the list on the card beforo the player is free

to consider his day's work completed.
All these cards aro carefully preserved, and

they form part of the system by which it is

ascertained exactly what a film has cost to pro-
duce. There are other systems in use for the
same purpose, but this is the newest, and has
been found to be tho simplest in working.

After every provision has thus been made, the
crowd is at last ready for the producer.

Frith's " Derby Day."

IN the particular case of our illustration, Mr.
Fred Paul was producing " The Duchess of

Seven Dials," and he had not only this hug©
crowd, of which we can only show a section, but
he also brought to life on the screen Frith s
" Derby Day," and we have only- to turn to the
picture with which we are all familiar to realise

the vast amount of careful work that went to

the arranging and playing of all the separate
incidents in that monumental painting. 'J'ho

thimble-rigging, the gipsy telling fortunes, the
stilt-walker, the little acrobat right down in tho
foreground so absorbed in the luncheon being
unpacked by the footman that he is deaf to tho
calls of the man who is his fellow tumbler. All
these little incidents had to be rehearsed and
arranged, and then played simultaneously, so as
to get the exact effect of the picture coming to

life the moment after the painter had fixed it

on the canvas.

What a London music hall looked like in the old days. A scene representing the old Oxford Music
Hall in " The Duchess of Seven Dials." (London Film Co.)
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Beautiful

Hands
In spite of

cold weather

or rough work,

you can still

have beautiful hands.

The regular use of

Snowfire will keep
them soft, white and
dainty.

SNOWFIRE

Sivowftre
Helps to heal Chapped
Hands, Cracked Lips and
similar skin troubles.

In 3d. tablets Family size 7 id

0/ all Chemists and Stores.

F. W. Hampshire & Co., Ltd.
Riverside
Works,
Derby.

SING
Achieve success on the Stage
ot Concert-Platform. Good
Singers and Reciters wanted.
Our Fundamental training saves

~ two-thirds of your lime. Results
I
certain. No more drudgery, lost voices or throat

[
troubles. Our educational discoveries are as important

j

as wireless telegraphy. Postal,class. private lessons.Two
I lessons free. Write us explaining your own case fully, _
j

or call. Address precisely: F.Picture, ADVANCE ACADEMYMBBHBii Norfolk Sq., Paddington, W.

HAVE

NICE CURLS

F.vrrv lady can have a beautiful head of
CUltbY and WAVY hair. There is no need
to havo sleek, lank, unattractive hair. Ono
bottlo of VETROS will keep the hair in lovely
curls for months, also invaluable for maklns
the hair «row. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Send for a bottle to-day, and make
yourself the admiration of all your friends.

You will ho delighted with the results,

Prico 2;6 per bottle, or three bottles for 5/6,
post paid, direct from tho makers, CHAPMAN,
LTD. (Dept. 140), 15, Red Lion Sq., London, w.c
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Wintry
Weather
Our new Patterns and Illus-
trated Cataloaue are ready and
will be sent Free on receipt of
postcard stating requirements.

It will interest and pay you to

sec the Coat. Cape, Costume,
and Blouse Fabrics.

'Glenshiel

Catalogue Goods. !
25/- !

Fleecy Fringed Scarf.

15ins.wide.C8 in. Ions

POST
PAID.

Fa^yi>e»5gnB4!j-tone
c B e c t h — Amethyst

.

fond. ski-. Etui,

soles. Hose, Knickers,
j ^J&ffl&S?,

Nightwear, Sheets, : F»wi. ami skv, Fa»n
Quilts, Table Linen,- • ami Amethyst,
Curtains, etc. : Bmerald Check, etc.

: Cash relumed if nol

satisfied.

Furs, Blouses, Combi-
nations, Corsets, Cami-

Lovely Range of

Costume Tweeds
in fashionable mixtures and
check Kudstolpe deafen.

50 Mins witli-, 8 6 14 -1" ' yd
Also Wool Cheviot Serges ">

(•nam anil Charming-Colou] s.

80-54 ins wide, S -. 9 6,
10. .. 11 6 i>ei yaid.

Coat & Cape Fabrics
Stripe and Check Tweed and
Blanket Cloths, 12* to

16 6. Also Velours. Cu\cit.-.

GahcrdintK, etc.

Dress & Blouse
Fabricsin poud variety. Wool
Ser^c, t'rtfpe - de - < bene,
M Vigil " Silk. SiIkyrep's,
Printed Flannelette. Tartans,
flannelette. Shirting, etc.

Patients Free OH receipt of
pnsltardslathty requirements.

83 -

"EDINBORO"
COSY COAT
As Illustration.

3tlade to measure in "AVr."
Check Blanket Tweed

POST
PAID.

Natural Lynx Furs
As Illustration

(Faiourite Fawn Shade).

Tango Tie I SET «0 A
Animal Muff/' U/O
Cash relumed if. not sati^frd.

Write to

HARTLEY & CO.,
21 B, Sianningley Rd., Leeds.

WRITING FOR THE FILMS
A profitable spare-time study for the long winter
nights. Turn your ideas into money! Learn
what to write, and where to sell. Win success at

your own fireside. Expert Advice and Criticism.

Scenarios Placed. Complete and Inexpensive
Course. Particular^ free.

Wedgwood Drawbcll, 90, lona St., Edinburgh.

'ARE YOU SHORT?
If bo. let the Glrvan System help you
to Increase your height. Mi .id igtfs re-

ports 5 inches increase ; Driver E. F..

3 fncbeK; Mr. lUtcllffe. 4 inches ;
Miss

Leedell.4iocb?0 ; Mr. Ketley.4 inches.

Thin system gieatly improves the
health, figure, aod carriage. Bend 8

penny stamps (or further particular*

aod £100 Guarantee to Emiuiiy
Dept. C.T., J7, Blroud Greeu Itoad,

Ixmdon, N.4.

IN THE DRESSING-ROOM
Dancing as an Aid to Grace and Beauty—Cinema Stars Who Enjoy
the Relaxation—Geraldine Farrar's Wonderful Gown and Jewels.

HOW often do we find that too much work"
is tho eventual cause of a serious break-
down ? Members of ovory profession

and industry require their periods of relaxation.

It is good that it should bo so, and only tho
unwise are insensible to the well-known maxim
that all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.

Popular Pastimes.

JT is inerodible to picture the average
healthy, clean-minded man or woman devoid
of that sporting instinct which is ingrained

in every true Briton. The greatest produc-
tions of our professions have ever loved sport

and amusement, and wo may claim to be
by no means adepts at " tripping thy light

fantastic," that delightful form of amuse-
ment which adds to grace and beauly to the

figure, and gives frothy lightheadedness to tho

general outlook upon life.

Followers of Terpsichore.

THKRE is nothing inconceivable
in the fact that many of

our friends in filmland seek
pleasure and diversion in the gentle

art of dancing. They tell me that
they derive from this form of recre-

ation more exhilarating results

than from any other which they
are in the habit of patronising ;

moreover, it keeps them fit, and
dispels any fit of depression that

might possibly be lurking on the
distant horizon. Even cinema stars

are not entirely immune front the

trials and troubles of this world.

Their Inheritance.

THEN again they love dancing.

Why ? Simply because titey

can't help it. That desire to

cultivate perfection in dancing,

and to enjoy and revel in .tho

glorious sensation which floods

tho soul with sunshine, evon
during bleak winter, is born with
them. It is part and parcel of

their whole make-up. Tn other

words, their inheritance. Our
screen artists are faithful wor-
shippers at the shrine of the Greek
goddess of dancing, and make
mirth and merriment a welcome
change from pathos and tragedy.

Jazzing at Portman Dances.

IT has been whispered in the

dressing-room that a fairly

good sprinkling of the in-

habitants of movieland comprised

the " jazzers " at the opening night

of the " Portman Dances " held

somewhat recently in Baker Street.

A 1

VERA LDISE IARRA R wearing
the wonderftil Paris gown which cost

her £200. The diamond and pearl

necklet is said tobe. worth £20,000.

This is how we shall see her in " The
Peace Ball " scene in a new film

note being made.

rholo: Stolt.

u
By the way, tho real moaning of the word

' jazz," is to " let it rip." Among tho stars on
tins particular occasion wore, it is stated,
Malvina Longfellow, Lionel Phillips, Mr. and
Mrs. Percy Ronton, and pred Goodwins, whoso
exhibition of the Pox-trot was clear testimony
of his having " cribbed " the correct stylo from
the land of its origin. Peggy Carlisle, who
made her debut in " Comradeship," enjoyed the
merry jazzing, and Maurice El vey was also there.
Though only a fairly recent addition to the

cinema world, Miss Carlisle bids fair to soon
rank amongst the most popular of screen
artistes. Some of tho films she is to be seen in
ore " God's Good Man," " P,ocks of Valpre,"'
and " Keeper of the Door."

Last, but by no means least, was present that
" Irresistible Flapper," Ivy Close, all smiles and
daintiness, who, by the way, has to assume for
a while a real seriousness in the production
of that name, recently released by Grangers, and

in which she plays with Violet
Hopson and Geraid Ames.

Mrs. Vernon Castle's "Just
Danced."
DMIRERS of Mrs. Vernon

Castle, the beautiful
Path© star, who danced

her way into fame, will ho
astonished to hear that she did
not learn dancing from a teacher—sho just danced. From the
time when she was a tiny tot,
she could not hear music with-
out wanting to dance it, so as her
father, Dr. Hubert Foote, be-
lieved that all boys and girls
should be taught to earn their
own living, she went a bit
further, and earned hers.
And so, as Mrs. Vernon Castle,

she became the idol of two
continents, set" dancing styles
until she voluntarily abandoned
the art, became the arbiter of
women's fashions, and known
as "tho best-dressed woman in
America." and then \,ent into
motion pictures, where she has
met with equal success.
A remarkable record, truly,

and one that shows a striking
personality and talent.
To dance is a good beauty

secret, for no good dancer can
be anything but graceful, antj
carriage is a real beauty- asset.
By the way, here are a few
hints on how to Walk gracefully :

Remember the body must be
erect, but not stiff, and the head
must be held well up so that the
eyes are looking forward. The
tendency of tho untaught
walker is to look towards the
ground as if eternally searching
for dropped pins. If you watch
a cinema arliste, you will notice
that she never casts her eyesW on the ground while walking, neither

f does she bend forward or throw her back
out, making round shoulders. Awkward
persons walk swaying from side to side, this
is not only ungraceful, but very tiring. Let
the legs alone advance, bearing up the body
firmly.

To Avoid a Cold.

JUST another hint During the war our
dance frocks were cut much highar in

the neck than is to-day's fashion, and
coal is still scarce, so to avoid colds take this
advice. A film star recently told me that despite
the many draughts she had to stand in while
she was .wearing low -necked dresses, she had
not taken cold for two years, and she attributed
this to the fact that every morning she had a
cold sponge down the first thing on getting out
of bed, followed by a good rubbing with a
rough towel. A Dresser.
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WHO'S WHO IN THIS WEEK'S PHOTO-PLAYS.
STARS IN NOTABLE SCENES FROM PHOTO-PLAYS WHICH CAN BE SEEN TO-DAY

FRANK KEENAN in "The Bells." (Pathe.) A scene from "Her Little Boy," featuring ELLA HALL. [Ideal.)

MICE JOYCE in "To the Highest Bidder." ( Vitagraph.) MITCHELL LEWIS and HEDDA NOVA in "The Bar Sinister." ( WoAturdau

sn&new—.y
ILLUSTRATED
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Beauty Midway
Between Two
Uglinesses.

EASTERN&WESTERN
IDEALS.

"T7IBTUE," says Aristotle, "is a moan
* between two vices."

Thus generosity is a mean between foolish

extravagance and avarice : modesty a mean
between prudishncss and wanton ness

;
a good

eomedy a mean between a revue and a pro-

pagandist play.

I suppose the reverse is true, i.e., that a vice

is a mean between two virtues. But there is

probably something wrong in the assumption.

Like the converse of " All cabbages arc vege-

tables." which is ' All vegetables are cab-

bages," and which landed one in a logical

muddle in one's schooldays.

The axiom holds good when applied to

beauty : a beautiful figure is the mean between

(he ugly extremes of leanness and obesity. A
beautiful face has neither too much nor too

little hair upon it—crudely, in a woman, -the

eyebrows and lashes are luxuriant, yet no

downy growth blurs the outline of check and
upper lip. Our convention which demands
that women should have long eyelashes but no
moustaches would probably seem curious to

certain savages who shave eyebrows and lashes,

and admire moustaches in women, just as our

partiality for white t'eeth would astonish the

Hottentots who prefer them black or yellow !

In Europe, however, and among the civilised

Eastern races, the beauty that long curling

eyelashes and delicately marked brows cannot

be over-estimated.

What glorious lashes one sees in the East :

especially among the Greek girls in the native

<iuarter of Cairo. The tendency among such

beauties to grow superfluous hair on the face is

combated by the razor or by depilatory paste,

recipes handed down sometimes from the days

of Cleopatra or the glory of Carthage.

In England women are beginning to realise

that neither shaving nor electrolysis are ideal

for removing unwanted hair A method which

is steadily gaining in popularity is that of

treating the superfluous hair with a paste

made of pure pheminol and water. The paste

is spread rather thickly on the hair, and allowed

to dry thoroughly. The hair is completely

destroyed andean then be painlessly removed

with a very blunt knife or a piece of card-

board.

The application of a little tekko paste is

recommended after the hair has been removed
with the pheminol.

The trouble with most English women, how-

ever, is not that they have too much hair on
their face, but too little. Scanty eyebrows,

and poor, light lashes are common in this

country, and often render an otherwise c harm-

ing lace insipid or even plain. It is a good

and safe plan to encourage the growth of

brows and lashes by the occasional application

of a little mennaline. Mennaline is rather a

pleasant substance to use, and it has the ad-

vantage of not only increasing the growth

of the eyelashes, but also of giving them a

delightful inclination to curl at the tips.

The eyes owe half their expression and
charm to' the lashes surrounding them, just as

the face owes so much to its frame of hair.

PARKEB belmont's ct.ynol BERRIES
FOR OBESITY. lAoVT.J

UFILM tS.XJL2*m
Mistaken Identity.

AYOCXG lady took her aged father to the
pictures to see the screen version of
"Charley's Aunt." 'J'ho old man fell

asleep, and ns the picture was shown on tho
screen, an old lady was passing in front of their
seal. The young lady gave her father a knock,
and said, '"Charley's Aunt !

" whereupon the old
man jumped in his seat, and grasped tho old
lady's hand, and said, " How are you, and
how is Charley getting on '!

"

2s. 6d. awarded to Joseph Foster, 21 Apple
Street, Bolton, Lanes.

Heat for the Coalless Days.
'

J\ M3ERNGN," said the wife of a would-be
y \ picture-actor, "I wish you'd stop

hanging round that studio gate, and go
back to your work. The landlord was hero
again to-day."

" What did he say ?
"

" He wanted his rent, and said he'd make it

hot for us if we didn't pay up."
" Well, tell him to go ahead. 1 hear there's

going to be a terrible shortage of coal this

winter."

An Error.
NCLIC," said the impecunious nephew,

" you ought to go and see the new funny
picture. You would just die of laughing.*'

The old man merely glared. A few minutes
later there could lie heard the sound of a scratch-
ing pen as he altered his will.

Good Experience.

SO you think you can stand the arduous
duties of a cinema actor '! You know,
in our play we find occasion to t brow you

down a thirty foot flight of stairs into a barrel
of rain water."

" I think f can stand it." said the hungry man.
"I was collector in a hire-system furniture es-

tablishment for three years. .'

Starting Something.
EIGHT o'clock is the busiest moment in the

day for the long row of dressing-rooms
at Universal City. All the actors are

making up then.

A terrible din recently broke loose. Out of

every door a head appeared, in all sorts of

curious make-up, looking in wonderment.

The excitement was caused by two young
actors, who were engaged in a very wordy
battle in the Irish brogue,
The two actors are as Irish as they make 'em

and great friends, and whenever they think
the time is opportune to make others believe
they ore quarrelling tho fun starts.

—

—

Out of Practice.

IT seems to me," said the producer, " that
you do that part of receiving the purse of
gold from the chief villain in a most

awkward manner."
"I dare say I do," admitted the actor, rar-

castically. "It is so long since I had any
chance to rehearse with the real stuff.''

The Thing that Mattered.

MRS. BROWNE'S only lodger was a,
cinema actor, and one night be
presented her with (wo tickets to se<j

him play the villain in a drama at the local
picture palace.

Spellbound, Mis. Browne and her daughter
watched tho villain pursue bis wicked way
through five reels.

It was a great shock to Mrs. Browne to find

she had harboured such a villain beneath her
roof.

But worse was yet to come.
In the last reel the triumphant hero shot the

villain 'through the heart, and he dropped
•dead, and froze in the paper snow.

" Oh, mother !" cried the daughter, in a
voice that was heard above the loud applause
from trie " gods,'-' " whatever shall we do 1

They've killed our lodger 1

"

Those Silly Questions.
Visitor :

" So your star was killed by a
train while making a picture. Did it run over
him ?

"

Sarcastic Producer :
" No ; it bit birn cn

the elbow, and he died of hydrophobia."

Realism.
Star Actor (to Stage Manager) :

" I must
insist on having Teal food iu the banquet
scene."
Property Manager :

" Very well, then : if

you insist on that, you will be supplied with
real poison in the death scpne."'

JEFF SCORES OFF FARO JAKE.

1. Faro Jake, the bad man, 2. But Faro is an old hand at 3. Faro Jake, the bad man.
wants to, carry off the heroine, card-sharping; and he soon then announces that unless some

-

and arranges that the winner wins all Mutt's money. With Br one else is willing to play, be

at cards" gets the girl. cry of despair Mutt confesses he wins the girl.

is broke.

4. But gallant little Jeff is 5. Glancing rolm( i |lc sees 6. The girl is overjoyed at
nothing if not chivalrous. He that Faro .lake bus been seeing Jeff's .success, and Straightway
volunteers to play and save the his hand in- the mirror, and Hie declares her love for the gallant

girl from her unhappy fate. exposes the rascal. hero. . .

(Iiy Permission of Fox Films.)
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Marvellous Hair Colouring Powder
Kopatine Al-khanna
Is tha only ivllalile prep&ra-
tion for Imparting to (jr.'y aii'l

failed hah' any sba.lc desired',

flnlurallteed harmless—perma-
nent—washable. Leaves tbe
hair solt and glossy. Does
not stain the skin or conio

off on the pillow or brush.
Only one application necessary.

A0pHtaiion$ given daily In

iiur salvous with the great-

tti nftcM*. Also svipplied for

use in the home:— per bo-\ .6 6;
balf-siie,3/6. In liquid form
("Kopatine Instantaneous"),
6.6 per case, double sine,

JO/6. AtSelfridges, Harrods,
all haivdiessers. etc., or sent
direct. (Write for booklet)—
Kopatine Cie. (Dept. 241,

'A, lit Pa
.W. 1.

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most wonderful musical Discovery of th*
Age. It teacbesyon to play the piano beauti-
fully by ear and vamp to thonsauda of sod^s
in all keya with ONE HOOK'S PRACTICE
without the slightest knowledge of music.
Simple as A.B.C. 150,000 sold and everyone
delighted. Success guaranteed. Money re-

turned if not as stated. Complete, post fret-.

2/6 (per P.O.)—imperial Publishing
Co. IL Dept.). 28. South Castle St..
Liverpool. Established 187a.

WHY
NOT

YOU?
QTHERS—including^ many famous beauties
and actresses have acquired
a beautiful full bust and
peach- silk skin by using
"Firmanec," the famous
secret preparation.

- A few days' trial will

astonish and convince you.
Why not start to-day ? Send
Is. P.O. (or 12 stamps) for
s.ipply under plain cover to

34i bteand, "London
Manageress— w.c. 2.

\ 0
JEAN BINET & CO.

(Dept. 10),

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERVES.
Nervousness deprives you of employment, plsasnn-*, and many
advantages in life. If yon wish to prosper ami enjoy life,

strengthen your nerves, and regain confidence in yourself by

using the Mento-Nerve Strengthening Treat-
ment. Guaranteed Cure in 12 days. Used by Vice-Admiral to

Seaman, Colonel to Private, D.S.O.'s, M.C.'s, M.M.'s, and
D.C.M.'s. Merely send 3 penny stamps for particulars.*-

GODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH, Ltd., 536, Imperial
Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E.G. 4.

HAIR ON THE FACE
Instantly and completely
vanishes with EJECTHAIR.Uk-
Testified Cure for this hideous
affliction—S i ni p 1 e. Safe, and
Y a i n 1 e s s—Success assured-
Professional Guarantee Given
—Sent in plain cover for 7d,
St-'nd'now 7d. stamps to

—

Manageress. EJECTHA1R CO.
(Dept. 8),

682,Holloway Rd.,London,N.19.

HH SHOW YOUR FRIENDS WM
(<cUhe Picture Show."
if/»WEEKLY
*>BUYS.A-

ith massive Oak-Cas >,22-inch
ichly coloured Horn,uni>reak-
able silent .Swiss Motor,
11-in. nickelled Turntable,
and extra loud Insulated
Sound Box, etc. Gigantic
stock of Cabinet Gramo-
phones, Portable Hornless,
and exquisitely designed Table
Grands ready for immediate de.
livery direct from facto>y at

pounds under shop prices.
ON AfCKOVAL with 26 tunes and
eedles PACKED FREK, CARRIAGE
>. Complete satisfaction or money
oded. Write for monster Bargain

sts TO-DAY
MEAD COMPANY, Dept. 10 G,
BALSALL HEATH. BIRMINGHAM.

YOU like

to ACT FOR
THE PICTURES ?

Veil may do so, and the first step is :o send for the

FREE GUIDE TO CINEMA ACTING
Beginners are wanted at once to train tor British
pro uctions. The Victoria Cinema College and
Studios are heing called upon constantly for new
talent. 300 • rtists supplied to 11. «» C. Films last
week, also • umbers of artists to other companies
f'ome names of stars working with different
companies trained by us are :

i. Miss' Christine Maitland, featuring with the
B. & C. K. Co., Ltd.

i. Miss Irene Drew, featuring with the Major
Film Producing Co.

j. Mr. Dennis O'Farrell, who featured in the
"Fighting Parson" film.

4- Miss Betty Hall, featuring in Grenville Taylcr
Productions.

5- Mr. Bruce Gordon, teaturing with the Progress
Film Co., and with the Gaumi nt Film Co.

6. Mr. J. Gliddon, with the B. & C. K. Co., Ltd.
7. Miss Joan Crossley, who featured in the Claren-

don Film Co.'s Production.

AND MANY OTHERS.
Send to-day for Free Guide to the oldest
established, and only Press-guaran-
teed institution. Address

THE VICTORIA CINEMA
STUDIOS, Dept. P.S.

36, Rathbone Place.
Oxford Street,
LONDON,
W. 1.

Ctahruw

CLARNICO CHOCOLATES
are ' the chocolates with a capital C There
is as subtle a distinction between them and
ordinary chocolates as is implied by the big
S in ' Society.' In fact they are ' Society's

'

favourite Chocolate— not because of their price
(which is normal for nowadays) but because of
their smoothness, rich chocolosity, fascinating
centres, original composition, and endless
variety.

Q Here are a few CLARNICO assortments :—

BAYARD BRITISH STANDARD
CORONA JORDAN

HIGHLAND
Sole Makers :

CLARKE, NICHOLLS & COOMBS. LTD.. LONDON.

Q On sale everywhere. But remember,
to ensure the very best, you must

Always say-CLAKNICO, please'

Sleepless,Nervous
and Pain-worn

Severe Nervous Indigestion Cured by Dr. Casseil's Tabletx.

Mr. F. G. Baggaley. 105, Oldfield Street,
Fenton, Staffs., says :

—" I lost all strength,
and became so nervous and depressed that
I had no heart for anything. Food I never
wanted to toach, and \ was always in pain
with indigestion. T was very nervous, some-
times all of a shake, and if spoken to
suddenly would fairly jump. In the end I

became so low that I had to give up work.
Another thing was that 1 could not sleep.

" I had medical advice and took all sorts of medicine*, but
nothing did any good. At last. I thought of trying Dr. Cassell's

Tablets. I got some, and it quite surprised me to find how socn
they did me good. They enabled me to sleep soundly, the indi-

gestion and pain went, and now I am back at work, strong and
well."

Dr. Casseil's
TabletsHome Prices:

1/3 and 3/-.

The 3/- itit
being the most
ecoit 0 mical.
Sold byChem-
isls inallparts

of the World.
Ask for Dr.
CasseU's'Tab-
lets a ndrefuse
substitute'.

Dr. Casseil's Tablets are the recognised home
remedy for

Nervous Breakdown Kidney Trouble
Nerve Paralysis
Malnutrition
Neurasthenia
Sleeplessness
Anosmia

Indigestion
Wastinx Diseases
Palpitation
Vital Eibaustion
Nervous Debility

Specially valuable for Nursing Mothers
and during the Critical Periods ol Life.

Free

Information

u to UM mil
ability Ol l>r

CaucU'aTuMii
CAM

ni on rt'tim-M
A.l.hiMt 1

Dr. OAttSU.*!
Co., Ltd..

Csnm itaAD.
M . v . ti»h, m,
Kn»i 1 axn.
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Winter styles are a!l distinc-
tive, correct, and up-to-date.
Noble's materials are hand-

some and well-wearing —
Noble's prices are manu-
facturer's prices, and the
lowest possible.

USEFUL COSTUME.
Model
F4410 55'6
IKefut Costume In Navy, Back. Wine,
Grey and Brown Costume Srrye
The Coat 11.0 inches lone I

is line I

anj nude with three-seam l-aclc.

Smartly shaped collar stitched
.villi floss Three cored skill

withinverted pleaisat side. In

slock sxa to tit )
: ront

Waist Skirt Length
21 ins. .-li -.i.i.i,

26 ins. 8G 3S ins.

28 ins. 8S-40 ins.

55 6 U made spec ally to

measure, price 65 9
PATTFRNS SENT POST FRUF.

Materials by the Yard
For ladies who prefer to have
their Clothes made np thein.

selves. John Noble, Ltd.. will send
a selection of materials post free.

Write to-day for Noble's
Illustrated Fashion List.

JOHN NOBLE
43 Brook St Mills, Manchester.

YOUm EYEBROWLIN
ana Long

1 ashes If you use

Why not follow the lead of Society Beauties and use
this marvellous preparation ? It does not stain, is

perfectly harmless, and is recommended by leaders ot
fashion. A few applications wiltenabLe you to produce
that dark, fascinating appearance admired in women.

' *"' Send at once to Manageres;,
Send IS. P.O. to-day : J£AN BINET & CO.and receive a supply •

,

under plain cover. : >V .
3
.

''

: 34, Strand, London, W.C. 2,

entirely ifjott use Valentine's Estiact.
Mt stains grey or faded hair black or
any shade of brown required and makes
the hair soft andglossy. Will notwash
out; is odoniless. and does not soil

the pillow. A natural, imperceptible,

lasting stain. Try it to-day.

PRICE NOT ADVANCED. QUALITY
AND STRENCTH MAINTAINED AT

PRE-WAR STANDARD.
Of Chemists, 1b., 2s., ami 5s. 6d, pel bof r !e.

By post Sd. extra. R. S. VALENTINE. 36a.
Holborn Viaduct, London E.C. 1.

ASTER
PI ' Monthly Payments

„.erco«.te, Bootn, ,6iitta, Kalncoata,
gig ] tern i. Co»t». W»tchw, Rfngt

g$ Ji iri llery.ti .. ai 5 -.10 -. and 20/.
ESS monthl; privately by post. Writ.
gjg (oi i- ' il -v T Masters,
SfiS Ltd., 94.HoneStores.RYC.

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

FILM LESSONS FOR CHILDREN.
There are signs at last that the old question of

whether the cinema shall be used in schools to supple-
ment the text-books is no longer to be confined to the
sphere of discussion. In America, the authorities long
ago ceased to debate on its necessity, and to argue on the
possibilities of removing the difficulties that might or
might not prevent its adoption. On the contrary,
they set about introducing motion pictures in schools
and colleges throughout the United States, with the
result that to-day there are 12,000 cinema machines
in use in various institutions in that country.

Progress of a similar kind might have been made
here as well, had not all these years been wasted in
idle discussion. Yet even now, though many teachers
approve of the innovation, there are still some who
regard the suggested introduction of films in school
curricula with no very favourable eye. A correspondent
mentions in her letter to me that a head mistress of
her acquaintance looks upon cinemas as " almost
sinful," and endeavours to discourage her pupils from
having anything to do with them. Common though
such an attitude might have been at one time, it

appears senseless now when the value of the motion-
picture is too apparent to be held in dispute.

So far the chief difficulty has been the absence of a
circulating film library which could be used as a centre
of encyclopedic knowledge, and from which a co-
herent series of instructional films could be issued to
schools and colleges. But a beginning has been made,
and the pictures I saw the other day at a private dis-
play, promise well towards helping children to learn
in a graphic and interesting manner the wonders of
nature, the habits of birds and animals, the history of
great events, and the geography of the universe.
With the aid of the portable cinema projector, there
ought to be no difficulty in showing such films in

every schoolroom. Going to school in the future
should no longer have its terrors, when such enter-
tainment as this can be coupled with instruction.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address :

The Editor, "The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

E. P. (Jarrow-on-Tync).—You mean Alan Forrest,
don't you ? It is he who invariably wins Mary Miles
Minter's heart on the films. No, she is not married

;

and as she has to remain single for three years,
according to her contract, there will still be time for
many of her male admirers to woo her from a distance

" Hopeful " (Cork).—Write to Gladys Cooper
through the office of this paper for her photograph,
and live up to your nom de plume while awaiting the
reply,

"Eva" (Oravesend).—As I write, there is a
mystery surrounding the date, month and year of
James Knight's birth. There are more Mary Pickford
films coining along, so don't worry just yet about her
retiring. We all want her to stay on as long as
possible.
" PlCKFORDlTE " (Leeds').— Mary Pickford is

twenty-six, " Jack " is twenty-three, and " Lottie
"

is also in her twenties.
" STANC0 " (Edinburgh).—No matrimonial news

as yet. though I am waiting to hear. How old is

Violet Mersereau? Twenty-five, and she was born in

New York. She went on the stage when quite a
child. Ann Luther, who was born in Newark, New
Jersey, is twenty-seven.

E. B. (Southport).—Jack Mulhall and Juanita
Hansen were both in " The Brass Bullet." 1 have
no photos of any artistes for disposal, but don't
forget our " All-Star " series of postcards.

*' Betty " (Thornton Heath).— No, it wasn't
Fatty Arbuekle, although it certainly looked like

him. Edna Purviancc played with Charlie Chaplin
in " Sunnyside."- Your cousin is wrong, as Mary
Fuller retired from the films some time ago ; and it

was not she, but Ann Little, who played in " The
Firefly of France." Do I like Wallace lteid ? Rather.
In fact, I like them all. Why should anyone laugh
at you if you wrote to him and received a reply.

It would be something to be proud of, wouldn't it 1

A lid. stamp would be sufficient,
" YUM-YTJM," (Manchester). — How old is Henry

Ainlcy ? Well, 1 am wondering, and will let you
know. There will be more about hirri in time.

E. W. AND L. H. (Chatham).— Yes. Mollie King
played a dual role in " The Mystery of the Double
Cross." Antonio Moreno is not American, but Spanish,

and his two middle names - all of them are baptismal!
ones -are Garrtdo MonteaugiKlo. Louise Huff was
married to the late Edgar Jones.

F. M. (Londonderry). -I haven't had the privilege
of being in New York City as yet, so couldn't toll

you the address of the jeweller you want. My own
valuable jewellery consists of a tie-pin, which I

discovered one day in one of Tom Smith's crackers.
No, it hasn't been insured ; that i*. the pin. of course.
You want more photos of Grace Curiard. Yes,
Pauline Starke is still acting.

B. H. (Tadiaster). - Both William and Dusfin
1 annua are married, the former to Olive White,
and Dustin to a lady whose name has not reached me
at the moment:

E. M. (Oldham). - The company in question is the
Famous Players- Lasky, but whether they have any
vacancies I cannot say. You can try them if you like.

A " super " is just one ot the crowd.
M. M. (Dublin). Your namesake, Enid Markcy,

was born in 1806.
E. E. S. (Marlpool). - Y'onr handwriting is not

horrible at all. You seem to have quite a lot of
photo postcards from the list you give. Yes, Maud
Kates played in " Thehna " as Violet Vere. The
name of the artiste you want in " The Price of a Good
lime " is not given. Mildred Harris played the lead.

In " The Secret of the Storm Country," Niks Welch
was Frederick Greaves.

J. G. (Wolverhampton).— Will get you news about
Allen Hale.
"Editha" (Wood Green). -Glad to know that

you and your little boy and girl all enjoy reading
The Picture Show. Yes, 1 do receive innumerable
queries, and yet, curiously enough, one or two
readers have actually wondered whether people
tlo really ask them, or whether I merely imagine them
all ! No ; they are real enough, and though they come
in like the flowing tide, I do not mind, for it is charac-
teristic of human nature to be curious. No ; Owen
and Tom Moore are not one and the same, but
brothers, and talented ones too.

HINTS TO PICTURE PALACE

MANAGERS.

I suggest there should be a stand
in every picture house for wounded
soldiers and cripples to put their

crutches in, as it is a great incon-
venience to them to have to put them
under the seats.—2s. 6d. awarded to

Sidney Miles, 89, Haddenham Road,
Leicester.

R. A. D. (Hornsey).— Neither of the two sister*

has disclosed her age. but perhaps one day both will

let out the secret. I note you would like news of
Elliott Dexter. They are trade photos for advertising
purposes, and I doubt whether you could buy them.
So you have been good enough to recommend this

paper to several of your friends, and have induced
them to add their letters to my pile of daily corre-
spondence. I forgive you readily. In fact, I thank
you.

" Clodius " (Sligo).— Letters from my readers in

the Emerald Isle are always welcome. Yes, Mary
Pickford has her own special roles in which she
excels. It is so with many other artistes, who might
not be seen to advantage in plays not suited to their
acting. No, nO, .site is no relation whatever to Mary
Anderson, who is, in fact, twenty-two. that is four
years younger than the more famous Mary. Photos
of those you want have been noted.
"Ex-Operator" (Bristol).— I would advise you

to write to one of the cinema trade journals, which
will give you the information you want.

M. B. (Cape Town).—Violet Mersereau and Betty
Compson are still on the films. The others have not
been acting before the camera for some time.' No,
Warren Kerrigan is not married to Lois Wilson.
In fact, he is single at the moment of writing.

G. H. T. (Sutton).— Olive Thomas was Olivetta
Duffy long before she dreamt of moving pictures.

V. W. (Keunington).— James Kuight is not married
at present. Charlie Chaplin was born in Brixton.
No, Mary Pickford does not wear a wig ; and why
should she, when all her lovely curls are her own,
despite unkind rumours to the contrary. Marie
Walt-amp is twenty-five, and Eddie Polo is four years
older. Y'ou really think I ought to publish my photo.
Would you, then, have me reveal my identity ?

Ah, no, V. W. I am the " Mysterious One," and, in

the words of the old saying, i prefer " to blush un-
seen."

F. C. (Whitley Bay).—Edna Purviance had not
married anyone when last I heard.

(More Answers Next Week).

FN answer to the many inquiries^ we have received from our readers as to how they can send letters to
' Cinema actors and actresses," The Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must be
distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many ofthese
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters

are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to sendyour letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose 1 id. stamp to the Editor," The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street. London, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country, if a reply is required.) *';.
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CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS

MARJORIE DAW.

AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE.
" Two New and Big Attractions in this

Number of "The Picture Show."

AS so irany readers write to tell me they
turn to this page first, I feel that I must
tell you to turn at once to page 10 and

lead the beginning of Pearl White's own life

story. It is the most intimate life story ever
written, and I know that every reader who
reads these first chapters will look forward
with as much interest as I to the next instal-

ment coming next Monday.

More Good Tilings.

OTHER exciting contents of next week's
issue is a beautiful Art; Plato of the
famous Broadwest film favourite, Violet

Hopson. This Art Plato is a reproduction of

Miss Hopson 's very latest , and, to my mind, best
photograph. You'll be delighted to add it to

your collection. Talking of Art Plates, by
the way. reminds me to tell you that " Woman's
Weekly " are giving an Art Plate this week of

Norma Talmadge. This is a companion picture
to our Art rlate last week of her sister, Con-
stance. —

—

Have You Identified Them ?

THE Editor tells me he is hoping you are
liking our new competition. There is

something very fascinating in identify-

ing favourites' photographs, disguised as they
are, don't you think so ? Look out for the

next set of " Peeping Stars " next week. I

hope those of you who write to say that The
Picture Show is the very best cinema paper,
will tell your friends of these new features, so

that they, too. may be persuaded to become
readers of our paper.—*-¥—

-

News of Marjorie Daw.

DO you recognise whose photograph this is ?

It is of seventeen -year-old Marjorie
Daw, who, I hear, lias been given Tier

heaviest dramat'c character part since she began
her youthful career as a cinema actress. This
is as Naida, in " The Eternal Three," a
picture version of Randall Parrish's famous
book, " Bob Hampton of Placer."

With Douglas Fairbanks

.

MISS DAW, I hear, is particularly en-
thusiastic over the fact that she
will portray the part of Naida on

the screen and fulH realises that it opens up
for her a rare opportunity. Marshall Neilan,
who cast the little actress for this role, is

confident that she will more than do it justice.

Past accomplishments indicate thatt his will

be so. Miss Daw lias appeared with great
success opposite Douglas Fairbanks in six of
bis most recent pictures, and has received soino
very flattering notices from the critics.

Aside from the Fairbanks' pictures. Miss
Daw has appeared in many other popular films
staged by Mr. Neilan as well as in a number of
Paramount hits. She is practically a visualisa-

tion of the Naida described by Randall
Parrish in the book.—

—

She Can Do It.

IN addition to the demands made upon her
histrionic capabilities by this story, Miss
Daw will be called upon to do several very

daring feats. The escape from the Indians of
Naida and Hampton, described in the
book, is one of its most thrilling features, and
it is expected that these scenes will prove of
particular effectiveness on the screen. As Miss;

Daw herself states, after six pictures with
Douglas Fairbanks, the matter of presenting
thrills in a photo-play no longer hold a terror
for her.

The period of the story is around 187G, and
the quaint costumes of those days on the border
are expected to enhance the rare beauty of this

little leading lady. The part calls for many
changes of costumes, starting with the be-
draggled apparel of the frontier waif through

her transition to " a perfect lady," and the
belle of Bear Water.

French as She is Spoke.
TF you were to look in at the Tnce Studios

J. these days, you would probably see Charles
Ray with a little booklet, entitled " French

At a Glance." He has already mattered
" Have you the cat of my aunt ? " with the
appropriate answer, " Here are the slippers of
your grandfather."

This course of study is necessitated by n

character provided for him in a new play he i-<

to appear in entitled " Back to the Farm." In
this story, Ray, a ypung recruit, after a flying
visit to " Gay Paree," returns to his own town
to dazzle his fellow citizens with his intimate
knowledge of life as it is lived in that gay city,

and Charles feels the first step to portray a

character is to know the language he speaks.

Dorothy Dalton in the Air.

SINCE Dorothy Dalton took her latest

flying trip to New York, she has become
a confirmed aviatrix. This makes Miss

Dalton's third sensational flight, and she now
says she is going to take up flying as an added
accomplishment. Dorothy is of the daring
type which qualifies best as pilots, and it i~

thought she will make a success of her newly
chosen pastime if she attempts it.

Hobart Bosworth Again.

WHEN we see " The Oath "—the photo-
play version of Luther Reed's famous
story—we shall see Hobart Bosworth

in a drama with a story concerning the lives of

men who reap a harvest from wreekace and
sunken ships. Mr. Bosworlh plays the character

of a master diver, whose constant wrestling with
the elements has given a tinge of fatalism to

intense religious convictions. Some wonderful
scenes showing diving operations will be shown
with all the technical veracity for which Ince
productions are famous. Mr. Bosworth's eaily

training as a seaman lerfds authority to a

picture whose story is interwoven with episode^
with which he is intimately familiar.

Douglas Fairbanks the Second.

BY the way, admirers of Douglas Fairbanks
will be more than interested in the
photographs below of Douglas Fairbanks,

junr. Douglas the second is a great admirer
of his gifted athletic father, and judging by
these snapshots, is anxious to " follow in father -

footsteps." and has already mastered the

DOUGLAS the second has inherited

his father's smile
He is a good horseman and a brilliant shot -and can throw a rope with anyone, although

only ten years of age.
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A charming Snapshot of LOUISE GLAUM
and Mrs. CHARLIE CHAPLIN. Louise and
Mildred are life long friends, and spent part

of this year's holiday together.

Fairbanks smile. Although only just ten years
of age, he is a wonderful horseman, and a sood
•hot. He is still at school, but who knows ?

We may soon see him with his father in film-
land.

—

—

" Broken Blossoms."

IT is said that David W. Griffith sold his
latest picture, *' Brokon Blossoms," of
which I have told you in these pages, to Adolf

Zukor for a sum not revealed, and then Zukor
-old it back to him for £.50,001'. Zukor seemed
satisfied, and so also was Griffith, who re-sold
it to the Big Four.

This film should bo worth seeing when it

comes over here ! —

—

Anita Stewart's Sister Lucille.

LUCILLE LEE STEWART, who is' to be
William Russell's leading lady in his nr-w
Fox picture, is, I hear, a sister of Anita

Stewart.

Long Service Stars.

TOMSANTSCHIis generally credited with (he
honour of serving the longest* period
with a single producer without an inter-

ruption. Yoh will remember he plays in Selig
productions. The latest wo saw him in was
" The Garden of Allah."

His closest rival is probably Harry Morey,
who has been with the Vitagraph Company lor
nearly a decade. —+

—

A Loss to Filmland.

THE death of Smiling Bill Parsons i=r a
great loss to the comedy-loving picture
enthusiasts.

One who was on the spot, when he died tells

me 'ha'. Ik- was taken ill while at work on one
of his comedies, and bad just finished one of
the most humorous situations' of his latest
film. He was hurried'to bis home by solicitous
co-workers, and a physician was summoned.
His wife, Billie Rhodes, who was married no
more than one year ago, rushed to his bedside,
but In; died the next day.

As you know. Smiling Hill Parsons was born
in J 878. He graduated from New York
University, from the School of Medicine. Ho
then entered the life insurance business, and after
fourteen years, he entered the moving picture
world four years ago : two years later he
founded the National Film Corporation, and
b< <•!• i nc its first president.

A Message from America.
THIS message, whichXI have received from

America, is a very urgent one, and
probably accounts for many disappointed

readers who have not received an answer to
their letters to stars abroad. It is this : When
you write your name and address for tho reply
to be sent you, please remember that your
letter is going abroad to someone who receives
letters from all parts of the world. So you
must attach your county and country, other-
wise you stand very little chanco of the reply
ever reaching you. It is not sufficient to put
Finsbury Park, N. You must write Finsbury Park,
London, England. Edinburgh, should read
Edinburgh, Scotland. Readers, please note I—

—

Do You Know
—That Edna Purviance is to be seen in a

five-reel feature, upon which Charlie Chaplin -
who still has her under contract—will hold the
option, having entered into an agreement with
the other producer /

That Lionel Barrymore, who has not been
seen on the screen for ages, will reappear in bis
original role in " The Copperhead," for Famous
Players-Lasky f "

*

— That Max Lmder is to appear
version Of " The Little Cafe," to be
Paris >.

in a film

made near

— That Billie Burke is to return to tho speak-
ing stage next season, under the management
of her husband, II. Ziegfcld ?

— 77iijZ -he will appear in the principal role in
"* Caesar's Wife," the comedy that has created
such a sensation here ? -

—That it is reported that Sir Oswald Stoll
will build another mammoth cinema theatre
costing a couple of million dollars ?—+

—

—That Elliott Dexter has also'retumcd, his
first picture, since his illness, will bo "The
Prince Chap " i

—That Jane and Katherine Lee are learning
to drive a motor-car ?

Thai Richard Barthelmess is American, but
of French descent ? —

—

— That the mother of tho Talmadge girls is

known to the picture colony as '" Peg " ?— —

-

— That Gladys Hulette is married—to William
Parke, Jr. > .

•' - — —

•

— Thnt Viola Dana is four feet eleven inches
tall and weighs ninety-six pounds ?

-

—

That Mae Murray is Mrs. Bob Leonard in

private life ?

—-»—

-

— That Norma Talmadge went straight from
high school to the Vitagraph studios ?—

—

'

—

That Gail Henry has returned to the
screen ?

— That Warner Gland w as bora near the Arc-lie

Circle, in Umea ? .'

—

—

— That Ethel Barrymore is Mrs. Russell Colt,

and lias three children?

Fay Filmer.
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FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News from Los Angeles,

Their Favourite Flowers.
GERALDINE FARRARS favourilo flower

is the heliotrope, tho lily Paulino Frede-
rick's, and tho gardener of the Goldwyn

Studio is something of a poet, for he cultivates
a special bed of these flowers, and keeps the
dressing-rooms of both stars sweet with tho
fragrance of their favourite blossoms.

In the Cause of Realism.
DOUGLAS MACLEAN holds a very poor

opinion of the exigencies of his culling,
caused by the following story, wliich re-

sulted in a bad attack of indigestion.
It seems that Douglas was looking forward

with a great deal of pleasurable anticipation
to a dinner engagement at the home of ono of
his friends who is noted for the excellency of
her chef, and the care with which she cateVs
to the appetite of her guests. The afternoon
preceding the dinner he was called upon to do
a scene in which he was required to eat a largo
number of hot cakes of questionable pala'tability.
To make matters worse, Mr. MacLea-n has had
for years a pet aversion to hot cakes and sweet
slulfs, so one can readily imagine his state "of

mind when ho sat at the table of bis hosier
with an appetite more than" satisfied.

Something New for Villains.

CAN you flip a cigarette from the back of
your palm into your mouth ? •

This stunt Frederick Malatesta is an
expert at. He is cast for the villain ii* tfic ;

filming of the Drury Lane melodrama, " Tho
Best of Luck," which Screen Classics is now-
filming with an all-star cast.

He pet formed this trick for his director wtsi
fellow-players during a lull in tho villain
business the other day, and now the entire
company is practising the stunt.

Thrills in "The Best of Luck."

ONE of the many thrills we shall see in litis

film, by the way, is the heroine on a
motor-cycle being pursued through a

thunder-storm. The rain came from the city
water mains through one thousand feet of fire

hose to give realism to this scene.
During the last two weeks aeroplane flights,

motor-car wrecks, and all night work photo-
graphing motor chases through a storm,. have
tried the nerves of the company.

He Knew the Length of Horns.A GOOD story is now told of " the villain, : >

Frederick Malatesta. It seems " he
was on the cast for Mephistopheles in a

film version of " Faust," when the industry
was still in its infancy.

11 Go back and change your make-up," in-

structed the producer, " your horns are too small."
" Looka beer, meester," protested Malatesta,
I play the devil, not a cow."

To Admirers of Enid Bennett.

I
HAVE been requested by Miss Enid Bennett
to tell readers who wish for her photograph
that she asks for International Coupons to

the valuo of Is. to be enclosed with their re-

quest for her photograph.
All money so obtained she devotes to the

Red Cross. . Elsie Codd.

Mrs. TALMADGE with her three daughters CONSTANCE, NORMA, and NATALIE. The
combined income of these three little maids, scarcely out of school, is over £200,000 a year.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES,

ALLAN DWAN, sitting down, is directing JAMES KIRKWOOD A picture Of BESSIE BARRISCALE playing a game of baseball. Her husband,
and ANNA Q. NILSON in a scene for his forthcoming produc- HOWARD HICKMAN, is shown catching the ball, and JOSEPH DISSLING is

tion, "The Luck of the Irish." umpiring.

Three popular players seated on the lawn of the Ince Studios at Culver City. Reading from left to They stole some tarts ! FRANK LLOYD,
right are JEAN DARNELL, VIRGINIA RAPPE, and LOUISE GLAUM. It is not recorded what producer, PAULINE

<(

FREDERICK, and the

the dog's name is, but he insisted on being the centre of attraction. eccentric actress " SPIKE " RANKIN.

MOLLY MALONE and FATTY ARBUCKLE, who are playing
in a new comedy.

VIOLA DANA assisting her producer, JOHN INCE, in the production ot one of the

scenes in her latest Metro production, Please Get Married."
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OUR FASCINATING SERIAL OF AN UGLY DUCKLING THAT BECAME A CINEMA STAR.

Double
READ THIS FIRST.

BETH fA MARVEL!., a very pretty girl, receives,

an invitation from some smart friends to j>ay

a visit to them at the lowers. Retina's sister

" Harry'.' is a girl of unite different disposition.

Although she cannot be described as pretty! s,|c has

a certain attractiveness. Her young man. George,

thinks the world of her, and loves her for what she is.

He is a good fellow, and does not approve of her

sister's craving for gaiety. Ry her bravery she

saves a little girl's life. Later, she finds out that the

girl is the daughter of the producer of a motion

picture company which is in the district, and out of

"ratitude she is olfered a position in the company.
Harry is introduced to Delia I'awley, of the Towers,

and when Delia learns that she is engaged to George

Battersby, the famous swimmer, she decide; to

invite him by some means or other to the house,

although Harry naturally does not wish this. Later

on Harry keeps her appointment, with the cinema

producer. Meanwhile, George arrives at the Towers

in response to a wire sent by Delia, in Harry s

name. He makes a short stay, and when he returns

home is puzzled lo hear of a mysterious appointment
which lakes his sweetheart some miles out of town
each day. He tackles Harry on the subject, but she

keeps her secret. -
.

"

Later on George discovers Harry at a dancing club

got up by Delia, and he is very upset to notice her

apparent change in manner
He resolves to discover (he, secret of his sweet-

heart's movements', and' in company with Delia,

who is pretending to assist him. he tracks her- to

Waterloo Station, anil boards the same tram as

Harry. When the train arrives at a station, led

Lambert, the producer, plans a little scheme which

assists Harry to escape from her pursuers.

He makes George go through some ridiculous

adventures .under, the pretence that he thouuht he
was a new actor, and George is so exhausted that

he has to take to bed, and rest completely for a

while. Harry; when she sees what, Her escapade

has led to, becomes heartily sick of the whole thing,

although deceitful Delia enjoys the joke. George
upbraids Delia, and says that he is determined

to extract the whole truth from his sweetheart.

(You can now read on.)

Kismet.

MORE trouble awaited Ted when next he
visited the patient.

" I suppose you've got the telephone

here ? " asked George.

.
" Yes."
'• Well, would you mind ringing up 403

Balham, and ask for Miss Harriet Marvell.

Tell her—oh, no, don't say anything about this;

Cinema business. Tell her that I've had a slight

accident, and I d like to see her if she'll como
out. Tell her where it is. Don't frighten her

about me !

"

George lay* back gasping. His strength was
Boon spent.

" I'll see to it. I'll meet the lady at the

station," whispered Ted. And ho tiptoed out

in acute misery. What in the name of all the

prophets was going to happen next i

A nice kcttlo of fish you are making of it

all," Mrs. Hollows all but wept, when she got

Ted Lambert and her husband to herself.
" Hero you've made this poor young fellow

<iuite ill with your mad work, and the boss lias

been let in for taking on a perfectly useless gir),

tho typo we've no use tor at all, and driven our

precious little Harry right away to Balhani,

whero she'll havo to stay till her unreasonable

lover is well enough to go home. I don't know
what you were thinking of, Ted !

"

" I wasn't thinking," said Ted penitently.

"The wholo thing sort of acted itself. One
thing kept following on another. I think it

must havo been Kismet !

"

" And what's tho next thing ?
"

" The next thing is," said Ted miserably,
" to summon the said ' precious Harry ! to her

George's bedside. It's getting to bo a mighty
complicated situation all round, liut there's

one bright spot—I have got tho job of meeting

her at tho station !
"

" Perhaps I have killed him !

"

YOU came homo in a car,'' >aid Bethia.

For a great wonder, she was spending
a day at home, remodelling a dance

frock ; if Harry had thought of this, she would
havo got Oetavius G. Hollows to stop short

of the next row of houses.
" Yes,'' said J fairy shortly. »

" Why didn't you ask him in ?
"

No answer.
" He looked pret ty elderly, I must Bay."

' Will you kindly mind your own business ?
"

Harry's pent-up anger began to blaze. And
jet it took a good deal to make her really cross

with Bethia. • Bethia looked hurt. Her deep
blue eyes were moist.

•' Oh, all right. But I should think Georgo
wouldn't be Haltered if lie saw his rival.''

Harry broke down. Matter-of-fact Harry,
who so seldom cried. She buried her face lit

tho sofa-cushion ; she did so wish it was the

bosom of a nice, kind, understanding elder

Bister. And she sobbed without restraint.
" Oh, I'm so—so unhappy ! And there's

nobody, nobody in the world I ean tell. And
you're my sister—older than me—yet I can't

tell you anything, because you don't care and
won't understand, I don't believe you care

for anything in the world but yourself."
" Of course I don't !

" retorted Bethia calmly.
" What girl with any sense does ?

"

Just then llie telephone bell interrupted the

interview. Bethia had insisted that you might
as well be dead and buried as live in Balhani
without the telephone in the house., She was
thankful for the interruption. Truth to tell,

sho was a bit frightened. Harry was usually

so patient and slow to anger.
" I must go,"' said Harry, returning, all tho

anger tied from a pain-sti icken face. "Georgo
wants me. Ho is ill—hurt or something. I

am going now."
" What is the matter with George ?

"

" I think—perhaps—I have killed him,"
whispered Harry. Let mo go."

She went unsteadily out, stumbling on the

mat, twisting her gloves^in her hands. Ted's
message had been imperative but vague. Ho
had to deliver it at third hand. George was ill

—quite conscious—wanted to see her, would
she please come quick. That was all.

She got the next train. Ted met her; Ted
grinning as usual, bursting with fun and ex-

citement.
"Cheerio! I've managed it famously.

Really, he's doing all right now, and it wasn't

my fault. He hasn't an inkling of you being

in the company, or anything of that. Why,
what—whatever is the matter ?

"

Harry's white agonised face had shocked

him into seriousness.
" George—what about George ? " she panted.
" Heavens, how sho cares !

" thought Ted
despairingly. Ho told her briefly what had
happened, and how the rough handling that

took place had brought on a return of the old

trouble due to gas-poisoning that had occa-

sioned poor George's discharge from the Army.
" And I'd no idea ho wasn't a lot titter than

myself," said Ted penitently. "For I'm a

crock myself, you know."
" Oh, I knew he was warned not to take

risks. He was a famous boxer once ; he had

to stop ; ho had to be very careful about his

swimming—and he's been so much better.

They thought ho was going to get over it

altogether."
" But he's better again. Got to keep quiet

though, for a few days. And he wants to sco

He's got something on his mind, ho

Oh, we're good friends now, I assure
you
says
you ! And I thought it was safe to ring you

up and get you to come -as a total stranger,

mind ! You have never been here before

;

never seen ine, or any of us, never acted lor

tho camera, of course. What are you looking

so tragic for V It's the greatest lark ever."

"It isn't a lark at all. It's a tragedy— and
the breaking up of my happiness," Hurry said

coldly and slowly. " Oh, no, I'm not 'blaming

you ; but nothing can ever make it right now.
'

" But« it is all right," Lambert protested.
" He doesn't know. He never will know—
unless you play your cards pretty badly. So
please leave off looking miserablo."

And because poor Ted looked so miserable,

Harry simply had to smile reassuringly.
" Things are never so bad they mightn't bo

worse," she said.

George was propped up with pillows. He
looked frail and heavy-eyed; his breath

came heavily and with dilliculty.
" Oh, George !

"

Poor words to express the agonies of self-

reproach Harry was suffering. She knelt

beside him, holding his hand. .

" I'm so sorry ! So sorry, •dear !

"

"I say though! Get up! I'm not —
dying !

" Georgo objected. " Don't sound so

tragic. Anybody might think it wasi/our fault."

The words recalled Harry to self-control.

"Look here, Harry. I've got something lo

say to you."
George laid a caressing hand on a cold one

which was trembling.
" I sent for you because I felt pretty bad a

while back. I'm better now ; but you see,

this trouble of mine is a great strain on the

heart when I get a bad bout, and nobody can

tell which way it's going to end. So it made .

me think quite a lot. And, Harry dear, 1

have to make you an apology. You had a

little secret, dear ? You were making some
money, and you didn't want me to know
about it ?

"

Harry winced, but her troubled eyes never

left George's face. -

" I determined to find out. I followed you—
tracked you—with Delia Fawley. I tracked

you to the train, missed you, somehow, on the

way between Waterloo and Reading, and ended
up here after a chapter of accidents. Weh\
I was pretty bad for a bit, and somehow 1

began to see what an unsporting thing I was
doing in trying to ferret out your little secret,'

dearest. I love you. I trust you. I'm not

going to ask any more. So there !

"

A silence, while Harry's cheek, wet and
warm, was laid against his.

" And Harry, we'll trust one another after

this. We'll not have any more secrets from
one another, shall we ?

"

" No, George."
'" And you do forgive me for spying on you '.'

''

" Of course I do, George."
" And if you like to tell me "

There was a silence. Harry looked away,
sad-faced again.

" Never mind, darling. If you don't want

"It isn't that, George. I'd love to tell yod
everything ; but—well, shall we just leave it

as you said, just to trust one another "

" And not have any more secrets. Right-ho '

That's a bargain !

"

•' It's nice having you there, Harry. I feel

rather rotten still, you know."
" Poor old fellow !

"

" I'd like you not to have too much to

do with Delia Fawley. She's not a particularly

nice girl—not the companion for you."

"Nor for you," twinkled Harry. "Why I

detest the woman."
" Then I hope you'll go on detesting her."
" She's Bethia' s friend, not mine. I hope

they'll quarrel soon."

"Do you know, Harry, what this place is?.

It's a cinema studio, where they make the

scenes for the moving pictures. I must get

(Continued on page 8.)
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THE LOU TELLEGENS AT HOME.
A Well-Known Screen Pair Photographed When Off Duty.

Just ofl for a stroll. Ready lor a shooting expedition. A little exercise for tueir pet:.
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HER DOUBLE LIFE (Continued from
pane 6.)

ihem to show you round while you'ro hero.

You don't know what a doccnt lot they arc,

too ! I was surprised. There's a chap,
Lambert, a most entertaining fellow—and a
gentleman, too ! In fact, thoy mostly are.

It's an eye-opener for me, for I must say 1 was
prejudiced against the whole cinema business'.

I don't care about new ideas, I suppose. But
I can see now that it's quite a good thing. And
ihese people act some really good plays; not
shockers at all. Why, they're rehearsing
.Shakespeare. It's great, really. I moan to see

a lot of the cinema after this. We'll do some
plays together, shall we ?

"

" Oh, George,'' was all that Harry could say.
She didn't know what to say. It was all so
difficult, She wanted to .tell George every-
thing. The time was just right ; he had
forgiven her in advance ; above all, his great
objection to the cinema was withdrawn.
But if she made a clean breast of the whole

thing, so much more was bound to como out.
How would George take the discovery that ho
had been tricked all through, and was oven
now the victim of a Cheerful conspiracy !

Then 'would it be fair to give away poor Lambert,
who had so zealously hurled himself into the
breach in her behalf ?

No ; Harry hesitated and decided to let it

alone. Some day, when it was all over and
•lone with, some happy day she would find a
chance to tell George tho whole story. But

—

not now !

To clinch matters, Ted Lambert himself
strolled in, and kept up the little farce with
gusto. Ho listened to George's enthusiastic
account of the Hellows settlement without
tinning a hair, and at length offered to show
Harry round—Harry, who could have found
her way blindfold from one end to the other.

" Yes, go," said George. " I'll try to sleep a
bit now."

" Great success, eh, what ? " exclaimed the
cheerful Ted, when they were safe out of earshot

.

" Y-yes. But I don't like it. I wish we
bad never begun it," said Harry miserably.
" I do feel such a sneak to George."

" Oh, that's all rot," protested Ted. "You
know the Southampton rehearsal comes off

on Monday 1
"

"f shall not be there," announced Harry.
" I have given up the cinema."

" Not—going ! Given it up ! But, look
here, you cant give it up! Whyv the thing's
written for you. It's your show. You can't
get out of it. And your contract binds you,
if there were nothing else."

" I don't care," stubbornly reiterated Harry.
" I shall not play in it."

" But you must ! Don't you soe, there's
more even than our firm alone to consider.
We're just on tho turning po'int of amalgamat-
ing with the Better Britain Photo-play Com-
pany, and this is our first piece of work for

them. If you were to go and upset this—why,
it might ruin the whole deal."

" There are plenty more girls," argued Harry.
" But only one Harriet Marvell, or Priscilla

Surprise, as thiVvorld is to know you."
She clenched her small fists, looking down

with bent brows.
" Oh, I feel like—did you ever see a rabbit

in a gin ? A little helpless rabbit with its

foot fast in the cruel jaws, struggling to get free.

I feel like that, and nobody will open the trap."
" I say, though ! You don't feel like all

that ?
—
I'm beastly sorry, you know. J

thought you liked it."
" So I do. Or rather, I did until—if it

wasn't for George. But perhaps it is only for
a time, and I shan't feel so wretched for long.
But, oh, life is so difficult."

And yet, when she came to think of it. it

might possibly bo pretty smooth sailing after
all. The new play to bo enacted shortly in

the Southampton setting would only be a
matter of a few days, a fortnight at most.
Then then- would bo a handsome cheque that
would serve to drive away that dreadful look
of reckless despair from Bethia's beautiful
young face, and after that, farewell to the
cinema stage.
That was certainly rather sad for Harry,

just at tho time when tho first film in which
she appeared as a star was about to be released.
That in itself would have been a tragedy to a
girl more keen on fame and the excitements of

Life than Harry. But she was a girl who
carefully weighed things in the balance! One
side : tho screen, admiration, fun, jolly com-
pany, plenty of money to call her own. Other
side : George, just George, dear, kind, in-

tolerant, jealous George, a homo of her own
bye-and-bye and no more need to think about
leading a double life. And she chose George
without any hesitation at all.

" I shall finish my contract," she told Mr.
Hellows. "It would be dishonourable to let

you down. But after this I must retire from
tho screen altogether."

" Good girl," said Octavius G. Hollows.
" But by Jiminy, I owe that sweetheart of
yours a grudge. He's going to rob the screen
of the best star of the day. Always the way.
I wish we could get along without a girl about
tho place. They spoil everything, and yet wo
can do nothing without them."

Perhaps the new recruit will take her place,"
whispered Ted Lambert mischievously. " See,
here she comes, faking to the stage like a duck
to water !

"

Harry had to look twice before she recognised
Delia Fawley in the ghastly looking apparition
that came stalking across tho courtyard towards
them. Delia was being coached by a willing

party of volunteers, and was attired in a weird
costume hurriedly designed for Cleopatra.
Her beautiful features had been made up in
what she had been informed was the correct
colour-scheme for daylight acting. That is to
say, she had been painted a bright green, with
yellow shadings, and her hair was powdered
copiously. The lively girls of the settlement,
with little Daisy Hellows as ringleader, had
gone a good step further than Ted in their

part of the practical joke.

Delia came on, quite unconscious that her
appearance was anything but dignified and
imposing.

" They ui'.l have me rehearse as Cleo-
patra," she explained, excitedly to Harry.
" They insist that I'm cut out for it. I'm
frightfully fascinated by the cinema. Of
course, 1 wouldn't allow my name to appear,
but I can easily use a stage name, and I've
always had such a penchant for acting, if

only my voice had been a little stronger. Now,
what do you think of me, Mr. Lambert ? I'm
to play opposite to you, am I not ?

"

Ted followed her with a friendly wink of under-
standing to Harry. She could enjoy that joke
without any qualms. She knew that Cleopatra
scene. It was a merry burlesque, which all

tho company had rehearsed and enjoyed
greatly ; Daisy Hellows was featured in it as
a mischievous boy-slave, while the mock
< Icopafra was a quite ridiculous centre figure.

And Delia Fawley, puffed with vanity, and
trembling with emotion till her teeth chattered,
looked, in the finery that the company had
zealously piled upon her, about as ridiculous
as it was possible for a girl to appear, and not
know it.

"I simply muxt show myself to fjcorgo
Battersby, poor man. What a shame he should
be missing all t his !

"

Sho strolled over to the French window of
George's room.

Look at me, please," she commanded, in a
queenly tone. >' I am Cleopatra !

"

''You're Cleopatra! The dickens you an
|

Clco—ha ! ha ! ha !
"

George's weak laughter followed the affrpnte'd
Queen across the lawn ; every fold of her royal
robes shook with indignation.

She was back too soon for tho COnspiratoi
to assume their expressions of respectful
solemnity. Little Daisy Hellows was uttering
shrill squeals of pure joy, stifling her crimson
face in Harry's arms.
Ted Lambert, worso still, was giving an

impersonation of her stately walk, and Delia
could not but recognise it. And to make
matters worse still, the whole party made a
ludicrous attempt to straighten up and look
serious as she advanced swiftly upon them.

" What is the joke ? " demanded Cleopatra
" You are laughing at me I You are making a

fool of me !

"

" Impossible !
" politely murmured the in-

corrigible Ted, upsetting several faces again
that had been carefully arranged in -sole inn lines.

" It need go no further," Cleopatra breathed
icily. " I shall go home." She turned away
with a proud sweep. Then she added over
her shoulder :

" I shall act for the cinema ; but.

not in this company. There are respectable
film companies that are quite beyond your ken.
Where is my dressing-room ?

"

She moved away in stately anger towards
the dressing-room, where she had been decked
out. And Daisy Hellows was too convulsed
with mirth to obey the prods of her companions,
and go and open the door for her. Besides, the
child was dreadfully afraid that Cleopatra
would slap her. And as luck would have k,
Delia, being confused and angry, put her
hand to the wrong door, turned the handle,
and went in.

" She's gone into my dressing-room !
" cried

Harry. " Oh, now it's all over indeed ! Let
me go ! She will tell him all ! Let me go ! 1

can't stay here any longer."
For now, indeed, Harry saw that her secret

was out. Delia Fawley, Delia hot with rage and
out for vengeance, had discovered her secret ;

had seen all the intimacies of her private
dressing-room ; seen her picture and George's
side by side ; her costumes, snapshots of her in

various characters—already, merely with a glance,
she must know all that she had tried to conceal.
And she would tell George.
Harry's courage suddenly all deserted her.

Without saying another word, she turned and
ran all alone across the fields towards the
stat ion. She did not know it, but she ws a

crying like a child.

(Another Fascinating Instalment of this Serial
Next Monday.)—

RENE CRESTE
RENE CRESTE, the popular French actor,

was bom in Paris. Early in his career
he showed that he had tho making of a

great dramatic actor, and in a very short space
of time he was playing leading parts in the many
numerous plays founded upon Victor Hugo's
works.
He is a great favourite on the Continent, es-

pecially in Italy and Switzerland, where his

characterisations of Romeo and Hamlet are

very much appreciated.
'

He has also acted in Egypt, and other distant
parts of tho globe.

Industrious and Versatile.

RENE CRESTE started playing for the
Gaumont Company in 1913, at their

Paris studio. He acted in the studio
in the daytime and on tho legitimate stage in

Paris at night.

Ho is a man of great industry and versatility.

His career was interrupted by the declaration
of war in 1914, when ha was called to the
French colours ; but in 1915 lie received his dis-

charge through illness on war service, and
immediately afterwards appeared in Maeter-
linck's •' Pelleas ond Melisande."

In this fine play he added more laurels to his

^lage career.

A FRENCH ACTOR WHO
• PLEASES BRITISH AUDIENCES.

Played in "Judex."
LATER, Rene Creste returned to the Gau-

mont Studios and acted in several more
film productions, many of wliieh have

been seen in tho country, such as " Monica's
Past," and "The Broken Bond."
When the first "Judex" serial came to be

written, the producer pounced upon M. Creste

as the very man to impersonate the leading
character, and his great suecess in this country
is already well known.
The part he was called upon to play was

a difficult one, but lie came out of the ordeal
w ith flying colours.

A Great Personal Triumph.
THIS was a great personal triumph for

Rene, for the majority of Continental
artistes do not generally please Britisli

audiences. Rene Creste is careful, painstakint:,

and uses wise restraint in his acting, and he is,

above all, an ideal lover on the screen.

He is young, tall and handsome, and will, un-
doubtedly, be seen in many more photo-plays
in the future.

Rene Creste added to his screen success by his

appoarance in " Tho Further Exploits of Judex."
and now, of course, ho maybe seen in Gaumon''s
latest serial, entitled " Tih-Minli."
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JUST ME^e
IF in this story I have offended anyone whose name I have used, I am sincerely sorry, because I have not meant to do so.

It may seem that I have dealt not too kindly with my parents during the early period of my life. I can but say I have

PEARL
WHITE.

[Fox,)

: may !

written of things just as they impressed me. The treatment they gave to me was stern, indeed, but I now realise that I

was a headstrong, stubborn child, and evidently the methods they employed m ust have been the right ones, for I have
turned out a financial success, at least.

Everybody who knows my father and stepmother likes them, so at
heart they must be good, and I'm glad that when the Almighty dealt
out parents that I drew the ones I did. To you, kind readers, I ask only
that you will please look upon me as just " a regular human being."

Just Me.
All mankind craves joy and dreads sorrow,

And as we each have just one life to live,

Let us get the best that we can—
But pay for it with the best v:e can give.

THIS is a very fceblo attempt at verse,

but the substance of those four linen

has been my motto through life. You
who struggle through this autobiography will,

1 think, agree with me that I have paid a
pretty high price in my youth ; but still 1

have gotten my share of worldly goods, and
the God of Happiness has smiled on me, too.

Never before have I given out any authentic
data concerning my early life, because, poor
fool that I have been, I was ashamed of my
humble origin and my poverty stricken past.

I would have liked my audience to believe me
a petted child of the aristocracy with a brilliant

lino of ancestors. So many of us like to pretend
that we are what we are not. But why ? Wo
are just ourselves, after all, and each one
of us holds our lifo as dear as the other. I am
of "'the people," and it is to "the people "

that I owe most of my good fortune. But I

arc glad to have known so many hard knocks
in life, because I can appreciate what misery
means ; and if I can amuse, if only in a small
way, even bring a wee little 6mile to the lips of

those people who earn their bread by the
sweat of their brow, I feel that I am doing, at
least, a little bit for mankind.
But there ! It is not my intention to ramble

on through the whys and wherefores of life,

and I promise to tell you simply the real, true
story of my struggle for fame. My attempt at
literature will, I know, be comic ; but 1 hope,
at least, to convince some of the screen or
stage-struck girls that a career means a good
long light, full of disappointments.
To my father, I owe mysense of humour, which

lias helped me a lot. I never knew my mother,
so lot us say that my guiding hand through
a\\ of these years has been more or less " Fate."
I have struggled against it—oh ! so hard, so
many times, but have always been beaten.

I don't thinlfcT have ever had a big ambi'ion
that has ever been realised. At first I wanted
to be a bareback rider in a circus, but, no, that
was not to be. Then my great, great dream
was to be a writer. I failed in that, too. I then
struggled to bo a great dramatic actress on tho
stage, but I lost out early in the game. And
maybe the greatest of all, I wanted to-be a wife
and a mother with a lot of kiddies on a big farm ;

but that didn't turn out, either—so here I am,
a motion -picture actress, forced into it by
circumstances, and only just now the ambition
is beginning to dawn, and I am struggling
again to reach the very top. How will 1'ato
treat me in this ? I.et us see.

"The Spirit of my Mother."

TO begin with my origin—my father, Edward
G. White, was born in 1'ort Byron, New
York, of just " homo folks " peoplo

who, however, had a good deal of money. At
tho ago of twenty -one, being in poor health,
hit mother took him to Missouri, and settled
in a bltlo town of about three hundred in-

habitants, called Greenridgo. Just why they
chofie that place I know not.

There ho met and married a girl of sixteen —
Elizabeth House, my mother. Of her family
1 Know but little, as she died shortly after my

birth, and when I was but five or six years old
a bitter quarrel arose between the two families
which lasted until long after I drifted out into
tho world. I have been told that her people
were Italians, their real name being Casa.
which, translated into English, means " house."
My father's people are Americans, but a

good way back of Irish descent. My mother
brought some money with her when she married,
and the two little fortunes combined made
them quite the richest people of this little

fanning town. They settled just across tho
road from my mother's home in an old red-

brick house which was quite large, surrounded
by beautiful grounds. In thoso days it was
considered quite a wonderful estate, and I
guess it was. I don't remember the house so
well, but I will never forget the long drive-
way through rows of huge maple-trees, and
tho long, long paths bordered on each side

by beautiful rose-bushes.
It was through these same paths that my

mother's ghost was supposed to have walked

A WORD ABOUT " JUST ME."
(T\EAItL WHITE'S Own Life Story,
["^ which begins in this issue, is

totally unlike most of the stories

written about the lives of actresses.

In the first place, it is really written by
Pearl White HERSELF, and the natural
breezy style' of the famous cinema actress

makes the reader almost think he is con-
versing with her.

Pearl is as fearless m her story as she
is when doing her thrilling stunts, and she
does not hesitate to criticise herself and
her friends. It is this candour that makes
a story so fascinating and charming.
Those who have loved Pearl White on the

screen will love her still, more now they have
been told her struggles, privations, and
ambitions in HER OWN WORDS.

each night after her death. This tale was
firmly believed by the whole neighbourhood,
and there are many people in the village who
claim to have seen her. In fact, although
1 suppose it was only a delusion in my small
mind, many is the night I havo looked out of
my bedroom window and thought I saw a
figure in white gliding about the grounds,
which I firmly believed to be the spirit of

my mother. -
In this small town" my father lived as a

gentleman among the people, who were mostly
farmers ; but he never bothered to till the soil

until long after my birth, when he was forced
to do so through necessity. He was an un-
usually handsome man of an Irish type, very
well educated, extremely witty, and loved
to play. His father had died five months
before he was born, and, being the only son,
ho was adored by his mother, who had always
given him plenty of money and taught hiin

that he was tuo good to work. This lesson he
must have learned very well, because I don't
think that ho ever did really get down to labour
until ho was over forty years old. But, to

give him credit, he does now, in his old uge,

work pretty hard.
Por about fifteen years my parents lived, T

suppose* the usual life. .My mother was a very

usx nave oeen me rigni ones, tor i nave

\\^\^
frail little person of less than five feet, and yery
slender. Her photograph shows her to have
had an unusual abundance of dark hair, and a
face about the same as mine, only her entiro
colouring was much darker. I think she must
have had quite a morbid disposition, for after

I was old enough to read, I found a lot of her
books very much tear-stained, with little diary
notes written on the fly leaves telling how she
had cried all of that day or night. Also lines

of how much she loved my father, and how
handsome he was. I also found little verses
which she composed about how happy she was,
and frequently on the same page would bo
written, " I am so unhappy ; I have cried,"
etc., etc. She must have been a complex
little creature, but she was one of God's noble-
women ; for she bore nine children in fifteen

years, and on the ninth—which was, myself

—

she gave her life.

My first recollection of life is of being seated
in a large wooden washtub with two other
children, and being roughly washed with
laundry soap by an old coloured woman. As
this performance had taken place each week
since my infancy, no wonder it is firmly stamped
upon my memory. Even to-day, as I sit in a
nice white tub, with wonderfully perfumed
soap, a mental picture arises of a very black
woman sweating and scouring three dirty
little kids. How dirty we were, and how we
hated water ! I think that same old tub was
responsible for me not learning to swim until

after I was grown-up.
The " weekly bath " is used as a joke, but to

the people who lived in this little hamlet where
I corns from bathing was a very serious affair.

In that part of Missouri there are no natural
springs. The people in the small villages where
there is no city water supply have to depend
on the rain which they catch in drain-pipe.-

built on the edge of the roofs, which carry
the water down into cisterns anil even barrels.

I arrived at the time when our pipes—even
the house—were going into decay, consequently
we had very little water ; and whereas we
generally got our face, hands and feet washed
every day, our weekly bath took place after

the family washing had been done. All of the
children were dipped into the rinsing water,
and given a scrubbing with home-made lye
soap that well might la«t until the next Saturday.

Oh, how I hated to be cleaned ! In fact,

as I remember it, I disliked most everything,
and I am quite sure I was not too popular
with the people around me myself.

A Candid Description.

I
WAS in my early days a wonderful definition
of the word '.' brat," and as ugly as a child

ever was. I always had a head much too
largo for my body, which, by the way, was quite
husky, too. I had a very small snub nose, and
rather large greenish yellowish eyes. I was
always sunburned nearly black, and my terrible

tragedy was my yellowish hair that was awfully
red in the sunlight. Oh, how I used to hate tho

kids when they called me " Red-headed, cat-

eyed, Pearly White." I used to get so mad.
but was such a coward I was afraid to even
answer back. In fact, I was afraid of every-
thing, the dark especially, which I firmly

believed to bo rilled with monstrous goblins

and boogyboos that would devour small

children when they were naughty. This hail
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been instilled into my head by my grandmother,
and, as I was always doing everything that I
vw>s told not to, I was in constant fear. I was
afraid even of the other children. If they hit

me, I would run screaming away. I was after-

wards taken in hand when I was about six by
my father, who sent me into the dark alone,

and every time I ran from the other children he
would give me a good thrashing himself, so I
soon found out it was easier to fight with the
kida of my sizo than to receive my father's

licking. He used to send me clown to the
village, which was about a mile away, in the
dark night and make me bring back a stamp or

something to prove that I had been there. This
frhs a severe training but successful, for when
J was about twelve I could lick any kid my
size, and 1 would even defy my father himself.

How I knew my Father,

MV father ! I don't remember ever
having seen him until I was nearly
four years old, and all through

childhood I could remember him as he
walked through the front gate into my
life one fall morning. 1 had tied two
litl le dogs' tail" together, and was having
u wonderful time watching them bite

one another. The next thing I re.

member is having received an awful
slap on my jaw, and I grabbed up the
dogs and ran howling away. I went
out and hid in the barn, and stayed
there along with the two clogs the entire

day. I hud heard of my father from
the older children, and knew that he
was not a man to spare the rod. He
had been away from homo for a long
time, but when I received thai slap, 1

suspected immediately that he must bo
my father returned. If he had only
talked to me then, and tried to teach
me right and wrong, my childhood might
have been different. For that day up
in the hay loft. I stored up enough
hatred to last for years, and although I

was frightened of him, I always did
secretly everything that he told me not
t i, then lied about it. Consequently, I
became at an early age a brilliant liar.

At the time of his entrance into my
lif~. our family consisted of his mother,
an old lady of about eighty-five, with
a mind that was pretty much un-
balanced, myself, a brother named
Fred, aged six, and a sister of seven
named Grace. One older brother,
George, had been given to my mother's
mother who lived across the road from
us. AH of the other children had died
before my mother. The grandmother
the three of us children absolutely un-
controllable, along with the old darkey
we called aunty, and a house that was
going to rack and ruin—for my father
by then had gone through nearly all of
his money—were not what you would
call a cheerful family, and I really
wonder at the fact that my father had
the heart to come back at all.

lection of that period is of being fastened inlo

a very tight rod velvet dress—something that
had been handed down from my sister—and
going out to call on the villagers with my grand-
mother. I didn't mind this so much as nearly
every place we went they would give me
cookies and candy. The one thing that I did
dread was that invariably my grandmother
would stand me upon a chair and say. " Now,
I'early, say your piece for the nice people." I

can still remember her favoxirite. It ran Uiu3 :

" When I first got upon this chair ^
jUi/ little heart went pit a pat- r

1 thought I heard somebody say
]\'hose sweet~litlle girl is that ?

"

Then everybody would applaud and say
,: How

cute '.
" Eventually I refused to speak without

being rewardod with candy. Then somebody
must have given me some pennies, and this must

No Sense of Right or Wrong.

MY older sister Grace still remem-
bered my mother and her teach-
ing, but my brother and myself

were absolutely devoid of a sense of right
and wrong. We had never been taught religion,
not even our prayers, and our poor Utile
minds, degenerated for years, were about as
cruel and dishonest as two children's could
possibly be. We looked upon our sister as
something weak and pitiful, and hated our
brother, who lived across tho way, wore good
c lothes, and had a bicycle—my mother's mother
was still well to do. We used to go over end
steal his marbles and toys, and tear up his

(

rlothos. Then we drifted inlo stealing things
from my grandmother, then from my father,
and eventually we would take anything that we
found around loose. Tims we became juvenile
delinquents in all sensos of the word.
My father stayed home that trip all through

the winter, and ho more or less started to look
after us as well as a man can. The two other
children were sent to school, leaving ino more
or less alone during the clay. My strong recol-

for hours in front of the window, and at last

I grew fond of a large doll with long black
curls. I guess it was only a cheap one, but to

me she was a gorgeous creature. I went into
the store, laid my money down on the counter,
and asked for the doll. Perhaps the mone\
was not enough, and the man who ran the drug
store had seen me hanging around so long thai

lie felt sorry for me. Anyway, he gave me the
clnll, also my money back, and extracted a

solemn promise from me that I would put it

into the contribution-box at Sunday-school
That was before my entrance into church, so I

fear that I never kept my promise.
Tho drugstore man ! His name. I still re

member, was Fortis Redmond, and wherevet

he is to-day I feel a deep gratitude towards hinl
because it was he who caused the first affection
my poor comic, little soul had over known. How
I adored that doll, and how I adored him.

This adoration lasted for years, but as
I was still rather shy and timid, I wa-
afraid to display my feelings, and i

suppose he did not suspect me of
having any gratitude at all. I was a

funny kid, and although I did brazen up
once in a while and go and do things,
still I was easily frightened and reach
to run at the drop of a hat.

A'

PEARL WHITE and her

have given me an idea, because I soon increased

my repertoires, even adding a few songs, and
every chance I had to slip awuy from home, I

would haunt the village drugstore and post-

office, singing or reciting for pennies to any
customors I could pick up. Sometimes 1 oven
got nickels, and dimes. That was a wonderful
period of candy and ice-cream sodas, and 1

grew absolutely mad about money. Of course,

I didn't know the difference between coins, but
that I could buy things with them 1 soon
learned. My career as the village entertainer
didn't last so long, for my father caught me
early in the game, and 1 was forcibly stopped.
However, it did lost long enough for me to

sove quite a bunch of money, which 1 had hid-

den from time to time in the cellar.

Thero were some dolls in the drugstore win-
clow which 1 had been coveting for a long time,

so around to the drugstore I went with my sav-

ings to got myself a doll. 1 remember standing

Breaking me of Cowardice.
LONG about this period Old Aunty
disappeared. They told me thai
she had gone to a better world. 1

don't suppose I understood anything
about death, because I remember wish-
ing that my father would go there, ton

I was very happy for a while, and life

was all joy because thero was nobod.v
to make me go to bed early or clean
me up. None of us ever paid any
attention to our poor old grand-
mother, and I guess my father spent
most of his time down at the viUage
discussing politics and crops with the
farmers. This wonderful state of affair-

did not last very long. An aunt from
St. Louis appeared on the scene bring-
ing her four children with her. and al

though it was wonderful to have so
many kids to play with, it proved a

catastrophe for me. My aunt and
my father got together and established

more or less discipline." He also

started to break me of my cowardu e

and made the older children keep
themselves clean and wash us younger
ones. We were also sent to Sunday-
school.

Church was a place all through child-

hood of which I was very fond, even
before I realised its meaning. I ulwax s

liked the singing and the crowd of

people. I even grew to like bcin^
dressed up in my Sunday clothes. My
father must have hud a religious streak
just then, for I remember him as br-

ing quite a prominent figure in I In-

Congregational Church that we went
to. It was also about this time thai

lie tried to break my brother and my-
self from lying and stealing, but, as

usual, ho employed drastic m'othods.

[Fax.) 1 don't ever remember him trying to

teach us that it was wrong to lie and
steal, but I do remember his threats of punish-
ment if we did. And, believe me, he kept his

promise when he caught us. I can remember
very vividly the strap he used to employ.

(To be continued next week.)

In next week's instalment of this candid

story ice shall read the result of Pearl White
learning the story of " Hoses and the Lul-

rushes," which sent her aunt away ; her

father's second marriage and the arrival q)
her stepmother ; a family feud ; school lift :

her first C!.ri:'.Tns-tree ; her life as a hi ws
paper girl ; her first appearance as Little

Eva with a travelling trou),e ; memories of a
mashed bandit ; her adventures as head o'
" The Dallon Pane.**
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A CHARMING COMPLETE

STORY. TELLING HOW A

WOMAN'S LOVE LASTED

BEYOND THE GRAVE.

WILLIAM MASTERS, the Willi Street financier, paced up and down (he
library of his mansion in Fifth Avenue, his brows,wrinkled in thought.

Ever and again his gaze wandered to an oil-painting on the wall of a
sweet-faced woman of middle age. At last he stopped opposite it. His hard
f atnres relaxed and a tender lonU came into his eyes.
"Martha! Martha!" he muttered brokenly. "Why could you not have

slaved with me till the end ?
"

The partner who had shared his joys anil sorrow? from the time he landed in

America, a young and almost penniless emigrant, till he became one of the great

p mors in Wall .street, had died but a few weeks ago.
As he resumed his steady pacing up and down the room, he reflected, with bitter

regret, that he hail not made thing- as pleasant for her as he might have done,
lie knew in his heart that she had been much happier in the earlier days of thi ii

married life, before wealth came, than she bad been in that great mansion, but
Williatn Masters had always craved for wealth and power, and even now, with the
shock of his great loss still on him, his thoughts Would turn to the smashing of hi-

greatest rival in Wall Street—lturnham Incorporated.
His face hardened as he took up the threads of his scheme. lie had nothing

to beat. The head of the house of Burnham was bis old enemy's son, Ralph.
" A weak young fool," muttered Masters. " I'll crush him just as easiljl ftS 1

could crush an empty eggshell."
While William Masters was planning his relentless campaign against his financed

enemy, his daughter Claire was in her room thinking just as bard, but with a totally

different motive. Claire Masters was a pretty girl of twenty-four who had in-

herited much of her father's business ability and all her mother's sweetness ot

disposition. It was a letter from her mother that she held in her hand now a- 9he
thought how best she could carry out the instructions contained in it. The letter

had been given to her by the family lawyer on the day her mother's will was read.

"My darling Claire,—I have constantly faced the fear" that your father's

Craving for success might, in a moment of impulse, carry him beyond the
bounds of right. It is my earnest wish that you guard him and watch over
him and never let Kim know.—Your Loving Mother."

Little did Claire think, as she pondered over the sacred task bequeathed to her

by her mother, that her lather was even then planning to ruin Ralph Burnham. the
man she loved.

So far the lovers had kept their secret, but Ralph was coming to the house that
night. forj as he had said, her father would have to know some time. She deter-
mined to take Ralph into her conlidenee about her mother's letter.

Her Sweetheart.
\I,rn BURXHAM was a typical specimen of the modern young American.

|Y A clean-living and clean-thinking man. his good-looking face wore an
" habitual smile. The worst thing most people had to say about him was

that he took life too easily, and that he did not know as much about the crooked
ivays of one side of finance as was necessary for the head of such a great firm.
As he stood in the hall of Mr. Masters'? mansion, however, he was thinking ofsome-
thing he had heard that day. He had been told that William Masters was out to

j uin him, but, though the information caused him grave concern, no one would
have guessed that he had a trouble in the world as lie saw Claire descending
the broad staircase.

" Well !
" he cried gaily. " I'm here. Is your father at home ?

"

•' No. but he will be in soon," replied Claire. " Before be comes I want to
show you something and ask your advice."

As soon a.s they were in the drawing-room. Claire showed Balph her mother's
lei ter. The young man read it through and handed it back.

"•
I shouldn't worry if I were you. Your mother's fears were actuated by her

treat love for your lather. The house of Masters is too great to lend itself to auy-
I'liug outside the law."

\\ Idle the lovers were talking, William Masters came in. As he caught sight of

llalph his lace went livid with rage.
•• How dare you enter my house ? " he shouted. " Your father was my bitterest

business enemy ! Leave at once and never let me sec you again !

"

" Father I
" Claire sprang to her feet.

But the old man pushed her roughly away.
" You heard what I said ? " he went on. glaring at Balph.
" Yes." replied the young man, " but surely there is some explanation."
" Not till your firm is driven outofWall Street," said the financier. " Now go."
('lain- felt that she could not trust herself to speak, so angry was she at her

father^ insensate hatred. Without another word she hurried to her room.
All that night the girl lay thinking, and when she arose next morning she had

made her plans. She caught her father as he was preparing to leave for the city.
"

I want to speak to you, father," she said quietly.
W illiam Masters hesitated a moment and then led the way to the library.
" What i- it, money ? " he asked, taking out his cheque book.
" .No," replied Claire. " It is just the opposite. I want a regular joh in your

office, f want to help you."
" Jion't talk nonsense," replied her father testily.
" It is not nonsense," retorted Claire spiritedly. " Just because women in the

Stoie- Aye were treated as slaves, and through the intervening years used as beasts
ot bnrden and household drudges, cooking man's meals and bearing his children
ii is no reason Why the woman of to-day should not demand a fuller life. We
women do not want to be treated as pets: given money for dress just, as you
would give a tasty morsel to a cat that pleased you. We want to share in the re-

sponsibilities of life. It you won't give me employment. I will go elsewhere."
i le old financier rose trembling with anger.

• Ji you do. I will never speak to you again," lie shouted.
" Very well," replied Claire quietly. You refuse my request. I shall leave

this house to-day
"

In Her Father's Office.
CLAIRF'S decision had not been taken without, a great deal of thought. Siv

was determined to save her father from the thing her mother had feared,
and she realised that her only way was to get experience in the ways

Wall Street so that she could cope with the situation when It arose. She left horn-
and went to stay with her aunt. On Ralph's advice she took a course in a busine* <

training College. Claire learned quickly, and when she tilt she was proficient
she set about her plan of getting into her Tattler's office. Fortune favoured her
initial effort. One of the stenographers wanted a fortnight's holiday to get married
Hid she recommended Claire, under the name of Miss Green, to take her place
The manager accepted the recommendation and showed Claire her office.

" One ring on that bell means that the boss wants you," said the manager.
Claire's heart sank. Her father would recognise her and have her discharged

Well, having gone so far she might as well see the thing through. She. bad not
I ing to wait before the one ring came. The girl picked up her noteliook and
went into t lie office. Her father was sitting in a big chair reading a letter. JI •

did not. look up as the girl entered, but merely pointed to a chair at his side. He
began to dictate without looking up, and Claire's heart beat with hope. Perhaps
he might finish his dictation without seeing her. in that case she would see Hie'

manager and ask him if she could be transferred to another department. But at the
third sentence her father turned. His face Hushed with rage as he saw who she
was and he half opened his mouth to speak : but Claire stopped Mm.
"Remember you said you would never speak to me again, father," she sail
The old financier shut his lips like a trap and, motioning her to leave the room,

be turned to a dictaphone and spoke the reply to his letter into the machine.
A few minutes later Claire received the little wax cylinder and. putting it on to th""

machine on her table, she took down her father's words as they came out of the
m lUthpiece bl the instrument.

In the meantime ugly rumour- had been floating in Wall Street that old man
Masters was going to strike the blow that would ruin the bouse of Burnham,
but what, the blow would be, or exactly when it -would be struck, no (one
knew. 'lh r> old financier had guarded his secret well.

Fur some reason William Masters bad not discharged Claire. Perhaps it wis
because he felt she would be safer in his own office than if employed by a stranger ;

but he dictated all his correspondence into the dictaphone.
One afternoon four men passed through Claire's office to see her father. One

she recognised as " The Wolf of Wall Street," a man who had the reputation of
fil ing an utterly unscrupulous croak financier, but who was cunning enough to keep
clear of the law. The other three looked like men who would stick at nothing to
pain their ends. Claire's feminine intuition told her that these men were the
tools her father meant to use in his plot to ruin Balph When they were safely
inside, she went to the door and placed her ear to the keyhole.
She heard one of the men expostulating that the plan was dangerous because

it was outside the law.
•" To blazes with the law !

" shouted her father. " I'm the law in this case, and
you can take it from me that none of us will be caught. Fin fixing the final detail-,

and you must meet at my house to-morrow night at eight."
Claire waited to hear no more. With a white face she went back to her desk.

Her mother's fears had come true, iter father had sunk his honour for revenge.
As soon as she had finished work, she rushed off to Balph and told him of the plot
" We must prevent it being carried out," cried Claire, clasping her hands. " We

nai l save father from himself."
" The only way we can prevent it is by getting to know what is said at the

meeting to-morrow night," he said at last.
" That's it !

" said Claire. " 1 know how we can do if. The dictaphone !

"
" Yes. But how could we fix it," said Ralph despondently.
" The old butler at home will do anything for me. You get the dictaphone and

leave the rest to me."

The Dictaphone's Secret.

SHOBTLY after eight o'clock on the following night, the four crook financiers
drove up in a closed motor-car to Masters's house. Scarcely had they
disappeared through the front door when another car drove up silently and

stopped in the shadow of the front entrance. In it were Balph and Claire." The
young man leapt out and, going to the garden, he took up some slender wires which
bad been concealed in the evergreens and made his way to the car. Hastily attach-
ing the wires to a double receiver he handed it to Claire, who placed it over tier

eais. The wires were connected to dictaphones hidden behind a curtain in which
the crook financiers were meeting. Balph waited anxiously while the girl listened.

" All right," she whispered. " I can hear them."
She turned to a typewriter that had been fixed on the seat of the car ai d

rattled olf the message on the typewriter.
It was a cunning plot that the brain of the old financier had evolved, and

itWas with satisfied looks on their faces that the four crook financiers passed
Claire the next morning as they walked into her father's office, but on the girl's

face was a look of still greater confidence. As soon as they were comfortably set t'e I

she walked into the room without knocking.
'"

I know what you are here for," said Claire, facing the crowd, " but vour
scheme has failed. Come to the window one of you."
One of the four crossed the room and peeped out of the window. Standing bv

a pillar-box with a heavy envelope in his hand was Balph Burnhain.
On that letter held by Mr. Burnham is a full report of the meeting you held last

night at my father's house," cried Claire, "and unless you call the deal off that lettri
will go to the Attorney General. We had a dictaphone in the room ; but. should
you doubt my word, I will read you one or two extracts."

Claire began to read, but her father put up his hand.
" The deal is off, gentlemen. You must countermand the instructions and save

your money," he said thickly.
Beviling Masters with bitter curses, the crooks rushed to save themselves from

being caught in the trap they had set for Burnham.
As soon as they were clear of the office, old Masters came up to his daughte r

.

" What do you mean by this, young woman ? " he said sternly.
" I did it because I love you, father."

As she spoke she banded him the letter from her dead mother.
As the old man read the letter a tear stole down his furrowed check.'
" I understand, child," he said softly. " 1 put the God of Mammon above the

God of Righteousness, and you have saved me. Your mother's fears were well
founded, but your work shall not have been in vain. My hatred against the house
of Burnham is dead. I shall never go outside the law again. Bring in that voting
man. I wish to tell him that he need fear me no more."

While Claire went to fetch Balph, old Masters drew up a rough deed in which he
made his daughter and Balph partners in his business.

" There it is," he said to the lovers, as he showed them the document. " What
do you think of that

—
' Masters, Burnham. and Masters ' ?

"

it only just needs one small alteration, father," said Claire.
She took up a pen and scratched out the last " Masters," writing instead the

name of " Burnhain."
" The deed can wait until I am Mrs. Burnham," she said, " and w ith your per-

mission we want, that to be as quickly as possible."
" As it is two partners against one," said her father, with a dry chuckle, "I

suppose I must give my consent."
Tin? Effi).
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MADLAINE TRAVERSERS VARIED EXPRESSIONS.

Enquiry. Good-bye. Pensive. Doubt. Her smile.of welcome.

MADLAINE TRAVERSE.
Our Special Correspondent interviews the Fox Star for " The Picture Show."

1WAS introduced to Miss Madlaine Traverse on the verandah of

the beautiful Hollywood Hotel, situated at the foot of the Santa

Monica Mountains, where the tropical palms and flowers of nearly

every shade of colour that surrounds the hotel made a worthy setting

for a perfectly formed and beautiful woman.
Miss Traverse is unusually tall for a film star, being 5 ft. 9 ins. in

height, and weighing 165 lbs. Her hair is a magnificent shade of dark

brown, and her hazel grey eyes with black eyebrows and perfectly shaped

oval face give her a very striking appearance. Miss Traverse is not married.

After she had offered us some tea, I asked if she would give me some
news about herself and her career, to convey to the hundreds of thousands

of weekly readers of TfiE Picture Show, and in her own words she told

me

:

" I was born at Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.," she said, " and my educa-

tion was given me from private tutors, at home and even whilst I was

playing in my father's stock companies, which I joined at the early ape

of eleven. At the age of fifteen, I was playing leading lady in th& old

Standard dramas, such as 'East Lynn.'j' Lady Audley's Secret,' ' Zoe the

Octoroon,' etc., and in ' A Pair of Spectacles,' and like comedies.

After playing in the principal towns of the United States, I went to

England and played the part of Sylvia Simpson with Rose Stahl, in

' The Chorus Lady,' at the Vaudeville Theatre, London.

Knows London Well.

I STAYED in London quite a while and visited Paris and many
other European cities before returning to the States, and then

whilst playing in New York as leading lady in the ' Seven Keys
to Baldpate,' I accepted an offer to play Queen Sonia in Elinor

Glynn's ' Three Weeks,' and thus made my debut on the screen. I

have never regretted it, and feel sure that I never shah. I love my work,

and there is something attractive about the acting for the screen that

does not occur on the legitimate stage. In my opinion, one becomes
selfish on the speaking stage and thinks mostly of one's own part, but

on the screen one is interested in everything that everyone connected

with the company does.

Played With Mary Pickford.

AFTER the ' Three Weeks ' film was finished, I took the lead in
' Lasca the Enchantess,' and ' The Other Woman,' and then
eo-starred in 'The Money Master,' with Frank Sheridan, and

with Robert Warwick in ' Fruits of Desire,' and have since played the
lead in ' Poor Little Rich Girl,' with Miss Mary Pickford, and no end of

other productions.

Rides Side Saddle.

HERE Miss Traverse paused, and I remarked that she could not
have much time for pleasure or even exercise, and she said :

" Oh, yes, I have. I go in for no particular form of exercise,

but natural walking or horse-riding on the old-fashioned side saddle,

and I have taken prizes as a horsewoman for that style of riding.

Then for my pleasures I have my motor-car, and am considered a good
amateur driver. I like golf, and with a good walker for companion, am
very fond of hill climbing."

A Gift from Prince Poniatowski.

I REMARKED on the " samovar " that Miss Traverse had used in

the brewing of her most excellent tea, and she replied :

"Yes, isn't it beautiful? It was presented to me by Prince
Poniatowski, to whom I was introduced when I was in London. J am
very fond of ancient silver and have quite a collection, including some
ancient silverware made by the Incas, some old Spanish silv r, and a

delightful old silver writing service, Renaissance pattern."
Miss Traverse asked if we would like to see some of her treasures,

and taking us into her sitting-room showed some delightful Vicuna
niL's that her cousin had sent her from Peru.

On the walls were some line old paintings and etchings, and oh my
remarking on their beauty, Miss Traverse said :

" Yes, they are beautiful, and I have also some fine Italian enamel
and a portrait of myself by Whistler.

" Do you think of visiting England again soon ?
" I asked. An

Miss Traverse said, with a smile

:

" I used to go to England every year, but now I am tied by contract

j can only hope to be transferred there some time to make pictures

but I love England '.

"

MADLAINE TRAVERSE.
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CREIGHTON HALE.

LAVATER, the great authority on physiog-

nomy, tells us the face is the index of tho-

mind. What have we here in Creighton
Hale's lace !

It is a face of an avenger. The secret detective
tyr>e. A tracker down of vice.

Mark his forehead. Benevolence at the

-rrnniit ; the dip in the centre denoting the

artistic temperament, following on with inspira-

i ion and ideality.

Character as Told by the Face.
THE face is the best index to character. Most o! us pride ourselves on being able to tell character in tbis

way. In tins series o! readings of well-known stars, given by a famous expert, readers will be able
to realise their own or their friends' characteristics, by comparing the definitions given on those tbev

resemble in feature. Thus many will resemble, say, Pearl White in some way or another, and by reading
carefully what the expert has to say about this particular feature, they will gain au insight to their own
character.

No. 4.—CREIGHTON HALE.
Secreriveness by the Eyebrows.

THE eyebrows note next.

The droop at the outer comer indicative

of keenness in the perceptiyes, secretive

-

ncss. .etc. : the expression in the eye itself

denotes a critic, love of detail ; upper lid,

order, time, music, and language.

A« one looks closer, his expression is hyper-

critical.

A man with an eye like this would especially

notice small faults and mannerisms in others.

A man who could express his views with a

sarcasm as cutting as it is clever.

He ought to be a w riter. Oh. Im the gifl of

this gentleman's airy badinage. An after-dinner

toast ought to be very good, his banter would

be charming.
He is a complex nature, a. plodder, a better

organiser than a leader: like the brain be-

hind au army. 1 am sure he is clever at chemis-

try, and mechanism. The eye is full of charm ;

so' mysterious, and subtle. 1 can See him as a

boy singing in the choir.

An Inquiring Mind.

NOTE the inquisitive nose ! denoting the

'inquiring mind, studious, inventive}

especially in mechanical art*.

This is the type excellent in diplomacy, gifted.

In conversation they leave you no wiser than

you were at the beginning, then banter is con-

fusing but charming withal.

This gentleman is an artist in the art of

dissembling, and mimicry.
We come to the mouth, note the formation

of the upper lip. W'e finji.sensitiveness, calm-

ness, persuasiveness, generosity, modesty re-

garding praise.

A man who would run away when praise is

rendered, unselfish in the extreme. A man
beloved bj men and women alike.

His chin is too beautiful for a man ! I ho
dimple in the chin denoting fondness for the
fair sex. lie is lacking in acquisition ; how the
money slips away ! his pockets must have holes
in them ! Or. is it his large-heartednese ! Ib-

is so good natured, rather injudicious, though,
in the giving.

Happy in Love.

IX love he ought to be very happy, as he is

the character to give in. Let us hope if he
is not already married, his choice will be

all to be desired. He deserves a good, helpmate.

Can be a Bit Sulky.

HIS constitution is not of the strongest, he
is" the nervous type. I detect he can be a
bit sulky. lie likes to be coaxed, you

cannot drive him ! Let him go his own way.
he won't go very far wrong. He likes a good
dinner ! Yes, he is very persuasive, kindness
goes a long way.
He is full of ideas, being of an inquiring turn

of mind: disliking monotony, he is easily bored,
but that does not bother him much, as he has
so many resources within himself, being so

Very curious and subtle.

He is very fond of corners, especially in »

room. He is shy ! We will forgive him all that.

For if to I. ii lot t oinc hunn n eirors fall.

Look in l.i < face vwi you'll Jon/ice them alt.

THE STAGE v. SCREEN.
10NGE :ead an article in an American maga-

zine upon the subject of this interview—C.

Aubrey Smith—in which he was referred to

as " a regular toff " and " a jolly chap " with
" no swank " about him, while his mottfctache

—

"''/Oh, I say—ripping, you know!" From all

of which 1 concluded that the genial Yanke? was
intimating that he considered Mr. Smith a real

English gentleman And he was right, for there

is, perhaps, no more typical example of all that
is best in our English manhood than this line

actor, whose aristocratic bearing and talents

have made him ono of the most distinguished

tigures on stage or screen.

It was of his screen work that we spoke, as I

-,ii with Mr. Smith in his comfortable and home-
like dressing-room at the Royalty Theatre, in the

quiet half-hour before the rise of the curtain on
t'a-sar's Wife.*' My visa-vis sat before his

mirror and make-up box, attired in a purple

dressing-gown, smoking, at my request, his

favourite, pipe, and it would have been hard to

lind anywhere a more splendid specimen of a
real " maul;/ man."

" All of my films, save one, were made in

America," remarked Mr. Smith, pulling out

fragrant wreaths of blue smoke, " and fi r ti e

same company, The Frohman Amusement
Corporation. Maybe you remember them, 'A
B lilder of Bridges,' ' John (ilayde's Honour.'
' Jaffrey ' and 'The Witching Hour.' I think
' Jaffrey ' was my best picture. The only film

I have made in England was Red Pottage,'

tor tb0 Ideal Company.

Hopes to Act for Screen Soon.
", f H.W I! not appeared in films lately. ho

J
winl on, anticipating roj question,
" because I have been too busy. 1 dis-

tinctly regret having been unable to accept
teveral excellent offers wliich I have received on
this account. However though 1 am unable at

the moment to give you any details, I may
»ay that I am hoping to appear in films in the
future."

Mr. Smith 3poLe of his contract—already

partially fulfilled—at the Royalty Theatre,

calling for his appearance in three plays, which
prompted me to ask him what I have asked so

many other film and footlight artistes—whether
he found that simultaneous stage and screen

work clashed.
" Xot in the least." he replied quickly.

" Moreover, I con-
sider the screen helps

the stage in many
ways. Certainly film

work is good lor an
actor's technique,— it

is distinctly good for

one's ' timing.'
"

" And the screen

method of scene-

taking. Mr. Smith—do
you not find it con-
fusing ! So many
legitimate actors seem
to, after the straight-

forward system of the
stage." '-."-'

T
" It is an incentive

to think— to remember
delails, to avoid foolish

little mistakes." was
the reply, pointing out
an advantnge I had

not heard expressed hitherto.

We spoke for a little on the future of the screen.

The Advancement of Films.

THE advancement of the film shows speed
in many directions," remarked Mr.
Smith. " Especially do 1 think the

film will take a high place as an educational
factor, and become of inestimable value in

schools. I remember to what admirable use a
friend of mine put the film during the war. He
was—I say was, because the poor fellow* is now
dead— an eminent dentist, and he rendered
valuable service by touring tho various soldiers'

camps, exhibiting a film showing all sorts of
things in connection with the teeth, and the cara

AUBREY SMITH.
I'ttolo : I'uulsham A Baulield.

An Interview with C. Aubrey Smith,

. . the Popular West End Actor. . .

of them, Hr-re is an instance of the practical
use to which films can be put."

Yes, Mr. Smith is a staunch supporter of the
screen, altotrellier lacking the attitude of patron-
age adopted by some of the " legitimale " stars

towards it. That attitude, generally speaking,
is past, he avers. At the same time, he considers
that the stage takes—and always will take
precedence, and that the art of the.photo-plav
can never touch the art of the spoken drama.

' There is one advantage the screen -possesses
over the stage," I ventured, " and that is the
elose-up, whereby the person' in the remotest
corner of the theatre can see the passing shades
of emotion on the player's face. Indeed, where
are the actor's features as clearly discernible cut

the stage as-they are on the screen, save to the
people in the stalls ?

"

The Power of the Voice.

YES," returned Mr. Srnitb, with a smile.

"Gesture, expression, emotion— you
have all these things wonderfully por-

trayed on the screen, but the power of the
voice ! Ah, they do not counterbalance the
loss of that I

"

" Then you do not approve of tho method
adopted by certain American film companies, ol

luring their stars from the stage to appear
exclusively in filins. one of their principles
seaming to be that unless the star becomes a
recognised screen personality, frequently seen,
the "movie ' public forgets him or her ?

"

" Well. I considerit would be a crying shame.

"

replied Mr. Smith, " to take Miss , fi r

instance "—mentioning a well-known English
actress

—"away from the theatre entirely, and.
speaking generally. I think it is a great pity to

rob the stage for the screen.'
" In America the public will accept anyone

whose name is' in six-foot letters as a star. Not
so in this country. AncJ over here 1 think people
like to see their favourite players on stage ami
screen— in tho latter case often because they
Rave seen them first on the stage."

M. H. C.
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Splendid New Competition
£100 in Prizes

FIRST PRIZE £50 SECOND PRIZE £20
THIRD PRIZE £10

and Twenty Prizes of £1 each
The Competition Explained.

HERE is a competition that will appeal to

every reader of The Picture Show.
Below are the portraits of six famous

Cinema Stars who are appearing in films

now being exhibited in this country. Over
each portrait has been placed a star partly con-
Icealing the faces.

The task of the competitor is to identify

the artistes that peep from behind the star.

All You Have to Do.

LOOK well at the stars on this page.

Do yon know who they are ? If so,

write in the space underneath each
the name of the artiste you recognise and till

in your name and address in the space below.

Next week No. 2 of this set will be published,

and No. 3 the week after, until 8 sets are

complete.
Keep this set until you have the whole

set of eight when full particulars will be

given in The Picture Show, as to when
and whom you are to post them.

Keep a list of the names as you write them down, either on a duplicate set, or in a book, so
that you can tell, the moment the names are printed under the original photographs in

"The Picture Show," how many you have got correct.

CUT COUPON HERE.

The first prize will be awarded to the sender

of the greatest number of correctly named
stars.

The second prize to the next highest number
of con'ect names, and so on until all the

prizes are awarded. In the event of more
than one reader naming every star correctly,

the prize will be divided.

Readers may send as many sets as they
please, but each set must be complete in itself

and consist of eight eoupons.
No- responsibility can be undertaken for

entries lost, delayed, or mislaid, and proof of

posting will not be accepted as proof of delivery

or receipt.

The Editor reserves the right to disqualify

any competitor's solution for reasons which he
considers good.
The decision of the Editor must bo accepted

as final and legally binding, and entries arc only
accepted on this express condition.

Correspondence must not be enclosed with
efforts ; neither will any be entered into in

connection with this competition. -

PEEPING STARS COMPETITION.

2.

6.-

SET No. 1.

.V»me-

A tWrosSs

Do not send this coupon until you are told. Full particulars, when and where to send them, will
be given when all the sets have appeared.

nnnn nn nn aa nnnn

"And now for Bed
"

"I have just tubbed a little

Pomeroy Skin Food into the

skin, as I do every night

before going to bed. It is

so easy, so soothing, such a
splendid way of keeping the

complexion fresh-looking and

clean as a new pin. Now
I don't worry about wrinkles

or crow's feet, or those ugly,

ageing lines about the

eyes and mouth. My skin

never feels tired or flabby,

and friends tell me I am look-

ing years younger. When
I look in my glass I can

certainly see a wonderful im-

provement. And 1 am far

happier with a good com-

plexion, thanks to Pomeroy

Skin Food. It is no trouble

to rub a little in every night

just before going to bed."

Vomerojf
SklnFood

1/6, 3/6 and 5/- Jurs

of High-classCliennsts

and Perfumers.

Mrs. Pomeroy, Ltd.,

29, Old Bond Street,

LONDON.

nnnn nn nn nnnn



HAVE

NICE CURLS

The Picture Show, Kotembtr 20lh, 1919.

BEFORE AFTER.

Every lady ran have a beautiful head of
CURLY and WAVY' hair. There ij no need
to have sleek, lank, unattractive hair. One
bottle of VETKOS will keep the hair in lovely
curls for months, also invaluable for making
the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Send for a bottle to-day, and make
yourself the admiration of all your friends.

You will be delighted with the results.

Price 2 6 per bottle, or three bottles for 5, 6.

post paid, direct from the makers, CHAPMAN,
LTD. (Dept. 141), 15, Red Lion Sq., London, W.C.I.

WEEKLY
tors,a -

th massive Oak-Case,22-inch
richly coloured Horn,unbreak-
able silent Swiss Motor,
ll-in. nickelled Turntable,
and extra loud Insulated
Sound Box, etc. Gigantic
stock of Cabinet Gramo-
phones, Portable Hornless,
and exquisitely designed Table
Grands ready for immediate de.
livery duvet from factory at

pounds under shop prices.
ON APPROVAL with 26 tunes ami
eedles PACK FD l'P.F.E. CARRIAGE
). Complete satisfaction or money

Funded. Write for monster Bargain
its TO-DAY
MEAD COMPANY, Dept. 10 C.
BALSALL HEATH. BIRMINGHAM

HAIR ON THE FACE
instantly and completely
vanishes » :th EJECTHAIR.t I c

Testified Cure for this hideon:
affliction—Simple. Safe, and
Pa i n 1 e s s—Success assured-
Professional Guarantee Given
—Sent in p'ain cover for 7d.
Send now 7d. stamps to

—

Manaseress. EJECTHAIR CO.
(Dept. 8>,

682,Holloway Rd.,London,N.19.

FILM ACTING
The new profession for both sexes. Large
salaries can be earned by trained beginners.
We qualify you at our studio for our own and

other productions. Call or write.

LONDON & PROVINCIAL CINEMA COLLEGES,
236. High Holborn. W.C. 1.

ASTER
Monthly Payments

3S5 <Ss 83 Coa H'atchu, Rings,

5§f 85 SSS ' »mt,*c..»1 S.'-.IO •. 20-
§3 5^ §^ 1

v<

^ <s Ŝ» I 1 - Masters.
•ZZ Ltd.,94,Hope8tores,RYE.

jpi-i^ml jyrp
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A Technical Point.
l-'.LL you the loading lady i- Cut ia halt."
No ! You don't mean it."

" Yes, I do—belter come here anil see
for yourself."

This curious conversation caused a group of
visitors at a. studio to turn around with horror
one day recently.
However, the visitors were greatly relieved

when someone informed them that nothing
alarming had Happened.
The producer and camera -man were only

discossing whether tho
leading lady was in the
ran^re of the Camera or
not.

A Troublesome Boy.
THERE are several

people. who think
that they can be

as fttrmy aa Charlie
Chaplin, by imitating
his walk, his jump, and
his one-legged slide.

A bright young youth
in a public school in-

sisted on imitating
Charlie in everything he
did, and. as it did not

meet with the teacher's

approval, sho told the

principal of hertroubles.
"' 1 can't do a thiol;

with that Johnny
Brown," was hor com-
plaint to the principal

;

he is always walking,
jumping' and hopping
like Charlie Chaplin."
The principal looked

tip, rather angry and
chortled: "He is, is he? Well, you send
them both right down to me.- and 1 will teach
them not to bo so energetic in our school-

rooms."

That was not all. T.ater, one of the teachers

told a former principal of the occurrence, and
the former principal asked, " Who is Charlie

Chaplin, anyhow ': . He must be a new
boy, for he wasn't in the schoot"when 1 was
principal."

Which goes to show that, no matter how
popular you are, there is somebody in a little

corner of the world who dqes not know
vou. •

rehearsed it manv

FUNNY LOUISE FAZENDA

Pussy Spoils Picture.

SOME pet usually loiters about every motion
picture studio, and very often '

t he pet
is a lazy cat. These feline members are

little trouble, tor they do not bark loudly when
t he director is rehearsing a scene, or chew scenery
and props as a mischievous puppy might do.
However, a cat recently spoiled some twfl

hundred feet of film. The 'studio pet slept mar
the warm electric studio lamps. A certain scene
was very difficult, and actors, and direct, .r

times before it seemed
ready for the camera.
Then tliey-took- I ho

scene/- The action took
place in adrawuie-iooin,
ami a handsome fire-

place had been con-
structed at one side of
tlie room'. The camera-
man began to turn his

crank and the action
began.- Then the cat
awoke^uid with fiendish
glee jumped through the
back of the fireplace set,

over the prop logs and
flames and into Iho
room. To make tho
tense, dramatic scene
even more of a comedy,
the cat turned, and leap-

ing back through the
fireplace, disappeared.

'

Tin- pet resembles a
dachshtind, for her body
is long and her legs

short. She is not one of
the beautiful white-
liaired actres*. pussies

sometimes* seen in film- ;

but since she has proved
that her appearance oa the screen is funny
enough to spoil a good situation, she will bo
east iu feline comedy roles.

Letting Him Down Nicely.

COURTEOUS PRODUCER (to ac tor who has
applied for a position in the cast of a
Shakespearean play): " You have talent,

young man. talent of a very exceptional order ;

but 1 regret to say that Shakespeare has not
created any character which will dovetail nicely
with your genius. Sorry, very sorry ; but. of
course, we are neither of us to blame for tha
shortcomings of the playwright."'

MUTT AND JEFF'S LATEST IDEA.
nctto

FAT PEOPLE
posmvEcy
REDUCED

BY QUE
JAZZ-SHIMMY

METHOD
COME IN~1IT t3
Hag TOUSYUSMIKE

MUTT& JEFF
fr-,17—spirit m«,U

and Jeff's latest idea
u'ng wealth is to reduce
3ple by a course ot

- Their first customer is so
fat that he is unable to get
through the door until he is,

helped by a playful goat.

Going upstairs, he gets into
difficulties again, and is

wedged in the door leading to
their office.

.Mutt standson the banisters
and. exerting all his strength.
' ndeavours to push the CUB-
Winter through.

Fie is successful at last,

and the fat man falls, followed
by Mutt, on top of poor old
Jeff.

(/.'// rrrmwion of Fox Film*.)

The result i* tr

for little Jeff

M|Uashed as flat

cake.

uly tragic

has- bee
as a pan

n
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from FIL-MILA
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY THE LYNX.

A "Big Four" Change.

NEVER wore rumours of impending changes
If) the film world more frequent than
they are at (ho moment. News comes

from Los Angeles—the " curb " market for huge
moving picture deals—that the " Big Four," con-

sisting of Griffith, Chaplin, Pickford, and Fair-

banks, will releaso their pictures through the

Goldwyn organisation! and not as was first

expected, through a new company to he called

tho United Artistes. Originally the " Big Ones "

hoped to bo independent of all existing concerns,

and to give their wares to the picture-goers

straight from the studio to tho theatre. The
opinion is now, however, that, until their pro-

ductions increase, this method would bo tre-

mendously expensive. At present, there are,

only two "Big Four" production* on tho
market—Fairbanks 'fl

" His Majesty tho Ameri-
can," and Mr. Griffith's " Broken Blossoms."
If this rumour does materialise, it will bo the.

biggest thing of the year for " 8am " Goldwyn,
in view of the various other lmgo combines
which are being arranged.

Why are Titles Altered ?

FROM the Faramount-Artcraft Studios
comes tho announcement that a forth-

coming production will be '" Tho Life

Line." founded on tho famous old English

melodrama, " Romany Rye." Tho passion on
the part of somo American producers to give

the screen version of a well-known play or book
a different title needs a little explanation, I

think. It is very curious that a title with which
thousands of people are familiar should be
substituted in the majority of eases for some-
thing far less brilliant than the original. Quito
recently came the news that Barrie's famous
*' Admirable Crichton " would be called " Man
and Woman," and there is also the classical

example of tho wonderful British film, The
Elder Miss Blossom," appearing as ' Wonted a
Wife " in tho States. Does this mean that in

the opinion of the film " bosses " a picture would
fail to attract in America unless it was labelled

with such obvious and worn-out tags as '" Love,"
" Wives," " Husbands," and so on ? Surely it

is possible to credit picture-goers witli a higher

state of intelligence than this. Naturally it is

good showmanship " to give a title with as

wide an appeal as possible, but a little origin-

ality now and again is a good thing in any
art.

Romany Rye.
" D 0iIA:srY RYE," by the way, was w ritten by

J\ George R. Sims, and if memory serves,

was first produced at the Princess's

Theatre, London, on June 10, 18b"2. This tine

old melodrama, of Britain's sunny fields, and
the raging sea, has toured somewhere or other
intermittently ever since. It will be interesting

to see how America interprets this typical

English story, with its society hunt, brilliantly

clad lords and ladies, and the big scenes showing

the fire in a London theatre and the shipwreck
of an Atlantic liner m tho Southampton
Downs. An interesting comparison be-
tween the old school of melodrama and tho
modem art of the screen should also be wit-
nessed, for every good "Sims" story had a
villain who remained thoroughly bad all the
way through until the hero finally disposed of
him, while usually the screen villain is shown
the error of his ways, and, as a rule, has time to
repent before the end of tho last reel.

Griffith Leaves Los Angeles .

DW. GRIFFITH has bid his fond good-

# byes to Los Angeles—city of a million
photo-plays—and with his company has

gone forth to New York, where he says ho will
make all his pictures in the future. The people
of Hollywood adhere to their opinion" that he
will have to return sooner or later, after taking
a fling in the east, and finding that the big city
lacks much that Los Angeles could give him.

Tom Mix's Plans.

T'OM MIX will remain with the Fox com-
pany for five more years. Tho general
manager announced tho signing of tho

contract in Los Angeles last week. Tho suc-
cessful conclusion of .these negotiations assures
to tho public a continuance of tho thrilling

dramas of the West which this star has made so
popular. Mix wiil leave Los Angeles according
to plan, in a day or two for Arizona, where ho
will commence his new activities.

More Dignity in Films .

IN a bright " Metro " advertisement I notice
a new departure has been made in the
method of announcing stars. Viola Dana

becomes just Miss Dana and Bert Lytell is

referred to as Mr. Lytell. This more dignified
method of mentioning player- in public advertise-
ments is a welcome sign. The custom of a few
companies of drawing attention to clever actors
and actresses as though they were circus freaks
is a slight upon their great artistic merits.

The Late William Parsons.

ALTHOUGH many of the friends of the late
" Smiling " Bill Parsons were aware that
he was a very siek man, his tragically

sudden end came as a great shock to them. A
pathetic fact in reference to his death is that
his work in connection with his wife, Billio

Rhodes, will be terminated. He had great
hopes for her future, and it was his mission in
life to do all he could for the furtherance of her
art. Bill spent much of his time in selecting
31m material, and seeing to it that she had
the right producer and a suitable supporting
cast. Three times within a year a beloved
film player has passed away. FirstT Harold
Lockvvood, then Sydnew Drew, and lastly

"Smiling" Bill. All- three sad occurrences
make voids not easily filled.

A scene from "Married in Haste, ' with ELINOR FAIR and ALBERT RAY. tFox.)

SAMUEL GOLDWYN.
President of the Goldwyn Film Corporation.

MEN BEHIND THE FILMS.
No. 1.—SAMUEL GOLDWYN.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN, whose portrait you
see here, "has had a meteoric career, and
in a few years has built up the tremen-

dous organisation bearing his name.
Besides controlling the destinies of a galaxy

of many of the best known film stars, including
Pauline Frederick, Owen and Tom Moore.
Mabel Normand and Geraldine Farrar, he has
contracted for the entire output of stories of the
Eminent Authors Corporation. Mr. Goldwyn
has also a working agreement with a striug of
influential picture houses, and he has a number
of legitimate actors and opera singers " on his
hands." Mr. Goldwyn is a busy man !

Fortunately he has lots of patience and untir-
ing energies.

Ho has also lots of money.
He needs everything he has trot, too, in order

to keep harmony and good fellowship amongst
his huge flock. , .

Samuel Goldwyn is one of the most popular
men in filmland to«day.

Douglas Fairbanks' Secretary.

JOAN BOLSEX. one of the best known girls

behind the films, who has been confidential
secretary to Douglas-Fairbanks for three

years, was last week appointed to the position
ol scenario editor. Joan is one of the best loved
girls in the whole of film colony.

Jack Pickford's Next.

WORD has been received from the Culver
< ity Studio that Mr. Hurry Beaumont
has been assigned to direct Jack Pickford's

coming series of pictures, the first of w hich is to
be called " The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come." Some producers complain that, all the
possible film titles have now- been used up. but
this one can certainly boast of novelty, if it is

not altogether brief.

Pj;GCY Hvi.and has left the Fox Company.
-— tt

So havo Albert Ray and Elinor Fair,

Jack Wahhkn Kbrrigan opposite LrtxiAN
Wai kbr in a new series of films seems to be a

very happy combination.

IN reply to many correspondents who havo
asked for news of Atan Fobest, I am able to
state that he has signed up with Metro to play
tin- lend opposite May Allison in a picture >o be
called " Tho Wftlk-Offe."
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SING
THE ONLY
FUNDAMENTAL ANO

SCIENTIFIC COURSE

Postal, Class, & that builds up your Voice

Private Tuition. step bv step.

KIT- AMAZING RESULTS.
Vi'rite us, cvplainini* vourov/n ease t'ullv , or eill.

Address p recisely: G.Picture, ADVANCE ACADEMY
S54, Norfolk Square, London. Vf.2.%

(NO-MASTERY & SELF-CONFIDENCE
" Maste of clea

mimlpil. strong-willed, wlf-contldent. and aufcceiwulf
I.earn the secret* of Miud-Jl.astery and Strong Nerve*. Ham
hyness, awkwardness, timidity, worry. self-feajrs, and
"Nerves." Learn how to more than hold your own in the
Navy, Army, R.A.K.. the Professions Rnsinesa. and Bac^ety.
hend only 3d. stamps frit particular* of eonfldeatiAl Mento-
Nerve strengthening methods. Used in the Na* y from V-ice-

Admiral to Seaman, and in the Ai my from CSlodol to Private,
M.C.'s, D.C'.M.'a, and M.M.'s.—COIYVIIY ELIdCKCX-SMlTH,
LTD., GS6, Imperial Buildings, Ludgate Circus. London i K.C-4.

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most wonderful Musical Discovery r.f the
Age. 1 1 1 aches you to [>La> the plant, bt nut i-

fuUv by ear ami cajnp H. t lmn,a uiK of songs
iii .ill kc\s with ONE HOUR'S PRACTICE

, I-

simple as A.B.C. 100,400 sola and evi ryone
delighted. Eurcrsa guaranteed. Mi.n-y re-

turned ifnot as stated Complete post free,

2 6 I'" Imperial Publishing
Co. I- Dept.), 28, South Castle St.,
Liverpool. Established 197'J.

BEAUTIFIES THE EYES
Eydol'' will give
es tliat b i i 1 1 i a

vacity. anil express;
fnd SO appeal ing.

es. freshens and strengthc
3tr them naturally mot
Particularly refreshing

' Eydol

'

-Miss Phyllis-Hi

treivyle, et'

harmless,
and headache
all -whose e

- Bydi -I.

darken your
eyebrows and
laches. II mattes
them thick, long,
and silky In

16

xim mended by li-adi

ii- .Miss KvrifUcllcv
tils, Mdlle. I.neienne

'Eydol" is

lieves eye-straiu
indispensable fr i

s are weak or
tired-looking.

2 9 li--i til,-.

(K all Minns
Chemists, or

from — "E VDOL'
laboratories »

(Dept. ES), Ni»^-"<

170,Strand.LONDON W.C.2.
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BUY THEM

Tbe Children's Newspaper
EVERY FRIDAY '- lid.

CINEMA
Simplex Machine by KTNETS,
London, 191 64 very little used,
complete with switchboard.
Volt meterFuses, Resistances,etc.
In perfect order. Write Sec,

RECREATIONS,
WHITE & POPPE, Ltd., Coventry.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
THE CINEMA?

Many opportunities occur 'or men and women in
this growing British industry. There is a demand
iot tiaincd beginners as Film Artists and Bioscope

and Camera Operators.
Write for particulars and Free Guide.

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE.
36. Rathbone Place. Oxford Street. W. 1

.

"ARE YOU SHORT?
If ju>, Itrt the f.irvun HyKtem help yon
U> facreage youi btlgbt. Mr ilriggn re-

ports r> Incbet Increase : Drivel V,. V,.

It Inohe* ; Mr. RfttclifTe. 4 inches
;
Mis*

Iredell, 4 intheh
; Mr. Krtley, 4 im-hm.

Thin system yn-fitly iinpt oven tit r*

health, figure, and carriage Bend
penny '

* foi further pirtlcnlars
and CI00 Guaiabtes *<• (inunlry
Pept. c.T., I". Htioud Greta Road;
London. N.4.

IN T ESSING-ROOM
The Fashion of Bobbed Hair Is the Fashion on the Wane ?

Its Advantages and Disadvantages A Good Shampoo.

MANY of the fair-sex »>he parted with fchmt

long tresses when bobbed hair first

became fashionable are now somewhat
disturbed as to whether the wearing of short

hair amongst' women about to recejve its

death-blow.
Dorothy Cish, for one,- is glad that her mother

and sisior Lillian would not let her cut hers.

The majority of curly headed damsels willi

whom I have talked 1 1
1< subject over candidly

admit that it will be a sorry day f*»r them when
field,; and capricious fashion absolutely compels'

them to return to the trials and 1 1 ibultit ions

w hich long hair entails. Although hairdressers

are doing their very utmost to force it out of

fashion entirely by gentle insinuations- that

bobbed hair is fast disappearing and by " push-

ing " false hair and transformations, to be worn
until the genuine article has reached its normal

length, they are only succeeding with a few,

who possess bottomless purses, and to whom a

few guineas spent on a transformation means
nothing.

The Advantages and Disadvantages.

THE average business girl cannot afford to

buy a transformation, nor does the idea

of wearing one appeal to her for all her

soul revolts against this artificial mode. She

has enjoyed the many advantages of bobbed
hair so long that she is loath "to lose then,

again: There are many things to be said in

its favour, l'irsi take bobl>ed hair from a

health standpoint. It growtj more luxuriantly,

ami it has more gloss and wave. Long hair, on

the other hand, requires much more attention,

and to look and keep it tidy it needs to be done

up two or three times during the day. Tlien.

again, the girl who has long Mid thick hair

often suffers from very severe headaches caused

by its enormous weight. This is one of the

penances which disappear when the hair i v cut

short. I do not infer that the girl who weals

short hair will for ever escape a headache, but

she is not. at least, subjected to those w hich ale

so eauset1. Windv davs have lost their terror

tn the maiden who submitted to the shearing

of herlocksand, moreo\ er, she enjoys to the full

that rollicking freedom and lightheadedness

coupled with the feeling thut, since bobbing

her hair, her whole appearance has changed for

the better; for a halo of golden or nut-brown
curls tends to add a certain charm which no

amount of care in the choice of a coiffure could

attain. My strong advice is, to those who have

had their hair bobbed, and to whom the wearing

of it is a decided improvement, keep it so, for

1 firmly believe that the majority who have
discovered it? blessings are unanimous for its

becoming a permanent fashion, and it is only by

unity amongst, those who are at present wearing

it that short hair can have a lasting reign.

All the Difference.

EVERY girl wishes to make the most of

herself in the eyes of her sweetheart, and
I have never as yet beard of any member

of the opposite sex condemning the girl with

bobbed hair. They are exceedingly critical,

especially towards any fashion which they think

makes a" woman unfeminine, and are quick to

use that frequently deserved term, " aping the

man." There is a decided difference between

a man's closely cropped hair and a girl's winsome
curls, sufficiently short to give a graceful pose

to the head, so that if your brothers agree that

you look simply ripping, you may be sure that any
compliment from >ottr lover is sincere, for it is

not in the nature of brothers, even when grown
to manhood, to be polite to their sisters in

matters of persorml appearance; so if your

brothers approve, you may take it for granted

that the style suits you, and can. with an easy

conscience, swell the ranks of those who are

determined to make bobbed hair resolve itselt

into a permanent fashion.

A Good Shampoo.
HKR K is a timely hair hinl for those who

havo not " bobbed." The frequent use

of a fine comb for the hair is fatal to the

scalp, and should be condemned, as i( causes the

hai»s to fall out. A well knov. u cinema star

told rue that she never used a fine comb, but
always used a home-made shampoo about once
a mouth. She used to cut up half an ounce
of some good soap into very small pieces, and
add it to a quart of hot water in which had been
dissolved one ounce of carbonate of soda anil

one ounce of spirits of wine. This was per-

fumed with her part icular scent. The hair should
be rinsed well in clear tepid water and dried

with warm towels.

Boots Laced or Buttoned.

HAVE >ou ever noticed the cinema artistes'

boots or shoes ? Of course they always
buy the best quality, being the cheapest

in the end, but they know the secret of putting
them on. Very few people know how to lace

their footwear in the right way. The lace is

generally pulled hard regardless of the fact

that the shape of the boot is being altered, and
that they will feel uncomfortable when placed
on the ground. The heel should be well down,
and (he toes able to move about. Lace the boot
tightly over the instep, tightening by degree", so

as to keep the foot weH in the boot. Laee them
comfortably round the leg, as pressure is very
bad for the heel.

Proceed in the same way with buttoned hoots,

Miss tbe first two and button to the ankle:
then come back to the first two buttons, and
finish with the top pari" of the boot. This
method will enable the boots to keep their shape
till thev are worn out. .

- A Dresser

DORIS MAY, the dainty Ince star, wearing a

delightful negligee of silk and lace.
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£1,000 a Year Posts
going a-begging
There are more £ 1 ,000 a year positions open than there are

men qualified to fill them. Employers everywhere are seeking

trained men who have knowledge to fill such positions, but they

say such men are difficult to find.

Many men of excellent character and capabilities see good positions go past them all for lack
of business training. The ability to organise, to control men, to exercise initiative, may be in

a man—yet, because he has not certain definite business qualifications he cannot get the big
post he is otherwise so well fitted to take. If you desire to qualify for a big business post,
you must make up your mind to train along the right lines.

THE SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTANCY
has made educational history in training men by post to fill big posts in

—

e.g.,

Accountancy, Auditing, Book-keeping, Finance,
Office Organisation, Business Management,
Costings, Systems, Commercial Law, Company
Secretarial Practice, etc.

The success of the .School is measured by the thousands of clerks, artisans and factory workers
we have trained to fill such positions and earn salaries of £300, £600, £1,000 a year. What
we have done for them we can do for you. The courses are not difficult to serious-minded,
ambitious men who are determined to earn' big money.

FREE BOOK The first step is writing for this

Booklet. It tells you- all you want
to know. It gives proofs. It is helpful in any case ; and it is

free to you. Write for it to-day. It commits you to nothing.

You will not be importuned. It is the first step that counts.

A THOUSAND POUNDS A YEAR!

THE SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTANCY
2 WEST REGENT STREET, GLASGOW.

Branches ;

LONDON: 10 Essex Street. Strand. W.C.2. LIVERPOOL: 62 Dale Street.
MANCHESTER : 52 Corporation Street. LEEDS : 2 Pearl Chambers, South Parade.

Please send me free, and pod free, copy of Booklet advertised in " The Picture Shtiw."

Name...

Address... > : I
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A Cold Weather Neces;ity

Snowfire counteracts the

roughening and irrita-

ting effect cold weather
has upon the skin.

Use Snowfire regularly, and
keep your hands while and
beautiful. Snowfire clears all

dust from the pores, making the

skin soft and smooth as velvet.

Helps to heal Chappe
Hands and Cracked Lips.

In 3d. tablelt— family >ize. lid.

Of all Chemists and Stores.

F. W. Hampshire Co., Ltd.,
Riverside Works,
Derby.

Here iayoui opportvmitj BECOME A MUSICIAN
IN A FEW LESSONS with the aid uf the

NEW RAPID VAMPING CARDic^m*!.
Piano Playing made easy, and every home made happy !

HI No Teacher Needed.
IIWJ SURPRISINGLY
tyf? SIMPLE SYSTEM.

The surprise and wonder of

NEW RAPID VAMPING CARD
Persons having neglected their Musical education nptd not
despair, for u ith the aid of our NEW RAPID VAMPING
CAP.D (placing the card upright over thePial

"

can at once vainp awav tu thousand:
Waltzes. Ragtime. 4c, ic. equal t

No knowledge of Music required. Aft
times you »ill be aide to dispense with the aid of the
Vamping Card entirely.

\ Full instructions printed r.

INC. CARD. Can be folded t

of testimonials come to \vs everv week. Complete (post
free) for 2 '6 P-O. Address:

VAMP (Dept. 25,, 61 4 63 ludgate HiU, LONDON. E.C.

- ngs. Ballad,
qual toa Professional UUaiCian

ise with the

rv NEW RAPID V AMP-
Hnndted:

Economy
Cast Iron Kitchen Utensils
are an all-round economy.

They outlast burnished tin-ware or
enamelled steel many times over—a Cast
Iron pan or kettle can be counted on for
10, 20 or even 30 years' (rood service.

And they save fuel

!

It is a scientifically proved fact that water
actually boils go ncr in Cast Iron than

• enamelled pans.

DON'T BE POT OFF with
short-lived enamelled Bteel

or tin-ware. Jnsist on
Cast Iron !

CAST
IRON

lat all lion-
1 monger j.

WM SHOW YOUR FRIENDS Uf
CiC
Uhe Picture Show.

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

IMPORTANT.
In view of the increasing number oi inquiries

which are being received, and the difficulty experienced
in dealing with them all as quickly as I would like
to, readers are kindly requested to bear the following
points in mind :

1. Make your letter as brief as possible, and don't
request an answer unless you have a question of
general interest to ask. Otherwise, it means that
somebody else has to wait.

:2. State your favourites, if you like, but don't ask
lor a reply as to whether photos or art plates oi them
can be printed. Your request will be noted and attended
to as soon as possible.

3. Don't ask for addresses, which cannot be given
either through the post or in this paper. Read care-
iully the instructions at the foot of these answers.

4. Don't ask for acknowledgments of letters to
artistes. Remember all letters are sent on by the
next mail, though replies cannot be guaranteed.
Sometimes they may take months to come.

5. Limit your questions to six at a time the fewer
the better —so that others may have a chance of being
answered nuickly.

6. Aspirant's for the films are asked to note that it

is not in my power to recommend persons for film
artistes, or to give them advice on how to become such.
Producers alone are capable of deciding whether an
applicant is fitted for the films, and at present many
film companies have no vacancies. If, however, you
are anxious to try your luck, then write direct to the
film companies, addresses of which can be had from
the trade journals.

7. When writing to THE PICTURE SHOW, always
give your full name and address in addition to your
" pen-name," not necessarily for publication, but
as a guarantee of good faith. Anonymous letters

cannot be answered.
THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that; owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be
answered in the next issue ? A stamped and

addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address :

The Editor, "The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

" Oh ex " (StreaQiam).— Charles Ray's wife is a
non-professional. So you would like to have more
news and photos of him. Glad to know Douglas
Fairbanks sent you a huge photo of himself bearing
the imprint of his u-ual cheery smile.

A. E. B. (Llansatntet).— Elizabeth Risdon deserted
the film- for the stage some time ago, which accounts
for the absence of news about her. At the moment
of writing, I cannot, say what she intends doing, but
her film admirers may have the luck to see her again.
1 am sorry I cannot oblige anyone with phot us oi

artistes, except those that appear iu this paper and
on the art plates.

R. H. (Camberwcll).—As I am not an expert on
drawing, R. H., I don't think my opinion 01 your
artistic effort would tielp you much. Why not try
an art school ?

" AVit.lie " (Edgbaston), " Al.F.r " (London. S.E.)
' Winifred " (London, N.), M. M (Leicester),
" RUTH " ("Birmingham), and others.—Don't be
afraid to let me have your full names and addresses,
which will not be published. No anonymous en-
quirie- can be answered. This is a time-honoured
custom in all editorial offices, so will readers who do
not know this rule kindly disclose their identities

and trust to my confidence.
E. M. (Kimberley).—So the cinema which you visit

beats any in your town fur length of programmes.
Yes, the'" P. S." is still at the top, even in South
Africa. Have noted your" requests.

P. G. (Birmingham),— " The Girl Who Dared "

has not been filmed, though several think it ought to
be. Irene Castle and Mrs. Vernon Castle arc one and
the same, although her married name is now Mrs.
Robert Treinau.

B. K. (Reading).—It was Alma Taylor who played
in " Comin' Thro' the Rye." Charles Clary fias

appeared in several pictures, some of which are,
"Rose of Blood," "Each Pearl a Tear." and
"Joan the Woman." Dorothy Dalton lias dark
brown hair and grey eyes, and is ."> ft.JJ in. in height.
Francis Ford has nut left the films. He was born on
September 15th, lSS:i, in Portland, Me., and has black
hair and grev eves.

E. W. (Wallsend-on-TyneV—Viola Dana. Shirley
Mason, and Edna Flugrath are jdl sisters. The last

named is with the London Film Co. Mrs. Charles
Chaplin is quite well. Yuut art plate will come along
in time.

M. I'. (Brighton).- Yes, ].ila tee spent quite a
number of year- on the stage. She was horn iu New

\ork, and is twenty-seven. Bert T.yfcll is married lo
Evelyn Vaughan, and was born in New Vork City.

E. D. (Burnley). -Enid Bennett does not disclose
the information you require. These are some of (he
films in which she lias starred: " Partner- Three,"
" When Do We Eat," " Happv Though Married,"
"The Desert Wooing," "Haughty, Naughty," and
1 The Vamp." A coming play of hers is " The Law
of Men."

A. C. (London. S.E.i.
—"Is Mabel Norman!

Charlie Chaplin's sister?" No, A. ('., not even a
distant relation. Yes. he was born in Brixton, anil
went to America in a theatrical company. Mae
Marsh's baby i- only a few months old. aud IS named
Mary .Marsh Axmes.

B. L. (Glasgow), R. W. (Chatham
-

!, G. M. P.
(Cfiingford), D. N< (West Kensington). C. J. N.
(Colchester), PhyUls (Wymington), C. s. (Keighley)
D. D. (Burnley), I. .1. (Exeter), " Brownif. " (Man-
chester), H.C. A. (Glasgow), L.S.( Luton), and " Boa

"

(Reading).—Why, there's just thirteen of- you!
Unlucky, do you say ? Well, perhaps iu one sense
only, lor your questions have been already answered
elsewhere. Anyway, you will write again, won't you ?
Thanks.

E. M. (Glastonbury).—Here you are once again !

Well, I don't mind how often you " bother " me.
^ c-s, F'sarl V hit: 10 nnw a F::x . t 11 \ irr;inW Ff.irscn
is married to Sheldon Lewis. Carol Holloway is

single, but ynur other favourite is married.
G. M. R. (Monkseaton).— It must have been Jack

Mulhall you saw in " Wild Youth." He was born
iu New York, and is a married man. Sorry. I haven't
the particulars you want about Derwent Hail Cainc
and Monroe Salisbury. They are both discreet men
up to the present, but they may divulge more about
themselves later. Thomas Meighan is Crichton. the
butler in Cecil de Mille's lilm version of " The Admir-
able Crichton." renamed " Male and Female."

HINTS TO PiaURE PALACE

MANAGERS .

Often a slide is shown on the screen

in picture theatres saying that the best

chocolates and cigarettes are obtain-

able from the attendants. It would be
appreciated if the prices of them were
shown as well.—2s. 6d. awarded to

C. C. Duggan, 75, Kingsman Street,

Woolwich, S.E. 18.

Perhaps you are thinking of the stage production.
The other artiste is not married now. Yes, Mrs.
Charlie Chaplin is acting again. So you cannot
understand W. S. Hart being such a favourite because
" he looks so fearfully ugly when great tears ooze ov.t

of his eyes." What do W. S. H.'s admirers think ?

"DESIROUS" (Highant's Park).—There are goo.l

and bad cinema schools, and not a few of them,
unfortunately, are mere frauds.

H. S. (Macclesfield).—A sheet or canva* stretched
tightly, or even a White wall, will do for your bom?
cinematograph.
"FAS" (Leyton).—Clad you think THE PICTURE

Snow still maintains its superiority. Charlie Chaplia
uses his own name, and it is worth a lot to him now.
You will still be able to see Ford Sterling, a- I have
not heard that he has retired. There is only one
Mabel Normand in filmland, so it must be the one
you are thinking of. Bring along your " moro
questions " any time you like.

'• Thki.ma " (Maidenhead).—I am happy to think
my previous reply should' have given some pleasure
to a lonely girl like you. But why need you lie lonely
in these (lays '.' Have you no friends '( What is your
great secret which you so mysteriously mention ?

However, I must not be too curious. Ruth Roland
lias brown hair and blue eyes, and Is still in her
twenties. Pearl White is thirty, has auburn liair.

blue eyes, and is 5 ft. 3 in. in height. Constance
Talmadge. who is 5 ft. 6 in., is nineteen, and possesses
golden hair and brown eyes. Yiolet Hopson has
black hah, and does not state her age. Henry
Edwards, who is also silent about the date of his

birth, has brown hah and grey eyes. Mary Picklord
is twenty-six. and has light-brown hair and hazed

eyes. The others won't say much about themselves

4 ust yet.
" Bexiy " (Colne).—The little snapshot of yourself

is quite charming and clear. Thanks fur letting me
see it.' No, I don't get weary of reading my readers'

letters. There is always something fresh about them.
J note you want more about Henry Edwards, Stewart
Rome, 'freight on Hale, and Alma Taylor.

L. D. (Plymouth).—Elaine Hammerstein i- a
granddaughter of the late Oscar Haimnerstein, of

opera fame, and she began her stage career at the

age of live. I w ill print tuore about her, as requested.

(More Answers Next Week).

FN answer to the many inquiries we have received from our readers as lo how they can send letters to
* Cinema actors and actresses," The Picture Show "will forward all such letters on, but it must be
distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many ofthese
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters

are forwarded by the next mail, end every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to sendyour letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose lhd. stamp to the Editor," The Picture Show." The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country, if a reply is required.)
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CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS

MILDRED DAVIS.

AN ALL-BRITISH STAR.
Violet Hopson Adorns Our Free Art Plate

This Week.

OUR art plato this week will please a vast
number of our readers who - love British
films and British artistes." Violet Hopson

in a universal favourite, and those who admire
her on the screen will have many opportunities
to see her soon, for Broadwest is producing
as many photoplays starring this delightful
actress, hs time will allow, and wc are to see her
as the ill-fated Mary Queen of-Scots, in a very
ambitious film.

By the way, it is not generally known that
Miss Hopson is married, but it is so, and she
has a fine boy who, we are promised, is to take
the part of " her son," in a coming photoplay
with this title.

As you know, Stewart Rome generally plays
hero " to Miss Hopson's " heroine " on the

screen, so "it is fit that he is the subject of the
art plate given free with next week's " Woman's
Weekly,-" as a companion plate.

Winkle's New Leading Lady.

TO those readers who have written me
asking me for the name of the delightful
little lady who now acts with Winkle in

place of Bebe Daniels, the photograph above
will answer their question. Mildred Davis it is,

and now that Harold Lloyd has quile recovered
from tlie accident that threatened to stop him
from appearing again on the films, wc shall see
a number of Rathe Rolin comedies starring
these two delightful playcta.

—

—

Learn for Yourself.

T HOPE you will write to tell me if you like the
new attractions in the Picturh Show.
Rearl While's own life story becomes more

enthralling every week. A large number of my
readers cherish a woe hope at the back of their
many ambitions, that the fame of a cinema star
may be theirs, and it is most interesting to know
liow one girl —now at the very top of her pro-
fession—fought her way up the ladder of fame
step by step, with no help—only her own pluck,
courage, and talent to aid her. No one could
have had less encouragement than l'earl W hite.

Read her life story and see for yourself.—>

—

Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa.

IT
is seldom you see a port rait of Tbutu Aoki
taken alone, as up to now she has only
appeared in pictures with her husband -

the world famous Sessue Hayakawa. Now 1
hear she is to star alone in Universal pictures.
The very la I est portrait of this dainty little

lady from the laud of cherry blossom appears
on this page.

Have You a Friend Abroad.

DON'T forget that if you have a friend

abroad who you think would like to see

a copy of this paper, a postcard sent to

the Editor with their name anil address written

on, will ensure them receiving a copy free of

charge. Mark your postcard Free Copy, and
Address. Editor! The EictuBB! Show, Klectway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. i.

"Save Us from Our Friends."

THAT master of practical jokers—Douglas
Fairbanks—made the life of Charlie

Chaplin positively miserable the other

night.

Charlie and Douglas had been dining together,

and as they got into their motor-car outside the

restaurant and waited for the rest of the friends

to come out, Douglas would every now and
again rise in his seat, wave his arms, and
announce to those who would listen :

" This is the great Charlie Chaplin—none
other—take a good look at the wonderful
Charlie !

" and poor, modest Charlie sank back

in the car and tried to hide himself.

Truly a case of " save us from our friends !

"

—>

—

Fatty's Future.

IT is whispered in film circles that Fatty
Arbuckle will do some work in a forthcoming

picture, involving motor-cars and the like,

which will make some of the dare devils of tho

screen look to their laurels. Pretty Molly
Malone will be the heroine, and Buster Keaton
will disport jn the wake of the portly Fatty.

I hear that Roscoe has lately been looking

into aviation, and is planning to have a special

airship built. —

—

In a Hornet's Nest.

HORNET'S are no respecters of persons, as
Blanche Sweet will testify if you ask her.

It seems that while filming in .tho

Beverley Hills, Kenyon, all was ready for the
camera man, when the assistant jumped in the
air, waving his arms frantically, and dashed
towards the actors. Behind him came a swarm
of hornets. AH was confusion in a minute.
Miss Sweet went in one direction, the hero in

another, while the director and camera man
dashed in another. It was a general exit, and
it was at least an hour before the badly frightened
players dared to return. Before they went on
with the scene, a danger signal was put up in

the vicinity of the hornet's nest.

Viola's New Fur Wrap.

VIOLA DANA is being a very much envied
young lady these days, because of her
new wrap; It is a sable cape coat tlmt

comes almost to her heels. It is lined with
brocaded cloth of gold, which has silver poppies
woven into it. The lining is veiled with brown
silk chiffon. The coat comes below her gown,
has ami slits and a huge roll collar. All the
seams are bound with fancy gold braid.

If yon would like one, 1 can tell vou it cost
£L',000.

-—

—

Sentiment on the Screen.

ARRETTY piece of sent irhent was witnessed
in the Hampton Studios a few days ago,
when William Desmond, who is now

being filmed in a drama entitled "Tho Blue
Bandana," used his own mother's photograph
in a scene instead of one selected at random.
This photograph was given to the actor when
lie was nine years of age, and he has always
preserved it as a precious memory.—

—

Not the " Reel " Things.

HENRY LEHKMAN engaged three real
detectives for some scenes for ouo of his
First National Comedies last week.

He says they were so unlike what everyone
supposes detectives to be like, that ho found it

necessary to supply them with pro|>erfv moust-
aches to make them look like the real thing.
Thus does the screen mirror nature.

Ham's Letter from Japan.

MR. LLOYD HAMILTON is proudly
exhibiting his latest epistle from tho
land of cherry blossoms. This was sent

with a set of postcards with Japanese let tcrings,
and a drawing of hims. lf in his old character
of Ham.
The letter reads :

My dear Mr. Lloyd Hamilton.—May I have,
pleasure in communicating to you '! but I
afraid if you can hardly read poor my letter,
perhaps you would be greatly pained when you
have received this which was sent from a reallv
stranger of you. I heard you are popular star
to your own country. Your high famous has
spread even beyond sea. I saw in Japan all

movies which you played some parts.

As I should like have your correspondence,
please give me your interesting letter and with
your large personly autograph photo which
your's memento. Please sent me immediately,
hoping soon to hear.
With my best wish for you success and

happiness.—Very sincere] v.

T. T. Nakajiuua.—

—

Strong Men on the Screen.

STRONG men on the screen seem specially
popular at the moment. At least four
of these picture athletes have been before

the film exhibitors during the last few weeks.
By a happy coincidence the London Independ-

ent Film Company, within tin- space of a
fortnight, has presented two men of might and
muscle, who must be regarded as the heavy and
light weight champions of the screen. Tho
former gentleman is the genial Maciste, while
the latter is Lucien Alberti, better known as
Sansonia, who has just been seen in Where
There's a Will." During the course of this
exciting film he is seen boxing with eight men
at a time, crossing a deep chasm by aerial
ropeway with three others clinging to him.
and struggling on the verge of a foaming water-

TSURU AOKI.

fall, after being flung into the river from an
express which is crossing a lofty viaduct.
No less agile than Sansonia himself is his little

son " Nipper," who, considering his ten year.-,
perforins feats of strength and daring.—

—

Every Girl's Right.

ENID HEATHER, who is appearing in the
l'ollock-D.iring film Jack. Sam. and
Pete," holds strong views on athletes for

girls.

"I think every girl should be able to swim,
ride a horse, and shoot." she .-ays. '"

J( isn ( s..

much a question as to when thej may have to
make vise of such (uiuliticat ions, but of thoix
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value to a girl's health and appearance. I have
practised what I preach, long before I thought
of Such things in connection with films. *' Tom-
boyishness " as a term of reproach should be for-

gotten. Every girl lias the right to become strong
and healthy, and football, boxing and wrestling

are, as good for them as for the sterner sex."

A Novel Messenger.
GLADYS VALERIE ha« probably received,

the most unique messages of admiration
from an admiring sailor. Miss Valerie

received a letter from South America which
contained a promise of a parrot. She didn't

bother much, as such promises are very frequent,

but a !ittle later the parrot actually arrived.

Now she does not know whether she likes it

or not, as it shocks the family one minute with
profanity, and flatters the next with phrases
about her herself, that its former master had
evidently taught it.

Kather a novel way of getting yourself heard,
that of sending your parrot along w ith messages,
isn't it i

Nearly a Tragedy.A TRAGEDY nearly overtook the Metro
Company oil! Catalina Island the other
day during the filming of a sunset sceno

for " The "willow Tree."
Something went wrong with tho engines of

the motor-boat in which Viola Dana, tho director,

the camera man, and other members of tho
company were trying to get back.
Help was obtained by rigging a sail with the

camera tripod and some coats, and when near
enough to shore signalling for help by burning
a reel of film.

A Legend of the Screen.

WHEN we see this fantastic ploy we shall

see the picture version of a legend which
is. founded on a -part of the Buddhist

religion in Japan.
iroorge Shimamoto, the landscape gardener,

who transformed the yard of the Metro studio
into a Japanese estate for tho Screen Classics

production of the play, told Viola Dana how a
royal headache, hundreds of years ago, led to

the building of thousands of temples to Buddha.
" Where I lived, in the State of Kisu Waka-

yama," said Shimamoto, " the priests tell of an
emperor who died and was buried, and how the

roots of a willow-tree mingled with his skeleton.

Tho willow-tree was of enormous size. When
the winds blew hard it would moan and tremble.

It trembled from the tips of the branches, down
the trunk to the very roots. Then the son of

the emperor, sitting on the throne, would have
a terrible headache.

RONALD POWER, who you will see in the
character of Captain Guerin in the Famous

Pictures Photo-play "A Grip of Iron."

" One day a fortune-teller explained tho
cause of the headache. The emperor say, ' Tho
tree must bo cut down.' He say that to his
people, short and sharp, just liko that: 'The
tree must be cut down."

When the Willow Tree Died.

NOW a girl called Ahdu came from this
willow-tree, tho legend tells, and she
had married, and had a son. It was

her husband who cut down tho willow tree.

When the willow tree died, Ahdu died also.

"The emperor was sorry, and in penance ho
built temples to Buddha, planning them on
the dead willow tree. In each temple he placed
a carved image of Buddha. Thero was a large
temple for the main trunk, others for the main
branches, and still others down to the smallest
branches of the willow tree. There were
33,300 images altogether. That is the story the
priests told me." •

I hear that Viola Dana wears no less than
eight gorgeous kimonas in this photoplay. One
of beautiful red silk is ornamented with wonder-
ful gold embroidery.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News from Los Armeies.

Gladys Brockwell's Hobby.
GLADYS BROCKWELL'S instinot fo*

character reading is said to be little less
than marvellous.

A few days ago a well-known psychologist
commented upon the large number of photo-
graphs—all autographed—which hung oo tho
walls of Miss Brockwell's room in the Fox
studio.
." Perhaps you think I keep t hese photograpln

merely from a desire to have a complete col-
lection of my co-stars. Of course many to theso
photographs are here becauso the originals are
my very dear friends, but to me t he photograph*,!
on the whole, are open books on eharaetcr and
disposition. Nothing could be moro interesting
to me than the analysis of character they offer.

Some day I am going to write an article on this
subject of character reading and types id

motion pictures," said Miss Brockwe)!.
—

—

Teddy's New Pal.

TEDDY, the Mack Sennett dog, has a ru

pal which is a bull pup named Mike.
Ordinarily dogs do not [interest Teddj .

not even to the extent of having a fight, but
when Mike arrived at tho studio one day, Teddv.
sat upon his haunches and looked him over;
Mike then sat upon his haunehes anil looker!

Teddy over. Mike grinned and Teddy grinned,
and ever since then they have been the closest
pals.

Fatty's Little Joke.

HENRY LEHRMAN has just moved into his
new studio, and the other day was •ailed
to the 'phone to bo advised that a large

party expected to visit the studio late that after
noon. No names were given, but the producer
had a vision of a call from the city council,
or some other awe-inspiring body, and prepira-
tions were made for their arrival. Finally
Roscoe Arbuekle hove in sight alone.

" Did you get my message ? " he enquired.
.
" Are you with the large party that was com-

ing down to-day ? " asked Mr. Lehrman.
Fatty looked himself over for a minute.
" I am the large party," said he.

The Slim Comedienne.

YOU are soon to see Gale Henry, the elon-
gated comedienne, in a comedy entitled
" Ham Ann," which is the first tt <*

number of films under her own direction, i

For some time the company has felt that Miss
Henry could make better pictures if she had tho
chief say in the plot.

MARC MACDERMOTT as George Crosley, ELAINE IVANS as Georgette, after she has been Georgette with RAYMOND McKee, as Vel
and MIRIAM NESBITT as Cynthia Ford. sentenced to death for murdering her child. Lewis, the young weak villain who leaves'

Georgette to her fate.

Three scenes from the coming United Kingdom Phjto-play version of Maxwe'L Gray's most famous novel " The Last Sentence."
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Photographs from Far and Near of Prominent Picture Players

After work at the studio, JACK PICKFORD chats with his When the Los Angeles bus men struck recently, volunteers worked the vehicles.

Director, HARRY BEAUMONT. JACK is busy jpn his Here you see BERT LYTELL'S Company being driven to their homes. Everybody
new production. seems to be quite happy.

BETTY BLYTHE, FRANK LLOYD, W. S. HART obliges vtith a song at a recently organised concert for charity. Photographs of BILL
MYRTLE STEDMAN and a big salmon looking smart, with his hair brushed " and everything," are rare. Although he was longing to get back

caught by LLOYD. to cowboy rig, he endeavours to make the best of evening dress.

Vitagraph feature entitled " Pegeen." tor of the Fox Company in London, with THEDA BARA.
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OUR FASCINATING SERIAL OF AN UGLY DUCKLING THAT BECAME A CINEMA STAR.

DdulD.
READ THIS FIRST.

" Harry " Marvell has accepted an engagement
with a film company in order to earn sufficient money
to help her sister Bethia pay her gambling debts,
George Battershy, who is in love with " Harry," has
been kept in Ignorance of his sweetheart's occupation,
but owing to her frequent absence from town he
becomes suspicious, and follows her to the studio
one day. " Harry " is in a tight corner, and enlists

the aid of Ted Lambert, her producer. In order
to shield the girl, Ted plays a joke on George, and
accidentally injures him, before he finds out the
truth about " Harry." George is laid up for a time
and when his sweetheart comes to see him he (ells her
he trusts her, and decides to let the incident drop
without further inquiry. Then Delia, one of
Bethia's society friends, visits the studio, She is

jealous of '. Harry," and obtains information which
' Harry " is afraid will cause more trouble.

You fan Now Read On.

"In vain is the net spread "

GEORGE BATTERSBY looked in at the
Night Jars " a few evenings later. Ho

had been having a short enforced rest at
home, during which he had felt considerably
aggrieved because ho had rocoived no com-
munication from Harry. He wont there with
no desire to take pari in the rather tawdry and
childish amusements of Delia Fawley- and her
dashing circle.

He wanted to see Harry ; and he had called
at her home only to get tho unsatisfactory news
that she was staying with friends and would
not be back for some days. Old Mr. Marvell was
also, it seemed, feeling rather aggrieved. He
preyed upon Oeorge's feelings to the extent of
making him play chess with him, a game which
Georgo hated, and instead of being becomingly
grateful, the old gentleman was very cross
because George tactlessly won the game.

" I get very little sympathy," Mr. Marvell
complained. " I have two daughters, charming
girls, no doubt, but what good are they to me !

I hardly ever have the two of them at home for
an evening—and what time Harriet is at home
she generally spends at the kitchen stove. And
my health is very bad. My doctor talks about
the South of France for the winter. He might
as well talk about the South Pole, for any chance
there is of my getting there. I suppose this
winter will finish me."

George pretended to agroo with him, but he
secretly thought him a rather selfish old fellow,
and he knew that ho was a great deal mora
thoughtful about his own comfort than for tho
well-being of the girls.

Ho had no hopo of finding Harry at the
night club, butfthcro was a chanco that her
sister would bo there and could give him news
of Harry.
He wanted Harry now ever so ; that short

return of his weakness and illness had shown
him so clearly that she was the one thing in life

he couldn't do without." Ho wanted to have a
good talk with hor, to mako her fix the day ;

ha had never yet broached this point. Their
love had boon so far a happy, intangible thing ;

a matter of mutual understanding, eloquent
looks, and rapt silence, not often profaned with
words.
Now ho felt the need of setting a term to

this happy, delicate lover-stage, and he was
looking for Harry, reluctant yet eager, to enter
on a new phase.

Delia Fawloy fell upon bid] as soon as ho
appeared at tho club.
She showed such a flattering pleasure in his

• ompany that ho felt constrained to say a few
pretty things to her, and submitted to bo drawn
into a curtained recess for " a wee little talk."

But he began tho wee talk rather abruptly for
Delia's taste.

you seen anything of Harriet" Have
Marvell V

'

Delia's long-^lit eyes narrowed and hardened.
' Not set eyes on her -inco our hunt that

ended so farcically. Of course, I got to tho
bottom of that business."

" What do you mean ?
"

"Surely you know? You didn't spend
several days thero, and never find her out J

"
" I don't want to tind her out, as you call it,"

said George. " I didn't try any more. I camo
to see that it was a rotten thing to try to track
her, to spy on her movements. If she didn't
want to tell me, she had every right to keep
whatever it was to herself." he said stiffly. Ho
hated talking about it all to Delia, Delia with
her sidelong looks, who had tried to tempt him
to distrust Harry. No man likes to own to a
woman that he has been wrong.

" Oh, no doubt she can please herself.. You'ro
not married yet. She can ehango her mind if

she likes."

"I'd rather not discuss her with you, if you
don't mind, Let's talk of something else."

" By all means. Of her new admirer, if you
prefer it. Quite a smart young fellow—though,
after you, what sho can see in him is beyond
me."

* What—who do you mean ?
"—suddenly.

" Why. Ted Lambert, of course. You didn't
know—you never found out that we were right
on hor track all the time ; that she was posi-
tively staying there, in that place ? I tell you,
I went into her room. I saw her things all
lying about, her clothes ; her photograph on the
wall, photographs of that Lambert man—

I

couldn't help laughing to see how completely wo
were tricked. She must have been thero all the
time, and enjoying the joke."

" I don't believe that," the words came
slowly and deliberately. " I don't care who
tells me—I won't believe it."

" Well, it's true, and nothing to worry about,
either. For I'm not by any means alone in
thinking that you were about to throw yourself
away on a heartless little nonentity. Everybody
said so. She wasn't worthy of you. A girl like
that can't feel a big passion. She isn't capable
of it. I've often noticed that. A splendid man
that any girl would be proud to receive atten-
tion from takes up with one of these smug little
nobodies that another fellow wouldn't look at,
and as soon as she thinks she has him safe, she
throws him over for somebody of her own sort.
But you won't let her break your heart, will
you ?

"

Delia drew nearer to George, eyeing him with
a suspicious tenderness in her long, narrow,
greeny eyes.

"I've hated having to tell you, to dis-
illusionise you," she wont on, standing and
facing him, her long fingers twisted together in
the fringe of her girdle, her eyes searching his
J'ace. " You're ono of those sensitive men that
feel things deeply. But it was l ight to tell you.
"You ought to know. It's awful to think of a
love, like yours thrown away—wasted—when
there is a heart—somewhere—hungering for it."

George moved impatiently away.
" You are talking a lot of twaddle. Plcaso

understand I didn't ask you, and I don't want
to hoar any of this. No doubt Harriet has a
full explanation of anything you saw—or
thought you saw. I shall not ask her for any."

" And that's all the thanks I get !
"

" You get no thanks of mine. I wish neither
Harry nor I, nor Harry's liddleheaded sister,
had ever seen you or had anything to do with
you. Good-night I

He thrust aside the curtain and strode out.
Tho room was a shimmer of light dresses and
shaded lights ; and tho darkio orchestra was
clashing out amazing chords as tho " Night-
Jars," began to lose self-consciousness in the
intricacies of the dance. It all jarred on
George horribly. It made him \yant Harry
more than over. He grabbed coat and hat and
got out into the cool clean night air.

What was it that hateful girl had been trying

to tell him ? That Harry wtys false—was
friendly, with the young cinema actor who had
so taken his fancy. And he bad been such a
nice young fellow, too, so straightforward and
wholesome—just his sort. Gcorgo had cottoned
to him at, once.

" Anyway, it's a lie. I don't believe a word
of it," he told himself. If it had been Bethia,
now, there might have been some colour in it.

But Harry and a moving-picture man—it was
ridiculous !

Nevertheless, he was acutely miserable. And
ho couldn't get at Harry. An interminable
week was before him until she carne back and
cleared it up. No ; on second thoughts, he
wasn't going to ask her to clear it up. Ho
trusted her : he was going to go on trusting
her. But he wanted to see her, oh, so badly.

Bethia Sees Daylight.
DELIA was not herself at tho " Night Jars''

that evening. Sho was dull, jaded and
distrait, and" looked it. The yellow frock

she had thought so vivid and striking made her
skin look almost jaundiced. She bit her lip
as she saw herself in tho glass. She wished she
had worn anything else. Her anger deflected
upon Bethia, Sho beckoned her aside on the
first opportunity.

" I hate having to remind you, old thing,"
said Bethia sweetly, " but—you remember,
don't you ? I gave you a week—was it last
Friday week ? You promised mo then faith-
fully to settle up—and—really, one does so hato
pressing a friend—but—well, I've got to have
it, and—the lot, please !

"

" Tho lot ! But—why, it's over sixty
pounds !

" Bethia almost screamed. " And
Harry's no good ai y longer. She's got some
bee in her bonnet about sending the Gov'nor to
the South of France—and says she must save
every cent she can get hold of for that. She
doesn't care what becomes of me."

" You will have to pay this time—I don't care
how."

" I can't pay," Bethia said sullenly.
" You know the rules ?

"

Delia spoke lightly, but there was tense
meaning behind the suggestion.

" But—you couldn't post me !
" Bethia

gasped. Horror and fear showed in her lovely
face, driven ashy white at the thought of public
exposure.

" What are rules for ? " asked Delia cruelly.
" Oh, Delia I And after we' ve beeii gpch

friends
"

" Yes, to my cost, I have let you victimise me—and my friends. You would see, if you were
honest, that you can't afford to live our life. I
have had enough of you, Bethia ! Your good
looks are your only recommendation. Really,
you are little better than an adventuress.
Nobody here knows what your true position

—

what a wretched place your home is. How
could you dream of keeping up with a set like
ours—to whom money is nothing ?

"

" But that's just it, Delia," Bethia pleaded
earnestly, choosing to ignore the insult. '"

If

as you say, money is nothing to you, how can
you think of ruining me—of disgracing me

—

making me that I can't hoid up my head among
the people I know—and you called yourself mj
friend ! All for a paltry sixty pounds—which 1

shall not be able to pay, even if you are so crurl
as to post me."

" For the simple reason that I want the
money !

" retorted Delia. " That sixty pounds
will keep my dressmaker quiet for a few days.
You can find it if you choose," said Delia coldlj .

"A few more members like you and the ' Night-
jars' would soon get a thoroughly bad name.
Debts of honour niu«t bo paid ! That's the
rule."

Bethia had no moro joy in the dance." She

(Continued on page 8.)
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CLARA KIMBALL
YOUNG at Home I
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG has had a long professional career, for from

the early age of three she has been associated with the stage.

At three years old she played a " baby " pari in a drama, and since

then she has appeared in numberless roles for the stage and screen. Miss

Young is an American and was born ia Illinois, Chicago.

Started with Vitagraph.
She started her screen career with the Vitagraph company, later on she

went to .the World, and now. of course, she heads her own company of artiste.-.

Clara Kimball Young has won considerable success in a number of photo-

dramas. She will be remembered as the leading character in '" Shirley Kaye,'
" The House of Glass " and " The Claw."
Her next venture will be her appearance in the screei

version of " The Eyes of Youth."

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG, as she will aonear in her new photo-olav. "The Eves of Youth.
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HER DOUBLE LIFE (Continued from
page 6.)

slunk oft home, an ugly shadow of anxiety brood-
ing on her lovely face.

She folt desperate. Yes, but it was one thing

to talk about doing something desperate, and
quite another thing to find the desperate thing

to do. How could she make money, lots of

money, quick ?

"I* shall havo to have another shot at Aunt
Elizabeth," she decided. " Hut I've not much
hopes of her playing up again so" soon."

However, nothing is dOno without trying.

The next afternoon saw Bethia making herself

exceedingly charming to her relative in tho hand-
some drawing-room of her house in Dorchester
Square.

Bethia looked lovely—she had taken pains to

do so ; but she had to conceal her impatience
that there was another visitor, who showed no
signs of taking his departure, and whom Aunt
Elizabeth was not at all anxious to get rid of.

There was, therefore, no chance of a private
interview, and you cannot ask even your aunt
for a loan of sixty pounds in the presence of

callers.

There was a curious, almost pathetic likeness

between the beautiful young girl, glowing with
health and life, and the white-haired, faded, still

handsome old lady. Aunt Elizabeth had never
been so strikingly good-looking as Bethia, but
it was certainly from her mother's people
that Bethia got her classic noso and dazzling
complexion.
.- The caller was a Mr. Whisby, and it was soon
evident that Aunt Elizabeth was greatly taken
up with him. He was elderly and stout, a putty -

faced little man, with small eyes, which ho kept
fixed on the old lady's face. Aunt Elizabeth in-

formed him that Bethia was her counter-
part at that ago. The statement had tho effect

of transferring Mr. Whisby's eyes from Aunt
Elizabeth's faded charms to Bethia's fresh youth.
Aunt Elizabeth was affability itself, but there
was no hope of being able to ask her for help, so
she had to retire with her mission unfulfilled, but
with an invitation to dine on the following
evening and to meet Mr. Whisby again.
Her aunt's maid, a usefully communicative

person, told Bethia on tho way to the door that
Mr. Whisby was a millionaire, a Canadian and

—

single ; a world of meaning behind this item
of information that Bethia duly assimilated. Sho
decided to look her very loveliest at tho dinner
party -

" Always blackest before dawn, thought
Bethia. " In somo ways it would .be rather a
refreshing experience to bo an old man's darling

!

How shocked Harry would be to hear me !
"

Confetti.

THERE was nothing else for it. George
Battersby had to take tho first boat for
New York, and only just time to pack

and get off.

A misread cable, a hastily concluded agree-
ment made by tho American representative
of his firm, had led to a tangle of misunderstand-
ing which demanded the presence of a principal
to straighten out. ' So now, however bis own
private affairs might call for his attention, George
was off out of tho^eountry on an errand that waa
certain to keep him aw ay for a fortnight or tlxree

weeks.

The worst of it was that he still hadn't seen
Harry. And as his taxi landed him at the dock
gates, ho was wishing most earnestly that he
could havo seen her, just once, before starting, as
a reminder, after the hateful thoughts that ho
had rejected about her, that she was still true and
sincere and wholly his.

Ho was thinking about it all the time, as ho
made his way along the crowded dock to whore
tho Albania was berthed. The Wauronia,
another of tho same line, sailing to Australia,
was l>eing loosed from her moorings ; as ho
passed, George took in the tense moment of
irarting, tho littlo crowd leaning over the rail

• >n the upper deck, tho friends calling last good-
byes from the shore, tho flutter of handkerchiefs
from those already too far apart for speech.
Very slowly the huge liner glided away from

kite side ; George found himself watching tho
I ices looking down as she passed.
A woman at his sido tossed a shower of con-

fetti aloft ; more showers followed, amid laughter
and cheers.

" Horry !

"

i feorge shouted aloud in his amazement.

Jt was Harry.
Sho was leaning on the rail, gazing down at

him. Harry herself ; and there was a look of the
deepest misery on her face ; a tragic, incon-
solable look. George saw "that at a glance.
Then, with an obvious effort, sho tore her
trouble -filled eyes from his face, and continued
to gaze away over the people's heads.
He noticed something else : a scatter of red,

w hite and blue disos among tbcfolds of the light
veil that floated from the back of her head.
More, Ted Lambert at her side, his hand on her
shoulder, with an air of proprietorship, smiling,
triumphant, looking into her face, speaking
to her, while her eyes remained fixed on somo
point far beyond the crowd.

George's throat failed him. A hoarse whisper
wa3 all that came of his cry of recognition ; then
tho great liner moved 7

on, and a hoat slung on
davits shut out the sight of her.

" Didn't look any too happy for a bride, did
she 1 " observed a bystander, turning away.
A car with favours in the windows pushed its

way out of the gate : George saw the favours :

he missed the camera-man inside, going away
well pleased with tho climax of several days' per-
severing rehearsal. It was great to have coupled
the scene with the actual incidents of the sailing
of o. liner. Tho film would be a great success.

With a dead, heavy feeling at his heart, George
went on to his ship.

" Harry a bride ! Ted Lambert's bride !

"

And it was all true that Delia had wanted to
toll him. And that waa the thought that he had
to take with him on his voyage. He felt that he
wished never to come back again.
And the Wauronia stole silently out to sea in

the wake of the fu^sy little tug.
" That was pretty good," said Lambert. "You

got it first rate, the real thing. But "—his voice
altered to one of alarm

—

,l
I say, you needn't go

on lookine so. You give a chap the blues !

"

" It was the real thing," whispered Harry, in

a shocked voice. " He was there, looking at me.
George Battersby ! Didn't you see him 1

"

"' You're dreaming," said Lambert. "Why,
ho couldn't be there. Nobody knew. We
didn't know ourselves about getting the scene
taken on board the Wauronia until this morning.
You're getting nervy.''

"" It was George. If I had made any sign to
him, it would have ruined the film. And—now
I have broken" his heart," murmured Harry.
And then she laid her head upon her arms and
began to sob quietly.

" But—you mustn't cry ! Listen, please !

We shall go back with the tug in a few minutes.
If it was Battersby, we shall surely find him.
I'll try at every hoWt in Southampton till I find
him. Wo can't miss him ! And I'll mako him
understand."

" Ho could nover understand now," said
Harry despairingly. 'Mean nevermakehimsee
now that I never meant to deceive him—and
how tho thing kept piling itself on to me r-"

"Well, if you feel that way about tho chap/'
argued Ted, "doesn't it show that he-3 not
really the right chap for you ? Look at mo now.

I can understand everything you say and do,
I could feel that you were unhappy about somi -

thing before ever you spoke." Lambert toot
her hand that was clutching a damp wisp- of
handkerchief and held it tenderly. .

•

" Oh, please', please don't I
" begged Hairy in

fresh agitation.

An old, hurt look passed across Lambert'*
boyish face. The scar on his brow showed
out strongly.

" Well. 1 won't !
" ho said, mastoiing bin 9 H

with an effort. " But—you'll understand, *OBf*t
you ? When I tell you that I can never a^aiu
play opposite you in scenes like this '! Harry,
it's too real to me—you will understand, tyon't
you ?

"

Harry sobbed anew.
" You know—there never-—never could ba

anybody else but George," sho said.

Lambert looked away to sea till he had his
feelings in Icasb, then ho went on in a rnatt'.r-

of-fact voice.
" Look 'here, I'll make old Hellows release

you from the rest of your contract if you like I

"

" But—oh, no ! No; I can't give it up jet !

"

she cried. " I am about to ask him to renew
it once more. You see, it's father now. His
health has been failing for ever so long ; now 1 1 •;

doctor has ordered him abroad for tho winter.
'

" And it's up to you to find the money 1

Well, I do call that too bad."
. " 1 thought if I could have a good part in the

next film, it would about cover the cost—and
perhaps I would go too. He would want a
company—and it would bo so restfu! and tiii,-e-

away from all the worry and anxiety—and
Bethia

"

"That's a splendid plan," said Lambert
" I know the Boss will jump at it. Anil I 11 find
Battersby for you as soon as we land, and mako
him see reason."

Needless to say, Battersby was not to be foiuikL,

though Ted sought him diligently.

Mr. He'lows readily gave to Harry the lead
in his forthcoming production and at a fee that
wo'.-.ld have brought a glad light to her ey es

any other time. She thanked him. nnd received
his compliments on the success of the steam-;

r

scene, with a frosty smile and wan satisfaction.

There was just one grain of comfort. That
would be going home to tell her father that the
winter in the South of France would be an ac-

complished fact. She dared not think about,

George, whose white face, blazing with indigna-
tion, haunted her eyes.

He was not likely to come to her.

She could not go to him.
Sho would try not to think about him.
And she would not let herself think about

Ted Lambert.
She would just get right away w ith her fatly r

—the new contract woidd be at an 'end in a
few weeks' time—and try not to think about
anything.

She went home to the tired, prematurely
aged man, sitting alone at his interminable
chess-board.

Another fine instalment next MondayJ

ALICE BRADY.
ALICE BRADY is the daughter of the

well-known theatrical manager, William
A. Brady, and her mother, Grace George,

is, of course, the well-known actress.

Her father did not wish her to go on the
stage, but the dramatic instinct born in her
asserted itself.

Immediately sho finished her schooling, she
took tho matter into her o\y" hands and got a
job in musical comedy. Her success was im-
mediate.

Later on sho played lead in " Tho Balkan
Princess."

Very Versatile.

ALICE BRADY is very versatile in her art,

and she has played all sorts of roles,

ranging from light comedy to heavy
t ragedy.

However, Alice wanted new worlds to
conquer, and decided to y>lay in pictures.
She speedily established her position on the
sereon, and has played in a very large number
of photo-plays.

.\lioo Brady dances well and sings magnifi-
e.-ntly. Sho is tall, standing over live feet

six niches, and sho has brown eyes and brown

THE YOUNG LADY WITH MANY
ACCOMPLISHMENTS.

hair, and a beaxttiful complexion. Her; age is

twenty-three.

What Upsets, Alice.

ALICE is d very amiable and loving young
lady, but there is one thing j which
never fails to upset her, and that >s

when people suggest that her success is duo
to tho influence of her father.

She is proud of the fact that she has scored

a triumph by her own exertions entirely, and,

in fact, in spite, rather than on account, of

her father's interest ; for it was in direct oppo-
sition to his wishes that she ever entered into

t beatrical -work.

She is a Great Worker.
ALICE BRADY has very littlo time to

herself, for she is a great worker. Early
every morning sho goes to the studio,

and she is there until lato in tho afternoon ;

and then she goes on to the theatre at night.
" Aren't you tired," she was once asked

'-' after working all day at the studio ?
"

" No, not in tho least," replied Alice. " Yon
Bee, I l ive my work, and when one is really fond

of one's work, it is quite impossible to get tired."
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The popular artiste, in a contemplative mood, seeks companionship in her favourite pet. Have you seen her yet in her latest photo-nlav, " Her Great Chance "i
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JUST ME%i
IP in this story I have offended anyone whose name I hate used', I am. sincerely sony, because I hare not
* meant to do so. It may seem that I have not dealt too kindly with my parents during the early period of
my life. I can but say I have written of things just us they impressed me. The treatment then gave to me was
stern, indeed, but I nam realise that I was a headstrong, stubborn child, and, evidently the methods they employed
must have been the right ones, for I have turned out a financial success, at least.

Everybody who knows my father and stepmother like them,
so at heart they must be good, und I'm g/ud that when the
Almighty dealt out parents Urn' I drew the ones I did. To
you, kind readers, I ask only that you will please look upon
me as just " a regular human being."

Childhood Days.
Jn last week's issue Pearl White tolil us flic story

of her early life. Her childhood days were uot
happy ones, for money was scarce, and even the
necessities of life did not always come her way.
Her mother, always very delicate, died soon after
she was born, and she was left in the care of a very
strict father. Pearl was always getting into trouble
and being severely punished by her father. Very
frankly she confesses that she was " a wonderful
definition of the word ' brat,' and as ugly as a child
ever was." To be washed and dressed was a great
f rial to her ; but when Pearl was first taken to
«:hurch—of which she grew to be very fond—she
began to like being dressed up in Sunday clothes.

(You, can now continue this human life story.)

Why My Aunt Left.

IT was along about this time that I became
acquainted with a place that afterwards
figured in all my childhood dreams, ambi-

tions, and plots. Bofore my birth, my father
erected a largo factory for the purpose of drying
apples, but this business he must have either
failed or tired of, because at the time of which
I speak it had been unused for years and was
starting to go to rack and ruin., " The apple
evaporator," as it was called, was a largo plain
building standing in one corner of the grounds
about a mile and a half from the house. There
was a little pond behind it, which was frozen
over in the winter and generally half dried up
in tho summer. It was this same little pond
which caused my aunt's exit from the household.
Her youngest child was about two years old.

I guess we children must have learned at
ehurch the story of " Moses and the .bulrushes."
Anyway we stole a basket from somewhere, put
the infant into it, and pushed it out into tho
middle of the pond, where, by the same token,
it was almost drowned before it was rescued by
some neighbouring farm hands. So my aunt
gathered together her belongings and declared
that her brother's children had demoralised her
own. which, up to that time, had been well
trained. Then, in tlire disgust, she departed.
I must have gained in courage a little by that
time because I remember giving i one of my
cousins a good punching as they were leaving
for tho train. To be sure I ran away after-
wards. But never mind
My father's second marriage ! It took place

when 1 was about T5ix years old. He had been
in Washington, D.C., off and on I suppose, for
he married a woman from that city who had
quite a good deal of money and very good social
position. I remember my grandmother calling
U3 three children together and telling us that
our father was bringing home a new mother for
OS, and that we must be nice and try to love her.
Of course, we bitterly resented this, and began
to plot about the terrible things we were going
to do to her. Even my sister, who very seldom
mingled with us roughneck kids, joined in this.

What a gorgeous-looking creature this step-
mother was ! She arrived in tho humble little

village with dozens of trunks full of wonderful
clothes, and absolutely dazzled tho natives. To
ino she represented a wonderful picture in a
fashion book. Poor woman ! I guess her
arrival in our midst was a terrible shock. 1
think she had expected to find a wonderful
estate, well kept, with three nice little kiddies,
instead of a filthy old ruin harbouring a wcak-
i^iindod old woman and a couple of young
outlaws. In all my travels. I have never met
inch a complex porson as this stepmother was.
Sho was ridiculously proud and as cold and
haughty ns a regent queen. Sho must have

.ccesn, ui icusi.

suffered a great deal through those ensuing
years, but her spirit was never broken.

She at once became a stern ruler of tho house-
hold, and, believe me, she ruled with a rod of
iron. Still, she must havo had a lot of kindness
smothered up somewhere in her heart, for this

woman, who had never known work, dived in

and resurrected the entire works. I don't
know just how it came about, but that she did
have a terrible temper, I do know. Anyway,
my father's mother was soon packed off to his

sister's home, and a bitter quarrel arose between
herself and my mother's mother who liwd
across the road frflm us. And from then on we
were never allowed to coinmunicato with my
mother's relations, even my oldest brother, who
lived with them, never came into our house
again nor did he even speak to us. Poor fellow—my brother Fred and myself took my step-
mother's sido in the quarrel and used to shower
him with rocks whenever we caught him alone
on tho road.

Our household soon became one of cleanliness
and money became rather plentiful, because the
house whs completely remodelled and we ate,
bathed and slept at regular hours. We children
were each given a certain amount of work to do,
such as carrying in the wood, washing the
dishes, and feeding the chickens ; in fact, from
that time on my stepmother, with the help of tis

three, did all of tho work, and we never had a
servant. All of the trunks of my dead mother's
clothes wore opened up, and she made them
over for us. We had to say emr prayers each
night at our stepmother's knee and kiss her
forehead when we said good-night. She did a
lot for us, I know, but her nature must have
been rather devoid of tenderness. Everything
was done in a cold methodical way, and we
obeyed through fear rather than from a sense
of willingness. I can never remember any
demonstration of affection on her part through-
out my entire childhood, and I never even kissed
my father until the last time I saw him, which
was about three years ago ; then that was done
more or less in a comedy spirit.

For a few years, we lived amid clean sur-
roundings with plenty to eat and wear, and we
certainly learned discipline inside the house, at
least. We had to confine our playing and
romping about during the summer months to the
old ' apple evaporator." In the winter, we were
sent to school.
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At school, I must admit I was never a great
success ; besides being rather dumb, I was lazy,
and the only thing I ever made much progress io
was reading. I always had a vivid imagination,
and how excited I used to got about fiction
stories from tho fairy tale days on. The school
house to which wo went was about two miles
away, and as all tho children walked to school
there was a chance to settle on the way borne
any little quarrel that might have arisen during
school hours. For about half of my first tenn^
my journey homeward was generally spent on
the run, and the kids used to call me 'Fraid
cat " ; but tho tables turned along about.
Christmas time.

.

On tho Friday before closing school for the
holidays, wo had an entertainment and •

Christmas tree, the first one that 1 had ever
seen. I received several presents off the tre<»

und a prize for reciting. A box of coloured
crayons it was, and I felt very superior to the
other children. On tho way homo a boy tried
to tako my prize away from me, and I pitched
into him with my fists and feet, and although
ho was larger than I, I had a lot of strength and
•gavo him a good thrashing. From that time on,
I never ran, and I settled up a good many old
grievances besides. During my second term at
school, I became a regular warrior and was
continually getting my nose punched by the
older boys. But tho assurance that my father
would welcome me with the trusty old strap in

hand, if I didn't come out victorious, made mo
stick to the finish, and it wasn't long before all

of the kids avoided picking a row with Peail
White.
My first Christmas tree ! The one at school

followed by one at the local Church. Then
still another tree at homo made that Christmas
a time of times in my life.

My First Show.
DOLLS began to figure strongly in my life, too.

and I developed quite a tendency to sen
. clothes for them. This sewing instiuct was

always encouraged in me by my parents, and I
am glad that it was, for in after years when I saw
my hard times, it helped me a great deal to
be able to make my own clothes. It was along
about this time that my deportment began to
get better. I think my Sunday-school teacher
did more for me in that line than anybody else.

It was during my first vacation (I was then
a little over seven) that my brother started
selling newspapers, and I used to help him. In
fact, I became quite a little newsgirl on my
own hook. This was in a way responsible for
my first dip into the show business. I knew
some children in the village who had once
been taken to a nearby city and had seen a per-
formance of " Uncle Tom's Cabin." They had
told mo the wonders of that show for months,
and when the news arrived that " Uncle Tom's
Cabin " was going to play Greenridge, I was
in a terrible state of excitement and anticipa-
tion. It was Sunday. My father and step-
mother had gono to Sedalia, the nearest town)
of any size. This town was tvvelvo miles away,
and they used to drive there in a one-horse
cart, but the trip through the woods and over
the rough roads was very tedious, so they
generally spent a day or so before returning home.
The troupe, which was to peiform Monday

afternoon and night, arrived in the village to
rest over Sunday. They were to play under
a canvas tent which they carried with them, as

PEARL WHITE loves to romp with the children. (Phoo: Fox.)
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{•hey had been allowing in a lot of small towns
which didn't boast a theatre. I think this

troupe was one of "Stetson's Uncle Torn
Shows." Anyway, I do remember the manager's
name was Hall, and he was to me then the

most wonderful man that I had ever seen.

Even in after years I used the name of Hall on

the stage in memory of him.
I guess I was the first kid on the lot when

they started to put up their tent, I played
hookey from Sunday school, and with my
papers under my arm as an excuse. 1 hung around
with the performers the entire morning.

_
I

finally got a little attention through singing

snatches of ragtime songs that I pio.ked up
In the village. That must have given Mr. Hall
his inspiration. The little girl who was playing
Eva was quite ill with measles or something,
and was hardly able to play, so he asked me
if I would like to take her place in the show
next day. Would I '! I would have given my
life to.

* He told me that I must tell no one
about it, and also get my father's consent.
That was difficult, he being away, but I was
not to be thwarted in my ambition that day,
so it cost me nearly every penny and play toy
1 owned to get my older sister to write a note

saying it was all right, and signing my father's

uamc.

" A Thrill That Lasted All My Life."

THEY spent hours that afternoon and the

next morning rehearsing me. and I don't
think I told a soul in the village what was

U"iug on, except my sister. Anyway, I went on
the next afternoon in the performance, all

painted up very white, and wore a blonde
\\i:_' with long curls (my own hair they always
kept cut short). I also wore the little girl's

< lot lies that the part belonged to (it was her wig,

too), and although they didn't fit very well,

when I saw myself in the glass, with my red lips

and my long hair, I imagined I looked rather

beautiful : and for the first time in my life I

vas pleased with the world and myself. I guess

1 must have gotten along all right through the

matinee performance, for that night I was to

play the part again, and I was so changed by
the make-up that scarcely anybody in the

audience had recognised me. But after the
matinee, when minus wigs and clothes, but with
my face still painted, I appeared at the front

door of the tent, I was recognised by the crowd,
unci became quite the idol of the day. J abso-
lutely danced through the entire village, herald-

ing the fact that I was an actress. This news
greeted my father when be arrived back home
and found the three kids missing.
There were very few small children at. the

night performance. Tho audience was com-
posed mostly of grown-up people, and the
youngsters that were there were too thrilled

with the show to bother me much. However,
every once in a while some urchin would holler

at me, but I was too pleased with myself to
notice it much, for I was acting right out with
all my might and main.
My father on hearing the news had rushed

down to the tent. Maybe my escapade amused
bin.. At any rate, ho let mo finish the per-
formance, and although he was back stage 1

didn't see him until the final tableaux, which,
by the way. ended in a large tragedy. I was
standing on a step-ladder behind a curtain that
had a hole cut in it, which was veiled in with
n piece of mosquito netting, and a spotlight
,wa- shining upon rnc. This conglomeration
was meant to show little Eva's ascension to
Heaven. Everything was going lovely, and I
was feeling thoroughly angelic when I hap-
.pened to glanco down, and saw my father
standing in the entrance. This gave me such
» start that I lost my balance, tumbled through
the 'curtain down on to the stage below and
struck up a howl that nearly wrecked the
opera. I guess my father must have felt sorry
for me, because, strange to say, he didn't punish
roe, although he did mako some terriblo threat st

about what would happen to me in case I ever
did attempt to act again. This little trip into
the show business gavo me a thrill that lasted
all through my younger days and rnnde me
always wanting to be on exhibition.
That same summer there was a county fair,

and a man made an ascenBion in a balloon,
fie was dressed in pinlc tights, and performed
on a trapeze during his flight upwards. He
wont up a good distance, then cut some strings
mat descended gently to earth in a parachute,
feeing this man sailing up to the clouds envo

IS

"I AM VERY GLAD TO BE BACK
> 9

Said Phyllis Nellson-Terry to-THE PICTURE SHOW
" OOD Heavens ! She's got. about sixty of

\J 'em in her dressing-room now !
"

exclaimed the stage-door keeper at the

Coliseum when I presented my card, and
requested an audience with Miss Phyllis Neilson

-

Terry. Whether he was referring to membprs
of the Press, or friends of the lady in question,

I didn't know, but in any case competition
seemed to bo pretty keen, and my spirits sank.

For more things depend on stage-door keepers
than this world dreams of. However, the
special Providence which watches over inter-

viewers happened to be in a benignant rnood,

and a few minutes later, to my intense relief, the

emissary from Miss Neilson-Torry appeared,
and requested me to " step this way."

Certainly, with a little pardonable exaggera-
tion on the part of the stage-door keeper, my
fair quarry's dressing-room wa< pretty full M
people, among whom, by the way, I recognised

Dennis Neilson -Terry and his charming little

wife, Mary Olynne. * Nevertheless, Miss Terry
had received strict injunctions from her
physician not to talk more than was absolutely
necessary between her perfomances, on account,

of a weakness of the throat from which she was
even then suffering, and so, despite her kindly

greeting, I promised her faithfully that I would
keep her but a few minutes.

" Looking Very Pale."
INDEED, Miss Terry was looking very pale,

despite her recent sojourn in Sicilj , from
which realm of sunshine she had just

returned ; but maybe her naturally fair com-
plexion was accentuated by the black gown she
wore, which also emphasised the graceful lines

of her tall figure.

" I am very glad to be back," Miss Terry told

me. with a sigh of relief. " Previous to my stay
in Sicily I spent five jears in America, so you
can understand that I am glad to be home
again after so long an absence from England."

" You have been acting for the films in

Sicily, have you not, Miss Terry 't

"

". Yes. In mj- first film, ' The Call of the
Blood,' which I have made for M. Ixmis
Mercanton, who is running his own films."

" And what are your impressions of screen
work ? " I next asked.

Miss Terry laughed.
" Impressions t " she echoed. " Well, T can

hardly classify them. I can only liken them to
patchwork. You see, I am still new to the
work. But if you mean, how does the screen
strike me in comparison with the stage, I must
confess that, while the former is very interesting,

1 prefer acting in the theatre.

No Difficulties in Film Work.

I
HAVE experienced no difficulties in film

work," continued Miss Terry ;
" perhaps

because I have been fortunate in having
a wonderfully good director, who has con-
sidered me in every way. In fact, M. Mercanton
has done everything he could to make my film
debut as easy for me as possible. Such con-
sideration means a great deal to an artiste. I
am wondering," she added, " what I shall look
like on the screen. I haven't seen mvself si.

far."

At this juncture some more friends came to
pay a call of welcome to the returned traveller,
and remembering my promise, I rose to take
my departure, but before I bade Miss Neilson
Terry good-bye I asked her whether she would
be making another picture.

' ; Oh, yes," she replied :

11
there will be

another one coming along later, but at present
I'm afraid 1 can give you no details about it."

M If. C.

Pholo!
Fntitslmm

Uanlield

PHYLLIS NEILSON-TERRY

rue a great desire lo go up in a balloon. That
desire was fulfilled about four years ago, but
unfortunately I was stranded for three -hours
and a half over Now York City, and allow me
to say that balloons in my life arc finished.

The parachute, ulso, made an awful hit with me,
and it gave ine the idea that I could mako one
for myself.
My father had n large umbrella, and I figured

if I should open if and step off from some high
building, I could take hold of the handle and
descend to (he earth ri la parachute, (tf .ourse.

I didn't figure that when the air got undorne<tth
the umbrella it would turn inside out, and leave
me flat in the air. I finally got everything all

set. The lop of the old evaporator was chosen
for tho place from which I would make my de-
scent. AH the kids in the village were not ified, and
I appointed my brother as manager of the affair.

(Next tocelc'n instalment of this thrilling tiff

story tells of the result of Pearl's etc cent from tho

parachute—Her first years at srhonl - Her first

taste of work—Her life with a travelling circui atH
the beginning of a great enrftn)
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llarl "' "k« before the days of " the Million Dollar Chaplin**'? X
Chera is 90 much to think about in these days that our memories are «
apt to be short, and it is even dfffloull to picture the ureal Charles as he

used to be.
1

The re issue of many of hi* famous successes of the past will, therefore, be
welcomed by a large number of picture-goers. In a short time manv oi the earlier
Chaplin ct .lies will be shown at the theatres, and you "ill thus in- able to see
tin 1 prince ol comedians again as he was in his less famous days

Of Course, Charlie was always clever, and always funny : hut of late he lias
spent tar more money and time on his productions, and the result has, naturally,
shown itsell in his films.
Many of his comical actions of the past, such as his peculiar walk. .do not figure

SO prominently in his present-. lay films
; and what is termed slap stick and knock-

about comedy have Riven place to humour of expression and situation.
Mill. time, will never make

us forget altogether our
Charlie, whatever changes
may arise. He may be
equalled as a

"f;
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A SPLENDID STORY OF A MAN'S GREAT SACRIFICE FOR THE GIRL HE LOVED.

A Might-have-been.
MAMMY, sometimes I think 1 am nol n ncgress.

I am so different to the other girt? around
here."

Old Lindy Davis looked up from her washtub, and
Stared at her daughter Belle.

" What rubbish yo talking, gal. Yo am a negress
right nuff if 1 did send yo to dat fine school. Dat
comes of nldieating HI black ga'.s above dem stations.
Yo wouldn't deny yore mammy, chile, would yo ?

"

The girl made no reply, but sat down with a heavy
sigh as she busied herself preparing the mid-day
meal.
A stranger might easily have decided that there

wis Bcm& justincatirn fr the girl s belief Her
beautiful face was dark, but it was with the darkness
of the white race. Her hidr, too, though black as the
raven's wing; was long and straight, and her lips,

though full, were not thick like those oi the black
r.tee.

Old Lindy returned to the conversation after a
minute's silence.

" Best thing yo can do, P.elle, i> to think about
getting married, l>at will put all dem foolish ideas
out oi yore head. Ben Swift am just plumb crazy on
you, an him am some catch, eben for a smart gal like

yo. Now he am a mixed lot. Ben was a bit niggab,
n bit Indian, an a lil bit white, but he am the best
man in these parts, an he would make yo happy."

" Don't, mammy," pleaded the girl. " Exec-pi you.
Hen is the best friend I have got, but ]» could never
marry hrm."
The conversation was one of many similar, one

that was always started by Belle's ttuestions aboul her
race, and finished by Lindy suggesting marriage with
Ben Swift as the remedy " for dem foolish ideas." •

Once Belle, in rummaging about l he cabin, had
' Inuiida beautiful doll very richly dressed. It wasa doll
such as she had never seen. As she had stood looking
at it old Lindy iiad come in, and snatched (he doll

:\waj with fury in her eyes.
" Don't you dare touch that !

" she had shouted,
shaking the girl savagely. " Dat doll belong to little

white girl Annabel. She dead now."
It was the first time her mammy had been really

cross with her. and Belle remembered it no.w as flic

listened to Lindy's remonstrances.
The talk generally ended in Belle accepting her

position', and driving Her thoughts away by hard
work. But on this occasion she cotdd not settle down
to the humdrum tasks of the cabin ; and when night
came she went for a walk in the woods, hoping to
tire herself out so that she could sleep and forget
those vague, disturbing thoughts that came to her
like ghosts of a past she could not clearly recall. The
stillness of the woods, broken only by the weird calls
of the night birds, calmed the troubled spirit of Belle.

She was about to retrace her steps to the cabin, when
through a glade in the woods she caught sight of a

ramp fire. Curiosity prompted Belle to see who was
camping out in such, an unusual place. Keeping in

the shadow of the big trees she advanced to the lire.

To her astonishment, there was no one by the fire,

but the camper could itfrt be far away, for there was n

pot of coffee on one side of the firf, and some meal
was sizzling In a pan. The sight of the blaze reminded
I'a lie that she was very cold, and she crept to the lire

with the intention of warming herself before the
i amper returned. As she spread out her hands to the
fire a young man suddenly appeared from behind a

tree. He held a heavy revolver in his hand, but he
dropped this with a laugh as he saw his visitor was a
woman.

Belle drew back with a blush as the young man
advanced into the light.

" I'm so sorry," she began.
"I'm not," said the camper, with a frank laugh.

" It is a pleasure to meet a white woman in these
parts."

" White woman !
" The words caused the blood

to race to Belle's cheeks. What would she not have
given for them to have been true. Whatever
happened to her in I be future, those two words and
that moment would live in her memory while life;

lasted.
" Perhaps I had better introduce myself,'" flic

young man went on. " My name is Page -Warren.
My father owns the turpentine trees in this sector,

mid I urn making a tour of inspection. Between our-
selves dad thinks that he does not get all the turpen-
tine that he ought to do, and from what I have seen
Since I cam'; hens he is about right. That is why I am

camping in tbe woods lo-mght. Having told you all

about myself, won't you tell me your name '!
"

" They call me Belle," replied the girl, her voice
f rembling in spite of a strong effort to control it. " I

live close by. I could not sleep, so came for a walk
in the woods. It is late, I must be going now."

" Not for a few minutes surely," pleaded Pace
Warren. " Won't you share my supper ? I cau
assure you I'm a first-class cook."
He poured out some coffee and handed it to Belle

before she could frame an objection, and then busied
himself with (lie meat in the frying-pan. As he bent
over the tire Belle stole a look. He was very young,
not more than twenty-three, she decided, with a
frank, clean-cut lace that ail women would have
deemed handsome. ,

There I
" he said, handing Belle a piece of meat

and a slice of bread on a plate. " 1 hate dining
alone. Confess 1 did not overpraise my cooking."

" I have never tasted anything nicer." admitted
Belle, her head bent over her plate.
The young man kept up a flow of genial conversa-

tion, but Belle could only reply in halting sentences.
She was afraid of her adventure, but it was a fear
that was fumed with a wild, exultant happiness.

" I must really go now," she said at last, rising
from the lire.

" Won't you tell me your name—your other name

—

before you go ?
" said Warren.

Belle shivered. Before her mind came a picture of
the cabin and her black mammy, lie must never
know who she was.

" Promise me you will not ask me that again," she
said. " And promise you will not try to find out who
I am. It is a strange request, but ours has been a
strange meeting."
The young man did not attempt (o conceal his

disappointment at her reply, but he gave his word
that he would do as she wished.

Belle put out her hand.
" Good-bye !

" she said. " I shall always remember
your—supper."

" And inc. I hope," said Warren standing in the
firelight with bared head.

" It would he ungracious to forget (he cook."
replied Belle, with a dazzling smile as she hurried .

away.
As she ran through the woods there was but one

thought in Belle's mind. He would keep his word,
and lie would never know that she was the daughter
ol old Mammy Davis. He would soon bwgone. To
him that strange meeting in the. woods would be just,

an adventure ; to her. a memory of a might-have-
been of which she had dreamed so often.

The Lovelight in Her Eyes

.

BUT Belle was wrong when she thought that
Warren Page would think so lightly of their
meeting. The girl's wild beaut y had awakened

a passionate longing in him which would not be
s lifted. Hay and night he thought of the soft sheen
of her hair ; the unfathomable yearning in her eyes
as she had shyly looked at him across the camp fire.

He pictured her again and again as he had seen her
disappearing in the woods, her supple body swaying
rhythmically as she ran into the night. Would he
ever see her again ? Who was-she ? Prom whence
did she come '! - -

Page was staying with Colonel David Pendleton, a
friend of his father's, and a fine type of Southern
gentleman. The colonel was respected by white and
black alike. He held that while God had meant that
white and black should never mingle in blood
relationship, that the coloured people should' be
treated as human beings, and not as serfs. Page
Warren knew that his host could have enlightened
him as to Belle's identity, but he kept his word, and
never asked. As to his tour of inspection, it had
already confirmed his suspicions. He was certain
that Nick Benson, the superintendent of the turpen-
tine camp, was robbing his father, and he had given
him two weeks to make up his accounts. Although
he would not confess it to himself, Page had been
actuated In giving this fortnight's grace by the hope
that in the interval he might once more' see Belle.
Bis hopes were fulfilled. He met her one day while
she was fishing in a stream, and ran to her. She
looked even more beautiful by day than she had by
the light of the camp fire.

"I had begun to think you were a* spirit of the
woods and could only be seen bv night," he said, as
he readied her side.

Belle wistfully. I thought you would have finishep
your inspection by now."

" No, I shall stay at least another fortnight,'' said
Page.

Again the girl felt that strange mingling of fear

and happiness. She realised tlrat every day the
young man Stopped she was in danger of her race
being discovered, but she had hoped with a passionate
hope that she might see him again.
As they walked along the bank a man stepped from

behind one of the giant trees and watched them.
He was a remarkable man in many ways. Over si\

feet in height, he had a magnificent figure which
denoted great strength and agility. His face was
aquiline, handsome after the fashion of a Bed Indian,
but his skin was almost as dark as a negro's. He
was Ben Swift, and as Mammy Davis had said, tie

blood of many races ran in his vein's.

As he watched the young couple his face was a

conflict ol expressions. The yearning, tender gaze
with which he viewed the girl turned to savage
resentment as he looked at the man. Why had be
come to rob him of Belle? Ben Swift knew that
before the advent Of this white man Belle bad given
him to understand that she could never marry him.
but he had hoped that in the end she would consent.
Now, as he saw the shining light in her eyes— a light

that his love had never been able to kindle— he
realised that he had lost her for ever.

" If harm should come to her through him, I'll bill

him !
" he muttered.

,

Presently Belle parted from her escort, and Page
Warren turned back in the direction where Ben
Swift was waiting. As the young man came into
line Ben Stepped')nto the open.

" You've been talking to Miss Belle," he said,

barring the young man's path.
"What's that got to do with you?" demanded

Warren haughtily, clenching his hands, and Striding
up to Ben Swift as if to strike him.

Ben placed his hands on Warren's amis, anil

prslicd him away without an effort.
" I could kill you with my bare hands," he said

slowly ;
" and if harm conies to Miss Belle 1 v ill

do."
Something in the man's deep earnestness told

Warren he was not interfering in any ordinary way.
Perhaps he was Belle's privileged servant and had
made himself her guardian. He could not ask
because of his promise to Belle, not to seek to know
who she was.

" I don't know who you are," he said ;
" or b.\

what authority you question me, but no harm will

come to that lady through me."
" I believe you," said Ben Swift. And without

another word he disappeared into the woods.
In the days that followed Page Warren met Belle

many times, and from her he learned that Ben Swift
had watched over her ever since she had been a little

child. She did not say any more, and Page was left

with his first impression that Bert was her servant.
Page Warren had almost finished making his

inquiries about the management, of his father's

property and he had come to the conclusion thai

Nick Benson had consistently robbed the estate, but
he was obliged to give him the time he had promised
to show, his books. People had warned him that
Benson was a dangerous man, but Page paid little

held to the. warnings. He would have been more than
concerned had he known that Nick Benson was deter -

i ned to have him put out of the way. He had hired

a negro named Buck Moe, an ex-pugilist, to kill Mm.'
Under the guise of the Rev. Buck Moe, the scoundrel
bad already come to the village and was holding a
scries of revival meetings.

Page Warren was standing with some white men
watching one of these meetings, when, to his astonish-

ment, be saw Belle standing on the edge of the
crowd. As ho was making his way towards her, Buck
Moc pushed through the crowd and, approaching the
girl, tried to sell her a Bible. The girl refused to bu >

one, but Moc was very persistent and Belle was getting
frightened when Warren came up, and, With au cvd
•scowl, Moe went back to the platform.

" What brings you in the negro section ? " asked
Warren.
"I just happened to be passing," replied Belle

nervously. " I must, be getting home now." si B

added hurriedly, realisim-' that if she stayed in the
crowd someone would speak to her and Page would

Continued on pnge 18.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF PEGGY HYLAND.

I don't quite understand. I am charmed. Tear-dimmed eyes. All smiles again. The pain ol doubt.

PEGGY HYLAND.
Our Special Correspondent Dines with Miss Peggy Hyland at Her Home.

WHIRR ! goes the telephone, and it is Miss Peggy Hylaiid giving mo
an invitation to dinner. She thoughtfully offers to send her motor-
car for me, and in about twenty minutes I am flying through

nvcmies of palm and other tropical trees in hev big limousine and shortly

arr'vo at a charming bungalow in Hollywood, California, with terraced
green lawns running up to the house that is almost hidden by masses of
roses and a deep purple creeper (Bougainvillea) covers tho whole of one of

itjs sides.

Miss Hyland meets me at tho door and courteously welcomes me into

a perfect dream of a home saying, " I am glad you are here early, so that
we can have a little talk before my other guests arrive."
Miss Hyland told rife that she was born at Havbome in Worcester-

shire, England, and educated there and in Belgium, and her stage career
in England was in musical comedy with the late George Edwardes, and
after th5,t she played in " The Little Cnfe " and " Tho Yellow Jacket "

with Cyril Maude. She was given a small part in Mr. Maude's company
at first, but the leading lady going to South Africa, Miss Hyland was
chosen to take her place-,, and so commenced a successful stage career.

Played on the Screen in England.
AFTER playing on the screen in numerous productions in England,

Miss Hyland came to America about three years ago, and has taken
star parts in many important productions hero, including _" The

Chattel," " The Other Woman," " A Debt of Honour," " Other Men's
Daughters," " Marriages are Made," " The Girl with no Regrets, " Boimio
Annie Laurie," and so on. She has just finished a star part in " Tho
Merry Go Round."

I asked Miss Hyland if she agreed with the phrase that the moving picture
industry is " in its infancy," and she- said that.she most emphatically dis-

agreed, as in her opinion the production of films is a very grown-up industry
indeed. Of course, there is no limit to the possibilities of the camera, and
there are such enormous possibilities in photography it is difficult for any
one to say what might eventually be done. Miss Hyland said tha,t she was
anxious to see stereoscopic pictures perfected, as that would greatly
improve the future making of films, and she did not think that tho present-
day photography and photographers are getting the recognition that is so
well deserved.

She Designs Her Dresses.

WHAT about dresses ? " I asked. And tho reply was that, although
to a woman it was a pleasurable subject, it was a very trouble-
some and expensive item. Miss Hyland said she would like to

design all her own dressesfor pictures, and also for other people, and insisted
on showing me a dress designed by herself for her part of tho detective in
" Right Alter Brown." It was made of a pale yellow tulle over a pink
•latin, and trimmed with iridescent sequins, and Miss Hyland assured mo
that nothing could possibly photograph better, and showing me a photo-
graph of it, it certainly looked all she had said. She added, " I am always
ho glad if my efforts in dress designing and acting please the public."

lf Do you think it a duty to please tho public ? " I asked.
" Indeed I do, and it is a very great delight to me to know that my

efforts are appreciated, and yon may assure readers of The Uk.-tukg Snow
how much I appreciate tho letters I receive from them. To mo they ore
as the applause of an audience at a speaking play, and I have each letter
answered, arid] consider them well worth the trouble.

A Walk Round the Garden.

MISS HYLAND asked if I would caro to sec her garden and chick,

m

ranch, and conducted mo through the house into a garden that
it is impossible for me to describe. There were orange, lemon,

peach, and fig trees, nil bearing fruit, and great mosses of flowers
of all colours, with a tennis court adjoining. 1 was then introduced to
.duly, her Airedale terrier, three cats, and many chickens—and peeping
into the garage, I was surprised to see a, modest car standing beside her
"lately limousine, and remarking on it, Miss Hyland said she had just bought
it. for her Japanese servants, husband and wife, wl.o kept house Mr her, and
Bho thought they deserved it as recompense for tho great attachment
they displayed towards her. I felt that hero indeed was au illustration
of the kind-heartedness and generosity of Peggy.

Misfl Hviand's guests then arrived, and I was introduced to two eminent

movie stars and a naval commander, and we proceeded into a small, welt

ordered dining-room, panelled with dark oak, and, Miss Hyland presiding
at a round table, we were given by her silent-footed Japanese manservant
a very nice, dinner, with home-grown poaches for dessert.

Dinner over, I reluctantly said good-bye with the coffee-, and wa? driven
back to Los Angeles by my friend the naval commander, who agreed with
me that we were leaving a charming home and a perfect hostess.

PEGGY HYLAND, Fox Star.
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THE BAR SINISTER. Continued from
pane 14-.

discover: that she was there because she was a
negress.

" I'll go part of tin* way with you," said Pane, es-

corting her through the crowd. " It isn't safe

for white women to venture in the nemo quarter."
After he had seen Belle as far as she would allow

him to take her, Page returned to the negro sector,

determine-! to teach Buck Moe a lesson, lie found

the bogus revivalist drinking in a bar with n lot Oi

other niggers. As the young man entered .Moe looked

at 1

1

i i - <i0 j,r;ssivclv and thn, r-:i -itu his vrjic: thai

all could hear, belaid :
" Ve-, I'm leaving this town

soon, aud when 1 go that putty gir! called Belle goes

with me."
Page, white with passion, strode up to the nccro.

"If you mean the tadj you tried to sell a Bible to,

you lie, you dog ! f
The next second the two were at each other. Buck

Moe had been a good boxer when he was in the ring,

but. he soon found that the white man knew as much
a- lie did. The negro was the heavier man 'but this

was balanced bv Page's superior condition. The
light was fast and fierce, but gradually Page wore his

man down and would have knocked him out in an-

other minute, when one of the negroes, seeing that

Buck was beaten, pushed an open razor towards hint,

and with this terrible weapon in his hand .Moe ad-

vanced once more to the attack.

The first indication Pane got of the dastardly

act was a slash across the face with the keen

blade. But, instead of cowing the white man. the

treacherous stab onlv roused him to greater fury. He
thing himself on the nigger, and, recking nothing of l he

slashes he received on his face and his arms, he

battered Moe till he sent him to the floor Insensible.

The other negroes, now thoroughly inflamed with

race hatred, made a rush at Page, and I he young man
would have been pounded to death, but just at this

moment the door of the saloon was tinown open and
Ben SwHt appeared.

Page Warren was almost fainting from loss of

blood, and Ben picked him up and carried him outside.
" You must get away from here or they'll kill you.'"

he whispered. " J'll keep them back as long as t

can."
Ben dashed back to the saloon just in time to stop

a rush of the negroes.
Throwing the first one to the ground, he slood in

front of the door.
"

I'll brain the first man that attempts to pass me,
lie shouted.

Not one man moved. All know the almost super-

human strength of the man of many races, and. alb r

allowing Page plenty of time to get clear, Ben left

the saloon followed by the curses of the negroes.

But though lie hail beaten them for the moment,
Ben Swift knew the negro mind too well to think they

would abandon their revenge. He crouched outside

the saloon and heard the negroes make their plans

to track down Page Warren and then have a general

rising against the whites. A few minutes later the

whole crowd rushed into the street wrenching up
stakes from the fencing as liny Pan.

Ben Swift followed them, and as he ran he saw-thc

trail of blood left by Page Warren. To his honor he

realised that the young man had missed his way and
was heading for the only habitation in that direction

-Belle's cottage. He would be sureto eraw I In there

and it was there the infuriated blacks would find

him.
His thoughts went back to an hour before when he

had met Belle soon after Page had left her. He had
billowed her to tell her that old l.indy was -danger-

ously ill.

" What is this man to you ? " he had asked.

He could see the piteous face of the girl as she had
looked up to him.

"
i know it is not right, Ben, but I love him— I love

him so."
A shudder of pain shook the giant frame of the

man of many breeds.
t

He was a man who. by tne accident of birth, I e-

louged to no race, but in his mixed blood mu-t have
run a strain that embraced the best of all:

Than and there, knowing that what he was going lo

do meant the abandonment of all bis hopes, he

determined on the <ireat Sacrifice. His own words

spoken to Belle a little time belore came hack to

him.
" That is all I wanted to know. There is nothing

more to saw"
There was not too much lime. \ short cut known

onlv to himself-would bring him to Belle's cabin

before the negroes arrived. Bracing himself for a

greater effort, Ben raced through the woods.

The Great Sacrifice.

WHEN Page Warren reeled from the saloon, he
w.i- so weak fiom lost of blood that he

could not sec where he was going. He
Hinted into a path and, by instinct more than reason,

managed to keep to it. Blindly Staggering along be

ai last saw a light in a cabin and knocked at the

door; it was Ofx-ned bv Belle.

Page just recognised her and then, as he was pulled

male by the strong arms of the girl, he fainted'.

When became to, be found Belle had staunched his

wounds, but he was still very weal:. As briefly as he
could, he t old the- girl of the scene in the saloon and
hie fight With Buck Moe.
"And vou did ai! I hi? for me?" whl'pered

Belle.

" There is nothing T wouldn't do for you, Belle—
I love you ! f love you '.

"

The passionate declaration of love vvas broken by
the querulous voice of Mammy Davis.

" Belle, chile ! Am yo' forgotten' my medi-
cine ?

"

For a momeul Belle stoo l transfixed with horror,
HBr Secret vvas discovered. The man who a minute
before had asked her to marry him would turn from
her in loathing when he discovered she was a
ncgrcss.

scarcely knowing what she was doing, she dashed
into the bedroom and put her hands over her mother's
mouth. But it was too late. The voice of the oh!
Degress had aroused the suspicions of the white man.
He stood in the doorway, and the terrified look on
Belle's face told him the truth.
,

" Is she your mother 1 " he gasped.
Belle turned awav her head. The blow had

fallen.

t* (lid Mammy Davis passed her hand acres- her head
and theri she raised, herself in bed.

" No ! no !
" she cried. " I swear befo' God dat

Belle is white. I run away with Iter when she am
a lil gal. She am Massa Stillitcr's chile, Annabel.
That doll vou found was your doll. Belle."
i* " Mr." George Stilliti r ? My father's friend ? " said
Pav'e slowly. "

I remember he told me that he lost his

'laughter when she was a little child. They thought
she vvas drowned. There vvas a cross on her arm that
she would carry to her grave."

lie rushed at Belle and pulled up her sleeve. The
cross vvas there.
• A furious knocking at the door put an end to all

further talk.

Belle opened the door and Ben Swill sprang in.
" The negroes have run amok !

" he shouted.
" They .have tracked you amfwill be hereon a moment

.

Run to Colonel Pendleton's place. Only there
will you be safe."

Refusing to listen to Page's protests, he pushed
him and Belle through ttie back door and, as he came
back into the room, old Mammy Davis died;

Very reverently Ben Swift crossed the poor, tired

hands, muttered a prayer for the soul of the negress,

and went outside the cabin.
He heard the hoarse cries of the negroes as they

came nearer and nearer to the cabin, but there was
no fear in his eyes only a look of calm resignation as,

without a weapon in his hand, he placed his back
against the door and awaited tlte coming of the mob.

ft wa- a fight Homeric in il< mightiiies*, and lanC'
t i fif I by the sacred n«ss of a threat Sacrifice. One man
against a mob mad with the lust, to kill. Yet for over
half an hour Ben Swift fought on. Time after time
they threw t In nisei v es on him like a pack of wolies
might leap on some great bisQjfcboH. Time after, time
be hurled t hem from him. picking men up in bis might v

anus and using them as a club to knock down other .

Bleeding from many wounds lie towered above the
mob, an h-roic figure eacdfletng his life that the girl to
loved might be happy with another man. And at la»i

when a blow irorn behind brought him to the ground,
to be trampled to death by the mob who were no
longer men but ravening beasts, be had fonght long
enough to* enable Belle and her lover to reach Colonel
Pendleton's house in saint v

.

As the ringleader stepped over bis dead body to

enter the cabin, a revolver shot rang out and he
dropped in his tracks.
The shot was fired by Colonel Pendleton, who,

accompanied by Page and Belle, had rushed back
to the rescue.
The negroes, cowed by the colonel's threats Of

Summary vengeance, broke and ran away.
"Too late," murmured the colonel, as he took ofll

his hat. and stood over the body of the man of IK >u .

breeds.
Then, speaking softly to himself, he said :

" fireater
love hath no man than to lay down his life for

another."

The Beginning of the Story.B LILLE'S identity was .conclusively established
by the doll and the sear on her arm. Jt wss
a sad story that had led to the girl ~,being

kidnapped by old Mammy Davis. The negress and
her husband had been employed by tieorge StilLitei.

who, in bis young days, had cherished an unreasoning
hatred against the blacks. One day lie bad mercflessfv
thrashed I.iudy's husband, and in his rage the negro
had snatched the whip irom his hands and- knock* d
him down. He fled to the swamps, and when the
while men tracked him down with bloodhounds, tfce

runaway vvas found in a tree dead from, exhaustion.
In her grief at. losing iter husband and her desire for
revenge, Lindy's brain was turned and she kidnapped
little Aniiahelle stilliter, ran awav to her own people,
and brought up the white girl as her own daughter
(Ailapteilfrom incidents in " THE ItA KSIA'ISTM!,"

featuring MITCHELL LEWIS „< /*>» Swift, by
permission of the Wallurduu: Ptint Com;ntny.)

Character as Told by the Face,
THE face is the best index to character. Mo3t of us pride ourselves on being able to

tell character in this way. In this series of readings of well-known stars, given .

by a famous expert, readers will be able to realise their own or their friends' •

characteristics, by comparing the definitions given on those they resemble in feature.

Fearless in tho right cause, a coward vvltert

doing wrong (usually having itothing to say).
Note the length of the eyebrow denoting
lucidity of ideas. The width between tiro eye"*.

"Trusting soul," this, who looks -for good rrt

things instead of evil. Abnormally large,- tlw
face as a whole shows beauty of character, also

. tile poise of the head ? rarely do we find n
head so beautifully put on the shoulders.

Tender lo the Oppressed. - .

THE nostril is very small, nobody must get
ahead of this type or woo ^betide, thou,.

A word of advice. "-Ask people to koep
on their own territory and out of her way.
especially if they arc her pet aversions

; a.nd
yet, if any one is in trouble, pet aversions and
ail, Mary would be the Jirst to help. Sho'is.
very" tender to all who .are. oppressed veit'i

w rong, and the poor. " Dear Lady l!oui:ttftiL"

Loving the- little eliildrotr.with her national
grace and charm, she" is so- attractive in tins
role. ?

•

'
'

-- ; V-r *

The highest attribute is chastity. Impulsive-
ness in likes and dislikes. ci » •»- — v*

-i This type easily forgives, theic temper over,
they are most repentant for it, only to breakout
a fresh—when the . opportunity otters.-.. T

ii -

-= There is no happy medium.*" all or nothing.
'

',' Jealousy,'' t
- the green-eyed monster," is

very paramount.

Great Love for Children.

HOAV- often we see this type cosnect&tfcwith
the poorer ulaCBt.Pi The love for chiUJreTi

-. and dumb animals is,very great, v

j iTho width o£ tho face and. the high cfteel ,

bones denoting a passionate' nature.' theWaizs
and evenness of the teeth a sound and strong
constitution.

I think 1 never found so beautiful a mouth ;i-

the'one 1 have before me. I have no wore*
to do il justice. ' It is wonderlid, showo g
fascination, vanity, coquetry, impn lsi\ eno-
targe-heartedness, generosity, and » keen SemO
of bunion:.

MARY PICKFORD.

WHAT grace, and charm, this face suggests -

without any veneer, so natural, and yet

so confident of her charm. Note tho
bulging out of the upper eyebrow', especially

in the centre, denoting intuition. To use an
Americanism " She has eyes beforo and be-
hind." You cannot draw, on her gullibility ;

she can read you like an open book. • <

This is tho type of face that knows the.

condition of things intuitively. The eye indi-

cative of much humour, banter, coquetry, ami
courage.
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Splendid New Competition
£100 in Prizes

FIRST PRIZE £50 SECOND PRIZE £20
THIRD PRIZE £10

and Twenty Prizes of £t each
The Competition Explained.

HERE is the second net of the Peeping Stars

Competition—a competition that will

appeal to every reader of The Pictubu
Skow. Below arc the portraits of six famous
Cinema Stars who aro appearing in films

now being exhibited in this country. Over
each portrait has been placed a star partly con-
cealing the faces.

The task of tho competitor is to identify

the artistes that peep from behind the star.

All You Have to Do.

LOOK well at the stars on this page.

Do you know who they are ? If so,

write in tho space underneath each
the name of the artiste you recognise and till

in your name and address in the space below.

No. 1 set was published last week.
Next week No. 3 of this set will be published,

and No. 4 tho week after, until 8 sots aro

complete.
Keep this set until you have the whole

set of eight when full particulars will bo
given in The Pictube Show, as to when
and whom you are to post them.

The first prize will be awarded to the sender

of tho greatest number of correctly named
stars.

The second prize to the next highest number
of correct names, and so on until all the

prizes are awarded. In tho event of more
than one reader naming every star correctly,

the prize will be divided.

Readers may send as many sets as they
please, but each set must be complete ill itself

and consist of eight coupons.

No responsibility can be undertaken for

entries lost, delayed, or mislaid, and proof of

posting will not be accepted as proof of delivery

or receipt.

The Editor reserves the right to disqualify

any competitor's solution for reasons which he
considers good.

The decision of the Editor must be accepted

as final and legally binding, and entries are only

accepted on this .express condition

Correspondence must not be enclosed with
efforts ; neither will any be entered into in

connection with this competition.

Keep a list of the names as you write them down, either on a duplicate set, or in a booh, so

that you can tell, the moment the names are printed under the original photographs in

''The Picture Show," how many you have got correct

CUT COUPON HERE.

PEEPING STARS COMPETITION.

10. t2.

SET No. 2.

Name*

tDo not. send this couoon until you are told. Full particulars, when and where to send them, will
be given when all the sets have appeared.

"Shots"—from
Broadwest
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" UNDER SUSPICION.
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After »a
short holi-

day(which
was an ex-

ceedingly
well-earn-

ed one),

all the
BROAD-
W EST
artistes are

back at

work. Mr.
Walter
West also

took a
holiday, but only from the Studio, for all

the time he was away, this genius producer

was plotting and planning for all the big

surprises which are forthcoming from this

famous British firm.

First of all, I must tell you about the

beautiful estate on which the new
BROADWEST Studios are to be erected.

It consists of 1 24 acres of the most wonder,
ful lawns, lakes, woods, paddocks, and rose

gardens to be found anywhere near London,
and stands 600 ft .above sea level, so that the

Studios will not come within lhe"fog"area.

Mr. Walter West has already plans in hand
for the huge Studios to be erected. When
they are completed (which it is hoped will

be within twelve months), they will be big

enoughtoaccommodate eight separate com-
panies all working at once.and every modern
appliance which can assist in the perfection

of motion pictures will be installed.

It is admitted that during the past five

years this British firm has been considerably

hampered in its progress by D.O.R.A and
red-tape, and that they were working

undertremendousdifficulties. If BROAD-
WEST can produce such absolutely first-

class films as "A Soul's Crucifixion," the

Nat Gould series, and " Under Suspicion
"

(besides other tip-top productions not yet

released), when war regime held the fate

of the British cinema industry in its grip, I

leave you to imagine what superb films

are in store for the picture goers all over

the world, now they can instal everything

that they need.

In future BROADWEST will not confine,

their energies to dramas only, but will

manufacture serials, comedy dramas,

comedies, and burlesques—in fact, every

type of film for which there is a demand.
Besides making screen versions of such

well-known plays and books as "Her Son,"
" The Case of Lady Camber," and " The
Great, Gay Road," Mr.Walter West is to

produce a film version of the life of Mary,

Queen of Scots. There is perhaps, no other

woman character in English history to

whose name there is attached so much of

romance, tragedy, and comedy, and the

film will not alone be one of historical

interest, but will contain many thrills and

sobs beloved of the picture going public.

The next BROADWEST film to be released Is

ihe dramatic story of Russian Court life, entitled

"Under Suspicion." I torace Hunter, and Hi da
Bayley appear in the leading part*, supported by
such well-known screen p ayeis js Jacit Janata,
Cameron Carr, Arthur Wolcctt and Dorolhy
Warren. Intrigue, love, and revenge are »kil-

fully interwoven in this him. and if you miss

seeing it, you will be really sorry. B.B.

BROADWEST FILMS Ltd.,

1 75,Wardour Street, London, W.l.j^
('Phone: Gerrard 240.)
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MIMOSA discourses

on

NATURAL BEAUTY,

and how to obtain it.

To-day every woman of taste and refinement

avoids the use of cosmetics or made-up toilet

preparations « hich give an artificial appearance.

The fresh, natural complexion that feu- women
have, and every woman desires, is best obtained

byuseof original ingredients aire dy at band or

which can be obtained from any reliable chemist.

My advice is to avoid the use of most made-up
face creams, rouge and beautifying propanit ions.

They are usually obvious and often disappointing:

If you will get only the proper original ingredients,

you will be satisfied with the result. Insist on
having what you ask for. If the chemist does not

happen to have it in stock, he can immediately get

it for you.

Good Shampoo Important.—The liuir should Ue
al'.owed to breathe, and thr.greasy Him around eneli

strand must be removed with a mild non-alkaline

shampoo. Soaps should be tabooed. The very best

solution for the purpose can be made by dissolving

a tcaspoonful of stallax granules in a cup of hot water.

It stimulates the scalp to healthy action, anil at the

same time leaves the hair in that soit. thirty condition

so much admired. Any chemist can supply you
with an original packet of stallax, sufficient to make
twenty-five or thirty shampoos.

'

Magic for Superfluous Hair.—It is astounding the

number of women who surfer from unsightly growths
of hair on the face, and it will come as a piece of good
news to know that there is a simple substance known
as powdered pheminol which will remove it imme-
diately and perman ntly. Mix a small quantity into

a thin paste with a little water, and apply to the

objectionable growths". In two minutes all trace of

the hair will have entirely vanished; and your skin

will be as soft and smooth as a child's."

To have Smooth, White Skin all through the
Winter.—Does your skin chap or roughen easily,

or become unduly red or blotchy ? Let me tell you
a quick and easy way to overcome the trouble and
keep your complexion beautifully white, smooth and
soft. Just get some ordinary mercolised wax at the
chemists, and use a little, before retiring as you would
use cold cream. The wax. through some peculiar

action, flecks off the rough discoloured or blemished
skin. The worn-out cuticle comes off just like dan-
druff on a diseased scalp only in almost invisible

particles. Mercolised wax simply hastens Nature's
work, which is the rational and proper way to attain

a perfect complexion, so much sought after, but very
seldom seen. The process is perfectly simple and
quite harmless.

For Dry, Irritating and Dandruffy Scalps.—Nothing
can compare with the following" recipe for the abTJve
condition, and until you have rectified any trouble
in this direction it is useless to expert th: lair to
grow'healfhy and vigorous. 5lix a package of bora-
nium with \ pint of l>ay rum. shake the bottle well

and allow to stand for 30 minutes, then add '-pint

cold water and strain. This simple home remedy
will stimulate the hair roofs to their normal functions,
resulting in a beautiful gfowth of new hair.

Rouge Not Necessary.—If you must add a little

colour to the cheeks, please do not use rouge ; it is

always so painfully obvious that women of refinement
have now .discarded it for ever. There is a little known
substance called colliandum obtainable at most
chemists, which can be used in its place. It gives a
perfectly natural tint and defies the closest scrutiny,
besides having the undoubted' advantage of not
rubbing off. -

'- - -

The Powder Puff Passes. —A persistently shiny
nose, or a dull lifeless complexion, drives many a
woman to Cosmetics and consequent despair. And
all the time a Simple remedy lies at hand in the home.
Get from your chemist about an ounce of eleminite!
and add BUfflClent water to dissolve it. A little of
this simple lotion is Nature's own beautifier. it is
very good for tlx skin and Instantly gives the com-
plexion a soft, velvety, youthful bloom that any
woman might envy.. It lasts -all day or evening
renders powdering entirely unnecessary, and abso-
lutely defies detection.

Miscellaneous Hints. - -for lips -inclined to be rough
or harsh use a soit stick of piolaetnm.
An ideal complexion soap is one (ailed pilenta

It contains no frcr alkali and is as near neutrality as
ncierjcc.can make it.

'to make tin eyelashes grow long, dark and curling,
massage them gently with niennaflne. It is quite a
harmless substance, and will not iniure the eyes.

iADVT.l

IN THE DRESSSNG-ROOM,
Violet Hopson's Beauty Hint. The Care of the Skin in Cold Weather.
ALTHOUGH colouring lias not much photo-

graphic value for screen stars, like
actresses of the stage, cinema artistes

as o rule have beautiful complexions, mid take
great care of their skins. This is not so easy for
them as for their stage sisters, as their work
takes them out in al! weathers, and not always
suitably al tired, to brave the beauty-destroying
\\ inter winds.

Violet Hopson's Beauty Hint.

IT is interesting to know Violet Hopson's
recipe for -keeping fit-, for, after all, if you
are perfectly well the bloom of health shines

through your skin. No one can have a beautiful
skin unless she is perfectly well.

Miss Hopson Says : -

THERE is nothing like fresh air, good food,
and warm, light clothing, to keep one
fit during the winter. I never ' coddle

'

myself, because, if I do, I immediately begin to

feet ' stuffy.' Keep warm certainly, but not by
closing all the windows, and curling up in front
of a fire. I keep the windows open, then there
is no fear of my catching cold when I go out
in to a colder atmosphere.

" It is most essential that I should look after my
health, as it probably means', if I am ill, work
in the studio is at a standstill. "If I am not
really enthusiastic about my work, I know that
I am not feeling well. This is a sure sign that I

want fresh air, so on my first free afternoon f go
for a long walk (clad in a tweed skirt, a woollen
jersey, find thick soled brogue shoes) in the
country."' I come back feeling tired, then I rest,

and after an hour of complete relaxation I

feel as fit as a fiddle.
" If one is in good health, the complexion ami

hair are naturally healthy, too, and it matters
not how many cosmetics and aids to beauty one
may use, the artificial never looks like the
natural beauty which results from a thorougldy
healthy, outdoor life, and plenty of plain,

nutritious food."'

Poppy Wyndham's Hint.

AS I was leaving the Broadwest Studios
-after getting this information from Miss
Hopson, I met Miss Poppy Wyndham.

and from her I begged a beauty hint. Here
it is :

" Perhaps it is because I have always been
used to such an outdoor life that I naturally
take care of my skin," she said. " When one
is out in the country, no matter what the
weather, one feels that one's skin must suffer

if it is not looked after. Therefore, if I am out
in a cold wind, or expose nay face to the broiling

sun (which I regret is not often owing to the
scarcity of reallv hot weather), I always smear

just a little grease all over my face before
touching it with water.

" When I liaVe lightly rubbed the grease well
into my skin. I remove all the superfluous cream
with a soft towel. Then I do not wash for about
an hour, and when I do my face feels ' com-
fortable,' and the "skin soft.

" But if I forget to apply I he grease, my face
feels as if I have washed with a good. Strong
household son)). Probably this is because my
skin is naturally dry; but it was a beauty
specialist (I realty have not very much faith in

these people, however) who gave me this tip.

and it is one of the few which are really worth
while."

To Cure a Red Nose.
WHILE on the question of a good com-

plexion, may 1 give a word of advice t,i

the girl who suffers from that most
embarrassing disfigurment during cold weather,
a red nose ? To my mind, this is worse than
any other winter trouble, as a nose cannot
be hidden, and powdering it frequently often
makes it shine instead of reducing the colour.
As a rule the trouble comes from within, but
in some cases it is caused by bad treatment.
Rough treatment in blowing and wiping, i

bad habit of pulling and rubbing it, tends to

inflame and cause it to swell in rebellion.

A specialist told me that the nose exercises

a greater influence on the health than most
people are aware of. He advises a thorough,
but not violent, blowing of the nose night and
morning, and inhalations once a day of sab
and water (a tcaspoonful of salt to a cupful
of warm water) in order to keep the ehunn
free. Many cases of catarrh can be traced to

the nose not doing its appointed work, which is

to purify the air we breathe into our lungs?

A Bad Circulation.A RED nose can" be caused by a bad cin il-

lation. The. vanity of wearing fog-tigl.;

gloves or shoes is dearly paid- for at tie

price of a red nose. Be sure- none- of yowf
clothing is tight enough to impede circulation.

A Cooling Lotion.A COOLING lotion to apply to the nose
when it becomes hot ana inflamed is

made by a little starch mixed with water.
This will cool the skin for the time being. Tie n
bathe and apply camphor water.
Massage the nose and surrounding parts with

the tips of the fingers night and morning. This
stimulates the glands and promotes a healthy
and vigorous action of the skin, the redness
being almost invariably due to the lack of such
action. Apply a little cold cream bet" iw

massaging.

QUEENIE THOMAS, whom we shall shortly see in "Trousers,'" a Bertram Phillips photo-play, ir»

a rest gown of her own design.
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FLICKERS from FILMLAND.
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY THE LYNX.

Here Today, but Gone •

Motion picture stars continue to flit;

from company to company, and no doubt
Home of them find it vory difficult at times
to remember just where their salary cheques
are coining from. Producers, too, must some-
times wonder whether the star they en-
gaged last week still belongs to them, or
whether ho or she has gone over to some rival

company. Tho practice of making long contracts
with star artistes is often a doubtful remedy,
owing to tho fickleness of the public taste.

Conditions also alter so rapidly in the film

industry that none but the financially strongest
companies can undertake the risk entailed by
signing up a large-salaried artiste for a too
lengthy period. Even when long-termed
contracts are given there is always tho danger
that an unscrupulous concern, which desires
the services of particular artistes, will approach
them, and, by offering tempting terms, en-
deavour to induce them to " play slow

"

for the concern they are at present working
for. This sort of thing is rarely successful,
however, owing to tho loyalty of the majority
of stars.

The Star Stealers.

Quite recently an important company
gave a girl who had been playing small parts
an opportunity to take the lead in a new
production. When the picture was released
her performance was voted a big suc-
cess, and instantly she was besieged with
offers from other concerns. Tho company
which discovered her talent had, however,
quite fairly obtained her exclusive services
for a long period at a reasonable sum. Ono
particular producer was so smitten with her
outstanding performance that he made her
continual offers, and finally offered to pay her
well if she would "do her worst" until her
present contract ran out, and then join him.
Needless to say, this offer was rejected with
scorn, and she acquainted her employer of
what had taken place. This gentleman was so
indignant that he wrote a violent letter to
" The Star Stealers," and paid for it to be put
in all the film journals. He attacked them for

their despicable methods, which he said were
ruinous to the good name of the industry. Of

EDITH ROBERT in " Beans " (L.I.F.T )

course, one cannot blame stars for wanting
to hotter themselves, although some considera-
tion ' is due to the companies who provide
them with opportunities, and often render
(hem valuablo assistance in the making of

their " names."

West End Actors' Grievance.
A number of important " West-End

"

actors still refuse to appoar in films, in spite

of tho very tempting offers which are made
*o them. Their objections are not duo to any
real prejudice against film art, but chielly

because of the arrangements which are
made for the cutting and assembling of
films after they are produced. Of course, the
camera-man takes many hundreds more feet

of film than is ever needed in a picture. When
a film is in the acting stage it is impossible for

a producer to get just the right amount of
.action necessary for a five-reel film, and no
more. Consequently the whole thing is handed
over to the technical department, with in-

structions to Ctlit it and cut it down to the
right length for the " market." The art of the
actor and the producer are thus left to the
tender mercies of a department whose members
may or may not possess artistic souls. There
is much that might be cut out of a film in its

rough .state that would improve it, but, on the
other hand, an excellent film might be ruined
in a few minutes by an editor with few qualities
beyond a sharp pair of scissors.

Cutting Films to Fit.

The custom of producers insisting on
supervising the cutting of their films is in-

creasing, although it is by no means genera!
at present. When the film passes from
the producer* to the renter it is often sub-
jected to still further editing and " pruning."
The actor has, therefore, some justification for
believing that his work is interfered with,
although, generally speaking, great pains are
taken by those concerned to see that film
editors are experienced men. The greatest
harm is done when an operator or local theatro
manager cuts what he considers is an un-
interesting slice of a picture out in order that
he can finish his programme to time. Producers
and writers are powerless to prevent this
wholesale cutting, as the exhibitors are inde-
pendent people, and when booking a picture
will accept no " conditions."

A Theatre for Stars.
The man with the most difficult job In

the world must be Mr. Nat Holt, who is

the manager of a picture theatre in Los
Angeles. His house holds 2,300 people, and
as it is situated in a district where about eighty
per cent, of tho population are engaged in
some way or other in the production of motion
pictures, - it can bo seen that his task is no
easy one. Even tho servant-maids and errand-
"boys in (he district are continually playing as

supers " in pictures, and aro consequently
more critical of the productions they see than
most picture-goers would be. The majority of
the people to whom the manager looks for
patronage undoubtedly know more about
actors, technique, and tho making of movies
than many theatro managers themselvos. He
is especially handicapped when it comes to
advertising, for it will be readily understood
how useless it- would be to tell such people
that a particular picture is the " greatest ever
produced,"

Big Names Do Not Draw.
Every day Mi\ Holt can see more stars

pass his theatre" than the averago cinema
would " show " in the course of a year,
so it is not much use him announcing big
names in electric signs. And yel, in spite of
these conditions, the managor (ills his theatro
regularly. Tho secret of his success is largely
duo to tho fact that arlistes aro interested
in seoing rival players at work. Then, again,
producers and scenario writers like to soe
the creations of the brains of others. Of course,
Mr. Holt has to show great discrimination
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in the productions he Selects for his progw^Sie.
and experience has taught him that a simple
Madge Evans typo of story pleases his dis-
tinguished audience most.

"A sensational film dealing with 'Tfee
Widow Who Never Had a Husband ' would 8»
shown to the orchestra and the attendants,"
he declares. " You cannot delude these people
with an improbable story; they must hare
something which they know is true to life."

MACK SENNETT.

MEN BEHIND THE FILMS.
No. 2.-MACK SENNETT.

Very few picturegocrs have not hoard -J

Mack Sennett, the man who makes fftai

comedies. Week in and week out he is en-

gaged in the business of manufacturing laughs,

and he is usually producing three or four come-
dies every week. Mack Sennett has a very
fertile imagination, and most of the now famous
film comedy stunts," such as the immortal
Keystono policemen, and bullets which bounce,
were invented by him. He is a very busy man.
and each department knows his personal touch.

He follows every detail of every comedy. Tbo
Sennett studio is like a small city, and include-"

a zoo, an art department, wardrobe departments,
lumber rooms, and a big motor-ear garage.

All these things appear in turn in Sennett
comedies.

Lionelle Howard to Produce.
Lioncllo Howard writes from Walton-on-

Thames to say that he has terminated his agree

merit with the Hepworth Company, and intends
to devote his time in future to the production
part of tho business. Lionelle Howard, by the

way, has played principal part s in over seventy-
one films thus creating a record for a Briti- ! >

artiste.

A Duke's Interest in Chaplin.

The Duke and Duchess of Sutherland paid a
visit to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Chaplin during
their stay in California. I am told that his

Grace expressed a warm desire to make the
acquaintance of tho King of Comedy, and com-
pletely monopolised Charlie ;is soon .1 s ho .in i\ e I

on tho scene. The duko has his own project in

room at his homo, and when the family is in

residence they frequently view a Chaplin film

after dinner. While at tho Chaplin studio tho

duke and duchess were shown Douglas Fair-

banttft' new picture, "His Majesty tho Ameri-
can," and " Shoulder Anas " and " A Dog's
Life."
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I will tell you Free how
to Reduce Your Weight

I was just a strong young woman, lull of life and
vigour, and fond of good t hinn^ To cat, enjoying life

to its fullest extent, when suddenly my weight began
to increase, and, strong as 1 was, 1 began to feel the
burden, especially a* 1 am a business woman and
have plenty of work to do. While my earthly self

was rapidly assuming abnormal proportions, the
progress in this direction brought sorrow and con-
sternation, because I knew that I must give up
business or reduce my weight. I began to feel lonely,

because I felt that my company was no longer desired,

and I made up my mind that 1 was at the dangerous
point of my life.

One day an inspiration came to me, after I had
spent time, money, and patience in vain efforts to

become slim again. I acted upon this inspiration,

and succeeded, for 30 lbs. of ponderous weight
vanished in five week-. I did not use drugs, practise
tiresome exercises, nor starvation diet, nor wear any
appliances, but reduced myself by a simple home
method, and, although this is some time ago. I have
never gained any weight since, and my health is as
good as I could wish.
You could reduce your weight the same as I have

done, and I will tell yon how. free, if you will enclose
two penny stamps to pay postage.
W. Grace Hartland (Dept. '>">), Diamond Ilouse,

Hatton Garden, London, E.C. 1.

HAVE

NICE CURLS

BEFORE AFTER.

Every ladv can have a beautiful head of

CURLY and WAVY hair. There is no need
to have sleek, lank, unattractive hair. One
bottle of VBTB.08 will keep the hair in lovely
curls for months, also invaluable for making
the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Send for a bottle to-day, and make
yourself the admiration of all your friends.

You will bp delighted with the results.

Price 2/6 per bottle, or three bottles for 5 6,
post paid, direct from the makers, CHAPMAN,
LTD. (Dept. 145), 15, Red Lion Sq., London, W.C.I.

HAIR ON THE FACE
nutantlr »"<! ceinpletely

nnli bet « j 1 1. EJECTHAIR. Un-
unified Cure for thisbideoti"
,nUction—S i in p le, Sfcfe, anil
J' a i n lexs-Succffs aisu u n-
professional Guarantee Given
—.scut in |,'a :

ci cover loi 7(1.

Si ml BOW 7(1. (.tamps to—

Manageress, EJECTHAIR CO.
IDept.Sl.

682,HollowayRd ,LoJdon,N.19.

NERVOUSNESS
in the greatest drawback in life to any man or woman. If you
are nervous, timid, low -.spirited, lack self-confidence, will
power, mind concentration, blush, or feel awkward in the
pi e*nce of other*, send 3 penny stamps foi particulars of the
Mento-Nervc StienLrtht-ning Trt'atmerjt, used in the Navv from
V ,

... \ . i I <_!.._ .. 1 ; _ 11 A * #>-! I A _

536,

at !to Setmarj, and in tbe Army from Colonel to
Private. 1) S O. a, M.c.'s, M.H.'aand D.C.M.'s.

QODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH. Ltd.,

Imperial Building;, Lulgate Circus, London. E.C. 4.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
THE CINEMA?

Many opportunities occur for men and Women in
this growing British industry. Tlureisa demand
for trained beginners as Film ArtisU and Bioscope

and Camera Operators. -

We're for particulars and Free Guide.
VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE,
36, Ratht one Place. Oxford Street. W.l.

'^WEEKLY
^B.U,YS,A-

ith massive Oak-Case,22-inch
ichly coloured Horn.unbreak-
able silent Swiss Motor,
ll-in. nickelled Turntable,
and extra loud Insulated
Sound Box, etc. Gigantic
stock of Cabinet Gramo-
phones, Portable Hornless,
and exquisitely designed Table
Oramls ready for immediate de
livery direct /rojti factory at

pounds under shop prices.
JN APPROVAL with 2l> tunes and
iL-dlca PACKED 4' KKE. CAKBI AOK
i. Complete satisfaction or money

runded. Write for monster Hargaiu
sts TO-DAV
MEAD COMPANY, Dept. 10 C.
BAL8ALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

MOUTH ORGANS BEATEN.

CHELLA-PHONE
PAT 112 3 6 3

the
Chella-phone.
The only pocket

Instrnment on which
twnes can be correctly

played in any key. , "Knocks ti»? German mouth oiyan intoa
cocked hat." Post free 1/6 each (silver fittings 2j6i from the maker,

R. FIELD (Dept. 19). Hall Avenue, HUDDERSFIELD.

Oatine
beautifies the complexion and nourishes the
skin. It rids the clogged pores of dirt that
soap and water cannot reach, and soothes
the skin after exposure to the sun or wind.
I 6 & 3'-. The Oatine Co., London, S.E. 1.

Yoti can easily avoids hat most di
quieting sign of age*—grey hair— by
using Valentine's Extract, which
imparts a natural colour, light
biown, dark brown or black, and
makes the hair soft and glossy. It
is a perfect, cleanly and haimless
stain, washable and lusting. One
liquid, most easy to apply. No
( dour nor stickiness. Does not
toll the pillow.

Price Not Advanced. Quality and
Strength maintained at Pre-War

Standard. <

QfflllChe.mlfltB.at l/-f2/«,A 6 6 per
hpt t k-.or.if desi ret) .by post Bd.ex 1 1 a.

R. S. VALENTINE. 46a, Holboro Viaduct. London, E.C. 1.
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Life without Health is but existence. U-entlti

without Movement an impossibility.

LIFE IS MOVEMENT
is the title of

MR. SANDOW'S LATEST
AND GREATEST WORK,

The Family Health Encyclopaedia.

which describes fully the Nature, Cause, Progress,
Developments. Dangers, Symptoms, Treat mi nt an.

I

Cure of all kinds of illness and disease.
How can you obtain this epoch-making work,

which shows you how to overcome disease and
become perfectly healthy 'and strong? It is quite
simple. You write for

"THE BOOKLET ABOUT THE BOOK."

Do not send any money, it does not cost a penny,
and if is sent postage paid.

This booklet tells you all about the Health En-
cyclopaedia, gives the history of its wonderful and
Unparalleled reception, its instantaneous Nation,!
and International success. It shows how Disease
can be prevented and banished, how strength takes
the place of weakness, how your complaint can he
eradicated, how you can obtain a beautiful, graceful
and symmetrical figure, how you can get rid ot

Anxniia and tired feelings, how you can acquire
a dear and healthy complexion. And all this in a
simple, easy, natural manner.

" The Booklet about the Hook " will prove to you
that you cannot alford to. be without the Health
Encyclopaedia if you wish to enjoy lite, and be an
asset to yourself and the Nation. It will give yon.
full particulars of -

THE GREAT NATIONAL OFFER

which will enable you to secure " Lite is Movement "

for a short time only at practically a third of the
cost, that is. Shillings instead of Pound*.

According to the critical journal, "Truth," the
author " speaks with all the authority of an expert
who has had a wider experience than any living
man of what may be termed physical therapeutics."
He presents for the first time to the Nation and the
World VITAL NEW DISCOVERIES affecting the
health and well-being of every man, woman and
child.

In the words of a well-known Medical Man. " It

is a work that will live, not for an age, but for all

time, of priceless value to every individual from
childhood to old age." Physical Perfection, com-
bined with Perfect Health, Is its practical teaching
The "Daily Telegraph," in its masterly review ol

the book, says that " the appeal to women is indeed
emphatic," and that " every mother ought to read
the book." An eminent specialist remarks, ' Yon
have got to the bottom of the Kiddle of Disease and
its consequences," and another states, " Its contents
are quite revelations." The " latter," in a most
powerful article, says, " Facts prove him correct
beyond alleontradiction or even doubt."

A roost interesting feature is an absolutely

FASCINATING CHAPTER ON
NEURASTHENIA,

the modern scourge—the Disease with 150 Symp-
tom-. This is s'mwn in an entirely new light, which
will give the neurasthenic fresh hope and confidence,
for the author clearly demonstrates that it can be
banished and its recurrence prevented.
The work divulges the Secret of Prevcn'ioc and

points the way to a New World, free from Weak-
ness, Disease, Deformity and Enhappiness.

Do^nnt run the risk of disappointment by delay,
as the " third-price " offer may be withdrawn soon
Fill in the Free Coupon now. Enclose in an unsealed
envelope and affix palfpenny stamp, post as directed
and the Booklet you will receive will surprise and
delight you. All applications will be dealt with
in rotation.

-FREE COUPON
Mr. Eugen Sanpow,

32, St. James's Street, London. S.W. I.

Please send me Eree and postage paid
" The Booklet about the Book

'"
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FILM
Charlie Murray's First Picture.

MY first day in tbe movies was not calcu-

lated to encourage me. T. bail been on
the fitage for years, but tbo screen was ;i

new game for me. I was naturally a little .ner-

vous and uneasy, mid very anxious to make
i"ood. My first picture was a rough one. I
was the victim of the piece, and trouble camo
early. They hit me with pies, tliey sat nio on
a hot stove, they had mo fall out of a high
window into a. tank of water, they dragged me
through thorn bushes, they smeared me all over
iwith Hour paste and, as a " grand finale.*" set a
particularly unfriendly bull-dog to chase me.
When the director finally gave the signal to

slop, I almost collapsed. As I made my way
to my dressing-room to apply
bandages to the tender places,

;the camera-man strolled up.
|" I'm awfully sorry," ho said
cheerfully, " but the fact is,

old top, I forgot to take the
cap off tl-o camera lens.

iVou'll have to get busy and
•do it all over again.''

Was that funny ? Ask mo
another.

What a Waste.
First Actor :

" Why ? was
tliat producer discharged.

'

Second Actor :
" He

fb'dn't know his business.

Didn't you hear ho made a
film comedy with a plot in

.it !

"

—

—

The Deserted Island!.
Manager :

" Now what is

the troublo 1

"

Director: " Tho star re-

fuses to play in that deserted
island Bcene unless we take
•along a barber, a manicure,
and a bathtub.

Fire

!

ISN'T ifc queer that in the pictures we find :

Tho hero's blazing eyes ; the villain's

burning gaze ; the girl's hot anger ; the
heroine's flaming cheeks ; her father's fiery

temper ; the lover's heated quarrel ; and the
youth's scorching retort. It is a wonder the
picture theatre doesii't burn. down altogether.

A Change.
Ma n vqes :

of life."

Producer
Manager :

This scenario isf true portrayal

hi what way "i

"

' The hero borrows matches and
really works, once in a
while."

Those Handsome Heroes.

Stage Manager :
" When

are you going to start on that
story of the mining camp 1

"

Producer : "As soon as
J. can convince the star the.t a
miner doesn't wear an even-
ing dress suit to go to work

Squabbling Again.

Star (haughtily) :
" Actors

are born—not made."

Director (savagely ) • "'You
must be right. I've never
been able to teach any of them
anything."

Not Lifelike.

A
Force of Habit.

IT was at a tea-party.
" What is the matter with that woman 1

"

asked one of the guests. She's acted in a
strange manner ever since that organ-grinder
'began to play outside."

" All ! She's a motion-picture actress," ex-
plained her friend, " and every time someone
rtums a handle her thoughts fly to the camera,
'find she becomes stagey."

STAR can hardly be
How CHARLIE MURRAY feels after /"\ called " an artiste to

making a comic film. her fingertips " when
a close-up photograph of her

in the role of a servant discloses her beautifully
manicured finger-nails.

The Reason.

THKRE'S a mot ion -picture producer who
,has never complained about actors'
lack of brains."

" Indeed !

"

" Yes ; he produces animal pictures."

MUTT AMD JEFFS DANCING SCHOOL.

Mutt and Jeff have opened an Their first customer was so big They engage a special jazz

establishment to reduce fat that they had a big task to get band to play for clients during
people by dancing. him into the room. their dancing exercises.

,
Hero is one sulieicr having his The next part of tho euro is to The courso was so successful

first course, undor tho tuition of dance with * specially trained that Mutt and .(off worn stag-
•Toff. The exercises ore cer- donkey, and already the fat gored to see that tho fat man
tainly very exhausting. man is much thinner. was reduce') to a baby again.

By prrmiDfion of the A'or rih» Co.

Winter
Wear
Our new Patterns and
Illustrated Catalogue are
ready and will be sentfree
on receipt of postcard
stating requirements.
It will interest and pay
you to see the Coat, Cape
Costume, & Blouse Fabrics.

Catalogue Goods

Furs, Blouses, Com-
binations, Corsets,
Camisoles* Hose,
Knickers, Nightwear,
Sheets, Quilts, Table
Linen, Curtains, etc.

atural WALLABY^
19/6collar

Selected Skin. Neailj
Finifebetl.

BLACK
Skunk Opossum
GAPE COLLAR.. .. 59

-

PILLOW MUFF .. 7»«
Seo Catalogue for other

sbaiies and qualities.

Lovely Range of

Costume Tweeds
ill fashionable mixtures C7>d

check and stripe design.
SSO-M ins.wide.8,6 <•' 14>V*r;9.

Also Woo' Cheviot Serges ia
Cream and Charming Colours.

60-B4 ins. wide. 8/-, 9/6,
per yard.

Coat & Cape Fabrics I

Stripe and Check Tweed an-1 |

Blanket Cloths. 12,'-

16 6. Also Velours, Coves^.
[

Gaberdines, eW.

Dress & Blouse
Fabrics in good variety. Wotl I

Serge, Crepe - de - Chefssbl
•Vigil" Silk, Silky Bepa»|
Printed Flannelette, Tartaua.
Flannelette, Shilling, et».

Patlrr.is Free on reccijjl </
Jloit cdT&itatiftQ trqiiireni'iitc-

4

MONTROSE' Coat
Made iu:"ASKRIGH"

Blanket Tweed

7Q / POST
I •&/• PAID.

ptbei qualities and styles
from 68/-. See Catalogue,

PATTERNS* FREE.

Fancy Designs and :l-towo
effects — Amethyst, Iielin.

Sk v, Ecm.FawD. Navy. Pink
and Uclio, Sky and Black,
Fawn and Sky, Fawu and
Amethyst, Emerald Check,

Cash rein

eto.
ued If KOl <al<4-

Jied.

"GLENSHIEL"
Fleecy Fringed Scajry
15 ins. wide OK/ POST
•» ins. loog PAI>»

^HARTLEY & CO.,
21 C, Stanningley Rd., Leeds,

DlADEM
NX/AX Cbmp/cx'/oT?,
is a new form of skin-food which displaces
the ordinary greasy face eream, hitherto
so largely used. It softens tho skin,
creating a smooth and even texture—silky 4o tho tostcV.

Delightfully soothing, It Is <|Oickly ahsorbed by the psro
which cany its tonic properties to tho umleraklu—wswn
tho trnn beauty lies—refreshing and invigorating the *su»
cells. It brings back the youthful colour to the OM-
cheeks which women so lunch desire. PRICK A. I>

All Robartcs" products aro guaranteed. Money rtadtlf

refunded in case of dissatisfaction. Of all Ohem»*».
Perfumers and Stores, or a llrst supply forwarded direttt

on receipt of rumittaneo.

Write for the "Dlnkls" Book, post fr*« from—
ROBARTES, Ltd. London A Paris), Dept. flO, Dj«»

Buildings, Holborn Bars. London.
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YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

SING
So more drudgery
voices, breaks, treii

we sxve two-third
Postal, Class, and I

1

FIRST AND ONLY
FUNDAMENTAL
.VOICEJ^"8

throat tumbles, weak, faulty, lost
al0 - e*- ™? " AMAZING
of

!

ateT«rticm. RESULTS
Write us nou, explaining you r -own ease fnllv. or rail.
\ddiess precisely :-H. PICTURE. ADVANCE ACADEMY,

51 Norfolk Sq., LONDON. W. 2.

(Just by Pndilington Stations).

Coffee Economy
laid Cafe au Lait

is not only far nicerthan
ordinary coffee, but
most economical. No
trouble to make—no
Milk or Sugar to buy— No "waste— No

rounds"forcom plaint

MIL,KMAIb

iWCaulai|M F
I III I Hill

Choicest pure coffee,

rich full-cream milk and
sugar ready mixed in

correct proportions and
only boiling water

needed.

Packed in England by Nestle's

nd sold everywhere.

i price 5'd.. lOJd.,
and 1/8 per tin.

SHOW YOUR FRIENDS WM
<iC
Uhe Picture Show."

THE NEED FOR CONSIDERATION.
11 consideration for others be not already on our

list oi virtues, then let us hasten ior the sake oi our
iellow-men to remedy the omission as quickly as
we can. Nothing tends more to destroy the harmony
of good-fellowship than the selfish creed of those who
believe that the world was made for themselves alone.
And whether this spirit is fostered by ignorance or
thoughtlessness, it constitutes an offence against the
social right of every individual to share in the comforts
and joys that are to be had as equally as his neighbour.

Take the case of cinema entertainments, which is

the only matter that need come within our scope.
During the past few months complaints have reached
me from many correspondents asking if nothing can
be done to remedy two of the oldest grievances which
people have had to endure ever since the photo-play
came into existence. And the pity of it is that the
offenders are themselves members of picture theatre
audiences, and yet they do not, or will not realise
that their conduct spoils the enjoyment of others.

There is, for example, the " picture parrot," who
will persist in repeating aloud every sub-title that is

shown. Now, the mind as well as the eye, needs to
be concentrated on the scenes which follow each other
on the screen, and the orchestral accompaniments,
when suitable, often help to support an illusion. It

is, therefore, distracting and annoying to have this

concentration broken into by hearing someone
reading the sub-titles, or by the audible imparting of

information as to what will happen next. And the
second grievance will need no comment, since the
following extract, similar to many others I have
received, will speak for itself :

" One thing which greatly annoys me here at the
cinema theatres," writes " Digger," of the Australian
Imperial Force, " is the fact that not one in three of

the gentle sex think to remove their hats, unless
asked to do so. You will agree with me that a large
bunch of flowers or feathers on top of a large hat
hardly improves the view one has of the screen.
In Australia you very seldom see a lady with her hat
on in the cinema."

Picture theatre managers could doubtless help to

remove these grievances by exhibiting suitable notices
on the screen. Yet there need be no necessity for

such a step if only some in the audience would think
of displaying a better spirit of consideration.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

an

s

wered in the next issue ? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

*

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address:
The Editor, " The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street/ LcJndon, E.C. 4.

" Hazel " (Preston).—The feature, " Husbands
and Wives," which you liked, will be continued
from time to time. Yes, it was Peggy H .viand in
" Infelice." Glad you think this paper is still

maintaining a high standard. It will not be lowered,
you may be sure.

J. W. (Downham Market). " DIDO " (Southwark),
N..T. (Brondesbury), M. D. (:. (Erith), 6. B. (Weston-
super-Mare), " Maid of the Mountains," and
" Phyl of the Hills " (Carlisle), M. H. (Brixton
Hill), M. D. (Waterloo), W. L. (Bedlington), H. J. L.
(Norwich), and R. H. H. (Bristol).— Twelve good
readers, and true. I hope you do not mind my
addressing you all together so that I might let you
know that, though the answers to your questions
have " gone before," you yourselves have not been
forgotten. See this and other issues, and don't
forget to come again, and early.
"Puzzled" (Wallsend).— Should have been

Violet Mergeiea.1t. What you have heard on " rather
good authority " is correct, but her husband's name
is not intended for public information. Re your
other question, it is spelt Kcnelm Foss. Further
particulars not to hand as yet.

R. S. V. P. (Birtley).—Sorry I cannot trace the
name now, and as it is nine years since the film
was shown, 1 am afraid it will be somewhat difficult

to get the information. Pleased to know you send
your Picture Show to a friend in Belgium.

" Wild Suffolk " (Thelnetham).- I am sorry to
hear you are so lonely, though I note you go to the
pictures to pass the time away. So you are fond of
cowboy films, and often ride or cycle ten miles to
see them. Write to Alma Taylor again, and 1 will

send on your letter.
" Maiifl " (Plymouth).— No matrimonial news

of her as yet. Art plates of al! favourites will be
given away in due course.

E. Mo. (Liverpool).—Your letter was. indeed,
" short and sweet." Robert Hariou was born in

New York twenty-five years ago.

C.SJMaCclesfleld). - In " The F.lder MlM BlOMOK)
"

the name of the native chiefs daughter 1- not givi •,.

.Inanita Hansen was bom in 1807 in Des Mom,
Iowa. Her height i! 5 ft y in., and her hair :^

blond, and h' r eyes blue.
W. B. (Southampton). - Jack Mulhall i,s marri.-d

but at the exact moment of writing this iicr nan.'-
has not reached me. No matrimonial news of th*
other two. Eddie Polo's wife. Pearl Grant, play< I

a small part in " The Circus King."
1. T. (Twickenham). Bryant Washburn is thirty,

but Tom Miv lias not, up to now, disclosed hi- age.
S. R. (South Acton). -You can certainly write to

Owen Moore, and, in fact, to anv other artiste. ,ln-i

bend your letters to me and I will do the rest.
E. I). (Weston-super-Mare). Haven't heard

whether she is married. Eddie Polo is not in thin
country now, so you will not have the pleasure < 1

seeing him unless he comes back.
" Sailor Boy " (Dublin).- You " can't bear to s<c

Charlie Chaplin " in the pictures, as von think he is

"decidedly silly," and " the people" who laugh :ii

him are very easily pleased." Well, I suppose
opinions must differ, " Sailor Boy," although there
is no doubt this clever, little man has made tin-

world laugh more heartily than any other comedian
of the stage or screen. No, I don't know wlren the
film you mention will be shown in your theatres.

" Br*NTY " (Goodmayes). - He is not married nou
Isobel Elsom docs not give her age. Creighton Elate
has light-brown hair, and blue eyes. Walhei- Reid
is twenty-seven, and Dorothy 'Dalton is a vcai
younger.

G. W. (Hailing).—" The Goose Girl "
is another

play in which Monroe Salisbury appeared. He was
born in New Y'ork, and began bis screen career in
1013. Before that, of course, he had been on fin-
stage like many other artistes.

" Clarice " (Harrow). — Address me as " Editor
"

by all means, as I prefer it to the stiff and formnl
" Sir." No, Eugene O'Brien is not married, but lie

may change his mind one of these days. Did you
see the photo of Percy Marmont in the issue fi r

Sept. 27th ? 1 will have more news of him later on.
"CRYSTAL" (Pietermaritzburg). I was not Blip

prised to hear from a South African reader, for
you will have seen ere this, 1 have had letters from
other readers in your part of the world. The first

number of this paper is dated Mav Srd of this yen
Have you this issue ? There will 6e more Dews about
your eight favourites from time to time

V. H. (Brighton).— So you liked "Daddy Long-
Legs " better even than the stage play of the garni:
name. In " Missing," Thomas Meighan was Sir
William Farrcll, Sylvia Breamer was Nell, and
Robert Gordon appeared as Lt. George Siiratt.
" Algy " and " Eddie " (Leicester) Two out ft

the four artistes you name have not disclosed their
ages. They are Henry Edwards, who was born in
Somerset, and Malvina Longfellow, who was born i 1

New York. The former has brown hair, grey e\c-
and is 5 ft. 11 in. in height. Malvina Longfellow has
black hair and dark eyes. Wallace Reid came into
tlTe world on April 15. 1892, in St. Louis. Missouri.
Height, 6 ft. 2 in., hair brown, eyes blue: Seven
years later, on .June 10, Sessue Hayakawa was born,
ire has black hair and eyes, and is D ft. 7! in. ta
height

G. B. H. (New Harrington).— Quite a natural
mistake on your part, G. B. H., and doubtless other
readers who see only initials and nom de plumes on
this page also imagine that full names and addresses
are not necessary in their letters, and. in consequence,
they don't get answered. However, if they shorjj I

read this, may they become wiser. So you could sit

and watch W. S. Hart all night long. Yr
es, you

could write to Olive Thomas. The other artiste i<

not .married now. It was Dorothy Dalton in
" Love Me." Is that the picture you mean ?

E. H. (Ipswich).—Thanks for persuading your
chums to take in this paper. Wallace Reid is

married to Dorothy Davenport, and there Is a little
" Wally." too. See reply to " Algy " and " Eddie

"

of Leicester.
" Runner " (West Bromwich).— Born on Novem-

ber 17, 1880, Crane Wilbur began his stage career
at the age of fifteen. He is married to Florence
Williams.
"STAR-TURN" (Bristol).— So you "pinched the

FergeanCs motor-bike, and in riding-breeches,
putties and khaki tunic rode sixteen miles into the
town," just to see Douglas Fairbanks on the films.
Some nerve for a woman, and some enthusiast, too;
But I note yon enjoyed Doug.'s acting immenseh
that night, and 1 am glad your Canadian Captain
showed his sense of humour by laughing over your
little adventure the next day. Thirty-six is Doug.

-

age, 5 ft. 10 in. his height, and his colouring is blai li

hair and hazel-brown eyes. He has one son. Yes.
Max Linder is acting for the films once more.

P. M. (Tooting).— Pauline Starke i= nineteen, and
her birthday 'alls on January loth. Marc MaeDw-
mr-t*'s wife is Miriam Nesbitf. Yes, Dougln-
MacLean has been on the stage. Philadelphia i h

birthplace, and his hair and eyes arc brown.

(More Answers Next Week).

IN answer to the many inquiries we have received from our readers as to how they can send letters to
* Cinema actors and actresses," The Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must be
distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many ofthese
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters
are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to sendyour letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose I id. stamp to the Editor," The Picture Show." The Fleetway
House, Parringdon Street. London, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country, if a reply is reouired.)
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CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS

MARJORIE DAY. FISHER WHITE.
(Vhulos : Claud Uurris )

SOMETHING QUITE NEW.
My Verdict on "The Boy's Cinema," the

New Twopenny Paper out on Wednesday.
•• T^Rl'TH is stranger than fiction " wrote one

\ of our greatest writers who founded 1 1
i -~

wonderful novels on real life problems :

and if I might be so bold, I would go farther, and
say fiction has no thrills, no adventure*, like we
caii find in the lives of some peoplv. I came to

tin- conclusion when I read the first number of
' The Boy's Cinema," a new paper that is to

t»- on sale Wednesday. I bftve often thought
tint some of these heroes of the Screen must
have gained their following of hero^worshippers
by some other means than by just taking a

part in a film storv, now I know.— •
"

The Editor's Claim.

fHE Editor of ' The Boy's Cmerna " claims

that he has prepared a paper for rem.
boys—boys who want to read of REAL,

a (ventures, illustrated by real photograph-,
buys who can laugh at_RE\L humour and are

interested in making REAL thing-. I am not a

boy, and I confess the part that interested

i.ie mostly was to read the life story of one of

my heros of the screen. William S. Hart. I

also have promised myself a frame for the really

beautiful art plate of Tom Mix. The opening
chapters of the serial, which is founded on the

Vitagraph photo-play serial, '"The Iron Test.''

is surely the most thrilling story a boy could
\\ ish to read, and the photographs that illustrate

it prove that these thrills are not merely \ isions

of a writer's imagination, but that Antonio
Moreno and Carol Holloway really faced

death many times, that this story might be told.

Other features are a series of school yarns by
Stewart Rome, the Broadwest film hero, circus

stories, and anecdotes and paragraphs about

favourite film players and in the world of sport.

Different.

UNCLE TOM has been persuaded to tell

reaHers how they can make real working
models, and in No. 1 he explains how a boy

Can make an electric reading light tor his own
room.

hast, but not least, there is a most interestin.'

one-week competition, in which 810 is to be
. tfivenin prizes. Every new paper t hat come? out

claims to be the most wonderful; certain it i-

that ''The Hoy's Cinema " clan truthfully claim

to be different from any paper now on the

inarket. Buy a copy on Wednesday, price 2d.

i ud see for yourself.
—*

—

Problem Play on the Screen.

ABOVE are portraits of Marjorie Day and
Fisher White who arc to appear in the
fciamuelson screen •version of Brieiis's

famous play, " Damaged '( locals." Yuu will

remember the fine acting of Mis- Day and Mr.
White did inuch To make the success of this

i roblem play at the Ambassadors Theatre.
London, and it is said that the extremely fhte

acting of Fisher White, as the doctor, looks

a- good on the screen as it did on the stage.—

—

And She Is Right.AREADER writes to ask why there isalways
one set of actors who are villains fttul

another that arc invariably heroes. She
asserts that I he introduction of one of tie-

other tells hall the plot. For instance, Stewart

Holmes never appears unless trouble is brewing,

and Robert McKim never bodes any good for

the heroine. Bertram Gra-sby is always a loser

at the end of a story, and on the other hand, if

Milton Sills is in the cast, he is sure to win

1 1 gainst -ill odds, for he is always a hero. Thomas
Meighan, Elliot Dexter, and a score of other

popular leading men are similarly situated ;

and the result is the comfortable sense of know-

ins! the outcome as soon as the characters

appear, regardless of the story.

.

'• Wh*y not change the villains and heroes

round a' bit," she asks. "
it could be done, as

iq the case of Jack Holt, wh • can make trouble

or love with equal ease, Herbert Cumuum:-
who has played good and evil parts with equal

Success, and other intrepid souls.
"' If only directors would mix them up a bit

when easting their pictures, they would do a lot

for the entertainment value of their films,

and come a good deal nearer to real life, which

does not always find its villains unattractive,

and its heroes young."—

—

Kitty Gordon to Forsake the Screen.
1HEAR that Kitty Cordon has decided to

forsake the screen, and is to appear on
the stage in a musical comedy.

(Mainy 'of her admirers woulcb welcome the

news that the comedy Would go on tour, and
visit the London theatres.— —

•

Geraldine Farrar's Tribute to Caruso.

DO you know that Geraldine Fartar has sung
in opera with Caruso ? She has, and pays
perhaps, the greatest compliment even

tint great tenor has received, in telling the

storv of their first appearance together.

It was at Monte Carlo, and the opera was
'"

l.a Boheme." She said she had heard of the

fame of Caruso, and was eager to sizig her best.

The house was filled from pit to gallery.

Orchestra and chorus were perfect. Everything
looked like a triumph for everybody. When it

came- to that most exquisite arias, Rudolfo's

romanza ''Che gelida manina." Geraldine

Earrar, as Mimi, was sitting oil the floor, while

Rudolfo sings to her rather than to the audience.
—M

The Audience Understood.
GERALDIXE says her emotions got all

tangled up in the golden tones of Caruso's
voice. She forgot everything, and sat

fiere sobbing like a child. When her cue came
she did not hear it. The orchestra hesitated.

Her mother in the wings, waved frantically at

her. but she did not see her.

I was having a most beautiful old fashioned

cr> ,"' said ( Seraldine.

Then the conductor rose from his seat, and in

large tones demanded :
" Well, Miss Fartar,

are. you going to sing or not "

"
I am thankful the audience was sym-

t'.itheti: S-Ud MlOS lairir. and understood

just what had occurred. The performance was
a greater success for the incident."

Shakespeare on the Film.

BESSIE UAERISCAI.E says it is time to

film'more plays of .Shakespeare.
" There is a tremendous silent demand

for Shakespeare," says the star, " and if the
producers of the speaking stage will not listen,

the producers of the silent drama should listen

and try to meet it. I believe it is possible to

produce the works of the immortal bard in

such a manner as to retain their beauty, power,
and Shakespearean atmosphere, and at th«
same time keep the maximum of dramatic,
text." —

—

Where Mae Marsh Lunches.

MAE MARSH surely holds a unique position

in the cinema world.
It is said that when the other stnrs

adjourn for luncheon away from the Goldwyn
studios, Mae goes to her waiting motor car
and helps herself to tea from a thermos. It is

said that she has never been to a restaurant
and never appears in public.

Dame Rumour Again.

RUMOURS were busy in America during the
last few days that Pauline Frederick had
bobbed her hair, and this was caused by

the beautiful star wearing a wig to play a
practical joke on her friends in the Goldwyn
studio.

Pauline Frederick has not bobbed her hair,

and has no intention of doing so.—

—

Jack's Wonderful Collection.

1HEAR that .Tack Jarman, who has just

completed the leading role in a Samuels-on
picture, has a really wonderful collection

of walking sticks.

I myself have seen him carrying, at different

times.»a handsome ebony, a cherrywood, a
nialacca. a teake, an oak, and one of the popular
ash, but I hear he has them in every kind of

wood, bamboo and metal in great variety

—

sword sticks, shooting sticks, and every kind of

patent on the market ; but his favourite;
which is seldom seen in public, is a magnificent
ivory one with a golden gorgon's head, the
snakes of which can be made to seem to writhe
by the illumination of an electric battery
concealed within the stick itself.

Another Thurston Novel Filmed.
'''THE City of Beautiful Nonsense," the latest

J[ F. Temple Thurston novel has been mad
into a Hepworth picture play, produced

by Henry Edwards, and is one of the prettiest

plays yet produced by a British company.
Henry Edwards and Christie White take the

chief characters, and other parts are played

An amusing scene in a coming Italian comedy-drama entitled, " Prince of the Impossible.

The Prince has invited all his lady friends to dinner, and left his pal to entertain them.

(Tltii film trill be released by the '/.. /. F. T." Co., of Penman street. London.)



CINEMA CHAT gff,.*
by .Gwynne Herbert, Henry Vibarl, Stephen
Ewart, James Lindsay, and Eddio Taylor.

The Great Invasion.

I
HEAR that the Goldwyn Film Company h is

plans, now well under way, for the estab-
lishment of ii Goldwyn producing centro

in London, and fivo directors liavo already been
selected for producing over here.

Mabel Normand—Horsewoman.
MABEL NORMAND is now busily engaged on

her first Western characterisation for

Goldwyn, and when wo see this picture
wo shall see for tho first time on the screen,

Miss Normand's skill at riding. Tho story calls

for a number of risky stunts on horse back, and
a few which do not como under this heading,
such as swinging from her saddle to the ground
and regaining her balance, while the horse
13 still galloping. But little things like this do
not worry girls of Miss Normand's experience.
She has too much natural courage to bo afraid.

As you know, she has taken nearly every risk

imaginablo in making films, and among tho

gamut of characterisations) from scullery moid
to society queen ; but this is only the second
timo in her screen career that she has been given
a part in a Western story.

Why Blue for Her Nose ?

IT
<s not all work at a cinema studio. Some-
times they find timo for practical joking.

Kathleen Clifford says, that the first day
sho appeared in tho studio in her capacity as
leading woman in Douglas Fairbanks United
Artistes Company, a young society girl who
was there, for a test that morning, rushed out
to her and said

—

" Oh, Miss Clifford, they tell me you know
ah about these things. Fancy ! I am to have a
test as soon as my director gets time, and tho
girls havo been making me up. They have put
purple round my eyes, yellow and green all over
my face, and blue on my nose, and will you tell

mo what in the world the blue is for !

'

Miss Clifford considered . for a moment, and
then said :

" T think it is to make them laugh."

Teddy Samson Goes to Gaol.

TEDDIE SAMSON, tho well-known screen

comedienne tried to imitate Houdini,
the handcuff king, tho other day, with

painful results.

It seems that when John McDoiTuott, Miss
Samson's director, left Teddio at tho studio
while ho departed with a motor policeman to

lako a scene in the valley, tho officer's hand-
cuffs were entr.u-s.ted to Teddie, with a solemn
warning that they should not be snapped shut.

MISS VIRGINIA RAPPE, the beautiful young
heiress, who is to appear in a series of pro-
ductions under the general name of Henry

Lehrman comedies.

About tho middle of the afternoon, the little

i omedientje fell into a beauty snoze, and a studio
joker snapped tho handcuffs on to Toddle's
ankles. When Teddie woko up sho could not
walk, neither could sho stand up on both feet,

and the office^ with the key was many miles
away.
Tho only way to get Teddie free was to carry

her Oft to gaol to get tho master key.

Bo You Know.
—That Vivian Rich was born at sea ? »

— Thai Montague Love has red hair and blue
eyes !

— That he has never used a "double" in his

pictures 'i _
—That Kay Lanrcll, star in "The Grand,"
has golden hair and violet eyes 1

—*-* —
— That she prefers Russian literature to that

of other lands, bocnuse she considers the
Russians have a clearer understanding of life ?

—
—That Douglas Fairbanks baa taken to buying
pictures, being especially enthusiastic over
Remington's paintings ?

— That Doug's brother has invented for him
a complete camping outfit that can be packed
into a s:ral! motor-car ?

— *-»

—

— That Charles Ray was once a student in

the Los Angeles Polytechnic School, where
he became an excellent draughtsman ?

— That even now he utilises bis knowledge
in mapping out many of his important scenes ?

The Picture Show, December lZth, 1919.

FROM "OVER THERE."
No es and News from Lcs Angelct,

Another Brawback.

WHEN you come to think of it, the life of

a screen star is not as easy as it appears
to be.

I hoar that Louise Huff has asked why diroc-4

tors think tho early morning light is always best,
especially when the scene is set far away, and)
in order to reach it in timo, the alarum clock
must be used, and tho poor player has to get uj
agos before it is light. /

So, if you like your ned in the morning, donl
sigh to be a cinema star.

10,000 Photographs.

ONE of Geraldine Farrar's last acts before
leaving the Goldwyn studios to begin
hoc operatic season, was to place an

order for 1,0000 photographs, to meet the
demands which appear at the studio daily.

—

—

Chaplin's New One.

WE are thrilled by tho announcement, just

issued from Charlie Chaplin's studio,

that Charlei s fourth picture is now
completed and in process of being cut. It is a
two-reeler and is called "A Day's Pleasure."
Which title, of course, may mean many, many
tilings, but is promised to be no relation to
" A Night Out." —
June Caprice—Star.
THREE years ago. June Caprice was a six-

teen-year-old schoolgirl at Boston, whose
greatest excitement was a box of choco-

lates and a matinee. Now she is "a famous
screen star of tho Albert Capellani Productions
which will be released through Paths,

Mary's Costly Shadow.
1 HEAR it is to cost Mary. Pickford £200

to throw a shadow of herself on tho
wall in a scene in " Pollyanna " which is1

now in the process of production at her Los
Angelos studio.

Tho "shadow is called for in a scene which
t ;:kes place in Aunt Polly's room. Little Mary
as " Pollyanna " crawls, lamp in hand, from her
stuffy attic bedroom, out into the porch of Aunt
Polly's house, where it is coo) enough for her
to sleep. As she goes across tho porch, tho
shadow of her pyjama clad figure is cast upon
the blind of Aunt Polly's window, and Aunt
Idly seeing it, thinks a man is on the roof.

To get the most effective shadow, it was
necessary to get a special lamp—one much more
powerful than any used in connection with the
^tudio. When the new lamp arrived it looked
like the. searchlight for a battle ship. It was ten

feet hign, with a tripod base which spread four
feet, and it cost £200 U

PATRICK GORRY—DER-
WENT HALL-CAINE—as

Judge of the High Courts.

Scenes from a coming photo-ploy entitled Darby end Jccn," the first photoplay urltlen by Hall Caine "n which Deruienl Hall Caine plays the star cart.

The Court Scene, PATRICK GORRV in the dock, in the centre Sheila Moore
(IVY CLOSE).

PATRICK GORRY shows his mother
"

the cup he won in the prize ring.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

ALBERT RAY with the race-horse, in his HAROLD LLOYD, whilst rehearsing for a new picture, had his hand A little reader wears a fancy dress

new picture, entitled "A Little Prayer injured by a bomb that was supposed to be unloaded, exploding. He is costume made from copies of " The
for Rain." shown with his leading lady, MILDRED DAVIS. Picture Show."

In her new play, MAY ALLISON has to mix a liqueur, but she confessed that
she did not know how to do this. Her director, who declares he is a past-

master in the art. comes to her assistance.

ALAN DWAN being presented with a helmet by S.

desert, where he is proceeding to play in a scene for

F.JACOBS,
" The Luck

for use in the

of the Irish."

A snap taken unawares, showing LOUISE GLAUM (centre), JEAN DAR- An interesting photograph of MARY ANDERSON, showing her dressed for a
NELL, and CHAS. STUMAR (camera-mani, eating " hot doggie " sausage part in a forthcoming production. She has evidently taken refuge in a quiet

rolls, at Ocean Park. California. corner to enjoy a cigarette.



JUST
2X Jear

White
/P -in this story I have offended anyone whose name I hare -used, I am sincerely sorry, because I hare not

meant lo do so. It may seem that I have not dealt too kindly with my parents during the early period of
my life. 1 can bid soy 1 have written of things just as they impressed me. The treatment they gave to me was
stern, indeed, bid I now realise that I was a headstrong, stubborn child, and tvidently tlsc methods they employed
must have been the right ones, for I have turned out a financial success, at least.

Kverybody who knows my father and stepmother like them,
io at heart they 'must be good, and I'm glad that when the

Almighty dealt out parents I drew the ones I did. To
voi', kind readers, I ask only tlutl you will please look upon
me as just " a regular human being."

tccess, ai least.

How the Story Commenced.
hi tlic first two instalments of her delightfully

Frank story. Pearl White sketched the history of her
i ally childhood. They were not altogether happy
days, for money was scarce in the household, and
her mother, who was always very delicate, died soon
:ifter her birth. Pearl was always getting into
mischief, and was consequently always receiving
punishment at the hands of her very strict father.
Jlcr father married again when she was six year- old.
Pearl also related an amusing story of how she saw a
man at a fair drop from a balloon and descend if) a
parachute. She thought she would imitate this
l rick with an umbrella for a parachute, and ascended
to the roof to jump off. How the incident ended ia

told in the following chapter.

A Narrow Escape.

I SNEAKED the umbrella and dressed myself
up in a long union suit that was to serve
mo as tights. I also swiped a red ribbon

(Somewhere and tied that around my waist.

This would have probably boon my last trip on
or to earth, as tho old, building on the top of

which I was poised must have been about sixty
feet high. But I was all ready, umbrella in

hand, and just going to step off, when my father,

who had seen so many boys hurrying in that
direction suspected that something was wrong,
and arrived on the spot just in time to stop me.
1 was dragged away in high disgrace, hating my
father and thinking he was all wrong. Some
timo aftorwards I did try the stunt from a
ten-foot building, and was knocked out for hours.

Ballooning was out—but I started to work
on tho trapeze. Every old broomstick and piece
of rope I could find were converted into trapezes,
and hung from tho rafters in the old evaporator.
Thus, all tho kids in tho village, under my
leadership, became acrobats. This was one
thing my father didn't object to my brother
and myself doing. Perhaps he thought it would
develop our muscles, and the one thing he
always adored was .strength. From that time
on I can remember always having a broomstick
strung up some place until after I had my fall,

and I have never been on a trapeze since.

In those days in Missouri, there were a lot

of bandits, horse thieves, and highwaymen,
operating in a small way. Most of the famous
gangs like the " Jam^s " or " Younger Brothers"
were of the past. But into the village this day.
rode a masked man at high noon, and, armed
with a revolver^ he entered tho bank where the
farmers kept their savings, held up the cashier,

took the money, leaped on his horse, and
gallopod away. I, with my brother, happened
along the road just then. The cry of " Thief "

soon rang through the village, and a posse of

men on horseback were soon on his trail. I

think lie was eventually caught and strung up,
but that marked figure on horseback left a big

impression on the minds of the village children.

We were of the age when the boys start reading
novels of bandits, pirates, etc. I always played
with my brother's friends, wore my hair cut
short, and was generally dressed in overalls. I

looked like a boy, and was called by all the nice
1 1 1 tie girls " Tomboy."

It was at this period that my stepmother
gave birth to a child, so that wo were more or
less left to ourselves for a while. My brother
and I established ourselves at the head of a
tribe consisting of fourteen roughneck boys,
and called ourselves " Tho Daltnn Gang." We
had read of them in a book. We built a shack
and dug a cave under the ground floor of the
old evaporator, which we stocked with every-
thing we could lay our hands on. I think the
gang must have lasted for nearly a year before
we were discovered, and it took my father
months finding the ownership of hundreds of
dollars' worth of booty that we kids had swiped.

Perhaps we would not have been discovered
had it not been for the Spanish-American
war, which was going on at that time, and our
attention was turned to warfare. I elected
myself Admiral Dewey, and my brother Admiral
Schley. Wo ripped two old boilers out of

the engine-room of the old evaporator, turned
them upside down, and set them up on each
side of the little pond that stood behind it.

These boilers were oblong, made out of sheet
iron, with a large opening for fuel and a big
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Bmoke pipe. They must have l>een about ten
feet long, so that seven or eight kids could
easily crawl inside of them. These two old
boilers we christened the " Maine " and tho
" Olympic." Our idea of warfare was eom>"
enough, because Dewey and Schley were both
Americans

; yet we fought bitter battles against
one another. There was an old apple-tree on
our place, but although it bore lots of fruit,

ihe apples were tasteless, and they were never
used. So we collected said apples and used
them for cannon-balls. Our warfare was thus -

My followers got into my ship and rny
brother's into his. We each watched one
another through small peep-holes that we bored
through the sides of the boilers. The trick was
to raise up through the opening and throw
apples at each other. When a boy stuck his

head out of the .ither ship, we were all armed
with said apple., and threw them at him, making
it a sort of " dodgo the baseball at Coney
Island " effect. My fleet was continually getting
licked, so one day I collected secretly a lot

of croquet balls and employed them to batter
up a couple of boys in my brother's outfit.

One poor little fellow was knocked out
and hurt so badly that he had to be carried
home, so his father and mine investigated the
outfit, and also discovered our cave with the
plunder! From then on the doors of the old
evaporator were locked against as. We were
severely punished, and forbidden to enter the
place again.

Feeling Grown-Up.

THE next event I remember in my life w&s
the death of my stepmother's child. By
this time I was getting rather religious.

I .had learned the Ten Commandments, and
was more or less becoming a half-way decent,
child, and a firm believer in " Thou sbalt net
steal." I also began to look upon myself -as

more or less grown-up, and to take things
very seriously. I was, I remember,' very dramatic
about my stepbrother's death. I cried the
longest and sang the loudest of anyone at tho
funeral, but I also remember that I hugely
enjoyed the ride to the cemetery, which was
a long way off. I don't suppose my grief was
sincere, although I was very fond of the boy.
The death of this child changed the future

of the entire family. My stepmother, refused
to live any longer in the house in which her
child had died, so the balance of the mo,ncy
in the family was taken by my lather and
invested in a business proposition in Springfield,
Missouri. That was the place they had decided
to settle in ; then I took my first train ride
along with my parents and the two other
children. My stepmother, it seemed, was very
fond of animals, so we must have made a comic-
looking bunch of emigrants when we left the
old. homestead. I was selected to mind.tw^
bird-cages full of canaries ; my brother had
the cat in a cage along with a couple of guinea-
pigs—who, by the way, did not get -ejbng
together at all well. My sister led the dog.

I enjoyed that trip immensely, although it

was hot weather and we travelled in a day
coach. I must have, even at that age, had the
spirit of adventure, for I was sorry when we
landed in Springfield. My father had rented a
beautiful house in a nice neighbourhood, but he
had only put into it a few chairs (not enough
to go round, however), a couple of bed?, and
just enough dishes to cook our food in. Ho
had intended to furnish the house after my
mother arrived, but evidently the big return
he had early expected from his investment was
not realised, and we lived on in that large house
for several months with bare walls, no carpets
on the floors*, and our food, which wa.s very
meagre, was doled out to us mostly in our
hands.

I don't know what my father was doing ;

I think he was dabbling in real estate. However,
I do know that, whatever he did with the
lost of his money, it was lost. My brother got
a job delivering newspapers, earning about
four dollars a week, and 1 think that wo practic-

ally live'd on that income for three or four

months, the rent being paid in advance for that
length of time. Then we left the big house
and moved to a small one. My father got a

job doing something or other, and piece by
piece furniture was bought. I think it took

nearly four years bofore an entire set of furniture
w.is got together.

My_ father worked hard, b it he seemed to

^Continued on oaac S.iPEARL is quite at home in the farmyard at her country house. {Photo: Fox.)
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PAULINE FREDERICK AT HOME.
The Camera Captures a lew Photographs of this Delightful Film Artiste for Readers of " The Picture Show."

PAULINE FREDERICK takes a last glance at the camera-man A Queen of the Screen with two aces—Lt. WILLIAM WELLMAN on the left

as she speeds away in her car to the Goldwyn Studio. and Lt. BURNELL MANLY of the A.A.F. on right.

Making-up in the studio for an emotional scene. Note
the musician ready to provide atmosphere with appro-

priate music.

PAULINE learns a little of the mechanism of a speed car. Before setting out on
a trial spin she listens to the expert advice of her director, FRANK LLOYD.

At home at breakfast. The lady sitting opposite her is her Resting a'ter a hard dav at the studio.
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JUST ME. Con Hinted from
pane 6.

have bad luck in everything he undertook ;

«nd whereas 'wo always lived in a fairly good-

looking house, wo barely eked out an existence,

and sometimes wo hardly had enough to eat.

My stepmother's pride was supreme. Sho
never had anything to do with the neighbours,

becauso she was ashamed to lot them come
into our unfurnished home, and wo children

wore never allowed to bring anyone in to play.

In fact, our play-time was about over, and wo
all worked pretty hard the time we were out
of school. My father did strive to give us an
education.

Had to Saw the Wood.

I
REMEMBER my first two years at school

in Springfield, and my routine of work.

My sister helped to do most of the house-

work, and I had to work outside. Every
morning, before school hours, I used to get up
and saw enough wood to last through the day.

In the Christmas holidays my sister and I.

used to go out as cash girls in the stores, and
in the summer vacation I used to get jobs

outsido. Ono' I remember particularly was
picking berries for the farmers. I worked ono
entiro summer picking strawberries and black-

berries on a farm.
My brother and I were always pals. My

sister was always quiet and very studious, for

she, it was decided, should be a school teacher.

My parents hadn't decided just what my
brother and T should be. I was terribly grieved

([ was about twelve years old at that time)

when, in tho middle of one night, my brother
flimbed out of his bedroom window, and
without leaving even so much as a note behind,

disappeared out into the world so completely
that he was never heard of until he was eighteen.

When ho did return, it was only to tell us
that he had joined the Navy and disappear

again the same day. I never heard of him
again until three years ago, when a most
unusual thing happened between us, which I

will deal with later on in the story. The loss

of my brother was probably the first real

grief that I ever felt, for in losing him I lost

my best pal.

Loved the Circus.
1IIAD always kept a trapeze hung out in the

wood-shed all of the time in Springfield, and
spent most of my spare time performing on

that. So eventually I became very capable in

this line, and this made my venture into the

circus business possible, which, by _the same
ioken, I had decided should be my fate in life.

I used to hang around every circus and follow

;ivery parade that was ever pulled off in Spring-

field, and I always had fifty cents stored

away waiting for the next one to come to

town.
It happened thus : I was just past thirteen.

There was a carnival playing in the town, and,

of course, I was there. A woman used to ride

a diving horse off a twenty -five -foot elevation

into a tank of water each night. This was
quite a stunt, and the carnival company
offered, as an advertisement, that they would
give a prize of fifty dollars to anyone living

•n the town whojcould accomplish the same
feat. I was one of the first applicants ; but, of

'•ourse, I was too young, and they would not
listen to my plea. And it was a good thing that
ihey wouldn't, for if I had even been able to

stick to the horso until I reached tho water, I

would have surely been drowned then. I was
so persistent, and hung around so much, that I

.",ttractcd the attention of one of the performers.
T forget what her stage name was, but her
real namo was De Vere. She was doing a
'.rapezo act as a ballyhoo in front of one of

>ho side shows. She was a regular circus per-

former, and only filling in a couple of carnival

dates before the regular circus season opened.
This Mrs. Do Vere took a great fancy to me,
because I happened to look like a son she had
lost only a few months before ; and, of course,

C was so thrilled to bo noticed by a performer
hat I would have given her my life. So we
soon become very clubby. I told her my
ambition, and one morning, before the grounds
opened, she let mo work on tho trapeze. I
must have displayed some talent, because she
rent to my father and offered to take me on
..our with a Southorn circus.

At first my father refused ; then, after many
tears and much pleading on my part, he finally

consented,
< At.o:her SpimJid //isfa/me.i/ Nexl Week.)

Character as Told by the Face.
TEE face is the best index to character. Most of us pride ourselves on being able to read

character in tbis way. In this series of readings of well-known stars, given by a famous
expert, readers will be able to realise their own or their friends' characteristics, by com-

paring the definitions given on those they resemble in feature. Thus many will resemble, say,

Tom Moore in some way or another, and by reading .carefully what the expert has to say about
ibis particular feature, tbey will gain an insight to their own character.

No. 6-TOM MOORE.
for always. These men are loo rare. ProfcalJy

possesses ventriloquist powers.

They Make Good Leaders.A STEADY, even temperament, aspiring

to be leaders in whatever branch they

undertake. Painstaking and industrious

Strong is this man's magnetism. The writers

pen is Hying all too quickly over the paper.

I believe he. is born under Mars. I wonder !

If so, we will all follow the leader and be right,

proud to do so ; for he is " Hail fellow well met..''

Note the attributes. Concentration is indi-

cated by the forehead. Tho squareness of

the forehead, from tho centre of the eyebrows

to the top, indicates good common-seme. He
hits right straight from the shoulder.

Can Suffer i& Silence.

THIS is the type of man who could suffer in

silence. How proud he is I Combined
with that inherent nobility of character

which scorns consequences in the cause of

right. Refinement, love of the beautiful is

shown by the attributes, especially concentration,

love of solitude, a man of many moods. This

type usually succeeds in Government circles.

The strange, magnetic influence which i lie

moon has over this man is almost beyond belief.

Tenderness and Affection.

TENDERNESS is shown by the mouth, also

firmness and affection. Note the upp< t

lip—like Emerson's—a philanthropist.

This type in love are usually happy, being very

fond of humanising influences ; are, as a rule,

content wiih the love and affection of one good

woman.
In argument they are superb, and one likes

to listen to them, as they read both sides of the

question, and know what they are talking about.

They cannot brook contradiction.

Chivalry is very rife here. 1 can see him
as a mediator, taking the part of the defenceless.

He admires pluck though, and would show no
mercy for weaklings or evaders of tho truth.

THIS lype of face shows a thought reader

—

nolo the eyebrows nearly overhanging
the upper lid of the eye denoting suspicion

and jealousy, clever in strategy, a mysterious

power of magnetism, natural hypnotist, fond-

ness for occultism.

This is the kind of face that make good
councillors—see the length from the top of the

forehead to the chin, "denoting diplomacy : a
man who would weigh the pros and cons;

deliberate and steadfast ; a friend once and

MITCHELL LEWIS.
MITCHELL LEWIS has become famous for

his splendid interpretations of the great,

strong, virile man of the out-of-doors.

Every picture-goer has seen him take the

part of a great hulking fellow in some photo-

play, the scenes of which are centred in the

frozen North, or a gold digging district.

With his six feet of masculine grace, and his

intense screen personality, he is able to thrill

and grip any audience.

He Grew So Fast.

MITCHELL LEWIS first had a desire to go

on the stage when he was quite a "kid,"

and he obtained his first position in a

show called " The Brownies," but he grew so

fast that they made him play " the giant '' be-

fore the tour closed.

Later be played in " The Chinese Honey-
moon," " The Squaw Man.-" " Every Woman,"
and " The Nigger."

His first -creen appearance was with the

Rex Company, where he stayed for a year.

Many Screen Successes.

NUMBERED among his many screen 'suc-

cesses are " The Million Dollar Mystery,"
" Stop Thief," " The Comeback," with

the late Harold Lockwood, "Flower of No
Man's Land," with Viola Dana. " The Barrier,"

ftnd " Tho Code of the Yukon."
Of late he has always specialised in plays

dialing with the great North-west, where, as

ho says, " God rules, and man learns to live."

The Strong, Virile Man
of Out-of-doors.

He is especially adapted to play these parts,

because hij physique, more than that of any
other screen actor, represents the strength,

the vastness, and the tremendous courage of

that great country.

A Smiling Giant.

ONE critic has spoken of him as " a smiling

giant who handles a baby with a mother's
gentleness, and fights with the abandon

and courage of a fiend."

Mitchell Lewis is a veteran of the Spanish-

American war, and he joined the Navy in 1896.

During his schooldays lie won much honour for

his prowess and skill at athletics and games.

He has never desired an easy life. Dining
in restaurants in evening dress, or a comfortable

seat in the stalls of a theatre is not his idea of

life. Give him the " big woods," snowstorms,
flannel shirts, and fist fights !

His Characteristic Views.

MITCHELL has given expression to some
very characteristic views. " The customs
of men," he says, " are so silly. Man

has the wholo beautiful world to live in, and
he coops himself up in a dirty little piece of it,

and puts brick walls around it.

•• Ho becomes so absorbed in trying too wn a
few square feet, or miles, of it for his own with
a fence around it that he forgets to take the

joy of earth that belorgs to all mankind."
Mitchell Lewis is at present appearing in

" J'he Bar Sinister," released by WVIturdaws.



i, MITCHELL LEWIyf 1Q}
The world isn't nearly larRe enough for this fine actor, he loves to wander in the on; woods and snowy regions.

|
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A DELIGHTFUL SHORT STORY OF A GIRL WHO SMILED WHEN " LUCK " WAS DEAD.

too:
The "Hoodoo."

IN the kitchen of tho Clarissa Parker Orpin
a gin knelt scrubbing the floor. She was
young—not more than seventeen—with a

of elfish prettiness that was much more fascinating
thin mere doll-like beauty. As she scrubbed her
thoughts were very busy.
"I wonder why they" call me Hoodoo Ana*?"

she said to herself. Not being .able to tind an
answer, she repeated the question aloud to Cindy,
the coloured cook, adding, " What is a Hoodoo,
Cindy ?

"

Cindy chuckled, and then looked at the girl with,
an air of superior wisdom.

A Hoodoo, honey, am a person who am born
unlucky. Yoh Hoodoo, will bring you had luck till

yoh am married, and then yoh won't want no Hoodoo
to make you unhappy."

Poor Ann sighed, and went on with her scrubbing.
Certain it was that she could not do right. She wa<
always in the way. None of the other children wished
to play with her, and she had gradually drifted from
the schoolroom to the kitchen us help to Cindy.
But the drudgery of the kitchen and the isolation of
the playground could not kill the spirit of romance
that burned in the breast of Ann. For long she
had dreamed of a Prince Charming who would wave
an enchanted sword, chanae her cheap print frock
into a silken gown, ami bear her olf as his bride to a
castle where they would live happily ever after.

And now the prince had actually come. True, he
had not an enchanted sword, or even a sword of any
kind. He was a poor artist, but he was young anil
as romantic as Ann herself. As she scrubbed, Ann
pictured the most wonderful things that were going
to happen to her and Jimmy Vance, who, although
she had never bpoken to him, was Ann's hero.

Her work finished for the moment, Ann tidied
herself up as well as her restricted toilet would allow
her to do, and went into the playing-field.

All the children were enjoying themselves, but, as
usual, when she tried to take part in their games, she
was shouldered off. It was not that the other girls
were really unkind, but thjy had come to regard
Ann as a servant whose duty it was to look after
them : and even when they did allow her to plav
with them. Ann was now so terribly unlucky that
some playthine was always broken or somebody was
injured. Wearv at heart, Ann wandered off on her
own. As she came to the shrubbery walk she saw
Ooldie playing with her dolls. (Joldie was Miss
Parker's favourite, and the pet of the orphanage.
She was a very pretty girl, but continual petting had
spoiled her nature. Now. i: there was one tiling in
the world that Aim coveted it was a doll—most
likely because she had never had one. She watched
Goldie for a few minutes, and then stole up silently.
Ooldie was too intent on her pleasure to notice the
unlucky drudge, and Ann, carried away by her
admiration for the beautiful dolls, ventured to touch
one.

•' How dare you ? " cried Goldie indignantly.
" Touching my beautiful doll with your hands all

dirty from the kitchen '.

"

Poor Ann put out her hands to show they were
clean, but Goldie took no notice. She just turned
her back on Ann, and began talking to her doHs on
the impudence of servants speaking to ladies.

There were big tears in Hoodoo Ann's eyes as she
walked away, but her natural high spirits soon
chased away her sorrow, and forgetting the un-
kindness of Goldie, she began to weave more
romantic stories from the imaginative mind that
never faiied her. When Aun returned by the same
path a little later she noticed Qoldie'e dolls lying on
the seat. Goldie was not visible. Probably she had
run into the house for sometliing.

The temptalion was too great for the love- ctar\e,l
heart of Hoodoo Ann. Picking the prettiest of the
dolls up, she clasped it to her breast in a fervour of
joy. At all events she could play with it for a few
minutes till Goldie returned. But, having once
tasted the joy of possession Ann could not bring
herself to put the doll down. A wild, desperate
thought came into her bead. She would borrow the
doll for a little while. After she had nursed it she
would return it. 'Jiving one swift look round, she
put the doll under her pinafore, and ran as fast as
she could to the house. Adjacent to the kitchen was
a big lumber cupboard which Ann's romantic mind
had magnified into the boudoir of a princess. Here
she was safe from all prying eyes.

Absorbed in her borrowed treasure, Ann never
noticed the time passing till she suddenly realised
she would be Wanted in the kitchen. She gave the
•loll one convulsive hog, and then something cracked.
Ann's heart almost stood still. The Hood' o that was
'dways casting the shadow of misfortune over her had
appeared again. The doll was broken. One of its

MAE MARSH as "Hoodoo Ann." (Granger.)

legs had come off. She could not return the doll to
'ioldie now. Terrified at the thought of her crime,
Ann took the doll up to the dormitory, and hid it

under her pillow.

When -.he came down again Miss Parker was
calling the school together. Ooldie had reported
the loss of her doll, and. the mistress was determined
to find out who had got it. She motioned Ann to
take her place in the ranks, and then walked along
the lines asking eveiy scholar if she hail seen the doll.

When it came to Ann's turn to reply the poor little

drudge shook with fright. She would have liked to
have confessed, but Miss Parker's stern face terrified

her. Like the others, she said she had not seen it.

Not satisfied with these denials, the mistress marched
the elass into school and read tliein a lecture on the
necessity of telling the truth, pointing the moral of
her address on the story of George Washington.
Then, in order that the lesson should strike right
home to the heart of the offender, she wrote on the
blackboard, in big capitals, " All liars cud their days
in prison."

The words burned themselves in Ann's mind as
though they had been written in letters of fire. Her
knees shook so violently that she felt Miss Parker
must hear them knocking together. With a desperate
effort) she pulled herself together as the mistress
dismissed 'he dass. and walked out with the rest.

As she approached Miss Parker ime made up her mind
to confess, but the terrible look in the eyes of the
mistress froze her courage. She stood still for a
moment trying to get out the words, but her tongue
seemed glued to the roof of her mouth, and she passed
out with a vision of a big, bleak prison with a yawning
gate waiting to receive her Ann's Hoodoo had pnt
in a full day's work that day.

The Rescue.

LATE that night Aim was awakened by loud cries
01 " Fire ! that rang through the orphanage.
H astily dressing herst If, Ann rushed out into the

^corridor, and found Miss Parker mustering the girls,

and hurrying them out of the building. The place was
full of snioke, and after assisting some of the little

ones to get out of danger, Ann followed the others on
to the town. By tlus time the flames had got control
of the orphanage, and there was little hope of the
building being saved.

Suddenly Miss Parker, who had been counting the
cluidren, iet out a frightful scream.

" Ooldie ! Ooldie !
" she cried. " She is not

here ! She must be inside : "

;

Hoodoo Anu heard the cry, and like a flash the
thought came to her that here was a chance to
redeem herself in the eyes of Miss Parker and the
girls of the orphanage. She would wipe out the
disgrace of the doll. **

.

For a moment her courage faltered is she looked
at the orphanage, which was now a blazing furnace •

but she stifled her fears, and before' anyone could
prevent her she had dashed into the blazing. house.
The corridors were full of smoke, but Ann knew her
way blindfolded. Holding lier breath, she made her
way to the dormitory, and felt her way till she came
to < .'oldie's bed. The girl was standing there screaming
—too terrified to attempt to save herself. Clasping
her in her arm-*, Ann staggered down the stairs.
Several times she nearly dropped her burden, but the
thought of the doD gave her renewed strength, and
at last, choking with the fumes and almost spent,
she gained the garden.

A great cheer went up as the brave rescuer came
into view. Willing hands relieved her of her burden,
and for the moment Ann was left alone.

The next thing she knew was that a dear, kind-
faced lady was bending over her, and telling a
gentleman who was standing by her side to help her
to emry the girl to their car. Dazed as she was, Ann
recognised the two as Mr. and Mrs. Knapp, who lived
in a bouse clow by the Orphanage. A Hush of pride
swept over Ami as she heard Mr. Knapp telling Miss

ANN
Paikcr that she wai a heroine—a girl she and the
whole of the school ought to be proud of.

Ann remembered no more after she was lifted into
the car until she awoke in a beautiful bedroom, such
as. she had often dreamed about when she had slept
on the hard, narrow bed of the orphanage. Mrs.
Knapp came to her presently with some new clothes,
which she explained had bdonged to her little irirl

who had been taken from them.
" She was just about your age. dear, when we lost

her," said the kind lady ; and Ann saw a tear come
into her eye as she turned her head acl hid her
emotion by helping the girl to dress.

The days passed pleasantly for Ann. Mr. and
Mrs. Knapp did everything they could to make the.
little drudge's stay with them as pleasant as thev
could. The only jarring note was the constant
quarrels of the couple next door—Mr. and His.
Higgins. The latter was one of those nagging w omen
who seem to get a creat enjoyniei.t out of life by
being miserable, and making everybody else un-
happy, and her husband too often sought refuge from
her temper by drinking. Ann felt very sympathetic
to the henpecked husband, and when they met he
seemed grateful for her kind wishes towards him.

But at last came the day when Ann had to go back
»o the orphanage, which had been re-established hi
new premi-es. The poor little Hoodoo's heart was
well-nigh broken at the dismal prospect of having to
go back to her life of drudgery, and her sorrow
touched the kindly natures of her benefactors.

Mr. Knapp beckoned his wife on one side.
" Let ns keep her," he whispered. " I don't

suppose Miss Parker will have any objection. Should
1 go and see her >.

"

" Dovdear," replied his wife. " she has brought
so much sunshine into our lives that we should" be
miserable without her."

The decision was communicated to Ann. who
passed the next hour in alternate fits of Joy ami
depression. Would Miss Parker consent, or 'would
she demand that her drudge should go back >

To Ann's unutterable delight, Miss Parker gave
permission for her to stay with the Knap])-'. It.

seemed to flie hitherto neclccted girl that her Hoodoo
had left her at last.

Havinc adopted Aim as their own. Mr. and HZs
Knapp treated the girl as they would have done their
own daughter. She was not. required to do any
housework—except to help Mrs. Knapp with the
lighter tasks. New clothes were bought for her, and
the Knapps were often convuLscd with merriment at
the way Ann dressed up in her efforts to make herself
a fine lady. But the great joy of Ann's life was than
-he could now see Jimmy Vance. The young artist
lived close by, ami in Ann he found an ever ready
listener to his stories of what he would do when he
became famous, for Ann never doubted that soree
day he would be.

"You will paint me, Jimmy," she would say.
" And kings and queens will come to lorjk at me."
Then an anxious look would come over her face.
" You won't forget me when you are iamouc

,

Jimmy, will you ?
"

" Never !
" Jimmy would sav stoutlv. And he

meant it, for the boy and girl friendship between the
two had now ripened into love.

Perhaps the greatest treat Ann had in these davs
was to go to the cinema theatre. Anything connected
with acting fascinated her, and on her return from
the pictures she would spend hours playing again the
part of the heroine in the film she had witnessed.
And with her sympathy for the heroine came a
i one-ponding admiration for the hero, which brought
ihe first disturbing note into her friendship with
Jimmy.

" Isn't he brave '? " she would whisper, as the
eowboy hero fought and defeated about a dozen men
at a time.
"Oh, he's all right'1 Jimmy would allow rather

grudgingly Ann thought.

Then would follow the obvious question :

" Would you dare that for me ?
"

Jimmy would swear stoutly that, die would do a.'l

that and more. All he wanted was a chance.
" But there aren't any Indians or outlaws about,

here," be would grumble.

Jimmy's answer would satisfy the romantic
ravings of Ann, and her hand would steal into his

as a sign she believed him.

One play that gripped Ann more than the others
depicted the w ounded hero 'creeping to his -weetheari,
to die in her arms. Often she dreamed of herself as
the avenging sweetheart, sweeping like an angel of
retribution on the slayers of her lover.

^Continued on page 12.)
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" PICTURE-PLAYERS I KNOW
Some Reminiscences of Albert Kaufman, Studio Manager.

yy told to May
Herschell Clarke.

RECENTLY I had the pleasure of meeting

Albeit A. Kaufman, brother-in-law of Mr.
Adolplt Zukor. and co worker with that

-i cat pioneer of flllHdom. Mr. Kaufman lias

been associated with tl\e motion picture from it?

earliest infamy in the days of the penny arcade,

when, as a series of jerky, crude photographs in a
" twirl-box," it tirst came into being.

Later, when Mr. Zukor. having seen and developed

the possibilities of these penny arcades, converted

them into motion picture theatres, Mr Kaufman
drifted into the exhibitors' end of the business, whore
1 1? remained for five years.

Then, when the Famous Players Film Co. was
formed—the "Lasky" was added later—Mr. Kauf-
man became, in 1013, manager of its studio, hi? con-

nection with that organisation remaining unbroken
>incc that time, except for two years which lie spent

In the T" .S. army.

Charlie is not only a comedian, he possesses

brain-power far above the average.

Memories of Mary Pickford.

BUT it was of some of the famous picture stars

who have conic under his management from
time to time, rather than of himself, that Mr.

Kaufman chatted during the very enjoyable after-

noon I spent in his company, and what more natural
than that he should commence with Mary Pickford?

" She was the first big star who came to our com-
pany;" he said. '* Speaking of her reminds me of one
of her most popular pictures,

1

Bass,' in whichwe
encountered the only difficulty we have ever been
unable to meet, and in this instance we, were baffled

by— a dog.
"You remember the canine actor in 'Hags'?

Well, he was a cur, and came from a lost dogs' heme
in California, where we rescued him from the lethal

chamber to " play opposite ' Mary. He became quite

a studio pet, and made his picture debut in ' Hags '

successfully. At last we had got to the part where
Mary leaves her country home to visit relatives—
accompanied by her dog. This scene was ' shot

'

and then—the dog developed hydrophobia and died
'

For the first time in our experience we. who hitherto
had always been able to find a substitute for an actor,

could find no duplicate of this four-footed one. and
so you saw the little heroine arriving at her destina-

tion minus her pet, while an extra sub-title had to be
inserted in which the great Mary Pickford was forced
to ow n ' On my way.here my dog died.'

Stars of the Stage.

FKOM the "' World's Sweetheart " it was an easy
step to Marguerite Clark, and Mr. Kaufman

" related the history of her entrance into hit
film kingdom.

" Miss Clark had been a tremendous success on
the legitimate stage, and it took us siv month- to
persuade her that fame awaited her in pictures. In
the end she consented to sign a contract to work hut
ten weeks a year for three years, so that she might
devote her main time to the theatre, because she felt

sure she would never be a success in pictures She
has been in them five years now, and has never Veen
on the stage since that day!

" Elsie Ferguson was just as hard to convince as
Marguerite Clark. When we first approached her she
was receiving a very high stage salary, was very
popular, and was known as the best, gowned woman
i n the American boards. She, likewise, never thought
i-he would succeed in pictures, but eventually she
was persuaded to sign a contract. She scored an
instant success both in America and over here, but
when she first sawherself on the Mm she almost broke
down. Even then she felt sure she had no chance of

success; she could not work nearly us naturally
before the camera as on the stage, she said Never-
theless, she remained in pictures, and look where she
[8 to-day. And she. like Miss Clark, has never
appeared on the legitimate stage since her film debut.

These two instances I have quoted will

show you how big artistes sometimes
underrate themselves, being unable to foresee the

public favour awaiting them.
" We are expecting Miss Ferguson over here soon,

and she will then appear in the film version ol

Pinero's play. ' His House in Order.' She is a very
lovely girl, and still sets the fashions in America.

Both Stage and Screen.

AS an example of the actress who is a .tremen-

dous success on stage and Screen at tin' stun,

time, take Alice Brady," went on Mr. Kauf-
man. " I remember her in the din- when Bradx
and Zukor started in moving pictures fifteen years

ago. They had an office m New fork, in which 1

worked, and I recollect how Alice, accompanied by
her governess, used to come in to visit her father.

I never saw her from the time she was a little girl

Until the day when sin made her first picture for the

Select Corporation: 1 .was the general manager c"

her studio.
"She is one of the hardest workers I know, and

for the past four years has been appearing on the
stage and working continuously in pictures at tin-

same time. At present she is on tour with her
latest stage hit. ' Forever After.' and is enjoying tie

unique distinction of having a motion picture company
(sent out by Select) follow her wherever she goes so
that her film activities may continue.
."Her romance with James Crane started, appro-

priately enough, when she was making the picture
called ' His Bridal Night,' in which Crane had a
leading pari, and upon its completion they were
married.

Pauline Frederick in England.
YES. Alice is a huge success," repeated Mr.

Kaufman, " and is one of the nicest girls inm the world.
" Pauline Frederick." he continued. " is very

popular, too. By the way, she came over to England
when she made net first picture for us, ' The Eternal
City.' But I'll tell you who was the first English
.girl to be made an American picture star—Peggy
I I viand. She worked under my management. It

may be of interest, also, to recall the fact that one of

our very earliest pictures, ' His Neighbour's Wile,'

featured Lily I.angtry, who is now Lady de Bath."
" And how about some of the famous picture actors

with whom you have been brought into contact,
Mr. Kaufman— Charlie Chaplin, first and foremost?"

" Ah, he's very height," observed my host quaintly,
" about the brightest in the profession. Certainly
he does more towards Che making of a picture than
anyone else. His is a distinct line of work, he is

responsible for everything in connection with it. he
i- the hardest individual worker, he knows the value
of a laugh more than any man in the world, and
thinks oat laughter-making situations better than
anyone else. When people talk ot Chaplin's enormous
salary, they should remember all he does to earn it.

Think of t tie time and infinite pains which go to the
making of each of his films. Why, he will have a
whole company wailing around, without taking a
single scene, until he has every detail ot that scene to
his complete satisfaction. He is constfading all the

" In this picture we were baffled by—a dog."

time. He is actor, director, writer, and even his ow n
property man. for he approves or actually selects

everything that is used in the making of his pictures.

Charlie as Bandmaster,
THE first time I saw Chaplin was under very

amusing circumstances. One evening I

went in to dinner at a Los Angeles cafe,

and there I saw a funny little fellow leading the
orchestra. In fact, he was being so funny that he
had the whole place in convulsions. But it was only
after I'd joined in the laughter myself that I dis-

covered the conductor was none other than Charlie
Chaplin, who had undertaken to lead the orchestra
just for a lark.

"Another picture star who is a fine. musician is

Wallie Reid. He can play any stringed instrument
you can give him. and play it well enough to make
his living at it. Wallie is one of the best liked men
on the ' top.' Incidentally, he receives more mail a
week than any of our actors.

" Tommy Meighan, too, is very popular as a man
as well as an actor. In fact, in America he is our
ideal, off the screen as well as on. of a ' man's man..
At one time he was a successful stage actor, but he
sacrificed a good salary to cqnimence work in pictures

on the lovvest rung of the ladder, stuck to his new
profession, and to-day—well, he is to have his

reward, for he is now going to be starred.
" 'Gene O'Brien has been very successful, too. He

started in films at £•_'(> a week. Now he is receiving
£200."

PAULINE FREDERICK came over to England when she made her first picture,

City," ot which this is a scene. (Inset—Mr. Kautnun.)

' The Etern U
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HOODOO ANN. 1 I Continued from
page 10. )

Alas for Hooiloo Ann. When real adventure «I i«l

come into her life it was not as a heroine that she
figured. She was seeking out some costumes one day
to dress up to play a part, when she came across a
revolver. It was the first time Ann had handled a
real weapon, and she felt she could now do justice to
the part of a heroine of the Wild West. Holding it

in front, «nd striking a dramatic pose, Ann pulled
the trigger. There was a loud report, and Ann, white-
faced and trembling, stood with the smoking revolver
in her hand.

" Whore has the bullet gone ? " she said aloud, in a
voice that she did not recognise as her own.
Her eye Caught sight of a hole in the wall in front.

•She put her eye to the hole, and then, with a gasp of
horror, her legs crumpled up under her. Tor lying
stiff on the floor of the next room was Mill Higgins.
She had fired into the next house and killed I he old
henpecked drunkard. Hastily thrusting the revolver
into the box where she had found it, Ann rushed out
of the house. As she disappeared into a plantation
<he saw the Town Marshal and one of his men running
to Higgins's.

Evidently they had heard the shot. It would only
be a question of time before she was arrested. But
though terrified out of her wits, Ann could not K
herself to leave the place. She hung around the
house until the Marshal and his men had gone, and
then, drawn by an irresistible desire to look at the
victim of the tragedy, she peered through the window
jf the room in which she had seen his body.

It was not there, but on the carpet was a trail of
blood.

" I know," moaned Ann. " He has crept away to
die like the man in the pictures."

It happened that Mrs. Higgins had been out all

day, and therefore she had not heard the shot Bred,
nor did she know anything about the inquiries made
by the Marshal. .But when supper-time came, and
ncr husband did not appear, she began to get
alarmed.

" What can have happened to him ? " she asked
neiself over and over again, as she sat rocking herself
in a vain effort to still her anxiety. Bitterly did -be
reproach herself for all I he unkind things she had said
to him that morning before she left.

In the meantime, the Marshal had been making
inquiries. The fact that the Higgins's were always
quarrelling was known to all the town, and one of
the citizens came to the Marshal and stated that only
that morning, as he was passing the house, he had
heard Mrs. Higgins swear .she would kill her
husband.

In face of this statement the Marshal felt lie must
act. He went straight to Mrs. Higgins. and after
asking her if she knew where her husband was, and
receiving a negative reply, he arrested her pending
inquiries.

Hoodoo Ann had been listening behind the door to
what the Marshal was saying, and as she saw Mrs.
Higgins being dragged off to the town jail sne rushed
into the room. Even in that tragic moment Ann
could not forget the pictures. .Standing in the middle
of the room, with one hand pointing to Mrs. Higgtnx
(who sat like a collapsed bag of flour in a big
chair) and the other hand raised to Heaven, Ann
shouted :

" She is innocent. I killed him !

"

•' You ? " gasped the Marshal.
" Yes," replied Ann.
Then, with many pantomimic descriptions, she

I old how she bad lired the revolver by accident
through the wall.

" After that we shall have to take her." said the
Marshal, beckoning one of his men. Bur just as tin
constable put his baud on Ann in walked a wild,
dishevelled figure. »

" His ghost !
" screamed Ann.

" Bill ! Is it, really you ? " cried Mrs. Hiigins.
" Of course it is," growled her husband. " Get

nit something to eat quick."

Dill's explanation was a very simple one. After his
quarrel with his wife in the morning he had taken to
the whisky decanter, and he had fallen to the floor in
a helpless condition. He had been awakened by a
shot, and his muddled brain made him think that his

wife was really carrying out her threat. He rushed
from the house, and rambled on until lie came to a
haystack, where he. fell asleep. It was jast before he
rushed from the house, and while still prone on the
door, that. Ann had seen him, .»nd very naturally
she had assumed that he had been killed by her
shot.

While the explanations were being made ti„.

comedy element was introduced In' a group of boys,
who came in bringing the dead body of a cat. It was
I he poor pussy who had been the victim of Ami's
shot, and her blood which bad stained the earpet of
Mrs. Higgins' drawing-ropm tliat Ann had seen when
she peeped through the ".Vmciow.

That was the last trouble Ann's Hoodoo brought
ber. Tenderly eared for by the Knapps she stayed
with them liil Jimmy Vance, having made a name, if

not tame, in I he world of art, found her another home
as bis wife.

THE END.

' Adapted from the film, "Hoodoo Ann, ' featuring
MAE MARSH, bj permission of Granger's, Ltd.) Ar a Cinema Star in The Broadwest Film. " Under Suspicion.
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF WARREN KERRIGAN

Why that frown ? A bashful smile

!3fc I J
Pained and puzzled. Looking very stern. Quite happy again.

WARREN KERRIGAN.
The Wild Irishman in Jack Kerrigan's Nature finds its Outlet on the Screen.

THE number of people who have aspired to fame on the screen and

dropped out in the race with the progress.of time may be counted

in hundreds.
The firmament of filmland, alas! contains many stars that failed to

shine, cither through lack of personality, of art or some other cause.

Jack Warren Kerrigan is not one of this class. He won popularity

and success in the early days of pictures, and so far from fading awaj
he is always with us.

He goes gaily on from one screen triumph to another.

Report states that Warren possesses red hair and bfiie eyes, but let

me record it once and for all that he has black hair and grey-hazel eyes.

He was horn in Louisville, Kentucky, and spent most of his boyhood in

New Albany.

One of [a Large Family.

JACK KERRIGAN is one of a large family ; he lias seven brothers

and one sister. He made his first appearance on the stage with

his sister, Kathleen, in a play called "The Road to Yesterday."

Soon after this experience the Essanay Company made him an offer to

appear in pictures.

He stayed with them a year, and then joined the American Film Com
pany, where he put in another three years of screen work.

Jack's next move was to Universal City, and here he stayed quite a long

while, appearing in a very large number of photoplays, and not a tea

serials.

He will be especially remembered in the leading part in
l: The Adven-

tures of Terence O'Rourke."
J. AY. Kerrigan has a twin brother named Wallace, who is a eery

successful business manager.

Jack's Twin Brother.

FOR a long time it was rumoured that Jack was jealous of hi<

brother and paid him a large sum to keep out of pictures, but this

yarn was, of course, ridiculous.
" My twin brother," he states, " is a business man and a very successful

one, and has no desire to be a moving picture actor. Will you please

make it clear that he is doing the work he wants to do. because he wants
to do it, and not to oblige me.

" I am not jealous of him and am not paying him half my salary to keep

him off the screen because he is better looking than 1 am."
Truly, popular cinema stars have many trials to endure.

That Box of Chocolates.

JACK gets close on sixty letters a day, and he personally answers

a good number of them, but—and here is anot her weird rumour
he wishes to deny—he does nut send a box of chocolates to ev'erj

correspondent.

"I wouldn't presume to do such a thing," he states with emphasis.
" How that story started I don't know ! I reply to most letters without

the aid of a secretaiy—but there's no candy going."

Kerrigan, as his name implies, is of Irish descent, and he ha=- all the

wild love of adventure, wandering and fighting which is an Irishman's
heritage.

But. he is also fond of home. " The riotous Irishman of mc is satisfied

by my daily screen experiences," he said recently, "and an hour in

the garden, or a motor ride with mother, and then bed. is how my day
finishes'.

'

The Picturesque Kerrigan Home.
KERRIGAN'S home, where he lives with his mPtber, is no! far from

Hollywood, in the picturesque Santa Monica foothills.

The house is a delightful, rambling bungalow, and hU mother
has aptly named it, " The house that Jack built."

The hobbies of this popular star arc flying and motoring.
'• 1 also like a gallop on a horse, a walk and a game of tennis," he sta

The really wild part of his Irish nature gets its satisfaction in

films. He convinces himself that his " swash- buckling " adventures
real and in so doing contributes a lot of extra realism to his pictures.

k-a.

the
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JACK WARREN KERRIGAN.
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THE SIREN OF THE SCREEN.
THEDA BARA, the Fox Film star, has on the screen por-

trayed many characters famous in history, and classical
novel. She has lived on the film as Cleopatra, the ill-

fated Madame
!
Du Barry, as " Camille," and " Cigarette " in

Ouida's " Under Two Flags." Some of her many parts are
pictured here. Off the screen, Miss Bara has a secluded life,

for she is a real home lover, and her holidays this year have
been spent at her palatial mansion in Southern California.
The grounds surrounding the mansion are many acres in

extent, but even so beautiful a home, however, has not kept the
noted star from taking frequent motor trips through the sur-
rounding country. Her car is always followed by a smaller car,

which carries a motion picture camera and operator. The
purpose of carrying this attendant is to make a series of Theda
Bara travelogues for filing in the private library of the emotional
player.

A private projection room has been arranged in one room
of Miss Bara's home, and her own travelogues are run off

there. Then they are filed away until Miss Bara returns to
New York, when she will bring them back with her and
use them in showings to her friends.

Thus far Miss Bara has collected about 100,000 feet

of film showing her trips through beautiful California,

Hf.H.W'.'l v I' kujla, I BH '

In " UNDER TWO
FLAGS.'

In " HER
GREATEST LOVE."

/AS. In "GOLD AND THE WOMAN.'
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ORDER Your Copy
TO-DAY

!

No. 1 of the "BOYS'
CINEMA WEEKLY" is

full of good things —here
are a few of them :

—

The Iron Test.

A long, continued- story of
the " Vitagraph " film,

featuring ANT 0 N 1

0

MORENO.

Long Complete Stories:

The Sheriff's Son
The Coward who made good.

Tales of the Circus.

We of St. Winston's
Splendid school storv bv

STEWART ROME, the

Film Hero.

The Life Story of

"BILL" HART
illustrated with the most
wonderful photographs.

Many other splendid articles,

and a " Charlie Chaplin "

Competition <£10 to be

given away in prizes).

No. 1 Out on
Wednesday,Dec. 10™
"XTO reader of the "Picture Show " should miss " BOyS
J-N CINEMA WEEKLY/' the new weekly paper which
your Editor is bringing out for the first time on Wednesday
next. Llp-to-date and really original, this sparkling new pro-

duction gives you pages and pages of daring adventure stories,

real life thrills, and film humour illustrated, with dozens of real

photographs of all your favourite heroes of the screen. Every
copv of No. 1 contains a

FREE Art Plate of

TOM MIX
(TheKing of Cowboys)

and there will be others to follow. Look out for them ! Never
has a new paper appeared with so many big attractions in one
number as you will find in No. 1 of "BOyS' CINEMA
WEEKLy." The standard will be kept up, too. Make up
your mind to take in this new paper regularly. Ask for

BOYS'
Sold by all Newsagents and Booksellers.
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FLICKERS from FILMLAND.
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY THE LYNX.

considerable time in the States, where lie has
" hobnobbed " with all the shining lights of the
American studios, states that ho is very glad
to be back in London again.

Vitagraph Films and the King .

IT
was Vna^raph films which" converted

members of the Royal Family into lovers

of the 6creen, according to Mr. John
Pearson, the London manager^ of the great

Vitagraph Company. Mr. Pearson recently

arrived in New York on board the Aequitartia

for a conference with the president of the cor-

poration, and he incidentally rovculed that King
George, Queen Mary, and Princess Mary and the

Royal sons are all earnest motion-picturo

devotees, and that it was largely due to Vita-

graph films that these notables became won
over to that form of entertainment.

The King's Picture Theatre.
" 'TUIE Koyal Family holds private film cxhi-

L bitions in Buckingham Palace almost

regularly twice a . week," said Mr.

Pearson. " Princess Mary and the Prince of

Wales also attend one of the big film theatres

ODce or twice a week. This has been going on
tor several years. Before that Royalty, as well

•s nearly all fashionable people of England,
looked down upon films.

" I had the pleasure some time ago of inviting

a titled young woman to one of the Vitagraph
trade showings. She was so delighted with the

experience that she came thereafter every time
we held a trade showinsr. The lady was an in-

timate friend and frequent guest of the Royal
household, ard her enthusiastic reports to them
of the' pleasant experience she was having at

the " cinema " of Vitagraph. soon aroused the

interest of the supreme nobility."

Mr. Pearson has been head of the London
Vitagraph Company since its inauguration, and
he is one of the best loved and most respected

men in the industry.

Comedy on a Roof.

FRIEND, Fred Goodwins, invited me to the

roof of the London Opera House the other
day, where lie was busily engaged in making

scenes for a new British comedy. At present they
are using the working title of - The Department
Store," and it deals with life in a huge London
shop. Gerald Thornton, an immaculate shop-

walker, in a fit of temper had chased Fred,

and the store's detective (ADdy llasen) at the

point of a revolver, through the bargain base-

ment and other departments, to the top of the

building, w here they took shelter on -the roof.

What the trouble was all about I don't know,
but the irate shopwalker continued his pursuit,

and the trio went through some perilous adven-
tures, high up amongst London's chimney pots.

On the pavement, many feet below, an interested

crowd stared at the extraordinary sight, and it

was some time before they realised that a film

comedy, and not a real life drama, was taking
place. Fred Goodwins, who has spent a

Action Against an UnpunctualStar.

A PROMINENT motion picture producer is

suing his star for £G,000 damages. His
claim for redress lies in his allegation

that her continued unpunctualily and her total

failure to appear when her services were needed
at various times and places resulted in a loss of

time for the whole company. Considerable
interest is being taken in this action by other
producers, for the non-keeping of appointments
by leading players has become a considerable
nuisance, and all the time overhead expenses are
piling up in the studios. Producers have usually

been very tolerant towards this particular kind
of artistic temperament, which seems to affect

all the leading feminine players.

Finding New Locations.

IT is becoming increasingly difficult for Ameri-
can producers to find suitable locations for

their film stories. Most of the interesting
country within convenient reach of the studios
has been filmed to death. In order to help
solve this puzzle the Universal Company have
" catalogued " every location in Arizona,
Mexico, and the Rocky Mountains. No matter
what demand may be made upon the '* location
office," a glance at the book will solve the ques-
tion. Each of the districts has been marked
out into various areas, and a representative
appointed. It is his duty to send statements
as to the climatic conditions, whether or not a
certain location is accessible, and full informa-
tion regarding transportation and the cost of
using such a iocation.

King Baggot Comes Back.

KING Baggot. one of the pioneer film actors,
without whom no picture theatre pro-
gramme was considered complete at one

time, is emerging again from his temporary retire-

ment. There is perhaps no better known star
than King Baggot, and certainly none has
played a greater variety of parts, or created
more original characterisation. He will be
seen in a fifteen episode serial, and in each part
he portrays an entirely different personality.

Thus his well-known protean abilities will be
given full scope.

On Writing Photo-plays.

THE best way for aspirants to learn how fo
write photo plays, according to the
scenario editor of " World Pictures," is

for them to analyse the films they see, and try to
find out just why they were thrilled or amused.

VIOLET HOPSON, MATHFSON LANG, and GREGORY SCOTT in " The Ware Case."

CECIL B. DE MILLE.

MEN BEHIND THE FILMS.
No. 3.—CltCIL B. DE MILLE.

CECIL B. DE MILLE is a film director of

note, and he has been one of the main
factors in raising the motion picture to

its present high standard. Unlike some pro-

ducers De Mille does not believe in shouting
and waving the arms about frantically. In his

opinion too great exuberance results in a sense

of artificiality. " I never tell my actors precisely

what to do," he says. " I merely explain my
conception of a situation, then they express it

according to their own ideas." Cecil is a lover

of beauty, as every true artist must be. and he
surrounds himself at home with beautiful and

/curious works of art. His treasures consist 61

relics of past ages, and ornaments wrought in

periods now almost forgotten. He loves to sir

and think amid these curios, and it is here be
evokes his ideas and plans his pictures. De
Mille is a great thinker, a great artiste, and a

great worker. " Everything comes from the
sweat of one's brow," is one of his declarations.
' and the person who wants to do big things
toils !

"

' It isn't an easy thing to nick a photo-play tr.

pieces and learn how effects are obtained, he
states. " The best thing is to choose a play that i*

having a run at your picture house and see it

not once, but three or four times, on succeesive
days. The experience will be illuminating.

Don't try to analyse it at first viewing. Just
let it thrill or amuse, or bore you. as the case

may be, then think it over aud try to remember
how it affected you,"

Keep Them Guessing.

AT the second viewing your real work be-
gins,'' continued the expert. ''This is to

discover why the play moved you; just

how the playwright went about his w ork r what
methods he used to score his points, and how-

he worked up to the situation that caught his

fancy. If, by the time you have seen the play
three times, you haven't learned some things
about the mechanics of the photo-play that you -

never dreamed of, then you are wasting your
time trying to write them. You haver.'t tin

gift!" Finally, this well-known writer sftys,

if I were asked to name in one word the secret

of a successful photo-play* 1 should say 1
sus-

pense*1 Keep people guessing as to the out-
come of your story. If you can, keep them
guessing to the finish, you win. it's a simple
formula, but it embraces something of theme,
plot, and characterisation, nearly all that is

needful." The foreeoing advice may be helpful

to those anxious to write for the screen.
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Splendid New Competition
£100 in Prizes

FIRST PRIZE £50 SECOND PRIZE £20
THIRD PRIZE £10

and Twenty Prizes of £1 each
The first prize will be awarded to the sender

of the greatest number of correctly named
stars.

The second prize to the next highest number
of correct names, and so on until all the

prizes are awarded. In the event of more
than one reader naming every star correctly,

the prize will be divided.

Readers may send as many sets as they

please, but each set must be complete in itself

and consist of eight coupons.

No responsibility can be undertaken for

entries lost, delayed, or mislaid, and proof of

posting will not be accepted as proof of delivery

or receipt.

The Editor reserves the right to disqualify

any competitor's solution for reasons which he
considers good.
The decision of the Editor must be accepted

as final and legally binding, and entries are only

accepted on this express condition.

Correspondence must not be enclosed with
efforts ; neither will any be entered into in

connection with this competition.

Keep a list of the names as you write them down, either or. a duplicate set or in a book, so
that you can tell, the moment the names are printed under the original photographs in

" The Picture Show, " how many you have got correct.

CUT COUPON HERE.

PEEPING STARS COMPETITION.

The Competition Explained.

THIS is the third of our scries of Peeping
Stars.

Below are the portraits of six more
famous Cinema Stars who are appearing in

hhns now being exhibited in this country.

Over each portrait has been placed a star

partly concealing the faces.

The task of the competitor is to identify the

artistes that peep from behind the star.

AU You Have to Do.

LOOK well at the stars on this page. Do
you know who they are ? If so, write
in (he space underneath each the name

•)f the artiste you recognise and fill in your
name and address in the space below.

Next week No. 4 of this set will be published,

and No. 5 the week after, until 8 sets are

',-omplete.

Keep this set until you have the whole
si f when full particulars will be given in

The Picture Show, as to when and whom
you are to post them.

13.

18,

SET No. 3.

AMrt

Do not send this coupon until you are told. Full particulars, when and where to 6end them, will
be given when all the sets have appeared.
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"And now for Bed
"

"I have just rubbed a little

Pomeroy Skin Food into the

skin, as I do every night

before going to bed. It is

so easy, so soothing, such a

splendid way of keeping the

complexion fresh-looking and
clean as a new pin. Now
1 don't worry about wrinkles

or crow s feet, or those ugly,

ageing lines about the

eyes and mouth. My skin

never feels tired or flabby,

and friends tell me I am look-

ing years younger. When
I look in my glass I can

certainly see a wonderful im-

provement. And 1 am far

happier with a good com-

plexion, thanks to Pomeroy

Skin Food. It is no trouble

to rub a little in every night

just before going to bed."

Vomerojf
SkinFood

1/6, 3/6 and 5/- Jars

of High-class Chennsts

and Perfumers.

Mrs. Pomeroy, Ltd.,

29, Old Bond Street,

LONDON.
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For

Dainty

Hands
'yilE reason Snowftro

keeps the hands soft

and white is because it

first thoroughly cleanses
the pores of the sslrin. Then it

starts its soothing and comfort-
ing work, relieving irritation

and roughness. Lastly, it

whitens and beautifies, giving

daintiness to the hands.

Snowjire

SING
Achieve success .»i ihe Stage

or Concert-Platto..n. Good
Singers and Reciieis wanted.
Out Fundamental training saves

two-thirds of your time. Results

No more drudgery, lost voices or throat
j

certain.

troubles. Our educational discoveries are as important

as wireless telegraphy. Postal,class. private lessons.Two
lessons tree. Write us explaining your own case fully, _
or call. Address precisely : I.Picture. ADVANCE ACADEMY,WiiMMMMM^I. Norfolk Sq.. Patiding ton.W.2.

DESIGN REGISTERED

HOME CINEMATOGRAPH MACHINE
Hon to make one at home. Complete BOOK of INSTItrC-
TIOKS and DIAGRAM (Reg. No. 6B6746) POST FREE, 2'6.—
BWTISHSCOPE, 235. HIGH HOLBORN. LONDON. W.C. 1.

alumna 6vji (xttktin.

PAN
It's the Pan
that does it

!

Cast Iron
is just right

for cooking
in—boils quickly and thoroughly.

And the wear ! Why, a GAST IRON
saucepan will outlast a dozen of

enamelled steel or tin. Make sure

your cooking utensils are Cast Iron.

DON'T BE PUT OFF with short lived enameled
•teel or tin ware. INSIST ON CAST IRON 1

'Procurable at ffX Ironmongert.iiSBiiia

DESTINY," the Human Story of a Deserted Wife. COMING SOON

!

HER DOUBLE LIFE.
(Concluding Chapters.)

HARRY went over and kissed her father. He
did not usually notice her caresses, but
Just accepted them as a natural part of

the programme.
" Your cheek's wet, Harriet. Have you been

crying ?
"

" Only because I'm pleased," prevaricated
Harry. " Sho told him her plan, showed the

advance cheque which she had received on sign-

ing her contract.

So now there will be no cold winter for you,

no east wind?, and no need to come back till the

swallows are ready."
Mr. Marvel! was moved ; he was even deeply

touched.
" You're a good girl, Harriet. Yes, a good,

dutiful daughter ! And you say you're actually

making all this money at this cinema business t

" I hope you'll bo able to keep it up till you
are married, my dear. We shall need all the

money wo can get, with my health—and the high

cost of living
"

" No, father ! I don't think 1 shall act any
moro—alter this."
' " What ? Not go on with it ? That would
be a creat mistake."

" I was thinking—I'd like to come with you,
dad, please—to all those fascinating places

—

for company, you know "

" Oh, pooh ! Nonsense ! No need for that
at all ! My dear girl, I'm not an invalid—far

from it ! And—come to think of it—there's

Randall Harris—an old artist friend of mine

—

he'd join me and share expenses."
" All right ! I dare say tint will be the best,

arrangement," Harry agreed dully. She went to

bed, but not to sleep ; the pillow was wet, and
she had to turn it over guiltily when she heard
Bethia rustling in late from her dinner-party.

Bethia sang as she undressed :

" ' I wish I was married and never to rue,

Plenty of money and nothing to do.'

" Didn't you ever wish that, Harry ? For it's

going to happen to me—soon."
Bethia threw her shoes across the floor.
" No more mended shoes for me. His name's

Whisby. He's a millionaire. He hasn't spoken
yet—but he promised to tell me something to-

morrow. So I shall be married first, after all,

most likely. Harry! J believe you are actually

asleep."
But Harry was not asleep. She was sobbing

quietly to herself under the bedclothes.

The Picture of Woe.

HE was bored. He was tired. He had
dined early and had all the evening
before him in a provincial town where he

knew nobody. Also, he was profoundly miserable.

Four excellent reasons for elropping into the

one picture palace that provincial town boasted :

a good picture house, too, and thoroughly
up-to-date.

A comic scene flickered away to clapping

and laughter ; and the title of the serial was
put on. the screen.

" The Sacrifice of a Heart, featuring Priseilla

Surprise."
George turned a faintly interested eye on

the screen.

And ~then ho sat quite still, looking before

him with eyes that did not waver again until

the instalment was at an end.
There was not a soul in the house so intent

on the picture as was George Battersby. His
fingers twitched convulsively on his knees ;

his lips moved ; his temples throbbed ; he
gritted his teeth.; he could hear the racing

beat of his own heart.

He was watching a great liner start on a

voyage ; there was the crowd on the dock :

the passengers leaning over tho rail.

It was. all real ; he was standing there on t he
dock himself. The picture house and its

accessories had faded out of reality. He was
there in that crowd, living over again the most
bitter moment of his life.

™ Harry !

"

He elid not speak, though. It was the man's
soul in anguish that uttered the cry.

Confetti was thrown ; .a group glided past

on the moving steamer—a man and a girl -

standing together by the rail. The man—well

just Ted Lambert at his happiest.

And that girl—Harry ! Just as George had
last seen her on that never-to-be-forgotten, day ;

Harry, with Ted Lambert's hand in pioprietoi

ship on her shoulder, a spangle of confetti in

her floating veil, and—misery, oh, deep wells

of misery in her eyes as she gazed away over

the people's heads towards the land she was
leaving.

The crowd faded ; the fuces of the man and
the girl were shown nearer and rarge^ ; feh*s

just the sorrowful girlish face, quivering, a-blur

with unshed tears. A woman in the seat in

front sobbed. '

George stumbled to his feet: he made for

the exit.
* Film-acting ! Film-acting, nothing more ! .

The wedding-honeymoon on the liner, the

confetti, smiling Ted Lambert—a scene for th"
screen, acted for the camera !

" And," he reproached himself bitterly,

"she was afraid to tell me! 1 made her afraid,

my Harry, who didn't know what it was to to
afraid. She tried to hide it from me—tried so

piteously, poor Harry ! AH my doing : and
what a brute of an ogre she must have thought

me !
"

" ^HALL we be undisturbed 1
" asked Mr. !

^) Whisby. He spoke with a little air of

pomposity quite suitable for a million

aire, thought Bethia, though a little incongruous
with his rotund, stumpy figure.

" Perhaps yon have guessed already what I

am going to tell you ?
' : Mr, Whisby was

positively blushing now.
" Y-yes, I—I think I can almost guess,"

Bethia blushed, too.
" I dare say to a young girl like yourself, who

imagines that youth is the only time for love,

it may seem incomprehensible "

- No, no, I don't think so at all," stammered
Bethia. " When there is so much in common."

Mr. Whisby looked pleased. 4

" Quite so ! And we have so much in

common. It will not surprise you to learn,

then, that we were married, your aunt and I.

last Saturday. She has made me a very

happy man."
Bethia held her beautiful features under

admirable control, though she changed colour

at the news.
It was a blow—a staggering blow ; but sht>

must not show it,

Her smil», when she could muster one. waa
childlike and charm'ng : nothing to show that

she had been prepared to snap up greedily her

aunt's second husband.
" Then—how strange—you must be my

uncle now ? " she said gently.
" And very proud to have one more thing in

common with my wife—a charming nieee,"

exclaimeel Mr. Whisby. with a flourish. " I see

in you, my dear, your good aunt as she was
twenty years ago."

" Forty," corrected Bethia. with a shudder
"My proposal;" went on " Cncle " Whisby,

" is this, I'm going to adopt you as my
daughter. I've a splendid place way out to

the country—a mansion, really : your aunt and
1 would be like a ha'porth of treacle in a washing
mug there. There's plenty of room for yon
And there's style about you. You'll be a credit

to us. I'm sure we can make you very happy
I'll not stint the dressmaker's bills, never fear.

And I sha'n't object to a few beaux of the right,

sort. I'll make you an allowance you won't",

sneeze at. But understand, 1 don't want to

adopt the whole family. Your sister doesn'.

come in on this deal, see ?
"

" I see " said Bethia hastily.

But she hung her head. A single teardrop

—

sc{tieezed out with difficulty— fell with effect on
her dark skirt.

"I'm afraid,rwhen I tell you, you may not
want to have me,'' she said artlessly.

"Come, what's the trouble now '! Out witb
it !

" cried Mr. Whisby.

(Continued on page 24.)
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The Day of the Fancy Dress—Some Original Ideas—A House to Let.

Plain sleeves aro inset. On this foundation
the windows, doors and walls of a house are
sketched with the aid of a thick, black charcoal
pencil and paint. The top part of the frock is

painted to similate the tiles of the roof. "For
headgear you will need a tall, square-shaped
hat, decorated to represent the chimney of the
house. .A placard inscribed " House to Let "

should be carried in the hand or attached to the
frock or hat. This frock is a sure prize-winner.
Another original idea for a fancy frock is the

representation of a Letter Box. This is made
out of scarlet and black sateen. For the top
part of the letter-box you require a circle of

very stiff buckram or cardboard about eighteen
inclTcs in diameter. From the centre of this

cut a circle large enough to slip the head
through, also cut a small triangular piece from
out of one side of it. This must be joined up
again to form the cone-shaped top of the
letter-box. Cover this cardboard with sateen,
and from the outer edge hang a straight length
of the scarlet sateen, stitching a band of black
sateen to the lower edge. In the centre -front
of the box, arrange an opening through which
to slip letters with the aid of a piece of buckram
and sateen, or if you have clover artist friends,
ask them to paint the correct opening on the
frock for you.
Two slits should be made at the sides through

which to slip the arms, but these should be
drawn in for the " March Fast.''

Victory's Frock.
VICTORY " is a particularly appro-

priate frock for the present time, and
can be arranged quite quickly and

easily. A Britannia type of frock of soft,

white material forms the foundation, and over
this is swathed a large Union Jack. A wreath
of laurel leaves forms the head-dress, while an
original finish would be given by the addition
of a large banner inscribed in gold lettering
with the names of all the most important battles
won by the British in the recent Great War.
A really impromptu frock, suitable for either

lady or gentleman is the one entitled " Sacked."
The title explains the dress, which comprises an
ordinary sack slipped over the head, and with
two slits at the sides through which to slip the
arms. The word " Sacked " should be printed
on both back and front in deep black lettering.

Columbine and Pierrette.

FRILLS and frills of pale pink net combined
with a bodice of pink sateen, and a
wreath of rosebuds would make a really

delightful Columbine, while the same idea in

white, with the addition of black pom-poms,
ruffle, and cone-shaped hat would complete
the daintiest of pierrettes.

Why Not " The Picture Show ?
"

r HY not make a frock to represent
your favourite paper ? " The Picture
Show ' would make a most attractive

frock. The foundation should be of black
sateen with a plain bodice, and simple straight
skirt. The words, " The Picture Show,"
should be displayed across the blouse with an
illustration of a large picture house in the
centre. You could easily cut a picture of such
a building from a poster that you could obtain
from a local cinema. The skirt should be
covered with pictures of film favourites cut
from covers of " The Picture Show," and a
banner made out of a poster of the same paper
could be carried in the hand. The words,
"' The Picture Show " should bo cut from one
of the covers, and mounted on buckram, and
a wire would form a circular headdress.

A Dresser.

LOUISE GLAUM shows us how beautiful a pea-
cock dress can be for the girl who is not super-

stitious.

WAS there ever such a year of dances and
festivities ? Every day brings in its

train the jolliest of social affairs and
merry parties, many of which call for the
wearing of a fancy dress. And certainly one can
havo a much jollier time in a fancy frock,
t han when they are " all dressed up " in a
fluffy evening frock that gets crumpled and
jaded-looking very quickly. Of course, origin-
ality should be the keynote of a fancy dress
if one wishes to participate in the prize-giving.

A House to Let.
QUITE the most up-to-date dress of the

moment is the .*' House to Let " frock.
All you need for this is a simple white

sateen frock that hangs straight down from
the shoulders to a few inches below the knees.

W 1

" ^he First Sir "Percy
"

BARONESS ORCZY'S
Great New Romance

The greatest love story ever written ! Begin reading it TO-
DAY. Opening chapters in the Grand Xmas Number of the

PREMIER Magazine &U Y01! Jl Copy TO-DAY !

eyelashes,
Cream will darken your
lashes and brows, and
make tbem thick, long,
;iiid silky, thus giving to
iho eyes that fascinating, ex-
pressive look which men And
so appealing. " EYD0LA9H "

Is a real darkener—not a " make
Detec-

Use also " EYDOL "

—it cleaiM the eyes,
imparting to them
wonderful brillian-
cy and youthful
charm. Harmless.
2/9 per bottle.

From
at pho'.i

tion impossible.
Harmless. Iu
ivorine poti.
full price 1/6 |fuli size—noextr*
to pay;. Of all chemists & stores, or
direct from EYDOL Lo .'Dept. 28 },

170, Strand. London,, W.C. 2.

15-
EACH
Post Fre<

Dept

CREPE DE CHINE
BLOUSES ! BLOUSES !! BLOUSES !!!

Direct from Manufacturer
to Wearer. High-class blouses
in latest d- signs and all shades.
Hand embroidered. Money re-

funded if not entirely satisfied.

Do not miss this oppor-
tunity. Genuine Bargain.

15-
EACH
Post Free.

.P.S.,SUTCLIFFE Bros.,?
0 91 0neen st

lLONDON.E.C. 4.

m

A.l.CinemaCollege
Z is now an established

S institution, and our methods
" have the approval of the

J Lay and Trade Press. If

you have the talent, we
develop and use it Any
latent ability will be re-

vealed in the four trial

lessons. Those passing
this searching test may
enrol as students. Write

a or call for full particulars,
a

76, Broad St., Birmingham

'ARE YOU SHORT?
If so. let the Girvan System help you
to increase your height. Mr Brings re-

ports ') inches increase ; Driver K. K. t

3 inches : Mr. Rateliffe, 4 inches ; Miss
Le. dell, 4 inches

;
Mr. Ketley.4 inches.

This system greatly impioves the
health, figure, and carriage Send :1

penny stamps for further particulars
and ilDO Guarantee to Enouiry
Dept. C.T., 17. Stroud Green Road,
London. N.4.
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FREE Art Plate of

STEWART ROME
with

WOMAN'S
WEEKLY
On Sale Everywhere To-morrow I2

|JD.
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WE TEACH BY POST
Aviation

Shipbuilding

Electricity

Mining
Engineering

Mathematics
Draughtsmanship
Architectural Drawing
Building Construction
Internal Combustion Engines

Clerk of Works Duties

Structures in Concrete

and Steel

Civil Engineering

Boiler inspecting

Marine Engineering

Wireless Telegraphy
Motor Engineering

Structural Engineering

Surveying and Levelling

all

THE

Also Professional Careers for Ladies.

If you think of studying any one
of'these Trades or Professions,

write for a

FREE BOOKLET
explaining our methods and terms.
MENTION WHICH SUBJECT YOU
ARE INTERESTED IN, and send
two penny stamps to cover postage.

PLEASE STATE YOUR AGE.

BENNETT COLLEGE,
(Dept. 121), SHEFFIELD.

A
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The Beauty That Endures
is the beauty that results from the

regular and exclusive use of "Eastern Foam."
" Eastern Foam ' '—the " Cream of Fascination "-

is sold by all Chemists and Stores at 1/4 a pot
Get a pot TO-DAY, and the enduring beauty

of a perfect complexion will be yours.

Mdlle. GINA PALERME says:—
'' Your Cream ' Eastern Foam ' is excellent for the complexio
and every lady anxious of her beauty ougld to -use it."

Away-
Use H

-at home.

m
Ii.n.TT

'hOUVOS

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most wonderful Musical Discovery of the
Age, It teaches you to play the piano beauti-
fully by ear ami vamp to thousands of song*
in all kevfl with ONE HOUR'S PRACTICE
without the ftligbte&t knowledge of music.
Simple as A. B.C. 130.000 sold and everyone
delighted. Success guaranteed. Money re-

turned if not as stated Complete, post free,

2/6 (per Imperial Publishing
Co. Dipt i. 28, South Castle St.,
Liverpool. Established 1872.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
THE CINEMA?

Many opportunities occur for men arid women
this growing British industry. There is a d' mand
for trained beginners as Film Artists and Bioscope

and Camera Operators.
Write for particulars and tree Guide.

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE,
36, Rathbone Place. Oxford Street. W..1.

Alone I do it

!

Persil

Persif) Powder washes on a new,

marvellous and rapid principle and is

the most wonderful clothes washer yet known.

Pershj washes clothes by boiling and rinsing only.

works entirely without rubbing and bleaches without injuring.

Boil and rinse only—not a rub.

QPersjT) washes everything : heavy Linen, Calico,

Lace,-Muslins and Curtains: splendid for Flannels

and Woollens (See Special Instructions).

GUARANTEE:.-Persil Is made by Joseph Orostleld A Sons,
Lid., (by appointment to H.bt. tbo King) famous Soapmakers
for over tOO years.
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FILM &XXNm
Quite Different.

h'insx Star : Iris married a self-made man,
didn't she I

"

Second Star :
" Yes, but she compelled him

to make extensive alterations."

Times Have Changed.
Leading Lady :

" Oh, Harold, thero was
once a lime when you used to lovingly stroke my
chin. You don't do it any more."
Leading Man : Yes, but that was when

you had only one."

The Home on Wheels.
Screen Villain :

" How can you afford so
large an automobilo ?

"

Screen Hero :
" I've got a

s.Iieme for cutting down ex-
penses. I'm going to put a
kitchen and a folding-bed into
the machine, and save rent."

Odd.
" How sensibly and quiet that

screen actress dresses !

"

" Yes; she will do anything
to attract attention !

"

' —

—

He Had Had Some.A CERTAIN picture player
has a wife who plays
the guitar. The other

evening, while in a poetic mood,
she took up her instrument and,
strumming a few chords, began
to sing "I'll Strike My Tuneful
Lyre."
Her husband made a dive for

the door, saying :
" Not if I

know it, you won't !
"

In ( hose days he had to be content to board at a
fifth-rate boarding-house, and consider himself
lucky to find the wherewithal to pay his weekly
bill. On one of these occasions his landlady
asked him his line of work.

" Oh, I am a speciality actor." he told her.
' What do you do ? " she asked.
" Oh, I spend my tune getting out of tight

places," ho replied.

And when she heard this, his landlady toldjhim
his board and room were payable in advance.

Human Ape Goes on Strike.

JOE MARTIN, the educated Universal orang-
outang film star, has caught the spirit of

the times, and has gone on strike.

Starting with nothing definite

in view, Mr. Martin set himself
to the task so assiduously that
he now believes he has a fine

set of demands.
Hero is Joe Martin's strike

ultimatum :

Recognition
Outang Actors
Two hours

double feed for

Oranp

AMBROSE, otherwise MACK
SWAIN, who plays in Poppy

Comedies.

Made Them Run.

IN order to get the most realistic atmosphere
into the new Goldwyn picture which will

star Will Rogers, 300 rural characters were
hired and used.

In one part of the story there is a run on the
bank, and the rural extras were told that the first

one at the cashier's window would be paid first.

The " run " was a great success !

It Made a Difference.

HOUDINI now puts up at the best hotels,
but there was a time when lie could not
afford chicken and ice-cream every day.

of the
Union.
for lunch, and
overtime.

No employment of black-leg

monkeys belonging to any other
than the orang-outang family.

Joe Martin reserves the right

to bite his initials in the calf of

any producer who arrives at

the studio before 10 a.m.

Joe Martin reserves the right

to change his mind at any time,
and any place, dining the day.
No " monkey business " per-

mitted by any of the property
men.
The Orang-Ontang Actors'

the right to reject humanUnion reserv
actors from membership.

His Claim to Fame.
Studio Visitor: " Who is. that fellow over

there sitting by himself ?
"

Producer :
" That is the soldier who fired the

last American shot in the world war."
Studio Visitor : "And who is the fellow

over there surrounded by the big crowd ?
"

Producer :
" That is the fellow who claims

to have taken the last drink when Prohibition

came."
The Jester.

MUTT AND JEFF BUY A BUSINESS.

I. Mutt is deeply in love with 2. Business is not booming, 3.

a rich beauty, but he is poor but ho sees a chance when a brin

and decides to buy an animal customer who is in need of a near
' hop and make a fortune. goldfish arrives. the

Jeff, w
gs in the
ly large
lady.

ho
fish, but
enough

assisting,

it is not
to suit

4. But Jeff is full of ideas, 5. His next move is to buy 6. But alas ! it escaped,

and he goes to the nearest a bottle of gold paint, in order and a policeman wandering by,

fish-shop and buys a largo to camouflage the fish, and arrested it. In tho park tbo
• od. It is almost as much as mako it look, like the gold frivolous fish makes love to the

he can manage. variety. nursemaid.

The above pictures arc taken f'Om the film by permission of the Fox Film Company.

Here is your opportunity to BECOME A MUSICIAN
IN A FEW LESSONS with '.he aid of tho

NEW RAPID VAMPING CARD,c.pn^>
Piano Flaying made easy, and every home made happy !

No Teacher Needed.
SURPRISINGLY
SIMPLE SYSTEM.
The surprise and wonder of

everybody who baa tried :ke

NEW RAPID VAMPING CARD
Persons having neglected their Musical education need not
despair, for with the aid of our NEW RAPID VAMFCftS
CARD (piecing the card upright over the Piano keysl. y^a
can at once vamp away to thousands of Songs, Balla-is.

Waltzes, Ragtime, Ac., Ac. equal to a Professional Musician.
No knowledge of Music required. After using it a f*-K

times you will be able to dispense with the aid of the
Vamping Cart1 entirely.
Full instructions printed On every NEW RAPID VAMP-

ING CARD. Can be folded to carry in Pocket. Hundred*
of testimonials come to us every week. Complete post
free) for 2/6 P.O. Address :

VAMP (Dept. 25), 61 4 63. Ludgate Hill. LONDON. E.C

IF YOU SUFFER
from nervous, worried feelings,

lack of energy, self-confidence,

will-power, mind concentration,

or feel awkward in the presence

of others, send at once 3 penny
stamps for particulars of the

Men to -Nerve Strengthening
Treatment. — GODFRY
ELLIOTT-SMITH, Ltd., 536,
Imperial Buildings, Ludgate
Circus, London, E.C. 4.

HAIRON THE FACE
instantly and complete!?
vanishes with EJECTHAIB. the

Testified Core for this hideon.

affliction—S im p le. Sale. ;nj
P a i n 1 e s s—Success assnrci-
Professional Guarantee Given
—Sent in plain cover for

Send now Td. stamps to—

Manageress. EJECTHAIR CO.
lDept.9).

682,HolIoway Rd.,Londoit>'.l *

PP£ fQfi monthly privately hy pi st.

££ for Price List* Terms. Masters,
f2i Ltd..94,Hope Stores,RYE.

HAVE

NICE CURLS

Every lady can have a beautiful head ot

(JU1U.Y and WAVY hair. Them is no need
to have sleek, lank, unattractive, hair. Due
bottle of VETROS will keep the hair in lovely
curls for months, also invaluable tor making
the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Send (or a bottle to-day, and make
yourself tho admiration of all your Mends.
You will be delighted with tho result*,

l'ricc 2/6 per bottle, or three bottles tor 5 6.

post paid, direct from the makers, CHAPMAN.
LTD. (Dept. 146), IS, Red Lion Sq., London, W.C.I
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EARLY WINTER DANGERS

ADVICE TO MOTHERS
BY LITTLE FANMY FICOLAX.

Many mothers regard with dread the

rapid approach of winter. Sugar and

butter, both valuable winter foods, are

oxtreinelv scarce; and unless special pre-

cautions are taken the children's health

will suffer in consequence. In these

damp December day.s the regular use of

" Ficolax " will be" found an invaluable

aid in keeping the little ones in bright

and vigorous health; and chills, which

are so easily contracted by children

ivhen "run down," will be avoided. A
poor statethill, iteelf a sign of

of health, lowers the

vitality still further, and
xenders the system very
eueceptive to the attacks

of more serious ailments.

By warding off a chill,

" Ficolax " may be the

means of averting a grave
illness.

Begularity of the bowel
functions is most essential

to the good health and
proper development of chil-

dren. This is best assured
by the regular use of J make and keep
" Ficolax "—a concentra- them bonnyaM
tion of health-giving fruit bright.

juices in their most readily

•assimilable form. " Ficolax " is perfectly

gentle and natural in action, and may bo

given with excellent results to children of

all ages.

THE CHILDREN LOVE IT.

The little ones love the luscious, fruity

flavour of " Ficolax," and take it readily.

In homes where "Ficolax " is not known,
children, dreading the administration of

nauseous physic, may be tempted to con-

ceal the existence of bodily congestion,

possibly with very serious results. " Fico-

lax," however, the children do not dread,

but welcome it as the delicious fruit*syrup
that so quickly makes them feel " bonny
and bright."

Mothers: if you would do the best thing;

possible to ensure your little one's health

and happiness, and your own freedom from
anxiety, keep " Ficolax " always in the

house. A timelv dose may save pounds in

doctors' bills.
*" FI-CO-LAX " is sold by-

All Chemists and Stores at Is. 3d. and 3s. a

bottle. Get a bottle to-day !

[Advt.J

HER DOUBLE LIFE. (Continued
from page 20.

ilfcWEEKLY

with massive Oak-Cas.-.i^-hicli
richly coloured Horn,unbreak-
able sileut Swiss Motor,
11-in. nickelled Turntable,
and extra loud Insulated
Sound Box, etc. Gigantic
stock of Cabinet Gramo-
phones, Portable Hornless,
and exquisitely designed Table
Urands ready for immediate de
livery direct ftom factory at

pounds under shop prices.
KentON AI'IM'.OVAI. with 2(1 tune* and
COO needles PACKED FREE. CARRIAGE
PAID. Complete satisfaction or money
refunded. Write for monster Bargain
Lists TO-DAY
MEAD COMPANY, Dept. 10 C.
BALSALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM

And out came Bet bia s confession, finch a

touching story she made of it. too. How Delia

Fawley—n fa^t friend of her sister Harriet —
bad introduc ed her into a very modern set :

bow these worldly people burl imposed upon her

lack of worldly wisdom and taught her to play

cards for money. How poo'' Bethia bad gol

furt her into debt in trying to extricate hersell

By wild plunging ; and finally, that the kindest

of uncles could nol be expected to take into bis

family circle a girl who owed—with tears she

confessed it—close upon a hundred pounds in

pressing " debts of honour."
" First, the names of the persons you owe

money to," he said, in a brusque, business-like

way :
" and the amounts, please ?

"

She could hardly believe that success bad
been so sudden and complete. No doubt Delia

would be glad enough now to change her tunc.

Just to Say Good-bye

!

I HAD to come to see you," Ted Lambert was
saying, the next evening. They were in

the same shabby room where Bethia bad
listened to Mr. Whisby's proposal.

"Why did you comer" Harry asked, in a

tired, dull voice. '" You know we agreed it was
better not to meet."

"Just to say good-bye, thou?" said Ted
miserably. " For I promised, didn't I, not to

ask you any more ?
"

" Yes : and your going to keep your word,

said Harry quick'y.
" Well. then, will you listen to reason about

something else ? Look hero now, you've got

nobody left to trouble your beud about. Your
father's gone travelling, sister's got adopted,

Battersby has vamoosed"; then what's the

sense of ruining a jolly good career all for

sentiment : yes. and morbid sentiment, too.

He never was worthy of you. hi" didn't deserve

you. Anyway, lie's gone. Well, let him go.

Why bother anj more 7 .Mind. I'm not speaking
abeitt what i said I wouldn't. This is business -

bard, cash-down business. Come out with the

company to the South Sea Islands. We've got

a glorious part for you—splendid life—lots of

fun going—nice voyage—you'll love it—and if

you like—say the word, ami Ted Lambert
stays right at home, away from the whole thing,

so you won't be annoyed. How could anything

be fairer ?

Harry looked him straight and thoughtfully

between the eyes.
" I'd love it." sho said. " Ob, wouldn't 1 just

love it—if you were there, too. But—oh, I

wish—how I wash you hadn't come !
"

" But why not ? Why in the world not ?
"

" It's no good. I've made up my mind to

give lip the whole thing. I love the cinema :

I'd like to go better than anything in the world

except Oh, please don't tempt me ! I

can't ! I won't !

"

She covered her ears with her hands in a

dramatic gesture.
" You mean—you're going to wait—for that

chap—in ease he changes his mind ? " said

Ted incredulously.
" Y'ou've no right to say that !

" Her
cheeks slowed.

" Oh," but I must speak. I know I've

promised, but. Harry. I love you \ I love you '

Y'ou must hear me. Y'ou muit love me back a

little. You do ! Something tells me you do !

"

Harry shook her head.
" I'm sorry—I'm dreadfully sorry," she said

sadly. "But. oh, can't you understand';

Can't you see ? I couldn't—not if I wanted—
give my love to anybody else—ever. George
Battersby has got it. It's his."

The first time ever Ted Lambert set eyes on
Harriet Marvel! be put it on record that she

was a girl who looked as if she meant it. He
felt this once more very strongly.

" Good-bye. then," he said.

He raised her hand to his lips a moment :

and Harry felt and saw a hot teardrop on her

wrist. She looked at it in a dazed way ; then

she looked up into Ted's face—the honest,

boyish face that was usually merry and cheerful.

Arid he looked so unhappy, so full of sadness,

with great tears standing in his blue eyes, and
the war-scar showing new and red across his

forehead, that Harry's heart warmed to him
out of her own sadness.

"Dear, kind Ted ! I'm so very sorry. But
do vou understand S

"

She raised her face, pleading, close to bM ;

rpiite simply and naturally their lipa met in •

parting kiss They kissed like two children
drawn together by trouble.

' Good-bye Harry dear 1 God bless you '

George Battersby stood on the rain -wu.il "• I

pavement, and watched it all. He thought be
understood it all. That showed that he didn'l
understand Harry yet, No man ever docs quit,:

understand any woman, though many imagine
that they do.

George hud been staring for son e minutes «'

the rain-blistered door, trying to mttsl ir

courage to ring.

He saw that innocent parting kiss r,{ theirs.

He didn't see the tears in poor Ted's eves,

because his own suddenly filled up, blinding
him with disappointment and regret -and rage

First he clenched his fists. But it was no good
to break Ted Lambert's neck. It war his own
neck' that wanted breaking !

He began to walk quickly away.
It wa.. too late.

It was no good seeing her now. She was
happy : she loved, and was loved. She could
forget him. It was better she sjioidd forget.

I'crhaps she Mould only remember him Ba

contrast his half-hearted, doubting love with

the fidler and more beautiful thing she and 'L I

Lambert hail found.
Should he see her, after all ': Just to say

good-bye ? Just to tell her, lest she should
torture her tender heart with compunction^,
that be w ished her. both of them, all happiness '

" No ; I'd much best let it alone," Ceorg«
told himself.

He said it firmly to himself several times. 1/

was odd that with this resolve firmly planted m
bis mind, he should find himself, half an hour

Inter, again staring at that sun-blistered door
And he said again. " Li t her alone, you fool !

the while that other rebellious self of his Wi&
pulling at the bell.

Harry had cried herself to sleep on the

friendly old sofa-cushion that bad received SO

many of her troubles in childish days. She bail

done so many a time when things had gone all

wrong, and Bethia bad been harsh and unfeeling.

And she woke up wishing that Bethia were still

there, to rouse her with a peevish request ; that

her father's supper wanted getting ready
anything rather than be so intolerably alone.

Harry rubbed her eyes—they were rather red

with crying, poor honest brown_ eyes—aucP

found herself in George Batfersby's arms.

That is, being still half asleep, and finding

suddenly strong arms in rough tweed, smelling

of tobacco, about her, she cried out, "Oh.
George !

" before she really knew whose the;

were.
And. of course, very luckily, it was George ;

and George holding her very close, but not
closer than Harry clung to him.
And George was so thankful that he folt be

would like her never to say anything else.

It saved a lot of -talking, too. For George
never got that long string of explanations oft

his chest ; no, not till after they were married.

There didn't seem any need for it now. They
both understood each other so well.

When the wedding took place a few weeks
later, few indeed of the general public realised'

that George Battersby bad finally robbed the
cinema stage of the star that the cinema public

of the world w-as ready to idolise.

Many, not in the know, are still patiently

looking for her reappearance. The few reels she

gave to the world are getting thin and riddled

with much showing : and will shortly descend

to delight the patrons of the little hou.;es that

can only afford to pay low fees for old plays.

But as long as they are shown, until the* are

quite worn out, they, will win hearts and awaken
pity and sympathy and tears.

And Priscdla Surprise will continue to be the

recipient of innumerable letters from troubled

souls all over the world.

Harry has all these letters sent on to her .

she makes it a sacred duty to answer them all

personally.

A briei" word of sympathetic advice ; nearly

always with the same moral :

" Don't have any secrets .from the man you
love." " - V "*

^.

.

And the men who write to her for acU'ice in

their side of similar love tangles :

"Trust her I if you love her. trust her

through thick and thin, and expect.her to trust

you. There can be no perfect' love without

trust." THE BND.
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What Christmas present for children can
compare with the " Ch Wren's Encyclopaedia " ?

What makes
S^teUbZgtroj- the telegraph

Why does
thunder turn
milk sour ?

What gives
steam its

power ?

How can
. finger-marks

• betray burglars?

f,. What becomes
of the light

when it

goes out t

m
What makes
fire hot t

Why are birds'

eejgs of
different

colours?

What
causct
the

tides t

When your children

ask you
"What makes a Rainbow?"—"How many
miles away is the Sun ?

"—" Where are the
Stars in the daytime? "—" What is an echo? "—"How big is the world?"—" What makes
people sneeze?"—" Why is snow white?"—
" Why do parrots talk and not other birds ?

"

give them the true answer. You will find it in the

Childrens' Encyclopaedia.

Childrens' minds are hungry for knowledge just as

their bodies are hungry for food. To deny them the

knowledge they crave for is to starve their minds at the

most critical period of intellectual growth.

Your boys and girls look to you as the source of

knowledge. They would not ask those searching

questions unless they believed you could answer. Do
not let them be disappointed. You are their ideal of

what a father or mother ought to be. Do not let that

ideal be shattered. The surest way to keep your

children's love and trust as they grow up is to share in

their intellectual life and to make them feel that if they

go to you in any difficulty you can and will help them.

"Let's find the answer in the
Children's Encyclopaedia"

8 Splendid Volumes
* » » *

Over 5000 Pages
» * * *

Over 8000 Pictures
* * » *

500 beautiful coloured
illustrations

* * » *

No book for children and lovers

of children had ever such a
welcome as the Childrens'

Encyclopaedia :—

H M. THE QUEEN wrote:
" Each one of the children ii

delighted with it."

MAJOR MARTIN HUME:
" really does bring great scien-

tific truths down to the intelligence
or a child's mind in a wonderful
way.

DR. A. M. FAIRBURN:
"It is a real children's book, and

in nothing more remarkable than in
the response to the children's demand
to: knowledge."

That is the way to deal with the

problems the children bring you

when you cannot answer " out of

your head." The 8 splendid vol-

umes of the Children's Encyclo-

paedia will enable you to satisfy

the eager, healthy curiosity of

those young minds. No book has

ever been written that meets the

needs of children so perfectly. It

is as interesting as a story book,

it is so clearly and simply written

that it can be understood by the

youngest school-child. It Is so

scientifically accurate that even
the grown-ups can learn much
from its fascinating pages. It is a
real Encyclopaedia covering the

whole field of human knowledge
—Art, Science, Literature, Com-
merce and Industry. Thousands
of beautiful illustrations add
immensely to its educationa
value, since children
understand best what
they can see.

Send TO-DAY for the
FREE DESCRIPTIVE
BOOKLET
Send for the interesting Free Pros
pectus that tells you all about the

Children's Encyclopaedia. Then
you will be able to form your
own judgment of its value.

For you will have before you
actual specimens of the illus-

trations, the beautiful clear
print, the paper, and above
all the infinitely raried
contents of this unique
work. Do not lend any
money. Simply fill in

and post the coupon
and in a few hours
theProspectus will

be slipped through
your letter-box.

Take the first

•tep NOW,
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YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

THE CAST.
Why is it that so important an item in the screening

8f a film play as the cast is not displayed in a better

manner ? This question has been put to me so often

that I repeat it here in the hope that it may catch

the eye of those in authority. Too frequently does it

happen that the cast is flashed on the screen for

the space of a few seconds, and then taken off before

many in the audience have had time to read the list

of names carefully. As a result, much of the enjoy-

ment of the play is marred by doubts concerning the

identities of the players and their parts.

The prevalent idea, of course, is that the name of

the leading star is all that matters. Undoubtedly it

has its drawing power, and the exhibitor realising the

advertising value of this truth, proceeds naturally

enough to make all the capital he can out of it. But
whatever attraction may lie in proclaiming the star

artiste's name, it is not uncommon for the merits of

other players in the cast to appeal with varying force

to different members of the audience. To exhibit

all their names at once at the beginning of a play, as is

now done in the majority of cases, is a method which
ought to be dropped, even if more time was allowed for

the reading. The practice may present no difficulties

to those few who possess a retentive memory, but
with the majority who are not so blessed, the attempt
to bear in mind a string of names usually breaks down
as the story develops and new characters follow each
other in rapid succession In consequence, this sort

of thing frequently provides food for controversy
afterwards between persons who have seen the same
film as to whether this or that artiste rilled a particular
role.

The alternative method of showing the names of

the players immediately before their first appearance
on the screen is decidedly better, and renders the cast

easier to remember. So far, however, this method is

used by only a few companies, and it would be an
excellent thing if other producers would follow suit.

Also, where theatres at present issue weekly pro-
grammes, the giving of the full cast of the chief

attractions at least will be an addition that many
patrons would appreciate.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue i* A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post.

Address: The Editor, "The Picture Show,"
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Stceet, E.C. 4.

MRS. W. (Coventry).—Chrissie White and Alma
Taylor were in " Comin' Thro' the Rye," but not
Violet Hopson.
" ISOLA " (Dulwich).—Your description of " stately

Pauline Frederick," " dimpled DorotlTy Dalton,"
and "bis-eyed Mae Marsh/' are quite good. No,
Scssue Hayakawa hasn't a twin brother. Mrs.
Charlie Chaplin is still in the land of the li\ ins;.

J. M. P. (Lavender Hill).- -Eugene O'Brien was
" Joseph Marshall " in " Her Only Way."

J. G. (Tollcross).—Neva Gerber is not the vile of
lien Wilson. The lady who holds that position is

Jessie McAllister. Yes, William Desmond is married
to Charlotte Burton. 1 am sure he wouldn't mind
a little girl's letter.

D. T. (Banff).—Will get you news of William Parke,
ir. Cannot say who the actor was who played in " The
Trice of a Good Time," as the name is not given.
Sorry, I cannot give anyone addresses of artistes.
D. T., either through the post or in thi* paper.
Headers still keep asking me this question, and to all

1 must give the sjfne reply, read the rule on next
I'age. Thanks for vour appreciation.

" Viu.ars PttriSH" (Cardiff).— Yon probably
inean June Elvidge, not Eldridge. No, she is not
British, Her birthplace is St. Paul, Mill., U.S.A.,
and she is the wife of Lieut. Frank Badegly. M.C..
of the Canadian Army. Florence Turner i- acting
for the films now. The Picture snow is going to
have a very long life, so you tan still have it when
old age creeps on you.

I. W. (Manchester).—If your newsagent cannot
get them for you, write to our publishing department,
and enclose the necessary amount with postage.
Cannot answer letters in the " next issue." I. W.
Bead the underlined paragraph at the head ol these
answers.
W. O. (Manchester).—As a lift attendant, your life

must be fidl of ups and downs. So you have written
to film companies and have received the usual reply,
" No vacancies." No, I am not going to advise
you to throw away or destroy your PICTURE Snows,
which you say you value. You can get them f ound
anywhere quite cheaply,

M. C. (Bomford).— No. I am not angry with you,
but *8 you have disclosed your full name and address
this time, I am answering. Bene Create a fine
aclor, in my opinion, so on that point we both
agree. The particulars you want will he published
in due course.
"CultLY" (Deptford).— Perhaps you have Seen

ere this the photo- of Alice Brady, she married
James Crane a few mouths ago. Ruth Roland-, the

daring Pathc star. i= threc-nnd-twenty. Pearl
White's latest serial, which you ought to see, il you
haven't, is " The Lightning Raider."

S. P. (Preston). Charles Clary was married quite

recently to Margaret Bechtel. Yes. he appeared in
" Each Pearl a Tear." William Dalton is known
to his film admirers as Julian Eltinge. His age is

thirty-six. Mary Glynne. whose husbaud is Dennis
Neilson-Terry, has golden hair and blue eyes.

Katherine Agnew MucD'nuald was horn in Pittsburg,
F.S.A.. and not in Scotland. Some of her films are :

" Mr. Fix-It." " Battling .lane." " The Squaw Man,"
and" High Pockets." Ford Sterling was born in

1885 and is married to Teddy Sampson. Lucille

Stewart, t-Uter to Anita Stewart, is married to

Ralph [nee.
" Ema " (Doncaster).—Yes, I have heard of

William C'ourtleigh. W ill gel you news of him.
M. O'D. ( l.cigh-on-Scn). Yes, I envy you at the

sea-side all the summer, but not in the winter.

Douglas Fairbanks I ai a little son, who is probably
n cheery little soul like his father. I have not heard
thai Pauline r'rederick has any children.

E. K. ( Dublin!. - You can, if you like, enclose
stamped addressed envelopes inside your letters to

artist:. f::r thrir :-r:avriu:n:£ when r; plying:.

D. C. (Gateshead).—Tsnru Aoki was bom in 189.">,

and Dorothy Dalton was bom on September 22nd,
180:5. The others do not give any particulars.

L. W. (Wlsinvw). -Though always busy, 1 manage
to find time somehow. Mae Marsh is twenty -four,

and Louie Lee AtfneS is her liusband. Mary Miles
Mintcr has golden hair, blue eye*, and is 5 ft. 2 in.

in heigbt. Tom .Moore, who i- just 81 in. taller,

has light-brown hair and blue eye.- abo.
" Iris "

( ipohi. —Pleased to hear from you all the
way from the Federated Malay States. If you send
me your letter- to artistes I will forward them. In-,

as no addresses can be given. No, Gladys Hulette i<

not married to Creighton Hale. Her husband Is

William Parke, junior. Creighton Bale. 1 believe, is

married to a non-professional. Yes, Mildred Harris
is Charlie Chaplin's wife.

" Kitty " (Margate). -Herbert Bawlinson was
born in this country, but acts in American film-.

You will be able to see him in " The Common Cause."

So you are really in love with him? But he is

married.
K. G. (Pembury). —There were centre-page photos

of Wallace Held in the Issue for June 14th. His
height Is 6 ft. 2 in., and he ha- blue eyes and brown
hair. April 15th, 1892, is the date of his birth.

Send the amount with postage to our Publishing
Department for the numbers you want.

J. A. (Luton).— Herbert Bawlinson was born in

Brighton in 188.">.

" Colleen" " (Chester).—\"es, you have a number
of fivourit;: The following were born in th: > :

::-

bracketed again-t their names : Pearl White (1889),
Creighton Hale (1892), Antonio Moreno (1888).

Stewart Borne (18S7), George Walsh (1892), and
Jack Pickford (1893),

" Trixie " (Coventry).—The art plates are not

sold separately, but arc given away with THE Pun Rl

SHOW only. Yes, films showing the ancient manners
and customs of this country would be very interesting.

Any bookbinder will bind your copies of this paper
for you. We shall not have any bound volumes
for sale.

S. E. (Earls Court).— Please see reply above to

K. G., of Pembury.
M. Y. (Stamford Hill),—Apparently you have been

enjoying yourself seeing so many good pictures.

Haven't you seen James Knight as yet ? Well, you
really ought to. Here are some of the films in which
he has appeared :

" The Happy Warrior," " A
Splendid Coward," " Big Money," " A Romany Lass,"
and " The Silver Greyhound."
M. C. (London. W.).—Will get you news about

Taylor Holmes. William S. Hart wrote his book,
" Pinto Ben and Other Stories." in collaboration

with his sister, Mary Hart, but 1 am unable to say
where you can get it in this Country. However, you
can inquire of any large bookseller, and it may be
ordered for vou.

B. H. (Ash Yale).—W. S. Hart is 6 ft. 1 in.. William
Farnum is 5 ft. 101 in., and Charlie Chaplin is 5 ft. 4 in

in height. Cowboy films are typical American
pictures, and they would be out of place if produced
in this country.
M. S. (Surbiton).— Niles Welch was Donald

Strong in " Shame." " The Lightning Baider
"

was released a little while ago. Haven't you seen it ?

1. S. (London. W.).— So you are "pretty crazy"
over Pauline Frederick V There will certainly be

more about her in photos and news. Her birthday
is on August 12th. No. " Her Final Beckoning "

is not an old play, but quite a new one, and the
release date given is January 5th, 1920.

A. W. (E. Dulwich).—Sorry. I cannot settle your
little argument, as only one of the two players you
name has given his measurements up to now. and
that is Tom Moore, who says he is 5 ft. 101 in. in

height

.

" Nix " (Shirley). No. Henry Gsell has not
retired, for you will sec him in "The Lightning
Baider." in which he appears as Thomas Norton.
Heather Thatcher is English right enough, lint her

age is " wropt in mystery," though her likeness will

show you that she is still quite young.

M. B. (Adton). - liillie Burke was born on the other
side of the Atlantic, in Washington. B.C., but she
has acted on the stage in this country, and made
her theatrical debut here in " Three Little Maids."
Of course Charlie Chaplin i~ still on the films. Haven't
y ou seen him in " Sunnrside " V Ethel Clay ton is

rtvcnty-riine, and, as far as I know, it is her real
name.

B. C. (Stratford-on-Avon). - You can regard Enj i

Bennett as a British artist.-, for she was born i»
Australia, but she plays in Paramount picture,
controlled by Famous Players-Lasky, an Amerioa*
company.

" BAliuA " (Torquay!. William Parke, Jr . i-

married to Gladys Hulette, and as soon as I recert
the particulars you want about him I will publlflt
them. So you think he resembles ( harlic Chaplin,
when the latter is without his moustache. Pay no
attention to what you have heard. " Babba." M <ri

Pickford has no children of her own at all, and the
people who persist in saying she has are among the
very clever ones in this world who know more thfta
anyone else.

M. II. (Belfast).- From what part of America docs
Clara Kimball Young come ? Well, she hails irom
Chicago, and she stands 5 It. 9 in. in height, and has
black eyes.

" BlLLIE " (Letchworth). No. Violet Mersereau is

not English. Her birthplace is New Y'ork. You
think she is rather like Mary Pickford in her acting '!

Well. 1 can't say, for I haven't noticed any resem-
blance. Y'es. James Knight is a British favourite
with a large number of admirers.

" Poppy " (Sunderland).— I note your second
attempt to write to me has been successful. Nothing
like try ing again, is there '! What made you think ot

me as a lady » Mary Pickford as Judy, in " Daihlv
Long-Legs " is splendid. Have you seen the film

as yet ? Like you. I am also passionately fond ot

animals, but my favourite is lamb, with a few peas
and a little mint sauce.
H. S. (Bournemouth).—Didn't you receive my

reply to your previous letter? It was Constance
Talmadge in " Intolerance."

K. P. (Manchester).—Pleased to welcome you as a

new reader. May you never desert us. Fatty
Arbuekle's wife i- Minta Durfce, and Madge Kennedy
is married to Harold Bolster. Yes, both Fatty and
Madge are very good. Art plates of Mary Pickford

and Mae Harsh have been issued. The former -

birthday is on April 8th. and Charlie Chaplin's is

eight days later in the same month.
B. H. (Darlington). - Sorry to disagree with you,

but your brother is right. It was Stewart Home
who plaved with Alma Taylor in " Comin' Thro' the

Bye."
D. M. D. (Clacton-on-Sea).—Florence La BSdie

was killed in a motor-car accident., but I have no
other details. Thanks for your opinion, which places

this paper at the top of the li-t.

M. C. (Brixton).— Ves, film artiste- have to learn

their parts. If you are lucky enough -to get per-

mission to witness the filming of a play in a studio,

you will be able to see how it's done. But, as a rule,

members of the public are not admitted.
G. P. (Stamford).—Stewart Borne and Aim i

Taylor are both single. It's Yiolet Hopson. xtoi

Ho'bson. So vou think Creighton Hale lia-s " the

best-looking face on the films." What say others ?

I, . G. (Durban).—So you and your husband look

forward every week to this paper. Glad you like

Durban, and' that it has a fine beach. It must be

some summer your side in July and August. Thank
goodness our own little heat wave is now a memory

.

Jack Mulhall. Louise Lovely, and Carmel Myers, in
" sirens of the Sea," were line. Did you like the art

plate of Lillian Gish '.'

"Connie" (Portsmouth).—I have obeyed your
strict injunction, printed in red ink, not to answer
you through the post, anil note you don't care what
money you spend in connection with THE PlCTCKl
Show*, 'is that why you sent me a lid. stamp fer

nothing '! You extravagant girl ! I will try and gel

the information you want about Vivian Martin
Elsie Ferguson was born in New York City . H
little Zoe Bay is not a daughter of Charles Bay .

Her other name is Bech. Yes. Bessie Love, had l«

sit for a school examination not long ago, so she i-

still quite young.
" Gillie " (Port Elizabeth).—Of course. South

Africans may write to me as often as they like, and
I have already heard fronnTgoo,! many in your part

of the world. Sorry. I cannot tell you the names
of the two actors, one of whom, you say, is dark and
the other fair. Alma Taylor was born in London,
but the date of her birth is one of her well-guard.- I

secrets. Y'ou can write to your favourites and use
south African stamps just the same. s

A. I. W. (Quetta).—" India is being deluged.' •

say, "with films from over the 'herring-pond'
the most blood and thunder ty pe imaginable " The
need for a better class of pictures i-. undoubtedly,
great. " Whoever heard of snow in India :

" yon
ask. Yet you find plenty where you are. " five

thousand feet above sea level." I don't suppose
you enjoy your fly ing " stunts "'much, though I ndCc
the Afghans you were busy strafing were soon i id

to respect the "Bristol Fighters " used against them.
You want to know more about British artistes

"Marsh slave " (Birmingham).^Tfes. there will

be more about your favourite, Mae Marsh. Bobei
Harron was born in 1894,

N. W. (Swansea).—Oh, yes. he is married ».-»

Francis Bing. Are you disappointed ! His name
is pronounced Mee-an. and spelt Meigh.m. He * -
bom in Pittsburg. That was thirty-one years >g i

and some of his films are "The Mysterious Miss

Terry," " Arms nnd the Girl." and " The Heart <•'

Wetoua." He was on the stage for some time, and
began his film career with the l.asky Co.

(Mere Answers on Next Page.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
{.Continuedfrom page 26.)

i
" 5PENDLET0N."—Am answering your two letter*

(toother, as I coiilil not deal with the first one earlier,

so Hope you won't mind, til: » you and your hubby
ore so fond of this paper, and that it finds a place ol

honour with the eggs and bacon on the breakfast
ruble every Monday morning. Don't apologise for

your handwriting, which 1 deciphered all right,

though I searched in vain for the name of your town.
BrJnft he afraid to give it. next time. Sheldon Lewis
i ; married to Virginia Pearson. The name of Pearl
(•'rant, Eddie Polo's wife, is not mentioned in the cast
of " The t'ircus King," but I understand she played
a'Muall part in it. So Eddie Polo is a great favourite,

with your husband, yourself, and the three "wee
ones ? He is now back in the States. »

"KEG" (Penarth).— The particulars you want
have not been mads public. William Scott is

twenty-six.
L. B. ( Ifult).— Where did your other letter go to,

I wonder '.' It would be better for you to have your
scenarios typewritten, as they would look neat el-

and be easier to read, though as far as I am con-
cerned, your handwriting is clear enough. Type-
written MS., however, creates a better impression.
Neither Grace Cunard nor Francis lord have left

the films, so you will still be able to see them.
M. I!. (Lcyton).— Well, I shall not be cross with

you this time, though you have jumped to a wrong
conclusion. The art plate of W. S. Hart had been
oskeU for by several readers, and the particular
reply you read was merely an assurance intended for
a 1

! that, the art plate was coming. The name of your
favourite is already on my list, and if an art plate
of him is not out before you see this, it will come
along in time. Awfully sorry, I don't remember
your previous letter. Would you mind repeating
any questions vou asked in it ?

ti. F. B. (Hiichln).—Milton Sills as Capt. Donald
Pain in " Patria." Wernhain Eyott is Stewart
Rome's real name.
i. K,; B. (Watford).—So you think Anita Stewuit has
eves and eye-brows like " adorable Mary PiekTord."
Sorry, 1 cannot tell you where to obtain enlargements
of film players' photographs.

F.\ S. (Hampstead).—Is your friend so nervous,
then, that he is afraid to write to me himself ?
Why, I am as harmless as a dove ! Gladys Brock-
well has been on the stage since childhood. Her
film career began some time ago. She is twenty-
five, and Brooklyn, New York, is. her birthplace.
I have no news of her relations. Will get you
particulars of the other artiste.

"Cyril" (Wakelield).—Fancy describing your-
self os "a constant flirt," Cyril I What must the
girls think of you ? Bessie Love is twenty-one,
and was born in Las Angeles, California. Her real
name is Juanita Horton.

1). V. H. (Wolverhampton).—" A Dog's Life "

was the film in which Charlie Chaplin appeared
previous to " Shoulder Arms." Mary Fuller, and
not -Mary Pickford, was the heroine in " What
Happened to Mary ?

"

• J. J. (Leeds).—Carol Dempster was born in
Duluth, which is on the Great Lakes. Yes, Ralph
Graves is still acting, and is quite a young man.
Elizabeth Risdon is married, but I don't happen
to know her. husband's name. Conway Tearle
(Frederick Levey), I have now learnt is the son of
the late Osmond Tearle's second wife. Conway is

the half-brother of Godfrey and of Malcolm Tearle.
Your request has been noted.
M. C. (Southampton).—Juanita Hansen, who has

played for several film companies, has appeared in
" The Poppy Girl's Husband " and " Love's Miracle."
Your chums tell you you aro like Pearl White,
ami so you want " an exact description " of her.
it has been given many times, M. C, but here it is

once more. She has auburn hair, blue eyes, and is

5 ft. 3 in. in height.
" Ruth " (Reading).—Decorate me not with any

"oald patches, Ruth, or else some enterprising firms
will be sending mc samples of their hair restoratives.

Of course, I can try them on the carpet, but that
might spoil the pattern. Way, I am not on the way
towards completing my century as yet. What is

my age ? Ah, you must guess ! Peggy Aarup
used to he Peggy O'Dare's former screen name.
Yes, she is Eddie Polo's" leading lady, but not his
wife. That honour belongs to Pearl Grant.
D. W. (Seaton).—Yes, both Antonio Moreno and

Douglas Fairbanks use their own names. Robert
Andersen, who played in " Hearts of the World,"
was born in Denmark. . His new pictures will bo
announced later.

H. A. (Sheffield).—So you want. more, news of
Violet Mersereau ? Well, I have noted your request.
She was not playing for the films for some time,
which is the reason why you missed her.

" Mary " (Glasgow).—i shall excuse you for being
in a hurry. William Desmond, your favourite, was
born in Dublin, and if he was only an inch taller

he would be six feet. Did you see him as The
Strange Weakling in " Fighting Back " ?

D. R. (Armley).—Oueenie Thomas's husband is

George Newman. They were married quite recently.
D. J. (Lowestoft).—Mabel Xormand has not been

in this country to my knowledge. Perhaps you
have seen someone resembling her. Henry Edwards
is single.

" GLAD-EYE " (Birmingham).—Why should I
object to hearing from a " Brum " girl ? Yours is

a great city. It was William Duncan who took
the lead with Carol Holloway in " Yengeance and
the Woman." The others were George Holt,
Vincent Howard, Fred Burns, J. E. Jennings, ami
Pat Rooney.

F. L. F. (Camberwell).—Of course, you may write
to any artiste you like. My permission is not
necessary as mentioned before. No, E. K. Lincoln
did not play in " The World for Sale." Perhaps
you are thinking of Conway Tearle, who took the
lead in that film with Ann Little. Crcighton Hale's
years number twenty-seven, and he is married to a
lady whose name has not been divulged.

La Tosca "(Blackburn).—Henry Ainley has been
in many films, " Quinneys," " Prisoner of Zenda,"
"Sweet Lavender," "The Manxman" among them.

R. M. (Darlington).—No, 1 am not " The Jester,"
who is responsible for " Film Fun." He's a funny
fellow. Goes about making jokes all day long.

You want to know something about Jean Paige.
She is twenty-two, and her birthplace is Paris,
Illinois. She has golden-brown hair, grey eyes, and
is daintily built and not five feet in height. Your
brother is in the band and plays the trombone. I

used to be in the Band— of Hope once. My favourite
instrument is the Jew's-harp.

T. B. (Tottenham).—Douglas MacLean is a
Philadelphian by birth, but 1 cannot say whether
yon will have the good luck to see him when you go
to the States. America is not a small place, as you
know. Yes, he has been on the stage, and his height
is 5 ft. 10 in. Seena Owen, who is George Walsh's
better half, was born in Spokane, Washington.
"Madame Bo-Peep," "Intolerance," and "A Man
and His Monev " are three of her films.

M. A. P.' S. (Westminster), M. S. (London. E.),
M. J. (Normanton), V. H. (Dudley). " Ray " (York),
" Ken " (Kingston-on-Thames), .1. W. (PontefracA),
D. W. (Kirkcaldy), G. B.(Spaikbrook). L. R. (Mosbro),
M. A. H. (Manchester), " Chuck " (Sunderland),
D. R. (Bournemouth), E. F. (Twickenham), L. M. B.
^Johannesburg). " Moonshine " (Tibshelf), F. H.
(Brentwood), M. S. (Brighton). D. M. (Norwich),
" Famcob " (Dublin). A. L. (Littleboro), T. A.
(Glasgow), H. M. J. (Gravescnd), and D. T. (Oxford).
—What a merry crowd, to be sure. Sorry I cannot

shake hands all round, but I am pleased (o hear from
you all, nevertheless. All your questions—such as
" Is Charlie Chaplin married ? " •• When was l\.;rl
White born ? " " Is Mary Pickford retiring ? " etc.,
etc., have been answered many, many times. But
come again when you can, and rtim't forget the early
doors. Watch this page.
"Sessie's Admirer" (Earl's Court).—" The

Typhoon " was the first screen play in which Sessue
Hayakawa appeared. Other earlv ones' of his are.
" Alien Souls," " The Bottle Imps." " The Call of
the East," and " The Secret Game."

G. G. (Enfield).— .Milton Sills, Pauline Frederick's
leading man and Goldwyn player, was born iu
Chicago.

E. W. (Macclesfield).- Mary Miles Minter has
appeared in " Dulcie's Adventure," " Call to Anus "

"Shore Acres. l'he Warrens of Virginia, I'he
Fairy and the Waif." " Melissa of the Hills," '.' T'ncle
Toms Cabin," " Her Country's Call," and "A Bit
of a Jade," among others. Mildred Harris was in
" The Price of a Good Time." Alas, poor Smiling
Bill Parsons is dead! So, although you are not
fourteen as yet, you are 5ft. 3 in., and still growing.
Well, you seem to be pushing your way up in the
world all right.

J>. W. (London. N.E ).—Yes, Olga Petrova really
has got. red hair and green eves. No, vou have not
asked me too much, I). W., but you will have seen
the reply to your question about Dorothy Dalton
before this.

M. T. (Hull).—Your brother's drawings are not
bad. So you are somewhat Ijke Mary Pickford.
though you are sorry now you had your hair " bobbed."
Perhaps it will grow again, and then vou will have
real curls uke Mary's. By all means stick to the
P. S., and don't give up a good thing when vou get it.

E. M. (Kimberley.)—I shall look out for your
monthly letter, so you can lay in a good stock of
paper and ink. Glad this weekly is so popular in
your home. You can use South African stamps just
as weli when writing to any one over here,

R. L. (Liverpool).—Gladden James was Dick
Annesley in " The Mystery of the Double Cross

"

" TWO RED ROSES •« (Glasgow).—Mildred Harris
was born eighteen years ago. and received a private
education. She started her stage career at the age
of ten, and is now on the films under the name of
Mrs. Charlie Chaplin. Pearl White also began her
theatrical career as a little girl in a touring company,
and then left it to resume her school education. She
then joined a circus as a hare-back rider, and after-
wards went on the films with Pathe. she is not
married to Henry Edwards. Who told you that ?
Yes, write to her for a photograph if you like.

" Olive (Dublin).—As far as 1 know, Eugene
O'Brien is his real name, and he was born in vour
city, Olive, so that he is real Irish. He is now thirty-
five;, and. though he is good-looking with light-brown
hair and blue eyes, hi' still remain single. " Her
Only Way," " A Romance of the Underworld,"
" Ghosts of Yesterday," " De Luxe Annie," and
'• The Safety Curtain are some of the pictures in
which he has starred.

"Stick IN the Mn>" (Birkenhead).—I am sure
you must be energetic, in spite of your nom-de-plume,
hut you are probably modest. Grace Darmond, Leon
Barry, and Ralph Kellard in " The Shielding
Shadow, and Herbert Rawlinson in " The Exploits
of Elaine." Whose birthdays are you anxious to
know ? Let me have the names, and i ll see whal I

can do. No, 1 am not the editor of " The New
Illustrated," but 1 agree with you all the same that
it's a fine paper.

(More Answers Next Week).

/N answer to the many inquirieswe have received from our readers as to how they can send letters to
Cinema actors and actresses," The Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must be

distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many ofthese
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters
are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence cn this matter. How to sendyour letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose I hd.,stamp to the Editor." The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, Lcndon, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country if a reply is required.)
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For AN/EMIA (shown by Brealhlessness

on slight exertion, Pallor, Depression and
Weakness) Doctors prescribe the well-known

Iron Jelloids No. 2.— There is nothing better.

For DEBILITY, WEAKNESS and
NERVINESS, Men find The Ideal Tonic

and Restorative in Iron jelloids No. 2A.

Ask your Chemist for a box of Iron Jelloids to-day.

Dr. J.M.B., M.D., writes:— " After a long and careful study of the different phases of Anamia, I find

"that no preparation is so easily taken by the patient and so quickly assimilated as Iron Jelloids."

Dr. ANDREW WILSON, wrote:—"It can be definitely stated that Iron Jelloids constitute the most
"
effective and desirable treatment for the cure of that common complaint Anamia or Poorness of blood."

Iron Jelloids
Pronounced Jell-Lloyds.

Reliable Tonic for Men ... IRON JELLOIDS No. 2A.
For Anaemia in Men and Women ... .- IRON JELLOIDS No. 2.
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CINEMA CHA

GARETH HUGHES. ZENA KEEFE.

TO YOU.
Christmas Greetings from All Over the
World Sent to You Through "The Picture

Show."
THIS is the first time that I, through the

pages of The Picture Show, can send to

each one of my readers the old but ever
new wish, " A Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year."
Some readers have written me to say The

Picture Show has made this year happier. It

is my intention and the intention of your
Editor to make next year happier still.

A Christmas Card for You.

THIS number is packed with good things, and
not least among them is Mary Pickford's
Christmas card to you.

To send the message would have been a
problem, even to the world's sweetheart, who
has received hundreds and hundreds of letters

from her admirers over here, but Mary knew
there were many who would like to hear from
her who have never written her. To reach
them she has chosen The Picture Show to
carry her message of Christmas good will—just
what she would like to say to each one of you if

she could.

Isn't it a pretty idea, and worthy of Mary
Tickford ?

Christmas Greetings.

AND not only Mary has thought of you this

year. Turn to pages 10, 11, 12, and 13.

Here are Christmas greetings for you
from all your film favourites, and there are more
coming.
The Picture Show couldn't squeeze them

all in this week, so more will appear in our nose
issue.

A Rare Thing.

AT the time of writing this, the " Boys'
Cinema," the paper 1 told you of
last week, which is crammed from

cover to cover with stories about film heroes, is

just about to start on its journey to the news-
agents and bookstalls. I do so want to know
what you think about it ? I feel sure you'll find
it a paper different from any other yet on the
market—a rare thing these days.
That is my opinion, and I want you to tell me

yours. Will you write and tell me what you
think of it, please ?

Dorothy Gish on an Art Plate.

NEXT week's short story is entitled " Stage
Struck." It is a delightful story, with
Dorothy Gish in the star part. I hear a

beautiful art plate is being presonted in noxt
sveek's " Woman's Weekly '' of this bewitching
little star.

Our New Serial.

AND just a word about the new serial story
that is beginningthe week after next in The
Picture Show. It is entitled "Destiny,"

which indicates it is a story which tolls how
inexorable is Pate. You all know that quota-
tion :

" There it a destiny that shapes our ends,
rough-hew them how we may."

I must not toll you the plot. Sufficient it is

for me to say that it is a story of a woman who

PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS

tries to fight Fate. It is one of the most human
stories I have ever read, and proves the truth

t hat every little action in our lives helps to shape
our destiny.

-—

—

Another Celtic Hero.

NOW a word about the photographs on this

page. First we see Gareth Hughes,, the
juvenile leading man. of whom critics say

he is the most sensational " find " of the season.

This is another honour for the British Isles,

for Hughes is an Irishman—in fact, up to his

fourteenth year he spoke no language but his

native tongue.

A Fine Career.

HIS selection by Clara Kimball Young to
play the role of Kenneth Ashling, the
brother, in the production of " Eyes of

Youth," has placed him in line for the really big
things of the motion picture industry, and it is

believed that his work in " Eyes of Youth " will

add fresh laurels to his already heavy wreath.
Hughes made his first appearance in pictures

playing opposite Marguerite Clark in " Mrs.
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch." He followed
with Norma Talmadge in " By Right of Con-
quest," then with Florence Reed in " Tho
Woman Under Oath." with Evelyn Nesbit in
" Woman, Woman," Charlotte Walker- in
" Every Mother's Son," with Florence Reed in

"The Eternal Mother."
—

—

A 1920 Star.

NEXT to him is Zena Keefe, the young lady
who, for the first .time in the history of
moving pictures, has been announced as a

Btar one year in advance of her first picture.

This is the story :

Miss Keefe has been well known to the screen
for several years, but had not signed a contract
with any company. She decided she wanted to
be a Selznick star, and frankly told Myron
Selznick of her ambition.

" Give me a chance, that's all I ask," Miss
Keefe urged.

" One chance means nothing," Mr. Selznick
said, after thinking the matter over, and im-
pressed with the young actress's sincerity, he

added, " I'll give you one year of chances, an 1

then give you a star's contract."
Right then Miss Keefe showed that she was

very much in earnest. She did not regard it

ns a reflection upon her talent that she shoul I

have to wait a year for the prize, but promptly
asked :

" When do I begin work ?
"

Miss Keefe was born in San Francisco, and
after a brief stage career entered the picture-
making profession, to achieve stardom by this
highly original route.

•—<-+—

•

Stars in the Heavens.
FLYING, instead of motorine:, threatens to

become the great pastime in Filmland.
Only a few days ago a party of celebrities,

made up of Mary Pickford. Douglas Fairbanks,
Marjorie Daw, Mildred Harris Chaplin, and
Charlie Chaplin, motored to the Chaplin Aero-
drome, and were taken up in pairs, Douglas and
Charlie going first, followed by Mary an I

Mildred, and then by Marjorie Daw. All t ho
film celebrities were given a thrilling iime in the
air. Douglas and Charlie were treated to a
thrilling' time in the air, including twelve
" loops," three '" nose dives," ono " side slip,"

and a " tail spin."

Lou Tellegen—Playwright.

DID you know that Lou Tellegen is a play-
wright as well as a screen actor ? He has
written a play in collaboration with

Andor Garvey, entitled "Heart of the Fores'."
It is a story of the Canadian North-West, and is

to be produced in America this month.

Doris Keane in America.

DORIS KEANE has returned to America,
where it is expected she will revive
Romance," and at the same time, take

a leading part in a cinema photo-play. Her
husband. Basil Sydney, will also take a leading
part in the film.

Olive Thompson Confesses.

MY first experience before the camera was
about the most terrible thing that ono
could imagine," naively confesses

QTA PC IN THP HPfiVFNC MARJORIE DAW, MARY PICKFORD, MILDRED HdlAK& in inC tl&AYMb. CHAPLIN, and CHARLIE ready to fly. This adventure
thrills for the actors, and shivers for their managers and insurance companies.

ARRIS
caused
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Olive Thompson. " Never, even on llie opening
night of a new play, havo I been so frightened.

But I have got over all that now : not only do I

tiko to act before the camera, but I cannot think
*>t anything I would rather do any evening than
go to a picure show."'—m—
Peggy Hyland Entertains.

THR children in the Los Angeles Home for

Cripples had the time of their little lives

the other day, when Miss Peggy Hyland
entertained them during the circus scenes in

the making of the " Merry-Go-Round." The
youngsters enjoyed the novel sight—a circus

and a motion picture in the making.

Is This Like You ?

[ HEAR that Clara Kimball Young has decided

X to retire after making eight more films.

Feeling that she will leave a gap in the

ranks of MdVie Land, she is advertising for a

successor to follow her on the screen. Her
requirements are : dark hair, a slight figure,

Urge black eyes, youth—she must be under
twenty—an emotional temperament, and a
High School education.

A Return to Screenland.

I
HEAR that Gordon H. Standing, cousin of

Wyndham Standing, - after twenty-one
months' service in the Army, where he took

part in several big battles, has returned to the

screen, and will appear in " The Red Viper."

Hilda Bayley's Lucky Chair.

PRIVILEGED visitors to Hilda Bayley's

home are invited to sit on a wonderful
Shakespearean chair, a superstitious rite

that has to be performed on account of its luck-

bringing qualities. This chair has for its legs

the carved characters of Romeo, Mercutio, Ty-
balt, and Capulet, and on the back is carved a

woodland scene from " A Midsummer Night's

Dream."
Miss Bayley is fast becoming an authority on

the Bard, as she studies Shakespeare with Kate
R&rke, reads him in bed. and acts him with

Matheson Lang at special matinees on tour.

—*-*—
Peasant Girl to Picture Star.

BERTINI, the beautiful Italian picture

actress, who is now to beecyne a Metro
star, was a peasant cirl, and rose from

this humble position to being one of Italy's

•neatest actresses.

Wallace Reid Plays "Santy."

WALLACE REID sen. may be in the lime-

light every other day in the year, but on
Christmas he is only in the supporting

-ast, and a two-year-old youngster named
W allace Reid jun. is the star.-

•' You ought to see that boy '. " exclaims

Reid the senior. " He was two last June, and he

weighs forty pounds. Come to think of it. it s a

few ounces overiorty. But don't forget, p'.ease.

that it's forty pounds—forty, or a little better,
" Some boy !

" Reid the senior goes on to

relate. And without ever stopping for breath he

can furnish half a hundred reasons why he is

'" just the finest boy that ever was."

.\nd on Christmas—well, that's the kiddie's

day, you know, and on that day Wallace jun.

reipis, as does every other youngster, except

that there is a little more pomp and ceremony

to hk reign than to most little fellows'.

They tell some funny stories about Wallace

jun.'s first Christmas. He was six months old

then, and the only gifts he could appreciate

might be a rattle or «o. Did Wallace ssn. stop

at that ? Most emphatically he did not.

'Chose who tell the stories may exaggerate a

little, but they say that Wallace sen.

was in a trance for weeks before.

He worked valiantly at the Para-

mount studio, but his mind was
not On his work. He went on a

lot of shopping tours, -too, and never

stopped to ask the price. Once
Wallace jun. accompanied his

f roud mother end daddy on a trip

ihrough the big stores. Every time

!li<- tmbe funded or giggled or whim-

WALLACE REID sen. decorates the

Christmas-tree for Wallace Reid jun.

pcred or grunted, " Wally "—the senior, of

course—stuck his hand into his money pocket,
and ordered everything in sight.

" He said he wanted it, didn't he ? " he
exclaimed when his wife protested. "I cant
disappoint him."

So Wallace jun.'s first Christmas was an event.
His second Christmas was even bigger. His
third—this year's—was the biggest yet.

"And don't forget," Wallace sen. reminds us,
" that he weighs forty pounds or over '.

"

Fay Filmer.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Angeles.

The Title Should be Changed.

WHEN Fay Tincher joined Christie ConediM
several months ago, the first thing -!,'

did was to learn to ride a horse. After
that she took boxing lessons. Now she is pleased,
for her part in " Wild and Western "—a. new
Christie comedy—calls for Iter, who stands
5 feet 1 inch in her high-heeled slippers, to knock
out Earle Rodney, the strongest of the leading
Christie men.
A visitor to the studio during the filming

of one of the scenes said the title of the picture
should be " Two Black Eyes," and they didn's
both belong to the same person either !

To be Filmed Again.A MESSAGE FROM MARS"—the play
in which Charles Hawtrey appeared
with such success over here, both on

the stage and in the screen version—is to be
filmed again, with Bert Lytell as the most selfish

man in the world.
You will remember the play was revived at

the Prince of Wales's Theatro, London, at the
Christmas of 1911, and again at the Apollo
Theatre, in 1914.

It has been called a fairy story of modern life,

preaching the virtues of charity and good will.

NAOMI CHILDERS, the Goldwyn star, says she hopes no one is looking.

A Present for Elinor Faire.

ELINOR FAIRE, who is appearing opposite
Albert Ray, received a wonderful present

the other day, when the post brought her

a box from an admirer in China, containing a

lock of black hair and a beautiful embroidered
silk pocket-book.

A Wedding Anniversary.

THERE were great doings at the Talmiadge
household one Monday in October, when
Norma celebrated her third wedding

anniversary. Her husband, as you know, is

Joseph Schenck.

His Favourite Flower.

AN idea of the beauty of the new residence of

Charles Ray at Benerley Hill, which is the

fashionable suburb of Los Angelos, may
be gained from the fact that there are more
than five hundred rose bushes in the grounds.

The popular star has a passion for this

particular form of floral glory, and at rose time

his place := worth going miles to see.

Another Hymn of Hate.

BY the way, Anne Little is a worthy co-star

with William Hart. A friend, who
watched them rehearse cv.e of the

scenes in their latest photo-play, writes :
" If

you have seen Anne Little demonstrate the

poetry of motion on horseback, you go home
and sing a hymn of hate to your motor-car. '.

Etiquette of Mexican Lovers.

WARREN KERRTGAN, ss jou know. is.

a screen lover of some considerable

reputation. It is safe to say that on the

film he has made love to all sorts of women, in

all sorts of circumstances, and at all_ sorts el

times.

When wesee him in " A White Man's Chance.

"

we shall see some of the love etiquette of

Mexico.

For instance, a girl of aristocratic caste i' 1

Mexico is never seen in the street" without her

chaperone ; and her admirer, no matter how-

ardent, worships from a distance, and his usual

method is to follow the object of his admiration

and herescortat a respectable distance,

and then stand beneath her window or

somewhere near the house, so that his

intentions cannot be mistaken. A
serenade is sometimes u.->ed in Mexico,

but not always. As for the rest, wait

and see Kerrigan in the part.

It is said that the love-making of

Kerrigan astonished tho crowd of

young Mexicans who were engaged

for some of the big scenes.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

J. WARREN KERRIGAN and LILLIAN One of KATHLEEN KIRKHAM'S regular self-appointed morning duties is to gather up the

WALKER in a production called " The Joyous "kids" of her neighbourhood and take them to school on her way to the studio. Don't you
Liar," now being filmed at the Brunton Studios. think everybody looks very happy ?

VIRGINIA RAPPE, who is shortly to star in a new serial, poses
for her photograph with her favourite dog in the beautiful garden

surrounding her house.

Not only does VIOLA DANA take great interest in her own work before
the camera, but she frequently assists her producer, JOHN INCE, in the

direction of scenes in which she does not appear.

An interesting snapshot showing the QUEEN OF THE BELGIANS, during her visit to some
motion picture studios, talking to CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG. She has just presented

her with a bouquet of flowers.

MILDRED HARRIS CHAPLIN, who is soon to star

in a picture called "The Inferior Sex." MILDRED
and her mother are here shown in the popular

star's rose garden, Hollywood, California.
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ffiegm tf\lS to dcuy^ fo&Us' otto, dife Sfery

JUSTV&U
/F in this s!ory I have offended ant/one whose name I have used, I am sincerely sorry, because I have not

meant to do so. It may seem thai I have not dealt too kindly with my parents during the early period oj
my lije. I ran but say I have written oj things just as they impressed me. The treatment they gave to me was
item, indeed, but I now realise tluit I was a headstrong, stubborn child, and evidently the methods they employed
must hate been the right ones, for I have turned out a financial success, at least.

Everybody icho knows my father and stepmother like them,
10 at heart they must be good, and I'm glad that when the

Almighty dealt out parents I drew the ones I did. To
you, kind readers, I ask only that you will please look upon
me as just " a regular human being."

ECDCVffl Ul> WUbl.

How the Story Commenced.
In the preceding chapters of her delightfully frank

story. Pearl White sketched the history of her early
childhood. They were not altogether happy days,
for money was scarce iu the household, and her
mother, who was always very delicate, died soon after

her birth. Pearl was always getting into mischief,
and w-.is consequently always receiving punishment
at the hands of her very strict father. Her father
married again when she was six years old. Last week
Pearl told of her first two years at. school, and how she
used to earn a little money for the family by picking
fruit for a farmer. JVhen she was twelve years old,

hex brother, who was her greatest pal, left home and
joined the navy. At the age of thirteen, Pearl de-
rided to join a circus that came to her district, and
ilthoitgh she had great difficulty in persuading her
father to let her go, he at last consented.

(l'ojt can now read on.)

I Join the Circus.

MONEY being very scarce in our lives,

besides, it was vacation time, and two-
thirds of my pay was to be sent home each

week. The rest was to go to Mrs. De Vere for
looking after ine. So I went with the circus,
and my pay amounted to the large sum of eight
dollars per week and board. I lived on the
ears, as did all the circus people in those days,
and the money—little as it was—was enough
to scud sister and myself to school for several
years more.
The people of the circus ! I don't think

there is a more wholesouled lot on earth, and
t am certain that no bunch of people work
harder than they. After the night perform-
ance we packed up our tights and make-up, and
got on the cars, which were crowded enough,
Heaven knows, and along with the proverbial
circus bees (cooties they are called since the war),
wo moved on to the next town, arriving the
following morning. Then came the unloading,
then the parade, then the matinee, then the
night performance, and the same old thing
over and over day after day. Sundays were
generally devoted to making long railway
jumps. But as hard as the life is, a gayer lot
of people never sat down to a royal banquet
than these performers who gather around the
largo table set up under the kitchen tent. I
think some of the better performers take their
meals in hotels, out the majority never see any
of the towns except while on parade.
.How the circus gets into one's blood ! T

even to this day am more thrilled listening to
:\ calliope or circus band than I could ever be
with Sousa or even the opera. My career with
(he circus was not long-lived, but oh, how happy
I was working with that act on traps, and the
same time learning to be a bareback rider,
which, by the way, is about the groatest ambi-
tion I ever had.
One night I was doing a giant swing with

only my right hand on the bar when several
.if the ligaments broke loose in my wrist, and
I fell. 1 don't know just what happened, but
it seems that I struck the edge of the net bclo"w
and bounced on to the ground, breaking my
collar-bone and my future as a circus per-
former. My wrist had to be strapped for several
years, and my right hand, even to-day, is still

very weak from that strain.

'the next two years were spent in school, and
during vacation I worked in a printing office,

feeding paper bags into a press, which I worked
with my foot, from eight in tho morning until
six at night. All this for four dollars a week.
And besides, one day I forgot to take my hand
out in time, the same right hand, and (ho press

closed on it, crushing several of the bones. All
during my printing office job career I nursed
my theatrical ambition in silence, as my father
had decided lhat an actress I should never be.

I left school when I was fifteen, then began
the battle to outwit my father toward fulfilling

my ambition. On tho north side of Springfield
there was a stock company in a theatre called
Dicmer's. This company—also the theatre

—

belonged to a doctor by that name. Dr. Diemer
had, I think, made his money through a patent
medicine called Anti-Grippine. About four
rooms in the theatre building he reserved for
the purpose of packing these pills into boxes,
filing mailing orders, etc. This is where I
got in. There was a small printing office where
their advertising circulars were printed. I
must have applied for a job to run one of the
presses about a dozen times before they took
me on. As I had suspected, the theatre pro-
grammes were printed there also, and through

'

a lot of persuasion with the foreman I was given
charge of them. This brought me into contact
with the manager and director of the stock
company. This company played two different
plays each week, and their only matindes were
Saturday and Sunday. I soon began to work
myself into small parts, and as I also took care
of my printing job my father didn't seem to
consider that as actually being on the stage.
Besides, I made some extra money, and even got
my sister some small parts.

Most parents have such wild and absurd
ideas concerning the lives that people in the
theatrical profession lead. How silly ! As a
matter of fact, most of us work too hard to
have time to breed immorality in our minds.
But to go back to my story. My father came
around to the theatre quite a bit and found out
himself that actors were just human beings
after all. I eventually got to play some very
good parts once in a while, and I also took
dramatic lessons in Shakespearean plays from
a woman in the company, one Frances Field
by name, who had at one time been with some
important companies.

Dreams of Playing Juliet.

OF course, like every other beginner, I
dreamed of playing Juliet and Ophelia. I
didn't display very much talent on tho

stage at first, but I was always very good about
minding my own business and being on the
job, and I certainly liked the work, so that
helped some. It was pretty hard to go back to
tho press when tho company closed for the
three hot summer months. However, I sweated
and fed into the machine (meaning printing
press) endless sheets that sounded the praises
of " Anti-Grippine," Dr. Diemer's wonderful
discovery to cure coughs, colds, grippe, and, in

fact, most everything. At night I used to stitch

weird creations that went to make up a thea-
trical wardrobe.
One of these I shall always remember, as it

played some important parts in this little nar-
rative. This creation consisted of a short ballot

skirt, made out of yards and yards of red,

white, and blue tarlatan, which was put together
in layers, and when 1 kicked up a bit you saw
red, white, and blue stripes. Ah 1 But I didn't
slop there. The outside skirt was composed
of red white, anil blue ribbons. The waist part
out of blue satin, with white stars sewed on,
making the wholo thing have the effect of an
American flag. I guess the workmanship on

PEARL WHITE does a little gardening.

this outfit was pretty crude, but it proved to be
a good idea, for it helped me out of some pretty
tight places. An American audience must ap-
plaud the American flag, even if the act is rotten.

The next season (I was nearly seventeen)
again the theatre opened, but the cast was com-
posed of different artists than those who had
been there the season before. I did get a
couple of good parts, but it was very hard,
working day and night. Besides, the towns-
people did not look upon me as a regular actress,

and I did not get very much encouragement
and applause from the audience.

My last performance in Springfield ended in

quite a catastrophe. I was playing Albert in
" Monte Cristo." Ye gods ! -How I loved that

part. In the first act I wore a long black cape
over boy's clothes of that period. The clothes

wero rented from a costumier in Kansas City,

and how wonderful I felt swishing that cape
about the stage. In the ballroom scene I had
to fight a duel with old Monte Cristo himself.

We used small buttons on the ends of the
swords, and of course" that lessened tho danger
of us being really cut. We had rehearsed this

scene until we had gotten a pretty good fight

framed up. For some reason I always fought

with my mouth open. The first performance
everything went off well, but the second

—

either I made a false move, or he an unreheai ~e.l

thrust. Anyhow, ho rammed the end of his

sword into my open mouth, and I guess I must
have bitten down on it, for as he pulled it out

again, the rough edges on tho button, on tho

end of the sword, took a hunk out of the inside

of the roof of my mouth, which was followed

by a stream of blood. I forgot where I WaSj

{Continued on page 8.1
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At this time o! the year dressing up is the spirit of the day, and the Rood old-fashioned costume of pierrot and plerrette appeals to most of us. princi-

pally because it suit almost everyone. Here you see a number of popular Stars who have adapted this costume to suit their fads and fancies.
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JUST ME. ConliZl 6
from

and buret into tears. My rage was so great that

I pounced upon the poor leading man and
entered into a free-for-all fist fight. I guess
the poor fellow had to defend himself, and, of

course, wo_ wrecked the performance so badly
that they had to ring down the curtain ; but I

. didn't cease pounding poor old Monto until I

was dragged away by a couple of stage hands.

Believe me, I felt humiliated enough during the
rest of tho performance of that piece, and I

didn't have much inclination to play Springfield

again.

One of the performers who had been in the
company the season before, had taken out a
repertoire company this year, so I wrote asking
him for a job, to which he answered that I

could have one most any time I wanted to join

them. I then contrived to get myself fired

from my printing job also, and after a few
weeks' idleness, sprung the surprise on father

that I could get a job with the " All Star Stock
Company " at fifteen dollars a week. This was
a lot of money then, so ho let me go, and I

joined the company in Memphis, Tennessee.
I made the trip alone in a day coach (in

those days I didn't know there was such a thing

as a Pullman car). It was my first train trip

a'one, and I bought no end of candy from the

butcher boy, arriving in Memphis very late at
night with a pretty weak stomach, 'j The All

Star Stock Company " was a travelling com-
pany playing one week in each town, a different

play each night. I played not very important
parts in that company under the name of

Mazie Hall. Between the acts they put on
singing and dancing turns, which were called
" specialities." I was, of course, at every per-

formance compelled to trip out in one of these.

Now, I always had a good, clear voice that could
arry a tune in a way, but it certainly was devoid

of music, and my dancing—oh, that was awful.

But still I danced. The red, white, and blue
dress went fine when I sang patriotic numbers,
but the only thing that would furnish an excuse
for the short fall skirt was that I do a skirt

dance for an encore. It's a good thing that I

bad the American flag to protect me through
this spasin. Even that failed in one town.

A Poor Company.
THE whole company were none too clever,

and when we struck one town in Missis-

sippi—Natchez by name—dancing was
cut out of my stage career for ever. It was
Thursday! and we had been playing the town
Binee Monday, and by the way, were_not much of

a success. Hence, it seemed that this night some
Qf the audience came armed. I don't know
whether the plot had been framed up against me
or not—anyway, this was my red, white, and
blue night. It certainly turned out blue for

me. " The Grand Old Rag " had gone very well,

and a goodly bit of applause burst forth. Then
J started to dance. I heard something land on
the stage behind me with an awful smack, fol-

lowed by a lot of giggling in the front of the

house. But on I danced ! As I gave one
extra high kick some article was thrown on to the

stage and landed under my one foot that was
resting on terra jim a. This gave me an awful
bkid, and I landed in a sitting down position

with a terrible tnud. Then came another mis-

sile whizzing over my head. Horrors ! They
were throwing rotten eggs at me. Oh, the
mortification I suffered that night, for I was
taking myself very seriously in those days.

This company lasted about two months, then
f-t landed down in South Carolina. However,
I had saved up nearly sixty dollars, which
teemed quite a fortune. It was in Charleston,

South Carolina. I was stopping with a private

family, as in those days about five dollars per
week for room and board was the absolute

limit. Consequently the hotels were beyond
me, and I always stayed in boarding-houses or

privato homes. This family was very nice to

mo. The father was a purser on a passenger

boat running from New York to Cuba, and he
came homo for, several days while I was there.

i4ow to go back to Springfield would have put
an awful hole in my bank-roll, so I was all for

jetting a job that would not cost me railroad

fore to reach. Jfe fold me that ho would get

me a job as stewardess on board his boat. Won-
derful ! I ' onld go out on to the ocean and sec.

a bit of the world.

(Another Splendid Instalment Next Week.)

FLORENCE TURNER
QUIETLY tho news has filtered through

from America that - Florence Turner
will once more appear on the screen,

this time in a scries of comedies.

.

It will be welcomed by many of her old
admirers, who havo missed this clever lady's
work for some months past.

Miss" Turner was one of tho pioneer film

players. She " joined up " with Vitagraph
in the infantile days of that company's career.

When she becomes reminiscent, she will tell

you—with her big black eyes brimming with
fun—how she was sometimes leading lady,

sometimes the typist, and at others she found
it necersary, if only from an hygienic view -point,

to mako a tour of tho offices and studio with a
brush and dust-pan ! She was the only lady
member of the staff, and her " Producer,"
although his primary object in being there
was to produce, also combined the duties of

stage manager, carpenter, and leading man,
But tho, Vitagraph Company of America was
a healthy infant, both from an artistic and
commercial point of view, and in a few years
it was the best-known and largest producing
concern, and numbered amongst its players

some of the most popular and highly -paid artistes.

Florence Turner comes of artistic stock.

Her mother was a well-known actress ; her

COMES BACK
TO FILMLAND.

grandmother, too, was "on the boards,"
besides which, sho has a sprinkling of Italian
blood in her veins.
Not only in dramatic and serious roles has

she proved herself a consummate artiste ; eho
is a true comedian, and has found the secret of
making you laugh, the while you aro not at
all certain that the next moment she won't be
making you weep.

It is doubtful whether any films, either
British or American successes, had—or still

have—the triumphant existence which has been
the lot of " My Old Dutch," " A Welsh Singer,"
and " East is East," three of Miss Turner's
greatest achievements, all evolved whilst she
was leading in her own company in England.
As Mifanwy, the little shepherdess with the
golden voice in " A Welsh Singer," she gave a
splendid portrayal of a dramatic and strenuous
role ; as the little Cockney mate of the little

Cockney man—played by Albert Chevalier—in
" My Old Dutch, " she reached the summit of

her art, for even whilst you were wondering
how much longer your physical capacity for

enjoyment would allow you to appreciate her
quaint antics and sterling humour, she was
switching you off, en route for the discovery
that you had a big lump in your throat.

G. A.

With ALBERT CHEVALIER in " My Old Dutch. In "A Welsh Singer."

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, the popular

screeii actor, is now president of his own
motion picture producing company,

-which is, of course, a part of the United Artistes
combination, more frequently termod " the
big four."

The great athletic and smiling star is a
native of Denver, Colorado, and he claims 1884
as his year of birth.

Douglas's parents thought at one timo that
he would go in for opera, but his tastes changed
as he grew up.
He was educated at a military academy,

studied mine engineering, and afterwards went
to Harvard College.

First Worked in Wall Street.

FOR a time he worked in Wall Street,

America's great financial thoroughfare,
but in 1901 he decided he could earn

more money on the stage. He succeeded in

obtaining parts in " The Pit," " Two Littlo

Soldier Boys," *' Frenzied Finance," and
• Officer 660."

Douglas Fairbanks began his screen career
in 1916 with the Fine Arts Company in "The
Lamb." His other cinema plays include " The
Habit ot Happiness," "The Good Bad Man,"
'Flirting With Fate," and 'Manhattan
Madness.

From California He Sends You
Best Wishes for Christmas and

New Year.

He is liked best in parts that give him oppor
tunity to display his extraordinary agility.

His Very Latest Picture.

THE very latest photo -play in which he
appears is "His Majesty the American.
This is his first ' Big Four-' release.

In height Douglas Fairbanks is five fee f
,

ten inches, and he weighs 165 lb., " all muscle."
Ho has black hair, and brown eyes. " If you
will forco yourself to smile "until ten o'clock in

the morning, you will automatically smilo all

day " is one of Douglas's favourite maxims.
Ho loves the open air, ho likes his bed early,

and is not a frequenter of cafes. He follows
the rule of all athletes, and keeps himself
physically fit.

Life is a Moving Picture.

AT almost any time of the day he is sr.ro

to be doing something that- has in it

action and spirit. Life is a perpetual
moving picture to him.
He exercises regularly,, and his daily routme

always Includes a few minutes boxing, wrestling ,

and swimming.
" Douglas wishes, through our Studio Cong -

pendent, to convey to all his friends who n !

The Picture Show, his best wishes for a Merry
Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous N> .

i
T
ear. 1
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HEAKTY greetings to the readers
ol Thk Picture Show, wishing
them and all my friends in my

native land a merry Christmas and
happy and prosperous New Year.

I'J^t.V J1VLANO.

Above) OWEN NARES, (centre) LOUISE GLAUM, and (below) VIOLET HOPSON and ENID BENNETT.
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JToura sincerely," send; DORIS KCNVON. God l>le>s everyone.'" writes MILTON ROSMER
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FROM tlie time I was a little child I have tried

to meet some new persons at Christmas-time,

hoping to hnd among them at least one new
friend with whom I could associate that day during

the years. And now I have many friends that I

call my " Christmas friends," some of them my very
dearest friends.

So vou may realise how happy I am to extend,

through The' Picture Show, Christmas greetings

to the many, many people of Great Britain, some of

whom have liked my work in the cinema and have
been kind enough to write me about it.

If one day is just a bit brighter for having seen the

i ietures in which I appeared, then my Christmas will

be merrier ; and 1 wish for you the merriest Christmas

of all the years. LILLIAN GISH.

4^

ii'ft/

TOM MIX, king of cowboys, sends hearty greetings

to us from the West. The Fox star hopes one
day to visit us one Christmas and give us liis

greeting in person.

TO MY FRIENDS <M

WITH each letter that
my realisation of
public is made mor

mas pass without sending!
the seas a sincere greetinjA
A letter stands for mucM
writer of it when it is r«
drama.
When I was on the

audience spurred me
this tribute. And that fl
me. It is a bond betwafl
the writer of every lcttfl

America by The Editor*
Vuletide.

-tap

MAY this be the happiest, most joyous Christmas
you have ever known ! Hearts In all nations

are full of gratitude for the sacrifices Britain

has made in a great world cause. Wc hope this

Christmas will bring you such prosperity, boundless
good will, and soul-satisfying peace that sad memories
will be forgotten lor all time.

GEKALDINE FARRAR.
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DEAR FRIENDS ACROSS THE SEAS.
IDEEIVE so much stimulation and enthusiasm

from the interest you express week by week
in my efforts. Can you wonder that I love my

friends and that I send you most heartfelt greetings
and wishes for your prosperity and well-being ?

—

Please believe me yours gratefully and sincerely,
MABEL NORMAND.

[CTl'RE SHOW."
lie from Great Britain,
chncss of the British

I cannot let Christ-
of my friends across

tion and warm wishes,
it often seems to the
a player in the silent

i and applause of my
ires we cannot receive
er means so much to
(Is and me. I thank
forwarded to me in
ou all a right joyous

IXE FREDERICK.

WHEN I was a youngster In boarding-school
I made away with a large cake our table was
to have had for lunch, and the headmaster

made me stay in the room after classes, miss a ball i

game, and read history. It was a history of Great a
Britain, and had two long chapters telling of the origin ^
and observance of Christmas Day there. And I §
enjoyed that punishment so much I have always |
wished to spend a Christinas there.

Some of my relatives in England have invited
me this year, but my programme is too full with work 5
to allow the time. And while we have wonderful |
Christmases in our home, always hanging up our 2
stockings—special ones mother made for us—I

^
always envy you in England just a little for the J
Christmases that have become so famous.

BOBBY HARRON.

7^

AUBREY Christmas and a happy ami prosperous
New Year to Old England. .May the bcnellt.s

of a well-earned peace fall upon you for many
generations to come I

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG.
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A FINE COMPLETE STORY OF A BRAVE WOMAN AND A WEAK MAN.

" Unlucky Joe Brooks."

ITT a pokey kitchen in a tiny flat in Harlem a

woman stood before a stove, cooking fisti

.

She was a woman of surpassing beauty, witli a
Madonna type of face and wonderful dark eyes.
She was dressed in a cheap stuff gown that, like

the tiny flat, told a story of a continual struggle
to ihake ends meet. As she cooked she looked at
the elock.

'' Time .Toe war here," she said to herself. " I

wish I had got something nicer for his tea, but
money is so scarce."

She gave a little sigh and went on With her cooking.
Presently there came a whistle at the speaking
tube and the woman rushed to open the door.
A few moments later a man walked Into the sitting-

room. He was about thirty years of age, good-
looking, but with a weak mouth that the heavy
moustaene failed to hide.

The woman rushed from the kitchen and threw
her arms round his neck.

"I was getting afraid you would be late. .Toe."

she said. ' What's the matter? You don't look
at all well."

" Same old trouble, Emma—money 1 I asked that
old shark, Captain Williams, for a rise to-day, but
he refused me. Had the cheek to say I was getting
more than I was worth now. No wonder they call

me unlucky .Toe Brooks !

"

" Never mind, .Toe 1 The hick's bound to turn
some day. I've got some nice fish, all hot."

Emma kissed her husband and went back into
the kitchen. In a few moments she had laid the
table and the meal was started. It was a very tasty
tea, and if Joe Brooks had not bron so full of nis
own troubles, he would have noticed that his Wife
gave him all the best pieces, scarcely eating anything
herself.

After tea Joe sat reading the paper in gloomy
silence, while his wife removed the crockery and
made the place tidy. She had just, finished when
the tube whistle went. Emma ran to the speaking
tube.

It's Jim Smith !
" she called out to her husband.

Joe Btooks grunted something and buried himself
in his paper.

The sound of vigorous footsteps coming up the
stairs two at a time wa3 followed by the entrance
of a young man with a clean-shaven, keen, cheery
face. He carried a big bouquet ot flowers in his
hand.

" Had a bit of luck, Emma," he said, as he handed
her the flowers, "and I felt I must celebrate, it!
Tapped old Williams for a rise to-day and got it.

Hello, Joe, how's things ?
"

"Not so good," replied Emma, as her husband
made no reply. "Joe asked for a rise to-day, but
he did not get it."

" Hard luck !
" said Jim. " I wish you'd got it

instead of me, Joe."
" Oh, it doesn't matter !

" remarked Joe gloomily.
" My turn will come sonic day. I suppose !

"

" Well, what about a theatre ? " asked Jim.
" I should just love it ! What do you say, Joe ?

"

replied Emma, j
"All right." replied her husband, none too cheer-

fully. " Get your things on."

As soon as Emma had left the room Jim Smith
turned to Joe Brooks.

" You must let me stand treat to-night, Joe,"
he said, " just to celebrate my luck."

Joe Brooks frowned.

"Not likely!" lie said. "It's not come to that
yet. I don't want anyone to pay for my wife's
pleasures !

"

He went into the next rooriVand took out a picket-
book. There was a nervous, furtive look in his
eyes as he viewed the notes inside. They bad been
p'lid to him by a customer that night after he had
locked up the safe.

Joe Brooks had often been tempted to steal,

but dp to now he had always resisted the temptation.
To-night be felt that nothing mattered. His ill

luck at not getting a rise, and the fact that Jim
Smith had succeeded where he had failed, made
him desperate. He could pay back the money
somehow. Anyway, he meant to have a good time,
no matter what the cost. He was sick of poverty
and the continual struggle to live on starvation
wages. Hi; put the case in his pocket and stepped
into the sitting-room.

The first step on the downward path did not
i uise Joe Brooks any regret. Jfe threw off his
gloomy demeanour and began to chaff Jim Smith
t'.r being miserable: whether Jim had any suspicion
that - .>'' Iiad determined to have a good time at

PAULINE FREDERICK as Emma.

the expense of his honour, or whether it was for
some other reason, lie suddenly changed his mind
about the theatre.

" I don't think I'll go," he said, turning to Emma.
" You and Joe will have a much better time by
yourselves."

Emma was disappointed, and pleaded for Jim
to join them ; but she was so delighted that her
husband was in a merry mood that she did not
allow her disappointment to spoil the evening.

Like thousands of others before him, Joe Brooks
found that it was easy to start on the downward
path, but mighty hard to pull up. At first he made
an attempt to pay back the money he had taken,
but he soon gave it up. Then came the other thought
—in for a penny, in for a pound ! His only chance
now was to take more, and see if, by some lucky
speculation, he could not make enough to pay
back all the money he had stolen and leave a surplus
for himself.

In order to account for his sudden prosperity,
he had told Emma that Captain Williams had
given him a rise, and that lie had made a lucky
speculation. There was no immediate danger of
discovery. Captain Williams had sailed to South
America with Jim Smith, and would be away lor
some time. Anything might happen before he
came back, and, with this comforting thought
in his mind, Joe Brooks kept taking more money
and having a good time. He moved into a larger
flat and began to lead the life of a man about town.
He bought his wife expensive clothes, and took
her to theatres and restaurants where often the
bill for the dinner came to as much as Emma had
received for a whole week's house-keeping money
in the old days.

As for Emma, she had no suspicions fhat the
wealth had not come as Joe said. She thought
that Jim Smith had persuaded old Williams to
give Joe more money, and that the increase had
enabled Joe to speculate with successful residts.

But the day of discovery was drawing nigh.
It was with a shudder of fear that Joe Brooks heard
one morning Captain Williams was coming back.

Joe went through all the horrors that an embezzler
suffers when the black shadow of discovery hangs
over him. His waking thoughts were all concentrated
on finding a way out of his terrible position. He
plunged still heavier on stocks, but always lost.

He began to lose his nerve, and took to drink to
brace him up for the day's work.
And theu the captain came back. That day

seemed like a year to the guilty cashier. Every
moment he expected his employer to send in for
his books, and when the office closed without any-
thing happening, he could not board the car for

home until he nafl taken several drinks to steady
his jagged nerves. Joe Brooke was paying the
price for his good time.

Tnc days that followed were torture to Joe.
Every morning, when he awoke from n horrible
nightmare of pitiless judges and cold prison cells,

he dreaded to find a letter saying that his defalcat ions

had been found out. As he went to his work, he
thought every man who glanced at him was a detective
dogging him to his doom.
One evening, when he returned home, he found

Jim Smith waiting for him. One look at Jim's face

was sufficient to tell him that the blow had fallen.

Jim waited till Emrna was out of the room, and
then he walked over to Joe.

"The game is up!" he said. "Old Williams
has been over the books. He is coming here to
night."

For an instant Joe Brooks felt a feeling of relief.

Anyway, the horrible suspense was over at hist.

But the next second the cold fear of the consequences
shook him like a leaf. Williams would be pitiless

There was only one chance that he would not be so-
Emma had a great influence over the hard old man.
Was there a way of escape in that direction ?

Joe Brooks went out to get a drink to brace
himself for the coming ordeal. While he was in the
saloon, Joe thought of only one thing—how to
save his own skin. He remembered that when he
had asked Williams for a rise, the old captain had
not only told him he was not worth it, but tliat

had it not been for his wife, Ik; would not have
kept him on at all. Captain Williams was a friend
of Emma's mother, and a great admirer of
Emma herself. Yes, Emma would have to use the
influence she had over the old man to save him from
prison.

When he returned to the house Captain Williams
hnd arrived. He was a man over sixty years of age,

with a hard face that showed traces of a dissipated

rast. He gave his cashier a swift look in which hatred
was mingled with contempt, but he shook hands
pleasantly enough for the benefit of Emma, who w as

laughing and chatting, all unconscious of the grim
drama that was being played under her eye3.

" Nice place you've got here, Joe," said the captain.
" A big improvement on the old one. Well, Emma
is worth it. She's a fine girl is Emma."

All the evening the captain tortured Joe Brooks
by continually referring to his newly found prosperit y

,

nnd dropping subtle hints about paying the price.

When at last he rose to go, he gave Joe a meaning
look as he said : S

" Don't forget to be early at the office to-morrow.
I've something very important to say to you."

As soon as he had gone Joe turned to his

wife.
;

' Do you know what he means by that »

"

be said. " He means that he is going to send me to
prison."

" Prison. Joe 1 What do you mean by that '!
"

cried Emma, her face going deathly white,

"What I say," replied Joe sullenly. "All this

fine furniture, all your expensive dresses, have been
paid for with money I have stolen from old William-,

"

Emma sank on a couch, and sat staring at her
husband. She could not yet grasp the meaning of

his words.
" Then you're a tliief, Joe 1

" she said at last. '

" Don't you start preaching !
" shouted her husband

.

" I stole to give you a good time. You were always
grumbling at being poor, and now when I have to

pay the price for the happiness you have had, you
try to turn on me. You got me into this hole, and
you have got to get me out !

"

"11" said Emma. " What can I do ?
"

" Do '.
" almost screamed the man. " Do anything,

only save me from prison. The captain will do any-
thing for you. Sec him to-night. You're a woman,
and if you plead with him he will not prosecute.

I'll telephone him to say you are coming."

Before Emma could do anytliing to prevent him.
he had rung through to Williams, and fold him that

Emma was coming along to see him.

In a kind of stupor Emma reached for her fur coat.

- " Verv well, Joe," she said. " I'll see what I can
do."

Joe Brooks watched lus wife depart, and then went
to the sideboard and poured out a stiff drink. Even
his craven soul shuddered at the thought of what he
bad done. Too well he knew the price Williams

would ask of Emma, but he cared nothing so long as

he was saved from prison.

In the meantime Jim Smith had been flunking out
a plan to save Joe Brooks. A few minutes after

Williams had received the telephone message from
Brooks, Jim entered the captain's flat.

" How much does Joe owe you ? " he asked,
without any preamble.

The captain handed him a paper, on which he had
added up the amount of the defalcations. The total

was £3,5(10.

Jim handed it back.

"I'll pay you three thousand bash, and glva
you my note of hand for the rest " he said simply.

Captain Williams shook his head.

(Continued on page 16.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF MARGARITA FISHER.

Thoughtful. Pleasure Sadness.

MARGARITA FISHER.
This Brunette Beauty is Most Enthusiastic over Her Screen Work, and Possesses Cleverness and

Vivacity.

artiste,

stars of

has
the

MARGARITA FISHER, the petite and vivacious

the reputation of being one of the best-dressed

screen world.

She makes it a point to obtain a fresh wardrobe for caeli new pro-

duction, and, in consequence, she is the proud possessor of one of the

most elaborate and costly collections of gowns in the world of silent

drama.
Margarita appreciates all that is beautiful, and she is intensely

fond of motion picture work. She is the proud possessor of a
glorious head of hair. It is very luxuriant and thick, and of a

copper tone.

Her eyes are greyish-green, and an admirer has described them as

like " the Atlantic Ocean after a storm, when floating, sparkling sand
gives a shimmer to its deep-green waves." Margarita's height is about
iivc feet one.

A Happy Household.

THIS fascinating star is very fond of her home life, and she slates

that everybody in her household is perpetually cheerful, from
her mother, whose Scotch-Irish geniality overflows, to her sister,

Dot, whoso housekeeping is one reason for the attractiveness of their

bungalow.

It was just a wee trick of Fate that first put Margarita in the way
of a theatrical profession.

A theatrical company was stranded in her district, and the manager
had a new play which demanded a clever child actress. As no youngster
had travelled with the company, he was in a difficulty .until ho espied

eight-year-old Margarita, singing ^to some little friends in the rose-

garden at the back of the local inn.

Her First Engagement.

THE eager producer secured her services, and Margarita was so

quick to leam that when, a few days later, the new play was
produced, she made a big success.

Since that experience she stuck to the stage, and at the age of twelve

fche was quite a celebrated little actress.

She toured for a long time as Topsy, in " Uncle Tom's Cabin."
" I never smiled in those days," confesses Margarita, " except when I

had to force a stage smile. I was a very self-conscious child, and always
afraid that I would not amount to anything. I spent every moment
thinking, reading, trying to make myself lit to associato with clever

f)eople, and I was very unhappy because I could not have regular school

lours or go to a college.

Her Hard-up Days.

AND then my father 'passed on' just when I needed him most.

Troubles came thick and fast, and we were very hard- up at

times. I've seen myself staring in bakery windows, sniffing

at hot rolls, wafted up from the basement ovens, and wishing I could
afford to buy enough for a satisfying meal."

However, those days have now gone by, and Margarita is enjoying
the fruits of success. She has lived down her hard times.

Designs all her Frocks.

UNLIKE many other screen stars, she admits that she is not a bit

"sporty." She doesn't like to drive her big car, because sire's

afraid to, and she isn't a bit athletic or fond of sociei \

.

She spends every moment sho can spare from the studio in her
home. She designs all her own frocks, and is fond of music and
reading.

Some of Margarita's screen successes are " Ann's Finish,"

'Jilted Janet," "Money Isn't Everything," and "The Mantle of

Charity."
She is often called the brunette beauty, and for vivacity, cleverness

and fascinating prankishness she is hard to beat.

MARGARITA FISHER.
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paid in full «*£rftT Character as Told by the Face.
" I'm waiting to hear another offer. Emma h

coming to see me. She will be here any minute
now."
Jim Smith stood up and looked straight into the eyes

of the captain.
" Emma's smile is dearer to me than life." he said

slowly. " If [ do not see her Smile when I meet her
again, I'll kill you !

"

Without another word he walked from the room.
He took up a position outside the front entrance and
waited. Presently he saw Emma come along and
enter the flat. Hi - mouth hardened, and a fierce look
came into his eyes as he gripped the butt of au
automatic pistol in his jacket pocket.

His Faith.

WHEN Emma entered the flat she found
Captain Williams waiting for her. Jle gave
her a peculiar look a< he placed a chair

for her. -

"I've come about the money." said Emma,
hardly knowing iiow to start.

" All right. Plenty of time to talk about that
"

replied the captain. " Sit down and make yourself
comfortable."

" But I can't, I

" pleaded Emma. " It's so late.

I must go. You were my father's best friend. Won't
you, for his sake and my Sake, save Joe ?

"

" Joe sent you round here, didn't lie ? " said
Williams, with a sneer.

" Yes," replied Emma. Her voice trembled in

spite of herself. Yaguc fears began to assail her.
" He sent vou round to pay his debts I

" went on
the captain brutally. " WeH- "

Emma covered her face' with her hands. She
could no longer pretend not to understand.

" No ! No I
" she cried.

" Don't get excited," said Captain Williams. " I

knew you were straight. Here is a receipt for all the
money Joe stole from me. Take it with my best
wishes,. Imma Ycu have fciveu me a new faith in

women."
He helped her on with her coat, and kissed her hand

as he opened the door.
" By the way," he called out after her. " I£ you

meet Jim just tell him I told you to smile."
Emma found Jim waiting for her outside. He

looked straight into her eyes, and then said
abruptly :

" Did the captain give you any message for ine ?

" Yes. He told me to smile if 1 met you."
" Ah I

" said Jim. " We'd better be getting along."
When they got to the door of her flat, Emma

turned to Jim.
" Wait for me, Jimsy," she said.
She ran upstairs, and iouud her husbaud waiting

in the hall.
" Well ? " he asked eagerly. " Did you square

him ?
"

Emma did not speak. She gave her husband the
receipt, and just looked at him. It was a- look of

utter loathing and contempt.
After Joe had read the receipt, he came towards

Emma, but she pushed him away.
" After what has happened to-night, you do not

think I would live with you again, do you '.' " she said.
" I'm going to my mother's."

" You're not !
" shouted her husband. " You're

mine, and I mean to keep you."
Emma tried to get to the door, but he was too quick

for her. Seizing her by the throat he threw her on
to a couch.

" If you won't stop with me alive, you'll stop with
me dead !

" he hissed.
Emma screamed for help, and struggled desperately

to free herself from the deadly grip that was slowly
choking her. She was almost done when Jim Smith
dashed in, and threw/Joe Brooks heavily to the
ground.

" You dog !
" he cried. " I know something of

this night's work, and it is no thanks to you tha't

Emma can still look the world in the face."
He helped Emma to her feet.
" Come, I will take you to your mother's " lie said.
Without another look at Joe Brooks he took

Emma's arm, and they left the Hat. As they reached
the entrance hall there was a loud report.
Jim looked at Emma. Both understood.
Jim raced bac k upstair*, and as he opened the door

of the flat, a smell of acrid smoke came from the
bedroom.

Stretched on the floor with a revolver in his hand
was Joe Brooks. He had found his mauhood at lust,

and paid his debt in full.

Tt was two years alter the death of Joe Brooks.
Two people were walking alongside a lake. They
were Emma and Jim Smith. Time had healed
the scars of the night of tragedy, and Emma was
looking more beautiful than ever.

" You've made me the happiest man in the world,
Emma," said Jim, looking at her very tenderly.
" Won't you complete the deal by making the day 03
soon as possible !

*

" You can make it just as soon as you like. Jimsy,"
said Emma, as she raised her face for a kiss.

(Adapted from the 1'umoun- I.iihVh phnln-play , "Paid
in Villi," featwino PAULINE FREDERICS, at

Emma.)

ADESIKE for love and companionship is

shown by the full under lid of tho eye ;

worship of beauty in ^very form ; artistic

and emotional, note the dent in the centre of the
forehead. I think probably asuigeror musician.
The fine noble forehead is expressive of

No. 7. WALLACE REID.
benevolence, large ideality which goes hand in
hand with gentleness.
Now here comes a contradiction.
A curious dominating power over others.

Notejhe bushy and close eyebrows. You can take
all before you, providing you have self-control.
Cultivate it. You will never regret it.

What the Eye Tells.
SEDUCTIVENESS, by the expression in

the eye, typical of honesty of purpose,
intuitive perception which gives ideality

by the rounded corner of same. The well -placed
ears show moral more than physical courage.
This type hate scenes. He can be quiet ]y dete r-

mined even to doggedly obstinat -. and can be
rather aggravating at times, and a wee bit selfish.

There is nothing of the plodder here. Hut
brilliancy, wit, and ambition are clearly defined.
Mark the fine aquiline nose like the Apollo Helvi-
d -re, very Grecian, indicative of romance. I

detect he also has the gift of badinage, and is

very popular at festive occasions, being a good
speaker. Mark the eye once more, the fulness

at the outer corner of the upper lid in conjunc-
tion with the inside corner, shoving brilliance of
wit and quic k at repartee, and a large amount
of imagination.

Note the Length of the Face.ABORN leader, diplomatist, what is called a
lean physiognomy, the same shape of

face as President Wilson. - Generous.
Take the rnouth, please, -note that over-

modelled corner of some, and the dimple in the
upper lip, forming a sort of pout, showing l e

can be hasty at times. Also it is short, 'bowing
the same thing. Usually this t ype in \o\ e are
very jealous. When they love they are the
most abject slaves to the object of their dev otion.

READY TO RISK HIS LIFE. ZsgfeggSi
patrons. I can ride anything, swim, shoot, and
dive so surely some producer ought to be able
to make use of me."

" What are some of the stunts you have done,
Mr. Phillips ? " asked The Pictlee Show.

I

B.«G. PHILLIPS.

SHOULD like it

to be clearly

understood that
I am a cinema actor
first, and a stunt artiste

a long way after. But
in order to get an
introduction to a
British film company,
I am prepared to do
any stunt if they will

put down enough
money to make it

worth mv while."
Thus "Mr. B. G.

Phillips, in an inter-

view with The Pic-
ture Show at the
Savoy Theatre, where
he is acting as under-
study.

Mr. Phillips cannot
understand why British film producers do not
give him a chance to show what he can do. He
has written to all the leading firms, but all

have ignored his request. He is British born,
served through the war with the First Canadians,
winning the Militia Military Medal ; is twenty-
five years of age, good-looking enough to play
the part of hero, and willing to scowl as a villain.

They Won't Give Me a Chance.
" I CAN'T understand why they won't give me
I a chance," he said. " I have had plenty

of experience as a cinema actor, having
played with the Universal Film Company, and
acted with Annette Kellerman. We hear a lot

about British films for British people, but in my
case it looks as if there is no room for a British

cinema actor in British studios. As to my offer

to do stunts, I quite rea'ise that every film does
-not depend for its success on stunts ; but while
big crowds Hoc k to see Douglas Fairbanks in his

thrilling acts of daring, it is only reasonable to

assume that the same people would pay to see a
British artist perforin similar feats.

" I am prepared to jump off any building or.

bridge in England with a parachute ; dive from
any reasonable height, cross from one side of a
street to tho other at any height, hand over
hand on a single rope ; or, in fact, do any of the

stunts that ure so familiar to picturo show

Jumped off the Woolworth Buildings.
" I HAVE jumped off the Wool worth Building*,

Jl fifty-five stories high, the tallest building
in the world, with a parachute."

" I suppose you got well paid for that ?
"

" No. They only gave me five pounds, and
as the parachute did not open till I was over
two hundred feet dowm I think I earned that
money. But a stunt that was much worse than
that was when I slid down a rope from the top
to the bottom of the Equitable Assurance
Company's buildings, New York. What made
this act so bad was that it had to be performed
very slowly, and when at last I got to the
bottom I had done quite enough stunting for

one day. Another rope stunt I worked- was
crossing a street hand over hand on a rope
stretched between two buildings forty^ feet high.

The Rope was Meant to Break.

THE rope was purposely frayed so that it

would break at a certain point, and it had
been calculated that as I hung on to one

end I should be swung back on to a window,
through which I should fall backwards on to a
bed. As a matter of fact, the calculations were
correct, and I performed the stunt without
accident ; but if by any chance there had bpeu a
mishap, I should have been banged against the

wall, and, at the rate I was swinging, I could not
have avoided a serious if not a fatal accident.

" Perhaps the most spectacular stunt I ever
performed was jumping a horso over a precipice

about sixty feet high on to the ice-covered

Saranac Lake. The ice was only about an inch

and a half thick, and you can imagine both the
horse and I had a very deep and a very chilly

plunge. The horse fared better than I did, for

they got him out first. When 1 did get to shore,

I had a twelve-mile drive in a sleigh before f

could get a hot drink.
" But, after all," said Mr. Phillips, with a

reminiscent smile, " there's nothing to boast

about in doing stunts of this sort when one
remembers what the boys did out there for a
shilling a day."
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SCOVIC-SCASCOTS
By A. M. NADIN.

Ten Quaint Figures Made From
Pea-Nuts and Wish-Bones to

Hang on Your Christmas Tree.

f *

wm

HAVE you a lucky mascot—some quaint, perhaps
childish treasure at which you smile indulgently,
but cherish carefully, the loss of which, never-

theless, would cause you more real regret than the
disappearance of far more costly objects ? Have
we not all heard of Charlie Ray's curious weakness for

potatoes, and of how his homely vegetable mascot
invariably crops Up in his pictures ? Well, we must
all plead guilty, and there is always a demand for

novel little oddities of the kind.

To Bring You Luck.

ALLOW me to introduce to your notice ten original
" Movie Mascots," fashioned from wish-bones
and pea-nuts appropriately costumed, that

ore bound to bring heaps of good luck to all true
lovers of the cinema and its bright galaxy of
stars.

They Are Easily Made.
ANYONE gifted with a little ingenuity and artistic

skill can make one of these tiny figures in half an
hour, with the aid of a wish-bone, a pea-nut, odd

scraps of material, a little modelling wax, seccotine
and water-colour paints. Pea-nuts of good shape are
chosen for the heads, and a hole pierced in the base
at the back, into which the wish-bone, previously
well cleaned and dried, is inserted with a touch of

seccotine or wax to fasten it securely. It is character-
istic of these miniature models, that they never possess
any arms at all, and seldom any feet. Tn the case of

the mascot featuring Charlie Chaplin, in our illustration,

however, whoso feet absolutely refused to be over-
looked, they are also composed of pea-nuts painted
black. Half a nutshell makes a small roirnd hat when
fixed into a circle of cardboard.

Real Hair and Wool.

FEATURES are always painted in water-colours,
Chinese white being liberally made use of. Hair
can be real, as in the case of '" Judy " and

" Prunella," or simply strands of fine wool, as worn
by tho famous " Charlie '" and Bill Hart. " The
World's Sweetheart " makes a charming :i Judy "

in the scanty little gingham gown which she wears in

the first act of " Daddy Long-Legs."
The Mexican costume affected by Bill Hart is a

triumph of fringed leather and elaborate beadwork ;

neither are his tall hat and brilliant scarf omitted.

The Fairy of The Films.

THE Fairy of the Films," Marguerite Clark, is

dainty as her own sweet self when portrayed as a
" Prunella " mascot in fascinatingly frilly white

skirts, huge black ruftie and black pom-poms. A pointed
cap perches jauntily upon her wealth of curly hair,

and her tiny feet are encased in wee, waxen shoes.
Her Pierrot, featuring Jules Raucourt, is also garbed
in black and white, and wears a silk scarf wound
tightly round his head.

Famous Cannibals,

THREE of Mr. Johnson's famous cannibals figure

as most weird, uncanny looking charms, "with

their barbaric feathers, furs and beaded orna-
ments. " Tho Witch Doctor " on the left, has a red
coral tongue and a fine pair of horns (made of tusk
shells). The fearsome chief, "Nagapate," in the centre,
boasts a thick crop of woolly locks, and a bone through
his nose modelled in wax, as are also his thick red lips.

The Devil Dancer.

SOME may question the origin of the curious stag-like

head of the " Devil Dancer" on the right of " Naga-
pate," with its long mask-like face and sharp double

horns, but the answer is simple ; it is merely a small
bone found in any rabbit, fixed into a pea-nut, and de-
corated with black beady eyes and feathered headpiece.

" Mr. Wu of sinister fame, wears a brocaded
Oriental costume to set off his bland and childlike

features. Beneath his black cap a long silk queue is

distinctly visible.

More Ideas.

THE Hooded Terror" makes a truly comical
mascot, with his sombre dress and magnetic
eyes. Each one of these figures has a strand of

thick embroidery silk passed right through the head
and tied in a loop, by which it can be suspended.

An Interesting Task.

IT
is an interesting task to carry out any favourite
character in similar style. Hundreds of ideas suggest
themselves, for which illustrations in The Piotorb

Show will give valuable aid, especially when it comes
to portraying the features, though naturally the un-
even surface of the nuts does not allow of any very
faithful likeness. Still, a very good general idea of the

subject may be obtained, and to all who attempt to

fashion soma of these amusing trifles for themselves,

or their friends, we wish the best of good luck.

Mascots of Charlie, Mary, Bill, Marguerite.. Jules, Witch Doctor, Nagapate, Devil Dancer, Mr. Wu, and '* The Hooded Terror,'' which you can make.
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When It s No

Use

Pretendin
THE PRACTICAL

WOMAN AND THE
DESERT ISLAND.

THE gayest of Us have our moments of hollow
depression. Sooner of later we all have 1<>

give up pretendin!.'. even to ourselves,

and relapse into unhappy candour.

At no time, if one is a woman, does one feel

more acutely miserable than when on'- faces

one's mirror in a clear, cold light and marks the

first signs of the " going off ' of one's charms.
I know a very charming and sophisticated

woman whose nightmare is that she may one
day find herself in the situation beloved by
novelists—that is, alone or nearly alone on
a desert island. " Just fancy," she wails,
" having no comb or looking glass or hairpins

and, worst of all, no tammalite. Because, do
you realise, that I should actually be grey ?

"'

To see her soft brown hair one would suspect

her of perverting the truth. But she frankly

assures her friends that her hair would be

nothing without an occasional timely applica-

tion of a tonic made of bay rum and pure
tammalite. " It brings back all the colour."

she affirms, '- besides making one's hair beauti-

fully healthy. Why, I was in despair a year
or two ago, because my hair was growing grey
in streaks. But since I discovered tammalite
I haven't the slightest difficulty in keeping my
hair its normal shade."

And what a difference beautiful hair makes
to any woman. It excuses plainness, it enhances
beauty. What man pictures the woman of his

dreams with anything but soft, abundant hair ?

Prom Rapunzel to Melissande, there is some-
thing romantic about lovely locks. It is

deplorable nowadays to see naturally beautiful

hair ruined by neglect, curling irons, harmful
shampoos and the like. Many girls, otherwise
careful of their good looks, think nothing of

going to bed without brushing their hair.

Without constant brushing the hair can never
attain to that glossy, " sheeny " look that is so

delightful. A good brushing for fifteen minutes
night and morning should be included in the

discipline of every woman, plain and pretty.

A stiffish brush should be used, and it should be
always scrupulously c^ean.

It is not good enough to use just any shampoo
when washing the hair. Care should be taken
to find the very best one, and then to keep to it.

A really excellent idea is to use only stallax

granules which are obtainable at all good
chemists. A teaspoonful of stallax is sufficient

for each shampoo, so a i lb. package will last for

a long time.

; This very simple shampoo gives splendid

results. The delicious foaming lather it makes
not only cleanses the hair thoroughly but brings

out every atom of its latent colour and bright-

ness. The hair dries quickly, and though
beautifully soft, it is quite manageable.
When the scalp is inclined to be dry, and the

hair brittle, it is a good plan to massage it with
olive oil before giving it a stallax shampoo.

There are few things which increase one's
self-respect so much as the possession of lovely

hair. It is a perpetual joy to oneself and others,

and with a little care, one can defy hairpin-

scattering winds and even trying, if romantic,
situations ori'an uninhabited i-lnud.

New Competition
£100 in Prizes

FIRST PRIZE £50 SECOND PRIZE £20
THIRD PRIZE £10

and Twenty Prizes of £1 each

PARKkR BELMONT S CLVNOL BERRILS
FOB ClBr.SlTV. [ADVT J

The Competition Explained.

THIS is the fourth of our series of Peeping
Stars.

Below are the portraits of six more
famous Cinema Stars who are appearing in

films now being exhibited in this country.
Over each portrait has been placed a star

partly concealing the faces.

The task of the competitor is to identify the

artistes that peep from behind the star.

All You Have to Do.

LOOK well at the stars on this page. Do
you know who they are '! If so, write

in the space underneath each the name
of the artiste you recognise and fill in your
name and address in the space below.

Next week No. 5 of this set will be published,

and No. C the week after, until 8 sets are

complete.
Keep this set until you have the whole

sets, when full particulars will be given in

The Picture Show as to when and to whom
you arc to post them.

The first prize will be awarded to the sender

df the greatest number of correctly named
stars.

The second prize to the next highest number
of correct names, and so on until all the

prizes are awarded. In the event of more
than one reader naming every star correctly,

the prize will be divided.

Readers may send as many sets as they

please, but each set must be complete in itself

and consist of eight coupons.

No responsibility can be undertaken for

entries lost, delayed, or mislaid, and proof of

posting will not be accepted as proof of delivery

or receipt.

The Editor reserves the right to disqualify

any competitor's solution for reasons which he

considers good.

The decision of the Editor must be accepted

as final and legally binding, and entries are only

accepted on this express condition.

Correspondence must not be enclosed with

efforts ; neither will any be entered into in

connection with this competition.

Keep a list of the names as you write them down, either on a duplicate set or in a booh, so

that you can tell, the moment the names are printed under the original photographs in

" The Picture Show," how many you have got correct.

CUT COUPON HERE.

PEEPING STARS COMPETITION. (4th Set.)

22.- 23. 24

SET No. 4.

Name-

Address-

Do not send this coupon until you are told. Full particulars, when and where to send them, will
be given when all the sets have appeared.
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LA film '1MMLMM
The Wrong Door.

CLARENCE O. BADGER, tho well-known
producer, tells a real joke ou himself.

• The other day, alter much manoeuvring,
an important theatre stage was secured tor two
hours, starting at nino in the morning. Badger
ordered his company, lights, props and every-
thing to be ready at 8.30, so no time would bo
lost in getting ready. To be on the job he drove
down at 8.15, went into the alley and through the
stage door. The place was dark, but an
attendant told him he might sit by the switch
board.

Eight-thirty and not a soul in sight. The
watchman came along and questioned the
director, who explained that ho was to begin
there at 8.30, but that nobody had shown up.
Badger fumed, then boiled at a quarter to nine—

-

not a light—not even a prop man in sight, and
the time so limited ! Finally at nine, Badger de-
cided to call up the studio and find out what had
delayed his company.
Thoughts of mistaken^ orders and lost direc-

tions flashed through his mind, but when ho
talked out into the lobby of the theatre to

lind a 'phone, what should he see but " tho

Orphcum presents, etc. " He had gone
into the stage door of the wrong theatre, so he
hiked quickly down to the " Morosco," where ho
found the whole company ready—the assistant

had even put the chorus of extras through their,

paces. Well—the joke w:as against him.

Couldn't Eat a Thing.
The film producer leaned wearily against the

desk in the office of the hotel.
" Well, how goes it ? " said the clerk.

Tho producer shrugged his shoulders without
replying.

'* Good business ?
"

The producer evaded the question.
" I'm afraid we may have to close before the

season's over. My star's ill. When she comes
to the studio she's hardly able to get through
her work. She says she can't eat anything."

Just then the telephone bell rang.

The clerk turned to answer it. After listening

for a moment he said :
" Wait till I get a pencil,

I've got to write that down."
As he wrote lie repeated :

" Mock turtle soup,
Wover sole, Porterhouse steak, half a chicken,
mashed potatoes, cabbage, tomato salad, apple-
tart, cheese, and coffee. Whew !

" Then lie

shouted into tho 'phone : "How many is that
dinner for ? One ? Whew !

"

Then he turned to tho producer :

" That's your star's dinner," he said quietly.

.—-M—
Too Large.
The bus conductor was fagged out !

" 'Ere you are, mum !
" he called upstairs at

one stopping placo to a stout lady on the top
deck.

'" Want the King's Cinema, don't yer ?
"

" Yes, I do," came the prompt reply from tho
lady.

" Well, then, come down for it !
" snapped

the conductor. " I can't bring it up there for

yer !
"

^T- .»
-

She Knew.
" Where are you going ? " inquired Mrs. Hen-

peck, as Mr. Henpeck left his seat in the cinema,
when one of those "amusing" comedies was
announced.

" I think I heard an alarm of fire," he replied,
" and I must go and see about it."

Ten minutes later he returned.
" It was not a fire," lie said briefly.
' And it was not water," she sniffed signifi-

cantly.

—

—

Bait for a Lassoo.
Young Lady (on her first visit to a studio

ranch): "For what purpose do you use that
coil of rope on your saddle ?

"

Cowboy Actor :
" That rope is called a

lassoo, we use it for catching cattle and horses."

Young Lady :
" How interesting, and what

do you use for bait ?
"

And She Wasn't

!

First Star :
" I know that my wife lied to

me before we were engaged."

Second Star :
" What do you mean ?

"

First Star :
" When I asked her to many

me she said she was agreeable."

Those Film Comedies.'
" There was a man at the cinema to-night

who actually laughed when the comedy came
on."

" Then he must have written it himself."

3®« <^^^r^^^^^^r^r^i^ ©J^><^f^^9^3S^

MUTT AND JEFF GO TO SPAIN.

1. Mutt and Jeff see a poster
advertising for men for a
Spanish bullring.

2. Mutt has a vision of being
a toreador, and winning the
smiles of tho senoritas.

3. They arrive at the office

of the manager, and tell tho
office-boy to announce them.

"(NO, I WANT A COUPLE
\
i JOF MEN TO K£Ef> OUR SliuiisSf£
^TOREADORS IN TBAININiy-

1'

4. But the manager does not
want bull-fighters, only men to
keep tho toreadors in training.

They get the job.

5. Mutt and Jeff have to I 6. In tho meantime a real,

dress up ns a bull, and they
J
fiery bull arrives on tho scene,

feel very nervous when tho tor- i and Jeff tears off without
reader goos to get his sword. |

waiting for Mutt.

By permission of the Fox Film Company

A CHARMING BOOKLET

ENTITLED

"FOREMOST

STARS"
will be mailed to every reader of

this paper who sends two penny

stamps to cover postage, packing,

etc., and tells us the name and

address of the theatre where

they see PARAMOUNT &
ARTCRAFT PICTURES.

nnnn

The Advertising Department,

FAMOUS-LASKY
FILM SERVICE

LTD.,

166, Wardour St., London,W.l.
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FLICKERS from FILMLAND.
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY THE LYNX.

The Film Revolution.

THE continued progress in British motion
picture production is causing much con-
sternation in certain circles in America,

and every big " corporation " is making allow-

ance in its future undertakings for the expected
onslaught from producers in Britain. At a
recent conference American film men came to

the conclusion that less than 30 per cent, of

American films will be shown on British screens in

the near future. This is indeed pleasing news
when it is considered that up to now 100 per cent.

ha3 been nearer the mark. One very important
fact is that British theatre managers are willing

to pay from 00 to 100 per cent, more money for

good British-made films than for the American
variety. Fees for a three days' or a week's hire

have attained a height never approached before
by any foreign-made film. Discrimination, too,

is being shown between the " all -British " pic-

ture, and those which are American in every-
thing but " location." One result of this revo-
lution is that the largest renting houses are

deciding to deal exclusively in British pictures,

and film travellers, many of whom have
made very large incomes out of American
films, are now desirous of exploiting our own
product.

That "British" Touch.

ALREADY British ideals have introduced
a refreshing atmosphere in productions.
Without being ungrateful for the many

fine films which have come. from the other side,

it must be pointed out that new ideas in photo-
play productions have been lacking of late. In
many cases it is possible to tell the 6tory of the
latest release before witnessing the picture on
tho screen. Then again, too many Atoericah
producers are imbued with the idea that the only
possible topic for a film is an unhappy love
tangle. I am glad that our producers are giving
careful thought to the matter of screen subjects,

and also that their efforts are along more ambi-
tious lines. Plays like " Westward Ho !

"

" Lady Clare," " Sweet and Twenty " are a
good beginning, and will no doubt be much
appreciated by picturegoers.

Fine British Producers.

THIS brings us to the question of the
threatened invasion from U.S.A. By all

means let us have t he services, if necessary,
of technical and studio expects, but the importa-
tion of producers and scenario writers is another
question. I am sure I am voicing the opinion
of the majority of picture-goers when I say,
" Let our own men have their turn." Men like

Cecil Hepworth, Walter West, Maurice Elvey,
F. Martin Thornton, Percy Nosh, Henry Ed-
wards, L. C. McBean, Wilfrid Noy, Aurele
Sydney, Harold Shgw, B. Haldane and Thomas
Bentley have contributed noteworthy creations
to the art of the screen. And our wealth of
literature and historical romance will be in safe
keeping in their hands !

Our Authors in Demand.

ALICE JOYCE will move in aristocratic
circles in her next photo-play, for sha
has just begun work on " The Sporting

Duchess," the famous Drury Lane spectacle.
A'ico will play the character of Muriel. Duchess
of Densborough. Quite a number of British
novels and plays are being filmed just now.
Goldwyn announces two films from Sir Arthur
Pinero's works—" The Gav Lord Quex " and
" Letty."
The stars in these two pictures will be respec-

tively Tom Moore and Pauline Frederick.
Metro have secured " The Bight of Way," by

Sir Gilbert Parker; this, I understand, will

feature Bert Lytell. Then again Sessue Haya-
kawa's next picture will be K. Phillips Oppen-
heim'a "Tho Illustrious Prince." A notable
ficene in this picture will be that of a
London fog, during which tho murder is

committed.

A Brief Holiday.

PAULINE FREDERICKS stay in New
York, where she is. enjoying a short
vacation, will have to bo brief, for in

three or four weeks' time she is due to start
making scenes in "The Woman in Room 13."

Tom Moore, also in the city of bright lights,
is expected back at Culver City to appear in
" Duds."

The. Rise of Priscilla Dean

.

THE Beautiful Beggar ." is the title of the
eight part picture which marks the
return of Priscilla D^an to the screen

after an absence of six months from active work.
Priscilla Dean has undoubtedly scored the
biggest personal triumph of any screen artist
during the last year in the States, and her
success was a surprise to many people, who are
keenly on the look-out for new talent. Of
course, many artistes are " boomed " into
popularity by cleverly engineered advertising
schemes, but the demand for her pictures, on
the part of the public—amounting to a positive
clamour in a great many districts—was thor-
oughly genuine in this case.

Strong Need for Better Stories.

FRANK KEENAN, termed the Irving of

the screen, is optimistic. In a recent
interview he expressed the opinion that

in a short time producers will go to men
like Kipling and George Bernard Shaw,
and engage them to write stories especially
for the screen, as distinct from adaptations
of their existing works. " We must have
better stories," says Keenan, " and the
only way to get them is to go direct to the
most successful authors and engage them to
write stories for the screen just as a publisher
would ask them for a new novel. Then the
producer would no longer have to fall back on
mob scenes and camel trains to arrest the eyo
and take the mind of the spectator away from
the sheer feebleness of the play." There is

much in Keenan's criticism. " Eye-shows " and
glittering pageantry are all right in their proper
place but not when they are used for the mere
purpose of padding out a weak story. Far
better spend the money on a playwright or
novelist who can really write.

Cabiria Again.

GABRTELE d'Annunzio's famous story in

picture form, " Cabiria," is to be revived.
More than three years have elapsed since

the celebrated Italian poet and warrior's master-
piece was exhibited. Originally " Cabiria "

was presented in 12,000 feet, and was too long
for the majority of picture theatres. The
revised edition, I understand, will be issued in

seven reels of slightly less than 1,000 feet each.
It will be recalled that the strong man, Maciste,
who played the part of a black slave, first

gained prominence in this picture.

Smashing Everything.

THE members of the William Duncan Com-
pany, engaged in the production of his

serial, "Smashing Barriers," for Yitagraph,
have been having strenuous times. Hardly one
of them has escaped scratches and bruises,

suffered during t he many escapades in the making
of the serial, and they consider that the words
" and everything else " should be added to the
title.

Marie Walcamp Married.

Marie Walcamp is married. A romance
which started at the studio ended in the wedding
of this popular star to Harland Tucket at Japan.
Marie is the star of a new Universal Serial being
filmed in the Orient, and Harland is leading man.
They first met at the studio a week before they
sailed. —

—

Gai.e Henry from this date has been pro-
moted to producer.

EDDIE CLINE.

MEN BEHIND THE FILMS.
No. 4.-EDDIE CLINE.

MANY of the greatest players in pictures
have been directed at various times
by Eddie Cline. These include Mack

Sennett, Owen Moore, Mabel Normand, Charlie
Murray, Raymond Hitchcock, Gloria Swanson.
Kurd Sterling, Juanita Hansen, and Maik
Swain.
AH these screen artistes at some time or othei

in their careers have played in the renowned
Keystone pictures. It will thus be seen that
Eddie Wine's association with pictures goes
back many years, for some of these players are
now directors themselves, and all have reached
the pinnacle of fame in screeudom. There are
not many tricks in the art of motion picture
production with which Eddie Cline is not
familiar, and he could fill a book of huge pro-
portions with his rerniniscencies of the screen.
He is now busy putting laughs in

1 Sunshine "

Comedies.

What They Are Doing.
Murdock MacQuarrie, associated with the

screen for so long, is leaving in order to go into
the " real estate " business with his wife.

Milton Sills, the British actor who is so much
in demand by American producers, was joined
by his wife Gladys Wynne, last week. So he is

evidently going to make a long stay.

Bilue Rhodes, the widow of Smiling Bill

Parsons, has decided to leave the screen for

good because of the death of her husband.

Al\n Holubar. one of screenland's youngest
and most successful directors, is making his

last Dorothy Phillips picture for Universal.

James J. Corbett's next picture will be called
" The Prince of Avenue A."—-M—
Monroe Salisbury's new production, " The

Phantom Melody," is well under way.

June Caprice, now with Capelani Produc-
tions, will shortly be seen in Little Mother
Hubbard."

William Desmond is busy on "The Blue
Bandanna." This is a drama with many light

comedy touches, and it gives Desmond full

opportunity for the fast action which has char-
acterised many of his plays.
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WATCH THE GROWTH OF YOUR HAIR.
" Harlene Hair-Drill" Lengthens, Strengthens & Beautifies.

TEST IT YOURSELF FREE TO-DAY
THIS world-famous growth-promoting hair tonic and

food needs no further recommendation than to state

that its adoption by millions of men and women in all

walks of life continues to receive enthusiastic -endorsement.

Have you tried " Harlene Hair-

Drill " ? If not, you should lose no
time in writing for a Free Trial

Outfit, which will last you seven

days and prove to you the unique

benefits to be derived from this

splendid toilet exercise.

NO EXCUSE FOR UNHEALTHY,

UNLOVELY HAIR.

If you have not hair that is

healthy, radiant and luxuriant,

hair that is free from, unhealthy
accumulations, hair that defies

Father Time, hair that glints and
glistens in the sun, try " Harlene
Hair-Drill " to-day free of cost to

you, except the small expenditure
of 4d. on stamps to defray cost of

postage and packing on your free
" Harlene Hair-Drill

'"'

Outfit. (See

Coupon beloiv.)

"HAIR-DRILL " ENSURES

HAIR BEAUTY.

No one indeed who values and
appreciates hair that is healthy,

hair that is beautiful, hair that will

not fall out, grow too greasy or too
dry, or become thin, brittle, and
lustreless, can dispense with "Har-
lene Hair-Drill." Why ? Because
•' Harlene Hair-Drill " penetrates

to the very roots of the hair.

TRY "HARLENE" FREE.

Two minutes a day " Harlene
Hair-Drill" will quickly restore

your hair to its best. If you are
troubled with

THIS GIFT PARCEL COMPRISES
l. Harlene-A bottle of the unrivalled hair food and hair tonic,

for-the-Hair."
A "Cremex" Shampoo Powder to cleanse scalp and hair and

prepare them both for " Harlene Hair-Drill."
3. A bottle of " Uzon " Brilliantine, which gives the

hair the sheen and softness of silk.

4. A copy of the new edition of the "Hair-Drill"
Manual, giving complete instructions.

LETTERS OF PRAISE FROM ALL.

Thousands of letters in terms of unqualified

approval have been received by the proprietors of
" Harlene."

Famous Actresses, Cinema Queens, and
especially women workers in factories and
offices, who have been worried over the

condition of their hair—all have been
particularly pleased with the wonderful
results obtained from the practice of
" Hair- Drill."

HARLENE" FOR MEN ALSO.

Men, too, find that " Harlene " prevents

Scalp Irritation, Dryness, and a tendency
to Baldness. It is no exaggeration

to say that millions of men and
women in all walks of life practise

the refreshing and beneficial "Hair-

Drill " daily, and so preserve

hair health and beauty.
" Harlene Hair-Drill " will banish

and prevent the return of all

hair ailments, and you can prove

this free, as so many others have
already done. Make up your
mind to accept this free offer at

once—to-day.

When your hair is attacked
by scurf, dryness, over-

greasiness, and begins to fall

out and become brittle, thin,

and weak, it needs the beneficial treat-

ment of " Harlene Hair-Drill " to givJ

new health and strength to the im-
poverished hair roots. Send for a free
trial outfit.

WRITE FOR A FREE TRIAL

OUTFIT.

SCURF OR DRYNESS,
OVER-GREASINESS OF THE

SCALP,
THIN OR BRITTLE
HAIR,

SPLITTING OR
FALLING HAIR,

you should obtain at

once a Free Trial

Outfit.

A short course of

Hair-Drill will quickly
convince you of the
wonderful benefits to

be derived from its

daily practice, and the

opportunity is freely

offered to you in the
unique Four-fold Gift

Outfit described.

Harlene " at is. iid.,

After a Free trial you will be

able to obtain further supplies of

2S. 9d., and 4s. 9d. per bottle

;

Uzon " Brilliantine at is. ljd. and 2s. gd. per bottle ;
and

" Cremex " Shampoo Powders at is. i£d. per box of

seven (single packets 2d. each), from all Chemists and Stores,

or direct from Edwards' Harlene, Limited, 20, 22, 24,

and 26, Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C.i.

HARLENE "HAIR-DRILL"
GIFT OUTFIT COUPON.

Detach and post to

EDWARDS' HARLENE, LTD.,
• 20, 22, 24, and 26, Lamb's Conduit

London, W.C.I.

Dear Sirs,—Please send me your Free " Harlene " Four-

fold Hair-Growing Outfit as described. I enclose 4d. in

stamps for postage, and packing of parcel to my address.
Picture Show, 20/i2/'i9.

NOTE TO READER.
Write your FULL name and address clearly on a plain

piece of paper, pin this coupon to it, and post as directed

above. (Mark envelope " Sample Dept.")

p
Street,
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Wintry
Weather
Have you seen patterns of our
Costume and Coat Tweeds and
Cloths, if not, we shall be pleased
•o forward a selection alonj; with
Catalogue of Fashions Free on
receipt of post card stating iir\ ftncUjpl
requirements. VMCIlsmci
You will save time, trouble and Fleecy Fringed Scarf

mor.ev bv buying direct. 15ins wide, tin in. long

POST
PAID.

Fancy^Deaignf 4 2-tone

e if cc ts — Amethyst,
Hclio, Sky. Ecru,

Fawn. N»i y. Pink and
Ht-lio.Sky and Black,

Fawn and .Sky. Fawn
and Amethyst.
Emerald Check, etc.

Cash relumed (f not

satisfied.

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

Catalogue Goods.

Furs, Blouses, Combi-
nations, Corsets, Cami-
soles, Hose, Knickers,
Nightwear, Sheets,
Ouilts, Table Linen,

. Curtains, etc.

25/-

Lovely Range of

Costume Tweeds
in fashionable mixtures and
checkandstiiii'.' desicn.

iO 54 ins.wide.8 6 t' 14 • P' >
>•»

Also Wool Cheviot Serges in

Crc-am and Charming Colours.

50-54 rns. wide. 8-. 9 6,
10-11 6 l»i yard-

Coat &Cape Fabrics
Stripe and Check Tweed and
P.lanket Cloths. 12c to

16 6. Also Velours, Coverts,

liabcrdines. etc.

Dress & Blouse
Fabrics in good variety, Wool
Serge, Crepe - de - Ch-ne.
• Vigil " Silk, Silky R lis.

Printed Flannelette. Tartans.
Flannelette. Shirting, etc.

"EDINBORO"
COSY COAT

As Illustration.
Made to measure in "AYR'

Check Blanket Tweed
nn • post
Oel ™ PAID.

Natural Lynx Furs
As Illustration

(Favourite Fawn Shade).

M*..} SEI 43/6
Cash returned if not satisfied

Write to

HARTLEY & CO.,
^
21 D, Stanningley Rd., Leeds

ASTOUNDING VALUE in bum

CAMISOLES
BEST LAVCN, FILET LACE & RIBBONS.
Shades: Pale Blue, Pink, Primrose, Mauve &
White. Post free, P.O. 2/11 3 for 8 6.

Most Useful XMAS GIFT.
' STYLO ' LINGERIE Co.,£ York Rd . Leicester.(a

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
THE CINEMA?

Many opportunities occur for men and women in

tliis growing British industry. There is a demand
for trained DCgrnnerj OS Film Artists and Bioscope

and Camera Operators.
Write for particulars and Free Guide.

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE.
36, Rathbone Place. Oxford Street. W.l.

A CHRISTMAS GREETING.
I
DO not know whether snow will fall on Christmas
day and thus give it the appearance of " an old-
fashioned Christmas." In the big cities, I know,

it has its disadvantages, and yet the picture of Yuletide
somehow lacks completeness when the ground is not
covered with a carpet of snow, and there are no white
tops of houses to glisten in the moonlight. But, even
if the touch of winter be not everywhere apparent, the
spirit of Christmas will still be abroad to bring into the
hearts of all the tidings of peace and goodwill.

There are other times of the year at which we rejoice
and give expression to our happiness in various ways.
But whether they are confined to the family, or in-

dulged in by the nation, their significance is not to be
compared with this. At this season the boundaries
and differences which separate nations disappear, and
the Christian peoples of the world unite a3 one large
family to celebrate the great festival of Christmas.

Those who tell us that " it is not what it used to be,"
are of the type who take pleasure in always depreciat-
ing the present and in glorifying the past. Let no one,
however, take them too seriously. The spirit of

Christmas is not dead, but is the same as before,
though it cannot thrive in a heart that is cold. If we
foster it in ourselves with the warmth of true sympathy
and benevolence to our fellow men we shall find that
Christmas has lost none of its old-time joyousness.
but is still the merriest and brightest season of the
year.

Though our forefathers, too, made merry in their

time, they were less fortunate than we in not having
the film to add to their delight. And now that moving
pictures can be shown in the comfort of one's own
home, they will doubtless be welcomed by many as a
new Christmas entertainment. But whether shown
in the home or in the theatre, the film will bring its

own greeting ; and though it may not in every case

be seasonable, what matters it so long as the feast it

provides gives pleasure to all.

And what greeting can I give you, my readers ?

There is none better, I think, than the old one, which
I echo in all sincerity : A Merry Christmas.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWEKS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address

:

The Editor, "The Picture Show, " The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

S. 0: (Clerkenwell).—Very sorry I cannot help you,
S. O., or 1 would do so gladly. Ann Little was with
Herbert Rawlinson in " The Black Box."
J L. P. (Glasgow).—Theda Bara regards herself as

an American, and, as she was born in Cincinnati anil

has lived in the States all her life, she will not admit
to any other nationality. Yes, there are many
lovely spots in Scotland, and you may be sure pro-
ducers have noted tliera for use as occasion requires.

I have no matrimonial news of the artiste you name.
" SNipriK " (Sheffield).—Your kindly sympathy

expressed in your mode of addressing me was quite
cheering. There will be more news later of Victoria

Forde. No, Gerald Ames and Jelfrey Faruol, the
author, are two different persons.

V. A. (Bury St. Edmunds).—Cullen I.andis was in
" Who Is Number One ? " He is twenty-three, and
is at present in America.

" Pf.goy " (Small Heath).—Sorry, but neither
Isobel Elsom nor Owen Nares will disclose the par-
ticulars you want.
H. H. (Oxford).—Yes, Mac Marsh played in

" Intolerance," and Dustin Farnum was '* Mark
Quaintance " in " The Spy." No, he has not given
up acting, and as for Max Linder. he is very much
alive. Chrissie Wltite and Olive Wliite arc not
related. The Whites, like the family of another
colour, the Browns, are pretty numerous. One of

the best known of the former, Pearl, for example,
has appeared in " F'atal Bing," " Iron Claw," "Laugh-
ing Mask," " House of Hate," and Lightning
Kaidcr," which is her latest. Mollie King has starred

in " The Seven Pearls " and *' The Mystery of the
Double Cross."

V. R. J. (Newcastle).—It is not true that Charlie
Chaplin is deaf and dumb, though it is a good thing,

perhaps, that he doesn't hear all the silly rumours
that got about, or they might knock him speechless.

E. P. (Johannesburg).—Margarita Fisher was
born twenty-five years ago in Missouri Valley, Iowa,
U.S.A.

" Eileen " (Bradford).—Being Irish, you are
naturally interested in C'reighton Hale. Yes, he is

married. In your opinion, Mary Miles Miutcr puU

Mary Pickford in the shade. But the latter can
still keep her place in the sun. Jackie Saunders's
age 1 She is twenty-seven, and was born in Phila-
delphia " in the rnornin'."

D. ¥. (Dulwich).—Ves, Marie Doro has played at
several London theatres. She lias brown liair, dark
eyes, and is thirty-four. Henry Gsell is thirty.
Helen Gibson was born twenty-five years ago in
Cleveland, Ohio. Frank Kecnan is married, and lias

appeared in " The Thoroughbred," " The Bride of
Hate," " and Loaded Dice." .

K. F. H. (Thornton Heath).—Alma Hanlon was
born in New York, and Eugene O'Brien in Dublin.
I note you want more news about these two, so wat< li

this paper.
L. W. (Wellingborough).—William Scott was born

in 1893, but is backward about giving fuller Informa-
tion about himself.
"PIP" (Worthing).—Leeds is the birthplace of

Constance Worth, and Dan ltolyat, the well-known
comedian, is her husband. Elsie Janis started her
film career in 1!H4, and has played in " Betty in

Search of a Thrill," " The Caprices of Kitty," and
" 'Twas Ever Thus." She is not married.

S. and H. (Leeds).— No, Gladys Cooper lias not
played for the films very much. Her two children
arc not screen artistes.

F. W. S. (Sudbury).—" Coming Thro' the Rye " is

indeed an excellent film. Yes, Hepworth pictures arc
quite British, and I note you admire the artistes.

E. S. (Finsbury Park).—So you and your sisters

idolise daring Marie Walcamp. She was nut married
when last I heard. " Liberty," "The Ren Glove,"
" The Bed Ace," and " The Moon Child " arc some
)1 the films in which she has starred.
W. B. (Djjnston-on-Tyne).—No, it is not Roscoe

Arbuckle, though he was fat enough to be like him.
" NrzETTE " (Chelmsford).—In " Three Men and

a Girl," the following players took the parts you
mention: Richard Berthelmess (Christopher Kent),
Percy Marmont (Dr. Henry Forsyth), and Jerome
Patrick (Jules Vanneman). When were Alma Taylor
and Henry Edwards born ? Alas ! Suzette, you
ask me a question I cannot answer. Neither of

of them will toll.

M. B. (York).—Print a photo of myself? I am
afraid, my dear M. B., my answer must be in the

negative. So also, of course, would be my likeness.

I find it ever so much more interesting to let my
readers try to guess what I am like Sometimes they

get very near to being correct, sometimes they are

miles out. "Tis a merry game, and it wouldn't do
to let the camera-man spoil the fun. Yes, Sheldon
Lewis is married, and Virginia Pearson is the lady in

question.
" Willie " (Edgbaston).—So you dike our " Ail-

Star " series of postcards ! Don't forget to spread

the good news amongst all your friends. Antonio
Moreno is 5 ft. 10 in., and has black hair. Charlie

Chaplin is just six inches shorter, while William S.

Hart is exactly an inch over six feet. The latter has

brown hair and blue eyes. Other particulars, I am
sorry to say, have not been made public.

S. D. (Perth).—Mary F'uller was born in Washing-
ton, Columbia, in 1893. I hope, too, that she will

come back, though I ftinnot say what has made her

give up the screen. Kingsley Benedict has written

several plays, and was on the stage for some time.

He was thirty-seven on November 14th, and was
born in Buffalo, New York. Francelia Billington is

twenty-three, and has light-brown hair and grey eyes.

Yes, she played in " Periwinkle," also in " Red
Feather," and " Shackles of Truth." The notes I

like receiving in preference to all others are those

signed bv a gentleman called " Bradbury."
"Nellie" (Sheffield).

—
" Thelma " and "God's

Good Man " have been filmed. Charlie of the " baggy
trousers " fame was born on April 16th, thirty years

ago.
" Ret.v " (Manchester).—The rumour concerning

Mary Pickford is quite absurd. I agree with you it is

" a great shame " that some of the absurd statements

one reads should find their way into print. Sorry,

I haven't the casts you want, but I may have them
later. Jack Holt is married, and has two little

children, a boy and a girl. Ou the other matter, he

is silent.

, , J. M. B. (Liverpool).—Glad to know that fifty girl
' chums of yours have ordered this paper weekly, in

spite of the fact that your school teacher has such an
awful opinion of cinemas in general. You can fill

your postcard album quite nicely with our " All-

Star " series of postcards. They arc just the thing.

So you have been up in an aeroplane One day 1

might feel flight v enough to do the same.
V; A. N. T. (Earl's Court).—" The Heart of the Hills

"

will not be seen in this country this year. So Mary
Pickford has sent you also an autographed photo of

herself. You are another lucky one.
"Australian Madge" (Bow).—So you were

photographed standing between Fiddie Polo and his

wife. Some people have all the luck. Aurele Sydney-

is right. Write to your favourites by all means, and
j oin- letters will be sent on.

(Continued on page 23.)

/A' ensu er to the many inquiries we have received from our readers as to how they can send tetters to
' Cinema actors and actresses," The Picture Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must be
distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, asmany ofthese
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters

are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to sendyour letter : VVrire the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose 1 id. stamp to the Editor," The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country, if a reply is required.)
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Soft, White Hands

Although you may hare rough

house-work or out-door work

to do, you can stii! have lovely

hands'if you use Snowfiro.

For Snowfire lias a softening,

soothing influence upon the skin

—and it whitens and thoroughly

cleanses the pores.

Invaluable for Chapped
Hands. Cracked Lips,

aril other cold weather
skin troubles.

In 3d. tablets. Family
size 7 id. Of all Chemifts.

F.W. HAMPSHIRE & CO.,

Ltd..

Riverside Works.
DERBY.
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L,*-oiiai'; REGISTERED

HOME CINEMATOGRAPH MACHINE
How lo make one at home. foiiLplete TOOK of INSTRUG-
1 IONS ami DIAURAM ,Bfg. Ho. tome) II 1ST FREE, 2,6.-
IR1MSHSC0PE. 235. HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. 1.

MOUTH ORGANS BEATEN.

played n any key. "Knocks the Gers
C( eked :iat." Post free 1/6 each (silvei ritt

R. FIELD (Dept. I9),Hall Avenue, HUDDERSFIELD.

All the
latest tunes
can be played
on the

Chella-phone.
Tin.- only pocket

Instrument on which
tunes can ho correctly

nnan mouth oriran into a
'6) from the maker,

ffl

n

AlCinemaCellege
£ is now an established £

b institut'on, and our methods *

2 have the approval of the „

g Lay and Trade Press. If |

jj" you have the talent, we *j

develop and use it. Any g
latent ability will be re- 1

veiled in the four trial

b lessons. Those passing h

a this ssarching test may a

enrol as students. Write S

a or call for full particulars. «
b a

76, Broad St, Birmingham.
B B
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
(.Continued from page 22.)

TI. A. M. (Chariton).—Mary Odette and Mary
Goimbaulr are one and the same, the former being
the screen name wliicli she adopted not long ago.

" Crosspatch " (Bayswater).—And if the truth
were known, you are doubtless quite sweet-tempered,
so why give yourself a bad name ? I may have
answered your previous letter, but, if you have not
seen the r»p!y in print ere this, don't hesitate to write
and let me know what your questions were.

K. T. (London, \V.).—Yes, Creighton Hale is

married, and his wife, I believe, is a non-professional.
He is twenty-seven.

S. MrL. (Nice).—Fannie Ward is forty-four, and
doesn't, look it. She was born in St. Louis. Missouri,
and has fair hair and blue eyes. I am awaiting the
news you want about her husband, Jack Dean.
<iaby Deslys will lie seen in a new play called " The
god of Luck." Yes, Mary filynne is on the films,

but I am sorry I am unable to answer your questions
about Gladys Cooper and Dennis Neilson-Terry.

E. Pi (Shrewsbury).—The remark you read was
allfged to have beeti made by Mrs. Charlie Chaplin,
but Charlie was not born in France at all. He was
born in Brixton, Loudon.

M. H. (Grays).—Manora Thew and Hayford Hobbs
played the lead in " The Man and the Monvnt."
Winnie and Dorothy (Bournemouth).— Please

see first part of reply to V. B. of Eastleigh, in issue

for Oct. tlth.
" Incognito " (Ormskirk).—The statement made

on this page is correct.

fi. K. (Stoke Newington).—Have you seen the
announcements about our " All-Star " series of post-
cards ? They are the best yon can get. Tom, Owen
and Matt Moore are brothers, and there is another
brother called Joe. Dustin and William Farnum are
brothers. Jack and Mary IMckford are brother and
sister: Syd. and Charlie Chaplin are brothers.
Marguerite and Ethel Clayton are not related.

Dorothy and Lillian Gish are sisters, as also Constance
and Norma Talmadge. Charles and Albert Bay are
cousins. Pearl and ChrUsia White are not related.

N. C. (Brighton).—Mary Fuller left, the films some
time ago, and at the moment, of writing, I have no
news that she is likely to return. I am sorry I

cannot promise an art plate of her just yet. as there
are so many other favourites to be considered. I

am glad you like the P. S. so much.
L. B. B. (Durban).—Yes, Kenneth Harlan is in

America, but don't let, that deter you from writing to

hip if you want to. He is twenty-fou.\ ind was born
in New York. Grace Canard, I am pleased to say,

is very much alive, and still acting.

J. S. (Hull).—So you saw Eddie Polo doing one of

his stunts when he was in this country. Pearl
Grant is his wife's name.

M. B. (Muizeriberg).—Two questions is not too
many, but the first is already answered In our rules.

Ethel Clayton is a widow. Her husband was
Joseph Kaufman.

G. E. (Standerton, S.A.).—Douglas Fairbanks'*
whereabouts are somewhere in America, and if you
send me yoi» letter for him. it will be forwarded.

!' Primrose " (Ludlow).—Queenie Thomas does
not state her age. Louise Lovely is twenty-three,
and Madge Kennedy is married to Harold Bolster.

E. M. D. (Ilfracombe).—Yes, Mae Marsh played in
" Intolerance."

A. C. (Filey).—Stewart Pome was born in Newbury,
and I hat w-is thirty-two years ago. Cluissie White
and Alma Taylor are silent about their ages.

K. M. S. (Aberdeen).—(1) They are merely adver-
tisers' statements. (2) Carlyle Blackwell is thirty-five,

and was born in Syracuse, New York. (3) There will

be heaps more art plates to come, so you can get in

a good stock of paste.

J). C. (Walsall).—Douglas MacLean has fine eyes,
you think. Yes. they have charmed many a fair

admirer. He was born in Philadelphia, and one day I

nope to hear more about him.
H. C. 0. (Northampton).—Doesn't sound like a

woman's name ? But she is one right enough, so if

you ever want to write to her don't forget it's Miss
Gale Henry. Age twenty-six, 1

birthplace California.

Mrs. L. (Stanford-lc-Hope) and W. A. W. (Silsden).

—There will be no binding cases of The Pictvrv,
Show for sale but any bookbinder in your locality
will be able to bind vour copies for you.

" Eai.ine " (Dublin).—No. I shall not call you
'• rags, bones or bottles," as you suggest. Your third
name is prettier than any of these three, and as you
are a new reader let me welcome you. Florence Yidor
is not married to Scssuc Hayakawa for the latter is

already wedded (o a charming Japanese actress,

Tsuru Aoki. Mollie King married Kenneth D.
Alexander,

U. I). (Bromley) and others. -Don't write, asking
if you can write to sueh-ainl-such an artiste as it

wastes time on both -ides yours and mine. Renders
are at liberty to send letters to any artistes they like

through this office, but acknowledgments of these

letters should not be asked for.

M. K. (Mount Ash).—Good things should always
be shared, so why should I mind because juii (lis-

tributed pages of your PICTURE Snow amongst your
friends in a picture theatre. I note you have several

1 ritisb wtostea in ynur list, of fi.-aint;' i'h-.t lb

stuff. As regards Dorothy Phillips she is t\vuit>-

Seven, and was born in Baltimore, Maryland.

' More Answers Next Week).

"""!..„ ^
This Beautiful
(Rubber Waterproof)

FANCY
DOROTHY BAG
POST FREE
FOR CICt
ONLY O'O

(Lined with the best

material.)

You have choice of five
shades— brown, green,
grey,chocolate and blue-

Please state shade re-

quired when ordering.

This Dorothy Bag will last for years. When closed it

is entirely waterproof. It is very smart and dressy, and
looks well worth four times its price. An ideal present,

suitable for shopping, dancing, travelling, business, and for

ladies* use generally.

YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED WITH IT.
Your money back if you are not satisfied.

Send 5/6 to-day end you will get it post free by return.

Address your order to

T. A.BYERS, 79, West Regent St., Gfasgow.

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERVES.
Nervousness deprives you of employment, pleasures, and many
advantages in life. If you wish to prosper and enjoy life,

strengthen your nerves, and regain conJIdence in yourself by
using the Mento-Nerve Strengthening Treat-
Ilie' it. liuaranteed Cure iu 12 days. Used by Vice-Adiniral to
Seai/Gin, Colonel to Private, D.S.O.'s, M.C.'a, • M.M.'s, and.
D.CM.'s. Morelv send 3 penny stamps for particulars.

—

OODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH, Ltd., 536. Imperial
Bu'ldings Ludgate Circus London. E.C. 4.

entirely if yon rise Valentine's Extract.

It stains grey cr faded hair black or

any shade of brown required and makes
the liair soft and glessy. Wil!notwa?h
out; is odonrless, and dees not soil

the pillow. A natural, imperceptible,

lasting stain. Try it to-day.

PRICE NOT ADVANCED. QUALITY
> AMD STRENGTH MAINTAINED AT

PRE-WAR STANDARD.
Of ill Chemists Is., 2s.. and 6s. 6d. pel

bottle; or liv post .Id. extra, direct from R. S.

VALENTINE,46a,Holborn Viaduct, London. E.C.I.

8 (lto<x£icut Sfo**.;

DR. WILSON'S TABLETS
nnnnnnnnnnu CURE nnnnnnnnnnn

§ CHILBLAINS I
IN A FEW HOURS.

Post Free, 1 4.',.—THE VCTLSON g
LABORATORY (Dept. B),

nnn24, Magdalene St., Cambridge.nnn



HAVE

NICE CURLS

NOBLE'S
cffer an exceptional opportunity to ihe
woman who wishes to be both well
dressed and economical. For NOBLE'S

styles are the smartest, and
NOBLE'S prices the lowest,
because NOBLE'S are the
• -tual ma lufji turtrs.

Charming Evening Dress

27>6Model
F4470
Dainty !>©»•. for TTvcnine wear.
Ma<le hi Crc-itn. Hiscutt, Pink, bky,
Hclio(ir. y .-m(t Sixe MucVoite. Ti.e
Ma^ym bodice fast OS at b«iclf, and
is in.»dc with dceplucL Ht front and
t ack. Tlie neck tvd s'ee»es are
mmed witli white h'lusa st tch.ng-„

»lt «ith cuds Skirt with Odiitl

.edged fringe at front Guid ba le In
:s to tit— Front
ist Waist Skirl Lenjt i

lis. 2* ins. SI-SGms.
"t3Gms. aCins, a: Wins.

BSr 28 ma. SS-10 tru.

"Price 27 6 It* inada spec;
in re. price 31 8

tllf to

Materials by the Yard
For ladle* who proict to have
rtieir Clothe* ma le up thenv
strives. John Noble. l.iu..v.ill send
t eler ti «n o* material* post tree.

±t*id tO'ttayJet Aofi e'j FretFas-t ion /»'#.,

JOHN NOBLE ' I
43 Brook St. Mill*. Manchester. =

"ftiniiiiiiHiiiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiife

HlATC you seen
our great new

companion paper.
Boys' Cinema
Weekly, yet 7

There are pages and
pages of wonderful
photographs and
adventure stories in

it which you should
aot miss. Ask for

'teWEEKLY
H/BUYS. A

with missive Oak-Case,;!2-inch
iclily coloured Horn.uni.reak-
abl-; silent Swiss Motor.
11-in. nickolled Turntable,
and extra loud Insulated
Sound Box, etc. Gigantic
stock of Cabinet lirarai-
phones, Portable Hornless,
and exquisitely designed Table.
<;riud* ready lor Immediate do
liveiy nVrr.-f ficm /aclo-r at

pounds under shop prices.OntiN ArrKuVAI, with and
»J>0 needles PACK Kl) KHKE. CARRIAGE
PAID. Complete satisfaction or money
refunded. Writo for monster Kargiln
Lists TO-DAY
MEAD COMPANY. Dept. 10 0.
BALSALL HEATH. BIRMINGHAM.

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The m^t wonderful Musical Discovery of the
Age. It tta^hes yuu to play the pianc t*eautl*
fully by car and ramp to thousands of songs
Jn all keys with ONE HOURS PRACTICE
without the allght-»pt knowledge of music
rtinrple as A. B.C. 150.000 told and evcryuno
delighted. Bveeeaa guarantwd. Money re-
tumed if not a? stated Complete, poet free,

26 Imperial Publigbing
Co. L Depl . 28, South Castle St..
Liverpool. Established .

'ARE YOU SHORT?
If 60. let the CIrvan "*y*tem help yem
toincieasc your height. Mr Brig^sre-
ports 5 inches increase : Drivtr K. V.,

3 inchea ; Mr. Rat-liiTe, 4 Inches ; Mirf
Iredell, 4inche3 ; Mr. Ketley.4im.hi i

This system greatly,, Itnpcoyge the
health, ftgiire, aii-t carriage ' e'end 3
penny stamp* for further particulars
and £100 Guarantee to Enquiry
Dept. C.T., 17. Stroud Green Road.
London. V.4.

^^^^^^
Every lady can have a beautiful head ol

CL'HLY and WAVV hair. There is no need
to have sleek, lank, unattractive hair. One
bottle of VETltOS will keep the hair in lovely
curls for months, also invaluable for making
the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Send for a bottle to-day, and twik-
yourself the admiration of all your frien.ls.

You will be delighted with the results.

Price 2 6 per bottle, or three bottles for 5 6.
post paid, direct from the makers, CHAPMAN,
LTD. (Oept 147), 15, Red Lion Sq., London, W.C.I

MM SHOW YOUR FRIENDS §£*$

<iC
Uhe Picture Show.*

CINEMA^
ii EVERY WEDNESDAY.

Oatme
It is the dirt that is IN, not the dirt that is ON,
that spoils the complexion. OATINE removes
dirt and dust from the pores of the skin which
soap and water cannot reach. 16 and 3.'-, of all

chemists and Stor;s. Oatine Co., London, S.E.I.

Perfect Billiards

Home
YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED with a Riley Billiard table in the

home. No matter how small your room is, there is a Riley Table

to fit it. Riley's Miniature Billiard Tables tive a perfect game, so truly are

thev proportione 1. Prices from £7. Tha6 ft. 4 in. size at iM 10s. cash, or

19 moothlv pavments of 10 3, is suitable for most rooms. Riley's Combine"
Billiard and Liming Tables from £28 10s. cash, or in 13 or 20 monthly pay-

ments. These prices include all accessories and carriage to any address

w ithin one mile of railway st tion.
'

SEVEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL.
YOU may u?e the Table for seve i days, and if at the end of that time you do

not w ish to keep it, advise Rilev's w ho will have the table collected w ithout

anv expense to you.
,

Illustrated Catalogue Free on receipt oj post card.

E. J. RILEY. Ltd., Screen WorKs, Accrlngton.
London Showrooms: 147, AMcrssate Street, E.C. <P

Printed and published every Monday Lv me Proprietor*, The AmaLoamatkk Press, Limited, the Fleetway House, Karnnudon Street. London, K t>. 4. Advertisement
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CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES. PLAYS, AND PLAYERS

-BEST WISHES " sends STELLA MUIR,
who has been called the English Mary

Pickford.

BELATED XMAS MESSAGES.
More Good Wishes Sent by Cinema Stars

to You.

MESSAGES still keep coming to The
Picture Show wishing us to tell our
readers that the stars of the cinema world

wish them a joyful time this Christmas, and a
happy- New Year. But this paper is printed
many days before you see it, so that many
greetings will, unavoidably, have to be left out.

Here is a message written in verse by our old

od John MacAndrews, whom we have seen
in so many Hepworth photo-play^, writes

One vine one nine if added comes to twenty,

May that year bring your readers peace and
* plenty

:

And friendly faces nightly still be seen
Whenever John MacAndrews appears upon

, Hi", screen.

—*

—

A Wonderful Collection of Art Plates.

I
WONDER how many of my reader? are

collecting our art plates ? A good many [

. . should think, judging from the letters that
pour into the ollice every week from pleased
readers. The editor asks rne to tell you that
every request for a special star to appear as an
art plate is duly noted, and lhat each will appe ar

in time. The news that our plate next week
i- to be of the inseparable comedians and com-
rades, Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, will please

many. Then in " Woman's Weekly " this week
is an art plate of delightful Dorothy CJish

(heroine of our story this week), and No. 3 of the
" Boys' Cinema " comes out with an art plate
of Bill Hart, taken with his world-famous Pinto
pony. This, by the way, is out Monday on
account of Christmas holidays.

"Destiny."

NEXT week's number of The Picture
Show is a real red-letter number, for in
addition to all the usual features begins

the first instalment of our wonderful Dew serial

stOry, " Destiny."
The character of Diann Meadows is drawn so

vividly by the author's pin thai every woman
and Kirl who reads the story will understand the
motive that made our heroine live nn Un-
conscious lie. Morally, Diana was guiltless,
but in (he eyes of the law she was to blame

Don't miss this really human Story of a
woman's grim fight with fate.

She Didn't Mind.

RUTH ROLAND has been entertaining a
little namesaki of hers, who sleeps in the
same room.

One night, as she was about to turn out the

sights and get into bed, she noticed her little

guest munching a hie red apple.

"I will wait until you have finished." said

Miss Roland politely. " You don't want to eat
in I he dark."
"I don't care if you turn out the lights,"

responded the child sweetly. "I can taste it

there's any worms in it."

—

—

To Be Screen Stars.

MP,. WALTER WEST, the Broadwcst pro-

ducer of British photo-plays, fells me that
judging by the hundreds of applications

he receives at the studio lor film work, the craze

to see one's sell as others see one is rapidly on
the increase.
On an average, this company receives 500

applications a week from screen aspirants, all

over the L'nited Kingdom.

A Historical Balloon.

THOSE of us who see I he big balloon ascent
i in a coming photo-play, entitled "A Woman

of Pleasure," will witness a balloon which
saw act.on at Chateau-Thierry and the Argonne.
It was used for observation by the Americans
abroad. It made 172 ascents, and has a record
of having shot down two Boche aviators who
were trying to puncture the big gas bag.

A balloon, such as this one is, fits well into

the action in this big Pathe special, featuring
Blanche Sweet.

Thrills for the Screen.

THE escape of live lions in the middle of a
perfornyince at a large and crowded circus

is the startling climax of " The Liens'

Prey "—a sensational new Italian picture.

As the beasts spring into the arena, the great
audience is seized with panic, and a scene of the
wildest confusion follows. There is also a very
exciting glimpse of the heroine lying beneath
the jaws of a very wrathful lioness.

Why Monty Blue Made a Vow.
MONTY BLUE has made a vow, and it is

all the more surprising, because he has
vowed not to do a thing which he li is been

doing all his life, or, rather, ever since he has been
able to carry a gun. For you must know tin'
Monty Blue, the most enthusiastic of deer
hunters, has sworn never to hunt deer again.
He has just returned from a trip in the moun-

tains without a single skin to his credit, but h •

says, "It was the best, trip of my life, because
of the Tow I made. The first day I was out I

got a running shot but missed. I started to tr rl

the deer, but a loose bank gave way, and 1 rolled
75 feet down the mountain side, and decided to
postpone my hunting till next day.
"That night we stopped at Wheeler's camp.

There was a tame doe there, one that was raised
on a milk bottle. Its mother came running into
the camp with it one day to escape a forest Sre.

The mother died, but the young one lived, and
is now just as tame as a kitten.

"I was sitting under a tree late that after-

noon, when the doe came behind me and poked
her nose over my shoulder. I looked into her
b'g, sad eyes, and L made my vow—never again
will 1 take a shot at a deer."

A Dog's Life.

IF Peggy Hyland's dog Judy could speak,
she would tell you that a dog's life is not
so bad after all.

Some two weeks ago, she was run over by a
motor car. She was taken to the best dog
hospital. Specialists and doctors were called in,

but one of her fore-legs being paralysed and use-

less, the doctors could do nothing for her, I ut

big hearted Pegixy refused to have her destroyed,
and has taken her back to her house, where she
has an electric massage every da\ . big cushions
to lie on, and is fed on the fat of the land,

—

—

Harry Pollard's Chance.

IT is said that Harold Lloyd's long illness has
given another comedy actor the chance
/of making good, as a star.

During Mr. Lloyd's illness. Harry Pollard was
given a star part with Mildred Davis, rind has
proved so successful, that his future screen
career is now assured.

RENEE KELLY, who is delighting us in
"The Cinderella Man " on the stage, and is

appearing in "Westward Hoi" on the screen,
sends Christmas Greetings to all readers of
'• The Picture Show." [Foutsham i BanlttWi

" Christmas Greetings. Best Wishes for

1020," writes beautiful MALVINA LONG-
FELLOW, who will shortly be seen as
" Thclma " in the film version of Marie

Corelh's famous novel."
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An Exciting Career.
KENNETH DUFFY, whose photo appears

p)i this page, lias had a, thrilling life

story on the films. His part, of SeTwyn,'
a millionaire who became a crook, in a coming
photo-play, called for liini to bo attacked by
masked men, gagged, bound, and taken to a
deserted house, slung up to (ho ceiling by his

feet, with a bomb under his head. He is rescued
by a dwarf before ihe building is finally blown
up. To add to the discomfort during the

filming of these thrills—the sceno was taken on
Dartmoor—the ear broke down, mid Mr. Duffy
and his companions in distress spent the night

in the waiting room of Exeter Station, with no
fire, no food, and no overcoats to givo% grain

of comfort.
Before appearing on the film, Mr. Duffy

played live of the six male parts on tour with
Klinor Glyn's " Three Weeks." Ho ployed the

hero, the Prime Minister, the foreign spy, the

native servant, and the cosmopolitan prince.

During the war Mr. Duffy served in Franco
as a soldier, and tells of many a supper ho
earned iu French villages giving in exchange
French lessons in English.

Mr. Duffy tells me that only the difference in

height lost him the part of playing Mr. Godfre y
Tearlo's double in a picture. Both he and
Mr. Tcarle having the same birthday.

Harold Lloyd's Accident.

AT last, news has come to hand from Harold
Lloyd himself, describing his recent

accident.
" The way the accident occurred was through

the carelessness of someone connected with the

property room, mixing real bombs up with other

props and sham bombs. The property master
innocently picked this bomb from among other

props, to use in a still picture of me lighting

•ny c igarette with a bomb. I had the bomb
up before my face, in a position to light the cigar

-

etti, when by chance, I noticed that the fuse

bad burned low, and was not going to register

well in the picture, so lowering the bomb from
my face to an angle of about 50 degrees, I told

props " he had better put in a new fuse. But
just at that moment it exploded. Had the bomb
bceii before my face then, well, I wouldn't have
been writing to you now.

The property man and the camera man were
knocked over. I was thrown back, but never

off my pins. As soon as the others had~struggled
to their feet, they rushed to my side, and grab-

bing a newspaper, wrapped it around my hand
to keep the air from striking it, and also, they

say, to keep mo from seeing it. But I had
already discovered the damage. My first words
were: ' My career is ended!'—but it proved
to be not quite so bad as that, and I am thank-
ful to say I am now nearly well again, and hopo
very soon to resume work."

Luckily for the countless crowds of Winkle
worshippers, Messrs. Patho Freres assure us

that there will be no lack or pause in Winkle
Comedies.

y
—-—

Do You Know.—That Sessuo Hayakawa's chief professional

l"bby is experimenting with new lighting
effects 1 —

-

—Thai Ruth Clifford is nineteen years old ?—

—

-lift slio has light-green eyes and dark
brown hair 1 —-

—

—That Robert Anderson was born end
educated in Denmark ?—

—

—Th,at he plays the violin, draws ant) paints
in oils '!

--*-* —
—Thai May Allison's first stage appearance

was as *' Beauty " in " Everywomap "
>,

- That Tsuru Aoki is very fond of riding ?

that Catherine Calvert is Mrs. Paul Arm
srioftg't

•

—
— Thai Irene Castle lias brown hair and grey

ts'ei 't

Fay Film sr.

KENNETH DUFFY, in

''The Great London
Mystery." The Torquay
& Paignton Co. serial.

PEGGY CARLISLE,
who, since her first

photo-play, "Comrade-
ship,

'

' has become a star,

(Photo : Claud Harris.)

PRISCILLA DEAN poses for her photograph
with her Christmas turkey. Whether this will

be the bird's last Christmas photograph still

remains Priscilla's secret.

A

FROM "OVER THERE."
.Votes and News from Los Angeles,

JOHN' BAHRY.MOP.E—of the famous Barry -

more brothers, not forgetting their noted
sister—has been chosen to play the chief

pari iii the screen version of that world-famoud
novel "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. '

With Mildred Harris Chaplin.
STRONG supporting cftst ha« been
chosen for Mildred Harris Chaplin's re.

entrarlce on the screen. Bertram
Graeahy, .Milton Sills and Mary [Allien, form
a trio of rare ability. Don t yo.i th nk S3 !

.

—M
A Joke on Viola.

VIOLA DANA has begun on her second
week's work on " The Willow Tree, '.' sine
recovering from measles, and sho is

religiously following her doctor's order, "Early
to bed."

" When I get through my work I have a hea l

massage; a manicure, and a back rub. ' Then I
hurry homo for a nice bath and supper, ' Bflfd

the screen classic star. " After that, t crawl into
bed and read poetry, and wonder what my
friends arc doing."
When Miss Dana caught measles she re. . i v .

'

lots of children's toys from her friends. Thefo
wire building blocks, dolls, rag story books,
games, and even a little tin phonograph.

Miss Dana asked what was the joke.
"If you are young enough to have measles,

yon aro young enough to play with doll«," they
told her.

Ethel Clayton is Not Engaged.
ETHEL CLAYTON is still kept busy th—

l

days denying rumours that she is married
or about to be married.

" It is all on account of my good-looking
broi her," l he Paramount Artcraft star explained.
You sec he and my mother are my two hob-

bies, and 1 am with him most of the time. Every
time I am seen with him, someone starts the
story that I was seen with my fiance.

" Bunty "—A Star.

LOUISE GLAUM'S dog has become a Star,

and we shall see " Runty '' (that is bit

name) in a number of new photo-plays
shortly. It seems that "Runty" did a diving
?tunt into a tank at the Ince studios after somo
geese the other day, and made such a decided
hit, with all who witnessed the feat, that tho
director thought he could write " Runty ' jut'

>

Miss Gianni's new story, so in ho has gone.
" As. if 1 have not enough troubles about my

own wardrobe," said Miss Glaum. " Now I Hftve
got to get " Runty " several coats, and, of cours^,
I have to go with him each time to be fitted.*

MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE, who, you
will remember, played Lena Kellar in
Douglas Fairbanks' production, "Arizona."

Why Jack Objects to Photographers.

JACK HOLT has promised Thu Pictcbi,
Show a new studio portrait of hiinserf.

There are not many about, because Jack
hates having his picture taken.
The last time he went to a photographer ho

said the operator put him in a chair, screwed
his head in a vice, and said :

" There how : turn your head just a little

i his way, a little more, that's better. No, a
bit to the left please; there. Now don't drop
the corners of your mouth that way ; relax
the features just a little ; smile. That's Sine ;

hold that. Oil ! wait a minute I have forgot'' •

to put -in the plates."

Doesn't Like a Moustache.

BERT LYTELL has promised us that 1."

will be rid of his moustache by New Year's
Day.

It was at the request of his director that Mr.
Lytejl went off, by himself last summer, and
raised a monstacho for his Italian character-
isation in a coming photo-play entitled " Lom-
bard y, Ltd."
Ho confidently expected to shavo it off

directly the production was completed, but was
begged to retain it for the part of Beauty
Steele, in the film version of Sir Gilbert Parker's
novel,"' The Right of Way "

; but Bert says he
must be smooth shaved at anv price bv ttie

birth of lft50-
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES

MAY ALLISON was recently made a life member of the Motion
Picture Operators Union. Here she is attending a meeting.

PEGGY HYLAND, the popular Fox star, learning to drive a new motor-car.
She is getting on well, although she has had very few lessons at present.

A photograph showing J. ALLEN BOONE, representative of the Robertson Cote Company mid HARRY WILLIAM DESMOND, in a smilin 0- mood,
MUSGROVE, of Australian Films, Ltd. ; BESSIE BARRISCALE and J. D. FEATHINGHAM, just before going for a flight in his

manager of BESSIE'S own company. aeroplane.

No Picnicing," says the notice, but this tired little party don't care. Seated HENRY T. WALTHALL, who is appearing in Allan Dwan's
on a chair in the centre of the photograph BLANCHE SWEET may be seen. productions, is very fond of music, and he plays the piano

The producer, ROBERT T. THORNBY, is sitting on two chairs. wonderfully.
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JUST ME
TF in this story I have offended anyone whose name I hare used, I am since
* meant to do so. It may seem that I haoe not dealt too kindly with nty pai

l^wPfo&bt'f oOk. Story

White
ry I have offended anyone whose name 1 hare used, 1 am sincerely sorry, because I have not

11 may seem that I haoe not dealt too kindly with nty parents during the early period of
my life. J can but say I have written of things just as they impressed me. The treatment they gave \o me was
stern, indeed, but 1 now realise that I was a headstrong, stubborn child, and evidently the methods they employed,
must have been the, right ones, for I have turned out a financial success, at least.

Everybody who knows my father and stepmother like them,
to at heart they must be good, and I'm glad that when the

Almighty dealt out parents I drew the ones I did. To
you, kind readers, I ask only that yon will please look upua
me as just " a regular human being."

iccess, ai tean.

How the Story Commenced.
In the preceding chapters of her delight fully frank

story. Pearl White sketched the history of her early
childhood. They were not altogether happy days,
for money was scarce in the household, and her
mother, who was always very delicate, died soon after

her birth. Pearl was always getting into mischief,
and was consequently always receiving punishment
at the hands of her very strict father. Jfcr father
married again when she was six years old. Last week
Pearl told of her first two years at school, and how she
used to earn a little money for the family by picking
fruit for a farmer. When she was twelve years old,

her brother, who was her greatest pal, left home and
joined the navy. At the age of thirteen. Pearl de-
cided to join a circus that came to her district, and
later on she joined a touring company. P.ut her
early efforts were not too successful. Next, Pearl
was offered a job as a stewardess on a boat, and she
looked forward to going on the ocean and seeing a
bit of the world.

(Yon can now read on.)

IT was on board that little boat that
I first realised how foul one's
stomach can treat you—" seasick-

ness !
" My job consisted of emptying

the slop jars and straightening up tho
cabins. It seems there was nothing I
was commissioned to do that didn't
require stooping over, and this was tho
only thing that my stomach wouldn't
stand for. Luckily, that was a short
trip, because I had begun to crave
death by the time we landed in

Havana. So I took my suitcase, and"
with a promise to be back in time for

tho return trip, I left a week's wages
and the boat—flat.

Now my advice to any young girl

who is searching for a career, is

—

don't go to Cuba. I soon found that
out. I, armed with the trusty red,

white and blue, soon got a job in a
variety hall, but to have done that
without speaking any Spanish at all

was quite a trick. However, 1

shortened my skirts a little more and
sang American song's to a lot of ap-
plause. I was then calling myself
simply " Miss Maine." Most of the
audience understood not what I sang.
Perhaps it was better so, and maybe
they were only applauding the
American 'flag. Needless to say I did
not dance. I stayed there about a
month, and when I had all of the money
that I had saved out of my earnings translated
into American money, it came to nearly two
hundred dollars. My salary was not large. Oh
no! But it was customary for the Cubans- if

they liked a performer to toss coins upon tho
Stage for an encore, and allow me to say that I

went sour on many a high note picking tip the
odd " pesos." I found fault not with Cuba
nor with tho pennies I was gaining, but with
tho nun who inhabited the island.

I had never had any amount of attention paid
to me by tho male sex before. Somehow I was
not tho typo that men fall for. But those
Spanish boys—Mother of Mercy ! They trailed

lap through the streets, chattering in their
weird language of which I understood nothing.
Pi rhaps they were harmless and woro only trying
to borrow money or something. Anyway I

flattered myself that I was being chased. Being
an American and quite fair along with my pro-
duction of tome-made clothes (which I must
admit were pretty wild, lor in those days I loved

a lot of colours mixed together), perhaps the poor
fellows, after all; were only handing themselves
a lot of laughs.

I hod been told by a troupe of acrobats
working in tho same theatre with me that.

South America was the place that I should
descend upon, that tho people there appre-
ciated talent and were much more refined than
were tho Cubans. Of course, they were kid-
ding me, but I fell to it, and started for South
America. Buenos Aires was to be my goal.

I dipped into my savings and bought my trans-
portation. Tho rest of tho -money I firmly
sewed in a chamois bag, which I hung around
my neck, and departed for South America, with
a third-lass ticket in one hand and a Spanish
(self-taught method) book in tho other.

PEARL WHITE on a fishing holiday.

The steerage ! Suffering cats, I don't see
why the laws that govern humanity allow people
to travel in such discomfort. To be seasick,
which they all are, is bad enough, but to bo
chucked in with a lot of people, speaking a lot

of different languages and you can't tell whether
they are talking to you or about you, is too
awful.

My Seventeenth Birthday.'

I
LANDED in Buenos Aires on my seven-
teenth birthday, which is a rather tender
age to be so far away from homo. How-

ever, I w as as tall as I am now, and looked at least

twenty-three or four. In fact, when I was nine-
teen, my photographs show that I looked older
than I do even to-day.

Buenos Aires is moro or less just a big cos-
mopolitan city, and I felt small and frightened
< noitgh when 1 landed there. Although you do
find quite a few English-speaking people, tho
majority are Latin and stick to their respective
native tongues. If in Cuba I was a small riot--

in South America they didn't even know I xtcn
there. I did get several weeks' work in tho music-
hulls, but 1 got so terribly lonesome and even'
homesick, that 1 parted w ith most of my bank-
roll (I also sold tho trusty red, white and bluej
to an American girl I met there), and gotapatt-i
sage on a freight boat going to New Oceans.
Thank Heaven there was no steerage on that
boat or I guess I would have drawn it.

The trip was a long, rough one, and in the
spring of the year the Gulf Stream certainly
can/ behave pretty nasty. Of course, I was
seasick, and we ran into an awful storm which
threw tho boat out of its ccurso for several
days. I lay in my bunk, felt tho boat rock,'
saw the wave* come in the door, thought of
the old song "Rocked in tho Cradle of tho,

Deep," and decided that mine was meant to be
ii watery grave. So with the fear oj God still

in my heart, I arrived in New Orleans a pretty
>ick person and boarded a train bound towards
home.

My money was absolutely exhausted by tho
time I reached Memphis, Tennessee, and when,
by the way. I passed through the station there,
I was not the same happy girl that I was when
I stepped off the train at that saino station
some months earlier to join " Tho All-Star
Stock." I made.the rest of the trip to Spring-
field without eating anything except an apple,
which was given to me by a lady on tho train,

who had a lot of lunch done up in a box.

I was a sorry -looking sight when I steppe-

1

off at the station in Springfield, but I wa>) too
< ired and hungry to nurse my pride. So with
my battered old suitcase in hand, I walked to
my father's house, over a mile away, and
fairly fell in at the door. What a success 1 h<i:>,

turned, out to be. Now my family was never
a hysterical one, but as they had received ho

news from me during my tour of the
foreign countries, they had a lot oi

angry emotions stored up that they
immediately spilled.

My father then decided that my
theatrical days were surely at an end,
that he was not going to have hi L

daughter disgracing him, and all the
things that parents can say and think
about the stage. So he mapped out
my career from then on. I, ho de-
cided, showed signs of talent toward*
being a dressmaker, and he, himself,
got me a job as an apprentice. J

lived at home and went to the dress-

maker's house each morning. My
training consisted of stitching endless
seams on the sewing machine. Then
I got to delivering bundles, and
eventually helped to do tho housework
in the dressmaker's home. I. worked,
there for four months at four dollars ".

week, and learned nothing. I didn't,

want to be a dressmaker, anyway,
and when I got fired I guess my
father didn't care much himself.

My next job was as a nurse girl

to tliree children. My father knew
the family in which I worked, so that
I wasn't treated as a regular servant,
and took my meals with them. Now
such things as olives, sweetmeats, all

the butter and sugar one. wanted had
been a scarcity in my life, and this

family, who were very well off, set.

a wonderful table. Consequently, J

did a lot of very important eating
and very little work. As a nursegirl I was
a terrible failure. I was waiting patiently
for my eighteenth birthday, which eventualK
arrived.

In February I began answering advertise
ments in the New York " Clipper," a theatrical

paper that carries advertisements for travelling

companies to fill up vacancies that, might occur,

in their casts. I finally landed a job. through
an agency in Kansas City, and was to join the
troupe on March 4, that being the day on
which I was to become eighteen. The troupo
had sent me a railroad ticket, and my trunk
I had secretly sent to the station. At about
eleven o'clock of tho night of March 3 I made
tho announcement to my family that at twelvo
it would be the fourth! and that I would be
of age to go where I pleased ; therefore, I was
departing on tho one-thirty train. My father

did act like a sportsman this time. Ho simply
saiil :

" Well, girl, I havo lost. I have tried to

Contmuea on page 3.)
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change your mind and failed ; therefore. I can

but wish you good luck."

My stepmother a,!so loosened up, and
actually kissed me with feeling, telling mo not

la forget that, humble though it was; I had a

home to come back to when I didn't get on
out in the world.

This was, I think; the first real demonstration

of affection that had ever been staged in my
family circle, and I wis not an entirely happy
young woman when I boarded that train

bound for Galena. Kansas, to join the " Trous-

dale Stock Company." This was also a travelling

repertoire company. I lasted with this show
a'jor.t eight weeks, and then was fired. It

G ems that 1 simply didn't make good. This

was quite a blow to me, but I was determined

not to retnm home until 1 had become a success.

So I was left in Emporia, Kansas, flat and
alone with precious little money in my possession.

I still =tuek to the name of Mazie. However,
I h.ad taken on my last name as White. I just

more or less moped around that town for a

few days not knowing what to do : then the

old eourane returned, and I decided that I

would not be beaten. I began to ehansre myself,

thinking that maybe my make-up was all

wrong. I got together some photographs of

famous actresses and tried to copy them.
In the first place. I had always hated my

hair, so I dyed it jet black. Mease let me
announce to the girls, "If you want to get in

Wrong, just try doing it yourself." I had all of

lie furniture dotted with black, and my hands
and neck were dark for weeks. However, I

ai'.erwards mastered the art. and for two years

kept, my hair dyed. I was" very pleased with

this first step. I had a lot of hair, too, so I piled

it up into the largest pompadour possible.

Then I started using powder on my face and
black on my eyebrows. Up to that time I

bad never used paint or powder when out of

the theatre. Now I decided 1 should be very

pale, and as my cheeks were always very red,

I even put liquid white on them to hide the

colour. I then got a very tight corset and
pulled in my waist-line, a la 'Anna Held." I

also lengthened my skirts until they touched
i he ground, and, to myself, I looked like a

tegular actress ; but to others I must have
looked terribly foolish, because nearly every

person I passed on the street, during my first

promenade, turned around for a second look.

Of course, I was delighted, and thought I

must look " stunning." Why can't we always
remain young and foolish ?

A Tragedy.

I
HAD known an actor from the old Diemcr
M«ek days by the name of Frederick
Holla.- lie had started a stock company

i:i an aerodrome built by the local band-boys of
« 'oifeyville, Kansas. This was only a short way
from Emporia so I decided to descend upon
him in my new make-up and ask for a job. If I

could only have foreseen the tragedy that

awaited me there ! I arrived in Coffeyville,

left my trunk at the railroad station, went to a
boarding-house nearby and engaged a room
•uider my real name—" Pearl White "—the
name I have stuck to ever since.

W hen I went down to the theatre, I received

the sad news that Mr. Rella had been taken
seriously ill the day before and was now un-
conscious. The stage manager told me that
they had enough people to get along with, and
he didn't wanfr to engage anyone else until

Mr. Rella. got well again. So I stayed on in

< 'offeyville, answering advertisements and trying
to get a job. I was there about three weeks,
waiting, and reading "The Life of Napoleon"
over and over again. Napoleon—lie who
suffered, thought and fought during his early

m tnhood—was my example ! He who mado
bw almost impossible dreams come true gave
me courage to keep up my struggle.

Finally, I lauded a job with another stock
company. They sent me a ticket, but as I only
had a dollar and seventy-rive cents in my
pocket, and owed font dollars to the rooming
housekeeper, I was in quite a fix. I went to
'bo landlady and told her the situation I was
in, and begged her to let me go on and join tho
company, and that I would send her tho money
cut of my first pay, to which she consented. So
I took my unit-case in baud and started to catch
the sight-thirty train to Shawnee, Oklahoma.

{To be continued nexl week)

Character as Told by the Face.

THE face < the best index to character. Most ol us pride ourselves on being able to It''

character in this way. In this series oi readings of well-known stars, given by a famous
espert, readers will be able to realise their own or tbei' friends' characteristics, by com-

paring tbe definitions given on those tbey resemble in feature. Thus many will resemble, sar.
Marguerite Clark in some way or another, and by reading carefully what the expert has tc saj
about this particular feature, tbey will gain an insight to their own character.

No. 8.—MARGUERITE CLARK.

MARGUERITE CLARK.

Kind and Happy.A KIND, humane, and happy disposition
and great appreciation for the ideal and
sublime in arts and literature. Note the

forehead which shows a true lover of peaceful
measures ; devoted to dumb animals. The
artistic element is very much in evidence. Note
the fulness over the eyebrow, indicative of keen-
ness in the perceptives. The well-pencilled eye-
brow, with the eye itself, gives us the almost
perfect eyes tbat Lord Byron quotes so much.
The eye speaks of inspiration. There is jeal-
ousy where this " Little Lady " loves.

Tenacity of Purpose *

THE nose is indicative of tenacity of pur-
pose ; the dilated rostril tells us she
can be exacting ; the thickness at the

base, fond of argument. Trustful, capxic
changeable aa the wind, affectionate, generous,
wilful, full of charm is this " Dear Lady Bounti-
ful, " who cannot see suffering without trying
to alleviate it. This is the type that must htm
natural surroundings. Nature can do more is
them than for any other class.

What the Mouth Tells.

THE mouth gives us much to work upon.
Take the width from tbe wing of the
nose to the outer corner of tho tipper lip

denoting keen sense of justice, philanthropy.
Note the deep dimple, almost a «coop in the
Centre of the upper lip ; a lover of all that tends
to beautify life.

A lady who looks for good, rather than evil

:

and who. when she finds the evil, trys to turn i'<

into good. " This type is all too rare."

The square jaw shows us this lady likes *o have
her own way, wilful, self-reliant, a leader born.

Then, in apparent contradiction, we take the
oval chin showing she can be led through her
affections. A true friend, an unbending enem?

.

Fond of Home.

IN love they are usually very happy, being
fond of home and all domestic influence*.,

having lartre imagination which is likely to run
away with them sometimes. A lady with a stem _

clean-cut personality, great force of charaeter,
moral courage, fearless in the rijrht cause. The
face, a3 a whole, indicates honesty of purpose,
a lady with a heart of gold who would be liable

to be easily imposed upon owing to her trustfi
'

nature, great argumentative faculty, and she
can argue the point to perfection. The ]s.w
tells us much in this respect.

In summing up this type of face we rarely
find such an artistic temperament combined \\ , !>

ho much practicability. A complex nature, w<»
find that in the squareness of the upper part of
the face in comparison with the beautifully
modelled chin. I detect this little lady can very
easily tire of monotony. Give her variety of
occupation, as she must have an outlet; for her
superb energy.
No daily-round, common task for i his I j pa,

though -ibe is most domesticated really. StiH,
with this little lady, variety is the -pi' •• of life

;

and so the moth will eat the ermine, " Aim] tbt
world will kiss it on each cheek."

LEAH BAIRD. WHO PLAYS IN AS
EXCITING NEW SERIAL.

LEAH B.MRD, who lias been ealled "the
picture, girl beautiful," was educated in a
very strict school, and this nearly damped

her ardour for a dramatic career and everything
else.

" Tbe school I attended was so severe," she
state*, " that I ant sure it must have broken the
spirits of any child mt so 'Self-willed as myself/*

Anyhow, Leah lived it down and turned out to
be one of the most successful and daring of film

serial artistes.

Studied Acting at Night.

LEAK always desire* to belong to the
theatrieal profession, and she studied
dramatic acting at a night school.

She made ra^'d progress, and when proficient

she secured an engagement with a stock company
in Toronto.

Later on she given a leading part in W. A.

Brady's musical comedy, " Carolina," and- in

this production she toured all over the' United
States.

Leah Baird has played in a great many photo
play productions, her latest being an exciting
serial entitled '" When Woman Wars." Sheldon
Eewis is also playing a leading pan in the"
lilni.

Built Up a Reputation.

IT
was whilst playing for this serial that Le;>h

Baird built up a big reputation in the,

pieture world. It was very dilikuit work
and entailed a great many daubers.

Another film in which this artiste .will shortly

by seen is an adaptation of a play that scored
a success on the stage two or tliree seasons- ago.
entitled "As a Man Thinks." . It vas written I %

Augustus Thomas, sometimes called the ^fcb'.. isj

'ihinu American playwright.
In this production Miss Baird makes

effective figure of the wife, wliile the supporting
cast,' including ^iich skilled players as Benrj
Cli\e, Warburton Gamble, Mue. Elaine Amsaar.
He tty Howe, Bobby Ward, Joseph Smiley and
Cliarles C. Brandt, renders assistance ...

-• _-
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MEMORIES OF FILM STARS IN THE WEST.
THINKING of California, recollections of

tho different film stars I met there, during

a stay of three summers, come to me as

1 write. My first glimpse of Charlie Chaplin
was when he dashed up in his car—a handsome
machine—and out stepped a weird little figure,

clad in (he grotesque suit of clothes that, by
>iow, surely is known to the wholo world, and
disappeared into a small cafe, on Hollywood
boulevard, for a snack of lunch.

Another time was on one of my trips out
West, at a station called Albuquerque, New
Mexico. I was busy, taking snapshots of the

Mexican Indian women, who sit on the plat-

form exhibiting their pottery and basket wares.

The great littlo man was walking with Mr.

Horner, one of Mr. McAdoo's secretaries, am!,

seeing mo with a camera, suggested that [ should

make a picture of them.
I don't pose as being an expert, but got what,

1 thought, ought to turn out quite interesting

souvenirs—tho two men, with a portly Indian

maiden, in the background—and 1 felt a tiny

bit hurt when Mr. Chaplin said I'd better try

again.
"' Try again ? " I replied, " I took two, and I

think they'll be fine."
" Yes," said, he, with a twinkle in his eye,

but do try another, and this time, don't

put your hand over the lens !
"

Ho was quite right, as I found out after-

wards when I sent them to be developed !

However, the ones that did come out were
evidently satisfactory, because he wrote me
saying they were very good, and that he
intended having them enlarged.

Gas Elcn's Famous Song.

OME night we met in Levy's Cafe, a well-

known resort of film folk in Los Angeles,

he came over to my table, saying :

" You're English, aren't you ! " How on
earth does Cms Elen's song, 'Tho Golden
Dustman,' go ? I can't remember all the
words." '

'

And so we put our heads together, ami dug
up the verse appearing below, much
to tho amusement of tho people
-it ting near.

White wo were fitting thcro, Mr. Chaplin dis-
cussing "Hamlet," and saying how, one day,
ho would like to appear before tho public in
that character, a littlo boy of about seven
years* of age came up to tho table. Tho child
spoko about his films, having evidently seen
them all. Ho asked all sorts of pertinent ques-
tions, such as only a precocious child would, and
pestered the comedian "to such an extent that
1 wondered he bothered to reply. At last,

when the imp went away, I said :

"I marvel at your patienco, I should havo
felt like saying, ' Oh, run away, and don't
worry.' "

He replied gravely.
"Children form the majority of my audience,

and I havo to thank them for my position."
I told him I didn't agree with him, and 1

don't. From what I've seen, Chaplin appeals
more to grown ups—of course, tho slap-stick
comedy parts make children shriek, but it

takes a person of intelligence to appreciate
many of his subtle and pathetic touches.

Farnum Brothers.

WILLIAM FARNUM, hero of " Les Miser-
- ables," " Tale of Two Cities," " Kiders

of the Purple Sage," and many other won-
derful parts, I came across at Santa Catalina, a
beautiful island, about six hours from Los
Angeles, noted for its submarino gardens,
wild goats, tuna fishing, and last, but not least,

the flying fish.

With his brother, Dustin, tho Fox star spend*
every minute ho can spare on their tiny yacht,
Tom Mix, the dare-devil cowboy, I remember

seeing at a " rodeo " (what wo "would call a
Wild West show). Ho was the organiser of
the alfair, which was in aid of some charity

—

it took place in tho Exposition grounds in Los
Angeles.
He had a bunch of his own particular cow-

punchers and cowgirls for tho occasion, and
some wonderful exhibitions of riding, la-so-

ing etc., were seen, as they careered madly
round the field, whooping like Indians. He rode

a big black, vicious-looking brute, with ta>
Indian bridle, ornamented with turquoise. His
saddle, with the horn in front, was handsomely
embossed ; ho wore huge spurs of beaten
silver, and a " Stetson " (hat) that the bandit
Villa himself might have envied. What a
change when I saw him a few evenings later,
at Clone's Auditorium, in tho town, c'ad ;n
irreproachable evening dress.

Memories of " Duggie."

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, or " Duggie. " as
he is affectionately called, another intrepid
performer of " stunts," is a familiar figure,

in his yellow Stutz, tearing up and down
Hollywood boulevard. One summer, he rented
a very beautiful house that had a large, open-
air swimming-bath, in which he used tojBerfonn
hair-raising antics, much to the amusement of
his friends. He is a universal favourite also ;

there is none of that aloofness about him.
that, alas, is so often met with in "stars!"
He is fond of a practical joke, and nobody i«

more pleased than he if one of the men in bis
company can "put one over on him."
W. S. Hart, another portrayer of the Western

type, I have often seen out on the cliffs, at Sant»
Monica, "armed to the teeth," as a bold, bad
robber, and riding his favourite, " Fritz."
" Fritz " now, however, after many strenuous
escapes, galloping down the side of a mountain,
falling and rolling over to pretend he'd been
shot, etc., is pensioned off, and *pends the
remainder of his days in laziness, and content.

Mr. Hart is so essentially a horseman, with
his long, lean face, that it comes as somewhat
of a shock to one to see that lithe figure, stripped
of the " chaps "

; the loudly patterned shirt ;

the belt with revolver, etc., and clad in an
everyday lounge suit, in tho Hoffman Cafe,
in Los Angeles !

•

Now for G. M. Anderson, better known as
" Broncho Billy," one of the pioneers of the
cinema world. Years ago, before tho advent of
big films, he was to be seen everywhere in one

reelers; but after a lengthy re-

tirement and excursion into things
theatrical, he has emerged, and is

once more in the public eyft Ho

n' in, a) I'm join' t

Wfqler torj,

.1 rutin' in my kerridge
an' my pair,

.1 '->/> 'at on my 'evil, fevvers
my bed,

.in' call meeelj the J)oof:

Leieetter Square,
i. itraltalamatan rahnd the but-

ton <>' my null,

1 Piccadilly winder in run eye,

ii-., fancy all blokes a crying <tf%M
i /hi hk, L2?
flung ut 'arj t< ihM ufort yer

WILLIAM FARNUM. TOM MIX. G. M. ANDERSON (Broncho Billy).

CHARLES CHAPLIN.

spends most of his tinw
in New York, but when
stuffy oflieo life anions

high buildings and. chimney-
pots becomes unbearable,
he goes West—sometimes
making tho journey, over
3,000 miles, in a. machine

—

and throw s him-elf into tho
old following, with more zest

than ever. My last glimpse
of him was in ; lie lit r!<- studio'

at Glendole.
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.A. H. ALLEN and RENEE KELLY a=
they appear in a photo-plav version ol

"Westward Ho! "

WILLIAM DESMOND and his wife,

MARY MacIVOR.
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NEVER have the fairy stories of our
childhood's days been so beauti-

fully pictured as in these screen

extravaganzas, produced at enormous
cost by the Fox Film Company, and
showing some of the most wonderful
child-acting the world has ever seen.

Ueorgie Stone ns Ali Baba, Virginia

Lee and Francis Carpenter as the Babes
in the Wood, Gertrude Messinger as

the slave Morgiannft, in " Ali Baba
and the Forty Thieves," act with
rare talent.

To see pantomime on the screen is a
real delight, both to the kiddies who
look for their entertainment at Christmas
time, and to all those of us who have not
lost our clirldish delight in the fairy

stories of our youth, stories that are

never old.

GERTRUDE MESSINGER as Morcianna.
in "Ali Baba and The Forty Thieves." fcA

GEORGE STONE as Ali Baba, and GERTRUDE
MESSINGER in "Ali Baba and The Forty Thieves."

A pretty scene in "Jack and the Beanstalk. The Giant's Castle, " Jack and the Beanstalk."
{I'll tot . Fox.)
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A Splendid Story of a "Girl Who Wanted to Play " Juliet," and How She Found Her " Romeo."

W1

The Dupe.
MAX sen NKIDliK sat in his office

o£ The College of Dramatic
Art, going through bis corre-

spondence. I Ms oily fare was wreathed
in smiles, and his black eyes sparkled with greed
as lie kept adding to the pile, of cheques and notes at
his side.

" Who would ever think (here were so many Mint?
in the world," he said, turning to his typist,- n very
pretty girl, hut, with rather a hard face. ''And
(if all the fools the stagc-i-truck fool i- surely the
biggest. Here are all these people sending money
for nay wonderful correspondence course of acting.
As if acting could he taught by post. And if it

could, J couldn't teach il

"it is certainly easy money," agreed Marie. Uie
typist.

" Where is that old idiot. Judge Hennessey

V

said Schneider, looking at his watch. " He's lale
again. -Not that it matters, for all 1 went from hitti

is his name, it gives an air of respectability to the
college to he able to say: 'Judge Hennessey
secretary.'

"

As he spoke, an old man, dressed in the fashion
of thirty years ego, shuffled in. One glance would
have told an ordinary observer that he was a gentle-
man by birth and hrecding, and another glance that
his downfall had been caused by drink.

" Here yon are," said .Schneider gruffly. " Stamp
these diplomas with seal, and see they arc posted."
He threw over a number of certificates which set

forth that, the bolder had successfully passed the
course of 'v'j'he College of Dramatic Art," and was
qualified to play a parrlon the stage.

"I'll be getting along, now, Marie," be said,
tinning lo his typist. "If any of my pupils make
a personal call you can take their money."

While Schneider was making these candid obser-
vations on the gullibility of his dupes, one of them
was taking the first step in the great adventure of
life, as a result, of his diploma.
Ruth Colby, a girl barely out of her teens, lived

with her aunt, and uncle in the little town of Watts
Corner. It would be more correct to say " had
lived," lor Ruth was packing net ban to catch a
I rain to Nbj* York. She had been turned out of
the house by her aunt, and the reason of her going
was the diploma from Mr. Schneider.

All her young lite Ruth had dreamed of being an
actress, but it must be confessed that, apart from
tier looks—for Ruth was as pretty a girl as on.;
would wist) (o look upon—she hail no qualifications
for the stage. She had seen Schneider's advertise-
ment, and had. gone in for the course. That day
she had received the diploma, and had been so
engrossed reading it that she had finite forgotten
that her aunt wanted her to do sonic errands. The
diploma, which she had left in her bedroom, had
been dr covered, and had furnished the culminating
point to her aunt's continual protests against thy
wicked wa-b*ot time—play-acting.

And now, turned out of the only horn" she knew,
Ruth was going to New York to take a personal
course of instruction under Max Schneider. She
had enough money for her fare, and the fees. It,

never struck her how she was going to live til! such
time as she would win that position on the stage,
which Schneider assured her would be certain to
follow his I nil ion.

It was well for Ruth that old Judge Hennessey
was in the office when she called. The old gentleman
lodged with Mrs. 'IV -dies, who kept a boarding-house
frequented by aspiring actors and actressest

Mrs. Teedles had been a fanwrrrs dancer in her lime.
Hut now her figure was more of a testimonial to the
quality of bet lood than anything else. But her
heart was as tig as her body, and many a poor out-
of-work actor had been saved from starvation by
lh' kindly ex-dancer.

The Other Boarder,

AT the moment Ruth was being escorted lo Mrs.
TeedlcS by ill: Judge, another new boarder
wa* making for Mrs. Teedles. His name was

Jack Mai l in, and be was the son of Mrs. Elinor
Uolph Martin, a still-young and extremely wealthy
woman, who devoted all her money and her time to
philanthropy. The truth must be said that Mis.
Martin's pbihmthrophy was actuated, QOl so much
by a de«ii< to do good, as to Interfere with other
atopic's lives : preach lo those who cams under hei

Martin's despondency. This was a contingency la-

had never thought, of, and in bis dilemma he bought
the advice of Judge Hennessey.

i

The judge, who had taken a fatherly interest in
the romance, consulted Mrs. Teedles, arid the dear

I pair decided that, it would be best for the young
eonple to he married before the tour started.

liuth and Jack were only too delighted to fall in
with this suggestion, and Judge Hennessey, by
virtue of bis position, being entitled to perform the
ceremony, the marriage took place that night in Mr--.
Teedles's drawing-room. No sooner were the two
married than they bad to part. Ruth had to pack
her small wardrobe and join the company to e:dcli
an early train in the morning, and Jack faced with
the responsibilities of matrimony, hurried off to
break the news to hi- mother.

DOROTHY G1SH rehearsing "Juliet

rare, and read all about her own wonderful goodness
iu the daily Press.

Mrs. Martin was a born publicity agent, and she
was so busy seeing reporters that she never bad
time to talk to her son who kept begging her to let
him enter some career where he could prove himself
something more than the son of his mother. Because
he could not, get bis mother to listen to him, Jack
decided to leave the maternal mansion and strike
out for himself. He got an introduction to Mts.
Teedles from an actor friend and had just been
installed as a boarder under the name of Bertram
MeMauus when Ruth arrived. In Jack Martin's
case, if, was love at first sight and as the days went
by it was, clear to everybody that Ruth returned
his affection.
But the girl was determined that Cupid should

not interfere with her great ambition to become a
famous actress, and most of poor Jack's wooing was
spent in li-lcning to the wonderful things Ruth was
going to do when, under her stage name of Penelope
Marlow, she left Schneider's college for the real stage.

Ruth was brought to earth when, after a decent
interval, Mrs. Teedles was obliged to present her
bill for board and lodgings, it was then the stage-
struck girl realised that Art, even with a big A.
won't pay bakers and butchers' bills. But Jack
Came to the rescue. Unknown lo her, lie paid Mrs.
Teedles the money owing, and made himself re-
sponsible for future bills. The kind old lady told
Ruth that she could pay her what was owing- when
she got, oh the stage, and Ruth, who had not the
slightest doubt, that she would soon be earning a
large salary, did not worry any more about her bills'.

About a fortnight, after Ruth joined Schneider's
college, events began to move. Several of the older
pupils had become tired of Schneider's promises, and
demanded that he should take them on a tour,
according to his'eoiitract. Schneider knew that his
company luul as much chance of getting an engage-
ment as he himself would have <>i getting the star
part, In the leading New York theatre, but he was
compelled to do something to allay their suspicions.

He made up his mind to take them to an out-
landish town called Drake Centre, and there leave
them stranded. Having decided on this plan he
fixed up a bogus tour starting with Drake Centre,
which he bad printed and hung up ill the college.
The poor dupes were delighted. To their simple
minds it was only a question of one performance to
convince the world of dramatic art that every
member of the company was a star, and a shining
one at, that.
Ruth was to be cast for the heroine and was so

delighted that, she spent part of her little store of
savings on a taxi, so that, she could carry the good
news as swiftly as possible back to Mr- Teedles',

"What, do you think V" she burst out. "We
are lo go on tour, and I am to play Pad."

Ruth's cut iri-ia -in was only equalled bj Jack

The Parting.

IT
was with a sad heart that Jack Martin went
to the station next morning to say au re voir
to his wife. He bad been unable to. se/c his

mother, who was busy with one of her innumerable
philanthropic schemes, and he did not like thMdea
of hi= honeymoon starting with n parting. •

Ruth, on the other hand, was all smiles. Firmly
convinced that, the show at Drake Centre was the
first step on the ladder of fame, she was all en-
thusiasm.
"Only think, Jack." she said, as she leaned out

_

of the window of the carriage. "In a few days tie
world will know that a new Juliet has been dis-

covered, and I shall be a real leading lady. Won'l it

be glorious ?
"

In his heart, .Tack did not share Ruth's opinions,
nc glanced at Mr. Max Schneider, resplendent in a
shiny silk hat, and an overcoat with a dcepastraehan
collar. Certainly, if the success of the tour was to be
gauged by the appearance of Schneider it wr,s an
assured triumph ; but, unsophisticated as Jack
was. something told him that the unknown town of
Drake Centre was not exactly the place that would
be chosen for the discovery of genius.

Also, he had quite another picture in his mind, a
picture that he had visioned ever since he had mel
Ruth. It was a little cottage in the country, covered
with honeysuckle—a little nest for two. But he was
too much in love with Ruth to say a word that would
cast, the cold breath of doubt on her rosy dreams of
fame. So herjust squeezed her hand, and whispered :

" You won't let success part us. will you, darling ?
"~

" I feel sure you will succeed, dear. But. when
you are a famous actress you won't be sorry that
you married me, will you ?

"

" Don't be foolish, dear I Of course I won't ! ,Bul
it will be glorious, won't it? When I. am playing
in New Y'ork you will drive me home from the theatre
every night. Or perhaps if we have a flat near the
theatre we will walk home."

There was no time to say more. The train wr,« on
the move. Jack had just, time for one lingering
kiss, then he ran alongside the train shouting that
lie would write every day, and that Ruth was to
he sine to write to him. and all that remained of
the great Schneider Company was the thin haze of
Max Schneider's dollar cigar.

Disillusionment.

TnE journey to Drake Centre was a memorable
one to Ruth. All the company were as enthu-
siastic as herself, and for the first half-hour

nothing v,as spoken of but the success of the tour.
Behind his big cigar Max Schneider beamed on the
members of his company who had the privilege of

sharing his carriage. He had bad a good meal; every
penny he had made out of the College of Dramatic
Art. was stowed away in his pockets. Nothing was
left in the office except someold books. He reflected-,

with a smile of satisfaction, that he bad got clearaway
without even paying bis typist and old Judge Hen-
nessey their salaries. The gentle jolting of the train
was very soothing, and Max dropped oft into ;i done.
Dimly to his slumbering mind came the conversatii n
of bis company.

"Isn't it wonderful to think that we are fin Hie
road at last ? " said one?
"I wonder," thought. Schneider sleepily, "what

they will think of the road win a they walk it back to
town ?

"

Sehiieider slept, very peacefully till the train pulled
up at Drake Centre, but. his dreams would not have
been so pleasant had he know n that one member of Iris

(Continued on wane 16 '
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF HARRY MOREY.

Look of Expectation. A hard task-master, Agony in every feature. Don't trifle with me 1 I will trust you.

HARRY MOREY.
The Popular Vitagraph Actor who possesses Personality and Power.

HARRY MOREY the well-known Vitagraph star, lias hail a very
varied screen experience. He was bora in Charlotte, Michigan;
and after completing bis education! his thoughts turned towards

tho stage.

At first he tried Shakespearean parts with varying success. But it
was not until he turned towards musical comedy 'that lie began to feel
Ins feet. He made many distinguished appearance's on the American
!5tage with Anna Held, Webber and Fields, and Montgommery and Stone

. product-oils. .

After a while, Harry directed his energies into the motion picture world
and secured an engagement with the Vitagraph Company.
He appeared in nearly nil of that Company's big successes, such as

"The Shadow of Fear," "The Next Generation,^ "Salvation -Too,,;'
Beauty Proof,' "Silent .Strength,- ' Fighting Destiny." and Tho

Green God.

'

His Leading Ladies.

HARRY MOREY" has had a number of leading ladies, bu( he is not
quite no tickle in this respect as are many other artistes. He has
co-starred with Abes Joyce in several big productions, (he most

outstanding of which are "'Within the Law" and "Womanhood, the
Glory ot the Nation."
Ho has also been seen in many fine productions with that splendid

actress, Betty Blythe.
Harry Morey has, perhaps, been with a single company longer than anv

Mfcor screen artist.

Since the day when he first joined the Vitagraph Co , he has never broken
Ids allegiance with them, although he has received many tempting oilers

-I do not believe in shifting producers and artists, as many of the
• 'hers do, stated Morey, "for the simple reason that once you get ac-
•1'iainted with each other's likes and dislikes, perfect harmony is the
n -ult, and tho maximum amount, of work can bo obtained.
"If you recollect," ho continued, "my leading ladies began at firstM*h small parts, and as they became further acquainted with the work

SHked of them, they were able to lake advantage of the opportunity pre.
Wnted to them of bigger parts."

Always True To Life.

HARRY MOREY is one of our most substantial screen artistes.
Ho represents the manly t ype, and his stories call for a man with

real blood. Ho is not a " stunter," but is a powerful actor, who
. ceateS and hves tho (Characters in his plays, which are always true to lifeHe is tho type of man who can make a sacrifice without that look of

' J. want you to sympathise with me in my trouble."
And that ;-, perhaps, tho key noto of his great success. Fie etui stive

the impression of great strength even in defeat.
Many players have come and gone since Harry Morey joined the Vita-

graph Company in 1909. But Harry is far from going, he has, in i„. t j„.(,
.wowed his contract for two more years. This is a sure slgu that his
popularity is not waning.

Those Who Have Passed.A PECULIAR thing about picture work is. that once an artiste has
gone out of popular favour, not all tho booming and advertising
in tho world will bring them back.

One can recall a dozen or more players, whose names have been house-
hold words in relation to cinema work, who have now passed away into
obscurity
." 11 ia '? !,|y t ?> 'rue," -ays Harry Morey. " that when a player is through,

'i s goodbye.- Tho public- is tickle, and I have vet to' come across Tho
artiste who, having lost his or her popularity, has eve come back.

I do not intend to thrust myself upon the picture-going public if I

feel that they do not want me, but so long as I cm get the proper stories
Mid retain the interest of the people, I shall continue my Screen work

" Many players, ' continued Harry Morey, "state on their retirement
(hut they intend to buy a liulo farm and some chickens, and live ... riuiet
life ; but I am afraid that this would not appeal to mo.

" When I become a ' back number,' I am going in for polities. 1 have
always wanted to, but my screen work makes so many demands upon mo
(flat I have not been able to.

" And then, again, pictures and politics do not harmonise very well."

Where Credit Is Due.
1AM sure that we all agree that Harry Morey must, not retire yet.

Ho has filled a big place in screendoin, and wo certainly cannot,
afford to do without him.

Harry Morey's latest production, to be released by the Vitagraph Co.
is "Tangled Lives." In this production ho has tho assistance of the
popular artiste, Betty Blythe.

HARRY MOREY. ( Vitagraph
;
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" STAGE STRUCK. {Continued from
paoe 14 >

company wag not a ttupe but. n detect ivc. For some
time past t ho police had had their suspicions of

Schneider, and, acting on the old adage that, the more
rope they allowed him the better he would hang
himself, they had (liven him a Ions run. '1'he detective

allowed Max to commit one more crime— perhaps I he

meanest, or all.

When the company arrived at. Drake Centre,

Schneider perpetrated the meanest act of his mean
career. On the pretence of getting better terms
for them, hi- p rsiiaded the company to give him the

money for their lodgings. As soon as he had collected

this he d.-parted silently and swiftly. But h- had
not cone very fur when the detective tool; Inn, firm)}

by the arm, and, snap] ling on a pair of handcuffs, in-

sisted on accompanying him back to New York.
In blissful ignorance of this, the company went

round to the theatre in the morning, only to he nu t

with the cold statement of the manager that, he had
not booked the company; and that Mr. Max Schneider
was not known to him.

It was a sad and silent procession of Romeos and
Juliets that went hack to the hotel, packed up their

bags, and started on Ih long, long trail to tow n. 1'he

entire company could not raise the price of a single

fare, and tlierefwas nothing lelt but to walk it.

As Ruth trudged along her words to .lack at part Big

came back to her :
" When I am astar, you will drive

me back home from the theatre every night. Or
perhaps if we have a Hat near tile theatre we will

walk home."
While Ruth was wearily walking back on the path

of broken hopes Jack was waiting for an answer to a
telegram he had sent to the theatre at Drake Centre.

At last it came :

"No such company playing here."

His word, fears realised, Jack grabbed his hat ami
rushed o!f to Mrs. Teedles. lint the old boanllng-
house keeper had no news of Ruth. Almost dis-

tracted, Jack took a taxi to Schneider's office, and,

after inquiries, learned that, tin' police had arrested the

typist as an accessory of .Schneider's.

A Mother's Changed Views.

WHEN at last, footsore and weary, Kuth reached
New York, she w ent to the boarding-house.
The first person she saw was the servant, who.

epiite unaware that .lack had called, told her that he
had not been seen since the day she left.. Believing
that lie had deserted her, Ruth wandered out into the

tity. Rut even now, in the midst of her terrible

plight, the glamour of the stage was on her. Romance,
Fani", and hove bad, eluded her. Nothing was left

but Tragedy and Death. She would die like Juliet..

She fumbled in her purse, only to find that she had
not even enough money to buy poison.

"There is nothing kit but the river," she said to

herself.
She wandered on until she came to the river.

Somehow, when she got to the edge of the embank-
ment, suicide did not. seem the romantic end that

it had done while she was walking through the

streets.
"The water .'ooks so cold," she thought as she

gazed down at it. Then she recollected that she was
wry hungry, and decided to go back to Mis. Teedles.

Rut Fate in the shape of a policeman took a hand
in the game. The olliccr bad been watching Ruth,
and rightly derided that she had come to the river

with the intention of committing suici le, but lacked
the pluck. He walked up to her to investigate.

To him Ruth told the story of her adventures and
marriage. The Officer pondered a minute, and then
deckled that the best thing to do in the circum-
stances was to take Ruth to a home for friendless girls.

And here Fate, perhaps being tired of too much
tragedy, decided to introduce an clement of comedy.
As the officer ran over in his mind the various

homes that would take Ruth in, he chose one run by
Mrs. Martin, Jack's mother. And, as if this was not
sufficiently humorous, it so happened that, when
Kuth arrived Mrs. Martin was at the institution.

As soon as she heard Ruth's story all the philan-

thropy in her rose. Not only should Ruth be cared
for in the home, but steps would be taken to find

the husband who had so basely de.-erted her.
She sent for the superintendent, and hurried him

o'.f to Mrs. Teedles to find Bertram MeManus.
YVhen the superintendent arrived at the boarding-

house lie found Jack there. A few discreet inquiries

elicited the story .of the marriage, and the super-
intendent at once went to the telephone and rang
up Mrs. Martin.

" 1 find this case is much worse than we thought,"
he said. "The supposed ceremony was performed
by a man named Judge Hennessey, but as he has
not been a justice Of the peace for years the marriage
is not legal."

Once more Mrs. Martin's philanthropy rose to high
tide.

" You must get. hold 01 this scoundrel MeManus."
.she ordered, " bring him here, and he must marry
this girl."

When the superintendent found .lack and fold nim
that Ruth was at the home and that the marriage was
not legal, the young man was only too anxious to

accompany him and rectify the mistake he had un-
consciously mad,-.

In the meantime Mrs. Martin, little dreaming of
the dramatic denouement that was about to be sprung
u lion her. had s, id for the chaplain of I he inst itution,
and had everything in readiness for the ceremony

that was to right the wrong done to Ruth. Her
vivid imagination saw a full-column story in the
morning papers in which she once more played her
old ro e of principal part.

The superintendent, leaving Jack in an ante-room,
came lo Mrs. Martin with the information that Me-
Manus was willing to marry the girl, and explained
that it was not the young man'.- fault that the mistake
bad occurred.

" Then bring him in," said Mrs. Martin, witji fine

dramatic effect.
" Jack !

"
|

" Mother '.

"

As the bewildered youth explained why he had
masqueraded under the name of MeManus. Mrs.

Martin's philanthropy froze as swiftly as a tWO-inch-
deeo lake in the Arctic.

" Blit this is preposterous !
" she exclaimed.

" You cannot marry this girl. Jack !

"

"I certainly intend to, mother," replied Jack.
" If you had not been so busy looking after other

people's sons you would have known that 1 bad
married her."

Mis. Martin wrung her hands in despair. If w i

one thing righting wrong for utbi r people, but, v n-i

it came to her own son making a mesalliance, gKi

remembered she was a society woman first aud
philanthropist afterwards.
"1 tell you that you cannot marry this girlV

she cried. -fn
" There is no need to."
'1 le> words came from Judge Hennessey, who M

followed the superiiilenih iil Imm tin- hoaidiiig-hou$e
" The marriage is legal despite the tact tliat I tjl

no longer a justice of the peace when I performed *it

ceremony. The fact is established by constitutiuH
law . 1 can quote you the ease of Walter and Witfla

and others. I hove IPC extracts of the rindingM
the ( emit here."
And while Mrs. Martin I tied to grasp ths sUuali'e

Jack went, over to Ruth, took her in his arm', '
;

kissed her.
'• Call a taxi for my wife and myself," lie said to w

s ipnrlntehdenl

.

{Adapted from the Triangle photo-play, "£*'.'

Struck, " featuring DOROTHY GISH oj Ruth I

HENRY AINLEY,
Star of Stage and Screen,

Talks on Film Art.

HENRY AINLE\T has come back—back
from the comparative obscurity of the

Army to his old pre-eminence in the
world of art. Upon " Reparation," the great
Tolstoyan drama in which he has chosen
to return, it is not my place here to discourse.

What at the moment concerns me— anil you—

-

is the fact that, though he has returned to the

stage, he has not yet returned to the screen.

For though Mr. Ainley is fir--t and foremost :\

stage artiste, he had, b.'fore the war. gained a
considerable reputation on the British screen
also. In fact, I was quite surprised to learn juBl

how many photo-plays he had appeared iii, when
1 called upon him the other day with reference to

his film work, past and possible.
" Let me see," he began, pacing restlessly

about the room; and then he recalled the follow -

ing :
' The Prisoner of Zenda,' ' Rupert of

Hentzau,' 'Jelfs,' 'She Stoops to Conquer,'
' The Outrage,' ' A Bachelor's Romance,"
'Called Back,' 'Brother Officers,' 'The
Manxman,' ' Sweet Lavender,' ' Quinneys.
' The Great Adventure,' ' Tho Marriage of

William Ashe,' ' Iris.' and • Sowing the Wind.'
"That I think is the lot," concluded Mr.

Ainley, " though 1 haven't bothered to give then,

in their chronological order."
" And are you going to act for the films

again '! " I nsk?d.
" Not if I can help it." was the somewhat sur-

prising answer, " because I much prefer the;

stage."
" Have you found so many disadvantages

attached to film work. Mr. Ainley, that you
should take up this attitude '!

"

"' I think," replied the great actor, " that' the
screen is a beautiful thing badhj handled. I do
not lay the fault at the door of the director.

HENRY AINLEY.
Photo: JfuffO Vtm IC,-,(, „ .,„„.

indeed I consider that

we have some men m
the film world over h<v;

better than those-, in

the home of the film

America : at least t,Jjj*gS

would be better if only

they had their own
way. UnfortunaMflji
they have not always,

that, liberty, and tU4
film often falls in*rv

inartistic bands nt-fnr

its completion by tiig

artistes themsel yc--.

and is cut here aid
hacked there til: it

becomes no longer a
thing of beauty. And
so that is why I am

not anxious to return to the screen. Of
'course," added Mr. Ainley, with a laugh, "if
.someone came along and offered mo £5,0UO or
so I might consider it I

"

" 1 understand that some scenes from
1

Reparation,' in which you and Miss Marion
Terry figure, are already being shown on the
screen in Oaumont's " Around the Town
series. Do you think the play itself would make
a good film. Mr. Ainley—or rather would you
like to present it in its entirety on the
screen ?

"

" 1 certainly do think it is particularly suit-

able for screen presentation," Mr. Ainley
replied, '" arid it I were offered a sufficiently large
sum of money, I might be tempted to enact, it

before the camera. Anyway, I hold the film,

rights, and I am open to consider any offers '.
'•:

May Hkrschel Ceafki.'.v

"a*

The new stage setting at the Stoll Picture House, London, designed by Val Prince.

arrangements were carried out by Messrs. Waring and Gillow.

The lighting
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Round the Christie Studios.
An Introduction To Some Comedy Stars.

AT tlio Christie studios first of all, you will meet
Fay Tineher. Fay is small, speaks proudly o£ her
now motor-car, and is just learning to drive. Out-

sido of that she knows nothing oi motors save that tin y
Sitvo walking.

Seven Days for Picture.

IT is a most amazing tiling to visit a comedy studio, for
in making one-reel comedies, but seven or eight days
are required. Hence people in the cast one day aro

miles away the next. One director starting to-day with
Miss So-and-so, will be busy next week with Miss Whoozit
and vice versa.
Harry Depp is another. Harry is all over the studio.

Otoe minute he is working, the next he is not. He is the.

short; rather stocky young fellow. Hairy knows Miss
Tineher as Miss Tincture.
Wo stumble on Eddie Barry, the character man, done up

in eight pounds of red paint and a necklace of wooden beads.
Eddie j s doing a Zulu chief part from !) a.m. to U p.m. From
'i p.m. to 8'p.m.—he tells you—he washes. Ho is a sterling

actor. • We know because he is always playing character-

—

old men, young men, middle-aged men. And he himself is

very young.
We ore talking with Eddie Barry when we notice that

Helen Darling has unconsciously moved into the sunlight.

Tho view now is very pretty. Helen was aptly named.
Helen is playing what are technically known us female leads.

Earl Rodney is tho male gent in the cast.

Neal Burns Loaned.
NEAL BURNS we are now looking for. Neal is a

brother of Eddie Barry. Xcal is slightly younger than

Eddie, and his face "was cast in moro noble lines.

Hence, Neal is a leading juvenile ; but Xcal has been loaned
to another studio for the time being. We look for him in vain.

While wo are looking we run into Bobby Vernon, anotiu r

of those juveniles. Then we collide with (Jcorge French,

amther character man, distinguished by crepe whiskers and
glasses. .

Then George Ovey, the old -time Cob comedy man.

A rest after tennis. BOBBY VERNON and FLORENCE
GILBERT frequently play together in Christie Comedies.

A wrestling match between ZELETA DUFOR
and LAURA LA PLANTA.
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XICSiERS from FILMLAND.
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY THE LYNX.

Instructional Films that Entertain.

A NOTABLE gathering recently witnessed

the initial screening of tlie first series of.

educational films produced by British

Instructional Films, Ltd. The audience in-

cluded Members of Parliament, Members of the

London County Council, Local Government and
Educational Authorities, well-known professors

of Science. Natural History, Astronomy, and.

in fact, every one of note in the educational

world. The programme of films screened com-
prised six very entertaining educationals, one of

which was " The Evolution of a Caddis Fly.'

This interesting subject depicts the life history

of this handsome fly, which lives a good portion

of its existence under the water—the photo-

graphy -.vas remarkably sharp, and the treatment
of the subject gavo striking testimony of being

the work of a.master mind.

Pictures of the Moon.
1VTOTHIXC finer has ever been seen on the

| \ .
screen than the pictorial record of .1 70
miles trip along the Thames from Oxford

to Windsor. Many of the scenes were abso-

lutely stereoscopic, and the moonlight effects

were exceedingly beautiful.

Perhaps the outstanding feature of the ex-

hibition was the film which showed the moon
in its phases, which was in itself a revelation

even to the most ardent scientists present. Dr.

Crommelin, of the Royal Astronomical Society,

remarked that it is possible for a student to im-

bibe, in the course of three minute--, know ledge
what it would take him one week of constant
observation of the moon to gather. Such a
fascinating treatment of a scientific subject as

is to be found in (his picture makes it one the

educational value of which cannot be over-
estimated

The Beauties of London.

MR, H. BRUCE WOOLFK. briefly outlining

the programme of his new undertaking,
mentioned that by interweaving an inter-

esting story around the beauty spots of London,
they hoped to familiarise and make better known
the fact that there was within almost a stone's
throw of the City itself, a wealth of rural scenery
to which only the cinematograph camera was
aide to do justice.

Mr. W. P. Pycraft, of the Natural History De-
partment of the British Museum, criticised the
antiquated methods still persisted in by British

Educational Authorities, especially in regard to
Hie teaching of natural history, and gave it as
his opinion that there was no reason why such
films should not be freely made use of as a port ion

of school curriculum.

Happy Endings for Films.

FRASfiK E. WOODS, who has the remark-
able record of having written or super-
vised a total of nearly six hundred filmed

stories since he left journalism to devote his gifts

to the movies, said some interesting thing- the

other day about the "happy ending."
'• The first essential of a printed or screened or

staged story," said Mr. Woods, " is that it

should be true to life. If it ends illogically in

order to meet the popular desire for a Knppy
ending, even those who demand that kii.d of

climax will condemn it. There should be m
such unwritten law compelling us to screen only
tales that can be terminated pleasantly.

" But there is such a law and we must take

it into account. Once in a while We meet with
an author or a director who is able to fly in the

face of this prejudice and overcome it by sheer
force of genius. Think what the world would
have lost if ' King Lear *6r 'Hamlet ' had not

been written.
" In life the dramas of the world's struggl 5

do not all end happily : why should the sup-

posed transcripts of real life on the reel '!

The Final Kiss.
"1 AM not, however, arguing for the unhappy

I end :/33 on the stage or screen." continued
Mr. Woods. •' In the existing mind toward

[days, that would be a fatal course.
" For commercial reasons I must yield to the

prejudice for the joyous termination, the happy-
ever-after denouement. But I could person-
ally enjoy tragedy if it were so well presented
that I could.forget the fate of the principals in the
cleverness of the writer or the actors.

" After all, I am not sure but that tfie public
demand for the kiss of the lovers is a healthy
sign. It shows that there is an instinct of

optimism in us that refuses to take misfortune
in our amusement. The ancient Romans took
pleasure in seeing enactments of tragic rriisfor-
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MEN BEHIND THE FILMS.
No. 5.—MAXWELL KARGER.

THE figure shown on the left of this phb!6-
graph is that popular and successful photo-
play producer. Maxwell Karger. The

Metro Studio is the home of bis activities, and
he bears the proud title of " Director-Gen"' il

of Metro Pictures." Many productions of out-

standing excellence have come into being as a
result of his great experience in motion picture

art. On the right stands Hale Hamilton, who
starred in half a dozen Metro pictures early thS
year.

tune in the arenas. So they became a natii uyf,
cynics and pessimists.

.
...»

" Which is the more important—"that
should have our drama true to melancholy Jwd
experiences merely for the sake of what we ' ill

correct art. or that we should fogter the -i uu
that is ever reaching out for the glad thing-, "re-

joicing in the happiness of young lovers, as I

making us a race of optimists !

"i-say the latter. And so I make n > npol -

gi^s for being a champion of the kiss and ill .'

beneficent things it symb ,li-es."

A Scoop for the Big Four.

THE ' Big 4," by the way, scored i - at

success in getting their first release pn
the opening programme at tlie new

Capitol Theatre. The Capitol i- America's
latest and finest picture theatre, and is said to

have cost over a million to build. Every big

film organisation in the States desired the honour
(and advertisement) of getting a show during the

opening week at the theatre, but the plum fell I
•

the United Artistes. Mary Pick ford was par-

ticularly delighted at this signal honour, wnile

Doug. Fairbanks, who stars in the picture in

question, is stated to have stood on his head in

excitement.

" The Storm Maiden."

THAT masterpiece of cinematography. " Tin.

Storm .Maiden," is to be re-issued agarti

by Messrs. Cranaers. The cast includes

Frances Burnham. Joy Belasco and Tyrone
Power. When last shown, this film prov -I

immensely popular and no doubt it will repeal

its former success.

Popular British Films.

THAT the British film is popular tier-- it

little doubt, for, during the past two

years, the majority of Bro;idwest filtca

have been exported to places all over the world,

Violet Hopson is exeeptidnally popular in Inds •.

an 1 hermailcoutaius many letters From admirers

in t'lis pari of the world.VERA VERGANI in ' The Diplomats." (L.I.F.T.)
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Dressing for the Christmas Party—How to Make the Best

of Yourself—Helpful Hints—The Right Use of Scent, etc., etc.

Next, arrange your hair in the way you know
suits you host, ho sparing of brilliantine, but
when you have dressed your hair, smooth it

with i silk handkerchief. You nil! he surprised
how this will give a glossy, well-cored-for look
to your coiffure.

The Use of Scent.

DO not use too much scent, especially

Eastern scent ; theso aro often most
annoying to your men partners at a dance.

Remember that men have a stronger sense of

smell, inherited probably from their early

ancestors, who, as you know, were the hunters.

I have known many cases of men w ho, attracted

by the appearance of some girl, have avoided
her after the first introduction because of the

scent she vsed. Fresh flower scents, which sug-

gest a delightful aroma of fresh flowers, can bo
used sparingly. The nicest idea is a spot on t he
brush with which you dress your hair, a dab
behind the lobe of each ear, and perhaps, if the
lips lack colour, a touch which will bring the
blood to the surface. One girl I know just

sprayed her teeth to give her breath a sweet
scent.

A Minute for Your Eyebrows.

DO not neglect a moment to your eyebrows.
Brush them the way they eheuld go
with a small brush on which you have

put one drop of brilliantine, then with the first

finger and thumb of your right hand, pinch the

hairs together along the eyebrow to give them
a sharply defined line.

A few minutes must be devoted to your
hands and nails. Give tho latter a final polish

on the palm of each hand and be sure they are

spotlessly clean.

Keep Warm.
LAST, but not least, do notforget to wrap vp

well on your way to the port]/. Many a
girl bemoans tho disfigurement of a red

nose all the evening because she got a cold on
her way to tho party, and tho heated air sent

the blood to hoi' face. Wear a shawl round the

shoulders, and a piooo of tulle over tho hair and
face, to prevent the wind from chilling your
skin.

Wear Comfortable Shoes.

NO girl can look her best if her shoes are

tight—and do you know that tight shoes

are the surest bringcr Of wrinkles that
there is ? Tight shoes, however you may bear
the discomfiture, show by tightened muscles
round the mouth ; they aro uncomfortable, and
you cannot, try as you may, disguise the fact.

Make a point of Wearing your shoes until fhey
fit to your feet before izoing to a dance, also if

you dust (hem well insido with boric acid it

will prevent your feet from becoming tired.

A DltESS£Tt.

" Comb the ends of your hair first," says ELSIE
FERGUSON, the Paramount Star. "You will

then get the hair disentangled without pulling

out at the roots."

THE festive season is with us and brings in
its wake parties and dances, not only for

cinema stars, but for you and me, and
on these great occasions we want to look our
best.

This week I am going to tell you how you
can make the very best of yourself, provided
\ on can devote a full hour to dressing yourself.

First of all, if you are able to .spare the time,
take a nap in a darkened room after lunch for

about an hour, or even half an hour if time is

valuable. This will prevent you from becom-
ing pale and weary-eyed before the night is

finished.

Care of Your Skin.

WHEN you aro ready to dress, bathe your
arms, neck, and face with hot water
for a few minutes, then while your skin

is wet, rub on a plentiful supply of pure cold
cream. Allow this to remain on the skin, while
you put stray hairs in curlers or plait it loosely ;

.
( hen wash again in real hot water, into which a
handful of ground oatmeal has been thrown
to soften it. When the skin is clean, and free

from grease, sponge with cold water and wipe
dry with a warm towel.
Now rub into tho skin a good skin cream with

the tips of your lingers, and massage in a rotary
movement. Wipe with an old piece of linen

rag, and powder with ground oatmeal.

Ok Perfect

Christmas Present
Packed with splendid stories,

COLOURED pictures, puzzles,

jokes, games, tricks, hobbies, and

everything that delights boys and

girls of thirteen and under.

WONDERLAND ANNUAL
makes the ideal XMAS gift. It

only costs 4'-, and gives many
hours of pleasure and joyous fun.

Buy a copy TO-DAY.

in
mi
mt
mi

>, quite satisfied, and i

owe it all to Pomeioy Skin
Food, which has made my
complexion all that I can
desire. The use of this de-
lightful emollient brings
skin health and skin beauty,
removing wrinkles and all

blemishes as no similar
preparation can do.

Try Pomeroy Skin Food for
the lasting benefit of your
complexion—try it to-clay.

Vomertm
Shinloot

3/6. and 5/-Jays.
Of high-class Chemists and Perfumers.

Mrs. POMEROY, Ltd.,
zo.Old Bond Strect.London.W.r.

smsa

Would
YOU like

to ACT FOR
THE PICTURES?

You may do so, and the first step is to send for the

FREE GUIDE TO CINEMA ACTING
Beginners are wanted at once to train tor British
pro uctions. The Victoria Cinema College and
Studios are being called upon constantly for new
talent. 300 Artists supplied to B. & C. Films last
week, also umbers of artists to other companies.
Some names of stars working with different
companies (rained by us arc:
I

- Miss Christine Mait'and, featuring with the
B. * C. K. Co., Ltd,

^. Miss lr ne Drew, featuring with the M.ijor
Film Producing Co.

3- Mr. Dennis O'F rrell, who featured in tii3
" Fighting Parson" film.

4. Miss Betty Hall, featuring in Grenville Taylor
Productions.

5- Mr. Bruce Gordon, featuring with the Progl -s

Film Go , and with the Gatlmont Film Co.
f>. Mr. J. Gliddon, With the B. & (. . K. Co., It,).

7- Mr. G. Moore, who is playing for the Briti-h
Filin .Actors' Co., Ltd.

AND MANY OTHERS.
Send to-day for Free Guide to the oldest
established, and only Press-guaran-
teed institution. AdTdCG

THE VICTORIA CINEM>
STUDIOS, Di pt. P.S.,

36. Raihbone Place.
Oxford Street,
LONDON.
W. i.
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""Um,,,,,,!^"""

This Beautiful
(Rubbc Waterproof)

FANCY
DOROTHY BAG
POST FREE

ONLY O'O
(Lined with the best

material.)

You have choiceof five

shades— brown, Rreen,
grey.chocolateand blue,

st- state -had.- rei

eit when mdei tag.

This Dorothy Bag wilt last lot years. When closed it

is entirely waterproof. It is very smart and dressy. anJ
looks well worth four times its price. An ideal present,

suitable for shopping, dancing, travelling, business, and for

ladies' use generally.

YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED WITH IT.

Your money back if you are not satisfied.

Send 5/6 to-day and you will get it post free by return.

Address your order to

T. A.BYERS, 79, West Regent St., Glasgow.

BEAUTIFIES THE EYES
' Eydol"
yes that

"city

rlj

v li if h men li

i>lrara the eyes-

tUt Ul ,
Intl. I II -.'

U mtiful. 1'

iii ter motor in u, .

* Eydol" ia recorame^Kled by leadi

atlressea. including Miss Kyrle IVMev
.Vis*. (Phyllis Biedells, Hdlle. Lucieune
I'crvyk-, etc. " Eydol " is'

harmless. lleliev.>s eye-strain
ml headache. Indispensable for

whose eyes ate weak or

1 se '* Eydol tsh
"

u- darken vottr

etebrows and
lashes. It inakes
them thick. .hi-.

and silky. In
Iiorine Pots, 1 6.

2 9 pel bottle.
Of all Stm ea and
Chemists, ur direct

from — "E7DOL'
Laboratories

* (Dept. 2fj|.

170. Strand,LONDON W.C.2.

siiuuuuiiuiiu;ai.:HiiiiiifiiiBB!iiiiiiiMk!KnifBiiiiii8iiiiiiiiigiutuiii

[.ASTOUNDING VALUE in »i

CAMISOLES
BEST LAWN, FILET LACE & RIBBONS.
Shades : Pale Blue, Pink, Primrose, Mauve &
White. Post free, P.O. 2/11 3 for 8,6.

Most Useiul XMAS GIFT.
'STYLO LINGERIE Co.,3 York Rd . Leicester.

UNSIGHTLY SUPERFLUOUS HAIRS

DISPELL©
/Kfflr Ladies suffering from Unsightly Hair ' tt

^{A face, neck 01 run,* need not worry any
\ more if tliej uillisnte us lin toiitdeneei.

\ eicloslne 2/8 for the oanderful discdVcrj
"Qupello," i> hfch It sent pi st free in plain
mapper. Write at once—you uilln.it l.e

disappointed. Address Manaaen ss (So.
THE ALLMOTT CO.. 32-34, Theobald's Road,

LONDON, W.C. 1.

'ARE YOU SHORT?
let th*. Glrvan Hj.st.-in helnymi

toincreaHe your height. Mr. .'.nuns re-

port*. 3 inches incr<*a»e ; I»rlvci Ri I-'..

in').'
. Mr, KatelirTe. Jincho ; HlM

Oedell, 4 inches ; Mr. Kt tl« y,4 tncbM.
Tui ay* ton crt-atly iniixoveft the
health, fljrure, and carriage, Hend H

penny slam jm for further particulars
and 1100 Guarantee to Eoaul'ry

J !>ept. C.T., 17, Htroud Green It-ad,
_ London, N.4.

i——^—

MFILAi FU^Tj
Ben Turpin's Tale of Woe.
EVERY time I get to feeling real funny

something happens to inf. 1 have had my
teeth knocked out. [ have dropped into

nets (hat failed to be on the job when I lit. I

have been blown up by bombs that went off too
soon. All to be funny, says Chester ('ouklin.

Once I was working in a comedy in Chicago,
ft was mid-winter and the wind blew i< y cold.

Theyhad a scene in which a tramp was flung into

a fountain, i was the tramp.
'I'here were so many form-
alities to be gone through
before permission could be got

to use the fountain in the
public park that the director

decided to chance it before
the park police came along.

We got busy, and two husky
men flung me in. and—it wan
cold. 1 came up spluttering.

then
" Look out—the rops !

"

somebody yelled. And the

outfit bolted leaving me in the
basin of the fountain. The cop
grabbed me, and sent me on
a long, freezing ride in I ho
police waggon.
For four hours 1 sat in the

police-station waiting to be

bailed, but no one came, and
at last they kicked me out.

I hadn't a penny, so I had to

walk five miles through the

streets of Chicago, dripping
icicles, at the head of a pro-

cession of small boys. At last

I got back with vet' tramp
clothes and a red nose. And
the company actually said it

was " the funniest thing that ever happened to

me !
'•' —n—

He Soon Will Be. .

JL'iST because a man in motion pictures

plays the" part of a eav.lry soldier, it

doesn't mean to say that he can ride a

horse.

At least, that was the case when Joseph
Knutt. in company with a number of ether men,

were lined up for m-pection by the motion pic-

ture " general."

Joseph sat on his horse uneasily. Then the

band began to play. At the first bang of the

drum, Joseph's horse started two-stepping, with

the fife he tangoed, and when the trombone/
was heard I le started to iaZK,

Joseph set his teeth, and held on grimly.

The rest of the " crowd " actors got might-tf.'Tv
excited. Would he slit!, on or in, I ? Anxiously
every man on horseback craned their neck*
until the front rank looked more like a pWoj
mutch than anything else.

" Ease off. there !
" yelled the motion pictum

sergeant, who had evidently ,-mi war service
" No, 'e ain't, then." re-

torted an enthusiasl icwatcher

;

but e will be in a minute."—

—

Maxims of a Movie Man.

IT
is better for a " stunt

actor to leap before -fie

looks than never to leap
at

all.

The average leading lady
is sitre she is worth ni "—
than : he gets. The leading

lady above the average gVs
out, and proves it.

Every screen mother has ;l

prize baby.
The motion picture iflol I-

a man who spends a lot cnl

money in buying himself a"
new suit that nobody notices.

Ben Turpin bathing
place.

a forbidden

A Difference.

The Bf.os'ut: : ''The':

dticev docs not want me to-

day, so 1 am going up to'tbttdt

this morning."
The Bbunette :

" Strop-

ping, my deat !

The Blonde : "X". 1

haven't time for that. I am
some things | need."just going to buy

He Didn't Worry.

THE blase screen hero was late again i<

usual, he strolled into the studio a! i: .

11 o'clock. The producer was stoi\ • " ig

up and down the room.
"Do you know what time we start v, •

here ?
" he asked, with deep sarcasm.

Our hero took off his hat and coat, hung i'ni-m

up. put. his hands in his pockets, and th-it

calmly remarked :

" No,sir:'ns a matter of fact, I don't exactly ;

but everyone is always j icr( , when I arrive.
''

MUTT AND JEFF ARE NO BULL-FIGHTEfiS.

Mutt and Jeff arc touring, and |
Later on, they decide to be- | Jeff has to be the bull, and. in

they climb up a rope in order to
|

come bull-lighters themselves,
j
a practice bout, he treats Mutt

obtain a free glimpse of the bull- I and Mutt gives Jeff a few
|

very roughly. .Naturally Mutt
fight.

|

instructions.
|
objects.

Here they are in the l ing, I Their exhibition is successful

with Mutt the toreador, and |
until Mutt prods Jeff a little too

poor little Jeff dressed as the
J
hard, and he chases Mutt

bull. |
round the ring.

(By permission of the Fox Film Company.)

m V

JwtBE NO L ~$

|BULl-FI6HTeHS']
,

"3

Thair display is' wrecked, and
the manager steps in and turn?-

them out into the cruel, hard
world again.
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FRECKLES AND
ART.

About a Clever Little Boy Who
Played in "Daddy Long-Legs.*'

TO tho average motion picture star one
Single solitary freckle is great cause for

worry, two treaties is a calamity, and
three freckles—oh, shades of the skin you love

to toucli, call tho beauty doctor while thcro is

yet hope !

On tho benches at Santa .Monica, and other
points north and south on tho Pacific Coast line

whore beauteous screen maids seek their relaxa-

tion, tho movio star is seen trying to enjoy this

relaxation—and at the same time prevent the
appearance of a freckle. Tho sun just raises

mischief with one's complexion, and the camera's
eye does not deceive.

Thus we find tho freckle tho eternal enemy of

the movio star ; but thero are exceptions in

• very case, and in tho matter of freckles and
movio art little Wcsky Barry is the exception,
with a capital E.

AU Sorts of Freckles.

LITTLE Barry, as most of us in class A of

motion picture patrons know, has
freckles. Not one, two, or three, but

hundreds of 'em. Little ones, big ones, round
ones, and others that blend into one another so

delicately that they form a composition tiut of

\arious hued tan.

[n " Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," in
" Daddy-Long-Legs," and in many other
well-known photo-play hits, Wes— that's what
they call him around the lot—presented his

freckles to very good advantage. But " that
ain't all," as Barry's friends say, for there are

tew, if any, youngsters of Wesley's ago that are

gifted with his rare histrionic talent. - Wesley
ISarry is an actor, freckles or no freckles, lie

is eleven years old, and is still hard at his studies
ur " riten, readin' and 'rithmatic."

A Real Discovery.
MOTION picture " discoveries " have been

made time and time again in the person
of little artistes whoso accomplishments

have Iain dormant for many years. Wes
fJarry is a discovery—-but the only difference

between Wes and most discoveries is that lie is

a real one.
For over a year tho question has been asked.

" Who is that little freckle-faced youngster ?
"

Soon his appearance , in a picture became an
important factor in its success. Then it

became known that his namo was Wesley
Hart-y, and to-day his name is synonymous
with freckles in motion picture art.

Fighting Hard for a Job.

WES literally fought his way into the

,
motion picture field. He was lighting

hard on the streets of Los Angeles
when Marshall Neilan happened along. From
beneath a heap of fighting youngsters Mr.
Neilan tugged at a pair of kicking feet mid drew
forth—Master Wesley Barry, bruised, and
freckles practically covered with dirt, but with
plenty of tight left in him.

Mr. Neilan had the boy relate tho cause of

fcho fight, and promptly decided that the boy
would fit vei> nicely into a picture he was
producing.

Beauty Only Skin Deep.

THAT was the start, and before he had
^-onc many scene-', Mr. Neilan proclaimed
it ho beginning of a career for a new

star.
;

\VI»en Mr. Neilan formed his own producing
(c.mpany sevial months ago. one of Ins first

acts was to sign up the talented and freckled

youBffi Barry.
Under tho ever-watchful eye of Marshall

Neilah, Wesley Barry has become % real actor.

Beauty is only skin deep, and so are freckles,

for beneath those little marks of good health ia

tho material with which tho most talented

actors are blessed.

A natural born port raver of human emo-
tions. Wes Barry is favoured with unusual
talent—and freckles.

Most motion-picture artistes go mad if they have MARSHALL NEILAN, the producer, who dis-

only one little freckle, but youthful WESLEY covered the freckle-faced little boy.'jand put him
BARRY revels in hundreds. in " Daddy Long-Legs."

A scene from "Daddy Long-Legs," showing MARY PICKFORD in a characteristic attitude.

Little WESLEY BARRY has the distinction of playing quite a big part with this famous star,

and will, no doubt, be even more proud of this fact when he grows older.

MAHLON HAMILTON as Jarvis Little WESLEY BARRY, one oi MARY PICKFORD as Judy
Pendleton in " Daddy Lon^-Legs." the orphans. Pendleton.
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YOUR EDITOR REPLIES. MAKING BRITISH PHOTO-PLAYS.
FILMS THAT HAVE IMPRESSED YOU.

The present year, already nearing its end, has wit-

nessed a new infusion of effort in the film industry.

With the passing of the four years and more o? the
world war, there appeared with the dawn of 1919 the
prospect of a brighter future. And not the least

welcome indication of this latter has been the release

of new British films (and the production of others not
yet seen by the public), which brought some of our
own artistes prominently to the front, and also added to

the reputation of the British producer. To these
pictures must be added, of course, the larger proportion
of those not made in this country, but which have
helped considerably to the nation's entertainment.

It is possible that some of these films, British as well
as American, will be remembered after this year, for

it has been proved that the motion-picture, like

literature, makes its impression. It is not unusual
for people to inquire to-day about films that were
shown several years ago. None but they can tell why
those particular films should still interest them, and the
fact that they do shows the permanent impression
such pictures must have made. And so it may be
that some of the films of the past twelve months will

remain pictured, for some time yet, in the memory of

those to whom they have appealed.
Doubtless you have been specially struck by some of

these pictures, and though your choice may differ

from that of hundreds of others, it will only be because
the films which have impressed you most have made
some direct appeal to your taste. The settings in one
may have been superb, while the story in another may
have interested you deeply because of its excellence.
There will be other reasons, of course, besides these
two, why some of the photo-plays of 1919 will be
remembered by you long after the re3t have been for-

gotten. The names of the former and, if not too many,
your reasons stated in the fewest possible words, are
what I should like to have, if you care to write them
down.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENT;.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address

:

' The Editor, "The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

" Maeoterite " (Salop).—Pleased to know your
real name now. and so this time you will be more
fortunate . Dpugfcts Iairbanks is marrijd Will net
you particulars of Neat Hart and Milton sills later;

A. N. (Plymouth).—Nigel Barrie was born in

Calcutta, India, and is just an inch over G feet. Ray
Godfrey is twenty-three, and was born in Oregon,
she began her public appearance as an acrobat on
(be stage. " Day at School," and " Dreamy Night

"

are two of her films.

S. S. (Edinburgh).—I note you present all your
bouquets to British artistes, like Alma Taylor, Henry
l.dwards, Violet Hopsod (there is no " b " in her
name), Stewart Rome, and Gerald Ames. Yes "The
Cobweb " is fine.

Will E. W. (London. V..), who was answered in the
issue for November 8th, 1019, kindly forward bis
name and address to this office ?

M. Wr
. (East London, S.A.).—You are going to be

an actress one day and have decided ahead} thai
\our professional name shall be " Kitty Ray." ' Well,
that's something for a start. No, I do not know of
any artiste of that name, although there are other
Kays and also Kittys.
E. N. I). (Shepherd's Bush).—A keen admirer. I note,

of William S. Hart. An art plat- of him was given
away with the issue for October 11th.

•' Isoheli.e " (Glasgow).—Cheeky ? Of course you
are not. And such a modest request, too. Bessie
Barriscale was born in 1891.
"James" (Ashington).—You are "some" artist.

Jimmy. Your drawing showing .me driving a quill

pen at a roll-top desk with a grinning office boy near
l>y made me smile. Virginia Pearson was bom in

Louisville, Kentucky, and measures 5 ft. 7{ in. in
height. She is at present in America.

G. V. K. (Aberdeen).—Here's my hearty thanks for

the sixteen new readers you have secured. You have
done splendidly. Mae Marsh has auburn hair and grey
eyes. Is that all you want to know » You are
modest.
"Harold" (Canterbury).—Giace Valentine has

blond • hair and blue eyes. Springlield. Ohio is the
place where she was born twenty-seven years ago.
Phyllis Villiers played in " Women Who Win."
"J. P. ('." (Bombay).—Yes. 1 do receive letters

from the East, and am grateful to you for recom-
mending this piper to all the cinema-goingpeople vou
know. Who are my favourite stars » Well, jot dow n
the names of all the artistes you like best and then
add the ones you have left out. Francis Ford and
Monroe Salisbury are keeping the information rdu
want a secret tor the present, but just leave it to nie,
and I will And out. Mae Haunray is married to
Kobert Leonard. You visit the cinema lour times i

Witk, That won't do vou anv barm.
J-:. R. (London, N.W.). —Phil BlcCullotlgh and Tom

Moore exactly alike, you say '. No, they are not
{Continued on pane 24 J

¥ HAVE already tried to help my readers
I to see something of tbo wonders and

romance of the making of a film ; but so
far I have touched only on those things that,
while they aro essential to the making of a
cinematograph picture, are adjuncls to the
one central object of perhaps the greatest im-
portance—I mean the camera.

It is a little difficult to talk of so wonderful
a piece of mechanism as a cinematograph
camera without using highly technical terms,
and yet the wonder and the beauty of this part
of the trade, in which I am interested, is so great
tliat I want if I can to convey something of the
feeling of almost awe that it is capable of in-

spiring. And yet any possessor of a snap-shot
box-camera has the real potential power of tbo
film-camera in his or her hands. There is no
mystery about it, there is gimp]} development.

Never Look at the Camera.

IN the first place it is necessary to realise

that a camera has only one eye, and that,

i? the lens ; but that one eye is the collee-

live eye of a picture palace audience. When an
actor or actress first faces a camera in a studio
there is one most important rule they have to

grasp, and that is—never look at the camera

—

the reason being that when the picture was
shown they would apparently be looking
straight into the eyes of every man and woman
in front of them, and would so create-a most
weird and .unpleasant effect. This is really a
most difficult rule to observe for beginners, and
1 have seen a really great stage actor commit
this unpardonable sin when first facing a
camera, and so ruin many feet of film. There
is some fatal attraction about the small wooden
case on its tripod and the moving hand of the
camera-man turning the crank, and I have
known a producer, in desperation at last, stop
the picture and make some member of his

"crowd " come and look at the camera all over

—

touch it if they liked—so long as th.y could
promise that they never wanted to look at it

again !

What Flicker Is.

THERE is one thing that is often asked by
people interested in films, and that is how
it was that in the early clays moving

pictures had a torturing flicker the whole
time they were running, and it is prettv
generally supposed that cameras have been
vastly improved of later years. A= a matter of
fact it is a very simple
device that has removed
this disadvantage, and that
is what is technically termed
a " shutter." The key to

the difficulty was the " per-

sistence of vision " in the

human eye, which means
that the eye holds a picture

for a longer space of time
than it actually sees it. In
other words, on a film one
picture is shown every six-

teenth of a second, but each
picture is only seen for the

thirty second part of a
second, for the rest of the

time the picture is coming
and going. Nevertheless,
the picture remains im-
printed on the retina until

the next one' comes to take
its place, and it was the
rapidly-moving line where
each picture finished and
the next one began that

gave the old-time flickering

effect which was so dis-

tressing.

Nowadays, both in a

camera and a projecting
machine, there is a rapidly
rotating shutter that passes
in front of the lens once
between each two pictures'

taken, in tln~ way fading
out and fading in (be going
and coming pic! urc.

greatest mystery, among many, to the outside
public, a rid that is the '" doubling" of parts by
one man or woman. The picture we give here of
Miss Edna Fluginth, grown-up. looking at her-
self when twelve years of age, is an excellent
example of uhal we mean. This is in the picture
just completed at the Loudon Film Company s

studio of ' The Pursuit of Pamela." and in it

the actress at a stressful moment ot her life

looks back at the child she had once been.
The whole thing is of course worked by

" double exposure,"
The first step is to fit on to the front of the

camera a " light shade." On the front of this

shade, running in slots, are two little metal shut
ters running from either side and meeting very
exactly in the middle. When the camera man
begins to take his picture one of these shutters
is drawn back, and so leaves exactly the half
of the picture exposed for working on.
Tbo camera-man threads bis film most care-

fully into bis machine, and where the beginning
of the picture is to be taken, with a pencil be.

marks the lit lie piece of film exposed in the
frame that grips it ready for taking. From
then as he turns his crank he counts most care-
fully just how many revolutions he makes until
the producer holds up his band for a halt. Say
eighty revolutions have been made—and each
revolution means one tiny perfect photograph
Miss Flugrath will have risen from a chair,
rested her hand upon a table, and turned and
looked at where she will presently be seen a- h

child on the other side of the film. The aefress
has worked entirely on the right hand side of

the "set," and the shutter on the right ot tie-

camera has been drawn back, leaving that bah
of the film exposed.

A Quick Change.
WHEN the eighty revolutions have thus

been made and the grown-up Pamela
taken, the camera-man closes his shut-

ters and reverses the winding of the film and
counts back eighty revolutions of the crank,
opens his machine to see that his pencil mark
is once again in place in the frame. He then
opens the shutter on the left of the camera and
is ready to start again. Miss Flugrath by this

time has metamorphosed herself into a Srn iH

girl of twelve and is ready at the left of the stage,

to play the happy, light-hearted child on whom
the grown-up Pamela looks back regretfully from
the other side of the film.

T

A Film Mystery
Explained.

HK HK is one kind of
camera work in films EDNA FLUGRATH, grown up, looking at herself when twelve yer.rs

that is probably the ot age. A mystery explained in the article above
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Splendid Mew Competition
£100

FIRST PRIZE £50 SECOND PRIZE £20
THIRD PRIZE £10

and Twenty Prizes of £1 each
The Competition Explained.

THIS is the fifr.h of our scries of Feeping

Stars.

Below arc the portraits of six more
famous Cinema Stars who are appearing in

films now being exhibited in this country.

Over each portrait has been placed a star

partly concealing the faces

The task of the competitor is to identify the

artistes that peep from behind the star.

All Yon Have to Do.

LOOK well at the stars on this page. Do
i you know who they are ? If so, write

in the space underneath each the name
ot the artiste you recognise and fill in your
name and address in the space below.

Next week No. 0 of this set will be published,

and No 7 the week after, until 8 sets are

:om,plcte.

Keep this set until you have the whole
sets, when full particulars will be given in

The Pm tuue Show as to when and to whom
you are to post them

The first prize will be awarded to the render

of the greatest number of correctly named
stars.

The second prize to (he next highest number
of correct names, and so on until all the
prizes are awarded. In the event of more
than one reader naming every star correctly,

the prize will be divided.

Readers may send as many sets as they
please, but each set must be complete in itself

and consist of eight coupons.

No responsibility can be undertaken for

entries lost, delayed, or mislaid, and proof of

posting will not be accepted as proof of delivery

or receipt.

The Editor reserves the right to disqualify

any competitor's solution for reasons which he
considers good.
The decision of the Editor must be accepted

as final and legally binding, and ent ries are only
accepted on this express condition.

Correspondence must not be enclosed with
efforts ; neither will any be entered into in

connection with this competition.

Keep a list of the names as you write them down, either on a duplicate set or in a book, so
that you can tell, the moment the names are printed under the original photographs in

" The Picture Shoo/, " how many you have got correct
CUT COLPON HERB.

PEEPING STARS COMPETITION. (5th Set.)

25.- 2e — 27.

29. 30.

SET No. 5.

Same.

Add)

Do not send (his coupon until you are told. Full porticulars, whan and whore to send thorn w II

be given when all the Bets have anaeareti.

Snowfire
When changeable weather roughens
and reddens your sensitive skin,

let Snowfire prove its value.

Snowfire keeps the hands soft and
white ; soothes irritation

;
quickly

relieves ehapped hands and cracked

lips, and during winter especially,

is a necessity to every woman who
desires beauty and onnfort.

Keep Snowfire on your Toilet table

In 3d. tablets,

fami!y siza 7 id.

Of all Cliemists.

F. W. Hampsttite &Co.,
I,UI..

UiveisideWui'ks.Deiby

S-MASTERY & SELF-CONFIDENCE
Kre you "Master" of yonr iuind? Are yon eieai*
nded, Ftrutiji-willfil, self-confidwnt, and sncc-ssfnl ?

I-eim Urn necnHs of Mlnd-Maatery and Strong NVrve-". llaai>h
fh.Tuesw. k^varrUusj:. timidity, worry, K*lf-fear*, and
•*N*iv"s." L.-am h«*w to moro than bold yoni' own in the
Navy. Amiv, K.A.K.. the Pn-,fr~sionn. Basin psk, and Society.
Send oiiiy 3d. stamp* for particular* of confident tal Mtntu.
Neive strengthening m^thuda. Used io the JJnvy IfbOi Vice-
Adutiial (n Seaman, and in f lie Aaniyfrom Co)oncS to Private,
M.C-'f. IXC.M/*. and M.M.'s.—(JODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH,
LTD., y3ti, Irupvriul Buildings, Lndgate Circus, LouJun, E.C.4.

•WEEKLY

with ni issiv.; Oak-C.n».22-ineli
richly coloured Hom.Hnbrealt-
abte silenti Swiss Motor.
11-irt. nickflle.l Tu. ntaule,
»nd extra loud InsqlateJ
Sound Uox, etc. Uigantie
stock oi Cabinet Gramo-
phone, Portable Hornless.
iwn* exquisitely ricsik'nt-ri Tabla
(Irani!* ready for .1:.: :iita d;
l.vcry dtre-t /torn factory &t

pounds under shop price3.
r-rnn-N Al'I'Kvl Al. with 2t; tunes ant
1100 rUtillta I'ACM-.U KltBK. oakriaok
t'Ali*. Coinplpte xatisfaetion or monoy
rafnmU-d. Wtite fur ntjiiHtor Bargain
Lists TO- OA Y

MEAD COMPANY. Dept. 10 C.
BALSALL HEATH. BIRMINGHAM

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
Th» »0»l wwli-riiil MUmcaI Dlix-overy of the
*.v. 1ft H'-h^ti > it to play th«* piano bruit i

til\ »-\ - tr lii I vftiiipti>tbPii"»nfN of ponitii

111 all k«in with ON'K HOI Its I'KAf, TICK
with, at \tit tliglitrnt kOtnrM** of inutile.

Stlupt. A.n.C. 1 -
r
j0 .0T*0 snl.l atM rtviyoB*

dt-lii/httd. Sn.ri*n gfMffellfaM, MoiH-y re-

r»»ru*"f if not a* -tat-'l CniiipMi-. ,»ont frt-o,

2 0 r P.O.I Imperial Publishing
Co. 1. Ilopt.r. 28, South Castle St.,
Liverpool. H»fMMied 1

ASTERP
Monthly Payments

Kalncoati.M ^5Kg ti

£3 Ti-.-n. h i.\.«t«, Wat. he .. Ill-no

Sg: Jg: g5 1 »v i- 1 1
.

v.a. .at 5'..iO'-, m.iao'
- gS monthly ptivat-ly l.y |..»t. Writ,

- , Sg for I'm-,' l.i«i a. Trim* MastorK,
Lctf; 2 &j L'.d.,9'(,Hope8toru,RYE l
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS
(Continued from p ig' 22 )

brothers, in fact, tin relation at, all. Matheson T.aiitf

made Ilia dlhut on t ho Minis some time ago, and lia-

appeared in " The Merchant of Venice," " The llou-i:

Opposite " and " The Wan- Case."
M. K. (Liverpool}.- YfJH will not believe that

Fatty Arbuckle is married ? But Why should not the
pood man have a wife J And Thomas Mcighan '!

Why, lie's married also and Florence Ring i- I lie

lady. Mabel Normand is livc-and-twenty.
H. S. (Manchester).— (Mad to hear you passed your

examination successfully. Theda B&ra, Who is

twenty-seven, has a .sister and a Brother,
G. E. (Chester). Nice olil-fashioned-lookins place,

Chester. Thanks for the charming snapshot of you
and your friend taken against the garden wall. You
may write as often as you like. All readers are
welcome. Chris-tie. Whit? does not disclose the
information you want, for, like many British artistes,

she is reticent about her private affairs. Beth Sully
is the lady's name in answer to your second question.
Malviua Longfellow was born in New York, and not
in this country.

J. 1J. W. "(Bombay).- Thanks for telling your
friends about THE PICTURE Snow. There are many
in your city who read it from the Apollo Bonder to

Malabar Hill. Yes. Dorothy Phillips and Harrv
Carey are favourite-* with many over here. I would
rather not name the tilms which many people con-
sider objectionable. There would be no harm in your
writing to as many artistes as you like for their photos,
though you may have to wait a considerable tini" in

some cases for a reply. Send me your other questions,

bj all means.
A. B, (Cape Town). Kddie Polo played the hem

in "The Broken Coin." This will come as sad news
to you, I know, but Francis Ford is not married to
(irace Cunard. The name of the fortunate gentlc-
man is Joe Moore. Sorry, I haven't the othei
information you want, but don't let tlus stop you
from writing again,

A. T. (Bradford), tiloria Swanson is in her
twenties. The answers to your other Questions, A. T.,

I expect you have seen already.
" LILLIAN " (Seaforth).- - News of the artiste will be

published as soon as received,
V. M. (Aberdeen). - So your friends each have a

photo of some artiste, and you would like one of Olga
Petrova. I cannot say where you could gi t one,
V. M., but why not try writing to her !

" Flo " (Fast. Ham).— I did not mind your letter

being " full of Alma Taylor." After all, sh<- is a
splendid artiste, and British, isn't she ? Blue i> the
colour of her eyes, and London is her birthplace. She
is not married.

M. M. H. (Blundellsands). Carol Holloway is

twenty -seven, and, at the time ot writing this, sin- Is

single. Yes, "The Fighting Trail "and "Vengeance
a id the. Woman " are two (rood films of hers.

H. B. (Whit stable).—True. Lois Wilson was born
in Birmingham, but in Alabama. I .S.A.. and not in
this country. She has played in " Black Evidence,"
" Won by Grit," " Flames of Treachery." and " A
Man'.- Man." Queenie Thomas has dark-brown hair
and deep violet eyes. Her husband is George New-
man. Ann Pennington is twenty-four. Of course,
you are thinking of Mania Manon. who played the
part of Mr.-. Risea in " Stella Maris." She was born
in the Palais Royal Theatre. Pari-.

L. P. (Southsea). Richard Barthelmess is twenty-
four. He is single at the moment, and if he doe-
happen to get married by the time this appear- in

print, it won't be my fault.
" Dick " (Inverness). Sometimes one ha- t,i

" lump " it. as you remark. The best kind of lump
in these days. I find, is the one ypu put on the fire. 1

shouldn't call Robert Harron old. Why. he is only
tive-and-twenty. Do you remember hiin in " Heart-
of the World !" opposite Lillian Gish t Montague
Lose is forty-two. Dustin Farnum's birthday is on
May 27th, and he and his brother William, were on
the. stage for some time. Yes, Roscoc Arbuckle has
a brother named Macklyn.

" FILMO " (Beading).—Douglas Fairbanks is his
right name. The reel and real Domes of the others
are as follows: Mary Miles Minter (Juliet Shelby),
Francis Ford (Feeney), Mary MacLaren (Mar)
MacDonald). Irene Castle (Irene Foote), Gloria Hore.
(Olive Frances), and Julian Eltinge (William Dalton).
Webster Campbell is the husband of Corinne Griffith,

J. H. M. ((ilasjjow) — So you like Isobel Elsom's
acting. There will be more about her later, but for

the present, she is silent about her age, etc.

,
T. M. s, (Wolverhampton).—You want to know

what Constance Talmad'-'e wag eating for breakfast
in " A Pair of Silk Stockings." That's some question,
isn't it > 1 have not eaten an American breakfast in
my life, ami beside* producers don't divulge all these
little details even to editor-. So let, me «i\ e it up with
a huge sigh of regret, and turn t>, your next, which is

easier. Charlie Chaplin's birthdaj i- on April Wth.
But Pearl While anil Antonio Moreno have kept the
dates of their birthdays to themselves.

J. P. (Upton Park)'. I haven't the e.xael dale oi
the marriage of the artiste to whom you refer, but I

cannot see 'hat there has been' a mistake. Between
July 5th and September 27th ior, for da matter
that, any other dates) an artiste might easily go:
married, or else later information to the effect that
he has been married (though prevjousii kept secret
for some reason unknown), may cone along, and in
that case i- published as -non as possible. Kvents arc
alway- changing and are recorded at the first oppor-
tunity.

"Hilda" (Oldham). Thanks for (he charming
little snapshot of yourself. I am more than sorry to
hear of your unhappy home life, and wish I could help
Wiu, but it is really not in my power to assj,t you
to net a place ..n tin- screen. Why not '_'et the name*
and addresses of film companies from one of the trade
journals and then you can apply direct t

NEXT
GRAND

WEEK'S
NUMBER

contains in addition t<> the usual
feature's, the opening i hapters of the
most human serial story <v er written.

It is entitled

" DESTINY "

and is the story of a woman Who
tried to light late.

Don't miss this enthralling story
from the life pages of a woman

who suffered.

Your Editor.

A. ¥.. ('. (Southampton), P. L. (Huddersfichl). H. (;.

(Manchester). C. .1. M. (Newquay), D. ?>. (OoWes),
J. D. (Bristol). " Bub h|eS " (Longsight ). M (

(Southend). " Pat " (Fleet). K. D. ( I in. ihlej t. 0. F.

( Kennington). (;. c. K. (London. F..), M. B. (Edin-
burgh), G. R. (Birmingham), v. m. (Leyton), A. A. .r.

(St. Anne's-on-S. a). "A Well-Wisher" (East For-
tune), and I). I.. (Johannesburg). Don't apologise
for being a bit late. Pray consider yourselves quite
wiifome. Vou want to know whether Pauline
Frederick i- married, where Mary Pickford was born,
what is Charlie Chaplin'? age, "te.. etc. All these you
will find have been answ ered in previous issues. But
come again, do.
Jack < Wiuihleden). -Jack Meredith Is-twents'-

iiiue, and is an irishman, having been born in Belfast.

Helen Holmes is the' wife of J. P. McGowan, and
began her screen career with the Keystone Co.
She is twenty-six, and ra.- b<irn in Chicago, Illinois.

Richard Barthelmess and Dorothy Gish wen- in
" Battling Jane," and in " The claw," Clara Kimball
Vouhg and Milton sills played leads.

CtssiE (Chester).—-The vil'lian in "When Do We
Eat 7" was Robert McKitu. and the Other two were

Knld Bennett and Vlbeii Kay, Mary Pickford ana
Owen Moore w ere in " Caprice " and in " Cinderella,"
Marjorie K-tmbeau was married to her leading man,
Hugh Dilmun McGaughy not long ago. Lucille
Stewart is, of course. Anita Stewart's sister, and is

married to Ralph [nee. she was Hilda Byford in
"Tin- Perfect Lover." while Eugene O'Brien was
Brian bazar. Like your note-paper, X am also in
the pink o/ condition.

Ivv and Mabel (Nrimsby), D. M. S. (l'ristol),

"GKSTLEMAX Jim ''
(Cardiff), and others Well,

it must have been very mystifying to you all, 1

admit, but it's evident that the scribe who was
responsible for the wording under the photo you all

saw in a Sunday paper nui-t have had his leg badly
pulled by someone. So let lue explain, in addition
to the numerous similar queries I have already
answered by posl thai Tom Moore is not the husband
of Mali. Pickford, neither is it true that she has any
children. Tom Moore js already married to Alice
Joyce, and Owen to Mary. And if the latter hud
an children of her own what object could -he have
in wishing to conceal tie fact when sin- is so very
fond of little ones 1 Don't, therefore, be misled
by Incorrect statements, or silly rumours.

II. I. (London, N.W.). Herbert Bawlinson i- in

Viuerica, but he is certainly not a son of the States.
Brighton claims the honour of being his birthplace.
No. I have not forgotten about living Cumming.
He i- thirty-one. and Ruth Sinclair is his wife. I
pass on your bouquet to Chrissie White that she is

"a verv sympathetic and true-to life actress."

1). K. (Bristol).—Where is this storehouse of

courage to which so many of my readers go before

writing to me ! It might be of use to me also in

my moments of nervousness. Leon Barry is married
to' Mdlle. Marie l rousaz, and as he interests .vou

so much, I am sure he will uol mind your being
" very nosey."

H.-nnd F. \. (Pendleton). - -The artiste you name
does not figure in tie- cast. These three, however,

weri in ' 'JJie .Mystery of the. Double Cross "
: Mellie

kiic. who played a double rOIe, Leon Bary. and
Gladden James.

A. II. K. (Bedt'ordi. -Yes, 1 have heard of the
" rope trick." It is, a good yarn. The trick, of

course, though i' may also apply to the rope. Gregory
Scott mints Irom your town' tmd says the name he
uses is his vi ry own.

L. T. ( - tourbridge). Hops you cot the back
number vou wanted. Lionel Barrymore comes of a

well-known theatrical family, and he went on the

stage in 1003. He i- now with Famous-Lasky
(

and is thirty-seven.
. T. A. (South Shields.). I don't mind what strain

vim write to me in, so long a- it puts no'strain on
you. The colouring of Molly Malone'a hair and eyes

is brown. Her height i- 5 it. 2 in., and her age.

twenty-two. Denver is tie- place where .-be was
born." Our Publishing Dept. might be able i u hetg

vou. • ''>. f
" Babt " (Southampton). -Bom iour, to you also,

and 1 hop, it doesn't rain. Who acted in " The Fkler
Mi-- Blossom"? Why. Isobel LUom and Owen
•fares.

.11. ('. (Ecling).—Yes. Jim Corbett is married, and

began his theatrical career in 1889, and afterwards,

i . .uiie a professional boxer. W. S. Hart was
Hairpin Harry Dm ton in "Ha Poppy Girl," the

title role being played by Juanita Hansen. Doris

Kenyon's birthday falls on September 5th, and
her age now is twenty-two.

" Semper, Eadem " (Oxford).—So it was a lucky

train journey for you as it first brought this paper

to your notice. >*ornia Talmodge i- American, and
is twenty-two. Priscilla Dean is aLso of the same
nationality, and is a yea* older.

" Pl.xKY " (Lon Ion, s.E.).—Regard me as a fricndi

by all means, for that is what I desire to be to every-

one. Creiqhton Hale and Percy Marmont. you say,

have character Writ in both their faces. The former

is married; and his wife i hear, is a non-professiofHK

(More Answers Next Week).

JNansuer to the many inquiries we have received ftorn our readers as to hou) they can send letters to
* Cinema actors and actresses," The Picture Show "will forward all such Utters on, but it must be
distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover.as many ofthese

Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All letters

are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to sena^your letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose 1 id. stamp to the Editor. The Picture Show, The Fleetway
Hjuse. Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country, ifa reply is required.)
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PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS

VERA VERGANI. IRENE RICH.
(L.I.F.T.) (Goldxvim.)

WHEN FATE STEPPED IN.

A Word About Our New Serial " Destiny "

IT is only human nature to like a real good
story. Every one of us lives a different

life—some uneventful, calm, and peaceful

—some romantic, some happy, free from sorrow
md care—yet we never know the hour that
Fate will step in and twist our life from its

.leaceful paths, plunge us into the entanglement
jf a maze, where we cannot see the road that

lies in front of our steps, and are menaced at

»vcry turning by the horror of being led blind-

fold deeper into the wood.
The story of Diana Meadows, which begins

to-day on Page 6 is such a story. "Destiny "

is no mere title. It aptly describes how Fate
stepped into the life of our heroine, and from that
hour Diana, through no fault of her own, hod
to fight the world : friends turned into enemies :

she was a woman alone, fighting against the world.
It is the most human story you have ever

read. Do not miss it.

——
Our Art Plates.

OUR Art Plate this week of Lee Moran and
Eddie Lyons will please a vast number
of my readers, who have anxiously asked

when one or the other would appear. The
Editor's decision that they should be given
together is a good one, don't you think so 1 as
they are always seen together, winning for them-
selves the nickname, "The Inseparables."

Wallace Reid is the hero on the Art Plate in

that cheery little woman's paper, -" Woman's
Weekly " next week, and if you are watching
the breathless .Vitagraph serial, " The Iron
Test " with as much interest as I am, you will

want to possess the really fine picture of the
hero, Antonio Moreno, which is given free with
" Boys' Cinema " this week. By the way, the
story of " The Iron Test " is also running in this

different-to other boys' weekly paper.

Two Favourites.

ABOVE are portraits of two favourites of

the screen. Vera Vergani, the beautiful
Italian actress we are soon to see in

" The Diplomats."
The other portrait is of Irene Rich, star of

Goldwyn pictures, who climbed to fame in
motion pictures within a year. When on the
eve of coming out, this society beauty deter-
mined on a career instead of a husband, ami left

society to become a cinema actress at £1 a day.
Sheer talent and industry have won her leading
parts and now a star role. She has appeared
<>n the screen with Dustin Karnum, William
Parnum, Frank Keenan, Will Rogers, and is

now being filmed by Ooldwyn in the Basil King
novel, " The Street Called Straight."

*

i -M .

Have You Heard This.

IT was one of those so-called barber shops
inconveniently near the studio. George
Walsh) the Fox star, wanted his hair cut,

find had a few minutes to spare. He entered
1 ho shop. After about twenty minutes of mono-
logue and very little action on the hair, the
barber said :

" Your hair is getting grey, Mr. Walsh."
" I'm not surprised," said the athletic young

star. "Hurry up, will you ?
"

More Bobbed Beauties.
1HEAR that many stars of the screen pay

no heed to fashion's docreo that bobbed
- hair is to go out of fashion.
Among the many players who are purchasing

bobbed hair wigs to use in future picture playa
is Betty Blythe, Pauline Frederick, Seena Owen,
Alma Rubens, Alice Joyce, and Louise Glaum.

Came In Useful.

DURING the war pretty little Doris May,
who is co-star with Douglas Mac Lean,
took a course in first-aid nursing, but

when the armistice came along she found she

was not needed. Everything comes in useful,

though, and the other day, during the filming of

a scene in the appropriate title of " Playing
With Fire," the electrician, in throwing a switch
on to an open switch-board, was painfully
burned when his shirt -sleeves caught fire from
the flash of flame which jumped from the board.
Miss May took the situation in hand, and in a
few minutes had bandaged the damaged arm,
and the electrician was back at work again.

Faithful to His Sweetheart.

BY the way, Douglas MacLean is at least

faithful to his first sweetheart, with whom
he confesses he was madly in love. One

of his most prized possessions is a photograph of

her, and Mr. MacLean says there is not enough
money in the world to buy the picture from him.
The picture is one of Julia Arthur, famous

Shakespearean actress, who appeared in Doug-
las's home town at the time he lost his heart.

He was twelve years old at the time.

Twelve Years with Vitagraph.

DO you know that Earle Williams has the
peculiar distinction of having continued
with the same producer ever since he

entered the motion picture field. During his

twelve years association with Vitagraph he has

seen many stars made, among them the Tal-
madges—Constance. Norma, and Natalie ; Claia
Kimball Young, Anita Stewart, and Edith
Storey. We are to see him soon in a Vitagraph
play, entitled "The Fortune Hunter."

A Lucky Dog.
MISS VIOLET HOPSON'S new doggie,

Solomon, whom she is training for tin

forthcoming Broadwest production "Her
Son," is a thoroughbred Aberdeen terrier,

and possesses a wonderful pedigree. He cost
the small sum of £40—and he's such a small
dog. I have been promised some early photo-
graphs of Solomon and his mistress for you.— —
Another Engagement.
GLORIA SWANSON i* engaged to be wed,

the happy man being Herbert Sanbonio.
' The wedding is not to take place for

some time, says Miss Swanson, but mutual
friends of the couple understand it is to happen
early in the new year.

As most of you know, Miss Swanson's film

career began in comedy with Mack Sennett ;

later she appeared in Triangle plays.

Her first great hit was in Cecil de Mdlo'*
sensational photo-play of social life, " Don't
Change Your Husband."

—v+

—

Sheriff Mix Says that Business is Dull.

TOM MIX, the Fox Cowboy star, who »w
recently made deputy sheriff of Los
Angele* county, California, is complaining

that business is dull.

"The people here are too law-abiding." com-
plains Mix. " I'm anxious to do my duty, but
I can't find it."

It is suspected that the law-breakers have

r
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beard that Tom is a sheriff now as well as a
motion picture star, and have a wholesome
respect of his prowess with o gun. What do
you say ?

Advice to Mothers.

MRS. WILLIAM MCDONALD; who is the

mother of Mary MacLaren, the Universal
star, lias some advico to give to mothers

over here.

She says :
" Don't object when your child

makes faces in the mirror."
According to Miss MacLaren, her mother is

right, for making faces in the mirror gave her
the first idea of the silent drama. When sho
was a little girl in a pinafore, Miss MacLaren
used to stand before the long French windows
in her Pittsburg home and go through tho action

of dramatic situations. Her mother encouraged
her, realising that the girl's natural beauty
would one day be claimed by the stage or the
screen.
The habit of mirror gazing is excellent study

for the photo-player, Miss MacLaren says, for

the sincere player should be his or her own
best critic.

Bessie's Other Accomplishments.

IT
is not generally known that Bessie Love is

an accomplished singer.

The little star, who, by tho way, is about
to launch a company of her own, has been a
student of Enrico Constantino, the grand opera
tenor, who has a studio in Los Angeles.

Miss Love found time during the years of
her arduous work establishing herself in the
film world, to pursue her vocal studies, and it is

said she could earn a handsome living on the
concert platform if by any misadventure she
was prevented from following her present
career.

Memories of " Hearts of the World."

DO you remember Benny Alexander, the
wonderful child actor who appeared in

tho big Griffith photo-play " Hearts -of

the World 1

We are soon to see this precocious and lovable
child in a Universal photo-play, entitled " The
Tiiflers." in which Kathleen Kirkham and
Edith Roberts also play leading parts.

A Triple Part.A TREBLE role has been allotted to Fritzi
Brunette in her coming photo-play, " Out
of Court." She is to have the parts of a

vampire, a tough girl of the slums, and a society
girl.

Dual roles are not uncommon on the screen,
but in few productions hat' any actress attempted
three characters. It is a courageous artiste,

sure of her versatile capacities, who would dare
to submit her talents to such a test in one play.

Bertram's Lament.
BERTRAM GRASSBY, who is playing the

leading character role in the first starring
photo-play of Mildred Harris-Chaplin,

which is to be called " Tho Inferior Sex," is

bewailing his inability to spend more time on his

hobby, which is landscape gardening, at his
beautiful Hollywood
estate.

Successive engage-
ments have kept him
away from home, like

the old stage days,
when an actor's home
was where he hung
up his hat.

FRED GOODWINS.
A personal friend of
Charlie Chaplin, who is

now acting and produc-
ing in London.

Albert Ray Re-
ceives Superstition

Shock.

YOUNG Albert
Ray, tho popu-
lar Fox star,

has several peculiar
superstitions, and
one of these recently
caused him no end
of embarrassment.
He believes it is bad

luck to throw away or give away a pair of shoc9.
Ho has a trunk full of shoes he will never
wear again, but no persuasion could induce
him to part with them.

" Ever since I first began to save old shoes I
have had good luck," ho explained. " I tell

you I will not throw any shoes away. I keep
them in one of my extra trunks."

Recently it was necessary for Ray and his co-
star, Elinor Fair, to take a trip in a motor-car
to take some exteriors for their new Fox picture.
The director warned tho two stars that ono trunk
each was all that he could allow them for the trip.

FROM "OVER THERE.'

POLLY MORAN, who delights us in comedies
with " Fatty " Paramount Arbuckle.

Shortly thereafter a man appeared in Ray's
dressing-room, and the star pointed out the
trunk to be taken.

Arriving at the scene, the director assigned
the stars to their respective rooms in a farm-
house, and told them to get ready to work. In
a moment Ray was downstairs.

" I can't work to-day," he said to his director.
" The idiot that loaded the trunks has brought
me my trunk of old shoes, and I haven't my
clothes or any make-up here."
A motor was sent to Hollywood, eighty miles

away, and Mr. Ray is not so sure now that old
shoes always bring good luck.

Do Yon Know—That Grace Darling was once a newspaper
writer ?

—That Annette Kellerman at one time
appeared at the London Hippodrome ?

— —

'

— That Frank Kcenan numbers dancing
among his hobbies ?

Note* and News From Lot

Much, Much.

LOUISE GLAUM is

to-day the proud
owner of a

beautiful piece of
jade. It has just
been sent her from
China. It is in the
form of a claw, and is

said to be of excep-
tional value. It came
as a gift from one of
her admirers in China,
tho letter reading :

" They very much
like the pretty lady,
much, much."

Anielei.

Lois's Bad Luck.

SOME people seem AI , v
, RANC1S

to have more The Goldwyn player we
than their share are soon to se^'The

of bad luck
Street Called Straight."

I hear that Lois
Wilson, who has just been receiving congratu-'
lations from her many admirers on recovering
from a hospital confinement during an opera-
tion for the removal of her appendix, has juet
had the misfortune to fall from a horse.

Dear Realism.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS sometimes has to
pay for realism.

I hear that one of his actors has sued
the athletic star for £20,000 damages for injuries
received in a scene, when the famous actor went
for him.

Hisses Instead of Kisses.

THE penalty of being a good character
player means that you are cast for roles
that do not enhance one's popularity.

Claire Dubrey has found this out. She has
already appeared with Frank Keenan as a Bol-
shevik agitator, and as a German spy.

She complains that such parts do not inspire
admiring letters from admirers.

Proud of Her Plumpness.

IT is not every star of the screen that is proud
of being fat, but Annita Brown, the plump
funstress of the Cuckoo Comedies, resents

the published statement that she weighs 18 stone
12 pounds. When she made the Fairbanks'
scale groan, she claims that it registered 19 stone.

Diamonds on the Films.

WHEN you see " The Corsiean Brothers,''
notice the diamond necklace on Dustin
Farnum's leading lady, Miss Winifred

Kingston. I hear that it was once the property
j

of Madame Modjeska, the famous Polreh-i
American tragedienne, and that this necklace is

valued at £20,000.

— That Cranford Kent is a Londoner ?

Fay Filmer.

A Real Thrill for a " Reel " Drama.
CATCHING with a camera a touring car

as it hurtled So feet from a bridge, was
the feat achieved by Ray Smailwobd with

the aid of six camera-men and a powerful
battery of arc lamps recently.

It is one of the thrills in the Pcreen version
of " The Best of Luck," the screen version of the
Drury Lane melodrama.
To make the effect more thrilling, tbi.s

scene was taken at night time, or rather it wa*
two o'clock in the morning when Mr. Small-
wood gave the word for the car to start its mail
dash. It came rushing down the steep grade,
piloted by a chauffeur. Just before the bridge
was. reached, the chauffeur leapt to the ground.
The car hit tho gap, made a graceful leap,,

t urned over once as it fell, and landed with a
crash on the rocks at tho bottom of the canyon, i

Another camera-man was stationed in the can-i

yon with his camera at an angle to get the car

from the time it leapt until the rocks were. hit.

Other camera men caught the machine with
the camera as it fell.

A oar weighing 3,000 pounds was used for

the scene.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

DOUGLAS MACLEAN (heroin "Happy Though Married," the story of which appears in this When MARY PICKFORD was crowned Queen
issue) and DORIS MAY talking to their director, MR. HENRY KING. MR. MACLEAN of the American Air Service, the ceremony was

and MISS MAY are co-starring in a coming photo-play. photographed from the air by CHARLES ROSHER.

It is not easy to think out a scheme to make a fortune. At least, BRYANT Seldom have these two popular favourites of the screen been photo-
WASHBURN, WALTER HIERS, and LOIS WILSON found it a puzzle graphed together, although they are brothers. I refer to WILLIAM and
during the filming of their latest photo-play, " It Pays to Advertise. " But DUSTIN FARNUM, whom you see above talking to J. GORDON

not only actors find fortune-making a problem. . EDWARDS, the famous director.

CHARLES RAY is here seen telling a funny story to his When we see "The Great London Mystery," the first 16-part all-British serial

comrades at the studio during a wait in the filming of a new produced by the Torquay and Paignton Photo-Play Productions, we shall see many
photo-play. EDITH ROBERTS, whom you see seated, is also familiar landmarks. Here is a scene taken at Boulter's Lock on the Thames,

amused. CharTes tells a story almost as well as he acts. LADY DORIS STAPLETON and Mr. ALFRED WOODS in the foreground.
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BEGIN THIS SPLENDID STORY OF A WOMAN'S FIGHT WITH FATE TO-DAY.

" There is a Destiny which shapes our ends, rough hew them how we may."

IT was Diana's wedding-day.
She opened her eyes as a sunbeam, escaping

through a kink in the blind, shone in,' full

upon her rod gold hair, and for some minutes

she lay among the pillows enjoying the unusual

luxury of an extra five minutes before'rising.

She was on the threshold of a new lifo.

The days of drudgery were over.

Sho threw out her arms towards the sunlight

with a sudden abandonment, and her beautiful

face lost for a moment that mask of hardness

which it habitually wore.
" I am going to be happy," she told herself,

•' and I shall try to make him happy too."

Diana was twenty, and up to' now the world

had nat been altogether kind to hor.

Sh'e had been a shorthand-typist, without

any real ability for oflfico work, but sho had

managed to keep her job, and incidentally assist

to keep' a roof over herself, and her mother.

The other girls at the office had comfortable

homes and indulgent parents, who allowed

them .to spend all their salaries upon them-

selves; but Diana knew what it was to have

her shoes soled and heeled until the uppers

revolted and broke into seams. Even then,

if it was possible they were patched.

And sho was proud.

Many a girl would have liked to help her,

but feared a snub.

It was Diana's extreme sensitiveness which

made her as she appeared. Sho was so afraid

she might be pitied by those more fortunate in

the possession of this world's goods than her-

self that sho lost much of the kindly goodness

of human nature.

Diana had never had an opportunity until

George Meadows appeared in her life.

Geoivs" was very comfortably situated m
life, aud sho met him under somewhat unusual

circumstances.
His car had run over a little dog, and by the

time ho had stopped, and reached the spot,

Diana had the poor little animal in her arms.

She was indignant, her clear grey eyes flashed

scornfully up at him, and her naturally pale

face was most becomingly flushed. .

It, was not her dog, he found out finally, after

he had apologised over a dozen times and

racked his brain for the right thing to say.

He had met her afterwards as she went to

her work, and he began to haunt the A.B.C.

where she took her frugal lunch.

Diana began to watch for his coming. ,

She was not in love with him, she had never

been, but it was a totally new experience for

her to find herself au object of interest to any

one, and he was kind—and thoughtful.

He had never asked her questions about her

home or her relations. Ho was satisfied with

her exactly as she was.

She had never taken him homo until the

heavy, diamond engagement-ring was on her

finger, and the date arranged for the wedding.

flo had studied her in every way.

Sho had a free hand in ehooiing the bouse

and the furniture. She did both sensibly

and reasonably.
Diana herself had no friends.

ft was not that the girl did not feel her need

for them, but her deeply sensitive nature had
always hidden itself securely behind an outward

wall of pride, and no one even guessed or had
troubled to find out that it was there.

Under the kindness of the man whoso wife

sho was so soon to be sho had blossomed out

as a flower in the sunshine, but there was always

that reserve about her which kept the would-

bo too friendly from taking liberties, and her

prospective husband in a constant state of

evpectatipn.
She was somewhat, of o. mystery to him—he

could never ascertain quite of what she was
thinking, and, man-like, his curiosity was
piqued, and he became more anxious than ever

to possess her.

Diana sprang out of bod and threw open tlie

blinds, letting the sunshine fill the bare, little

room.
" It must be getting quite late," she told

herself, as she began hastily to dress.

Tho clothes were all new, and she touched
them almost reverently. She was done with the

old shabbiness ! A set look was on her beautiful

face as she caught a reflection of herself in tho
glass.

" I am a very lucky girl, ' she said, with quite

unnecessary vehemence, as she fastened a white
silk petticoat around her slender waist.

The expression in her deep, grey eyes, how-
ever, seemed to mock at her.

" Well, it's too late to turn back, anyway,
if I would," she said defiantly. ."George is

in love with me right enough, and I shall make
him a trood wife, better, perhaps, than if I was
too fond."
There was a knock at the door, and her

mother entered fussily.

Sho wore her black silk dress, which had done
duty for great occasions, ever since her husband's

death.
Her bonnet, trimmed with largo pansies

bought especially for to-day, nodded on her

faded head.
" How do I look, dear ? " she cried, advancing

towards her daughter.
" Very nice, quite nice." said Diana, knowing

what was expected of her.

Mrs. Long beamed at her reflection over her

daughter's shoulders.
" This dress looks quite nice, eh ? No one

would think I've had it eight years—and my
bonnet. It does suit me ?

"

" Very nicely."

Mrs. Long, still smiling, turned her gaze on
her only child.

" You are looking your best, too," she said,

" but you're a bit pale. You don't look exactly

the blushing bride.
" That's not my forte," said the girl quietly.

Her mother gazed sbrewdly at her.

"You are such a funny girl. I know nothing

about you, although you are my child, "she said

sadly. " Now I—when I was being married to

your father " '

" Oh ! I've heard that so many times,"

interrupted Diana hastily. " Don't tell mo
again, there's a dear. Just fix this veil for me,

will you ? It's almost time we started, isn't

it ?
"

Mrs. Long closed her mouth sharply.

She was just going to enjoy herself a little

by dwelling in the past. It was like Diana.

The girl was so selfish.
" I don't believe you've ever been in love.

I don't believe you are now," sbe said, in an
injured voice. " You wait my girl. If you are

marrying without love, you'll be sorry one of

these days."
Diana laughed amusedly.
" Well, I am certainly not in love with anyone

else," sho cried. " There's the clock striking

twelve, we ought .to be off."

The Wedding.

THE ceremony was over, and George Meadows
Jed his brido into tho vestry.

" I must introduce you, Diana, to the

best man, my very best frieud, Bertie Fisher,"

he said.

Diana glanced up hast ily.

A tall young man with a sallow face and quick,

dfi rk eyes was gazing down at hor.
" May I take the best man's privilege ? " he

asked gallantly, bending suddenly forward.

His lips brushed her cheeks.
Diana involuntarily flinched, while the .'un-

expected colour swept her cheeks.
(icorge laughed, but even to his own ears it

sounded a trifle false.
" You always were quick at seizing your

opportunities, Bertie," he said. " I have not,

kissed my wife myself yet."
" You'll get plenty of opportunities, old chap.

I'm not so fortunate," answered the* other.
" She is a very pretty girl ; my heartiest

congratulations, old chap," added Bertie, in a
confidential whisper.

The Arrival of Eric.

THE little garden at Glan-y-mor was ablaza
with summer flowers.

Under the one elm tree at the further end
a wicker tea-table and a cakestund, its contents
carefully protected from inquisitive insects by
a cloth, was standing, and beside it two wicker
chairs and a baby's perambulator.
The pram, was occupied.
The child, asleep, lay with one chubby hand-

clasping a silver rattle, apparently new.
It was Eric Meadows' first birthday, and he

had been receiving company.
His father had no relations, bat grandma Long

and the old ladies next door had been quite
sufficient audience so far as he was concerned.
They had come in to lunch, and had now gone

home.
Diana came through the French windows and

stepped lightly on to the lawn.
She looked younger than she had two years

ago, when George had brought her home as liis

bride.

Her face, thanks to the sheltered life, had
lost that hard expression which had repelled so

many, and her eyes were very soft and gentle

as she gazed down at her baby.
There never was such a child as hers.

His short, crisp, curly hair, the colour of her
own, stood up from his baby forehead.

She touched it tenderly with a slender finger.

The child opened his eyes and 6tared at her
for a moment.
Then he gave a gurgling little laugh of recog-

nition, and put out his arms to be taken.
" Oh, baby ! Did mother wake you t " she

cried remorsefully, as she bent over him.
She glanced up as someone came out of the

French window.
" Here's daddy " she began, and then she

stopped, for the man who was approaching her
was not her husband.

It was Bertie Fisher.

A curious expression passed over Diana's face

as she recognised him. The happy light died out.

of her eyes, leaving her cold and haughty.
The visitor came smilingly towards her.
" Ah, Mrs. Meadows ! I was told I should

find you here with this young man."
He snapped his fingers in the child's face, and

then held out his hand to the mother.
Diana instinctively drew her baby yet closer

to her.
" Is George with you ? " sho asked ignoring

the outstretched hand.
'Xo. He is detained on business. He asked

me to come along and let you know. He is

lollowing later."

Diana shrugged her beautiful shoulders.
" If you will kindly excuse me," she said, " I

will take baby in. It is getting cold for hum.
Shall I have tea sent out to you here, or would
you prefer it in the drawing-room ? !•'

"Anywhere you are having it," said Bertie.

He was smiling, but the gleam in his dark eyes
was not pleasant.

" Oh ! I shall have a cup sent up to my room,

(Continued on page 8.)
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AND MRS. INGE AT LEISURE.
A HOME such as Ralph Ince, the well-known pro-

ducer, lias in Bayshore, L.I., is in irs"!f something
worth hurrying to, hut Baiph rushes for other purposes.
The luces' home—for of course there is a Mrs. Ince

—

is one of the most beautiful on Long Island. Mrs. Ince
is known on the screen as Lucille Stewart.

Their home Vicing situated right on the water's edge of

Great South Bay, and with a lake adjoining the other
side of their property, the Inecs have more than their
share of bathing, boating, and fishing. They own a
50-It. yacht, the " Lorelei," and week-end cruises in and
about the waters of Long Island are their speciality.

While Mr. Ince is quite a sport and prefers to spend his
. leisure moments at such games as golf, tennis and poo!—
for after being a tennis expert Ralph is somewhat of a
pool shark—Mrs. Ince divides her time between tucking
strawberries from her garden, feeding her little Ply-

mouth Bock chicks and playing with her pet Japanese
spaniel.
"It is good to get down here.. and freshen up after a

hard session at the studio," said Mr. Ince. " Bayshore
is quite a way from New York, but the trip is worth while
when you get here. I wouldn't live in the city for all

the money in the world. The country for me every
time. The few hours I get down here every evening
send me back to work feeling like a lion."
As a rule, it is considered better for professional married

couples to work apart , hut the luces are perhaps the most
prominent exception to this rule. Not only has Mr.
Ince directed his wife in practienliy every film production
she was ever in, but lie prefers this arrangement.
"I flncl tliat I can work much.better with Lucille,"

said Mr. Ince, " than with the average actress, because -

we have worked so much together that we understand
one another perfectly."
Mr. and Mrs. Ince have be?n married for over eight

years. Tlie Inces are a most devoted couple, and are
happiest when together. They get along like a couple
of newly weds.

" Ralph is an ideal husband and a typical home man."
said Mrs. Ince. " I never have the proverbial trouble of
keeping him home, because ho would rather be here than
anywhere else. Of course, he does belong to a few clubs
and spend , some of his even ing-i at them, but, a? a ruhr,

he can be fouud at home reading or playing."

Mr. INCE, admires the dog, while Mrs. INCE
throws him a dainty from the balcony.

RALPH INCE directing his wife in a scene with EUGENE 0 BRIEN
coming photo-play, entitled "The Perfect Lover."
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DESTINY (Continued from page 6.)

thanks ! You will find cigarettes and cigars in

George's room."
Holding the child in her aims, sho walked

with studied carelessness past him into tho

houso.
Ho watched her with lowering brows.
" I'll make you sorry for this one day, my

lady," he muttered, under his breath.

George arrived home as the clock struck

eight.

Diana, in a pretty, evening-dress of yellow

cropo-do-Chine, ame running down the stairs

as no entered tho hall.
" You are late, dear," sho said reproachfully,

as she held up her face to bo kissed.
" Yes, I can't help it ; business, dear, busi-

ness ! It must lie attended to. I've got to

go a journey in a day or so, but I'll tell you about

that some other time. Is Bertie hero ?
"

" Mr. Fisher is in tho drawing-room, or the

garden, I don't quite know which."

She had fastened her arms around one of his.

George glanced quickly at her.
" I hope you have been entertaining my friend,

Di." he said.
" Oh ! . I think he is quito capable of making

himself comfortable," she said lightly. " You
men forget I have a baby to look after."

It was late that night, after tho guest had
gone, that George sat smoking by the window
in his room. .

For quito a long while ho stared out into the

dim, quiet coolness of tho summer night. Then
blowly he rose and went up to his wife s room.
Diana was brushing her hair before the mirror.

She turned and smiled at him as he entered.

His gaze softened as it rested upon her.
" Jove ! You are a pretty woman, Diana,"

bo said.
" I shall get conceited if you keep telling mo

that," sho said laughingly.

He caught tho hand which held tho brush.
" I came up .with the intention of doing no-

thing of the sort, I came to be angry with you,"
lie said.

'

" With me ? For what ?
"

Her clear eyes gazed up at him questioningly.
" Well, I've mentionod it before. It's about

Bertie," he paused, but as she made no sign,

he went on. " He's my best friend ; I've known
liim ever since I started business, fifteen years

ago. We've always been more than brothers to

ene another, and yet you don't like him, and you
take jolly good care to show it. You've almost
stopped him coming here—and now, after to-

night, I wouldn't be surprised if he refused to

enter this house again."
I wish he would !

"

Diana had continued the brushing of her
hair.

George, who was pacing the tloor, turned
quickly as her words fell on his cars.

," You do ? " he exclaimed. " Well, allow mo
to tell you, I don't ! This is my house, and Iil

have my friends in it when I want them."
Diana rose to her feet, her hair fell around her

like a golden cloud. Sho threw back her. head
with a proud, disdainful gesture, as the old, cold,

bard expression crept into- her eyes.
" You need not remind me whose houso this

is," sho said, " even as I need not remind you
who I happen to be. If you want your friends

here, you will please bo hero yourself to enter-

tain them. I dislike that man—I always havo !

I cannot understand what there is in him that
you can see to like. To me he is utterly repul-

sive."
" Gad, I believe you are jealous of him !

"

" Jealous ? .". The word cut her as a lash, she
managed to bring a sneering smile to her lips,

but the laugh she uttered sounded false, even
to hex- own ears. "Don't be ridiculous," she
said impatiently.

George was standing before the minor of his

bureau undoing his collar.

Ho turned triumphantly round.
" Got you there, old girl,'' he exclaimed with

undisguised satisfaction. "You are jealous of old

Bert. By .Jove ! I'll tell him ! Won't he
laugh !

"

Georgo was laughing liimsclf as he turned to

unbutton his collar.

Diana sprang to her feet, exasperated beyond
endurance.

" My dear Georgo, you men are too conceited
for words to express ! I am not jealous. I

eoold not possibly be of a man like that, but it is

certainly not complimentary to n\o to find that
you can never stir without his company. That *

even, on Erie's birthday you must thrust this

man upon us. I dislike him, I always have.,

and yet I have to spend half my life entertaining
him." . .

" You ore jealous of him !
" repeated George.

'

' You are jealous of me caring so much for him."
Diana did not speak for a moment, then sud-

denly she leaned back her head and laughed
aloud.

It was a gay, unaffected laugh, for she had had
time to recover herself by now.

It was not the first timo by any means that sho

and Georgo hud had words over his friend.

She was plaiting her hair into t wo thick bands,
and tying them with soft, wide, blue satin bows.

" We will leave it at that, then*"' she said very
steadily. ...

" We won't leave it !
" cried George, exas-

perated by her laugh. " We won't leave it until

you've promised to behave decently to him.
Why I've known old Bert-

" So you 'have' often told me before." >

She interrupted him quickly as sho sprang
to her feet and went swiftly over to the crib

hung with filmy white muslin and lace.
" Hush !" -she 'said, raising her ringer and

turning to George.
The man noticed how her voice had grown soft

and tender. • •
' '

• .

" AVc've awakened Eric now," she said, as tho

child stirred in his cot.

And George, watching her as she bent over
their Bret-bora* felt all his angej. against her
vanish. She was certainly a most beautiful

Woman—and she was the mother of his cluid.

One Christmas Eve.

IT
was Christmas Eve.
The rain beat upon the windows as ttie

bleak, south-westerly wind blew in sharp,

insistent gusts.

Inside Glan-y-mor all was warm and bright.

Baby Eric lay on the fur hearthrug before the

drawing-room fire, kicking his chubby legs, and
staring with round-eyed baby wonder at his

mother, who, with her outdoor garments folded

over a chair, was passing the time by decorating

a tiny Christmas-tree with dazzling balls and
strings of coloured tinsel.

"You ought not to see this until to-morrow,
darling ; but mother must do something.
Naughty daddy promised to get here before

tea and take mummy to visit Santa Claus,

and now it's past six. If he doesn't come soon
everything will be gone. He's a bad daddy,
darling, and if it wasn't Christmas time, we
should have to be very angry with him."
She shook a glittering piece of tinsel over her

baby as she spoke, and Master Eric, with a
gurgle of delight, snatched at it, and, to her
surprise, was able to reach it.

Clutched in his chubby fists, he endeavoured
to thrust it into his mouth.
Diana had some difficulty in rescuing it.

There was a knock at the door, and a maid
entered.

" I've left tho dinner all ready, ma'am.
Bertha can serve it. Will it be all right if I

am here' by eight o'clock to-morrow morning ?
"

" Oh quite, Emma. You need not get here

until nine. We shall sure' to be late. . Don't
worry, and have a good time. Bertha can

manage quite well."

" Thank you, ma'am, I am sure. A merry
Christmas, ma'am!" .

ON tho opposite page is a beautiful photo-
graphic study of Jackie Saunders, the

sunny star of the screen. Do you know
how she got her name ?

Jackie is of French descent, and was christened

Jacqueline : but the name was too formal
for the bright little star, and she soon camo
to bo known among her intimate friends as

Jackie, and Jackie she has been called ever tinee*

Off the Screen.
JACKIE SAUNDERS is just twenty-

seven years of age. She is the happy
possessor of beautiful blondo hair and

blue eyes, and sho was painted by Such famous
artists as Harrison Fisher, Chandler Christy,

" A merry, happy Christmas, Emma. Good-
bye )''...
Diana frowned as sho looked at the clock.
When she had promised Emma that she

could go homo for Christmas Evo she had quito
thought that she and Georgo would havo
ret in ned from shopping. She hardly liked to leave
fifteen-year-old Bertha alone at night with Erie.!

For the next half-hojur the young mother
forgot the time as she undressed and bathed
her son.
Then sho had to danco him up and down,

while Bertha laughed at his antics and lured
him on to greater efforts.

Then, as Bertha went to fetch his bottle,
Diana put on his nightgown, and a few minutes
later, wrapped in a blanket, ho was •,-arried up
t * i the lop of the houso to the maid's bedroom.

" You have your supper and then come up to
bed," said Diana to the astonished girl. "You
need not bother about the dinner. ,. I will sen
to that when Mr. Meadows comes in. Jv/l

nearly nine o'clock already, and I have to rnji

down to the shops, or they will all be closed.
'

w " Yes, ma'am." - . - «" .,

, Bertha descended the stairs with alacrity,
find returned in a remarkably short lime.
» "'iou won't keep him awake? You'll let,

him go to sleep, won't you, Bertha ? " eried'

Diana anxiously.
" Cor' .bless

.
you, ma'am, I'm so sleepy

myself I always drop off as soon as my head
touches the pillow." .

-
. .

- .

•' But if he wakes, Bertha " began tho
mother anxiously. ....

" If ho wakes, I'll see to jum, ma'am. You
can trust me," cried the girl earnestly.
With a parting kiss on her son's chubby

cheeks, Diana went down the stairs.

Not a sound broko the stillness inside tho
house. Outside, tho rain and wind continued
with unabated fury.

The fire had burned low in the dining-room,
and Diana replenished it. Then, with a glance
at the clock, she made her way into the drawing-
room, rf.

It was nine o'clock, and Georgo had not yet
come home.

' No telephone call ; no sign from him at all.

A sombre light of anger glowed in her deep
grey eyes. With a sudden impatient move-
ment, she caught up her mackintosh and flui:g

it over her shoulders.
A few minutes later and she was hurrying

down tho countrified road towards the town.
She had so lookod forward to this evening.

George had promised her so faithfully that he
would take her up to town to the West End,
where she could get toys worthy of her darling, 1

and now
She fumbled in her purse, and found she had

only five shil.ings to spend.
Her face was wet with the rain as she hurried

towiirds tho High Street and found, to her dis-

gust, that many of the shops .were already closed-!

It was past ten. A butcher's shop threw a
glare of light into tho night: At the corner of
the street was a shabby little shop where sweets]

and toys were mingled with cakes and other
confectionery. .

Sho hesitated before entering, and peered
through the dingy window. . <•

A bright-coloured drum caught her eye.
A bent old man came forward to. serve her.
He showed her flj -pitted, grubby rag dol!?,

v

and painted wooden engines ; but he seamed to
have nothing suitable. . ..

(Continued on page 10.)

and Clarence Underwood long before she
won a name for herself on the screen.

Then she became famous a dancer, and
later joined a stock company and acted on
I lie stage every imaginable part, from Juliet,

and Cleopatra to a singing chambermaid.
Then she came to the screen, where she han
won for her-elf tho apt name of the " Screen's

Sunny Star."
She admits to loving children more than

" anything on earth," and perhaps that is

why children love her. Her biggest following,

it is said, Is among the youthful-minded of all

ages—those who love to watch the most appeal-

ing typo of flapper, mischievous, yet good*
natured.

JACKIE SAUNDERS THE SCREEN'S
SUNNY STAR.
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She was about to turn away, when he suddenly
discovered a box under the counter.

I've got this," ho said diffidently :
'' but I

mean to send it back. It's too dear for my
customers."
Diana paused expectantly.
Then sho uttered a cry of delight as a woollen

•log, snow-white, with deep brown eyes, not in

tho least like the usual black boot buttons,

stood revealed.
" I'll have this," she said eagerly.
" Yes, ma'am. Fifteen shillings and six-

ponce, please."
Diana opened her purse.
Then she remembered she had live shillings

only.
.She gave a little gasp of dismay.
" I must send you tho money," she said

hesitatingly. " I find I have not enough with
me." *

Tho man peered across at her in the dim light.
" I do not know you. 1 cannot give you

credit, ma'am," he said.

Ho was unfastening the little dog, preparing
to put it back in its box.

Diana caught her breath.

Eric to havo nothing—no Santa Claus on his

first Christmas Eve. The idea was terrible to

her.
"" But I must have it., Here, take this ring."

Acting on the impulse, sho drew olT her beautiful

diamond engagement-ring. " I will lcavo you
this until to-morrow, when 1 shall come to
fetch it," she said.

The old man stared at her curiously.

Then he took tho ring and slowly examined it.

Diana watched him impatiently.
" It is worth pounds,"' she said.

Finally he pushed the parcel towards her,

and muttering something incoherently, passed
into the back of his shop.

Diana hurried out of the shop.
The church clock struck an half-hour as she

opened the gatejof Glen-y-mor and walked wearily
up tho path.

" Half-past eleven. George must surely be
in by now."

She fumbled in her pocket lor her key, and
inserted it in the lock.

The door opened, letting towards her the
sudden light and warmth of home.
As she stepped on to the mat she suddenly

became aware that someone was standing on
the stairs looking down towards her.

It was Bertie Fisher.

He was very pale, and his clothes were some-
what dishevelled ; but Diana was by far too
surprised and annoyed at the sight of him to

notice anything peculiar in his manner,
.She closed the door and threw oii her wet

wrap.
Where is George ? " sho said, striving to

speak naturally ; but in spito of herself her
voice trembled with indignation.

She was angry with George. That he should
have dared to bring the man she so detested
home with him on Christmas Eve, after being
so late himself, made her furious.

Tlie man on the stairs hesitated for a moment,
and then he eapie towards her. His faco was
ghastly and his fingers twitched nervously.

Involuntarily she shrank away from him. A
look of fear crept for a moment into her eyes,

but she quickly recovered herself and stood
before him, proud and defiant. •

" Mi's. Meadows, your—your husband, George
—he—ho is not upstairs, he—he "

Bertie Fisher found it difficult to proceed,
twice he essayed to go on, but something seemed
to stick in his throat.

" Is he ill f Is George ill ?
"

The sudden anxiety in her voice was un-
mistakable, end sho placed a cold littlo hand
on his arm.

Bertie Fisher made a supreme effort to gain
control over himself, but his gaze wandered
round the room. He seemed unablo to look at
licr.

'* I—I—I mean I have come—ho—ho sent
me—to tell yon ."

" What ! Quick ! Where is he ! Is he
ill 1

"

Tho man suddenly bowed his head. Some
strange fear, or grief seemed to have taken pos-
-«>moii of hiin onco again.

Ho took out his handkerchief, and with
trembling hands wiped the beads of ncr.'pira-

tion which stood out upon his forehead while
Diana stared at him.

" Von see, it has been a great blow to me,
Mrs. Meadows. George and 1 wcio such
friends'," he blurted out suddenly.

" Were 1" '

" Yes, wero ? Personally, I have done with
him. I—I don't know how to tell you, Mrs.
Jleadows, but I am so upset."

" Go on," said Diana ; and her big, grey eyes
wore dark and stern.

" George has gone away. He's absconded.
Tho books at the office are all wrong. He owes
the firm ever so nruch. I've helped hi in all I

could, but when he told me to come and tell

you that ho was going away, that he was tired
of your constant bickerings, und wanted his
freedom, I told him I thought he ought to tell

you himself. I didn't know then that he had
cheated the firm out of over a thousand pounds."
Diana was white to the lips.
" Mrs. Meadows," Bert Fisher went on, " I

have had a most unthankful job to do, but I

was his friend, the only ono he could trust, and
so to me he gave the ungrateful task of telling

you the truth."
" And tliat is

"

Diana was looking at him proudly, but there
.was a friglrteued expression in her deep grey
eyes.

" Qeorge has behaved like a scoundrel. This
evening ho fled the country."

How daro you ? You forget you are
speaking to his wife."
Diana sank into a chair.

George had deserted her, and had shown his

contempt of her by sending Fisher to tell her
the news.

" You ore telling me all—all the truth, I
presume ? " she said suddenly.

He nodded his head.
"Then you may go, Mr. Fi'her. Good-

night," she said coldly.

He looked at her, and then at the door.
She rose and pointed towards it with her

finger.

A sudden eagerness in his manner told her
he would be glad to end the interview.

'" May I never see you again," she said.

She did not move until she heard the door
close behind him, and heard his footsteps down
the gravel path. Then she threw out her arms
as she sank on to her knees.

" Oh, George, I tried to make you happy !

1 wax a good wife, and I thought you loved me,"
she murmured brokenly. " Somo day, for the!

sake of our baby, you must come baek."
And then the torrent of her grief swept over

her, and would no longer be held in cheek.
With a moan of anguish her head fell forward,

on her hands, and she burst into d Wild paroxysm
j

of burning tears.

Dawn was breaking fitfully. The early -church
bells clanged out their message of peace "and!
goodwill as a pale, red-eyed woman rofLSod;

herSelf and wearily ascended the stair*--.

In her hand she carried the brown-* j :-
1.

« oolly dog.
Bertha was sound asleep.

A icd arm was thrown protect ingly across

the baby, who was smiling in his dreams.
The mother placed the woolly animal beside

the tiny sock and a deep-drawn sob escaped
her.

.
Then, as she gazed on her sleeping boy, her lip

quivered piteously.
For Eric's sake I must win him back !

" was
the cry in her aching heart.

'Another Splendid Instalment of this Thrilling
Life Story Next Monday.

J

Character as Told by the Face.
THE face is the best index to character. Host ot us pride ourselves on being able to tell

character in this nay. In this series ol readings oi well-known stars, given by a famous
expert, readers will be able to realise their own or their friends' characteristics, by com-

paring the definitions given on those they resemble in feature. Thus many will resemble, say.
Mae! Marsh in some way or another, and by reading carefully what the expert has to say about
this particular feature, they will gain an insight to their own character.

No. 9..—MAE MARSH.
devoted to peaceful measures, a little apt to

think when people differ from her way of think-

ing they are right and she is wrong.
Sometimes, from this peculiarity, this type is

put down as erratic. - -

'

The mouth is a very sensitive one, small, but
a beautiful shape, the upper lip of same indica-

tive of caution, prudence, love of home, children,

and country life.

The face as a whole is most winsome.
Note the square jaw ; what a contradiction

to the mouth, the former being ratlier weak,
the latter showing this "little lady" can be
forceful in action, convincing in purpose, and
rather desirous of government. She could not
be exacting if she tried
Note the small nostril ; a wee bit peevish,

perhaps, aiid nervy ; much affected by her
surroundings. Very dainty things must be to
satisfy this type, although it is not what she
would say, but what she would not say that
would tell.

She is a lady who is hard on herself, with tho
chances that she -would get the greatest con-
sideration shown her from others.

Giving in to the wishes of others is a quality
that this type should guard against.

The possessor of a face like the above may
not always paint pictures, or design beautiful

things, but they have the emotional, artistic

temperament which loves beautiful surround-
ings, and is most sensitive to colour, music,
and all the lino arts.

Possibly wo find a little indolence in the

nature, which, if not overcome, combats the
hard work necessary to achieve any great
result.

They are likely to develop strange psychic

gifts dealing with visions and ideals that som«
few may hear and understand.

Here we find in love great promise of happi-

ness, devotion to duty, conscientiousness, and
lovo of domestic duties. In jove, they unite

with it all tho forces of their mind, and having-
concentration large, they throw their wholo
heart and soul into whatever they undertake.

MAE MARSH.

THE artistic temperament is very "Strongly
marked in this photograph.
Take tho .width of the forehead, a

conical shape from tho temples, indicative of
emotion and great imagination, accompanied
by great emotional capabilities and powers of
resistance, endurance, etc.

Note the Eyes.
PENSIVE, wistful, looking out with that

far-away look, indicative of broad
imagination.

Things are not what they seem to this type,
who are always trying to help, but how they
are misunderstood. If things go wrong too
far, apt to get silent and hopeless;
The width of the high cheek bones, denoting

a passionate nature, broad-minded, capable^
powers of endurance, etc.

Note the Retiring Nose.

THE Burno Jones typo, with the s..ooped-out
portion at the summit, a lady who would
always give in, retiring, human, nature :
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IVY CLOSE.
.4 Famous British Film Actress.

YOU must all know her. Know that seduc-

tive face that stands for English beauty
unadorned. I mean Ivy Close.

No need for me to rhapsodise over her beauty,
but 1 can't help myself. Her hair is just a crown
©f Straying sunbeams, her faee, a perfect cameo,
flushed delicately with life. And (it eyes, hev

lips, hor slira exquisitely modelled figure, are all

>d keeping. To few of us does Nature grant

such all-round grace, and perfume it with such
unaffected charm.

But, trying not to bo too conscious of her •

unusual beauty, framed as it was in Watteau
blue silk with a piquant little Tarn to match.
( asked, " What was your first film ?

"

"'Dream Paintings," by El win Neaine and
me. Quite a short one. Elwin was the nrtisi

who painted the pictures, and I did the coming
to life, and, incidentally, through that very film,

earne to —dare I say, fame '! For you see, Mr.
Hepworth happened along, liked our ! Dream
Paintings,' and asked me to play in ' The Lady
of Sha'ott.'

"

Her Films.

AFTER that Miss Close appeared- in the

Jvy Close films for a time—-" A Girl from
the Sky," " Ghosts," " The Terrihlo

Twins," and many others, and then trekked
across to America to beautiful Florida, where
for four months she revelled in the sunshine
with the Kalem Film Company, producing the

famous [w Close Comedies you all know so

well.

Of course I asked her the usual question. ^
'" Did you like America 1 " which she answered
.ilmost Scotch-wise, " Did I not. But it was
out in Florida that I just escaped being killed.

No fake about that."

"Tell me," I asked breathlessly. I didn't
iike the little look of horror which darkened
those crystal-clear eyes.

" I was playing in 'The Stolen Gaol,' with
Arthur Albertson," she smiled again. ' and
ve'd just come to the part where we went out
of a three-storey high building on to a scaffolding,
preparatory to coming down a rope together.
Below stood eight men holding a fire net ready
to catch u».

" Suddenly the scaffolding broke, and the
men, horror-stricken, dropped the net and we
dropped too. Fortunately for me I fell on
Arthur, but he, poor boy, was pretty badly
smashed up, and wasn't able to play again fur a
long time."

Britain For The British,

SHORTLY afterwards Ivy carne home again,
and appeared for Broadwest's in The
Ware Case," and " The House Opposite,"

with Hatheson Lang, and in " Missing the Tide,"
and the " irresistible Flapper," with Basil G'll
-and Gerald Ames. Then on she flitted to the
Master Films in " Adam Bede," " A Teep
Behind the Scenes," and " Darby and Joan "

with Derwent Hall Caine, which' you'll alt be
able to see shortly.

" My last, picture was ' The Flag Lieutenant.'
which I played for Barker's," sho said.

" And your ambition—every actress lias one,
you know," I teased.

"Ambition." she flashed. "Yes, T do have
an ambition, and that is to seethe film business
in Britain soar to the stars. It can be done.

" I want, too, to appear in British productions
that will knock American into a cocked hat.
'Britain for the British' is my ambition in a
nutshell," she ended whimsically.

Most Photographed Beauty.

MISS CLOSE is probably the most photo-
graph. -d f.irl in the world, since the day
when she first won fame ns the mosl

beautiful' type of English girlhood. Scarcely a
week goes by wit hout her photograph appearing
aome where.

Quito a large amount of her timo is taken up
with posing before the camera for photographic
Studies, apart from her work in the studios.







JUST
How the Story
Commenced.
tn the preceding

chapters of her.

delightfully frank
ntory, Pearl White
sketched the his-

tory of her early
V childhood. They

were not alto-

gether happy days,
for money was
scarce in the house-

%, hold, and her
SI mother, who was

always very deli-

) cate. died soon
after her hirth.
Pearl was always
getting Inlo mis-
chief, and w us con-

sequently .
always

receiving punish-
ment at the hands
of her very strict

father. Hcl father

married again when she was six years old. When she

was twelve years old her brother, who was her
Greatest pal, left home and joined the navy. At the

age of thirteen, Pearl decided to join n circus that
tame to her district, and later on she joined a touring
company. Itut her early efforts were not too success-

ful". Next, Pearl was offered a job as a stewardess on
a boat.
But sea life did not agree with her, and she went

on the stage, touring in Cuba. Buenos Aires. Kansas
t'ity, and Tennessee. She w as always in a " fix

"

for money, and one day decided to leave Shawnee.
Oklahoma with a promise to send " the money on "

i her landiadv .

( You can noic will ojO

A Friend in Need.
IREACHlSD the station, waited about ten

minutes for tho train, and just as it loomed
upon tho horizon I was tapped on the

shoulder by a policeman. It seems that the old

landlord, who had entered the hotel just a

moment after I had gone, had different ideas

about letting guests depart without paying
their bills, and he had brought down the law

upon my unsuspecting shoulders.

I was mortified and frightened out of a

year's growth. I tried to argue with the cop
that everything was all right, and that if I

missed the train what it meant to me. He
wasn't interested, and said I could toll that to

the landlord himself. So I left my suit-case in

the station, and was escorted through the streets

by a policeman, who had given me the choice

of going quietly or forcibly. Just what would
have happened had not a Good Samaritan come
to my rescue, I know not. Be that as it may.
A man who ran another little theatre in the

town saw me walking along the street with

the law and followed us into the presence of the

irate innkeeper. He listened to my monologue
and offered to pay the bill, saying I could

Kiterward* return the money to him, trusting

to my honesty, as I had nothing to leave as

security. I can truthfully say that the first

four dollars I received was sent to him with

more than the ordinary amount of gratitude.

Well, this proposition was accepted by
the rooming-house people, and 1 was allowed

10 depart. My rescuer walked back to the

station with me, but as that was the last

passenger train that night, the depot was closed,

wit), my suit-Case and trunk locked up inside of

it. I had cbectod the trunk and bad the receipt,

for it, but not so with the trusty old suit-

case. I tried to get hold of the station-master,

but bo had departed to parts unknown 1

was in a fine moss. There was a goods train

Hint stopped there nt twelve -thirty and carried

u fen passengers in the caboose, but that was

not patronised very often, and the station -house

did not Open up for that train. However. I

uecirlr-d to take it, and rny rescuer promised

to have tho ticket agent send me rny baggage

on tho first train tho next morning.

-ary

learl

WKite
I rode on the merry old goods train mosl t.'i

the night, then changed and got a passenger
train the rest of the way. Now. this company
I was to join was just, being organised, and
when I lauded in Shawnee, the* manager, having
met the train before, on which I was expected,
bad given me up as lost. So I stepped off the
train very much alone, without even a change
of clothing, and, worse luck, I had left the
slip of paper on which I had the manager's
name written in vny suit -case that was reposing
back in Coffey vitle.

I trudged up to the hotel, but, being without
baggage, tliey demanded their money in

advance. I was pretty bad. J bad a hard
time even getting the man at the desk to lend
me bis ear while I slipped him the news that

I was to join the troupe : but, owing to the
-fact that they were not playing as yet, he knew
of them not, and probably thought I was more
or less of a nut. However, he eventually opened
up and told me that there was a young fellow
stopping in the house that was suspected of
being an actor. Of course, it was my luck—he
was out just then. So I planted myself on a
chair and waited about three hours for his

return.

1 was getting pretty nervous when a youth
walked into the hotel, who couldn't have been
more than eighteen, and had no ear-marks,
such as long hair 'and extreme clothes, that
performers went in for ip those days. Anyway,
the clerk said something to him and pointed
toward me. I was fit to be tied by that time,
and wouldn't havo been surprised if be had
turned out to be a warden from an insane
asylum, corning tn fetch me. I told him my
tale, and he was - of the troupe " which I was
to join. He took me around to the manager,
and I K°' enough money advanced to get into

. a hotel ; but I wasn't very comfortable without
even a clean handkerchief. 1 was expecting
my luggage on the next train, but it didn't
come ; nor did it on the next, nor the next. I
did receive a duplicate check for the suit-ease.

A woman in the company was kind enough to
lend me enough liren to get along with, and
\ stuck to the one suit that I' brought, in on
my back. The trunk finally arrived after

about a week, but the suit-ease—no !

Then the wonderful idea dawned on me that,

if it were really lost, the express company
would have to pay me a hundred and fifty

dollars, and that was a lot of money to me.
I would have sold it and ic* contents very
willingly for twenty-five.

Well, the company started on a tour, but it

didn't last, very long, so that I didn't get any
money at the beginning, because they had to
take out my railroad fare and give me my board
money in advance : therefore I was always a
little ahead of my salary. We landed in Parsons.
Kansas. 1 was just out of debt, and, with
rny fifteen dollars' worth of salary coming
that Saturday night, things looked pretty-

bright.

The time was also tip in which the express
company was due to deliver the suitcase or pay
the hundred and fifty, which I was looking
forward to with great anticipation. But on
Friday the old bag showed up, a little worse
off for its travelling around the country, but
still intact.

On Saturday night, after the performance,
we inarched out to the box-office to get our
salary, and found that the manager had dis-

appeared with the weekly receipts in his pocket.
What grief ! J. think I had about ten cents in

the world, with which I bought postage stamps
and sent out. appeals for a job, among ^hich
was one to the Coffeyville stock company.
That was immediately answered, sending rne a
ticket and telling me to come right away. So
I left my trunk for my board bill, and bid
farewell to the boy of the hotel lobby episode
in Shawnee. Wo'd become wonderful pals, and I
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hated to fiay g.ood-bye. He was only a youngster
then, but some years afterwards he beearnn
quite a favourite in the moving picture plays
produced by the Lubin Company. This boy's
name is Karl Metcalf. He was getting along
very well in his profession, but he proved that,

he was more than just an artiste, and was one of
the first men to go to the Plattsburg training
camp, and went over to Europe in one of tho
first contingents sent from America. Six
months ago he was a lieutenant ; 1 have heard
since that be has become a captain. I hopo
he comes back a general.

Well, I played in Coffeyville about five

weeks, and got a few dollars ahead. Then
Mr. Rella died, and the company closed, and I

attended rny second funeral: but, unlike' rny
first. T was so affefcted that I saw his dead fac«
before me in the darkness foT days, and havo
since been to only, two funerals. J don't, look
upon death with fear now, but in my early
youth 1 certainly did.

After a couple of days, I got a job with a
company in a town near by—Topeka, Kansas
But the show closed the day after 1 joined
The next company that broke into the town
was the " Trousdale Stock "—-the same eompany
bn which I had been fired before. The woman
they had taken on in rny place was evidently
not so good, either, so they discharged ber
and took me baek. Now, this show didn't
last so very long, but I got my salary and a
wonderful thrill on the opening and closing
nights.

In the Insane Asylum.
THERE is an insane asylum in Topeka. 1

don't know whether it was the character
woman's idea or mine ; anyhow, wo

derided we'd go out and pay said asylum a
visit. We'd gone through the building, and
started to go away, when 1 spied a lot of women
out in a little yard. They were Nome trusted
inmates who were not watched very closely,

and they did prove themselves to be less crazy
than we. I bad on, I remember, a bright red
dress, and she had on a picture hat with a
couple of green plumes in it. These bright
colours must have made an impression on the
crowd, because they all gathered around us
and began to chatter and laugh.
One woman walked up whom we took to-be a

nurse. (She was doing some very fine embroidery
work and talked very nicely to us, telling

us not to mind the other women, " that they
were all nuts." Then, with a remark that she
loved my red dress, she left us and started
bawling out to the others. Just then a real nurse
came up and told us that visitors were not
allowed in that part of the grounds. She also

told us that the woman to whom we were just
talking w'as insane, and very violent at times.

Gee ! They were getting me all fussed up by
now. and I didn't have much faith in anybody's
sanity—even my own. So we started to get out.

Then- was an awful howl, and the woman with
the fancy-work leaped into the air and started
towards me. I lost no time in ducking behind a
high bench, but she was right on my heels

and chased me around in circles until she was
captured by t wo attendants.
Then the attendants began lining the bunch

up to take them back into the house. Well, we
wanted to see no more of it. so we started for

the gate. On riie way my pal slipped me the
information that you must never run from a
crazy person.

" Stop and look them straight in the eye,"
6he said.

But the
11
eye " was hardly out of her mouth

when I caught a wicked look from my woman
of the chase, and I didn't hesitate, but broko
into a marathon. She, with another shriek,

broke away from the attendants and started
in hot pursuit after me, the character woman
in the rear, shouting :

" Look her in the eye !

"

You can bet I didn't look hack, but kept
right, on toward the trolley car that was to take
me home. I must have made a wonderful
sprint, because when 1 leaped on the car, I

glanced back, and my pursuer was a good way
behind and had evidently given up the chase,
for she was starting back. 1 noticed the people
in the car sort of all moved away from me, and
also that the car didn't start. I was probably
so scared that I was getting hysterical, but it

dawned upon me that the people in tho car
had seen the wild dash and took mo for an

(.Continued on pag* 16 )
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF WILL ROGERS.

I'm sorry for you. Deep in thought. What :hall I do? Don't be cross.

WILL ROGERS. The Noted Lariat-Thrower, Who Wields Witticisms Along
With His Lasso, Has Made a Successful Screen Debut.

WILL ROGERS, who mado his screen debut in a picture called
" Laughing Bill Hyde," is one of the most human actors on
any stage.

Ho is known throughout tho world for his inimitable humour, his con-
tagions smile, his skilful rono and lasso throwing, and for his very like-

able personality altogether.
Many picture-goers in this country will have seen " Laughing Bill

ffyde.'' In this film, Will Rogers created a sensation by tho skilful way
in which he portrayed the character of *' Bill Hyde," and his magnificent
work in the many pathotic, thrilling and humorous situations which
abounded throughout the play.

Smiling and Quaint.

THE humanncss of " Laughing Dill Hyde " makes it rank as one of

the most successful films of the year. It was not only the smiling,

quaint-looking Will Rogers who, as tho escaped convict, made
everybody happy, but it was tho witty, humorous Will Rogers as well.

Never wero funnier " captions " than those sprinkled through this

story. It must have been Will Rogers himself who wrote them, or perhaps
re-wrote them, for he is noted for his wit.

In a purely acting sense, too, Rogers displayed unusual powers,
especially in the utterly unexpected expression of pathos.

His quaint, even homely, countonauce, his loose-jointed, shambling
figure, and, above all, that illuminating smile* are all qualities that have
added to his success.

A Witty Cowboy.
BEFORE Rogers became an actor, he was, of course, a cowboy, and

was noted for his wonderful spontaneous wit. Ho still keeps vip

his practice of making jokes on any and ovcry occasion, and ho
Causes much auiuscment amongst his friends at the studio.

" I ain't one of these hero movie cowboys," ho said, the other day,
that can jump on a horse from a fur distance. Tho kinder horse I rido

ain't (hero when you jump on 'om,"
Ho achieved tho ambition of his adventure-filled lifo-timo whon ho was

able to break out of jail recently—for a picture, of courso.
" 1' been luuikoriii' all my lifo to got out o' jail," laughed tho cowboy

wit, " but I ain't never been ablo to get in."

, Ilex Beach, who wrote tho film, anil tho director, Hobnrt Henley, who
produced it, engineered tho scheme which got Rogers into prison and
out again.

They Earn What They Get.

ON one occasion Will Rogers was called upon to go to a place called
Boonlan for work on a picture, and it was this trip that convinced
him that motion-picture stars really earned most of the money

they got.

He and Mr. Henley began the journey by motor, and wero making
excellent progress, when a terrible thunder and rain storm upset their
plans, and spoiled what might have been a nice spin.

Twenty miles from Boontan the chauffeur swerved the machine suddenly
to avoid going over a cliff which he had not seen in the pitchy blackness.

Lost Their Way;
THEY had, indeed, completely lost their way, and it. was four o'. lock

before infrequent flashes of lightning showed tho party their way
into Boontan. They had gone 10 miles out of their way, they wero

soaked to the skin, tired, hungry and cold.

Will Rogers is very modest when he is confronted by an interviewer.
" Gosh ! he said, '* I never felt so important in my life. Fancy anyone

coming over hero to interview mc / But I wish you had been able to see
my performance at the theatre.

"That is where I really shine with the ladies, I tell you. [ am very
popular there, and everybody is simply crazy over me.
"Of course, I am not nearly so handsome as Senor Caruso, but I think

I can sing just as well."

The Machine-Gun Camera.

GEE !
" ho continued. " Ain't it just terrible to think I am dancing

around in front of that machine-gun camera, and a handsoino
young fellow like him, standing behind, producing iho picture,

'

Tho " handsomo young fellow " was llohart Henley.
"Do you know, 1 think I am going to be terribly bad . > tho -croon,

f am no sort of an actor, and this part calls for a lot of ' s,,:> '

gtuffi that
1 don't think I am going to get away with.

"I only agreed to act it because Uex Beach wanted mo to. Ho said
that I looked just like a convict. But, gee ! when you make tilings for th»
movies you make 'em for keeps; and when you seo yourself prancing
around on the screen, and making ovcry kind of an idiot of yourself, you
can't prop up your performance with any of your old games, V ti*ro ju .

dono for, that's all !

"

Will Rogors*s next film will bo called " Tubilo," an appealing story of

on irresponsible but lovable character.
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JUST ME. Cont
Zl''n

rom

escaped lunatic. I broke out with a hysterical

laugh, and two men got up, each seizing nv by an
arm, and begau to pacify me, and to force m«
but of the car. Of course, I put up an awful
argument, but out I went. They dragged me
back toward the asylum.
Now, the woman who had been chasing me

was quietly walking back with an attendant,

who, in turn, had been chasing her. My friend

was sauntering along toward the gate, gaily

swinging her mesh-bag and laughing at me.
Then the mad woman again broke loose and
started toward her. She stopped, and, with
her arms akimbo, prepared to look said mad
woman " straight in the eye." I don't guess
that's a good stunt, because it didn't turn
out so well. The crazy woman leaped forward
and grabbed herself a green plume, but evidently
it was tacked on pretty tight to the hat, and
the hat pinned to the false hair of my friend.

Anyway, off came hat, transformation and all.

and the poor old woman dropped to the ground
in a clumsy mess and passed out of the picture.

Now", the asylum attendants were busy
taking care of the mad woman, so I was left flat

with the two men holding me who were just

coming to themselves. So they dragged mfr
into the asylum to claim the credit for having
captured an escaped lunatic—meaning me. Of>

course, the authorities told them their mistake
immediately, and I was allowed to go oiv my
way, collecting my swooning friend en route

to the street car.

When we arrived back to our rooms. we were
in a nice state of nerves, and were advised by
some of the members of the company to take
a " hooker " of gin. Now, Mr. Gordon's gin and
1 had never met before, so consequently 1 was
leading a nice little " bun " around that night

when the performance started. I was playing

Madge, in " Old Kentucky." We used a horse
in this opera, but said horse didn't travel

with us. They picked up one in each town
that we played. The horse that I drew this

night had never acted before. I was in the

third act climax, dressed up in jockey's clothes,

supposedly to have just won a big nice. They
led the horse on to the stage for the curtain,

*mid cheers from stage-hands and supers for a
curtain call.

Now, this night I was not too steady. The
electric lights were more or less dancing before

me, and I must have slipped too far back on the
horse's hips, when the orchestra struck up " Jty
Old Kentucky Home." The curtain started
to desoend, the horse bucked, and 1 was pitched
over his head out into the audience, landing in

an old man's lap. I wasn't hurt, but was so

scared and surprised that I was only about
semi-conscious. There was a little flight of

stairs going up on to the stage, so I made for

this. There were only about six steps, but 1

was taking no chances, and 1 climbed up these
stairs on my hands and knees. The audience
began to howl with laughter, and I couldn't
imagine what was the matter, until 1 reached
the stage and found that the fall had been too
big a strain on my satin jockey pants, and,
going up the stairs on my hands and knees,
with my back to the audience, they had made
the discovery before 1 did. This was a bad
opening with the. company, but everything
went on quietly after that, and we played
on until the airdrome circuit closed in September.

Our last date was in Tulsa, Oklahoma but
we got an offer for a special date, and decided
o stick together for another week to play that.

Now, in-a place about twenty miles from Tulsa
—I think the place was called Kiefer, Indian
territory—oil had just been struck, and there
were about five thousand miners already
fettled there in tents, there being only about
five frame buildings in the settlement. The
fr-w streets that had been laKd out were flooded
with oil, and you had to walk on planks to
keep your feet dry.

PJPJ

These miners were unable to have their
families with them until places could be built
lor them to live in, So they were naturally
very lonesome and keen for amusement. They
had put up a large tent, and were engaging
Irtivelling companies to show there ior a week
at a time. Well, wo landed theie. We were
fretting along line, and p'aying to a lot of
Mwtoinors.

(AVjt/ week Pearl While will tell of her exoerience'
in the little mining village.).

Splendid New Competition
£100 in Prizes

FIRST PRIZE £50 SECOND PRIZE £20
THIRD PRIZE £10

and Twenty Prizes of £1 each
The Competition Explained.

THIS is the sixth of our series of Peeping
Stars.

Below are the portraits of six more
famous Cinema Stars who are appearing in

films now being exhibited in this country.
Over each portrait has been placed" a star
partly concealing the faces.

The task of the competitor is to identify the
artistes that peep from behind the star.

All Yon Have To Do.

LOOK well at the stars on this page. Do
you know who they are '! If so, write
in the space underneath each the name

of the artiste you recognise and fill in your
name and address in the space below.

Next week No. 7 of this set will be published,
and No. 8 the week after, when the sets
will be complete.
Keep this set until you have the whole

sets, when full particulars will be given in

The Picture Show as to when and to whom
you are to post them.

The first prize will be awarded to the sender

of the greatest number of correctly named
stars.

The second prize to the next highest number
of correct names, and .so on until all the

prizes are awarded. In the event of more

than one reader naming every star correctly,'

the prize will be divided.
' Readers may send as many sets as they

please, but each set must be complete in itself,

and consist of eight coupons.

No responsibility can be undertaken for

entiies lost, delayed, or mislaid, and proof of

posting will not be accepted as proof of delivery

or receipt.

The Editor reserves the right to disqualify

any competitor's solution for reasoas which he

considers good.

The decision of the Editor must be accepted

as final and legally binding, and entries are

only accepted on this express condition.

Correspondence must not be enclosed with

efforts ; neither will any be entered into in

connection with this competition.

Keep a list of the names as you write them down, either on a duplicate set or in a booh, so

that you can tell, the moment the names are printed under the original photographs in

" The Picture Show," how many you have got correct

CUT COUPON HERE.

PEEPING STARS COMPETITION. (6th Set.)

31.- 32 33.-

34.- 35. 36.-

SET No. 6.

Name-

Address

Do not send this coupon until you are told. Full particulars, whan and where to send them, will
be given when all the sets have appeared.
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A Splendid Complete Story, Telling Some Humorous Experiences of a Newly Wed Couple .

>wK Married'

ENID BENNETT as Millicent Lee (Paramount.)

OUTSIDE a rough miner's shack in an arid, sun-
baked track of Mexico, two young men sat in

silence. One was eagerly reading a letter, and
the other stared with rapt admiration at the photo-
graph of a girl. They were two brothers, who, like

many before them, had come to Mexico to dig a
fortune out of old Mother Earth. So far, the mine
they were working had yielded them little more than
food and tobacco, and Stanley and Jim Montjoy
were just about tired of scraping a bare living.

Stanley's thoughts turned from the letter to the
girl who had written it—Millicent Lee.

" There's too much Bob Davis in Milly's letter to
please me," he thought. "Of course, Bob is as
straight as a die, and I am glad he is giving Milly

a good time with rides and dances, but I wish this old
mine would pan out some real nuggets, so that I

could get back to New York and marry my girl."

His thoughts were broken by Jim handing over the
photograph.

" Isn't it a great one of Diana ? " he said. " I
snapped it the last time she came riding with that
uncle of hers. I don't trust him, Stan, but I feel

inclined to accept his offer for the mine. It's not been
an Eldorado so far. It looks as if we shall have to

get back to New York and start again."
" It's just because the old Don is so keen on buying

that I feel disposed to hang on a little while," replied

Stanley. " And," he, added slyly, " if we leave here,
you might never see Biana again."

" There does not seem much chance of winning her
by staying here," said Jim ruefully. " The old Don
guards her too well."
He walked into the shack, and after another long

look at the photograph, pinned it up on the wall of

the living-room.
Stanley, just as mournful about his prospects of

ever being rich enough w> marry Milly, went to a tub
and started to wash some clothes. As he scrubbed
viciously at a shirt his ear caught the sound of horses'

hoofs. He looked up and saw Diana and her uncle
riding towards the shack. Shouting out to Jim to
tidy up the living room, he hid the washing-tub,
and rushed out to meet the visitors.

Don Monteneroy was a white-bearded old gentle-

man, with cunning, shifty eyes, but his niece was
indeed' beautiful. . She . was Spanish from the tips
of her dainty riding-boots to the crown of her proudly
poised heail.

Almost before he had dismounted, the Don came to
the object of his visit. He wanted to buy the mine.

Diana followed her uncle and Stanley into the cabin,
as the Don explained that though the mine property
was useless from a mining standpoint, it would make
excellent grazing land for his cattle. Jim was so
dazzled by the beauty of Diana, that he left Stanley
Id talk to the Don, while he stole secret glances at the
Mill to whom he had lost his heart, and though the
girl pretended not to sec Jim's looks of ardent ad-
miration, she was inwardly pleased at the conquest
shi: had made. She had all a Spanish girl's love for
the romantic, and this secret wooing by the handsome
American struck a rcsponsivo chord in her warm,
passionate nature. Had Jim but known it, Diana
had already decided that he was the knight who would
save her from her uncle's designs that she should enter
a convent. As she stood tapping her riding-boot with
her whip, she lifted her eyes when the Don was not
looking, to convey to Jim that his silent but eloquent
wooing was not at all distasteful to her.

While Stanley was politely but firmly explaining
to the Don that he and his brother had decided to
stick to the mine a Httle longer, Jim suddenly re-
membered that the snapshot of Diana was stuck up
on the wall. If the Don saw it, love's young dream
would receive a shattering blow. He moved stealth-
ily towards the picture, but every time he made an
attempt to take it down, the Don would turn to him
with some question about the mine. At last he suc-
seeded in getting it. Swiftly he thrust it in the pocket
of a coat that hung on the wall. He did not know it

was Stanley's coat, and he little thought of the maze
of trouble that this action would lead to.

At last Don Monteneroy prepared to depart.
He was obviously angry at his failure to persuade the
two young men to sell the mine, and showed it by
pushing Jim aside when he went to assist Diana to
her horse, and himself helping his niece to the saddle ;

but he did not see the caressing, backward glance
Diana gave to Jim as she rode off.

The next day proved the wisdom of not selling the
mine. Almost the first blasting operat ion the brothers
made revealed a mass of quartz richly veined with
gold. There was no mistake about it. They had
struck it at last. Th 'if fortunes were made.
When the two brothers had finished dancing round

and shaking each other by the hand, they began to talk
business. It was decided that Stanley should go to
New York, sell the mine, and marry Milly, while Jim
looked after the property, and continued his wooing
of Diana.

The Seeds of Jealousy.

AT this stage we can hasten the story of the luck
of the two brothers. We will spare a moment
of sympathy for Stanley, as he waited in the

drawing-room of Milly's aunt on his arrival, having
been informed that the girl was out riding with Bob
Davis. Minutes seemed hours as he sat there waiting,
and when at last Milly came in, rosy and radiant from
her ride Stanley tried to assume a look of stony in-

difference, for jealousy had put in some telling work
while he pictured the girl he loved riding with another
man as an escort. But Milly's shining eyes, which
hellographed a message of love, her warm embrace,
and Bob's honest, open face, soon caused the green-
eyed god to seek more promising fields, and in a few
moments Stanley was joyously explaining how the old
mine had at last yielded up her treasure.
The mine was sold, and Stanley and Milly were

married. This story might have ended here with a
curtain of happiness, had not Bob Davis taken it into
his head to present Milly with a copy of a book, " How
to be Happy though Married," as a wedding present.
One morning, when Stanley, after coming back

half a dozen times for a farewell kiss, had gone to the
city to see Jim Dawson, the head of the syndicate
that had bought the mine, Milly picked up the book.
The volume contained much excellent advice, but
Milly, being young and inexperienced, read a wrong
meaning into many of the hints. She decided that it

was quite possible that Stanley had loved other women,
and a remark of her aunt's, made while Stanley was
still in Mexico, came into her mind.

" It is more than probable," said that somewhat
soured maiden lady, " that your wonderful Stanley
has fallen in love with a Spanish dancer."

Poor Milly felt very miserable as she thought of her
aunt's words, and to keep herself from thinking of her
husband's past in Mexico, she decided to go up to his
room and arrange his wardrobe. As she was arrang-
ing the clothes he had worn while working on the mine,
she caught sight of the photograph of Diana peeping
out of one of the pockets.

" The Spanish dancer I
" she gasped.

True, the picture showed Diana in riding costume,
but Milly's vivid imagination, fanned by the fire of
jealousy, swiftly conjured up a vision of a girl with
flowing draperies dancing a fandango and clicking
castenets, while Stanley worshipped her from the
auditorium.

Milly's thoughts were best expressed by the savage
way in which she tore up the offending picture and
stamped her foot on the fragments.
As soon as she was cool enough to collect her

thoughts, Milly went downstairs and tried to plan out
a scheme for revenge. She ueclded the best thing she
could do would be to make Stanley jealous. As she
was thinking, tho telephone bell rang. It was Stanley,
saying that he was bringing Mr. Dawson home to
dinner that night.

I hope you don't mind, dear '? " ho said.
" Mind ? replied Milly sweetly. " Of course

not. I'm simply dying to meet sonic nice men."
Milly's answer was based on a hint in the book

that it was advisable for young married people not
to shut themselves oil' from the world, as there was
a danger that continuously being In each other's
company might tend to boredom. Excellent advice
In the spirit It was written, hut not at all meant to
convey what Milly had read into it.

Stanley, at the otlK-r end of the telephone, nearly
dropped when he heard liis wife's reply. It was so
different to the fond farewell she had given him that
morning. But Stanley's astonishment at his little

wife's words over the telephone was nothing to what
happened when he brought Mr. Dawson home. Milly
was attired in a dainty, evening gown which set ©if

the girlish beauty to the greatest advantage. Sha
barely looked at her husband, but gave the sweetest
of smiles to his guest;

Mr. Dawson was a plain, portly, middle-aged maii,
who had never flattered himself that lie was a lady
killer, and his astonishment at the reception he goo
from the beautiful girl bride was greater than Stanley's.

But deep down in the heart of every man sits the spirit

of vanity, ready to rise at the smile of lovely woman.
Jim Dawson squared his shoulders, made the best

bow he could, considering his girth line, and surrend-
ered unconditionally to the beautiful Mrs. Mountjoy.
The dinner was a nightmare to Stanley. His wife

absolutely ignored him, but she had never been more
charming than she was to Dawson. Her eyes shone
as she listened to the financier's stories of Wall Street,

and when she cooed that all her life she had admired
those strong, silent men who juggled with millions,

Stanley felt like killing his' guest.

When at last Jim Dawson decided to go, he place !

his hand patronisingly on Stanley's shoulder, and,
speaking to Milly, said: " This young man has bee:i

working too hard. I think it would do him good to

come with me for a fishing trip. That is, if you think
you could spare him, Mrs. Mountjoy ?

"

" Oh, certainly," replied Milly coolly. " I am not
one of those women who want theii husband tsied to

the r apron strings. Iam sure it would do him good,

and he could learn so much from you, Mr. Dawson.
It is awfully good of you to take such an interest in

my husband."
Before the astonished Stanley could make any

remonstrance, Mr. Dawson had bent over his wife's

hand, and with a cheery, " Well we'll consider that

settled then," had departed.
The next morning Milly informed hirn that she

intended to stay with her aunt, while he was away
on the fishing trip. All in vain, he tried to tell Milly

that he had no desire to go on the trip.

" Of course you must go," she answered. " It 'will

do you good to mix with men with the worldly

experience of Ms. Dawson. I shall not be at all

lonely ; I am looking forward to the visit to my aunt
with the greatest pleasure."

It was a very sad Stanley that saw his wife off at

the station. He was perfectly bewildered at the

sudden change in Milly's attitude, but he would
have been more so had he seen that, on entering the

train, Milly walked through the compartment and
got out at the other side. She was quit* as miserable

as Stanley, and had never intended to go to her aunt.

She meant to return to the house and sit in silent

sorrow amid the wreckage of her once happy home.
But Stanley knew nothing of this. He only saw that

Milly did not look out of the window as the train

went out.
" She docs not even think enough of me to wave a

good-bye," he thought bitterly, as he made his way
to his office.

On arriving there he found a telegram from Jim
saying that he and Diana, were married, and that they

would arrive in New York that evening.
" That puts a stop to Dawson's fishing trip,"

thought St mley with (trim satisfaction A good
job too. If 1 had been forced to go, I tliink 1 should
have murdered him."
He rang up Dawson, and explained the wire, and

was greatly annoyed at the way the financier took
his message.
"Oh, that's all right," he said. ' I may now lock

forward to the pleasure of another visit to your
charming house. Please give my kindest regards
to Mrs. Mountjoy."
"Mrs. Mountjoy is staying with her aunt for an

indefinite period," replied Stanley with vindictive

pleasure.

The Thief.

STANLEY was at the station when his brother

and his wife arrived.
" How did you manage to slip the Don? "

he asked, when lie had greeted the happy pair.
'• Hloped," replied Jim laconically!
" Yes, you appear to have been in a big hurry,"

said Stanley, looking at his brother's suit, Which.was
the one he had worn on the mine.

"l)h, I'll get a change of clothes in town," s? nl

Jim, following the glance.
" Get a taxi and drive me to a store. Give mo your

address and take Diana to your ptaoe, I'll join y
as soon as I have been fitted out."

Jim, wrote down his brother's address OH the back
of aa envelope,

^Continued on next page.)
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ON STAGEMARION TERRY. ow
'Shots'—from

Broadwest 11 """" 1 |

All the excitement of Christmas =
festivities is past, and the BROAD- =
WEST Company have settled do\\ n to =
another year of hard work. The dawn ==

of the "new year opened, looming =
bright with opportunities, and the =
promise of big successes. The British =
cinema industry is finding its feet, and =
no English firm has made such good =
use of the past twelve months, to =
firmlv establish themselves in the =
world's motion picture markets as has =
this all-British firm. During 1919. =
no less than eight first-class pro- ^
ductions have been manufactured in —
the BROADWEST Studios. This, com- =
pared with the smaller number during =
1918, when war restrictions bound =
up film production on every side. =
is a great achievement. EE

n n n =
None of these 1919 BROADWEST =

productions have, at present, been ==

released, so for the picture-goini; =
public, 1920 holds a host of quality =
pictures. " Under Suspicion," featur- =
ing Horace Hunter and Hilda Bayley, =
comes first on the list ; then follow =
" In the Gloaming," with Violet =
Hopson, Jack Jarman, and Cameron =
Carr;"A Daughter of Eve," being =
Stewart Rome's first appearance with =
Violet Hopson for the BROADWEST =
Company ;

" A Great Coup," with =
Poppy "Wvndham, Gregory Scott, =
and Stewart Rome in the leading =
parts; "A Son of David," "Another =
Gamble for Love," and last but =
certainly not least, " Snow in the =
Desert," personallv directed bv Mi.

Walter West, with Violet Hopson =
and Stewart Rome in the leading parts. =

n =
Then there is the first Violet Hopson =

film, " The Gentleman Rider," which =
will create a big sensation when it is =
released. n n =

As is usual, the BROADWEST Com- =
pany have renewed old resolutions, and —
made a number of fresh ones for 1920. =
Increased output, first-class quality =
in all film production, and a strenuous =
endeavour to still further raise the =
already high standard of the British ==
cinema industrv in general, and =
BROADWEST films in particular, are =
among those resolutions. One can rest =
assured that the forthcoming twelve ==

months will add a tremendous number =
of picture-goers tothealreadv colossal =
following jof BROADWEST film =
enthusiasts. =

n n n =
The BROADWEST Company can =

show big successes in the past; but =
success, heretofore unparalleled in the j=
World's motion picture market, awaits ==

them in the future, if the already well 1 =
laid plans successfully materialise, and =
with Mr. G- T. Broadbridge and Mr. =
Walter West at the head" of affairs, =
and a loyal and hard-working Britisli =
staff as supporters, there is no doubt 3=
whatever that during 1920 BROAD- =
WEST will manufacture more produc- =
tions than in any previous year. B. B. =
BROADWEST FILMS, LTD., |

Head Office, =
175,Wardov- Street, London, W.l. §

,1111111111111.; Phone: Gerrard 240.)||||||||||||||,;-

MARION TERRY.

IT
is always interesting to focus the searchlight
of a famous personality of the stage—and
by that I mean of the stage exclusively—

upon the realm of films, particularly when it is a
personality like Marion Terry's, nurtured for a
life-time on the highest traditions of the drama,
nd embued with the dignities of a great,

theatrical family. One feels that though in

such personalities the two arts may never find a
common meeting-ground, at least the older will

have some illuminating things to say to the
younger, to which the latter may listen with
respect and very possibly advantage.
The word " illuminating " reminds me that

I owe Miss Terry an apology.
rbwo Miss Terry an apology because, without

word of warning, I suddenly descended upon
her at the St. James* Theatre and begged her
for a few words for The Picture Show. It is,

I believe, one of the regulations—-ot which I was
ignorant-—of this theatre that no artiste can be

"HAPPY THOUGH MARRIED."
. {Continued from previous page-)

" Stan will take care of you till I come," he
explained in Spanish. Diana could not sreak English.
Then he dived into the store. It was just on closing

time, but the proprietor promised to fit him out.
In the meantime Milly was having the most miser-

able time of her life in her new home. To keep up
the pretended visit to her aunt, she had given the
servants a holiday, and the emptiness of the house
emphasised the emptiness she felt in her heart.

She was aroused from her melancholy thoughts
by the sound of a taxi coming up the drive. List-

lessly she looked out of the window.
She staggered back with a gasp of horror. It was

Stanley with the Spanish girl. It was the last straw.
Milly rushed upstairs to f> t h a revolver.
But poor Stilly knew so little about firearm? that

slie had to' put the weapon back. She realised that
she was more likely to shoot herself than them.
Milly ran up another flight of stairs, and saw Stanley
carrying up the Spanish girl's bag and ushering her
into the best bedroom. Then he left her. saying some-
thing in Spanish. A little while later Diana, having
changed her frock, went down to the drawing-room.
Time passed, and Milly, listening over the bannisters,
heard sounds which sounded as if the two were
quarrelling. But as the conversation was in|Spanish.
she could make nothing of it. As a matter of fact,

it was Diana asking what had become of her husband.
At last Stanley Tang up her aunt, to tell his

wife that Jim and his bride had arrived, in the
hope that she would come home and act as
hostess. To his dismay, he learned that Milly had not
arrived at her aunt's house. Thoughts of Bob Davis
flashed through his mind. He must find him at once.
To Diana's entreaties as to what had become of her
husband he shouted excitedly :

" Your husband will

turn up all right, but my wife is lost!" Then he
dashed from the house.

Jim's absence was easily explained. When he had
got his new suit he gave the old one to a negro
attendant, forgetting that Stanley's address was in
the pocket. When he discovered his loss, he drove
back, but the place 'was closed. In his dilemma he
remembered the hotel where Bob Davis stayed.

" He will know Stanley's address," he thought, as
he ordered the taxi-man to drive him to the hotel.

seen privately except by appointment. There-

fore, it says much for the kindness of so distin-

guished an artiste as Miss Terry that she

specially waived a point in my case and gave
ine some of her precious time, and this despite

the fact that she had already commenced her pre-

parations for the performance of " Reparation."
" But, you see," she pointed out, smilingly.

" I am totally unprepared for a real interview.

However, if just a little talk will do "

" It will do beautifully, Miss Terry." I returned

gratefully. " To come to the point at once,

will you* please tell my readers what you, as a
stage artiste, think of the films 1

"

" Well, I'm afraid I cannot speak from a very

wide practical experience, foe I have seen but

three !
" was the rejoinder. " These were ' The

Birth of a Nation,' my 6ister's picture,- ' Her
Greatest Performance,' and ' Daddy Long-Legs."

,.Tust fancy, this was the first time I had seen

'.Mary Pickford ! Of the three films, I think i

liked hers best—and it made me try! But 1

went to see it because I had so loved the book

—

for the sake of the book, not the stage version."
" Do you not believe in the adaptation of

theatrical successes to the screen t " I asked.
" Oh, not at all," Miss Terry said emphati-

cally. " Shakespeare especially—and Shake-
speare is everything. But on the screen he is

awful ! Imagine Shakespeare without words !

•And how can you transpose the dialogue of other

plays, too, successfully to the screen ? Per-

sonally, I find great difficulty in following the

subtitles on the films. I never have time to

finish reading them before they are switched off."
" The future of the screen !

" I asked.

The daughter of the theatre smiled.
" If you mean, do I consider that it will yet

rank with the stage t—no. In my opinion nothing

can make up for the absence of the spoken woru".

But as an educational force, particularly as a

means of opening the eyes of children to the

wonders and beauties of the world, I think it has

indeed a great and a glorious future."
" And yourself, Miss Terry

"

But before I had time to formulate my ques-

tion a dresser entered, bearing a magnificent

bouquet of flowers for Miss Terry, a tribute

from a member of the big public which has
always known her as a stage artiste alone.

And somehow I felt I was answered.
M. H. C.

On arriving there he was informed that Mr. Davis
was out, and the clerk did not know when he would
return. Fuming and cursing his carelessness, Jim
waited, and presently Stanley arrived.

Wlule the brothers were engaged in a heated ami
incoherent argument, Bob Davis entered with a lady.
To Stanley's great relief it was not Milly. All t lie

same, he rushed at Bob. but Bob waved him back.
" First of all." he said, "allow me to introduce you

to my wife." 1

The announcement brought relief to Stanlo> s

mind, and he became cool enough to wish Mrs. Davis
every happiness and take an interest in Jim's trouble.

" The best thing to do." he said, " is to ring up
Diana and tell her you are coming along."
When Jim got through, he was informed by Diana

that she had had a terrific fight with a burglar whom
she had locked up in a cupboard. -

The brothers collected a policeman and dashed
off in a taxi.

On arriving at the house, they were met by Diana
in a very dishevelled condition, who led them to the
cupboard, explaining volubly in Spanish how she
had managed to overcome the burglar.

She pointed dramatically to the door of the closet.
In there," she said.

V The policeman levelled his revolver, while Stanley
unlocked the door and sternly ordered the burglar
to come out.
The door opened, and out walked Milly.
" Who is that woman ? The woman you brought

to our home ? " she demanded.

"Jim's wife!" replied Stanley, all at sea at tins

unexpected denouement.
"Jim's wife!" echoed Milly.

The two husbands explained to their wives what
had happened, and then Milly told how, believing
Diana had robbed her of her husband, she had
attempted to leave the house, when Diana, thinking
she was a thief, had sprang upon her, and after a
terrific struggle, locked her in the cupboard.

In the mutual confessions that followed, all die
cau-es of the misunderstanding between Milly and
Stanley were explained, and it was two very delighted
couples that sat dow n to dinner that night, determined
that the.V were going to be happy though married.

Adapted from incidents in tfie photo-play " Happy
Though Married, "featuring ESlli BENNETT at

Hilly. By permission of Famous-Laiky Film Comm>>u.
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY THE LYNX.

. Mae Marsh's New Contract.

MAE MARSH is coming back to tlie screen.

This statement may seem strange to

picture-goers who have seen the popular
?rar in Sims within the last few weeks, but as a
matter of fact, Mao has not been actively

engaged in making pictures for a year. Owing
to the British booking system, we are now seeing
films produced at least twelve months ago, and
in some cases as long as eighteen. Some time
ago when films were scarce, theatre managers
contracted to show practically every film that
came along, and no doubt in six months' time
you will still be seeing pictures of the American
army winning the war. By releasing British

productions immediately they are made, our
film men are succeeding in breaking down this

system, for booking managers can no longer
afford to ignore the home product in favour of

a more or less good American picture.

Her Little Daughter.

AT the expiration of her contract with Gold-
wyn Mae Marsh retired for a brief period

to undertake the responsibility of- mother-
hood. Her daughter is now nearly six months
ild. Mae Marsh, who has signed a contract

with L. J. Gasnir, for the Robertson-Colo organi-

sation, will make eight pictures a year, and her
salary is stated to bo large enough to keep ten

or a dozen families supplied with the necessities

of life.

Weil-Known Producers Combine.

A BIG combination of producers is about to

come into being. It is to be composed
of Marshall Neilan, George Loane

Tucker, Thomas luce, Mack Sennett, Maurice
Toumeur, and Allan Dwon. Tho majority of

these shining lights in the directorial world
are at present with the Famous-Lasky organi-

sation, but in a few months they will have com-
pleted their contracts. It is not definitely known,
who the backers of this organisation are, but a
reliable American writer states that, " the big

idea is the theory that Adolph Zukor, of Famous-
Lasky, is about to corner the whole American
market." Another " big idea " is that such a
movement is necessary to compete with the
Grirlith-Pickford-Chaplin-Fairbanks group, who
pre certainly making big strides.

A Little Celebration .

GUY NEWALL and Ivy Duke sat at the
head of a table of some fifty guests the
other day, after the Trade Show of their

new picture, The Garden of Resurrection."
The visitors included Temple Thurston, the
author, W. G. Falkner, Lionel Phillips,

Fred K. Adams, Edward Eve, and many

representatives of tho Press. Everybody was
happy and enthusiastic about the progress of

British films. Lionel Phillips, who is the
prince of film exporters, made a pleasant
little speech about tho huge demand for

British films from foreign countries, and he
really does know. Before tho luncheon was
over there were many speeches made, but we
really must award the palm to Ivy Duke. She
didn't want to speak, but we made her, and
then she thought she didn't deserve all the nice

things that were said about her, but she did.

Ivy sat at the top of a " horse-shoe " table,

and strangely enough none of us looked any-
where but there all the evening.

The Origin of Close-up.

DW. GRIFFITH is usually credited with
the invention of the " Close-Up'.V but
Stuart Holmes, villain in many pictures,

now makes a claim for this distinction.
" I had just received notice that my services

would no longer be needed," Mr. Holmes stated,

referring to the expiration ' of his first film

contract nearly twelve years ago, "-and I went
in to watch tho last scenes in which 1 appeared
run off. One of those scones had been taken
on the lawn of a fine, old estate, in the midst of

some rather dense shrubbery. In fact, there
were so many bushes in the way that it had
been impossible to get tho camera far enough
away to take the regulation full length picture.

Consequently, tho first ' close-up ' that any of

us had ever seen was flashed across tho screen.

A little later my director told me that my work
had created such favourable comment in the
home office that I might consider my notice
withdrawn, and when the rest of the company
heard the story, they gave me the nickname of
' Close-Up Holmes.' Of course, some people
said the background was out of focus, and
thought of a lot of other objections, but the
close-up remained popular."

Nowadays, when films alternate from " long-
shots " to " close-ups " so smoothly that we
hardly notice the changes, it seems difficult to
imagine that there was a period when " close-

up photographs were unknown.

Deserted California.

" ^^UNNY " California is becoming a
deserted place, and all those stars who
have built wonderful houses there will

have to join tho great trek, Eastward, or live

in splendid isolation. Sinco - D. W. Griffith

left to open up a studio in New York, many
other stars and producers have followed suit,

and Dorothy Gish, and producer Elmer Clifton,

are the latest of a long line to pack up their
bags.
The fact of the matter ia that 85 or 90 per

cent, of American pictures are now studio
made, and with the improvements in tho

HENRY KING, now directing H. B. Warner.

method of artificial lighting, it is almost possible

to dispense with the peculiar sunlight of

California.

Also, this disposes of the bogey, which some
old-fashioned people s,till cling to, that successful

pictures will never be made outside the States,

because the climate is not good."

Ail-Night Movie Show.

THE all-night movie show has arrived in

America, and there are two or three
photo-play houses operating continuously

for twenty-four hours, in districts of New
York. The Princess theatre started the innova-
tion, several months ago, and report says,

made some money. Now the Wonderland is

open all night, too, and while fortunes are not
being made, there is said to bo sufficient revenue
coming in to make the experiment pay. Re-
cently a newspaper reporter went into these
two houses at various hours during the night,

and this is what he found, according to his

report :

" A large number of patrons appear to be
factory men or labourers who work at odd
shifts. Quite a few men in each house had
suit-cases, showing they were waiting for

early morning trains. Some were there because
they couldn't get a room in a hotel."

Such an idea should pay well in London.
People who just miss last trains, and are unable
to find room in " over-crowded London,"
would welcome the all-night " picture-theatre,"

in preference to a seat on th Ecmbankment, or
on a draughty railway station.

What They Are Doing.

Fred Niblo is to direct for tho lir^t time
some other star than his wife, Ei id Bennett, and
it is to be Louise Glaum.

Tscru Aoki (Mrs. BCayakawa) is in the middle
of her first picture for the Universal Company,
" The Breath of tho Gods."

A film of many titles. A scene from " Tommy Atkins in Berlin," which in America was
called " Yankee Doodle in Berlin," and in Canada " John Canuck in Berlin."

Helen Holmes, tho fiivt of the " railroad
"

dare-devils, and in the opinion of many people

tho greatest dare-devil of them all, will bo seen

in thirty new pictures of two parts each. Thc-o
new railway stories, full of action and thrills,

are to bo called " Tho Adventures of Heleu."

Anita Stewart's now programme indudi
" Tho Yellow Typhoon," " The Fighting

Shepherdess," and " Judith of Blue Lake
Ranch."
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How to be

Beautiful
By MIMOSA.

It is not every woman's good fortune to be

endowed by Nature with fine features ana a
flawless complexion, but nowadays it is

possible to make the plainest face attractive,

and that, too, in the privacy of one's home,
without recourse to beauty specialists, which
usually involves expensive treatments, and
much loss of time. I shall endeavour to

show you in the following lines how much
may be done in this direction by any woman
of ordinary intelligence. When facial applica-

tions are necessary, use only the pure in-

gredients just as they come to the chemist

himself. Do not allow yourself to be per-

suaded into buying some cheap ready-made
preparation instead. Any chemist will gladly

obtain the original concentrated ingredients

for you, if you insist, and although he may
not have them in stock, you will be well

advised to wait while he orders them for you.

The improvement in your appearance will be

ample compensation for any trouble taken to

obtain these simple and harmless beautiiiers.

Beauty in Breathing.—A great (lea! can be done
towards brightening the eyes t>y systematic breathing
for ten minutes each morning and evening. Breathe
slowly and deeply to the fullest capacity of the lune^.

You should stand erect by an open window. The
(orsets should not be worn during this- exercise.

About Shampooing.—Even the best shampoo is

somewhat drying, and if the hair is not naturally
oily. I suggest that just before the shampoo you
apply olive oil to the scalp, rubbing it into the hair
loots vigorously. Then use pure stallax for the
shampoo. Dissolve a teaspoonful in a cup of hot
w ater. This will leave the hair very clean,soft and fluffy

.

An Instantaneous Beautifier.—Instead of face
powder, use a simple lotion made from r,ne ounce of

i leminitc and four teaspoonfuls of water. This lotion

« ill tone and clear the skin, and acts as a protection
against sun and wind. A little applied with the

linger-tips instantly gives the skin a delightful
" bloomy " appearance. No powder is necctsory,
and the' result lasts all day long under the most
Irving conditions.

To Permanently Remove Superfluous Hair.— It is

a simple matter to remove a downy growth of hair
temporarily, but to remove it permanently is quite
another matter. It Ls a pity that it is not more
generally known that powdered pheminol may be
used for this purpose. Apply it directly to the hair.

The recommended treatment is designed not merely
to instantly remove the hair, but also to eventually
kill the roots entirely. Any chemist should be able
to supply you with an ounce of pheminol, which
quantity should be sufficient.

The Real Cause of most Bad Complexions.— It is

an accepted fact that no truly beautiful complexion
ever came out of jars and bottles, and the longer one
uses cosmetics the worse the complexion becomes.
Skin, to be healthy, mast breathe. It also must expel,
through the pores, its share of the body's effete

material. Creams and powders clog the pores,
interfering both with elimination and breathing. If

more women understood this there would be fewer
felf-ruincd complexions. If they would use ordinary
mercolised wax instead of cosmetics, they would have
natural, healthy complexions. T his remarkable
substance is not absorbed by the skin ; its action is

just the opposite. The skin repels mercolised wax,
and at the same time throws off all imperfections.
An exquisite new complexion peeps out, quite free

from any appearance of artificiality. Apply nightly
like cold cream, for a week or two, washing it otf in

the morning. '

About Hair Tonics.—Each week almost one heirs
of some wonderful discovery for improving the hair,

and although this paragraph may seem a little snper-
II nous, an old-fashioned recipe may come aaa welcome
change. One thing about it is that it will grow hair,

and also prevent it falling out. From your chemist
get an original package of boranium, to this add
4 -pint of bay rum. allow it to stand 30 mtniltes, I hen
add sufficient water to make half a pint. Rub
briskly into the scalp with the linger-tips, and you
will immediately experience that clean tingling
sensation which is a sure sign of healthy action.

PARKER BELMONT'S CI.YNOL BERRIES
FOB OBESITY. (Aovt.]

F I 1ZjN*L jsrp
Couldn't Hear Her.

" Jones !
" said the emotional screen actress

severely.
The butler looked up with a guilty flush.
"Jones," she repeated, "why is it that

whenever 1 come into the pantry I always find
your work at sixes and sevens, and you sprawled
out reading the newspaper ?

"

" Well, ma'am. I think it's because of them
old rubber-soled shoes you always wear about
the house."

The Truth.
Screen Hero (in boastful mood): "I am

smoking a terrible lot of cigars lately."
Screen Yillain (bored to distraction): "If

this is one of them, they are indeed a terrible
lot."

A Good Substitute.
Producer :

" We must put a great deal of
rea!ism-into this forest scene. Can you pet
Someone to growl so as to resemble a bear,
and get the right atmosphere ?

"

Assistant :
" I think so. There are six or

seven ' supers ' who have not received their
wages for three weeks. I'll call them."

—**— RSS
The Difference.

In the early morning the motion picture
actor " on location " met the rustic dairymaid
carrying a couple of milk-pails.

" Ah ! good-morning !
" he said. " How is

the milkmaid ?
"

" 'Taint made at all, kind 6ir," she said.
" We take it from th' cows !

"

Wanted It Removed.
Shopman (to film hero after very considerable

trouble in disarranging his window) : " That's
the necktie you mean, 1 think, sir—the bright
green and scarlet. Anything else to-day,
sir ?

"

Film Hero :
" Oh, I don't want the horrible

thing. Only you say, ' Any article willingly

taken from the window,' and that awful neck-
tie offends my artistic tastes. Good-day !

"

Could Have It All.
' The motion picture actor was deeply in love
with the fair heroine.

"Doris," he exclaimed, laying his hand upon
his heart, "1 have long looked forward to this
opportunity to tell you that I love you with
all the ardour of a nature free from guile and
duplicity.
"" Say the little word, Doris, which shall make
me the happiest of men. Or, if your maiden
modesty seals your ruby lips, give me some
little keepsake which shall mutely 6ay my love
is returned, and which shall be a constant
reminder of this, my hour of happiness. Stay I

Let it be one of your golden tresses—just ©fie

little lock of your wondrous fragrant hair."
Doris blushed; and seeing her hero take up

the scissors from the table, she murmured :

" Nay, Raymond, never mind the scissors."

and she removed a golden wig. " take it. It

cost rue three pounds : but such fove as yours
is worth far more than that."

Never Varies.

Manager of Studio about to engage artiste*.
" Is she reliable J

"

" Absolutely ! You can always depend upon
her being just about an hour late."

A Slump.
When the motor hooted suddenly right in

his ear, the horse promptly bolted.

Johnson, the ' stunt " actor, hung on to the

reins, and Jimson, the heavy lead, hung on. to

the seat. Now, Jimson was making a test trip,

as he thought of buying Johnson's horse and
trap. !

On, on they went. Certainly the horse was
a goer ; but where he was going was quite
another matter.

Dashing down a long hill, they suddenly saw
a road-engine right in the middle of the track at
the bottom. ' f*t tyei

Nearer they came. It was a matter of

moments.
" I say, old chap," gasped Johbson honestly,

" when we get to the bottom I'll take ten
pounds for the lot !

MUTT AMD JEFF TRY LECTURING.
) I TAX l OBEAT
PUASURI IN
OFFIRING FOR
YOUR APPROVAL
OUR TDAV1LOOUE
ENTITLED 'SPAIN'

3

Mutt and Jeff think there is money in lectur-

ing. They take a hall and Mutt begins.
Some difficulty is experienced, and] the show

is held up because Jeff, as operator, falls asleep.

Mutt has Jeff at his mercy, and explains the Jeff listens and vows vengeance. How he gets
first slide in the language above. his own bock you will see next we?k.

{By permission of the Fox Film Company.)
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Furs and Their Wearers—When Choosing—Hints on Cleaning—
The Question of Scent—The Charm of Lace.

EVERY woman knows how becoming is

fur against the skin, and cinema stars,

with their big salaries, can choose tho

fur they prefer without troubling very much
about tho cost.

Tho styles shown below aro possessed by
lucky Marie Provost, who appears in so many
Mack Sennett comedies, and are the envy of

her less lucky friends.

When Choosing Furs.

WHEN choosing furs.it is as well to remem-
ber that dyed furs do not attract moth,
so that we who possess seal coney and

other dyed furs have some little satisfaction

not shared by possessors of more expensive
furs.

For wear, remember there is nothing more
serviceable than real skunk, also real seal-

skin : but the latter is too stiff a skin to be a
favourite, except for capes or muffs.

Moleskin is beautiful, but wears badly,
(hough the most expensive wearing fur is

chinchilla (by the way, Gaby Deslys has beautiful

rugs of this fascinating fur in her bedroom).
Ermine is expensive, because it needs careful

and continual cleaning. It often turns yellow
after a visit to the cleaner's.

When choosing furs, it is also well to remember
that some furs make some people look like

shapeless bears.

A girl inclined to be stout should never
wear a long coat of squirrel ; it emphasises
her size. Bear she should also refuse. She
should keep to dark, fine furs.

Perhaps the most becoming of present
day fur fashions is a seal musquash trimmed
with skunk or skunk opossum.

A Question of Scent.

NEVER use scent on furs, it hardens the skins.

If you envy the faint, elusive perfume
that clings to some women's furs, try this

hint that was given mo by a well-known cinema
star. She said :

" It is quite simple to scent furs by making
some small silk bags, or even cambric or muslin
ones, and filling them with some of the following
mixture :

" Half a pound of lavender flowers, half an
ounce each of dried thyme and mint, a quarter

BEBE DANIELS, who used to act so beauti-

fully with Harold Lloyd, wears white as often
as she can. She knows how infinitely becoming
this is to set off dark hair and eyes.

of an ounce of ground cloves and earraways,
one ounce of dried salt. When the bags are full,

they should be distributed amongst the ward-
robe, drawers, and clothes cup-
board, and will impart the delightful
perfume to all your clothes.

Cleaning Furs.

JUST a word here about cleaning.
This can be done quite
successfully at home with

bran.
Put a basin of bran in the oven

to get hot, but don't let it remain long
enough to turn brown. Put your
fur on the table and rub well with
the hot bran, beat out with a cane,
and your furs are clean again.
For white fur it is best to use

magnesia. Get carbonated magnesia'
from the chemist, sprinkle your
furs well, wrap in a clean pillow-
case, and allow to stand a day or
so. Take out and beat. You
will be surprised and delighted
at the result.

Just a last word. Furs are a
good investment. They last much
longer than any other material,
look nice to the last minute, and a
girl who is clever with her fingers
can remodel them yearly to be
in the fashion.

MAJt
cape,

band

IE VRQ VOST in her Latest fur
Note the new shape collar and

into which the fulness of the

coat is drawn each side.

Furs and Lace.

FURS, of course, look their best
when worn with silk or velvet
frocks, and a pretty and always

becoming idea is to sew a piece of
filmy lace round the neck, and this

looks particularly well against the
fur.

Some people look pretty in any-
thing they wear, but there are others
who depend on their clothes and tho
little accessories of the toilet to
present a pleasing appearance. Laco
plays a great part in the actual
striking effect it lends to a perfectly

plain garment. It nover loses its

filmy appearance if treated with
care. Suppose it is a costly laeo veil

that has to bo cleaned. Shako it well

to remove all dust, let it simmer in a
strong lather of white soap for a
quarter of an hour, rinse it well in

cold water with a touch of blue
added, and then rinse again in gum
arabic water. Do not rub or squeeze:

it, but simply clap it together in a
linen towel, and then spread out on
a white cloth, pinning the points into
shape. When dry, iron it on tho

Another of Marie's fur wraps, a beauli- Marie also possesses a sealskin cape wrong side, having a pieeo of muslin
Jul seal musquash coat, with skunk with narrow bear edging. The shape of between it and tho iron.

collar, cuff, and coat-band. this—deeper at the bark than fronts-
is very becoming to tall, slight fiourcs. A DRESSEH.
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You can easily avoid that moat dis-

quieting *'gn of nge—-grey h$S\ — bj

using Valentine's Extract, which
imparts a natural colour* light
broWn, dark brown or black, hikI

makes the hair soft and gl«M<y. It

is a perfect) cleanly an<l harmless
Main, washable and lasting. One
liquid) most easy to apply. No
odour nor stickiness, Does ttt t

soil the pillow.

Price Not Advanced. Quality and
Strength maintained at Pre-War

Standard.
Of all Chemists, 1 2 5 6i>n

Inert from R S. VALEN1INE.bottle ; or by post 3d;..

46a, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C. 1.

Oafine
The importance of using a suitable Shampoo
Powder will be realised by all. OATINE
SHAMPOO POWDERS are supplied in two
varieties: For Dry Hair in Red Packets; for
Greasy Hair in Green Packets. '3d. each, or
7 for 1/6, of all Chemists.
THE OATINE CO.. LONDON, S.E.

if/jWEEKLY
^/BU.YS.A-

with massive Oak-Case,22-incn
:

chly coloured Horn,unbreak-
able silent Swiss Motor
11-in. nickelled Turntable,
and extra loud Insulated
Sound Box, etc. Gigantic
stock of Cabinet Gramo-
phones, Portable Hornless,
and exquisitely designed Table
Grands ready for immediate de-
livery dirtct /rom factory at

pounds under shop prices,
cent UN APPROVAL with 2B tunes and
tCeneedles PACKED FREE. CARRIAGE
PAID. Complete satisfaction or money
refunded. Write for monster Bargain
Lists TO-DAY
MEAD COMPANY, Dept. 10 C,
BALSALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

Coffee Economy

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

Milkmaid Caf6 au Lait
is not only far nicer than
ordinary coffee, but
most economical. No
trouble to make—no
Milk or Sugar to buy
— No waste— No
"grounds"forcom plaint

MILKMAID

Choicest pure coffee,

rich full-cream milk and
sugar ready mixed in

correct proportions and
only boiling water

needed.

Packed in England by Nest It's

and sold everywhere.

Cash price 5Jd.. 10ld.,
and 1/8 per tin.

A HAPPY NEW YEAR.
The dawn is breaking. Already are the nts. streak3

ot light becoming visible, and we wbo have journeyed
along the lengthy road of 1919, sometimes meeting
with success, but more otten buffeted by hardships
and disheartened not a little by disappointments, will

wonder naturally enough what kind of a year the new
one will prove to be. Much, of course, will depend on
our own selves as to whether it is productive of good
or ill. Let us, therefore, cultivate wisdom at the outset
by refusing to be frightened by the spectres of the past,

and seek strength in the power that will enable us to
find the way where we have the will.

As in past new years, too, many of us will be busy
making resolutions where we have not already done
so. Whether they are worth while I shall not venture
an opinion, for I think this is a matter on which each
individual should decide according to his or her own
ability for carrying them out. It is certainly no use
attempting a too idealistic programme and thereby
court a farcical failure before the calendar is many
days old. It would be better, if you intend making
any resolutions, to let them be simple, something that
you can keep, and which in the keeping will yield good
not only to you, but to those around. For my part, I

shall be content if, in the year before us, I can give

pleasure to you all by a happier and more intimate
knowledge through the pages of this journal of those
who entertain us on the screen.
And what of the plays themselves ? I think we

may rest assured that in the coming months we shall

have opportunities for seeing many splendid produc-
tions, and among them of special interest to us in this

country will be the new British pictures on which our
producers have been busy during the past year. I

hope you will enjoy all the entertainment the cinema
may have in store, and to this let me add the wish that

the New Year will bring you all the health and
prosperity you may desire.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot he

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and

addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by Address:
The Editor, " The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

E. B. (^even Kings).

—

:E. L. Fernandez was
Longorio, tire bandit chief in " The Heart of the
Sunset."' Will trv and get you more news of him.
X. Y. Z. (Blaenavon).—The British artiste* you

name do not disclose the particulars you want.
Robert Periolat, Lottie Pickford, and Charlotte
Burton were in " The Diamond from the Sky."

A. W. (Walthamstow).—William Desruorni is

married to Mary Mclvor, his former leading lady, so

you can jot that down in your notebook-
" K.1TTY " (Cardiff).—Plenty of ridiculous rumours

got about, but don't you believe them. Henry
Edwards is his real name, and one that contains a

good deal of attraction for picture-goers.

"Dick" (London, W.).—Anita Loos and John
Emerson, the director of many of the films she has

written, were married in June of this year. Owen
Moore does not appear in films with Mary Pickford
now, though they used to play together in their early

screen days. He is now with Selznick. Mae (iaston

is twentv-seven, and began her stage career while still

in her teens. . She has since appeared in a large

number of pictures. Thomas Holding was educated
at Kugby_and spent about twelve years on the stage.

He has played for Famous Players, Morosco, Universal,

and others, and " Bella Donna*" " Daughter of

Destiny," " Tempered Steel," and " The Danger
Zone " are some of his pictures. Rupert .Julian was
born in New Zealand, the country which is said to

have " the finest climate in the world." You can
write to me as often as you can get postage stamps.

I'll stick it as long as you can stick them.

Instantaneous Hair Colouring
" Kopatine Instantaneous

'

gives perfect colours tiom
Wonde to Black, leaving the

hair soft and glo;sy. Guaran-
teed absolutely clean safe ana
harmless. Will not wa.-h or

brush off. or soil the linen.

Does not stain the skin.

Specially suitable for

use or when travelling.

Price 6 6. Double Blie, 10 6.

Applications given daily

in oar salons with the
greatest success^

"Kopatine Al-Khanna '*

powdi i form. A henna colour-

ing, permanent results in any
abode desired, Price 6 6. Coll

for advice or write for booklet.

Kul-ATINK ClK. (Dept. 'i4l.

34, BackrrighMg Palace Road.
London, S.W. 1.

M. 0 .(Carcroft).—Please see reply to N. M. of
Stoke Newington. Dilstin Farnuin has played in
" The Squaw Man," and " The Virginian."

" Esmeralda " (Hampstead).—So you don't like

"trashy" tales. Well, you wont find them In Tun
PlCTlRE Show, which I am glad to hear you like so
much. Vernon Steele was with Marguerite Clark in
"Silks and Satins." Do you menu Marcia Manou ?
She was the viliainess in "Stella Marls." Elliott
Dexter was in " A Romance of the Redwoods.''

" DIXIE " (Brixton).—Write to Mary Miles Miriter,
and try your luck. Mrs. Vernon Castle is now Mrs.
Robert Trcman. The other particulars you want,
"ill be published in due course. I am here to answer
questions, so don't think 1 shall be angry if you want
to ask me any more.

N, A. (Aldridge).—Emory Johnson is the name of
the artiste you want i8B3 it >. 1 have noted your
request for news about Jack Holt.

" Skips " (Clapton).—Thomas Meighan is married
to Florence King, but both Eugene O'Brien and Almm
Taylor are single.

B. B. (Brighton).—Thomas Santschi is not Spanish,
but Swiss, and was born in Lucerne. He used to make
watches at one time, but found it more profitable
afterwards to make others watch him on the screen.

(i. W. T. (Reading).—Here is the full cast of
" The Law of the North "

: Charles Hay (Alain de
Montcalm), Doris Lee (Thcrese le Noir), Robert
.Mrkim (Csjesjir le Noir), (lloria Hope (Vtrginie de
Montcalm}, (has. K. French (Michel de Montcalm),
and Manuel Ojcda (Numa). Oeorge M. Cohan was in
Hit the Iriil Holhisj ind Pauline FreoUriik 111

" Out of the Shadows."
L. S. (Acton).—So Douglas Fairbanks sent you an

autographed photo of himself, i expect tin- smile
was on your face as well as on his. W. S. Hart, Eddie
Polo, Wallace Keid, and Charles Kay have all kept to
their baptismal names.

" Oliver " (Dover).—The two little boys you saw
in the photo were not Pearl White's sons, but her
nephews. The newspaper in which you saw the
illustration must have made a mistake! She is not
married, as already stated. Louise Huff is now with
the American Wnema Co. In " The (ireat Dove,"
Robert Harron is Jim Young, and Cloria Hope plays
the part of Jessie Lovewell.

" Flcffums " (Hull).—May the sight of this gave
you from any further grief, and bring back the
smiles to your face. I would have replied to you
before, but where did your previous letter get to f
That is one of the mysteries I must leave unsolved.
The name of the actor you want is not traceable at.

the moment, but I shall still pursue my search
diligently on your behalf, and publish later on what.
I can. Montagu Love is forty-two, and extremelv
inodest at that for he will not say much about
himself.

E. S.,^Manchester).—You have written to me
because you want to be friendly ? Well, I cam of
shake hands with you, but you can take the will for
the deed, and regard me as your friend from now.
But don't, whatever you do, ask me for any artiste s
address, for that is something I shall not be able to
oblige you with. Didn't you see the editorial headed
" Important " in the issue for November 29fcu ?
Turn to it, then, and read, mark, learn, and digest
it. for it may save you much disappointment.
Thanks for sending me those coloured drawings of
yours. I see the ladies arc all dressed in latest
fashions.

" Una " (Chatham).—You are right. William
Desmond was born in Dublin, and went to America
when quite young. His first appearance on the
stage was in " Quo Vadis." Has played for Morosco,
and later joined Ince. Max Linder was born in
Bordeaux in 1883. He is still on the films, and you
may see him yet. Yes, Wallace Keid played a
double r">le in " Less Than Kin," in which he appeared
both as the hero and tlm villain.

N. M. (Stoke Newington).—Henry Edwards, is
single, bot i he and Chrissie White belong to
Hepworth's. The rumour about Mrs. Charlie
Chaplin's death has already been contradicted.

" Mollie " (Southampton).—Sure, you are Irish
right enough, and I'll take you at your word that
you're not bad looking. Naturally you are fond of
Creighton Hale because he is Irish, too, but do not
hope for too much, as there happens to be a Mrs.
Hale in the business. Paul Clerget as Uncle Ezra and
J. Webb Dillion as Cousin Haynes took part in " The
House of Hate."
A. S. A. (Edinburgh).—Marie Walcamp is twentv-

five. I am glad to hear she sent you a photograph o£
herself. Lucky girl.

{.More Answers Next Week.l

IN answer to the many inq/ries we have received
* from our readers as to how they can send letters
to Cinema actors and actresses, " The Picture
Show " will forward all such letters on, but it must
be distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee
such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many
of these Stars travel all over the world, a consider-
able time must elapse before the letters reach them.
Ail letters are forwarded by the next mail, and
every letter received to date has been sent on. The
Editor cannot enter into any correspondence on this
matter. How to send your letter : Write the
name of the Star on the envelope, and enclose it

with a loose lid. stamp to the Editor, " The Picture
Show," The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street.
London, E.C. 4. (Be sure ' to enclose your full
address, including County and Country, if a reply

is required.)
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CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS.

Famous Readers of "The Picture

Sbow."
No. 1.-MISS PEGGY HYLAND.

DO you know that The Picture Show
is ns eagerly looked for each week
by celebrities who act for the screen as

by those of us who love to watch them ?

Quite a large number of film favourites have
been caught by the camera in the very act of

reading about themselves and their co-stars in

The Picture Show, and these photographs
will appear weekly in the space above, this week
occupied by pretty Feggy Hyland.

I must confess that to see a real photograph
of one of my favourite screen actresses reading
my favourite paper gave me quite a thrill.

It is so nice to think that people you like enjoy
reading the same books as jou do : don't you
think so ? Next week another favourite of film-

land will appear in this space.—

—

Peggy Hyland Paints Fine Dresden China.

BY the way, pretty Peggy, , who is now
working on a new photo-play for- Fox, has
a new diversion. She has become an ex-

cellent artist at painting Dresden china. The
quantity of plates this dainty star has accumu-
lated at her homo and in the studio would stock 1

a fair-sized art shop.
Miss Hyland has been working at her new

art diligently for some time, and has become
very proficient. At a fair recently given in San
Diego, china which she had painted sold for a
high price.

Our Art Plates.

OUR Art Plate next week is to be. I hear, of
Olive Thomas, the delightful little screen
star who is married to Jack Piekford.

Don't forgot to add the Art Plato of Wallace
Re id (in this week's " Woman's Weekly ") to
your collection, and if you want still moro the
" Boys' Cinema," out on Wednesday, is giv ing one
away of Eddie Polo, The Circus King. By the w«J ,

the " Boys' Cinemn " has already made many
thousands of friends. So many admirers of
screen heroes like to read of them and sec real
photographs of their daring deeds apart from
screen work. Then', the long complete stories
and the serial story, "The Iron Test,'' in which
Antonio Moreno figures as the hero, make most
fascinating reading. Every real boy tikes the
" Boys' Cinoma."

The Hero in " The Iron Test."

HELEN' WARE, whom you will remember in
the screen version "of " The Garden of
Allah," tells us she mot Antonio Moreno

On board f-hip when ho first travelled from Spain

to America as a fifteen-year-old boy, and Miss
Ware predicted great things for him on the sta^e.

She was nearly right. He answered the call of

the screen instead of the stage, but he achieved
success. t

The Brothers Moore Meet.

THERE was great rejoicing in the house of
Moore this Christmas- time, For the
first time for many years, all members of

the famous Mooro family—Mat. Owen a,nd Tom—were present at a dinner presided over by their

mother. —**—
An English Actress to Appear with
Warren.

I HEAR that a young English actress named
Nancy Chase is to be Warren Kerrigan's
leading lady in his next production.

Do You Want To See Jack Dempsey?
IF we do not see Jack Dempsey meet Carperi-

J[ tier, we ace to see him on the screen.
I hear he is the latest pugilist to enter-

tain histrionic ambitions. He is shortly to make
his tow on the silver screen in a thriller in which
his special abilities will be given a chance to

shine. —»-

—

Gaby's Ambition.

GABY DESLYS confesses to a great am-
bition—she wants to play Juliet.

The news of her illness has just arrived.
I am sure you, with me, wish her a speedy
recovery. —
A Champion Duck Director.

MARSHALL NEILAN says that Victor
Heerman is the world's champion duck
director.

In one of the scenes in a photo-play now in

the making, a common, everyday duck is

wanted to get out of a basket and walk clear
across the set. To tempt him a bowl of duck-
food was placed in a direct line, but the duck
would not walk straight to it, and during the
filming of this scene everyone at the studio, from
the carpenter to the great Marshal Neilan himself
tried his hand at coaxing the duck to walk in a
straight line, but all in vain. Each time the
duck would get half-way across, then he would
right -about -face and make a bee-line back to the
basket. Finally Victor Heerman got on the side
line, smiled sweetly at the duck, w ho immediate-
ly walked straight to Heerman's outstretched
hand. —

—

Seven Times Seven.ALONELY missionary in the wilds of South
Africa claims to have found the reason
for Charlie Chaplin's success.

The lone ono seems to have discovered just
why Charlie is seven times seven a lucky man.

In support of his contention and the old
adage as well, the student has conveyed the
following enlightenment; interpreted from a line

MARGUERITE
LIVINGSTONE, who
is playing opposite H.
B. Warner in " The
House of a 1,000

Candles.''

W. G. MOORE,.whom
we shall shortly see in

the Auction Mart in

British Film Actors
photo-play.

in an American newspaper, that told of the
comedian's widely heralded marriage.

Comedy's Eminent Charlie Chaplin Marries
Mildred Harriss.

Seven Times Seven.

(The Missionary's Interpretation.)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 — C O M ED Y S
2 — EMINENT
3 — CHA RL I E
4 — CHAPLIN
5 — MA RR I ES
C — MI.LDRED7— HARRI S S

Could You Have Done This?

AX admirer of Mary Piekford. who says he
has collected photographs and tho
stories of every film in which the little

screen star has appeared, sends the following
story, which he has written by using the titles

of the many photo-plays in which Miss Piekford
has appeared :

"A Good Little Devil" told " Tess of tho
Storm Country " that "Cinderella" was "Such
a Little Queen " that even "The Eagle 's Mate
loved her. "Caprice" took "Mistress Nell

"

"Behind the Scenes" to see " Fanchon the
Cric kit m '

: The Bishop 8 Carmg; I •

meralda " said that her " Little Pal," " Poor
Little Peppina." was a "Girl of Yesterday,"
because when she saw " The Foundling " she

MYRTLE ROSE,
whom we are soon
to gee in a famous
dancing scene in a
Goldwyn photo-play
featuring Tom Moore.

ELIOT GORDON, who
is rapidly coming to the
front as a leading mar.
in British photo-plays.
He is expert at all

manly sports.

wept. " Hulda from Holland" told " Mada
Butterfly" that the "Dawn of a To-morrow"
would see the " Poor Littlo Rich Girl " in

"Rags." "The Pride of tho Clan" said th it

the " Eternal Grind " w as making her f •

'

"Less than the Dust." but the " Little Ameri-
can" told her that the " Ragamuffin w is

worse off. " Rebecca of Srmnybrook Farm "

declared that a " Romance of the Redwood- " >.

always beautiful. " The Little Princess" told
" Amarilly uf Clothes Line Alley " tint " Stell i

Maris' " " Heart s Adrift ." " M'Liss " declared,
" ' How Could You Jean !

' " when he proposed
"When my 'Johanna Enlists

1
in the army of

wfves, I'll turn into a ' Captain Kidd. Jr..' of hap-
piness'.'-' was the reply of hi r

" Daddy Long;
Legs/" who had left his "Heart o' the H

'

w it ii
" Pellyanna."

Expression in the Mouth.

GLADYS BROCKWKU.. the Ft>* star,
believ es that the one essential of make-up
is the mouth. By drawing down tl">

corners of the mouth, savs" the girl of athousand
expressions," one not only set» tho d>-.-.ired

pressibnfor playing the role of the disappoint t

w oman, but gets also the proper State ot mind.—

—

Fritzie is to Stay.

I
HEAR that Frit/.ie Brunette has a brother
in New York who is in " the profession,*'

and who has been trying to tempt her to

migrate to the East where he holds nit alluring

prospects. But Pritlie is not to be tempi • I.
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nnd refused to leave California for two reasons.

She is greatly attached to the country, where she
has a charming home, and she is in constant de-

mand in the big picture studios to take leading

parts.

Her First Glimpse of Snow.

DO you know that before Leatrice Joy left

school she had never seen snow ? .She

'was born in New Orleans, and it was dur-

ing a visit to New York that she first came upon
tho novelty that had existed for her only in

story books. It so fascinated her that she pre-

ferred walking through it to going in the car.

We shall see her as the leading woman in " The
Right of Way," the filfning of Gilbert Parker's

famous novel.

For the Sake of Realism.

AS you may guess, to build an open chimney
on an inclosed stage is easier said than
dono. Usually on the real stage, str ong

lights arc set in the grate opening, or an electric log

gives tho effect. But, during the filming of
" The Right of Way," a real blaze was necessary
to show the heating of tho iron cross with which
tho fanatic tailor brands " Beauty " Steel

and for this scene a forty-foot chimney was
erected to carry the smoke and cinders safely out
of the building. Then it was found more
practicable to take the fluo through tho end
of the building, near the roof, and to suck the

smoke out by an electric fan.

Admiration via the Air.

VIOLA DANA last week received a letter

from New York, bearing an orange-
coloured stamp, with the picture of an

aeroplano and the notation " Via Air Wail." It

was from an admirer who said that it would be

a waste of time to enumerate all tho pictures

in which he had seen Viola, but that he couldn't

resist writing to tell her of this fact.

A Villain for Every Episode.
STYLES in serials change the same as styles

in clothes.

In " The Black Secret," a coming Pearl

White serial, the director has provided fifteen

villains—one for each episode. In one episode

only threo people appear before the camera,
and the entire action takes place in exteriors,

no interiors being used. This is the first time
such a novelty has been done.

Does He ?

HARRY POLLARD has an effective way of

expressing himself.

There is no chance that he will be mis-

understood when trying to paint his point in
words.
Members of the film company were discussing

a favourite who is famous for his loud garments.
*" Are you making fun of him, or docs he really

dres., loudly 1 " asked a newcomer.
" Does ho dress loudly ! " said Pollard in

tones of burning sarcasm. " I have seen him
wearing live pigeons for buttons on his over-
coat."

Do You Remember Him ?

WESLEY BARRY, the freckle-faced boy
who has only appeared in three pictures

all told, has already mado a definite

impression on screen audiences. His face, in

itself, is funny enough, and, coupled, with his

tousled hair and funny-shaped teeth, he is

ha )'il to forget.

Like Chaplin, he is all forgetful before the
camera, and just lets himself out. That is why
his comedy registers spontaneously as if it

just happened with no malice or forethought.
We are to see him soon with Blanche Sweet

in a coming photo-play, entitled "A Woman of

Pleasure."

William Desmond's Enforced Rest.

WILLIAM DESMOND has had an enforced
rest from film work, as he has been to

New York visiting his mother, who has
been seriously ill, but he expects, soon after his

return, to begin work on the special production
of the world-famed stage scene "The Parish
Priest."

—
Do You Know
—That Antonio Moreno once was destined for

tho priesthood ?

—That Bessie Barriscale started her stage career

at the ago of five ?

—That Bebe Daniels is clever at pen-and-ink
drawing 1 —

—

.

—

That your old friend George Ovey is to be
featured in a series of one-reel Gaiety comedies ?

—That Monroe Salisbury studied art and music
in boyhood 1

—That his association with the stage dates from
1898 ?

—That Dustin is the elder of the two Farnum
brothers 1

Fay Filmer.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Angeles.

Teasing a Star.

BLANCHE SWEET was relating the other
day how, in the old Biograph Era, T>. W.
Griffith used to unmercifully tease her

about tho blondeness of her hair. On such
occasions the established ritual was for tho great
director to turn to his|famous camera-man, Billy
Bitzer, and observe, with a shrug :

" I'm afraid
we can't use her to-day in the picture. The sun
is so bright that she'll photograph bald."

Harry Carey's Photo-Plays.

HARRY CAREY doesn't pass any of his

pictures as complete till they have
passed the jury of cowpunchers at Harry's

own house in San Francisquito Canyon. Tho.
" boys " drape themselves around tho project -

ing-room in various attitudes of picturesque
ease, smoke endless cigarettes, and proffer

suggestions for appropriate subtitles in the
real lingo of the West. Carey's secretary takes
down e\'ery word, and it is only after retakes
have been made and the suggested subtitles
inserted that tho picture is handed over for
final revision to the film editor-in-chief.

Couldn't Get It Right.

ZASU PITTS_*ells a good story against her-
self. She and a friend happened to be
passing a Hollywood picture, with the

notice over the entrance- in letters of flame :

" Sasu Pitts in Better Times." The friend went
in and politely requested the management to

insert a " Z in the place of the superfluous
" S " in Zasu's name. The next evening it was
Sazu Pitts, and another protest was tactfully
lodged. Then the management frankly gave it

up, for when the little star passed the theatre
during the latter half of the week it was merely
" Better Times," and Zasu was, at least to the
outside world, absent from the cast.

The Luck of Peacocks' Feathers.

LOUISE GLAUM Ls evidently not super-
stitious on the subject of peacocks'
feathers. On the contrary, she believes

they bring her luck, for she asserts that her first

rise to fame dates from the time when the New
York critics labelled her the ',' peacock woman,"
and she was the first star to wear a peacock
gown on the screen. She has so much faith in her
blue bird of happiness that amongst the twenty
frocks she is going to wear in her new picture
she has stipulated that one shall have an
elaborate motif of peacocks' feathers.

Elsie Codd.

" Ooh I do I really have to go into the water for these scenes,"
cries MABEL NORMAND when her director leads her to the bath in

her new Goldwyn picture.

"Why of course you do," he replied," "this is going to be very
funny and you have to get wet all over."

" Well, if I have to, I HAVE to ; and I guess that's all there is to it.

Let's start.

" It was not so bad after all," Mabel Normand consoles herself after

she comes out of the chilly waters in a Roman bath,

"At first I thought I would freeze."

Miss Normand swam and had a lot of fun after she got in the bath. A
lot of comedy was made in the huge tub, one of the laughs being when
she grabbed a fish from one of her toes.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

The art of make-up. WILLIAM BAINBRIDGE on the left made up PAULINE FREDERICK and MILTON SILLS are here seen in front

to look like GENERAL FOCH, HAL CLEMENTS on the right representing of the camera. It is a pathetic scene, and the photographer is waiting
GENERAL PERSHING. Both are Ince players. THOMAS INCE you for the crucial moment in which MISS FREDERICK will cry real

will recognise in the centre. tears.

We are soon to see JAMES J. CORBETT in a thrilling serial entitled "The Midnight Man." Since filming this serial "GENTLEMAN JIM
has been in New York. Here we see his welcome at Universal City, where he has just returned.

When FLIGHT-LIEUTENANT E. E. HARMAN We shall see this incident in a coming Goldwyn MADGE KENNEDY has also been having a
recently swooped down into Hollywood on photo-play in which MABEL NORMAND stars. brief holiday from work at the Goldwyn
his journey round the rim of the United MABEL isn't really as naughty as she appears Studios. Here you see her smile as she
States, he was photographed, as you see here, to be here. She is only trying to cut her recognises friends who have come to the

with MILDRFD HARRIS CHAPLIN. victim's hair with the aid of a sugar basin. station to welcome her back.
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" There is a Destiny which shapes our ends, rough hew them how we may."

BEAD THIS FIRST.

WHEN Diana married George Meadows slie

knew she did not love him, but married
to George meant freedom from work, and

the troubles of poverty.
When baby Eric came, tbere was only one tiling

that prevented Diana from being happy, and that

was her husband's friendship with Bertie Fisher.

Diana resented that liertic Fisher should eome to

the house whenever he pleased. She instinctively

lelt that her husband thought niore of him than he

did of her, and they had had their only quarrel over
him.

It was Christmas Eve, and George had promised
to be home early to take Diana out to buy " Santa
Claus " for Erie's first Christmas stocking.

The evening wore away, but George did not eome.
Resentfully, Diana decided she must go alone, if

baby was not to be disappointed. Most of the shops
were closed, but in a tiny toy-shop Diana buys a
woolly dog, and because she has not enough money
to pay for it, leaves her diamond engagement-ring,
promising to redeem it. the next day.

Arriving home, she is met by Bertie Fisher. He
is nervous and distrait. He tells her George lias

absconded with money from the firm. He is leaving

Diana for good. He had not pluck enough to tell

her himself," and had sent Bert to break the news to

her.
(THE STORY THEN CONTINUES.)

THE weather had changed for Christmas
Day. There was a serene blue sky with
soft, fleecy clouds, a sun shining high in

the heavens. A sunbeam, dancing over the
pillow, caused Diana to awake.

She opened her eyes slowly and then closed

them again with a little sigh of relief.

She had been dreaming—horrible, fantastic

impossibilities ; it was good to find herself in her
comfortable bed with the sunshine filling the
room.
The stdlness of the room, however, brought

home to her something of last night's unhappi-
ness. - - -

She suddenly threw off the bed-clothes and
sat up glancing around her.

Eric's cot was empty !

She remembered now she had let him sleep

with Bertha.
Her eyes travelled to where George should

be. His place was unoccupied.
Diana sank back against the pillows and stared

hopelessly before her.

So last night's nightmare had been true

—

George h 1 really gone—gone and left her.

She Wirfi quite calm now, but a dull pain
burned at her heart.

She had never perhaps loved him with all the
ardent passion of her nature, but she had done
her best to make him happy. She had tried,

perhaps, more than she would have done under
different circumstances, and yet she had failed to

keep him. Even Eric had not been able to

help her.

Eric, their little son !

She rang the bell, and a moment later Emma
knocked at the door.

" Tell Bertha to bring baby," she called out
without moving.
Baby was brought hugging his new toy. He

looked fresh and pink, for Bertha had already
bathed him.
The little maid placed the child beside her

mistress, and Diana noticed she glanced some-
what curiously around t he room.

" Oh ! toll Emma that Mr. Meadows has been
called away on important business, which may
detain hiin some weeks. Bertha, what is the
time ? I shall be down in a few minutes.''
She fpoko quietly and naturally, yet her words

seemed strange even to herself.
" It's just on twelve o'clock, ma'am. Emma

hat lit the drawing-room fire," said Bertha.
" Good grucious ! My mother may be here

any' moment," cried Diana, jumping out of

bed.

" She will that, ma'am. Emma was just say-
ing she thought she could see her coming along
the road."
Diana began to dress hastily. Baby Eric lay

with the toy dog resting on his chest, cooing to
it in his pretty baby way.
The mother's eyes softened as she gazed at

him, but her thoughts were busy elsewhere.

She was planning a feasible story for her
mother's benefit.

Diana was proud. No one should know the
truth. It was her secret ; a secret which told

of her failure to keep a man's love after having
won it.

It was the usual Diana who greeted .Mrs.

Long some minutes later in the pretty drawing-
room.
Then there was Eric to be seen and admired.
It was not until they sat down to the turkey

and plum-pudding that her mother asked the
question she had been expecting yet dreading.

" Oh ! George has been sent away to the
Argentine by his firm," she said.

To the Argentine !
" Mrs. Long opened her

eyes in surprise. " What a strange time to send
him. Wasn't it rather sudden 1

Diana was filling her glass with claret.

Sho passed tho bottle towards her mother
before she answered.

" Yes, it .was sudden," she admitted. " George-
knew, of course, quite a long while ago, but he
was afraid I might be upset, so he never
told me until the last minute."

" But at Christmas-time, dear !
" Mrs. Long

fixed her eyes curiously on her daughter.
" He had to be there early in the New Year,"

said Diana shortly.

Mrs. Long noticed that her daughter's hands
were trembling.

" I suppose he did not suggest yon going
with him, Diana ? " sho remarked suddenly,
putting down her glass.

" He knew I would not leave baby," said

Diana steadily.
' Oh, of course !

"

Mrs. Long returned to her meal. She enjoyed
ller food, and Emma was an excellent cook.

" When did George tell you he was going ?
"

she asked.
" Oh ! the other day."
" You surely did not know it last Wednesday

when I was here ?
"

" No ; he told me afterwards."
" And you never mentioned it to me in your

letters !

"

" Why should I ? " Diana frowned. " I

never was good at letters," she said curtly.

They talked of other things, but Diana knew
that there was only one real topic of interest

and that the young wife was most eager not to

discuss.

The two maiden ladies in the adjoining house
were coming in to tea.

Diana wished with all her heart that they had
not been asked.

How she had looked forward to these Christ-

mas holidays, and now she was counting the
hours which must elapse before sho could be
alone—alone to thiuk and decide her future.

" Where did you say Georgo had gone to,

Diana ? The Argentine ? What part of the
Argentine ?

"

" He did not say, mother. He is writing ;

you will no doubt know all about it in good
time," replied the girl.

" Know ? Know what ? " queried the old

lady.

Diana shrugged her shoulders. " Oh ! all

thcro is to know, which is nothing," she said,

forcing a laugh.
The Misses Harvey arrived to the minute.
They were nice, homely, gentle people, and

worshipped the baby, each one had brought hint
a present.

" Did you know that Georgo had gone to the
Argentine," queried Airs. Long suddenly, turning
to them a= they all sat round the fire.

" No !
"

Thev all looked expectantly at Diana, who,
with Eric on her lap, was seated in a low chair
on the oppoi-ite side of the fireplace.

" He has gone on business for his firm," said-

the wife, a dull resentment burning in her heart
agamst her innocent tormentors

" Oh ! whenever did he start ? " asked
Miss Lena Harvey, in some surprise.

" He went yesterday," said Diana. And a
flush spread over her face as she realised that
Emma, who had just brought in the tea, was
listening.

" Then he must have gone very late !
" cried

Miss Lena impulsively. " I am sure I saw him
and another gentleman come home together,
and it was quite ten o'clock. 1 was just going
to bed."
Diana remembered with a sudden pang that

when she had come in Bertie Fisher had been
on the stairs. Evidently he had been watching
while George packed his clothes. George might
even have slipped out while she and Fisher had
been talking.

She must see what he had taken. Sho half-

rose in her chair and then sank back again.

What was the use ? What did it matter ? He
had gone—gone without a word and left

her.

She knew the eyes of her visitors were upon her,

and she forced a laugh.
" He did go very late last night," she said.

There was a ring at the bell, and then tho
door opened suddenly to admit another visitor.

Diana stared as she recognised Bertie Fisher.
His restless, dark eyes scanned everybody in

a quick, nervous manner as he crossed to

I iana.
" I thought perhaps you would be so kind as

to give me a cup of tea, Mrs.. Meadows," he said.

I have been walking and I find it so cold."

Diana gave him her hand, but she did not
know at that moment whether she was most glad
or angry at him for daring to come.

It changed the conversation, however, and
Mrs. Long brightened up considerably at tho
sight of her son-in-law's friend.

Not once was George's absence commented
upon until just as the old ladies were taking
their departure.

" I presume you saw your friend safely off

last night, Mr. Fisher," said Miss Lena, as she
gave him her hand. " It's a terrible time of

^year to travel, isn't it, but it's warm in the Ar-
gentine now, isn't it '!

"

Bertie Fisher muttered some reply as he bowed
out the ladies.

" Such a charming man," whispered Miss
Lena to her sister, as they groped their way
towards their own gate.

" He looked very ill to me," said her sister.
" What a highly nervous temperament he must
have. Didn't you notice how he kept starting

and looking around him ? He quite made me
feel uncomfortable."

" I never noticed, I like him very much. Ho
is such a gentleman," said Miss Lena. " Do
you know as I was sitting in there to-night I

almost envied Mrs. Meadows. • She has such a
charming home and then—that baby "

Miss Lena gave a nervous little laugh.
"

1 would have liked to have had a little Eric,

wouldn't you ? " she said shyly.
" Lena, you are most unladylike," retorted

her sister in a shocked voice. Yet both old
I

ladies unconsciously sighed.

(Continued on page 8.)
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FILMING HEROES OF CURRENT FICTION.
Jack, Sam, and Pete Come to Life on the Screen.

YOUNG and old alike will welcome the news that there is to be a boom in clean,

healthy adventure stories, initiated by the Pollock-Daring Film Co. i\tr. Leon
L. Pollock, the managing-director of this new enterprise, has some interesting

views on the fitness of Bino fiction for the younger generation.
" I feel that children should be especially provided for, particularly in view of the

fact that they must represent very nearly fifty per cent, of cinema audiences.
" With some idea of helping, I have commenced screening the activities of the heroes

of Flectway House liction, commencing with S. Clarke Hook's famous characters,
' Jack, Sam. and Pete,' whose rollicking and reckless exploits are told each week in

the ' Marvel."
" These, to my mind, are ideal heroic figures to portray on the screen, and should

make an ennaUy strong appeal to both the young and adult picture-goer.
" To carry out this idea, I have engaged the services of Lieut. Jack Daring as pro-

d icer and leading actor. He is a producer who has long specialised in thrilling adven-
ture stories, into which he has invariably introduced startling effects

which were touches of genius.
" I have succeeded in supporting him with an exceptionally venture-

some cast, all the members of which will stop at nothing to win the
approbation of admirers of adventurous spirits.

" One who will, I feel sure, win all hearts is Oarrlck Aitken, my six-

year old star, who does some very clever character work, and exhibits

remarkable courage in many trying situations. He is indefatigable and
irrepressible, and all those adjectives one applies to unrestrained boy-
hood. He can teach his older colleagues a thing or two. I know he is.

always offering gratuitous advice to Lieut. Daring."

JACK, SAM. and PETE. JACK DARING (Jack), ERNEST FRININGHAM
(Pete), and EDDIE WILLEY (Sam).

ENID HEATHER, who play?

an important part.

. {rhoto: Tom Aitken.)
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DESTINY (Continued from page 6.)

The Ring.

DIANA stood in the shabby, tawdry, little

shop. She <iad already rapped on the
counter twice.

It was a week since that Christinas Eve when
she had left her ring as a guarantee of her good
faith. She had almost forgotten it until her
mother's' quick eyes had noticed its absence, and
now she had come to claim it.

A slow stirring in the little room at tho back
of the shopN made her renew her efforts, and at

last an old woman made her appearance.
She was very old and very deaf, and it was

some minutes before Diana could make her
understand what she was talking about. Even
then the woman looked vague.
Her husband was ill. He had had a stroke

and she knew nothing about the transaction.

Diana, feeling that her innocence was assumed,
at last became indignant and threateiied to go
to tho police, but this did not frighten the
woman in the least.

She knew nothing—her husband had never
mentioned a ring to her. Ho was now lying ill

upstairs, but if the lady would ca'l again in a
day or two she would look about and see if she
could find the ring. Then she hobbled back into

the dimness, and Diana, feeling very much
bewildered, went out.

She walked along undecided where to go.

The idea of going to tho police-station was
repugnant to her. Yet she could not afford
to lose the ring.

After debating for some time, she turned to-

wards Glan-y-mor.
She would wait until the old man was well

enough to see her. No doubt the old woman
had spoken the truth after all. The old man
had placed the ring somewhere in safety and,
realising its value, had not spoken of it to any-
one. After all, that was just the kind of thing
that she would have done.

She felt in a strange, restless mood. The
damp grass soaked through her thin shoes as
she took a turning which led to a footpath
towards the back of the house.
She had become sensitive lately, and disliked

to see the heads of the neighbours bob suddenly
forward from between the curtains as she passed.
They were always smiling faces which greeted
ber,. but Diana was not in the mood.

It was a dull, raw day, a moisture dripped
from tho almost naked branches of the trees.

A slight mist was rising from the soil as the girl

came in sight of iier house.
As she neared it she gave a little start of sur-

prise, and hurried her pace.
A rustic gate, almost overgrown and hidden

by a hedge, skirted the end of the little domain,
and leaning over the slight gap she distinguished
the figure of a man.
He wore a long ulster and a soft hat was pulled

well over his eyes.

She had almost reached his side before he
became aware of her proximity, and then, as he
turned towards her, she heaved a deep sigh of
disappointment.
For a few delirious moments she had thought

it might be Geprge, but it was Bertie Fisher. His
eyes seemed larger and much darker than usual.

" Whatever are you doing here ? " exclaimed
Diana in surprise.

" I had to come this way on business and was
just thinking of calling on you," he said.
Diana gave him her hand.
" It is very kind of you," she said simply.

All her old jealousy of him was forgotten in her '

loneliness. " I think it's very good of you to
come <so often. Shall we go in this way 1

"

She undid the bolt of the gate and pushed it

violently; it opened, however, quite easily.
" Someone has been in here quite lately"," she

exclaimed. " 1 wonder if Emma uses it ?
"

They passed into the garden.
" How miserable it all looks," said Diana

sadly, as she glanced around.
" It's that unsightly old well. I wonder you

don't have it filled in, -it will be dangerous when
your boy can run about," said Bertie, and Diana
noticed how querulously he spoke.

" Oh ! Gtforgo thought it picturesque. 1

don't think J will disturb it," said Diana.
Later in the evening Diana sat boforo her

cscritoine poring over her bills.

She frowned as sho added up the total.

The sum of twenty pounds would be left in hoi
bank after everything was paid up—but twenty

pounds without prospects of adding to it wa9~
little indeed.

Already Mrs. Long was getting tiresome with
her never-ending questions, and even Emma had
developed a strange, furtive manner.
Cpu ltj she guess ? . .

With her elbows resting on the top of the desk
and her chin on her hands Diana stared with un-
seeing eyes before her. .. . «; .

1 : Ob, for a friend ! Someone she eould really
trust. . _

She gave a weary little sigh as she rang the
bell for Emma. .

;•'

The maid entered.
" Emma, I am thinking of.shutting up this

house for a time. I have received a letter from
.Mr. Meadows and he tells me he may be away
for some months, so I think' baby and I might—er—go and join him."
Emma's eyes had been fixed on the carpet un-

til her mistress began the last part of her sen-
tence. Then suddenly she raised them.
There was such a peculiar expression in them

that despite D-ana's natural self-control, her
lips faltered.

The maid averted her eyes again quickly.
' Yes, ma'am," she said in a toneless voice.
" I am thinking of closing the house." repeated

Diana " so I shall not require your services
when your month is up. Don't think I am
not satisfied with you, Emma," sho went on
hastily. " If ever I come back here I shall
write and let you know. I shall miss you most
awfully."

She put out her hand towards the girl, but
Emma did not appear to see it.

" Thank you, ma'am," she said quietly. " I
quite understand, but—but excuse me. Do
you think it wise to leave the house unoccupied?"

" Why not, Emma ?
"

The girl raised her.eyes and began shifting un-
comfortably from one foot to the other.

" It— it might get damp, ma'am," she faltered
uncomfortably.
Diana shrugged her shoulders, and smiled.
" I am afraid I cannot help that," she said.

" I would let it if I was sure that Mr. Meadows
was not coming back for some time."

Again the girl gave her that swift, peculiarly
meaning look.

Diana gazed at her very steadily. Was it

really possible that the girl knew tho truth. Yet
how could she ? She had been away that eventful
night.

Emma had moved towards the door and
Diana called her back.

" You have not been yourself, Emma, this

last week," she said kindly.

Emma began to tear at her apron.
" What is it, Emma ?

"

The girl shook her head, then suddenly she
threw her apron over her bead and began to cry.

Diana was surprised.

She placed a gentlo hand on the girl's arm.
"Tell me, Emma, is anything wrong ?" she said.

But the girl only shook her head under her
covering.

Diana glanced at her helplessly.

The girl's iinhappiness touched a sudden
chord in her own heart.

' Emma." she said kind'y. " Don't cry ! We all

have our troubles you know ; even 1 have mine."

She was not prepared for the effect of her
words, however.
Emma tore down her apron.
"I know," she said in a harsh, vehement

whisper, her eyes blazing like two live coals. " I
know. And it's not for you I'm sorry ; I'm
thinking of poor, little Master Eric, and for his

sake I'm never going to tell."

{To be continued.)

SAM LIVESEY
And Some

Amusing Stories

SAM LIVESEY
had some amus-
ing anecdotes to

relate about his film

experiences when I

called upon him at the
Huymaiket Theatre
the other evening, for,

be it remembered, thi-

particular " Daddy "

has quite a number of

screen performances to
his credit. Witness
" The Life Guards-
man," " One Sum-
mer's Day," and "Tho
Divine Gift " for the
British Actors' Com-
[Jany, " Spinner o'

Dreams " for Butcher's, " A Sinless Sinner " for

the B. and C. Company, and " The Chinese
Puzzle " for Ideal. Mr. Livesey also acted for

tho Hull Caine propagandist film, and in this

connection told me the following story.
" We wore taking some scenes down in

Chester," said Mr. Livesey, " and I was assigned
the role of a Hun officer, Captain Schiff. One
day, after a particularly arduous morning, and
without waiting to remove uniform or make-up,
I, together with about twenty other ' German
officers,' adjourned to the Grosvenor Hotel for

luncheon. Two Army officers were lunching
in the same room as ourselves, and shortly after
our entrance they commenced scowling at us
and talking in an undertone to each other.

Eventually they sent for the manager, and in-

dignantly demanded whether he thought it right

that British oificers should have to sit and eat

in the same room with Huns.
" The manager hastened to explain that the

supposed Germans were only harmless film

actors after all, whereupon one of the officers

came over to ois and apologised for the mistake
and ended by becoming quite friendly. As I

was leaving the hotel and mounting my horse,
preparatory to another scene, this same man
came up to me, and begged me a favour

:

" ' Might I take a snapshot of you ? ' he
asked.' ' I want to show it to my pals as a
picture of the Bosche I caught on the Marne !

'

" He's a great chap," concluded Mr. Livesey,
laughing at the remembrance, " and has been to
see me here at the theatre twice since."

I asked Mr. Livesey for his opinion of film
work, and whether he found it compatible
with his appearances on the stage.

" I am very fond of it on the whole," he
replied, " and, personally, find it quite easy to
combine screen and stage acting—except on
matinee days. But I must confess that I do
dislike the delays and hanging about that tho
work entails.

I then questioned him about Marie Doro,with
whom he played in "A Sinless Sinner."

" I think Miss Doro is very clever," he said
enthusiastically. " She is so wonderful be-
cause, without the power of words—and you
must remember that she is also of the legitimate
drama—she can convey so much chiefly by her
eyes. This seems to be an art of which the
Americans in particular are masters—the art of

projecting .a thought through the medium of

the eyes alone. If you will study film acting
carefully, you will find that the mouth is apt
to attract one's attention unduly, to the frustra-

tion of the actor's purpose. But the eyes,

which indeed are ' the windows of the soul
'

where film acting is concerned, these are the

best, the truest mediums of emotional expres-

sion."

May Herschel Clarke.

JACK MULHALL. A HANDSOME HERO
OF THE SCREEN.

DASHING Jack Mulhall, the handsome
leading man in " The Brass Bullet,"
although of slender build, is possessed of

an t.xt inordinary athletic development which
stands him in good stead when ho is performing
" stunts." One of his picture thrills was to
leap eighty feet from a fifty storey window into
a tank of water.
The leap was from the window-sill of a

sanitarium, from which Jack Mulhall escapes.
With three motion-picture cameras trained on

bin', ho poised on tho window-sill, high above

the crowd, and awaited the word of command
from his producer.

" Ready ? Go !
" he shouted.

For the fraction of a second his figure, with
hair flying in the wind, was outlined against the
sky and then, with a mighty splash, he plunged
under the surface of the water, eighty feet

below.

Oilier Sims -Tack Mulhall has played in are
" Love Aflame," " Three Women of France,"
' Madame Spy," and " Wild Youth."
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A THRILLING COMPLETE STORY OF A FIREMAN HERO AND HIS REWARD.

FRANKLIN FORDHAM, head of the great firm
of wholesale chemists that bore his name sat
in the. drawing-room of his magnificent mansion

in New York, watching with fond pride his daughter
Eleanor as she bent over a table arranging flowers in

a vase. Eleanor Fordham was just turned twenty,
and as charming as she was pretty. As he looked at
her Franklin Fordham's thoughts went back ten
years when her sister Catherine had been alive.

Where was she now ? Was she living or was she
dead ? Little Catherine's disappearance had been
very mysterious. She had gone in the park with her
sister and nurse. One of the gardeners had given her
a ride on his barrow and had left her for a moment
while he went to see the superintendent. When he
returned the child was missing. Fordham at that
time was a rich man, and he spent money without
stint, put his cheque-book at the disposal of private
detectives that they might spare no expense in their

efforts to find his child. But from the moment she
was missed by the nurse to the day on which this

story opens, he had never had news of his missing
daughter.
As he was thinking of the past that was for ever

knocking at the door of the present, a servant rushed
in with the news that his factory was on fire. Ford-
ham employed hundreds of people in his factory,

and knowing the inflammatory nature of the materials

he realised that there would be a terrible death-roll.

Telling the servant to order his car, he ran to his

room to get an overcoat. When he got down to the
hall he found Eleanor with a heavy wrap over her
dress waiting for him.

" I feel I must go with you, father," she said.
" When I think of those poor girls

"

Eleanor did not finish the sentence, but, taking

her father's arm, she led him to the car. When they
arrived at the works they found the place a blazing

inferno. The firemen had answered the call with
great promptitude, but owing to the factory being

stacked with chemicals, there was no hope from the
tirst of saving the building. The only thing they
could do was to try to save the workers. And this

they were doing with a reckless disregard for their

own lives that has placed fire-fighters on the same
level with sailors and soldiers who pay the supreme
sacrifice on the field of battle.

Eleanor was greatly impressed with the way that

one young fireman affected rescue after rescue. Time
after time he entered the blazing building and brought
out one of the workers, most of whom were either

unconscious or crazy with terror. A great shout
caused her to look up. Silhouetted against one of

the upper windows was the figure of a girl almost
demented with fright and too helpless to do anything

to save herself. As Eleanor looked she saw the young
fireman she had noticed before wave his hand to the

girl and dash into the factory once more. As he
passed through the door, part of the flooring came
crashing down, and it seemed certain that the fireman

was buried under it. But to Eleanor's great relief she

saw his figure cross the window of the room in which
the girl was still standing. In a moment he had
lifted her across liis shoulder and disappeared. It

seemed impossible for any man to force his way
through the flames and falling debris, and Eleanor

had given up all hope for his safety when he staggered

through what remained of the door with the girl still

on his shoulder. Other firemen rushed to relieve him
of his burden, and by Mr. Fordham's orders brought

the girl to his car so that she could be driven to

hospital.
" That was a gallant rescue," said Mr. Fordham

to the fireman. I should like to know your name."
" Jack Manley," replied the fireman. " It's all in

a fireman's work," he added modestly as he shook
some burning embers from his helmet.

" You firemen are very brave," said Eleanor,

holding out her hand. " 1 should be proud to shake
hands with you."
As Jack Manley removed his helmet and held out

his hand Eleanor saw a fine-looking man with a
strong, handsome face.

Jack Manley muttered something about duty
being dutv, but what it was he did not know himself,

lor the moment he looked into Eleanor Fordham's
eyes he kn<nv he had met his fate. He who had been

so cool while facing death in the burning building

was all at sea. He who had faced the flames with

such cool courage could not withstand the light, of

two bri"ht eves. It was only when ho heard Eleanor

leDing the chauffeur to take the rescued girl to h*r

lather's house that he recovered himself sufficiently

to ask if he might call in the morning to sec if she had
iccovcrcd. . „,.,,, .

" Certainly, we shall be delighted to sec you,"

replied Mr. Fordham heartily.

And Eleanor, though
she did not speak, told
him in the silent lang
uagc of the eyes that,
she would be pleased

' too.
And so began a

friendship between the
fireman and the daugh-
ter of the rich manu-
facturer, a friendship
that quick|y ripened into love.
When Jack Manley proposed he was confident that

Eleanor loved him as much as he loved her, but he
was more than a little doubtful as to how Mr. Fordham
would look at the prospect of a fireman for a son-in-
law. To his great joy Mr. Fordham at once gave his
consent.

" My daughter's happiness is the only thing that I
care about, and since I respect you as much as she
loves you, I am not going to let the difference in
your social position be a barrier to her happiness and
yours," he said.

For the next few weeks Jack and Eleanor lived in
that earthly paradise that love makes for those who
are under its sceptre. And then, like a thunderbolt
from a cloudless summer sky, came a shadow which
separated them. The shadow arrived at the Fordham
mansion in the shape of a man about thirty-four years
of age dres«ed little better than a tramp. The butler
politely intimated that Mr. Fordham was busy, but
the man thrust his foot in the door and, with an
insolent air, ordered the butler to tell his master that
his nephew, John Bird, wanted to see him.
Had the butler brought a message from the grave

it could not have had a greater effect than Bird's
name had on the manufacturer. His face went ashen,
and for a moment he seemed on a point of collapse.
He recovered himself with a violent effort and told
the servant to show Bird into the library.

" Well, uncle, dear," said Bird as he took a seat,
" I suppose you thought I was dead. Yes, and hoped
so, too, I'll bet. But I am very much alive, and in
need of your assistance. Things have gone well with
you since I was your junior partner, judging fiom
this fine house. Well, I always did like fine tilings

myself, so we sha'n't quarrel about that."
" What do you want ? " asked Fordham coldly.
" Money, and plenty of it."

" And suppose I refuse ?
"

" Then I should have to send a letter you wrote
to me years ago to the police and the respected
Franklin Fordham would end his days in prison, that
is if he was lucky enough to escape the electric chair.

I have a copy of it here. Perhaps I had better read it

to you to refresh your memory.
" ' I took the medicine to Johnson and gave

it to him myself. He was found dead this
morning, and the doctor says the medicine was
poisoned. Say nothing about the money he
left in my charge, but come to the store straight
away.'

"

Franklin Fordham hid his face in his hands as he
thought of the scene that the letter recalled. One of
his customers named Johnson had come into the
store one afternoon and asked him to take charge of
a large sum of money as he was too late to get it in
the bank. He did so, and Johnson went home. On
arriving there he was seized with a sudden attack
and sent, for a doctor, who said it was only a cold. He
made up a prescription which he left at Fordham's
store. Late that night Mr. Fordham saw the bottle
of medicine lying on the counter. He had previously
that day discharged an assistant named Doc Wilbur
for continual drunkenness, and he came to the con-
clusion that Wilbur, having been discharged, had
neglected to send the medicine. He decided to take
it himself, and it was his hand that measured out the
dose. The next morning Johnson was found dead,
and when Fordham went to the safe he saw the money
Johnson had deposited with him was missing.

He had nothing to fear, for he had not made up
the prescription, but he was in a panic, and wrote
the incriminating letter to Bird. The latter did not
come over to the store, but disappeared that day,
and Fordham knew it was Bird who had taken the
money from the safe, as he was the only one beside
himself who had access to it. Doc Wilbur also
disappeared the same day, and Fordham felt certain
that it was Wilbur in his drunkenness who had mixed
the poison in the medicine by mistake. Fortunately
for Fordham no one had seen him take the medicino
to Johnson, and the police did not suspect. Years
had passed, and he had never heard from Bird, so

gradually the fear of the incriminating letter had
vanished. And now Bird had come to blackmail
him by threatening to send the letter to the police.

There was no heip for it. He was in this man's
power. Going to his desk he took out some notes,
and was just about to hand them to Bird when
Eleanor entered. She shrank back on seeing Bird,
but with brazen effrontery the man advanced to her
with outstretched hand.

" This will be my cousin Eleanor. You remem-
ber me—John ? We must get better acquainted novp
your father has asked me to stay with him."

Eleanor, who was really frightened of the man,
made some remark and left the room.

" What do you mean by suggesting that I asked
you to stay here ? " cried Fordham angrily, when his

daughter was out of earshot.
" Exactly what I say, my dear nnelc. I have

changed my mind. I demand the band of Eleanor
as well as money as the price of my silence."

" You scoundrel !

"

With a cry of rage Fordham threw himself on his

nephew, but the other handed him off.

" It's no use getting excited about it," he jeered.
" I have the power to call the tunc, and you have got
to dance to it. (five me that money and I will make
myself respectable, at least outwardly."

Fordham handed him the notes and Bird depasted.
As soon as he had gone Eleanor came to her father.

By the pallor of his face she know tliat something
was wrong.

" What is it, father ? " she asked, putting her arms
round him.

• Franklin Fordham told her the whole miserable
story, including Bird's demand that he should
marry her.

Eleanor's heart turned cold with fear. She would
sooner have given up her life than Jack Manley, but
the vision of her father being tried for murder was
too terrible to contemplate.

" To save you, father, I will marry him. There is

no other way."
Her father could only clasp her in his arms. Had It

been only himself to suffer he would have stood his

trial, but the thought of the name of Fordham being
dragged in the mire, and the disgrace falling on his

daughter, made him accept her sacrifice.

Eleanor wrote to Jack Manley that evening.
Naturally, she could not give him the true reason

for breaking the engagement, and Jack was forced

to the conclusion that it was the difference in their

positions that had made her change her mind.

Jack Manley lived with his mother in a large tene-

ment-house, and it was to this place that Doc Wilbur,

now completely in the grip of drink, came with hi?

daughter Carry. Although little more than a girl,

Carry had to support her father and herself by sew-

ing. The old man was naturally kind-hearted, and
he thought a lot of the girl, but when the craving for

drink seized him he was bereft of all sense of right

and wrong, and often he would spend money on
spirits that ought to have bought food for the girl.

Mrs. Manley soon realised how matters stood, and
she made friends with Carry, and saw she never went
to bed supperless.

One night when Wilbur and Carry had been sitting

in Mrs. Manlcy's kitchen, old Doc was just going out

for a drink when he heard voices in the sitting-room.

He did not like to pass through the room to get to

the street while there was a stranger present, so he
waited out«ide. He had no intention of caves-

dropping, but he could not help overhearing the

conversation.

It was Eleanor Fordham who was speaking, and
she was telling Jack Manley the true reason why
she had broken the engagement. Jack had answered

her note, and his letter had hurt her so much that

she felt she must tell him the truth, and let him
know that it was not because he was " a poor fire-

man " that she could not marry him. As she

linished the story old Doe Wilbur entered the room.

(Continued on page 14.)
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Round the British Cinema Studios With a Camera.

RUBY MILLER, the popular British artiste, who plays an im-
portant part in a new Samuelson production, called " Gamblers
All," shortly to be released by Granger's. This film has been
splendidly produced and will undoubtedly meet with great success.

LANGHORNE BURTON, play-
ing in "Sweet and Twenty,"

for Progress Films.
(Photo : Elliott & Fry.)

Cinema stars gardening. JAMES KNIGHT and Miss
MARJORIE VILLIS, Harma players, giving the finish-

ing touches to a pergola in the latter's garden at
Wraysbury, near Staines. Miss Villis does her own

gardening.

A scene from "The Edge o' Beyond," which has an important cast, including Isobel CHRISSIE WHITE and GWYNNE HERBERT in Venice, for Hep-
Elsom, C. M. Hallard, Owen Nares, and Minna Grey. worth's "The City of Beautiful Nonsense."

r ;

;

^iENRY EDWARDS in a scene taken in Venice. It is a
splendid advantage for British producers to have all

Europe's beauty spots so near at hand.

More of the real thing—a good old Cornish
smuggling yarn with JANET ALEXANDER

and LAUDERDALE MAITLAND.

A new portrait of Miss CHRISTINE MAIT-
LAND, who plays with great success in B.

and C. productions.
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mm
MIRY MILES MINTER is a pronounced

,^>^Jondo and the most beloved girlish star

. jjwh the screen. This may sound strong, but
just ttjj|f' those who have shown " The Eyes of
.Trnta Deep " in their i-inrmas and convince your-
self.

She is a Louisiana girl, but grew up rn the
atmosphere of grease paint, and made her first

appearance with Nat Goodwin", in "Cameo
Kirby." nr, the age of live; but it was in the
" Littlest Rebel " that she made her big step into

fame, with Dustin and William Famum.
After this, her career was one continuous

success, and her first motion picture, made in

Santa Barbara, was " Youth's Endearing Charm."
Then came such successes as " Social Briars,''

"The Chost of Rosy Taylor,'' and "Rosemary
Climbs the Heights," and she has now reached

tjfot point of fame where she ranks as one of the

foremost actresses of the screen.

Here we see her in a number of photo-plays
controlled over here by Astra Films, Ltd.

>n " ANNE OF GREEN CABLES
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THE STILL ALARM. (Co
tZlo

fr
'Excuse me," lie said, " I could not help overhear-

lag your conversation. Your secret is sate with roe,

and I may be alile to help you. Did you say the
man's name was John Bird ?

"

" Yes," replied Eleanor, terrified that her father's
secret was known to this old man. " But you will

promise not to tell anyone what you have heard?
"

" If he does " said .Tack Mauley threateningly,

"Have no fear, Mr. Manley," said Doc. " Some
day you will be glad that I heard what I did. A<k
me no questions now, but trust to me."

He left the room, but returned in a moment very
excited.

" Bird is here at the door now."

As soon as he heard the words. Jack rushed to a

drawer and took out a revolver. Eleanor realised

Mint he intended to kill Bird, and, before Jack could
get to the door, she had locked it. Then she ran to

the window, and shouted out to Bird " Bun ! Your
life is in danger !

"

While she was speaking. Jack Manley had taken
up a chair and broken in the window. An iron fbse-

escape ran down the outside of the house, and .lack

descended this at a breakneck speed. Hut quick
as he was. Bird was quicker, and had jumped into

his motor-car and driven olf before Jack reached the

ground.

In the meantime, Doc Wilbur, who hail got her

father's address from Eleanor, went to the house and
waited for Bird. As the young man came up to tin-

door. Doc placed his hand on his sleeve and faced

him.
" Doc Wilbur !

" gasped Bird.

"You're right, and I want a talk with you. I'll

follow you to your room."
" Well, what, is it ? " asked Bird, with an ugly

frown when they were seated.
" Money." replied the old man. " I know your

game, anil I'll spoil it unless you pay rue well. I've

not forgotten who made up that bottle ot medicine
for Johnson. You know—the one in which you
made such an unfortunate mistake."

Bird turned white. It was quite trne. Wilbur
had seen him put the poison in Johnson's medicine.

It was no use trying to bluff. If Wilbur opened
his mouth, not only would Fordham lie able to defy

him, but he could stand a good chance of going to

the electric chair.

" All right. Keep your mouth shut and you shall

have all the money you want."

He took out his cheque-book, but Wilbur stops '

!

him.

"No cheques for me," he said. " I want a thou-
sand, and I want it in cash."

" I haven't got so much on me," said Bird, pulling

out his wallet.

Wilbur glanced at it, but it was not the notes that

lie looked at. It was the letter that Fordham bad
written years ago. He recognised his old employer's
writing.

" Take your cheque round to somebody who
knows who, get it cashed, and I will. wait here for

you."
Bird, in his hurry to get rid of the old man forgot

all about his wallet, and left it lying on the table.

The moment he was out of the room old Do» took
out the letter and placed it in an enevelope addressed
to Jack Manley. Central Fire Station. He ran down-
stairs and gave it to a servant. " Mr. Bird wants
that sent by special messenger at once," he said.

Then he went upstairs.

Bird remembered his letter-case when he returned,
and he at once opened it to look for the letter. It

was not there, and one glance at Wilbur's face told

him that he had taken it. With a savage curse Bird
struck the old man a terrilie blow which stretched
him senseless. Then he searched his pockets, but
nowhere could he find the letter. Pushing old Doc
into bis dressing-room he locked the door, and rushed
downstairs. From the servant he learned how
Wilbur bad got rid of the letter, and a plan to get it

back came into his head.' He jumped into his ear,

and got to the lire-station before the messenger.
Luck favoured him, lor there had been a general
call, and only Jack Manley and another fireman
were left to watch. Both were upstairs, and when
the messenger arrived Bird said he was Manley,
und got the letter.

No sooner had the messenger gone than Jack
Manley came down and looked suspiciously at Biftl.

lie had no idea who he was, but strangers were not
allowed inside the station ; but Bird was pre-
pared for this. Representing himself to be a re-

porter, he pretended he wished to write an article,

and Jack Showed him round. He pointed out a
number of Cables from w hich they received the alarm
from the street boxes.

" And what would happen if these went wrong '!
"

asked Bird.
" Oh. t hen, we should receive what we call the

'Still Alarm' over the telephone."

Jack's chum called him at this moment, and he
went upstairs. The moment he was out of sight,

Bird took out his knife and cut the cables.

'"That, will make my plan all the more certain,"
he said as he left the station.

His plan was as diabolical as was ever conceived
by the most depraved villain. He intended to set

lire to Fordham 8 house, and leave old Doc Wilbur
to perish in the flames. Bleanor and her father were
at a neighbour's who was giving a whist drive, and
the servants would be able to get out of the house
in time.

Creeping in unobserved, he set Ore to the house
and rushed away. Little did he dream that Eleanor,
unknown to the servants, bad returned home 00
account of a headache, (ioing toiler room she took
a headache powder, and threw herself on the bed,
and in a few moments she was fast asleep.

She was awakened by a smell of burning, and.
springing from the bed, she realised to her horror
that the bouse was on fire. Flames were bursting
lroin all parte of the room, and when she opened
the door she was driven back by a wall of llame.
Her escape was cut off on all sides. Wildly .she

dashed to and fro until at last, overcome by the
smoke, she sank unconscious to the floor.

Outside the firemen were playing on the flames,
for the alarm had got. through at last by telephone.
Jack Manley arrived with the first engine, and
teamed from Mr. Fordham that his daughter W08 in
the house. Learning the location of her bedroom.
Jack threw a coat round his head and dashed into
the house. He was nearly choked with the s ke,

but he fought his way into the room. Throwing the
coat over Eleanor's head, he picked her up and
made tor the door, but just as he reached it the stair-

case fell with a crash. Carrying her to the window
he placed her on the oalcony, and managed to rouse
her.

" I'm going to get to the room above !
" he shouted.

" Wait here, and then I'll pull you up."
There was a loud shout from below as Jack ap-

peared and pulled Eleanor up to the parapet. Then
the tiremen ran the escape up, and the two descended,
and not a moment too soon, for the walls crashed in

almost as soju as they were clear of the building.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN.

THE chief characteristic of the photograph if

versatility. Hes would have made a good
detective, note the eyebrow. The eye, how

steady is the gaze.
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When Jack got home that night he found old Doc
waiting for him. He bad managed to kick in the
door of the dressing-room, and escape before the Bam
got a real hold. The old man told him how Ik- had „

got possession of the letter, and sent it by special
messenger to him. From inquiries over the tele-

phone to the head office of the messenger association,
they found out how Bird had tricked them. And
then Doc told Jack how he had seen Bird put the
poison in Johnson's medicine.

" And I have another confession to make," hrt
added. " The girl you think is my daughter i*

I'ordham's child. I abducted her in revenge whewjjj
her father discharged me. Ml I desire now is WM
make amends for the misery I have caused him. I f
hope he will forgive me."

I am sure he will," said Jack. " Vou have
shown that vou regret the past, and' in risking your
life for that letter you have redeemed your
crime."

The young fireman quickly formed a plan to get
possession of the letter. He arranged for Eleanor
fo come to his house, and for her father to tell Biid
where she hail gone, and get him to follow her.

In order that Bird should not, be seared, he told Mr.
Fordham to tell him that he --Manley—wa= very
badly injured and likely to die. The plan worked
without a hitch. When Bird arrived he found Jack
Manley in bed. with his head covered with bandages.
As he leaned over the supposed dying man, J u l;

leapt up and caught him in a grip of iron. I here
was a tierce fight tor a few minutes, but Bird was
po match for the fireman. Old Doc called in the
police, and charged Bird with the murder ot Johnson.
In the meantime, Jack had got possession ot the
letter and burned it. Mr. I ordbani readily forgave
old Wilbur in his joy at recovering his daughter, aud
promised him a pension for life.

Two weeks later Jack and Eleanor were married,
and their wedding-coach was a flre-emiinc driven by
Jack Manley, while his wife sat beside him on the
driver's scat.

(,Ailapled from incidents in the Phillip* Film Com-
pany's photo-play,

1
' The Still Alarm," featuring TOH>

SAXTSiCUl as Jack- Manley.)

His temper is hasty and explosive, but when
the storm subsides he bitterly regrets the out-
burst of passion.

His Greatest Fault.

HIS greatest fault lies in impulsiveness; often
rushing madly into difficulties,-and dangers,
which, in his quieter moments gives him

cause for regret. Magnificent powers of leader-
ship is shown, the forehead is wonderfully
rounded, no dip in the centre, rarely do we see
such a convex forehead indicating benevolent .

imagination, vibration, and versatility so larg?,
A man who would give all to bis friend-.

Large-hearted and good nutured. The spirit of
conquest strong. Take the nose, one straight
line, capricious. A born actor, can take all

before him, and do what he likes with th.0
audience. The gift of mimicry is abnormal.

Power Over Others.

TAKE the length of the face from the sum-
mit of the forehead to the lo%ver part of
the chin, denoting dominating power

over others.

We will take the mouth. Affectionate, seduc-
tive, large-hearted, pitiful, for the afflictod. He
would love what is new in everything.

Fond of Change.

THE oval jaw- denotes a nature loving trawi
and change. This type -are never hide-
bound by any set rule of thumb or con-

vention. They rarely give in to the blows of
fate. Their imagination probably helps them
through ; and they seldom remain down, or
downhearted for long.

Has epiickness Of brain, wit, thought,
eloquence, but is apt to change his plans at a
moment's notice. A possessor of good, strong
constitution, accompanied with active circu-

lation.

Character as Told bv the Face.
•r

THE face is the best index to character. Most of us pride ourselves on bein? able to tell

character in this way. In this series of readings of well-known stars, given bv a famous
expert, readers will be able to realise their own or their friends' characteristics, by com-

paring the definitions given on those tbey resemble in feature. Thus many will resemble, say.
Charlie Chaplin, in some way or another, and by reading carefully what the expert has to S3y
about this particular feature, they will gain an insight to their own character.

No, 10.-CHARLIE CHAPLIN.

BEAUTIFUL ART PLATE OF OLIVE THOMAS IN NEXT WEEK'S "PICTURE SHOW."
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF THEODORE ROBERTS.

As a strong man of forty. genial man of fifty. A hard man of sixty. As an old man of seventy. In his second childhood.

THEODORE ROBERTS.
A Clever Character Actor Who Has Played Opposite Almost Every Well-Known Star.

THEODORE ROBERTS is one of the oldest character actors on
the cinema stage. He is a past master at the art of make-up,
and those of us who saw him with Mary Pickford m " Amarilly of

Clothes-line Alley," where he takes the part of a very old man, would
hardly recognise him with Geraldine Farrar in " Temptation "

; and
we are to see him as Wealth in the coming big production of " Every-
woman."

Mr. Roberts is a native of San Francisco, and he made his first ap-
pearance in this town on October 8, 1861 ; so you see he has hadnearly
sixty years' experience on the stage.

Like so many actors, he did not choose the stage as his career ; but
as soon as he left school he became a teacher at one of the local institu-
tions, and it was while he was working in this capacity that a member
of a company playing " Cardinal Richelieu " became ill, and someone
was needed to take his place. Theodore Roberts was chosen, and so
impressed the manager that he was promptly engaged and played a
prominent part all that season.

Among his notable successes on the stage was in 1881, when he played
as Svengali in " Trilby," and also in "The Squaw Man," a play that
made a great success over here when it was rechristened " The White
Man." He also took the part of Simon Legree in the all-star production
of " Uncle Tom's Cabin."

After that Mr. Roberts played for a time in vaudeville. One of his
sketches, entitled "The Sheriff of Shasta," was so successful that it

toured for quite a number of years. He also appeared in " Believe Me
Xantippe," which latter story, you will remember, has also been filmed
with Wallace Reid in the star part.

It was a long-term contract that first lured Mr. Roberts from the
stage to the screen, and since that time he has established himself as
one of the greatest character actors that have appeared in Filmland.

He Missed the Applause.

MR. ROBERTS said that it was. quite a long time before he got used
to acting before the camera. He used to long for the applause that
used to greet his appearance behind the footlights, but little by little

he came to realise the infinitely greater scope available for his talents
through the medium of the screen, and that he was gaining hundreds,
even thousands, more friends in moving pictures than he°could ever
hope for on the legitimate stage. For, as every screen artiste knows,
instead of one audience greeting an appearance, hundreds of audiences
all over the country are greeting him as he steps upon the photo dramatic
screen.

Another advantage Mr. Roberts gained when he decided on the
screen to express his talents was that, being a native of California,
he is right at home out there, and, when not actively engaged in workim'
on pictures, he can take extended fishing trips and hunting expeditions
into the mountains.

Mr. Roberts stated that ho never expects to step behind the foot-
lights again, as he now prefers the glaring arc lights of the studio.

Mr. Roberts has appeared with almost every well-known star amoii"
which we can mention Lou Tellegan in " The Unknown," Anita King in
"The Tyrant of Old Russia," Charlotte Walker in " Tho Trail Qf the
Lonesome Pine," "The Thousand Dollar Husband" with Blanche
Sweet, 'The Dream Girl" with Mao Murray, "Common Ground"
with Mario Doro, "Tho Cost of Hatred" with Kathlyn Williams Mary
Pickford in "Amarilly of Clothes-lino Alley," Geraldine Farrar in
"Temptation," Ann Littlo in " Wild Youth,'-' Wallace Reid in "The
Source, with Ethel Clayton in "Tho Girl Who Came Bark," and
Robert Warwick in " Temptation."

Personally, as you can see by his photograph, Theodore Roberts
resembles most his genial, fun-loving characters, and is affectionately

known to most of the habitues of the studio as " the Governor," which
title he accepts with smiling geniality.

THEODORE ROBERTS.
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JUST MF«.
How the Story
Commenced.
In the preceding

chapters of her
delightfully frank
story, Pearl White
sketched the his-

tory of her early
childhood, They
were not alto-

gether happy days
for money was
scarce in the house-
hold, and her
mother, who was
always very deli-

cate, died soon
after her birth,
I'earl was always
getting into mis-
chief, and was con-
sequently always
receiving punish-
ment at the hands
of her very strict

father. Her father
married again when she was siv years old. When she
was twelve years oler, her brother, who was her
greatest pal, left home and joined the navy. At the
age of thirteen, Pearl decided to join a circus that
came to her district, and later on she joined a touring
company. But her early efforts were not too success-
ful Next, Pearl was offered a job as a stewardess on
a bont.
But sea life did not agree with her, and she went

on the stage, touring in Cuba, Buenos Aires, Kansas
City; Tennessee, and Kansas. Later on the com-
pany arrived at a little place called Kiefer, where oil

had been struck There were about 5,000 miners in
the settlement, and the company did well, because
amusements were scarce.

(YOU CAN NOW HEAP ON.)

WHITE

An Unhappy Villain.

UP till Friday wo had put on comedies,
but that night we slipped on a melo-
drama. Tho heavy man had nn un-

pleasant part to play, and he received more
than the usual amount of hissing. We heard
next day that lie had been discussed by the
miners, and they had come to the conclusion
that he must be a pretty bad guy even in pri-
vate life, because he was so meaji on the stage.
Saturday night came, and we didn't have

any comedies left, so we had to put on another
knock-down, and drag them out melo. The
miners having just got their pay, and having no
work to do on Sunday, elected that night lo
get drunk.
We had reached the third act, and the villain

was then pretty bad. In the climax he had to
throw a woman across the stage, then stand
over her with clenched fists and call her a lot

of hard names. He had uttered only one of
these when a man in the audience rose up and
shouted, " You skunk, to hit a woman. If you
want to fight, do it with someone j our size !

"

Then, after a good deal of profanity, he
offered to enter into a fist combat with hur.
himself, promising to knock the villain's block
off, and a few other things. But said villain

was all for peace, so he ducked behind tho
ncenes. Then someone tired a shot at his re-
treating figure, and this started a riot.

Most of tho men woro witli their fellow miner,
that there should be a battle pulled off.

Now the woman in the play, who had re-

ceived the rough handling, got up from tho
floor, and shouted to the piano player :

" Jake, play ' My Country 'Tis of Thee,'
"

which Jake promptly did. lint either he was a
key too low, or she was a key too high ; any-
way, they were certainly not together.
This quieted tho mob for a couple of minutes,

and she was just starting to hit it right with
the piano playor when her two children, who
had up until then been sleeping in a dressing
room, struck up an awful howl. So she dashed
in to them, fearing some awful crimes were
being committed.
Then came rny chance to bo a hero. I

galloped out and begged for a moment's atten-
tion.

" Now," said I, " I know that you're r11

gentlemen, and will listen to a sporting pro-
position."

" We're all gents," said they, " and can pay
attention to a lady any time."

So I told them that I was wifli them in my
dislike for the villain ; in fact, so was all the
company, and as we were closing the show that
night we didn't care much what happened to

him. But—I went on— if you will keep your
seats, and let us resume with the Inst act, when
that has been finished you can use I he t heatre
to pull off a fight in.

' Sounds fair enough." said the man with
the revolver ; and, turning it on the others,
said :

'.' Sit down when a lady asks you lo.

'cause if you don't there's going to be a couple
of ginks (akin' a short cut off this earth."

Well, they quieted down, and we Continued.
Now, at the finish of the last act, the villain

was to be led on hand-cuffed, but when we
came to that, he had departed for parts un-
known.
The miners got awful mad. and we got awful

scared when they rushed Up on the stage
demanding the villain's body, dead or alive.

We told them it wasn't our fault if he was a

coward and had beat it.

They searched around, and. of course, they
couldn't find him. Then one of the company,
whom I had told of his whereabouts, said ho
had seen him start out on a run towards tho
hotel, So part of the gang started in pursuit,
while the others stayed on and volunteered to

help us pack up. All "of this time, though,
there were only a few old dresses between our
villain and death.

I had put him in an old wicker hamper that
was ortly about four feet long. Ho was about
six. Ho did not fit very well, but lie was for

doing his bit towards disappearing, and folded
himself up into the basket and let me pack
some clothes on top of him. I didn't lock tho
hamper, so during the search it was never sus-
pected, and nobody bothered to lift up the
clothes. It must have been pretty tough on
the poor villain when the lid was eventually
locked, with not too much air, and a sneeze or
a cough would surely have cost htm his life.

We loaded our goods and chattels on a wagon
at midnight, and were to get a train at two in

the morning. This train didn't stop in this

town unless it was previously arranged with the
railroad company. Wo had that fixed up,
however, and as the station wouldn't open, wo
had to load our baggage on 'ourselves ; so about
fifty of the most gallant miners announced that
they would stick around and see us off.

Well, it was two hours until train time, but
we were all for getting down to the station and
waiting on the plaftorm for the train. Said
station was only a little 'shack. Down weWent
with our little escort.

Tire comedian of the troupe, telling jokes and
singing odd songs, mado himself the pet of the
miners that night. I was watching the basket
that contained our villain. It had been loaded
on the wagon very carefully by two men of our
company, but when the wagon had got to the
station, the gang declared that our troupe had
w orked hard enough, and imloadod our baggage
themselves. Of course, they set the hamper
on one end, and I was trying to figure out which
end the fellow inside was resting on.,

It worked, out he must be on his head, so T

corraled the leading man,
,
and wo turned it

over, with the pretence that we wanted to use
it as a scat.

Then everybody in our troupe sort of grasped
the meaning of this act, and took turns sitting

on the basket, beating a tattoo, w ith ! heir feet
so as to give the poor fellow inside a chance to
t urn over.
Then the posse that had etarted in pursuit

toward the hotel joined us, with tho news that
they couldn't find their man.

'

" Maybe it's better so," said the leader of
the mob, " because to preserve our hononr as
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gents wo would have to shoot him, and I don't
think the cuss is really worth the bullets that
wo would have to drive into his hide."

It was getting very cold, and the minefS*
liquor was dying out a bit. Some were drifting
away, but a goodly amount stuck, and when
one of the children began to cry because he wt»^
cold, a man with a long red beard rose up and
volunteered to make a bonfire. Then a couph-
of miners pulled out a few loose ties from a Si88
track, covered them with coal oil, and starfe'o*

a fire.

This was a new thrill for the miners, and they
started dancing and yelling about it. Before
long they had a hug* fire, and nearly all of the
side tracks ripped up. Somebody must have
thought of the poor fellow in the hamper, so
they carried it over by the fire.

But in the excitement, when the train was
heard approaching, everybody apparently for-
got about it, and the " poor fellow " inside was
near roasted before he was fkuig on to the bag-
gage car.

The fire by that time had grown quite large
and was catching on to the corner of the Station
house. But some one yelled :

" Let her burn.
We'll give the folks a good send-off !

" And
by the time we got our trunks on the train, tie-

whole building was burning, and the last I saw
of it as we steamed out into the night was a lot

of drunken men yelling and doing an Indian
dance around a big blaze which spelt the last at
that little frame shack.
We told the story to the conductor, and g<K

our man out of the hamper. Then the whole
troupe gave a sigh of relief, and laughed or ci if;d

as their temperaments demanded.

A Star.

MY next job was with a company colled
" Eldon's Comedians," but evidently we
were not very funny, for we only lasted

a couple of weeks. So I, having some cab
on hand, hit the trail for Chicago.
The first office I went to belonged to the firm

of " Rowland and Clifford," located in the old
Grand Theatre Building. I walked in about
ten in the morning, and asked to see Mr. Row-
land.

'He stuck his'head out of his private ofliee,

and said :

tome in.

And in I went.
" Want an engagement ?

" he asked.
" I would like to exhibit my talents in one of

your companies," answered I.

Can you play ' Jane Eyre ' ? " he asked. m ''

" Just my line," I retorted. I hadn't th£"
slightest idea what the part w as like.

' '

Then he continued :

" You start rehearsals at nine-thirty to-d
row morning. Your salary wil] be twenty-five'
dollars a week, and if you make good, I'll stain
you. Good morning !

" 'I

Good morning. Glory! I saw it before me<
twenty-five dollars, and I would have taken it'

for fifteen. I hustled out and bought a book
of "Jane Eyre," and spent that night reading'
it. I rehearsed for a week, and opened as a»
star in Rowland and Clifford's Western Com- i

pany of Jane Eyre," playing mostly one night
stands.

I'll never forget the thrill I had when I first

saw my name in electric lights in front of a
theatre. It was at East St. Louis, and we were
playing there three days. I got a room right
across the street from the theatre, so that I

could see that sign " Pearl White in ' Jane
Eyre.' " How happy I was that season, t

saved up some money, and the show lasted till

spring,

But my star soon hid behind" a cloud. The
"company closed, and I went lo join a company
playing stock in Minneapolis.
When I got off the train I felt pretty bad.

and I was sick for two weeks. That was mj
first introduction to a physician ; my father
had always believed in home remedies. And
when this doctor wanted to cut out my appendiv
I decided to take a Pullman aud go home to
father.

However, 1 felt so well when I got to Kansas
City that 1 decided I'd go to New Orleans
instead. That was a long trip, and cost mo a
lot of money ; but there I went, and stayed on
a week or more.

It was in New Orleans, in Canal Street, that,

I saw my first moving picture. Moving pic-
tures had been quite popular for some Mnae
then, but somehow I had never seen one.
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. ) My First Dip in Salt Water.

I
X I f R NT joined a troupe. I don't know whether
' \t 'had a regular name, but the company
'Wh's owned by a man named Al Beasley.

W ho had a wife named Sarah, who was an
nwfuTly good sort.

I:,.jojned them at Biloxi, Mississippi, where I

top|^.
r
my first dip in the salt water. We had

plfjWd to very bad business for three or four
weeks, and the company had dwindled down to

five people, besides the manager and his wife.

But with seven people there were enough plays
that we could put on, so wo. decided to stick

together and work on the commonwealth plan
—which means that everybody shares alike in

the profits—until the autumn, when Mr.
Beasley had a contract to put a company into
tho Maryland Theatre in Cumberland, Mary-
land.

Oh, what a time we had reaching there ! We
were always just one step ahead of the sheriff

all the way. We were playing in Scranton,
Mississippi, to very good patronage. The
theatre was an open-air affair, sitting in a
park by the side of the ocean, and we stopped up
the beach about a quarter of a mile in a great
big boarding-house.

We were to about Friday of our stay in that
town when an awful storm came up after the
night performance. We sat out on the front
porch and watched the storm on the ocean,
thinking it a beautiful sight. But next morn-
ing, when we heard that part of the theatre and
oOhme of our trunks had been washed out to sea,

we rushed down to view the disaster; and all

the beauty went out of our lives. Some of our
wardrobe was (ntact, but a good portion was
being battered about in the waves. We rescued
all that we could of the wreck, but the missing
articles put an awful dent into our outfit.

We struggled on for some more weeks and
landed in Anniston, Alabama, where business
bucked up so well that we each got about two
hundred dollars.

Fortunately, or unfortunately as it may have
been, we ran into a "fire sale " there. A big
clothing store had been partly burned, and all

the goods slightly damaged, but they were
selling their clothing so cheap, and we needed
them so badly, that we all spent our money in

getting ourselves dressed up in new outfits.

We continued on tour looking fit at least.

We could never seem to get more than just
enough money to pay our board and get to the
next town, but we did have a good night in. one
other little town in Alabama.

We were doing what they call in the show
business " Wild Catting," which means booking
your show as you go along, and playing any-
where at all. We arrived in this little town

—

I've forgotten its name—and there didn't seem
to be more than a dozen houses, along with a
drug-store, grocery store, and post office. We
were to play in the schoolhouse, about a milo
from the station. We got some biscuits and
sardines from the village grocer and ate them
on the steps. This was our dinner. Then,
with our clothes and make-up in our handbags,
we started for the " Opery."

The bell on said " opery," or schoolhouse.
started ringing at about seven-thirty, and con-
tinued for an hour ; that is how the farmers
were notified that a show was in town. This
house was in the woods, and where the people
came from I know not, but by a quarter to vine
the house was packed, at a dollar and a half a
shot.

This was our last successful town, and we
finally got so bad that we had to have our faro- •

advanced by tho theatre in tho next town in
which we were to play. Still, we stuck to-
gether until we went absolutely on tho rocks.
Then Sarah dug down somewhere and got
enough pennies to take us into Cumberland.

We enlarged our troupe and played to very
good business for a few weeks, but the man
who owned tho thoatre was very enthusiastic
about running moving pictures in tho theatre
instead of a stock company, so wo had to
quit.

Now Helcne Hamilton was a woman in our
company who had been in Xow York many
times, and she told me that was tho place for

me, because the season was just starting. It

was then September.

(Continued on next page.)

aitJ

" C weet and Twenty '

^ the first of a ser

of splendid All-

British Pictures,
produced by Pro-
gress Films at
Shoreham - on - Sea.
The photographic
quality attained
there is equal to§ the world's best. The

photographs are of the
leading players, Mar
guerite Blanche

i-^^y rhoio: and George
'aKv Claude Keene,

A scene from the film version ot Basil Hood's play.
"Sweet and Twenty," showing MARGUERITE BLANCHE

and GEORGE KEENE.
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JUST ME. C ntinucd from
page 17.

In New York.

SO to New York I came, armed with ri [fsl

of managers' names, and the address of

a rooming house on 38th Street. I dressed

myself in a green velvet suit and a large hat
trimmed with a bunch of artificial grapes that I
had picked up at the fire sale in Annislon. They
were a little faded when I drew them, so I
carefully gilded them with gold paint, and
allow me to say that that hat was certainly a
dream to me then, but as I remember it now.
it was awfully comic.

I landed on the Jersey side and came across
the Twenty-third Street Ferry, the same place

that I take the boat for the studio each morning
now.

I got a room for three dollars a week, and
for two days spent my time going to shows. I
eaw several Broadway stars in different plays,

and awoke to the fact that in a New York com-
pany I would be willing to take a small
part, and forget my one night stand stardozn.

In fact, I would have given my soul to play on
Broadway, but evidently no manager wanted
either that or my services, for I fought my way
into the big producers' offices. I even got to
6ee Charles Frohman himself, but a job on
Broadway 1 couldn't get.

So, as I was nevor for sitting idle. I took a
job with a stock company playing a month in

Asbury Park, then five months in South Nor-
walk, Connecticut.

About the end of January my voice began lo

go bad. I was playing in a lot of melodramas,
and I guess reaching the old-time rip-roaring

climaxes caused me to strain my vocal cord*.

A woman, who had played in pictures, came
on from New York one week to play on engagi •

inent with our company. She suggested that C

should try pictures, and give my voice a rest.

She gave me a list of the different companies
and their addresses.

Now moving pictures held no fascination for

me, but I decided that I would try to get a
little work in some of the studios until my voice
got better.

I gave my notice to the company, and on
Tuesday of my finishing week I came to New
York and started out to fintl a job..

(Next week Pearl White tells of her first appear-
ance on the screen.)

Chilblains Cured
The cause of chilblains being

impoverished blood, obviously

the only effective cure is one

that gets right to the seat of

the trouble. Ointments will not

cure because chilblains are not

a skin trouble.

Snoujfiire
POWDERS

by enriching the blood and ex-

pelling impurities, elim'nate the

cause of chilblains. After the firtt

few doses the inflammation sub-

sides and within a few days the

chilblains vanish completely.
Snowfire Powders — the certain

cure— of all chemists. Price 1/9
per box of 18 doses.

Snowfire Tablet helps you to avoid
chilblains by keeping the skin soft

3d. Tablets. Family size 7£d.

F. W. HAMPSHIRE & CO., LTD ,

Ricer&iile Works, Derby.

Splendid New Competition
£100 in Prizes

FIRST PRIZE £50 SECOND PRIZE £20
THIRD PRIZE £10

and Twenty Prizes of £f each
The Competition Explained.

THIS is the seventh of our series of Peeping
Stars.

Below arc the portraits of six more
famous Cinema Stars who are appearing in

films now being exhibited in this country.

Over each portrait has been placed a star

partly concealing the faces.

The task of the competitor is lo identify the

artistes that peep -from behind the star.

All You Have To Do.

LOOK well at the stars on this page. Do
you know who they are '! Tf so, write

in the space underneath each the name
of the artiste you recognise and fill in your
name and address in the space below.

Next week, No. 8, the last of the sets, w ill be
published.

Keep this set until you have the whole
sets, when full particulars will be given in

The Picture Show as to when and to whom
you are to post them.

The first prize will be awarded to the sender

of the greatest numbor of correctly named stars.

The second prize to the next highest number
of correct names, and so on until all the

prizes arc awarded. In the event of more
than one reader naming every star correctly,

the prize will be divided.

P»eaders may send as many sets as they

please, but each set must be complete in itself,

and consist of eight coupons.

No responsibdity can be undertaken foi

entries lost, delayed, or mislaid, and proof of

posting will not be accepted as proof of delivery

or receipt.

The Editor reserves the right to disqualify

any competitor's solution for reasons which he

considers good.

The decision of the Editor must be accepted

as final and legally binding, and entries arc

only accepted on this express condition.

Correspondence must not be enclosed with

efforts ; neither will any be entered into in

connection with this competition.

Keep a list of the names as you write them down, either on a duplicate set or in a booh, s o

that you can tell, the moment the names are printed under the original photographs ir.

" The Picture Show, " how many you have got correct.
CUT COUPON HERE.

PEEPING STARS COMPETITION. (7th Set.)

40.

SET No. 7.

Kumt-

A ddresi -

Oo not send this coupon until you are told. Full particulars, when and where to send them, wiM
be given when all the sets have appeared.
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED K. ADAMS.

What's Wrong with Pictures.

THE question, " What is wrong with
American films to-day ? " is very much
to the front just now, and the views of

the President of tho " Big Four " company will

be read with interest :

"From many sides the question, 'What's
wrong with films ? ' is thrown at us," he stated
recently. " We see it in reviews of photo-
plays ; we hear it from exhibitors ; we get it

in our conversations with tho public.
" People talk about tho mediocrity of picture

production. They speak of the dead level of
films and jump to the conclusion that good
pictures are not inade any more.

" Yesterday, to-day and to-morrow, and as
long as motion pictures are made, three kinds
of films will be shown to tho public. We will

always have poor films ; wo will always have
fair films ; we will always have some great
films. If people see only the poor films, we can
understand their criticism ; if they see only fair

films', we. can understand their criticism: if

they were to see only the great films, there
would be no criticism.

Classification of Theatres.
BUT we make our tremendous mistake in

" showing all three kinds of films on a
11

flat basis of admission prices to the
public, irrespective of the quality of the films
that we are showing. In other words, this
peek a theatre shows a picture that costs
thousands of pounds to produce, and say £250
to rent, and the audiences are satisfied. Next
week, the same theatre shows a film that cost
far less to produce, and maybe £50 to rent, yet
the admission prices for the cheaper film are
just the same as the admission prices for the
big film."

Of course, we havo this problem to a certain
extent in this country, too. The quality of
productions vary to a great extent, and people
are bound to feel dissatisfied when they pay the
same amount to see a poor feature as a par-
ticularly good one. The remedy appears to be
in the classification of theatres, and this will

no doubt be more apparent as time goes on.
Those theatres specialising in super pictures
chargjng very much larger admission fees than
the othev ones.

Hepworth Activities.

MANY picture-goers are not aware that Miss
Alma Taylor has a brother on the screen.
His name is Teddy Taylor, and as

Ronnie Dealtry, he plays a prominent part in

tho new Hepworth picture, '' The City of
Beautiful Nonsense." Mr. Henry Edwards has
been responsible for the production, an4 in the
film he plays the part of John Grey. Miss
Chrissie White is Jill Dealtry, and Mr. Henry
Hibart and Miss Gwynne Herbert appear as

Mr. and Mrs. Grey. Temple Thurston's novel
has been widely read, and the film version of the
story will be sure of a splendid reception in all

parts of the world. Mr. Edwards took his com-
pany to Venice for many of the scenes, and the
settings are exceptionally good even for a Hep-
worth picture. This company have also com-
pleted a film version of " Tho Forest on the Hill,"

by Eden Philpotts, and I am informed that the
actual cottage of Drusilla Whyddon, Yarner
Woods, the quaint little village of Islington, and
other places which are dealt with in the story
appear in the film. Miss Alma Taylor plays the
part of Drusilla Whyddon, and James Carew
appears as Timothy Snow, the hero in the story.

The New Combination.

MY note on this page a week or so ago, with
reference to the suggested combination
of leading film producers, has now been

confirmed by an official statement issued by
Thomas H. Ince. The association will consist of
Maurice Tourneur, Alan Dwan, Mack Sennett,
Marshall Xeilan, and Mr. Ince. The Ince state-
ment says :

" They do not consider it advisable
at the present time to divulge the nature of their
plans." The new scheme, however, will not
becomo effective until after the expiration of
their present contracts, about September, 1920.

More Advice to Movie Writers.

IN articles giving advice to persons ambitious
to write for motion pictures, most of the
attention is given to scenario work. In a

series of brief hints, Will M. Ritchey, the well-
known scenario editor, has written almost
exclusively along this line. There is a class of
writers, however, who will more quickly realise

Britain's scenery and its girls are the most beautiful in the world. A scene from the B. and C.
coming production, "Queen's Evidence."

ALAN DWAN, famous producer, who has recently

completed "Soldiers of Fortune," adapted from
the novel by the late Richard Harding Davis.

their hopes, he considers, if' they will eschew
scenarios and cultivate their talent for the
narrative form of authorship, aiming their
efforts first to satisfy those who are in tho
market for that kind—magazines and the like.

Some talented writers with good imaginations
will never make good scenario writers, and yet
may make good short story writers. For such
it is obvious that the thing to do is to work hard
in that direction, and they will be much more
likely to see the creatures of their imaginations
visualised on the screen eventually.

Try the Magazines First.

FOR two reasons : First, an accepted manu-
script of a short story has been passed
upon by a competent editor—sifted from

the chaff, so to speak—and as SHch at once
commends itself to the makers of motion
pictures. Second : Having been printed and
more or less widely read, it has a greater com-
mercial value to the photo-play maker—and the
selling value of a product has to be as carefully
considered in a studio as in a factory, for
primarily a photo-play is "a thing made to sell

to critical exhibitor-buyers.

There is another reason why it is well to
cultivate the story-telling faculty, and that is

the matter of double income. If you sell a story,
you can reserve the motion -picture rights and
sell them later. Most of the first-class maga-
zines and book publishers are satisfied with the
story rights, and willingly concede the picture
rights to the author. Instances are numerous of
authors who, by foresight or good luck, have not
parted with such rights and have become rich
from them. This roundabout way to the'studios
and the rich returns they hold out to the clever,
illustrates the wisdom of the maxim that " Tho
longest way around is the shortest way home."

How to Make Money.

BRITISH film men who have tho enterprise
to start *' renting-houses " for British
films in America have a golden oppor-

tunity for making money just now. Owing to
the adverse rate of exchange, it would be far
more profitable to market British films in the
United States than to sell them outright. Tho
same applies to French and Italian film*. Tho
depreciation of the pound can be turned to
advantage, if British firms set up their own
distributing system, and then turn tho dollars
obtained in rentals back to our own currency.
The American exhibitor is looking forward to
tho arrival of the British renter, for he thinks
it will result in revision downward, of the rental
scale. American producers havo been sending tho
prices to dizzy heights just now. and the British
lilm-makcrs could certainly undersell the Ameri-
can, whoso costs of production are much higher.
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eyelashes
Cream w'HI darken .yoiu \
lasbcb anrt I.vows, anil

make them thick, long,
anrt i-ilky. tbu* giving to
the eyes that fascinating, e

Ijicssive look whieli ineo And
bo appealing. " EVl*OLASil "

is a real riarkenc-r

Use also**EYDOL"
—it dears the eyes,
imparting to them
wonderful brillian-
cy and youthful
charm. Jlannless,
2 9 per bottle.

.up." Dt-te

ti'in linpo.-bible.

Harmless, lu
t vo r in v p</ 1 s

full price 1,-6 (full s'i/e—no extra

to pay). Of all chemists & si. .i

r

direct from EYOOL Co. (Dfcpt.28},

X70, Strand, London, W.C. 2.

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most wonderful Musical Discovery of the

Age. It teaches you to play the pianol.e.iuti-

fully by ear and vamp to thousands ol sc.ncs

in all keys with ONIi HOUR'S PRACTICE
without the slightest knowledge of music.

Simple as A. B.C. 150,000 sold and everyone
delighted. Success guaranteed. Money re-

.

turned if notasstated Complete, post free.

2/6 (per i <> Imperial Publishing
Co. |L Dept.). 28, South Castle St..
Liverpool. Established 1872.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
THE CINEMA ?

Many opportunities occur for men and women in

this .growing British industry. There is a demand
for trained beginners as Film Artists and Bioscope

and Camera Operators.
Write for particulars and Free Guide.

VICTOR 14 CINEMA COLLEGE,
36, Rathbone Place. Oxford Street. W.l

btslcb REGISTERED

HOME CINEMATOGRAPH MACHINE
How to make one at home. Complete BOOK of INSTRUC-
TIONS arjd DIAGRAM (Keg. No. (SS6746J POST FliEF., 2 6.-
BRITISHSCOPE, 236. HIGH H0LB0RN. LONDON. W.C. 1.

Film Acting Best

New Year

Taught by British Film Actress in j Offer Yet.
your own home. Whole course -of \

12 lessons for jo-'tj, during the New
Year. Don't miss this; WRITE for it NOW.
NEW STAR CINEMA COLLEGE,

48, Regent Street, CAMBRIDGE.

GHARAGTER FROM

HANDWRITING.
I have helped hundreds to attain success and to

realise their greatest wishes—I eau help YOU.
Your writing reveals your particular qualities and

t lie direction in which success ean be attained. Send
me a few lines in your ordinary handwriting, and 1
will forward a careful delineation of your character.

Write a short note in your ordinary handwriting
(mentioning your age), or send a note written by the
person whose real character you want, to know", en-
closing postal order for one shilling to cover postage
jind secretarial expenses. Write to-day, so that
von may start the ne w successful life at once. Address.
Mr. F. Kerby, 149, Strand, London, W.C. -J.

BUY THEM

Tbe Children's Newspaper
EVERY FRIDAY lid.

K I TJL
Judging America By Its Movies.

Every man in the States has n fight once a
day in the theatre, at his office, in a hotel, or
wherever he may happen to be. The only
exception is 'William Farnum—he has more
than one a day.

—*t

—

Any minister -will marry you at any time,
anywhere, and without notice.

Every rnan or woman live In a palace, with
several motor-cars, and half a dozen Japanese
servants, and luxurious furniture.

Every " hero " who goes to the city makes
a fortune out of stocks and shared in a fortnight.

Maxims of a Movie Man.
The film actor without a publicity njaaagei

seldom gets another contract.

Tho proof of an artiste's complexion is ngj
tears.

The Sign of Success.
Friend :

" Why do you spend so much care

on the crease of your trousers, eh ?
"

Smart Star: "It is important not to wear
baggy trousers."

FRIEND :
" Important is it, Did yon ever

see a statue to a man who didn't wear bagg.\

trousers ?
"

—

—

Douglas' Little Ways.

MR. FAIRBANKS iv going to do Btrrrj

rough stuff now," remarked Bessie
Barriscale gently, to Kathleen Clifford,

who is playing opposite Douglas Fairbanks in a

special engagement.
" Rough stuff ? " murmured that fair person-

age, wrinkling her brow.
It was the popular male star himself who

chimed in quite casually :

" Yes, I'm going to toss you over the balcony
in about half a minute W

" Pardon mo !
" said the diminutive Kafhleen

as she regarded the athletic one and the balcony
each in turn.

' Oh, that's nothing !
" said Miss Barr;~calii

airily. *• To-morrow In umv be i:
ji rig yOft.iis.rL

dumb-bell !
" x '<l--,Jt I

A Black Man, .Too.

TED TAYLOR says that everyone uiHonyS
wood knows Bert Lytell.
He explains this by relating a little storj

in which it appears that-"a coloured gentleman
entered Mr. Lytell's rooms a few evenings
picked out two suits of clothing belonging to thi
star, and I lion signed the star's name to a cheque
found in one of the pockets of said suit.

The ebony-faced gentleman presented the
piece of paper at the cashier's window of a Holly -

wood bank and promptly announced that he was
none other than Bert Lytell.
Ted says that when the banker refused to

recognise the black man a« Mr. Lytell it promt
conclusively that the star is too well knownjtij
these parts to be impersonated by any of IBM
gentry that prowl around at night, no mattea
what his colour.

— —

•

No Difference.

Producer : "Two years ago that man was
in the gutter ; he was so low that he didn't
care a rap what people said about him."
Star :

" And now ?
"

Producer :
" He has straightened up and

made a lot of money ; now he is so high that he
doesn't care a rap what peo25le say about hirn."

He Wanted It Badly.

MAY' ALLISON receives scores of letters in

every mail from the Orient, but one that,

arrived this week from Tokio was a
unique example of patient devotion.
"Dear Miss (it read),

"I have the pleasure of write this letter. I
am far-away Japanese student. I saw your
photo play and I cannot forget you in a moment

.

" When a few days ago my friend', • A>Ve)

Hashuki, had your photograph from you/S :fa(wi

and I cannot move from your photograph.
" So", if you send your photograph me, I shall

be glad very much. In conclusion, pleaaa
pardon me for such as this letter." •

{

Miss. Allison sat right down and posted the
writer an autographed portrait study. 3ino8

MUTT'S GREAT INVENTION

^^^^^^^
~~a&

1

1. Mutt invents a flying 1 2. Then when Jeff is safely! 3. But the start was so »ud-
bicycle, and gets poor lit he Jeff perched on top, he gives the

| den that he lost his balance and
to blow it up for him. | order to go !

;
fell off.

4. With great presonce of
|

5. At that moment the'anchor I 6. This brought them both

mind our Little hero managed caught in a hole and pulled up |
to the ground with a bump, and

to grab the rope and save him- the machine with a jerk.
|
they are now much sadder and

Bell. | I
wiser.

iBy p»mi»non of the Fox Film Company.)
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A Few of an Actor-Chef's Recipes.

WILLARD LOUIS, actor-artist, and chef, tells

us some of his famous recipes.

TO, be able to cook a banquet dinner for two
hundred and fifty men in the evening,
play an important role in a moving

picture all the next day, run through a dozen
Trand opera scores, and manage the business of

a farm the next evening—that takes genius.

Willard Louis, the well-known screen actor, can
do all these things.

Willard Louis has just completed work at the
Goldwyn Studios in '" Letty," starring Pauline
Frederick. Some fifteen years ago, Mr. Louis
sang in the first production of the grand opera
" Sapho," with Madame Tetrazzini.

Then followed " Manon and Lescaut," and
dozens of other standard operas, .which were
given at the Old Tivoli Opera House, in San
Francisco. Following this, Willard Louis went
t» ,\cvt> York, where he appeared in light operas
and plays for fifteen years. Picturo work has
only iftttracted him in the last two years,

so he i
has come back to California to -make

his home in Hollywood, the social centre of

picturedom.

Some Recipes.

HERE are a few of Willard Louis' most famous
, dishes, and the recipes which he has

originated and found successful. They
sound a bit extravagant for these after-the-
w.ir housekeeping days, but no doubt many
of my readers will like to add them to their

cookery books, in view of less restricted days.

Ravioli a la Louis.

REMOVE the stalks and thoroughly wash
a pint of spinach, then plunge it into a
quart of boiling water, and adding a tea-

spoonful of salt ; boil it for eight minutes.
Thoroughly drain the spinach in a sieve, chop it,

and add one ounce of finely chopped, cooked

lean ham and one blanched calf's brain, also

chopped fine. Season tho mixture with salt,

pepper, and finely chopped garlic, smothered
in one half-teaspoonful of butter and one table-

spoonful of grated Parmesan cheese, then put
tho whole away in a cool place until required.

Sift a quart of flour on a board, making a
fountain in the centre, and in it place tho yolks

of three eggs, one half-cup of tepid water,

and a pinch of salt. Knead the whole well for

ten minutes, adding more water if necessary,

but keep the paste very stiff. Then roll it out as

thin as possible, cutting it with a biscuit cutter.

Place a teaspoonful of the mixture made in the

beginning on each piece of pastry, lightly

moistening the edges with col 1 water, then cover
with another piece of pasto, tightly pressing

tho edges together with a fork. When all are

finished, drop them in boiling water, and cook
for twenty minutes. Serve with tomato sauco
ami grated Parmesan cheese.

Tomato Sauce.

TAKE two onions three stalks of celery, and
one green pepper, and after chopping
them fine, smother in three tjiblespoonfuls

of butter. Do not brown tho butter. Add two
tins of tomatoes, salt, pepper, cloves, parsley,

and boil very slowly for from three to four

hours. Strain this sauce and add two cloves
of garlic, finely chopped, also two tablespoonfuls
of butter.

Squabs a la Louis.

REMOVE the heads and feet from six fat

young pigeons. Heat a tablespoonful
of butter in a pan, add one finely chopped

onion, and one chopped green pepper, and cook
for five minutes. Arrange the squabs in the
pan, and season with salt, pepper, and paprika.
Moisten with a pint of broth or hot water, and
one gill of tomato sauce. As soon as it comes
to a boil, add three ounces of raw rice and three
tablespoonfuls of cooked green peas, lightly mix,
cover the pan, and let it boil for five minutes,
then set in the oven for forty minutes. Arrango
the rice on a hot dish, domolike, place the pigeons
around the rice and serve.

Pudding a la Louis.

ONE half-cup butter, one half-cup sugar,
two eggs, one cup of milk, two and a half

cups flour, three teaspoonfuls of baking-
powder, one-fourth cup preserved ginger (cut
fine), one tablespoonful of the ginger syrup.
Cream the butter and sugar, add the yolks of
eggs, milk, flour, and baking-powder, and fold

in stiffly beaten whites of eggs and ginger.
Steam for one and three-quarters hours, and
serve hot with sauce.

Pudding Sauce.

CREAM two tablespoonfuls of butter with one
cup of sugar, add the yolks of two eggs,

and two tablespoonfuls of ginger syrup,
then slowly add one cup of boiling water,

"My
Complexion's
Best Friend."

"I've used it for
,

years—just a

, little rubbed into the skin every

night before going to bed. I call

it ' my complexion's best friond
'

-—because it keeps the skin so

soft, supple and clean. You
really must try it, ;my dear. Get
one of the dainty jars to-day!"

Vomeroy
Skin Food

i/6, 3/6 and 5/- Jars.

0) High-class Chemists & Perfumers.

Mrs. POMEROY, Ltd.,

29, Old Bond Street, London, \V. 1.

WHY BE LIKE THIS ?
Why have your.beauty spoilt by unsight-
jly haivs on the face, n^ck, or arms?
DISPELLO safe, certain, and
harmless remedy will banish them
painlessly and instantly. {Unlike any
other remedy advertised.) Sent post
free id plain wrapper for 2/6. Address—

MANAGERESS (8),

THE ALLMOTT CO.,
32-34, Theobald's Road, LONDON, W.C. 1.

ASTER
supply on Monthly Payments
Overcoats, Boots, Suits, ttaincoats,
Trench CoatH, Watch.

t 5 -, 10 -. ami 20
Writ.1185 S SS2 Ltd.. 94,Hope Stores,RYE

S% ^ S§g Jewellery, *c., at B/-,Id/i
4& SSP* monthly privately by \<osi

gg gg tor Price List* Terms. Hasten.

1H1H11H

Tho City
Girls Smilo
IS half her charm : a velvety com-
* plexion and soft, white hands
supply the rest ; nearly all smiling;
city girls use Online they know.
1/6 and 3/- everywhere.—Ask £or

USE IT & PROVE IT!

Buy Your Presents direct
from the manufacturer—save half the cost.

In older to advertise our new illustrated catalogue of Solid Gold Rings set with real

Diamonds, Sapphires and Rubies, Signets, Bracelets,

Brooches, Pendants we
have decided to offer

a limited number of
" Lucky Star " and
" Lest we Forget

"

brooches at greatly
reduced price:

ed) IHct. rink', set with
four diamonds and one
ruby, or sapphire In
centre. 40/- each, in

t gold, net with three
milieu or nap phi res, and
2 hinall diamonds, 16-

Send to-day to A. WHITE, Manufacturing Jeweller.
33, Frederick Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Lucky star brooch or pen-
dant, enamelled and Bet with
tho precious (done of your
birth month. Price, real sil-

ver, Sterling silver
plated 1/.

Pretty brooch with dove in centre
as illustrated. Enamelled in artistic

colour a with »»y name desired.

Price, real silver. 2 6. BUrlillfl
silver plated 1 6.
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Hill

At all timet Noble's good
are reliable and up-to date,

and now during the Sale they
are obtainable at prices

actually below manufac-
turers' charges.

Lot 298.

STYLISH DRESS.

Sale
Price SVG

l-lrariDg lint-' of Press
Bottle Green, save- Bine
„.i Brown, »nd Navj A*

Cloth.rcdnccd to51 Bto<
The bodice is pretMlj

ike ut fr.m

i stitched
ith twosli

irhil!

,,i em

fcrist Waist fekii t I..

:Uili6. l>4ins. r.i :%
sisjus. 26 ins. :«>-::h

M Ins s» ins. .18-40 i

SUe writ.-. 61 6.

Send for Noble's
Illustrated Sale

Catalogue.

JOHN NOBLE
43 Brook St

Manchesl

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

rrTTTixo:

IF YOU SUFFER
from nervous, worried feelings,

lack of energy, self-confidence,

will-power, mind concentration,
or feet awkward in the presence
of others, send at once 3 penny
stamps for partirulars of the
Mento-Nerve Strengthtnin
Treatment
ELLIOTT-SMITH.
Imperial Buildings, Ludgate
Circus, London, E.C 4.

e Strengthening I-CODFRY
TH, Ltd., 536, J

HAIR ON THE FACE
arms and neck instantly and

ely b is h ed ith
EJECIHAIR. tl

treatment. Ml'.. II. «iit(s:—
Have quite killed niv sup, r..

tluous hairs » ith halt used,
and after < months tin rc is not
asignof anyietmi, " LARGE
TUBE EJECTHAIR sent 1 , i«.
turn in plain tov. i for 3.6 P.O
Manageress. EJECTHAIR CO.,
(Uesk 8), 682,Holioway Road,

LONDON. N.19.

'ARE YOU SHORT?
If so, let the Glrvan System help you
to increase your height. Mr.liriggsre--
ports 5 inches increase ; Driver E. F..

: inches
. Mr. EatclifTe, 4irjcbeu ; Miss

Leedell, 4inchea
;
Mr. Ketley, 4 inches.

This system greatly impic/ves the
health, figure, and carriage. SeDd 3
penny stamps fflfl further particular^
and £100 Guarantee to Enquiry
Dept. C.T., 37, Stroud Green Road.
London, N.4.

^WEEKLY

with massive Oak-Case.ia-incii
chly coloured Horn.unbreak-
able silent Swiss Motor
11-in. nickelled Turntable,
and extra loud Insulated
Sound Box, etc. Gigantic
stock of Cabinet Gramo-
phones, Portable Hornless,
and exquisitely designed Table
brands ready for immediate de-
livery direct from factory at

pounds under shop prices.
''I'd* AI'IT.OVAI, u*th 88 tunes and
IdO needles PAOKflD FSBB, CAKRIAOK
I'AIl). Complete eati^faction or money
refunded. Write for monster llareaiu
Lists TODAY
MEAD COMPANY, Dept. 10 C.
BAL8ALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

RE-ISSUES AND THE PUBLIC.
The practice ot re-issuing certain films, which fire

likely to meet with a second success, is a (rood one,
always providing, of course, that such films are the
ones which the public really wishes to see, and not whst
the exhibitor himself thinks it wants. Whether
there is any particular method observed in deciding on
the selection of pictures to be shown again, I do not
pretend to know.

There are screen productions, o! course, which have
made so great a hit on the public that their re-issue at a
later period would be Sully justified. And apart from
the fact that by a second showing of popular pictures
an opportunity is afforded to those who were not able
to see them when first released, it also enables others
to view them again if they wish to.

At the same time, there is a tendency on the part ct

some theatre managers for whoever may be really

responsible! to practise a deception upon the public
with regard to films that have been exhibited before.

One correspondent complains that, having been
attracted by a poster outside a cinema inviting the
public to " Come in and see Charlie Chaplin ", he
went in, and found to his annoyance that it was an
old comedy he had seen Sour years ago. Of course,
it ought to be generally known by now that, with
the exception of " Sunnyside," which is his latest

picture, there is no new Chaplin comedy being shown
at present. But even when this fact is likely to be

overlooked by cinema patrons, it should not be taken
advantage of by those who cater for their amusement.

Th?re have been other instances, too, of pla>ys of a
different type being announced, with nothing to indi-

cate that they were simply re-issues. To say the least,

it is not fair to those who may in this manner be de-

ceived. When there is good reason to show an old

film again, there should be no hesitation in announcing
it to the public as a re-issue. It will enhance the repu-
tation for honesty of the picture theatre concerned,
and will be less likely to drive away patrons on the
plea of being " once bitten, twice shy."

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and

addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address:
The Editor, "The Picture Show, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

L. V: H. (Bristol).—Mildred Harris can swim,
motor, and ride as well ;is she can act. Gladys Cooper
inform; me that owing to her receiving so many
similar requests she will not be able to give away
any more photographs of herself, but she will be
pleased to send her autograph to anyone who cares
to make a donation to the Actors' Orphanage Fund'.
Pimple (Fred Evans) gave up acting for the screen
some time ago.

E. H. (Newton Abbey).— I have no information at
the moment that the two artistes you name are any
relation to each other. As regards the other two.
Olga Petrova and Thomas Holding are not related.
The former was born in Poland, and the latter in this
country, but they have acted together in the same
company. Yes, Harry O. Browne was in " Scandal,"
and took the part of Pelhnm Franklin. So you saw
a film being taken wliile you were in Devon. It must
have been interesting to wateh.

" Veronica " (Gateshead).—Pauline Frederick ha?
dark-brown hair and blue eyes. Elsie Ferguson,
golden-brown hair and grey-blue eyes ; and Clara
Kimball Young, black eyes.

" Jim " (Morecambe).—You are welcome, even
though you may not "have written before. And now
that you have made a beginning, don't hesitate to
come along again when you want to. Herewith the
easts of the two plays you ask about. " Luck and
Pluck "

: George Walsh (,Toe Grim, alias " Velvet ").

Virginia Lee (Laura White), Joe .Smiley (her father),

George Fisher (Karl Richtcr), and Coriune I'zzella
(Countess Briand). " Sporting Life "

: Ralph
Graves (John, Earl of Woodstock), Warren l.ich-

mond (Joe Lee), Charles Eldridge (Miles Cavauagti),
(harks Craig (Malct de Carteret), Henry West
JCraik), Constance Binney (Nortdi Cavauagh),
Fair Binney (Kitty Cavauagh), and Willettc Ker-
shawe (Olive dc Carteret). Sansonia is the screen
name of I.ucien Alberti.

B. L. (Bournemouth).—Am glad you liked the fidl

page photo of Rene Creste. There will be more of him
later. These are some of his films :

" The Broken
Bond," " Judex," " Further Exploits of Judex," and
" Tih-Minlt." Barbara Castleton has brown hair and
eyes. She was born at Little Rock, not so very long
ago.

V. G. (Lcytonstone).—The situation In America,
at the time of writing, will not make any difference \>i

the letters you may wish to forward to your Hvourite
titan, so let me have the former as soon as;you lit. -.

Ann Forest was in " The Riders of the Purple. Sage "

and also in "The Rainbow Trail." Baby Miarle
Osborne is eight.

" Billie " (Edmonton).—Hope you have had a
reply from Creighton Hale by now. Ii not, the
delay may be due to his being busy, and having af-n.

a large correspondence to get through. The answer-,
to your questions ha\e bee n published before against
the initials or nom-de-plumes of other readers, bill

perhaps you overlooked theiu. William Fariiuru ia

married.
B. W. G. (Crewe).—Mary Miles Minter's real name

is Juliet Shelby. Francis lord, who was born <m
September l.ltii, l*8:j, ha' played in "The Silent

Mystery," "The Isle of intrigue," " The Broken
Coin," " Peg o' the Ring," and others. He has black
hair, grey eyes, and is just an inch short of six feet.

His real name is Feeney. Yes, George Faweett is

American, and was born in Virginia The (r; :

"The Cinderella Man," " Panthea," " The Great
Love," and " Hearts of the World " are some of his

pictures. G. M. Anderson's first picture was " The
Great Train Bobbery." Broncho ISilly is the name by
which all his film admirers know him.

" Wee Willie " (Richmond).—In " The Lightning
Raider," Henry Gscll is Thomas Norton, and Frank
liedman is Hop sing. " La Tosca " is one of Pauline
Frederick's pictures, in which she played the title

role, and Clara Kimball Young did not play in it at

all. This will help you to win your little bet, and 1

hope you'll enjoy your box of chocolates, Violet

Hopsou was born in California, of British parents,
and was ott the stage in this country in musical
comedy before taking up film acting. A complete li-t

of her films would occupy too much space here, but
how will these do? "The House Opposite," "The
Munition Girl's Romance," " A Gamble for Love."
" The Woman Wins," " A Turf Conspiracy," and
" A Soul's Crucifixion."

0. H. (Pendleton).—Mattoon. U.S.A., is the place-

where J. W. Morrison was born, thirty-one years ago.

The colour of his hair and eyes is brown. Theda Bara
was Nellie Lytic in " The Forbidden Path." No, it

was not Norma Talmadge, but her sister, Constance,
in " A Pair of Silk Stockings." Sessue Hayakawa in
" The White Man's Law," and Enid Bennett In
" Fuss and Feathers."

" Alicia "
( Dewsbury).—Yes, Violet llopson has a

son, but I have no matrimonial news at present
concerning the other artiste you mime.
"Darker" (Nottingham).—Yes, the films you

mention have been adapted from books. Clan
Kimball Voting is twenty-eight and William Farnum
is forty-tliree.

S. S. (Burslcin), N. P. (Lor-hee), J. J. (London).
D. M. (Chipstead), " Doreen " (Hampstead}, ST. S.

(Dover), A. C. F. (Hull), and J. E. M. ( Wirnbledoiu.
Yes, I have a few antiques amongst rny collection,

and if you'll kindly wait, a moment, I'll take them
down from the shelf, and dust them first. And now
that I have done that here they are. Is Eddie Polo
married? How old is Pearl White? Is it true thai

Mary Plckford has a chee-ild ? When was Mao
Miles Minter born ? I have others, of course, more
ancient even than these, but let, me not detain yon
too long. Our back numbers will tell you everything,
but if you are not fortunate enough to possess them,
don't hesitate to ask me again.
"Hazel" (Gosforth).—Hazel Dawn and Wallace

Beid are both the same age, viz. twenty-seven.
Sessue Hayakawa is three years older, while Douglas
Fairbanks is thirty six. The heights of the three
actors are : 6 ft. 2 in., 5 ft. 7| in., and "> ft. 10 in.

- T. H. (ItfordV—Albert Ray is younger than Charles
Ray, his cousin. Florence Lawrence married Harry
Hoiter. her director. Margery Wilson began her stage
career at the age of fifteen, she was Mercedes, tin-

Spanish girl in . Desi rt Gold."

N. O'S. (Cork).—Boyd Mar-hall was born at Tort
Clanton, U.S.A., and I shall not forget him. He does
not say much about, himself at present. Grace
Gu'nard is still playing. Couldn't say what part of
Cork Creighton Hale was born in, but I expect then-
arc some there who may still remember him. By all

means write to me from the States when you g< t

(here, and if you let me have your million questions,

on the instalment system, I will do what 1 can for
you.

D. P. (London).—Yes, Harry Morey is married.
So all your friends agree that this paper is the best.'
I am pleased to hear it.

1. A. (Weston-supcr-Marel.—King-ley Benedict
is thirty-seven, and is > ft. 7 in. in height, il rrry

Carter is forty, and is five inches taller. Cannot say
whether the statement you have read is true. Henry
Edwards says he was born in Somerset, and 1 may
get to know more later.

L. C. (Woolton).—Yes, Violet nopson is English,
and has dark hair. You cau try our Publishing
Department if you like.

{More Answers Next Week.)

IN answer to the many inaulries we have received from our readers as to how they can send letters to
' Cinema actors and actresses." Jhe Picture Show "wilt forward all such tetters on, but it must be
distinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters wilt be replied to. Moreover, asmany ofthese
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All tetters
ere forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editorcannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to sendyour letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose I id. stamp to the Editor, " The Picture Show" The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country , if a reply is required.)
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Famous Readers of " Tbe Picture

Sbow."

No. 2.—ENID BENNETT.

AS you can see, pretty Enid Bennett is

pleased with something she sees in her
copy of The Picture Show. When 1

have time I am going to turn up my copy of this

issue to seo if I can find what it is that is making
her smile. I hear there are many more photos
to appear in this series, so look out for another
in this space next week.
Our Art Plate this week, I know, has pleased

a vast number of readers. Dainty Olive
Thomas is a great favourite, and the news that
the latest portrait of her husband, Jack Pickford,
is to be given in next week's " Woman's Weekly"
will please a number of collectors of these Art
Plates.

" The Iron Test."
1AM watching with great interest the wonderful

feats of Antonio Moreno and Carol Holloway,
in the Vitagraph serial " The Iron Test."

It was reading the thrilling serial in the
" Boys' Cinema " that made me want to
see the first episode. Now I can't keep away
from the picture house showing the film Each
incident gets more exciting
than the last and I do like to
read the story as well as see the
film. It tells you so much more
than the screen story, and ex-
plains so much that was mysti-
fying to watch. Are you read-
ing it ? I would like to know
your views if you are.

By the way, collectors of
Art Plates may be interested
to know that Charlie Chaplin
in character part is the next
Art Plate given with the "Boys'
Cinema."

Constance Collier as Lady
Dedlock.

THE cry for British films
is still very insistent, but
they are shortly coming

in great numbers. Here you
will recognise Constance
Collier, who is appearing in

the London Film .Company's
version of " Bleak House,"
by Charles Dickens. In the
background you see Maurice
Klvey, the well-known pro-
ducer, who is directing Miss
Collier as Lady Dedlock in the
photo-play.

Unfortunately, just after
this picture was snapped, when

CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS
Maurice Elvey had moved away from the

spot, and the camera was whirring, a small

and cheerful dog—with a muzzle on—dashed
gaily on to the scene and endeavoured to

comfort Lady Dedlock in her dire distress.

It might have add"d a convincing and natural

touch to the scene but for the muzzle. Unfor-

tunately, muzzles had not been invented at the

time that " Bleak House " was written.

Another Mishap.
ANOTHER mishap occurred during the

scene where Lady Dedlock flees from her

town house, broken and desperate, at

the disgrace she sees coming upon her. A house
for the purpose was lent in Carlton House
Terrace—one of the most stately houses in

London. There came Mr. Guppy, in resplendent

waistcoat, with the important letter he had been
given to carry : and there came Inspector

Bucket, biting his assertive forefinger, and
wheedling secrets out of the gorgeous footman
who opened the door to him.

Everything went splendidly till the moment
of the great scene, when Lady Dedlock, clothed

in black, and with floating veil half concealing,

half revealing her haggard beauty, came out on
the steps, looking anxiously from left to right

to see that all was clear. Mr. Elvey was watch-
ing with anxious eyes. Everything was going

so splendidly when, up from under the heroine's

very feet, apparently, actually from the area of

the house, came a small errand boy carrying a

basket of milk bottles, and clothed in a costume
that included a bowler hat and puttees. That
meant another retake, of course, just when the

sim had disappeared.

Lupino on the Screen.
ADMIRERS of Lupino Lane, who was one

of the bright lights of " Afgar," at the

London Pavilion, will be interested to

know that he is now in Manchester, where he
has been booked for thirteen weeks as principal

comedian at the Manchester Palace. It is said

he will receive the biggest salary for pantomime
in Great Britain.

Lupino has lately added screen work to his

many activities, and has just produced a frolic-

some film, entitled " Clarence Crooks and
Chivalry." Some of the stunts in it are said to

out-rival anything attempted by the great
Charlie Chaplin himself.—

—

Another British Star.

GLADYS JENNINGS, whom we shall seo

in the film version of Wilfred Noy's
production of Lord Tennyson's poem

" The Lady Clare," is said to be one of the most
beautiful film actresses Britain has yet produced.

She is the fortunate possessor of a real film face'

• At present Miss Jennings is playing in " The
Maid of the Mountains," at Daly's Theatre,
London.
She was discovered in a crowd playing for

" A Little Bit of Fluff " and " The Flog Lieu-
tenant " pictures. She was born in Oxford :

made her first public appearance at the Town
Hall of that city at the age of seven, when sho
sang and danced the sailor's hornpipe, and
dressed as a fairy for a charity concert. Since
the age of twelve she has been a pupil of Rosina
Fillipi, and after touring in " Tho Babes in the
Wood " as one of the babes, and a number of
musical comedies, she made her first appearance
in London three years ago.

" The Land of a Thousand Delights."

SOUTHERN California has been called
" The Land of a Thousand Delights." It
certainly appealed to King Albert of

Belgium, who has been a recent visitor there.

He spent a good part of his sight-seeing tim9

MISS CHRISTINE
MAITLAND playing
lead for the British

and Colonial Kine-
matograph Co.

BERT LYTELL as he
appears as Beauty
Steele in the coming
version of "The

Right of Way."

at the studio of Mary Tickford, Douglas Fair-
banks, and Charlie Chaplin.

" Lasca " on the Film.

THE famous poem of the Rio Grande " Lasea "

has been filmed by the Universal Film
Company, with Frank Mayo and Edith

Roberts in the star parts. The production itself

presented an almost insurmountable difficult)-.

As you will remember, the stampede of a
frightened herd of cattle is the climax of the
poem. The stampede scene has been taken with
all the dash and breathless suspense possible
only to a motion picture photographer. It is .i

thrill to wait for.

Monroe Salisbury " Buried."

TO be placed in a coffin and buried in a vault
was one of the experiences undertaken by
Monroe Salisbury during the filming of .i

coming photo-play, entitled " Tho Phantom
Melody." Mr. Salisbury stood the ordeal very
bravely, but his mother, who happened to In
in the studio when the scone was being taken.
I hear, almost collapsed when sho saw her son
lying in tho casket.

MAURICE ELVEY directing CONSTANCE COLLIER
Dedlock in the coming version of " Bleak House.

Lady

Are They Flattered.

LUCILLE STEWART, who is to playopposite
William Russell in a coming Fox play,

entitled " Eastward Ho !
" owns nearly

two hundred hens. She has named the best of

them after famous actresses of the screen. Her
latest batch, a doze.n Plymouth Rocks, Mi*s
Stewart has named : Mtullaine Traverse, Pearl

White, Agnes Ayres, Gladys Brookwell, Elinor
l'air.Theda IJara. Miriam Cooper, Shirley Mason,
IVltuv Hydatid, Gladys Cobuni, Colleen Mooro.
and Eva Novak.

Shirley's Ideal Man.
SHIRLKY MASON has been describing her

ideal man. She says :
" Ho is a lug. broad

fellow ; a man's man. who is fond of all

sports, mid a lover of outdoor lite. A man who
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.•appreciates good music. Ho is not rich ; ho
works hard when he works, and plays hard
when he plays. Is a companion., like all animals,
and, what is most important of all, he .sees in mo
liis ideal woman.' 1

—

—

The After Part.

WORK in the studies does not end wilh the

filming of the play. CisSic Fitzgerald
tells us that it look two days of constant

washing ;ind seriibbjng to get some Sticky
while Stuff out .of her hair and eyes that wns^
used in one of her latest comedies.

Mary Miles Minter's Next Film.

VERY little of tsrael ZangwiH's dram.die
, work has found its way to the scroop, but
1 hear that for the third picture starring

Mary Miles Minter in her new allegiance, a play
by this noted author, entitled " Nurse Margery,"
has been chosen.

Too Realistic.

THE popular Jacks - -thai is, .lack Mulhall and
Jack Gilbert respectively— are not to be
seen abroad much these days, Tho Metro

Film Company have just finished staging a fight
in which Jack Mulhall and Jack Gilbert did not
spare themselves for the sake of realism, which
has left its mark on them. Jack Gilbert, who
had to play another part in a new production,
had to use grease paint to cover up his damaged
features".

Four Thousand Extras.

WHEN we see " Other Men's Shoes,'' a photo-
play soon to be released by Pathe, we
shall see what is said to be one of the

finest achievements of the screen's career.

Four thousand extra people, of wdiich three
thousand are children, posed in the Ideal Screen
play. There is a massive set representing the
town hall, in which eight hundred people took
part in the demonstration against tho minister.

Then there are factory scenes in which about a
thousand real factory woxkers were employed.

—*~t

—

Another British Film.

THE Law of Crooning Water," the popular
novel by Marion Hills, is to be the next
Georgo Clarke production, in which we

shall see those favourite artistes Guy Newall
and Ivy Duke. Mary Dibley,who is, you know,
Mrs. Gerald Ames, and Douglas Munroe also

have parts, and " Betty '' the canine actress,

who gave such a good account of herself in the
"The Garden of Resurrection,"' is again very
much in evidence.

4>

Too Much Excitement.

EVEX tilm artistes are not all gifled with iron

nerves. This fact was aptly illustrated

in <he production of the big jungle picture,

which we are soon to see.

The actor who was engaged.io play the leading
role, I hear, disappeared after the third episode,

ANN FORREST,
who went from Den-
mark to America to

seek her fortune on
the films and played
opposite William
Farnum in "Riders
of the Purple Sage."
She is rapidly climb-
ing the ladder of

popularity, and* is

now working in

Alan Dwan's forth-

coming production of
' A Splendid Hazard.'

ANN MAY is a de-
lightful little Miss.

She is an ardent
sport, loves golfing

and shooting, but
says . she simply
adores driving her
motot:car as fast as
the traffic police will

let her. She is now
playing opposite
Charles Ray in a
coming Ince photo-
play, entitled " Paris

Green.''

but when you know that he was thrown into tho
lion's cage, from which he was rescued by a
friendly elephant, that he had to drag the
heroine from a leopard's den, and that he lias

been chased by lions, you will realise that lie

had enjoyed enough excitement to satisfy the
most persistent craving for adventure. So he
vanished, and wired Colonel Selijr, from a safe
distance, that he had come to the conclusion
that his real vocation was the stage rather than
the jungle, and So the picture had to be recom-
menced with a hero and heroine who had
sufficiently strong nerves to be able to endure
" thrills " for the whole 15 episodes.

A Message from Mars.
1HAVE heard that arrangements for re-

filming "A Message from Mars " are not
yet completed. As some misunderstanding

exists, it should be known that all film rights

are now held by the author. " I, for one, am
hoping to see the story on the screen. It has
all the thrills necessary for a photo-play,
besides a splendid story to tell.—

—

Beauties of All Nations.

HAVE you seen the beautiful art plates
that are being given with the enlarged
" Forget-Me-Not " Novels ? There are

eight of them in all, showing beauties of all

nations.
Buy to-day your copy of -the enlarged

" Forget-Me-Not " Novels, containing tho first

free plate, and make sure of the complete
set by ordering the next seven issues in advance.

Fay Filmer.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Ang€*es.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN, has been shooting
some scenes fpr his new picture just out-
side his studio, as the subject in hand

happened to" require an old English setting, arid!

the Chaplin Studio is possibly the only absolutely
correct specimen of this type of architecture
hero in Los Angeles. Naturally, a huge crQwd
collected as soon as Charlie started work. The
episode in hand chanced to be quite serious,
and the great comedian himself, in a perfectly
normal suit of clothes, was merely engaged ill

directorial activities.- According to his usual
custom, Charlie ordered one retake after tho
other, patiently going over the same incident
again and regain until he was quite .^alislied

with the result, 'the crowd linn;.' on, obviously
waiting for him to do something to justify his

reputation as a funny sort of fellow, till at last

one old lady said, in a very audible voice,'
" Well, I guess I'd better he movingon"; then,

with a sigh, " I've been waiting here for over an
hour, and he hasn't even thrown a brick."

Mabel's Rise to Fame.
MABEL NORAIAND has never been on tho

" legitimate " stage. She started her
career . by posing for Charles Dana

Gibson, and used to get SI.30 for the morning
and $1.50 for the afternoon. At that timo
she was conspicuous on magazine covers, a
typical Gibson girl, with a chain and pearl

pendant round her neck. One day she met
Alice Joyce, who had also been posing as a
model, and who told her she was now getting

So a day with Kalem as an " extra," so, through
her friend Alice, Mabel got an engagement at
the Biograph Studio with D. W. Griffith. Her
rise to fame was due to tho fact that Mack
Sennott was offered a job as director a^, tho
Keystone Studio if he could secure Mabel as n>

star. And ho did—at $100 a week. The rest:

is history.

Warren Takes the Air.

WARREN KERRIGAN is now going in

for commercial aeronautics as a kind
of side line. He has bought 375 acres of

land at Glendale, is going to erect a 10,000-

dollar hangar, to accommodate a dozen 'planes,

and establish a regular mail and passenger line

between Los Angeles and San Francisco. Fact
is, so many of the movie folks are taking the air

these times that you never know when day
ends and night begins, as there are always stars

in the sky.

Clothes on the Films.

ANNA Q. NILLSON is wearing 9,000
dollars' worth of clothes in her new
picture ; Mary Thurman is to don 17

different frocks in her forthcoming production ;

and now Dustin Farnum out-trumps them

—

Press agents and all—by achieving 230 changes
of raiment in "The Corsican Brothers."

Elsie Codd.

A REAL THRILL.—The masked wedding scene following a fancy dress ball that
takes place in an East End registrar's, which we can see in Harma's " Knave of

Hearts,'.' in which JAMES KNIGHT plays the hero.

AND A LAUGH.—One of the amusing incidents in another
Harma photo-play shortly to be released, entitled " Gates

of Duty."
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Photographs from Far and Near of Prominent Picture Players.

HELEN FERGUSON and LILLIAN HALL, both beauti-

ful Goldwyn players appearing in a coming photo-play,
entitled "Going Some," choose this novel way of

greeting the New Year and "Picture Show " readers.

A snapshot of SIR HARRY LAUDER taken at the Ince studios in California during his

recent visit. With him you will recognise ENID BENNETT and THOMAS H. INCE. Our
HARRY has been making an extended tour of the motion picture studios, and everybody

has given him a most hearty welcome.

Work must not stop though it is lunch time. Here you see LOUISE
GLAUM eating a hurried meal, while FRED NIBLO, her director, talks

over the next scenes.

Fun in the studio. FANNY WARD delights her audience with a

song, accompanied by FATTY ARBUCKLE and some boys of the

American Navy.

Expense is nothing to get effect in a picture play. This beautiful limous
in the cause of realism in a coming Ince production.

Here we see PRISCILLA DEAN as a beautiful

beggar with her pet kid in a coming photo-p'.ay.
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Our Dramatic Serial Story Telling the Tragic Life of a Wife Deserted by Her Husband.

" There is a Destiny which shapes our ends, rough hew them how we may.

READ THIS FIRST.

WHEN Diana married George Meadows she
knew she did not lovn him, hut married
to George meant freedom from work, and

the troubles of poverty.
When baby liric came, there was only one thins;

' that prevented Diana from being happy, and that
was her husband's friendship with Bertie fisher.

Diana resented that Bertie Fisher should come to

the house whenever he pleased. She instinctively
felt that her husband thought more of him than he
did of her, and they had had their only quarrel over
him.

It was Christmas Eve, and George had promised
• to be home early to take Diana out to buy " .Santa

Clans " for Eric's lirst Christmas stocking.
The evening wore away, but George did not come.

Resentfully, Diana decided she must go alone, if

baby was not to be disappointed. Most of the shops
were closed, but in a tiny toy-shop Diana buys a
woolly dog, and because she has not enough money
to pay for it, leaves her diamond engagement-ring,
promising to redeem it the next day.

Arriving home, she is met hy fSgrfcie Fis,her. He
is nervous and distrait. He tells her George has
absconded with money from the firm. He is leaving
Diana for good. He had not pluck enough to tell

her himself, and had sent Bert to break the news to
her.

Diana has pride, and cannot bring herself to con-
fide in her mother or her friend 3

. She tells them
that George has been sent by his tirm suddenly to
the Argentine on business. Bertie Fisher tries to be
friendly,- and helps her all he can. Money is getting
scarce, and Diana decides to dismiss Bertha, her
maid. She tells Bertha she is thinking of shutting
up the house and joining her husband. To her sur-

prise, Bertha looks at her as if she knows the truth,
then bursts into tears.

Diana tells her not to cry. " We all have our
troubles, even I have mine."
She was not prepared for the effect of her words,

however.
Emma tore down her apron.
" I know," she said in a harsh, vehement whisper,

her eyes blazing like two live coals. " I know. And
it's not for yon I'm sorry; I'm thinking of poor,
little Master Erie, and for his sake I'm never going
to tell."

{The story then continues.)

The First Steps of Deceit.

DIANA'S face had grown white as marble as
Emma's hysterical words fell on her ears.

Her own pain and worry was so great
that her .sensitive nature was numbed at the
unexpected onslaught.
Only one idea burned at all clearly in her brain.
Emma knew that George had deserted her,

and she had evidently all an ignorant woman's
contempt for another who had proved herself
incapable of keeping the man of her chbice.

Emma knew somehow that Diana had re-

ceived no letters from her husband, and in the
eyes of her maid she stood revealed as a liar and
a fraud.
An angry, defiant glittorcame into Diana's eyes.

The sight of the girl before her was now
utterly repugnant to her.

You can go at once," she said coldly.
" You can pack your clothes and take a month's
salary in lieu of notice."
Emma turned to the door.
" Glad I'll be to get out of this' house !

:
' eho

Said defiantly.
" That will do, Emma. Here is your money."
Diana wrote out a cheque, but her hands were

trembling.
Emma came and stood before her.

She was naturally a. simple, good-hearted girl,

ind Diana had been kind to her. The tears came
into her eyes again as she took the flimsy piece
of paper.

" I'm sorry, madam. I—I don't mean you
no harm. 1—1 shan't talk," she said, a big,

gulping sob nearly ohoking her utterance.
V ' > 1 1 need say no more, Emma. You can

go," said Diana, and her voice shook with
suppressed anger.

Emma hesitated. She opened her mouth to
speak, but the expression on Diana's face re-
pelled her. She gave a frightened glance from
her mistress towards the door, and then made a
bolt for it.

Diana was left alone.
For some minutes she sat staring thoughtfully

before her.

Emma was already dismissed from her mind.
She had other things to think of.

There was the future.

How was she to contrive to live this life,

with curious eyes all around her, and nevcr-
ceasing questions being put to her J

A sudden, overwhelming desire to get away
came over the young wife—to start afresh some-
where until George came back.

She clasped her hands, and the proud head
bent while the tears coursed down her cheeks.

She was alones utterly alone, but for her
child. Her courage was, for the time being,
exhausted.
There was a ring at the door-bell, and Diana

roused herself with a supreme effort.

Hastily she dabbed her eyes. No visitor

must guess her trouble.
Mrs. Long was ushered into the room.
Her quick eyes glanced hastily around the

apartment, and then scanned her daughter ;

but Diana looked her usual calm, proud self.
" Oh, mother dear !

" she said rising and
coming forward to meet the elder lady".

Mrs. Long kissed her daughter, ami then sank
into a chair.

" Bertha tells me Emma is leaving. The poor
girl seems frightfully upset. I can get no sense
out of her at all. Are you not foolish, Diana ?

"

Mrs. Long went on talking of the scarcity of

good servants, and other domestic troubles,
but Diana was not even^listening. She was
trying to think of a plan which would let her
escape from those curious, well-meaning but
eager eyes and ears which would carry her secret,

if once discovered,' in 'he shape of a personal
sorrow into the homes of every chance • friend

and acquaintance.
" George finds he will have to stay in the

Argentine some time," said Diana suddenly
breaking into her mother's discourse. " He
talks of sending for me aud-Eric.to join him."

" Oh indeed, dear ! How very delightful for

you ! I always had sueh a longing to travel.

Where is he now ? What is the name of the
place. Do show me the letter."

Mrs. Long drew out her glasses, in pleased
anticipation.

Diana rose from her chair and went across to
her desk.

" Oh, how foolish of me, I forgot," she said,

as she pretended to search for it. " I had to
send it on to Mr. Fisher.''

" To Mr. Fisher ?
"

" Yes ; it had some business instructions.

He is George's best friend, you know."
" Yes, dear. That is why it seems so strange.

Why did George not write to Fisher himself,

instead of putting it in your letter ?
"

" Oh, I suppose he wanted Fisher to know
that I knew it as well," said Diana carelessly.

" Tell me, dear."
Mrs. Long was deeply interested.
" It is George's business, nothing to do with

anyone else, mother," said Diana coolly.
" Come up and^see Erie ; he has a little cold, and
So I am keeping him in the nursery."

Mrs. Long sighed her disappointment.
"

I suppose you w ill tell me if ( leoige mentioned
mo in his letter ? she said in a dignified voice.

" Oh, yes ! Of course ho sent his love,"

said Diana.
.Mrs. Long did not brighten up SO much at

this as her daughter had anticipated. Neither
did she get up to accompany In r upstairs.

Instead, she folded her hands in her lap and
looked at her daughter very steadily.

" Diana," she said, " I must have a little

straight talk with you."
The young wife felt her heart sink. A pre-

monition of fresh trouble swept over her, and
she braced herself to meet it.

She knew it was no use trying to avoid it.

Mrs. Long was one of those people who worry
and pull at a subject until they have found out

• what they want.
" Well ? " she said. And in spite of herself

a certain aggressiveness had crept into her tone.
Mrs. Long gazed at her appealingly.

,
" Come and sit down comfy-like, Diana,"

she said gently. " You are such a difficult girl.

George has always been so much more like a son
to me, than you a daughter. I do miss him Bp."

" So do 1 !

"

The words, however, were not uttered aloud,
only registered in the girl's aching heart.

Mrs. Long leaned forward in her chair, and
began to untie her bonnet strings, as she moist-
ened her lips.

Diana noticed that her mnther was ncrvouc
.

"I want to talk about George," said -Mrs.
Long. " I—I can't quite understand, Diana,
that he has not written to me."

" He is very busy," said Diana, quickly, " and
he never did like writing letters. He always
mentions you, and sends you his love."

" Yes, dear ; of course I understand that.

But, Diana " she raised her eyes to the girl,

and there was a strange, pathetic expression in

them. ,

" I suppose I ought to have told you, but
George said it was a little secret between him
and me. I would never have been able to
live on the few shillings you allowed me out of

jour housekeeping, and George makes me an
allowance. It's not a lot, but with what you
give me, it comes out at a hundred a year. He
sent it to me weekly, and now I have had nothing
for over a fortnight."
Diana could only stare at her mother help-

lessly. However was she to keep up such
payments ?

" I owe two pounds for my rent, and there are
some other little bills which I must settle. 1

cannot understand George forgetting. He knows
how I am situated.- He did not by chance
suggest that I should live here while he was
away, did he 1 " ' -

She glanced in appreciation round the pretty,
comfortable room.

" Oh, no," said Diana, hastily. " He suggests
I let the hou3e."

'

Mrs. Long seemed to shrink into herself.

She seemed to have grown suddenly very old.

Diana felt her heart contract as she gazed
at her. She loved her mother, and was ready
to sacrifice anything for her, except her own
pride and self-respect.

Dull despair was fastening its cruel, cold
tendrils round her heart as she watched the light

die out of the old lady's eyes, and a frightened
expression take its place.

For a brief moment the idea did come injbo

Diana's mind to tell her mother the truth

—

but as quickly it faded.
Mrs. Long had none of the pride which

characterised her daughter. There was no
secrecy at all in her nature, and she was quite
incapable of understanding it.

Trouble with her had always to come to the
surface, where it bubbled over into the cars of

whoever would listen.

Mrs. Long could only get relief by talking,

and Diana knew that the whole street would
know that George had deserted her within half-

an hour of her mother leaving the house.

The idea was intolerable.

(Continued on pose 8.)
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SOME WONDERFUL SCENES IN " FABIOLA,"
A PHOTO-PLAY OF
ANCIENT ROME.

A scene in a Roman villa. The utmost care has been taken to catch the^tme atmosphere Of ancient Rome A tragic scene where Pancratius, the boy
by making every little detail 'right' martyr, bids farewell to his mother.

A wonderful crowd scene in the streets. All the scenes were photographed in The boy martyr and the kindly soldier. A realistic street scene of the

or about the city of Rome. first century of the Christian era.

A beautiful and impressive scene—a Roman garden. " Fabiola " may be expected to rank with "Quo Vadis, " "Intolerance," and other masterpieces
of film production. The Coliseum and the Forum of the slave market have been faithfully reproduced as they were nineteen centuries ago, making this

photo-play invaluable from an educational point of view. It is an Itafian production.

(A Vines Jilm now presented in this country by the L.I.F.T.)
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" Did you say you had let it ? " lie said at last.
" No, but I have been to the estate agents.

They are sending someone to look over the
house to-morrow."

Bertie Fisher pushed back his ohair from the
table, and stood up before the lire, his hands
behind his back.

' Mrs. Meadows," ho said, after clearing his
voice, " I have been thinking how I could help
you, and this seems a'way. Some day, no doubt,
Georgo may be able" to clear himself, and then
he may return. It may not be this year,
or the next, but eventually— one never
knows."

Diana had sprung to her feet, her beautiful
eyes shining with hope.

" Do you mean that ? Have you heard from
him ? " she cried, in a low, tense voice.

Ho shook his head and his eyes fell beneath
her deep gaze.

" No, no, Mrs.' Meadows. I am afraid I only
imagine what may happen. I have hoard
absolutely nothing."

" Then, why do you talk like this ?
"

" Oh, because I wanted 1o help you and
comfort you a little, I suppose," he said, speaking
jerkily and turning away from her and staring
into the fire, " I want to help you, if

I can."

She had sunk back into her seat, and there
was a silence in the room for some mimites.

Finally he spoke again.
" I was about to suggest that I take on the

liouse from you, Mrs. Meadows. Then, if

George at any time returned, ho would not find
a stranger in possession, and you—you would
Dtill feel you had a home."

" Oh, but this is too generous of you, Mr.
Fisher."

" Not at all, Mrs. Meadows. I naturally like
to do all in my power to help my friends."

Diana held out her hands to him.
" You make me ashamed of how I used to

treat you," she said unsteadily.
" Do not say any more about it, Mrs.

Meadows. We all make mistakes at times. I
forgive you. I should not bo human if I could
not forgive a pretty woman anything. '*

;

He was gazing down at her. but Diana did
not raise her eyes.

Compliments were always distasteful to her,
and the new feeling she had been experiencing
towards her husband's friend froze suddenly at
his words.

" When would you like to take possession ?
"

she said. " Baby and I can go immediately.
The estate agent had better arrange the business
between us. I—I should not, in the ordinary
way, want to charge you, but "

She paused, and looked at him appealingly.

Bertie Fisher smiled.
" My dear Mrs. Meadows, I could scarcely take

posesssion of your home without paying for it,"

lie said. " What rent are you asking ?

" Three guineas," said Diana falteringly.
" Quite reasonable. I will settle with the

agent, and tako possession next Monday. I'll

run up and see young Eric now, if you do not
mind.

"T should like you to," said Diana cagi rly
And as they passed up the staircase .she added
" Although I'm his mother, I must confess l'v
•never seen a more wonderful child."

" Alone—Alone."
DIANA stood in the roadway watching the

old driver pile up the luggage on to the
cab which was to take her and Eric to

the station. '
>

She had been to bid her friends good-bye, and
they were waiting to see her start.

'
'•' You lucky girl, I so often wish I were you "

exclaimed Miss Lena impulsively as she kissed
Diana for the last time,

" Mind you remember us to your husband, my
dear," said the elder sister as she pulled Eric's
new hat more firmly over his head.

i" I dare say he will be able to talk to us when
you come back. I do hope he won't forget us,"
she said referring to the baby.

Diana glanced towards Glen-y-mor.
" Would she ever come back ? " she wondered.
She was leaving all her happy life behind her.

In a few short minutes she and her baby would
be just wanderers without a home.

" It will be so nice Mr. Fisher having your
house. We sha'n't feel as though you had gone
for ever," said Miss Lena in her gentle, fooli-h

w£fy. • - %?'£*ifcs- ',_ <t* -jr*V

" No," said Diana.

And then she got somewhat hurriedly into tho
creaky old vehicle.

Two hoiu-3 later, as twilight was descending
over the big city, Diana stepped o'ut from the
station, her child in her arms.

Crowds of men and women jostled her

—

>

hurrying for their homeward train. ,

She stood bewildered for some minutes with
the constant changing sea of faces and the rush
and roar of the traffic.

Eric was asleep.

She thanked God for that as she held him yet
closer to her breast, and then she stepped bravely
into the road.

An awful, terrible loneliness swept over her as
she did so, a sudden frightened fear.

She had arranged that her mother should
receive the rent of the house. That would keep
her in comfort and still all her fears and anxieties.

No one belonging to those old days but Bertio
Fisher knew the truth. They all thought her
already on her way to the Argentine.

She had burned her boats, she could never go
back—unless some day with George. The man
who ha-d pretended to love her and had gone
away without a single word. The man who had
not even written to her.

As she walked along one thought seemed
burned upon her brain—" Alone ! Alone !

"

{Another fine instalment oj this real-lije itory next
Monday.)

MARY MACLAREN A Star with Brains

and Beauty.

DESTINY (Continued from page 6.)

" I must advance you a little, mother, and
then I must write and tell him," said Diana
hastily. "lie has not mentioned money since

he has been away, but we must both have some.
I must see to it."

" But surely this is not at all like Georgo !

"

cried Mrs. Long recovering herself, the colour
coming back to her face as Diana cr.ossed again
to tho escritoire. " Did you say you have not
received any from him, either, Diana ? Surely
this is very strange 1

"

" Oh, no. Ho thought I had some," cried

Diana quickly. " He always pays his cheque
himself into my account, you know."

" Lucky girl !
" cried Mrs. Long enviously.

Diana, as she wrote her mother a cheque,
glanced at the rapidly diminishing amount which
stood to- 'her credit, and a curious smile twisted,

her lips. But there was no mirth in it.

»

Plans For The Future.A MAN in a long, loose ulster, with his cap
pulled well down over his face, passed

,' swiftly down the road towards Olan-y-
n:or. •;

Miss Lena, who was peeping through her case-
ment curtains, gave a little sigh as she turned to
her sister.

"If -that isn't Mr. Fisher calling on' Mrs.
Meadows again," she said.

Her sister sniffed her disapproval.
'

"He ' s a great friend of her husband. No
doubt they have a great deal to say to each
ot her," sbo remarked. " It's not for us to

j
udgo,

Lena."
" Qh, no, sister. Of course not, I did not

mean' anything," A faint flush spread over the
little spinster's face. " Only Mrs. Meadows does
not seem quite so friendly to us as she used to be.

Do jdu think so ?
"

" She has more to attend to, perhaps, now her
husband is away."

" Perhaps so," but Miss Lena sighed.
Meanwhile Mr. Fisher had disappeared into

Glan-y-mor.
Diana was out, Bertha informed him, but as

he had shown his intention to stay she showed
him into tho dining-room, where the only fire

was burning.
Mr. Fisher walked restlessly towards tho

French window and glanced out into tho garden.
The disused well, an uneven bunch of loose

brick work over which the giant branches of a
tree swayed dismally, fascinated his attention.
Opening the door and unmindful of the cold

wind which swept into the room, he made his
way towards it. There he stood gazing fearfully
into the murky darkness. He almost shrieked
when Bertha suddenly spoke to him.

She had been sent by Diana, who had just
come in, to fetch him into tea.

" Law, sir. You do fair give me the creeps,"
cried the girl indignantly. " Here's the missus
wants you to come in to a cup of tea."
Then she turned indignantly and left him.
Bertie endeavoured to pull himself together.
" I ought not to come here," he muttered.

" The place gets on my nerves, and yet I am
never h&ppy away."
Diana was seated at the table.

She wore a rose -pink silk negligee, trimmed
with soft filmy lace. Her beautiful face was pale,
and there were shadows under the deep, grey eyes.

She held out her hand and smiled graciously
to tHe visitor.

" How nice of you to come again," she said.
" I thought I'd look in," he said awkwardly.
"It is very kind of you. I am leaving here,

I hope,' next week, but I shall always think of
how you have tried to help me "

She paused.
",You aro leaving here ? Surely you do not

mean that seriously, Mrs. Meadows ?
"

He had been about to take up his cup, but
ho hastily hid his shaking hands under the table.
Diana smiled at him kindly.
" I am afraid I did not appreciate you in the

old days, Mr. Fisher," she remarked.
He managed to shrug his shoulders.
"Tell me," he said at last. " What is this

new arrangement of yours—1—I thought this

house belonged to you ?•"

" To George," said Diana simply, " and as ho
docs not write I suppose ho means mo to have
it. So I am letting it furnished."

Bertie moistened bis lips, for they had become
kuddenly very parched and dry.

THE city of Pittsburg, noted for its smoke
and steel, produced Mary MacLaren,
Universal's charming star. The young

lady's name is really MaeDonald, and she had
no intention of changing it for the stage or
screen. But a secretary, in the auditor's depart-
ment at Universal City, absent-mindedly wrote
MacLaren for MaeDonald in making out tho
first salary check Mary received from the film

company. Several times she tried to correct

the error, and finally decided to adopt the name
permanently.

Five years ago Mary MacLaren won first prize

in a beauty contest, conducted by a syndicate
of newspapers in the middle west, and as a
result of the publicity thus received she secured
an engagement, as ono of the beauties in tho
New York Winter Garden. In a short while she
proved to tho Shubert management that sho
possessed brains and ability, as well as perfect

features, and she was giveua part in A I Jolson's

Company*

Sister Katherine.

TWO years before her sister, Katheiino
MaeDonald, had secured a position with
a motion picture company on the Pacific

Coast, and by that time had achieved sufficient

prominence to attract Mary to the screen. With
her youth and beauty, added to the unmistak-
able signs of talent, she found no difficulty in

getting a contract from Universal Company.
After she had appeared in several pictures in

parts so small that her name was not mentioned
in the cast, Universal began receiving inquiries

from people everywhere regarding this golden-
haired girl. Soon she was promoted to leading
parts, and for tho past two years she has been
one of Universal's most popular stars.

She has appeared in " Wanted a Home,"
" Saving a Family Name," " Idle Wives,"
" Shoes," " Prairie Gold," " The Amazing
Wife," " The Unpainted Woman," " Bonnie,
Bonnie Lassie," and is now engaged on " The
Pointing Finger," which will be her next
release.
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A beautiful screen star who possesses brains as well as beauty. (See opposite pare.'
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THRILLS NOT IN THE PICTURES.
Telling of the Unexpected Accidents That Occur in

the Making of Photo-Plays in Search of Realism.

THRILLING, eh ? But hold your breath
as you may, when you sit in the pictore

theatre, gazing at some stunt-loving

star in a drama of the great Wild West, or of

the " ruthless city," you have no idea how
much more thrilling that drama might be if the

real thrills were included—the unexpected
accidents which occur more frequently than
most picture-goers have any idea.

The modern motion-picture director makes
Realism his watchword, and a tlrrill sceno must
he so near the real thing as to be a ticklish

matter. Otherwise the thrill would most often

l>o conspicuous by its absence. Realism
cannot be obtained without an element of

danger entering into the work of every artiste

concerned, even the dainty ingenue. And
many are the times when the best-laid schemes
of movie men gang agley.

For instance, in the picturisation of " Wild
Youth," Sir Gilbert Parker's famous story,

Louise Huff, the star, was required to make a

fall from a runaway horse. She did ; and the
camera registered a remarkably sensational

scene, linking up the story in a well-regulated

manner. But no one, on seeing the picture,

will ever guess at the ensuing thrill, a much
more gripping scene, which occurred when the
little star was picked up unconscious, and the
camera had stopped clicking.

For a week aftor that incident Miss Huff
lay, bruised and ac hing, in a house pervaded by
the delicate perfume of liniment '.

When In Danger.

THE idea is rife that when such an act-idem
occurs it is the camera-man's bounden
duty to go on turning the crank, to seize

the golden chance of getting a real thrill. But
this is entirely erroneous. When a player's
life is in danger, the public is forgotten. Camera-
men and directors are human, and life in the
motion picture industry is every whit as precious -

as life elsewhere.

During the filming of " Love's Conquest,"
Lina Cavalieri's second picture, a lion attacked
his trainer. A stage hand seized an axe, entered
the arena in which the scene was being made,
knocked down the lion and saved the trainer,

who, though badly injured, will live. This
was a thrill, the like of which has never been
photographed for a motion picture screen.

But to the great credit of the director and hits

camera-man scarcely a foot of the scene was
photographed. When they saw that the
trainer was in peri), they rushed to the rescue
and the taking of a priceless thrill was forgotten.
All were concerned simply and solely with the
saving of a human life.

Such scenes as the wreck of the " Lusitania,"
in Mary Pickford's great war film, "The Little

American," have to be carefully handled in

order to get a sufficiency of thrill without
serious accident or loss of life. When the floor

of the dining saloon began to sink four feet

under water, a good many- unforeseen things
happened ; things began to fall in every direc-

tion, and the players were swept off their feet,

LOUISE HUFF fell from her horse during the
filming of "Wild Youth.' 1

MARGUERITE CLARK was nearly drowned
making this scene in " Bab's Diary."

helpless in the drifting debris and the rush of

water. Panic threatened, and it was only the
quick thinking of the producer which saved
the situation, though not before camera-men
and all had left their posts to assist the ex-
hausted star and her company.
Some tin-ill scenes lend themselves to fake,

but it is the exception rather than the rule, and
most of the effects worth getting in pictures
are got, nowadays, from the real thing.

Real Accidents.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, for instance,

seldom contrives a stunt which does
not take it out of him, wind and limb.

He has won fame by risk as well as thrill, and
many are the times when the camera has
recorded only a small percentage of the perils

ho has put in for his salary. Not even the
worst "hairbreadth esca])e " is photographed
without a rehearsal, and generally more than
one, and, as Paulino Frederick said when she

made her debut as a .dare-devil in the film

version of Sardou's " La ToBca," with a sen-

sational fall of thirty feet, "It isn't so much
the final exit that hurts as the rehearsals !

"

The placers who support Douglas Fairbanks
require considerable pluck, and are dealt with
just as cautiously by the insurance companies,
fn the production of "A Modern Musketeer."

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS has won fame by risks

as well as thrills.

Fairbanks' leading lady, Marjorie Daw, slip; • •!

off her horse whilst on her way over rugged
ground from one " location " to another. One _

was broken, the other badly bruised,'and it was
some time before the little actress had sufficiently

recovered to proceed with the picture.
" Eagle Eye," the famous Sioux Indian

Chief, who has appeared upon the screen a

countless number of times during the past six-

years, recently sustained similar injuries whiIt I

horse-riding for Douglas Fairbanks in " Headir,'

South." Though placed by the star under lb*;

care of an expert surgeon, he is permanently
crippled, and pensioned for life by "Doug..'
who holds that "anyone who will risk Ins life

in order to supply a thrill for a picture, and is.

thereby injured, is worthy of being pensioned.'"

Hart's Breakneck Career.
WILLIAM S. HART, the famous " two-gun

man " of the movies, who has appeared
in more Western roles than any other

actor upon stage or screen, has, naturally, lived

through a good many more thrills than the

camera has recorded during his break-neck
career among the mountains. If locations have
to be found in dangerous places, it is always
Hart who goes in search of them, in spite of

his stardom, and if any of his company get

into predicaments during work or play in

such districts, it is always Hart to the rescue.

Marguerite Was Nearly Drowned.
MARGUERITE CLARK'S screen adaptation

or " Bab's Diary," one of the famous
series of stories from the pen of Jlaiy

Roberts Rinehart, is too amusing from beginning

to end to suggest that it had very serious

moments in the making. Yet there was one
thriller, unwanted by the camera, which might
have had dire consequences.

9t This j occurred when the capricious ;>;ul

wholly delightful "Bab" sought escape from

her folly and the police in a bath, well-filled,

into which she dived fully garbed. A severely

banged head in precipitating her small person

into the bath at top-speed caused Miss ( lark

to faint in the water, and for some moments
she was quite unconscious.

But tho story misses the thrill, and shows
" Bab " very much " all there."
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-A BEAUTIFUL SHORT STORY OF A GIRL'S FAITH THAT SAVED THE MAN SHE LOVED.

By
Icorge.i The very girl tor my model!
Austen Summers, an artist, sei kin 1

-; health

anil strength in the little Irish fishing villagt

of BKlfycone, paused in his work, and looked awaj
froitl his easel at a sir] who was running lightly down
a path from the cliffs to the shore.

she was a typical Irish colleen, wiih raven hair an.

blue eyes, and as her bare feet ran swiftly along

there was a rhythmic grace in her movement* Hut

appealed to the painter.

The girl was almost beside him before she realisei

his presence. She stopped suddenly, an I then ram
shviy forward.

" Whatever's that?" she asked, pointing to Hi

easel, on which was a rough outline of a Cross sketehei

from an original in the foreground,
" It's going to be a picture, J hope." said Summei •

" I'm a painter."
"Then you'll find plenty of work hi Ballycone..

said the girl. "Faith, there's hardly a cabin flu

wouldn't do with a coat or two."
"I'm not that kind of painter." said tin- artist,

langhing«at the girl's naivete. "I paint pictures

the things you hang on walls."

The girl nodded understandingly, and then said

suddenly :

"I'll !>< after getting along."-
" Won't you tell me your name fh-t ?

" -aid

Summers.
•' Sure, an' why shouldn't [, When I'm not a-haiucd

of it '. I'm Biddy Kinsella, an' I live with me grand-
mother in th' cabin over there."

" Mv name is Austen Summers," said th.' artist,

a* the girl moved away. "I hope I shall see yovj

again."
It was n curious mission that had brought Austen

Summers to this quaint old Irish village.

Two months before he had been Starving in London.

He was a talented artist, but his was not Hie ari

that appeals to the newly-rich who have the money
to buy pictures. Summers would not sink his ideals,

and after a bitter struggle be found himself on the

\erge of destitution. It was then he was approached
bv a rich man called " The Master." who was building

a church which be called "The House of Quiet " in

a very poor neighbourhood. To complete the
interior. " The Master " wanted a painting of " 3Dhe

Rock of Ages," and he offered Summer- the com-
mission. It meant everything to the young artist,

but he refused the offer. He was an unbeliever] and
professed a contempt for all religion.

But poverty is a great persuader. In order lo live

he was compelled to accept the commission. When
be did so lie was so weak that he fainted at tie' inter-

view, and " The Master " had insisted .011 him taking
a holiday before he started on the picture.

Summers had now regained his strength, but he
was not at all enthusiastic about the subject In- had
to paint, and for that reason he fell tie- painting
would be a failure.

At least this was his attitude until he met B|dd\
Kinsella. The girl's beauty .made a strong appeal to

him as a man and as artist, and he felt that if he could

only get her to pose as the maiden clinging to the

Cross; be would paint a masterpiece.
" And why shouldn't she ?

" he asked himself, as

he walked to his lodgings. " The painting is a

religious subject, and they are all religion- in this

part of the country. I'll ask her the first chance I

get,"-'
In a small village like Ballycone. it is not difficult

for a man with determination to act to know a girl,

summers contrived to be always meeting JSi.ldv as

she was returning to the cabin, and when be took t lie

old grandmother a packet of tobacco, he Was at once
installed as a privileged visitor.

When Austen Summers at last asked Biddy if she

would pose for his picture, the girl ua- delighted,

and old Widdy Kinsella, after a consultation with

Father O' Flymi, the village priest, readily gave her

consent.
" An' where would they be finding a better ?

she said proudly. " The Kinsellas were alwa\ - famed
lor their beauty, an' though we may be pbbr'to-day,
we're still a great family."

But there was one person in Ballycone thai did not

approve of the idea. Pat Iteilly was a rough, mieoill li

tanner, who liked drink better than work. He had
lew redeeming qualities, One of them Was a real love
for Biddy Kinsella. Many times he had proposed to

her, but the girl had treated his advances with
laughing scorn. She was perfectly willing t,i give her
friendship, but she had no love for him. There was
black murder in Reilly's heart, as he saw lie- friend-
ship between Biddy and the artist gradually, i.nt

surely, ripening into love. He went to th.- old
grandmother and tried to get .her on hi- sid .

QUEENIE THOMAS as Biddy Kinsella in the
Walturdaw photo-play.

"It's nol decent that Biddy should pose for that
spalpeen of an artist !

" he began, but he got no
1 nrt her.
The old granny was as proud as she was poor, and

a word against the honour of a Kinsella was enough to
rouse all her Irish temper. She drove Reilly out of
the cabin at the point of the poker, and he went to
seek consolation in drink.

Austen Summers never forgot (he first day that
Biddy panic to pose for the picture. She came down
to the shore in an old-fashioned dress, which, though
still new from the point of wear, must have been made
nearly a hundred years licfove. Very gravely he
pointed out that it was not quite suitable for the
picture.

" An' for why ? " asked the girl. " Sure me
mother was married in it. an' me gran-mother, too,
lor that matter."

" And none of them could have looked so pretty in

it a- you do." said Summers ;
" but we must have a

dress in keeping with the picture."
He had ordered a white robe from London, and this

he handed to Biddy, who rushed off to the cabin to
change. *
Biddy proved a splendid model. She never seemed

to tire, and. as the picture began to grow. Summers
realised that despite the fact the subject was not one
that inspired him, the beauty of Biddy and the love
for h i tint WOE :v;r, StJ getting :t render in bio

heart; had given his brush the magic touch of genius.
These were pleasant days for the young artist.

lie knew' that Biddy returned his love, and that
when he asked her to he his wife, there was little like-

lihood that site would refuse.

He had also found a friend in Father O'Flynn. wdio
' took ;i great interest in the picture, for it so happened
that the priest in charge of " The House of Qutet " for

which the painting was intended, was a man who
had been almost like a father to him.
At first, because of his prejudice, against religion.

Austen Summer- had resented the advances of

Father O'Flynn. but the great charm of the man
made him forget the priest, and the two became great
friends.

In the meantime, Pal; Beilly was trying to make
drink do a double duty.
He wanted it to make him forget his sorrows, and

give him sufficient courage to have a quarrel with
Summers. The quarrel came sooner than he expected.
One day he followed Biddy to the little farm where

she was taking some food for the pigs. Once again
he declared bis love, and when the girl repulsed him,
he tried to kiss her. Biddy struggled with all her
might, but Beilly would have kissed her had it not
been for the timely arrival of Austen Summers, who
pulled Reilly away and promptly knocked him down.

Full of the Dutch courage given by the whisky
he had taken. Iteilly pulled off bis coat and squared
Up to fight.

" I'll teach this tailor's dummy such a lesson that
\c'll be ashamed of him I" he said, glaring at Biddy.

lint alas for Beilly. The tailor's dummy had a
useful knowledge of boxing, and after a couple of

rounds in which Iteilly was receiving more than he
was thankful for, the light ended by Pat being
ignorninoiisly knocked down and out among the pigs.

" Do you want any more from the tailor's (lummy ?
"

laughed Biddy : for at that moment she was more
proud of Austen because he could light, than she was
of him as an artist

.

Muttering dark threats which did not even frighten
Biddy, an I which were not convincing to himself,

Iteilly slouched away, and Summers escorted Biddy
to the cabin, and on the way he proposed to Biddy,

" hitre. an' you can read the answer in my eyes '

said Kiddy. " The heart of me was cold till ye came
along an' warmed it with the fire of your love."

It wa- a radiant Biddy that went to Father OTb nn
the day the picture was finished.

" An' it's after asking you to marry us we'll I 0

now, father," she said Shyly.

To her surprise the priest looked very grave.
" I can't marry ye to an unbeliever." he said slow ly,

" A man who has denied God in his heart."

"An unbeliever !
"

Biddy's simple mind could not grasp the truth.
To her, religion came as natural as the dawn of day
follows t fie night. She was stunned. And then the
sunshine of her great love dispelled the clouds of

doubt.
" But when I fell him that, father, he will believe,

and come to the Holy Church." she said.
" Ye can but try, child." said the priest, baring his

head :
" and may God's blessing go with ye."

Biddy ran to find her lover. She had no doubt in

her mind that he would do as she asked, but to her
great grief Austen shook his head.

" Not even for you, Biddy, could I profess some-
thing in which I did not believe. What does religion

matter ? We love each other. That is the only
thing that counts."
Big tears swelled from Biddy's eyes.
" Won't ye let the tears of me soul soften your

heart, darlint ? No happiness can there be where
God is denied."
The artist turned away. There were tears in his

eyes, too, but his heart was not softened. Instead it

was filled with a bitter hatred against priests and
religion.

I cannot, Biddy," he said brokenly.
And so they parted.
Hope lit by the hrc cf faith w .s : till in Bijd>

heart, but in the mind of Austen Summers there v.a-
only one thought—a burning hatred against the
religion that had parted him from the girl he loved
better than life.

Biddy went from her lover to a cave in the cliffs.

There, in a place fashioned by God's own architect ure,
she had- years before built a shrine. She kneeled
before it now and prayed as she had never prayed
before.

" Holy Mother make him see the Light, an' bring
him back to me."

The Masterpiece.

OVER a year had passed, and many things had
happened. The great painting had been ac-
claimed as a masterpiece, but to the man who

bad painted it there was no joy in his triumph. He
hated the picture as he hated the religion it symbol-
ised. In his despair he sought to forget his misery
by travelling abroad. But whenever he looked at
some wonderful scene his mental vision blotted it out,
and he saw once again the form of his beloved, robed
in white, clinging to the Cross of Faith and Hope.
As for Biddy, there had been great changes.
Her grandmother had died, and she had come to

London to Father O'Flynn, who had succeeded his

old friend as priest in The House of Quiet. As a lax-

sister working amongst the poor, she had found some
measure of forgetfulness and consolation by minister-
ing to the sufferings of others. But in the stillness of
the night when sleep would not come, there rose
before her out of the dead ashes of the past the face
of her lover, wandering alone over the world, denying
the God that made it.

A Little Child's Prayer.

ONE day, Austen Summers, tired of strange
places in foreign lands, returned to England,
and found himself walking along a country

lane. A cry in a childish voice caused him to turn.
" Please stop ! Are you the man God sent to mend

my doll ?
"

The artist saw a tiny toddler holding in one hand
the headless body of a doll, and in the other the head-.

" I don't think God sent me," he said gravely ;
" but I will mend your doll."

As he sat by the roadside repairing the doll, thO
little girl looked at him with big, open eyes.

" I think God must have sent you, 'cos I prayed so
drcfful hard," she said.

The childish faith moved Summers more than ever
th words of preachers had done. Was it possible

(Continued on page 16.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF MAY ALLISON.

Inquiry ? Don't I know you ? An inviting smile. Pensive

—

—and sad.

MAY ALLISON.
The Beautiful Golden-haired Star Who's Life Has Been One Success After Another.

MAY ALLISON, the popular screen star, will always be more or

less associated in the minds of picture-goers with the memory of

the late Harold Lockwood, for, you will remember, she was his

leading lady for a long, long time.

She was born on a plantation in Georgia, and as a young girl always
had an ambition to be a grand opera prima donna. This ambition was
fostered by the success she made in an opera written by herself, entitled
" The Life of Moses/' while still at school.

Like many other screen stars who have made their name in pictures,

Mi-s Allison decided upon a stage career greatly against the wishes of

her family. Time and time again they tried to alter her decision, but
at length, when they found they could not persuade her to abandon
her ambition, Miss Allison's mother accompanied her to New York.

Beauty as Beauty in " Everywoman."
IT was her wonderful beauty that gained "for her her first engagement;

J. at the very first place at which she applied for a position. This

was during the run of " Everywoman," the great spectacular

play, which, you will remember, caused so great a sensation over here,

when it was produced at the Drury Lane Theatre, after its success in

New York. In this, Miss Allison played the role of Beauty. Following

bet success in this, she first played understudy, and then the title

>61e, in " The Quaker Girl.'' Her future was at once assured when she

played with great success the part of the ingenue in " Miss Caprice,"

in which the star part was taken by De Wolf Hopper.

Her Many Accomplishments.
NINETEEN-FiFTEEN introduced her to the screen. Through the

urgings of her friends, she took a role in the screen production of
" David Harem," in which, you will remember, David H. Crane

M as the star. She next appeared with Edith Wynne Matheson in " The
Governor's Lady." Later she appeared with Harold Lockwood, and

soon afterwards they co-starred together in a large number of pictures.

Did you sec her in " Peggy Docs and Daring," and " The Upliftcrs " ?

Apart from her screen ability, Miss Allison has a beautiful singing

voice, is an expert swimmer, can ride a horse and drive a motor-car.

Her hair is golden, her eyes are blue, and she is five feet five inches tall,

and after being made a star in her own right, she has taken full advantage

to win an ever-increasing host rjf admirers.

We arc shortly to sec her in a pretty photo-play, entitled "Castles in

the Air."

Stage Play on the Film.

ANOTHER film starring May Allison, which we are promised in the
near future, is a screen version of Avery Hopwood's famous farce,

'"Fair and Warmer." You will remember this play had a won-
derful success at the Prince of Wales's Theatre, London, with Miss Fay
G'omptoninthe leading role, that is to be taken by Miss May Allison on
the screen.

The story, you will remember, tells of Jack Wheeler, who gambles and
flirts outrageously; his pretty bride, who docs not approve of such
things; and Billy Baitlett, a man who never drinks, gambles or flirts,

who is madly in love with his own wife; and Mrs. Bartlett, who likes

going out to theatres and parties.

The two couples live in the same block of rials, and when Mrs. Bart-
It tt tells her husband she is getting tired of his straight-laced ways, he
I" > omes vciy dejected.

Mrs. Bartlett leaves her husband at home- while she goes to the
opera. Jack Wheeler leaves his little wife while he goes to the club, and
gentle Mrs. Wheeler and good Mr. Bartlett arc left alone. Both become
yery melancholy, and when tiny learn of each other' stroubles they
decide to get even with their respective better halves.

Then comes the famous " cocktail scene." Of course, things are finally
straightened out satisfactorily, but in doing so the story affords one long
laugh. May Allison should be great in this.

MAY ALLISON.
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ROCK OF AGES

"

(Continued from
page H.)

that this religion which the child shared with Biddy
could be true ?

When lie had mended the doll and given it to the

child, lie walked along considering the problem.

Before night (ell he had made up his mind to write to

Biddy.
It was a verv simple letter he wrote.

" Dearest Biddy,— I am coming to sec you once
more to find if' that Faith in which you believe

can be taught to me."
The letter never reached Biddy. When she left

Ballycone, she let Pat Jtcilly have the cabin and the

farm, and it was Pat who opened the letter, and
instead of forwarding it on, destroyed it. And with

a heart full of the black spirit of revenge, he waited
lor Austen Summers coming. When the artist arrived

he told him a lie so black that even his hardened
tonscicncc needed drowning in drink before he could

sleep that night. With tears in his eyes he described

how he had gone down to the beach one morning and
tound Biddy's boat washed up by the tide.

"She was drowned in the big storm," he said.
" God rest her soul. I loved her as well as you did."

Believing his storv, Austen Summers set out for

London. The blow of Biddy's death had destroyed
the tiny flame of Faith that had been born in his

heart by the words of the child with the doll. It

there was a tiod, surely he would not have let Biddy
die just when he needed her to save him. He was
determined on one thing. The picture he had
painted should no longer hang to preach a religion

that was false. He would destroy it.

The Light of Faith.

IT was night in " The House of Quiet." Austen
Summers was looking at the pict ure of " Kock
of Ages " with blazing hatred "in his eyes. In

his hand he held a dagger.
With grim satisfaction he advanced to the painting.
" The hand that made it shall be the hand to

destroy it," he muttered.
But as he raised the dagger the picture seemed to

come to life. No longer did the arms of the white-

robed figure cling to the Cross, but they turned to

him in Outstretched appeal. And the lips of his

beloved moved in sileut prayer, imploring him to

desist.

With a choking cry Austen Summers dropped the
dagger, and sinking in a pew he covered his face

with his hands.
He was roused by a touch on the shoulder, and

looking up lie saw the form of Biddy. She was
dressed in something white, which to the distracted

mind of the artist looked like a shroud. Her lovely

hair was unbound, and there was a great shining love

in her eyes.

Then, to his amazement, she spoke.
God must have awakened me to stop you doing

that," she said, pointing to the dagger on the floor.
" Biddy ! Biddy ! They told me you were dead !

"

cried Austen, throwing himself on his knees and
kissing her hands.
There was a step behind them, and Father O'Flynn

stood looking very stern.
" What is the meaning of this scene in the House

of God ? " he asked gravely.
" I heard a noise, and came down to find Austen

here," replied Biddy. " Forgive him, father. They
told him I was dead."
The priest looked at the bowed figure, the dagger,

and the painting, and then he understood.
" It is not for me to forgive," he said solemnly.

*' Let him pray for forgiveness on the altar of the Clod
lie Ins denied."

With bowed head and humbleness Austen Summers
walked slowly to the altar, and knelt reverently in

supplication, and kneeling at his side Biddy added
her prayers for the forgiveness of the man she loved.
And in the stillness that followed, the voice of

Father O'Flynn came forth :

" There is more joy in Heaven over one sinner that
repenteth "

(Adapted from incidents in the Photo-play featuring
QUEENIE THOMAS as Biddy, by permission of the Wal-
iurdaw Company.)

SHORT IVTE NANDWOMEN
are often ignored and looked down upon. Tall
people receive favourable consideration and
attention in every walk of life. By my easy
scientific and safe method you can grow
several inches taller. Manv people have added
H to 4 inches to their height by My System.
Write at once for PRICK particulars-.mention-
ing "The Picture show." Addn ss :

Enquiry K Dept.. 51. Church St.,
South Shore, BLACKPOOL.

FILM STORIES
are urgently required by every Producing Com-
pany. Learn how to write these stories, and
(urn vour ideas into money 1 COMPLETE AND
INEXPENSIVE COURSE. SCENARIOS TYPED &
placed. American Branch. Full particulars free:

1 WEDGWOOD DRAWBELL.90 lona St.Edinburgl..

Character as Told by the Face.
THE face is the best index to character. Most of us pride ourselves on being able to tell

character in this way. In this series of readings ol well-known stars, fjiven by a famous
expert, readers will be able to realise their own or their friends' characteristics, by com-

paring the definitions given on those they resemble in feature. Thus many will resemble say,
Alice Joyce in some way or another, and by reading carefully what the expert has to say about
this particular feature, they will gain an insight to their own character.

No. 11.—ALICE JOYCE.
As Told by Her Mouth.
TAKE the lovely, mobile mouth, how easily

one could mould her ? She possesses a
keen sense of humour, with that tojjcb ot

divine fellowship with human frailty, which
is one of the most beautiful things we exiK-rienco
in this world (mutual sympathy).

A Sensitive Nature.

THE width of the face denotes a passionate
nature, affectionate. Has keen sense of
right and wrong. A woman sometimes

with qualms of conscience, sensitive to ti

look, touchy, easily piqued, she is unselfish,

has an utter forgetfulness of self, large hearted,
imaginative, fond of the beautitul in art and
nature, a lover of children and animals, very
artistic, here imagination holds its own over a
lofty and high spirit.

Note the beautiful, rounded chin, also the
delicious contour of the face, the former showing
a liking to be loved, the latter love of the myttic.
The width of the forehead shows a lofty mind,

an understanding heart, and a keen sense of duty.

In Love.

THIS is the type that are usually very h ppy
being of the give and take type. Tactful-
tlvn'are, as a rule, very good entertainers,"

fond of company, making splendid hostesses.

At the bottom of their personality one detects
a something grappling at the unattainable.
Is it the very subtle joy of living or the living

does not come up to the subtle joy ? Few mortals
know what aim they would be at, but whether
glory, power, or wondrous measure, the end lies

through perplexing ways.

Friends.

THIS type make devoted and loyal friends,

once their friendship is aroused, but at
the same time they are extremely sensitive

and easily wounded by those they care for.

Temperament.

THE artistic and" emotional temperament is

here strongly marked by the expressive
eves and mouth.

ALICE JOYCE.

HERE is n face where the poetry of the
mystical brow is belied by the curve of
the mouth.

A dual nature, clever and romantic.
Take the charming, expression of the eye.
An, eye that can look everything, yet might

mean nothing, it all depends upon the mood
this little lady finds herself in.

Note the wide space between theeyesdenoting
the impressionist, the lover of art, music,
sculpture, form, and proportion.

Can "Hold Her Own."
THE aristocratic nose of the aquiline type

denoting sensitiveness, tenderness, and
refinement of a very high order. The dilated

nostril shows that this little lady can hold her
own if necessary, though she is a lover of peaceful
measures ; but if put to the touch she can
" Give as good as is sent.

A MOMENT WITH DU MAURIER.
LET anyone who

imagines it is

the easiest,
thing in the world to

see Gerald Du Maurier
" off stage " present
himself at the stage-
door of Wyndham's
Theatre at the close

of a matinee and re-

quest an audience of
that most genial but
busiest of men.

I tried it the
other afternoon

—

and was successful !

But it was only the
British bull-dog spirit

—that and Mr. Du
Manner's kindness
—that won the day,
or rather this inter-

view.
" Do you know," remarked the object of my

quest, as he put the wonderful old clock which
adorns his sanctum in motion, " that I've been
so busy, what with my film work and my duties
here at the theatre, that I've had to snatch a
little rest on this sofa instead of at homo, been
down at the film studio all the morning, hence the
stoppage of the clock. Can't sleep with clocks
ticking."

" It's about your film work that I've called,

Mr. Du Maurier,'' I explained.
"Well," said my host, "the only film in

which I have acted. «» you doubtless know,

GERALD DU
MAURIER.

{Photo: Foulsham &
Banfield.)

was ' Justice,' for the Ideal Company. But
now I have become a director of the New
Alliance Film Corporation, the million pound
British Co., which is setting up its studios at
Harrow Weald Park. I am out doing a propa-
gandist .picture for this Corporation. At the
moment I cannot tell you what its title will be,

but its theme deals with a pressing social

problem. My fees for the making of this

film will be given to the Actors' Orphan-
age."

" And is there any likelihood of our seeing
you yourself on the screen again, Mr. Du
Maurier*? "

" Not unless it is particularly desired—

I

mean I shan't force myself on the public," was
the modest response. " I am not really a film

actor, you know."
"And vour impressions of photo-play acting.

Did you like it ?
"

"It is very interesting," Mr. Du Maurier
returned. " But, in my opinion, the highest art
of the screen has not yet been approached.
But the Alliance Corporation doesn't mean
that state of affairs to go on much longer," ho
added, with a smile. " Personally, 1 don't seo
why American motor-cars, plays, and films

should have things all their own way, or why
they should pet ahead of ours in the little old
Island where I was born !

" And there was a
humorous but very real look of determination

—

a determination which boded well for the
Alliance Film Corporation—on Mr. Du Maimer's
face as he bade me good -bye.

M. II. Clarke
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FUCKERS from FILMLANDo
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED K. ADAMS.

Chaplin's New Leading Lady .

J.\M informed that Beulah Bains lias signed

-a- contract to appear in Chaplin pictures

lor a long period. Whether this announce-
ment means that Edna Purviance, who for so

long has acted as the famous comedian's
leading lady, is to retire, I am unable to say
for the moment. Miss Bains is a newcomer
l<> filmland, and has had very little experience
uf picture work.

Florence Turner With Hayakawa.

A FACT that will interest British picture-

goers is that Florence Turner, who
recently returned to America, is to be

Sessue Hayakawa's leading lady. .Miss Turner
recently completed a series of two-reel produc-
tions out at Universal.

" Romance " to he Filmed .

ROMANCE" will be filmed after an, and
Doris Iveane is to play the leading
part. D. W. Griffith has the produc-

tion in hand for tho United Artistes, and only
secured the signature of Miss Keane to his

contract after the most active bidding that
has developed in connection with any star and
play in the history of motion pictures. Every
big organisation in the industry desired the
privilege of filming '" Romance " with Doris
Keane. Work in connection with tho picture
has already commenced, and Basil Sydney,
husband of Miss Keane, is rendering valuable

assistance in the production.

Doris Keane's First Appearance.
DORIS KEANE, although an accomplished

actress of the legitimate stage, has not
yet appeared on the screen. It is in-

teresting to note that she is the first recognised
Star to come under the Griffith management. In
(he past, " D. W." has always selected his

players from the ranks of those who have never
appeared on either stage or screen. And lie

has " made " more real stars than anybody
else connected with motion pictures. Mr.
Griffith considers that Doris Keane is of the
type especially adaptable to film work.

Forcing Up Admission Prices.

THE grasping film trust in America is

already at work. The company that
wanted to own every theatre, and pro-

luce every film has already forced up the
admission prices of cinemas in many districts,

on the plea that their own super-films, which
are being shown exclusively, are worth the
money. Other independent producers and
theatre proprietors, however, are now strongly
organised,' and they intend to fight the trust
tooth and nail.

Lyons and Moran Pack Up.

EDDIE LYONS, and Lee Moran h. un-

accepted a contract offered them by a
new company, and in future they aro

to make five-reel comedies. The pair havo
worked at the studios at Universal City for
live years, and have appeared in more produc-
tions together than- any other two artistes.

A Lull at Universal City .

BY the way, news from Los Angeles state's

that there has been a big upheaval out
. Universal way. . With the exception of

one Priscilla Dean picture, work has practically
ceased. A few weeks ago over a score of com-
panies were working day and night, rushing
productions through. Nobody can under-
stand why action should cease so suddenly, and
it is not known when the studios will be working
at full speed again. Those who know the-

enterprising President best, consider • that he
has a big card tucked away soriiewhere, arid
everybody is wondering just when he is going
to produce it.

Those British Pictures.
7\N American correspondent, discussing the

J~\ film situation in a trade journal, states :

"If it were possible for British pro-
ducers to supply the demand, I am afraid tho
people, would' stay away in large numbers.
They want American films and, what is more,
they will have them. One cannot dispute the
fact that the average British film is miles
behind the American in its appeal to the
popular fancy. A British film may be equal
to an American in the matter of photography,
acting and production, but, somehow, it seems,
as a rule, to lack the appeal of the American.''

This -opinion is expressed in spite of the fact
that audiences are calling out for more and
more British productions.

Rex Receives Them, Too .

REX BEACH, the writer of so many vigorous
screen dramas, is discovering that one
doesn't have to play in motion pictures

in order to receive letters from motion picture
" fans." As evidence he can show letters which
are coming to him from girls in all parts of the

REX BEACH.

country asking for his photograph. Mr. Beach
gallantly withholds the full names of tho girls

who write, but he admits that one Mildred ol

Portland wrote. " I like your books and would
like a picture of you "

; and that one Lydia of
Portland, Oregon, more complimentary than
grammatical, wrote, " If it ain't asking too
much off you, please send me your picture."'

But the best of all came from one Lucille of

Kentucky, who wrote, " I am writing you for one
of your photos, for 1 think you are very pretty.''

The photograph on this page will gratify tho
curiosity of readers who desire to know what
the famous writer " looks like."

Viola Dana's Husband .

JOHN HANCOCK COLLINS, motion picture
director, who was also tho husband of

Viola Dana, left a net estate of nearly
40-000 dollars when he died. He left no will,

and the money goes equally between his widow
and his father. Mr. Collins died from pneumonia.
As an expert stenographer he began his motion
picture work with Thomas Edison in 1909,
and soon became a director. For several years
ho was with Metro.

Babylon To Be Destroyed.

THE Babylonian scenery in "Intolerance."
which has been left standing in the grounds
of one of the Griffith studios for the ppst

three years, is to be destroyed at last, This
particular set towered above everything else

for a radius of two miles, and for a long lime it

has been ono of tho " sights " of pictureland.
It has grown to bo quite a land-mark, and man}
hoped it would be preserved in some ifay and
left to stand as a point of interest. In time it.

might havo been looked upon as a monument
commemorating a particular period in film

history. Tho picture Babylon, however, stand-
on valuablo property, which is much needed
at tho present time, and it must be destroyed
in spite of tho sentimental feelings of many
people. They also say that tho frames are
becoming wobbly, and it is dangerous to walk
beneath it.

What They Are Doing.

Mn.i>ni-:i> Mahius-Cuapun's next nroduo
tionsare: "The Inferior Sex," " Old Dad," .ml
" Pollyop of tho Storm Country."—-

—

Jank Novak has signed a contract to app- tUC

iii pictures tor Marshall Neilan.

IAN BEVERLEY in "A Member of TattersaH's," the Samuelson film, with ISOBEL ELSOM and
JAMES LINDSAY, shortly to be released bv Granger's Fxclusive.
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JUST ME
"ay learl

How the Story
Commenced.
In the preceding

chapters of her
delightfully frank
story, Pearl White
sketched the his-

tory of her early
childhood. They
were not alto-

gether happy days
for money was
scarce in the house-
hold, and her
mother, who was
always very deli-

cate, died soon
after her birth.

Pe3rl was always
getting into mis-
chief. Her father
married again
when she was six

years old. When
she was twelve
years old, her

brother, who was her greatest pal, left home and
joined the navy. At the age of thirteen. Pearl de-
cided to join a circus that came to her district, and
later on she joined a touring company. But her early
efforts were not too successful. Next, Pearl was
offered a job as a stewardess on a boat. Sea life did
not agree with her, and she went on the stage, tour-
ing in Cuba, Buenos Aires, Kansas City, Tennessee,
and Kansas. Then her . voice began to go, and a
woman advised her to try to get on "'the pictures."

(YOD CAN NOW READ ON.)

PEARL
WHITE.

THE first studio on my list was Edison. The
directions read " Take Third Avenue Ele-
vated to the end, get off, walk down the

stairs, you can easily find the studio about a
block away."
Now the Third Avonue Elevated is a long

line, and of course I didn't stop to figure that
there were two ends, so naturally I took the
wrong one. ] must have gotten a downtown
train, and landed down at the Brooklyn Bridge,
where I spent the afternoon searching for said
Edison Studio. Eventually I found out that it

was on the uptown end, way up in the Bronx,
but I had to get back to South Norwalk, so I

called it a day.
I came back again on Thursday, and took the

second studio on the list
—

" Kalem, 19th
Street." Mr. Theodore Wharton was the head
director there at that time, so I got an audience
with him, and he asked from whence I came.

I told him I was playing in South Norwalk,
b«t my voice by now was almost a whisper,
and he didn't believe my story.

He dirocted me several years afterwards in

''The Exploits of Elaine." Then he told me
that at our first meeting he had taken me to be
311st a girl from a little up-stato town who
wanted to become an actress. But he said that
r-onething in my personality, for some reason
or other, made him want to help and advise me.
So that day, there in his office on 19th Street,

he told me that I should go back to my home,
because that any part of the theatrical pro-
fession was a tough game to try, and a whole
tot of other fatherly advice stuff.

I 6at tight that day and let him rave on. I
probably had seen more hard knocks in show
business than ho had. Anyway, I didn't want
to spoil his illusion, so I plnyed up the situation

and promised that I'd go back home to my folks.

Again I came to New York on Friday and
tackled the third on the list—Powers, 241st
Street. That was a long way on the subway
and eurfaco cars, but I finally reached there,

and the director, Joseph A. Golden, took me
BCriousty and told me he could givo me a try at
five dollars a day, and that 1 could start work-
ing tho following Monday.

Saw Myself on the Screen.

SO back to South Norwalk i went, packed
up my goods and Came to New York to

stay. 1 did my first picture in two days
—they were only doing one-reel pictures then

—

and they gave me a steady engagement at

t hirty dollars a week. I had gone on about three
weeks before I saw my first picture on the
screen. Oh, what a sensation that is ! Up
until that time I had a mental picture of myself
that was quite good-looking, but when I got
a flash of myself as I was and as others saw me,
I nearly died. I was so disheartened that I

walked out of the studio and disappeared for

three or four days.
If it hadn't been that I was in the middle of

a picture and they wanted me to finish it, that
would probably have been my last appearance
on tho screen. Anyway, they needed me for

the finishing scenes, so they discovered my
whereabouts and lured me back to the studio,

6aying that with a little making over they were
sure I would turn out all right. I soon disposed
of my small waist-line, and big pompadour, and
changed my entire scheme of dressing to more
•simple styles.

I also found that light hair photographed
better than dark, so I began to get the dye
out of mine, which was quite a difficult task,

and for quite a few weeks I carried around a
head of hair that bore a Scotch plaid effect. I

worked with Powers for about six months, in-

tending all the time to go back on the stage

when my voice got all right. The voice eventu-
ally did come back to its full strength, but I

didn't go back on the stage.

Instead, I used it to good advantage talking

myself into a better job.

/ left Powers and went to tho Lubin Com-
pany in Philadelphia for three times my former
salary. At that time Florence Lawrence and
Arthur Johnson were the stars of the Lubin
Company, in fact, I think they wero about tho
first people to reach stardom in the entire

picture business. I was to play secondary
parts. I don't know just what it was, whether
I was too good or too bad. Anyway, Miss
Lawrence refused to work with me, so that
they put me in other pictures in which I played
leading parts.

However, I didn't get on well there and only
lasted about two months. I came back to

New York, drifted over to the Pathe Frercs
in Jersey City, and asked to seo the Casting
Director. A tall, thin man walked out to

interview me, and I recognised him as being
" Mr. Theodore Wharton," the same man who
had given me the fatherly advice some months
before at the Kalem studio. But this time ho
advised me in a different manner.

" I think you are just the girl we need in this

company," ho said. And ho led me into tho

office of the head of the firm, Mr. Louis Gasnier,

who at that time spoke no Enclish at all.

I had to stand on exhibition before him and
another Frenchman, who began criticising me
in their native tongue. Then, thiough an
interpreter, they asked me to take off my hat,

take down my hair, turn first profile, then front

face, then go through a routine of different

expressions with my face, while they discussed
me in their own language, of which I understood
nothing. I felt like one of the slaves being sold

on tho auction block in " Uncle Tom's Cabin."
Anyway, they must have decided for the

best and I started next day with Henry Walthall
playing opposite me. I worked on for about
six months with Mr. Gasnier as my director.

At first it \»as pretty tough to act through
translation, but finally I got used to that and
we got along so well that I was perfectly

rorrj' to leave Pathe for a better offer. How-
ever, the Crystal Moving Ticture Company
came along and offered mo so much more money
that my Jewish instinct forced mo to pack up
my things and leave behind the emotional and
dramatic parts that I had been playing in

Jersey.
f became chief pie-slinger in tho Crystal

slapstick comedies. I don't know why, but all

through my career I have had to change biy
line of parts in every company that I have
worked for. Bo that .as it may, I was getting

a very good salary and also was being advertised
enough so that I began to become known to
the public.

My Letters.

IT is really marvellous how many people who
see pictures write letters to tho players,
and, by the way, that is one of the greatest

mediums through which we can judge our
popularity.

I don't suppose that during my entire stage
career I ever received over a dozen letters of
appreciation from admirers, and they were moro
or less of the " mash " note type. So the first

letters I received through my picture work
were indeed highly prized by me, and even
to-day, although I don't have time to read them
all, I should be heartbroken if they ceased.

It is really marvellous to get letters from all

the different countries and most of the ones I

receive are just nico letters telling me that
they like me, etc., and generally asking for a
photograph or autograph to be sent to them
in every corner of tho globe—even from far-

away places like Iceland, Siam, Finland,
Guatemala, the Colonies of South Africa, etc.

I receive as many as ten thousand letters a
month. This sounds almost unbelievable

—

that so many people would take the time and
even expense, for a great many send me presents,
too. However, it is true.

Among the first letters that came to me was
one from a United States sailor, who had seen
a picture of me shown in the Philippines. Now
I don't very often get "love letters from male
admirers, and this letter could hardly bo
classed as such. However, it ran in that
direction but was written in such a sweet way
that it really touched me.

This boy begged a photograph, saying that,
somehow, there was something in my face that
appealed to his better self. That may be I
reminded him of his mother or some one who
had been very dear to him. Anyway, he wrote
that he felt an affection for me that he had
never had for another woman. I answered
his letter, which was signed F. L. White, on
board the Battleship " Huntington."

It struck me as quite a coincidence, as my
lost brother's name was Fred White, only his

middle initial was E. He had also joined the
Navy years before. Well, we kept up a corres-
pondence for about a year, and I learned that
my sailor-admirer's name was also Fred. His
letter's were awfidly nice and very romantic,
and I really enjoyed reading them. Finally,
ho wrote that he was not going to bother me
any moTe, as he realised that a poor sailor

could never aspire to bo anything in my life.

I didn't hear from him again until two years
ago, then he wrote a nice friendly letter, among
other things, telling me that he once had a
sister named Pearl, whom he had heard was
mirried, and lived out in Missouri ; but as ho
ha 1 been estranged from his family for years he
didn't know much of her. Evidently, he must
have read some little squib in a magazine about
me, for he was under the impression that I was
born abroad.

This letter sort of made me figure things out
a bit. and I asked for the details of his origin,

which he gave me, and I eventually found out
that he was my own brother. Poor boy !

That must have been an awful shock to him.
His past childhood affection for me must have
crept back unconsciously into his soul and ho
had mistaken it for a different sentiment.

Ho didn't communicate with me for some
time after he was informed of our relationship.

Then I received word that he was soon coming
to New York and would look me up. That
was in March, 1917. In April I received word
from one of the officers on board his ship, that

he had accidentally shot and killed himself

while out on a scouting party near Sacramento,
California.

I wonder was it an accident ? It seems that
tragedy has pursued my mother's children

My brother, George, of whom I spoke in tho

early chapters of this book, was killed playing
baseball when about twenty. Two other
children were killed before my birth—one by
drowning, and the other, who was only a small

boy, blew his brains out with a shotgun.

My sister, Grace, is married, and living

quietly with her husband, one Loy Williams,

and two little children. My father is still

lis ing. and perhaps lie will see his whole family
extinct. Who can tell ?

(To be continued nexl week.)

\
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YOUR LAST CHANCE TO
ENTER THIS COMPETITION

£100 in Prizes
FIRST PRIZE £50 SECOND PRIZE £20

THIRD PRIZE £10
and Twenty Prizes of £1 each

The second prize to the next highest number

of correct names, and so on until all the

prizes are awarded. In the event of move

than one reader naming every star correctly,

the prize will be divided;

Readers may send as many sets as they

please, but each set must be complete in itself,

and consist of eight coupons.

No responsibility can be undertaken for

entries lost, delayed, or mislaid, and proof of

posting will not be accepted as proof of delivery

or receipt.

The Editor reserves the right to disqualify

any competitors solution for reasons which he

considers good.

The decision of the Editor must be accepted

as final and legally binding, and entries are

only accepted on this express condition.

Correspondence must not be enclosed with

efforts ; neither will any be entered into in

connection with this competition.

Where to Send Your Entries.

THIS is the eighth and final set of our series

of Peeping Stars.

All entries must be forwarded not
later 'than Tuesday, January 27th. They
should be addressed to " Peeping Stars Com-
petition," The Picture Show, Cough House,
Cough Square, Fleet Street, E.C.4.

The result of the competition will be pub-
lished as soon as possible, but readers will

realise that, owing to the considerable amount
of work entailed in going through the cntiies,

some little time must elapse before the winners
can be announced.

While you are waiting for the result, we
shall publish all the original photographs used
in the competition, so that you can compare
these with the answers you gave.

The first prize will be awarded to the sender
of the greatest number of correctly named
stars. *

All Entries Must Be Sent Not Later Than Tuesday, January 27th.

CUT COUPON HERE.

PEEPING STARS COMPETITION. (8th Set.)

46. 47. 48.

SET No. 8 (and last).

Xamc-

A ddrcss.

THE CYNIC AND
THE BEAUTY
COMPETITION.

POWDER PUFFS IN THE
BALANCE.

This is the Final set. Read instructions abovo carefully before sending your ccunon9 in.

ANOTHER FINE COMPETITION COMING.

THE. recent ''Daily Mirror " Beauty Com-
petition seems, lite a stone dropped In"

a pond, to have awakened a series of

ripples which penetrate to all parts of society.

Hardly can one go to a " Victory Ball" or
li American Night for a few hours' undiluted
merriment not entirely unconnected with jazz,

without finding that the dancing is to be inter-

rupted by a *' beauty competition." Cer-

tainly the winners of these affairs do not leap

into fame and fortune at a bound like the

"Daily Mirror's "•' lovely - find, but they
probably enjoy a certain amount of private

satisfaction.

One can imagine a cynic inviting his lady

guest to a beauty-competition-dance. They
appear painted, powdered, and marcelled.

They dance, .'..until the small hours, in the

tempered, glare of electric lights. Comes the

dawn. The lights are turned out : the curtains

pulled back to let in the" cruel morning light.

Ladies," says the host, " will you take your
places for the Beauty Competition ?

" Need
any more be said ?

Few of us claim the perfection of beauty as

set forth in someone's criterion.

" If you can face the sun when all the others

are sitting . with their backs towards the

light," but under more kindly illumination it

is possible to look one's very prettiest at a
dance. One must admit that the heat of

ballrooms and the ardour of dancing are foes

to the complexion, and what maiden in these

days of serious dancing dares retire too

frequently to powder her shining little nose ?

Yet even this has its remedy, as the wise girl

knows. Before coming to the dance Phyllis

bathes he? face and neck with a solution of pure
cleminite, which she rubs well into the skin

with her finger-tips until it is quite dry. This

done, her complexion assumes a peaeh-lik^

finish which will remain unchanged during a
whole evening's dancing.

I suppose every girl would like a new frock

for each dance she goes to ? But even the

unemployed would find that rather a strain on
the exchequer. It is a consolation, even if a
poor one, to reflect that no amount of frocks

will give a girl real prcttiness—which is what
counts in the end. A pretty complexion,
which is the beginning of all beauty, is quite

cheap, you know. For about one half-penny

you can have a clean, fresh, new skin [not the.

old one cleaned up for the occasion) for ev< i \

dance you go to.

I expect any girl could explain this apparent
mystery. For the benefit of those who cannot,

here is the solution. Get some mereolised wax
from the chemist. It is rather expensive but

it lasts a long time with care. Smear it over

your face before going to bed. not using too

much, and wash it oft' in the morning. The
oxygen contained in the wax absorbs the outer

skin which has become rough and coarse, and
gives the new skin below a chance to show
itself. Quite Simple; isn't it ? If the skin is

inclined to be dry. it is a good plan to treat

it with some ordinary cold cream bi tore using

mereolised wax.
Certainly, the sort of complexion you get

from using simple preparations like the above

should be an asset in any beauty competition—
even the cynic's! Aivt.|
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I will tell you Free how

to Reduce Your Weight

I was just a strong young woman, full of life and
vigour, and fond of good things to eat, enjoying life

to its fullest extent, when suddenly my weight began
to increase, and, strong as I was, I began to feel the
burden, especially as 1 am a business woman and
have plenty of work to do. While my earthly self

was rapidly assuming abnormal proportions, the
progress in this direction brought sorrow and con-
sternation, because I knew that I must give up
business or reduce my weight. I began to feel lonely,
because I felt that my company was no longer desired,
and I made up my mind that I was at the dangerous
point of my life.

One day an inspiration came to me, after I had
spent time, money, and patience in vain efforts to
become slim again. I acted upon this inspiration
and succeeded, for 36 lbs. of ponderous weight
vanished in five weeks. I did not use drugs, practise
tiresome exercises, nor starvation diet, nor wear any
appliances, but reduced myself by a simple home
method, and, although this is some time ago, I have
never gained any weight since, and my health is as
good as I could wish.
You could reduce your weight the same as I have

done, and I will tell you how, free, if you will enclose
two penny stamps to pay postage.
W. Grace Hartland (Dept. 771), Diamond House,

Hatton Garden, London, E.C. 1.

LADIES' STOCKINGS
Simply as a huge Advertisement
we offer splendid wearing Llama ; . :

finished hose in Black, Bottle
; / m m

j

Green, and Navy, at 2/3 pair, : I I

post free. Also ALL WOOL, all
; MB /

'

shades, 4/2. Ask for bargain list PAIR
'

of general drapery. :
rAlK

R. BARNSBEE'S, !
POST FREE.

Town St., Armley, Leeds.

MONTHLY

EASY
TERMS

"CYCLOPS"

Masters' CYCLOPS " is a good hard-wearing all

British Boot, which will give satisfacton under all

conditions, price 35 -. Over 5,000 pairs have been
sold to Police, Post, and Railway Employees, men
who must have good boots. Why not have a pair of
these good boots yourself? Sen J 5/" now with size,

and you have the bootsto wear while pavingthc balance
of 5/- monthly. Boots 1 2/6 to 42'-. 'Price List Free.

MASTERS, Ltd., »4, Hope Stores, RYE.

F,IX>iVfc FTLI^rp
The Limit.

WILL ROGERS has a bad foot, acquired
in tlio pursuit of duty (the same being
a fight scene in the picture which he is

now making), and for the most part he goes
limping around in the slowest of fashions, but the
other day he positively sprinted up to his
producer.
When he reached him, he gasped out :

" Tell
me it isn't so ! There is a limit to everything,
and "

"Tell you what isn't so? "'asked Clarence
Badger, wondering if the cheerful lariat-thrower
had gone crazy or was suddenly developing
" temperament."
Rogers was almost too excited to tell him, but

finally he managed to say that someone had told
him that another light scene was to be made,
and that his opponent in it would be Eli Stanton.
Now, Stanton not only stands sis feet two

and weighs 200 pounds, but he is such a fighter
that he trained with Jess "Wiltard for the big
fight, and in 1915 he won the heavyweight belt
of the Regular Army.
No wonder Will was nervous !

How to Become An Actor.
By Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran.

Choose a good mother and father.

Have them select you a name such as Quinine
de Quincy, Bevo la France, or some equally
high-sounding name.

Secure an education at the earliest conveni-
ence.

Learn to sign bank cheques both backwards
and forwards.

Find out some nice motion picture company
you would like to work for.

Then don't work for them, but wait until

they call you.
If they have not called you inside of six

years, start all over again.

Write yourself three or four hundred " letters

from admirers " a day.
Get a press agent with St. Vitus's dance in

his typewriting fingers.

Secure a salary of a million per week.
Learn to act.

Cheek.
Angry Old Gentleman (in picture theatre,

to lady in row in front) :
" Excuse me. madam,

but I paid a shilling to come here, and I can see

nothing but your hat !
"

Indignant Young Lady: " Perhaps you are
not aware, sir, that I paid twenty times as
much for my hat !

"

Awkward.
Picture Actress (to her little niece) :

" What
is a fictitious character, aunty ?

"

Picture Actress :
" One that is made up,

dear."
Her Niece :

" Then you are a fictitious

character, aren't you, aunty ?
"

A Dreamer.
Constance :

" What a dreamer Betty is !
"

Mildred :
" I should say so ' When I told

her about an accident in which the stunt actor
lost both of his legs, she said that was too bad,
as he would not be able to leave any footprints
on the sands of t!me !

"

The Truth.

NO !
" said the old gentleman sternly.

" I will not do it. Never have I sold
anything by false representations, and

I will not begin now. It is an inferior grade
of shoe, and I will not pass it off as anything
better. Mark it ' A Shoe Fif for a Cinema
Actress,' and put it in the window. A cinema
actress never walks, she rides in her car every-
where she goes."

Her Artful Way.A RECENTLY married film artiste one
morning gave her husband a sealed
letter, which be was to read when he

got to the studio. He did so, and the letter

ran as follows :

. I am obliged to tell you something that may
give you pain, but there is no help for it. You
shall know everything, whatever be the con-
sequences. For the last week I have felt that,

it must come to this, but I have waited until

the last extremity, and can remain silent no
longer. Do not overwhelm me with bitter
reproach, for you will have to put up with
your share of the trouble as well as myself."

Cold perspiration stood in thick drops on the
brow1 of the screen villain, who was prepared
for the worst. Tremblingly he read on :

" Our coal has all gone. Please order a ton
to be sent this afternoon on your way home. I
thought you might forget it for the tenth time,
and therefore wrote you this letter."

But he didn't forget it that time !

MUTT AND JEFF'S CHAIN PUZZLE.

HI WtHT KUWiUO] .

TWVIMa TO SOLVT L-?
THE PUZIIC.! /

1. Mutt and Jeff's latest I 2. One man who undertakes
|

3- But it is too much for him,
scheme for making money is 1 to solve it thinks of the most

]
and he ends up by going mad.

the invention of a puzzle.
|
elaborate scheme.

j A policeman is sent for.

4. Mutt mid Jeff are brought
I 5. " Yes it can ! says Jeff,

before the magistrate, and he |

" To separate the links you I

declares that the puzzle cannot | break one of them—thus !
"

|

be solved.
j |

U. The magistrate objected to

be fooled, and he ordered the
unlucky pair to be locked uj

(By permission 0/ (he Fox FHm Comyany
\
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N th:
Loneliness Unknown in Filmland-
Stars—Latest Creations for the

Favourite Pets of Famous
Feet of the Fashionable.

THERE are some people who tire constantly
lamenting (ho fact that I hey are lonely.

Whether she goes ont to work or not,

(here is a certain type of girl whose chief trouble

«eems to be utter lack of grit or determination
to get out of her own particular rut, and go out
and make friends for herself.

There must be. something in which she takes

sax interest. Languages, music, art schools,

dancing clasges, or women's clubs, where eventu-
ally -he would meet kindred spirits.

Of course, it is intensely hard for some people
to make friends, they either come in contact
with the \vrong kind of Individual, or miss rave

opportunities to cultivate the society of those

(bey are exaetly fitted to associate with. The
girl who stands alone would do well to remember
that a large amount of pluck and a merry heart

that goes all the way are two of the best things

any woman can possess.

No Loneliness in Filmland.

I
DO not think that morbidness, that terrible

spirit which sometimes clings to a person
for years, and eventually eats its way

into one's soul and destroys every remnant of

youth and lightheadedness, exists amongst our
film stars. At least, if loneliness does re'gn even
in the slightest degree, I am sure it is exception-
ally rare, and I am convinced that it will never
become a special " feature."
Thero are too many packed periods and excit-

ing thrills in the life of the cinema star to leavo
time for much mental depression, for the day
is oiv long whirl of activity.

Whenever spare moments come, they are
usually devoted by members of the profession
to the attention of their pets, or 1o the healthy
enjoyment of some out-door sport.

Peggy Hyland's Pets.

PRETTY Peggy Hylund, who takes the leading
role in a recently released Fox film,

entitled " Miss Adventure," one of tho
most delightful plays of her career, is passion-
ately fond of gardening, and linds wholesome
recreation in tending her own weeds.

She also has a tender, spot for all sorts and
conditions of dumb creatures, and keeps a
variety of cats and dogs.
Perhaps the one receiving the most attention

at present is Judy, the celebrated Airedale
puppy, who met with an accident some lime
ago, when a passing motor car was the means
of placing her on the sick list. I wonder who
would not be a " doggie " casualty, to be spoilt

and petted by Peggy HylandZ

Distinguished Horsewomen.
THE favourite pet of Edythe Stirling is her

faithful companion " Dutch," a beautiful
horse you will see her ride in a coming

photo-play, entitled " The Arizona Cat Claw."
'This daring and clever horsewoman has

nerve for the accomplishment of the most
dangerous feats. Miss Stirling, it has been
stated, is willing to attempt anything on horse-
back t hat a man can do. She is intensely brave,
and displayed it, as you will see when the above-
mentioned picture appears on the screen, for

it is a hair-raiser of the first water.
Our famous and beautiful Broadwcst star,

Violet Hopson, is just as much at home in the
saddle as she is when seated in her motor car.

She is quite well versed in stable practice, and
can tell you as much about a horse as any
trainer.

If you could take a peep into her stable-yard,

I am sure you would often discover her giving
" Ohtirka," the well-known racehorse, a rub
down with a rag from out her breeches pocket.

She looks exceedingly neat in riding clothes,

and it is not every woman who can grace such
attire. Her jack boots, too. are the very essence

of perfect ion.

Fashionable Footwear.
WHILST on the subject of footwear, I may

as 0te\l mention a few specimens of

strAight-from-Paris creations which are

now in vogue among fashionable women.
Evening shoes are increasing in their beauty

and elegance. They are of varied elaborate

designs, and sparkle with brilliance from their

numerous buttons and buckles. The very latest

for the hall room are slippers in pretty shades of

silk, adorned with little piece--' of ostrich feathers

forming gay rosettes, which, when the fox-

trotter commences to icvo've, float to and fro.

A Dresser.

CLARA HORTON,
a little Goldwyn
player, in an origin-

al dressing-gown of

bright coloured
chintz.

Commencing with the issue on salo on
Priday, WONDERLAND TALES is

being greatly enlarged, so if your
children do not already read this jolly

COLOURED story book, now's tho time to

start taking it iu for thein. Ask fofl

WONDERLAND

FOR

Chapped Hands
There is no better emol-
lient than Snowfire. It

keeps the skin free from
roughness,soothes cracked lips

and prevents chapped hands.

Use Snowfire regularly as a.

preventative of all weather
skin ailments. Use it to keep
your hands soft, white and
beautiful. Buyatabletto-day.

In 3d. tablets,

family size 7$d.

Of all Chemists

F. W. Hampshire & Co.,

Ltd.

Riverside W orks Derby

HAIR ON THE FACE
arms and neck instantly and
entirely banished with
EJECTHAIR. th.- simple, safe
treatment. M.E.H. writes:—
"Have quite killed my sup<i-
flnotis hairs with half used,
and after 3 months there is Dot
a sign of any return.'* LARGE
TUBE EJECTHAIR aent by 1

1

-

turn in plain cover for 3/6 P.O.
Manageie^. EJECTHAIR CO .

(Desk 8). 682,Holloway Road.
LONDON, N.19.

Instantaneous Hair Colouring
Kopatine Instantaneous

gives perfect colours fiom
lilonde to Black, leaving the
hair soft and glossy. Guaran-
teed absolutely clean, safe and
harmless. Will not wash or

brush oft", or soil^the linen.
Does not stain the skin.
Specially suitable for home
use or when travelling.
Price6/6« Double size, 10 6.

Applications given daily
in our salons with the

greatest success.
" Kopatine Al-Khanna"in pow-
der form. A henna coloui ing,

giving permanent results in any
shadedesired. Price 6 6. Call

for advice or write for booklet,

Kopatink Or. (Dept. 24).

34, Buckingham Palace Road,
London, S.W. 1.

MOUTH ORGANS BEATEN.
All t b a
latest tum-4
\m be playol
m th»

Chella-phone.
The only pockt t

Instrument' on wbi*u
tunes can bo correctly

played in any key. "Knocks tho German mouth organ into i

cocked hat." Poat free 1/6 each (silver fitting! 2,0) from the make).

R. FIELD (Dept. 19), Hall Avenue, HUDDERSF1ELD.

'ARE YOU SHORT?
I( so, let tho Oli van system help you

to Increase, your height. Mr. Brlgtis re-

ports 0 Inches lucrease ; Driver K. K..

3 inches ; Mr. RatcllfTc.4lnchcs ; Mis?

Leedcll. 4lnchc». Mr. Kctlcy.4 Inches.

This system greatly Improves the

health, figure, ami carriage. Semi :i

penny stamps (or further particulars

it; 1 £100 (iuarantco to Emiulry

Dept. C.T.. 17, Stroud Green MM,
London. N.4.
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VOUR EDITOR REPLIES.
IS THE tOVE-STORY WANTED?

THE love-story is the most ancient ot all narratives,
and there were doubtless those who told it to

listening groups even before men learned to

express their thoughts by written signs. From those
rrnde tales, in which the narrators no doubt gave
fancy to their own desires, has grown the modern
love-story teeming with incident, ingenious in plot,

and still enjoying with all classes a popularity that has
never yet been approached by any other type of fiction.

So why, then, should not the film picturise it as

well when writers in every age have made it their

favourite theme ? " Because," says W. H. B., of

Perth, " the love-story has been overdone in litera-

ture. Let us have something different on the screen

—

stories which give us healthy excitement, or tell of

ambition or progress, and which do not need to drag
in the worn-out subject of Cupid and his ways." I

will accept W. H B.'s assurance that he has not been
" crossed in love," and will give him credit for the
desire that what he really wishes to see is a new type
of film play.

But it is easier to talk of new types than to create
them, and in the realm of fiction you may search in

vain lor material that is fresh. All of it has been
used before, and all of it will be used again. And
however skilfully the author may weave it with the
delicate fabric of his imagination, he must not wholly
depart from the facts of life. Otherwise, it would look
so grotesque and untrue that no one would value it.

Therefore, I cannot see what substitute W. H. B.
would give us The ways of Cupid may be old. but
the hearts of men and women would not remain
satisfied long were he to be banished from the film.

If there are love scenes that are absurd, let them be
cnt out; and if there is love that degrades, then let it be
censored. But to do away with the love-story
completely, even when it is clean and wholesome,
would be a proceeding tempered with foolishness
Indeed, I am not sure that it would not turn away
many thousands from the picture theatre, and induce
them to continue seeking in literature that which they
could not find on the screen.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-
able time_befj>r^_pjjb2icatio^

answered in the next issue t A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address:
The Editor, "The Picture Show, Room 83, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

A. R. (Norwich).—Thanks for your letter and good
wishes. I hope you had a pleasant time. Your
English is not had at all. but what is your full address ?

Your request was complied with, so I hope you will

not be disappointed'.
A MESSAGE FOR NELLIE HALL.—Will Nellie,

who left home on November 9, please return or com-
municate with mother. All forgiven.

D. C. (Bristol).—You might try our publishing
department. The two leading players in " Judex
were Rene Creste and Mile. Andreyor. There will be
photos of your favourites in time, if they don't
happen to appear before this.

M. B. (Davenport).—No it was not a misprint.
Films are often released in London and the provinces
on different, dates. Virginia Pearson does not give
the information required. Eugene O'Brien has not
taken unto himself a wife as yet. The l>ee kiddies
don't say a word about their papa, but I am sure
he must be a very good sort.

" BonniF, " (Finsbury).—So you think the way in
which Wallace Reid makes love on the screen is
' perfectly glorious." I trust, however, you have
recovered from the shock of hearing he was married.
There is a little Wally, too, who may one day grow
up to be quite as well-known as his father, Charles
Ray's wife is a non-professional. Tom Moore is

married to Alice Joyce, and they have one child.
You will have a chance of seeing souic more British
films before long.
"VALMAI" (Bradford).—I like work, but to bring

out " The Picture Show " twice a week would mean
my collapse, So we'll let it be Mondays only, that I
may live. My reply to M. 15. of Davenport above will
answer your question about the release of " Daddy
Long Legs." Basil Gill and Violet Leicester were in
the film, " On the Hanks of Allan Water."
W. J. S. (Torquay).—Gladys Hulette has brown

hair and grey eyes.
Flora (Hackney).—I hope your surname alwavs

brings you the good fortune it indicates. The " Big
Four" in filmland are, D. VV. Griffiths Mary Pick-
lord, Charlie Cliaplin, and Douglas Fairbanks. Sorry,
I cannot answer questions concerning the religion of
players.
H. F. (Bermondsey).—No relation. William And

Dustin Farnum are brothers, but not Franklyn
i'arnum.

L. B. (Stoekporl ).— Please see reply to M. B., of
Davenport. The release date I gave was quite correct.
F. H. D. (Kingswinfold). M. S. (f'reston), and II.

A. O. (Fulham).—Haylord flobbs played in " Kindle
Wakes," Mrs. Vernon Castle (now Mrs. Bobert
Treman) is twenty-six. \V. s. Bait's birthday fell

on December 6th,

"STrKGAP.EE" (Ipswich).—True Bonrrtman died
some time ago. I believe he wa3 married. Douglas
Fairbanks probably has a nice, fat purse, but bow
much he is able to put into it I must leave you to
guess.

J. W. (Highbury).—Dope you liked our Christmas
Number, and that you sent copies of it to all your
friends, as you intended doing. And now that we
have eaten our plum-puddings and taken down the
mistletoe, we must start business again. Marguerite
Clark has hazel eyes and brown hair. I will try and
find out about Mimi Yvonne.

F. R. B. (Birmingham).—So von think that I. as
the " Dear Editor Man," am doing right in not telling
you what I am really like, lor if I did not come up to
your expectations it might prove fatal. Well, I do
not wish to be responsible for any tragedy in your
life, so I will keep my secret to myself. Theda
Bara, whose real name, as you know,' is Theodosia
Goodman, states that she is of Polish and Swiss
parentage. Her height is 5 ft. 6 in.

" Whistlikg Rufus " (Cardiff).—That is the
name, you say, you are sometimes called. Well, I
hope you know some good tunes. Does George
Walsh smoke ? Perhaps he does. Of course, I will
forward a letter to lurn, or any other artiste. There
is no need to ask, for, like Barkis, " I am willing^'
All cowboy scenes are taken in America.

*' Alice " (Attercliffe).—Theda Bara is twenty-
nine. There were centre-page photographs of her in
the issue for Dec. 13th. The other artiste does not
say when she was born.

H. C. (Mexborough).—I did not mind your letter
at all. You are probably thinking of " Desert Gold,"
for that is another of Zane Grey's novels that have
been filmed.

" Lorna " (Weymouth).—I note that you have
all the art plates framed, and 1 am sure they must
look fine. Yes, both Violet Hopson and Gerald
Ames are married—not to each other, of course

—

but they are not related. Jewel Carmen is twenty-
one. Write as often as von like.

" ' Picture Show '
" Girl " (Shoreditch).—You

have gathered fifty girls together and induced them
all to buy this paper every week. That is really
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splendid of yon, and I thank you most heartily
The small part which Pearl Grant played is not
mentioned in the cast of " The Circus Kirig."
"Height" (Birmingham).—Ho you are very

interested in measurements. Those of William S.
Hart in height are 6 ft. 1 in., but 1 have n»t been
able to obtain Cecil Humphries' as yet.

V. T. (Brighton).—What is this you have heard ?

That Antonio Moreno and Norma Talinadge are
brother and sister ? Of course, they are not even
remotely related. But what a rumoiir !

L. G. (Birmingham).—Norma Talmadge in " Good-
night, Pan)," Mahlon Hamilton in " Daddy Long
Legs," and Jane Novak and Charles Ray in " String
Beans."

" Jack " (Winchester).—Helen Holmes started
her film career when quite a child, and since then she
lias appeared in quite a number of sensational rail-

way dramas. Alice Joyce's leading man at present
is Percy Marmont. He is English, not American.
Tally Marsliall was in " The Squaw Man," and in
" Branded," Mary Jane Irving played the part of a
child.

" Tabs " (Cardiff).—By the time you read this

your holiday in Wales will have been over, and I

expect you will now be back in your home on the
banks of the Thames, with some very pleasant
memories. So you went to school with Barbara and
Blanche Hepworth, and have also had Violet Hopson
and Chrissie White over to your house. You are
lucky indeed to have been in such good company.
Yes, Dorothy Phillips is married, and has - one
daughter, Gwendolyn, who is also on the films.

Dorothy Phillips herself is only twenty-seven, and
lias golden hair and dark grey eyes.

" Picture Mad " (London, W.C.).—Yes, Jack
Mulhall is married, but his wife's name has not been
disclosed at the time of writing this. Conway
Tearle was with Mary Pickford in " Stella Maris,"
and Eugene O'Brien played in " Rebecca of Sunny-
brook Farm."
M. A. B. (Hounslow).—Clara Kimball Young is

twenty-eight, and was born in the State of Illinois.

Yes, there will be more about Mildred Harris.

(More Answers Next Week.)

ivCOUGHCUftl

IN answer to the many inquiries we have received from our readers as to how they can send letters to
M Cinema actors and actresses," The Picture Show " will forward all such letters cn.but it must be
distinctly understood that we cannot guaranteesuch letters will be replied to. Moreover, asmany ofthese
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. Allte'.ters
are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot
enter into any correspondence on this matter. How to send your letter : Write the name of the Star on
the envelope and enclose it with a loose lid. stamp to the Editor." The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C, 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including County and

Country , if a reply is re quired.)

You
Can
Live

13 days without Food.
3 days without Water.
Only 3 minutes without Air.

Coughs, Colds, Influenza,

Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh
and Whooping Cough

Reduce the Air Ration below Health Point.
The natural consequence is that the breathing is affected, the bronchial tubes
or bronchi become inflamed and cough, more or less serious, follows. If neglected,
the entire respiratory system is weakened, and that way consumption lies.

Children suffer more frequently from such complaints than do their elder.=
,
the

death rate among the very young being truly appalling, and in too many
instances due entirely to thoughtless neglect.

The World's Supreme Remedy
is Veno's Lightning Cough Curt* ,so cal'ed because of the rapidity with wh !cfa

it overcomes chronic coiiihsand erne* deep-seated and Ion ^--standing easec "t

any of the above-named troubles. Veno's Lightning Cough Cuiv, in Cpen
Competition with the woiid. was

AWARDED CRAND PRIX ANDCOLD MEDAL AT THE INTERNATIONAL
HEALTH EXHIBITION, PARIS, 1910,

for its purity, efficacy, and pharmaceutical excellence.

Many thousands of t^timonials from cured patients, scientific men, and
doctors have been received. The following is an example :

—

Chas. Hyatt-Woolf, Esq., F.R.P.S., E.R.S.L., In M« work,
" Truths About Things We Live On and IkiilyVse," says : " / hare ex per immltd
in the laboratory with Veno's Lightning Congh Cure, and I have tikewiseapp! itd

it in practice, . . , in afl cases to which 1 applied it the influence of lki$

remedy was most marked." Reduced fac
Ask always for Veno's Lightning Couch Cure. It is sold \>v Chemists, Stores, simile of origi

and Medicine Dealers in all parts of the world
stock, he will get it for you.

If your CheintBt Is cut of «* package.
Refuse all imi-

w~ i-, 4 -l « » i fat »on* and
English Prices, 1/3 & 3/- tubsiiluit*.
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CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS

Famous Readers of " Tfje Picture

Show."

No. 3.—PAULINE FREDERICK.
BEAUTIFUL Pauline Frederick reads tha

Picture
.
Snow, as you can eoo by tha

photograph above. You can gauge how
much Miss Frederick likes our book when I tell

you this picture was snapped before the beauti-
ful star had risen. The paper ea^jne with her
early morning chocolate, and Paulino read it

through beforo she got up. Another portrait of
one of your favourite cinema stars will appear
in this space next week.

A Reader's Letter.

HAVE you seen the " Boys' Cinema " yet ?

This wonderfully successful lit t lo paper
is adding to its readers week by week,

and' let me whisper, many of its readers are not
boys. Only to-day my postbag contained a
letter from Olive Flemming, and she writes:
"Dear 'Fay Filmer,'—In to-day's Picture

Snow you say you would like to know what
your readers think of the new " Boys' Cinema.'
Well, I, for one, think it is a \ ery fine book. I
have some small nephews, and I promised to
get the new paper for them ; but I shall continue
to get it for myself first, and 1 wish it all the
good hick it deserves."

Told by Bill Hart.

BY the way, a really wonderful story begins
in this week's issue. It is entitled
" Injun and Whitey," and is told by the

great Bill Hart himself. Big Bill, you know, was
broxight up by Indians, and lived among them
until he was fifteen years old, so what Bill

doesn't know about the Golden West isn't worth
telling. If you want to read this splendid story,
gi t a copy of the " Boys' Cinema on Wednes-
day. I promiso you you will not be disappointed.
It is the most exciting, thrilling story I have
ever read.

— +-*—
The Shackleton Expedition.

THE filming of the Shackleton Antorctio
Expedition, which is being shown at the
Albert Hall, London, is another proof how

the cinema will help to gain knowledge of the
wonders of the world. Capt. Frank Hurley,
who, by the way, was also the photographer of
the other successful film, "With Allcnby in
Palestine," has had more than one narrow
escape from death while securing Iheso pictures.

During the Antarctic Expedition lie was
Standing on tho ice turning the crank of the
camera, when a last effort was made to break
through. Tho "Endurance" struck the ico in
front of him bows on with terrific force, and he
and tho camera wore both knocked over. The
1 iefcure gained, however, and shows tho " Endu-
rance " coming right out of the screen towards
the audience. A wonderful piece of photo-
graphy.

Her Lover—A Barrel.

ELSIE FERGUSON tells of somo of the
ridiculous situations which occur while
scenes arc being made for the movies.

A few cLi\ s ago she was taken to a balcony,
and was told to look down and behold her lover.

" I t hink I must have registered surprise
rather than joy when I did look down," she said,

because I was gazing at an enormous paint
barrel in the place where my lover was supposed
to be standing. Never did Juliet speak more
passionately to her Borneo than I did to that
paint barrel. I even threw it a rose which
landed in the middle of it."

"And as for committing murders." she said,

"well, I am a past -master at the art. I havo
learned thoroughly the intricate details of
murdering gentleman, whether by poisoning,
strangling, shooting or stabbing. In my latest

picture, " The Witness for the Defence," I was
obliged to shoot Warner Oland, who was playing
the part of my husband. When I snw hiiq lying
at. my feet 1 almost believed that I had killed

him.
" Speaking as an ex-pcrt on the subject of

murder, 1 would rather employ the method,of
poison than that of stabbing, shooting or
strangling. The sight of a gun or knife makes
my blood run cold."

A Priceless Instrument.

AGF.XUIXE Stradivarius violin is used
by William Farnum in his newest play,
now being made under the working title

of " Pierre lc Grande." Stamped on the inside
of this jiriceless instrument in old English
lettering is " Antonious Stradivarius Cremo-
nensis Faciebat Anno 1781." The violin was
presented to Mr. Farnum several years ago by a
collector.

Miriam Cooper's Ideal Man.
" \ i|Y ideal man is 5 ft. 10 inches in height,

Wl with dark hair and eyes, fearless,

. successful, and ambitious," says
Miriam Cooper. He must be above reproach. I

am jealous, and w ould not want hiinto associate
with any other woman—even during business
hours. I w ant him all to myself. I am not very
partial to titles, but 1 would want a man I could
call my King. —

—

Three Famous Sisters.

WHEN we see " tho Isle of Conquest " we
6hall see Natalio Talmadge, youngest
sister of tho famous Talmadge girls,

playing with Norma. She has a rather important
role, and the manner in which she handles it

ehows that this youngest sister possesses tho
talent for which the Talmadge sisters are noted.

To Mend Her Ways.
PBISCILLA DEAN has been playing so

many crooks' parTs of late that people
are beginning to think she must be a

criminal. Tho other day a tract was sent up
to her dressing-room at Universal City urging her
to repent of her sins before it was too late.

Smart Sayings of Screen Folk.

HERE are a few smart saj ings of cinema stars:
" Brides and bridegrooms are the only

ones who look upon the high prices of
leather as rather a blessing," says Monro-
Salisbury, " old shoes arc too precious to bo
thrown away."
Jack Perrin says that " Overcoats are again

being worn this winter by those who can afford
them."

Marie Walcamp says: ' If we were living in

the Garden of Eden, some profiteer would .raise

the price of fig-leaves."

—*-t—

-

Playing in British Films.

Anthony St. John, this i> he. perhap because
of the fact that in private life he look^ as if he
had just stepped out of a band-box, seems fated
to be chosen for ragged parti when playing for

the film.

His first experience in a part was rather
alarming. Ho was selected to play the part of

a ragged- little urchin
who frequented the
streets of Liverpool.
One day the scene
chosen was in a main
thoroughfare of the
city, and our hero's
instructions were to
" dodge about outside
a bank."
Anthony played his

part well, with the
result that he was
arrested by a real

policeman, much to
the joy of tho con-
cealed operator. Ex-
planations followed,
and he was released,

although tho police-

man still " had his

doubts."
This scene is in the

film adaptation of
" Her Benny," founded on the novel by
Hocking.

He'is now working with the Ideal Film Com-
pany in their great film " Bleak Hou-e," in

which he plays the part of '" Poor Jo." The
leading part in this film is being taken by Mis*
Constance Collier, and actual places mentioned

in Charles Dickens's immortat
novel aro
a setting.

ANTHONY ST. JOHN.
"Poor Jo" in "Bleak
House." (Photo : Claudi

Harris.)

Sila3

being used

GUY NEWALL and DOUGLAS MUNROE in a coming British
film, entitled "The Garden of Resurrection.

Famous Footballer on
the Screen.

REX BEACH pictures are
always portrayed by
players of the best

physique and character.
When you see "The Silver

Hoard" you will see Lefty
Flynn. who plays a prominent
part. He is a famous fool •

bailer of the Yale football
team. Another star member
of the cast is big Bill West,
former football star of tho
University of Caliornia.

Film Titles.

DO you know how tli^

titles are put into tin-

film story ? They aro
printed and fit tod into place
by the editor of the film

I
YOU can imagine that this i-.

quite a big job, you nni>l

know just, bow limp I i

i llo v a certain scene to
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remain on the screen to keep the spectators

interested and thrilled.

For ii.etince, you see a girl hanging over a

cliff. Every minute you expect her to fall into

the swirling water below. If the editor left her

thero too long, you would feel she was in no
danger. Therefore, after you see her in .her

perilous position, the editor shows another scene

depicting the hero hurrying to her rescue.—

—

Duke and Duchess of Sutherland on the

Films.

THE lure of the movies has captured

even the Duke of Sutherland, who
motored out to Hollywood and paid a

surprise visit to Douglas Fairbanks' studio

recently.

After watching Douglas Fairbanks filming

one of his scenes for his new Big Four picture,

the duke asked if it would be possible for him
to meet Mary Pickford. Miss Pickford was on

location, but was reached by special messenger

and returned at once.

The duke mentioned the fact that he had
devised a scenario, and would like to see it

produced, and the drama was promptly staged

by Douglas Fairbanks.
It was some cast ! Mary Pickford agreed

to take the part of a maid, and Fairbanks

played the villain. So, for the first time in

history, the film's most famous woman star

and most popular male star appeared together

in a picture. General J. W. Stewart, Admiral

R. J. N. Watson, and Mr. Dudley Ward, M.P.,

members of the duke's party, were assigned

parts, and the action commenced.
— —

-

The Plot.

THE action revolved around the duchess's

pearls—real ones—which were pilfered

by Doug, the heavy villain, during

service of tea. But Mary Pickford, the maid,

discovers the plot, and 13 kidnapped by Admiral
Watson. Then General Stewart, as a Scotland

Yard man, of course, miraculously appears,

and the villain explains that he only annexed
the pearls so as to cause an uproar in the

duke's home, and thus prevent his appearance

in Parliament, where he was all set to make a

speech.
The duke and duchess put in the whole

afternoon at the thrilling sport, and the notable

film was brought back to England to entertain

their friends.

After he had finished filming his scenario

the duke and duchess motored to Douglas
Fairbanks' beautiful new Beverly Hills home
on the hills above Hollywood, for dinner.

Those present, in addition to the ducal party,

were Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin and
Mildred Harris, who in private life is Mrs.

Charlie Chaplin.

MARGERY SMART,
whose rescue from the
Clyde for a photo-play
filmed by the Ace
Film Company caused
no little sensation
recently. We shall

see this on the film.

HOLGAR PETERSEN,
a leading film actor in

South Africa. His
first big picture was
" Winning a Contin-
ent," in which he
played opposite Edna

Flugrath.

Eddie Polo's Feats.

EDDIE POLO has earned many nick-names,
ho has been called " The Strong Man of the

Screen," " The Suicide Hunter," " The
Hercules of the Screen," and " The Circus

King."
Eddie Polo claims to be the only man who

has ever caught a fellow acrobat after a triple

somersault in the air. This is " some " feat, and
in catching the first of these triple turns, Eddie
was struck in the mouth, and lost fourteen teeth.

He is a plunger of repute and has accom,-

plished the marvellous feat of swimming nearly

one hundred yards under water without coming
up for air. His greatest pleasure in life seems
to be " taking chances."

Do You Know

—

—That Richard Barthelmess tried extra parts

in pictures during his junior year at college,

and was so successful that University days
were soon forgotten ?

—That Herbert Brenon discovered him -in a
mob scene ?

—

That Kathleen Clifford was born on February

10, 1894 ?

—That Mary Miles Minter thinks tea-drinking
" a silly affectation for busy people,'' and that

she and her sister Margaret seldom indulge

in it ?

—

That Creighton Hale once attended an

electrical engineering school in London ?

Fay Filmer.

LILY LEVERNE, the
well-known stage and
screen star, who has
just returned from a
lengthy tour of South
Africa and Rhodesia.
We are shortly to see
her again on the film.

JOAN MORGAN, the
delightful little British

actress, who is now
appearing in the film

version of " Lady
Noggs," a Progress
Film Company's pro-

duction.

The DUCHESS OF SUTHERLAND, DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS (as the villairr), and MARY

PICKFORD (as a maid) in a screen-play written by the Duke of Sutherland. {See plot above).

DUCHESS PLAYS PART ON THE FILM.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Angeles.

SOME little boy of East Side, New York,
is going to bo made very happy in a
few days' time. Marcus Loew, the

picture-house magnate, has a largo theatre
on Avenue B, one of Manhattan's poorer
districts. He is arranging a Charlie Chaplin
contest for boys, to be held at this theatre,

and prizes are to go to the best impersonators.
Mr. Loew, knowing Charlie's real affection for

kiddies, recently wrote to the great comedian
and asked him to give a prize. To-day the

prize was shown me before it was dispatched
to New York, a neat black wallet purse of that

lovely squashy leather which you instinctively

want to smell, the outside flap engraved with
the donor's name in silver lettering. Inside

is Charlie's very own visiting-card, inscribed

with his best wishes and autograph, and, as a

final surprise, in the inside pocket of all a
brand-new twenty-dollar bill. And now I

wonder how many boys are wishing they
lived on Avenue B, New York City 1

Real Old Darkey on the Film.

THE ranks of the old negroes who were
once slaves on the Southern plantations

are growing as thin as those of the

veterans of the Civil War, but in Elsie Fergu-
son's picture, " Counterfeit," there is one
old darkey who is living his past life all over
again. This is Fred Jenkins, one of the last

survivors of those stirring times, who is much
in demand in the motion-picture world for

parts like that of the faithful old negro servant,

which he portrays in Miss Ferguson's picture.

Anita Stewart's Presence of Mind.

THROUGH the presence of mind of Amta
Stewart an accident was recently averted

which would otherwise have assuredly

ended in tragedy. Whilst on location, working

for some scenes in " H?r Kingdom of Dreams,"
she was driving her motor-car when it suddenly

skidded and went into an eight-foot ditch.

In the tonneau were seated Mahlon Hamilton,

Kathleen Williams, Anna Q. Nillson, Tully

Marshall, Spottiswood Aitkt-ni Marshall Neilan,

and our heavily freckled young friend, Wesley
Barry. Miss Stewart at once accelerated her

engine, threw out the clutch, and shoved the

gear into reverse, so that the car stopped

skidding, and not one of the .occupants was
hurt. A couple of days affer she received a

wonderful thirty-seven piece ivory dressing-

table set, with the following inscription :
" To

Anita Stewart, greatest girl in the world,

the fellow who saved us from going to our
' Kingdom of Dreams.'

"

—

—

Doesn't Believe in Branding.

HARRY CAREY does not believe in the

use of the iron for branding horses

and cattle. He declares that a mark
made with oil paint on a horse's side will last

throughout a season, and his own horse,
" Dynamite," which he rides in all his Western

plays, has never been branded with anything

heavier than a paint-brush.
Ei.sie Codd.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

For the first time in her life MARY PICKFORD has been
spanked, but it was only a motion picture aunt, who
chastised the little star in the coming photo-play, " Pollyanna. '

'

You will recognise three favourites here. FATTY ARBUCKLE, MOLLY MALONE,
and BUSTE R KEATON. This is a scene in a coming laughter-mak- 1. Fatty thinks

the lady takes a large size in shoes.
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Our Dramatic Serial Story Telling the Tragic life of a Wife Deserted by Her Husband.

" There is a Destiny which shapes our ends, rough hew them how we may."

BEAD THIS FIRST.

WHEN Diana married George Meadows she
knew she did not love him, but married
to. George meant freedom from work, and

the troubles of poverty.
When baby Eric came, there was only one tiling

that prevented Diana from being happy, and that
was her husband's friendship with Bertie Fisher.

Diana resented that Bertie Fisher should come to
the house whenever he pleased. She instinctively
felt that her husband thought more of him than he
did of her, and they had had their only quarrel over
Mm.

It was Christmas Eve, and George had promised
Jo be home early to take Diana out to buy " Sailta
Clans " f&r Eric's first Christmas stocking.

• The evening wore away, but George did not come.
Resentfully, Diana decided she must go alone, if

baby was not to be disappointed. Most of the shops
were closed, but in a tiny toy-shop Diana buys a
woolly dog, and because she lias not enough money
to pay for it leaves her diamond engagement-ring,
promising to redeem it the next day.

Arriving home, she is met by Bertie Fisher. He
Is nervous and distrait. He tells her George has
absconded with money from the firm. He is leaving
Diana for good. He had not pluck enough to tell

her himself, and had sent Bert to break the news to
her.

Diana has pride, and cannot bring herself to con-
fide in her mother or her friends. She tells them
that George has been sent by bis firm suddenly to
the Argentine on business. Bertie Fisher tries to be
friendly, and helps her all he can. Money is getting
scarce, arid Diana decides to dismiss Bertha her
maid. She tells Bertha she is thinking of shutting
up the house and joining her husband. To her sur-
prise, Bertha looks at her as if she knows t lie truth.

Diana decides the only way to prevent her secret
being known is to leave. She lets the house to Bertie
Fisher, the rent to go to her mother, to continue the
allowance which her husband used to give her and
stop her wondering because it had stopped.

With baby Erie Diana pretends she is going out
to her husband. Friendless and alone, she arrives
in London.

(T7ie story then continues.)

The Accident.

DOWN through the narrow maze of streets;
" which lie to the south of London Bridge
Diana walked quickly, carrying her child.

She had not the vaguest idea where she was
going ; she only knew she wanted to hide her-
self somewhere where all her old friends would
never find her.

. Her luggage she had left at the station until
ehe found a shelter.

This part of London was entirely new to tho
young wife, and as she went through the narrow,
lovil-smellmg courts and alleys her courage almost
deserted her.

It came oyer her with an overwhelming cer-
tainty that She had a fled very foolishly in leaving
her homo without . making proper, if secret,
arrangements for Kric and herself, but tho fear
which had grown almost to an ohsessicn with
Lor that anyone should suspect the truth, had
made her act in thoso'last, few day? a) though
the really did intend to travel to tho Argentine.
Sho had even taken the afternoon train, which
would be most convenient for her to catch tho
connection at Waterloo. Miss Lena had
assisted her to choose tho train.

Only Berlio Fisbor knew the truth.

He had been very kind and helpful, and tho
girl's heart warmed with gratitude whenever sbo
thought of him.
He had asked her no questions, but he had

< ^pressed a wish for her to let him know from
!irn<; to time how sho fared, so that if ho had any
news for her he could lot her know.
How sho had misjudged him ! If only her

fooliah jealousy and distrust had not so often
got the better of her, George might oven havo
confided in her more.

She was so engrossed in her thoughts that sho

scarcely noticed that she had turned into a
rather better neighbourhood.

Quaint little houses with long gardens stood
Side by side, and then came other houses with
long gardens that opened on to the roadway,
but there were no cards suggesting apartments
in tho windows.

Diana quickened her steps.

It was well past six; o'clock, and Erie would
soon be wanting his sujjper. A little group r»f

boys were clustered round a lamp-post a little

further down eagerly talking, and as Diana was
about to pass they all stopped and gazed at her
with a peculiar expectancy.

,
Evidently something was wrong.

l iana had half thought of inquiring of them
if they knew of a clean, comfortablo room, w hen
one of the boys addressed her.

" Please would you go in that house ? The
old lady's fallen downstairs," he said anxiously.
Diana glanced in the direction he had pointed

and saw a half-opened door leading into dark-
ness.

" She's awful bad, she's been groaning," ex-
claimed the boy excitedly. " We didn't mean
no harm. We wero only knocking at the door for
fun, but her's "—he jerked his head towards
tho dark little house— " must have been un-
latchedi Jim here—he fell in, and it must havo
scared tho old woman so that sho's fallen down
tho stairs. Would you go in, ma'am ?

"

Diana peered into the darkened doorway, and
as she did so a faint groan camo from within.

" Does no one live here but the old lady ?
"

asked Diana, turning to the youngsters.
" No, ma'am. She lives here all alone."
Diana stepped into the passage.
" Have any of you boys a match ? " she asked.
A box was produced and one of the boys lit

the gas.

Diana bent over the huddled little figure which
was lying at the foot of the narrow staircase.

Then sho glanced around her.

There was a faint light in one of the rooms,
and Diana pushed open the door.

In the fire-light she saw tho outline of a large
armchair, in which she placed her child, then sihe

went back to the injured woman.
" Are you much hurt ? . Shall 1 help you up ?

"

she said.

A groan was the only answer.
The old woman was breathing heavily. Her

wrinkled face was ghastly, and beads of pers-
piration stood on her forehead.

Inexperienced as Diana was with suffering,
she knew the woman was seriously hurt.

" You boys had better go for a doctor. One
of you first light tho gas in that room for me."
They all scampered off to do her bidding.
Diana took, the woman in her strong young

arms and carried her on to a couch.
She was extraordinarily light, and so tiny.

Diana could not help glancing at her again to
ascertain that she was really an old person and
not a strange freak child.

Tho doctor arrived almost immediately.
Ho asked for hot water and clean towels, and

Diana found all that was necessary as well as
she could.

• If you get her room ready I will carry her
up for you," he said briskly.
Diana went up the stairs.

Thcro wero two rooms. The front was evi-
dently tho one usually occupied ; it was spotlessly
clean and tidy.

Diana managed to get the fire to light, and
tho old woman was soon made comfortablo.

" I shall call tho first thing in tho morning,"
said tho doctor, reaching for his coat. " Sho
lias had a vory severe shock, and is very bruised
and shaken, but there are no bones broken.

Gooel nursing and kind attention will soon bring
her round. Good-night to you," he said.

Ho had asked Liana no questions whatever.
He' seemed to have taken it quite for granted
that sho belonged to the house.
He was a busy man, and his evening meal

was waiting for him at home.
Diana heard the street door close after him,

and then she glanced somewhat helplessly around
her. ,

What was she to do ?

A thousand torturing questions were seething
through her brain. She could scarcely go and
leave the woman alone.
Ferhaps one of tho boys would return with

someone.
She crossed to the bedsido and stood for a

moment gazing down at the sick woman.
Suddenly her eyes opened, and as though

she read the thoughts in the other's mind, she
spoke :

" Do not leave me," she said in a low whisper.
-" Stay with me. Do not go away."

Diana bent over her.
" Is there no one of your own people I could

send for ? " she said gently.
The old woman shook her head, then her thin,

wrinkled hand clutched at the girl's arm.
" You stay with me to-night," she said

" Promise you will not go and leave me alone.

And Diana, her whole soul secretly raised in

thankfulness, promised.
The big wicker chair was carried up to the

bedroom for Eric's bed.
He had been fed and bathed and lay talking

to himself in his pretty baby way.
Diana knelt beside hiin, her mother love

shining in her eyes.
" Oh, darling ! Row thankful I am you are

so good," she said. " What would I do if you
had been one of those naughty, cros^s, crying
babies."
And Eric opened his big grey eyes yet wider,

and then he cooed and smiled. " Mum !

Mum I
" he suddenly said.

W 1

A Home.
'HY not stay with me, my dear ? There

is the little back room you and your
baby can have. I don't know your

business and I don't want to. I only know
you have been very kind to me, and I would liko

your company."
Mrs. Harris was sitting up in the old wicker

'

chair for the first time, while Eric was busy in-

vestigating under tho bed.

He had taken to crawling tlie last few days,

and it was no longer possible to leave him alone

in a room.
Diana was realising that her son was going

to be a problem to her. How would she be
able to go to business and leave her baby for

the best part of the day ?

The thought of grimy, overworked land-

ladies allowing him to'stagger about their under-

ground kitchens made her heart sick. She had
been selfish to bring him ; her mother would
have taken him if she had only suggested it.

Mrs. Harris had unobtrusively watched her

nurse very carefully the two weeks she bad been

an inma'to of her house, and a warm regard for

her had sprung up in the somewhat soured old

heart.

"It is very kind of you, Mrs. Harris, but I

must tell you, what I dare say you have already

guessed, I am a widow, 4
' said Diana somewhat,

hastily, " and I have come to London because

it is necessary I should earn my living. I used

to be a typist, and no doubt I shall be able to

get a situation

(Continued on page 8.)
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AN ALL-BRITISH SERIAL,
"THE GREAT LONDON MYSTERY,"
which we are soon to see on the screen.

THE first of the All-British Serials has just

been filmed. It is entitled " The Great
London Mystery," and is produced by the

Torquay and Paignton Photo-Play Produc-
tions, Ltd.
American " stunt " producers must look to

their laurels, for many of the amazing situations
in I his serial have never been out-shined by
American artistes. Miss Sadie Bennett, who is

responsible for most of the " stunts " in the
story, is, beyond question of doubt, the most
daring and fearless woman in her particular line

of work in tho world. At no time has Miss

DAVID DEVANT, the MR. CHAS. RAYMOND
well-known magician in one of his wonderful
who appears on. the character studies as
screen in " The Great !L

'

TI . f „
ieS as

London Mystery." The HlKh Pnest -

Bennett ever required the use of a double or had
to use any of the camera " fakes," all her stunts
are real.

She is a strong swimmer, and a champion
' stunt " diver, and holds many records of her
prowess. Miss Bennett is also the proud pos-
sessor of the Liverpool Life-Saving Medal. She
is absolutely without fear. Rides, boxes, fences
and is aLso a clevor trapeze performer.

Leaped into the Thames,

OX this page you may see Miss Bennet t, who,
during tho filming of this serial, climbed
a crane at Butler's Wharf, 110 ft. high,

descended 30 ft. by a chain in the bucket,
and rescued the hero, when they both leaped into
the Thames, a distance of 80 ft. They also
dropped from the yard-arm of a schooner
93 ft., and from the window of a house into
the river, about 60 ft.

In another of these
photographs, you see
her jump, feet first,

into the Thames from
Westminster Bridge.
This was done in full

view of a greatly
interested crowd of
sightseers.

Mr. David Devant
in the Story.

ONE of tho out-
standing fea-
tures of " The

Oreat London
Mystery " is that,
white there is a very
real plot, most of the
scenes are taken in
familiar locations,
which secure new in-
terest when they are
brought into promin-
ence by the story.

Mr. David Dovant, the celebrated magician,
also givos a most interesting demonstration of
I lie mothods which are alleged to be employed by
practitioners, who rely upon their manual efforts
gather than their professional dexterity in
seances.

Again, tho part of the heroino is takon by
Lady Doris Stapleton, wifo of Lord Miles
Stapleton. Lady Doris has personal charm,
youth and beauty, and has entered into the work
of tho screen with an enthusiasm that will carry
her far.

All (lie scenes requiring picturcsquo back-
ground have been taken in and round Torquay,
though in all 694 locations hove been visited.

LADY DORIS STAPLE-
TON, the beautiful
heroine in this All-British

serial.

SADIE BENNETT, who is responsible for many thrills in "The Great London Mystery," an
all-British serial soon to be shown. Here we see her jumping from a crane into the

Thames. (Inset MISS SADIE BENNETT.)

MISS BENNETT diving from the deck of

a liner—another thrill in this photo-play.

In the top picture we see MISS BENNETT
jumping from the basket. Here we see

her climbing into it.

In full view of a large crowd, MISS BENNETT jumped
from Westminster Bridge into the Thames.

(Photos: Torquay andPaignton Photo Play Production*.)
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asked her suddenly, as Mr. Fortescuo was
called away below by one of bis saleswomen.
Diana explained as briefly as possible.

His face lit up.
" So you are staying with Aunt Harris ? " he .

said with obvious satisfaction. " I have not.

been to see the old lady for some time. I must
come over."

" Do," said Diana And the young man .

noticed again the pretty "colour which came
anil went in her cheeks.

" And what are you doing, Mr. Fortescue ?

You do not help here ? " she asked, glancing

around her.
" Why, ' Mr. Fortescue 1 Surely, Diana." he

said eagerly, " we can start where we left off ?

You are the^only girl I have ever known at aft

intimately, or even wanted to know."
Sho could not mistake the tenderness in his

voice.

She glanced up at him, an indignant protest

on her lips, but it died away.
She knew that expression. She had seen it

before—.years ago when they had been sweet-

hearts, just boy and girl. Memory came back
to her and brought a sudden exquisite pain.

Sho put out her hand, it was trembling in

spite of herself.
" We can always be good friends," she said.

He took her hand and crushed it between both
his.

" I've not done much with my life so far," ho
said very earnestly. 'I seemed to have lacked

ambition, but if you were my friend, Diana,
somehow life and all its promises would make the

necessary effort worth while."

She withdrew her hand gently as Mr. For-
tescue, breezy and energetic, now joined them.

" Haven't you two finished admiring all this

yet ? " he said, flourishing his hand around.

Then as they did not answer him he added :

" You both look as though you were not par-

ticularly interested in my concerns. What aro

you talking about ? Has he been telling you
how much his education cost me, Miss Long ?

My word, but he has spent some money, and 1

don't quite see it coming back. He may b"

above this business, but he wouldn't get along

without it. Has he told you ?
"

There was pride not unmixed with a great

satisfaction in the father's voice which Diana
quickly realised.

" He's a full-fledged barrister, and yet he has
never yet haO a brief," he said.

Dicky laughed.
That of course must be altered, I must see

about it at once," he said, " and if I can't

make anything at it then I must do something
else."

" Eh, what ? " cried Mr. Fortescue. " Of
course, if you want money, Dicky boy "

His hand went to his breast coat-pocket for his

cheque-book.
His son laughed.
" That's all right, dad, I'm not needing it

for the moment, but I've just realised it was
time I did something. And I'm going to settle

down straight away and work."
" You are ? " cried Mr. Fortescue. He

paused and a startled expression came over his

face as he watched Dicky, who had taken Diana
by the arm and was leading her- towards the

lift without attempting to listen to what his

father was Bftyine.
" Well. I'm blowed !

" ejaculated Mr. For-
tescue under his breath ; and as he watched
the two voung people disappear, he could only

stand and repeat again :
" Well, I'm I lowed !

"

• (Another Splendid Instalment of this Thrilling
Life Story Next Monday.)

'1

U/II I I A Ail C I4ADT Who Has Just Written a Wonderful Story

VV1LL.1A1VI O* Unli I Based on Incidents in His Early Life.

DESTINY (Continued from page 6.)

She paused, and the troubled expression grew
in her eyes as she watched the antics of her
baby son.

Now that he had discovered a way to move
about, he never seemed to bo still a moment.
The old woman guessed what was passing in

the mother's mind.
•" Another week and 1 shall bo myself and

about again," she said. "And I would look

after baby. I must find a little girl who will

wheel him out a bit. Children want fresh air."
" Ob, Sirs. Harris ! Do you really mean

that ? " cried Diana, all her reserve falling away
from her for the moment by the unexpected
kindness.

Mrs. Harris smiled.
" Oh, come now." she said. " I'm not doing

it just for your own sake, you know. 1 am
thinking of myself as well. My brother is always
telling me 1 ought not to live alone ; he wanted
me to keep a servant. Fancy me in this neigh-

bourhood with a maid !

'

Diana glanced involuntarily out of the: window.
There was a public-house at tho corner of the

street, and a row of workmen's cottages directly

opposite^
- You like this neighbourhood '! " she said.

Mrs. Harris nodded.
"'I was brought to this houso as a bride fifty

odd years ago," she said softly, " and we lived

here together until he died."
Diana had grown thoughtful.
She was thinking of Clan-y-mor, her pretty

home. Already it was becoming but part of a"
dream.

" I must get work," she said suddenly, speak-
ing more to herself than to her companion.

Mrs. Harris nodded sympathetically.
Don't you worry," sho said. " You'll get

work all right. There's too many folk about
these: days trying to get along without it."

'.' Yes, but I'm just a bit anxious. You see,

I—I can't give any references," said Diana.
Her companion looked thoughtful, then

suddenly her face brightened up.
" I know," she said. " I'll give you a letter

to a brother of mine. He has a big business in

the City. He's always worrying me to let him
do something for me, and if I ask him, you'll

be quite all right. But you and your baby imist
stay here, you know."
Diana was not naturally impulsive, but the

old woman's desire for her company, and her
readiness to take her on trust without further
questioning touched a chord in the girl's deep
nature, and, bending her beautiful head, she
pressed her lips to the withered cheek.

' There—there—my dear. We understand
one another," said Mrs. Harris ; but Diana
knew that the action had been appreciated by
the sudden pressure of the wrinkled hand.
Diana went the next day to call on Mr.

Fortescue.
His offices were near St. Paul's.

A great stone building, where the latest Paris
models were sold on the ground floor, made on
the second, and paid for on the third.

Mr. Fortescue had his office on the third floor.

Through a wide hall, furnished with Turkey
carpets, and carved oak furniture, Diana fol-

lowed a page in srarlet-and-black livery.

A big man with a round red face, a bald head,
and very keen blue eyes was seated in a revolv-
ing chair, in which he kept turning and twisting,
as. he. shouted orders to the, two young women
who sat at smaller desks on either side of him.
He waved them out of tho room, however, as
Diana entered.

" You have come from Mrs. Harris," he said
abruptly when they were alone.

Diana inclined her head.
She did not approve of her friend's brother,

and had already decided that if she could have
avoided it she would rather not work for liim.

Mr. Jacob Fortescue leaned forward in his chair.
" My sister tells me you require a situation

as a typist ?
"

" I do."
." You understand your work 5

"

" Oh, yes !

"

Diana noticed his eyes were rather nice, and
began to like him better.

When can you etart," be asked, " next
Monday ?

"

" Yes."
" Good ! I like my girls hero sharp at nine-

thirty. I'll give you one hundred to start."

Ho pushed a paper which lay in front of him
aside as though ho was dismissing her, and
Diana arose.

" Oh, don't go just yet," he said. " I want
to ask you a few questions, about my sister.

How is she, better ?
"

" I think so."
"Good!"
He was looking at the girl very 'steadily.
" By the way, surely I have met you before

somewhere ? " he said.

Diana glanced at him swiftly.
" I don't think so," -she began ; and then

suddenly a smile twitched her mouth.
" I think you must be the Mr. Fortescue that

used to live next door to us when I was a little

girl," sho said.
" Oh !

"

" We lived at Ealing," said Dora.
A smilo broke'over Mr. Fortescue's face.
" Good old Ealing !

" he said. " Then you
must be Jack Long's daughter," he added.

" Yes, Jack Long was my father."
" Well, fancy that now. What a world it is

to bo sure. Fancy you being Jack Long's girl."

Mr. Fortescue leaned back in his chair.
" That must be over fifteen years ago," he

said musingly. " Well, u lot's happened since

then. Come and see. my workshop." ho cried,

suddenly rousing himself. ' I'm very proud
of my business. I've got the greatest assort-

ment of frocks on the market. Beautiful ! A
lot of the Paris shops-buy from me, I send all

over the world. I've got the cleverest designers

here, and wo turn out tho goods."
He had got off his chair and was walking

swiftly towards the door, talking and gesticu-

lating as ho went.
Ho had just reached it when it opened from

without, and a tall, handsome young man nude
his appearance

" Hallo, dad !
" exclaimed the newcomer.

" Hallo, my boy ! Look who is here ? You
two ought to remember one another. You
remember Diana Long J " cried Mr. Fortescue.

"I do indeed."
The young man held out his hand to the girl.

Diana smiled at him in her charming way.
" You must be Dicky Fortescue. Why, how

you have grown !

"

They both laughed.
" I'm taking her to show her my business,"

said his father.

Dicky shrugged his shoulders.
" I believe his staff must think he is quite

mad," he said a little impatiently to Diana,
as Mr. Fortescue, talking very loudly and
pointing out his possessions one after another,

led the way towards the lift.

" Now, you wouldn't think that little thing

there, that statue, cost me five hundred and ten

pounds, would you ? " he exclaimed, standing
before an exquisite little figure of a child

reaching up to catch a butterfly.
' Wanted five-fifty, but I beat 'em down.

Impresses the customers, you know. They
can't squabble over a few shillings when they
are being treated as though they were mil.

lionanes. . That's why I give 'em a glass of

port wine—the real stuff, you know* out of a
heavy cut-glass decanter— I'll show it you, it's

up in my office. And tho best biscuits I can
buy. I treat 'em properly, and I expect them
to use me the same. Don't blame me, do
you?" • . ... wf( -I.';.

'; .. .i- . ... .

Diana said she didn't, and then they all

laughed.
The girl was feeling sorry for Dicky. She

knew how the display must irritate him.
" How did you come to find us again ? " ho

WILLIAM S. HART is proving himself a
man of many talents. Not only is he a
popular film artiste and an expert cow-

boy, but he has also achieved considerable
success as an author.
His poem " Pinto Bill," dealing with his

favourite horse, is well known, and so also is his

story entitled " The Savage." These have been
translated into a largo number of languages, and
have had big sales in all parts of the world.

Bill " Hart's latest and best achievement
is a story called " In jun and Whitoy,"
dealing with lifo in the glorious Golden West.
This story, written by William Hart, begins this

week in tho new weekly paper, the " Boys'
Cinema," out on Wednesday ; and no ono who
is interested in this screen hero should fail to

read it. Nothing quite so interesting and
exciting as this story" is has appeared in any
publication before; As readers of The Pictcrr
Show know, the first fifteen years of W. S.

JIart's life were spent in the Dakota Territory,

where ho lived among Indians, so what Bill Hart
does not know about adventures in the Golden
West is not worth telling. " Injun and
Whitcy " is a real story of adventure, and
William S. Hart has added to his fame by being)

the author.
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XICKERS from FILMLAND,
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED K. ADAMS.

MEN BEHIND THE FILMS.
BERNERD.

Seeing Picture-Plays Backwards.

WHEN I see people coming out of a
picture theatre with impassive faces,

and hear them say of the big [film,
' Oh, pretty good,' in a languid sort of way, I

wonder how many have seen the picture back-
wards." So commented Henry King, the
Jesse D. Hampton Company's producer.

" Seeing a picture backwards," he explained,
" means entering a theatre during the third
part of its run, and starting there. Now this is

unfair to the patron himself who wants to get
the most enjoyment out of his drama, and is a
rank injustice to the producer, who builds his

play up witli the purpose of cumulative effect

on the emotions. Much of this effect he hopes
to get by withholding the course of events, and
turning the plot so as to create pleasurable
surprises. But how is he to accomplish this if

patrons of the theatre walk in towards the end,
and see his climax first ?

A Reform Needed.

WITH the end as his starting point, the
playgoer knows so much when he
eventually sees the beginning of the

story that all the efforts of the author and
director to surprise him and keep him alert

with suspense are heavily handicapped.
" In some of the theatres," he continues,

" that permit people to flock in and out at any
stage of the picture-play, the managers are very
careful not to let people disturb the musicians
during the overture.

"But some of the managers are coming to
see that it is to their own advantage to do all

they can to discourage the practice of seeing
the feature picture backwards. He finds that
if he can startJhem always at the first reel they
get double tho enjoyment ; the course of the
play brings them amusement and surprise, and
they go out pleased, instead of indifferent folk

who have been foiled iu their search for some-
thing good mainly because they are victims of

a custom."
Of course, there are many obstacles in the

way of a reform in this matter, but exhibitors
should certainly do all they can to arrange
things so that it becomes the universal custom
for patrons to begin a picture at the first reel.

This plan would be far more satisfactory for all

concerned.

What is a Scenario Writer?

THE Goldwyn Company have discovered
that there is a big misnomer in the film

industry ; it is the word " scenario."

Accordine to the dictionary, a " scenario is
" An outline or synopsis of a drama," and is

pronounced she-na-re-o. Certainly the manu-
script, " script," or whatever else it is called,
from which the director pictures or interprets
the thought which the writer gives him, is far
from being a " scenario." It is not an outline,
neither is it a synopsis. It is a detailed and
analytical dissection of the subject, be it comedy
or drama, and gives the whys and wherefores in
some twenty-five to forty, and even fifty
thousand words. Twenty-five thousand words
is hardly a " synopsis." Yet authorita-
tive sources say that a " scenario " »a a
synopsis !

Dramatist Won't Do.

JUST what, then, can the fellow who gives
this elaborated mass of detail be cailed ?

Dramatist ? No, for that particular
word has too long been in association with the
speaking stage, sometimes known as the " legiti-

mate." Picture dramatist ? Possibly, but the
words seem to be lacking in something. Photo-
playwright ? No, for that implies that the
picture is the writer's own conception, whereas
in a majority of ea^es he is making the pictvire

version of some one else's idea.

Cannot someone, asks the Goldwyn writer,
suggest a better designation than merely
" scenario writer " 1

A Huge Film Studio.

THE magnitude of the moving picture
industry is amazingly illustrated in the
Goldwyn Studio at Culver City, Cali-

fornia. There are few people who realise the
many elements that go into the making of
pictures they see upon the screen for their
amusement.
The regular employees total seven hundred,

with an excess daily average of three hundred-
The original plant was built in 1915 at a cost of
over £100,000, another hundred* thousand
having since been spent in additions, improve-
ments, and changes.

There are two miles of cement walks and
drives, with ten acres of lawns and flowers.
Eleven permanent structures, costing £30,000,
have been erected, making a total of thirty -five

buildings. There are 100 dressing rooms, with
two large spaces for extra*, and one huge
" mob " room. There are 75 offices on
the grounds, . with 22 busy departments,
besides the numerous sub-departments and
branches.

JEFFREY
HERE is a portrait

of Mr. Jeffrey
Bernerd, the

managing director of
the Stoll Film Com-
pany, who has decided
to deal only in British
films in future.

" We want British
sentiment, and British
characteristics repro-
duced for us," he says.
" We want natural
films in which the
actors are human, and
not mere automatons."

With the building
of the new studio,
Stoll's will be in a
position to provide
twenty-six All-British
plays in the first year. JEFFREY BERNERD.

MORE BRITISH FILM PROGRESS.—The Sword Dance,
a scene from "The Harp King," the first all-Scottish film

production.

MISS NAN WILKIE.
Leading lady, in British films.

Some Interesting Figures.

DURING the past year there were built

Italian, Russian, Southern, Alaskan,
Spanish and Western street settings at a

cost of £25,000, and a hundred and ten tem-
porary stage settings are built weekly. Company
motor-cars make 2,000 miles average daily,
exclusive of the artist's machines. 200,000 feet
of film can be turned out in 24 hours. The big
canteen accommodates 2,500 persons weekly.
Five thousand local players are indexed in the
casting office files for crowd parts. An average
of 3,960 telephone calls are handled daily by
two operators on 62 connections and eight
outside trunk lines during eleven working hours.
This is at the regular average estimate of six

calls a minute, which means 360 per hour,

i

What they are Doing .

Jack Pickford is to appear in an 0. Henry
story called " Double-Dyed Deceiver."—-»—
Anita Stewart has just completed her two

months' rest, and is now in shape for the
strenuous year of picture-making which is

planned for her. — «~»

—

Percy Marmont lias been engaged as leading

man to Alice Joyce in a number of production:—+

—

The United Artistes—the Big Four—are
securing enormous bookings on Douglas Fair-

banks' new picture, " When the Clouds Roll By."—

—

Dustin Farncm's next picture is "The
Corsican Brothers." —+

—

Charlie Chaplin's latest film, " A Day's
Pleasure," shows him as the father of " boun-
cing " twins.

The Week's Best Films.

THE following is a list of the best photo-plays
which are being released during this week,
together with the names of the star

artistes :

Gaumont " Beyond the Pale
'

Rene Creste.

II" ilker
" The Grey Horizon "

Sussue Hay.vkawa.

If. and F. . . " Boston Blackie's Little Pal "

Bert Lytell.

Industrial '" Making Ladies' Palmetto Hat* -

Walturdaw " Fettered '*

Stock. Company.

YUaaraph ... " The Lion and the Mouse "

Alice Joyce and Anders Randolp.

Western Import .'. .. "A Love Sublime"
CabMEL Myers and Wilfred Llca*.

Famous Latky '" The Poppy Girl's Husband "

W. S. Hart.

Western Import .. . . "His Fatal Move"
Butcher (LJiO) .. .. " Good-night, Turk "

Dot Farley and Charles Chink.

ViUnraph .. ' The Strength of Men"
Edith Storey.
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Ermine, the king
of furs, is a great
favourite with
wealthy screen
stars. Above,
D O R O T H
DALTON wears
wrap, and on our
left beautiful
PEARL WHITE
has an evening
wrap of the same beautiful
fur. MARY PICKFORD
and DOROTHY PHILLIPS,
as you' also see on this page,
are pleased with themselves
when wrapped in ermine.
GERALDINE FARRAR

r& looks regal in tigei

skins, and Beautiful

j
BETTY BLYTHE fa-

vours seal and beaver.

'BETTY BLYTHE
favours seal and beaver

' DOROTHY PHILLIPS also^^f^^3L_L
delights in tailless ermine. u/**-*»«=«i
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A FINE STORY OF TWO MEN ALIKE IN FACE, BUT NOT IN

The Picture Show, January 2Mh, 1320

HEART.

CALIFORNIA in 18G0.
Land of the Golden
West

Memories of the great sold r"*n oE '4u, when
men with a grub-stake, a set of miner's tools and
Hope went out on the trail with a silver dollar

in their poeket and returned millionaires, were still

hanging round the camps like the scent of the pines,

when this story opens.

To that modern El Dorado came John Lynch with
his winsome daughter, Mary. Lynch, like many more
adventurers, did not lind gold and drifted into the
lamps as a professional gambler. Before the reader
condemns a calling that to-day is regarded—and
rightly so

—

'as dishonourable, he must remember that
in those far-away days the professional gambler repre-

sented the modern member of our Stock Exchange.
If he played straight it was a calling not without
honour—and John Lynch always played the game
straight.

Out of his winnings he had stocked a ranch which
would have paid him much more gold than he had
put into it, but for the fact that the ranch had also

been made a home of relugc for the outcasts who had
failed in the Game1

of Life, and who, but for the real

Christian charity of the gambler, would have found
the last resting-place of the fallen and the failure.

Only one person in the gold mining camps had any-
thing to say against John Lynch, and that, alas, was
his father

!

Elias was a fine old Southern gentleman, who had
lost a fortune in the recent Civil War and had come
W est to make another. But luck was not with him.
He scratched a bare living out of the earth and fought
the great light chiefly with Pride and Hope. He had
rooms with a '4!) miner, Twisted Tuttle, who kept a
roadside hotel which did a fair amount of trade because
t he stage stopped there. Old man Lynch was bitterly
disappointed that his son had turned professional
gambler and refused to accept money from him,
though he still had a soft spot in his heart for the boy
he had been so proud of in happier days.
On the outskirts of El Monte, a mushroom mining

city, lived Bige Rivers, one of the worst types of the
bad men. as the villains of that period were called,

a thief and road-agent whose hands were stained
with murder. Among the gang who accepted his

leadership was Nita, a Spanish girl, who had drifted
into crime because she knew no better. When she
realised that the gang lived by theft and murder,
she began to beg of Rivers to repent and lead a better
life ; but the only answer she got from the robber was
to be turned out of door3 and threatened with death
if she ever betrayed them. Homeless and penniless,
she was forced to cam her living as a dancer at the
Red Flare saloon.
One night when Rat McGrough, one of Rivers's

men, fearful that she might betray them, was dragging
-Nita back to Bige Rivers, she was rescued by Johu
Lynch, who sent her to his ranch to be looked after
by his daughter Mary.
At the first sight of her rescuer Nita had shrunk

back from hiin in horror, for she thought it was Rivers.
Only she and the members of Rivers's gang knew
that by one of those strange tricks of fate, Lynch
was the living image of Rivers. It was only when
respected citizens of El Monte told her that Lynch
was ft man whose word was as good as his bond, as
straight as the pines that stood like silent sentinels
around the camp, that she grasped the truth that a
good man and a bad man may be moulded in the same
lorrn. And even then Nita did not tell her rescuer
what she knew, or this story of " The Midnight
Stage " would never have been written.

The Bad Man.
Tilt: curtain rolls up on a gambling saloon in El

Monte. Around a table four men sat playing
poker, due ol t lie four was John Lynch. While

the play was in progress Joe Statler, chief agent of the
Wcljs largo Express, the stage-coach line that alone
carried passengers and gold from tin- places where the
lailway ended to the mining camps, came in. Statler
and Lynch were great friends and the gambler rose
irom his seat as the agent approached. The two men
sliook hands warmly, and then Statler sat down by

Lynch 's side and watched the game. At the end of

the hand he turned to Lynch,
" I saw your father to-day, John. He is pretty

bad physically and financially.
John Lynch sighed as a look of pain crossed his

face.
" Poor old dad !

" he said. " You know, Joe. he
won't let me help him if he knows it. I must lind

a way to get some money to him."
The two men talked about Elias Lynch for some

time and then Statler. lowering his voice, said :
"

I

will get that gold shipment off to-morrow, John. It
is the heaviest we have carried and I hope everything
goes all right."

" I can quite understand you feeling anxious about,
it," said Lynch, " but we have not had any trouble
with road-agents for a long time."

Neither man noticed that Rat McGrough had
sneaked up behind them like a shadow, and as soon
as he heard about the gold he went off to find Bige
Rivers to tell him the news.
The road-agent was in his shack drinking brandy

at a rate that would have killed most men. but the
fiery spirit had no effect on him except to make him
more disagreeable.
He brightened up, however, at McG rough's news.
" That will be something like a haul," he said,

reaching for another drink. " Once I get hold of that,

I'll clear out of this infernal district and live like a
gentleman in the East."

" You'll take me with you, won't you ? " pleaded
McGrough.

His absolute loyalty to Rivers was the one redeem-
ing quality in McGrough's slimy nature, but, brute
as he was, Rivers did not appreciate it.

He glared at McGrough with savage hate in his
bloodshot eyes as hi fingered Ixis revolver.

" Don't you dare to ask me what I'll do," he
shouted, " or I'll drill you so full of holes that there'll

be nothing but. lead for the carrion crows to pick when
they find you."

" I didn't mean no harm. Bige," whined McGrough.
" Then shut up and sit dowu !

"
" We'll want two more men on this lay-out," said

Rivers after a pause. " Do you know anybody ?
"

" I've got the very men," replied McGrough
eagerly. " A man called Square-Chin Boggs and
Pasquali, a Mexican. They'd be proud to work
under you."

" Get to them then and fix it for me to meet them
at the Red Flare to-night."

McGrough hurried away and found the two men
he had mentioned drinking at the Red Flare.
He confided the scheme to them and they readily

agreed to take part.

Two more villainous customers it would have been
hard to find. Brutality and callousness were stamped
all over Boggs's heavy face, while the cruelty and
cunning in the Mexican's gave him an appearance as
repellent as a rattlesnake.

" But what about this boss of yours ? " asked Boggs,
" Is he the right man to run a desperate show like this
will be ?

"

The Rat's eyes lighted up with enthusiasm as
he detailed the many crimes committed by his
master.

" And you'll know him by one thing. He always
Calls for a flask of brandy and drinks it right off."

That statement removed any doubt in the minds of
the two desperadoes. A man who could drink a flask
of brandy straight off must be a real " Bad man from
the Badlands."
They talked for some time and then McGrough bent

clown and wliispered :

" Here he is ! Don't he look what I told you ?
"

Rivers had just come in and, marching up to a table
at which a miner was sitting, lie knocked the man's
glass off the table saying :

" Get ! I've taken a fancy to this chair."

The miner drew a bowie-knife and sprang
towards Rivers, but found himself looking into the
black muzzle ol a revolver.

" Do you want me to plug you ? snarled Rivers.

With a muttered curse the miner sheathed his
knife and slunk away.

Then Rivers shouted loudly for a flask of brandy,
and, when the bar-tender brought it with a glass,
Rivers smashed the glass on the floor, and, |»it.tiiig

the flask to his lips drained it at a single draught,
while the Mexican and Boggs watched liim with fear
and admiration in their eyes.

McGrough took the two over and introduced them
to his master, and after a few words the four men went
out of the bar to one of Rivers's secret hiding-places
in Cal Martin's stables next door.

There they fixed their plans for holding up the
stage-coach the next day and parted.

The Double.

JOE STATLER \S information about his father had
greatly worried John Lynch, and, after a Sleep-
less night, he got up early in the morning and

rode olf to Twisted Tuttle's hotel. When he arrived
he found that his father had gone off to work at. his
mine, and, sending the landlord for a bottle of wine.
Lynch ran up to the room occupied by his father and
placed a fiag of gold in the wash basin with a note
which read :

" In payment of an old debt."
John Lynch knew there were many people who

owed his father money and the old man would think
that one of them had left the gold. Then, afraid
that if he stayed he might meet his father returning
from the mine, he left some money on the table to pay
for the wine and hurried away.

Hardly had he gone before Bige Rivers came In.
He had left his men posted on the trail and felt that
he wanted a flask of brandy to steady his nerves
for the job before him. It so happened that he was
dressed in a blue shirt similar to the one Lynch had
worn, and old Tuttle, coming back with the wine,
thought it was the same man who had sent him to get.
it. He was very much surprised when Rivers refused
the wine with a curse and ordered him to fetch a flask
of brandy.

While he was drinking it old Tuttle made somt
remark, and Rivers, with the callous cruelty that was
characteristic of his evil nature, hit the old man on
the head with the butt of his revolver. Then gagging
and binding him he drank his brandy and went to"join
his men.
The stage-coach containing the gold was swinging

along the rough trail with the driver and armed guard
chatting cheerfully, all unconscious of the ambush that

'

awaited them in a rocky defile.

The first warning they had was when Bige Rivers
and his two partners in crime sprang out into the
road and shouted, " Hands up !

"

The guard turned his rifle but it was his last action
on earth. Before he coidd get his finger on tie-
trigger Bige Rivers shot him clean through the heart.
A second shot mortally wounded the driver, and the
road-agents stopped the horses and hauled out the
gold which was under the driver's seat. Putting this
in bags they had brought with them they galloped oft
to old Tuttle's hotel to divide the spoil.

While Rivers was drinking brandy and throwing
bags of gold to Boggs, the Mexican wandered about
the hotel to see if he could pick up a little extra loot
on his own. He found the gold John Lynch had left

for his father, put it in his pocket and lit his cigarette
with, the note John had left with the money. Then
lie rejoined the others.

While the division of the stolen gold was proceeding
old Elias Lynch returned from his mine.
He noticed the bound figure of his friend Tuttle in

the corner and the three desperadoes at the
table.

To the old man's horror he saw in Bige Rivera the
form of his son. His lips were framing the word John
when Rivers turned round, picked up liis revolver and
fired.

With a gasping cry Elias Lynch staggered forward
Clasping his hand to his breast to fall at the feet of the
road-agent.

Gathering up their spoil the ruffians mounted their
horses and rode away.

Night had fallen when Elias Rivers returned to
consciousness. The outlaw's shot had not proved
fatal, but it was only by a miracle that it had not

(Continued on page 16.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF BERNARD DUDLEY.

IS

Just thinking. With his monocle. Listening intently. His thoughtful frown. A genial smile.

BERNARD DUDLEY.
The All-British Stage Star Who Has Made a Hit on the Screen.

BERNARD DUDLEY, although he has only appeared so far in a
few photo-plays, has already achieved considerable popularity

in the film world. As an impersonator of strong character

parts he is in the front rank, and those who saw his tense, dramatic
interpretation of the Wolf, " a rough " type of gipsy in " A Romany
Lass," did not hesitate to pronounce for him a brilliant career on the

screen. This opinion has been amply confirmed by his realistic study
of the title-role in " The Man Who Forgot."

His Career.
BERNARD was originally in the Civil Service, but sedentary occupa-

tion was not to his liking. He then secured a post in the House
of Commons. The atmosphere of politics, however, did not

appeal to him, and, being the possessor of a rich baritone voice, he
decided to devote his attention to music, and went to Paris to study for

opera. On his return to this country he quickly obtained an engage-
ment under the late George Edwardes, in many of whose well-known
productions lie appeared at Daly's, the Apollo, the Princes, and other

West-End theatres. Later, he went on the variety stage, and travelled

all over the world.

In Chu Chin Chow.

HE has appeared before many notabilities in Vienna, Dresden, Berlin,

and Paris. His last engagement on the speaking stage was in Chu
Chin Chow, in which he appeared as Abdulla. In this wonderfully

successful production he also acted as understudy for Mr. Oscar Asche.
It is less than two years ago that Dudley was attracted to the screen.

He made overtures to the Harma Company, and, after some tests, the

producer came to the conclusion—rightly as it has since been proved

—

that he had made a " find." Without any hesitation he was cast for

the leading character in " The Great Impostor," and when the film

was shown the critics were unanimous in praise of the extremely fine

work which he put in.

A Keen Athlete.

DUDLEY is a man of fine physique, stands over six feet in height,

has dark hair and searching dark grey eyes. He is no mean
athlete, and has a great liking for football and other outdoor hob-

bies, not the least of which is gardening. He manages to keep fit by
attending a gymnasium for a couple of hours every morning in com-
pany with his great friend and screen partner, James Knight. Dudley
has done a good deal for charity, and has sung at a good many func-

tions arranged by society ladies, and it is more than probable that his

magnificent voice will be heard at some of the London and provincial

cinemas when " The Man who Forgot " is shown.
He has pretensions to authorship, and he has only recently finished a

story which will figure among the Harma forthcoming productions.

A Joke Against Himself.

HE has travelled a good deal in Spain, which country he considers to

be, perhaps, the most interesting in Europe. On one occasion, as

a result of an introduction to Mazzaritini, quite the most famous
matadore Spain has known, he was able to be present at a notable bull-

light, and subsequently to explore the mysteries of the bull-ring. Whilst
waiting to congratulate Mazzantini on having dispatched six fierce

bulls with matchless skill—although it should be stated that Dudley
is not a supporter of this so-called sport— he made his way to one of

the exits, and then, to his intense dismay, he found his departure barred
by the most ferocious beast that it had ever been his misfortune to gaze
upon.
"I can assure you," he says, "that I was soon across the ring mid

over the barrier; in fact, this was the lirst lime I discovered I QOuld

eover a hundred yards in very little more than ten seconds. On stop-

ping to recover my breath, and, on looking cautiously over tin' barrier,

I was greeted with a roar of laughter from a crowd of peons and others.

behind them stood Mazzantini himself, and then I saw that the cause

of my precipitate flight was lying on the ground. As a matter of fact,

one of the peons had donned the head and hide of a bull that had been
dispatched that afternoon for my special edification. It was no doubt
a good joke for them at my expense, and thinking I would like a
souvenir of it, I secured the horns of my supposed ' adversary,' and
these now serve as a hatstand."

BERNARD DUDLEY.
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THE MIDNIGHT STAGE.
(Continued from page 14.)

pierced the heart at wliich it was aimed. The
benumbed brain of the old prospector gradually began
to work, and the bound figure .of Twisted Tuttle
brought back recollection of what had happened.

Dragging himself along old Lynch managed to

release Ids friend and the two looked at each other.

Before they could speak there came to their cars

the sound of galloping horses.
" I reckon that will be the stage " mumbled Tiitllc,

placing liis hand on his aching head.

Between them they managed to lighl a lantern, and.
holding on to each other, thev went to the door 01 t lie

hotel.

It was a terrible sight that met their eyes.

Hanging over the driver's seat with the reins still

In hi3 hands was Six-Horse Sam. Never would he
drive coach again. But though Death hail called tin-

game he played liis cards to the end. He mumbled
out his story of the attack on the coach and then with
the ribbons still in his hands he fell hack dead, while

the horses pawed the ground lookiimat old man Tuttle

and wondering why he did not bring the feed that his

gnarled hands had always brought them when they

pulled up at liis roadside house.

Wrongly Accused.

EL MONTE was awakened from its slumbers the

next morning by the sound of galloping hoofs

and shouts of :
" Turn out ! The stage has

been robbed."

It was old man Tuttle bringing the news of the at-

tack on the stage and the scenes at the roadside hotel.

While he told his story some one assembled the

sheriff and his posse. Seated on their pniucing horses

they listened to the tale and, just as they were

•bout to ride off, the rumble of the stage-coach was
heard. It was driven by a stranger who had called

at Tattle's place, and the only passenger was Llias

Lynch. While willing hands helped the old man
from the coach and placed him on a comfortable

couch in the best hotel El Monte could boast, John
Lynch joined the crowd. He helped to make his

father comfortable and sent a man over lor a doctor.

When the medical man arrived he gave it as his

opinion that, though the wound was very dangerous,

it was possible that old Lynch would recover.

As John Btood holding his father's hand, looktng

down at the now unconscious man, old Tuttle burst

In.

At the sight of John he pointed an accusing finger

and shouted

:

" That's the man who hit me over the head and shot

Elia3 Lynch."
" Shot my father !

" exclaimed the gambler, looking

at the crowd. " What madness is the man saying ?

As the crowd stood silent at this dramatic accusa-

tion Tuttle went to the side of Elias Lynch who had
ju.t opened his eyes.

"It's your son who shot you and hit me over the

head. And it's your son who robbed the coach and
killed the driver and guard," he said.

Wearily the old man turned his head and looked

at liis son. Then he fell back on his pillow with his

lip3 shut tightly.

"Look at the old fool." almost screamed Tuttle,
" He's trying to shield liim."

" Gentlemen " began John Lynch, but he got

an further.
.

The stricken man turned on his couch and, looking

his son straight in the face, said :
" John, you know

yon shot me I

"

As though struck with a sudden paralysis, John
I.vnch looked helplessly around, but in the eyes of the

crowd there was no look of sympathy.
" I reckon a father knows his own son," said one.

There was a murmur of assent and the crowd began
to act. With drawn revolvers they surrounded
Lynch, and, railing the sheriff, a court was formed.

Tuttle repeated his evidence and then a miner stepped

lorward and .said he had seen tluee mounted men
heavily laden with something in bags, enter Cal

Martin's stables.

" One of them was that man," he said, pointing to

John Lynch.
Leaving John in charge of a strong escort, some of

the miners rushed off to the stables and, in a few

minutes, returned with Boggs and the Mexican
heourelv bound. They had been captured just as they

were getting away with their share of the gold which

they had hidden in the stables.

As the two prisoners entered the room. Hoggs looked

at John Lynch.
" Well, so long as you have got him. I don't care,"

he said. " He's the man who planned the hold-

"'That settled any lingering doubt that the court

ii,;<dit have held. John Lynch was found guilty and
'denced to be hanged witti the other two.

localising that all was over, the gambler called one

of his men.
"Ride to the ranch and tell my daughter Mary."

h.- baid. "
I should like to say good-bye to her

More I die." .
-

Then, with head erect, he walked cabin)- out, -ur-

loaaded by tLe hfriff's men.

Her Atonement.
WESTERN" law moves swiftly. Within an hour

of John Lynch having been found guilty he
was led out into the square of El Monte

bound to a horse with a noose round his neck. But
while he waited for the sheriff to appear and give the
order for the place of execution, a grim drama was
being enacted within a pistol shot of the crowd that
surrounded him.

Nita had overheard the message brought by John
Lynch's messenger and in a flash she had seen that
her rescuer had been mistaken for Jtivcrs.

With a woman's intuition she had realised that her
story of the men being doubles would not convince
the crowd unless she could find Rivers. In her des-
peration she rode in to El Monte and made straight
tor the Red Flare in the hope that she might pick-

up from some of Iiivers's gang tin- hiding-place of the
road-agent. While she waited at the bar tin- slinking
figure of Sat McGfough came in and asked the bar-
tender for a flask of brandy.

Nita's heart beat like a trip hammer. Where that
brandy went she knew she would find Bigc Rivers.

Like a shadow she followed the Bat to the top room
of the Red Flare, which was kept as a supply store.
As soon as McOrough had entered Nita placed her
ear to the door and heard Rivers cursing UeGrough
for being away so long. She was just going to dash
away and give information to the sheriff when the
door was thrown open and she was grabbed by the

'

hair. Staring at her was the evil face of Bigc Rivers.
Without a word he dragged her inside and threw her

violently to the floor.
" So it's you, is it ? " he snarled. " Well, I warned

you what would happen. You can say your prayers
now, for you will never live to say you have seen me.
Then he turned on Me' I rough w ith a juddeii fury.
" As for yon, you rat, I'll

-"

He did not finish the sentence.
Nita had made a dive for the window and Rivers

rushed at her. Picking her up he threw her against
t)ie panes, smashing the gla'S to atoms.
As the girl swayed, half in and half out of the

window, he drew his revolver and fired.

L Nita fell like a log on to an out-house aud dropped

from there into the Square, almost at the foot of
the sheriff's men who were guarding John Lynch.
She was mortally wounded, but she lived long enough
to tell the story of the resemblance between Johu
Lynch and Rivera,
The noose was quickly taken from John Lynch's

neck and, as the sheriff's men were hastening to tho
BUpply-room, John Lynch shouted :

" I reckon this is my funeral, boys ! Leave liiin to
me."

In the meantime, another crime had been added to
the long list that had stained the soul of Bigc Rivers.

After shooting Nita, the road-agent drew his gun
011 the only friend he had ever bad in his career of

crime. With a mocking laugh he shot Bat Mi Grough
in the back as the man lie had used as a tool was mak-
ing a frantic attempt to escape through trie drvor.

Then, draining the flask of brandy, Bige Rivers re-

loaded his revolver aud sat down waiting for the end.
Some of the sheriff's men had already rushed to the

supply-room and begun firing through the door
when John Lynch, armed with a revolver that some-
one had given him, appeared. The gambler had
climbed in at the window and just as ho was putting
his leg over the sill Bigc Kivers turned from firing

through the door which he had barricaded.
He saw the double of himself, the man who had

stood on the brink of death for the crime the road-
agent had committed, and in the face of the gambler
he read his doom.
He fired at the same moment as John Lynch, but

while the outlaw's bullet went wide, that from the re-

volver of John Lynch went straight to its billet.

When the crowd broke through the door they saw
the double of the living and the dead, and as John
Lynch claspciWtiis daughter to his breast the glad news
was brought that his father was old of danger.
Aud always, while the gambler lived, at the foot

of the simple grave that marked the last resting-place,

of Nita the outcast, were to be found white flowers

—

the tribute of John Lynch to the woman who ga\e
her life to save him from the sheriff's noose.

(Adapted from incidents in the Photo-play featuring
Frank Keenan as John Lynch and Bige Killers, by per-
mission of the Pathe Film Company.)

Character as Told by the Face.
THE lace is the best index to character. Most of us pride ourselves on being able to tell

character in this way. In this series of readings of well-known stars, given by a lamoas
expert, readers will be able to realise their own or their friends' characteristics, by com-

paring the definitions given on those they resemble in feature. Thus many will resemble, say.
Antonio Moreno in some way or another, and by reading carefully what the expert has to say
about this particular feature, they will gain an insight to their own character.

No. 12—ANTONIO MORENO.
nature, the one thing really absolute in liiuoan
life that will always have its own.
The eye itself, indicative of the intuitive

knowledge of the difficulties of life ; the worship
tor talent, that is one of the rarest vagaries th.it

ever beat its way in the human soul.

Tenacity of Purpose.

THE nose is rather short, but has a very fmo
curve, showing determination, tenacity
of purpose, a born leader, and a man of

genius. A 6trong character. An ambitious
man with an expansive temperament.
Note the mouth, with its full, thohgh finely

curved low er lip, satirical in expression, betraying
iove of pleasure, extravagance, self-confidenee,
genius.. What privileges he command.-, they
are rightfully Lis, due to this temperament of
loTty aspirations.

A Soldier Every Inch.

TAKE the jaw—a soldier every inch of him.
He has honour, integrity, sound principles)

a very good judge of character, and strong
affection.

The chin .shows fondness for the fair sex, and
can be very tender towards them.

Temperament and Personality.A LARGE imagination, wliich helps tho
realism of every detail to forget the*

realism of the lifo of yesterday, the
morrow, and the future. Also 'a good com-
bination is here depicted, with tenderness com-
bined with great strength of will. A man
whose word is his bond.

A strong personality, craving the luxurious;

in art, poetry, and nature, combined with tho

subtle and tender qualities of a woman.
An actor born. High-minded, stooping to no

mean things.

Tho length of the face is indicative of strength

of character, organisation, diplomacy, and a man
very much taken by appearances. A person-

ality of great powor over others.

ANTONIO MORENO.

HERE wo have the Oriental type. Take
the squareness of the forehead, showing
individuality, sublimity, generosity, the

latter large ; note the eye, where candour lights

for the mastery with the most accomplished
irony. The eye that can tako. tho salt from
tears, the bitterness from judgment, and tho
keenness from despair. The clear, searching
gaze. Thero is no two ways with a man of this
type. The eyebrows, how close wo find them
to the inner corner of the eye, denoting sus-
picion of id hers, jealousy, and a very passionate
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ON THE EDGE OF THE ROCKIES. .SSfiS'g^^iSS?-

Mr. ROBERT C. BRUCE, the well-known educational film expert, made an extensive tour of the United States with a motion-picture camera, accompanied
only by a dog. He started on one side of America and finished up in Mexico. Our photographs show some of the beautiful scenery on the edge of the

Rocky Mountains, taken on the west side of the United States.

A wonderful snow scene. Mr. Bruce and his faithful friend are seen in the fore- A perilous position. Mr. Bruce photographed on the '.op of a rocky
ground. ledge overlooking a valley.

rholoqraphis : Qranqer's " MaroeLi of the Universe.'
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JU5T ME& learl

WKite
How the Story
Commenced.
In the preceding

chapters of litr

delightfully frank
Btory, Pearl White
sketched the his-

tory of her early
childhood. They
were not alto-

gether happy days,
lor money Was
scarce in the house-
liold, and her

^ mother, who was
"
'"'W always very deli*

,
cate, died soon
after lier birth.

Pearl was always
Retting into mis-
chief. Her father
married again
When she. was six
years old. When
she wa3 twelve
years ojld, her

brother, who was her greatest pal, left home and
joined the navy. At the age of thirteen, Pearl de-
cided to join a circus that came to her district, and
later on she joined a touring company. Hut. her early
efforts were not too successful. Next, Pearl was
offered a Job as a stewardess on a boat. Sea life did
not agree with her, and she went on the stage, touring
in Cuba, Buenos Aires, Kansas City, Tennessee, and
Kansas. Then her voice began to go, and a woman
advised her to try to get on " the pictures." Last
week Pearl told of her first experience in films, w hich
was with the famous old Kalem, Luhin, and Paths
companies. Soon after her entry into pictures she
received news of the death of her brother Muough a
Bhooting accident.
You can now read on.

PEARL
WHITE

Pearl in Love.

BUT, to get back to my career. I worked on
for some months doing comedy falls and
what not until I was so tired that 1 needed

a rest, for somehow I couldn't seem to take much
interest in anything. One hot summer night
I sat dpwn to think and eum up my past. I
decided that I owed myeolf some pleasure for

my years of toil.

Then I got out my bank-hook, which had
been balanced that day, July 2nd, 1913, and
I found that I had tho largo fortune of six

thousand dollars—moro money than I had ever
tlreamed of possessing. So I decided that J
was too rich to work for a while, and that I

would go out and find myself a playground in

which 1 could play.

The next day I wont to tho studio and
announced that I was putting on my make-up
for the last timo that 6ummer.

" Where are you going T " they asked.
."Don't know," I answered. " But I've got

too much money in tho world, so I've got to go
out and spend it."

That afternoon a little idea began to creep
into my mind, and I hustled about New York
making a lot of arrangements. Tho next day
v.a3 the Fourth of July, and I was booked for

a picnic at Uoney Island. I was to leave at
eight o'clock in tho morning with a girl that
shared my flat, " Jane Fearnloy."
She was quite prominent in tho moving

pictures then. I bustled into her room and
gave her an awful shock. Now sleeping is a
sport of which I am very fond and poor Jane
had always been the one to drag me out of bed.
so naturally she was more than surprised at
my early cut ranee into her room.

•* Is it time to go to Coney V " she sleepily

asked.
'" I'm not going," I announced.
" Why V

" she questioned.
" Because," I went on, " I'm sailing for

Europe tit ten to-morrow morning, so 1 want
to start packing now."

Well, Jane nearly passed out of the picture
with Surprise, but when I showed her my ticket

marked July 5th for a first-class cabin on "the

O'ympie, she came to a little, and began :

" What are you going there for 't

"

"I don't know," is all I could answer.
" Do you know anybody in tho whole of

Europe '! " she questioned.
" Not a living soul," I truthfully answered.
But I have tucked away in my handbag four

or five letters to people of so great a position in

lifo that I don't expect they will have any
desire to be annoyed by me. Anyway, I have
decided to play. I have selected Kuropc as my
playground, and if I don't find any playmates,
1 can at least stand by and watch the others."

I walked up that gangplank in a holiday
spirit bound on a new adventure, and for tho
first time in my life I felt absolutely free from
the cares of this world. I didn't have to worry
where my, next meals were coming from, I
didn't care if my hair got all messed up, my new
dress got dirty, or my stockings full of runs.

Tho whole world seemed full of smiles, and my
face wore a perpetual grin. I must say that I
felt very important too.

All of the members of my company had come,
down to see mo off, bringing mo presents and
flowers. There was a camera-man, too, who
was to take photographs of me for the moving
picture magazines, tinder the caption, " Pearl
White leaving for Europe, where she expects to
get new ideas for her forthcoming photo-plays ;

"

and what a lot of ideas I collected—but not
for moving pictures.

The moving picture camera was there also

to take my departure for fie " Universal
Weekly." I don't suppose the people who
Paw the film in the theatres cared at all whether
1 went to Europe or not, but my own little

group of companions looked upon me as tho
woman of the hour, and I certainly felt the part.

Although I knew no one'who was crossing
on the same boat, I worried not. I was sailing

to Europe on the wings of fate, and I didn't
care which way 1 flew.

A few months before I had been working on
the grounds of the New York University, and
one young student—ho was about seventeen—
had helped mo to get different groups of boys
to work in some of the scenes. I guess I was
the first actress that this youth had ever known,
and, as he was himself harbouring an ambition
to become an actor, in his eyes I immediately
became an object of admiration and adoration.
Each afternoon thereafter found him in my
studio watching mo act. He was an awfully
nice slagestruck boy, who belonged to one of

New York's most aristocratic families—thus ho
comes into the plot.

He was on hand early in the morning to
drive me down to the boat in his father's car.

He managed to stand next to me in the photo-
graphs, and lingered on the gangplank until
the last moment, feeling very much in the lime-
light and very important to himself ; and, there
amid " tears, handshakes, good-byes, and be
suro and writes," into the scene walked two
other young men, who turned out to be a couple
of old college chums. There was only a moment
for a hasty introduction to the newcomers, who
were to be passengers on the same boat with
me. —

But as my young escort was being hustled
ashore by a husky deck hand, he managed to
impart the great news that I was the most won-
derful, interesting and entertaining girl in tho
world, and implored his old school pals to look
after me on the way over.

There exits my youthful admirer. So I
dashed to stern of the boat, to wave farewell to
the camera on shore. With me dashed my two
new companions, my first playmates in my
new game of life.

These two lads spent the first few days in-
troducing me to their many relatives and
ifriendS on board, always slipping along tho
password that 1 was a very brilliant person.

How easy it is t" become popular on board
ship when there is a bit of mystery attached to
yourself, and you are advertised as being
In ill in ii 1 and entertaining. That was inc.. Tho
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passenger list was composed of some very
' smart " people, and I was so thrilled and
flattered. by the attention they bestowed upon
me that I didn't know whether I was on foot or
horseback half the time. Me—poor Utile Pearl
White—who had always laboured from early
morning until late at night, hobnobbing wild
the idle rich ; that is comic enough. . Ah !

But the biggest laugh is yet to come.
During the first few days the glamour of Bay

new venture had kept my heart hitting on
" high," and I didn't have much time to think :

but when my pulse did strike normal, I sort of

calmed down to the grim realisation that I was
not contented, and 1 didn't know just what
was the matter.

I do now. Romance ? During my whole
life, up until then, I had been so busy getting
myself food, clothing and shelter, that I hadn't
bad time to get myself in love. But now, with
relaxation, came a lot of sentiment, and
mighty mushy sentiment at that.

Sitting out on a deck chair at peace with the
world—well, if you have ever fallen in love
with a person whom you have seen only once,
you know what silly thoughts chase each other
through your mind. / had fallen—and as .1

looked into space .a vision of two very bhio
eyes, and a wonderful smile, kept rising before
me. Over and over I fancied myself again in

Sherry's, meeting " him " on that hot afternoon
of the 3rd of July.
Anyhow, I got so doggone lovesick that I

didn't get seasick, so that helped some. To
unravel the thread of my " young love's dream."
w hen on this said 3rd of July I had decided on
my hasty flight, T conceived the brilliant idea of
calling up a friend, who was handling foreign
films in America and asking him for a letter of

introduction to some of the moving picture
studios in England, France, and Italy.

It was about four o'clock in the afternoon
when I made this request, and the answer came
back over the 'phone, " Yes, certainly. He
would gladly do so, but that he was leaving his

office shortly to give a tea party at Sherry's,
and if I would join them there at five, he would
have the promised letters, all signed and sealed,
waiting for me."

I was" there on the minute of five. I had
never been in Sherry's before, but I marched
boldly in and joined the party. " He " was
one of the party. I didn't hear his name when
we were introduced, for lie looked straight into

my eyes and smiled.
Heavens, what a smile he gave me ! I guess

it was the same one he bestowed upon all

women. However, I didn't know~ this, and I

immediately became all hands and feet, and
felt foolish in general.

Anyway, I managed to slip him my hand in

acknowledgment of said introduction ; then it

seems that in doing so I shifted one of my feeb

and planted it firmly upon a pet corn belonging
to a lady standing next to me. And she, being
a. lady, 6creamed like a wounded eagle ; while
he, being a gentleman, leapt to her side, begging
a million pardons as though it was his foot that
had done the damage, while I, being just an
ordinary dunce, let him take the credit, and
just stood in mute admiration.

This little act ruined my success with the
ladies in the party, but I didn't care, because
" he " sat next to me at the table. I don't
think I ever tried so hard in my life to be'

amusing ; of course, I was an awful failure.

However, " he." who, by the way, everyone
called simply " Bep," was a wonderful audience,
and laughed at my Unfunny remarks.
The tea was about over, so T collected my

letters, and mine host proposed a toast to my
trip abroad.

Oh, are you going to my country t " in-

quired " Bep."
Now I didn't know just what country was

his, but ho had a foreign accent, so I took a
chance and said, " Oh, certainly." Anyway,
I was willing to go wherever it might be.

" Oh, that's fine," said he.
li
Don't you want

me to give you a letter to the nicest man I

know ?

Of course I did. So out to the writing-room
we went, and he wrote not one letter, but three.

The first was addressed to Rome. Ah, thought
I. ho must be an Italian, and know a lot of nice
men. Then he had a fourth inspiration, and
w idle one to London.

" Bobby is an awfully silly fellow," be an-
nounced, " but I am sure he will amuse you."

LPearl in London Next Week.')
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MISS MARIE BLANCHE.
Principal Boy at Drury Lane

Tells of Her Three Ambitions.

IT was in her lovely little home at Regent's

Park that I had my chat with Mario

Blanche. And even when I was talking

to her I couldn't help noticing that old oak and
blue china made a lovely background for a wild-

rose skin, framed in warm, brown hair, and eyes

for which the fairies must have stolen stars.

You see, Marie, who is Principal Boy
at Drury Lane again, has been filming

once more, and you who saw and admired

her in " The Great Impostor," mav look out for

a much more wonderful performance in " The
Elusive Pimpernel," for she's playing Julia

Neilson's part, and playing it as no one else

but Marie could have done.

At least it was a little bird just whispering

this very fact that sent me scouting Marie-

wards, with a
" Now let's hear all about your new film.''

" My new film !
" She opened big, blue eyes

wider still. " I'm afraid you're anticipating,

Miss Picture Show," she laughed little silver

(inkles. " Stoll's new film* with Maurice Elvey

for producer."

So I tried another tack. Fondling Nick, a
-porting fox terrier who is the apple of his

mistress's eye, I asked Miss Blancho to unveil

ihe secrets of her past.

" Please thero aren't any secrets," she said.

" But if you just want to know how it was I

became an actress, and why I keep on being

one, here goes

:

" First of all I'm a daughter of the stage.

Way back in the latter part of the nineteenth

century, my maternal grandfather, a son of the

banker of Ware, became quite famous as a
manager and music-hall proprietor in London.

He married Cicely Nott, tho widow of Pio

Bellini, tho opera singer, and herself a well-

known actress, and my mother, Addio Blancho,

was one of their five children."

" Not Addio Blanche who played at tho Lane
in ' Mother Goose ' when she was four years old,

and later on was Principal Girl there ? " I asked.

" Yes. Tho very same. And, by the way,

my mother wasn't tho only star in tho Adams'
eky that shone across the footlights, but her

Mster Ada was spoken of as being ' Tho best boy
iho Lane has ever had.' And it must bo true,

forsho ' boyed ' there for six years in succession."
" So now you're following in family's foot-

steps ? " I smiled.

Mario just laughed back.
" However could I help it ? " Then sho told

mo how much tho said family wcro against her

going on tho stage. " They were determined to

mako mo a Marie Hall or a female Kubclik.

And for a little timo I and my violin triod our
hardest to pleaso thorn."

To go on principal boying at tho Lane, to

go on starring on t ho films, and last and greatest

of all—to go back to straight comedy are the

ambitions of Mario,-

Not In His Element.

THE " stunt " actor had braved every
peril, which the imagination of the
scenario writer had conceived. But ho

was nervous and lost when he accompanied his

wife on an excursion to the realms of bargains,

and, in tho enormous building, with its many
departments, had become separated from his

better-half, the popular little comedy artiste.

For an hour at least he remained lounging
impatiently at the junction of many ways, where
lifts, stairs, anil passages met, and then, tired

and angry, he approached an irreproachable
shopwalker.

" Sir," ho said to the frock-coated and suavo
attendant, in. tones of righteous indignation,

"I've lost my wife !

"

Back came the reply, with stunning force :

" Third Moor and over the bridge for the

mourning department ! '.'

But the screen dare-devil waited on.

Not to be Beaten.

THE beauties from all the nioving picture

studios were holding a bazaar for charity.

Past stall after stall went the rich mer
chant, followed by his valet.

" Ah, Mr. Muchgold," said a really sweet and
charming lady at one of the stalls, " and what
are you going to buy ? Dear old auntie and
I are running this table, and we have home-
made cakes, aprons, penwipers, and "

" Yes," said Muchgold ;
" and I'll buy just

one of each. But do you sell kisses at your
stall ?

"

" Oh, certainly !
" came the ready reply.

" One guinea each !

"

" Right !
" replied the autocrat. " Then I'll

take a couple—and good measure, please !

"

" Aunt," remarked the fair and dainty
damsel, " forward, please ! Two kisses for

this gentleman !
"

For a moment the man of means and money
was nonplussed, hut only for a moment. Then
ho turned to his valet.

" Jenkins," he said coolly, " just take this

purchase, please !

"

—

—

Not Appreciated.

THE film hero's soul swelled—at least, he
thought it did. His great hobby was
painting, and as he was out " on loca-

tion," here was a splendid opportunity for Kim.
" Art !

" he quoth, in a thrilling voice, as ho,

stood on the mountain side and gazed' on the

vast expanse of rushing waters.

He reached for paint and palette, and pro-
ceeded, in his own style, to set forth the scene.

Heart and mind in his work, ho never noticed
the arrival of an interested native.

" Ever tried photography ? " queried the
newcomer, gazing critically at tho daub.

" No," came the irritating answer.
" It 's a good deal quicker," suggested the

native slowly. *

" Dare say," answered the artist.

"And," said ho of tho little soul, as lie

turned away, " a good deal more like tho
place !

"

—
Not Hungry,

TWO film actors were discussing the fair

Ee x,. -
, v . '

•• '

•,
Look here, exclaimed ouej "did

you ever take a girl out to lunch when-' she felt

a little faint ?
"

" Er—no," admitted the other reluctantly.
" Well, then, tako my advice, and don't.

One day I took Miss Blonde.' into a restaurant.
At first she declined to**eat anything, but then
sha said she believed she did feel a little faint."

" Did she take anything '!

"

" Did she take anything ? She seized the
menu, glanced over it, said she didn't le.^l very
hungry, and ordered —

"

" Well, what did she order ?
"

" Oysters, lobster cutlets, sweetbreads and
peas, chicken, shrimp salad, biscuit glac.':,

macaroons, coffee, and creme de menthe. It
cost me three pounds !

"

" Well, you ought to be glad."
" Glad '. What for ?

»

" Why,- glad she wasn't hungry/ 1

—+

—

Couldn't Agree.
Wiliiam :

" Yes, they are exactly opposite
i n t heir tastes !

"

Hakold :
" Is that so ?

"

William :
" Yes ; if she ordered angel cake,

he.'d order devilled ham."

Fun for the Children.
" Film Fun," published on Tuesday, January

13th, is a new Comic Cinema Paper, which will

without, doubt become a great favourite with
every boy and girl in tho British Isles. The
scries of Pictures in this paper aro of living

characters. Among the famous Cinema Stars
who appear weekly in " Film Fun " are Winkle,
Fatty Arbuckle, Larry Semon, James Aubrey,
Baby Marie Osborne, Earle Mongomery, Joseph
Rock, Ben Turpirt, Charles Conklin, and Slim
Sununerville. There is a splendid serial en-
titled " Screen Struck," and many other dra-

matic and humorous stories. There aro 20 big

pages crammed full, and the price of " Film
Fun " is only 1 Jd.

Charlie's bird was feeling glum, so the great screen comedian tried to amuse it by making
funny faces.
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Supported by the beautiful

EILEEN SEDGWICK
and Special Cast in the famous

o3

Ten Complete Stories.

Two Reels Each, as

Shown at Command
Performance Before

Her Majesty Queen
Alexandra and Royal

Party at Marlborough

House.

Where to Book This Marvellous Series :

MIDLANDS : Stone's Mutual Film Service.

LANCS, YORKS, & NORTHERN COUNTIES :

Mutual Film Service.

S. WALES & WEST OF ENGLAND

:

Wardour Films, Ltd.

SCOTLAND: James Wright
and

LONDON, SOUTH EASTERN & HOME COUNTIES

:

WARDOUR FILMS, Ltd.,
173, Wardour Street, London, W.l.
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The Average Girl and Beauty
and

BEAUTY is not merely a matter of an
extensive wardrobe, and [the girl who
can never appear attractive in a blouse

and skirt can never be so, even though sho
be transformed into a modern Queen of Sheba.
The majority of people see attraction in the
fresh, fragrant purity of a well-groomed and
trim British woman. There is something so
wholesome and charming about her that always
seems to draw attention and open admiration.
The moment the average girl decides it is

time to become a real woman »and puts her
hair up, she invariably finds that the change
is not half so pretty and effective as she thought
it would have been.
Tho desire to look pretty is implanted in

every true daughter of Eve, and perhaps, if

we could have taken a peep into that wonderful
old " Garden of Eden," we should have over-
heard Eve asking Adam if he didn't think she
was exceedingly pretty. Thus proving the
fact that even from the early advent of the
feminine gender, " woman," though she hadn't
much to choose from in the matter of dress,

wanted to look beautiful.

What She Wastes Time and Money On.

THE average girl makes the mistake of
trying to improve her looks by starting
the wrong way. First, she has a rush

on cheap powders, face-creams and lotions,

and perhaps without the faintest notion of

what she is really destroying, she has a periodical
henna to brighten her locks. If they are raven
black and she happens to be intensely pale,

she forgets that black and white go very well
together, and instead of doing all she can to

give them the right background, she dabs
white powder on her face in such a whitewash-
brush style that she only succeeds in spoiling

the effect of two colours that blend, and in
looking like a clown in a pantomime.

Make the Best of your Points.

PERSEVERANCE and the right sort of
treatment can help to create beauty
and attractiveness.

One is aware that the colour of the eyes
cannot bo changed, but the hair, figure, skin
and the expression of the face, and many
other things, may be greatly improved.

Avoid Personal Carelessness.

DON'T ever forget or put off cleaning
your teeth. Many a really plain girl

with a rippling smile which never fails

to show a double row of pearly white teeth
appears so charming that you never really

notice any of her defects, because they arb

thrown into the shade by the dazzling whiteness
of her teeth.

Have you ever noticed Pearl White's teeth ?

They are intensely suggestive of her name,
and are all her own.

All our popuJar screen artistes know the
valuo and beauty of well-kept teeth, it only
involves a little trouble, and the remedy is

quite simple. A fairly hard tooth-brush, soino
good tooth-powder, and a small bottle of
peroxide of hydrogen. You need only clean
them thoroughly with this once a day, and
give them a brush up after every meal with
clean water. Not only will they look nicer,

but will keep their condition good for a longer
period.

A Detestable Carelessness.

THERE is another sort of personaV carer-

lessness that matters very much. It
arises from the falso belief that people

who are intensely intelligent don't need to
worry about their personal appearance.

I expect you havo all coino into contact
with tho sort of girl who dotes on famous
poets, and reads their works to such an extont
that sho forgets to fasten her blouso|at tho|back.
You noed not jump to the somewhat hasty

conclusion that your brain is of so high a calibro

that your profession or career is enough for

yon, and that your appearance does not count,
ilt may not to you, but it does count very much
[with your friends, and with many other people.

Here are two beauty recipes.

Cultivation—Her Chief Attraction—The Art of Finding Her Style
Sticking to it—A Few Beauty Hints.

Simple Toilet-Powder.

IF you run short of powder, vise some ordinary
cornflour, which only requires the faint
perfume to make it 2Jerfect.

Another Small Hint.

SOME powdered orris-root, added to the
cornflour, gives it tho indescribable
odour of sweet violets, and is not harmful

to the most delicate skin. In fact, some cinema
stars prefer to make their own powder in this way.

Wouldn't You Like to be Her.

I HEAR that a costume for almost every hour
of the day is included in May Allison's

wardrobe for her next picture, entitled
.* The Walk-Offs."

On her beforo-breakfast canter she wears a
trim riding-habit of heavy linen crash; later in
the morning, a navy-blue serge one-piece chess;
for the street sho adds a dark blue hat, with a
blue and silver brocade brim, or a Belgian blue
coat and skirt, with a huge collar of squirrel fur,

made with a narrow skirt, 10 inches from tho floor.

Then for late afternoon, sho has a dainty pale
pink georgotte chiffon frock embroidered in
beads. For evening, a Nile green chiffon over
shell-pink charmeuse, with which she carries a
huge jade green feather fan. Then there is the
costume in the society circus of pink and jet,

with big black butterflies in spangles scattered
over tho frock, and a huge one quivering on her
hair. A Dresser.

A STAR'S CAR IS HER CASTLE.

FREE!
Both these attrac-

tive Mouses can be
cut from this Free
Pattern, rt? it in-

cludes two collars.

This is the first of a series of three delight;
ful free patterns which "FAMILY
PICTORIAL" is presenting to eve%% ""-
ol its readers. Make sure you get them all.,

Order the first free pattern number anil"

the two following issues to-day.

"AMILV

—

ZifAI
ICTOfclAL

our on
WEDNESDAY.

•4
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"My Skin

Looks Better/'
"It is clearer, brighter,

firmer— just because
every night I use a
little Pomeroy Skin
Food before going to

bed. In a few weeks
Pomeroy Skin
lias smoothed
the wrinkles and
My face looks

younger."

Food
away
lines,

years

Pomeroy
SkinFood

1/9, 4/-, and 5/9 Jars'.

OfHigh-class Chemists &PerJumcrs.
Mrs. POMEROY, Ltd.,

29,Old Bond Street, London, W. 1.

,JeL
BEAUTIFIES THE EYES

0 <Ay^-% '

^*^U vivacity, and expressions
» Lich men find 60 appealing. It

t!eai3 the eyes, freshen* and strengthens
them, making them natural Iff more
Wautiful. Particularly refreshing
after motoring.
" Eydol " >^ recommended by leading

aclresses.incinding Mis& Kyi le Bellew,

Miss Phyllis Bedells, Mdlle. Lncienne
l>ervyle, etc. "Eydol" is

harmless. Relieves eye-strain
and headache. Indispensable for

all whose eye3 are weak or
tired-looking.

2/9 per bottle.
Of all Stores and
Chemists, or direct

from — **EYDOL
Laboratories

(Dept. 26),

I70.Strand.LONDON W.C.2

t 'se *' Eydolash
"

to darken your
eyebrows and
"ashes. It makes
them thick, long,

and silky. In
Tvorine Pots. 1/6.
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Tbe Children's Newspaper
EVERY FRIDAY- -l|d.

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

PICTURES FOR THE CHILDREN.
HpHE very wide appeal which the cinema makes to
* persons o! all ages is unquestionably one of the

chief reasons for its popularity. Those who have
reached a period of life when ordinary entertainments
no longer attract them are not ashamed to confess
their liking for the films ; while even the little ones
"love goine to the pictures," so that they may see
the inimitable Charlie, or some other favourite.

Yet it is surely a mistake to suppose that this general
appeal of the motion picture does away with the
necessity of providing entertainments suitable for
children alone. On the contrary, such special cinema
shows are a much-needed innovation in this country,
where an increasing interest in the film among the
younger generation is developing to an extraordinary
degree. In America, the same thing was turned to
good use before the war, and Saturday film shows for
children quickly established their popularity wherever
they were introduced. Let us at least try the experiment
over here, for I am sure it will be worth while.
Some of my younger readers have more than once

confessed in their letters to me that they would like
to see programmes suitable to their tastes, though I

do not mention this as an argument carrying any
weight. But I think it indicates that a desire does
exist among children, however feebly and inadequately
it may be expressed, to see the film provide entertain-
ment for them specially in the same way as literature

and other things to-day are being partly devoted to

the welfare of the child.

I do not deny that many of the films now being
exhibited are quite excellent and harmless enough.
The hall-mark of their value is that they are suitable
to young and old alike. But there are others of which
the same cannot be said, since they touch on subjects
that are certainly not fit entertainment for children.

The kingdom of the child ought to have in it, as far

as is possible, all the best and brightest aspects of life,

and it can do no good to let the youthful imagination
be scarred by the tragedies of the older world. A
counter attraction in the way of weekly cinema shows
for children would prove an admirable thing if such
entertainments were run, of course, on the right lines.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address:
The Editor, " The Picture Show," The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

O. B. (Ipswich).—Ethel Barry-more is married to

Russell Colt, and Lionel Barryrnore to Doris Rankin,
Here are some of the films in which Hedda Hopper
has appeared: "Virtuous Wives," "The Battle of

Hearts," " Her Excellency the fiovernor," and " By
Right of Conquest." She is married to Dc Wolf,
and has one son.

V. W. (Halifax).—Her full name is Gloria May
Josephine Swanson, and she was born in Chicago.
" Society for Sale," " Every Woman's Husband."
and " Her Decision," are three of her films. Mar-
garet Shelby, who is Mary Miles Minter's sister, has
dark hair and blue eyes.

" M. Mc" (Tooting).—So you thought I had for-

gotten all about Herbert Eawlinsou. Well, the
trouble is there are so many favourites, though there
will be more about him later. Yes, he is married,
but lie is not the only Englishman iu the States who
has made his name on the films. There's Percy
Marmont, William Favcrsham, Nigel Barric, anil

others.
L.T. (Waliasley).—I haven t heard Mary Pickford

speak, so cannot say whether she has " a soft, silvery

voice, something like the rippling of a stream." Y'ou
arc quite poetic. Ruth Roland married Lionel T.
Kent. You will be able to see "A Gentleman
Rider" some time this year. Y'cs, Violet Hopson
and Stewart Rome are both in it. Lottie Pickford's

little girl, Mary Pickford Rupp is not on the films at
present.

" ASTOR " (Norwich).—Kathorine MacPonalel took
the part of Kathleen Harkncss in " Riddle Gwanc."
Uretchen Lederos and Gertrude short also played,

" Haynks " (tipper Clapton).—Yes, these film

serials make one quite impatient for the next episode,

don't thev ? Hayncs W-ildon, in " The House of
Bate," was played bv J.
Webb Diilion. but "the
name of the other artiste

clears the skin by thoroughly cleansing the
poros, removing the dirt that soap and water do
not and cannot reach. It also prevents the
bands becoming rough and chapped. 1/6 and 3I-
of all Chemists and (Stores everywhere.

Tho Online Co., London, &i.K,L

you wast is not given in
the cast.

"Pearl " (Ashtonon-Merscy).—Alice Brady U
married to .Tames Crane, but whether the other
artiste is single or married, I am unable to find out
nt the moment. The birthdays of Antonio Moreno.
Crcighton Hale. Lnid Bennett, and Ella Hull hare
not been disclosed.
"Delia" (Liverpool).—Yes. William Russell i=r

married, and Tom Mix's better half is Victoria Forde

.

" Phyllis " (Birkenhead) —I expect ere this Maty
Pickford 1ms sent you her photograph, and if yon arc
not pleased with it, I shall be "a'prteed." But I

expect you arc. Sonic Heather Thatcher films are !

" The Key of the World," " Pallard the Punter.'' and
" The First. Men in the Moon." Tlie artiste opposite
Constance Talmadge iu " A Pair of Silk Stockings

"

H'Q8 Harrison Ford.
F. H. L. (Binglcy).—"Hawthorne of the F.S.A."

is a coming picture starring Wallace Reid. So yon
have been told that you resemble him " very much "

Anyway, I note you are sensible enough not to get
conceited over it. Maybe, he would like to sec a
photo of his double, so send him one by all means.

1

J. F. A. (Sunderland).—1 thank you for your
suggestion, which I know is made in a kindly spirit.

But I am sorry I cannot adopt it, as I happen to
have all the assistance I need.
M. C. (Calcutta).—Pleased to hear from you, and I

trust your second attempt to get seplics from the
artistes you have written to lias proved mure success-
ful than your first. Yes, Crcighton Hale is an inter-
esting man. He was born in Cork, Ireland in 180::,

and is, therefore, twenty-seven. He has light-brown
hair and blue eyes, and has no other name than the
one he uses, as far as I know. His wife is a non-
professional. Mae Marsh, of course, is married to
Louis Lee Armcs. Jack Mulhall is also married, and
awfully reticent about himself. Emmy Wchlen bas
blonde hair and blue eyes. Bert Lytell's life partner
is Evelyn Yaughnn. Am I old or young ? Well,
there won't be any prize for the correct answer.

"Kitty" and "RiS" (Liverpool!.—Y'ou have
taken no liberty at all. Naturally, you arc Interested.,
in Mary Harald, for she is a fine actress, and you shall
both soon get to know all about her. Can you write
again ? Of course.
"Scotch Lassie" (Sheffield).—So you style

yourself " camouflaged English." I think your riom-
dc-plume is prettier. .His full and proper name is

Antonio Garrido Mouteaugudo Moreno. Macistc is

alive.

"Kiddie" (High Barnet).—Am L then, the fir.-t

real, live editor you have ever written to? Well,
tremble not, for I am as harmless as a dove. Didn't
Know High Barnet was a horrible, shivery place, but
these are cold days. Grace Darmond. Leon Barry
and Ralph Kellard were in " The Shielding Shadow."

G. K. (Clapton).
—" Tarzan of the Apes " was

filmed on the other side of the Atlantic. Norma
Talmadge and Eugene O'Brien were the stars in
" Good-night, Paul." Y'ou Iiave just turned fourteen
and have reached the height of 5 ft. C in., thereby
beating E. W. of Macclesfield, of the same age, by
3 in. Anybody else who can beat this new record ?

" Pansy " (East Ham).—" Daddy Long-Legs " was
released in London in October last. and. at the time
of writing, is still being shown.

t
James Knight was

born in Canterbury. Y'ou are wise not to believe the
silly rumours about Mary Pickford's hair.

L. G. (DulwicbV—Derwent Hall Cainc is the sen
of the famous author whose books you say you have
read. His first film was a picturisation of " Tlie
Deemster." Arnold Daly has not been in the lime-
light for some time. He started life as an office boy.
and then proved his merit on the stage, and later on
th3 films.

W. W. (Unburn).—What's the wager yon hope to
win ? A box of chocolates or a nice pair. of gloves ?

Anyway, here you are. Herbert Rawlin-on is married
and is now ncaring his thirty-fifth birthday, for he was
born in 1S85. Rodrique La Rocque was rjie young
man who appeared with Mabel Normand in the
" Venus Model."

P. M. B. (Astley).—So you think that had Job been
in my place, he would have collapsed long ago ! Y'ou
flatter me. surely. Yes Victoria Forde has played.
She is now the wife 01 Tom Mix.

M. B. (Cambridge).— Pauline Frederick is un-
doubtedly one of the finest screen artistes of to day.
Photos of her appeared in the issue for June 7tU of
last year, and an art plate of her was given away
with the second number of this paper dated May 10th,
19W. I shall have more 01 her later on. True
Boarelman's death was due to natural causes, but I
have no details.

"Raphael" (Liverpool).—Y'our name, n? well as
your nom-de -plume, reminds me of two great artists
(not of the films this time;, and I must thank you tor
your two little black and white pastel drawings, which
are certainly excellent. No, we have no bindings for
The Picture snow. Mruiorie Daw is the name of
t he young lady v, lib played in " A Modem Musketeer "

with Doug :as Fairbanks.

(More Answers Next Week.)

JN answer to the many inquiries we have received from our readers as to Ac uf
they can send letters to Cinema actors and actresses, " The Picture Show "

will forward all such letters, but it must be distinctly understood that we cannot
guarantee such letters will be replied to. Moreover, as many of these Stars
travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters
reach them. All letters are forwarded by the next mail, and every tetter received
to date has been sent on. The Editor cannot enter into any correspondence on
this matter. How to send your letter : Write the name of the Star on the en-
velope and enclose it with a loose lid. stamp to the Editor." The Picture
Show," The Fleetway House. Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4. (Be sure to
enclose your full address, including County and Country, if a reply is required.)
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CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES. PLAYS, AND PLAYERS

Famous Readers of "Tfje Picture

Show."
No. 4.—MABEL NORMAND.

AMOTHER reader of our favourite paper i?

shown above. Mabel wanted you to

recognise her, so she obliged the camera-
man by looking up for a few seconds while
ho snapped her. But she wouldn't lose her
place, and held her favourite film paper open
ready tho moment the. camera clicked to
continue reading. —

—

Peeping Stars Competition.
1 EXPECT you arc all getting anxious to

know if you have been able to name
correctly tho concealed faces in our

"" Peeping .Stars " Competition. As you have
been promised, the original photographs used
in this competition are all to appear in the
Picture Show, with the names underneath.
Though the names will not bo needed, foi

nil these concealed stars are very popular
film favourites. They will be published shortly,
so watch our pages. Also, I bear another
and even more exciting competition is coming
in a short while, as well as many other splendid
new features. ] have this information red-
hot from the Editor, so tell your friends,—

—

On Our Cover.
LARRY SEMON. tho clever comedian

who glances at us so whimsically from
- our cover this week, used to be a car-

toonist. Ho used to draw them, now he docs
them in person.

Tho Larry Kcmon-Vitagrapb comedies are
the final result, A coming Giro, entitled " The
Head Waiter,'' is one of . the funniest film? yet
shown. ~~

—*

—

Chrissie White's Latest.

DO you know that Miss Chrissie While's
latest, hobby is motor -cycling ?

'The other day sho had a hasty spill

on her way to the Hopworlh studios at Walton.-
on-Thames from her home at Chiswick. Sho
had just passed through Richmond when tho
greasy state of the road caused her machine
in skid, and Miss White was thrown violently
to tho ground. Fortunately, she escaped
with a few bruises and scratches, but it might
have been a very nasty accidont.

A Real Ruth Story.

WE) ore shortly to sec Ruth Roland in a
Rathe serial, entitled '•'The Adventures
of Ruth."

'This is most decidedly Ruth's own serial,
for she wrote the story from which the scenario
was prepared. Her own company produced it.

She supervised the direction and played the
star part.

This explains why Ruth has been so retiring

and exclusive for the last few months.
Ruth's leading man in this story is Herbert

Heyes.

Another Mystery Character.
MAJOR WALLACE McCl Till HON, a

veteran of the British Army, plays in

'"The Black Secret," a coming serial

in which Pearl White stars.

He takes the part of Frederick Yaux, the
mystery character, and he makes the part

startlingly real and mystifying. 'The exact

status of the weird Mr. Yaux is not known
until the final thrilling episode, when ho is

show n for what he really is:

Those who have seen the serial describe
him as " the greatest mystery character ever
written into a serial."'

News of Warner Oland.

WE have not Been Warner Oland since

lie played Wu Fang with Pearl White
in " The Lightning Raider," but I

hear that at present ho is very busy oh a new
serial, entitled "The Third Eye,' in which
he shares tho star parts with Eileen Percy.

Why Harold Lloyd chose Mildred Davis.

AM interviewer, who has been seeing Harold
Lloyd, gives us an insight into tho
comedian's character. He Bays :

" The new Lloyd leading woman is a petito

blonde. The creator of these comedies -ays

that Mildred Davis was chosen because of her
fresh, good looks and talent. He expects to

keep her in all of his pictures, refusing to
believe a constant companion in his films

can deprive him of any of his merited attention.

I have heard so many stars speak of the bad
judgment in having the same lead, it was
refreshing to have young Lloyd speak up and
say he expected the public to want to see Mis-

Davis just as much as they want to see him."'

A Hundred Weddings.
{HEAR that Colleen Moore is busy selecting

another wedding dress, as she has been
cast for a new Christie comedy : and

she says all these happy plots of married life

begin or end with a wedding.
As a matter of fact, Al Christie directed

bis ninety-ninth wedding in the special comedy.
'He Married His Wife," featuring Edith
Roberts, and this play, with Colleen Moore,
will be the culmination of his aim to achieve
his hundredth screen wedding.—

—

Douglas Fairbanks' Way.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS says, •' If you

want to bo happy, remember that a
smile in the morning will do you more

good than a tonic, and cost less. Don't lie

afraid to say- 'good-morning,' and when yon
say it, add a smile to sour words, so that tho
one to whom you are saying them will know
you mean it. When you hhake anybody by
the hand, do it as though you enjoyed it ; put
a couple of ounces of pressure behind your
grasp. Don't go at it as though you worn
picking up a hot coal. Start with a smila
and kcop it »Vp till late, then you will bo a
success. Take a last look into the mirror
each night jusl before you turn out the light

;

if you are smiling at yourself, you will have a
good sleep."' —

—

What They Like.A NUMBER of film stars have been askod
for their favourite diversions,

Charles Ray says be iikes tennis;
Norma . Talmadge, dancing; Ivatherine Mac-
Donald, polo; Charles Chaplin,, charades;
Betty Blythe, golf; Wallace Reid, music,
particularly jazz ; Antonio Moreno, designing
automobiles ; Florence Deshon, writing ; Madge
Kennedy, sketching

;
Larry Sernon, cartooning ;

Lillian Gish, reading ; Mae Marsh, clay n od •

ling ; William Russell, horseback riding : Louise
Fazenda, baking and breaking pios.

—M-

—

To Keep an Elephant White.

THE director of Madge Kennedy's new
picture at the Goldw-yn studio says
he understands now the meaning of

tho old phrase, "a white elephant on one'*
bands," for he has one—not exactly on bis
hands, of course, but on the stage for the play.
This is a real elephant, but it is not really

white, and that's the trouble! The elephant
can be made to look white by the liberal appli i

tion of chalk, but he does not care for chalk
and is always rubbing it and blowing it off.

So three men arc kept busy all the time trying

to keep the elephant white till the scenes
are taken.

She Likes Pictures Best.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN says she ward
into pictures to escape going on the
stage. Her father, who is the son 6'

tho famous impresario, Oscar Hammcrstein.
hail set his heart on a stage career for 1 i<

beautiful daughter. But Elaine didn't want -i

stage career; in fact, was not particularly
keen on any" career whatever. Sho says she'd
rather be entertained than entertain. S! o

likes pictures better than the stage, simply
because they give a girl more opportunity to
enjoy her home and social lifo ; and now that
she's getting well into the game, she says she's

going to work ever so hard at her pictures,

because site's beginning to take a pride in her
work, 'and not merely becauso it furui-hes a
channel of escapo from the footlights.

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER, who directs MABEL NORMAND, is devoted to his wife. Here you sea
their invariable parting, 'vhen he hands money to his wife with these words j

" Have a eood time,
dear, and buv whatever you want."
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CINEMA CHAT £?£.s
— That Forrest Stanley, wlio lias been absent
from the screen so long, re-appears in ' The
Thunderbolt " 1

Marie and Accidents.

THERE is no doubt about it that the stars of

cinema serials take many
provide us with thrills.

chances to

During the

filming of " Tho Red Glove " Marie Waleanvp.

after falling 50 feet from a fire escape, suffered

i sprained ankle and cuts on tho head. It was

during a sceno with Tom Lingham, the " bad

man : of the serial production. Ho was hoi. lm-

a heavy iron hook while Miss Walcamp was on

an improvised fire-escape. The action of the

scone called for him to fall, which ho did, but in

doing so he accidentally dropped the hook,

which struck the actress on tho head, rendering;

her unconscious. She swayed and fell forward,

(ho director tried to break her full, but only

partially succeeded.

Sho was rushed, still in an unconscious

Condition; to tho hospital, whero sho was

revived, her wounds bound up, and her sprained

ankle put into a plaster. This was following

another accident, in which Miss Walcamp
broke her arm.

. .
—

—

Virginia Pearson Believes in Psychic

Power.

MISS VIRGINIA PEARSON believes we
aro guided in this world by psychic

powers. Hore is her own explanation :

" I believe that I haye seven occult guides,

nnd that I cannot live my own life to please

myself."
'

'« My Hindu room is modelled after the Hindu

stylo and according to the direction of my
psychic guide.

'" My Japanese room after .my Japancso

{.Hide's advice.

"Tho Greek room is used to entertain, and is

fashioned after my beautiful dancing girl's home
which she owned while on this plane.

" Last, but not least, my boudoirs aro all

i-M-gestions of my artistic guides.

''Without tho help of these wonderful crea-

tures, I would not have won the success I now
enjoy. I havo great hopes for the future.

" If I fall short of realisation, I shall fasten the

blame where it belongs, or must I be grateful for

past favours and shoulder a bit of the responsi-

bility myself ? If more people would emulate

the example of these unseen psychic helpers,

What a wonderful plane this would be !

"

—

—

Fr&nkie Lee and a Hatchet.

SOMEONE gave Erankie Lee a hatchet, and
the cherry tree episode of George
Washington's career was nothing to what

the little star did with his present. First, ho

died it on the garden hose, the result being a

fountain on the lawn. He was just testing the

resistance of tho tyres on his uncle's motor-car,

w hen someone came out to see wha t Frankie was
doing, and the sequel was too sad to relate.

— —
A Compliment for Mabel Normand.

MABEL NORMAND is tho life and soul of

thoGoldwyn Studios. Agreat compliment
was paid her by Andrew Arbuckle the

Other day. After a particularly hard day, Mr.

Arbuckle remarked with great emphasis, "We
ought to havo to pay for working here, instead

oi getting paid for it. It's worth a lot to work

hero, with this girl, she's a wonder !

"

Do You Know

—

That Pedro do Cordoba's mother was a

Parisienne and his father a Spaniard, and
'I, at he himself was born in New York }

That in "Virtuous Men," hi which you u ill

fab r be seeing E. K. Lincoln, several scenes

v. ere " shot " in a big shipbuilding yard ?

That "Tho Unknown," a Lasky production

to bo released later on, is an adaptation from

R. Wylie's novel, 'The Red Mirage " ?

That it features Geraldine Farrar's husband,

Lou Tollegen J

—That Will Scott, the famous caricaturist

and author, has been selected as director of

productions

'

1

—

That Scssue Hayakawa's great ambition is to

epitomise the history of his country in films ?

Fay Filmer.

JACK LOVELACE. PEGGIE STUART.

JACK LOVELACE has just returned from
America. He is launching out on an
entirely new type of film production, and
promises us vivid and thrilling scenes under
the sea. MISS STUART, whom you also

see above, is his leading lady.

A delightful portrait of the wonderful little

film star MAE MARSH taken with her
nephew and niece, JOHN HENRY and

BETTY BERTHOLON.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Angeles.

She Knows What She Wants.

KATHERINE MACDONALD owes hdr
success in the film world to the fact

that she has always known exactly,

what she wanted, and been equally determined
to get it. The idea of going into pictures nevejr

entered her head till one day, at tho Horsier-
studio, whither she would daily escort ber

sister, Mary MucLaren, the director suddenly
said :

" You'ro hanging round here all the time

doing nothing. Why don't you work ?
"

They tried her first in comedies, but she,

soon gave that up.
" I'm too big for comedy," she explains.]

" Besides, I've not got a funny nature, and 1

can't make faces. Since I've taken up picture;

work seriously, I've never played anything
but leads. I've never asked anybody for an
engagement, and never lost a day betwen
engagements. When once I realised (hat I

was worth three hundred dollars a week, 1.

got it. When 1 lived in Now York, I used to.

breed French bulldogs. I made up my mind
that I was going to breed the best one in'

America, and 1 did. Oajniquet has been shown
all over the country, and she's never been
beaten."
And neither has Katherine MacDonald.

Stories of Stars.

WHEN William and Dusfin Farmnn
wcro touring the Slates in 1911,.- mi
" The Littlest Rebel," they experienced

considerable difficulty in retaining any child

young enough to play the title role, on account,

of tho stringent laws concerning child labour.

So they carried two little girls along to provide

against emergencies. The one, Viola Flugrath,

is now better known under her screen name of

Viola Dana, and the other, still in her teens,

now graces the screen as Mary Miles Minter.

Can You Read It ?

TOM MOORE had to wark Christmas Day
to get his picture finished " according

to plan." Tho scene they happened to

bo filming that day required that he should run

a letter off on the typewriter. Tom pounded I

away at tho ivories in such a workmanlike

manner that his director complimented him on

his efficiency. Without a word, Moore handed

him tho letter, and this is what his director read :

"
i wou§d rat,r -zb doWn at The beiiaeb Than

sitSSng UNd-er thiS hot Lamp 3Toin ?
"

A Hairdresser's Hint.

HERE is a coiffure designed by Gloria Swan-

son, famed for her ingenuity in devising

startling head-dresses. She calls it the

"Centre Marcelled Parting with Low Pompa-

dour," and it is admirably adapted for those

informal occasions which require the removal of

one's hat. " Part your hair an inch in depth

in the centre and draw it back to a low pompa-

dour. Marcel the sides. Dress front part first,

then tho sides. Curl ends and dress back, per-

mitting curled ends to cluster a little above the

low pompadour." Miss Swanson believes in the

use of a net to keep her elaborate structures in

place, especially when the hat has to be fre-

quently removed.

William Farnum's Leading Lady.

WILLIAM FARNUM is to return tr tho

coast in February, and Louise Lovely

i3 again to be his 'leading lady, .\li-s

Lovely was with Big Bill in the live pictures ho

made this year in California, and is the only lead-

ing lady who has been with .Air. Farmnn in a run

of consecutive pictures.

How Wanda Earned Money.

WANDA HAWLEY taught Latin once upon

a time at a Normal School. She Bays

sho has earned money ever since she

can remember. She showed signs of becoming

u brilliant musician at a very early age, and used,

to play accompaniments for Albert Spaiflding..

] ater, when studying vocal music with the in-,

lention of embarking upon an operatic career,

sho earned her pin-money by posmg tor arUSttj

and photographers.
' l.LMK COBD.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES,

When "The Silver Horde " was being produced by Goldwyn, a number of CHARLIE CHAPLIN is universally loved by children. Here we see him with
extras were needed. Here we see them being hired at San Francisco docks. a group of admirers, whom he is entertaining in his own inimitable way.

ELSIE JAMS wasn't quite ready for the camera Two members of the cast "supporting "' PAULINE CECIL HUMPHREYS and MARIE BLANCHE, the
when this photograph was taken. A friend held a FREDERICK in her latest Goldwyn picture, " The favourite British artistes of stage and screen, in a
glass while Elsie "just dabbed" her nose with Woman in Room Thirteen. " They make a violent beautiful scene in "The Elusive Pimpernel," a

powder. study in black and white. coming Stoll photo-play.

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG is another screen star with countless children admirers. Here she is seen during the lunch hour at a neighbouring school.

She employs the time telling them the most delightful stories.
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Our Dramatic Serial Story of a Woman's Fight tor Her love Against the World.

"There is a Destiny which shapes our ends, rough hew them how we may."

READ THIS FIRST.

WHEN Diana married George Meadows she
knew she did not love him, but marriage
with George meant freedom from work, and

tin- troubles of poverty.
When baby Eric came, there was only one thing

(hat. prevented Diana from being happy, and that
was her husband's friendship with Bertie Fisher.

Diana resented that Bertie Fisher should come to

the house whenever he pleased. She instinctively

)< lt that her husband thought more of hiin than he
•lid of her, and they had had their only quarrel over
him.

It was Christmas Eve, and George had promised
to be home early to take Diana out to buy " Santa
t laus " for Eric a first Christmas stocking.
- The evening wore away, but George did not conic.

Resentfully, Diana decided she must go alone, if

baby was not to be disappointed. Most of the shops
were closed, but in a tiny toy-shop Diana buys a
woolly dog, and because she has not enough money
to pay for it leaves her diamond engagement-ring,
promising to redeem it the next day.

Arriving home, she is met by Bertie Fisher. He
is nervous and distrait. Ho tells her George has
absconded with money from the firm. He is leaving
Diana for good. He had not pluck enough to tell

her himself, and had sent Bert to break the news to
her.

Diana has pride, and cannot bring herself to con-
fide in her mother or her friends. She tells them
that George has been sent by his firm suddenly to

the Argentine on business. Bertie Fisher tries to be
friendly, and helps her all he can. Money is getting

scarce, and Diana decides to dismiss Bertha, her
maid. She tells Bertha she is thinking of shutting
up the house and joining her husband. To her sur-

prise, Bertha looks at her as if she knows the truth.

Diana decides the only way to prevent her secret

being known is to leave. She lets the house to Bertie

Fisher, the rent to go to her mother, to continue the

allowance which her husband used to give her and
•itop her wondering because it had stopped.
With baby Eric Diana pretends she is going out

lo her husband. Friendless and alone, she arrives

iii London. Diana finds a friend in an old lady
named Mrs. Harris, who gives her a home. Her
brother, Mr. Forteseue, engages Diana as a shorthand
. Icik. In Mr. Fortescne's son Diana recognises her
Bret sweetheart. Both Dicky Forteseue and Diana
are delighted to meet again.

(The stora then <.o>hi>'.i>(S.)

A Letter from Bertie Fisher.A SMALL boy m a white drill suit knelt

on a chair before an open window, eagerly

scanning tho street.

He had the look of a child brought up
in the close, confined courts of our great city.

Nut that there was anything especially languid
,.> nail about the tiny, well-knit figure. Eric

Meadows was as healthy a child as one could
\\ >-:h to find, but he was small for his years, and
(here was a pinched look about his face which
his mother's eyes were quick to see, and she

worried over it.

I'wo yearg had passed away since Diana hod
• omo to live with Mrs. Harris, and the time had
passed peacefully and almost without event.

Diana went daily to Jacob Fortescue's up-to-

date Paris model factory.

They had discovered she had a gift for tho

business, and sho already hold a fairly good
position.

" Hero conies mummy, auntio ! Here she

comes !

'

Eric had caught sight of ihe slender figure in

the neat voile dress, and ho was jumping up
and down in his excitement.

Diana waved her hand to her little son, and
he scrambled off the chair and ran towards tho
• loor.

Jt was the usual nightly performance, but of

m hioh she and the child never tired.

Mis Harris followed more slowly.

Diana caught up the baby and kissed him, and
! put his little hands one on each side oi her

; • •
, and then pressed his soft lips to hers

Dear, dear mwvvy" ho said.

She kissed him again, and held him very tight.

How frail and light he was.
" Has lie been a good boy, auntie ? " she said,

(inning to tho old woman.
" He's good enough. Ho turned the taps on

in the bathroom and nearly swamped the place,

and I found him painting pictures on the new
wall-paper. I punished him for that, didn't I,

Eric '!
"

" Yes, auntie banged me wif a slipper. ' It hurt
awful bad,'' said the child solemnly.

Diana winced.
The mere thought of anyone touching her

child was agony to her, but she knew from
experience it was best for all concerned for her
to say nothing.

Mrs. Harris was old. Eric was a great
anxiety to her, the little girl who used to take
him out had found another situation where sho
could better herself, and it was not easy to find

another girl of suitable parentage in that
neighbourhood.
Diana noticed how Eric clung to her

when she was about. There was a pathetic
expression on the baby face when he was
asleep. The mother's heart ached with an
awful longing.

Oh, to be free to look after him herself ! To
bo able to take him out on the 'bus in the day-
time ; to give him the benefit even of the parks,
where he could play as other children did.

Mrs. Harris was impatient if Diana spoke of

taking (he child out in the evening. She resented
the idea.

Diana was over-anxious," she would say.
" Eric was healthy. He had had none of those
illnesses that children usually catch in their

early years."
Mrs. Harris had never had children, and sho

could not understand Diana's anxiety for her
baby.

" Here is a letter for you," said Mrs. Harris
as they were about to sit down to the evening
meal. " It came this morning just after you
went out."
Diana glanced at the envelope.
There was only one person who ever wrote,

and that was Bcrtio Fisher. It was from him,
and read :

" Dear Mrs. Meadows,—How are you and
(ho kiddy going ? He must be quite a big fellow

by now.
" Your mother has called on me on several

occasions. She wanted your address. Will you
please tell me what I am to do about the
matter ?

" How would it be for you to suggest coming
back for a holiday, so as to put her mind at

rest ?

- I have had no news. Have you ?

" I should like to see you again. Might I

call some day ?
'

' Yours sincerely,
" B. Fisher."

Diana folded the letter thoughtfully, and
placed it back in its envelope.
A Sudden homo sickness came over her as sho

looked at the boy.
There was a garden at Glan-y-mor, the pure

fresh air of the outer suburbs. How he would
glory in it all !

Mrs. Harris was at this moment correcting

him because he wanted to get down from his

chair. He had refused bread and milk, and
now lay listlessly back in his chair, his eyes dull

with boredom.
" Sit up, Eric ; behave yoursolf, or I must

put you to bed beforo your mother comes homo,"
said Mrs. Harris, in a sharp voico.

Diana bit her lip.

" Come and sit on mother's lap, darling, " sho

said, holding out her arms,

F'ric needed no second bidding to scramble
down.

" You spoil that child," grumbled Mrs.
Harris. " He gets more difficult to manage
every day."
"I must try and make some other arrange-

ment. I know ho is too much for you," said
Diana gently. " You have been very good,
and I must not impose "

She paused and stroked the child's curly
head.

Mrs. Harris finished her tea, and put down
her cup very deliberately.

" I cannot understand why you do not
marry," she said. " My nephew has asked
you, hasn't he ? Yet you go on just the same.
It is beyond me. We never did things like that
when I was young. When a man was in love
and asked a woman—she either had him or sho
didn't. If she didn't, that was the end. She
never kept him hanging around as you do.

You like him, and he can afford to keep you.
Why ever don't you, marry him, and be done
with it ?

"

Diana had grown very pale:

It was not the first time Mrs. Harris had
expressed her views regarding Dicky to herself.

" Me like Uncle Dicky," said Eric, joining
suddenly in the conversation. " He bringed
me a horse."

Suddenly remembering his treasure, he
slipped off his mother's lap and went towards
the door.

" You can't have that thing now, Erie. It's

put away in the washhouse. It's gone to bed
—where little boys should be," said Mrs. Harris,
rising briskly from her chair and beginning to

clear the table.

Diana got up from the table.
" Yes, darling ; it is time you had your bath

now. Come to mummy," she said gently.

She put out her arms, and Eric came to her
obediently.
He kissed Mrs. Harris good-night, and Diana

carried him from the room.
Mrs. Harris bustled around. She was natur-

ally a tidy woman, and the least sign of any-
thing out of place in the room worried her. She
liked Diana, but she could not understand the
girl's natural reserve. She herself liked to talk
about old times, but Diana never indulged in

reminiscences.
Upstairs the girl was reading the letter

again.
She ought to see her mother. She had kept

her secret for two years, but every week it grew
more difficult. Was it possible for her to go
back to Glan-y-mor and continue to keep the
fact that she and George were not together
from her mother ? she wondered. Sho thought
of the constant lies she would have to tell, of

the lies she had already told. Her baby, too,

was a problem. They might ask him questions,

and what would they gather from his childish

prattle, ho who could not even remember bis

father ?

She gave a little sieh.

Eric was asleep already.

She glanced down at him, and tho tears came
into her eyes.

" Oh, baby, if only I knew what to do for the
best 1

" she whispered.
She sat down at the rickety little table which

stood beforo the w indow, and opened her writing-

pad. Then sho sat for quite a long time,

staring down at it.

" What should sho do ?
"

Quito suddenly tho idea came to her, and she
look up her pen and wro(e :

'Dear Mother,—I am sorry I have not
written you before, but the time passes so

(Continued on page S.)
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DESTINY (Continued from page 6.)

luickly, and I never was much of a letter-writer.

This, 1 am afraid, is my only excuse.
' We have come to London for a few days,

and 1 have brought Eric with me, asl know yon
would like to see him. He is a dear little fellow

but I do not think very strong.

i am writing you at your old rooms, as I sup-

pose you are still there.
' I will bring Eric along on Saturday.

" Your affectionate daughter.
" Dl.ttfA."

Diana addressed the envelope and sealed it.

The die was cast. For her boy's sake it was
imperative that a change should be made. If

needs be, she could live again with her

mother.
The money for ihe house could keep them

•Viite easily, especially now she was settled at

her business.
Yet she hesitated at going out to the post.

A thousand questions surged up through her

Drain.
Mrs. Harris was right. .She should send

Dicky away.

For two years he had been her faithful fo'-

i >wer, ever gentle, kind and true. Whatever
:-he told him, he believed implicitly.

She had said she was a widow, and until a

year ago he had been just the kindly friend.

Hut Diana trembled as she remembered that

eventful night, when lie had declared his love

for her in a manly, passionate outburst. He
!old her that she had always been his ideal,

just what a girl should be, that he had never
< bought of anyone else. And she had had to

push away the manly arms which would have
encircled her, and tell him in faltering, miserable

words that she could not listen to him.

And be, thinking, be had spoken too quickly,

•vas humbly apologetic. He had been too

hasty ; ho would wait.

In his strong, clever way he had talked of

other things until she had recovered. She had
never had the courage to confess the truth,

because her heart was just crying out to him.
She loved him as she had never thought herself

capable of loving. She had never known what
passion was until that night, and then she bad
had to beat it down, cast it away from her—this

most wonderful love winch held her in its all-

powerful clasp.

She had fondly imagined until that moment
hat she had loved George.

Now she knew she never really had ; the

"iere thought of him returning, of her winning
him back—which until then had been the one
desire in her life—was now obnoxious to her.

If ho had never left her she was, of course,

,uite certain that she would have cared for him,
Vo doubt she would have been satisfied with
life, and gone on to the end in peaceful ignor-

ance, knowing nothing of the wonderful possi-

bilities which love has in store for those who
are willing to wait until the one woman and the

one man appear on the scene.

The girl, seated at the table in her humble
little room, knew that Dicky hoped to win her

one day, and, knowing all that he meant to her,

.-.he had not had the strength of will to confess

to him the truth.

She was so afraid he might go out of her life.

Ho was so upright and honest, so manly and
truthful.

The barrier between them he would consider

insurmountable.

Yet the thought now of George coming back
to her filled her with dismay.

En »'aln she reasoned with herself.

George was the father of her child ; ho had
»!ways been considered a good husband, and if

b« came back .

Her thoughts refused to go further.

She gave a little shudder, and buried her face

in ber hands.

A Threat.

MRS. LONG sat before the tea-table in

her large if somewhat sparely-fur-

nished fitting-room, pouring out tea

107 her visitors.

Eric was running about the room, his quick
'* •'errant eyes dart in:; from one object to

another in delight and perpetual astonishment.
Mrs. Long had grown .stouter, and altogether

more comfortable in appearance since she and
Diana had last met.
The three pounds n week had brought her

complete comfort.
" When are you and George thinking of

coming home, Diana ? " she asked, suddenly
fixing her daughter with her keen, dark eyes.

Diana made some vague remark.
Mrs. Long sat suddenly forward. Diana

knew instinctively from past experience that
her mother had something of importance to say.

"Did Mr. Fisher let you know how the rail-

road people have been worrying him for your
address '! " she said eagerly. " They want to

buy the lease of Glan-y-mor."
" Oh, do they I

"

Diana was interested.

Mrs. Long beamed at her.

Yes, dear. I believe Mr. Fisher has been
dying to put them off, but, as I said to him, if

you got a good price for it, it would very likely

pay you to sell."

Diana involuntarily glanced at her child.
" What an opportunity to get some ready

money, and give Eric a glorious holiday. She
could also take a nice little house nearer town
somewhere, with a garden for Eric to play in.

" Yes," she said slowly.

Mrs. Long poured herself out another cup of

tea.
'* I was thinking it would be a good idea,"

she said brightly. " You see, dear, you and
George are not getting anything out of the
house at present, are you ? It might sell for

fifteen hundred, or perhaps two thousand,
pounds. I know an awfully safe investment
which would almost double my income."
Diana glanced at her mother.
" I am afraid George would not agree to that,

mother," she said. " You see, George is not
doing as well as he used to, and we find the
Argentine does not agree with Eric. I have
come over to make some arrangements to settle

down again over here."
" Oh !

" Mrs. Long's face fell.

" Perhaps you will tell me at once of your
arrangements, Diana," she said in a small voice,

as she clasped her hands in her lap, as though
to give herself a little extra support.
Diana leaned forward and kissed her.

The wonderful love which had come into her
life with Dicky had softened her nature. It

made her kind and gentle to those with whom
she now came in contact.

" I thought you, Eric and I might live to-

gether for a time somewhere near London,"
she said. " You could look after the house and
Eric, with the help of a little maid, couldn't
you ? " >• .

Mrs. Long thought she could, but she could
not help a little sigh escaping as she remem-
bered the happy daydreams she had been
weaving the last few weeks.

"' We will go and see Mr. Fisher this evening,"
said Diana. " If the railroad peopie really do
want to buy, of course we shall sell."

.
" Oh, they do. They have been agitating

for months. Surely Mr. Fisher must have
written you ?

"

" Perhaps he did," said Diana, ever on her
guard before those bright, eager eyes.

It was twilight as Diana and her mother

JUNE- CAPRICE, the delightful cinema star
who smiles at us from the opposite page,
has two interests in life outside her motion

picture activities—her home and her pets. Until
three years ago June's dolls received the small

star's caresses and attentions. Then when she
went into pictures she thought that she was too
grown up for dolls and went in for cats and dogs
instead. At her country home there is a collec-

tion of lost and strayed animals that any zoo
might envy, gathered from the ranks of those
i hat heartless summer cottagers have aban-
doned to their fate.

When Juno began her latest picture, " Little

Mother Hubbard," for Paths, her director
begged hor not to live in the country, but to
take an apartment in town for the winter, where
she would be accessible to the demands of the
Studio, photographers, interviewers. No apart-

opened the gate of Glan-y-mor, and walked t>;

the entrance. There was a light burning in the
hall, but no one came in answer to their knock.

" He only has a daily girl, my dear. I'm
afraid the place must be in an awful state,"

whispered Mrs. Long, as she craned her neck in

the hope of getting a glance through the cur
tained window.
They rang the bell, and it echoed dismally

through the silence.

Why, there he is !
" said Diana suddenly.

" Look ! . Down there under the trees !

"

Leaving her mother waiting in the porch,
Diana made her way towards the solitary figure

who was pacing thoughtfully to and fro in the
gathering darkness.
He did not see her until she was close upon

him.
" Diana ! Mrs. Meadows !

" he cried in as-

tonishment.
Diana gave him her hand.
" Yes. You did not expect to see me here,

did you?" she said. "But my mother .has
been telling me about the railroad people. 11

appears they want to buy Glan-y-mor "

" Oh, but you would not sell it ? " cried the
man hastily. "Suppose—I mean—er Don'i
you think that would be inadvisable ?

"

" No !
" said Diana decidedly. " I think it'--

a very fortunate chance. I should like to gei

rid of the house and grounds, and I 6hall go and
see the people about it to-uiorrow."

Bertie Fisher stood quite still. Ho was
staring at her with a strange expression on bi-

livid face.
" You would not let the railroad come

through here ? " he said in a curiously high
falsetto voice. " You really mean that ! Yon
will sell Glan-y-mor ?

"

"Yes," said Diana steadily. "I know rjuit

well now that George and I will never want t'

live in it again."
Bertie Fisher gave a peculiar little laugh.
"No," he said. * Perhaps you are right.

You want me to turn out just as soon as I can
then, I suppose ?

"

" Well, I don't say that," said Diana thought -

fully. " I will tell you to-morrow night, alter 1

nave had- an interview with the people. Thi y
may not want it, you know, after all."

They were walking towards the house.
Bertie Fisher suddenly stopped.
" I shouldn't think any more about it," be

said. " Take my advice, and let things go
on as they are. You are all rightv aren't

you ?
"

" Yes, but there is my mother—and—and
Eric. I shall have to tell my mother some day.
She has always been suspicious,"' said Diana in

a low voice.

Bertie Fisher was staring at her thoughtfully.
He did not appear to have been listening to
what she said, but a sudden gleam came into
his hollow eyes.

" Ah, yes !
" he said hoarsely. " Well, do a«

you like. You know your own- business best,

Diana."
Was it the words, she wondered, or the

sinister way in which they were uttered.

Somehow they seemed to contain a threat.

(Another Splendid Instalment of this Thrilling
Life Story Next Monday.)

THE STAR WHO LOVES
ALL ANIMALS.

ment being available just then, Miss Caprice
went to live at a big hotel. She arrived writh

her luggage and four baskets of assorted cats and
dogs. The manager refused them admittance.

June's heart was broken, but the animals had
to be returned to the country. That evening
while on her way to the hotel, June came across

a two months' old kitten on Broadway mewing
and hungry. Tliis was more than the girl's tender
heart could bear. Securing a shoe box, June
tied up the kitten and smuggled it to her rooms
in the hotel. There she kept it until it was
discovered by the maid.

Weeping, June presented the maid with one
or two of her best hats, and the overjoyed young
woman took the kitten to her own dwelling,

where it will have a good home as long as it lives.

But June had this portrait taken ljefore she let

her pot go.

JUNE CAPRICE
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Use rain water and liquid soap Rub until a generous lather is obtained.
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FOR THE CARE OF THE HAIR.

CLEANLINESS is the Uiost important factor to be considered in caring for

one 3 hair. fc*
" A person's brush and comb should be kept spotlessly clean. Nothing

will kill the lustre of the hair or cause it to fall out quicker than using an untidy
comb and brush.

I' I always give rny hair a thorough brushing before retiring, and then braid it

loosely, it is a dreadful mistake not to romove one's hairpins before going to
sleep, for if they remain in the hair all night they will bruise the roots.

" In cases where a person's hair seems abnormally dry, an occasional application
i>f olive oil, which has a tendency to nourish the scalp, will help restore the natural
lustre. This should be done on the night before the head is to be washed. Owing
to the fact that my hair is naturally glossy, I find it necessary to use oil only occa-
sionally, generally at every third shampooing.
"To apply this treatment, part the hair in the middle and rub oil in at the roots

on each side of the part. Massage the scalp by moving it beneath the fingers ; never
rub the hair back and forth, for this strains at the roots and is harmful.

A Hot Towel.

IX the morning, before washing, tie a hot towel around the head for a few minutes ;

this has a tendency to stimulate the circulation.

To Wash the Hair.
'

| ALWAYS use very soft water—usual}; rain-water: but if this is not obtain-

l able, then I substitute spring water such as is sold by various companies
for drinking purposes. My maid always helps me at this task because I am

usually so busy keeping soap out of my eyes that I cannot give the proper attention
to my hair. The water is always quite warm. Liquid soap—made by boiling the
shavings of any good brand of Castile, soap—is rubbed into my hair by Catherine,
my maid, and water applied until a generous lather is created. Then this is washed
out in clean, warm water.

" After repeating this shampooing operation twice, I then indulge in a tepid lemon
rinse. The purpose of this is to remove all excess of oil. Persons with dry or brittle
hair, of course, should not use the lemoD-water. After the lemon rinse, then I apply
cold water, which closes the pores and eliminates the danger of catching cold.

Hot irons ruin the hair by scorching it. Good health is the best hair tonic I know of.

''Comb out the ends of the hair first.'

Let the Son Dry Your Hair.

WHEN my hair has been thor-

oughly rinsed, then I tie it

bath towel around my head
and sit in the sun, if there is any, to
let it dry. The purpose of the towc!
is to absorb as much as possible of
the water. When this has been ac-

complished, then T remove the towel,
and the sun completes the work.

Clip Your Ends.
EVERY strand of hair bears a

rcseinblanco to the blade of a

sword. It is three-cornered,
not round, as many suppose, and
hollow inside. Unless the hair is

clipped occasionally at the ends, it

splits, and the oil runs out, even as the
sap runs out of a tree that has been
gasltrd. This leaves the hair brittle

and dry. The purpose of thojclippinir,
therefore, is to prevent this ' bleed-
iugj Old -fashioned ladies clipped
their hair oneo every new moon. I

find, however, that it is necessary to

clip mine only once every live weeks.
"To curl my hair. I dampen it with

cold soft water, and then twine eacb
lock about my finger, combing the
while. I do this with every curl.

Needless to say, 1 do not believe in

hair wavers or curling irons of any
kind ; hot irons ruin the hair bj
scorehins i(. Nor do 1 believe in

ointments and patent hair tonics,

flood health is the best hair tonic 1

know of.

"But, perhaps, 1 mn unusually
fortunate, for as far back as can be
traced my family ha-< always been
blessed with luxuriant, hair. So I

suppose it may bo said (hat T have
inherited my curls. However. I find

I hat every precaution must be exercised

to prerervo then 1
.

Trusting (hat I have not tired yon
with this long letter, ami thai I have
answered all your questions, I beg to

rcmuin. Very sinccreK .

" M vnv PlCKFOHD."



BESSIE LOVE, ili<! delightful eehiDol-girl heroine, is a serious-minded young lady

in spite of the whimsical, elf-like spirit she is in the hearts of her many admirers.

She was born in Texas on September lptl), 1898, so she is just over twenty years

f age. She is fair-haired and just over five feet high, and, though now she is one of

he leading artistes in motion pictures, her chief ambition was to become a school teacher.

With tliis career in view Bessie studied hard, but fate in the person of D. W. Griffith, the

real producer, changed her ambition.
She was visiting some old friends in a studio, it was then that Mr. Griffith*.recognised

in her an artiste, and sOon Bessie won for herself a name on the silent stage. She is pas

sionatcly fond of /lowers and music, is a student of poetry, and has published a book
of poems and several

stories. She i9 also do-
mesticated, and can
bake a cake with anyone

In "POLLY ANN. '

r^gu? In v THE SAWDUST RING' 1 Triangle.) 1
fjf^J

i
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Telling How the Hand of Revenge was Stayed by a Child.

tiePOPPY GIRL'S

HUSBAND
IS

a solitary confinement cell in a California!) prison
a convict sal staring at the grey slabs of granite
that kept him from the outside world.

Harry Putt on, better known to the police and his

pals a*' Hairpin Harry, from the wonderful way iu

Which he could pick a lock with a woman's hairpin,

was one of the cleverest crooks on the Pacific slope.

But even the cleverest get trapped some time, and
Dutton's capture had been made at a time when the
world was a garden of love to him. As he stared at

the walls the grey stone melted away, and he saw
once more the merry gathering that had followed
when he married Polly, " the Poppy Girl." How
beautiful she had looked as she held his hand and
gazed up into his eyes as he made a speech thanking
Boston Blackie and his pals for all the nice things
they had said about him and Polly.

What a wonderful year that had been when they
went away and set up house And when a baby boy
came to gladden bis heart, he had thought that life

b id nettling more to offer him It v, i ; it this period
when he bad seriously thought of throwing up the
crook game, and living straight.

J!ut it is often harder to get back to the straight
path from the crooked road than many philanthro-
pists think. Hairpin Harry found lis past was
against him, and ho was compelled to keep to the old
life.

And then the blow fell. He saw all the scenes now
:is clearly as if they were being thrown on a picture
screen. The arrest by Big Mike MeCafferty ; the
trial and the sentence—fourteen years imprisonment.
He saw his beautiful girl wife run to him as he was

being led away and he could almost feel her breath
on his cheek now, as on that day she had thrown
herself into his arms and sobbed :

" I shall wait for you, Harry. I will be just the
same when you come out. Your Poppy Girl belongs
to you body and soul !

"

And he believed her then as he believed in her now.
It was his faith in her that had kept him alive through
the agony of the ten years that he had been in prison.
And it was because of his faith in her that he was
now in solitary confinement.
A newcomer to the prison had whispered to him

as they marched to work that his wife had played
him false. He had not wasted time in words, but
bad thrown himself on the man and would have
choked the life out of him had not the warders come
to the rescue.
And then he had turned on the governor of the

prison when he was brought before him for his attack
on the other convict, accusing that official of keeping
back letters that his wife had written.

After the first year Harry Putton had not received
a line from the wife who swore to wait for him and
write every time the regulations allowed. Hut he
still believed in her. The only fear he had was that
she was dead, and that the prison authorities were
keeping it back from him.

It was Iris faith in his Poppy Girl that brought
pleasant dreams to the.convict that night as he lay
on his plank bed—dreams in which he saw himself a
lice man once more, walking with his wife and child
iu the sunshine of the world beyond the. prison walls.

Next morning brought some wonderful news for
Hairpin Harry. The governor sent for him to tell

him that he was to be let out on parole.
" You know what that means," he said. " Jf you

keep straight, you will be all right, if not and you are
caught, you will come back here."
"I shall keep straight, sir," said Harry Putton.

"f can't say much now; I'm stunned with the news.
I ean'l j u-t grasp that I shall breathe the free air
again. Put I've thought it. all over many a time
during these long years. I've got something waiting
for me out there that will always Keep me straight.
The finest woman in the world, and a son I kit as a
toby

!

" ,

The governor turned away hastily, and then held
out hi* hand to wish the convict luck in his new-
start in life.

"Poor chap." he muttered, as Putton left the
room. " He'll know soon enough !

"

When he got outside the prison, Harry Putton
found his old pal. Boston Blackie, waiting for him.

" Where's Polly and the kid » " he cried, as he
wrong I'.lai kic's hand.

" Polly couldn't come," replied Blackie. averting
bis face. " Von see, there wasn't much time. The
thing was so sudden."
He hurried Putton off lo (he station, but once in

the carriage Dutton returned to the question,
"I suppose Polly thought she and the kid had

better wait at '•Frisco?" he said, trying to speak
lightly.

Boston Blackie hung his head, and a oncer sound
came from his throat.

"Polly isn't waiting at 'Frisco, Harry." lie said.

The ex-convict gripped his friend's arm with a
power that made him wince.

" What do you mean, Blackie ? She's not dead,
is she ?

"

" No, not dead : but she's dead to you, Harry.
.She married Big Mike MeCafferty, the cop who sent
you to prison, a year after you went to jail !

"

It seemed to Hairpin Harry that the world slipped
right from under his feet at the words of Blackie.
He had refused to believe the convict. He had kept
his faith, despite the absence of letters, but he could
not doubt the words of his friend. Great tears
welled into bis eyes. He had not cried since he was
a boy, as he saw the idol he had cherished and wor-
shipped crumble to pieces.

Married ! Aud to the man who had sent him to
prison !

The voice of Boston Blackie came lo his ears as
from afar.

" Yes, she got a divorce a year after yon went in.

T be y r; hvin.j in Frisco, sara the li:l is with them
He looked all right the last time I saw liinj."

The tears dried on Hairpin Harry's lace, and a
hard look came into his eyes. But he said nothing

;

he only thought. But if the woman who had so
basely deceived him could have read his thoughts,
even her sordid little soul would have shrunk in fear.

The terrible blow that had fallen on him caused
Harry Putton to change his plans. He had no desire
now to lead a straight life, but he did not intend to
be taken back to prison before he had accomplished
two things. He meant to sec his son, and he was
determined to have revenge on his faithless wife.
What the nature of that revenge was he kept to
himself. It was so terrible that the most hardened
criminal in 'Frisco would have shrunk from him had
he known what was in Hairpin Harry's mind.

Putton put up at old Mother M'Ginn's—a famous
resort of crooks—and he quickly made the acquain-
tance of a criminal named Montana Kid.
The Kid explained to Harry that he had a big

scheme coming off, and he would like Putton as a
partner.

" I'm your man." replied Putton ;
" but, before

I clear from here, I've got to get even with Big Mike
MeCafferty, and do one or two other little jobs. I
shan't keep you waiting long."

After that Hairpin Harry kept out of the way of
the police. He spent his days watching the neigh-
bourhood where MeCafferty lived, and his nights in
his own room working on a strange piece of copper.
Once the Montaua Kid asked him what the copper

was for.

"Oh. nothing. It's just a hobby I picked up in

prison !
" answered Harry shortly.

The Poppy Girl.

ON the day Harry Putton returned to 'Frisco the
woman who had deserted him sat waiting in
nervous dread for her policeman husband.

Dutton's child, Ponald, now a well-built youngster,
sat iu a chair struggling with his home lessons. His
life in the MeCafferty household was not a happy one.
To his mother, he was a constant reminder of her
treachery, and to the big policeman he was a crook's
kid with whom he was saddled for life. If poor
Ponald ever protested against the neglect and loneli-
ness of his life as compared w ith other boys, the heavy
hand of MeCafferty descended upon him,' and he soon
learned the wisdom of suffering in silence.

He crept quietly in a corner as MeCafferty ap-
peared and asked for his tea to be served quickly.

His wife hurried to put it on the table, and then,
when Big Mike had partially satisfied his hunger,
she put the question that had been worrying and
frightening her all day.

- " Have you seen anything of him ? " she asked
nervously.

" Not a sign. But the boys tell me he is hanging
out at Mother M'Ginn's. 1 expect Boston Blackie is

financing him till he can pull off a jo)'."

The woman was silent for a minute, and then she
said

:

" I wish he would leave 'Frisco !

"

Mike MeCafferty raised his bullet head from his
plate and glared at his wife.

" What's worrying you now ? You leave Hairpin
Harry Dutton to me. I don't want you to be thinking
about that crook, see ?

"

Hairpin Harry Dutton !

Donald caught the name and wondered. The
same name as his own. Could it be his lather he
wondered ? They had told him that his real father
was called Putton, and that MeCafferty was his step-
father. I'.ut a crook. Ponald knew what a crook
meant, and he would never believe lib father was a

thief He went on with his lessons and 3ald nothing
but hi* childish brain was tliirUdng.

Father and Son.
HAKRY DUTTON'S dally watch for his son w.n

rewarded at last. One day lie saw the lx>y
come out from school, but. instead of'going in

the house as he had done before, he stopped for a ieyr
seconds at the door, and then, with a look on lib
face that said as plainly as if he had spoken, " I a*,
not wanted at home." he made his way to the park,*
Harry Dutton took out his knife as he saw the bojprj

coming towards him, and began shaping a bit «t

wood. Well he knew that if his son was a bov «
heart, he would not be able to resist the magic Inn
of such a knife as he had specially bought for (bit
very purpose. His ruse succeeded, aud Donald

,

stopped as he saw the knife, aud looked at it long-
ingly. The' ice was soon broken, aud Ponald, with
that unerring instinct of childhood, knew the m i

with the knife was Ids friend before they had ex-
changed a dozen words.
"I was going to a cave—an Indian cave— jn..'

round here in the park," said the boy. " Would you
like lo come ? It's a secret, but I can trust you."

" An Indian cave ? " said Putton, lowering his
voice to a secret w luspcr. " Show it me. You can
trust me. chief."

Ponald swelled with pride at the title of chief,
and, taking the hand of the man with the knife, b
led the way to a little grotto in the park.

" My, but this is some cave !
" said Harry, mould-

Ing his face into an expression of amazement. " If

reminds me of a cave I knew when I was with Pun-
ning Water's tribe."

Have you been with the Indians—real Indians ?
"

asked Ponald breathlessly.
" Used to hunt with them," replied Harry modestly.
The information staggered Ponald. That he

would ever meet with a* man who had bunted with
real Indians had been beyond the wildest of his
dreams.

" Of course. I ain't got any real feathers," he said
sorrowfully, after a long pause. " But I pretend I

have. I capture hundreds of prisoners, and keep
them in this cave. Sometimes I get captured, but (

always escape. Last time I escaped I chewed
through raw liidc thongs with my teeth."
He looked up proudly as he spoke. That at lea-'

was a feat that any man could be proud of, even If

he Itad hunted with real Indians.
Harry Putton gave a long whistle.
"Sure that was a great thing to do, Chief.

1 couldn't have done that."
" Oh, yes, you could. Well, you Would be able to

when I showed you," lie added, now assured that Ins

wonderful escape had put him cn a level with the
man who had bunted with real Indians.

After they liad explored the cave, trembling al

each turning for fear there should be a trap. Harry
Putton turned to the boy.

" Say, Chief, I've got some real feathers at home
Could you meet me here to-morrow, and we'll «<> V
banting, and when we come b;.c4< we'll smoke the
pipe of peace.

" I'll be here just at the same time," replied Dona! I
;

eagerly. " You won't forget the feathers, will you '!."

" I have spoken," said Harry solemnly. " Won '

It is good that ve should meet !

"

"Wow !" echoed Harry, as he lifted his hand lo .«

on- lire silence, and glided away through the shrubbery
The two conspirators met the next day in tin

cave. Harry Dutton had got two wonderful Indian
head-dresses, two wooden tomahawks, and an imita
tion caiuinet, which he flattered himself looked a

»

near like the pipe of peace as didn't matter.
lie named Donald " .Uonring Bull." contenting

himself with the more modest title of "Running
Bear."

For a full hour they played. Father and son, ex*
convict and schoolboy, and in that hour the heart M
dairy Dutton was softened, and crept out to th
boy he would never be able to call son. But it was
from the lips of the boy that he learned that Which *

caused bis heart to become as hard as the granite
slabs that had field him in bondage for ten long years
When they had finished smoking the pipe ol peac

a troubled look came over Donald's face.
" I'm called Donald Putton," he said. " Could

my father's nan.? be Harry Dutton '!
"

" It might be, Chief."
" I hope not, 'cos my second dad is going to catch

this Harry Dutton and put him in prison. He-
going to do what they call a ' frame.' I don't know
what it means, but they will find a pistol on him, and
then lie will have to go to prison. My mother asked
my policeman father to do it, 'cos she was frightened.
I asked what she wanted to do it for, after my
second dad had gone. She told me this man was i

bad man, and she would not be able to sleep till be
was safe in prison."

So that was it '! Not content with deserting him
when he was in prison, the woman he had once called
bis Poppy Girl wanted to get him sent back to i

living grave on a false charge. **

" 1 guess I'll have to be going, Chief," he said in :i

husky voice.
" But you'll com? again ? " cried the boy quick to

detect the change m his friend's voice.
" I'll try to, Chief."
Harry Dutton was sorely tempted to fake the boy

in his arms and tell him the truth, but he stifled Ins
feelings. IPs son must, never know (fat the man he
had played with was the same me: 1

, "ho meant t« - 1

his revenge.

(Continued on page 16 )

/
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF BETTY BLYTHE.

it

The look of indignation. Trustful eyes. The flirt. Grave and sorrowful. A beautiful profile.

BETTY BLYTHE.
Betty's Ambition is to Play in Character Parts, but the Producer Won't Let Her.

BETTY BLYTHE, the popular Vitagraph artiste, who has played
opposite Harry Morey in so many splendid photo-plays, has a
grievance.

She says she knows exactly how '• The Poor Little Rich Girl'.' felt,

for since she first went on to the screen, she has never been allowed to do
just what she wanted, and after the filming of her latest picture, " The
Silver Horde," she has given up hope Of ever realising' her ambition.

Wanted a Character Part.

WHEN I first knew that T was to have a part in a Rex Beach
play I was delighted," she said, -' for his stories are all of

real people in primitive places.

.
"At last I was to have what I wanted—the opportunity to play in

a character part. And then—well, then—I was togged out in pneeless
laces, satins, and velvets ! . It isn't fair !

"The one tiling I want to do is to play the poverty-stricken heroine,
the kind that can look so wistful in a tattered frock and an old-fashioned
hat."

Wealth Follows Her.

IT is really uncanny how wealth seems to follow Betty Blytho about
on the screen, and no doubt she wishes the habit persisted to the
same extent off the stage.

hi the majority of her recent picture plays she represented a wealthy
society woman, and it has become rather monotonous to her.

Betty's great ambition is to be cast for the part where fine clothes and
money are conspicuous by their absence, but unkind producers will

not give her the chance she so much desires.

According to Betty, it is unsatisfactory for an artiste to play one
sort of part for a long time. It does not give her au opportunity to
exhibit her versatility

.~

But the men who pay the piper call the time," and as they decide
that the public desire to see her in line clothes, "Well, 1 have no
alternative," she says pitifully, " but to obey them."

Always Inherits a Fortune.

SOMETIMES in a photo-play I am not fabulously wealthy to begin
with," she says, " but before the end of the 'fifth reel 1 always
inherit a fortune, or marry some frightfully rich stockbroker.

1

1 am sure if producers only realised what a fine ragamuffin I would
make they would let me have my way."
Betty has designed all her clothes for the screen, and she feels that

if she were allowed to cany out her ideas in regard to less fashionable
and expensive dresses, she would be able to bring a sob to every throat.
Even in a rough gold-mining district she appears as the daughter of a

New York millionaire instead of the wife of a poverty-si ricken prospector.

Gowns Photographed First.

AS soon as an artiste decides upon a gown for the screen it has to be
photographed for test purposes. Tho gown may look very
wonderful when being worn, and yet its beauties somet imes entirely

disappear when shown on the screen. For these, like their wearers,
must possess finalities that photograph well. So that the work of
.selecting so many clothes takes up a good deal of Betty's time.

Since her early childhood, Hetty had a desire to be an actress, and
she has been in the public eye now for a good number of years, in spite
of her youth.

Before her entry into screenland she won considerable success on (lie
speaking stage, but she prefers acting for photo-plays and declares that
nothing would ever make her go back to her first-love.

Betty Blythe has a tall, commanding figure, is dark, and she is I ho

possessor of beautiful blue eyes that are always wonderfully grave, even
when she is smiling

Some of her recent photoplays are:
;

' A Game With Fate," "Tangled
Lives," and

11 The Green Clod."

BETTY BLYTHE.
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The Poppy Girl's Husband
" Goodbye. ( liii f. Think 6f Ifle BDlJICfcinies !

*'

The next moment I : air< >iii Harry had gone.
When Hairpin Harry cot back to Mother MHjinn'a

he was met I v the Montana Kid. who was in a -tav
of great excitement.

" Big Mike Mi ('air- rty has got a frflme-np fixed
for yon to-night," he .- :i<l. "Mother M'Ginn got it

straight. They're going to wait for you at the iront
as you «o out !

"

"I know," replied Harry r'tiietly. " I'm going to
go out by |h" back vay.
And while Hig Mike McCaffertj waited to Spring

the trap ti nt would send Dntton Kirk to prison
Hairpin Harr.i was piecing the J

- •<• K ol the polii i man -

house, opening tile door that would lrad him to
revenge.

His Revenge.
POI.I Y McCAFKEBTY awoke from a sieep

whiel) sin' had only been able to get by the
use ol drugs, at ttie sound of footst-efw In the

hall. Mil' bad been lying Golly dressed cm a couch in
the sitting-room, waiting f^r her husband to return
to tell her that her former husband was once more
safe under lock and key.
"Have you sot him. Mike I " she called on;, as

the door opened: am! (ben. set. transfixed with
horror, her lips stdl open, looking into the fare of"
Harry Dutton.
He made no remark. He just stood and looked at

her. Then lie brum to unfasten hi>- bag.
fear at last Iooeen?d the Bps Oi I lie terrilied woman.
"You'" sin' gasped. 'iter Heaven's sake run

away ! Mike is upstairs, and he'll kill \ on if he finiN

j ota herd !

"

Harry Button did no( pause in bis task of un-
packing the bag. There was a deadly level in his
voice as be replied.

" You know where Mike MeCaflVri y is. and so dfl

J." ite lighted the spirit lamp. and. :>- the flame-
burned bright, he took out the niece ol copper and
fixed a handle to it. Taking a handkerchief in bis
band; he went towards the crouching woman.

" Do you know what this is?" he asked, holding
up the piece of copper. "It is an engraving oi a
woman pushing a convict hack into a- grave. That
woman represents you. and [ am going to brand it on
your face. All men shall know >ou tor what yon
nre !

"

The woman opened her lips 10 scream, but Dutton
s;.rang on her and thrust the handkerchief, saturated
with chloroiorm, over her mouth.
Then he carried her to the couch, and. without

another look at ibe woman who had wronged him, be
put. the brand inthe flameof the spirit lamp. when
it was red-hot. lie went towards the senseless figure
on the couch, but just as he was about to press the
burning brand to her cheek he beard the cry oi a
child.

for a second he stood there with (he brand stili in
bis band, then be put it down and rushed upstairs
Guided by the cries he came to a bedroom. The
door was locked but he thrust it open with hi?
shoulder.

His son was standir.L' in the middle of th« room,
his face still wet with teats.

"Is it you ? " cried Donald, running fo meet him.
"Oh. take nje away frojri here! Nunc policeman
saw me playing with you, aud/rc whipped me and put
me in here !

"

Harry button's face set like a mask of hate.
Bis Mike McCaffcrty had touched bis son. He

wanted to rush out to where the policeman was still
waiting, and bit. and hit, and hit til! he had killed
the big bully.

The voice of Donald brought him to his srn-es.
"Take ir.e away!" pleaded the ehilil. "I'll gp

anywhere with you. Running Bear !

"

' Yes, I will live for him !
" thought Dntton.

is worth more to me than revenge
"

Hurriedly grabbing some of the boy's clothes
dressed him and rushed downstairs.

Hand hi band, the two stole from the house, while
Vug Mike Mel'allVrty Shivered outside Mother
M'Cinn!6 for the man who would ne\cr come back,

And Afterwards.

IT
is a year after Harry Dntton escaped from
Trisco with his son. On a river winding
through the banks of a (olarado e.ihyon, a

man and a boy sit in an Indian eanoe making for.a
homestead that peeps out from a clearing. They
arc Harry Dllttoi) and Donald. Xhe boyi knows
now that tlie man l.c called Ktuming Bear is his
father—his real father- a- be iflsei to call him. He
licks up bis ij-tli rifle and follows bis father into the
iog hut

.

Ai the door Ihey both turn and w.i'ih the dying
sun bathe the tops oi the mountain* with, red -i/oM
g'ory as it Rinks to rest. The pure breeze oi.llv open
Bpac •- inns tliejr chci k- as ih-.v stand in silence.

Visions of the past flit across the vision of Hairpin
Harry: Ttie evil-smelling bars in the rookeries of
t rime in the go al, cities; the cold pit-.,, wall- and
i lie nileijce ctf the cell.

He brualieo hi- hand ac><na hi- eyes as ii to wipe
out the past. Thee, lie look.- ome again at the
letting Sim.

" Boy. [fs grand to be alive !
" lie says to bis soft.

he usher- h.m gc.-itly through (la; cabin door.

(Adapted from !»dlmli-in (fie s.rii'fafl plioioh>l'ni
fetiturhig U I I.I.I \ u S. HART tit Hairpin Him •

.

/»"'"'
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4 THE SWINDLER "
the MAKING.

A Glimpse of Maurice Elvey, of the Stoll Film Company, at Work.

BELOw is an intferesting picture of Ideation
work on the Stoll Film Company's
picture oi " The Swindler," which was

recently shown to tin- film trade. These pictures
of " how it i- done " are always of great interest,

for to get behind the scenes of a picture we
find does not rob it of any of its charm— rather
adds to it , in fact.

On Board Ship.

THIS scene was taken on board the s.s.

Olympie. what time "The Swindler."
pla\°ed by Cecil Humphreys, was on his

way to America. You see Maurice Elvey,

Messrs. Stella' chief producer, just coining ui
the slops from the lower deck, explaining, with
In- perfect knowledge of the actor's art. ju.n

what he wants the hero to do in this scene
Beside him stands Miss Marjorie Hume, win
ivas a great success as the heroine, Cynthia
Mortimer. She is interested in all that is being;
said, but she is not in the scene, ami i.s out of
the range of the camera.

Cecil Humphreys has just arranged bin. -.elf

in the deck-chair, and Paul Burger is " swing-
ing " his camera, so as to be sure that all w ill

run smoothly, no mutter what angle the pro-
ducer calls for on this deck scene.

MAURICE ELVEY directing CECIL HUMPHREYS and MARJORIE HUME on board the " Olympic.

HENRY VIBART as the kindly Father Casey, and
CLARE GREET as the bereaved wife, inthe forth-

coming " London '

' production of " Enchantment, '

'

by Temple Thurston.

IRIS CLIFTON, the 13-year-old cinema
artiste, who is a wonderful mimic. We
are shortly to see her in a new production.

J'livi'i -. ClaudeMorris.
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JUST ME
ffixkPfo&fe's' otto*, d/e Sfory

'^y learl

WKite
How the Story
Commenced.
In the preceding

chapters of her
delightfully frank
story, Pearl White
sketched the his-

tory of her early
childhood. They
were not alto-

gether happy days,
for money was
scarce in the house-
hold, and her

,> mother, who was
* always very deli-

s
cate, died soon
after her birth.

Pearl was always
getting into mis-
chief. Her father
married again
when she was six

years old. When
she was twelve
years ojld, her

brother, who was her greatest pal, left home and
joined the navy. At the age of thirteen, Pearl de-
cided to join a circus that came to her district, and
later on she joined a touring company. But her early

clt'orts were not too successful. Next, Pearl was
offered a job as a stewardess on a boat. Sea life did
not agree with her, and she went on the stage, touring
in Cuba, Buenos Aires, Kansas City, Tennessee, and
Kansas. Then her voice began to go. and a woman
advised her to try to get on "the pictures," and
eventually she saves enough money for a trip to
England. An acquaintance gives her an introduction
to lus friend in London whom he called Bobby, say-
ing "He is a silly fellow, but I'm sure he will amuse
jftu."

("You eaiTnow read on.)

PEARL
WHITE.

Pearl White in London.

OF course, I was sure too ; besides, I was
perfectly - content to just sit there and
look at him, and the more he wrote the

longer I could look. Silly, isn't it ?

jTe accompanied mo out to the taxi, wished
mo hon voyage, and told me to be sure and write
and tell him how I liked his friends. There I

guess the incident ended for him, but not for
me. ,

Those letters—I looked at them, dozens of
times on the boat. They were all addressed to
Baron, Duke or Count, etc. ; there wasn't a
Mister En the whole bunch, and worse luck, they
were all written in French, and signed merely
" Rep," meaning nothing to me.
Now I had read of dukes, count?, etc., but

nover imagined they were so plentiful, and I
couldn't quite believe that one man could know
so many. I was afraid some joke was being

. played upon me.
Nevertheless, I was going to present at least

duo of them, so that I could write to " Bop."
If it were true, and I could meet so many peoplo
with titles—well, that sounded very grand to
me. 1 think I was trying to get a little snobbish
in my thoughts of the future.

Speaking of titles, there was a young fellow
on board who had been very attentive to me,
but for some reason or other I did not like him
much. I thought his name was just " Smith,"
until one day he sent a book to my cabin with
his card, which read " Mr. Lord Haskin-Smith."
What a thrill that handed me—a " lord "—
" Mr. Lord " at that.
None of my treasured letters were addressed

Mr. Baron, Mr. Duke, etc., so I just naturally
concluded that " Mr. Lord " was somo one just,

that much more important. Well, I brightened
up after that, and ~whonever I met " Smith " I
was ull smiles and attention. I noticed ho ivscd
to look rather funny at my " How do you do,
Lord Haskin-Smith ? " But I thought ho was
just sort of a strange young man, and I was
proud to know him.
Oue other on board who plays an important

part in this yarn was a colonel—a man who for
years had been spoken of as the handsomest
man in London. So, with this reputation to

his credit, he had wan the hearts of scores of

women. But the colonel was now getting old

and rather bored with the fair sex.

However, somehow he rather took sort of a
fatherly fancy to mo, and wo bocame good puis

during those seven days on the ocean. So he
promised to arrange a lot of parties for me when
lie got to London.

I didn't know much of London, but I had
been told that the Carlton was the smartest
hotel thero, and as I had decided to bo " smart,"
to the Carlton I took myself. The London
season was at its height. Of course, the hotels

were crowded, and rooms had to be reserved
days in advance. I didn't know this, and
walked calmly in and wrote my name on the
register.

Then I received the sad news that there were
no rooms to be had. I was in great grief,

because I had told " Bep " that that was going
to be my address, and I was simple enough to
imagine that ho might write me a letter. I

guess my face must have shown my disappoint-
ment, because an old gentleman, whom I had
also mot on the boat, offered to give me "his

room, saying that he could bunk with somo
friends. Thus fate looked after me once
again.

Now somehow I always feel more courageous
when I am all dressed up in new clothes, so the
first move I made was to get myself a new
outfit. I went to the best shop in town, where
the saleslady, among other things, told me that
I looked best in white or black, so I decided to
take her tip, and black and white it was straight
through.

I had to wait several days for the first gown,
so I spent these becoming a model tourist and
seeing the sights.

My first " scenery " was to be delivered at
three that afternoon, and I decided I would
just stay in bed until then ; but at ten the
'phone rang—my first call. I had sent out my
letter of introduction to the Count the night
before, and it was he. He asked me to tea that
afternoon, saying that he would love to hear
news of " Bep."

Talk of " Bep "
! What could be sweeter ?

Wei', my small room and bath were not big
enough to hold me after that conversation, so
1 decided to get out and get some air. I donned
one of my American sports suits, and set out
for a " hike " to calm down my surging emo-
tions.

I was just crossing Pall Mall, bound for Hyde
Park, when I was nearly knocked down by a
groy racing car containing two young men. 1

dodged it by an inch, and landed in front of a
'bus. i

Then I took a step backward and would have
encountered another car, only I took a Hying
leap and caught on to the back of the grey
racer—& la serial—and landed on the tiro
rack.

"Oh, Miss White!" exclaimed one of the
men in the racer. Then I looked down into the
smiling face of Lord Haskiu-Sniith.

They started to drive mo to tho Park. How-
over, before we got there we all decided that
we should celebrate the event by having lunch
together. They were going to Sunningdalo
afterward to play golf, and suggested that I

join in a game of golf. I said I would love to

—

besides, I was all dressed for tho part. Of
courso, I didn't know how to play, but I didn't
tell them that. Tho chance to spend the after-
noon with this man, whom I look to bo an
English lord, was not to be sneezed at, so I

decided that 1 wouldn't show up for my appoint -

mont with tho Count, but would slick with
him.

Golf ! 1 had never even held a club in my
hand, but I knew not tho danger of my decep'-
I ion, Well, tho " lord " loaned me B Pel ol clubs.

which I immediately said were much too long
for me. I didn't know tho difference, bur, I had
to start finding fault in case 1 went all wrong at
tho game.

" What grip do you use !
" he a^.ked as he

teed up my ball.

" Grip ? Grip ! Oh, yes, I have one of my
own," 1 lied ; and as he stepped aside to let mo
drive, 1 continued :

" Oh, do shoot first, Lord
Haskin-Smith. I get so nervous when any-
body watches me."

1 Nervous ! I wanted to see how the trick was
done. Now all of you regular golf players know
the treachery of this game. So many people
play better their first attempt than they do for
years afterwards. Perhaps it is because they
don't know the horrors of the game, get all

nervous and think themselves out of a lot of
shots. So, with all the confidence in tho world,
I walked bravely up and gave that ball such a
clean smack that it went sailing through the air,

farther than I have ever driven since (and I

have been playing now for nearly, three years-

straight).

" My, what a wonderful drive ' " exclaimed
the " lord "

.
" If you continue like that, 1 can't

give you a stroke a hole."

I didn't know what that meant, either, but
the thing that worried me was when to use the
different clubs in the bag (there were eight in

all). Therefore, I sneaked my caddy a couple
of shillings, and told him to hand me the right
club at the right time. Thus I played • on
famously for six holes. On the seventh 1 drove
a rotten ball.

" Do you live in London, Lord Haskin-
Smith ? " I inquired as we walked toward the
fairway.

" No," he replied. " I live in Washington."
"Washington! Is that a nice place?" I

went on.
" Well, it's nice enough to be tho capital of

the United States. Aren't you kidding me 1
"

he laughed.
" Oh, then you are an American," I con-

tinued, taking a brassio straight into a bunker.
The truth dawned upon me. '.' Mr. Lord "

—

" Lord " was hiJ given name, Haskin was his
middle name ; "he was just " Mr. Smit'.," after
all, and I had thought I was out with a noble-
man.

1 could have kicked myself all over that golf
course, but instead I cot all fussed up, took
about ten to get out of the bunker, realised w hat
a serious game golf is, and was all for getting
back to London to meet the count, whom 1

hoped would turn out to be a x
-eal one. So I

told Smith I was getting very tired, and ho
drove me back to London. I never told him of
my stupidity concerning my thoughts of him.
but I wish I had because he was really an
awfully nice fellow with a sense of humour.

I hustled into my new gown, which was
waiting for me at the hotel. It was a white
chiffon affair, with a large fluffy hat to match j

and the crowning glory of the outfit was a fa

white fox fur. That summer was about the first

ono that women began to wear furs in the hot
weather'. My fur was expensive and hot. but 1

had to bo in style, so I suffered along with the
others, draped it around my neck, and much
pleased with my whole appearance dashed
down to meet tho count, who was wailing for

me in the lobby.

The count ! He was a real one, too ; all done
up in a high hat, cutaway coat, white spats, and
sported a monocle. He was " silly " both iti

looks and actions. He kissed my hand with all

the ecstasy of his Latin nature, and made mo
feel from the first moment that I had made an
awful hit with him. And when we walked into
the tea-room and tho headwaiter rushed up all

smiles, and inquired just which table Monsieur
le Count preferred, 1 felt pretty stuck up and
aristocratic. Well, I couldn't pronounce the
count's name, wo decided that I would call him
"Bobby" (his Christian name was Roberta',
so " Bobby " it was from then on. We rambled
on that afternoon talking of "Bep" as though
ho was my bosom friend, and I was ashamed to
admit that I didn't even know "Bop's" io.I

name. Besides, T was getting a little mo s

snobbish, and decided it must be nothing !.

than a count, from then on. and I wns sure tl

Bep didn't have a titlo or he would have gjgi ed
himself as such.

iNext itttek Pearl White tells of the tragedy of her
tint real luncheon parti/./
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JAZZ AND
GENTILITY.
THE BALLS OF FIFTY

YEARS AGO.

IT is rather amusing; to (urn over an old

volume ot " Punch '" and see pictures of

the balls of the 'seventies— the women with
voluminous skiits and elaborate coiffure, the

men with ultra-long trousers and side-whiskers :

the rows of bored chaperons. What would
those decorous ladies have said to our scant

frocks and bare arms, or to the "deplorably
masculine " fashion of " bobbing " the hair 1

A dance in those days was a far more formal
affair. The debutantes were chaperoned by
discreet mammas ; they did not dance too much
for fear of getting unbecomingly flushed. ' They
did not display their arms in the bold fashion of

the 1919 girl : all defects were hidden under
long white kid gloves. Only in a very natural
vanity did the girls of those days resemble the

maidens of our own time.

The modern girl has a harder task io keep
herself looking fresh arid pretty through a long
and arduous evening of "Jazz," "Hesitation."
and "Fox -Trot." Dancing is too apt to make
one look " shiny end hot, and the enthusiast ic

d.ineer will not spare a ssco.nd.to disappear into

the dressing-robin to powder her face.

"Wouldn't it be lovely." several girls have
said to me, " if there was something to put
on your face—not real make-up, you know

—

that would look nice all the evening without
any further trouble ?

"

And to these I reply :

" There is something, tiet an ounce of

eleminite from your chemist, dissolve it in

water and bottle it. Before you co to your
H.ince shake the bottle well and bathe your
Mce with the lotion, rubbing lightly until it is

dry. That will give you all the nice ' bloom
pf powder without hurting your skin in the
least, and the effect will last tuf several hours."

GLOVES v. BARE ARMS.

The Victorian miss and her mamma wo'ild
certainly deplore our easting aside of the con-
\entional long kid gloves as "excessively
ungenteel.' bo also does the woman of to-day
whose arms are better hidden than displayed,
t'ertainly, though a pretfy' arm gains much
admiration, an ugly, hairy one ruins the prettiest

toilette. Many girls, whose arms are otherwise
white and shapely, suffer from a growth of
superfluous hair on them which is far from
attractive. These, of course, can be removed
with very little trouble. Shaving is undesirable,
tor not only is it very tiresome, but the hairs
grow again with increased vigour. Electrolysis
is painful and expensive. The best method is

to procure 60ine safe home remedy. Phcminol is

by far the safest and most reliable drug to use.
Mo3t chemists stock it ready for use in small
1 oz. bottles. Al! that is necessary is to add a
little water to about a tcaspoonfnl of the
powder, and to apply the resulting paste to the
superfluous haire. Directly it has thoroughly
dried the hair can be easily and painlessh
scraped away with a thin piece of cardboard—
a visiting card will do.

Phcminol seems a little expensive, but only
.i very little is required. This pure drug leaves
no bad effects whatever, and it reduces the
future growth of hair^ to a minimum.

Let all who have prelty arms then, show
them ; but those who are less well-favoured
will be wise to moderate fashion a little, and
produce a little illusion with " camouflage "

H^eves of ninou oi tulle.

Character as Told by the Face.
THE face is the best index to character. Most oi as pride ourselves on being able to tell tr

character in this way. In this series of readings of well-known stars, given by a famous »'
e
iE" i

r
!

eaders w,u be able to realise their own or their friends' characteristics, by com- —

—

paring the definitions given on those they resemble in feature. Thus many will resemble say.
Violet Hopson in some way or another, and by reading carefully what the expert has to say .

about this particular feature, they will gain an insight to their own character.

Miss VIOLET HOPSON.

SPIRITUALITY is large. The vision splen-
did. The glorious hope, the unconquer-
able faith is seen in the eye. She carries

you along straight into the open sea of truth.
Mark the serene brow, indicative of calmness
accompanied by gentleness, she is artistic,

delighting in music and the fine arts, and the
subtle joy of imagination.
Take the eyebrows, set well apart, showing a

woman without guile, trustful, thoughtful,

considerate for others. A patient, retiring
nature, fond of reading.
The nose denotes a more prudent turn of itnna

than the average. A quiet 'determination, o

subtle charm all her own. The intellect is very
keen, she likes the study of serious, sombre,
things, mysticism and occultism appeal very
si rongly.

lake the mouth. How delicate is her warm
sj uipalhy, her kind humanity, her keen insight.
A generous and holy bigness is in all her actions.
The shape of the face itself shows a refii.ed

•'itistic, serene, tranquil temperament, a lover
of peace, the complete absence of the ego. A
woman- who would do good by stealth. Fond of
children and pets.

A Happy Temperament

.

WE find this type usually happy, bavin;;,
that calm, even temperament which is

content with very little. A "give and
take" disposition.

They have ambitions that the person th<y
live with will be noble and successful.

The Face as a Whole.

DENOTES a winsome, inspiring, and even"
temperament. They are sensitive, and
would be likely to write beautiful, mystic

poetry with a prophetic note running through
it very strongly. A temperament too spiritual
to deal blows and hold their own in the battle
of life, as they live in a world all their own,
usually they have the support of others.

A Purpose in Life.

THIS is the type that must have a purpo.-e
in life, having that possession of power
over others for good—viz., Inspiration

—

and this is distinctly shown if-thcy should in any
form go in for public life. They seem mi-",,

consciously to 'bring out the good in people^.

A TETE-A-TETE WITH GEORGE TULLY.

GEORGE TULLY

SAT in a big. hand-
somely carved
chair, a dicto-

phone to rny ear. listen-

ing to the first act ot
" Daddies," at the
Hayrnarket Theatre.
In front of me was a
small dressing-table
upon which were an

orderly array of

grease paints, a
gilt horseshoe

with a big spray of
white heat her attached
to it ; a quaint little

toy mannikin : ash
trays, hairbrushes, a

i well-used pipe. Above
and- on my right, the

Parkf.r Belmont's Glycol Burriks fob
Obesity. (Advt.)

lady's photograph,
the dressing-table
walls were decorated— to the lasting detriment
of the paper—with telegrams and letters. I

counted them. Sixty-two telegrams and six

letters— all messengers of kind thoughts., and
'" good-luck " wishes.

" So sorry to have kept you waiting." said Mr.
George Tully, entering.

It is hardly necessary for me to describe Mr.
'fully to you—are you not going in your hun-
dreds to see him and the other " Daddies,"
night after night ? But 1 will say that his

personality—off stage as well as on—is just

like his appearance— big hearty. He just

emanates good nature, humour and comrade-
ship. Oh, and his eyes are blue—or grey, maybe
just a mixture of both.

" Your picture work— tell me about that,

please Mr. Tully."

Never Liked to Look in a Mirror Since.

WELL, l in afraid there's not much to

tell." -aid mine host modestly. " 1

haven't appeared in many films—just

" The Woman Who was Nothing," with Mad<:e
Titheradge and Lillian Braithwaitc.' and

"
'I ha

Divine Gift," a British Actors' picture. Oh !

there uas another film, years ago, in which I

made my screen debut, but the name of it escapes
me for the moment. It is a strange experience,
seeing yourself on the screen for the first time —
I just hated the sight of myself—in fact, I've
never liked to look in a mirror since !

"

" What is your opinion of film acting, Mr.
Tully ?

"

" It has its good points, and in particular do
I enjoy the exterior work," was the response.
" but 1 do dislike everything in connection with
the studio—the lights, tne stuffiness, or rather I

did. The conditions at Harrow Weald Park,
under this new Alliance Film Corporation, with
w hich I am connected, are to be the last word,
1 believe, in stiukp development.
"Then there is certainly every probability

of your continuing film work ': " I queried.

Cannot Do Justice to Both.

OH, I think so. yes. But neper when I cm
appeariity at a theatre. I do not consider,
that any actor who is giving ninesta<;e

performances a week has any right to take up a-<

screen engagement at the same time.
" You know," went on Mr. Tully, "there is;

so much of an actor's time wasted in the film

studio. That is the big thing 1 object to in the
work—the banging about. It is no joke. I

assure you, to be on duty at 10 o'clock in the
morning, all ready for one's scene, and then for

that scene not to bo taken till \i o'clock,
" However, every profession has its dis-

advantages, so why should screen workers be t he
exception '' On the other hand, as I have said,

there are many advantages—to an 'open air"

man, exterior work is a joy—and then, mi-
romantic though it may sound, the pay attached
to film acting is very good !

"

May Hlrschel Clarke.
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FLICKERS from FILMLAND.
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED. K. ADAMS.

" Grumpy " to be Filmed.

GRUMPY," the play which more than
any other established the fame of Cyril

.Maude in America, is about to be filmed

in Unit country. Cyril Maude first appeared in
" Cfrumpy," in America, at Walliek's Theatre,
in New York, where he played the entire seasons
.if .1913 and 1914. In 1915-16 "Grumpy"
started on a second season at the Empire Theatre,
and Mr. Maude is stated to have profited more
than £30,000 from this run alone. Later the
play toured other biy American cities, and ako
' 'anada.

-M

Some film artistes' careers are like rockets—a
mighty roar, a pathivay oj fire, a burst of brilliant

stars, and then down they go, empty husks into

the darkness.

A Producer's Complaint.
MARSHALL NEILAN, who has commanded

notice as a producer not afraid to be
outspoken when he thought he was

exposing an evil in or out of the industry, has
taken pen in hand on behalf of the producer
whose work, he claims, is credited to the " per-

sonal supervision " of someone who in reality

has nothing to do with the production of the
picture. Mr. Neilan's letter follows :

'The long-suffering producer has been sub-
ject to a certain type of abuse at the hands of

various producers without being able to publicly
defend himself, and I think the time has arrived
when someone should speak out.

" Films are proclaimed to the world as having
been ' created under the personal supervision

'

of a person who has had nothing to do with the

actual production of the film. The abuse of

various persons in this connection at the
expense of the producer is rapidly reaching a
stage where some action is necessary to curb the

personal ambitions of men who arc endeavouring
to satisfy their own vanity and at the same time
e stablish their own name as a business asset

at the expense of the producer."

Publicity consists largely being either

'ousted or roasted.

A New Comedy King.

ALBERT E. SMITH, president of Vita-
graph, has just entered into a three-year
agreement on the part of his company

with " Larry " Semon, under which the come,
dian will bo principal in a series of two-reel
comedy subjects, involving over the entire term
of the agreement a total of S3,600,000, including
demon's salary, said to be one of the largest
ever paid, and the cost of the productions. Mr.
Semon has been making comedies for Vitagraph
for several years. His present contract with
Vitagraph expires with the closing of the year,

and under his new contract his services are
assured the producers until at least the end of

1922. Mr. Semon averages about ten two-reel
comedies a year, and writes, directs, and plays
in all of his comedies. His early career was as a
newspaper cartoonist, when his senso of humour
was fully developed. His new income as ;i

comedian will rival that of Charlie Chaplin's.

The chronicler said truly of picture player

»

—"they toil not, neither do they spin. Yet

Solomon, in all Ids ylory, was not arrayed like

one of these."

Universal City Not Deserted.

IN answer to many reports relating to the
Universal Studios, an official statement
just issued says :

" Despite the fact that
uany press communications cany the statement
that Universal City is deserted, Universal officials'

cannot agree to the truthfulness of that state-

ment. It is a fact that many companies are not
working—but many are. It is only that the
usual number are not working." The Universal
Company is one of the oldest concerns in the
industry, and possesses many large studios.

There is only one woman in a man's life who
really counts. All the others are just moving
pictures.

Big Four Developments.

IT
is expected that the new producers' combine
will release their pictures through the or-

ganisation set up by the " Big Four.''
Thus a powerful association of artistes and pro-
ducers will come into being. The United
Artistes, Griffith—Fairbanks—Pickford—Chap-
lin, are pledged to support the independent
exhibitors in their fight against the film trust,

and if this proposed arrangement is confirmed,
they will receive powerful assistance from the
associated producers. The two huge trusts in
America are already beginning to doubt the
wisdom of their greedy policy. They have
discovered too Iato that they were unable to
corner " brains," whatever else they might
monopolise. The independent exhibitors have
banded together, too, and now it looks as though
they will be able to dictate their terms to the
great producing interests, instead of having
pictures forced upon them at outrageous prices.

Buying Up Theatres.

THE trouble started through one producing
firm buying up chains of theatres in various
districts in order to have an outlet for

their productions. Other concerns followed
suit, and at present the industry is in a state of
chaos. Theatre owners in small towns were
threatened that unless they sold up, they would

MAURICE ELVEY.

THIS is Mr. Maurice Elvey, the well-known
British producer, who is going to be very
busy during the next year or two making

British pictures to meet the world-wide demand
for films from tliis country. Mr. Elvey has com-
menced the projected programme of photo-
plays from the works of Eminent British Authors,
these include stories by " Rita,"' Stanley J.

Weyman, Rafael Sabatini, Olive Wadsley, Marie
Corelli, A. E. YV. Mason, and Jefferv Farnol.

have no pictures to show, and those unaware
of the real state of affairs became pannieky and
let their properties go for next to nothing. Of
course, the independent man will always stand
a better chance than the " tied " man, for he can
select whatever pictures he thinks will please
his audience, instead of having to show those
thrust upon him. However big a trust might
become it will be impossible to freeze out the
small producer, and there is also foreign com
petition to reckon with, so there is no fear that
theatre owners will be starved for programmes.
Whatever else may happen, the next year or so
will , be a record time for cinema builders.
Already plans are being made to build theatres
in opposition to the trust houses.

Screen heroes are oj two kinds. The first is

made mostly of sinew and muscle, and the

second is made mostly of clothes.

Hurting Their Feelings.

A WELL-KNOWN New York newspaj
publishes a letter of protest from spine
prominent Chinese gentlemen with

reference to a film dealing with China. They
state that the theme of the story is " a mis-
representation of a Chinese patriotic movement,
and i9 likely to excito ill-feelings between the
American peoplo and tho Chinese." It is ca-y
to fall into error when making a picture treating
with tho peoplo of a strange land, and a thento
which a producer may consider a " good story,"
may bo a deep offence against some custom or
national characteristic of theirs. For this
reason it would bo a jjood plan to invite a con
mittoo of representatives of tho country l>. ii

dealt with to witness it on completion. >
.

failing this, a number of public men interest! I

in international affairs. It is a matter of world
wide importance that nations' tmsceptibilitii a

are not offended in film plays.

To a womwi, b< ing made lor, In on tie scrft i

must ever be a desert. Tin nalih!>a is tl.t

only garden,
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ItSaved Trouble.
r"HlIE droll humour of Will Rogers, the cow-

J[' boy star, is irresistible. In The Strange
• ' 13oardor," now in production! Rogers

iv Ailed upon to fight a number of Chicago
pofflpomeii with his lists. During the filming of

thrffi scene, the producer insisted upon the

utrfjbst expenditure of vital force upon the part

of-^tie participants in the cause of realism.

Liio participants, Rogers included, entered

upqn the melee with such fury, that thoy were
all near the point of exhaustion, and several

had received blows that had caused much loss

of temper, when Rogers blurted out from the

middle of the purring and panting mass :

" My, but there's a helluva lot of cops in

( Ihioago !

"

This unexpected burst of wit set the crowd
in a roar, and would have spoiled the scene if

it had not been sufficiently photographed at

the time it occurred. It also apparently pre-

vented a couple of serious scraps on the part

of men in the mix-up, who thought they had
been too roughly handled.

He Could Ask.

IT takes a lot of patience to get information
from slow thinking " hay seeds " along
a country road.

At least J. Warren Kerrigan thinks so.

While his latest picturo, " Thirty Thousand
Dollars," was being filmed, Kerrigan went on a
hunt through some farming country that lies

to (he north of Los Angeles.

Finding that he was a little mixed, he stopped
his car beside a grizzled old patriarch, who was
fitting on a stone just off the roadway.

'* Pardon me," said Jack, " but may 1 ask
you where this road leads to ?

"

The person addressed, slowly plucked a straw
from his mouth and squinted up quizzically.

"To be sure ye can."
" Well, where ?

"

" Duvned if I know," drawled the man. " I'm
a Stranger 'round here !

"

Anything for a Souvenir.

SOUVENIR collectors abound everywhere.
Also, they will collect anything. In
proof of which, they are telling this

story out at the Uoldwyn studios. While
Jack pickford and his company were up in the
mountains taking scones for " The Little

Shepherd of Kingdom Com°," a young boy
from one of the mountain shanties followed
them around all the time.

He wasn't communicative, but he told one
of the company that he'd seen Jack Pickford in

pictures and it was almost too good to be true,
to see him " really and truly alive." One
day, the star dropped a cigarette end, when
lie was called suddenly before the camera.
3?he boy dashed forward and picked it up.
Then with reverent hands, he wrote on the
S 'vnp of white paper, still unbnrned :

" Jak Pikferd smokd this-here weed."

Like the Real Thing.

SOME visitors were watching the producer
direct several scenes in " Let's be Fashion-
able," the latest production, starring

Douglas MacLean and Doris May in the interior
of i B charming little " newly-weds " home,
and showed the first quarrel, starting over a
trivial thing, the hanging of a picturo.

Both Mr. MacLean and Miss May, put lots

of spirit into the quarrel, and one of the visitors

asked, "Are they really married, off the screen?
"

" Mr. MacLean is, but not to Miss May,"
answered tho guide.
"Oh," replied tho visitor, "I felt -ore they

were, they quarrel so beautifully, together.''

Caused a Lot of Trouble.

JACK KERRIGAN was showing a lady
around the studios. She was an inquisitive

little thing, and wanted to get the facts
about everything.
- "And, Mr. Kerrigan, who is that worn, tired
looking man over there ?

"

H& That fellow," said Jack, " has more enemies
than anyone olse in the world, with the possible
exception of the Kaiser."

" Really 1 Who is he ?
"

" He's our casting director !
"

It Cured Him.
HUNGER drove me to it," Bert LyttU

explained, when he was arrested for ex-
ceeding tho speed limit. " I was starved,

and rushing to the hotel to. get a square meal."
That there are less expensive ways of getting

up an appetite the Metro, star decided after
paying his fine. This week he has each day
walked three miles to and from the studio, while
his motor-car reposes neglected in the garage.

A Smart Retort.
" I don't like these shoes," complained the

film actress, " because the soles are too thick."
" Is that the only objection '! " blandly

asked the shopkeeper.
" Yes," she replied.
" Then, madame, if you take the shoes,

T can assure you that that objection will gradu-
ally wear away."

Starting Easily.

Pkrcy, the screen pet :
" I'm going in for

athletics, Miss Loveliness. Doctor lias ordered
me some exercise."

Miss Loveliness: "I shouldn't do anything too
severe at first. Try rolling your own cigarettes '.

"

—

—

Helpless.
Artiste's Wife :

" What ! '£*hey said that

about me ! I presume, George, as my husband,
you had something to say to it ?

"

Abtiste :
" You seem to forget, my dear,

that they were standing the lunch !
"

A Difference.

Habry : "Did the leading lady entertain
your proposal ?

"

Bert :
" On the contrary, my proposal

seemed to entertain her."

Strategy.
Stella :

" What did your husband say when
he saw the bill for your now gown }

"

Viola :
" I didn't hear, I started to play on

the piano !
"

—M—
She'd Like It.

Madgb :
" Would £Ou marry a spendthrift,

my dear 1
"

Maujorie :
" It. wouldn't be so bad if ho

were just starting on his career."

Appearing Shortly.

wmmmmHARM.SWORTHS BBnnum

UNIVERSAL
ENCYCLOPEDIA

//) fortnightly parts, price 1,3 each.

AN invaluable sumptuously produced
STANDARD work of reference

—ABSOLUTELY NEW,
RIGHT UP-TO-DATE A Master
Key to ihe World's Knowledge The
completed work will embody six million

words and will contain no fewer than

14,000 Pictures, Coloured Plates,
Coloured Maps, etc. Ask your news-
agent for full particulars.

Try this
world-famed
Beautifier—

FREE
—this is YOUR chance to

improve your skin and com-
plexion and keep it nice.

Icilma Cream — guaranteed
pre-war quality.

If you have never tried Icilma
Cream (the delightfully foamy,
the deliciously fragrant, and
absolutely non-greasy toilet

cream) you cannot realise how
easily its daily use will clear and
freshen your skin and com-
plexion, make and keep your
hands, arms and neck soft and
smooth as velvet.

It is no longer possible to sell

pre-war quality Icilma Cream at

less than i/3d. per pot—costs

have increased enormously, and
but for the wonderful popularity

of this, the best of all toilet

creams, the price would be much
higher. At i/3d. per pot Icilma

Cream is undoubtedly the finest

toilet cream available in any
part of the world. You have
only to test it to prove this

fc

Cream
(Icilma is pronounced Eyc-Silm.1 )

Price 1 j pcy pot. Everywhere,
ricsh-tintcit Cream, f 0 per pvt.

Use it daily and
look your best

FREE SAMPLE COUPON -

POST TO DAY.
International Icilma Trading Co., Ltd. (PVpt. 24),

37-43, King's Rd., St. funcias, N.W.I.
Please send me a dainty free sample of Icilma

ami copy of your booklet, " The Icilma Way to
licauty."

Name *

Address
,

Post iii uitseaiuienvelope for |<L, (i|d, stamp
if letter enclosed) or send postcard stamped id.
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FILM STORIES
are urgenlly required by every Producing Com-
pany. Learn how to write these stories, and
turn your ideas into money ! COMPLETE AND
INEXPENSIVE COURSE. SCENARIOS TYPED &
PLACED. American Branch. Fullparticiilarsfreej

WEDGWOOD DRAWBELL.90 lona Sb.Edinbiirgb.

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

MOUTH ORGANS BEATEN.

i'!«yed in any key. " Kooclt
c eked hat." Tost free 1/6 eat-

1

R. FIELD (Dept. 19), Hall Avenue, HUDDERSFIELD.

All i h •»

latest tune*
'.in be pbtyet)

)Q the
Chella-phone.

locket
Instrument on which
t une« can l»o correct ly

Qennaa mouth organ Into a.

t fittings 2/G) from the maker;

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most wonderful Musical DIscowi rrt the
v.- -. It leaches you to plav the piano beauti-

fully ov car and vamp to thousand* of <u>nt*

in ail keys with ONK EIOUR'S PBACT1CK
i without the hlightest knowledge, of inualc.

tJSimjdeaB A.B.C. loO.OOO lold and everyone
delighted. Success guaranteed. Money re-

itll'ned if not a« stated. Complete, post free.

26 pei Imperial Publishing
MB Co. II Dept.), 28, South Castle St..™ "Liverpool. Established 1872.

ORDINARY WATCHES MADE INTO

WRmSTLET WATCHES
The "DAPTABEL"

,

each.

DON'T T V K F \

Sl'BSTlTCT 'DAPTABEL.'

FISEal AM' < II LATEST NOVELTY EVRI! INVESTED.
From all vVaMimakci*. Jewellers, and Fancy Dealers. Or
from the " I' t i» tal'd " Advert. Dept., loO,"

I radf jid. Yorks.
Eo

Injun andWhitey
9 Are you readingthis grand

New Adventnre Story by
• WILLIAM S. HART

See tiic l^ng instalment in WEDNESDAY'S
issue of (lie

BOY/"6

CINEMAS
Instantaneous Hair Colouring
" Kopatine Inslaotaneout

"

K'ves perfect colours fiom
Hlonde to Black, leaving the
bate soft ftnrXgloBay. Gillian-
teed absolutely clean, Hate and
turrnh-sa. Will Dot wash or

I rush off, or soil tbe linen.
Duel not stain the skin,
specially suitable for borne
use or when travelling.

8 8. D iic, lO 8.
Applications given daily
in our salons with the

greatest success.
Kopatine Al-Klnnna"iii now-

I, i form. A henna colouring,
giving permanent result sin an v

siiadedeslred. Price 6'6. C'att

1'ir advice or write f'jr luMklet.

KoPAT/VK Cll^. (Dept. 24),
!l. Buck nigh mi Palace Road.

London, 8.W, 1.

BY WAY OF EXPLANATION.
1 am frequently asked by readers, who write to me

on various matters, whether their letters " bore " me.
Frankly, they do not, for I know that there can be no
better bond of friendship between an editor and his

readers than the letters that pass between them.
But owing to the very large mail I receive daily, I

should like correspondents to express themselves
always as briedy as possible.

Nothing would please me more than to be able to

reply to every reader who wrote to me. But that, of

course, is impossible. Where readers write seeking
information or advice, I endeavour to answer them as

quickly as I can. And it I am not able to answer those
who desire to know nothing in particular, it is not

because their letters are less welcome, but because space
is limited and must be reserved for anything of general
interest. Opinions relating to anything in connection
with the cinema for comment on this page are always
welcome, but replies to these, as well as requests for

photos and art plates i always noted i, and acknow-
ledgments of letters for artistes, should not be specially

required.
There are also the extraordinary rumours which

encirclr many artistes of note as generally circulate

about celebrities in otbei spheres of life. Some of

these rumours are quite amusing, others almost
libellous, though all of them are absurd. How they

originate no man can tell. Some of them pass away
after a while and are heard of no more ; while others,

in spite of all attempts to kill them, still continue to

enjoy a vitality that is truly amazing. There are, tor

instance, tne two now hoary questions : Are Mary
Pickford's curls false ? And has she any children ?

How often have I tried to slay the rumours that answer
these in the affirmative. But they still arise to confront
me as persistent as before. One day I shall doubtless
miss them, and then I shall begin to wonder what has
happened.

Again, there is the " regular " reader (from whom
I am always glad to hean, who " never misses any-
thing in this paper," and would like the address of

So-and-so. Now addresses have been refused many
times on this page, and the rule at the foot of these

answers explains everything to those who wish to

write to any artistes they like. But, perhaps, this last

kind of letter is merely a test of my patience. If so,

I trust I may tiot be found wanting.
THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-
able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address

:

The Editor, "The Picture Show," Room 83, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

"Old and New Readers" (Kvorywln re.).— Will
you plea.se read very carefully the editorial above?
Thank you !

F. M. B. (Cotfway).—Wha f a li-l of t :i r~
. and

"there are bouts of Others besides." youi heart
must indeed be large to hold so many in affectionate
esteem. Jar vis Pendleton in "Daddy Long- f.«-ys

"

was none other than Mahlon Hamilton.
" N'OCBlTl! P.VS " (One-Ridge).—No, I cannot -ay

I lave ever been in tbe part of the country, i'ltlicareil

in brackets, where you say you were born. 15nt your
description ot it explains why you arc so deeply in-

terested in cowboy stories. You sit me guessing,
however, when you ask mo it I know where i' is.

Somewhere in Ireland ? Vnyv.ay. let me recommend
you flic "Boys' Cinema " (every Weduesdaj 1 which
will exactly suit you. cvn thoirgli you belong to the
fnjrsex. William s. Hart and .1. Warn n Kerrigan are
both tall men. and of the same height; C ft. ; in. The
other hero of the screen does not give bis measure-
ment*. Clara Kimball Young is 5 It. '.' in. in height,
and has black hair and eyes.

W. 3. CHighbur., 1.— May Allison mas born "way
tlowu in ( sor&iK lacl Bctsic l.\m -o in Sew \:.rn
City in 1891.

" ']'i!i:t.i is " (Swindon).—Where is Arnold Dal} ?

In hiding somewhere, and 1 hope lie wiS be kind
enough to emerge from bis obscurity, for there are.

many admirers waiting to sec him. Clco Madison
makes her appearaace in "The Radium Mystery."
I am sorry I cannot till you where you may be able
to obtain .: photograph 01 the late Florence la Radio.
Yes, Marguerite Snow is still alive an I acting,
"Dag.vur" (St. Austell). Mrs. Vernon Castle,

you think, is "the best actress ; n the world.'' Sin

has grej eyes, and is ,' ft. 7 in. in height. She was
bom in lt<0:;.

P. L. A. (Egremont ). He does no* disclose hi age,
neither flue- your second named fsrvourit*. Yes.
Beth Sully is on the Bints. Mary Miles Mthter's ludr
is ber own to the ' ry roots thereof. Surely, there
isn't another rumour flying about ?

M. R. (Brixton'.—A-fa .Wilson i- still delighting
her Aim admwers. - A misprint, of course, a> i' im-
been given before on this page a* IS8C, Ihal betas ibe
correct year in wLu/h -Charlie tin- Great Laughter-
Maker was horn. Will try ami get IV VYS Ol I lie 01 h> r

twti you mention. You are fortunate in being able
to see so many funis.

SAH " (Wcdctngl.—Let me sec, I ihluk it mwi
Ti rmyson who wrote, " If you are Woking call ire
parly, call me early, mother dear." .'No, no, tbii *

wrong : I never was very good at reDMinbefing
poetTy, and I do not think, therefore, 1 shall be able
to learn by heart the pathetic poem you nave sent.

Already it has brought tears (f my eyes, but i' may
do more than thai if I attempted to recite if in public.
Yes, you can ask Tom Mix if you like, but be. careful
if you 1* • to keep out of shooting distance.

" l'l.o " (London).—Queries about Alma Taylor
have already' been answered, but. i>crlia|i>, you li I

overlooked them. She was born in London, bun
blue eyes and is not. married. Sorry, I could not nae
your " Questions " for the Film Fun page, as Quite .»

large number of readerysent in similar ones.

"Blacksmith" (Hammersmith).—As "iU nM >

village, it will be no use my expecting to see yen
"under the spreading chestnut tree." An art plate
of Tom Mix, and a splendid photo of him, too, was
givenxaway with the first issue of the companion
paper of this— the " i toys' Cinema." Were you
fortunate enough to get it? Monday and Wednes-
day should now be the two great days in your life

every week.
• '. li. (W'rstmin-.tc r).—Sorry. I forgot to u^e your

iiom-dc-plume before, and as yon have not given r.ne

lliis time, I am u-ing your initials instead. Y"ti
haven't bad a reply from Ses-ui- ltayakawa and yo'i

think he probably looks upon you as . No, dou't
call yourself names, though fourteen page- to bim and
seven to me is rather a lot, you know. Artistes and
editors are both busy people and liave many hundreds
of letters. So, when yon write again to him, make it

"short and sweet." Perhaps, however, lie may yet
ii piy if) your lir.-t. so don't get downhearted, ft --m -

ltayakawa as " Samlet " ? Well, 1 dor.'t knew.
" The Temple of Dusk " i hope you have seen.

J. 1!. fSalop).— There is no limit to tho number 61
artistes you may write to through t * * I — office. Ii you
send tne a dozen or more nt a time, they will all 1 <•

forwarded with pleasure. Von w ill see .-The BUu k
Secret" tins yi-ar. No. ( nighton Halt is OBl
Kngtlsh, Ho is a son of Ireland.

V.. \V. (Portsmouth).-- No. I shall not nnarrel viiUi

you bectuse you prefer American tiims to British pro-
ductions. But the tiihe i< coming, and that very
soon, when our home-made pictures will be at the top.

Gladden James ? He's :> discreet man, but 1 shall

persuade bim. it I can. to tell us more al'out himself.

H. M. A. (Wandsworth Common). You think I

ouyht to have a putty mcdul ? Well, som<-t!iiii4

voultl.be better than nothing. Yes, Mrs. Vernim
CasflC and Irene C'OStjS are oin' and the same. At
present, she is Sirs. Robert Tieman. though many
still call her by bcr lirst nutrricd name. My l.«st

thanks to your family and you for your wish - oi

good luck. May tbe same attend you all.
" Sl'SSHiN'i: " (Xclson).—Really a bright nonf-de-

lilume, and I don't, doubt you live up to it. Bryant.
Washburn is thirty. The British artiste- you name
do not ^ive their ai'es.

M. K. (Woodford Green).—Hope you hove bad
some lin k. Kenneth Harlan does not disclose the
information you wiint, but I sliall mention it on this

page as soon as 1 know. Yes. Mary Mael.ar"n U
pretty. Perhaps you have seen Yiolet Honson a*
you say you are not far from her studio.

S. A.J. (Dartmouth).—Sorry, 1 have been Unable to

trace the name you rco.uhe. No, Mabel Normanil
and Billie Rhodes are not related. What made you
think they were? "The fireafr-st Wish in the
World," and " A Spinner of Dreams " arc two Mary
Odette pictures.

M. M. ( Liverpool ).—Sorry. I shall not bp able fb gi I

any of my readers photos of artistes as I Haw
none for disposal. The only thing 1 can suggest i*

that you write to your favourites and try your hick.

L. W. and E. S. (Sowerby Bridge).—Yes, Smi'ing
Bill Parsons died a [ew mouths ago. So you lifer

" Daddy Long-Legs." You must not mi-- Mary
Pickford's next picture, "The Ragamuffin."' It's

splendid '.

L. w. (purton-on-Trent).—George Walsh i- w'tii

the 1'ox Company. Why not ' write to Sessuc
Hayakawa ? See reply to M. M. of Liverpool.

!.. S. (Edinburgh).—A'our choice of favouril Is i<

ipiile good. Certainly this is "some" paper, and
Charlie is " It " 1 have not beard that any < f Hie
serials you mention have been published in Look
form.

'• Prc.ov " (IfuneatonV—Haven't you seen Maurice
Costello on the Dims again ? A'ou may Irave a chance
ot doing so this year. Noiiiatriiiioni.il ncvrs'ol tbe
otherartiste as yet.

" Doitis " iWan.l-worlh).— If cowboy srfir'u- in-

terest you. you ought to g>! tli- " Boys' Cinema."
There is simply notliing to beat it. Many girls

take it in regularly, so Hie fhec to thy newsagent and
do the same. Here's a bit more for your book of

birthdays. Man Pickford was born on April ^ib and
Norma Talmadge on May Snd,

" Kes " (Cavcrsliam).—So you think 1 mu~t be
" jolly good-trmperod." Beally, I mu-f he careful
mi to lit myself be spoilt by too much praise.

"Sporting Life" was. Indeed a topping flfoi. The
gipsy boxer in it was Warren ltirl.mond.

H. A. s. (New Brighton) writes :
" I am an ardent

ivadi r of your paper and always look forward to it.

While ecrvjng with the colours in North Kussia.
several ol the Russian children were, very fond of

looking at our pii ti'k Shows although they could
not understand the printing:" I inn just imagine,
anyway, flieif itvHghl at tbo photo-.

(Continued on back of cover.)
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THE WHITE APRON
and the becoming cap are a delight to see and
a comfort to wear when washed, bleached and
purified with OMO.
It is a pleasure to use OMO, because every user who follows lbs
simple directions knows that OMO cannot fail to enhance the
beautiful simplicity of white things. With no other preparation
can white things be really washed white.

'Put the white things into cold water with Omo, biing them to

the boil, let them bail for half-an-hour, rinse and hang to dry.

NOT FOR COLOURS, WOOLLENS OR FLANNELS.

IN PACKETS EVERYWHERE.
R. S. HUDSON LIMITED, Liverpool, West Bromwicli & London.

OMO is made by Hudson's —

a

nama famous in every household.



WHY NOT BUY A COPY OF THE BOYS' CINEMA"?

mmZ&lePICTUKE SHO^CT
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

(Continued from page 22.)

M. T. (Belfast).—Until Roland is twenty-throe.

Yea, Billio Rhodes, unfortunately, is now a widow.
Antonio Moreno is single. Sorry I cannot feell yon any-
thing about the religion of your favourite-, M. X.

That "is oiic of the questions J bar.

Ii. G. H. (Darwen).—Julian K'tinac Is twenty-live

and married. 'J'oni Fcrran is thirty-six, and Mae
Hurray, whose husband is Robert Leonard, was bom
in 1894.

Or. H. M. .T. (Burma').—Thanks many for letting me
see some ot (lie hand-bills issued by the picture

houses in Bassirn. It's evident some good " thrillers

arc-Shown in your town, while Eddie Polo, you say, i< a

(.Teat favourite. Maurice Costello did retire lor a

while, but he could not. resist the call of the films

very lone and so is back once more. There will be

more ol Khno Lincoln later.

I.. C. B. (Boiton)—So there is great excitement at

home on Monday mornings when THE PICTURE Snow
arrives. Nothing like a good tonic to start the week
with, is there ? No wonder the rush. Alary Harald
was not born very long ago, and 1 shall not forget you
are interested in Iter.

A. S. (finiidford).—No, Norma Talmadgc ha* not

been in this country as yet, so you must have seen her

double. It was her sister, Constance, who appeared
in the film " Scandal." Among other plays, Doug-
las Fairbanks has acted in " Jlr. Fix-It,'' "Say!
Young Fellow," "He Comes Up Smi'ing," and
" Arizona." " His Majesty the American '- is a new
one of his which you will be aide to see this year.

No, Karle Willaius. Maurice Costello, Lillian Walker,

etc., have not been pon>ioned " on account of their

ages." Why, they still reckon themselves to be young
and have not thought of retiring as yet.

B. J. W. (Rouen).—Harold Lockwood died some
time ago, and 1 do not thins it would be of general

interest to publish his phot ograph now.

A. A. (Birmingham).—The third time they say is

lucky. Milton Sills is a very modest man, but 1 shall

fry and persuade him to say more about himself.

Letters for artistes are not specially acknowledged,
A. A. Didn't you know that ?

C. G. D. (London, S.W.).—Winkle, of screen fame,

is Harold Lloyd, and Pimple conceals the identity of

Fred Evans.
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IN answer to many enquiries from readers
asking how they can have their copies of
The Picture Show " bound, so making

them into volumes of everlasting interest and
delight to every man, woman, or child who goes
to the Pictures, we have had beautiful Blue
Cloth hound eases made 'to hojd the first six

months' issues of "The Picture Show."
These cases can be obtained now.

'

——— ^— PRICE • 1

TWO SHILLINGS & SIXPENCE
EACH, or By Post. THREE SHILLINGS, from-
The Publi3hers : "The Picture Show,"
Fleetwav House, Farringdon Street,

LONDON, E.C.4.

BOUMB VOLUMES.
We have also a limited number of "The Picture Sho\v7'
Volume I , containing issues from May to Oct. inclusive.

Beautifully bound in pale blue cloth lined binding. These
volumes can he obtained, price 10 9, post free to any
address in the British Isles and Abroad (with the excep-
tion of Canada, Australasia, and .South Africa) price
12 3 post free. Send your order to-day to avoid dis-

appointment, enclosing P. O's for the amount above to

The Publisher, "The Picture Show ," Fleetwav House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

J. (.'. (St. Annc's-on-S; a>.—What do you think o(
tin- "Boys' Cinema"'/ 1 shall be glad to know.
Fatty ArbucMe is married to .Minta Durfce. Yes,
Charlie Chaplin has another good laugh in -tore for his
many admirers in his latest Hint," A Day'.- Pleasure.''
Main I Nbrmand is acting still.

V.. M. S. ( 1 1 nil).—Yes. Henry lid w ard* is a bachelor
still. CfariSSie White is married, lull she is not
related to Alma laytor. as yon think. Eugene
O'Brien is Irish, and i- well over thirty,

•• Dorothy " (Ponltpn-iesTylde).—Sony the
artiste's name in " Love Rules the World '" cannot,
iv; traced. Yes. Fanny Ward's husband is Jack
Mean. In "Comrades the two chief parts were
taken by Kll.i Hall and Rupert Julian. No, you
haven't tired me out as yet. 'fry again.

" Bro'vv n:' ( Reading).—If 1 could oblige, I would;
lint, as already mentioned to other readers, I am sorry

;
I have no photos of artistes for disposal, nor will I

be able to get any. You are right. It was Ralph
Graves who took the part ot John, Karl ol Wood-toek,
in " Sport in'_' IShT."

" HOPEFJJL" (Armley).—*' TV tight ami Paid For."
" Heart- in Kxile," and " The Awakening." all show
Montague Love's wonderful acting. He was born in

1877.
" Naxcv " (Newcastle).—Norma Talmadie's hair

i- dark. 1 The Safety ( urtaiti " was a very good one
of hers, the colour of her eye- u brown. Marguerite
Blanche, 1 note, is another favourite ot yours. I will

trv and find out what vou vi-h to know.
Olivetti; (Clapham Common).—I see you are

prepared to prove your statement, but l"t me saw
>:•••: the postage en thai' Look n\ tmas yru arc villirh";

to send me. After all; why should I not believe you ?

Yuu have -ecu "over two hundred live-act dramas,
and not '.one comic as yet. Don't vou like the
latter ',' Some of Tslirtt Aohi's pictures are: "The
jii-.-toping. lT,i: e." "Alien Souls" "The ilononr-
able Friend." ami " The Call ol the East."

(Afore Answers Next Week.)

/N answer to the many inquiries we have received from our readers as to how they can send letters to

Cinema actors and actresses, " The Picture Show " nilt forward all such letters on, but it must be dis-

tinctly understood that we cannot guarantee such letters will be replied to. . Moreover , as many of these
Stars travel all over the world, a considerable time must elapse before the letters reach them. All
letters are forwarded by the next mail, and every letter received to date has been sent on. The Editor
cannot enter into any correspondence on'this matter. How to send your letter: Write the name of the
Star on the envelope and enclose it with a loose 1 '_d: stamp to the Editor, " The Picture Show," Room 83,
The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4. (Be sure to enclose your full address, including

County and Country, if a reply is required.)

No More Chapped Hands
Use Snowfire to keep your
skin soft and white. Prevent

redness, roughness and
chapped hands with Snowfire.

Tiy it for cracked lips. Use
it to keep your skin free from
all cold weather ailments.

Snowfire
Clears clogged pores and gives

the skin a velvety surface.

In 3d. tablets,

family size 7£d.

Of all Chemists

F. W. Hampshire & Co
Ltd.

Riverside Works Derby
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'ARE YOU SHORT?
If so. let the Girvan System help you
loincrease your height. Mi. Briggs re-

ports 5 inches increase ; Driver E. K..

o inches ; Mr. Hatch ffe. 4 inches ; Miss
Leedell, 4 inches ; Mr. Ketley,4 inches.

This system greatly inipioves the
health, figure, and carriage. Srntl 3

penny stamps for further pai titulars

and £1')0 Guarantee to Enquiry
Dept. C.T., 17, Stroud Green Koad,
London, N.4.

BUY THEM

The Children's Newspaper
EVERY FRIDAY- lld.

MONTHLY

EASY
TERMS

Masters' '"CYCLOPS" is a good hard-wearing all-

British Boot, which will give satisfaction under all

conditions, price 3 5-. Over 5,000 pairs have been
sold to Police, Post, and Railway Employees, men
who musi have good boot?. Why not have a pair ol

these good hoots yourself? Send 5/- now with size,

and vou have the bootstowcarwhilepavingthebalahcc
of5 monthly. Boots 12 6 to 42/-. Price List Free.

MASTERS, Ltd., 94, Hope Stores, RYE.

Would
YOU like

to ACT FOR
THE PICTURES?

You may do so, and the Mrs! step is to send lor the

FREE GUIDE TO CINEMA ACTING
Beginners are w anted at once to train for British
productions. The Victoria Cinema College and
Studios are being called upon constantly for new
talent. 300 Artists supplied to R. a C. Films last
week, also numbers of artists toother companies.
Some names of stars working with different
companies trained by us are:

1. Miss Christine Maitland, featuring with the
B. & C. K. Co., Ltd.

2. Miss M. Gort, featuring with IS. & C, and
other Film Companies.

3. Mr. Dennis O'Farrell, who featured in the
"Fighting Parson" film.

4. Miss Betty Hall, featuring in Grcnville Taylor
Productions.

5. Mr. Bruce Gordon, featuring with the Progress
Film Co., and with the Gaumont Film Co.

6. Capt. W. B. Goodwin. M.C. with B. & C. K Go.
7. Mr. G. Moore, who ii playing lor the British

Film Actors' Co., Ltd.
AND MANY OTHERS..

Senrl to-day for Free Guide to the oldest
established, and only Press-guaran-
teeJ institution. Address:

THE VICTORIA CINEMA
STUDIOS, Dept. P.S.,

36, Rathbone Place.
Oxford Street,
LONDON.
W. 1.

Printed and published everv Mom b v bv the Proprietors, Tun AMALGAMATED Press, Limited, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, F..C. 4. Advertise-

ment Offices, The Fleetwav House, Farringdon Street, London, ICC. 4. Registered for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription rates : Inland, 2d.

pi 1 annum ; Single copies, :tjd. Abroad (except South Africa and Australasia), His. per annum ; single copies, lid. Sole agents for South Africa, THE CENTRAL NEWS
.\ " Agency, Ltd. Sole agents for Australia and New Zealand, Messrs. Gordon- a Goivh, Ltd. ; and lor Canada, The Imperial News CO., Ltd. 3l/l/iy20.
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CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS. AND PLAYERS

Famous Readers of " Tbe Picture

Show."
No. 5.—BEN TURPIN.

ABOVE is nnother film favourite who reads

our favourite paper. Ben. of Mack
Sennett fame, thought the pose aboyo

l.est for us to see the name of t he paper lie is

holding, as he has " to turn his head sideways
"

to read. More of these interesting photo,

graphs will appear in this space week by week,

*>o look out for them.

Prize for " The Picture Show."A READER tells me she has just won a first

prize at a fancy dress hall. She went as

"The Ticture Show,"' and wore all our

Art Plates fixed to a stiff foundation. The
popularity of The Picture Show as the premier

picture paper is shown by the universal praise

we receive from thousands of readers at home
and abroad weekly. Remember the title, Thk
ProTURE Show. First and foremost in news and
photographs.

Our Peeping Stars Competition.

NEXT week I hope to be able to give you
some news as to when the large number of

Beeping Stars coupons will all be gone

through, and the correct ones rewarded with

I heir prizes.
*

Art Plates Given Away.
ANOTHER attrac tion next week is the Art

Plate of Harry Morey, the Vitagraph
player that plays opposite Betty Blythe

and Alice Joyce in many recent photo-plays.

Also, this week, in " Woman's Weekly," an Art

Plate of Gladys Leslie is given Free, and another

with the " Boys' Cinema," out on Wednesday.
of Harry Carey, " Cheyenne Harry," the

screen's sharpshooter. These three Art Hates
will be welcomed by collectors.

Was This You ?

CHARLES RAY tells us of a letter he

received from a reader of the Picture
Show. who. while thanking hint for his

picture, after saying that he was the only star

she ever wrote to or ever will, rather damped
the compliment by adding a postscript in which

she asked Charles for the addresses of a dozen
players, as she would like to write to them aj£d

add their pictures to her collection.

Kathleen's Wonderful Wardrobe.A RECENT inventory of the wardrobe
owned by Kathleen Kirkham. revealed
an array of thirty-five pairs of shoes.

Miss Kirkham's wardrobe, which is famous all

through movicland for its rich and- extensive
character, is correspondingly opulent.
At the present time of writing, the clothes

owned by Miss Kirkham represent a fortune
that she could almost retire upon and live in

luxury for the rest of her life if she chose to part
with them. —

—

A Real Compliment.

FEW actors have received such a compliment
as that claimed by Tom Santschi.
He has recently received a remarkable

tribute in a letter from a girl who lives far in the
interior, away front any of the big theatres.
I'.eading that "The Garden of Allah "-- which
wns produced about three years ftg >, and iti

which Santschi had the leading role -wan to !»

shown ;it ;> certain village, she walked -M miles to

see it because of her admiration for Santschi's

work.
— **—

What Did He Mean ?

JACK DEMPSEY, the world's champion
heavyweight boxer, gave his producer a

cigar the other day. As you know. Jack
has just begun screen work in a Pat he serial.-

" How did you like it ? " he asked when he

saw him the next time. " For two hundred bands
off that brand they givo you a saxophone."

" Well," said Brunton, " if I smoked two
hundred of those cigars, I would not want a

saxophone, I would want a harp !

"

It Reached Her.

SUCH is fame !

I hear that an admirer of Bessie Love,

who wrote that he didn't know whether

she lived in England or America, dropped a

letter in a post office in Kent, with only the

name of the little film star on the envelope.

The letter reached Miss Love at Los Angeles,

California, having passed through a great many
oflicial hands in its C.000 miles journey, with

certainty and promptness.

Famous Comedy on the Cinema.

DO you remember the play " Eliza Comes to

Stay "—a comedy drama written by
H. B. Esmond, in which Eva Moore, the

playwright's wife, played the part of Eliza ':

This is now to be filmed by the Metro Film
Company, with Viola Dana in the star part.

The cast also includes thirteen children ages

from eight to fourteen.

This was a pretty play and should make a

pretty film.

Viola Not To Marry Yet.

BY the way, Viola denies that there is any
truth in the rumour that she is engaged
to marry anyone; furthermore, the screen

classic star states that she will continue to wear
the diamond ring on a certain finger if she feels

like it, whether she is engaged or not.

Do You Dance ?

THOSE who enjoy dancing in its various

forms will find plenty to interest them in

a coming Wallace Reid picture.

Bebe Daniels is playing opposite Mr. Reid,

and as both are expert dancers, there will un-

doubtedly be much tripping of the light fantastic

in this production.

So far, the title chosen for this Artcraft
picture js " The Dancin' Fool."

WorId-Famous Women Meet.
MADAME LUISA TETRAZZTNI—the

world-famous soprano—is now making
a tour of the United States.

She has long expressed a desire to meet Clara

Kimball Young, and the famous women paid
each other a great compliment.

" Your voice is the most beautiful in the
world," said Miss Young, to which Tetrazzini
replied, " And your eyes are the loveliest."

I hear that Madame Tetrazzini was persuadi -I

to appear in several picture scenes, taken round
the studio, before leaving.

—*-»

—

A Treat In Store.

iHEAR that Madame Sarah Bernhardt was
greatly impressed with the classic acting,

the thrilling situations, and the romantic
scenery, when she witnessed- in Paris the
Louis Mercanton film version of " The Call of tho
Blood," written by Robert Hitchens.
You will remember that Phyllis Neilson-Terry

and Ivor Xovello play the parts of Herrhione and
Maurice Delarey.
We are shortly to see this photo-play in

London, and it is interesting to note that many
of the scenes were taken in and around Mr.
Robert Hitchen s private residence in Taormina.
Sicily, where Mr. Mercanton engineered a

wonderful " festa " among the townsfolk tor a
scene in the story.

London Life on the Film.

IN
" Salvage," a coining photo-play, a numj or

of scenes have been taken of London s

landmarks.
We are to see the notorious Petticoat Lane

at mid-Sunday, and some extremely interesting
incidents in photography include-the bustle and
excitement of Covent Garden in the early

morning.
The play centres around a poor waif of the

East End, whose terror and destitution are
finally alleviated by Dr. Barnardo's homes.

Costly Clothes For Cinema Stars.

WE are often asked what becomes of the
cast -oft clothes of moving picture stars.

Imagine buying one thousand pounds'
worth of frocks, and only being allowed to wear
each garment once. This is what happen- over
and over again. Audiences demand new clothe-

on their stars, and it would never do to wear the
same one-hundred-pounds' dinner gown in two
succeeding pictures.

Madge Kennedy used up one thousand pound-'
worth of clothes in two pictures, and each
beautiful frock was worn just once ; but she said
it nearly broke her heart to put on a beautiful
orchid-coloured silk party cloak, costing forty

guineas, only to get it utterly ruined by rain th.-

very first time it was worn. It was in her
picture, " The Wrong Door." that she had to
wear the garment right into the rain storm shown,
in the picture, and after that it was impossible to

wear it again.
Since most of the garments worn in picture*

are too elaborate for ordinary wear, they arc

BothTwo typical photographs showing the wonderful variety of scenery we have in the British Isles.

rr. ia. .1,.. mmImi. All IJ..I. I. naali.1 A .,»ltln^ 11 Tlin Ci-nit T nn^nn lVTl'ct»rV TllA fi V

typical British coast scene. The second shows the spot chosen for filming an Indian scene in this

Torquay and Pai'jnton Photo-play Production.
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'
Iarced over to the stock wardrobes after appear-
ing once on the screen. '

'

It is estimated that it costs an actress from
right hundred to a thousand pounds for clothes

for two pictures.

Damage By a Bee.A LITTLE bee did about two hundred
pounds' worth of damage the other day.

It was while a coining Jack Eickford
picture was being filmed. One of the most
I 'lulling scenes in the picture had been rehearsed
several times and everything was ready. It was
a"thrilling fight scene. Just as the camera got
going, one of the actors suddenly leaped into the
air, let out a blood-curdling whoop, and began
to fan t he air like a wild man. The director was
so startled at this sudden turn of events, ho
forgot to tell the camera-man to stop, and he,

from force of habit, continued to turn the handle
of the camera. The result obtained was about
fifty feet of roal comedy iiiAtcad of the inteiH-e

dramatic situation desired.
All this commot ion was caused by an inquisi-

tive bumble bee, which stung the left car of ono
of the actors. The usual antidote was applied
without result—the car became so swollen that it

delayed the taking of the scene for three days,
arid the little bee buzzed on its merry way bliss-

fully unaware of the f«t that it had been the
cause of the loss of fully £200 worth of the com-
pany's time.

Mabel the Reckless.

MABEL NORMAND, whom we are soon to
see in the screamingly funny character
of Sis Hopkins, has been on the screen

since the earliest days of moving pictures.

She has taken nearly every risk imaginable
in making films, and has run the whole gamut
of characterisation, from scullery -maid tosociety
queen. At present, she is at work on a Western
characterisation. Fortunately, she is an enthusi-
astic equestrian, so she has no trouble in appear-
ing entirely at home on a horse.

Who's Hair ?

JAMES KIRKWOOD, whose photograph
is ebove arid whom we are soon to see in
" The Luck of the Trial," has a re-

markable sense of humour. This is his
n ply to an admirer who asked him for "a
lock of hair "

:
" Respected Miss,—-I have just

received your letter and am honoured by your
icqucst. You fail to state, however, just what
lock of hair you desire, and to avoid error I

n m enclosing herewith a lock from my secre-
tary, my valet, my Irish setter, and from

JAMES KIRKWOOD. LILLIAN RICH.

the cushion in the motor-car which I purchased
upon my arrival in California, I have the
honour to be. your obedient servant,"

—n

—

Favourite on the Halls and the Screen.AYEAR ago Lillian Rich was a favourite in

the London music halls, and now she
bids fair to become an equal favourite

in American pictures. Miss Rich went to America
about eight months ago to help settle an estate
of an aunt who died in Winnipeg. Slie went to
California, just for a trip, intending to return to
England by way of New York ; but she found
an opportunity to act 'in the films, whero her
youth, good looks, and talent mako a sterling

combination. She has already appeared in two
Universal features, The Pointing Finger,"
starring Mary MacLaren, and " Tho Uay She
Paid," featuring Francesca Billington and
Charles Clary. Have you sceu her ? Her
latest portrait appears above.

Do Not Miss This !

NEXT week, February 10th to be exact,' will

see the publication of Part I. of Harms-
worth's Universal Encyclopedia. It

will be the greatest literary achievement of the
century—an absolutely authoritative, newly
written, complete, modem work of reference
dealing wyth every subject under the sun. No
library, office, school or domestic fireside will

be complete without it.

The Encyclopedia is to be issued in fort-

nightly parts at Is. 3d. each, and the completed
work will comprise six million words, and no
fewer than 14,000 pictures, including many
coloured plates and a complete coloured Atlas
of the World.

I heartily advise all my readers to obtain this
invaluable work. Watch for further announce-
ments, or better still, ask your newsagent now
lor full particulars.

Fay Filmer.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Angeles,

Pauline Frederick's Hobby.
PAULINE FREDERICK reckons out that

she has bought over one hundred gowns
this year solely for screen purposes, and

that said gowns, together with hats and shoes,
have run her into 25,000 dollars. So now you see
what tho big salaries are for. Miss Frederick's
hobby, by the way, is collecting fans, good, bad,
and indifferent, and of all shapes and makes.

—>

—

Her Pet Bear.

MADGE KENNEDY does not believe in
1

domestic menageries. She loves dogs,
but, as she says, dogs die, and then there

is heartbreak. And, flitting about as she does
from coast to coast, she thinks it cruel to travel:

one's pets about and at the same time would
\

always worry if she left them behind. Back
in California, someone gave her a tame bear-cub,
but her husband, Mr. Bolster, decided to give
it to tho Zoo when they left for New York,

,

for, being an Australian bear, part of his staple
diet consisted of eatalpa leaves, which are'

unprocurable in Manhattan.

Two Policemen—One Uniform.

WHEN out on location the other day, Charlie
Chaplin took along the inevitable " cop "

without which no Chaplin outfit is really

complete. We went down again to the Chinese
quarter and shot a scene or two, when Charlio
suddenly developed an idea which called for the
services of a second " cop." " Pity we don't
always travel a few spare uniforms about with
us against such emergencies," Charlie mused.
Then he suddenly had a brain-wave. The
official " cop " and one of the continuity writeis,

a man of much the same build and height, wero
dispatched behind a shed, and a change of

clothing was speedily effected. Charlie's magic
touch had managed to evolve two " cops " out
of one uniform. The funny part of the episode,
however, came to my mind a few minutes later,

after they had proceeded with the shooting, for

amongst the crowd that speedily gathered I

noticed no less than three real " cops." And
only a few minutes before, Charlie had been
offering his kingdom for " one little policeman's
uniform."

Chewed Her Way to Liberty.

NEVA GERBER figures out that in the
course of the Ben Wilson serial on which
she is at present working, she has been

bound and gagged a dozen times, and has
chewed her way to liberty through just as many
handkerchiefs.

Elsie Cobd.

Can the Actions and Emotions of Dumb Animals be Controlled by Music ? This 13 victor schertzinger famous musician com-
* poser, author, and director of Goldwyn pictures. He has

convinced himself that the tinman emotions can he controlled with music, and in satisfying his own curiosity by a series of experiments he has started he may give
to the world <-ome very valuable information. He has succeeded in training a parrot to identify tunes, and a dog to perform tricks in conjunction with tunes.
J (.Mowing his experiments with the. bird and the dog, Mr. Schertzinger will try cats, goats, and every animal that might prove an interesting subject. His

research into this realm may develop some valuable information for science.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

MRS. W. G. McADOO and her stepdaughter, MISS SALLY McADOO, MABEL NORMAND receives many letters from admirers. Here
honoured MARY PICKFORD with a visit while the little film star was we see her showing one to the Vice-President of Goldwyn

making scenes for "Polly Anna," a coming photo-play. Picture Corporation. You can see Mabel is pleased at the nice
* things said in the letter.

A beautiful star in a beautiful home. Here we see MARGARITA FISHER with her niece We have seen JACK PICKFORD in smart
KATHIE on the left taking advantage of the Californian sun. Her mother and aunt are on the right. array and we have seen him in rags. Here he

is in a coming Goldwyn photo-play.

JAMES CORBETT is not always fighting. In this photograph he is acting as Would you know what CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG does when she i;

pacifier between FRANK LLOYD, the director, and JOHN BOWERS, an pulled up for exceeding the speed limit In her new car ? This was snapped
actor, when an occasion of a slight loss of temper nearly led to a real quarrel. ' on the last occasion a road policeman stopped her.
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Our Dramatic Serial Story of a Woman's Fight for Her Love Against the World.

"There is a Destiny which shapes our ends, rough hew them how we may."

BEAD THIS FIRST.

WHEN Diana married George Meadows she

knew she did not love him, but married
to George meant freedom from work, and

the troubles of poverty.
When baby Eric came there was only one tiling

that prevented Diana from being happy, and that

was her husband's friendship with Bertie Fisher.

Diana resented that Bertie Fisher should come to

the house whenever he pleased. She instinctively

felt that her husband thought more of him than he
<lid of her, and they had had their only quarrel over

him.
It was Christmas Eve, and George had promised

to be home early to take Diana out to buy " Santa
( l.-ws " for Eric's first Christmas stocking.

The evening wore away, but George did not come.
Resentfully, Diana decided she must go alone, if

baby was not to be disappointed. Most of the shops
were closed, but in a tiny toy-shop Diana buys a
woolly dog, and because she has not enough money
to pay for it leaves her diamond engagement-ring,

promising to redeem it the next day.
Arriving home, she is met by Bertie Fisher. He

is nervous and distrait. He tells her George has
absconded with money from the firm. He is leaving

Diana for good. He had not pluck enough to tell

In r himself, and had sent Bert to break the news to

her. •

Diana has pride, and cannot bring herself to eon-

fide in her mother or her friends. She tells them
that George has been sent by his firm suddenly to

1 1 io Argentine on business. Bertie Fi»her tries to be
friendly, and helps her all he can. Money is getting

scarce, and Diana decides to dismiss Bertha her

maid. She tells Bertha she is flunking of shutting
up the house and joining her husband. To her sur-

prise, Bertha looks at her as if she knows the truth.

Diana decides the only way to prevent her secret

l.cing known is to leave. She lets the house to Bertie

l isher, the rent to go to her mother, to continue the
allowance which her husband used to give her and
-tup her wondering because it had stopped.

With baby Eric Diana pretends she is going out
ii> her husband. Friendless and alone she arrives

in London. Diana finds a friend in an old lady
named Mrs. Harris, who gives her a home. Her
brother, Mr. Fortescue, engages Diana as a shorthand
i Icrk. In Mr. Fortescue's son Diana recognises her
first sweetheart. Both Dicky Fortescue and Diana
are delighted to meet again. Diana gives out that
she is a widow, and Dicky thinks she is free to be
..nu ll. When' he proposes Diana hasn't strength

i nough to tell him the truth. After two years of

work Diana becom s homesick, and visits her
mother She learns that the railway company want
in buy Glan-y-tr.or, and she plans with the money she
w ill persuade her mother to take a house witli her in

Highgate. - '
-

(The story then continues.)

A Strange Discovery.

WLL ! I do think Mrs. Meadows might
have called in to see xis."

Miss Lena was standing by tho
window in their sitting-room, which looked
a< ros-i to C!lan-y-mor.

" Fancy her coming, sister, and forgetting nil

about us," she went on.
" People are like that," replied the elder

Miss Harvey, " especially women. . I never did
care much for Mrs. Meadows—not as you did,
Lena."
The little spinster sighed.
" She w as so pretty ; and that darling

ba y——

"

" I wish you would get on with the packing,
1 'nil, instead of mooning awrty your time
(here. I want to go down to t e new house
i' morrow, and start putting up tho curtains.
We have only another week, you know, before
v.o leave here."

" W ever could they not have chosen some
. ther Kite fur their ugly rail ay '/ " cried Lena
impatiently. "Wo have bee i hero twenty
years, sister

"

" Of, for goodness' sake give over. Don't
\ mi thi k I know all that as well as you do."
The eldest Miss Harvey was evidently in a

very bad temper, She had b in hurt by Diana's

neglect of them, although vlic would be the last

to confess it.

She was aroused from her musings by a cry
from her sister.

" I say, sister. Look here quick ! There are
two policemen going into Glan-y-mor. Mr.
Fisher is with them. What do you think is

wrong TJ '

" Perhaps he has had burglars," suggested
Miss Harvey, as she came to her sister's side
and re-arranged her spectacles.

Something was evidently the matter at the
house next door. A small group of people had
already collected round tho gate—and then
another policeman appeared, and yet another.

" I wonder what it is ?
" said Miss Lena, and

her voice shook with excitement.
The two ladies waited behind the shadow of

their curtains, so many different faces were
seldom seen in the quiet road.

" Mr. Fisher was giving up possession to-day,
didn't he tell us ? said Miss Lena suddenly.

" Someone must have thought he was going
earlier, and has burgled the place. Perhaps
they will catch the robbers," she continued,
clutching at her sister's arm. " Oh, dear ! How
dreadful I I've never seen a criminal yet.

Have you ?
"

" There's Polly rushing out. I never saw
such a girl. She must know what is going ou, of

course. Lena, call her in !
" said Miss Harvey

sternly, as a capless maid in a prink frock
suddenly darted into tho roadway.
Her sister required no second bidding.
She was out of the room almost before the

words were uttered.
She came back almost at once. Her face was

ashy pale, and her eyes nearly starting out of
her head.

" Oh, sister ! Oh, my dear !
" she said, in a

helpless little voice, speaking with difficulty, as
she almost threw herself into her elder sister's

arms.
" Oh, it's too dreadful ! I—I can't believe it.

Oh, dear ! what shall we do ?
"

" Why ! What is tho matter ? Calm your-
self, Lena. What is it ?

"

. Lena gazed up at her sister. There was terror
in her eyes.

" They say thero is a body found—a—

a

man !
" Her teeth were chattering, and she

would not utter another word.
Her sister frowned down at her sternly.
" Do you mean that someone has been dis-

covered dead at Glan-y-mor ? " she said.

Lena nodded her head.
" Yes."
There was a pause while Miss Harvey stared

at her sister.
" Well ! I don't see what you are making

such a fuss about. People die every day," she
said philosophically. " Of course, it is unfor-
tunate, but it is nothing to do with us."

Miss Lena began to cry—great, heavy, chok-
ing sobs, which shook her frail body.
The elder sister shook her head with sudden

anxiety.
Really, Lena," she said. " Pull yourself

together. I had no idea you were in such a
highly nervous state. 1 must send for Doctor
Graves."

Miss Lena put out her trembling hand and
caught her sister round tho neck.

" You do not understand," she wailed. " He
—he was found in tho disused well. Mr. Fisher
discovered the—the body, and sent at once for

the police. They—they say it is murder."
" Murder !

"

Miss Harvey gave a start of mingled fear and
astonishment.

" How dreadful !
" she said, after a moment's

pause. " Hut who could he be, and however
did he get there V

"

Her sister's face was ghastly, but she pulled
herself together with a supreme effort.

"They —they say it is Mr. Meadows," she
whispered, and then she began to cry again,
burying her face in her trembling hands.

Miss Harvey sank back into- a chair.

Her face, too, had grown suddenly very old.
" George Meadows," she said dully. " Oh !

but there must be some mistake. He is abroad
at (ho Argentine. He did not come over with
Diana, for her mother told me so."

" I don't know. I don't know anything
else I

" cried Miss Lena, between her tears.
" It can't be true," said the elder sister

emphatically, as she went again towards the
window to look out.
Two policemen were carrying something

towards a stretcher—something covered with a
big cloth.

Bertie Fisher was walking beside it, his face

buried in a handkerchief. The watching woman
could see his shoulders heave.
A little cry broke from Miss Harvey's lips, and

she clutched the curtains in her agitation.
" It is true. Oh, it is true !

," she moaned.
" How awful ! Whoever could have done it 1

"

The Arrest.

WHAT'S this ? You want a holiday ?

Well, my dear, I think you deserve
one."

Mr. Fortescue smiled up at Diana as he
leaned back in his revolving chair, and clasped

his fat hands together over his capacious chest.
" I've been expecting to hear some news since

I don't know when," ho went on, in his bluff,

kindly way. " You and Dicky manage to see a
good deal of each other one way and another,

don't you '!
"

Diana flushed.
" Your son and I were always good friends,

Mr. Fortescue," she said.

The old man chuckled as he rose from his

chair, then he patted the girl's shoulder in a
fatherly manner.

" You are a bit of an iceberg, if one tries to

get too near, but I don't know if I don't like

you the better for that. You'll make a good
wife for Dicky when the time comes. You
both have my blessing."

A hot wave of colour swept over the girl's face.

She murmured something indistinct, and
turned hastily away.

Mr. Fortescue watched the graceful figure

until the door closed upon her, and the smile

did not leave his lips.
" Women are little cattle," -he murmured

softly. " You never know what they are after,

but Dicky will manage her, and she will keep
the boy straight. She's done wonders for him
already. Who would have thought he would
settle down to work as he has. Why, if he goes

on at this rate he'll soon be able to get along

entirely without my help."

He returned to his correspondence, and his

interview with Diana faded from his mind.

Diana was already down in the street, hurry-

ing along to catch her 'bus.

It had been a chilly day, and she had bought
some warm woollies for Eric. They were in the

parcel she carried under her arm.
" Are you in such a hurry, Diana ?

"

Someone had come up, and was striding along

beside her.

Diana laughed as she recognised Dicky.
" How you startled me," she said. " I

thought you wero working."
-" So 1 am ; but tho Court closed at four

to-day. Let me carry your parcel 1
"

" It's a dinky little blue suit for Eric," she

said.

(Continued on page 8.)
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WILLIAM DESMOND'S VARIED EXPRESSIONS. (Exclusive to "The Picture Show.")

Delighted to meet you. A sad moment. Firm and strong. Deep in thought. In joyous mood.

WILLIAM DESMOND.
Stage and Screen Career of the Gallant Young Irishman, and His Recent Marriage to a Bonnie Scotch Lassie.

WILLIAM DESMOND, the gallant young Irishman of the.

screen, was born in Dublin, but he was taken to America when
quite young, and educated in New York.

He was fond of the theatre at an early age, and would play truant
in order to sit up in the "gods." His success in amateur theatricals

led him to a small part in a touring company playing " Quo Vadis."
He then advanced into work for stock companies, and finally found

his feet as a leading man in New York. He also acted in Australia
for two years with great Success, and then returned to America in 1912
to play the leading male part in the " Bird of Paradise." He toured in

this play for two years, and was then persuaded by Thomas H. Ince,

the well-known producer, to desert the speaking stage in favour of

pictures.

William recently married the pretty and accomplished artiste. Mary
Mclvor, so a very popular and clever pair of British screen players have
f'Ccome united. Mary is from bonny Scotland.
There is a very touching little story leading up to the marriage, which

commenced in the days of the old Triangle Film Company at

Culver City.

Mr. Desmond was producing a picture, and one day there appeared in

the studio the prettiest little blue-eyed super in the world. She was
Mary Mclvor. William liked her work very much, but he lost sight of

her for some time. Then one day she timidly asked if she could have
another part in his next picture.

He said he'd do what he could, and, knowing her to be a poor girl,

supporting her family, he gave her a more important role than her
previous one. She was so successful that she became a member of the

permanent company, and from that day the two became so fond of each
other that their friendship ripened into love, and they eventually got
married.

A Very Popular Couple.

THEY are a very popular couple at Hollywood, for Bill has an Irish

smile " and a way wid him," and Mary is eighteen, and as sweet
as the heather in the dell !

"I just can't understand how anybody can be'happy who isri't'mar-

ried to my Bill !
" says Mary. " My grandmother said she had hoped

Billy would make me grown-up and serious, but instead I've made him
young and foolish !

"

Although so young, Mary has decided views on the proper care of a
husband.

" I never make him play he's happy when he isn't," she says. "
[

think so many wives make a great mistake by always forcing their

husbands to be bright and cheerful. Now there are lots of times when
'a man wants to be quiet and not talk, and yet a woman will insist on
'chattering, and feels it's a reflection on her if he doesn't begin to sparkle
like a diamond necklace."

All of which sounds very sensible, don't you think ?

William Desmond is just as enthusiastic about married life as
his wife.

"I've heard of folks that were disillusioned after their marriage." he
jSaid recently. " Well. I'm sorry for them. I always knew I'd like being
married to Mary, but I never had any idea how much. She's so good In

me. A man does like someone to be gc od to him, and Mary doesn't
.consider it a bit beneath her dignity to make a fuss over me." Neither
do I !

"

Some of His Films.

VIA7 1LL|AM DESMOND has appeared inWild
Burke ; in Bullets and Brown Eyes, .

" Not
Peggy.'

Bear,"

The Sorrows of

Paddy O'Hara,"

with Billie

My Sister."

Love," "The Payment," "Paws of the
Blood Will Tell,"' "Master of Hi- Home.'

" Flying Colours," "Bare-Fisted Gallagher," and "The Blue Ban-
dana."
He is five feet eleven inches tall, has thick dark bair, and dark

blue eyes.

His chief sports are baseball and riding.

WILLIAM DESMOND.
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DESTINY (Continued from page 6.)

"Good. I must come anil lielp dress him in it."

He took the brown paper bap, and then
tucked her hand within his arm with a boyisli

f ir of possession.

Both their faces reflected their complete satis-

I action in each otner's company.
" I asked your father for a fortnight's holiday

to day, I have taken a little house at Highgajte,

and I want to get it straight. I thought it would
be nicer for Eric, and my mother is coming to

live with me," said Diana suddenly.
That's jolly !

" But his face suddenly
< hanged as he looked his surprise.

" Did you say you had taken a house ? " he
remarked, with a slight raising of his eyebrows.

" Yes," said Diana. " It is all settled, and I

can move in as soon as I like."

He made no remark, but she realised that the

man beside her had become very quiet and
constrained.

For some minutes they walked along in

silence, then she gave his arm a gentle pressure.
" You are not annoyed by any chance ? " she

asked wistfully.

He glanced down at her.
" No, Diana !

" he replied earnestly. " You
( ould never seriously annoy me, I love you far

too well, but I cannot help sometimes feeling

very hurt. You are so discreet—so careful not
to ever discuss your affairs."

" I am sorry," she whispered. " But, Dicky,
I—I can't help it. I have to keep things to

myself. I don't know how it is but I can't con-

fide in people like others do. Sometimes I wish
I could. But all my life.1 have been, as it were,

alone. I have had to fight my own battles and
look after myself, and I never was good at talking

about my own affairs."
" You have had a hard life, Diana."
His strong young voice vibrated with sym-

pathy and tenderness.
" Yes, Dicky, I have had a hard life," she

said quietly.

They spoke no more until they were seated

oh the top of the 'bus which would take them to

1 lie Borough.
Dicky arranged her coat collar up about her

ears so that she should be protected from the

chill wind that was blowing. *

She snuggled up closer to him, and he glanced
down at her with a tender smile.

" Comfy ? " he asked her.

She nodded happily.
" I don't know what I should do without you,

Dicky," she said.

His heart gave a sudden throb.
" Then don't you think you were a little

premature in taking a house at Highgate without
consulting me ? " he said half-jokingly. " I

should never have dreamed of doing such a thing
without consulting you first. Listen, Diana," he
went on very earnestly. " You have been with
my father two years, and I have been courting
you all the time. Oh ! yes I have," ho went on
steadily as she would have contradicted him.

" Dicky, please ?
"

Her eyes implored him, but the man beside her
for onee had no mercy.

" No, Diana ; you mu9t listen," he said firmly.
" I have asked you to marry me twice and you
have put me off. 1 am not going to ask you
again." 1

Ho saw the relief in her eyes, but he wilfully

misunderstood it.

" No," he repeated. " I shall not ask you
again. I. am simply going to put the banns
up next Sunday, and get a special licence ; and
then either you can come to Church with me
or walk into a registry office. 1 don't personally
care which, just as long as we are married to

each other."
Diana did not speak for a few minutes.
A sudden wild hope had come to her.

Why not ? Why not do as Dicky suggested
—a special licence. She could disappear under
(mother name—George would never find her.

Dicky's deep, dark eyes were fixed on hers and
(she dropped her own suddenly.

How could she think of deceiving him.
" You do not understand," she said hurriedly.

There is a barrier. I can never marry you,
• J< ;ir- not if I would. Oh ! don't yoKi sec that
I am flinging from mo every chanco I have of
happiness '! li I only could, I would do exactly
an you wish."

She had attempted to draw away her hand
;

but his fingers tightened over hers.

" 1 won't worry you, dear," he said, " but you
must explain. You have some silly litllo

notion fixed in your head which no doubt r can
clear away. I shall never give you up, Diana:"

His words thrilled her.
" You say that now," she said miserably.
He laughed with the assurance of a man who

knows his own mind.
Let's go out to-night," he said. " I know

a nice, quiet, little restaurant where we cun dine,
and then you can tell me everything.'
The 'bus had come to a standstill at the corner

of their street.
'

Diana did not answer him as she followed him
down, but a sudden presentiment of evil was
already coming over her and she shivered.
End was not at the window to greet her as

usual, and involuntarily she hurried her steps.

Dicky walked beside her, but he, too, had
become unaccountably silent.

Diana opened the door with her key and Erie
came bounding towards her.

" Mummy ! Granny is come," ho cried ex-
citedly, in his high-pitched, baby voice.
From the sitting-room voices could bo heard.
Diana walked into the room followed by Dick.
Mrs. Long had half-risen, and then sank back

into her seat again, her face was disfigured witli

,tears.

Mrs. Harris looked glum anil forbidding.
Diana glanced quickly from one to the other,

an awful fear had fastened itself upon her.
" Why, mother ! she said in a curiously low

voice, what brings you here ? Is anything
wrongs? What is the matter ?

"

Mrs. Long dabbed her eyes with her hand-
kerchief.

" Oh, Diana !
" she said in a weak, trembling

voice, " I—I feel as though I shall go mad. I

— I can't believe it. Mrs. Harris tells me you
have been living here with her for the last two
years."

" Well ! What of it ?
"

Diana's voice had grown very cold and hard.
" What business is it of yours ? " she said. " I

hare been here the last two years. What
then ?

"

Mrs. Long was looking at her daughter and
her1

eyes were distended with a sudden, awful
fea r.

" Diana," she cried brokenly, and she swayed
suddenly to her feet. " Do you know what you
are saying ? Do you mean t<5 tell me you have
not been living with George ?

"

Diana glanced round at the three pairs of eyes
\\ hich she knew were watching her.

" I have not been living with George. How
could I be. I have been here," she said wearily ;

and then, with a sudden burst of anger, sho
turned on her mother.

" What do you mean by coming here ? " she
said bitterly. " Haven't I been starving my
boy so that you could live in comfort and keep
you quiet ? Do you think I wanted my business
to be bandied about from mouth to mouth ?

Why did you not stay where I told you ? If 1

had wanted you here I should have asked you
to come ! Now 1 suppose you have been dis-

cussing all my family affairs here ?
"

Her scornful eyes swept from one woman to
the other.
Dicky placed a hand on her shoulder.
" Diana," he said pleadingly. " Diana, my

dear I You are talking to your mother."

FOR many years Thomas Santschi, the
popular film artiste, played in the
famous old Selig animal pictures, and

he has handled as many as twenty-two ferocious

beasts at one time. He has brought the beautiful
Kathlyn Williams to perfect safety through
countless hair-raising adventures.

The secret of Tom's success in thestf parts
was due to a great extent to his calm, forceful

eyes. He had only to stare fixedly at the
fiercest " forest king " for a moment or two
to send him cowering away to his jungle home.

Likes Rough Parts Best.

TOM dislikes what he calls " pretty

"

leading parts. Handsome hcroos*arc not
altogether in his line. Ho prefers either

villains or strong leads, " the rougher, the
better," he says.

Santschi commenced Lis screen' career in

His touch softened her as nothing el.se would
have done, and her hungry eyes sought his face.

She gave a hoarse, gasping, little cry, and put
out her hands to him.

" Dicky !
" she said. " Oh, Dicky ! you will

stand by me? "

He put his arm protectingly around her.
There was a gasping cry and Mrs. Long

sprang to her feet.
" Oh, it is shameful !

" sho cried, " sliameful
that a child of mine should be so degraded, with a
husband lying dead."

Diana made a step forward.
" What do you say ? Is he dead '! " she said

in a frightened voice.

It was Mrs. Harris who answered her.
" Your husband has been found murdered,"

she said. " He was murdered at your old homo
at Gian-y-mor."

" Murdered ?
"

"Yes," said Mrs. Harris very' sternly.
" Murdered, and, from what your mother says,

put in a well in your own garden."
" But—but when did he come back ? Who

could have done it ?
"

" That's what the police are trying to find out.

They say by the description of the body it has
been dead some time, very likely two years."

Mrs. Harris had come nearer to Diana and her
keen old eyes were fixed on the girl's face.

" They are saying, Diana, that your husband
never went away, that it is all the lies you have
been telling."

Diana shrank back, her face was ghastly.
" Oh ! but he did go !

" she cried.

Mrs. Harris shrugged her shoulders.
" You, it seems, are the only person who says'

that. If he did, you will, of course, be able to

prove it."

Mrs. Long was wringing her hands.
" Yes, Diana, of course," she cried hysteric-

ally. " You will be able to prove it, dear. You
have his letters ? You know the letters you
used to tell me about."

Diana gave a sudden, frightened little cry.

She turned to Dicky, who was standing pale

and anxious beside her.
" But I haven't," she cried in a terror-stricken

whisper. "He never wrote to me. I said ho
did, I know I did. I didn't want anyone to
know about him and so I pretended and pre-

tended—but it was all lies—lies—lies !

"

Her voice died away in a whisper.
Dicky placed his arm around her trembling

shoulders.
" There—there," he said.

11 Try to keep
calm, dear. You must tell me just exactly what
has happened."
Then he turned to Mrs. Long.
" Have they found the murderer ? he asked.
Mrs. Long only shook her head and went on

sobbing into her handkerchief.
Then, as they stood there, a sudden, heavy

knock was heard at the door.
Involuntarily they glanced at one another,

and, as they stood waiting for it to be repeated,
Eric caught hold of his mother's skirts with a
sudden, frightened, little cry of fear.

There is a man and a nasty, big policeman]
outside," he cried. " I don't like them, mummy !

Don't open the door or else they will come in !

"

(Another Splendid instalment of this Thrilling

Life Story Next Monday.)

1906, and in point of service he is one of the)

oldest actors on the screen.

He has produced and played in a record 1

number of photo-plays, and has acted with
all the best-known stars.

Tom remembers the time when he played
opposite Mary Pickford in two-reel films.

One of his latest successes is with Geraldine'

Farrar in " Shadows." His marvellous eharac-,

terisation in "The Garden of Allah" will'

also be remembered.
|

Away from the studio Tom Santschi loves ai

quiet life. He reads a lot and studies his parts!

intensively.

He also practises athletics, and thus keeps
himself in fine athletic trim. Tom is younger,

to-day than most of the screen idols, and he,l

is in great demand by producers.

The diversity of parts given him is a suro

proof of the fact that directors recogniso his

versatility and adaptability.

.

TOM SANTSCHI. rj^SS?«^"
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JUST MFfcL
How the Story
Commenced.
In the preceding

chapters of her
delightfully frank
story, Pearl Wliite
sketched the his-

torv of her early
childhood. They
were not alto-

gether happy days,
lor money was
scarce in the house-
hold, and her

. mother, who was
always very deli-

. cate, died soon
' after her birth.

I'earl was always
getting into mis-
chief. Her father
married again
when she was six
years old. When
she was twelve
years old her

I rothcr, who was her greatest pal, left home and
joined the navy. At the age of thirteen, Pearl de-
' ided to join .a circus that came to her district, and
Inter on she joined a touring company. But her early
i llorts were not too successful. Next, Pearl was
i Hi red a job as a stewardess on a boat. Sea life

did not agree with her, and she went on the stage,
louring in Cuba, Buenos Aires, Tennessee, ami
Kansas. Then her voice began to go, and a woman
advised her to try to get on " the pictures," and
eventually' she saved enough money for a (rip to
Knglaml. An acquaintance gives her an introduction
to friends in London, and Pearl means to have a real
ci I'd time. .She buys expensive clothes, takes rooms
;.l the Carlton, and sets out to be a society woman.
The story then continues.

PEARL
WHITE.

A Luncheon Tragedy.
WELL, Bcbby was all over the place from

then on, .sending me flowers and danc-
ing attendance upon me. He also

m nt mo a beautiful Russian wolfhound, who
was as dumb as any dog was *ever allowed
to be. Nevertheless, I thought this large
white animal made rather a striking picture
against my white frocks, so I led him
about London, feeling that 1 looked rather
elegant. I also learned that to be really
swell " I should have a chaperon and a maid.

'! herefore, I elected an invalid aunt (who, how-
< ver, was always too ill to go out with me) and a
very polite maid. In other words, I answered
i ho 'phone in three different voices, which
Mived my purpose without any expense. I
v. ould probably have had more servants only I
,-ouldn't chango my voice, any more times. 1
didn't say much, but showed visible signs that
I was a young American heiress, and as such I

was looked upon. 1 was just a line young fakir
uying to sneak into society.

Now I had promised the colonel (whom 1

rpoke of before) that as soon as I got located,
I would 'phone him my whereabouts. I had
il< layed doing this until I got my new clothes.

I he dog came into my life the morning after my
I I a with bobby, anil that furnished a wonderful
excuse to call up the colonel.,

" Ooh, I have a wonderful new dog," 1 gushed
<.vcr tho 'phone ; and of course he answered as
1 expected :

" Oh, 1 would love to see it !

"

So I, knowing very little of social etiquette,

1 asked if the dog and 1 might visit him.
" Oh, that would be jolly !

" he answered.
" Do como. 1 will send my car for you this

ininuto."

So to the colonel's house went the dog and
myself. Now I can't vouch for tho dog but for

thyself I can eay that that was tho first luxuriant,
well-appointed home that 1 had ever stepped
into, and 1 scented bad news ahead the moment
I entered the drawing-room and was presented
to four other strange, serious-looking men
besides tho colonel.

It seems that a meeting of high finance was
going en, and that lunch was to be served

shortly. Tho dog was given the once-over, and
then led out in state by o, butler, while I was
given the information that I must stay to lunch.
I don't know whether they suspected that 1
might be good for a laugh, or whether one
customer had disappointed, anyway, I stayed,
and noted that the table was set for six. I was
placed at the head of the table with an extra
butler standing behind my chair, which got me
nervous right away—that table ! Gee-rusalem,
it looked like a Christmas-tree. There were at
least a dozen different knives and forks laid

. beside my plate, so my only hope to draw the
right one at the right time was to follow some-
one else ; but this was not to be.

I, being tho only lady, was served first.

That was my downfall. The parade started.
One butler entered with a hugo silver platter,
slipped it to tho other one, who in turn placed
it before me. Now I didn't know just what
this concoction was, but I strongly suspected it

of being fish. However, just which was the
fish and which were tho trimmings 1 knew not,
consequently, there was nothing to do but to
say :

" No, thank you !
" and leave it to tho next

guest to dissect.
" Oh," said the colonel. " you should try

some of this hors d'eeuvre !

"

And I should very much like to have sampled
it. But I listened not to the pleading of my
siomaeh, and stuck to my " No, thank you !

"

The next course was soup—nice red tomato
soup, all dished out, so I took a chance that I
would get the right spoon and get away with
that—but here was another catch. I didn't
have a napkin. There was one in front of my
plate all draped around a piece of bread, which
gave it the appearance of a full-blown rose. I
looked around the table and discovered that
those in front of the other plates had disap-
peared, therefore, I figured they were put there
to be used, but whether to boldly unravel the
said napkin or sneak it, I wasn't quite sure.
However, the others had taken theirs while I
wasn't looking, so I decided to get mine the
same way. And to get it at once, because I felt

that I needed some protection for my new
white gown against that red soup. Therefore,
I started to tell a story gesticulating wildly
with my right hand and sneaking the napkin
with my left.

The story was going well, and I had sue-
ceeded in unwinding said napkin unobserved,
but as I drew it toward me with a wide sweep
I upset my neighbour's soup plate, spattering
the contents all over his white waistcoat. Well,
the game was all over. So I arose, chucked my
cards on the table, and confessed that 1 was
cheating..

" Gentlemen," I said, " 1 am sorry, so very
sorry that I stayed here to wreck your luncheon.
To be truthful, I am all wrong ; I am absolutely
bewildered by the whole surroundings. I don't
know just what all this collection of knives and
forks means. Your gang of servants make me
nervous. I don't know when to eat, what to
eat, or how to eat it ; in other words, I'm sunk,
and there is no use trying to bluff it out."
So saying, I placed my right hand on the

table to sort of steady myself, and flop it went
into my soup. How I wished I could faint or
die, or do something to pass out of the picture
at that moment, but 1 couldn't, J was too dog-
gone healthy. I» think, maybe, I would have
burst into tears, but everybody began to laugh,
so I joined in.

By Jove ! " said the goatleman whoso
waistcoat I had ruined. " What a confession
for a woman to make. I simply love your
frankness !

"

And there, through being honest and ad-
mitting my ignorance I gained somo applause
from one of the greatest men in history

—

" Lord Kitchener "—yes, a real lord this time,
and the most brilliant and wonderful human
being that I have over met.
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The laugh was on me, but they wouldn't lot

me go home, so I remained through the rest of
the luncheon. The colonel was served first. I
followed his lead and got through all right. I
decided J would become absolutely honest and
told them stories of my poverty-stricken past,1

They were amused (I hope you will also be), so
the party turned out a success, after all. I

have die memory of spending an afternoon with
live of the biggest men of our time, while thcy^

have probably used mo as the heroine of a lot

of funny stories, for I met them a good many]
times afterward, and the colonel did a whole lot

toward giving me a social education. He|
secured a chaperon for me who steered me
through a lot of very wonderful social functions,

where I learned a lot, and we all had plenty of,

laughs at the comic things I did.

As far as the count and his crowd were cpn-<

cerned, I still went
/
on as a gay deceiver, and

got away with it. He waltzed me all about 1

London, proposing marriage every day or so,

thinking I was a young American heiress. The
glamour of becoming a countess was very
alluring, and I think I would have married him;

at once if it hadn't been for " Bep." He,'
whom I didn't even know, and, although I
did not admit it to myself, I was madly in

love with ! Silly, but then
Well, two months of this wonderful life went

by. My money was dwindling away, and I

wanted to see Paris and Rome ; so, as usual, 1

acted on impulse, packed my bag, told no one
of my intended departure, caught the twb
o'clock train frflm Charing Cross via Folkestone-
Boulogne to Paris. Under ordinary circum-
stances, I should have reached Paris early

that night, where I had rooms engaged at the
Ritz—yes, I had rooms now.

Like most people, I got sick enough crossing

the Channel, and as I walked through the
customs offices at Boulogne, feeling none too
jolly, one dark-looking Frenchman 'with a big

moustache opened up my bag, then gave a
violent shriek. 1 was about the last one to leavo
the boat, consequently any help I might havo
obtained in this situation had already boarded
the Paris express. Said officer burst into
reams of French, but I didn't know what was
the matter, and felt in no mood to be bothered.
So I reached for my bag, and ' I don't know
whether I did it on purpose or not—anyway,
my elbow landed square in his .eye. More
shrieks ! And he pulled my trusty revolver out
of my handbag. 1 thought maybe I had to deal
with a madman, so l made a dash for the train

;

but he was qiiickly joined by two gendarmes,
who withheld me by force.

Now, it seems that to cross the border line

into France with firearms in one's possession is

a horrible offence ; and, to make it worse, I had
a dagger and a couple of packs of playing-cards
—two other violations of the French law. I

didn't know this, and- 1 didn't understand bis

voiley of French ; so up to the Tribunal of

Justice they forcibly dragged' me, and by the
time they had gotten me before the chief, with
a translator, my train had departed for Paris.

When I found out what all the row was about,
I pleaded much innocence and sorrow ; so they
must have decided to forgive me, took my
weapons, and allowed me to depart. This
might have been mighty nice of them, but my
train had gone in the meantime, and I had to
wait hours for the next one. So I wasn't so
full of gratitude, and I didn't reach Paris
until four o'clock in tho morning.

I had met on the train an old lady who
spoke English—a nice old soul—and as she was
going to the Grand Hotel, I decided I'd go
there, too. The Grand Hotel in Paris ! I

think it had tho largest rooms in the world,
so by the time I had made a complete tour of
mine it was daybreak, and out into the streets
I went to see Paris at dawn. Soimds romantic,
but it wasn't.

I wandered aroulid for awhile, and then,
being hungry, went into a restaurant for some
foodj I noticed thero was a- large mounted
horse's head nailed over the door, and I thought
at the time it was a very queer decoration. I
couldn't tell much what the bill of fare was
about, but knowing that " filet mignou " meant
steak, I ordered that, along with coffee and
pomme de terres—I knew those, too. I also
found out the day after what that horse's head
meant in front of the door—I was eating Irorso

meat. Anyway, it tasted all right, so why not ?;

(Another 'nterestino chapter of Pearl White's life

story next week.)
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TOM, THE IRISHMAN'S SON
i MOORE first saw the light "on a farm near

he town of Kclls. County Menth, Ireland,"

Ind he was christened Thomas Joseph Moore
adoring parents : for he was the lirst of six

)f\.

hose days the Moores were not very well ofJ, and they

i to try their luck elsewhere.

> you know where you are going ?
" inquired Mrs. Mooro.

n's father. .

lo not. " said the typical Irishman. " I haven't the least idea I

"

len we had hettcr decide at once," said the mother. And
lid. Two scraps of paper, one marked Dublin, and the

\merica, were dropped into young Joe Moore's hat, and the

Ster, given the privilege of deciding the family's destinies,

out the paper marked " America." Just think .for a

it of all that has resulted from that fateful pieco of paper,

ate had not ruled that way, Tom and Alice Joyce would
ive met ; Owen Moore and Mary Pickford might still

angers, and the screen would, in many ways, be much
than it is now.

In "HEARTS-
EASE."

Mm

With MADGE
KENNEDY in
" The Dange

Game."

With his

brother.OWEN
MOORE.

. — i,
«*»

V

AN AND HIS MONEY."

Dreaming ol

Mrs. Tom Moore (Alice

Joyce) by the glow ol

the fire.
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A Splendid Story Telling of a Girl's Search for Happiness and Where Sh* Found Content.

Loneliness.

IX the lii lie town of C'yba; lived Jim Manning
wiih his young wife. Jim was the tele-

graph operator at the little siding but it

'oiild scarcely be called a station. Jim wis
ambitious, bnt there were few opportunities of

r'Oin'g anything that would lead to promotion
in such a place, though he had earned the
praise of the traffic manager. His wife, Kitty,

vas a very pretty young woman, who was eating
her heart out at the lonely life she was com-
pelled to lead. Jim did all he could to keep her
amused. He taught her the Morse code, and in time
s lio became expert enough to help him in his duties,

hut after a time the novelty wore off, and Kitty had
drifted hack into the old apathy, when a baby came
lo fill the loneliness of her life.

After that, there was sunshine where there had been
shadows in the home of the Mannings. But this

did not last long. When only a few months old,

l aby caught some childish ailment, and before a

doctor could be got from the nearest town—for there

wits not one in Cybar—the baby died.
The blow completely .changed Kitty's nature.

Sin; attributed her baby's death to the fact that (hey
were living in a town that was cut off from civil-

isation.
'' If you had not been content to stay in this onc-

iiorse place," she said bitterly, to Jim one day,
" baby would not have died. It was only a slight

illness at first, and if we could have got a doetor
straight away he would have been saved."

Jim's heart ached at bis wife's words. He realised

that what she had said was true, but it was not his

fault that he was still at C'ybar. ire had dome his best

to get another post, but though he had been recom-
mended by hjs traffic manager, the only vacancy
tliat had "occurred lately had been filled up from
headquarters.

" Don't let us quarrel Kitty," he said, placing his

hand on her arm. " I know it has been rough for

you, and that what you say about baby is true, but
.
Quarrelling won't improve things."
But Kitty's heart was filled with bitterness, and

she threw off Jim's arm and walked out of the
' signalling cahin without a word.

No sooner had she gone than a breakdow n occurred
on the line that kept Jim too busy to give him time
to brood over his troubles. He had. to signal for

all trains to stop at C'ybar, and soon the siding began
tu look like a great station.
Among the stranded passengers was the Purple

Heather Musical Comedy Co., and Mr. Eothfield, the
manager walked round the town, with his wife, to
pass the time away till their train could resume its

journey.
As lie passed the Mannings' cottage, he heard Kitty

singing.
"Is that a piano or a corn crushing machine V

"

said Mrs. Eothfield as they halted to listen.
" The piano may be a Ford, but the voice is a

twin-six," returned her husband. "That woman
in there would be a real discovery for musical comedy
or I don't know anything about the game."
He hung around the cottage until Kitty came out.

and then very politely he complimented fier on her
voice.
"I'm the manager of the musical comedy that is

stranded at the siding there," he said, " and I should
like to offer you a part in my show. It is a shame
that a voice like yours should be wasted. I mean it,

leave everything and come straight away. My wife
i- with the company, and sheVould look after you.
If you accept my offer you will never regret it."

Kitty hesitated. The offer sent the blood surging
to her head. To get away from the sordid surround-
ings of C'ybar. To see real towns and cities, where
people lived not vegetated as they did in C'ybar.
The prospect brought a shining light into her eyes.

And perhaps she would become famous on the stage.

Others had done it. She knew her voire was good,
even if she was doubtful about her acting ability.

'•I'm afraid it would be a bad. speculation for

yon," she said at last. "I have no talent, except
that I can sing a little."

" Don't you worry about me," said Eothfield
cheerfully. I know when I am on a good thing.
You will do well, but I shall do better. Of course
there is always a risk, but I am prepared to take.
If I don't make you a star, you will always be able to
get a good living with your voice, but I a in confident
that you will soon see your name in big electric

letters on the Broadway. What, do you say? "

"I'll join you on the train," said Kitty, swiftly
making up her mind.

She ran to h<-r room and began to pack up a few
necessaries. As she was putting them in a bag, her
eve caught, sight of something that caused the colour
to leave her cheeks. It was a baby's rattle—her

GLORIA SWANSON, as Kitty, works the Morse key.

dead baby's toy. It brought back all the happy
memories of her married life, all the joy she had
known with Jim Manning.
With a little cry, she flung herself on the bed.
_" I can't leave him. I can't leave him !

" she
sobbed to herself.

After a while, she recovered, and set off to the
telegraph cabin. She would go and tell Jim how
sorry she was. Perhaps they would soon have a bit
of luck and be able to leave C'ybar together.

There is no accounting for the tricks of fate, but
surely she must have been in her most wicked mood
that afternoon when Kitty went into the operating
cabin and approached her husband. He had never
said a harsh word to her in the w hole course of their
life, but to-day, when she came to him and said :

"I'm sorry Jim. Please forgive me," he did not
even look up.

" For heaven's sake get out of my way. Can't you
see I'm rushed to death."

Kitty flamed with anger, and without another
attempt, to speak to her husband, she rushed back to
the house. In a few minutes she had packed her bag
and was at the station.
And when Jim Maiming sent the message liberating

the train in No. 2 siding, lie little thought that it

carried away from him the woman he loved.
The truth came to him that night when he returned

home. Instead of a welcome from his wife, he found a
curt note.

" Since you arc too busy to xcorry about me I hare
gore away."

In one way Kitty was very fortunate. Mr. Roth-
field was a straight man and his wife a dear warm-
hearted woman, who at once took a great liking to
the new recruit. Not only did she teach her the stage
business, but she looked after her like a mother.

" There are plenty of temptations on the stage,"
she said, " but there is no need to succumb to them.
A girl is as safe in my husband's company as she
would be under her mother's roof."

Kitty proved such an apt pupil, that Eothfield
took the unusual step of giving her a star part almost
before she had learned the business of the chorus.
It was a bold plan, but it succeeded. When Kitty
rushed off at the end of the first act, she heard the
big roar of applause that told her she had made a
hit,

" You've put it over all right
!

" cried Mrs.
Eothfield, hugging the girl to her breast. " You are
made for good now if you keep your head. Now run
back and bow. They're shouting for you."

In Search of Happiness.

AMONCi the audience, Who had witnessed the debut
of the new star, was Stephen Morton, the

* millionaire president of the Pacific Bailway.
He was a man just past middle age, who had experi-
enced every pleasure that wealth could give, but like

many other rich men he was not happy. He had never
known what real love meant.

1 1 is wife, brilliant as a social ornament, but between
them there was no affection. She spent his money,
entertained his friend-, and generally lived the butter-
fly existence of a society hostess. The barrier between
tiiem had grown with years, until now" it was like a wall
of ice.

As Stephen Morton looked at Kitty he realised what
he had missed iu life. No woman before had ever
appealed to him as she did. Even while sh.e was acting
lie could see that sjie was not the usual type of musical
comedy star. She was a woman with a brain that
thought, and a heart that felt. He determined to
make her acquaintance, and when he came to talk
to her lie found that bis judgment was right. She
received him with a simple frankness, that came as a
great relief after his many experiences of the allure-

ments of women who hail beauty, but no brains. She
accepted bis friendship with a dignity and modesty
that never allowed him to pretend to misunderstand
her. After awhile she consented to receive little

presents of flowers and sweets, but one day when he
dared to send her ;i diamond necklace she quickly
returned it.

They were having dinner together in a restaurant
that night, and as *oon as she sat down she pulled out
the jewel mac.

" You didn't think I would accept that from you.
did you ? " she said quietly.

Stephen Morton put the case back in his pocket

.

Be was pleased she had refused it. The action
confirmed the high opinion he had formed of her.

" I am very sorry," he said simply. " You must
try to foreive me."
When they had finished their meal he said :

" I hear the show is breaking up soon. You need
a holiday. Why don't you spend a few weeks at,

my ranch ?
"

He saw the flush of anger mount to her cheeks, and
raised a protesting hand.

" Please don't misunderstand me. The invitation
comes from my wife and myself. Mr J. Morton will be
there with you."

Kitty was silent for a few moments. She felt she
was in need of a real holiday in the country. She had
never missed a performance in a long run and was
feeling run down. There could be no harm in accepting
the invitation, if Mrs. Morton joined in it, and would
also be at the ranch.

" It is very kind of you," she said at lasf .
" I shall be

be pleased to come."
The holiday did not turn out the success that Kitty

had hoped it would. Mrs. Morton received her very
politely, but there was no warmth in her welcome,
neither did she enthuse over any of the pleasures they
shared in such as drives and picnics. Apart from
that, Kitty enjoyed herself. The clean fresh air
put new colour in her cheeks, and she left a new
woman physically.
But the climax to Mrs. Morton's coldness came one

night, Kitty was playing and singing, and Stephen
Morton asked her for another song.
His wife rose up with a wearied gesture.
" I am just one mass of nerves Stephen, and

delightful as is Miss Manning's music. I am afraid I

must deny myself the pleasure of listening to another
song. I will go to my room and rest."

Stephen Morton glared with anger, but he ma^le no
comment beyond a frigid, " Yery well, dear."
When his wife had gone, he turned to Kitty with

suppressed passion in his voice.
" You see how it is between my wife and myself.

She is as sick of this loveless marriage of ours as I am.
For a long time she has been saying it would be better
for both of us if we were divorced. I am entitled to
real companionship, and I mean to end this farce.
Y'ou evidently are in pretty much the same position
Will you marry me if I am free ? I can truthfully
say that I have never really loved a woman till I

met you. Don't hurry over your decision. Let me have
your answer a month from to-day."

Kitty faced Morton frankly.
" You have been very straight with me, and I will

be frank with you. At the present moment, I do not
feel that I can accept your offer. I am a woman who
deserted her husband, because I could not stand the
awful monotony of the life we were leading. I sup-
pose, in fairness to him, I ought to give him his free-

dom, but I cannot think to-night, And now aft< r

what has passed I cannot stay any longer as Mrs.
Morton's guest. I cannot go to-night, but I hope you
will see that I get away the first tiling in the morning.'

'

Kitty had reached the door as she spoke, and wfth
a simple " good-night," she left the room.

She was driven to the station next morning by
Stephen Morton and his wife. Beyond a reminder
that he would meet her in 'Frisco in a month's time
for her answer, Stephen Morton did not refer to their
conversation of the previous night, and Kitty got
the local train for Pacific Junction, where she would
catch the overland to 'Frisco.

But the local train was late, and when she got to
the junction Kitty found she had missed the connec-
tion. The place was even smaller than Cybar. There
was not an hotel or a boarding house in the place, and
in her dilemma she went to the telegraph operator's
house.
The door was opened by a pleasant-face young

woman, who at once asked her to come inside.

"I have lost the connection," Kitty explained.,
"and I was wondering if you could put me up for the
night, A chair by the fire—anything will do."

"Oh, I think we can do something' better than
that," replied the young woman. " We have only a
small place, but, there is a spare room. But first,

let me get you something to eat,"
As Kitty turned to the fire to take off her coat

she noticed a baby in a little basket cradle. It Wjis
just such another cradle that the old squaw at Cybar
had made for her. A flood of memories swept over
Kitty. At that moment, fame seemed a very small
thing. She would have given all in the world to have
been once more in the little cottage in C'ybar with her
baby.
The telegraphist's wife, who introduced herself

(Continued on page 16.)
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NEWS IN PICTURES OF FILMLAND FAVOURITES.

A number of favourite British stars of the stage and screen take part in the new B. & C.

film, entitled "Desire," including DENNIS NEILSON TERRY, YVONNE ARNAUD,
CHRISTINE MAITLAND, and SABA RALEIGH. The photograph here depicts a fancy dress

ball, which takes place in an artistic circle in London. We have seen so many strange ideas of

London life in foreign films that it will be quite a treat to see the British way for once.

PEGGY HYLAND and her latest pet, a lion cub.

QUEENIE THOMAS, the delightful British star,

was met by BERTRAM PHILLIPS on her return
from her honeymoon. She will shortly be hard
at work on an ambitious programme, which

Bertram Phillips has mapped out for her.

Here is a photograph of MARGUERITE VALERIE. As she is inset we see her as she appeared
as the "maid" in "A Little Bit of Fluff," the famous farce that had such a successful run at

the Criterion Theatre, and as a " matron" in "A Fair Impostor." MARGUERITE is a versatile

and clever character actress, as the contrast in the two types above will show.
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as Mrs. Swain nnw ramp bustling in with a fresh pot

ol tea, and she soon had an appetising meal ready.

"Don't you ever find it lonely?" asked Ki ty.

"Never" smi'cd Mrs. Swain. "There's always
some job to do for Piek and baby is a nc-vrr-( nding
source ot delight. Of course to yon, used ax you
are to the whirl ol city lite 'Kitty had told her she
was an actress i. the place would be dull but 1 never
find it so. I have so much to do that I have never
anv time to think about myself."

So that was the secret of Mrs. Swain's happiness.
The joy of serving others. Kitty found' herscli think-

ing how small were the triumphs ot her stage career.

This hard-worked woman with her happy gurgling
baby was better olf in the thinns that counted than
she was. a

"There is one thing that worries me," Mrs. Swain
went on. " Dick is ill. and ought to have pone to

hospital, but there is a strike of telegraphists and
I hey can't send a relief. If 1 could only set him away
1 should be quite happy."
Kitty looked up. Here was a chance for her to

serve others. She need not be in 'Frisco for a month,
and she had not forgotten how to work a Morse key.

In a few words she unfolded her plan, to take Mr.
Swain's place at the keyboard and give him a chance
to get well
And so it came about that Kitty once more found

herself tapping out messages, as she had done in the
old days at Cybar.
One night there was a terrific storm accompanied

with vivid lightning and thunder. As Mrs. Swain
and Kitty sat shivering bv the lire listening to the
storm, the door was thrown open and a man in

dripping oilskins hurst in. He was one ol the men
who inspect the permanent way. and he brought the

startling information that jjbe lightning had destroyed
the trestle bridge.

" You must stop Special No. 14 at the station
before this one or every soul on board will be killed.

] rode over on rail tricycle as fast as I could 1

"

Kitty fairly flew to' the telecraph and sent the
message. Then with a white face she waited for a
repiy.

"Special No. 1! left this station five minutes ago.
No means of stopping it on this side."

" What is to be done ? " cried Kitty. " We must
save the train someway !

"

"We can't do anything," replied the man.
"But we must I

" cried Kitty. " You've got your
rail tricycle. Hide to meet, the special and wave a
light to warn the driver !

"

" No pood miss. The track will be all washed away.
It would be certain death to chance it."

" Then if you won't, I will I
" cried Kitty.

She dashed upstairs and put on some oilskins,

and despite the efforts of the man and Mrs. Sw ain to

prevent her, she went out into the storm. She saw
t lie tricycle on the rails and started off. The wind
cut into her face like a knife the hail whipped her

lace and blinded her eyes, but still Kitty rode on.

'J he fury of the storm threatened to blow the tri-

cycle off the rails, but by good hick it held on till she
lime to where the trestle bridge showed a yawning
gap in the middle.

Death was only within a lew yards of her when she
threw herself off the machine down the steep bank
of the cutting.' As if by a miracle she escaped death
nr serious injury, but she was very badly bruised.
Idit the thought of the special was still on her
mind, and slie crawled up the bank and painfully

i-ade her way along the track.

After she had gone a little way she heard the roar
of the express, and then the great headlights Hashed
before her almost blinding her with their glare.

Kitty waved her arms and shouted.
Kitty heard a confused shouting, and then she fell

across the line in a swoon.
When she came to herself she found her Imsband

bending over her. Half wondering whether it was
a dream she murmured " Jim."

" Kitty."
As soon as she had recovered, Jim explained how

she had saved the train.
" You are a heroine Kitty. Don't let us talk of the

past just now. The boss is on the train, and he
wants to thank you. I told him it was my wile that
had saved him and all of us."

Kitty gave a gasp as he came into the lisht. and he
stopped as if shot. It was Stephen Morton.
The millionaire was the first to recover himself.
" I want to thank you on behalf of the company

and myself for your heroic action. Mr. Manning here,
who was in the train, going to take up an appoint-
ment as chief superintendent! tells me that his

meeting with you is in the nature of a happy re-union.
May I add my congratulation that in the shadow
of death this happy event has occurred."

Kitty managed to stammer out some reply, and
then the president left them.

" Do you want me :.o come back Jim ? " said Kitty.
M Need you ask darling " lie said, as he clasped

her in his arms.
And in his private panour of the train Stephen

Morton sat stating be'ore him.
"She will be happy with him," he said to himself

' He is the one she loves. Well, so long as she is

happy "

11c paused and poured himself out a glass of wine.
Kaising it towards the corridor where Manning and his

wife were, he said: "Here's to yon Manning,"
(Adapted Jrum wrmeias in the Trmnyle film

leutunng OLOltlA i>WAXSOA as Kilty.)

The Picture Show, February 1th, 1920.

OIIIWWFY'Q " Flayers and Incidents ir. o
V£ \J J IN IN H, I O. :; Famous British Film ::

HENRY AINLEY and MARIE WRIGHT. JOE QUINNEY and MRS. QUINNEY in a

"I want you, Susie, and the little lass.
1

' "Darby and Joan" scene.
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NEWS, NOTES, AND
:ir©mni
OPINIONS

MEN BEHIND THE FILMS.
BY FRED. K. ADAMS.

i All-British Films For Stoll.

|T is undoubtedly a sign of the times that the

Stoll Film Company, with the approval of

Sir Oswald Stoll himself, and with Jeffrey

Bcraerd still guiding the ship that he has steered

so well from the beginning, has decided that,

BjEter the issue of those American films now in

their possession, they will give all their attention

i<i the future to home-made productions. And
this in no haphazard fashion. They have
Ojlrcady started under the direction of their chief

producer Maurice Elvey, on their "Eminent
British Authors' Series." The first of these is

Jeffery Famol's " The Amateur Gentleman,"
which is already more than half completed.
After that there is a Stanley Weyman, a Rafael
Sabatini, a Marie Corclli, a " Rita," and seven
more Ethel M. Dell's.—

—

ri A motion picture actor need not be much of an
athlete to'jump at conclusions.

Two Coming Stars.

MAURICE ELVEY in his position of chief

producer has shown a like power of
judging what the cinema public require

for their amusement. For instance, ho found
Cecil Humphreys made such a big personal
success in " Tho Swindler " that he again has
him starring in " The Elusive Pimpernel," arid

playing the big character part of " Chichester
"

i i The Amateur Gentleman." Also in "The
Elusive Pimpernel " Miss Madge Stuart, in a
relatively small part, proved to have such charms
and appeal that she is playing lead in " The
Amateur Gentleman," and her part is the only
Sig woman's character in the play. Sho is one
of those personalities that is looming very large
in the film world.

.4 woman does not resent brutal tr'atment from
the man she loves as she resents being left at home
when her favourite emotional actress is appearing
in her latest screen success. '

>

Successful Screen Characterisation

BOOTH TARKINGTON has consented to
write for the screen, and it is interesting
to note the attitude with which the

renowned author approaches motion pictures.
'.' One writes fiction, but plays and films aren't
written," he says. " A play or scenario may be,

i.i the rough use of tho word, ' illiterate,' for

the script is not intended to be seen, or even
thought of, by the audience. Of courso I'm
speaking of plays not meant as literature.

But the writer of fiction and the playwright
and the film writer have one thing in common

—

vision of life expressed by imitative interpre-

tations of life. He writes to clarify his ideas

to the people who exe-

cute them, but writing is

not at all his art, and
he has only an incidental

need to know something
about writing. In the three

mediums, fiction, play, anil

moving pictures, tho imita-

tions of life must all try to
produce in tho imagination
of readers or audiences the
illusion that not imitation

hut actual lifo is shown."

Must Be Life-Like.

CONTINUING, Booth
T a r k i n gt o n says :

"Now, 1 know nothing
of tho technique of moving
pictures, except that in
order to produco an illusion

of actuality an interpretat ion
of lifo must be life-like.

.And if you aro showing an
audience a section of lifo

with which that audience
is familiar, your truth to
t ho subject must bo absolute
or you'll bo caught lying.

You can mako your million-

aires all silk-hatted villains to the happy
satisfaction of a poor-house audience ; but un-
life-likeness_ can be successful only in proportion
to the ignorance of the audience, anil this

ignorance is very unstable, it cannot be depended
upon."

Mr. Tarkington is to write a series of films

dealing with tho character of boys, and there-
fore he is unable to depend upon any ignorance
at all. " Everybody in every audience is a boy,
or has a boy, or has been a boy, or has married
or is going to marry somebody who is a boy
or has been a boy." Therefore, ho feels that it

would be extremely unsafe not to make his

interpretations of boys as life-like as possible.

Every man should, know that a woman has a
perfect right to -cry in a picture theatre if she

wishes to.

The Best Screen Training.

ACTING in a stage stock company can be
the moat valuable training in the world
for a screen actor, and it can develop

"into the greatest handicap. That is Thomas
Meighan's opinion on the subject of training

for the screen. Much of his own stage ex-
perience was acquired with various repertoire

and stock companies. " The wide variety of "

roles which a stock actor is called upon to play
develops a versatility that stands him in good
stead in screen work," says Meighan. Tho
same adaptability—the power to go from one
thing to another without' a serious wrench

—

makes it possible for the stock actor to enter
the motion-picture field with a great deal more
ease than that with which the stage star takes
the step. The star all too often has played
long seasons in ono role, and he or she in I ime
comes to the point where to do something diffi-

cult, and do it quickly, becomes a sevore

wrench. The technique of the screen is so

different horn that of the stage that it requires

a high degree of adaptability to change from
the one to the other. On the stage, too, an
artiste's voice is a most powerful adjunct, and
the loss of this aid, and tho substitution of pure
pantomime, often causes the stage actor con-
siderable trouble. —

—

When a girl asks h.er friend fur her opinion
about a certain " handsome " actor, you may be

sure she has already quite made up her mind
about him.

Films Are Not "Luggage."

AMERICAN film men who were under tho
impression that they could carry film

into Great Britain as baggago have been
disillusioned. Mr. M. Moran, who is prominently
engaged in the industry in tho States, has

Director GEORGE L. COX (sitting on table) inspecting scenes from
a forthcoming Margarita Fisher picture, produced at Santa Barbara,

DICK, HAL, and ARTHUR H. ROSSON.

IN filmdom the Rosson family has two dis-
tinctions—tliat of being unique and suc-
cessful. Unique inasmuch as the three

brothers work together as director, assistant
director, and camera-man, maintaining discipline
and harmony. Successful inasmuch as their
work has brought them fame and a demand for
their services. Some years ago Arthur H.
Rosson was a great traveller. His knowledgo
of customs, costumes, peoples and temperaments
is a vast store of successful detail material.
This is one of the many reasons he is a successful
director. Hal Rosson is a camera-man ; Dick,
assistant director. Helene Rosson, their sister,

is in the acting end of the pictures, and Vera
Sisson, who is Dick's wife, is also an actress.

received a communication containing a warn-
ing against carrying film with personal luggage.
The. letter contains the following passages :

" The main object of this letter is that you
will bear in mind that no dutiable goods can
bo imported into this country (Great Britain)
as baggage no matter whether samples or
merchandise. They must be shipped on a bill

of lading : and in view of the numerous in-

quiries of this kind which occur in this country,
the Customs now inflict heavy Jines in order that
the public will become awaro of the regula-
tions.

" For the last three or four years it has been a
continual scries of queries of this kind which
havo always resulted in lines from £10 to £50,
whereas everybody in tho film business can
avoid these fines by the Government if they will

bear in mind that films must bo shipped, in-

voices in duplicate given, and net measured
length scut with tho -hipping document."

The Week's Best Films.

IE follow ing is- a li.-t of t ho best photo-
plays which aro being released during this
week, and the names of the star artistes

:

"Tho Forbidden City" .. [QaumotU)
Norma T.u.madge.

" The Voice of Conscience . . (H\ and /•".)

Ft! AVI IS UfSHMAN AND BEVERLEY KvYVK.
" Hoarded Assets " .. .. IVitagraph)

ll.Uiltv MoREY.
"Tho Last Rebel" ,. .. (Western Import)

Belle Bennett,
"Tho Marriage Price" . ., IF. L. /'. S.)

Et.SH': Ficmu soM,
" Chasing a Fortune .. .. (/' )

George Wai.mi.
"Tho Carter Case" .. (New Bio.)
Kebbbwc KvwiissoN im) Maroarbt Marsh.
"The Gipsy Trail ' .. (/•'. J.. /•'. .v.)

Bryant Washburn.

T
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''Shots"—from
Broadwest—

IT
is indeed an event for a British film to

be re issued, but so popular did " The
Ware Case " prove when last released that

Film Booking Offices arranged to give it another

run. Accordingly, this fine film which features

Violet Hopson, Mathcson Lang, and Gregory
Scott is now being exhibited throughout the

country. On seeing the him one can scarcely

realise that this BROADWEST production
registered Miss Violet Hopson's initial appear-
ance with this all-British company, and also

Mr. Matheson Lang's first screen part without
character make-up.

n n
The film was manufactured in 1915, and since

that time Miss Hopson has appeared in

practically every production placed on the
market by this company. Slowly but surely
this delightful star has risen to fame and
popularity until 1 920 finds her a world favourite.

n n.n
But just as Violet Hopson,
Gregory Scott and other
BROADVC'EST artistes have
been acclaimed amongst
picture-goers the world over,

HORACE HUNTER in "Under Suspicion."

so have the films which feature these popular
players forged steadily towards supremacy in

the world's markets.

n n n
It is the aim of the BROADWEST Film Co. to

cater for the public in every way possible, and
to this end Mr. Walter West keeps constantly
in touch with the picture house audiences. All
credit is due to this enterprising producer for
first bringing to life on the screen some of the
many fascinating and sporting characters con-
tained in Nat Gould's novels. He introduced
them at a time when the conventional types of
domestic and war dramas were beginning to
"drag," and it was indeed a happy thought
which prompted this enterprising motion pic-
ture director to transport BROADWEST
audiences from the war-weary atmosphere of
every day life to that of the Turf.

n n n
So great has been the success of these racing
pictures that Mr. Walter West is now directing
his fifth, which is an adaptation of yet another
Nat Gould novel. nnn
" Under Suspicion" is another BROADWEST
film which is now being exhibited throughout
the kingdom. The story is a very strong one,
and the cast contains names well-known to the
cinema-going public:

HILDA BAYLEY plays Countess Nadia
Vasiloff,

JACK JARMAN plays Nadia's Brother.
CAMERON CARR plays Count Vassiloff,
HORACE HUNTER plays Major Paul

Holt,
HENRY LATIMER plays General Noivard,
ARTHUR WALCOTT plays Peter

Kharloff, and
DOROTHY WARREN plays Marie

Petrovsky.

Believe me
;

if you miss seeing this film, you
will regret it, for it is undoubtedly one of the
finest British films, both technically and artistic-
ally which have ever been placed on the market.

BROADWEST FILMS, LTD.,
175, Wardour Street, London, W.l.

('Phone: Gerrard 240.

Character as Told by the Face.

THIS is a photograph of a born fighter. Take
the forehead, projecting like an areh.
Benevolent in the extreme, spasmodic,

arid impulsive in all actions, with great ob-
stinacy of purpose and determination. The
slightest attempt to fight or coerce them will

bring them up " in 'arms " in a minute. This
type will rush madly into all kinds of dangers
and difficulties, and often make a failure of their

magnificent powers of leadership which they
nearly all possess. The eyebrows going in a
straight line, devoid of suspicion in others, being
rather close together, a'little inclined to mistrust
himself. Clever ; ambitious, could rise to groat
things for the benefit of their fellow-men.
Mimicry large. Note the eye, alert, roguish : a

born actor, fiery, impulsive.

Take the Nose.
INDICATIVE of the martial spirit, courageous,

adaptable to their surroundings, and the
people with whom they come in contact. Is

No. 14.—DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS.

good company. Enormous workers in ovcrythinj"
.they like and take up. Hasty and impetuous m
Speech and action.
The upper lip, almost flat, denoting a head*

strong, wilful, and passionate nature. Would"
give away his last penny. The under lip showinjsii
a wonderfully kjnd, generous disposition, could
get on with men better than women.

In Love.

THIS type generally meet with disappoint
ment. Their affections a»e nearly always ','

misplaced, or never returned.
In summing up the face as a whole, ambitious

and aspiring, extravagant and generous nature.
Impulsive, despising mean or underhunl
actions, and secures the favours of men.

In Health.

WE find this type more suitable to outdoor
life. They usually make good hunters,
and good shots

;
strong, active circula-

tion : robust, excellent constitutions. A country
life and plenty of outdoor exercise is the only
medicine they need.
This is an adventurous type, change is

essential to their well-being, and they are, as a
rule, great travellers and good sports.

They are usually excellent speakers, but more
from " plain speaking " in a particular way all

their own. We find them materialistic and
I

practical in their views of life. If they see n j
thing is right, it is right to them, and for this!
reason they are often found doing exactly the I

opposite from- what one would expect. They are
interesting, curious puzzles, but one of the most
popular type imaginable.

Personal Magnetism.

IN the expression and shape of (he eye we find

personal charm and magnetism, quicknoss
of brain, wit. and eloquence, great concen-

tration, irritability. Fatalism seems to play a
strange role in their lives, and they seem chosen '

to be the mouthpiece of destiny. But, being
born fighters, we find them fighting the fates

with that unconquerable spirit that never,

t ires.

Tne Expressions of Connie Ediss
On Comedy and

the Camera.

SOME time ago a
magazine had t he
originality— and

commonsense—to pub •

lish an interview with
Connie Ediss, in which
this superb exponent
of the ludicrous made
her contributions to
the conversation
through the medium
of facial expression
alone, a photographer
being in attendance to

record her " replies."'

It is not surprising

that, when the " inter-

view " appeared, these
photographic remarks
were voted as " the
best set of expressions
ever seen/'

There is an impres-
sion abroarl, which is

steadily gaining ground, that the screen is

losing a uniquo asset in the absence of this

genius of facial expressiveness from tho realm
of animated shadows. And when a certain

famous actor-manager whom I met List week—
w ho has himself appeared on the films—waxed
enthusiastic on the same subject, it seemed high
time that The Picture Show got the whys and
wherefores of the whole business from tho
person most concerned.

Accordingly I went to see Miss Ediss.
" I had a film offer made me the other day.",

she said, when I confronted her—almost aecus.
ingly in her dressing-room at the Criterion

CONNIE EDISS.

Theatre. " But.'' she added simply, " it was:
not large enough."

There is something engagingly direct about
Connie Ediss.

" You see," she went on, " film acting i3 hard
work—tedious work. It's so dead slow, and
anything tedious and slow is right against my
nature. My whole instinct is to get a thing that
has got to be done, done at once. So, unless a
very good offer were made me, film work does
not hold out sufficient inducement to warrant,

my working all day in the studio as well as all

the evening at the theatre. But," she remarked
quaintly, if anything did tempt me to act in

pictures, I'd work faithfully.

"People are always telling me that -I should
go 'on the movies,' because I happen to be able
to make funny faces ; and personally, I venture^
to think I should be successful—in comedy, of-j

course ; but, at the same time, it is a very
different matter ' making faces ' on the stase to,

what it is making them before the camera,
where the various expressions must be 'held,',

like this "—(here the mobile features of Miss"
Ediss tinderwent a startling change)

—
" for

some seconds, instead of being more or less

instantaneous. However, I think I could make
a funny ' movie ' that would be really funny,
because so much can be done in screen comedy

—

especially with the feet. It seems to me that
film comedians don't utilise thoir bodies
sufficiently, and that they concentrate too
much on their facial expressions—whereas then
are so many natural positions of the body which
would cause screams of laughter. There is a
good deal of comedy in movement alone.'

Chaplin seems to have realised this more thun a
prod many screen comedians."
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T'
HEDA BARA, one of the highest salaried

artistes in the world, earning a trifle like

two thousand pounds weekly, is known
as the original siren in America, where her
namo is on everybody's lips ; and although
every cinema-goer knows the features of Theda,
her private life is so seclusive that few have
si < ii her in the flesh. •

While they know she has great dark eyes,
they have no idea as to what shade they are.

While they can see from the films she is not
a blonde, still, they are not sure about her
colouring. So, before I tell you any more,
1 had better describe her.

She is of medium height, about five foot six,

with the loveliest figure it ispossiblo to imagine.
Her hands and feet are exceedingly small

»m\ shapely.
Her teeth are tiny, even and white, and

her smile a most mischievous and fascinating
one.

Her Best Features.

I
SUPPOSE her best points are her eyes
and hair. The former are really beautiful,
being large, well-formed, and of a dark,

purplish blue, which photographs black. Long,
curling lashes surround them.
Her hair is wavy and thick, and falls past

her waist. I've often heard her say she considers
it her chief asset.

There is the picture of the woman who was
chosen to represent the Serpent of the Nile,

Cleopatra !

And yet Theda Bara doesn't always play
these parts. Certainly she portrayed " Carmen
and " Madame du Barry," but she was also

the ill-starred heroine in " Romeo and Juliet,"
the unhappy Lady Isabel in " East Lynne,"
brave little Cigarette in " Under Two Flags,"
the sacrificing Vere in " Moths," and many
other sympathetic figures in well-known
histories.

She takes her profession very seriously, and
for that reason her work shows such finesse.

To quote her, she says :

The Woman Behind
the Emotional Actress

" When I have a character such as Cleopatra
to interpret, in company with experts, I spend
ninth time in research and study, to obtain
the greatest amount of data possible as to tho
habits, characteristics, costumes, manners, etc.,

of the period. Most of my costumes for this

production were actually made on me. Of
course, the sketches of them were first submitted
to me ; but when the materials were cut, I

often stood for hours while the best effects in

draping were obtained, and then I was sewn
into them. As these films were taken in Cali-

fornia, and often at a temperature of over a
hundred degrees, you can imagine that at
the end of the'day I felt utterly exhausted."

Her Work Time.

MUCH talk has been occasioned by the
statement that Miss Bara only works
after lunch, and then, it is said, but

for a couple of hours. Taxed with this, she
replied, with a laugh :

' Mountains are made out of molehills !

I'm a much-maligned person. I admit that,
generally speaking, my dressing-room doesn't
see me until the afternoon. That docs sound
at first ai though I'm lazy, but let me explain.
At the beginning of my career I used to think
what an unnecessary amount of time was
wasted in those hours before lunch. People
would be requested to be in the studio, dressed,
by nine o'clock. Think of those unfortunato
souls who lived some distance away. For them
it meant rising about half-past six, snatching
hurried breakfasts, making a long journey,
and, later, rushing and tearing to get into
their costumes at the time arranged.

" And did they start then ? Oh, dear, no !

Somo of the sets required were not ready ;

the director had changed his mind, or they
were waiting for something or somebody
else. Anyhow, there was always some reason
why they didn't begin to work, and so the
weary morning would wear itself away. People,
after being keyed up with excitement, would
begin to feel flat and dull. Their make-up,

after so many hours,
agjjg^te^ would start to run and

smear ; their dresses
would lose their fresh-

ness, and sitting round
on dirty, dusty studio
fiiruitiu-e soon made
them look tawdry.

" Sometimes, just half
an hour before mid-
day, a short scene was
' shot '

; then would
come an interval for

lunch, and, generally,
in the late afternoon
tho real business of tho
day was accomplished.
I resolved, when I was
in ft position to, I would
abolish that early hang-
ing about, which really
saps one's- vitality and
takes all the verve out
of one's acting. Now
1 begin some time after

lunch, and, once
.» started, keep

steadily on, thus

She is very temperamental, a real creature of moods.

achieving, perhaps, in two or
three hours the average amount,
if not more, of work.

[Photo:
Fox..)

Temperamental.

MISS BARA is very temperamental, as
one can understand with her Gallic
blood, and the weather, for instance,

has a great effect upon her. A leaden sky
will find her triste and distrait, but a sunny
day will endow her with spirits bubbling over
like champagne. She is easily swayed by
trifles.

I remember driving with her down to the
studio one day when she was contemplating
an afternoon's hard work. Suddenly there
was a block in the traffic, and through the
window of her car was thrust the brown arm
of an Italian boy, holding a bunch of daffodils.
They fell, a golden shower, on to her lap.
After throwing the child an amount that
would make him happy for a month, she
turned to me and said, as she buried her face
in the sweet-smelling flowers :

" They mean spring ! I never realised it.

This is a day for green woods and birds singing.
It's no use ; I couldn't work now ! I must
bo where I can have open space and breathe !

"

And so it was. The order was given, and
we turned our backs upon the town.

Can Cast Horoscopes.

SHE is very susceptible to perfumes, and is

always surrounded by a faint, elusive
Scent which is specially distilled for

her by. a well-known woman in New York.
For that reason, I suppose, sho is extremely
fond of orange-blossoms, .and I know tho
haunting odours of the magnolia and gardenia
appeal greatly to her.

Collecting antique furniture and French
prints are two of her hobbies. She also passes
much time in the study of astrology, and once
you have mentioned tho day and month of
your birth, she will astonish you by casting a
very accurate horoscope.

Wo -discuss her favourite recreations, and
come to the conclusion that being with sympa-
thetic, understanding friends is one of the
greatest pleasures in life. Reading is another
nl her pastimes, and she shows a wide knowledge
of the literature of the day. French and Hnglisb
are one to her, as sho speaks the former with
fluency and ease.

Her voice is particularly low and haunting,
and possesses a quality that seems to attract,

children and animals.

Sho has had numerous offers to appear on
the speaking stage, and it is not beyond tho
realms of possibility that when the approved
vehicle comes her way she will not accept
one.

I'm sure such an event would bo of great
interest to the theatre-coing public, and sho
would certainly be a " draw.

,

The foregoing will give, I hope, an impression
of one of tho greatest actresses in America

;

but, after all, no pen can adequately ram v
the compelling charm and fascination that
emanates from the person of Theda Bara.
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No More Chilblains.

Chilblains are caused by the

action of cold upon the im-

poverished blood, and are net a

form of skin disease. The blood

in its poor condition carries im-

purities, "which in contact with

cold, set up painful inflamma-

tion and irritation.

Snoujfire
POWDERS

enrich the blood, remove impurities and
give tone to the entire system. After

a few doses the irritation ceases and
healthy skin takes the place of the in-

flamed substance. Snowfire Powder;
remove the cause of chilblains and thus

effect a sure cure.

Snowfire Powders are sold by
ell chemists in 1/9 boxes of 18.

Snowfire Tablet keeps the skin soft and
healthy. 3d. tablets. Family size, 7Jd.

F. W. HAMPSHIRE & CO., LTD.,

Riverside Works, Derby.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
THE CINEMA ?

Many opportunities occur tor men and nomto jn

this growing British industry. There is a demand
lor trained beginners as Film Artists and Bioscope

and Camera Operators.
Write for particulars and Free Guide.

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE,
36, Rathbone Place. Oxford Street, W.l.

CHILBLAINS
POSITIVELY CURED BY
GRASSHOPPER OINTMENT

DRAWING OUT THE
INFLAMMATION.

Wo assert most positively that for drawing out t he
inflammation which causes Chilblains, and for allaying
( he pain and itching. GRASSHOPPER OINTMENT'S
efficacy is not surpassed by that of any other prepara-
tion. It draws out the inflammation a* easily as a
sponge absorbs water. One or two applications arc
sufficient to convince the most sceptical i hat they netd
not suffer from any more Chilblains, as thev will realise
that in GRASSHOPPER they have a im-a'ns of curing
the very worst cases GRASSHOPPER OINTMENT may be
had of Stores and Chemists, at 1/3 a box. or direct, post free,
from P. S. ALBERT & CO.. 73. Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

SHARP'S
SUPERKREEM
TOFFEE

THE
SUPER SWEET
"Speaks for itself,"

as Polly says, \

Though everyone joins

in its praise. "8

Sold loose by weight, or in

4 lb. decorated tins—also
in },

' and 1 lb. tins.

FILM. T* XXJStffi
Not So Serious.

MILDRED !
" cried the handsome screen

hero in desperation, " I shall wait
no longer. Either you mast consent-

to become my wife or end this farce. Your
repeated delays are killing me."
"Very well, Horace," answered the little

blonde calmly ; "if you take that ground, there
is but one alternative for me." She drew off

the diamond ring which sparkled on her finger
and handed it to him.
Ho took it sadly, and exclaimed bitterly :

'•' Oh, false, cruel girl, to tints carelessly
trample upon a heart whose every throb is for
you alone ! For this bauble 1 have no further
use. Let it perish, as I hope may also the love
of which it was the emblem," His hand was
raised to throw the ring into the fire, but she
grasped it quickly.

"I merely wished to say, Horace, that T

would like you to have the wedding-ring made
just a trifle smaller than this."

—

—

A Joke That Failed.

THE recent death of Andrew Carnegie
reminded Tom Santselii of his one
and only meeting with the late steel

magnate.
"It was while I was still a young man,

and had temporarily taken a job in the West
Philadelphia yards of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company," says Tom. " Mr. Carnegie, who
was a stranger to me, was walking through
the yards one day on his way to his private
car.

" I was engaged in cleaning a car at the
time, and had the hose turned on it. when
Mr. Carnegie passed by and said to me :

" ' Well, young man, I see you are busy.'
" ' Oh,' I replied, ' I am only watering a

little of the " rolling " stock !

'

" Now, I contend that "this bit of repartee
should, at least, have won me a rise in gay,"
commented Tom humorously, " but Mr. Car-
negie just smiled as he walked away."

A Wise Man.

HE had proposed, but the pretty movie
actress seemed somewhat* reluctant to

gild his life with the sunshine of her
consent.

" If you should hear that I am frivolous,

vain, that I spend half my time before my
mirror, what would you say ? " she asked.

" If I had a face like yours, I should be
tempted to be there the whole time," he an-
swered.
That settled it !

'

A Bad Choice.

"I hear that the orchestra in your picture
theatre was sacked in a body the other night.

What was the matter ?
"

" Why, they spoilt the best situation in the
film. You know the court scene where the hero
is sentenced to death ?

" Y
.
es ! "

" Well, they were told to play something
appropriate, and the judge had no sooner tint

on the black cap than the idiots struck tip,
1 Where did you get that hat !

'
"

No Wonder.

THE process of reasoning in some minds is

a curious one. - .
j

" When Nieneveh has departed and
Palmyra is in ruins, when Imperial Rome h&j
fallen and the Pyramids themselves are sinking
into decay, it is no wonder," sighed the film
super, " that my old black coat should be
getting seedy at the elbows."

you notice that

A Mere Glance.
The Producer : " Did

woman we just passed ?
"

The Leading Lady: "The one with niuft
and a fur hat. dreadfully made up. with boots,
and white gloves, chestnut hair, and brown
eyes ? No ; 1 didn't notice her much. Why ?

"

The Easy Way.
Fu.M'^ScTOR (to restaurant waiter) :

" What
have you got for dinner I

"

Waiter :
" Roast beeffricasseedchickensteweiF

lambhashbakedaudfriedpotatoesjampuddingniLlk!
teaandcoffee."

Film Actop. :
" Give me the third, fourth

fifth, sixth, eighteenth, and nineteenth syllables.'

The Important One.
Friend : " Now that you've married

suppose you and your wife live as one."

Husband of Film Star: "No; I think we
live as ten."

Friend :
" What do you mean ?

"

Husband of Film Star :
" My wife is thd

' one ' and I'm the ' nought.' "
.

The Scheme Went Wrong.
The Wife (during a tiff) :

" Yes, I married
you to spite the juvenile lead."

The Husband (ruefully) :
" I wish, my lovt

you had married the "juvenile lead to spite

me."

A Wish.
" George clear, I feel it in my bones that you

are going to take me to the pictures to-night."
" Which bone, darling ?

"

" I'm not sure, but I think it's my wishbone."

She

The Difference.

He :
'' Don't you know that artiste ?

Uvea in your square."
She : " Perhaps so : but she is not in my

circle."

WHEK
communicating

with jldver-

tisers, please

mention

THE
PICTURE
SHOW.

When cold of clamp lowers your vitality,

you are an, easy victim to air-l>orne infection.
" Oraloids " help you to resist it. They con-
tain a well-balanced combination of antiseptic
and germ-killing ingredients which prevent
any harmful germs, which may enter your
mouth, from playing havoc with your throat
and respiratory organs. " Oraloids " are
pleasant, to the taste, and do NOT contain
harmful drugs to disturb the system. Try
them for your safety's sake!

Obtainable from most Chemists, or direct for
1.343. (post free) from MENLEY Sc JAKES,
4,Menley House, Farringdon Rd.,London, E.C.I.

ANTISEPTIC
ORAL

TABLETS

PROTECT YOU
FROM

CATARRH,
COUGHS,

INFLUENZA
COLDS,

AND OTHER
INFECTIOUS
TROUBLES.
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Tl)c Dressing-Roonosof Stars.

What a Change!
"I can hardly believe it.

My slun is improving daily.
It is firmer, clearer, and
cleaner. And I like that
faint tinge of colour which
betokens skin health. I
shall keep on using Pomoroy
Skin Food, never fear."

Pomeroy
Skin Food-
0/ all Chemists
and Perfumers.

1/9, 4/-, and
5/9 Jars.

Mrs. POMEROY, Ltd.,

29, Old Bond Street.

London, W. 1,

MADGE KENNEDY'S personal retreat, where she spends most of her
time when waiting between the scenes.

I MILKMAID
BCAFE AU LAIT|
= Leaves no " grounds" for complaint. =
Ej The distinctive beverage of the EE
= French—finest pure coffee, rich ==

= full-creata milk and sugar, all EE
EE skilfully blended in correct pro- EE
= portions, and only boiling water =
= required. Muchjnicerthanordinary —
5s coffee and very economical. Ej

zz Sold Everywhere. =
= CashPrice, 5\d„ 10\d„ & 1 8pertin. =
Sp A bcautijnlly illustrated bookl-t containing EE— a number of useful and economical recipe* ~
— u'lll be sent post free on applu atioti to— —
= NESTLE S (F.R.Dept.),6-8, Eastcheap, E C.3- =

nai

BUY THEM

The Children's Newspaper
EVERY FRIDAY- ld.
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offers you many remarkable money-sannj
opportunities —the model described below'

being a typical example.

Lot 530

STYLISH COVERT COAT
Sale
Price 5 5'

6

Ftylish Corert Coat. Made with the

large cape collar and smart levers.

Inset sleeves with cuffs fii Mie 1 wi'h

rows of stitching Side pockets, mil

back, and double belt Length, ** iiw

Colours— Fawn. Ol.ve, «>r Drab Covert

Mixtures. Sale price, 55/6

PATTERNS POST FRITH

Materials by the yard
For ladies who preier to hav ihcir

clothes made up themselves John

Noble. Limited* will send a selection

oi materials post free, ('lease e I us

exactly what you would like us to sei d
to you.

Send to-day for NOBLE'S
FREE SALE CATALOGUE.

JOHN NOBLE ltd
43 Brook Street Mills

MANCHESTER.

on& dark,
eyelashes,

Cream will darken your
lashes and brows, and
make them thick. long,
and silky, thus giving to
th*1 eyes that fascinating, ex
piessive look whitta inpn find

po appealing. " EYDOLA.Sif "

is a real darkener—not a " make-
np." l»etec-

Use also" EYDOL"
—it clears theeyes.
imparting to them
wonderful brillian-
cy and youthful
charm. Harm less,

2/9 per bottle.

in possible.
Harmless. In
i v o r i n e pots,
full price 1/6 (full si no extra
to pay). Of all cberalflte .fc stores.or
direct from EYDOL Co. (Dept.281,

170. Strand. London, W,C 2.

Oatine
beautifies the complexion and nourishes the skin.

It rids the clogged pores of dirt that soap and
water cannot reach, and soothes the skin after

exposure to rain or wind 1/6 and 3'- of all

Chemists and Stores.

THE OATINE Co., LONDON, S.E. 1.
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DO YOU WANT

another

£1 a WEEK?
Reliable people will

be provided with
prof i table Home
Work on Auto-
Knitters. Experi-
ence and distance
immaterial. Write

, (or full particulars,

'enclosing id, stamp
for postage.

THE AUTO-KNITTER HOSIER Y CO., Ltd

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

WRITING DIRECT TO THE STARS.

MY readers will, I am sure, be pleased to see on this

page the addresses of several favourite artistes, so
that the latter can now be written to direct. I

am doing this in response to a great many requests
which continue to reach me ; more will appear next
week, and I want you all, therefore, to make sure of

getting your copy of this paper next week and to keep
carefully, for future reference, the additional addresse3
which will appear in succeeding is3ues.

Since the " Picture Show " first came out, I have
had pleasure—for it has never been anything else
of forwarding several thousands of letters on behalf of
my readers to artistes in this country and abroad.
And the letters of appreciation and thanks which
have constantly reached me from delighted readers,
not only in the United Kingdom, but from different
parts of the world, telling me of the kindly replies
and the beautiful photographs they have received from
the artistes they wrote to, has made me feel that my
work has been amply rewarded.

I trust no reader will be disappointed if the particular
address he or she may be wanting does not happen to

appear at once. Every address will be given in time,
but if you wish to write urgently to any favourite of

yours whose name is not amongst those given, please
do not write asking for the address to be sent by post.

I am obliged to make this request owing to the very
large number of other queries that require immediate
attention. Just send me your letter (and you can
write to as many artistes as you like), addressed care
of the " Picture Show," The Fleetway House, Farring-
don Street, London, E.C. 4. and it will be sent on by
the next mail. Such letters, however, I shall not be
able to acknowledge specially.

I must again remind readers not to forget when
writing to artistes abroad to give their full address
not on a separate slip as some do—but on the letters

themselves, with the name of their county and country,
so as to ensure the safety of a reply, also to mention
" The Picture Show." If this is always done dis-

appointment will be avoided.
THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-
able time before publication

, letters cannot b e

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address:
The Editor, "The Picture Show,'' Room 83,- The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

"DYMTFIXA" (London, S.E.).—Madge Kennedy
was bom in California. Wanda Hawlcy, otherwise
Mrs. J, Burton Hawley, was born in Seattle, Wash-
ington, in 1897. She lias blonde hair and blue eyes.
The other one was Kenneth Harlan. He was born
in New York'in ISOj, and has dark hair and black
evrs. Yes, Mary I'ickiord in "Daddy Long-Legs "

is jnst " It."
" Hons " (Bromley-by-Bow).—So you Were quite a

man-hater until two years ago, when your hatred
my sex was entirely removed by seeing a Ray ol
Sunshine on the films. Charles ought, indeed, to
be proud of such a feather in his cap. And bow you
r.cver miss a sincle picture in which he appears. I

also note that this is incidentally a little testimony
to what the films have done for you.
Millie Day (Buxton).—You are not the only girl

reader of the Boys' Cinema." Yes, I agree with
you, it is just as interesting for girls as boys, and the
stories are just fine.

B. P. (Newport).— Your splendid hero is married,
for Dorothy Davenport is the wife of Wallace Reid.
A. A. (Brighton).— If you want to know all about

George Walsh, Tom Mix, and Eddie Polo, and other
heroes of the same type, there is one paper that will

just suit you, and that is the "Boys' Cinema."
William S. Hart was born on the same day ay your-
self, viz., December Oth. William Farmim was born
on July -4th.

V. D. (London, N.W.V—Yes, it was Mary PickXord
herself in "'Ihe Eagle's Mate," but it N an old film

of hers. The other artiste you mention has not been
heard of for some time.

Inis (Chiswick).—Only a "little argument " you
say. Well, let me hops it was, and that you and
your sister parted good friends. Ycu wcre_ right in
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saying that Violet Hopson played in "A Munition
I'tn'e Romance." Your "fireside rhyme" is not,

had at all, and shows what great excitement feign*
when the Pictcrk S80W arrives.

E. B, (Isle-worth).—William Shakespeare Hart, i-,

bis full name, and he has brown hair and blue eye-.
"Boeder Wireless" and "The Tiger Man" both
portray him.

M. F. (Liverpool).—Glad to hear you won your little,

argument. I have not heard tliat the artiste you
mention has any other name. So you have had
photos from Pauline Frederick, Thcda Bars and Wal-
lace Held. 1 should have thought the one srnt,

you by W. S. Hart would liave been as good as the
others.

I). S. (Newcastle).—Perhaps Francis Ford "ill toll

u- one day and then you will see it in THE Pit T¥BU
Snow. Yes. he lias acted in a number of serial;,.

Ivy Close was on the stage before she made her
appearance on the screen.

" Lottie " (Reading).—Thanks very much for
your pretty card. Need I say that I heartily recipro-
cate all your good wishes ? No, William 8. Hart's
Bister is not on the films. I am sorry 1 cannot tell

you how old she is.

H. D. (Alton).—Yes, " Tilly's Punctured Romance"
Is an old picture, and since then Charlie has improved
tin his style. Gertrude Sclhy and Margaret Shelby
are two different people. The latter is Mary Miles
M inter's sister. An article on dancing appeared in

Woman's Weekly " in the issue for December l.tth,

1915), and you can also get a book on the subject.
1 ittltled " Latest Dances and How to Dance Them,''
from Messrs, Reid Bros., Ltd., :-.<;, Eastcastle Street,

Oxford Street, London, W, 1, price 7d. post tree.

C. W. S. (East Ham).— Herbert Rawlinson was the
r.ctor. You may be sure I shall not forget British
artistes.

(J. C. (Rotherham).—No doubt Eddie Polo murt
have been pleased to receive your congratulations on
his fine acting in " The Circus King." Oh, no, he i<

not. married to Nan Harden, which was the (lame
part of Molly Malone. Pearl Grant is the lady Whom
he wedded some time ago. 1 shouldn't be surprised
if you changed your mind and married before W. s
Hart even thought of doing so. 1 hope you have
been lucky enough to get some suitable work at last.

*' Connie " (Portsmouth).—Mopping my heated
brow ? No, not at present, but if you do really mean
to send me in your next " twelve questions all at.

once," I am afraid 1 shall be found awaiting them
in anxious perspiration. But you won't be so bad.
i know. I see you have been roping in more
lavourit.es, and the latest additions comprise "one
man and two women." The former, Sessue Ha.a-
kawa, has appeared in the following, besides those
you have named. " The Courageous Coward," " The
Orcy Horizon," "A Heart in Pawn," and "The
Debt." About Tsuru Aoki and Marion Swayne, I

will tell you more later. Dorothy Davenport i-

Wallaee Reid's wife. *

" Fanny " (Camberwell).—In "The Heart of the
Sunset," Anna Q. .Nilsson, Herbert He-yes, and B.
1 Fernandez took part. The other artiste J on name
has not done much for some time.

{More Answers Next Week.)

WHERE TO WRITE TO YOUR FAVOURITE
FILM STAR.

You are kindly requested NOT to ask for any ad-
dresses by post owing to the large number of other
queries that nave to be answered. If you wish to

write at once to any artiste not named below, please

send your letter, c 0 " The Picture Show," and it will

be forwarded by the next mail, Such letters cannot be
specially acknowledged by the Editor. Please keep
this list for reference.

Mary Pk kford.—Mary Pickford Studios, Holly-
wood, California. U.S.A.

Pauline Frederic k, Geraldine Fabrar, Milton
Siils. TOM Moore.—Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
Goldwyn Studios. Culver City, California, U.S.A.

Violet Hopsox, Stewart Rome.—Broadwest
Film Studios, Wood Street, Waltbamstow, London,
E. 17.

Alma Taylor. Henry Edwards—Hcpworth
Picture Plays Studios, Hurst Grove, Walton-011-
Thames.
W. S. HART—W. S. Hart Studios, 1215, Bates

Avenue, Hollywood, California, U.S.A.

(More addresses next week.)

When writing direct to stars, please give your full

name and address, including the name of the county
and country. Also mention " The Picture Show " to

ensure the safety of a reply.

ABSOLUTELY NEW and RIGHT
UP-TO-DATE ! Superbly printed and
issued in fortnightly parts at r '3 each.

ORDER Part 1 to-day !

YOURS for id. per day.

Harmsworth's UNIVERSAL ENCYCLOPEDIA,
Part 1 of which will be on sale on Tuesday next,

will be the most wonderful work of reference

ever published. It will deal with EVER

V

SUBJECT under the- sun.

HARMSWORTH!

»

UNIVERSAL
ENCYCLOPEDIA
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Famous Readers of " Tl?e Picture

Show."

No. 6.—CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG.
YET another beautiful cinema star tells

us by the photograph above that she
reads the Picture Show. Clara Kimball

Young is shortly to be seen in what the critics

say is her most wonderful character part yet

—

as the heroine in " The Eyes of Youth." When
you see her in this, remember that during the

filming of this play Miss Young was introduced
to the Picture Show, and now has her copy
delivered regularly every week.

Have You Won a Prize ?

OUR centre pages next week will be devoted
to the original photographs used in our
Peeping Stars competition, so that you

will be able to tell, by referring to your list,

how many you have been able to name correctly.

The coupons sent in are now in the hands of

the competition department, and are being
checked as quickly as possible. By the way, a
new and vastly entertain in<r competition is

coming along shortly. I'll tell you more about
this next week. „

Do You Want These Art Plates ?

ARE you collecting art plates ? If you
are, you will be pleased to hear that next
week " Woman's Weekly " is giving

away a reproduction of a beautiful new portrait

of Earle Williams, and in this week's ' Boys'
Cinema " (out on Wednesday) a fine art plate

of Jack Dempsey. Jack Dempsey, the world's

lieavy -weight champion boxer, is the most,

talked-of man at the present moment, and
will be until he meets the Frenchman, Georges
Carpentier, in the ring. This art plate will

make a valuable addition to your collection.

Then in ' Film Fun." the new lid. comic
paper, a fine art plate of Ben Turpin ami
Chester Conklin is given away with this week's
issue.

it

Good News,
{AM glad that the decision of tho Editor

to supply binding covers for the Picture
Show has pleased so many readers. As

you will see in the announcement on page 22,

the covers, which are in a lovely shado of blue,

can be had for 3s. 0,1., while a few (a very few)
bound copies can be obtained of Volume 1 for

10s. 9d. post free in the United Kingdom.

His Narrow EscapD.
(HEAR Monroe Salisbury had a narrow

escape from suffocation wliile acting in a
scene in ''The Phantom Melody." The

scene calls for his burial, as ho is supposed
to be dead ; afterwards he comes to hfo and
extricates himself from tho tomb. An opening
was built in the side of a hill at Universal City,
and the casket containing Mr. Salisbury placed
therein and tho opening sealed. Air holes

had been left in the case, and a large opening
out of focus of the camera to afford tho actor
plenty of breathing opportunity.
Douglas Cierrard, directing tho picture,

CINEMA CHAT
PHOTOGRAPHS AND PARAGRAPHS OF PICTURES, PLAYS, AND PLAYERS

stood on the hill above, and, while waving
directions to his assistants, caused an earth
slide which completely covered the air holes.

It required more than half an hour to remove
the casket, and several hours to revive Mr.
Salisbury. The scene was retaken the next
day without mishap.

Madame Nazimova's Wisdom.
MADAME NAZIMOVA is one of the stars

who are wise enough to surround them-
selves with strong casts, 'realising

that the work of the central figure in a play
is enhanced by a strong support.

This is evident by her engagement of Claire

du Brey for her next picture. Madame Nazi-
mova is essentiallj - a character actress, and
so is Miss du Brev. The result will be no less

credit for the star, who has no need to fear

competition, but a gain for audiences, who
will get a good full measure of strong character
acting.

From Choir-Boy to Screen Star.

DO you know that Nigel de Brullier was a
well-known baritone on the operatic

stage over here in Great Britain before

he went on the screen ? He began his pro-

fessional life as a boy soprano, and then made
a name for himself as a baritone in opera.

He has now deserted his musical career for

the silent drama.

Fritz Again On the Screen.
1HEAR that William S. Hart, who is now

starting his first picture under his new
contract, will be seen in an entirely new

vein in this picture. One of the features of
the production, which is as yet unnamed,
is that Bill Hart's pinto pony, Fritz, will be
one of the most prominent members ot the
cast, emerging from two years' retirement to
delight admirers of Hart films by his intelligent,

almost human, acting.

Another Novel Screened.

DO you know that " Lady Rosa's Daughter,"
the novel by Mrs. Humphrey Ward,
which first appeared serially and was

later dramatised, with Fay Davis in the title

role, has now been selected by the Famous-
Lasky to be filmed, with Elsie Ferguson in

the star part ?

When Mary Pickford Rupp Helped Mary.

WHEN you see " Pollyanna," you will

wonder where Mary Pickford learned
the quaint little dance which terminates

her " glad " visit to Mrs. Snow, the invalid.

Mary wanted this dance to convey to her
audience the kind of little girl Pollyana is,

and she and her director spent se%-eral days

EDWARD JOBSON,
veteran actor and
singer, he possesses

a wonderful high
baritone voice, and
made his first public
appearance in 1885.
He is now to be seen
in Goldwyn pictures.

JOHN BOWERS, a
familiar figure in

Goldwyn pictures.

Look out for him in

a number of new
films, which he has
just completed, and
which we shall
shortly see him in.

trying different steps. Mary even hired half-a-
dozen children to dance for her, that sho
might watch their steps and actions ; but
nothing satisfied her until she got just what,
she wanted from her little niece and name-
sake, Mary Pickford Rupp.

This little girl, whom you know is just
past three, came to visit her famous auntie
one afternoon, and was surprised to find her
garbed as a little girl and indulging in a series
of antics, trying to represent a child's efforts
at dancing.

Thinking it some new kind of game, little

Miss Rupp insisted on joining in, too, whereupon
Miss Pickford and her director were treated
to a great surprise ; for in her quaint romping
they found exactly the steps they were seeking
for the " glad " dance.

Letters from Prison.

MEN in penal institutions, naturally, have
little to think about, and what tittle

diversion is afforded them is made
much of and its importance magnified," Mary
Miles Minter tells us. " I receive many letters

from convicts in penitentiaries all over th •

United States wherever the institution possesses
a moving-picture outfit to give the inmates
some diversion. Many of these men, and also
some women convicts who have at times
seen pictures I have played in, tell me their
innermost thoughts, their aims, their future
intentions and ideals after their time is up

This is COLLEEN
MOORE, a delightful

new star who leads

the cast in the
C h r istie Special
Comedy, " A Roman
Scandal," which we
shall see shortly.

mi
PAUL BARIMORE,
who has been called
the Belgian Charles
Ray, whom we are
soon to see in " The
Poor Gentleman," a
screen version o f

the famous book by
Henry Conscience.

and they leave the grim walls that lock them in.

One man, who is soon to be released, has written
to me and says he intends to start life anew
and live an honest existence, anil I intend to
do all in my power to help him and see that
hereafter he goes straight."

Constance's Presence of Mind.
CONSTANCK TALMADOE had a narrow

escape recently when a series of go :

explosions in the vicinity of Madison
Square Gardens, New York, sent scores of
manhole covers and volcanoes of flames shooting
through (lie air. injuring about twenty prisons
The star had just stepped to the street on

her way homo from Madison Square (iardens,
where she had been watching the six -dm
bicycle race, when the force of the explosion
that blew up a nearby manhole threw her
to the pavement. Uninjured, though tho
manhole cover missed her head by less (ban
three feet, she picked herself up, exclaiming:

" What a pity there wasn't a enmei'a-in:in
around I This would have made a splendid
Bcenfi for one of my future pictures

|

We Arc Soon to See Him.

Wll FN* you see (ioldwyn's latest star. Bobby,
you will fee what is claimed by tua
patron to be tho most sensitive animal

that ever walked on four legs. It is said that
ho is susceptible to every human emotion,
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practically, save one. He doesn't know what
*' ambition " is !

It is possible to mako him portray affection,

hatred, joy, sorrow, shame and reverence.
His director has had him since birth, and
believes he will make a great screen actor,

because he so quickly catches the significance

of his voice and drops into the mood he desires.

The first time t lie Goldwyn studios get a story
calling for a clever dog, Bobby is to get his

chance before the camera.

The Censor at Work.
MUCH has been said for and against

some of the pictures shown upon the
screen that it is interesting to know

the various processes most films go through
beforo being shown to the public.

As you know, at the commencement of

practically every film exhibited to the public
in this country there is given the information
that it has been passed by the British Board of
Film Censors. Every picture-goer is familiar

with the announcement that appears over tho
characteristic signature of Mr. T. P. O'Connor,
tho president of the board ; but few of these
are aware of the anxious care that is expended
by that board to ensure that nothing harmful
or offensive is placed before a British audience.
Here is tho president's own account of the

work in which the board is engaged.

The Censorship Is Voluntary.
SEVEN years ago," he said, " the British

Board of Film Censors was formed
for the purpose of defending both the

trade and the public.
" In one sense, the censorship is voluntary,

in that there is no compulsion to submit films

to the board ; but as it has the support of nine-
ienths of the trade, and its authority is complete
and undisputed in nearly every cinema theatre,
that in no way impairs its function as tho
protector of one of the people's most popular
pleasures. Indeed, one of the conditions of the
board's inauguration was that its decisions
should stand without appeal, and I should like

to state now that the most complete loyalty
has been shown to those decisions, even to
the extent of pecuniary loss.

The Work of the Examiners.

THE work is very laborious and exacting.
Threo examiners see the film, and they
spend from five to six hours every

day at their work. When doubt exists in their

minds, or a question of principle arises, I am
called in. These examiners take full notes,
especially as to those portions of a film they
consider to bo objectionable. Three courses

are always open to them. Firstly, they may
ban the entire film ; or, secondly, they may
suggest the omission of certain ports ; or,
thirdly, they may hold the film up for my
personal consideration.
"When issuing films for public exhibition

,

the board places one of two marks upon them—
U, indicating that the film may be shown to all

ages ; A, to adults only. In this respect, also,
the board, has the full backing of nearly all
the licensing authorities in the country. Con-
ferences are held usually once a month to
review the whole situation— a situation which
is continually varying."

A Hero Wanted.

DO you want to be a film artiste ? I hear
that the Donalda Campbell Film Com-
pany are looking for an exceptional type

of man to play hero parts. He must be tall,

and distingue, versatile, well educated, below
40 years of age, and willing to travel. All com-
munications are to be regarded as strictly con-
fidential, and preference will be given to men
who have served in the Army. Here is an
opportunity for anyone who is interested in
film production combined with travel. Previous
experience is not necessary. If you would
like to apply for this vacancy, you must write
in the first instance to The D. C. Films, c/o
Messrs. H. S. King & Co., Cornhill, London.

A Mammoth Encyclopedia.

TUESDAY, February 10. should be a red-
letter day in the lives of thousands

- of ambitious men and women of to-dav,
for it marks the initial publication of the
greatest, most learned and most complete work
of reference in the English language—Harms-
worth's UNIVERSAL ENCYCLOPEDIA.

This mammoth production, written and
compiled by over 400 of the most noted
specialists of our day and dealing with over
50,000 different subjects, conveys in simple,
condensed and attractive form all the valuable
knowledge which is so essential to self-improve-
ment and success in life. There is not a single
subject you can think of that is not fully

explained in the UNIVERSAL—not a single

fact that is overlooked. It is, indeed, a thousand
reference books in one—accurate, reliable, easy
to follow and entirely NEW and complete.

Sumptuously illustrated with over 14.000
magnificent pictures, maps and plates, many in

colours, this wonderful new work will be issued
in fortnightly parts, at Is. 3d. each—only a
jienny a dav.
Harmsworth's UNIVERSAL ENCYCLO-

PEDIA is an investment within easy reach of

all, and one that will repay a thousandfold
the wise and enterprising reader who loses

no time in placing a regular order for it with a
newsagent or bookseller. ray Filmsr.

CAPT. W. B. GOOD-
WIN, MX.

MISS M. GOST.

Above are two clever artistes that have made
their name on the screen. Capt. Goodwin is
now playing important parts for the B. & C.
Co., and Miss Gost, who is a clever daneer you
may have noticed in " Chu Chin Chow," has
also appeared on the .screen. Both these
artistes, I hear, were trained by the Victoria
Cinema College.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Angeles.

Not That Cold.

ROSCOE ARBUCKLE recently entered a
fashionable tailor's here in Los Angeles
and asked to see some overcoats. One

particularly struck his fancy, and having tried
it on, he asked the price and told them to break
it to him as gently as possible. Having learnt
that the "' damage " was 265 dollars, Fatty
thought that it was " pretty stiff."

" But surely, Mr. Arbuckle,"' cooed the store-
keeper, " a man with your income ought to be
able to purchase a 265 dollar coat."

"That's not the point," retorted Fatty, " I
can afford it all right. The point-is that I'm not
that cold." Saying which, he rolled out of the
store.

Eis Only Hobhy.
BRYANT WASHBURN'S only hobby is his

home. He lives in a beautiful place with
wide verandahs and spreading lawns, and

surrounded by an orange and lemon grove. He
has his books and his garden, and his wife and
piano, and their whole world is centred in little

Bryant aged four, and Dwight Ludlow, the new
baby, who was only born a few weeks ago.

Lives Up To His Name.-
HOBART BOSWORTH has just pensioned

off his favourite horse " Busy." " Busy "

is 19 years old, and rode with Bosworth
in some of the first pictures ever made. The
reason for his odd name is that he is never idle.

If Mr. Bosworth stoops down to look at his

hoof, " Busy " bends his neck and tugs out his

master's shirt. If put in a corral with other
horses, he at once lives up to his name by pulling
off all their blankets with his teeth.

When Mary Was a Little Girl.

MARY PICKFORD'S time, as a little girl,'

when she did not happen to be working
~bn the stage, was chiefly occupied in

looking after Jack, who, her mother declares,

was the grubbiest boy in the State of Ohio.

Mary was always as neat as a new pin, and her
one ambition seemed to be to scrub and polish

Jack till he shone like the sun. Another of her
passions was sewing, and Mrs. Pickford says
that when Mary had no more sewing to do, she
would stitch up the family's clothes, till they
couldn't get into them.

Here you see CARTER DE HAVEN, jnr., MARY PICKFORD RUPP, GEORGE BEBAN, jnr.,

and MARJORIE DE HAVEN, who have banded themselves together, and want it to be known
that they are " the little four." They think in time they may outdo " the Big Four." What

do you think ?

It is Not True.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN emphatically denies

that (1) he is making an aviation comedy ;

(2) that he has purchased a Chinese house ;

(3) that he has adopted a baby. All these

rumours have been going the round of the

American press; and at last Charlie has burst;

into print on the subject and kicked, hard.

Elsie Codd.
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Pnotograpns from Far and Near of Prominent Picture Players.

JACK PICKFORD and CLARA HORTON in a QUEENIE THOMAS dresses a doll as herself in PRISCILLA DEAN, the popular artiste, holding
new film, "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom the part of Biddy in " The Rock of Ages " for the cup she is presenting to Universal City studio

Come." the Plaistow Vicarage Doll Collection. workers.

Two photographs showing TOM MIRANDA, film editor of Goldwyn Company, inspecting a strip of a recently completed photo-play. Very often a film

is much too long and sections which are unnecessary to the unfolding of the story have to be cut out.

MARY PICKFORD being photographed " up a tree " for her new film. Note the mischievous MARJORIE DAW and JANE NOVAK enjoy ' snow
look in her eyes. pudding" while on location in Canada.
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Special to " The Picture Show "—A Splendid Story of a Woman's Fight for Her Life.

" There is a Destiny which shapes oar ends, rough hew them how we may."

READ THIS FIRST.

WHEN Diana married George Meadows she

knew she did not love him, but married
to George meant freedom from work, and

the troubles of poverty.
When baby Eric came there was only one thing

i hat prevented Diana from being happy, and that

was her husband's friendship with Bertie Fisher.

Diana resented that Bertie Fisher should come to

the house whenever he pleased. She instinctively

lelt that her husband thought more of him than he
did of her, and they had had their only quarrel over

him.
It was Christmas Eve, and George had promised

to be home early to take Diana out to buy " Santa
Clans " for Eric's first Christmas stocking.

The evening wore away, but George did not come.
Resentfully, Diana decided she must go alone, if

baby were not to be disappointed. Most of the shops
were closed, but in a tiny toy-shop Diana buys a
woolly dog, and because she has not enough money
to pay for it leaves her diamond engagement-ring,
promising to redeem it the next day.

Arriving home, she is met by Bertie Fisher. He
is nervous and distrait. He tells her George has
absconded with money from the firm. He is leaving

Diana for good. Ho had not pluck enough to tell

her himself, and had sent Bert to break the news to

her.

Diana has pride, and cannot bring herself to con-

fide in tier mother or her friends. She tells them
that George has been sent by his firm suddenly to.

the Argentine on business. Bertie Fisher tries to be
friendly, and helps her all he can. Money is getting

scarce," and Diana decides to dismiss Bertha, her

maid. She tells Bertha she is thinking of shutting
up the house and joining her husband. To her sur-

prise, Bertha looks at her as if she knows the truth.

Diana decides the only way to prevent her secret

being known is to leave. She lets the house to Bertie

Fisher, the rent to go to her mother, to continue the

allowance which her husband used to give her and
stop her wondering because it had stopped.

With baby Eric Diana pretends she is going out
w her husband. Friendless and alone she arrives

in London. Diana finds a friend in an old lady
named Mrs. Harris, who gives her a home. Her
brother, Mr. Forteseue, engages Diana as a shorthand
clerk. In Mr. Fortescue's son Diana recognises her
first sweetheart. Both Dicky Forteseue and Diana
are delighted to meet again. Diana gives out that
*he is a widow, and Dicky thinks she is free to be
wooed. When he proposes Diana hasn't strength
enough to tell him the truth. After two years of

work Diana becomes homesick, and visits her
mother. She learns that the railway company want
to buy Glan-y-mor, and she plans that with the money
she will persuade her mother to take a house with her
in Highgate. The body of George Meadows is found
in the well of Glan-y-mor, and Diana is accused of
murdering him.

(The story then continues,)

A Dreadful Experience.

DIANA sat on the narrow bench in a prison
cell.

They had brought her there the night
before, and since she had scarcely moved.'
She neither wept nor spoke, but continued

to stare in front of her with dazed, unseeing eyes.
She was stunned by the horrible charge against

her. I lor mind refused to act ; sho could only
sit and surfer. The degradation of her position
rose up before her.

To bo taken by the police and put into a cell !

To bo treated as a criminal ! To have all the
incidents of hor life held up to the rude and
pitiless scrutiny o£ the world ! Her proud
nature shuddered at the thought.
Her bumble breakfast stood untasted beside

her.

Sho had taken nothing since her lunch the
day before, but sho was not hungry.
She neither noticed the passing of the hours

or any physical discomfiture—the awful horror
in her brain left no room for uny other feeling.

There was a sound of movement in the dead,
oppressive silence around her, and suddenly the
door opened to admit a visitor.

It was Dicky Forteseue.

He was pale, and there were shadows under
his keen eyes, but he smiled down cheerily at
the girl as he put his arms arovind her.

" Be brave, Diana," he said comfortingly.
" I have come to get you out of this, my dear.
Now don't be frightened. I want you to tell

me everything."
Ho had kissed her on the forehead, and he

now sat on the bench beside her.

Diana pushed him away.
" It is no good," she said in a dull, listless

voice. " It is too late—too late !

"

" My dear girl, what nonsense you arc talking !

Diana, look at me, dear," he said very steadily.

But she did not move her eyes, and only
shook her head. /
The young man sprang to his feet and stood

before her.
' Diana !

" he said pleadingly. " Diana !

Look at mo ! Is it nothing to you to think of

what I am sufTering ?
"

The girl put her hands over her eyes.
" It is all suffering," she said hopelessly.
The man looked down at her, and his strong

face worked pitifully.
" Poor little girl ! Poor Diana !

" he said
gently. " Come, dear, you must be brave.
You have a duty to perform. You must clear
yourself, Diana, for Kric's sake, my darling, as
well as for your own."
At the mention of her child Diana appeared

to rouse herself.
" Pcfor baby," she said. " Where is he ?

"

'' Your mother has taken him, dear ; but now
you must try to rouse yourself, Diana."

" Rouse myself ?
"

She sprang to her feet, the hot colour flaming
hor cheeks.

" Why should I rouse myself ? " she cried
fiercely. " Am I not suffering enough ? What
do you want ? Does not the whole gaping
world know all there is to know about me ?

"

" No, Diana," he answered her quietly.
' They do not know the most important

thing which I know, and that is, that you are
innocent."

" Innocent !

"

She repeated the word after h'm wonderingly.
"What do you mean 1

" she said.

He put his hand under her chin, and raised
her face so that he could look into the depths
of her deep, grey eyes.

".I know you never did it, Diana," he said.
" You must have been shielding someone else,

my dear, and you must not. You must tell

ine all you know for your own sake."
As the words fell from his lips the girl's ex-

pression suddenly changed. The wonder in

her eyes grew into a deep and fearful interest.

Not until that moment had Diana realised

the danger in which she stood. Sho had been
thinking more of herself, of her own intolerable
position, than of what the finding of the dead
body really meant after her deceit.

" They think I killed him," sho said in a low,
tense voice. " Does everybody think I did it ?

"

The terror in her eyes made Dicky's heart
bleed for her.

" Oh, my darling !
" ho said in a thick,

choking voice, as he held her against his breast.
" It is all too horrible. Tell me the truth, and
I will movo heaven and earth to save you !

"

But Diana's story was vague—her thoughts
were jumbled.

Ho tried tor assist her by asking questions,
but her mind was dazed.

" Mr. Fisher, you say, was there when you
got home on that Christmas Kve, and your
husband had gone. Are you sure, dear—now
don't hurry, just try to think* ?

"

" Yes, he was there," said Diana. " I re-

member—George must have been upstairs

packing, because Fisher was on the stairs, and
we went into the drawing-room, and lie told
me his books were wrong, and George had gone
away."

" Are you sure ? Did he say going, or was
gone ?

"

" I think he said gone," said Diana. " At
least that was my impression."

" And then what happened ?
"

" He went " said Diana, after a pause.
'And^your husband came downstairs to

you ?
"

Diana shivered.
Why do you say that ? " she cried, in a

nervous, highly strung voice. " I tell you I

never saw George again !

"

There was a tense silence. Neither of them
m ved or spoke.
The man's face was drawn with a terrible

suffering.

Diana, are yoxi sure, my dear ? Try to
remember. Did you not hear your husband
come downstairs then and go out ?

"

" He may have done. 1 can't remember,"
said Diana wearily.

" But Diana, you must ! You cannot realise

the importance of the questions I am putting
to you. Is there no one—no one at all to whom
you told the truth ?

"

" No—no one," she said dully.

He was obliged to leave her some minutes
later.

He tried to hearten her, with words which
sounded false even as he uttered them, for his

heart was heavy with a terrible fear.
" She never did it !

" lie kept repeating to

himself. " " There must be some way out.
Oh, if only she had trusted me, and told me
months ago."

Diana sat where he left her, her hands folded
idly in her lap. The dull impassiveness had
taken possession of her again. A weight seemed
pressing on her brain, numbing every thought.

Bertie Fisher was her next visitor.

He came in quietly, and stood gazing down
at her while he pulled off his gloves.

Suddenly she became aware of his presence,
and looked at him.

" Well ! |' he said. " This is very terrible,

Mrs. Meadows."
She swayed unsteadily to her feet.

You ! You know what happened !
" she

said in a hoarse whisper. " You came on that
night. It was you who told me George had
gone away ! Didn't you ?

"

His restless eyes went involuntarily to the door,
then they came back to her.

'! Poor Mrs. Meadows. I came to see if I

could help you," he said with apparent gentle-

ness ;
" but if you remember, it was you who

told me George had gone. I knew his books
were wrong at the office, but you said he had
gone to the Argentine. You told us all, the
Misses Harvey and your mother on Christmas
Day. Surely you remember ?

"

Diana put her hands to her face, while her
big eyes stared in frightened horror at the man
before her.

" Did I ?" she said. " Oh ! But surely you
were there that night when I came in ? You
told me George had gone and left me !

"

" No. If you remember," he said earnestly.
" I came home with George, I know, but you
were very angry with both of us. You re-

member, George had falsified the books. You
told me the next day he had gone. You must
remember !

"

tie was watching her carefully, his brilliant,

dark eyes Bleed upon Jier face.

Diana felt her senses leaving her.
" You remember, Mrs. Meadows, that George

and I came in together on Christmas FJve."
(Continued on page 8.)
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DESTINY (.Continued from page 6.)

His voice seemed to come from a long way
off, but His gleaming eves seemed to come
nearer and yet nearer, until they entered her
brain.

With a shuddering, little cry she collapsed on
the bench which served her as a bed.

Bertie Fisher patted her on the shoulder.
" Cheer up !

" he said. " The case looks

black against you, but I for one will never
believe in your guilt."

She did not reply or even raise her head.
Bertie Fisher passed out of the cell with a

half -smile twitching the corners of his lips.

On Trial for Her Life.

IT was the first day of the trial at the Assizes,

and the court was crowded.
Diana, a pale ghost of her former self,

stood in the dock, charged with the wilful mur-
der of her Husband, George Meadows.

Dicky Fortescue, her counsel for the defence,

experienced a tightening of his heart strings

as he saw the expression of hopeless misery on
the beautiful face.

Diana was np fighter when crime and dis-

grace were coupled to her name, but every fibro

of the man's soul and body was concentrated on
the one desire to save her in spite of herself.

During the last few weeks there had been
terrible moments when even the man himself

—

the man who loved and believed in her, bad
doubted. There was no one in whom she had
trusted.

No one to whom in her fooiish pride she bad
turned. Not even to him.

This had been his most bitter portion, that

Diana had never confided in him. If only she

had, he would at least have had something to

work upon.
The prisoner pleaded " Not guilty," and the

case commenced. The counsel for the Crown
rose to his feet and began :

v

" May it please your lordship and gentlemen
of the jury. You are assembled to-day to dis-

charge the most solemn duty that man can be
called upon to perform, to sit in judgment, with

the issue of life and death in your hands, upon
one who stands charged with the highest crime

for which a person can be arraigned before a
worldly tribunal. I am sure I need not ask

your most anxious and earnest attention to

such a case.
" Gentlemen, standing here, with no desire

save that justice shall be done impartially and
righteously, I feel it incumbent on me to warn
you not to allow any preconceived opinion to

operate on your judgment this day.
" 16 the evidence shall satisfy you of tho

prisoner's guilt, you will discharge your duty to

society and your consciences and the oaths you
have, taken by fearlessly pronouncing your
judgment accordingly.

" My duty, gentlemen, will be a simple one ;

it will be to lay before you the facts upon
which tho prosecution is founded.

" I ask your patient attention to them,
because in order to understand this cose 1 have
to deal with incidents which occurred a long

while ago, but this I may safely say, that I

Relieve there is not one single fact to which I

am about to ask your patient attention, that

has not immediate and most important bearings

on the ease. Gentlemen, the prisoner at tho

bar, Diana Ethel Meadows, was married in the

year 1915, to the deceased, George Meadows.
She had been for some six years previously a

typist in the City.
" The prisoner made new friends. She had

not that open charm of manner which encourages

acquaintances. At the wedding there was no
one but her mother, the best man, and the

bridegroom,
" Mr. Meadows was a man in fairly good cir-

cumstances. He bought the house in Gliders

< Ireen, and allowed his wife the money to furnish

it. Ho was a good husband, attentive, kind,

and thoughtful. On one point, however, they

disagreed.
"Mr. Fisher, the friend, was a thorn in tho

wife's side, she resented her husband and bis

friend's liking for one another, and on soveral

occasions the wife and husband were known to

quarrel after Mr. Fisher had been to the house.

Now this was the state of things when we come
fo tho events which happened on the Christinas

Eve.
" The prisoner, Mrs. Meadows, is expecting her

husband home early. She has a special dinneu^
prepared. Mr. Meadows; however, does not
come homo at the appointed time. Ho had
often been late before, and each time there had
been words between him and the prisoner.

" Mrs. Meadows shows her servants by her
manner that she is annoyed.

" The oldest one has already been given per-
mission to sleep out, if she returns early in the
morning.

" The prisoner tells the girl to go and she will

attend to the dinner when her husband comes
in. The other maid she then sends to bed at
the top of the house with her baby.

" Then she sits down to wait the arrival of
her husband.

" He comes at last, and be is not alone. He
has brought his friend with him.

" .Mr-:. .Meadows, always a woman with
apparent marvellous self-control, says nothing
in front of the friend, but she shows him very
plainly that his presence is not welcome to her.

" The friend attempts to go, but the husband
asks him to stay. He has something to tell his

wife -something he is afraid to tell her alone.
" He has been embezzling funds at the office.

There is a deficit of over a thousand pounds,
ft has not yet been discovered, but any day
may bring disgrace upon them.
"The prisoner, Mrs. Meadows, listens quietly

enough, then she turns on the friend, Mr.
Fisher. •

" She accuses him of leading her husband
into temptation, and when Mr. Meadows en-
deavours to say a word on his friend's behalf,

tho wife raves at them both with such a store of

abuse that Mr. Fisher naturally thinks that they
will come to a better understanding if left to
themselves. So he leaves the house, but calls

on them on the following day—Christmas Day.
" During his visit he is casually informed that

the husband has gone to the Argentine.
" After the first surprise is over, Mr. Fisher

concludes that after all it is perhaps best, as his

friend may be arrested at any time if he stays
in t he country.

" Mrs. Meadows tells him the same story as
she does the other friends, and he sees no cause to
disbelieve it, although he does sometimes wonder
why Mr. Meadows sends him no line, but, as
he feels it might be his duty to give up his

friend if he knew his whereabouts, he is content
to let things go on as they are without inquiry.

" On Christmas morning, the elder maid,
Emma Timins, arrives at Glen-y-mor early.

" The dinner is on the kitchen stove as she
had left it the night before. Naturally she is

surprised, then Her surprise turns to indig-

nation, as she notices footmarks over her clean
kitchen floor.

" Someone had been out in the garden and
returned by the back entrance. She sets to and
scrubs the floor ; while she is at it the other maid
comes down.

" She has been sleeping at the top of the house
with the baby in her room. This in it-self is a
very unusual occurrence.

Now, listen, qendemcn. There is one incident

here to which I wish to call your particular atten-
tion.

" The bedroom bell rang, and Emma went up
to answer it, but her mistress did not tell her to

enter, as she usually did. Instead she called out

for Bertha to come and bring the baby, and when
the younger girl Bertha appeared, Mrs. Meadows
told her to tell her fellow -servant that Mr.
Meadows had been called away suddenly on im-
portant business. She avoided telling tho elder
servant herself.

" Then, when Mrs. Long, the prisoner s

mother, came a little later in the morning, she
also was told the story of a business engagement
abroad, and when she would have questioned
her daughter, the prisoner snapped per up in tho
sharp, rude way she used whenever she was
questioned by her mother.

" The two Misses Harvey, neighbours of the
Meadows, were told by the prisoner the same
story, and when the prisoner asked Mr. Fisher
to take charge of her house and furniture, and
to pay three guineas weekly to the mother,
everyone "was under the impression that she was
going out to the Argentine to join her husband.
"The younger Miss Harvey will tell- you she

assisted the prisoner to look out the trains so
that the prisoner would catch the connection at
Euston on February 11th, the day she left for

London.
" Mrs. Meadows travelled with her boy to

London in the train arranged, but she went no
further. Instead she took lodgings just off the
borough with a Mrs. Harris with whom she has
been living the last two years.

" Here again, gentlemen, I wish you to take
special notice.

" To Mrs. Harris she introduced herself as a
widow.

" At the prisoner's instigation Mr. Fisher took
possession of the hq.use Glan-y-mor, paying
three guineas a week for the use of it.

" The money was sent to Mrs. Long, the
prisoner's mother, who all along has believed
her daughter was living with her husband abroad
in the Argentine.

" Mr. Fisher will tell you how he was under
the impression that his friend had fled there
rather than face the result of his frauds.

" It was because of this, not wishing to get his

friend into trouble, that made him abstain from
asking too closely into particulars.

" The body was found by Mr. Fisher in rather
a singular manner.

" A young puppy, which he had been asked by
an acquaintance to keep for him, while chasing
a rat, fell into a disused well in the garden.

" In rescuing the dog Mr. Fisher made his

gruesome discovery, and at once sent for the
police. —

" Death was due to a blow on the side of tho
head. The man's belongings were "intact. A
gold watch and money were in the pockets.

" Gentleman, it is for you to say in this case,
when you shall have heard the whole body of

testimony I will lay before you, whether the cir-

cumstances do not unerringly lead your minds
to the conclusion that the deceased man came
to his death by the hands of his wife—tho
prisoner."

There was a moment's impressive silence as
the counsel's voice ceased, and then suddenly
there arose a low. quivering cry.

There was a slight commotion.
Diana Meadows had fainted.

(Another Splendid Instalment of this Thrilling

Life Story Next Monday.)

CORINNE GRIFFITH.
THE story of how Corinne Griffith managed

to " get into pictures " is short but inter-

esting. She happened to be attending a
ball in New Orleans at the same time as a well-

known producer of the Vitagraph Company.

She won a beauty prize in a competition, and
the producer, who was impressed by her looks,,

offered her a chance to go on the screen, and she
'decided to accept it.

Corinne says that at first her family were
" horrified," but they are very proud of her
now.

She was bom in Texas, where her ancestors

have lived for many years. Her grandfather
was mayor of the town four times. Her ante-
cedents were Italian and Irish, and her lovely

blue eyes certainly prove her Irish descent.

Corinne goes to the movies every night.

" It's the only way to advance in my work,"
she says.

A Silken Gemmed
Butterfly in a
Garden of Orchids.

" Loves Alice Joyce."

ISTUJJY all theaters, but I love Alice Joycei
best. When I tell folks that, and also
that I have the next dressing-room toi

Miss .Joyce down at Vitagraph, everyone marvels.'
By all the rules we should be jealous and throw -\

ing things at each other, but we don't ! She's
a dear !

"

Besides being fond of Alice Joyce, Corinne
likes " beautiful clothes, chocolate cake, and|
melodramas," which, as she admits, is " some
mixture."

Corinne Griffith is a vision of feminine loveli-

ness, so much so that she inspired this descrip-
tion, or rather, " futurist impression," from an
admirer :

" Tropic moonlight ; the Mediterra-|
nean at azure night ; perfumes of India ; a,

silken gemmed butterfly in a garden of orchids. ''I

He couldn't be very much more enthusiastic
than this, could ho ?
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JUST ME
£y learl

Wfufc

How tlxe Story
Commenced.
In the preceding

chapters of her
delightfully frank
story, Pearl White
sketched the his-

tory of her early
childhood. They
were not alto-

gether happy days,
for money was
scarce in the house-
hold, and her
mother, who was
always very deli-

, catc, died soon
alter her hirth.
Pearl was always
cutting into mis-
chief. Her father
married again
when she was six

years old. When
she was twelve
years old her

Mother, who was her greatest pal, left home and
joined the Navy. At the age of thirteen. Pearl de-
< ided to join a circus that came to her district, and
later on she joined a touring company. But her early
clforts were not too successful. Next, Pearl was
offered a job as a stewardess on a boat. Sea life

did not agree with her, and she went on the stage,
touring in Cuba, Buenos Aires, Tennessee, and
Kansas. Then her voice began to go, and a woman
advised her to try to get on " the pictures," and
eventually she saves enough money for a trip to
Kngland. An acquaintance gives her an introduction
to friends in London, and Pearl means to have a real
cood time. She buys expensive clothes, takes rooms
at the Carlton, and sets out to be a society woman,
and tells of the tragedy of her first luncheon party,
where among the guests was the late Lord Kitchener.
From London she went to Paris.
The story then continues.

PEARL
WHITE.

Disillusioned.

iWENT to the Ritz that evening and claimed
my rooms, but I had scarcely entered
them when the telephone rang. It was

" Bobby," the count, on the other end of the
wire. It seems he had learned my destination
from a hotel-porter in London. He told me he
was in Paris on business. I knew he was lying,

but it pleased me to think he had followed mo
t here, so for the moment I rather liked him for it.

I stayed on in Paris for a few weeks, and
saw a lot of my acquaintances from London ;

but most of my time was spent with
Bobby. During this time I got down to a lot

of serious thinking, decided, to forget the Bep
idea and marry Bobby. I didn't love him ;

but then, this marriage would make a wonderful
hit with my friends in America, so I decided
to take tho " big chance." To Bobby I was
supposed to be under eighteen ; therefore I had
to cable for my parents' consent (what a laugh
it would have handed my father if I had !).

Anyway, in the meantime I wanted to go to
Italy alone, so the count wired his sister to

meet me in Genoa and take me to Milan,
where we were to bo married.

1 boarded the Rome express, got cold feet

nt Genoa, didn't get off tho train, but went
straight on through to Rome. I stopped at
l!io Excelsior Hotel, in rooms overlooking the
Queen Mother's house, found a couple of
artistes out at tho Cines moving-picture studio
who could speak English, hung around watching
them work for a couple of days, feeling rather
proud of my escapade, when in marches Bobby.
Ho was pretty cross with me, so the con-

versation that first evening was not very
pleasant. It was out of season in Rome, and
I hero wasn't much to do ; so ho decided to
take me to the cinema.

" These moving pictures are very amusing
nt times," he said.

"Yes," thought I, "in more ways than
one !

"

So we went to this stuffy little theatre,
fueling none loo kindly toward ono another.
The lights went out and tho picture started.

In a couple of seconds out I dashed, acting
all over the screen.

Bobby looked at the picture and then at
me. I saw him out of the corner of my eye,
and just stared straight ahead. Said picture
was un old-time Pathe, and about the worst
one that I had ever done. I was dumped
down a coal-hole, knocked about and all

messed up in general. I suggested that we
get out before the lights went on again, and
out wo went before the picture was finished.

Then, in answer to his inquiring gaze, I said :

Yes, t hat was me ! I work for a living. Now
you know why [ don't want to marry you !"

Of course, he said " Nonsense ! —that he
loved me just the same, and all that sort of
thing But I noticed that his monocle slipped
out of his eye (a thing that always happened
when he was disappointed), so I let him rave
on, knowing that in Italy an actress is not a
cheerfully greeted daughter-in-law in- the
best families. v

Keepsakes.
1HAD just enough money left to spend about

a week at someplace and buy my ticket to
America, so I decided that I would go to

Naples, take a look at Vesuvius, then home via
the Mediterranean. Bobby, the count, went,
also. He took me to stop in his aunt's villa

just outside of Naples, and what a success I
teas there I The whole outfit, outside of Bobby,
couldn't speak English, and my Italian being
very weak, I don't know whether he told
them I was his fiancee, daughter, or what not.
Anyway, I was certainly a stranger in the
house. However, now that I was sure I wasn't
going to have Bobby around me for the rest

of my days, I liked him a whole lot, and we
had a lot of fun together in Naples.
We went to a little jewellery shop one day

and had half of his watch-chain riveted on
his left wrist, the other half on my right ankle,
swearing undying devotion, and that we
each, at any rate, would never marry anyone
else. He is in the army now, and 1 suppose
that his is replaced by a chain with a name-
plate on it : while I—well, I have grown used
to mine, so it is still on my ankle.

I only stayed in Naples about five days ; then
I met some American friends who were going
to Monte Carlo, and as I had an invitation to
spend some time with a family in Nice, I

decided I would take advantage of that, and
I bid farewell to Bobby, went to Monte Carlo,
also stop off a day at Monte Carlo en route,

where again Fate stepped in and changed
my whole career.

I went into the Casino in the afternoon, but
not having much money left. I only bought
fifty dollars' worth of coins and placed them all

on the " red." 1 had never seen a wheel before,
and I didn't know the percentage of the game ;

so I played only red straight through fifty

dollars (two hundred and fifty francs) a shot.
And I am glad I did, because red turned up
olevon times straight running—a thing that
seldom happens.

There was a rather fat gentleman with a
huge black moustache and a long beard sitting

next to me. He had been plunging heavily
on numbers, but none of them would show. I

had seen this same man around the Ritr. when
I was in Paris a good many times, but I didn't
know who he was—in fact, I don't know yet.

However, it was he who was responsible for a
good portion of my stay in Europe. The after-

noon of which I speak he had been watching
me very intently, and it sort of made me
nervous ; so I cashed in my chips, intending to
move on to another table.

I guess I must have given him a " hunch,"
because he placed a bunch of gold in my hand,
and said :

" Pardon me, mademoiselle, but will you
please play these for mo '! it might bring me
luck, and I have been losing all afternoon."

Well, that was fair enough, besides, I 1 ad
been told that the only "system" on which
you can win is to play other people's money

"J—by the way, that is a good system as you can't
lose at least. Anyway, I banked on number,
seven, and it showed.

,

This man, who I think was a Frenchman,1

was all excited, and insisted that I keep on
playing for him, so I stuck until evening and
played in the most phenomenal luck that i
have ever seen. I don't think we exchangee!
a dozen words the whole afternoon, and I, not
knowing the etiquette of gambling, didn't think
I was entitled to any of the spoils ; but when!
he cashed in and found himself eighteen tbou-j
sand dollars to the good, he insisted that I take
half of it.

Nine thousand dollars ! More money than
I have ever seen before. Anyway, I stuffed it

in my pocket, shook hands with the old man.
who said he hoped to see me in Paris, galloped
back to the hotel with my huge roll of money, 1

and told my American friends the great news.
They kidded me a lot, and told me I had

better be careful, or I would have this same
dark-bearded man on my trail for life. This
didn't sound so good, but I had so much money
that I decided to skip Nice, and set out for Paris
to buy me a lot of new clothes, as my wardrobe
was getting rather shabby.

I got back to Paris, ordered myself a lot of

French creations, but before they were de-
livered, I can never tell you why, I, for some!
strange reason, took only a couple of bags and
went to Belgium. That was just about the
most foolish thing that I have ever done in

, my life, because I went straight to Brussels,:

engaged a room at the Palace Hotel, where
I spent eight days in the confinement of thoso
four walls writing a play. I don't know, but
1 guess I wasn't used to loafing, so I sort of

nsed that medium as an outlet for my pent-up
emotions, and, as I used " Bep as the hero of

this sloppy melodrama, I guess I did relieve

myself of a lot of sentiment on paper. Then,
after my eight days of labour, when I re-read
my effort, 1 decided the play was pretty rotten,
tore it up, and, having seen nothing at all of
Brussels, went to Germany.

He had Forgotten Me.

I ARRIVED in Berlin, where I met a
family that I knew, and more or less

I played around with them for five or six

days, hating the place. Then 1 bought a ticket

to Hamburg, intending to take a Hamburg-
American liner home ; but when I got to the
station I had another change of heart, tore
up my ticket, threw it to the four winds, and
purchased another bound for Paris. " Paris
was catting me." Somehow that city sort

of gets in one's blood, and makes you always
want to go back to it.

Back in Paris, I collected my new outfit,,

started to learn French, and went to an art
school where I began taking lessons in art,

thinking 1 was going to make an artist of my- -

self. The colonel was living in Paris then,
and, of course, knew reams of French people,
so I began chasing around to parties and thea-
tres, seeing Paris in general and paying no
attention at all to my art studies. Anyway,
it didn't matter much because I was pretty
stupid, and besides, I guess artists are born not
made.

I had told the colonel and others of my
affair in the gambling-house at Monte Carlo,
and from my description of the dark-bearded
man, they had concluded that he was quite a
notorious gambler operating in France at that,

time. 1 was always on the alert, watching for

said supposed gambler around the Ritz, villi

more or less a little fear in my young heart.
1 was coming in the Place Vendome entrance
one morning when I bumped smack into " this

man," who, to my great surprise, begged a
million pardons and passed on. I saw him
several times after that about the hotel, but
he merely passed me by without the slightest
sign of recognition. I guess the little incident
at the wheel had happened hundreds of times
in his life, and were quickly forgotten. The
joke was on me. This dark man, whom I had
planned to elude, didn't even remember t hat
1 was on earth, and I don't mind telling you
(hat it took a couple of kinks out of my vainly
and made me just a little bit sore.

(Anott.er interesting chapter of Pearl White's life,

story next week.)
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LOUISE
GLAUM
as a lady
artist.

LOUISE GLAUM prefers to play what sba.
roles" for the screen. "I love to aeA
" and think I am best fitted for them,

the ingenue, I think a colourless life would \

shall continue taking strong character parts."
Miss Ulaum has a fine complexion, heaut/Xul

unassuming. She lives at Culver City, some tei
and her house is a two-story Colonial bungalt
three acres of garden, whilst all about are sem
that flower the whole year round.
She commenced her screen career with the I

this she was engaged by Thomas Ince, and J
Death," " Sahara," and " Shackled."
Later she played a leading part with William

wards starring in " The Sweetheart of the
Woman " with Charles Kay, and " The Weake
and Dorothy Dalton.
" My favourite dresses are simple and well

In Wild West- extreme in the making," she said. " I like

ern costume t,le Orient, and love the Oriental shades and
that colours atfect me. I do not care much
favourites are pearls. To me there is no soul
always look deep and mysterious

f3k
'mi' V

HA

A beautiful and striking study. As an Indian girl.
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)Dg emotional
she says,

ugn I admire
fctetesting, so

and is most
I tos Angeles,
unrounded by
>es and plants

Iryan," after-

:

" The Wolf
I Cbarles Ray

itffividiial an>l

a touch of
land am sure
fcry, but my

but pearls

A scene from her
latest film, " Sahara

Standing beside her motor car with Runty, her favourite dog,

looking over the side.
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A DELIGHTFUL STORY OF TWO LITTLE MISCHIEFS, WHO BECOME PEACEMAKERS

JOHN McKENZIE sat in his private office

reading a letter he had just received from
his wife. He sighed deeply as he folded

the letter and placed it in a drawer. There was
cause for his sadness. Mary McKenzie wTas one
of those modern women who can find no happi-
ness in home life. Believing that she was a
gifted artist, she had left her husband and her .

little daughter Dolly to fulfil what she called
her ' mission in life." The truth was that she
could not paint at all, and everybody knew it

except herself. In the letter she had told her
husband that she was engaged on a picture that
would surely bring her fame.

" I often think of you and Dolly," she wrote,
" but I feel that in devoting myself to Art I

am following the true line of my destiny."
V Poor Mary !

" thought John McKenzie.
" I would not mind so much if she could paint,

but she cannot, and never wdl. And while she
is pursuing that will-o'-the-wisp she calls Fame,
little Dolly is growkig up wild, just at that age
when she most needs a mother's care. I think
I will send her to my brother's farm at Peaceful
Acres. There, at all events, she will have the
benefit of Mother Nature."
He sat down and wrote a letter to his brother,

telling him to expect Dolly, her coloured nurse,
and the nurse's little boy, Sambo.

Scarcely had he finished the letter than Dolly
came bounding in the office. She was a charm-
ing girl of ten with merry blue eyes that danced
with fun. And it must be confessed that
Dolly was seldom out of mischief.
Her father indulged her more than he would

have done had she had her mother to look
after hex, for he felt that it was a mercy in one
way that the little one remained so high-spirited,

and did not mope and fret as some girls would
havo done in her place.

Her companion in all her adventures was
Sambo, the little son of her black nurse. He
was waiting for her now in the kennel of the
factory watch-dog, his ebony face wreathed in

smiles as ho kept springing out and surprising

the workmen as they passed.
Dully was delighted when her father told her

that she was going on a visit to Uncle Howard's.
She loved the country, and her vivid imagina-
tion conjured up all sorts of adventures. She
ran off to tell the great news to Sambo, who
was just as delighted as she was.

" Golly, Miss Dolly, dat will be some trip ! My
mammy dono told mo about dat farm. Dey's
real cows and horses. Perhaps dey will lot us
dab a cow to milk."

" My Uncle riowani ;vill give me anything

Baby MARIE
OSBORNE and
BLACK SAMBO

(i-utlie )

I ask for," said Dolly. " I only hope, they don't
make us go to school."
Sambo shivered at the word school. He hated

the place and played truant—as often as he
went.

" Mebbe there ain't no school-house there,"
he replied hopefully.

Dolly and Sambo were up very early the next
morning, and, for once in her life, Mammy
Dinah had no trouble with her two charges.
They hung close to her skirts till the buggy came
round. Dinah was a tremendously stout woman
and, though the buggy was a big one, when she
got on the back seat with the children on either
side of her there was not an inch of room to spare.
When they had gone some distance, Dinah went
on the front seat with the driver, leaving the
children with strict injunctions that they were
not to look over the side or get up to any tricks.
But as soon as she had got into conversation
with the driver, Dolly began to plan an adven-
ture.

" Let's drop off and play at Indians in the
woods and take Fluffy with us," she whispered
to Sambo.

Fluffy was a little dog best described by his
name. He was a great favourite with the
children and shared in all their games.
Sambo needed no urging and the two dropped

off the buggy followed by Fluffy, who did not
let out a bark t ill the trap was out of sight.

" Mammy Dinah says these woods are full of
Indians," said Dolly, as they raced along. " I

should love to see one."
Sambo pulled up sharplj' and looked around

nervously.
" Dem Injuns no good to black boys," he said.

" Dey put dem on« fire and roast dem same like

mammy roast de pig."
" Look ! What's that ? " cried Dolly, catch-

ing hold of Sambo's arm.
" That " was nothing more terrible than a

rabbit that Fluffy had started out of the long
grass, but Sambo's mind was already filled

with visions of Indians and he started to run.
" Dat is some wild beastie !

" lie yelled.

Dolly shrieked with laughter for, as soon as
the rabbit came into full view, she knew what
it was.

" Oh, Sambo," she cried, " you runncd away
from a rabbit and you told me that you would
fight Red Indians for me !

"

" Me fight In juns all right, but dat ting looked
so bery strange," replied Sambo, looking very
.1 shamed.
But a real terror now loomed in the distance.

Old Mammy Dinah, with a, hickory switch in

her hand, was bearing down on the adventurers
uttering terrible threats, and Sambo and Dolly
ran back to the buggy shrieking with laughter.
They were not afraid of Dinah, for they knew
her anger would end in words. Easily eludii.e;

their ponderous pursuer, they climbed into the
buggy and once again a start was made for the
farm.
When they arrived at Peaceful Acres, Pacta

Howard was waiting for them. He ran forward
and picked up Dolly in his strong arms and gave
the girl a hearty welcome.

" I want you to have a real good time here,
Dolly," he said as he led the girl to tl»e house.

" Oh, we shall have that, Uncle Howard !

"

replied Dolly confidently/looking back at Sambo.
Mammy Dinah chuckled to herself.
" Golly, Marse Howard dun know dese ebil-

lun !
" she said to herself. " Dere ain't nobody

on dis earth goin' to stop them enjoying denl-
selves. It's de udders dat suffer."

But even Dolly's high spirits sank a little

when they reached the house and Uncle Howard
introduced her to Mrs. Fussey, his house-
keeper.

Mrs. Fussey-was one of those wizened women
whose nature seems to have shrivelled up with
their skin. Her eyes were hard, her voice harsh,
and her hands cold. As she led Dolly off to her
room she poured into her ear a hundred warn-
ings of the things she must not do, until Dolly
looked up at her and asked very quietly :

" May
I breathe, Mrs. Fussey ?

"

Like most soured people, Mrs. Fussey had no
sense of humour and she merely replied crossly :

" Don't be foolish, child ! Of course, you must
breathe. You'd die if you didn't.?'

Left alone in her bedroom, with the cold,
clammy clasp of Mrs. Fussey's hand still chilling
her chubby palm, Dolly gave way to a mo-
mentary depression, but the sight of a big
bed roused her.

" Will it bounce, I wonder ? " she said as she
scrambled up.

It did bounce and Dolly used it as a
spring-board till she was. tired. After a
minute's rest she went out to find Sambo. Tl..-

little nigger boy had been doing some exploring
on his own, and taking Dolly's hand he rushed
her ofTto'a pump in the yard. Not'having any
particular use for the water, they let it run all

over the yard as it came out of the pump until
they had made a miniature lake. Then they
ran off to find the cows.

Golly, we'll pump 'im for milk same as we
get de water," said Sambo, rushing up to one of
the cows. Seizing the cow's tail he began to
pump vigorously, but, to his great disappoint-
ment, no milk came. A sight of the hired man
making for them, sent the adventurers off to the
chicken-house.

" Let's let them all out," said Dolly, pulling
up the doors of the chicken house. In a few
minutes the hens were all over the place, but
Dolly and Sambo had no further interest in them.
They had found a brood of young chickens and
Dolly began to nurse them in her lap while
Sambo stood round and watched that none
escaped.
A furious noise now attracted their attention.

Among the birds they had released were two
fighting cocks and these were now engaged in a
battle royal. The two children ran off to the
scene and were soon so engrossed in the fight
that they did not notice L'ncle Howard and the
hired man coming up. The fighting cocks were
separated, and Dolly was led off to Mrs. Fussey
to be lectured and put to bed, while Mammy
Dinah performed a similar ceremony with
Sambo.
That night Howard McKenzie went to his

study and read a letter his brother had sent him.
In it he explained that he was having trouble;
with his factory hands who were going to
strike.

" In the circumstances," he went on. " I
hope you won't mind having Dolly for a few
weeks. You will find she will add gaiety to your
home."

" ' Gaiety,' " murmured Uncle Howard.
" Well, one can certainly say it has not been
like a funeral since she came."

Dolly and Sambo were up very early the next
morning, and so eager were they to be out in
the fresh air, that they upset a bucket of dirty
water down the front door steps. It was a pure
accident, but they knew that Mrs. Fussey would
not regard it as such, so they hid behind a
coping. As they peered over the top they saw

(CoMi cei cn fage 16.)
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EDNA FLUGRATHS EXPRESSIONS.
A POPULAR STAR WHO SPECIALISES IN "CHILD" PARTS.

DNA FLTJGRATH has all the qualities that make a grown-up person a success in those " child study " parts which
happen in film plays. She is petite, with hazel eyes, golden-brown curly hair, and very small hands and feet.

Above all, she has an extremely beautiful disposition. Sunny by nature, she looks for the best in everyone
always ready to lend a helping hand, and is an optimist through and through. Hence she betrays tho " eternal

spark " of childhood, which should last us from the cradle to the grave,
to our own and other people's betterment.

Miss Flugrath is tho eldest of three sisters, all of whom have made a
big position in the cinema world. Viola Dana is the second sister. She is

just twenty-two, married at fifteen, was a widow at twenty-one, and is now
producing her own pictures. Shirley Mason, the youngest of tho three,

is only eighteen, and has just signed a three years' contract with the Fox
Company.
Edna Flugrath was born in New York, her father being of Polish extrac-

tion and her mother French. They were theatrical folk, and tiny Edna
at the age of three played in a comedy, and had a line to say ! She was
always fond of dancing, and took it up as a serious study, and at sixteen
w as premier danseuso at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York. " I

used to teach dancing, and was, and still am, very fond of waltzing,"
said Miss Flugrath, the other day, to a representative of The Picture
Show. " I suppose my love of ' child parts ' was encouraged by tho

fact that in America I played the part of Emma
Jane in ' Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,' which
London playgoers may remember coining to town,
when Edith Taliaferro played the name part. Edith
las now gone on the pictures, too."

Her First Appearance.
MISS FLUGRATH made her first appearance on

the screen in America, in an Edison film,
" The Masquerade Ball." She had never

thought of playing for the pictures, but Mr. Shaw,
the producer, had seen her on the stage, and suddenly
remembered that she was the very woman for tho part.
She played in America for a year, then camo to
London, and has lately been spending three years
in Africa, where Mr. Shaw produced the big super-
film, " Winning a Continent," in which Miss Flugrath
played the leading woman's part.

" In South Africa we had many adventures," said
Miss Fulgrath. " And one nearly cost me my life.

" I and some other members of the company were
crossing the Orange River in a native cart, when the
horses became restive, and fell off the narrow bridge,
dragging the cart with them. The river was swift,

but we should have been all right if one of tho horses
had not put his foot into a hole and got out of hand
with fear. How- we managed- tr> get across I never
Know, but it made a very exciting picture, almost
too exciting to be pleasant ! I played a Dutch girl,

too, out there, in a scene with 5,000 Kaffir supers and
1,000 white supers. One needs plenty of courago in

South Africa. We were invited to a nativo dance,
at which we sat in the front row, while the blacks
were kept advancing towards us, brandishing their

arms and "weapons, and coming so close to mo that
one of them kept swinging his bare leg over my head.
I thought he meant to harm me, but learnt afterwards
that it was by way of a compliment !

" I played Cherry in ' London Pride,' and
Pamela (from the age of ten till she grew up,
throughout tho play), and just now I am playing for

a film founded on ' Q's ' book, ' Tine 'Tilda,' in

w hich I play a poor little girl. All the scenes are laid

in London, and to get the clothes that an East-End
child would really wear, I went down to the East End
and actually bought the clothes that a child was wear-
ing, giving her enough to buy herself something vory
nico and new in exchange. .The garments were washed,
and I wear them in the film, because it is impossible
for " character " parts to get tho right effect without
getting the right clothes.

" Hut, speaking generally, I am a very devoted dress-

maker. I make everything I wear in private life and
on the films. T never use a pattern, and I even made
my own fur coat."

EDNA FLUGRATH in one of her
famous child studies.

High Spirits. Pained.
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Mrs. Fussey como out and throw tip her bands
cvith horror at the ^itrlit . While she was threat,

ening vengeance, a farm hand came along with a

parcel.
" Don't you dare come through that mess

nnd bring the dirt into the house !
" screamed

Mrs. Fussey. ' " TaUe off your boots and wade
through it."

A3 soon as the man was inside the house.

Sambo was seized With a bright idea. Running
to the tool shed, he came back with a hammer
and nails and drove several nails through the

soles of the boots into the wooden grating on
which they had been placed. When the farm
hand came out he got his feet in the boots, but

when he attempted to walk away he found him-
self anchored to the grating. As he tugged he
gradually leaned forward until he lost his

balance and at last he fell over.

The children were shrieking with laughter

when Uncle Howard appeared. He tried to look

very severe, but the situation was so funny ttiat

it was all he could do to restrain his laughter.

He could not find it in his heart to' send the

children to bed so early in the da3% despite Mrs.

Fussey's indignant demands for that punish-

ment, so he forgave them with a solemn warning
that if they offended again he should let

Mrs. Fussey deal with them as she wished. •

After breakfast Dolly and Sambo decided to

cxploro the cellar. The first thing that struck

Sambo was the shelves containing jam in jars,

and he proceeded to sample them till DolK
rebuked him.

" We mustn't steal," she said. " Besides,

we don't want to get caught so early."

After a further look round, Dolly found some
rope and suggested a swing. She fastened one
end of the rope to a pillar and the other to the

spigot of a big cider cask. So intent were the

two on the swinging that neither noticed the

strain was gradually pulling the spigot out of the

bung-hole. The first warning they had was
when the spigot came out and the cider gushed
forth like a fountain. Vainly they tried to stop

it w ith their hands, and then the sound of foot-

steps caused them to hide behind some barrels.

It was Uncle Howard with a neighbour and
they were carrying cider mugs in their hands.

At the sight of the cider spouting from the
barrel, Uncle Howard rushed forward and re-

placed the spigot.
" That's that young niece of mine," he said

lo his companion when the damage was repaired.
" Come out, Dolly ; and you, Sambo."
The two culprits crept out while the neighbour

roared with delight.
" Gosh ! that's the funniest thing I've

seen for years," he chortled, as he helped
himself to a jug of cider.

" Golly, him better see some more fun !
'.' said

Sambo, as he followed Uncle Howard out of the

cellar. Before going up t he steps he saw a big jar.
" Might as well ab some jam. Guess dey won't

give dis chile no supper to-night,'" he said to

himself.

Uncle Howard was so busy rebuking Dolly
that he forgot all about her companion, and as

soon as he had gone in the house Sambo re-

membered the neighbour in the cellar.
" Golly, he am enjoying dat cider so much

guess him like to stop !
" ho said, as he fastened

the collar flap.

It was some hours afterwards that Uncle
Howard heard a violent knocking on the cellar

flap and opened the door. His neighbour was
red with rage and, refusing to listen to any
explanations, he marched off shaking his fist.

The last exploit proved the last straw. The
children were sent to bod supperless that night.

Sambo had terrible dreams of hunger until he at

last came to a melon patch. Never had he seen
such big and luscious melons. Slice after slice

he consumed until he awoke and found he had
his teeth in the sheet.

But there was a good lime coming. The kind

heart of Dinah could not bear to think that the

children were hungry. She stole down into the

kitchen and got two big cakes.

And just as Mrs. Fussey was telling Uncle
Howard that it would do the children good to go
hungry, Dolly and Sambo were feasting on her
best eako.
That night Howard wrote to his brother sug-

gesting I hat he should fetch back the children

and send him the strikers. " It would be more
Jieaceful at Peaceful Acres," he concluded.

The Indians.

THE next day Dolly and Sambo decided
that their ideas of fun were not appreci-
ated at Peaceful Acres, so they decided

that t hey would go further afield. An excuse
was quickly found. Fluffy had disappeared in

the woods, and had not returned, and the
children decided to go and search for him. They
were very good all the morning, and, having dis-

armed suspicion, they got away in the after-

noon without anybody noticing them. With
some vague idea in his head that they might,
get hungry, Sambo took with him the big jar
he had commandeered from the cellar.

They had a glorious time. They found
Fluffy, and so intent were they on the wonderful
things they saw that they wandered far into the
woods. When twilight began to fall they
started for home, but, to their dread, they found
they had lost their way.
At last they were so worn out trying to find

their way that they decided they would sleep in

the woods.
Sambo then remembered t lie big jar he was

carrying, and brought it out.

Dis chile am sure hungry, but you ab some
first," he said, handing the jar to Dolly.

Dolly dipped her fingers in the jar and helped
herself liberally. A sickly look passed over her
face.

" Ooh, Sambo !
" she cried.

Sambo took the jar and a still more generous
helping.

"Golly ! What am in it '! " he shouted.
Dolly could read, and she looked at the label

cm the jar. It read :
" Soft Soap."

After they had recovered, Sambo collected a
pile of soft branches and leaves for Dolly's bed,
and the little girl was soon asleep, while the
faithful Sambo, though inwardly quaking with
fear at the thought of Injuns, watched over her
as she slept.

It was Indians, too, that disturbed Dolly's
sleep. She dreamt that a band of them came
and carried off Sambo and were burning him
at the stake. Seizing a tomahawk that one of
them had dropped, she rushed to the rescue.
For some reason the Indians seemed terrified

of her and fled. She pursued them, killing them
as she ran. Then two, braver than the rest,

waited for her and captured her and dragged
her to the stake. Dolly fought and kicked,
but she was just being overpowered when she

THIS is a face perfect, in its entirety. A
pleased surprise looks out of her long-

lashed eyes. Amiability is shown large, a

love of admiration, a desire lo shine, and of

..iv mg pleasure t; ethers intuitive per.-- pt on
which marks ideality. Note the eyes, looking
upward, denoting spirituality; their •finely

rounded eyelids perfect in I heir contour indica-

tive of sweet good nature, culture, and refine*

meut of a high order.
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awoke to find she had been kicking Sambo, who,
was trying to hole! her down.

" You gib me some fright, Dolly," he said.
" Soon be morning, now. Go to sleep an' me
call you when de birds start to sing."

The Rescue.

IX the meantime there was consternation n*>-

thefarm. Old Uncle Renins had discovered
Sambo's straw hat that the boy had dropped

when entering the woods and reported the dis-

covery to his master. Howard McKen/i"
telephoned to his brother and then organised'
the farm hands and set out lo search for the miss
ing children. The news came to John MeKen-
zie just as the whole of the hands in his factory
had decided to join the strikers. But when they
heard that the Boss's little girl was lost in the
woods they decided to suspend the strike and
join in the search.

And there was another party searching, un-
known to the distracted father.

His wife had come on a picnic to the wood*
and, while having dinner, had heard that two
children were lost in the woods. To her horror
she discovered that one of them was her own
child. Like someone demented she was rushing
off to search w hen one of her friends stopped her.'

" Como in the car with us," he said. " We
shall need the lamps to search in that darkness.

"

And it was the mother's eyes, following the
rays of the powerful motor -car lights, that first

saw the two children sleeping peacefully on then
bed of leaves.

The joyful news was shouted through the
forest and soon John MeKenzie and tho other
searchers were on the scene.

When the manufacturer saw Dolly in her
mother's arms he was too bewildered to speak.

It was Dolly who broke the silence.
" Daddy—Mammy !

" she said.

And there, in the flare of the torches and the
glare of the motor-car lamps, John MeKenzie
gave his wife the kiss of forgiveness.

His voice was a bit husky as he turned to
his foreman who had led the men in the search.

" Tell the boys I'll square up their grievance s

to-morrow, Bill."

• And, amid the cheers of his workmen, John
MeKenzie rode away w ith his w ife and child-

(Adapted from inc :deuts in the Photo-play featuring
EABY MARIE OSBORNE as Dol'y, by permission of the
Pathe Film Company.)

MILDRED HARRIS
(Mrs. Charlie Chaplin).

Note the dip at the' summit of the nose,
showing that this little lady will resist as long
as she can, and then seems to give in. while
in reality she is resisting more than ever.
A clever actress, good-tempered, subtle, a

dreamer, tranquil, truth itself
;

believing in

parity, duty, and dignity.

The Mobile Mouth.
WITH its perfect outline showing generosity,

purity, sensitiveness, and excfiiklte
sympathy. We often find this type has

(he power to hide their sensitiveness, and
stake everything on what they believe is

their duty.

The Contour of the Face
DENOTES enthusiasm for the beautiful in

all things and a love of display ; gener-
ous and luxurious temperament with a

keen sense of right and wrong, and a lover
of duty accompanied by a quiet determination.

The Length of the Face
GIVES pride, honour, and high principles,

truthfulness, brilliance, ami success.

The Poise of the Head.

THE artistic temperament largely pronounced
without any affectation, most sensitive to
colour, music, and all the finer arts.

In Love.

THIS type denotes the blind enthusiast in

affection, a woman who places her ideal of

love so high that neither fault nor failing

is seen in the being worshipped. With this tem-
perament their pride in the object of theii

affection is beyond all reason. They are con-
stant and reliable in their affect ions.

Character as Told by the Face.
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MEN BEHIND THE FILMS.

BY FRED. K. ADAMS.

The "Pay-As-You-Leave" Theatre

SCHEME which should prove very

popular indeed with certain picture-

goers was recently tried out by a U.S.A.

showman. Instead of charging people at the

l>;ox-office, he announced that no money would
bo taken until after the show. Then peoplo

would not be expected to pay at all unless

they considered the particular picture they

had come to see was worth paying for. The
object of the exhibitor was to raise the quality

of the films shown in his house, and obtain

increased admission prices without encounter-

ing charges of " profiteering." He regarded

it as a sound expedient to improve present

trade conditions, and not as a mere novelty.

The dilemma he was presented with was this :

" My patrons demand the very best pictures,

but they are reluctant to pay higher prices for

them." His reply to this was :
" Here is a

l etter picture. Are you willing to pay for it ?
"

The manager declares that everyone paid the

increased price he asked, and so he is perfectly

satisfied with his experiment. A man who has

t he courage to bet everyone the price of a seat

that he has a picture they will like certainly

deserves encouragement.

Letting Them Down Lightly.

APROPOSAL to raise the licensing fees on
picture theatres by 1,100 per cent, has
been made by a member of the Legislative

Committee in Minneapolis. This was intended
as a measure to provide for the revenue pre- .

viously obtained from the saloons, which, of

course, are now shut up. Needless to say
theatre-owners took immediate steps to combat
(he increase in the city's licensing tax. After

a heated discussion, the committee of theatre

owners finally decided to submit to an increase

of 100 per cent., but the law-makers were not
satisfied, and they ' kindly ' gave the theatre-

men an opportunity to collect more statistics

showing they are bearing their just burden of

the taxation of the city.

Speaking in Millions.

SO many American financial magnates have
invested money in the film industry that
the Wall Street Journal recently pub-

lished an article called. " Wall Street Taking
on Amusement." It presents, among others,

the following interesting figures :

Gross takings of picture theatres of America
in one year: $800,000,000. This is $100,000,000
more than the combined gross of thirteen lead-

ing rubber companies.
The 15,000 picture theatres seat 8,000,000

people.
Nearly every town of 1,000 population has at

least one theatre.

Twelve hundred new theatres are being built

at a cost of $72,000,000.
It costs $300 a seat to build a good theatre

these days.
At the conservative figure of $100 per seat as

the present value of the theatres, it is found the

investment in motion picture houses totals

about $800,000,000.
All other countries of the world have 17,500

theatres—but 2,500 more than the number in

the United States.

Consumption of positive films averages

. 10,000,000 feet a week, as against 3,000,000 in

1913.

Seventy thousand dollars rolled into the box
office of the new Capitol picture theatre, New
York, its first week.
American film producers have a combined

income of $90,000,000.

A Difficult Task.

WRITING on the subject of the film

monopoly, Lewis J. Selznick, one of

tho largest of the " Independent "

producers, refers to " the absolute futility of

combining the production of pictures, their

distribution, and the operation of cinemas."
Mr. Selznick, who, by the way, is opening

up his business in this country, considers that

the organisations that attempt this precarious

method, wheraby they hope to reap financial

returns from each respective source, can result

in only one thing- -failure.

Such an experiment has been tried, he says,
" in commercial enterprises where manufac-
turers of wearing apparel attempted to operate

distributing stores and sell ,their wares direct

to the public. They found, and still find, the

undertaking impossible."
In tho opinion of this authority no organisa-

tion, however gigantic, has sufficient funds, nor
can they secure enough money to control a
sufficient number of theatres to make it profit-

able to produce pictures for such theatres alone.

The great mass of theatre-owners, disturbed by
an attempt to monopolise their part of tho

industry, will resent the invasion of their field

by refusing to accept productions from such
companies.

Still in its Infancy.

THOSE people who are fond of declaring

that " motion pictures are still in their

infancy," will find comfort in the following
opinion, expressed by Louts Burston, president
of the Burston Films.

" We may be said to be out of the motion
picture kindergarten," he said recently, " but
we are still in the primary grades in the making
of motion pictures ; we still have the high
school and the college courses ahead of us, to

say nothing of a post-graduate course and

T. HAYES HUNTER.
The well-known motion picture director at

work on "' The Cup of Fury." There are some
people who still think a photo-play producer
has an easy lifo of it. Judging from his attitude,

Mr. Hunter has a very exciting incident in

hand.

special research work. And if any of your
readers think that is too broad a statement, I

will go even further, and say that to my mind,
and to that of other serious students of the
subject, the motion picture is the greatest in-

vention for the civilisation and advancement
of the earth's peoples since the advent of the
printing press."

British Films Wanted.

A scene from CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S latest picture, " A Day's Pleasure.

THE policy of many American producers of
making only highly sensational films has
called forth a protest from the National

Board of Review.
The members of the committee decry tho

lack of film dramas based on history, and calls

to the leading producers to turn their efforts in

the direction of filling the demand, which, it

says, is heavy throughout the country. The
Board believes interest on the part of the
American people in history is strong, and
that there is no ground for the idea prevailing
in the minds of many producers that the public
do not desire better stories in their films than
they are being given at the present. Perhaps
American audiences will havo an opportunity
of seeing presentations of " Westward Ho !

"

" The Elusive Pimpernel," and other works of
British producers, before very long. High-
class photo-plays of this nature should help to
satisfy the long felt want.

The Week's Best Films.

THE following is a list of the best photo-
plays which are being released for exhi-
bition at the picture theatres during this

W.eek, and the names of the star artistes :

"The Girl Problem" .. .. (V itagraph)
CoRINNE GRIFFITH

"Dolly's Vacation" .. .. (Pathl)
Baby Marie Osnonxi:.

" In The Hollow of Her Hand " (Qainiiont)

Alice Brady.
" The Love That Dares "

. . . , (Fox)
Ma dlaine Traverse.

" Empty Pockets " .. .. (Walturdaw)
1? \ kra iiA Casti.eton.

" Tho Pretender "
. . (Western Import)

Wll.l.IAM' I iksmdnd.
"Girlies & Grubbers" (Comedy) (Vitagraph)

Montgomery & Rock.
" Kxplo'ts of Kvangeliv.no " .. (Nordislc)
" Karlv To Bod " .. .. {Phillips)
v

I Mayers Threo " .. .. (F.L.F.S.)
Knid I5i.nni.tt.

" Tho Test " .. (VitOgraph)
Naomi Childers.

" Tho Tiger's Trail " ., •. . (Pathi)
Rt'Tll Kill ami.
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The most
economical
of all Toilet
Creams—

and the finest

Test it FREE

If Icilma Cream cost ten

times as much it couldn't be

better, in quality or purity,

or do more good to the skin

and complexion. Our im-

mense business is the sole

reason we are able to sell

the world's finest toilet cream

at the modest price of 1/3 -

per pot.

Not only does it do most good
but it lasts longer than the
imitations and thus costs least.

A 1/3 pot will last a whole 1

month—even if used daily for

the arms, hands, neck and
face.

A further point—Icilma Cream
is creamy, foamy, fragrant
with the unique Icilma per-
fume, and non-greasy. It

alone contains the skin-tonic
water from the famous Icilma
Natural Spring which stimu-
lates the skin to . Natural
Beaut;— the bsauty that lasts.

Prove these claims at OUR
expense TO-DAY.

Price 111 per f>ot, everywhere.
Flesh-tinted Cream 1!0-per t>ut.

Send a postcard for
adainty free sampl

FREE TEST.
and a copy of our booklet " The Icilma Way
to Beauty." International Icilma Tradin
Co., Ltd. (Dept. 24 ). 37. 39. 41, 43, King'
Road, St, Pancras. London. N.W.I.

Use it daily and look your best 1m
' DO

The Future of the British Film-
DENNIS NEILSON-TERRY CHATS ON AN ABSORBING TOPICi

D'

DENNIS NEILSON-
TERRY.

tPhoto: Claude Harris.

ENNIS NEIL-
SON-TERRY
was late. Very

late An hour to be
precise. But when he
arrived eventually at

the Apollo Theatre,
where his wife Mary
Glyime, is playing nt

present, full of apolo-
gies and with his left

hand bandaged and
in a sling, my heart
melted within me.

" Awfully sorry to

have kept you wait-

itig so long," he said

somewhat breathless-

ly ;
" but I've been

at a studio all day
filming, and then on
my way home had to

enll at the doctor's

on account of this"
indicating the injured

member,
happened ? " I inquired" \Vhate%'er

anxiously.
' Stem of a champagne glass ran into my hand.

No "—with a smile
—

" you're wrong. You see, we
were playing a tremendous scene, and I got fear-

fully worked up, brought my hand down with a
crash on the glass; and—well, this is the result."

My sympathy having been duly extended to
this stickler for realism. I asked Mr. Terry the
name of the film which had occasioned this

mishap, and what manner of role he has in it.

His Next Picture.

THE picture is being made for the British

and Colonial Eilm Company," he said :

" but at present I am not at liberty to

divulge its title. But I can tell you that it is

suggested by a great French classic, and that it

is very weird.
" As you may know," he continued. " I

made my first appearance in ' Her Greatest
Performance,' following up with ' Masks and
Faces' (both of which were made for the Ideal

Company), and my last picture was ' His Last
Defence,' a Vanity Elm. But in my present

picture I have one of the biggest juvenile parts

ever presented on the screen, who wanders
aloof from all earthly direction, not unlike

Hamlet in that respect."'

Shakespeare on the Screen.

MENTION of "Hamlet" naturally raised

the question of whether Shakespeare can
ever be adequately presented on the

screen. Mr. Terry thinks not.
" Everything depends upon the divine lines

and the human voice that utters them," he
remarked. " While colour is another important
consideration. Without these three factors,

what have you ? Often a shoddy story, which
Shakespeare by his genius and the music of his

words made live. And why present a shoddy
story when you have the whole treasure-house

of English literature' from which to choose ?

Present literature by all means, but not poetical

ecstasy which has been used to cover up a
multitude of dramatic sins. Shakespeare was a
genius, and until we find an equal genius in the

film world, we ought not to dare touch his,

works. I am not sure the same does not apply

to the theatre. Good Heavens ! With our
literature and our brains we ought to beat the

Americans at the film game easily—if we will so

manipulate these assets as to bring out their

salient qualities !

"

A Genuine Screen Enthusiast.

MR TERRY'S face lit up with eagerness,

and in that moment I knew' I had
happened on that rarity—at bast in

England—a " legitimate " actor who is a

genuine screen enthusiast. I hastened to ask

him for his views upon the British v. Americas
film situation. They were speedily forthcoming/."

If we are given proper facilities, wo can give
in return material as good as any on tim
American market, if not better, particularly aftj
regards our 6tories, providing "—Mr. Terry
paused significantly—' - we do not eonsidi e

ourselves too superior to learn.

"I do not by any means put America down
as the high-water mark of everything thai 18

wonderful, but there is no blinking the fact that
at present she is our superior in the matter nf
film production. I would lay stress on the
production, for therein lies our greatest problem.
Where have we a man like Griffith, whom I, like

everybody elso, consider a mighty genius ; or >i

director such as Ince ? Who proves his genius
more in the manner in which he handles n
slight situation and gets it ' across,' than in

anything else. Instance his direction of Chad.
Ray in ' String Beans.'

The Finest in the World.

BUT," went on Mr. Terry. " given the right
people as directors, I believe that we
shall easily excel America. The crying

need in the film world is for education. 1
( ,

don't care whether it is self-education or other-

wise—and sufficient driving capacity.",
"How about our studio equipment and our,

actors 1
" 1 queried.

" In my humble opinion the British actor is

the finest in the world," replied Mr. Terry. -

" Of course," he added, with a smile. " I'm not
exactly in the sere and yellow leaf, but I've been
bred in the theatre, you might say, so perhaps
I may claim to know what 1 am talking about.
Moreover, the American film producer has
found British actors—I do not say actresses

—

particularly sensitive to direction.

A Genuine Love of Film Work.

AS regards equipment—copy America !
"'

and then, as we always do, improve
on them.

" Mr. Terry," I said suddenly, " why have
you. so essentially a product of the theatre by
birth and training, elc ted also to enter the
world of the screen ?

"

" Because I saw a reasonable chance to

succeed in it and to make a living," was the
modest reply ;

" and also because I have a
genuine love of film work. It is because I love it

that I am making it my business to learn all/,

there is to know about the screen—cutting,

titles, photography, as well as acting. Why
approach the screen in the ' cock-sure ' manner
that so many amateurs affect towards the stage 1

I always think that is such a mistake.

A Regular Film "Fan."
" TN addition to studying the technique of the

J
screen I frequent the cinemas. In fact.

I'm a regular film ' fan.' I do not think
' there is a single prominent film artiste ]

haven't seen, and I have studied tiie work of

eminent producers. It is my ambition," added
Mr. Terry, " to produce films myself one day—
that seems the ultimate end of all cinema
acting."

" How do you think the screen compares with

the stage ': " I asked, by way of a patting shot.
" There can really be no comparison," Mr.

Terry replied, " because each is an entirely

different medium from the other, and each is

great within its own limits. There is genius in

everything. If you are thinking of the question

of status, "the stage, of course, occupies a higher

plane at the moment, because film work at

present—at least, in my opinion—is on a

mediocre level. But its elevation is only a
question of time.

"Certainly I consider that the best work of

the screen is on a level with the best work of the

stage : that a Mary Pickford is the artistic equal

of a Marie Tempest, or a Charles Ray of a Du
Maurier. Each is great in a different way."

May Herscucl Claiskg.

HAVE YOU WON A PRIZE ?
The original photographs used in our "Peeping Stars" Competition will appear in

" The Picture Show " Next Mondav. Order your copy to-day !
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The Light that Failed.

Producer :
" What's the trouble with the

leading man and his wife ? I thought she was
the light of his life ?

"

Scenario Writer :
" So she was, but she

went out too much !

"

The Reason.
" How clear the horizon is !

" remarked the
romantic picture actor.

" Yes," agreed his humorous companion.
'" I've just swept it with my eyes !

"

The Difference.

Fay :
" That artiste's husband didn't leave

her much when he died, did he ?
"

. Ray :
" No ; but he left her very often when

he was alive."

Cutting.

First Comedy Star :
" My cheeks feel all on

fire."

Second Comedy Star :
" I thought there was

a smell of burning paint."

His Weak Chest.
The Screen Cowboy :

" Wat's become of

old Bill Pepper ? I ain't seen 'im about the
studio for a long time."
His Friend :

" W'at ! Ain't you 'eard ? A
two-ton block of stone fell on his chest in his last

film, and killed 'im."
. The Screen Cowboy :

" Ah, I always said

he'd 'ave to be very careful with the weak chest
of bis'n." — *-*—
Useless.

" That producer's films are not much good,
are they ? Not at all convincing 1

"

" No, I should say not. Why, that man
couldn't convince a woman that she was
pretty."

—+

—

Taking No Risks.
Member of Picture Company out on

Location :
" My good lady, the last place I

stayed at the landlady wept when I left."

Landlady :
" Oh, did she ? Well, I ain't

goin' to. I want my money in advance."

Giving Her Away.
The visitor had called on the popular film

artiste, and his eye caught a picture on the wall
signed in her name.

Speaking to her little sister, who was enter-
taining him, he asked :

" Does your sister

paint ?
"

Little Sister :
" Yes ; but .she's finished

that, an' is puttin' on the powder now. She'll be
down in a minute."

Considerate.
First " Extra " Girl :

" Could you marry a
man who spends all he makes ?

"

Second Extra " Girl :
" No ; but I could

love him while it lasted."

She Liked It.

" What did she say when you turned out the
studio lights, and kissed her 1

"
" She said she felt as if she never wanted to

see my face again."

The Illusion Went.
Tom :

" It was a case of love at first sight
with me in regard to that emotional screen
actress."

Jack :
" Then why didn't you marry her ?

"

Tom :
" Oh, I saw her on several occasions."—

—

Badly Affected.

Joyce :
" Harold seems to be greatly

bothered with indigestion."
Constance :

" I should say so ! He refused to
lake me to the pictures the other evening
because one of the scenes had a banquet in it !

"

— —

-

It Made a Difference.
She :

. " That film is the story of a wicked
cowboy who sold his wife for a horse. You
wouldn't sell me for a horse, would you,
darling ?

"

He :
" Of course not, dear ! But I'd hate to

have anyone tempt me with a motor -ear !

"

Those Hats.
" I asked the young woman in front of me to

remove her big hat, so that I could see the
pictures."

" Did she do it ?
"

" No ; she said if she held her hat in her lap
she couldn't see the pictures herself."

—*->

—

Same Sort of Noise.
Wife of Screen Villain (to servant) :

" Has
Mr. Gordon come home yet ? I thought I heard
him just now."
Jake :

'* No, mum. That was the dog wot,
was growlin'."

MUTT AND JEFF CATCH A BOLSHEVIK.

GREASE

SOYS , YOU'U OCT
•iOOO POR TWIS-TOUVt J

CAPTURED HtRMAM VON
)

SILTZCR-VA3SER
, THEJ

bolshevik!)—
s"3

—

Mutt and Jeff get jobs as Jeff determines to capture the One man is so annoyed at
porters on a long-distance train, spy, and goe^ through the being disturbed that ho punches
Shortly after the train starts corridors of the sleeping-cars, Jeff very forcibly. Then Jeff
they receive this telegram. making inquiries. has another idea.

Then Jeff tracks someone ho This is successful, and whon Their prisoner turns out to,be
believes is tho spy, and greases the mysterious man endeavours tho dangerous Bolshevik, and
the bottoms of his boots so that to escape with tho passengers' they are handsomely rewarded
he is suro of capturing him. luggage, ho sticks to tho (lour. for their success.

{from tlie Fox Film.)
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|\ No More Chapped Hands |

Rub Snowfireon your §
hands at night. The 5

chaps will be gone in s

the morning. |

Sftowfire f

Tablets
|

banish chaps
in one night. i

Sold by all Chemists. 2

3d. per tablet. S
Family Size, 7 id. £

F. W. Hampshire & Co., Ltd. 5
Riverside Works, Derby. JJ
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Instantaneous Hair Colourin
Kopatine Instantaneous

gives perfect colours from
Monde to Ulack, leaving the
hair soft and glossy. Guaran-
teed absolutely clean, safe and
harmless. Will not wash or

brush off, or soil the linen.

Docs not stain the skin.
Specially suitable for home
use or when travelling.

l
Jvice6/6. Double size, 10/6.
Applications given daily
in our salons with the

greatest success.
e<
Kopatine Al-Khanna"'n pow-

der form. A henna coloui ing,

giving permanent resultsinany
shade desired. Price 6/6. C'«H
for advice or write for booklet.

Kopatine Cik. (Dept. '24).

34, Huck
Lo S.W. 1

MONTHLY

EASY
TERMS

The
'CYCLOPS'

Masters' "CYCLOPS" is a good hard-wearing all-

British Boot, which will Rive satisfaction under all

conditions, price 35 -. Over 5,000 pairs have been

sold to Police, Post, and Railway Employees, men
who must have good boots. Why not have a pair ol

these good boots yourself? Send 8'- now with size,

and you have the hootstowcarwhilepavintjthc balance

of 5'- monthly. Boots 12 6 to 42/-. Price l ist Free.

MASTERS, Ltd., 94, Hope Stores, RYE.

... SHOW YOUR FRIENDS
t(C
Uhe Picture Show.
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ORDINARY WATCHES MADE INTO

WRISTLET WATCHES
The "DAPTABEL" ,

1'3 j^^b*. each.

DON 'T TAKE A
SUBSTITUTE. "DAPTABEl
FINEST AND CHEAPEST KOVELTY BVEB INVENTED.
From all Watchmakers, Jewellers, and Fancy Dcaki-<. Ol
from tbe "Daptabel" Advert. Dept., ISO, Otlcy Koad.

Bradford, York*.

c

NEURALGIA & HEADACHE CURED FREE
Send stamped addressed envelope to-day (just mentioning this Journal),

If you do this we will gladly send you bv return TWO ZOX POWDERS ABSOLUTELY. i"V.FREE OF CHARGE. Suffer no more from NEURALGIA arid Headaches. A little Zo«
Iowdcr in a cup of tea, or water, corrects the trouble and banishes all pain ia a morn en I

Just let us prove that Zox will do what we claim.
Apply to-day. Every wise wife and mother keens Zox -it hand
Zox Powders, of aU Stores or Chemists, 1/. and 2 6 per box, or post free

these prices from :— _

THE ZOX CO., 11, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1.

.t \

STRENGTHEN YOUR NERVES,
Nervousness deprives you of employment, pleasures, and many
advantages in life. If you wish to prosper aod enjoy life,

strengthen your nerves, and regain confidence in yourself by
using the Mento-Nerve Strengthening Treat*
mentt Guaranteed Cure in 12 days. Used by Vice-Admiral to
Seaman, Colonel to Private, D.S.O.'s, M.C.'s, M.M.'s, and
D.C.M.'s. Merely send 3 penny stamps for particulars.

—

GODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH, Ltd., 536, Imperial
Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London. E.O. 4.

SHORT MENANDWOMEN
are often ignored and looked down upon. T*'l
people receive favourable consideration xr.U
attention in every walk of life. By my*a-y
scientific and safe method yoti can gro*
several inches tallt-r. Many people haveadd< d
U to 4 incheh to their beicbt by My ByMci"
M'rite at once for FRKK particular*,meotiun-
ing "The Picture Show." Addre*!

:

Enquiry K Dept., 51, Church St.,
South Shore, BLACKPOOL.

—
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entirely if you use Valentine's
Extract. It stains grey or faded
hair black or any shade of brown
required, and makes the hair soft
and glossy. Will not wash out;
is odourless and docs not soil the
pillow. A natural, imperceptible,
lasting stain. One liquid, easy
to apply, cleanly and harmless,
of ,]! Chemists, 1'3, 2 6 Mid 6
a bottle: or post flee direct from

R. S. VALENTINE,
46a. Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.I,

TO IDEALIZE MARGARINE:
ADD 4 TABLESPOONFULS OF

IDEAL MILK
to -}-lb. margarine: add a pinch of salt and beat well together with a wooden
spoon. When well mixed, form into rolls, which are almost indistinguishable

from pure butter. Any good margarine will do but—

IT MUST BE IDEAL MILK Sold Everywhere.
Cash Price lid. and 6d. per tin.

Protect Yourself
Coughs, colds and influenza are germ -caused

ailments. You cannot help inhaling harmful
germs, but you can render them harmless by
dissolving Oraloids in your mouth. Oraloids
are a well-balanced combination of essential
oils—antiseptic, germ-killing, palatable. They
contain no harmful drugs to upset the system.

Price i,'3 and 3'- at most Chemists, or direct (post

free) from MENLEY dr JAMES. 4, Meidey
House, Farringd'jn Road, London, E.O.I.

FROM
AIR-BORNE

INFECTION
COUGHS
CATARRH

INFLUENZA
COLDS

AND OTHER
INFECTIOUS
TROUBLES.

Take

FOR

CONSTIPATION,
INDIGESTION,
HEADACHE,

BILIOUSNESS,
AND OTHER

LIVER OR STOMACH TROUBLES

4?

A TONIC TO THE
WHOLE SYSTEM.

In oval boxes, old., 1/3, and 3.'-,

at all Chemists.

Tost tree, tod., 1/3, or 3/- from

C. WHELPTON & SON, LtC,

Hammerfleld, nr. mix HEMPSTEAD,

You
Can
Live

13 days without Food.
3 days without Water.
Only 3 minutes without Air.

Coughs, Colds, Influenza,

Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh
and Whooping Cough

Reduce the Air Ration below Health Point,
The natural consequence is that the breathing is affected, the bronchial tubes
or bronchi become inflamed.and cough, more or less serious, follows. If neglect ed,

the entire respiratory system is weakened, and that way consumption lies.

Children suffer more frequently from such complaints than do their elders, the
death rate among the very young being truly appalling, and in too many
instances due entirely to thoughtless neglect.

The World's Supreme Remedy
is Veno's Lightning Cough Cure, so called because of the rapidity with which
it overcomes chronic coughs and cures deep-seated and long-standing cases o!

any of the above-named troubles. Veno's Lightning Cough Cure, in Open
Competition with the world, was

AWARDED CRAND PRIX AND COLD MEDAL AT THE INTERNATIONAL
HEALTH EXHIBITION, PARIS, 1910,

for its purity, efficacy, and pharmaceutical excellence.
Many thousands of testimonials from etired patients, scientific men-, and
doctors have been received. The following is an example :—

Chas. Hyatt-Woolf, Esq., F.R.P.S,, E.R..S.L,, In hU work,
"Truths About Things flc Lin On and Daily Use," says : " I hare ex peri malted
in I he laboratory with Veno's Lightning Cough Cure, and I have I Uceteise applied
it in praciice. , . . In ali cases to which I applied it the influence of this
remedy was most marked."

Ask always for Veno's Lightning Conch Cure. It issold byChemNl
and Medicine Dealers in all parts of the world. If your Chemist
stuck, he will get it for yew.

English Prices, 1/3 & 3/-

Itedueea Jac-

Stores, simile oj origi-

out of «*' package.
He/use all imi-
tations and

substitutes.

ENO'S^'nc
COUGHGUR

Sole Proprietors: TheVeno Drue, Co. .Ltd. .Manufacturing Chemists, Manchester, En-
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How to Dress—Hints from Screen Stars—Why Betty Compson was
Chosen to Play Betty.

S one of the best dressed women on stage

or screen, it is not surprising that Billie

Burke should be an authority on the

all-important subject of clothes and the best

way to put them on. To acquire good taste in

these directions—if one has not got it already—
she advises us to study only the best fashion

books and magazines, and to watch carefully

the best-dressed actresses of the boards and
silversheet. Particularly the screen stars, who
are generally acknowledged to be the most
perfectly gowned women in the world. This,

of course, is partly because of the necessity of

keeping ahead of the styles, due to the fact that

the films must be shown for many months in

order to cover the enormous cost of their pro-

duction. Therefore, it is safe to assume that

if one emulates the fashion of some particular

screen creation, one is copying the latest—and
best—style.

For the Business
Girl.

GIRLS may argue
that it is easy for

a woman of Miss
Burke's position and urj -

limited means to be well

dressed, but as the
actress points out, the
rides of fashion are
simple enough, and the
whole thing is more a
question of taste than
large expenditure.
" Keep yourself in good
condition, and a little

good taste in the matter
of selecting clothes, and
an eye for matching in

colour schemes will do
the rest.

" Colour," she says,
" is a detail often neg-
lected by the business
girl or the girl too
careless or too much in

a hurry to watch herself.

Jf you intend wearing a
great deal of blue, for

instance, you should
remember there "are at
least forty shades and
tones of blue, and that
some of these clash as
disagreeably to the eye
as red and green,
perhaps. Matching is a
problem, I know, for the busy girl of to-day,
hut" by always shopping in daylight, and by
sticking to the plain colours, she will be pretty
sure of a successful choice."

What To Avoid.

SIMPLICITY of line Miss Burke considers
another very important detail, the waist-
line coming in first for consideration, and

next the hips. Not till then can the skirt be
arranged to bring out the best results.

Miss Burke is emphatic on one point. " Checks
and plaids arc to be avoided," she asserts,
" and even figured goods are dangerous. Plain
colours and neat white lacy effects at wrists

and neck bring tho best results. Another
helpful idea is to stick to a good pattern when
you find one."

O 1

who

Gowns Made Alike.
^FTEN Miss Burke has six or eight gowns

made exactly alike, because the first

one had been a success and her friends

like it. And the amusing thing is that her

friends have rarely discovered this repetition

of pattern because the beautiful little star is

always clever—and careful—enough to choose
entirely new colour schemes for each gown,
varying any monotony by slight alterations,

and yet preserving the lines that had been
most becoming in the original.

Be Natural!

WITH simplicity of dress the business girl,

and indeed any girl, should cultivate

simplicity of manner—complete natural-

ness. I have in mind a certain girl of my ac-

not only looks nice, but is

nice under her veneer
of affectation. But it

is just that affectation
that spoils her, and jars

upon her associates
in business. After all,

t here is nothing that so

i rjgi t ates a man—and
business is largely com -

posed of men—as an
affected girl, and
nothing he appreciates
more than an un-
affected one. Why, it

was her entire natural-
ness that won Betty
Cornpson an engage-
ment and subsequent
fame in " The Miracle
Man," the wonder
picture everyone is

talking about ! But
let the director, George
Loane Tucker, tell the
story.

A delightful dressing-gown and head-dress

we shall see in " The Woman Thou Gavest
Me," the Famous-Lasky version of Hall

Caine's famous novel.

Why Betty Was
Chosen.

AFTER inter-

viewing at
least a hun -

dred actresses, great
and small, looking at
films, and visiting

studios," says Mr.
Tucker, " I finally said

to the agencies, 'Let
me see the pictures of

every woman you have
thirty.' Literally, I

Among them
between sixteen and
looked at thousands of pictures.

I found a face that seemed to me superlatively

sensitive. I asked that girl to come and see me.
" It was a cold, rainy disagreeable day.

The girl had been out all day on location,

playing slapstick comedy. She was so tired

that she was completely natural. The pose,

the veneer, the effort to please, were gone.
She acted and talked exactly as she felt. We
didn't talk about the part, not the jday, not
acting. But I told her things that would
bring out, if it were there, the expression of the
things that part would need. 1 said tilings to

make her bitterly cynical. I spoke of things
that would be bound to stir her pity, her sweet-
ness, her gentleness. And 1 found her as respon-
sive as a violin to an artist's touch. That was
why Betty Compson was chosen to play Rose."

PART 1 Out To-morrow!

HAKMSWORTHS

UNIVERSAL
ENCYCLOPEDIA
In fortnightly parts. Price 7/3 each.

AN invaluable sumptuously produced

STANDARD work of reference

—ABSOLUTELY NEW,
RIGHT UP-TO-DATE. A Master

Key to the World's Knowledge. The
completed work will embody six million

words and will contain no fewer than

14,000 Pictures, Coloured Plates,

Coloured Maps, etc. ORDER Part 1

from your newsagent TO-DAY.

Beauty Midway
Between Two
Uglinesses.

EASTERN&WESTERN
IDEALS.

" \ /IRTUE," says Aristotle, "is a mean
* between two vices."

Thus generosity is a mean between foolish

extravagance and avarice
;
modesty a mean,

between prudishness and wanton-ness ; a good
comedy a mean between a revue and a pro-

pagandist play.

I suppose the reverse is true, i.e.. that a vice

is a mean between two virtues. But there in

probably something wrong in the assumption.

Like the converse of " All cabbages are vege-

tables." which is " All vegetables are cab-

bages," and which landed one in a logical

muddle in one's schooldays.

The axiom holds good when applied f<»

beautv ; a beautiful figure is the mean between
the ugly extremes of leanness and obesity. A
beautiful face has neither too much nor too

little hair upon it—crudely, in a woman, tho

eyebrows and lashes are luxuriant, yet. no
downy growth blurs the outline of cheek and
upper lip. Our convention which demand*
that women should have long eyelashes but no
moustaches would probably seem curious to

certain savages who shave eyebrows and lashes,

and admire moustaches in women, just as our
partiality for white teeth would astonish the

Hottentots who prefer them black or yellow !

In Europe, however, and among the civilised

Eastern races, the beauty that long curling

eyelashes and delicately marked brows cannot
be over-estimated.

What glorious lashes one sees in the East

;

especially among the Creek girls in the native

quarter of Cairo. The tendency among such
beauties to grow superfluous hair on the face is

combated by the razor or by depilatory paste,

recipes handed down sometimes from the days

of Cleopatra or the glory of Carthage.

In England women are beginning to realise

that neither shaving nor electrolysis are ideal .

for removing unwanted hair. A method which
is steadily gaining in popularity is that of

treatina the superfluous hair with a pasto

made of pure pheminol and water. The pasto

is spread rather thickly on the hair, and allowed

to dry thoroughly. The hair is completely

destroyed, and can then be painlessly removed
with a very blunt knife or a piece of card-

board.

The application of a little tekko paste is

recommended after the hair has been removed
with the pheminol.

The trouble with most English women, how-
ever, is not that they have too much hair on
their face, but too little. Scanty eyebrows,

and poor, light lashes are common in this

country, and often render an otherwise charm-

ing face insipid or even plain. It is a good

and safe plan to encourage the growth of

brows and lashes by the occasional application

of a little menu dine. Mennaline is rather a
pleasant substance to use, and it hu the ad-

vantage of not only increasing the growth
of the eyelashes, but also of giving them a
delightful inclination to curl at the tips.

The eyes owe half their expression and
charm to the lashes surrounding them, just, as

the face owes so much to its frame of hair.

VARKEIt HKT.MONT's CI.YNOI. nKKlilK*

roit obesity. IAdvt.I
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HAVE

NICE CURLS

Every lady can have a beautiful head of
CURLY and WAVY hair. There is no need
to have sleek, lank, unattractive hair. One
bottle of VETROS will keep the hair in lovely
curls for months, also invaluable for making
the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Send for a bottle to-day, and make
yourself the admiration of all your friends.
You will be delighted with the results.
Price 2/6 per bottle, or three bottles for 5'6,
post paid, direct from the makers, CHAPMAN,
LTD. (Dept.171), 15, Red Lion Sq., London, W.C.1.

"TILL I GOME
BACK TO YOU."
Wonderful New Love Song

*'
Till I Come Back To You," written by Roy Barclay, is

one of the finest love songs ever published. Its simple,
tender words and eloquent chords aptly express the longing
for the loved one. It is easy to sing and to play, yet throbs
with true depth of feeling. Published in two keys, high for

Soprano orTenor, and low for Mezzo,Contralto, or Baritone.

2 - SONG FOR 6d.
In order to popularise this song the Publishers have
decided to send to all regular readers of "The Picture
Show " who write at once a complete 2'- copy at the re-

duced price of 6d.; postage Id. Send P.O. for 7d. to the

LONDON INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
(Dept 5), Fulwood House, High Holborn,
London, W.C.1,

and you will receive the song by return of post.

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most wonderful Musical Discover? of the
Ape. It teaches von to plav the piano heauti-
filllv l.v ear and vamp to thousands of sonus
in all kevs with ONE HOPE'S PRACTICE
without the slightest knowledge of music.
Simple as A. B.C. 1311,000 sold and everyone
delighted. Success guaranteed. Money' re-
turned i f not as stated. Complete, post free,

2/6 (per Mm-Imperial Publishing
Co. I. Dept.), 28, South Castle St.,
Liverpool. Established ist'J.

YOUR EDITOR REPLIES.

SOME 1919 SELECTIONS.

CHARACTER FROM

HANDWRITING.
I have helped hunclrods (o attain success and

to realise their greatest wishes—• [ can help Y()l\
Your writing reveals your particular qualities

nnel the direction in which success can he nt-
tainpd. .Send me a few lines in your ordinary
handwriting, and I will forward a careful
delineation of your character.

Write a short note (mentioning your age),
enclosing a stamped and addressed envelope
and postal order for one shilling to cover
secretarial expenses. Write to day, so that you
may start the new successful life -it once. Ad-
dress, Mr. F. Kerby, 14S>, Struud, London, W.C.2.

MY recent invitation to readers to let me know what
films exhibited daring the past year impressed

them most has met wit h an interesting response ft om a

large number. As I have no doubt that many other
readers, as well as those, of course, who have submitted
the titles of their selections, would like to know what
the general opinion is, 1 am giving below a few extracts

from many of the letters received. Those whose
opinions are not touched upon will, 1 am sure, not take
it unkindly if they remember that my space i3 limited

A great many correspondents gave first place in

their selections to Mary Pickford in " Daddy Long
Legs," which is still a notable success, drawing thou-
sands to see it. Next in popularity comes William
Fox's picture "Les Miserables," featuring William
Farnum. The following from S. 3. E., of New Ferry,

echoes the views of those who agree with bim :

" I admired ' Les Miserables ' " (he writes), " be-

cause of its great length, and because the producer
dispensed with all artificial padding, the picture having
a strong plot with many thrilling and pathetic incidents.

The eternal happy ending was also well dispensed with
in this great masterpiece."
Two other pictures, both of which made a close

second, for the votes accorded to these were equal,

were " Sporting Life " and " Tarzan of the Apes,"
feataring Elmo Lincoln. Writing of the first of these

two films, W. R., of Brixton, expresses the opinion
that "it surpassed many other pictures by reason of

its intense dramatic quality and its faithfulness to

detail "
; while " Lucille," of Bournemouth, thought

the "absence of exaggeration in production and in

acting rendered it by far the best." Of " Tarzan of

the Apes," the opinions for its selection have been so
numerous that I must let this suffice :

" It impressed
me " (says K. D.. of Hammersmith 1

,
" because it

gives such a wonderful insight into animal life. We
have been accustomed to applaud the acting of human
beings, but here one sees something entirely different

and more difficult, yet admirably portrayed."
It may seem as if such prime favourites as William

S. Hart, Pauline Frederic,;, and Norma Talmadge hare
been left out. But this is not so. for such rlavs as
" Riders of the Purple Sage," " Paid in Full," and
" The Safety Curtain," showing the above, are hi?h
on the list, together with " Eoundary House " (Alma
Taylor) and "Temptation" (Geraldine Farrar). It

remains to be seen what t 'lis year will do.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and

addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address:

The Editor, "The Picture Show," Room 83, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, EX. 4.

" Nancy " (Nottingham).—I have not heard of

the film as vet. Alma Tavlor and Henrv Edwards
were the leads in " The Cobweb." The " Big Four "

in filmland comprises D. W. Griffith, Mary Pickford)
Douglas Fairbanks and Charlie Chaplin. These
artists are ncaring the ages mentioned in brackets :

Jlarie Walcamp (26), William Farnum (44), Marv
Miles Minter (18), Earle Williams (40), and Tlieda
Bara (30).

" Zigomar " (Rangoon).—What means, " fair or
foul ", can I employ to get a portrait of the later

'Florence La Badie ? None, I am afraid, for the hosts
of living artistes who demand attention are so great
that I must give them space—and preference. 1 am
pleased to hear that you intend telling your friends
more about this paper. You can forward all your
letters to artistes through this office.

T. G. (Hastings).—Clara Kimball Young was born
in 1891. She and Milton Sills have acted together,
but they are 110 relation. Eddie Polo's wife took a
small part in " The Circus King." Alice Page in that
film was Eileen Sedgwick.

"

" Will " (Reading).—Perhaps by this time you
have seen " The Lightning Raider." Was it thrilling
enough for you ? Albert Ray and Charles Ray are
cousins. Ethel Clayton acted in " Woman's
Weapons " with Elliot Dexter. Neither Madge
Kennedy nor Yiolet Hopson were in it.

W. W. (Sunderland).—Your collection of art plates
ought to be tine. Frederick Warde and Jeanne
Eagles played the leads in " Under False Colours."

S. M. (Wandsworth).—The answer you saw in the
PlCTi'RE Show is the correct one. Eugene O'Brien
was not born in America, but in Dublin. You can
trouble me again. 1 shall not mind.
"Eva" (Dalston).

—"The Common Cause" was
a Vltagraph film. Lawrence Orossmith was, indeed,
funny, The chief parts in it were played by Herbert
Rawlinsou as Orrin Palmer, and Sylvia Breamer as
his wife.

"PAKST" (Atherstone).—Glad to know the little

ones are so pleased with the P. S. Yes, " LTnclc
Tonl's Cabin is an old lilni. and I am sorry to say
I have not been able to trace the additional names
you want. Marguerite Clark in it was certainly hue.
So was the other artiste.

" KIT " (Limerick).— Ella Hall is married to Emory
Johnson. You want mure about her '! 1 shall not

forget. The clergyman In " Pollv of the Circus
"

was Aernoii Steele, who took the part of the Rev.
John Douglas.
L M. (Stoke Newington).—I am very sorry I have

no photos for disposal or should be pleased to obli»;i
1 he male lead in " The V enus Model " was plaved l>v
Rodricpie La Rocque as Paul Bruddock. Constance
Falmadge in " Intolerance."

" COCKEI.S." (Wellington).—You have not vet seen
any replies to anyone in your town, though you
know quite a lot. who rend this paper ? Well, the
other Wcllingtouians will have to wake up, and since
you are the first, tell them not to be so bashful. Mary
Miles Minter is your favourite. How did vou like
the charming photos of her in the issue for January
10th ? " The Shuttle " featured Constance Talmadge
as Betty Vanclerpol, and Albert Roseoc as Lord
Mount Dunstan.

" NlMROD " (Church).—I hope you attend regu-
larly. Mary Fuller is not at present on the films.
She left the screen some years ago, though we would
liked her to have stayed. See reply to " CockHs "

above. No, I have no details of Florence La BadLe'S
fatal accident. Sorry.

" Billie " (Nottingham).—Your present letter was
just right, and if you keep to that length, I shall
welcome any more nice ones you care to write to me.
Thomas Meighan was opposite Elsie Ferguson in
" The Heart of the Wilds."

" Pater " (Manchester).—If anything of interest
reaches me concerning the film company you name-,
J will publish it. In the meantime, one of the cinema
trade papers might be able to give vou the information
desired.

E. M. T. (Market Harborough).—Y'ou have cer-
tainly missed much, but never mind. Two art plates
of Mary Pickford were given away last year, one of
her as herself (May 3rd issue), and the second one a*
Judy in " Daddy Long-Legs " (October 25 issue).
An art platV of Douglas Fairbanks was given away
with the issue for September 13th, 19t9. Gladys
Leslie was born on the same date as yourself, vizi,

March 5th.
D. K. (Ramsgatc).—As the old saying has it,

" Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery," besiddt
which it can also be amusing. I#t me, therefore, add
my little laugh to yours over the things you have
pointed out. " But," you add. " The Picture show
is still nevertheless at the top." Of course, it is, and
it never will be elsewhere

!

Madeline (Penarth).—Millie Erne, the Masked
Rider in " Riders of the Purple Sage " was none other
than Katherine Adams.
Enid (Whitley Bay).—Rumour is correct for once,

which shows that the old dame does occasionally
speak the truth. Pearl White has worn arwig. Tom
Foreman joined the American army, which accountc d
for your not seeing him on the sc reen. \

Opal (West Hartlepool).—He is indeed a handsome
fellow and his admirers are legion. Born in Louisville

,

Kentucky, Jack Warren Kerrigan played on the stage
for some time, although he had been or ginallv in-
tended for the pulpit. He was fine in " The Adven-
tures of Terence O'Rourke." Grace Canard, who is

married to Joe Moore, was born in Paris in 1894.
" Signal Lad " (Bishop Auckland).—Florence

Yidor was with Bryant Washburn in " Till I Come
Back to You," and George Stone was the little boy.
So you have missed seeing Yiolet Hopson so far t

You may have better luck before long.
D. F. (Southampton).—Stewart Rome was with

Hepworths, but is now playing for Broadwest
Lionelle Howard was with the former company. The
husband's name of the British artiste you mention
has not been made public.

IMore Answers on Next. Page.)

a<3 TS*© Picture SSmWo™
IN answer to many enquiries from readers

[
asking how they can have their copies of
"The Picture Show" bound, so making

them into volumes of everlasting interest and
delight to every man, woman, or child who goes
to the Pictures, we have had beautiful Blue
Cloth bound cases made to hold the first six
months' issues of ''The Picture Show."

These cases can be obtained now.

• PRICE :

TWO SHILLINGS & SIXPENCE
EACH, or B>-Post, THREE SHILLINGS, from —
The Publishers: "The Picture Show,"
Fleetway House, Farringdon Stree

,

LONDON, E.C.4.

BOUHD VOLUMES,
We have also a limited number of "The Picture Show,"
Volume 1 , containing issues from May to Oct. inclusive.

Beautifully bound in pale blue cloth lined binding. These
volumes can be obtained, price 10/9, post free to any
address in the British Isles and Abroad (with the excep-
tion of Canada, Australasia, and South Africa) price

12/3 post free. Send your order to-day to avoid dis-

appointment, enclosingP.O's for rhe amount above to
The Publisher, " The Picture Show," Fleetw3y House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
(Continued from page 22.)

iv.T 0 (Claphwn Common).—I am just as pleased to

bear from a Dutch girl as I am from any Br,tish

wilder. Judging from your letter, you appear to

have picked up our language remarkably well, con-

• iderina you have not been in tliis country very long.

m> Mary Pickford is not Dutch. She was horn m
thoronto, Canada, and her real name, Smith, sounds

to me very English. Yes, you can certainly write

through tliis olliee to any artiste you like. There is

10 restriction also as to the number of letters you

may wish mc to forward either at. once or at different

I R. (Cardiff).—You arc right. Gladys Brockwell

lias dark brown hair and eyes. She was horn in £884.

So you have a large number of favourites. Alma
Taylor is certainly a very good actress. Enid

Bennett measures 5 ;t. 3 in. in height.

1 T (Barton-on-Humber).—You have a friend

called Betty Blytbe. Her namesake of the films does

not disclose the'exact information you want ; perhaps

she may later on. Betty Compson (there is no " t"
in the surname) was horn in Salt Lake City. June

Caprice is 5 It. 1 in. in height. Ethel Clayton was
born in l«W. , T , ,

M B. (London. E.C.I.—Dorothy Bernard, Isabel

Lamon. and Lilian Hall in " Little Women."
N. A. M. B. (Worthing).—No, Douglas Eairbanks

is not, and lias not been, in Loudon. Did you happen
•to see someone like him ? (If the other artiste you
mention, tbcre has been practically nothing made
public about her up to now. That comes of having

do one to boom her.
" DOT " (London. N.W.).—I am afraid your film

artiste friend is very little known, for I have seen

nothing about him before. At any rate, no particu-

lars of him have reached this ojjice.

P. C. (Portsmouth).—No. it was not a real orphan-

(&ee The whole of the scenes were taken chiefly for

the play. In " The Wild Cat." it was Geraldlne,

Earrar who played.
K. J. (Down).—Queenie Thomas has dark brown

hair and deep violet eyes.

> P. O. (Guildford).—Glad to hear that Olive Thomas
sent you her photograph. I note you had to wait

about four months for it. but, it shows how busy these

artiste folk are. 'Jack Pickford is her husband, and
Olive herself was born in Charleroi, Pennsylvania, a

ittle more than twenty-one years ago. She was a

member of the Ziegfeld Follies belore she appeared

on the films.

W. S. (Bedlington).—Yes. Jack Mulhall is married,

but not to Queenie Thomas, as you were told. The
tatter's husband is George Newman.

E. S. and A. S. (Worksop).—Pearl White's pictures

are " Perils of Pauline." " Exploits of Elaine," " The
Iron Claw." " Fatal King," " Pearl of the Army,"
" Annabel's Eomance," The House of Hate," and
" The Lightning Raider," Write to Geo. Palmer,

Ltd. (Universal Cinema Supplies). -17, Gerrard Street,

London. W. 1.

E. E. (Highgate Hill).—Louise Duff and Jack
Mulhall took the two chief parts in " Wild Youth."

K. \. (Renfrew).—Lionel T. Kent is the gentleman

whom Ruth Roland married, but he is not an actor.

The one who appeared with her in " The Red Circle
"

is Frank Mayo. I hope you were lucky enough to

get an answer from her.

"MADO" (London, W. 1.).—In "The Painted

Lady," Alma Reubens was Mary Eanjoy, Jack
Richardson was Cecil Grey, and Claire Anderson was
Jeannette Wayne.

E. 1!. T. (HrierfieldV— So you think it is a great

pity that Charles Clary should always have to act the

villain when he would make such a splendid hero.

He is certainly not as had a; he is filmed, though I

ilont suppose the choice is altogether his. "Rose
of Blood," " Each Pearl a Tear," and " Joan the

Woman,'' are three of his pluys.

M. V. M. (East Greenwich).—Your mode of address-

ing file was ouite in order, so tremble not, for you
have not aroused my wrath. Believe me, I am a
peace-loving person. Norma Talmadge in private

life, is Mrs. Joseph Schenck. She has dark hair and
brown eyes, and began her sfteen career at the age

of fourteen.
"MABGK" (Southampton).—Little Zoe Rae's

Sttjname is Beeh, so that she is not related to the

;irlistes you name. Mary Pickford Rupp is the little

daughter of Lottie Pickford, and is, therefore, the

niece of the " world's sweetheart." The cutting you
sent me is incorrect."

P. \\ . (Cape Province).—Thanks for your contribu-

tions, thoueh 1 am sorry I could not use tin in.

Mildred Harris was horn in 14X11.

I). G. (Seven King-).— No doubt when you go out
to South Africa this year you will be able to sec

Sessue Hayakawa on the liims. as his pictures are

shown in many parts of the world. Yes, his wile.

Turru Aoki, is also a talented screen actress, but I

have not heard that he has any relatives acting lor

t he films also.

"Wanda" (Walthamstow^.—No, Marjorle Daw
and Wanda llawley are two different actress' s, and
,nro not even related to each other.
v " LEONORA " (Richmond) and " BARUAEA " (Clap-

bum).— Pleased to hear from both of you ; but, there

is one little, thing you have, ae regular readers, over-

looked on this page in previous issues. That is, full

names as well as addresses of all correspondents

should he given. Only Initials or iinm-deplumcs
will be published.

" Dinky " (WallascyV- I have not, heard that

Norma Talmadge has any children. Yes, Violet

Llopso!! i married.

M. I. C. (Hitchin).—The particulars required con-

cerning the artistes you name are not known at the

moment. Later on. however, 1 hope to have some-
thing to tell you about them.

G. E. C. (Inverness).—I agree with your idea, and
may have something to say about it on this page later.

Dorothy Dalton is now playing for Ince. Jane
Novak Was born in 1800, and is the wife of Frank
Newburgh. St. Louis is her birthplace. Charles

Bay is now on the way to his twenty-ninth birthday,

and is fi ft. in height. You say you are only eighteen

and " can top him by nearly two inches." Some
giant.

" Gretchen " (Manchester).—" Ts Sessue Haya-
kawa a full-blooded Japanese " ? He is, every inch

of him. Did you see his photo smiling at you from
the cover of our issue for January 3rd ? And there

was more about him and his wife inside. " Bonds of

Honour " is one of his recent pictures.

M. M. (Hampton Court,.— Sorry you have been
disanpointed. though answers to your questions have
been given many times before. Henry Edwards and
Stewart Rome arc both single. Owen Nares is

married.
" Bobuie " (Kingston-on-Thames).—Jay Belasco

was born in Brooklyn, but received his education in

this country at the Bedford Grammar School. He
began his film career later'on in America.
"Dinkum" (Norwich), M. A. C. (Oxford), E. 0.

(Lambeth), L. E. (Wolverhampton), ALLIE

"

(Wallaslev), G. D. (Lowe-to.t), " INTERESTED
READER " (.Tarrow), " PaI'LIN'K " (Gateshead), C. B.
(Rotherham), " JUDY" (Pcckham), J. B. (Bailgate),

V. R, (Tlford), " GlLI'IN " (Liverpool), E. H. (London,

N.), M. H. (Swansea), J. W. (Gloucester). C. S.

(Whitley Bay), P. F. Q. M. (Wvmintrton), Raymonde
(Oswestry). J. B. (Romford). S. M. (South Shields),

E. C. F. (Hammersmith). J. C. (Brockley), E. M.
(Peckham). A. T. (M It by). " Moli.y " (St. Ola),

and T. K. (Bath).—Sorry, space forbids repetition,

as the answers to your questions will be found else-

where. 1

"Kim" (Leamington Spa).—Whatever kept you
back from writing before ? I am sure it couldn't

have been lack of courage. Anyway, my hearty
thanks for those new readers you obtained. Hilly

Merson has apt eared in " The Only Man " and
"Why Get a Divorce':" An art* plate of Stewart

Rome was given away with " Woman's Weekly " for

December 13th, 1910, so you had better hurry up and
try to get it.

" Phyllis " (Bawtry).—Write to Winkle and see.

He's a good-natured soul, and his heart might be
touched sufficiently to send you a photograph of him-
self. You like mysteries. So do I. Norman Kerry
was in " Up the Road with Sally."

J. G. II. (Blackburn).—Y'es, 1 agree. Casts-on the
screen are not shown in the way they might lie.

Some day these little defects will be altered, let's

hope. The " Lord Somebody " in "' Sporting Life
"

was Balph Graves, who appeared as John. Earl of

Woodstock. Norah was played by Constance Binney.
The Zane Grey novel you name has been filmed.

All three Talniadges are on the films. Natalie, the

youngest, being the last to make a beginning.
" Mollie " (Watert'ord).—Y'our letter was quite

welcome, so there was no harm at all in your writing

and thus getting a load off your mind. Evelyn Nesbit
you liked immensely in The Woman Who Gave."

Don Waleott in this picture was Robert Walker.
Russell Thaw, who took the part of Rudolph, is

Evelyn Nesbit's son.

D. H. (I'pper Parkstone).—Your album by now
must be. indeed, thi'k with all our art plates in it.

Madge Stuart was the lady with James Knight in
" Nature's Gentleman,"

. "OLIVE" (Higham's Park).—With Kathlyn
Williams in " The Rosary " played Wheeler Oaknian
as Bruce Wilton. You like Montague Love, but
would like to know whether it is bis real name, as

Montague is one of your pet abominations. Perhaps
I'll ask him to change it. " Romance of the Red-
woods " was good; but what did yon think of
" Daddy Long-Legs " ? Topping, you say ? Rather '.

" Nomad" (Bournemouth.—I cannot say for certain

whether you will be. able to see all the latest films in

the countries vou intend visitin.'. but you will un-

doubtedly see a geod many. TjTF Picture Show can

_ he obtained in any part of the woild, or you can get

it. direct Iroin this office. Subscription rates will he

found on the back cover of every issue. My good
wishes for a pleasant and interesting tour.

T N. T. (Upper Holloway).—As you wish me to

answer vmir query here lor the benefit oi other readers

as well.' I may say that the art plates being given

away with " Woman's Weekly" will not be issued

later on with this paper. The same applies to the

art plate-- being given free with the " Boys' Cinema."
Ea' h of these three papers will continue to give away
different nhotos.

" WHK Ho" (Yokcr). Madge Evans was born in

New York City, ami will he eleven on July 1st of this

year. Herewith the cast of " The Gates of Glad-
ness "

: Silos Welch (Myron Deeds), Rosena Henry
(Helen), George MacQn'irc (Roger Leeds). Gerila

HolmeS (Rogers v ile). Mrs. Stuart Rohson (Nurse),

and Madge Evans (Beth Leeds).

" Picture Lover" ( Brooklands).—Mrs. Drew is

still acting and is directing her own comedies.

Pauline Frederick was born on August, \->, 1886.
" LILT. " AND "BECKY." (Bow). Was yours a

heated argument ? In these cold days you want
something like that to warm you up. Sessue Haya-
kawa played a dual role in " Bonds of Honour."

M. B. (London, E.). Vou will find small trade

advertisements in " The Clnoma."

A MESSAGE FROM STRATHLEVEN ROAD.
Will i" Nellie " who left home on November 9th,

please, return or communicate with mother ?

All forgiven.
M. T. (Islington).—Thomas Meighan is not mar-

ried to Blanche Sweet, but to Florence Ring. Willard
Mack, the husband of Pauline Frederick, is a play-

wright as well as an actor.
DOREEN (Wadebridge) and "Bobber" (Upton

Park).—Lewis Cody in " Borrowed Clothes " and
Richard Bartheliness with Dorothy Gish in "The
Hope Chest."
W. G. (Sheffield).—Yes, the leads in " The Safety

Curtain " were taken by Eugene O'Brien and Norma
Talmadge. The latter is American, not British.

Her acting, as you say, is " just great ." There's no
doubt about that.

E. M. B. (Tunbridge Wells), " GREY EYES " (Maida
Vale), " Susie " (Gateshead), and " Constant
Reader" (Thornton Heath).—Chrissie White in
" Comiu* Thro' the Rye." Margaret Marsh and Ma
Marsh are sisters. Mildred Harris Chaplin was the

star in " For Husbands Only." Margery Wilson, Lee
Hill and Pete Harrison in " Old Loves for New."

" NOBBY " (Shoreham-by-Sea), E. C. (London, W.),

M. B. (Gt. Yarmouth), E. P. (Sutton), L. D. (Ply-

mouth), " Pippie " (Bawtry), " Mother " (Sheffield),

M. F. G. (Dublin), J. K. (Walthamstow). B. McC.
(Belfast), E. W. (Upper Clapton), " KITTY " (Lee. Is),

"Henry" (Port Elizabeth), " Maisie " (North
Shields), " Kitty " (Dublin), " Betty and Boots "

(Huddersfield), " Darkie " (Richmond), "Betty"
(Crewton). " SQUIBS " (Sunderland), "RUBY" (Bel-

fast), and O. W. ( Leeds).—Come gather round this
" Lucky Dip " my friends, and pick out your answers.

What matters it if they are not brand-new, so long as

thev please vou. Moliv King plavcd a dual role in

" The Mystery of the Double Cross." Jack Pickford

born in 1806! Henry Edwards is single. Conway
Tcarle in " Stella Maris." Charles and Albert Ray are

cousins. Winkle (Harold Lloyd) is an American.
Violet Hopson is married. Kathlyn Williams played

the title role in " Adventures of Kathlyn." Ann Little

and Herbert Rawlinson in the " Black Box." Pimple

(Fred Evans) now on the music-hall stage. Gladden
James as Dick Annesley in "The Mystery of the

Double Cross." Charles Ray married. Kathleen

Clifford and Cullen Landis in " Who is Number One? "

Marguerite Clark is Mrs. H. Palmerson-Williams.
Herbert Rawlinson married. Milton Sills a-; ('apt.

Donald Parr in " Patria." Owen Nares married.

Mrs. Vernon Castle (Irene Castle) is now Mrs. Robert
Treinan. Creighton Hale married.

" Ethel " (Hull) and " Anxious " (Crouch Hill).

—Will get what information I can about Henry
Ainley and Jose Collins. So far, they have not

disclosed the private details required.
" ALMA " (Sheffield).—Why should you wonder.

Alma » It is I really who a^i greatly puzzled. If

vou have read this page cart.fi Uy for some time, as

vou say, however did you happen, then, to miss my
replies' to other readers stating that letters for

artistes cannot be acknowledged ? My having to

answer hundreds of other queries, more important, is

the reason. «ij

" Australian Madge " (Bow).—Y'our " breezy

letter very nearly blew the other papers off my desk.

The fact that you were drinking only milk when you

wrote probably accounts for the cream of some of

vour remarks. Of course, I remember having heard

from vou before. Did you see your reply 5 Yes,

Warner Richmond was the man in " Sporting Life."
" MOLLIE " (Sacriston).—The one you admired in

" The Brass Bullet " must have been Jack Mulhall.

So Creighton Hale heads your list. Well, since you

admire the Irish wdiere else could you put him ?
" Effie " (Newt.on-le-Willows).—No news of

Arnold Daly's doings reached me in the post or-

1

would have found a corner for them somewhere.

Whatever comes along will be published.

(Mere Amwirs Next Week.)

WHERE TO WRITE TO YOUR FAVOURITE
FILM STAR.

You are kindly requested NOT to ask for any ad-

dresses by post, owing to the large number of other

queries that have to be answered. If you wish to

communicate at once with any artiste not named
below, write your letter, putting the name of the star

on the envelope, and enclose it with a loose lid.

stamp to the Editor, " THE PICTURE SHOW,"
Room 83. The Fleetway House. Farringdon Street,

London. E.f. 4, and it will be forwarded by the nezt

mail. Such letters cannot bo specially acknowledge.!

by the Editor. Remember, always, when writing to

artistes to gi»e your full name and address, including

the name of your county and country, and mention
" THE PICTURE SHOW '" to ensure the safety of a

reply. It must be understood, however, that we
cannot guarantee that such letters nlQ be replied to.

Pleise keep this list lor reference.

Mary Pickiurp.—Mary Pickford Studios, Holly-

wood. California, C.S.A.
Pauline Frederick, Geraldini: Farrar, Milton

Sills, Tom Moore.—Goldwyn Pictures Corpoiai
,

Coldwvn Studios, Culver City. California, I 3, \

Violet Hopson, Stewart Komi:. Bmadwist
Film Studios, Wood Street, Walthamstow ,

London,

E 1

7

Alma Taylor. Henry i.pwaris —Hcpworth
Picture plays Company, J, Dcnuian Street. London,

W
W. S. Hart —W. S. Hart Studios. 121">, Bates

Avenue, Hollywood, California, U.S.A.

(More addresses next week.)



HEALTH.
"Not to live, but to b: Healthy is Life, ' says th; proverb—and
Health d:pends to a great extent upon the condition oj the blood."

JF the blood be weak ond impoverished one cannot be healthy, vigorous and fit.

Every organ in the body depends upon the blood for its nourishment. Poor blood

cannot carry out its duty, consequently the system is siarved. The sufferer becomes

weak ond exhausted, the appetite is poor, cheeks, lips and inside of eyelids are pale,

breathing becomes hurried and gasping at the slightest exertion' and there is a feeling of
depression and weariness. One is Anazmic. If you experience any of these symptoms
take Iron Jelloids to enrich and strengthen the blood.

Ask your Chemist for a box of Iron Jelloids to-day.

Dr. ANDREW -WILSON, wrote-.—"It can be definitely stated that Iron Jelloids constitute the most

effective and desirable treatment jor the cure of that common complaint Anemia- or Poorness of blood.''

Dr. J.M.B., M.D., writes:—"After a long and careful sluJy of the different phase* of Anemia, I find
thai no preparation is so easily taken by the patient and so quickly assimilated as Iron Jelloids."

Iron Jelloids
Pronounced Jill-Lloyds.

Reliable Tonic for Men ... IRON JELLOIDS No. 2A,
For Anaemia in Men and Women ... ... IRON JELLOIDS No. 2.
f or Growing Children IRON JELLOIDS No. 1.

Of all Chemists. A Fortnight's Treatment l\3.

Manufactured only by The Iron Jelloid Co., Ltd., 205, City Road, London, E.C.

j
tinted and published evcrj Uonday by the Proprietors. TJJK Amalgamated I'kkss, Limited, The Kleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C . 4. Advertisement

Offices, ine Fleetwny Mouse, Karrinffdon Street, Londob, B.C. 4. Registered for transmission bv Canadian .Mau-azim Post, subscription Kates : Inland, I."s hi. pel
ruinura: Blngle-cople? Sid. I

\ broad fi xe, pt Snutb Africa and Australasia), KSs. per annum ; Single copies, :id. Sole Agents for South Africa, The CESTUI News
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,
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Famous Readers of
'

Tbe Picture

No. 7.—BLANCHE SWEET.

ISN'T this a delightful portrait of Blanche
Sweet '! She has sent it to you to show you
that she also reads The Picture Show.

By the smile on her face, the beautiful little

star has evidently seen something that lias

pleased her. Don't you think so ?

I hear that Miss Blanche Sweet, who is

coming back to the screen in a film version of

Brett Hart's famous story, "Cressy," is hoping
that some time in the near future her director

will secure a script in which she is called upon to

show her ability as a dancer.

As is the case with many stars, she will not

b3 compelled to sit in the studio and watch a
double trip " the light fantastic " in her place,

but will be able to spring a delightful surprise

on her admirers, bringing to light an accom-
plishment which is not generally known and in

which she reallv excels.

Have You Won a Prize ?

I
EXPECT the first pages you have all looked
at this week are our centre pages, which
contain a number of the original photo-

graphs with names that were used in our
" Peeping Star " competition. The Editor tells

me the remainder of these photographs will

appear next week, and, if possible, the names of

the prize-winners. An even more interesting

competition is coming very shortly. Look out
for it. —

—

Do Girls Like Boys' Books ?

THE Editor of " Boys' Cinema " wants me
to show you the following tetter. He
says it raises a point that he would like

your opinion on. The letter is from Mollie

Dorrington, who lives at 47, Arnold Street,

Brighton. She writes :

" Dear Sir,—Why the 1 Boys' Cinema ' ?

Why not Boys and Girls, for I am sure my
three sisters, mother, and myself, enjoy it

quite as much as any of the Boys. But
,
honestly,

I think it is a down-right intensely interesting
book. 1 have been taking it in from the first

number, and this fa how I know it was for sale.

I was coming home from work one afternoon
and sal. next to another young lady in a tram-
car. She had the 'Boys' Cinema 'in her hand,
and was showing a friend the photo of Tom
Mix. I was so struck with the book that I got
a. copy for myself before I reached home, and
now my copy is reserved each week for me,
and I enjoy them very much indcod.—Yours
very sincerely,

" Mor.i.tF. DonniNGTON."
• What do you think ? Sond me a letter and
let me know.

Phdb<?rapk$ and ParacyrapK? oF Pictures, Plaŷ and Players

Combining Business and Pleasure.
PAULINE FREDERICK'S motto is " Busi-

ness and Pleasure," if the way she spent
last New Year's Eve is any criterion.

On that day she was working on her latest

picture, " Roads of Destiny," based on a
O. Henry story, and in one part it is necessary
to have a number of scenes taken of a barn
dance. Miss Frederick suggested to the director
that it would be a good thing to take the scenes
on New Year's Eve. and so have a real celebra-
tion. He agreed, and hundreds of extras were
taken on for the scenes, when they had a
grand and glorious evening watching 1920 in with
the company.
When you see these scenes you will see they

have much more gaiety in them than usual
because they were taken of a real party.

Strenuous Times.

I
HEAR that Miss Peggy Patterson has just
completed her part in " The House on the
Marsh," and is spending a well-earned

holiday in the Emerald Isle.

The making of this photo-play was particu-
larly strenuous. In one scene Miss Patterson
was thrown downstairs, walked on, picked up
by the villain and thrown to the hero and back
again from the hero to the villain.

Jack's " Suicide Ship."
FLYING from Los Angeles to New York every

few weeks in order that he may spend
a holiday with his wife between pictures,

is but one of the many plans of Jack Pickford
since he purchased his "suicide ship," as he
calls Lis new aeroplane.

As you know, ten years ago Jack was earning
£1 a day, working in mob scenes for the old
Biograph Company. Now his salary ranks
with those of the highest paid of American
stars. —

—

Wouldn't You Like a Piece ?

IF you saw " Ali Baba," " Jack and the Bean-
stalk," or " Aladdin," this Christmas time,
you will have seen Buddy Messenger.

She is now to appear with Johnny Jones in a
series of Edgar stories written by Booth Tark-
ington ; and recently gave a party in which the
most wonderful ice-cream cake had the place of
honour. It was in three layers—chocolate,
pink and white, festooned with ice-cream
flowers, and four pink ice-cream kewpies
adorned the top—while in the centre was a
turkey of chocolate ice-cream, surrounded with
red peppermint candies to represent holly.

—

—

Time!
JUNE CAPRICE was buying a clock in a

jewellery shop recently. The salesman
was showing her one of radium.

" Everyone is using these," he said.

"No ! said Miss Caprice. "I have no use
for a radium clock. I never wake up in the
night. I have much more need of an alarm
clock to assist me on my way to the studio.""

" You had better take the radium one," in-

sisted the clerk. " It is a great way for know-
ing the exact hour of your husband's return
from his club."

Miss Caprice' smiled.
" But 1 haven't any husband," she said.
" Ah, but you will have some day !

" said
the clerk.

" Perhaps I will ; but ho won't bo that kind
of a husband,"- answered June.
At this juncture, an elderly woman who had

overheard th onvereation, touched Juno on
the arm pityingly.

" My dear child," she said. " Thoy are all

that kind. Do take the clock."

For Her Own Use.
WITH the scarcity of ostrich feathers

becoming more, acute, provision has
been made for a private supply, literally

grown on the wing, for the use of Clara Kimball
Young.

Miss Young, as is generally known, is con-
sidered the best dressed woman on the screen,
and many of the costumes planned by her for

the coming years will be unusually beautiful
and elaborate. To meet any possible demand
she may have for ostrich feathers, the owner3
of the famous ostrich ranch in the vicinity of
Los Angeles have corralled a dozen of the finest

birds, and these birds and their plumage will be
kept intact for Bliss Young's personal use.

He Wanted To Know.

IN one part of a coming Lehrman comedy,
" A Twilight Baby," Lloyd " Ham "

Hamilton mixes various ingredients and
feeds it to the cow. Later on in the story the
cow, instead of giving milk, gives real beer I

Since the picture has been released, there Lave
been many inquiries from all parts of the country
offering anything if Lehrman would send them
the recipe that " Ham " gave the cow. But
about the funniest letter of all is the following
that Hamilton received from Japan :

" Tokyo, Japan.
11, Fugiama Way.

" Honourable Lloyd Hamilton.
" Dearest Comedian,—I have had much

pleasure in comedy which I am see. You being
Honourable gentleman who are always making
laughter I would requested to know maybe.

JAMES FINLAYSON,
the noted Scotch com-
edian now appearing in

Mack Sennett comedies.
Mr. Finlayson says he is

soon coming to England
and Scotland for a visit.

LEW CODY starring in

Lew Cody Productions.
This photograph is in

answer to many S.O.S.

calls from readers of
" The Picture Show."
Do you like it ?

I am wonder strangely. In pictures you have
cow which you are constantly feeding stuff with
mysterious something which afterwards causes
she to give Honourable Number 2.75 in dry
country.

" I buy cow but am needful yet great
secrecy, will you favourably transmit which
material you are feed cow in picture.

" Much regard, I am lately very ill. Hoping
you are the same.—Regretfully yours,

" Yoshio OKl'JirRA."

Appeared Before Royalty.

BUCK JONES, the latest cowboy soldier
to appear on the films, has performed ex-
hibitions of his marvellous feats on horse-

back before the King and Queen of Belgium,
the King and Queen of Italy, President Poincaro
of France, President Wilson, Premier Orlando
of Italy, and Premier Clemencoau of France.

"The Little Minister."

WITH the rumour that Mary Pickford is

to visit England for the purpose of
filming " The Little Minister, it is

interesting to nolo that Gregory Scott, tho
Broadwest pluyor, played the leading part in

the previous adaptation of tho play when it was
filmed in this count rv mm years ago
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PICTURE SHOW CHAT.
(Continued from page 3.)

Gladys Brockwell Talks.

GLADYS BROCKWELL is a lover of flowers
and uses the narcissus as an object lesson
in patience. She says :

"Just think of it—to live one month in sun-
shine, the narcissus lives eleven in darkness.
To yield beautiful, fragrant blossoms for

fifteen days it remains a dirty brown bulb for

three hundred and fifty days. As it is with the
flower so it is with actors and actresses. They
must spend years storing up strength which is

to serve them during their blooming period."

Madlaine Traverse Talks on Clothes.

MADLAINE TRAVERSE, considered by
many the best dressed woman on the
screen, has her own ideas on the fashions

and how women should follow them. She says :

" Every woman wants to appear beautiful,

but the daughters of Eve should ' watch their

step ' in the fashion world. A smart becoming
hat and attractive gloves make up for the most
inexpensive frock in the world. Good groom,
ing and the faculty of wearing clothes properly
are essential qualities for attractiveness in a
woman's appearance. If. the fashion docs not
become you, compromise—meet it half-way

—

and you will be more attractive."

Taught Jack to Make Up.

I
HEAR that Lon Cheney, the clever character
actor who played the Frog in " The Miracle
Man," has been engaged to instruct Jac'.i

Dempsey in the art of making-up.
Although somewhat reluctant at first to

submit to facial alterations, I hear- that Jack
has proved himself an apt pupil, and is now
able to manipulate the warpaint with all tho
facility of the old time performer.

Pauline Has No Superstition.

PAULINE STARK, the actress withoit a
superstition, and who proves it by always
breaking a mirror on Friday, when it fails

on the 13th of the month, was recently in

despair because she had forgotten what day it

was, and had not broken a mirror.
She was out motoring in the evening with a

party when she thought of it, and insisted on
stopping at a shop to buy a small mirror to keep
up her reputation.

Mr. Pollock's Double Life.

MR. LEON POLLOCK apparently leads a
double life, both of. them above sus-

picion, it should bo added, for while
busy on Pollock -Daring film productions, he is

partly responsible for London's latest musical
comedy success, " The Red Mill," at the Empire,
and has completed arrangements for the early
production of " Sweethearts," another musical
comedy by the author and composer of " The
Red Mill."

Yours For a Penny a Day.

THERE is not a single subject under the
sun which is not dealt with in the pages
of Harmsworth's Universal Encyclo-

pedia, Part 1 of which is now on sale. This
vast treasure-house of human knowledge,
sumptuously produced and magnificently illus-

trated, will be obtainable for the modest outlay
of a penny a day.

Knowledge has proved itself time and again
the real secret of success in life. With it fame
and fortune lie within your grasp, without it

drudgery and monotony are sure to be your lot.

The ambitious man or woman who seeks know-
ledge and its corresponding power cannot do
without Tin invaluable work of reference like the
Universal. It is tho most recent, the most
up-to-date and the most complete Encyclopedia
ever published. More than 50,000 different sub-
jects will be dealt with in its pages and the com-
pleted work will contain 0,000,000 words and
more than 14,000 pictures.

It is literally a Master Key to the World's
Knowledge, written from an essentially modem
point of view, accurate, reliable and simply
arranged for easy roference. The demand for

a work of this character is bound to bo very
great, n ituraHy. Order it from your newsagent
or bookseller to-day.

Pictures from Italy.

SOME wonderful Italian films will be issued
to the public-Muring the next few months,
and should be looked out for by all keen

picture-goers on account of the beautiful settings
and photography, as well as for the excellence
of their artistes. Lovely Francesea Bertini
will be seen very shortly in the great Sardou
play, " Bitter Fruit," and in the story by
Alexander Dumas. " The Case for the Defence.
Then there is a film based on A. W. March-
wont's novel, " A Dash for a Throne," and a
splendid romantic costume drama, " All the
World's a Stage." Those who have seen that
impressive Roman picture, " Fabiola," which is

drawing thousands of spectators at the present
time, will welcome the change of seeing some
further super-films from sunny Italy.

Do You Know

—

—That Betty Blythc thinks that beauty has
no little place among the qualifications for
acting ?

-—

—

—That she was born in 1S03 in Los Angeles ?

—

—

—That Mr. Scott intends to embody at least

A delightful picture of MARY MILES
MINTER, arriving in Los Angeles ; note the

flowers that wait her on the platform.

one new idea in each photo-play he puts forth,

commencing with the perfect sub-title ?

— That Constance Talmadge is very fond of
cooking, especially " to'fiee " I

Fay Filmer.

FROM "OVER THERE.'*
Notes and News From Los Angeles.

Anita's Fern Hedges.
ANITA STEWART has a beautiful nevtf

home on one of the foothills overlooking
Hollywood, and is very proud of her

fern hedges. Unfortunately her two dogs,
Snoop, a police dog, and King Casey, a bull
terrier, like them, too. They lie down and roll
about jn them, thus, to quote Miss Stewart,
entirely spoiling their " continuity."—

—

Modest Eddie.

EDDIE POLO started at Universal with a
three dollar a day job, and told the-
casting director that he wasn't worth it.j

All the same, they raised his salary the second'
day to five, and on the third they offered him
$50 a week on a contract. The modest Mr.]
Polo still protested that he wasn't worth it,

but two days later he started with Francis- Ford
on " The Broken Coin," and five months after
lie was a star in his own right.—-

—

Her Private Gym.
BESSIE BARRISCALE has a private gym-

nasium in her home and goes through a
regular course of club-swinging and

medicine ball pi inching. 'for an hour every
morning. Bessie is a great baseball " fan,"
and when a day's work is finished can generally
bo seen taking part in a game on the big field

at the Brunton " lot." .

If I Had You.

MADGE KENNEDY'S director, composed
a little song the other day, and asked
the piquante little star to write bint

some words for it. So when she got home.i
-Madge took out her typewriter and had a good
evening's work at it, and since then everybody
up at Goldwyn's is humming, whistling or
staging ' If I had You."

When Virginia is Big.

VIRGINIA LEE CORBIN, the seven year
old star, is taking up ballet dancing
because, as she tells her mother, "It

would be as well to have something to fall back
on when I get too big for screen work." Virginia
has a big family of dolls, mostly presents from
admirers, but she owned the other day that she
only takes them out for an airing every day,)
because she feels it a sort of duty to these kind,
friends to pretend that she's fond of dolls, when:
she really isn't. " When I'm big, I'm going to
write books," she says, when she is asked what-
she likes doing best, and she spends most of
her spare time writing fairy stories which she
reads to her mother.

Have You Heard This ?

WARREN KERRIGAN brought" home a
good story from Florida, where he has
been just recently making some exterior

scenes for his Brunton picture, " The Dream
Cheater." He was hailed in the negro quarter
of a small town by an old mammy very much
on the iverge of tears.

" Lawd, white man, come yere !
"

" What's the matter ? " asked Kerrigan,;
sympathetically stopping his ear.

" Ma son Alexander done swallow a bottle
of ink."

"Gracious, have you done anything for'

him ? " asked Kerrigan, descending from said
ear.

" Yassah, but it don't seem to have done
much good. I done give him three pieces of
blottin' paper."

Just Wondering.

OF such reflections comedy-epics are made.
They were resting between scenes on tho
Chaplin lot the other day, and Charlie

sat there in his favourite attitude of repose,
nursing his knees, smoking a cigarette and
apparently lost in the contemplation of his

superannuated pedal extremities. Then some-
one broke in on the silence.

" A penny for your thoughts, Charlie ?
"

Charlie smiled his dazzling smile and came back
again to earth. " Oh, I was only wondering,"
be said, " whatever makes a man turn to under-
taking as a means of getting a living."

Elsie Codd.
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Pnotograpns from Far and Near of Prominent Picture Players.

BRYANT WASHBURN'S special chair was confiscated by LOIS Here you see WALTER LONG and ANITA STEWART listening to what is expected
WILSON between scenes. Bryant wonders if Lois has read the of them in a scene in "The Fighting Shepherdess " which is being explained [to th:m

inscription at the back. by the director and camera-man.

A delightful snapshot of dainty MARGARITA FISHER on a captured RUTH CLIFFORD in the dress we shall see her in a coming photo-play
German gun. snapped with two naval cadets.

Do you recognise the little lady in the fur

own ELSIE JANIS.
jur This is not a real house, but just a roof, front, and two sides, built as a scene for

MARY PICKFORD'S coming photo-play, "Polly Anna."
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Special to "The Picture Show"—A Thrilling Story of a Deserted Wife Accused of Murder.

"There is a Destiny which shapes our ends, rough hew them how we may."

READ THIS FIRST.

WIIKX Diana married George Meadows she

knew she did not love him, but married

to George meant freedom from work, and
the troubles of poverty.
One night she is met by Bertie Fisher, fieorge'9

friend. He is nervous and distrait. He tells her

George has absconded with money from the Brm.
He is leaving Diana for good. He had not pluck

enough to tell her himself, and had sent Bert to break
the news to her.

Diana has pride, and cannot bring herself to con-

fide in her mother or her friends. She tells them
that George has been sent by his firm suddenly to

the Argentine on business.

Diana decides the only way to prevent her secret

being known is to leave. She lets the house to Bertie

Fisher, the rent to go to her mother, to continue the

allowance which her husband used to give her and
Btop her wondering because it had stopped.
With baby Eric Diana pretends she is going out

to her husband. Friendless and alone she arrives

in London. Diana finds a friend in an old lady

named Mrs. Harris, who gives her a home. Her
brother, Mr. Fortcseuc, engages Diana as a shorthand
clerk. In Mr. Foitescuc's son Diana recognises her

first sweetheart. Both Dicky Fortcseuc and Diana
are delighted to meet again. Diana gives out that
she is a widow, and Dicky thinks she is free to be
wooed. When he proposes Diana hasn't strength

enough to tell him the truth. After two years of

work Diana becomes homesick, and visits her

mother. She learns that the railway company want
to buy Glan-y-mor, and she plans that with the money
she will persuade her mother to take a house with her

in Highgate. The body of George Meadows is found
in the well of Glan-y-mor, and Diana is accused of

murdering him. The evidence of all the witnesses

point to Diana's guilt, and Diana is on trial for her
life.

(The story then continues.)

The Blood Stained Handkerchief.

THE counsel for the prosecution cleared bis

throat.
" My lord, Mr. Fisher should come here

in the order of witnesses." he said, turning
towards the judge, " but he has had to take to

his bed, with an acute attack of sciatica. I

have his doctor's certificate." He moved the
papers before him as he spoke. " I must
therefore postpone his examination until

to-morrow."
Emma Brooks was the next witness called.

She came into the court, a scared expression
on her homely countenance.
She repeated the oath and kissed the Book

before she glanced around her.
" Were you the cook at Glen-y-mor, the

home of Mr. and Mrs. Meadow.- In December,
1916?" she was asked.
" Yes, sir.'

" How long had you been in that service?"
" Just over two years."
" Ever since Mr. and Mrs. Meadows were

married? '

' Yes."
" You recognise the prisoner as Mrs.

Meadows?"
For a second the eves of mistress and maid

met ; then the girl glanced hurriedly away.
" Yes, sir."
" During the time you were with them, did

Mrs. Meadows and her husband ever quarrel?"
" No, sir; they sometimes had words."
" You say they had words. Was that not

luarrelling?"
Emma hesitated.
" Mr. Meadows was a kind gentleman, and

he seldom got angry," she said.
" Then it was Mrs. Meadows who was

usually angry?"
" Yes, eir.
" Do you remember what about?"
" The mistress objected to Mr. Fisher com-

ing to the house."
" Mrs. Meadows apparently did not like Mr

F'.iher in those Jays?"

" No, sir."
" Did Mrs. Meadows ever say anything, in

your hearing, to give you the impression that

she did not like Mr. Fisher?"
'•'

I heard her say once that she hated him,
and wished she need never see him again."

" Who was she talking to?"
" To Mr Meadows."
" Do you remember what answer Mr.

Meadows made?"
" He said Mr. Fisher was his best friend,

and that Mrs. Meadows was jealous."
" You remember the Christmas Eve in^

1916?"
" Yes, sir."

"You went, I believe, to spend the night
with your mother?",
" Yes, sir."
" Was it your idea, or did your mistress

suggest you should go?"
" It was my suggestion."
" And she appeared anxious for you to go?"
" I—I won't say that."
" Perhaps you can tell us exactly what hap-

pened before you went?"
'^Yes, sir. I had cooked a dinner, which

was to be ready by six o'clock, as the mistress

told me she and the master were going out.

When it got to half-past six, I went into the
sitting-room and asked Mrs. Meadows if I

could go?"
" What did Mrs. Meadows say?"
"She said: 'Yes, do. Bertha can see to

Che dinner.'
"

•' Bertha was your fellow-servant?"
" Yes, sir."
" Did your mistress seem annoyed?"
" She spoke in the way she did when some-

thing had not pleased her."
" And what happened then?"
" Mrs. Meadows wished me a happy

Christmas, and I went home."
" What time did you return in the morning

of Christmas Day?"
" At half-past six, sir."
" Did you let yourself in?"
" Yes, sir. Mrs. Meadows had let me have

a key."
" When you entered the house, where did

you go first of all?"
" I went into the kitchen, because I smelt

something was burning."
"And what was burning?"
" One of the saucepans, sir."

"On the gas-stove?"
" Yes, sir."
" The dinner was still cooking—just as you

had left it the previous night?"
" Yes, sir."

"What did you do then?"
"I lit the gas, as it was dark, and then I

ook off the dinner."
" Before you took off your coat and hat?"
" Yes, sir."
" And what, then?"
" I went upstairs to my room to change my

clothes."
" You had a room to yourself?"
"No, sir; I shared it with Bertha.''
" And Bertha was in bed?"
' Yes, sir, with the baby. I know I stared

to see him there with her, because Mrs.
Meadows never, as a rule, let him out of her
sight for long."

" You spoke to Bertha?"
' I told her to get up."
" Did she make any remark?"
" She said she had had a lovely night, and

they both—meaning herself and the baby

—

had slept like tops."
" You told her to get up, and then you went

downstairs?"

" Yes."
" Did you notice anything unusual about

the rooms?"
"No, sir; only muddy footmarks in the

sitting-room."
" Was there no mud anywhere else?"-
" In my kitchen."
" Did it give you an impression that there

had been a struggle in the kitchen?"
" No, sir. I only saw my kitchen, which I

had left clean, would have to be scrubbed over
again."
" Did you notice nothing else at all peculiar

that morning?"
" The back door had been left unfastened."
" Was it usual for the people in the house

to go out of the back door?"
" No, sir. Only Bertha and myself went

out that way."
" Did you mention it to Bertha?" x

" Yes, sir."
" And what did Bertha say?"
" Bertha said she had not been out at all,

for Mrs. Meadows sent her to bed with Erio
almost as soon as I had gone."
" Was it usual for Mr. and Mrs. Meadows

to have tea taken to their room the first thing
in the morning?"
" Yes, sir."
" Did you take up the tea?"
" Yes, sir."
" Did you take it into the bedroom?"
" No. I always left it on a tray outside. "-

" When the bell rang, did you go up?"
" Yes, sir."
" Had the tea been taken in?"
" No, sir."
" Who spoke to you?"
" The mistress. She called out and told me

to send Bertha up with the baby."
" When Bertha came down, what were her

exact words to you?"
" I cannot quite remember, but she said

that Mrs. Meadows had told her to tell me
that Mr. "Meadows had been called away on
business, which would detain him some
weeks."

" What remark did Bertha make to you?"
" She said that Mr. Meadows' pyjamas

were all laid out for him, just as she had put
them the night before, and she wondered if

there had been a row and he had gone off in a
temper."

" What did you say to Bertha?" *

Emma's face flushed.
" I forget quite what I said."
" Do you? Try to remember. Did you

not say that from the state of your kitchen it

looked as though they had been chasing one
another round it?"
" No. I did not say that. I said that from

the state of the kitchen, it looked as though
they had brought half the garden in with
them; but that was an exaggeration."

" Did Mrs. Meadows say anything further

to you about her husband going a journey?"
" No."
" Mrs. Long, I believe, came to lunch on

Christmas Day?"
" Yes, sir."
" And the Misses Harvey came to tea?"
" Yes, sir."
" What remark did you overhear when you

were bringing in the tea?"
" I heard Mrs. Meadows say that Mr.

Meadows had gone to the Argentine on
business for his firm."

• "Yes. Go on." _
1

" Miss Lena Harvey said, in a very surprised

voice: ' When did he start?' And the mistress

said: 'lie went yesterday.' And then Miss

(Continued on page 8.)
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How Viola Dana Changes Her Nationality in Two Hours.

It takes over two hours lor VIOLA DANA to be made up, coiffured. and kimona'd before she can face the camera as First comes the grease-paint make up. This is extremely simple,
the image-maker's daughter in " The Willow Tree " the Benrimo-Rhodes fantasy she stars in for Screen Classics, Although her eyebrows are pencilled. Miss Dana obtains an Oriental

Inc. Miss Dana's preparations are interesting. expression, not by paints, but as you see In the ne^t picture.

First she ties a string to a strand of her own hair
on each side of her temple, just above the eyes. This

Is a very uncomfortable proceeding.

These strings are drawn tightly together at the back of the
head and tied. The object is to draw the eyes into slanting

Japanese slits. The process is painful but successful.

Then WADA, the little Japanese maid who
coiffures daily lor " The Willow Tree," takes

the Japanese wig.

does MISS DANA'S
charge, and puts on

Her kushls" or Japanese hatrdressin^ comlid ar<_- mm /and all o
wool. They are of various widths and sizes of teeth, and have Ion

lender handles.

Not a single hairpin is used in the colGure. The heavily
oiled hair ts combed to a perfect glois and smoothness.

Then the rolls and puffs Are formed.

These are hold in place with a
about two inches in width. Here

for the camera.

figured paper baud
you see her ready
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DESTINY {Continued from page 6.)

Lena said: ' Then ho went very late, because
I saw him come home with his friend, Mr.
Fisher. It was tun o'clock, and I was just

going to bed.'
"

"Did Mrs. Meadows make any answer?"
" No, sir. I waited in the room, hoping

to hear her say something; but she didn't."
The counsel for tho prosecution leaned

suddenly forward.
" And why did you hope Mrs. Meadows

would reply?" he asked.
Emma gazed at him in a frightened way.
" I don't know," she said. "I—I only was

wondering."
" What. were you wondering?"
" I was hoping the mistress would explain."
"And .what did you want her to explain?"
" I—I thought she might say that she and

Mr. Meadows had—had quarrelled or some-
thing."

" And what made you think there had been
a quarrel?"
Emma's gaze went across to Diana. There

was a. frightened appeal in her glance.
" Let me go!" she cried suddenly, in a high-

pitched voice. " I don't know anything

!

,
I've told you all I know. Let /me go home;
I'm tired !"

You must answer the questions this gentle-

man asked, you ; then you may go," said the
judge very gently, speaking for the first

time. " You need not be frightened. You
have only to speak the truth. Now,
what made you think there had been a

quarrel?"
Emma moistened her lips and glanced fear-

fully around her.
" I—I was doing the fireplace in the

sitting-room *"

" On the Christmas morning?" \
" Yes."
" You were clearing up the fireplace?"
Every eye in the court was fixed upon the

unfortunate girl.
" Yes."
" And you found something. What did

you find?"
" It was nothing!" began the girl hastily.

"You must allow us to judge that. Tell us
exactly what it was you found in the fire-

place?"
The penetrating voice was remorseless.
"There was a handkerchief. It was partly

scorched," said Emma faintly.
" Have you the handkerchief?"
"No; I put it in the fire again with the

paper I was lighting it with."
" Why did you do that?"
" It was soiled, and I saw it was meant to be

burned."
" What do you mean by dirty? " Were there

bloodstains upon it?".

Dick Fortescue, who was the counsel for the
defence, suddenly broke in.

" I must request my learned friend to ask
the witness what she obsorved, and not to

suggest," he said.

The counsel for the prosecution raised his

eyebrows; then turned again to Emma.
" The handkerchief was dirty, and yon saw

it was meant to be burned?"
" Yes."
" Who did the handkerchief belong to? Did

you recognise it?"

"Yes. It was Mrs. Meadows'."
" And the stains?"
" They were blood stains The handkerchief

was smeared with blood, as though it had been
used to wipe the blood off something."
" Do you know the article it had been used

to clean?"
"No! No!"
" You say that rather too emphatically.

Think now. Had it not been used for one of

the fire-irons, perhaps?"
Dicky once more interrupted.

His faeo was very pale, but his voice was
calm.

" I must ask my learned friend again not to

suggest. There is suggestion every instant,"
ho said.

" It seems to me that the examination is

being conducted with perfect fairness," said

the judge, gazing across at the young man
with a mild,, astonished look.

Diekv subsided into his seat. His heart

was as heavy as load. Every moment the case
against the woman he loved was becoming
blacker and more formidable.

" I do not know what the handkerchief had
been used for," said Emma hoarsely, when
questioned again.

" And so you burned it. Now, why did you
do that?"

" I didn't think. I knew my mistress
wanted it burned, or else it would not have
been in tho fire."

" And did you not mention your discovery
to anyone—not to your fellow-servant?"

'' No. I thought no more about it. It was
not my business."

" On the eighth of January, your mistress
received a visit from Mr. Fisher?"

" No. The mistress went out and they
came in together to tea."

" Mrs. Meadows seemed in good spirits?"
"Oh, yes! She was laughing and talking

to Mr. Fisher when I went into the room."
" Did you remark to your fellow-servant that

now the master was away Mrs. Meadows did
not appear to find Mr. Fisher so objection-
able?"
"No; it was Bertha who said that. I may

have thought it, but"' I kept my ideas to
myself."

" And why did you do that?"
" Because I was unhappy."
" And what was the chief cause of your

unhappiuess?"
There was a moment's silence, and then

Emma answered reluctantly.
'

" I used to hear the mistress talk about
letters she received from Mr. Meadows, and I

knew that no letters came to the house.
" You thought .something was wrong?"
" I don't know quite what I thought, but I

was unhappy."
" When Mr. Fisher went that evening, and

you went into the room to fetch the tea-things,
what conversation passed between you
and your mistress? What remark did Mrs.
Meadows make?"

" She said she was going to close the house,
and would no longer require my services."
" And what did you say?"
" I forget all I said, but I know I ;ried and

said I was glad to go."
" And what did she say then?"
"I do not remember' the words, but she

wrote me a cheque instead • of giving me
notice."
"She was anxious to get you out of the

house?"
" Yes."
" And you went that night?"'
" I went that night."

Circumstantial Evidence.

THE hours dragged slowly by.
Mrs. Long was called, and her evidence

only helped to blacken the case against
her daughter.
She cried pitifully as she answered the ques-

tions put to her, and every person in the court
could not but help feeling sorry for her.

Diana had never confided in her, never
trusted her. There had always been a barrier
between them—something which she, the
mother, could not understand.
She told of the contents of letters which

Diana had told her she received. Her memory
was remarkable, and Dicky Fortescue, in his

HENRY AINLEY the popular screen actor,

has added to his fame by his wonderful
performance as Joe, dealer in antiques, in

that fine all-British screen play, " Quinney's."
He has created a character such as the author,

Horace Anuesley Yachell, must have imagined.
Joe is a quaint old figure, full of drolleries and
unconscious humour, whom every British

picture-goer will love.

His Other Successes.

OTHER popular screen successes in which
Henry Ainlej has appeared are: "The
Prisoner of Zenda," " Rupert of Hent-

zau," "Jelfs," " She Stoops to Conquer," "Tho
Outrage," A Bachelor's Romance," "'Called

1'ac k," " Brother Officers," " The Manxman,"

cross-examining, was not able to shake her
statements.
Diana listened while the cold, hard facts were

discussed, and her heart grew dead as it was
borne upon her that Mrs. Long was herself
convinced of her daughter's guilt.

Then Miss Lena was called.

She gave her evidence reluctantly, with the
tears raining down her face; but she had to
confess to the trouble they had had to look
out the trains which would fit in with the trip
to the Argentine, which she and her sister had
most firmly believed that Diana had taken.

" Oh, sister, I wish I could have cut out my
tongue!" she wailed, when, exhausted and
miserable, she was allowed to retire, and her
sister could only pat her hand consolingly while
her heart almost echoed the wish.
Miss Harvey, perhaps, was the only one in

the whole court who really understood tho
proud nature of the girl in the prisoner's dock,
and believed in her innocence.
" Diana Meadows may have been foolish

—

she had told many untruths—but she never
committed the murder," she said to Dick
Fortescue later on, as the case, having been
adjourned, and he came in to the witness-
room.
"Thank you for those words!" he said

earnestly.

His face was drawn and haggard. He had
worked unfflaggingly, without rest, these last

terrible days. His cross-questioning had been
pitiless and swift, but, strive as he would, he
could get no hold to shake the pile of evidence
w hich was accumulating higher and yet higher

against the girl he loved.
" We must wait until Fisher gives his

evidence," he thought feverishly. " If I can
only prove that Diana was out when the two
men arrived home, as she says she was ! If

only she had gone to another shop! The old

man where she went is dead—he died three

days after that Christmas Eve—and his old

wife knows nothing."
" Get me an interview with Mrs. Meadows,"

said Miss Harvey, suddenly pulling herself

together with an obvious effort. " Let me talk

to her. Perhaps she will remember meeting
someone, or be able to give us some clue to

work on."
" Oh, yes! She must be saved!" cried Miss

Lena hysterically. " I dreamed of her all last

night, and it was horrible—they were putting

a rope round her neck!"

The Torture-Chamber.A FITFUL gleam of sunlight shone
through the prison bars high up on the
wall of the cell.

It fell on the girl who sat with dull, unhappy
eyes, staring before her at nothing.

. Dicky Fortescue stood beside her.

He had the appearance of a man who had
been suddenly blasted in his youth.

He had felt so confident of his power, and
the strength of his love to save this girl from
the terrible fate -which threatened to overtake
her, but all his efforts seemed unavailing. Only
that morning he had been again to see the old

woman who kept the toy-shop, and by cross-

questioning and much patience had brought
back to her memory the incident of Diana
going there and asking for the ring.

(Continued on page 10.)

Who has made such a success
as Joe in the British film,

"Quinney's."
" Sweet Lavender,'" " Quinney's," " The Great
Adventure," " The Marriage of William Ashe,"
" Iris," and " Sowing the Wind."
When asked recently his opinion of the motion

picture drama, Henry Ainley said :

" I think that the screen is a beautiful thing
badly handled. I do not lay the fault at the door
of the director. I consider that we have somo
men in the film world over' hero better than
those in the home of tho film—America. The
film often falls into inartistic hands after its

completion by the artistes themselves, and is

cut here and hacked there till it becomes no
longer a thing of beauty."

Mr. Ainley, who has been appearing witli

Marion Terry in " Reparation," is considering
an offer to piny this great play for the screen.

HENRY AINLEY.
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The noted artiste ofscreen and stage, now appearing in "Julius Caesar" on the stage, and " Quinney's," the Grander photo-play

on the screen, (See opposite page.)
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DESTINY (Continued /rom page 8 )

As Dicky had gazed around the dirty,
tawdry little shop, and the miserable old
owner, he had realised that an expensive ring
must have been a great temptation to such
people. No doubt they had sold it If only
he could trace it

!

The old woman was his chief witness for
the defence, and she was deaf and almost in
her dotage.

In a few short hours they would be again
in court. Another day of terrible suspense and
horrible uncertainty!
He placed his hand on her shoulder, and she

suddenly raised her face to his.

She saw his look of suffering, and her mouth
quivered piteously.

f.
Oh, Dicky!" she said, in a low, trembling

voice. " To think that I should have brought
so much unhappiness to you, dear!"
He knelt beside her and put his arms around

her.
" Diana, my dear," he said. And then his

head fell on to her lap, and a great choking
sob escaped him.
He had not spared himself a moment these

last few weeks, but Fate seemed dead against
him. Hour by hour he had seen fresh evidence
crop up—evidence which proved the' girl he
would have given his life to save was guilty
of a most terrible crime.
Her fingers buried themselves in his thick,

curly hair.

"Dicky, don't!" she said huskily. "I've
brought my trouble on myself all through my
pride. I thought it was my own business,
and it mattered to no one, but I can't bear to
know that I have brought unhappiness to you,
dear. Before Heaven, I am innocent of the
crime they accuse me of!"
"I know—I know! That is why it is so

terrible. There must be some way to prove it.''

" It must have been Fisher," said Diana
suddenly. " He must have done it. But
why? I can't believe that they quarrelled."
" Not unless they quarrelled over the money

your husband is supposed to have taken. The
police are investigating, but the embezzlement
has not yet been discovered by the firm. It is

now being looked into. Did your husband bet
at all?"

Diana shook her head.
" He never discussed his business with me.

I know nothing of his life at the office. Fisher
knew all about him there."

" Ah, well ! We must trust to Providence,
dear. I suspect him myself, and I'll drag the
truth out of him somehow. So cheer up, my
darling! We must both have faith

"

She clung to him with a sudden, passionate
weeping.

'"Oh, Dicky! Take me out of this place!
I am so horribiy afraid!" she said.

" T wish to Heaven I could !"

The words broke with a groan from his lips.
" Have courage, my darling—have

courage!" he whispered.
Her hands feil away from him ; her beautiful,

drawn face went a grey pallor.
" Do you think they might hang me?" she

said, in a frightened whisper.
"No, no! For Heaven's sake, don't speak

of such a thing !"

He .spoke roughly, and catching her to him,
lie smothered her face with kisses.
Then he tore himself away.
Diana stood where he had left her. She

heard the bolting of the doors and the retreat-
ing footsteps echoing along the stone passage.
Then she glanced around the cell with eyes

which saw it in all its bareness and sinister
aspect for the first time.
An awful fear took possession of her.

They thought her a murderess—they would
hang her

!

A frightened, fearful cry broke from her
lips, and with a sudden abandonment of terror,
she rushed to the door and began beating upon
>t with her fists.

" Let me go—let me go!" she cried, in a
terrible voice. " I never did it—I never did
it ' Let mo go !"

But not a sound broke the stillness around
her. It was as though already she was living
in a dead world.

(Another fine Instalment of this Thri..ir>3
itorv Next Monday.)

THE MODERN CRUSADER
Lowell Thomas on His Palestine Victories.

4

WHEN three-quarters of a million people J>

/

have been to see a series of pictures,
it is fairly evident that it is a good

show. So I asked Mr. Lowell Thomas how he
came to take the photographs that describe
Allenby's campaign in Syria, and the mar-
vellous adventures of Colonel T. E. Lawrence.
" It happened all at once," said Mr.

Thomas. " I was on the Piave, watching the
later stages of the Italian campaign after the
disaster at Caporetto, and taking photographs
for the War Department of the United
States, when the news came that Gaza had
fallen. It flashed through my mind that this

meant the imminent fall of Jerusalem, and
I saw that here was a story which -the whole
world would want to see and hear, not now
alone, but generations hence. After cen-
turies of vain endeavour, the Holy City was
to bo restored to the Christian and Jewish
world.

My position was peculiar. I had to cover
all the five different fronts—the British and
French in France, the Italian, and the two
campaigns in the East. As I anticipated that
day in the trenches outside Venice, the
Jerusalem campaign would overshadow every-
thing. So I sat down and wrote a thousand
word cable to the British Foreign Office, and
within a few hours I had a wire in reply from
Sir Renell Rodd, British Ambassador in
Rome, telling me to go right ahead. So off

I started in an old freighter for Egypt, with
Harry Chase, the motion picture photo-
grapher.
"I am naturally pleased when I think that

my judgment was right when I seized upon
the possibilities of the Palestine campaign.
And I was right a second time when I saw
Colonel Lawrence walking in the streets of
Jerusalem dressed as an Arab, and realised
that here was something new and wonderful,
a character that would put all the writers of
fiction to the blush. But of the difficulties

of my job itself, I say nothing, because they "

were infinitesimal compared with the ob-
stacles overcome by your troops in the East.
Events marched past in such a glorious pro-
cession, that no man living amongst them,
as I did, would think for a moment of danger
and discomfort. Indeed, when I come to
think of it, it was Chase who got most of

LOWELL THOMAS.

these. I never saw such a hoodoo for camels.
Every one he rode died on us, while the
others lived. I don't know what would have
happened if I had accepted the'Emir Feisul's
present which he offered to me.
" I (happened to tell him one day, when

we were dining together in the desert, that
there were no camels in New York, except
in the zoo, and, with his wonderful courtesy,
he at once offered me forty to take home
with me for breeding purposes. I had to
refuse.

" Of the romance and glory of life in the
desert, few men could give an adequate pic-
ture. To me the name of Lawrence sums
up the whole reason why the British Empire
is what it is. Your people do breed men
like that, and all the envy of the world out-
side cannot rob vou of them."

Mr. LOWELL THOMAS and Col. LAWRENCE in the Arabian Desert.
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EACH TEARAPEARL
Laugh and the world laughs with you.
Weep and you weep a/jr.e."

Famous Stars' Conception

of Grief on the Screen.

if*

Grief in "Green Eyes," DOROTHY
DALTON.

(Paramount.)

The heartbreaking tears of sympathy
LOUISE HUFF in " The Ghost House."

Worried and unhappy.
PAULINE FREDERICK.

The hard tears of a man.
SESSUE HAYAKAWA.

'Misery." ELSIE FERGUSON in
" Roses of the World.

Hopeless and Helpless. VIVIAN MARTIN in "The Sunset
TraiL"
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Next week the remainder of them will appear,
siblc to announce the prize-winners yet. Bull

fortvinate winners will be given as shortly as possible,
names you sent in with those appearing underneatli
many you were successful in giving correctly.

No. 30.

CONSTANCE TALMADGE.

No. 22. MAI
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luphs used in our recent " Peeping Stars Competition."

the huge numbor of entries received it has been imgos-

of judging is proceeding apace, and the names of the

antime, you can spend a pleasant evening comparing the

igraphs, and in this way you will be able to see how

No. 24. TOM MIX.
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A Story That Tells How Confidence is the Sunshine, Without Which, the Flower of Love Soon Dies.

IN a mountain stream winding it* way at the foot of
the giant peaks of the Yukon Valley, a man stood
bare-legged sv irling a prospectinap.an. As the

water gradually washed over the sides he looked at
the bottom of the pan and sighed.

Just a few little specks of the precious metal.
Barely enough to keep the dog and myself. Yet
there is gold in big quantities here. Of that 1 am
certain."
The minor was a remarkable man. .Tean Dubois

was a French Canadian, one of those hardy voy-
ageurs who were always to be found in the front
ranks oLthc pioneers who beat out the fir>t trails

to the Klondyke. Lean and wiry, with a frame
that indicated great strength, his face was stern,
but. this habitual expression was relieved by the
softness of his eyes

Calling his dog. a fine intelligent animal. like him-
self a product of the wilds, he gave it a pat. and then
in a matter-of-fact voice said :

'. Fetch my boots, Prince."
The dog bounded off and in a few minutes returned

with a pair of boots. Dubois wiped his feet, put on
his boots, and thrusting a bag containing a meagre
supply of gold for which lie had laboured all day into
his pocket, he lit his pipe and walked otf to his cabin.
Once inside the rough log hut he busied himself

with the evening meal, which he shared with his dog.
He was just lighting a final pipe before going to bed
when a shot rang out. followed by Prince, he
rushed out, and following the direction of the sound,
he saw a man with his foot caught in one of the traps
that he had set for silver fox. With that taciturnity
which is characteristic of men who live in the wilds.

Dubois did not speak, but released the man's loot
from the trap. Then, lifting him easily on his

shoulders, he carried him to the cabin, signing to

Prince to bring in the pack-horse which had stopped
by the side of his master. The dog seized the dang-
ling head-rope with his teeth, and with much wagging
of tail led The horse to the outside of the cabin.
Not until Jean had washed and dressed the wound

thai the teeth of the trap had made did he speak.
" That will be all right now," he said. " Stranger

round here ?
"

" Y'es," replied the man. " Prospecting. My
name is Faro Telford."'

Dubois smoked for some time, and then said :

" There's gold in that stream. I would be glad of

a little company. Y'ou're welcome to share in wiiat

there is if you promise to keep your mouth shut. I

don't want a howling mob of human wolves in the
valley staking their claims."
Without waiting for a reply, he went outside to put

up the pack-horse in a lean-to.
After he had inspected and attended to the animal

and settled the packs, he happened to glance through
the open window. Telford was staring at a photo-
graph of a young girl which he had taken from the
chimney-piece. In a second Jean Dubois changed
from a "good Samaritan to a human tiger.

Rushing into the cabin, he seized Telford by the
throat, and shaking him like a rat, hissed

:

" You know that girl, eh ?
"

*' Get off I
" gasped Telford. " Y'ou're choking me.

1 never saw her before."
Dubois looked keenly into the man's eyes, and theu

released him.
" Sorry. That is my sister," he said. " One time

a man take that little flower and crushed its life ont.
That is why I stay here. When I find plenty of gold
1 am going to look for that man and when I find Dim
I'll—

—
"

'

Ac opened his great muscular hands and closed
them suggestively.

" You'll choke the life out of him," said Telford.
" Well, you nearly did it to ine, then. I'd make
certain that you have got the right man first another
time before you start the strangling act."

No more was said and presently thctwo men turnel
in.

Dubois was pleased that fate had thrown Telford
across his path. It was a great relief to be able to
talk to somebody after his long years of solitude in the
wilderness. lint had he known the character of the
man he had befriended he would have thought differ-

ently. Faro Telford was a scoundrel. When he got
caught in Dubois's trap he was hiding from the
sheriff's men. who were chasing him for a very callous
murder. For tlie first few weeks he was too thankful
that he had found such a safe hiding-place to worry
;;bout anything else, but then he began to hate the
hard work, hike Dubois, he believed thc"e was a rich

store of gold somewhere of which the meagre washings
they got from the stream were but stray specks.
But, like Dubois, he had no great knowledge of
mining. Telford thought it over and laid his plans.
Not many miles away in the mining camp of

Lonesome Fan was a man named Dan Cregan with
whom he had been very friendly in other days.
Cregan understood mining, and if there was a fortune
in the valley he could be relied main to find it. He

MITCHELL LEWIS as Jean Dubois and Prince. (Gaumonl.)

ruled the camp by virtue of his giant strength and the
miickness of his pistol draw, lie was a bully and a
blackguard, but he was not a coward. Telford
pondered how he could get a message to (regan. He
dare not leave the cabin, for he knew that if Dubois
found that he had betrayed his secret those muscular
hands would close round his throat and end lus
career as effectually as the rope of the Vigilantes.

At last he hit on a plan. While Dubois was sleeping
he wrote a note and fastened it to the halter of his

pack horse. Then he turned the animal adrift,

trusting it would find its way to Lonesome Fan and
get his message to ( regan.
The scheme succeeded. A few days later the

peareful valley was swarming with miners, most of
whom had been " grub-staked " by t'regan, w ho
could be relied upon to get his money back with
interest when the gold was struck. When Dubois
saw the invasion he looked keenly at Telford, but the
gambler denied all knowledge of how the miners had
found the valley, and since Jean knew that Telford
bad not left the cabin he was forced to believe hiin.

Dubois soon came in touch with Cregan. ' The latter

was indeed a giant of a man. As tall as Dubois and
much heavier, he was the i leal leader for the lawless
men he had brought with him.

Instinctively the two meu ten that sooner or later

they would have to fight, but there was a smile on
Cretan's handsome face n- he held out his hand and
asked Dubois to come over to his shanty and have a
drink. Although Jean was raging inwardly that his

secret had been discovered, he knew the Law of the
Yukon too well to show resentment. The invaders
had as much right there as himself. So long as they
respected his claim he could not complain. He had
a drink with Cregan. and went back to work. Telford
bad deserted him. for Cregan had made his former
companion a sort of head assistant and kept him
liberally supplied with money.

Cregan's camp grew. And as it grew, so did it

encourage all the vices common to gold-mining camps.
Dance halls and gambling saloons sprang up like

muslnooms. All these were run by Cregan. who thus
soon got back the money he had advanced to the
miners. Queen of the dance hall was a woman
named Goldie. who had occupied a similar position

in many a camp. Gcldic was not utterly bad.
Like many more, she had drifted until she had lost

all desire to reform.
She was a woman who lived for the day and didn't

care what the morrow brought. But the goodness in
her had never been quite buried. She was still

beautiful, with a wealth of pure golden hair that gave
her the name of Goldie. Years before she had her
faith in men. Ber heart was now a casket of ice.

She lived only to make men surfer as she had suffered.

But when she saw Jean Dubois something within her
snapped. The simple grandeur ot his nature appealed
to her with a force that awoke all the good wil bin her.

Awakened again were all those dreams of her girlhood,

when she had pictured the time when her knight should
come. He was the one man Goldie bad sought but
never found. For the first time for many years
Goldie prayed that she might find favour in the eyes
ot Jean that lie would love her, and that her great
love for him would wipe out the pa-.t and give her
the future that sjie had dreamed of in her girlhood
days.

Alas, f.-.r Goldie ! Dubois did not love her, and,
with a woman's intuition she realised the truth.
But with all the Inconsistency ol the feminine mind,

she was all the mo'e determined that
he should love her.
And Dan Cregan, cool, keen student

of human nature, the only book be
had ever read, saw a way to realise his

schemes by using G oldie's love.

Cregan had found out the real secret

of the valUy. The little dust that
Dubois had washed from the stream
was but the tiny throw-off of a reef of

wonderiul richness. But to get at that
reel w ould require blastimr powder and
machinery ior crushing the ore.

Cregan's experienced eye had also told

him that tlie reef began and ended
with Dubois's claim. The claims his

men had staked would get them a
living, but little more, it was neces-

sary that he should get hold of Jean
Dubois's claim.

If he could only get Dubois to fall

in love with Goldie, he knew Goldie
would do all she could to persuade
Jean to leave the camp, the life of

which was now hatetnl to her.

And so by subtle hints to Goldie
and a pretension to goodwill to Jean
he tried to get Dubois to visit Ins

saloon.
But there were two factors against

Cregan. One was that the saloon did not attract

him because he neither loved Goldie nor liked drink :

the other that he had fallen in love with Lola
Crawford, the daughter of a prospector whose bad
luck was proverbial.

Lola Crawford was a pretty wild flower who had
been brought up like a child of nature, she had been
obliged to follow her father to the rough places of

the wilds, but he had carefully shielded her from the
wickedness of the mining camps.
A triflincr favour Jean was able to do for Crawford

led to a friendship between the two men which ended
ill Jean ottering the old, man a share in his claim.

They were not making a fortune, but Crawford was
now making enough to k"ep his daughter and himself
comfortably when tragedy again followed his brief

prosperity." One day when he was returning from
work he was crushed by a falling tree. It was Jean
who found him. and Jean's strong arms that carried

him to bis cabin. Bnt it was obvious to Dubois that.

Crawford was doomed. He was just setting out for

a do-tor when Crawford b :ckoncd him to Dim.
"' A doctor will do me no good," he said". " I know

I am booked for the Great Divide, but I should die

happier if I could see you and Lola married. I have
not been blind and I know you love each other. She
will only have you to look after her now."
Jean read Lola's answer in her downcast eyes and

then she lifted them and came to him with ju 5 t one
word :

" Jean."
" Lola "

Nature's Revenge.

IT
must have been the quickest wooing even in that
land where love and death come with the swift-

ness of the lightning's flash, for the next second
Jean was flying to the camp to seek Justice Breen, a
dLsrenutable and drunken scoundrel, a creature of

Cregan's, but who was invested with the power to

perform the marriage ceremony.
A few minutes after Jean and Lola had been made

man and wife old Crawford fell back and died.

It was Breen who brought the newi of the strange
marriage to the saloon.

" Old man Crawford's dead and his daughter Lola
lias married Jean Dubois," he shouted, grabbing the

first glass on the counter that he saw.
Goldie, who was standing at the bar, turned deathly

white. Then she gave a shrieking, hysterical laugh,

and, calling for drinks all round, she lifted her glass

high in the air.
" Let's drink to the health of the happy pair," she

cried with bitter mockery in her voice.

Cregan did not know how to take the news for

some minutes. He knew that Lola did not like him,
nor did she trust him. Most likely she would be
suspicious if he asked her husband to sell out. He
would much have preferred Goldie to have married
Jean, but this little rebuff only made him more deter-

mined to get hold of the claim. He had already
written to an Eastern company promoter named
Nolan, telling him of the richness of a certain reef that
he would soon get possession of, and had received a
reply tliat as soon as be could secure title deeds that
would stand in a court of law Nolan wwild guaranteo
a syndicate to provide the money necessary for the.

working of the mine and Cregan would be the largest

shareholder.
Nolan hinted that he did not care how the tit la

deeds were obtained. That part be left to Cregan.
The boss of Lonesome Pan had already made one

(Contiuned on pane 16.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF WILLIAM RUSSELL. (Exclusive to
"
'The Picture Show.")

A hearty laugh. The mystery of the East. Strong and determined. The ma town. Very much surprised.

WILLIAM RUSSELL.
Known as "Billy" to His Friends and

WILLIAM RUSSELL, affectionately known as " Billy " by
those who know him personally, and as " Big Bill " by
the majority of picture-goers, is handsome, an athlete

always trained to the minute, and the possessor of a winning smile
and a prepossessing personality.
As an artist he is neither the proverbial " housemaid's

"

Hamlet nor a stereotyped smiler; he is a real actor, and a red-

blooded man.

His First Experience.
A FTER a high-school aud„ a University training, William

z \ Russell took up acting in earnest, having had a. taste of

professional life by appearing as the boy in " Jimmy
Fadden."
This experience, by the way, gave him his first taste of the art

of boxing, which ever since he has enthusiastically followed up.
After appearing with Ethel Barrymore and other well-known
players on the speaking stage, he began his picture career, and
became conspicuous in such pictures as " My Fighting Gentle-
man," "The Sea Master," "Hearts or Diamonds," and "Up
Romance Road."-

&s an Acrobat.

AT one time in his career William wanted to be an acrobat.
With that end in view he rehearsed for nine months with
a troupe of seven acrobats. He speedily became a tumbler,

and was made " top maa " of the troupe. That is, he was on
top of the various formations of the acrobats.
The troupe was engaged for a season by Ringling Brothers'

Circus, and young Russell was listed for a salary of j£5 a week,
which ho thought was passing fair for a boy in the days before
the high cost of living was discussed.
But when he broached the matter at home, his mother set her

foot down hard. The net result of the fireside conference was
that the seven little acrobats went on minus their eleven-year-old
" top man."

A Serious Accident.

BUT the acrobatic germ was in the blood of the boy, and he
turned his training to good use by executing " cartwheels "

and tumbling in the streets for the coins pitched to him by
onlookers. One day ho turned a " cartwheel " which cost him
dear. He injured his hip so that tuberculosis of the hip set in.
Ho spent nine months in bed, and followed that by four years on
crutches.
These years of hardships proved to be the turning point in an

eventful life. Far from being broken in spirit, young Russell
lirinly resolved to overcome his handicap by physical culture
He is now one of America's best athletes, and a physical culture

enthusiast. In fact, in 1908 he was champion among the amateur
boxers of his weight.
As a swimmer he has also won laurels.
From the far-off days when he first became associated with the

^old Biograph Company, William Russell's motion-picture career
has been one of continual progress.
At that time the Biograph Company was one of the leading pro-

ducing firms.- D. W. Griffith was a director there, and among
the players wei'c many who have since risen to heights—including
Mary Fiekford, Mack Sennett, Marjel Normand, Arthur Johnson",
Florence Lawrence, Blanche Sweet, Billy. Quirk, James Kirkwood'
llonry Walthall, Lillian and Dorothy G'ish, and Robert Harron.
Mr. Russell joined this group of future stars and was o-iven

prominent parts. At this stage of his career, too, he played many
character rolea
He will be especially remembered in his part of Blair Stanley

Big Bill" to His Admirers on the Screen.

in " The Diamond from the Sky." William Russell stands more
than six feet two inches, and tips the scale at nearly two hundred
pounds of brawn and muscle. He was born on April ll'th, 1886,

and his real name is William Leach.
He is a living proof of the theory that a man can accomplish

that to which he bends every energy. For not only has he made
himself a star of the stage and screen, but he i6 one of the fore-

most athletes.

WILLIAM RUSSELL
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nttcmpt to get Jean's signature to the necessary

1 upers. He had fixed a" drugged drink tor the
voyageur, but just as lie was about to drink it, one
of the girls in the dance-hall had harmed against the

table, knocking the drugged spirit on the floor.

He now decided to start a campaign of persecution

by shady legal methods against .lean, in the hone
that he would get tired and consent to sell out. To
this end Cregan sought the advice of Justice l!reen,

and the latter quickly found a mining law that
would enable Cregan to dam the stream, and prevent

Jean having cnoueh water to work his claim.

Jean came to Cregan in a towering rase when be
found the stream dammed, but to his disgust he found
that Cregan was strictly within his legal rights.

But a worse trouble was casting its shadow over
the happiness of Dubois. Telford had fallen in love

with Lola as much as it was possible for such a man
to love anyone but himself, and he found a willing

helper in Goldie, who hated Lola, and was prepared
to do anything to separate her from Jean. As a result

of their scheming, Goldie, attired in her best frock

and wearing. very expensive jewellery, paid a visit to

Jean's cabin while he was working on his claim,

l'oor Lola was only a woman. All her life she had
craved for pretty clothes to wear, and because ol her

father's bad luck she had never been able to gratify

her desire. And poor Jean, though lie would have
given his life for her, never thought that his wife

desired these things. He had been so long in the

wilds that he had come to regard clothes just as things

to keep out the cold and wet.

Goldie could f ee that Lola was looking at her rings

and bangles with an envious eye, and she took otf a
bracelet and let her examine It.

" Oh, isn't it pretty !
" cried Lola, finite carried

away. " I have never had any jewellery all my life."

" Poor child I
" said Goldie. " You shall at least

have one piece of jewellery. Please take this as a
present from me."
Totally unsuspicious of the reason of the gift, Lolu

accepted the bracelet with gratitude.

When Jean came home that night he at o<sc*

noticed the bracelet.
" I like not these things !

" he said ; and he went
out and sat outside the cabin with his dog.

Had he been more versed in the ways of women
he would have found out all about the bracelet, and
warned his wife that those who gave her such presents

had an ulterior motive. But he remained silent, and
Lola, feeling that she had done no wrong, hardened
her heart against her husband.
And so the first seed of discord was set.

Telford followed up the work of Goldie by telling

Lola that her husband did not love her. At first

Lola refused to listen, but when Telford challenged

her to meet him the following night and she could
sec with her own eyes why Jean did not wish her to

have pretty clothes, she consented to meet him.
Goldie and Telford had laid their plans well.

Goldie had written to Jean telling him to meet her
at the saloon, as she had something of the greatest

importance to tell him about a plot against him.
They arranged that when Telford should ' ome along
with Lola, Breen should give a sigual to Goldie,
who would then throw herself into Jean's arms and
hold him tight, while Lola looked through the window.
The wicked scheme worked only too well. Lola

saw her husband in the arms of Goldie, and not
noticing that Jean was struggling wildly to get away,
believed that he was false to her. Distracted with
grief, she became an easy prey to the cunning words
of Telford, and consented to run away with him that
night.
When Jean returned to his cabin and found the

note that told him that bis wife had left him with
Telford, he was seized with a murderous rage. For
the second time his life had been blasted. First his

sister, then his wife. He seized a pistol, and was
going In pursuit of the runaways when he was
stopped by Father Paul, a priest respected even
by the wildest and w orst men and worst women.

" Leave justice to Hod :
Jean," said the priest

solemnly.
In his heart Jean felt that there was no God. or if

there was that he had forsaken him. But in the end
he was persuaded to go hack to his cabin. After
Lola's flight Jean bad little heart to work his claim.

Lverything was against him. and he consented to

sell out. He was anxious to get away from the place
that held so many unhappy memories for him.
While he was packing his things together, Goldie

came to the cabin. She thought that now Lola had
left Jean, he might be more inclined to accept the
great love that she had for him. But Jean's heart
was still Lola's, although she had deserted him. Ho
had great sympathy for Goldie, .who he felt had
been more sinned against than sinning.

" It cannot be," he said gently. " For me there is

only one woman in the world. She has been lured
from me, but my heart is still hers. 1 go away to
live and die alone."

Goldie turned sadly away. Despite the zreat w rong
she had done Jean, she loved him with all the power
of her wild, passionate nature. Bitterly now did
she repent the part she bad played in separating Lola
iron) him. She had only brought misery to the only
man she had ever truly loved, and she had gained
nothing herself.

As she stood watching him pack, she suddenly
(aught sight ol the picture of his sister.

" Who is this girl I What was she to you ? " she
cried.

Jean caught her by the arm, bis eyes blazing with
excitement.

" She is my sister 1
" be cried. " Have you met

her? Do you know the man who crushed her?
Speak, speak '.

"

In ids excitement his fingers dug into Goldie's
arm, until she gave a little scream of pain.

" I think 1 have met her," she cried. " I cannot
tell you more now. Come and see me at the saloon.
There is something there I will show you."

In vain Jean pleaded and threatened. Goliie
would say no more, and he was obliged to let her have
her own way.

In the meantime matters were progressing very
favourably with Dan Cregan. Nolan had come to
the camp bringing with him bis daughter Dorothy,
a petty, butterfly sort of a girl, who attracted Cregan.
He placed his cabin at the disposal of Nolan and his

daughter, and endeavoured to make himself agree-
able to the girl from the East. For the first time in

his life Dan Cregan thought of marriage. Dorothy
was pretty, and her father was rich ; he might do
worse than settle down and become respectable.
These thoughts were in his mind as he made his way
to his cabin with the intention of proposing, at the
Bame hour that Jean entered the saloon to find Goldie.
He found her in the saloon in a private room.

As soon as they were seated, Goldie pulled out a
miniature which she passed over to Jean.

" Is that your sister ? " she asked.
Jean's face twisted in agony.
*' Yes !

" he replied hoarsely. " Tell me, where
she is ?

"

" She is dead," said Goldie sadly. " I knew her.
She fell in love with a bad man, a scoundrel, who
deceived her and dragged her down, down, down.
She died of a broken heart."

" And the man ?
"

Jean's voice was awful in its intensity of hate.
" Look on the other side."

Jean turned the miniature, and there, with a
mocking smile on his handsome lace, was a portrait
of Dan Cregan.

For a moment it seemed as if the hatred that
Dubois had nursed for years would unhinge his

reason now that he knew the man. His face twisted
under the emotion of the violence of his passion.

He lifted his great arms in the air and clenched his

hands convulsively like a man in a fit.

With a great effort he recovered himself, and
without a word to Goldie. he dashed into the saloon.
Quickly he learned that Cregan was at his cottage,

and he dashed outside, heeding not the terrible storm
that was raging. And in that cottage another
tragedy was being enacted.
Much to Cregan's surprise the butterfly girl, whom

he imagined would fall at his feet when he offered

her marriage had refused him with a contemptuous
smile.

" I cannot understand what encouragement I

have ever given you to make you imagine that I

could love you," she said coolly. " Please do not
address me in this way again."
Cregan stood like a man who had received a hit

in the face with a riding-whip.
Refused I He who all his evil life bad boasted that

be had but to call a woman and she would come !

All his evil nature flared up at this insult to his vanity.
" Well, I want you, see ? It doesn't matter what

you think. I always get what I want, and I am
going to take it now 1

"

He rushed at her and tried to kiss her, but Dorothy
Nolan had spirit, despite her butterfly appearance,
and she did not scream for help. She fought Cream
otf, but desperate as was her elforts, she was but a
Child in his hands.
He bent her backwards, anit his lip3 were almost

touching hers when, with a smashing' crash of glass,
the form of Jean Dubois leapt through the window.

"-At last!" he shouted, his face working with
fury. " At last I

"

" What do you want ? " cried Cregan. " Get out,
or I'll throw you out by the way you came in!

"

For answer, Jean thrust the miniature before
Cregan's eyes.

You know her
!

" he hissed. " She was my
sister !

"

Cregan's face paled, lie was no coward, but there
was that look in Jean's eyes which would have scare I

most men. He knew the time for reckoning had
come.

Without a word he threw himself on Jean, and then
began a desperate struggle for life and death, that
caused Dorothy Nolan to scream for help. To and
fro the giant figures swayed. Now one had the.

advantage, now the other. At last Jean with a rush
that nothing could withstand, hurled Cregan through
the window and fell on him. Locked in each other
arms the two men rolled down the slope. The rain
was coining down in sheets, and the blackness of the
night was only relieved with the vivid flashes of
lightning as the two men fought on. It •was a fierce

and pitiless struggle, as fierce as the elements that
beat upon them as they fought.
At last Jean threw Cregan from him, and sent him

senseless to the ground.
And as be stood there with his soul aflame with

the lust to kill, nature stayed his hand.
There was a blinding Hash of lightning, and a giant

tree riven to its base fell across the lorm of Cregan,
crushing him into a shapeless mass.
And when the miners from the saloon came on the

scene, brought there by Dorothy Nolan, they found
Jean looking at the body and the face of his enemy, as
cold and still it stared up into the lightning illumin-
ated sky.

After the Storm the Sunshine.

AND peace, the peace of perfect love, was yet to
come to the troubled soul of Jean Dubois.
A few days after the death of Cregan he waa

sitting outside his cabin,-when Father Paul placed a
band on his shoulder.

" I have brought Lola back to you," he said softly.

Jean was about to make a reply, when the priest
held up his hand.

" She comes back to you the same good child a<
she left. She was lured away with lies, but Telford,
the man who lured her away, was arrested before they
reached the end of the journey. She has been in my
care ever since in the care of the Holy Church."
Jean turned and saw Lola holding out her hands.
" Forgive me, Jean," she said.
Jean spoke no word but took her in his arms.
Father Paul smiled a benediction, gave a silent

benediction, and softly walked away.
Later, when a little stranger came to bless the re-

union, the happiness of Jean and Lola was complete.

Arlapte/I from the Gaumoxt photo-phtf/ Uuturmu
MITCHELL LEWIS as Jean Dubois, and TOM
SANTSCHI as Dan Cregan. By j>ermission.

Character as Told by the Face.

CHARLES RAY.

THE eyes in the photograph pictured here
give us that master property of the
ir.ind, viz., resolution, which is able to

control every action. Note the full, expressive
eye, open, without being staring, the eye-
brows especially marked and distinct, and
elevation of the head, as though drawn up
for a defence or attack, with a total absence
of selfishness in the face.

\

The Sensitive Mouth.
WITH its instinct to stand by the weak,

his sympathy with sorrow. Note th..

'determined under-lip, and the Sympathy
of the upper one, the finely marked curve from
the wing of the nose to the outer corner de-
noting that this man, too, may have his quiet
moments, love of solitude.

The Determined and Resolute Chin.

TO this type a foremost place, who would
never shirk his responsibilities, who would
take his part in the contest of life. A man

who would stick to a friend and face an enerm
The Length and Contour of the Face.

A.STRONG-MINDED temperament of high
ideals' and healthy int ellect , clear philoso-
phy, a widely read and cultivated mind,

showing the great thought for others.

The Face as a Whole.
LUCIDITY of ideas by (he well-marked

eyebldws, resolul ion denoted by the full and
expressive eye. .Sympathy and tenderness

by I lie firm but gentle mouth, and determination
by the straight, short nose, with its open nostrils.
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fro>im FILMILA
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED. K. ADAMS

MEN BEHIND THE FILMS

How Things Have Changed.

IN the course of a recent interview on the
subject of motion pictures, Rupert Hughes,
the novelist and scenario writer, expressed

the opinion that " You can't write a novel

to-day that you wrote ten years ago, and you
can't make a motion picture to-day that was
made ten years ago.

" Do you remember the hero of the silent

drama, with his wide-brimmed sombrero ? " he
asked. And here Rupert Hughes got up from
his chair and left the room. This was a ticklish

moment. The interviewer thought he had
been deserted. But, no.

Slowly the door opened, slowly a head
emerged into the room. It was the stalwart

figure of Rupert Hughes in his straw hat acting

the screen hero of the vaunted sombrero. Slowly
tho door opened wide enough for the full figure

of the man, and slowly the right hand rose to

tho hat, and as slowly was the hat removed.
The hero gave vent to a slow smile, and slowly
crossed the room, placing his hat with slow
dignity upon the table. The interviewer's face

was full of fine wrinkles.
" You see," said Rupert Hughes, " you can't

do that any more on the screen. They used to

uso miles of film picturing just such a scene as

that, and it was all right in its day, because it

was something new to see anything flashed on
the screen. It was wonderful. People en-

joyed it for years, but they don't enjoy it any
more. The novelty has worn off."

The Importance of Sub-Titles.

MK. HUGHES, whose latest picture, "Tho
Cup of Fury," is now being filmed, has

*'also a word to say about the scenario
departments of various studios.

" I don't mean to say that good stories are

something new to the movies, but I think I can
say that many go<5d stories have been very
badly done in pictures. I have been paid as
high as £2,000 for stories of mine for motion
pictures, and the screen story was nothing at
all like the. story I had written about. There
was nothing left but the title and the names o£

A photograph showing bow a rainstorm is made for a film. The water
passes through the long "sprinklers " shown hanging from the bridge,

and descends on to the actors below.

the characters. The characters themselves
were changed."

Mr. Hughes considers that titles are of greatj

importance to films.
'" If you can put the Encyclopedia Britannica

on the screen, and hold the attention of tho
audience, well and good," said he. " Words
often have as great appeal as pictures, but tho
fellow who has been writing these captions for

the photo-plays must be getting about £5 a
week, judging from the quality of his work. Ho
never uses the original author's lines. I know
that from experience. Many of my stories have
been done on the screen, but I have yet to see a
line of mine flashed on the silver, sheet. It

seems to be a part of the religion of the scenario
department to change everything the author
wrote. Now the business of writing captions is

extremely important. First of all, it is a prob-
lem to say a great deal in a few words. , It is

also a question of saying these few words in the
right order. If you have tried to read comedy
lines, you krjpw that you never get a laugh until
tho sentenco is framed in a very special way.
The humour of pictures will be greatly advanced
when more attention is paid to tho humorous
lines."

Is Charlie Slacking?

THE thousands of picture-goers who con-
sider that Charlie Chaplin should give
a larger output of pictures than ho has

been doing will agree with the writer of the
following letter. He thinks that the matter
is of serious importance, and his letter lias

been given much prominence in American
newspapers.

" Mr. Charles Chaplin," he writes, " is a
matter of serious concern in this democracy.
He is distributed and presented to maintain
that general good humour upon which the
safety of empire, autocratic or democratic, rests.

" Mr. Chaplin has been the salvation of the
masses. He has made the millions laugh
and laughing millions are safe millions.

9 With one new picture a month we could live
in anticipation of compensating pleasures. Mr.
Chaplin is a matter of serious concern, because he
sepms to have been infected by the idea prevalent

^. in other industries that prosperity
and contentment can be arrived
at by limitation of production."

A Travelling Studio.

IT
is tho proud boast of Louis
Mercanton, the producer of
" The Call of the Blood," that

he has no studio, and never in-

tends to have one. He has so
often had it on reliable authority
that the whole world is a stage
that he is determined to put the
adage into practice. He has just
had completed, to his own design,
four thirty-ton motor lorries, one
with a trailer, and all capable of
travelling, fully loaded, at a speed
of from twenty -five to thirty miles
an hour. By a special device ho
is ablo to switch the driving power
of his engines on to his lamps, of
which he carries two dozen, with
overhead bat ten lights. The com-
bined power of his four engines
give him for this purpose ap-
proximately 700 amperes of cur-
rent. Tho distraction for the
actors of noise from the engines
is obviated by the uso of 700 feet

of cable, which places tho engines
at a respectful distance away
from tho scene of filming. These
studio lorries internally aro com-
plete in every detail, and the
producer with these, and sulVn-ieut

petrol, could work in some mil of

the wayspot, and be entirely in-

dependent of outside influenco
for a week. The interior of one
is fitted as a carpenter's shop,
with drawers anil benches and
placos for tools and accessories j

THOMAS BENTLEY.
The well-known British film producer, who

is at present at work on " General Post."

another is designed as a dark room complete
with developing arrangements, and another
carries a large dynamo for special strong " sun-
light " effects. The possibilities of such an
ingenious organisation as this are immense.
With his headquarters in Paris, and a mobile
studio, Mr. Mercanton has the world at his

command for screen purposes.

" Movie Chats."

THERE will shortly be shown an interesting
series of films, entitled "'Movie Chats." A
title sufficiently suggestive of their nature.

These are chats with Mr. Chas. Urban on tho
many things he has seen done during his twenty-
three years of world touring. His collection of
films contains over 1,300,000 feet of negatives,
and an idea of its enormous length may be easily

gained when it is realised that the averago
picture which plays for 7.3 minute; at your
theatre is only approximately 5,000 feet in

length. From this marvellous library Mr.
Chas. Urban will issue week by week a short
picture running for about fifteen minutes,
which will be varied in character, and full of
interest, and not confined to one subject only.

In one of the enrly issues is shown how the
building of an irrigation dam provided Canada
with one of tho richest wheat belts in the world.
The spectator views the source of the supply,
the snow-clad peaks and glaciers of the Rocky
Mountains, and the flow of tho water is then
followed until it is distributed over an area o(

3,000 acres in Alberta, by 4,400 miles of canals.

The Week's Best Films.

THE following is a list of the best photo plays
which are being released during this week,
together with tho names of tho star

art istes :

"Love's Sunset" (Vitagraph)
Clara Kjmbaix Yoraa.

''Shifting Sands" .. .. (W?9tern Import)
(Ji.oiua Swanson.

" The Lone Wolf " ('taitmonl)

Bert Evtki.i. ami IIazki,

"Tho Wilderness Trail'' (t'o.r)

TOM -Mix.

"Passing the Buck " (Vitagraph)
I.AItRY SEMOV.

" Secret Service " (F.L.FJS.)
\Vani>\ H iwi.ky and Robert WARWICK.

"When It- Was Dark" .. .. (Walhtrdaw)
" The Claws " (F.L.F.S.)

Cb \ri.es Hay.
"A Stitch in Time'' (Vitagraph)
'"Daily Mirror' licauiy Film" .. (F.li.O.)

M I It I AM SaUBAUE.
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JUST HE^fa

PEARL
WHITE.

How the Story
j

Commenced.
In the preceding

chapters of her
delightfully frank
story. Pearl White
sketched tlie his-

tory of her early
childhood. Tliey

_ wore not alto-

\ Wwk <4* JSmKf £cihM happy fays,

\ wtmF* '"' money waa
v
9tSI -MmWX scarce in the house-

/ f hold, ami her
I WsA*&ftBt^L '^k mother, who was

-™ always very deli-

|
cate, died pooh
after her birth.
Pearl was always
Retting into mis-
chief. Her father
married again
when she was six

years old. When
she was twelve
years old her

brother, who was her greatest pal, left home and
joined the Navy. At the age of thirteen. Pearl de-
cided to join a circus that came to her district, and
later on she joined a touring company, lint her early
efforts were not too successful. Next, Pearl was
offered a job as a stewardess on a boat. Sea life

did not agree with her, and she went on the stage,
touring in Cuba, Buenos Aires, Tennessee, and
Kansas. Then her voice began to go, and a woman
advised her to try to get on " the pictures," and
eventually she saves enough money for a trip to
England. An acquaintance gives her an introduction
to friends in London, and Pearl means to have a real

good time. She buys expensive clothes takes rooms
at the Carlton, and sets out to be a society woman,
and tells of the tragedy of her first luncheon party,
where among the guests was the late Lord Kitchener,
from London she went to Paris.
She becomes engaged to a count and visits his home

in Rome. While there they visit a picture house, and
Pearl appears on the screen. The count is disillu-

sioned, and Pearl returns to Paris.
The story then continues.

"Sudden Death at Forty."

I
HAD been doing the " society stuff " around
Gay Paree, and I guess I was getting a little

bit bored and craved excitement, and I got
some one night. I had tucked away in my bag
still another letter of which I have not spoken
before, so 1 took that out and mailed it to an
address in Montmartre. Before leaving for
Europe, I had spoken to one of the employees in
the laboratory of the studio where 1 worked.
He was a regular Apache type late!}- arrived
from France, so I suspected that he might
know some thrilling people there. He was de-
lighted to give me a letter of introduction to
his sister—this was the letter.

I was all dressed up in one of my best pro-
ductions several evenings later, and had an
engagement to go to the Opera. About seven
o'clock the 'phone rang, and the clerk at the
desk told me that there were four rather weird-
looking people downstairs asking for me. Said
clerk was an Englishman, and imparted the
news that they were pretty tough-looking cus-
tomers, and that he didn't think that I ought to
see them. But I suspected that they were the
answer to my letter, and that there might bo
some fun ahead, so I told them to wait, and,
dressed like a Christmas-tree as J was, I went
down to meet them.

I had divined the truth. No one in the
bunch was able to write English, and they had
answered my letter in person. The husband
of the woman to whom my letter was ad-
dressed spoke some English—one other spoke
Italian. So I decided that I would get along
all right with them, thoreforo I cut ray date
lor the Opera, end we all went out together.
As usual, being an American, they took me

to the Folies Borgere, where I ran into several
friends, who looked much askance at me, but
I was out for a lark and thought I wa-s having a
lot of fun. After tho theatre they would have
taken mo to " The Dead Bat," or some place
like that where Americans always go ; but no,

I wanted to see the real Montmartre not tho
show places. I therefore asked them to take
me to some little place that they would go to

themselves to have a few dances and a quiet
evening

—

quiet ? Gee whiz !

There was a hurried discussion in French
between the four. Then we all got into a hack
and drove through a lot of winding streets. I

tried to find the place afterwards but never
could. Then they led me into a cellar where
immediately I became the centre of attraction,
naturally as I was all done up in expensive
evening clothes.

Well, I saw Montmartre—that is, for a couple
of minutes. There was a wild-eyed looking
bunch of people sitting around little tables,

drinking some kind of strange liquor out of
tall green bottles. Now the people that I was
with were, respectively, two married couples,
so I was sort of a fifth wheel for the dancing
part of the programme, and they introduced
me to a couple of gay " Othellos " with whom I

could dance. One in particular was a dashing
young Apache all done up in a cap, a flowing
tie, and a velvet coat. 1 took a couple of sips
of the strange liquor, which started my head
spinning like a top—the music started, he
grabbed me, and wo started out on a wild
Apache dance, something new to me. Any-
way, I stuck, and he slammed me around all

over that room. I wasn't on my feet hardly any
of the time, but being rather acrobatic I got
along all right, and my partner was delighted
with me, and when he led me back to the table
he took out a couple of franc notes, which he
pinned on my left shoulder. I didn't know tho
meaning of this, but I now suspect it meant
that I belonged to him as a partner for the rest
of the dancing.

Besides, I didn't understand any of his mono-
logues in French, so I thought I was having a
good time and didn't protest. The music
started up again, and again I was " grabbed,"
but this time by another man who was sitting
at another table.

He was a little more genteel, and spoke Eng-
lish rather well. Being a blonde, I think he
must have been a Sw iss or something of that sort.
Well he wasn't so rough, and we danced around
almost normally ; but every time we passed
Mr. Apache Number One, he scowled dreadfully,
and flung a lot of violent French phrases at us
which I didn't understand, and on I danced.
Finally, my partner coached me in a French
sentence which in turn I delivered to the angry
Apache. I guess that sentence must have been
all wrong. Anyway, the next thing I remember
is of seeing a lot of stars, and when I came to
I was being carried into the. Ritz Hotel by the
night watchman, covered with blood.

I don't know just what happened, but I

guess that the aforesaid Apache in a fit of
passion had draped one of the tall green bottles
over my head, and my companions had put
me into a cab, then deposited rnc on the front
door step of the hotel, being afraid to take me
inside. Well, I got a lot of stitches taken in

. my head (which Was cut open quite badly), a
lot of "I told you so's" from the English clerk,

and a lot of laughs from my friends. Needless
to say I was through seeing Montmartre, al-

though 1 did one evening put on an old suit of
clothes, but along with a couple of regular
friends this time, went into the downstairs part
of the " Bal Tabarin."
Maybe a lot they told mo wasn't true : be

that as it may, I collected a lot of pathos and
an insight into some strange forms of humanity.
I love to study the different phases of human
nature. Perhaps, when I get old, the applause
ceases, and I sec others taking my place in tho
limelight, this will be my saviour, because I

realise tho tragedy that awaits each one of us
who follows a professional career.

To grow old without children, through whom
wo can live our lives again, makes me shudder :

but what is to be must be I guess, and anyway,
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the palmists read my lifeline as " sudden death,
at forty "—and why not ? Up to date, 1 can
truthfully say that my soul is pretty clean, and
1 have never done a great wrong to anyone on.
earth. All those who know me mast admit that
I am " square."
The only thing that T am thoroughly ashamed

of concerning my life is that I didn't get over
and help to do something toward winning " tho
big fight." 1 absolutely was unfit for a nurse.
I did try mighty hard to go over as an ambulance
driver, but they wouldn't take me. 1 could
have gone over as an entertainer— not that I
would have been entertaining—but it Is just
the idea of doing something.
However, when the Americans were allowed

to go n that capacity, I was in the midst of an
unfinished picture, and the armistice was
signed in the meantime. I have worked very
hard for the Liberty Loan and Red Cross, but
that doesn't clear my conscience on6 bit, for

after all, if I had had the right spirit, I would
liavo gotten " over there " somehow, and a
million good excuses don't help me at all.

But the idea of this story is not to throw
bouquets or mud at myself, but to turn loose
" the dark horse in my closet of life," so getting
on to the last of mv stav abroad.

Meeting "Bep" Again.
1 ATTENDED quite a large reception in

London one night exactly saven months
from the date on which 1 had left America.

Then 1 boarded a steamer at Southampton tho

next morning, bound for America with a lot of

memories of some wonderful times.

I had a morning paper under my arm and
when I opened it up on the front page was a
large photograph of myself

—

li
Pearl White, B

rising young cinema star of America, who is

visiting London to get ideas for her forthcoming
photoplays."

I don't know whether I had been recognised
by some energetic young reporter or not. How-
ever, I strongly suspect Mr. Herbert Brenon,
one of our greatest moving picture directors, as

being the guilty party. He was taking pic-

tures abroad at that time, and I had run across

him some months before ia Paris ;
anyway,

the deed was done in a spirit of kindness, a

photograph had been dug up in the office of

one of the London moving picture magazines,
who in turn passed it over to the newspaper.
Maybe this article surprised some of my

society friends, who looked upon me as a

debutante, and did not suspect me of being an
actress, maybe not. Anyway, that was the

beginning of " my name in the papers."

Well, the tall buildings of New York looked
mighty good to me coming up the harbour,

and I just felt like jumping up and down and
shouting with joy at getting back to America.

Besides,
li Bep " might be there, and 1 had not

forgotten my sentiment regarding him.
Again Mr. Fate ! I had been back about

two days, when coming out of the Ritz one day
in a great hurry t bumped into " Bep." and
nearly knocked him over. It seems I just

turned out to be clumsy whenever he was
around.

" Oh, Miss White !
" he exclaimed. " When

did you get back to America ? Why didn't

you write to me and tell me how you were

getting on abroad ?
"

Well, I couldn't tell him that a letter ad-

dressed to one, " Bep," New York City, would
not have meant much to the post otliee authori-

ties, so I lied " that I was so busy," or some such

rot.
" Do have dinner with me this evening to

celebrate the occasion," ho begged, and, of

courso, I said that I would love to, which was
the truth.

We were to dine at Sherry's at seven o'clock.

I started to dress about four in the afternoon,

hoping to look my " grandest." As a rule, it

takes me about twenty minutes to get ready

for anything, but not this occasion. I called

in a massour and a hairdresser, and told them
to do their darndest—and they did. I was
massaged and marcelled all over the place. I

tried on every Paris creation that 1 owned,
and they all lookod rotten to me then.

Those same gowns that had looked so gorgeous

when I bought them. Finally I .got myself

fastened into a plain white satin one, and with

no other decoration^ whatever, except my
brightest smile. I went to Sherry's with ' Bep,"
feeling awkward and actually shy.

(To be continued next week.)
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CYRIL MAUDE AND THE MOVIES.

THE other even-
ing I met Lord
Richard — not

in the pantry, but in

his extremely com-
fortable dressing-
room at the Cri-
terion Theatre. Lord
Richard, who, in his

off moments— and
this was one of them
—assumes the name
and personality of
Cyril Maude, looked
and behaved just
how a, lord is popu-
larly supposed to
look and behave.
Even the monocle.
Here it may bo re-

CYR1L MAUDE. marked tljat Cyril
(Photo : Swat ne.) Maude is one of tho

few men who can
wear a monocle. And the charming thing
about his is that there is a brain behind it—
and a very fine brain, too.
But to get to business.
It is said that all roads lead to Rome. It

may be said with equal truth that all present-
day conversations eventually lead to films.
Anyway, it is not fcurprising that ours did,
for, as you all know, not only has Mr. Maudo
appeared on films himself, but he has recently
come back to us from the land where they
have assumed the dignity of the fourth or
fifth biggest industry.

"In America," he said, "going to the
movies is far more of a habit than over here.
One reason for this doubtless lies in the acme
of picture-theatre comfort which obtains in
the States. In these perfectly appointed
buildings, such as the Rivoli, the luxury is

enormous. The architecture, the scenery—for
there they specialise in sumptuous settings
for their films—the music, all are in exquisite
laste. I saw some fine pictures, too, but none
which impressed me more than Griffith's latest
masterpiece, ' Broken Blossoms.' Ah, you
must see that when it comes across. Won-
derful ! Nothing has so moved me since tho
days of Irving. And the photography, the
lighting, the effects—beautiful ! Parts -in-
deed are reminiscent of Turner. There is no
doubt that Griffith is a great man and a great
artist,

"Any other movie celebrity you met?" I
queried, as Mr. Maude paused to light
another cigarette.

" Elsie Ferguson "

"Ah, tell me about her!" I broke in en-
thusiastically. " Is she really cold, reserved,
as some would have us believe?"
"She is a darling, natural woman," an-

swered my host warmly, almost indignantly,
his match poised half-way to his cigarette;
" and," he added, this time accomplishing the
lighting process, " her husband is very nice,
too. By the way, Miss Ferguson told me she
was coming over here."

Mr. Maude does not consider he has been
specially happy in his film work; or, rather,
in the roles with which he has been supplied.

" After all, I am a comedian," he plain-
tively remarked. "I am longing to do
comedy, and yet I've never had the chance to
do it on the screen."
"Then you would consider film work

again?"
" Well," returned Mr. Maude guardedly,

" if I were tempted by a fine offer—and a
good director—I might, I think my present
vehicle, for instance, would make a fine
comedy film. Wo could do ' Lord Richard in
the Pantry ' here at night, and film it at tho
studio through the day."
"Your summing-up of the movies, Mr.

Maude?" I asked, as I rose to take m;
parture.

" A great art, the finest exponents of which
are equal to tho best interpreters of tho
spoken drama. In my opinion, Mary Pick-
tord deserves to rank with tho greatest artists
of tho stage, artists such as Ellen Terry.

" As an amusement I love going to (lie pic
lures, except when they are bad pictures, and

,

then I get sleepy and don't want to go to
]sec them again for ages !"

May Hbesokel Clarke.

my de-

Margery Daw.
The Girl with the
Nursery-Rhyme Name.

MARGERY DAW, whom
you have so often seen
playing opposite Douglas

Fairbanks, was just fourteen
when she first appeared on the
screen. She used to go to the
studio with her chum, Mildred
Harris (whom you know has
since added Chaplin to her sur-
name). It was Geraldine Farrar
who " discovered " her, and now
I expect you havo seen her in

many photo-plays, notably with
Mary Pickford in " Rebecca of
Sunnybrook

.
Farm," and with

Douglas Fairbanks in " Bound
• in Morocco," " He Comes Up
Smiling," and " Arizona."
Margery lives at Hollywood.

Her home is a simple little place,
simply furnished. All her chairs
are thoroughly comfortable. She
has very few pictures, those in
her bedroom are all photographs.
In the bookcases are many school-
books of her own, some collections
of detective stories, and a great
deal of poetry. Margery was
born in Colorado Springs, and her
real name is Margarita House.
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MARY PICKFORD.

ACT a FILMS
FAMOUS STARS
— will teach YOU, —

For the first time, the whole art and knowledge of

how to become a successful screen star is fully ex-

plained in a remarkable series of text-books, written

by some of the most famous leaders in the Cinema
World. Hitherto, would-be film aspirants have had
no standard text-books to

which they could turn for

help and guidance, and to

them the way to the screen

has been long, weary, dis-

appointing and expensive.

Fortunately, that day is past,

and the man or woman who
now desires to enter this re-

munerative and fascinating

profession has had the course

mapped out in a wonderfully
simple and attractive man-
ner. " Cinema acting as a

Profession," is a course of ten lessons, written in i

clear, concise and thoroughly practical style, covering

everything the would-be cinema actor needs to know.
The best brains of the Cinema profession have been < n-

gaged in compiling this extensive series of text-books.

Charlie Chaplin.Mary Pickford.Aurele Sydney.Jose

Collins, Tom Mix, Violet Hopson, Eliot Stannard,

Gladys Brockwell, Kenelm Foss & Stewart Rome

have each written fully on his or her own particular

subject, and a more comprehensive survey of thJ

whole field cf Cinema Acting is difficult to imagine.

The names are formidable, and you must speedily
recognise that the Course is at once complete and
authoritative—each lesson being written by one
whose name is known throughout the world. They
offer you one of the greatest chances of your lifetime.

Would you follow in their footsteps—remembering
that even they had to learn once—then these lessons

are worth a fortune to you.

VALUABLE COMPETITION
All students taking this course—*' Cinema Acting

as a Profession "—are eligible to enter for the great

Open Competition for amateurs only, with big cash
and other prizes. Particulars sent with Prospectus.

Make up your mind to become a successful screen

star. Take the first step TO-DAY by writing for our
complete prospectus. Send no money—just your
came and address on a postcard to the LONDON
SCHOOL OF CINEMA ACTING (Dept. 40),

2, Bramham Gardens, South Keasingtoa, S.W. I.

Here is your golden opportunity to effect

money- saving purchases. During the Sate
garments are sold at prices which are actually

below manufacturer's charges.

Lot 523

u*« PINAFORE DRESS
Sale
Price

Pinrlfore Dress In Black. Navy,
Brown and Bottle Green Costume
Sert?e The Pinafore par; is m;uie
to button on to skirt at Iront and
hack, and is stitciied with tluss.

Four-gored skirt. In btorl. sues
to fit— Front
Bust Waist Skirt Length
U ms. 24 ins. 8<-.16ins.

I*lns. 261ns. 86-SHinl.

Bfciiu. 98 ins. 88-40 ins.

Sa'e price 21/0'

PATTERNS POST FREE.

Materials by the yard
For ladies who prefer to have their
clothes made up themselves. John
Noble, Limited, will send a selection
01 materials post free. Please tell us
exactly whit you would like us to send

Send to-day for NOBLE'S
FREE SALE CATALOGUE.

JOHN NOBLE ltd
43 Brook Street Mills, MANCHESTER.
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Pepper and Teddy Talk.

T'EDDY, the Mack Sennett actor clog, and
Pepper, the comedy cut, happened to
meet out in the studio the other rlay.

Teddy : " This is awful, ain't it ?
"

" What is ?
"

"I mean this motion picture

Pepper
Teddy

business."
Pepper
Teddy

' Well, I don't know."
' They make you jump out of

windows and run iocoinotives with your teeth.
1 have to haul Charley Murray around by his
coat tails. I don't mind Charley so much,
he's a good guy."
Pepper :

" I don't think so much of him ;

he hasn't any lap for me to go to sleep in."
Teddy :

" And these girts. They got their
arms around my neck all the time. Some-
times they kiss mo."
Pepper :

" Oh, well, sometimes they take
me into their room where it is nice and warm,
and that white rat isn't around. Oh, how I hate
that rat ! That's one good thing about girls :

they never have rats near them ; not that kind
of rats anyhow."
Teddy (thoughtfully): "Say, Pep. Do

you know what I heard ?
"

Pepper :
" No. What did you hear ?

"

Teddy : " I heard one time that men like

this stuff."

Pepper : " What stuff ?
"

Teddy :
" Being kissed by girls and all that.

Do you believe it V
"

Pepper (in a delicately superior way) :

" We-11, I don't know that I could explain it

to you. You are only a dog and you haven't
an artistic disposition. Now, if you were a
real actress like me "

Teddy :
" What ! Like you ! Do you

think anybody ever went to a show to see you,
you moth-eaten, yowling, imitation muff ?

"

Pepper :
" Hmp ! Why, if they didn't

have me here, there wouldn't be any motion
picture business. All they put you in the
pictures for is to give me something to stick

up my back at."
Teddy :

'.' Aw, git out with your letters.

Say, cat, you heard there was a paper famine,
didn't you ? Well, you try to get this intothat
pin -head of yours. The reason there's a paper
famine is that so many of my admirers have
written me letters that there ain't any paper
left,"

Pepper :
" Stop shoving me, you big boob."

Teddy : " Gr-r-r
"

Pepper : " Yow-e-e-ouw !

"

" Ptist. Gr—meouwgr ***!!!!!!!!!"

Jealousy.

Kitty :
" The producer told me last night

that I was the prettiest girl he'd ever had
acting for him."
Ethel :

" Oh, that's nothing ;- he said the
same to me a year ago !

"

Kitty :
" 1 know that, but as one grows

older one's taste improves, you know."

He Got Tired.
Mrs. Up From the Country :

" Your
husband don't seem to care much for amuse-
ments."
Her Friend :

" Xo, he don't. Last time we
was in Lunnon we went to one of them continual
performance things, an' we wasn't there niore'n

three or four hours afore he got tired."

No Make-up Needed.
First Actress :

" Why didn't you plaj
that part the producer offered you to-day J

Because it was an old maid part?"
Second Actress: "No, I didn't mind

thai : but I was insulted. He said he selected
me because I looked natural !"

Sure About It.

" I wonder how it happened that Kin^
Solomon forgot to mention moving pictures;

Why, they hadn't been invented !"

" Hadn't been, invented ! I saw with my
own eyes the night before last a moving pic-
lure of King Solomon himself!"

Getting Rid of Him.
" Why are you so positive in your assertion

that he is a poor actor?"
'• Haven't you noticed (hat he is always

the one selected when somebody har"*to die
in the first reel?"

Changed His Mind.
" One of my youthful ambitions,"' says

Charlie Chaplin, " was to be a famous
jockey. I rode one horse three minutes be-
fore it discovered that I was on its back. He
put his forefeet foremost, and I became an
actor."

His Big Fees.

Doctor (who has been called in to attend
to the " stunt " actor who has met with an
accident) :

" There is a curious swelling over
the region of the heart, sir, which must be
reduced at once."
Actor (anxiously): "That ' swelling ' -is

my note-case, doctor. Please don't reduco
it too much."

Harmsworth's Universal Encyclopedia.

A unanimous chorus of praise greeted the
publication last Tuesday of " Harmsworth's
UNIVERSAL ENCYCLOPEDIA."
This brilliant and mammoth work—a per-

fect A.B.C. of human knowledge—has been
written throughout by experts. The world
has never seen a more reliable or complete
work of reference. Business and professional

men and women, teachers, students, and tho

public generally will find the " UNI-
VERSAL " quite indispensable. It takes

its place as the STANDARD work of it-

kind in the English language. No library,

office, school, or home will be complete with-

out it.

Bv taking in " Harmsworth's UNI-
VERSAL ENCYCLOPEDIA " in the fort-

nightly parts as they are published, the reader
builds up gradually, and at a cost of only Id.

per day, an invaluable reference library.

Over 50,000 different subjects will be dealt

with in this wonderful Encyclopedia, and
there will be over 6,000,000 words and 14,000

pictures, many of them in colours, in the

completed work.
The demand for the first part has been so

great that a regular order for all future-

parts should be placed with a newsagent. In

this way disappointment and delay are both
avoided* The prico of the fortnightly parts

is Is. 3d. each.

RECORD
New Illustrated

WEEKLY
A weekly threepenny magazine with all the

fttUSt Smiling monthly magazine Jcalurcs,

THE pick of modern Action—the most
varied selection of interesting

articles—the finest black and white illus-

trations and the best photographs. The
"RECORD WEEKLY" will hold you
from the first page to the last. Ask your
newsagent to deliver it regularly every

Wednesday. 3d. buys nothing better.
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A FILM STUDIO MENAGERIE.
Some of the lesser, but very important members
:: :: of the Broadwest Film Company. :: ::

the cushion which is always at his disposal

in Miss Hopson's dressing-room.

Nigger's Chief Friend.

NIGGER'S chief friend is Douglas, the

tabby cat. Douglas's mother came to

the studio one snowy day last winter,

starving and shivering with cold. She was

fed, and a nice, warm, straw-lined box was
placed at her disposal, and a few days later

Douglas was discovered with three other

kittens curled up under the straw. But,

alas ! they were soon orphans, for the poor

mother died shortly afterwards. Various

members of the company adopted his

brothers and sister, but Douglas, who was
tho first to open his eyes, was left as a

mascot.

NOT far distant from London there is a

• miniature zoological garden where
dumb animals and birds roam around

to their heart's content. The said zoo is at

the Broadwest Studio, where live as a happy
family, cats, dogs, chickens, pigeons, and
rabbits.
Most of the inhabitants of this animal homo

wore once stray and unwanted, but they

happened to wander into the Broadwest
Studio, where they were Snade Imuch of,

given food, and left to do very much as they

liked.

We shall see him in "Her Son."

THE superior member of this happy family,

of course, is Solomon. He was no
stray, nor is he permitted the freedom

enjoyed by the other dogs and cats. He
was purchased from a Bond Street dog shop,

'and cost forty pounds, because Miss Violet

Hopson required a thoroughbred Aberdeen
to appear in " Her Son." Solomon is very

much aware of his own importance. He
would not stoop to feed out of the saime

dish as Nigger, the black mongrel, so when-
ever Nigger approaches, the film-player-to-be

sticks his nose in the air and trots off to

The two lesser members of the menagerie,

Pom and Mrs. Pom, were dumped at the

studio by a former member of the staff who
was going abroad. Occasionally there is a

big scrap among tho menagerie, but it may
be added that the dogs usually get the worst

of it, and, considering the number of canine,

feline, and feathered inhabitants of the

studio, fights aire- few and far between.

Two tiny but very important members of —Solomon, Miss Hopson's very own dog, is the

the Broadwest Co.—Pom and Mrs. Pom. superior member of the company.

KILLED HER MOUSTACHE
FOR EVER AFTER 30 YEARS.

I Told Her Free How to Destroy All Trace
of Superfluous Hair Growths, Never to

Return, just as I did.

LET ME HELPJOU ALSO FREE.

Are you a sufferer from Superfluous Hair? Ilave yc»
tried every paste, powder and liquid you ever heard of,
in tho hope of gettinc rid of it for ever, root and tSL
only to find that everything made it worse? Have yoa
submitted to the painful electric needle, only to find
that it. too, is useless, as well as dangerous? Have you
come to the conclusion that Superfluous Hair can ncTer
be cured, and that you must always go through life
obliged jcoustantly to use temporary depilatories, or elsa

be subject to the remarks of other*
as long as you live?
If so, no matter how stubborn your

growth or how many things hav«
failed, I want you to write to m«.
I will send you free I he same in-
formation which enabled a prominent
Edinburgh lady to write: "You hare
a wonderful way to cure Superfluous
Hair. I had a heavy moustache for
30 years, but there is no trace left
now." And the friend in Kent says:
" Since I followed your advice four
months ago, 'I have not a single hafr
left on my lip. It is wonderful to

be free from it after being troubled so isany years.
I myself was troubled for years and spent a small

fortune without relief, until my late husband, a well-
known officer in the British Army, came into possession
of a closely guarded secret of the Hindoo Religion, by
which the native women of India are enabled to obey
the laws of their relieion, that they must destroy all
trace of Superfluous Hair on all parts of their body.
It destroyed my own growth for ever after all else
failed, so that it has never returned. It has done the
same for many others. It will cost you nothing except
two penny stamps for postage, etc., to secure full de-
tails Just cut out and send me or copy the coupon
below, with your name and address, stating whether
Mrs. or Miss. Tiiat is all. Is it not worth the trouble?
Address as below.

same to be sent
name and addre*.

stamps
Mrs. HUDSON : Please send me free full information

and instructions to cure superfluous hair; also details
of other heanty secrets as soon *as you can. Address.

THIS FREE COUPON 'with"
1

?.,."- nam
and :

F r. k n 1 5 Rica Hu DBOX,
Street, London. W.l.

Block M.4, Xo. 9, Old Cavendish

IMPORTANT yOTE.-
high in . Society, and
Officer, so you can
Address <ts above.

Mrs. Hudson belongs to a femifj
s the widow of a prominent Arnij
write her with every confidence

Jot BEAUTIFIES THE EYES

iffYQ^ «)« that bvillia
Q vivacity, and expressions

which men ficrt so appealing. It

clears the eyes, freshens and strengthens
them, making them naturally more
beautiful. Particularly refreshing

after motoring.
" Eydol" is recommended by leading

actresses. including .Miss Kyrle Bellow
Miss Phyllis Bedells, Mdlle. tuclenno
Dervyle, etc. "Eydol" is

harmless. Relieves eye-strain
and headache. Indispensable for

all whose eye3 are weak

Use " Eydolash
"

to darken your
eyebrows and
lashes. It makes
them thick, long,

and silky. In

Ivorine Pots. 1/6.

tired-looking,

2/9 per bottle.
Of all Stores and
Chemists, or direct

from — "EYD OL"
Laboratories

(Dept. 2S).

170. Strand.LONDON W C 2

Are yox* satisfied
witli your*

ip lMf^T w, '' ,c fl>r '"V bopklet, entitled
IT 1NV.J 1 "Training versus Teaching,"
which will explain how you can quickly learn to

play without fatigue or drudgery—by the
Wright-Higgins system or postal tuition. Results
are swift, and learning very soon gives place to

pleasant andcasy ACCOMPLISH MliNT.anrl yon
become proficient
in half the time
required by other
methods. Write
AT ONCF. enclos-

ing stamp for

postage, also
state if Rev., Mr.,

Uld rwhether Beginner,
or Moderate.

Mrs. Miss, or Title,

Elemental
R. WRICHT-HICCINS, F.R CO., L.Mus., T.C.L,

40, Oak House, Parkhurst Road, London, N.7,
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I will tell you Free how
to Reduce Your Weight

I was just a strong young woman, full of life anil

vigour, and fond of good things to eat, enjoying Hie

to its fullest extent, when suddenly my weight began
to increase, anil, strong as I was, I began to feel

the burden, especially as I a in a business woman
and have plenty of work to do. While my earthly

self was rapidly assuming abnormal proportions, the

progress in this direction brought sorrow and con-

sternation, because I knew that 1 must give up
business or reduce my weight. I began to feel

lonely, because I felt that my company was no longer

desired, and I' made up my mind that 1 was at

the dangerous point of my life.

One dav an inspiration came to me, after 1 had
spent time, money and patience in vain efforts

to become slim again. I acted upon this inspiration

and succeeded, for 36 lbs of ponderous weight
vanished in five weeks I did not use drugs, practise

tiresome exercises, nor starvation diet, nor wear any
appliances, but reduced myself by a simple borne

method, and, although this is some time ago, I have
never gained any weight since, aud my health is

as good as I could wish
You could reduce your weight the same as I have

done, and I will tell you how, free, if you will enclose

two penny stamps to pay postage.
W. Grace Hartland (Dept. 7'Jl), Diamond House,

Hatton Garden, London, E.G. 1.

7

'As I Look in my Glass"

"lam delighted with the im-

provement in my complexion.

That morsel of Pomeroy Skin

Food nightly is making me
look years younger." Pomeroy
Skin Food cleanses and
nourishes the skin, brings

back the bloom and glow of

good health to faded com-
plexions. Try a little rubbed in

each night before going to bed.

Vomeroy
Skin Food

1/9, 4/- and 5/9 Jays.
Of 11 >«h-class Chemists & Perfumers.

Mrs. POME ROY, Ltd.,

29, Old Uond Street, London, W.i.

IF you want to know anything aboul Films or Film Plavenr

SCREEN COMEDIES.
If there is one direction in which the cinema has

made little progress, it is in the production of comic
films that are really humorous. Fortunately, the
crude first attempts at screen comedy, in which the
throwing of custard-pies and the frequent turning on
of the fire hose were the chief features, are now rarely
to be seen. The public laughed at these things at
first, because they were novel, until the producer,
mistaking its endurance, overdid them to such an
extent as to turn the laughter into disgust.

The old proverb, " Familiarity breeds contempt ",

is worthy of remembrance, for it can be true of all

things. And among those which are designed for our
entertainment, humour, above all, requires to be fresh
in style if it is to be of any value in film plays. Yet,
for how long now has the public been expected to laugh
at some of the " funny " incidents that have become
chestnuts of the screen ? There are few, I think, who
will disagree with the view expressed in the extract
given below.

Writing from Durham, A. D. W. says : "lam very
fond of the modern photo-play, and I think that, on
the whole, it has reached a very high standard of

excellence. There are some plays, however, that I

really cannot understand ever being filmed. How
can anyone so much as laugh and enjoy some of the
absurd and idiotic things that are screened ? Someone,
for instance, will fire a revolver, the bullet will hit a

water pipe, and within a few minutes the house will

be fioode . and perhaps in the end collapse totally.

Another idea is to have people in bath-chairs (which
are going along complstely by themselves) flying in

front of express trains, and runaway motors and
carriages which are always escaping. One can only
laugh at the utter impossibility of these things "

Exaggerated absurdity is the worst thing in comedy
and can hardly be expected to amuse adults, though it

may, perhaps, rouse children to laughter. True
humour, we all know, is difficult to create. It takes
time, and as Charlie Chaplin himself has admitted,
the production of even one comedy film requires con-
siderable revision. And while we can certainly do with
more comic films, it is a pity to see them spoilt by pot-

boiling methods.
THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able tirriebeforepublicatujr^^

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and

addressed envelop e must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address:

The Editor, "The Picture Show," Room 83, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

" SISTIN'A " (Kew).—Mae is pronounced " may."
You will find small advertisements, such as you are

looking for, in the cinema trade papers.
B. H. (Brierlev Hill), D. V. (Sandycove). and E. D. P..

(Chorlev Wood).—Here is the cast of " Tih-Minh."
Mdlle. Marv Harald (Tih-Minh), Rene C'reste (Jack
Dathas), Mdme. Georgette Faraloni (Marquise
Dolores), Mdlle. Rolette (Kosv), Louis Lenbos (Kistna).

M. Biscot (Peter), E. Mat he (Sir George Francis), and
G. Michel (Dr. Gilson).

" Blase " (Loudon, E.C).—Yes, it is surprising

how film plays awaken interest in the artistes. Mary
March is the name of the pretty girl who took the

part of Fay Larkin in " Riders of the Purple Sage."
M. B. (Bradford).—Mabel Normand funny ? I

should say she is. She has dark hair and brow n eyes,

big mischievous ones, too. Hayford Hobbs was the

lead in " Man and the Moment."
G. M. W. (Teignmouth).—Frank Mayo in " The Red

Circle." Is he the artiste you mean ?
" EniTH " (Dennistoun).—Betty Blythc is Ameri-

can. Perhaps you will be able to add a few more
photos of her to your collection before long. No,
you are not too late with your question. Mollie
King played a dual role in The Mystery of the
Double Cross," so now you know who it was " who
was so like her."

" Patiexce " (Birkenhead).—Let this be your
reward. I may have answered your previous letter,

though T cannot remember. Pleased to know you
arc collecting the art plates given away with this

paper and with " Woman's Weekly." And don't
forget the equally good ones issued with the " Boys'
Cinema," otherwise your collection will be minus
some very line plates. Mahlon Hamilton is the name
of the man you want, isn't it ? No, Eugene O'Brien
is not married as yet : but some day he may be,

unless he has made up his mind to remain a ron tinned
bachelor. You have guessed right. Elsie Ferguson
is American, and was born in New York City.

• " Cliffs " (Lucerne).—The same artist played two
parts, the characters being portrayed by one of those
tricks of photography known as double exposure."
In " A Tale of two Cities." the leads were taken by
William I'arnum aud Florence Vidor.

M.B(York).— Glad you think ' Destiny " a toprinz
serial. The artiste you name has not been very
prominent in films, and I cannot remember him act-
ing with Violet Hopson. Don't worry about " form

"

1 peeler typewritten letters, though 1 cannot expect
everyone to send me one.

F. M. (Retterim).—Sorry to hear your sister and
you have had a quarrel over Mildred Harris Chaplin,
llope you have made it up. She is not a comedy
artiste, however, so you were right. She started with
the Vita'.'raph Company and soon made herself
popular with picture theatre patrons.

G. R. G. (Eastbourne:.—Yes, 'twas William
Farnum, and no other, in "A Tale of Two Cities."
Dual roles are often played on the films.

"Cheerio" (Dublin).—Yes, you can write to
Warren Kerriian asain if you ar.~ still without a reply
from him. ;le was born on July '25th, 1889, and
" The Road to Paradise " aud " The Pool of Flame "

are two of his pictures. .

" Tat/won " (Durham), " Kints " (Aylesbury),
" SCOTCH Lass" (Alexandria), " MlCKY (Canter-
bury).—Just between ourselves. Cleo Madison was
in " Trey of Hearts," King Baggot and Marguerite
Snow in " Count Bernstorlf's Secrets." The names
yon want, " Scotch Lass " and " Kints," are not
mentioned in the casts of the other plays.

W. J. C. (Galway), who sympathises with me for
having so often to answer queries that have already
b^en replied to several times in this paper, tells me
what he does himself, and asks me to publish his
suggestion for the benefit of other readers. In a
good-sized exercise book, my correspondent tells me,
be pastes on one page the photograph of an artiste
taken from The PICTURE Show, and on the opposite
page all the particulars relating to that artiste as
they appear in this paper. There are many readers,
of course, who may not like to destroy their copies
of The Picture Show by cutting out the photos,
but if the particulars are jotted down and an index
added, such a book will prove a very useful one fot

reference.
" Hinky " (Kensington).—Yes. both Elliott Dex-

ter and Ann Little played in " The White Man."
Clara Kimball Young will be twenty-nine this year.
Her height is 5 ft. 0 in., and her eyes are black. John
Bowers was born in Garrett, Indiana. He has ap-
peared in " Sis Hopkins," The Eternal Grind "

with Mary Pickford, and in " The Kingdom of Youth"
with Mabel Normand. I am pleased to know your
sister in Canada looks forward to this paper every
week.

" COXNTC " (GillinghamV—Appearances are apt to

be deceptive, Connie, unless you look twice—and
carefully. So, if you don't want to be disappointed
I v not getting " the best film paper," let me give
you this tip : When buying The Picture Show
make sure of the title.

(More answers next week.)

WHERE TO WRITE TO YOFR FAVOURITE
FILM STAR.—You are kindly requested

not to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to be answered

.

If you wish to communicate at once with any artiste

not named below, write your letter, putting the name
of the star on the envelope, and enclose it with a loose

ltd. stamp to the Editor, The Picture Show,
Room 83, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,

London, E.C. 4, and it will be forwarded by the ne\t
mail. Such letters cannot be specially acknowledged
by the Editor. Remember, always, when writing to

artistes to give your full name and address, including

the name of your county and country, and mention
The Picture Show to ensure the safety of a reply.

It must be understood, however, that we cannot
guarantee that such letters will be replied to. Please
keep this list for reference.

MADGE EVANS, MONTAGUE LOVE, care of

World Film Corporation, 130, West Forty-sixth Street,

New York City, U.S.A.

EDITH STOREY, H. B. WARNER, care of Robert-
son-Cole Productions, 1600, Broadway, New York
City, U.S.A.

VIOLET HOPSON WRITES HER OWN LIFE
STORY.—One of the most interesting evenU

in the cinema world this week is the publication of the
Life Story of Violet Hopson, the most brilliant Britisli

star. She has had a most wonderful career, and has
a vivid story to tell. Even as a child many wonderful
things happened to her, and the way in which her
whole life story evolves makes the most thrilling

and interesting reading. This popular favourite

tells tho story herself in such a friendly, intimate

way, and she will be found every bit as interesting

with her pen as she is upon thcscrccn. The Family:
Pictorial, the great home picture paper, has hern
fortunate to secure first publication of this Life

Story, and the opening instalment appears in this

week's issue, now on sale.
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Famous Readers of " The Picture

Sbow."
No; 8.—POLLY MORAN.

AS you can see, Miss Polly Moran is

dressed for the part of Sheriff Nell
in a coming Fox Sunshine comedy,

" Sheriff Nell's Come Back." Between
scenes she saves a few minutes from her meals
to read her favourite picture paper, The
Picture Show. She doesn't want there to

be any mistake. Note how she holds the
paper so that the camera can register the
title.

M- -

Important Announcement to Regular
Readers.

NEXT week we shall publish the rest of
the photographs used in out Peeping
Stars Competition, and, if possible, the

names and addresses of the lucky prize-

winners. Also I shall be able to • tell you
of another splendid competition, one in

which every man, woman, or child in the
British Isles will be able to stand a chance
to win a really big money prize. It is a
most entrancing competition. Full particu-
lars will bs given in our issue of next
Monday. —»

—

Difficult Photography.

WHEN we sec Anna the Adventuress V
—a Hepworth photo-play based on
E. Philip Oppenheim's popular novel

—we shall see Alma Taylor in a dual role.

One part of the film was very difficult to

obtain, as in it we see Alma holding a long
conversation with herself, and as the elegantly
garbed Anna she throws a beautiful opera
cloak from one side of the room to the other,
and, as the modest and plainly dressed Anna
bel, catches it. As she was first filmed as
Anna and then as Annabel, you can under-
stand the difficulties.

—**—
Chrissie White In Knitted Costume.
ClllUSSlE WHITE has fallen a victim to

the craze for knitted clothes.
I saw her the other day wearing an

exceptionally pretty knitted costume in
rose du Barry coloured wool, and an attrac-
tive little hat to match. An original Idea

PhobctgrapK? and Para9rapii5 of Pictures, Play-,5 and Players

was the cute little bobs which formed the
trimming.

A Dull Life at Twenty-Three.
CULLEX LANDIS—whom you will often

have seen playing opposite Miss Billie

Rhodes in her noted comedies—says
he is thinking of writing the story of his life.

As Cullcn is only twenty-three, there may
still be other things to tell for a complete
biograph. But as it is, he says he lias had
experience enough lo fill one volume. He
says he will call it " From Truck Driver to

Movie Star," for just five years ago he was
driving a truck for a studio and doing odd
jobs. Then he became assistant property
man, and again was raised to the rank of

assistant director.

He bought a camera, and spent more than
six months taking pictures and learning
everything possible about producing a pic-

lure, and his first work on the screen brought
him recognition.
We are soon to see him in a number of Rex

Beach pictures.

The Fountain of Youth.

ACCORDING to Mabel Normand, she
has found the long-sought-after
"fountain of youth."

" And I didn't 'have to travel far to find

it,'' she said. " It is inside one, and is

nothing more than the ability to see every-
thing every day as though you saw it for

the first time. If you can do this, you will

always be sixteen."
IVliss Xormand looks upon the world as a

huge playiug-ground, beut on doing nothing
more than provide playthings for her to
laugh over or wonder at, so her observations
should be sound. —

—

Baby Who Will Not Cry.

MACK SEXXETT has discovered a new-
baby which is likely to be a sensation.

It will be seen for the firsi time on
the screen in " Back to the Kitchen."

It is said that nothing can frighten him.
He goes through all his scenes with a broad,
toothless grin on his tiny face. The only
trouble is they cannot make him cry. The
first day they got a roar of dismay and in-

dignant protest by pretending to beat his

adored young mother. Unfortunately, they
let him see the mother laughing, and now
he thinks that pretending to beat mother is

the funniest game in the world.
Every device that makes most babies weep

like miniature Xiagaras, sends this babv into
yells of delight. —

—

Real Lovers on the Screen.

WHEN we see "The Love Cheat "—a
coming Pathe picture—we shall see
two popular young artistes who make

quite ideal hero and heroine. Tiny are
Creighton Hale and June Caprice.

7

Co-Stars in Coming Serial.

ON this page are two favourites who will

co-star in a coming Vitagraph serial,

entitled " Moods of Evil."
Joe Ryan, known as the screen's most lov-

able " bad man," will have an entirely new
type of role in the new serial

—

a dual per-
sonality role. One characterisation gives him
the opportunity to appear as a " bad man,"
a part so closely associated with his previous
screen activities, and the other part will be
a most sympathetic part. Both parts, it i,

said, will afford him an opportunity to do
much of his Cossack-like riding. Thousands
of persons have gone to sec Vitagraph serials
for the express purpose of seeing Joe Ryan
ride. Ryan has ridden " bronks " alnn si

since he was a child in rompers. He was
born 011 his grandfather's ranch, the Camp-
stool, al the base of Devil's Tower, i;i Crook

County, Wyoming, and is now thirty-two
years old. As a boy he roamed the plains
and mountains, learned to ride and shoet,
and gained distinction in other accomplish-
ments which have stood him in good stead as
a motion picture actor. Later, he went to
Denver and gave up his cowpuncher'.s
regalia and bought an outfit of fashionable
clothes. A prize of ten pounds to anyone
who could ride Dynamite, a bucking steer,
at an amusement resort there, attracted him.
and he won the money, and also stayed with
the show. Three weeks later he was made
manager, and he remained with the organisa-
tion for two years.

A Fine Career.

BETWEEN seasons he played with a stock
company, and, later, he organised a
company of cowboys for a vaudeville

act. It was the vaudeville act that led to his
entering the motion picture field. The
Colorado Motion Picture Company Wante :

a. man with .dramatic ability and horse-
manship Qualifications, and they found that
Joe Ryan filled the bill. From this or-

ganisation he went to the Eclair Film Com-
pany, where he directed and played lo^ds
in " Westerns," made at Tucson, Arizona,
and. later, he joined " Vitagraph at its

Western studio. He has since been playing
" heavies." Almost every motion picture
devotee remembers his " Shoestring," and we
shall also see him as Scarface in " The Man
of Might," the serial starring William Duncan,
that begins early in March.—»-t—
All About Jean Paige.

JEAN PAIGE, who becomes a co-star with
Joe R3ran, is exceptionally well qualified
for serial work. She will be seen as

Madeline Stanton, the only child of a wealthy
father, who becomes mixed up in the
machinations of the band of which Joe Ryan
—in his "bad man" characterisation— is the
head.
Miss Paige's enlire career before the camera

has been spent with Vitagraph. She was
born on her father's model farm, a few miles

JEAN PAIGE. JOE RYAN.

from Paris, Illinois, and received her educa-
tion in that city. Being brought up to cut-
door iife, she naturally learned to ride, swim,
climb trees, and many other things that will

I
be of great assistance to her iu her new field

j of endeavour. —

—

Have You Seen Her?
AFTER completing her education at Pail*

Miss Paige went to Pittsburg to begin
a course in elocution ; but she heard Ih •

call of the camera, and went to New York.
She played a prominent part in the FraO< 1- \
Bushman-Beverly Bayne production, " Dar
ing Hearts," and was later assigned to 1

leading role in a feature production.
Miss Paige is j 11-t out of her teen>, is rather

under the average height for a woman, has

dark hair and eyes, and is unusua'ly good
! looking.
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PICTURE SHOW CHAT.
(Continued from page 3.)

From Washerwoman to Star.

IN the coining Edgar stories, written for

1 tho Goldwyn Film Company by Booth
Tarkington, we are to see a real coloured

mammie, who was born in Alabama, and who
can make cakes in a way to make hungry
boys' mouths water.
In this play she takes the pari of Iris. Her

real name is Lucretia Harris.
She was taking in washing for a living

eight years ago when a moving picture
director discovered her. Now she owns her
own home and drives her own car.

Enemies On and Friends off.

YOU will remember Tom Lingham, who
played the part of the despicable Starr
Wiley with Marie Walcamp in the big

serial, " The Red Glove."
On the screen you will remember Lingham

lights Marie with a ferocity that stops at
nothing. If count could ,be kept of the times
that he had hurled her off cliffs, shot at her,
stabbed at her, etc., the total would be stag-
gering; but from someone who watched the
play being taken, I hear that both the star

and the villaiin are oibbage enthusiasts, and
as soon as the atrocities of the screen were
concluded, they settled down to a friendly
game.

—+

—

Dorothy Davenport Comes Back.

YOU all know that Wallace Reid is mar-
ried to Dorothy Davenport, and that
Dorothy has been away from the screen

for a number of years.

Those of you who want to renew her ac-

quaintance should look out for a photo-play,
entitled " The Fighting Cltance," in which
she is returning to filmland.

How They Are Taken.

DO you ever wonder how those close-up
scenes of speeding motor-cars and
yachts are taken?

Here is the secret.

A platform is built on the front of the
car or boat, and on this the director and
tho camera-man station themselves. Then
the car starts, and they start, too, turning
the camera as they go, and are always able to
get the scenes they need.

British Star For American Film.

IT is rumoured that Godfrey Tearle, the
handsome hero of the stage, who has
already appeared in a number of British

photo-plays is to go to America to star in

some new photo-plays.

JOE ROCK. EARL MONTGOMERY.
These two comedians, who appear in Vitagraph

Comedies, are great iavourites on the screen. They
always appear together ns you may have noticed.

A Visitor from America.
(HEAR that Mr. Jules Brulatour, the New

York representative of the Eastman Film
Company, has left for Europe on a business

trijj in behalf of that corporation. His tour will

include Englahd, France, Italy, the Scandina-
vian countries, and the Continent.

Binding Cases for "The Picture Show "

ARE you binding your copies of The Picture
Show ? As you know, binding cases for

Volume I. can now bo had for 3s. They
are of light blue coloured cloth board.

If you want a case for Volume 2, will you
send a postcard ? Send your order early. The
larger quantity the Editor can order the cheaper
the cases will be, so if you send a postcard now
it may make a big difference in the price when
you came to order your binding case.

Address all communications to Tho Pub-
lisher, The Picture Show, Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

Do You Know?
— That Gladys BrockwelPs gowns are designed
by her mother, " Billie " Brockwell ?

* * *

—That Eugene O'Brien is lucky enough to have
three leading women at present—Lucille Lee
Stewart, Mary Boland, and Martha Mansfield ?

* ...**- * '
*

—That Texas Guinan, the feminine " Bill Hart,"
is now making two-reel " Westerns," which aro

quite a new kind ?
* * *

,

— That her surname is pronounced as if the " i
"

were "y"

—

Guynan ?
* * *

—That Nazimova's husband, Charles Bryant, is

her leading man in her wonderful picture, " Out
of the Fog," which we shall be seeing later ?

Fay Filmer.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Angeles.

Realism.

JAMBS KIRKWOOD broke two of Ward
Crane's ribs in a fight scene during tho
filming of " The Luck of the Irish." "If

this is tho luck of the Irish," Crane remarked on
his return to the studio, " Yankee luck is just
about good enough for me." Thereupon Kirk-
wood sardonically told him that he could thank
his lucky stars it was not his neck that had been
broken instead of a couple of paltry ribs.

'Gene O'Brien's Nickname.
EUGENE O'BRIEN believes that athletic-

enable a man to keep at the top-notch of

general efficiency, both physical and
mental. At tho University of Colorado ho mi
nicknamed-" Versatility," being tho captain ol

his baseball, football, and basketball teams.

Costly Furs in Cinema Play.

TEN thousand dollars' worth of furs play a
small part in the Goldwyn picture, " Tho
Cup of Fury." One is a mink coat,,

valued at five thousand dollars, which Miss Helen
Chadwick just puts on on leaving a sumptuous
drawing-room. The other is a long sable scarf

lined with ermine and finished with a trimming
of fur tails. These two valuable items were
loaned for the picture, and when tho manage-
ment were not worrying about the chances of

their getting lost, stolen, or strayed, they were
wondering whether they wrould "register"
properly in the photography.

Cutting.

ROSCOEARBUCKLE and Walter Hiers, the
two fat men of the films, recently met at
the Lasky plant, and there was the usua

interchange of courtesies. " Kindly step aside,'

Hiers suggested pleasantly, " so that I can see

the studio."
" Oh, is there a studio around here ? " queried

the rotund Roscoe with well-feigned astonish-

ment. " I thought it was your suit-case."

Witty Will Rogers.

WILL ROGERS is perhaps the only film

star who has made capital out of his

awkwardness and general homeliness.
His wit, however, is as quick as his movements
are slow and deliberate, and his caustic com-
ments on the topics of the day when twirling bis
lariat on the roof garden ofthe New Amsterdam
Theatre made him one of the most populai
entertainers of New York City. Asked the othei
day what was the most dangerous stunt he hat7

ever done, he scratched his head and drawled
I

" Well, I reckon it was when I went so far as ti

let 'em shoot me for a close-up."

Elsie Codd.

Two striking «cenes from the photo-play," The Romance of Billie Riley and his Colleen Bawn," adapted from an old Irish book by the Film Company of
Ireland. This is the second film produced by that company ; the first, " Knock-a-gow," is said to have created a bigger sensation in America than D. W. Griffith's

masterpiece, " Intolerance.'!
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CAUGHT by the CAMERA FOR "THE PICTURE SHOW."

The la-test portrait of EDITH ROBERTS, who is Seated on the couch is OWEN MOORE and ZENA KEEFE. They are discussing how a love scene should

shortly appearing in a new serial with WILLIAM be screened. WESLEY RUGGLES is directing them in .this coming photo-play.
DUNCAN, entitled "A Man of Might."

MYRTLE STEDMAN and LEFTY FLYNN share their lunch with a San Francisco policeman PAULINE FREDERICK with her latest pet—

a

between scenes in "The Silver Horde." present from an admirer.

The latest delightful portrait of MAE MARSH as we shall Do you recognise these Puritans? They are CLARENCE GELDART, LOIS WILSON,
see her in "Hidden Fires." MONTR BLUE, and BEBE DANIELS, as we shall see them shortly on the screen.
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Special to "The Picture Show"—A Thrilling Story of a Deserted Wife Accused of Murder.

"There is a Destiny which shapes our ends, rough hew them how we may."

BEAD THIS FIRST.

WHEN Diana married George Meadows she,

know she did not love him', but married
to George meant freedom from work, and

the troubles of poverty.
One night she its met by Bertie Fisher, George's

friend. He is nervous and distrait. He tells her

Seorge has absconded with money from the. firm.

He is leaving Diana for good. He had not pluck
enough to tell her himself, and had sent Bert to break
the news to her.

Diana has pride, and cannot bring herself to con-
fide in her mother or her friends. She tells them
that George has been sent by his firm suddenly to

the Argentine on business.
Diana decides the only way to prevent her secret

being known is to leave. She lets the house to Bertie
Fisher, the rent to go to her mother, to continue the
allowance which her husband used to give her, and
stop her wondering because it had ceased.
With baby Erie Diana pretends she is going out

to her husband: Friendless and alone she arrives
in London. Diana finds a friend in an old lady
named Mrs. Harris, who gives her a home. Her
brother, Mr. Forteseue, engages Diana as a shorthand
clerk. In Mr. Fortcscue's son Diana recognises her
first sweetheart. Both Dicky Forteseue and Diana
are delighted to meet again. Diana gives out that
she is a widow, and Dicky thinks she is free to be
wooed. When he proposes Diana hasn"t strength
enough to tell him the truth. After two years of

work, Diana becomes homesick, and visits her
mother. She learns that the railway company want
to buy Glan-y-mor, and she plans that with the money
she will persuade her mother to take a house with her
in Highgate. The body of George Meadows is found
in the well of Glan-y-mor. and Diana is accused of

murdering him. The evidence of all the witnesses
points to Diana's guilt, and Diana is on trial for her
life. Mot until she is locked in a prison cell does
she realise that the rope is being placed around her
neck.

(The story then continues.)

The Third Day of the Trial.

IT was the third day of the trial, and the
court was crowded.

Public opinion was strongly against the
black-robecl figure who had entered the dock.
" Brazen hussy !" exclaimed a fat, comfort-

able-looking dame, whose grimy fingers were
covered with massive rings, as she regaled her-

self out of a paper bag with lumps of sticky

coconut candy. " She looks a bad lot !" As
she spoke she nodded towards the prisoner.

Her companion, a thin woman with a very
long nose, screwed up her eyes to assist her
to scan the prisoner'more closely."

" I think she's nice-looking, isn't she?" she
said, craning her scraggy neck to its utmost
limit.

The fat lady had her mouth full, and found
it difficult to reply, but she shook her head
vigorously.

" There's a man in the background, my
dear," she said at last in a confidential

whisper, having succeeded in lodging the
dainty firmly in one cheek. " We shall hear
.something to day. These lawyer chaps keep
tho spicy bits for the end. I know 'em ! I'll

bet you a bob to a tanner that she isn't what
idle ought to be ! Women don't go murder-
ing their husbands if they ain't got anybody
else to take his place. Don't you tell me!"
She spoke as though she herself knew a

great deal.
' 1 keep a greengrocer's shop at the corner

of the street where she's been living. I could
tell you a lot about her," she went on.

Tho thin woman was intensely interested,

but at that moment there were cries of

silence, and the case recommenced.
Diana let her heavy eyes scan the body of

the court. She saw the crowd of faces turned
up towards her, and again that terrible fear
s^vopl, over her as she realised that all these
rieople believed her guilty.

She <;o"ld sec it in their expressions on

their faces. There was no kindliness, no pity,

only a sea of accusing eyes. All her old self-

reliance was crushed by the bitter experience
of the last few, horrible weeks.
Her heart contracted as she suddenly caught

sight of three familiar faces, but they avoided
looking at her, and for this she was thankful.

Her mother sat beside the two Miss
Harveys, for now that they had given their
evidence, they were allowed to hear the
finish of the case.
Mrs. Long was weeping as usual. Apart

from the anxiety as to what might happen
to her daughter, she was troubled for her-
self. Her source of income had stopped since
the tragic, finding of the body at Glan-y-mor,
and she did not know what was going to
happen to her in the future.
Mr. Fisher entered the witness-box.
Ho was somewhat pale, and walked with

the aid of a stick; but he was curiously self-

possessed, and his eyes did not wander after
he had taken the oath and kissed the Bible,

but kept themselves fixed on the counsel for
the prosecution.
" You are an accountant at Messrs.

Thorp & Co.'s, I believe?" began that
gentleman.
" I am."
"You have been there some years?"
" Six years."
" When did you first make the acquaintance

of the murdered man?"
" When I first went to Thorp & Co.'s."
"Mr. Meadows was there then?"
"Yes."
"You were great friends?"
" Yes, sir."

"You were his best man at his wedding?"
" Yes."
" When did you first become aware that

Mrs. Meadows disliked you?"
" As soon as we met."
"Was that before the marriage?"
"No; on the wedding-day."
" Did the fact of Mrs. Meadows's disliking

you cause you and your friend to see less

of one another?"
"Yes, decidedly so."
"-When did you first become aware of the

deficit in the books?"
•
" On December 24th, 1916."

"Where was Meadows?"
" He was in the office."
" Did you call him to come and see the

books himself?"
"I did."
"What did he say?"
" He said ' for Heaven's sake shut up now,

and I'll tell you all about it to-night.'
"

"What did you do?"
" I closed the books, and wailed for him to

explain that evening."
" You spoke to no one else about it in

the office?"
" No."
"You have never mentioned it since?"
"No."
" On Christmas Eve did you leave the office

together?"
" We did."
"Where did you go?"
" We went out to dinner."
" Where ?"

"I forget exactly, but I believe it was at
the Talbot."
"Did you often go there together?"
" Yes, very often."
"Did you have anything to drink?"
" Only a bottle of claret."
"Nothing else all tho evening?"
" Yes, we had liqueurs after dinner."
"Nothing else after that?"

" We called at a public-house or two before
we went on."
"Did Mr. Meadows seem at all excited

during the dinner .'"

"Yes."
"Did he explain to you about the deficit

in his accounts?"
" Yes."
" Did he ask you as his friend to stand by

him ?"
" He did."
" And you promised him you would do

what you could ?"
" I said I would."
" Did he explain why he had taken the

money?"
"He said his wife was extravagant, and

would have only the best."
" What was his income?"
"About five hundred a year altogether."
"He earned more than you?"
" Yes. His father had been a partner in

the firm."
"Is his father dead?"
"Yes."
"You left the Talbot about eight o'clock?"
"Yes."
" And you had one or two drinks at the

bar at London Bridge Station?"
" Yes."
"You both lived at Golder's Green'.'"
" No ; I lived at Berner's Road, two

stations up the line.".
" You had made up your mind to see your

friend home. Was he the worse for drink?"
"No, not drunk; but very excited and

worried."
" Did he ask you to go home with him?"
" Yes."
"What did he say?"
" Come home with me. I dare not face her

by myself."
" Did he ever speak to you as though he

was afraid of Mrs. Meadows?"
" He said she had ungovernable temper."
" You both arrived at Glan-y-mor about

ten o'clock?"
"I believe it was about, that time."
" Who let you in ?"
" George Meadows had his key, and we

entered together."
".Did you take off your overcoats?"
"No; we went straight into the sitting-.

' room."
" With your hats and overcoats on?"
" Yes. As we went in, George, who was

evidently very nervous, began pushing his

soft hat into his pocket."
"You say he was not the worse for drink?"
" Oh, no; but he was very jumpy and

nervous."
"Mrs. Meadows was in the room?"
"Yes. She was sitting in an easy-chair

by the fire."

"Did she rise when you entered?"
"Yes, she did; and she began abusing us

for being so late."
" Did she stand still while she abused von

both?"
" No; she went up to Meadows and shook

him."
"Was he a small man?"
"Oh, no; but she has a violent temper."
"Did her husband strike her?"
" No ; he tried to kiss her."
"And what happened then?"
" She turned to me and told me I ought

to be ashamed of myself for keeping him
out, when she expected him home."

" Go on. Tell us exactly w hat happened
then. Be careful, and choose your words."

(Continued on page 8.)
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ALBERT RAY
INTERVIEWED ard

PHOTOGRAPHED.

OX a beautiful springlike morning, such as is only to bo
found in Southern California, .! was passing a pretty
Colonial bungalow that stood in a semi-tropical garden

in Hollywood, when I .saw Albert Hay, and, calling out a
" Good-morning," was courteously asked in. I asked Mr.
Ray if he would tell me something about his life and career
to tell to the readers of The I'icturis Show, and he told me
that lie was born at New Hochellc, New York,. Ho
is 25 years of age and is 6 feot in height, fair complexion and
dark blue eyes, and although none of his family have been
on the stage. previously, he started at the early age of seven
years, and had been successful from the beginning. " What
induced your people to put you into the 'profession' at

that early ago ? " 1 asked. "My folks permitted me to
pose for the picture cover of the ' Saturday Evening 1'ost,'

bo replied, and 1 there represented ' Blister Brown,' as in

those days I had a shock of thick, fair hair, and they
woro advised to put moon the stage. 1 played in musical

comedy, vaudeville and stock, and took chili I

parts for the Liograpb, and then came to the
screen proper and took a leading part with
Miss Enid Bennett in 'When do we Eat ?'

and with Miss Ruth Clifford in 'The Game's
Up.' My first 'star' part was in a film-

play called ' Married in Haste,' and strangely
enough this film was released five months
ago on the very day of my marriage."

His Leading Lady.
I
AY is an athlete of reputation, and a

clever painter and landscape gar-
dener. His leading lady. Elinor

Fair, is only seventeen years old. She
was boin in Richmond, Virginia, and hi

her early youth aspired to be a grand
opera singer. She has travelled exten-
sively, and at the age of five went to

Honolulu and back. She inado her first

trip to Europe when nine.

ALBERT RAY, the handsome young hero

at home.

ALBFRT RAY'S home. His mother is seen on the steps. Ready for a spin in his motor-car.
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DESTINY (.Continued from page 6.)

Beriic Fisher moistened his lips.

Ho had spoken up to now with perfect

ease and confidence, but now his hands

grasped the rails before him as though he

weeded support.
" I told her that her husband was worried

— that he was in trouble, and she said to

me: ' What do you mean?' I said, 'Ask
him ; he will tell you.' And I went to go
out of the room, but Mrs. Meadows called

mc back. She said as I had said so much
I had better explain."
"Mrs. Meadows called you back?"
Bertie Fishes hesitated.
" I am not certain. Perhaps it was Mr.

Meadows," lie said. " Anyway, one of them
did."

" Did you tell Mrs. Meadows her husband
had falsified the accounts?"

" I did, and she turned on me like a

tigress and began to rave."
" Did she accuse you of assisting him to

spend the money ?"

The witness hesitated.

"She may have done. I do not rem. in

ber," ho said. " She was very angry, and

the said so many things."

The evidence went on.

Bertie Fisher gave his account of what
had happened the next day, and all the sub-

sequent time until the finding of the body.

As he proceeded he became quite calm
again, and gave his evidence in a thoroughly
self-possessed manner.
He did not alter his demeanour either when

Dick Forlescuo rose and began the cross-

examination.
" You are an accountant at Messrs.

Thorp & Co.?"
" I am."
"Mr. Meadows, the murdered man, was in

a position somewhat above you?"
"Yes."
When did you first notice the deficit in

the books?"
'On the Christmas Eve, 1916."
" That was the first time you had noticed

it?"
"Yes."
" There were some five or six false entries

dating through the past year?"
"Yes."
" As you are the accountant, would you

not have delected it if your books had been
tampered with before the end of the year?"
"1 should have done so; but they had

been altered."
"Are you quite certain of that?"
" Of course I am."
" You say your books had been tampered

with. Is this not your handwriting?"
Bick passed a piece of paper to the witness.

Fisher took it, and his hand was shaking.

"That is your handwriting, I believe?"

"It is."

"And you still persist in saying that the

books had been tampered with?"
") do: a:iJ 1 do not see^ what this has to

do with the case !" said Fisher sharply.

Dick Forlescue did not deign to answer,

but he turned to the judge.
" I should like you to examine the entries

in the books, my lord," he said. " I hope I

.•:ui prove that they have not been tampered
with.

" The amounts were placed down wrongly
in the first place."

The cross-examination went on, but Bertie

Fisher was slowly losing his calmness.

When it came to the evening of the

twenty-fourth, he began to hesitate.
" You say that when you entered Glan-y-

BOOr neither of you look off your coats. Did
jou botl) intend going out again?"

"
V intended to go home eventually."

" But surely it is not usual to enter a lady's

presence with your hat and coat on?"
"

f never thought of it," said Bertie

tujkily.
'• Did Mrs. Meadows come into the hall

t» meet you ?"

.Again Bertie hesitated a moment.
" No," he said. " I explained before. She

was hitting by the fire in the room."
"Ah, yes! And you both went into the

rwuii to her."
" Yes."

"Are you quite sure that she was there?
Are you sure that you and Meadows were
not atone in the room?"

" We were not."
"And it was just ten o'clock?"
" I don't know what the time was. It

might have been later."
"You think it might have been later?

How do you account, then, for Miss Lena
Harvey seeing you and Mr. Meadows entering
Glan-y-mor at exactly ten o'clock?"

" I suppose it must have been about that
time," said Fisher sulkily.

" You went into the sitting-room to-

gether with your hats and coats on, and Mis.
Meadows got up from the side of. the fire-

place and began abusing you both?"
" Yes, she did."
" You are quite certain on that point?"
" Of course I am."
Just at that moment a police officer in plain

clothes made his way unobtrusively towards
the counsel for the defence. He placed some-
thing in the young (nan's hand.

Dick Fortescue glanced at it swiftly, then
he turned to the judge.

" My lord and gentlemen of the jury," be
said. " With your lordship's permission I

propose to now open the case for the defence."
Fisher was asked to step down from the wit-

ness-box, but when he attempted to leave
the court, a plain clothes policeman prevented
him very politely.

" You will be wanted again, sir," he said
i espect fully.

Dicky's voice was linging through the
court.

" Before, however, I proceed to answer the
case of the Crown, I wish to refer to the
statement made by the counsel .for the
prosecution, that Mr. and Mis. Meadows
lived together during the brief years of their
married life in complete harmony except for

the fact of a third person—the friend of the
husband.

" My learned friend also stated to you that
the case of the Crown against the prisoner
was this: On the Christmas Eve of 1916, the
murdered man arrived home at ten o'clock
with that same friend, and found the wife
waiting in for them.

" My lord and gentlemen of the jury, I
have evidence to prove the prisoner's story,

which is that she was not in the house when
the two men arrived.

" She had waited in all the evening, hoping
against hope that her husband would keep
his promise to her and come home in time
to -take her out to the shops.
" Their baby—their only boy—was to have

his first Santa Claus, and her fond, mother's
heart had pictured the pleasure of going to
the shop with the father of her child and
choosing- with him a suitable present.

" THE Girl With lire Million Dollar Face "

I is the proud title they give Gladys
Lesbe. She is a little girl with a

wonderful smile and camera individuality.

This last quality is a most important one, and
is the reason for much of her success in pic-

tures.

Some years ago Gladys was a " weary little

extra girl," now her admirers can be reckoned
in hundred thousands. It all reads very much
like luck, but "Gladys will assure you that
luck had nothing to do with her advance-
ment. She got where she is to-day by sheer
hard work. For a year or more she persisted

in her attempt to secure a big part in a film.

It's not much fun waiting about the studio^

to gain a chance to play an extra's part in

a big scene, and then receive about fifteen

shillings at the end of the day. So Gladys
Leslie made up her mind to reach the top of
the tree, and by persistency she won. Her
determination to achieve success was even
more remarkable because she was not com-
pelled by circumstances to earn a living.

Watchful Waiting.
" | ¥ AD I been, f could never have afforded

Jf~J so much lime in watchful wailing,"
she remarks.

But it was time shrewdly invested. Albeit

" But the hours went by, and he didn't
come. She allowed the maid to go to bed
with the child, so that her baby should not
be left alone, and then she sat and waited.

" At half-past nine she realised that if

she did not go alone her child would not
have the presents in the morning she had so

fondly pictured seeing him surrounded with,

and, slipping on a cloak, she went out.

,
" Arriving in the High Street, which is

some fifteen minutes sharp walking, she

found, to her dismay, that nearly all the
shops were closed.

" The light of a butcher's shop attracted

her. They were just closing,, and then, as

she stared hopelessly around her, she saw a
little, dingy shop which she had never
troubled to notice before, next door to the

butcher's.
" It was a sweelstuff shop, but they also

sold toys.
" Eagerly she entered. The old man be-

hind the counter showed her a toy—

a

woollen animal—quite a superior article for

the class of shop.
" The prisoner opened her purse, and

found, to her dismay and disgust, that she

had not sufficient change. She had been de-

pending on her husband coming home in

time to come with her.
" My lord and gentlemen of the jury, 1

shall not apologise to you for going into

the details of this matter, because, unfortu-

nately for the prisoner, the old man who
served her with the toy on that evening,
died a few days afterwards."
There was a movement all over the court,

and many people smiled knowingly.
Dick's next words, however, regained their

attention.
"My lord and gentlemen of the jury," lie

went on very earnestly, " Providence is all

kind and wonderful in her ways. The
death of the one man who could prove the

prisoner's alibi, fortunately for the prisoner,

was rectified by the fact of the prisoner

having insufficient money.
" In despair that her baby after all might

be cheated of his Christmas toys, the prisoner

took off her ring—her diamond engagement-
ring—and left it as security.

Later, when she called for it, the old

woman, the wife of the dying man, knew
nothing of the story—nothing about the ring.

" In the troubles and worries which over-

look Mrs. Meadows, she allowed the missing
ring to pass out of her memory, along with

the man whom she had been foully told

had deserted her
" My lord and gentlemen of the jury, the-

shop has been searched, and "on one of the

upper shelves, in an old china cup, the miss-

ing ring has been discovered."

(To be Concluded.)

E. Smith,- the famous star-maker of Vila-

graph, who is ever observing new talent on
the screen, discerned in Miss Leslie ability

and a certain personal cliarm. He then gave
her a contract to play leading parts in Vita-

graph pictures.

To-day she graces the Vitagrapb stage in

company with Alice Joyce, Corinno Griffith,

Bessie Love, Harry Morey, Jean Paige, and
Earle Williams. Gladys Leslie was born on
March 5th, 1899, at New York, and she is

fair, with brown eyes. Her height is five

feet. Some of her films which you should

watch out for are: "A Stitch in Time,"
" Fortune's Child," " Too Many Cooks,"

"His Own People," "Wooing of Princess

Sonia," "The Little Runaway," and "Little

Miss No Account."

Hair-Curling Adventures.

ON one occasion she went south to take

some of the scenes for " Miss Dulcie of

Dixie," and had all sorts of hair-curling

adventures. These, however, were all wasted

on her, because she had curly hair already.''

In her motor-car she crossed the river on. a
craft with the water lapping against the

wheels, and, later, got stuck in the mud for

hours, without food or drink.

GLADYS LESLIE. Million-Dollar Face.
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A DELIGHTFUL LOVE STORY OF OLD IRELAND COMPLETE IN THIS ISSUE. SPECIAL TO
" THE PICTURE SHOW. j

" THE cow I give to my_dear darlint

I daughter Molly, and the pig to iny

blessed wife."
Old Pat Malarkey was fly in?;, and

this was his last will and testament, spoken

as his wife and daughter and Aunt Finolia

stood around his bed weeping and lamenting.

They were almost his last words, for a few

minutes later, with a "God bless all of ye!"
!.< passed away.
They were black days that followed old

Pat's death in the cabin of the Widow
Malarkey. Even when her husband was alive

fiiey had only just managed to scrape a

living, and now things were much worse.

With only one pig and a cow, there was
little hope of paying the rent, which McGuire,

the agent of the landlord, was demanding
with threats.

Molly stood at the door of the cabin, a

few weeks after her father's death, wondering
if the clays of poverty would ever pass. She
was as pretty a colleen as could have been

found in the whole of Ireland. With her

golden-brown hair and dancing blue eyes,

and a figure that was all girlish gracefulness,

she made a charming picture as she leaned

against the crazy gate of the cabin. Her
day-dreams were broken by the recollection

that she had to fetch some peat for the

Are, and singing a love song she went up the

lane. She had not got far when her atten-

tion was attracted by the sight of a jaunting-

car stuck in the mud. The next second
Molly's eyes were drawn to the driver. He
was a dark-haired, good-looking voting man,
and he whistled cheerfully as lie tried to get

his car out of the mud.
He turned as Molly came up, and raised

his hat, with a smile.
" It's help that's coming to me in a

beautiful form," he said. " Won't ye give

me a hand to get the car out of the mire,

an' it's a ride I'll be giving ye in return/"
" I ride with those that can drive." replied

Molly, with a pert toss of her head.

But she still lingered by the car, and
after a very little persuasion she gave the
handsome jarvey a hand, and when the
ear was clear, she jumped on one side, while
be drove qn the other. She had quite for-

gotten all about the peat for the cabin fire.

"My name's Larry 0'Dea„" said the jarvey
' insinuatingly.

"Sure, nobody asked you!" retorted Molly.
" Hut I'd hate to be under an obligation
to a stranger. Mine's Molly Malarkey, and
I live at the cabin over there."
The jarvey gave a pull at the reins as Molly

said that, for the cottage was near, and he did
not wish to part with his passenger. 'Pulling the
horse up, he dived under some rugs and pulled
out a concertina.
"Are ye fond of music?" he asked, beginning to

play.
Molly tried hard to look aloof, but soon her

pretty feet were beating time to the strains of
the concertina, and when at last she jumped off

the jaunting-car and rau to the cabin, there was
a. pretty pink colour in her cheeks, which would
have greatly pleased the handsome jarvey could
he have seen it.

And that night Molly dreamt of Larry O'Dea,
and woke up in the morning with a great joy

in her heart.
Poverty is a curse that sours the sweetest

natures. The Widow Malarkey, under its grinding
influence, became afraid of the future. On the
morning after Molly's meeting with the handsome
jarvey, her mother followed her into the little

paddock where the cow was Ijept.

*' It's a fine cow that, you're blessed father

lift to me," said the widow.
"It's a fine pig, you mane," replied Molly.

" The cow he left to me."
" Sure, it's you're memory that's goin', an' you

co young!" retorted the widow.
" It's my cow!" shouted Molly, stamping her

feet.
" It's your pig!" screamed her mother.
The argument went on till Molly remembered

that her aunt Finolia had been present at the
death-bed, and she rau to fetch her to support
her claim. Aunt .Finolia decided in favour of

Molly, and the moment she had done so the girl

threw her arms round her mother's neck, and
« hispered

:

"Sure, ye can have the cow, mother mine, and
the pig as well." /
The quarrel and the reconciliation cleared the

air, and drew the two poverty-stricken women
closer together.
That night was Hallowe'en, and Molly, follow-

ing an old custom, took an apple-paring and threw
it over her shoulder. According to the legend,

when the paring cornea down, it will show the
initial)) of the maiden's future husband. But
nist as Molly was about to look there was a

fr out-id' , and her mother called to her.

Molly had only just time to litter!

MarHace

BOBBY HARRON, MAE MARSH and
KATE BRUCE (Western Import.)

" Blessed Mother St. Anne.
Send me a man as quick as you can.

" And if it's all the same to you," she added,
" 1 should like it to be the jarvey."
Then she ran inside the cabin and went to bed,

warding off her mother's questions as to what she
was doing outside the cabin at that late hour.

Trouble came the next day in the shape of
the agent, Mr. McGuire, who was accompanied
by his son. The agent was deaf to all the widow's
pleadings, and said he must have the rent, or she
would be evicted from the cabin.
"If you've not got the money, you must sell

the pig," he 6aid, as his final words.
The widow ran to tell Molly the terrible news,

and found her talking to the agent's son.
" Wurra wurra!" she wailed. "It's Mr. McGuire

that says we must sell the pig to pay the rint,
Molly."
Danny McGuire pricked up his ears at this.

'

Molly's beauty had attracted him, and he saw a
way to get into her favour.
He knew it was no good asking his father to

give the widow time to pay, 60 he waited till Mrs.
Malarkey had gone, and then he turned to Molly.

"Sure, it's a pity to sell such a foine pig!

Let me lend you the money, an' if yc can't pay
me back it matters but little."

He dropped several pieces of gold in her hand,
and patted it as she closed her fingers over it.

Molly was too delighted at the gift to worry
about any motive that might underlie it, and she
rau away to her mother and put the gold in

her lap.
" Sure, an angel from "Heaven sent it, so that

we should not have to sell the pig!" she cried.
" Are yc sure it wag an angel ?" said her mother,

who had a shrewd suspicion where the money had
come from, but her relief was so great that she
did not. press her daughter with questions.

The financial worries of the Malarkeys over for

the time being, Molly anil her mother, with true
Irish optimism, left olf worrying where the next
rent would corne from, and devoted all their

thoughts on the coming fair at I'allycroig.

There , were prizes for the best pig, and Molly
had (piite decided that their pig would take first

prize. The girl dived into an old, battered tin

box and brought out her few bits of finery, and
with her best shoes, and a bright-coloured woollen

shawl that her mother lent her, she flatp

tered herself that she would be one of the
best-dressed girls at the fair.

As she looked in the cracked mirror, ami :

pirouetted about the room, she found herself

wondering whether Larry would be at tho
fair. x. .

.

She flushed at her reflection for being so;

forward, but she heard a voice in her heart
whispering: "Sure, it will not be a fair at(

all if he's not."

When at last she and her inotln-r arrived

in the quaint, cobbled streets of Ballycroig.

they found the place full of young men and
colleens, with a tidy number of elderly!

people, who had corne for the more serious

business of buying and selling, and it must)

be confessed, of making merry with the/,

potheen.

-

Molly looked eagerly around, but not a'

sight of Larry could 6he see, and it was
with unhealing ears that she listened to herj

mother discussing the chances of their pig,

taking the first prize. Somehow. Molly did;

not feel very much interested in the fair

now that Larry was not there.

The day she had looked forward to so*

much had begun very disappointingly, and:

worse was to come. Their pig was passed

over, and not only did it not receive tha

first prize, but it did not get a prize at all.

The Widow Malarkey's disappointment 1

roused Molly from her apathy, and she went
with her mother to the judge.

"It's a fine judge of pigs ye are for

sure! Ye wouldn't know one of your own

family if ye saw it!"

Having delivered her opinion with much

shaking of her head, the widow was for

goin« "home at once, but Molly persuaded

her to stay on a little while, for she had

caught the strains of a concertina. As they,

turned a corner they saw Larry, who very

quickly made liis way to the girl who

pretended not to see him, but started a

shameless flirtation with a young man who

had been trying to catch her -eye all the

"^But Larry O'Dea was not one of the kind

that is easily rebuffed.

He came up to Molly, and while her

mother was talking to an old friend, be

carried her off to an old woman who was

selling ribbons. Wise was Larry O'Dea, for

111 Molly's reserve melted as she saw the gay
=» ribbon. The old market woman smiled as

the two approached.
'• Here's a purty ribbon for the 6wateest

colleen in Ballycroig this day," she crooned,

holding out the most expensive roll she had got

Liter but a little persuasion Molly consented

for Larry to buy her the ribbon, and also per-

mitted him to tie it on her hair.

Then they went to where a fiddler was playing

to a crowd of young folk dancing, and Molly,

her troubles forgotten, was soon swinging round

in the arms of the handsome jarvey.

Love's Young Dream.

SUCH was the beginning of Larry's courtship,

and after that he was generally to be seen

in the evening making his way to the cot-

tage of the Widow Malarkey. Ac the sound of his

whistle Molly would steal out, and they would

wander on the sea-shore and along the sweet-

smelling country lanes. .

Then there came an evening when Larry did

not come Mollv waited on the old wall they

had made their tryst ing place, and as the hours

-went bv and still he did not come, the bitter

tears rolled down her cheeks. All the old folk-

songs about lovers who loved awhile and rode

away came throbbing through her brain, and

when she crept in the cabin that night she was

the unhappiest girl in Ireland.

Hie next dav, and the next, until a week had

parsed, brought no news of the handsome Larry,

and Molly spent her days regretting that she had

ever met him, and her nights hoping that he

would come on the morrow.
Had she onlv been permitted by the fairies to

have peeped into Larry's home, she would have

seen her lover lying on a sick bed, breathing

iier name m his pain-racked sleep, and in his

waking moments fondling the ribbon he had

bought her at the fair, which had fallen out

of her hair when they were dancing. He had

worn it next his heart ever since, and when he

was compelled to go to bed with the sickness,

he had placed it under his pillow. But Molly

did not know this, and her heart was sick and
sorry within her.

Troubles never come singly, and once more the

grim shadow of poverty was over the cabin.

Soon it was followed by the spectre of starvation.

A famine had come over the land, and the poor

were dying for lack of food.

But though Molly and her mother were reduced

to living on potato-parings, the agent McGuire
was insistent that the rent should tic paid. Driven
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desperate the Widow MalarUcy determined to go

to Inniskerry, where she had some friends who
were fairly well-off.
The struggles and privations of the .Marlu-rkeys

had heeu watched by Danny McGuire. not with

sympathy or with a desire to help, but in the

hope that poverty would help him in his desire to

Win Molly'6 love. And when the widow went away
the coast was clear for his villainous scheming.

" Why don't you marry me, and you can have
all the fine things you want," lie said, as he
placed l nr. arm round her waist.
Molly withdrew it. and stood silent a few yards

away from him. Into her mind's eye came a

picture of handsome Larry O'Dea, and she knew
that whatever happened to her in the future she

had given her heart to him. But he had left

her. And as she stared there came another pic-

ture of the bare table in the cold cabin.

As Molly wavered, he came up to her and
whispered in her ear

:

"Come with me. darlint. We'll meet your

mother at Ballycroig, go to the priest, and get

married. And there will be a silk dre3s for her,

a ribbon for the pig, and a bell for the cow. And
I will make you a fine lady."
And Molly, believing him, promised to go.

She packed up her few things, and left a note
for her mother.
A few hours later she 6tole out of the cabin

with a bundle under her arm, and met Damn
McGnire on the road. When they got to Bally-

croig McGuire took her to the village inn. and
engaged a room. Something in Molly's innocent
heart warned her of her danger.
" You'll get my mother and the priest now,"

she" said.
" As soon as we have had a bite," answered

McGuire. He went down to order the food, and
came back with the information that the priest

would not be able to come till to morrow, but
that his mother would he there that night.
He had arranged with one of the women in the

inn to impersonate his mother, and while he was
speaking she was dressing up for the part. But
Molly's suspicions were now thoroughly aroused.

'"I must so from here!" she cried, making for

the door. "I don't believe you have been for the
priest at all."
" It's nonsense you're talking," said McGuire.

"For what would I be deceiving you for? 'lake

"your things off, and have a bite and a drink."
But Molly would not be pacified.
"You'll not go till I have a kiss!" he shouted,

running at her, and crushing her in his arms.
There was a crash as the door was burst open

and Larry O'Dea rushed in, and catching hold of
McGuire flung him 'to the ground.

It was a repentant Molly that told the storv
of her proposed elopement, after Larry had ex-
plained why he had not been able to come to her.
"An" I can't go back to the cabin!" sobbed

Molly, "for I left a note to mother, telling her
I would never come back till I was a fine lady,
and had got a silk dress for her, a ribbon for the
pig. an' a bell for the cow."
"Then let me get them for you, darlint," whis-

pered Larry, as he tool; her in his arms. " And
first of all we'll have the priest and a grand
wedding."
"Can ye afford to do all these things?" said

Molly, looking up in wonder through her tears.
"

I can and I will. But first let me take you
to your mother. To-morrow I will come and see
her at the cabin."
Molly was very happy that night, and when

she and her mother got back to the cabin she
hastened to tear up the note she had left behind.
Soon after they had arrived Larry came, and

while he was talking to Molly, the agent came
up with his son, who was wearing a fine black
eye as the result of his encounter with Larry.
Like the coward he was, he had told his father
that Larry haa attacked him, and tne agent had
threatened to drive him out of the country.

"Is this the blaggard who struck you?" he
asked, striding up to Larry with his stick raised.
As Larry turned, the agent stopped dead, and

a sickly look came across his face. He took off

his hat and bowed with great humility.
" Why, it'3 our young master, Sir Lawrence

O'Dea. You must forgive me, sir. This fool of a
eon of mine misled me."
"I will see you to-morrow at the estate offices."

•replied Larry. And the agent and his son slunk
oft.

"Is it true that ye've a—a title?" gasped
Molly, as she made a low curtsey, half in

mockery, half in earnest.
" As true as I am going to marry you, Molly,"

replied the baronet.
Sir Lawrence's reason for masquerading as a

'jarvey was explained by himself. Aftc* he had
succeeded to the property on his father a death,
he heard tales about the way his agent was brow-
beating the tenants, and he determined to see

• !•!« 'or himseir. While making his investiga-
tions he met Molly, and decided that he would
il<eep up the deception a little longer, so that he
jedmd be sure that the girl loved him for himself
And not for his wealth and title.

/t was a grand wedding, and Molly got her wish,
Iter mother got her silk dress, the pig his ribbon,
and there was a bell for the cow.

iAiante/l from incidents in the Triangle photo-plait.)

PEEPING STARS
;; More Photographs in Our Peeping Stars Competition ::

FINAL LIST NEXT WEEK.

Have You Woa a Prize? Last Page of Photographs Next Week.
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ANITA STEWART believes
in walking and hill-climbing
6s a health-giving pastime.
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-was bom in Brooklyn, 1896, so she
four old. She began her school-days

5, for, at the age of four, she went to
chool.

nappy days," she says, " and lessons

ior me by my house teacher."
3d in many amateur operas, and this

go on to the real stage. Her brcfther,

ious producer, after seeing her early

dvised her to go on the screen, and
eduction to the Vitagraph Company,
career.
is . you w ill remember her in some of

idv »

J tiers.
WAJtas, perhaps, as many admirers as

post Answering her letters is a big item
. rki She dictates as many as a .hundred
ItU as many as sixty to one hundred
Brers ail over the world.

Ride.
f&Iond of liorse ridin

Hnkits.
ItKey-suits to trouserettos, divided skirts
I'jjBhe says, as you can see her below.
Mart way of dressing for horseback
litaf. the jockey outfit is the most
istbe fact Miat it has been in continuous
Ibst iia\s of horse-racing. It is light,
bfaldn't it be considered a modest young
Modesty, like oCher things in life.

Inhabit. One shouldn't expect to- look
the time, specially when you're riding
fcfV'hen riding a high-spirited horse, the
it* an element. How many girls will join
more practicable riding habit?"
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FUCKERS from FILMLAND.
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED K. ADAMS.

MEN BEHIND THE MOVIES.

Marshall Neilan's Plans.

MARSHALL NE1LAX. producer of
" Daddy. Long-Legs," who recentfy

formed liis own organisation, has made
an interesting statement in regard to his

future plans.
" I hope to realise the ambitions and ideals

in motion picture pioduction which I have
held for a !ong time," he explained. "In the

formation of 'Marshall Xeilan Productions I

attain the basic principles for the fulfilment

of these ambitions, and for the first time

in my career as a director, I will be able to

produce pictures as I feel they should be pro-

duced. Under my plan to make good pic-

tures regardless of any set quantity, such a

thing as a detailed release schedule for my
year's moduction is out of the question. I

may make eight pictures, and I may make
two; it all depends upon the results I attain

in my work. When one picture is Finished,

which means it has come up to certain

standards. I will start the next, and not

before. If it takes me six mouths to make a

good picture. I will be satisfied at the end
of that time, that the quality of my production

warrants this effort. "After all. the returns

on one big success are greater than those on
two or three poor ones. So the lime con-

sumed in making these poor ones might better

be used in carefully putting on one good
one.

A Big Upheaval Coming .

" I WILL net permit my productions to be

I sold in a group, for I cannot say how
the quality of my third release will com-

pare with that of my first. My pictures are

booked individually, and upon the merit of

each will depend the returns. Each picture

is handled as a separate institution, and each
film will stand or fall on its own merit. I

believe in offering a production on its merits

as a production, and not for its publicity

possibilities. A good production, even if it

presents a story never heard of, will compel
profits.
" In keeping with this idea I will not

attempt to present films written around stars.

First conies the story, and then I will obtain

the best talent possible to portray my story.

This is the only real way of getting the best

out of a production. During the coming year
(

the producer will occupy a position of strength
never before approached. The exhibitor and
producer will undoubtedly get closer together
during the next twelve months than eve.r

before.
"The coming mouths will see a general

upheaval in the industry which will smash
old traditions and systems. Resardle-- pi

what happens, quality of production will

always reign."

A Clever Artiste.

BRITISH picture-goers are sure to tee a
pood deal of Joan. Morgan iu the near
future-, the pretty little s*ar of Progress

pictures. Her success on the screen is attributed

in a very large extent to the fact that the
moment she is confronted by a camera she

become? another being—the character rUe is

portraying. This instantaneous transformation
lias been" commented on by many fellow-

artistes in the studio. She has no need for time
to get into the atmosphere of her part. She
has made her study in advance, and the tran-

sition comes over her without effort. I nlike

many artistes, the is not in the least affected

by an audience of onlookers. She can rehearse

or perform a= well in a crowded street a? in

on empty studio. In the film version of " Lady
Noggs." her latest screen play, she will l<e

seen at a country fair and iu the slums of

Londou.

Members of the silent drama lifer have to

cat their omt words.

w
Changing the Title.

ILL M. RITCHEY. the well-knows
scenario expert, defends the prevailing

c raze of American producers of changing
the titles of classical plays and novels into

something more sensational. Possibly lie has

in mind the notorious case of Barrie's " The
Admirable Crichton."' which became " Male
and Female," because those responsible for

the screen version "could find nothing ia the

story dealing with naval matters " !

Mr. Ritehey stated that nothing lias more
to do with the success of a picture play than
its main title. Producers liave been criticised

in some instances for 'modernising" the
names of old plays aud books when translated

to the screen, but the criticisms have not
always been just. It must be remembered
that, however much we may decry com-
mercialism in artistic endeavour as an ideal,

motion pictures draw their life-blood from
the box-office.

YYliile agreeing that it may be an advantage
to "modernise" a title, it should never be
necessary to go to a "lurid extreme" in order
to pander to the box-ofhee. It is futile for

producers to talk about the art of the screen
if the work of a great literary master is to be

HARRY BEAUMONT,
the well-known producer, made a happy fnd
on the desert near Victorville, California, where
he spent a week with his company, tiking scenes

for his new photo-play. Beaumont is a great
lover of dogs, and while exploring around OM
clay came across an abandoned shack, in which
were three little collie pups. Beaumont adopted
the trio immediately, and brought them buck
to his ranch home near Los Angeles.

altered in order to round up the curio -l;

morgers.

A good drnl ;J nthery might be prcrenU-d >]

the ril'ain of the dm hud the presence of mind
to tnUc awcy at -the right lime.

Artois (M. lc BARGY, the famous French actor) discovers that Hermione (PHYLLIS NEILSON
TERRY) and Maurice Delarey (IVOR NOVELLO) love each other. A scene from Louis Mercan-

ton's screen version of Robert Hichen's novel. "The Call of the Blood."

Screen to Show Character.

A PROFESSOR who reads character Froaa

the liands has been engaged to make
a series of movinc pictures in which

he will reveal how character and personality
is exposed by the hands. The professor has
made a life-Ions study of the subject, and he
posses-'-s a larae collection of painted bands
of noted men and women. Some of the mod
interesting of these rre Lady Forbes-Robertson
and Sarah Bernhardt.

What They Are Doing .

JEAN PAIGE has been raised to Stardom by
Yuagraph. and Harry Morey's new k-adin-j

lady in future will be Lucy Fox. The Beat
film in which the two artistes wiii appear
together wJI Lc " Detective Jim.'"

The IVeefe's Best Films.

THE following is -a list of the beat photo-
play; which are being released during this

week, and the nam°s of the star artistes:
" The Frr-t Men in the Moon " {'>'aumorrj

Heather Thatches.
' Cheating H'-rself" .. - • (Fnr)

Tiioov Hyla.ni>.
' the T hundercloud " (t'r&ni)

Unity Mofiu:.
" Kiss or Kill (Huteh'-r'a)

I'i:isciii-v Dean.
'Innocent Eyes" [BtdjfeD -)

Mary- Malxaren.
"Ih? Captain's Captain" .. .. (Yilagraph)

Aiice Joyce.
" Mrs. \S isgs of the Cabbage Patch " (F.L.r. -

MARGrEKITE Cl-ARK.

'The White Heather" (,l<r$\)

"MairiJge of Molly O " .. (U f^frrjt Import]
Mas Marsh.

"Alia? Mike Air ran' (F.L.F.S.)
Avm. Little and VYaixace Rnr>.

" That Devi! Ba'teese " .. .. [PhUUpoJ
Mosroe Saljsbttry.

" Tte Re-incarna'ion of Kasma ' [Yftafra '!

HO EJIJRY THEST.
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF LEW CODY. (Exclusive to "The Picture Show.")

His delightful smile. In repose. A real greeting. In contemplative mood. Just interested.

LEW CODY.
The Early Life of the Screen's Fascinator and His Future Plans.

LEW CODY, in the hearts of many cinema-goers, reigns as an ideal

screen lover and hero.
He was born in 188o—so is just 35 years of age.

As well as being one of the handsomest heroes of the cinema stage, Lew
Cody is a connoiseur of art and fashion. It is also said of him that he has
just as keen an insight into the inner workings of the machinery of film

production and studio business as the manager himself.

He has lately been asked to write a series of articles on Women's Dress,

showing how much the views of the " screen fascinate,"—as he has been
called—on the subject are appreciated.

Took Him at His Word.

LEW CODY says he will never forget the day he left home to go on ihe
stage. He had been talking about it to his dad for months after
he had left school, but the old dad never took him seriously. Neither

lid he really take himself seriously, though he confesses it gave him a
feeling of tremendous importance to air his views of the stage and his

ambition to become an actor.
" Then," he confesses, " there came a day on which I received the sur-

prise of my life.

" I had just finished reciting a poem, and father was bored to death.
' Oh,' I sighed, ' how I would love to go on the stage !

'

" This always brought a sympathetic smile from the old ladies and a
grunt of disapproval from my father. It didn't happen this day, how-
ever. To my amazement my father rose from his seat and snapped :

" ' Where do you want to go—New York or Boston ?
'

" ' What do you mean ? ' I faltered. But father, without replying,
had my bag packed, and decided I was to leave that very night for New
York to go to a dramatic school. He didn't even give me a chance to say
I really didn't want to go after all, for I would have declined with pleasure
if I'd had an opportunity. And so I was bundled off to the big city.

*' ' Now let's see what kind of an actor you can become,' was dad's
parting shot. And the next day I was enrolled as a member in Mrs. Ida
.Stanhope Wheatcroft's school in Gotham. It was my first step to become
an actor, and I assure you I wasn't a bit confident of myself."

Why He Changed.

LATELY Mr. Cody has created a new company, and his films will now
be entitled " The Lew Cody Productions." In these he will star in
a series of society satires.

He is a stickler for detail, as the following story will show :

It was when ho was being filmed in a forthcoming production, entitled
'"The Butterfly Man," Lew Cody ordered three pairs of patent-leather
boots from his special last. One day Alee B. Francis—another well-known
beau of the film world and a member of the Cody cast—dropped into Cody's
dressing-room as tho star was taking off one pair of boots and donning
another. The .second pair was obviously a bit worn, while the boots
Cody was discarding could not have been worn more than twice.

" What's tho trouble, Low ? " asked Francis. " Feet bothering you ?
"

" Not at all," said Cody ; " but we are going to retake a scene, and
the boots I wore in tho original ' ehot ' wero slightly bracked. Do you
think I am going to take a chance with tho ten million lynx-eyed critics
whose greatest indoor sport is picking pictures to pieces »

As a French Canadian.

JUST because an actor moves in an atmosphere of idleness and luxury
on the screen, and plays roles which show off his love-making qualities
to the best advantage, you must not think ho is not tho least virile.

A few days ago a visitor to the studio was watching tho popular star
making his second production on his own.

" Why don't you play a cavo-inan part ? " ho suggested. " Of course,
I admit that you are very successful as a screen lover, but why not give tho
audience a change ?

"

Cody thon sprang a surprise. Ho turned to tho gathering among which
uero LOuise Lovely, Christina Poroda, and Lily Loslie—his much admired
leading lady—and announced that if was his plan to star in a, dramatic
play for tho last of his series— in this ho will appear as a, French Canadian
for it was in theso parts that ho had appeared on tho legit iin.ito stage
before turning to screen work, and ho had long yearned to translate at
least ono of them to the " silver sheet."

\

Lew Cody said his first engagement with a theatrical company on tour

was the happiest experience of his life. This is why he left. He was
leading man, and it was his prerogative to deal out passes to the show.
He always gave one to a youth who carried the base drum in the parade
which always preceded the performance, and which drum Cody had to

beat ; but one day the manager gave tho passes to the leading lady to

give away. Without his free pass the boy refused to carry the drum.
For one day only Cody carried and beat it, then he left.

LEW CODY.
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Last Week.
Pearl White- told how she returned to America

after her long stay in England, and accepted an
invitation to dine with " Hep." tuc only man lor

vliom slie had any great affection.

You can BOW read on.

Dinner with

"Bep."

I
ATE my din-

tier hi a sort

of trance,
just adoring
"Be])," and allow

ino 10 say lie

certainly had a
collection ol the
most charming
conversation

I

thai 1 had ever
listened to.

" Why didn't

you cv.-n semi
ine a postcard

!

be asked, as the

waiter was ser-

ving the coffee.

I decided to

try the truth.

"Well, to he frank?! I answered. "1 didn't

know your name, and as all of your friends

always referred to you as just simply ' Hep, f

was ashamed to ask what your real name
might be."
"Oh, then you are entirely forgiven?' he

laughed, "and to make sure that that will

never happen again, here is ray card.
" You see, 'Bep' is just a nickname that all

my friends use."

I took the neatly engraved card and read the

longest title thereon thai 1 had ever seen printed.

'"Oh," I stammered "unconsciously, "then
you are of the nobility, too, and 1 thought you
were ' just a man.''

"

" Well?' said he. " 1 have a title, but 1 am a
man just the same !

"

'' Of course," f feebly replied :

" don't mind
me. I'm awfully silly !

Then I gulped down a mouthful of red hot

coffee that nearly choked me. 1 guess 1 must
have looked a little '..it shaky.
He took out his cigarette case.
" Do you smoke ? " lie Inquired, passing it

to me.
I didn't, but decided to: 1 noticed a couple

of photographs of two small boys pasted on the

inside of the cover, so I wanted to get a good
look at them.

" What pretty children." I ens .ally re-

marked. " Are they yours ':

"

" Y'ou bet they are." he answered. '' And
the two finest boys in the world !

'

Then he offered me a light.

1 puffed on my cigarette and darned near
c'loked, as he continued:
"They arc over in Europe now with their

mother, and 1 hope to see them very soon.'

1 secretly threw away my cigarette, and
apologised for my coughing, saying that f hail

a terrible cold.

"That's too bad," ho sympathised. Then:
" By the way, Miss White, the next time you
come to Europe, you must v isit us. We have a

nice little villa on the Riviera, and 1 aui sure
that you and my wife will like each other."

His wife ! i pulled mysejf together, and said
that f would love t> ; then I tackled a glass of
ice water with success, and as I drank, a small
voice seemed to whisper in my ear. "It's back
to the mov.es for you, Pearl White. Your
romances only end happily on the screen!'
fco "Bep" sailed for Europe, and bock I went.
The idea of serial pictures had jus; I,ecu

bom over in Jersey, and Put he offered me the
chance to risk my life through a series of epi-

sodes called " The Perils of Pauline."
Ho J dashed over to the studio, intending to

take the job. 1 was met by my old director

Mr. Gasnicr, who was still residing at the head

of the firm, and he laid bare the situation. I

don't mind telling you that 1 nearly walked out

of the studio without signing the contract that

they had prepared.

To be sure, they offered me a lot of money
and so much advertising that I couldn't escape

gaining at least some fame. However, the odds
seemed against me.

" Hello, girl, how do you like my Paris ?

were, the words that greeted me from my old

boss. . - .

" Wonderful," said I.
" B-it what about the

job you are tempting me with '

" Well, do you want to become famous ':
"

lie asked,
" Certainly," 1 replied. " Thai's been my

lifelong struggle?'
"Then sign here." he continued, (landing

me a couple of typewritten pages, and casually

asking if I carried any life insurance.

Now, I had never signed a legal document
before, but that speech about life insurance

made me hesitate and read the pages before me.
The farther into the contract 1 got the worse
things looked for me. and when I pot to the

clause " the party of the second part, being of

age, takes her part in this motion picture play

at her own risk, and in case of accident or loss

of life she or relations have no claim for damages
against the party of the first part," etc., etc.. t

was all for leaving his offer stand, and getting

back to New York as fast as the street car

would take ine.
" What do vou expec t me to do—lose my

life ? " I asked".
"' Accidents do sometimes happen." lie volun-

teered. "Here, read a'couplc of manuscripts,
and judge for yourself."

Then he handed me some manuscripts and
walked out of the office. 1 read the first three
episodes of this hair-breadth escape serial, and
that was about enough for ine. I shouted for

help, and Mr. Gasnier entered from the next
room.

" Well, "how do you like it ? " he asked.
" Like it '! " I answered. " Here, take a look

for yourself !
" and 1 began turning over the

pages. " You can see for yourself I'm not the

person for the part. In the first place, I m too

clumsy, and in the second place 1 have too much
respect for my life."

In these first three episodes I had to play
tennis, w Inch I could not. I had to take a flight

iu an aeroplane, which I didn't like much,
because it was supposed to crash to the ground
in a wreck ; then I had to drive a motor-cur
through water, (ire. and sand. This also didn't

sound reasonable. Then I had to go out to sea

in a yacht, which was all right, only that I was
to jump overboard just as the boat was blown
up by the villain, and I couldn't sv.im. Then
1 was to be in a captive balloon—but ah ! the
villain was to cut the rope, and I "was to go
sailing about for a while, then drop an anchor,
which was to catch in a tree, and I was to
descend some two hundred and fifty feet on this,

reaching a cliff on the side of a mountain, then
I was to be showered with rocks and—but I

didn't get any farther than the balloon. I lost

my desire for that sport years before.
" Well, you see," said I to Mr. Gasnier,

"these things are not my line. Besides, you
want an acrobat for this part. You don't want
an actress.

"

" I didn't say I wanted an actress," lie very
sweetly answered.

" Then w hy did you send for " My sense
of humour began to gain consciousness and I

began to see light. " All right, you win," I had
to laugh as 1 continued. "Jjivc me the papers."
And J signed what 1 thought was probably my
deal h w arrant. Now , 1 had never had time in t he
days gone by to learn to swim, play golf, tennis,
etc. So. as an all-round athlete I Wasn't so

good. However, as all sports depend more or
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less on the schooling of one's muscles, and in

the old trapeze days 1 hail developed and trained

mine until I could control my entire body fairly

easy, therefore it has not been difficult for me to

learn to do a lot of different stunts.
I started to work in " The Perils of Pauline,"

the first serial of thrills that had ever been
produced, and have continued in those kind of

pictures, such as " The Exploits of Elaine."
" The Iron flaw." " Pearl of the Army," "The
Fatal Ring." "The House of Hate," "The
Lightning Raider." and now " The Black
.Secret," which have all bi-en more or less " the
always in danger " type of pictures. I would,
of course, like to do big dramatic plays and act

and all that sort of thing. However. J have
been very successful in serials, so I shall just

thank my ha ky star, and continue on until the
public tires of me. Then I want to take some
promising young girl and try to teach her to

be what I would like to have been. But I do
want to take one more try on the speaking stage
before that time comes. I have worked on
these last three and a half years following more
or less the same routine. Up early in the morn-
ing, work all day long under the strong lights

in the studio or in the hot suri or cold winds out,

of doors.
I have remained in New York all the while,

wearing furs in the summer and the thinnest
kind of clothes in the winter a goodly bit of'the
time. For it seems that the minds of scenario
writers turn toward summer scenes in the
winter and toward winter scenes in the summer
time ; therefore, we poor actors are about half

of the time roasting or freezing while we work.
The picture business is certainly not one of ease'

and comfort, 'and I think I can modestly say
that my lot is just a little bit harder than most
of the others in the profession, because I'm
always doing some new stunt and nursing a lot

of cuts, bruises, or sprains in consequence ;

besides—although Pathe Freres have often

advertised me as their " Peerless Fearless Pearl
"

— we can put a very soft pedal on that, because.

I have been petrified with fear more than"bnco
during the filming of pictures. I have actually

got to liko fear, and like tho sensation of

taking Some very dangerous chances thai

frighten me. My old heart beats a ragtime, and
I face the music feeling more thrilled than I

would be doing something in which I knew thcro
was no risk. .

Training for Stunts.

WHEN" I started to work in " The Perils

of Pauline," I took unto myself cpiite a
task. 1 spent a week before I started

learning to play a fairly decent game of tennis.

There i< no danger attached to this sport, but
you can certainly get a big collection of soro
muscles when you start learning. I have a ho
learned to drive a motor-car and stand a smash -

up. During the filming of the first episode
I had to spend ' hree or four hours each night
in a swimming pool, learning to swim and dive.

And so it has been ever since, even up to the
present time.

I'm always learning to do something new for

each picture. I've even learned to fly an-
aeroplane. a feat that took me many months.
If I have to jump oft" a inovirg train, motor,
etc., I always take myself out and try it several
times until I get to be pretty sure of myself
before they take the picture.

.

If I have to do a big struggle or a fight the
next day, I very <ft?n go into a gymnasium the
night before and do a lot of work : therefore, if

I keep doing "stunt " pictures, by the time I

reach sixty 1 ought to be quite an accomplished
young lady. However, there are some things that
can't be learned, and you just have to take a
chance. Ballooning is one of them. This merry
old sport nearly cheated me out of fe.nie and
fortune. As 1 mentioned before, there was a
balloon trip in the early chapters of Pauline's
Perils, and somehow 1 wasn't so keen about
ascending to the clouds as I would have been
in my childhood days ; anyway, I started out
to be a dare-devil, and dare 1 must. Besides, I

bad gone through the experience of jumping off

a yacht just before it exploded two miles off the
coast of Florida n week before, and I hod suc-
cessfully swum to a waiting boat soma distance
away, dodging a couple of unfriendly sharks
en route, so 1 couldn't allow myself to get too
excited about thi-.

The balloon was taken. over to Palisade Park
in Jersey, one nice, windy day in March. The
flight Mas to take place at ten o'clock, but they
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Character as Told by the Face,
THE face is the best index to character. Most o! us pride ourselves on being able to tell

character in this way. In this series of readings of well-known stars, given by a famous
expert, readers will be able to realise their own or their friends' characteristics by comparing

the definitions given on those they resemble in feature. Thus many will resemble, say, Norma
Talmadge in some way or another, and by reading carefully what the expert has to say about this
particular feature they will gain an insight to their own character.

didn't get it filled with gas until about half-past

one. So I had a lot of time to stand' around
and get cold and nervous. I remember I

borrowed a pencil from the camera-man and
wrote out my will. I also gave my jewellery
to different members of the company, telling

them that it was to be theirs in case I didn't
return. I did this to be funny, but it wasn't
long until I felt pretty certain the joke was on
ine, and that my chances of reclaiming it were
very remote.

The plot was thus : The balloon was to be
attached to a rope which was held by a lot

of men. A man all done up in tights was pre-

paring to make a flight before a cheering throng.
Then 1 was to happen along with the hero and
villain, who, by the way, was to have designs
upon my young life.

Said villain in a frivolous moment was to
suggest that I, Pauline, would climb into the
basket of the balloon and let him snap my
picture with the camera that he had conveni-
ently slung across his shoulder's. Then the dirty
work was to commence. I was to get into the
basket and pose, smiling. Then a henchman
of the villain's was to ride a supposedly runaway
horse into the crowd of men that were holding
down the balloon. They were to let go in the
panic and confusion, and the balloon was to sail

into (he air with me frantically screaming to

the hero for help.

Then, so the story ran, I was to drift about
for many feet of film, then get a bright idea, and
throw over the side of the basket a long rope
with an anchor on the end of it. This anchor
ivas to trail along, and finally catch in a tree.

(Another long instalment nexi week.)

NORMA TALMADGE.

THE eyes in this beautiful face possess the
remarkable quality of seeming to look

directly at each person who regards them.

Note the large pupil, and the perfect modelling
of the upper Ud of the eye, indicative of love of

approbation.
The forehead shows the power of memory,

ideality, and benevolence. The crown of the
head quickness of understanding.
The elevation above the eyes originality.

Mark how the eyebrows come down with a
sweeping curve, denoting keenness in the per-
ceptives, alertness, subtlety, keen mentality.
The nose, short and straight, indicative of

spirit and pluck, inquisitiveness, fond of con-
quest, scorning defeat, and reckless' of danger.
Ambitious.

The mobile mouth shows eloquence in the
modelling of the upper lip. Capabilities for

sacrifice. Affectionate, wilful, changeful and
capricious, sensitive and critical.

The chin shows steadfastness of purpose,
accompanied with honesty, integrity, and the
right kind of pride, scorning all underhand
actions. Courageous, determined, and self-

reliant.

In health, everything that affects the nerves
and the nervous system afflicts these people -

They are also inchned to delicacy of the throat.
They should live more in the open air, but,
as a rule, they are fond of company and city

life.

Elizabeth Pollock Protests.
An Account of a
"Serious " Interview.

ELIZABETH POLLOCK.
(Photo : Malcolm. Arbuthnot.)

WHEN you go to see '• Lord Richard in the
Pantry "— if you have not already paid
that gentleman a visit—you will find

upon your programme the name of Miss Eliza-
beth Pollock, who appears aa the Miss Evelyn
Lovejoy of the piece. Whereupon you will

probably recollect that you have already made
the acquaintance of Miss Pollock, or rather her
striking portrait, through the medium of your
daily paper or favourite magazine, wherein she
was introduced, usually, as a " Society Recruit
for the Stage." V would have you mark the
word " Society," for thereby hangs this tale.

Now for some reason or other it lias ever been
tho way of the interviewer to regard the Society
girl as lawful prey, so when I saw that tho
•laughter of the City Chamberlain, Mr. Adrian
Pollock, tho grand-daughter of the lute Lord
Selby, and the sisler of Mrs. Cyril Asquith were
all appearing in the person of Miss Evelyn
Lovejoy at the Criterion ; when I heard, more-
over, that this versatile lady—or rather her
portrayor—was more than a little interested in
(>h»s, T got out my notebook, and hied me in
the direction of Piccadilly Circus,

I found Miss Pollock in her dressing-room at

the close of the matinee.
" I'm sorry I cannot offer you any tea," she

said, greeting me with a pleasant smile, " but
it's ail gone I

" Which put things on an in-

formal footing immediately. Besides, I had
just had some.

" I shall not keep you long, Miss Pollock," I

began, seeing my fair hostess—who is much
more of a blonde than her photos indicate—was
already gowned" for the street, " but the fact

is " I hesitated.
" Yes ? " she prompted, with another smile.
" Well," 1 blurted out, anxious to get the

wo*st over," as you know, you have been pretty

widely announced as the latest Society recruit

for tho stage, and knowing you are also inter-

ested in films, I am wondering if you would give

me a story—if you would tell me what you, as

a Society girl, think of film acting as a pro-

fession."

Tall and Very Graceful.

MISS POLLOCK is very graceful, and fall

into the bargain, and tor a moment she

soemed to become considerably taller.

Something flashed in her blue eyes.
" Oh, I hope you won t write anything like

that !
" she exclaimed. And then, catching

sight of my helpless expression, she commenced
to laugh, and seeing her laugh, 1 laughed, too !

For a minute the dressing-room quite rang with
our merriment.

Oh, those photographs and paragraphs !

"

she Slid at last, wiping her eyes with a diminu-
tive lace handkerchief. " How I've been teased

about them ! Of course, I can't deny the soft

impeachment, but you must see my position in

the matter. When they see me, people must
think :

' What is that tunny doing on the

stage !
' Whereas, if they knew nothing about,

me, except that I am on the stage, they would
just take my work for what it is worth, and from
no other standpoint. Which is exactly what I

wish, for I am intensely keen about my work,
intensely serious about it. With me it is no
mere hobby, I assure you."

" Did you make your debut in " Lord Richard
m tho Pantry ' ? " I asked.

" No. I first appeared on the stage in ' A
Kiss lor Cinderella,' That was three or lour

years ago."
" And your film aspirations 1

"

"I intend taking up screen work as quickly
as I can — if J have a ' film fare,' of course," KM
the reply, "at the very first favourable oppor-

tunity. I think," Miss Pollock added, and her
eyes twinkled reininiscently, " that it is a most
excellent profession, affording the w idest oppor-
tunities, and more and more do we see girls of
the so-called ' upper classes ' entering it."

" Which holds supremacy in your affections,
Miss Pollock—stage or screen ?

"

" Oh, I must confess that I prefer the stage,
for though I am keenly interested in films, and
think they have reached a high standard of art,
I cannot help thinking that the screen will
never be as great as the st«ge. The voico
means so very, very much, and when its beauty
is completely lost, there must be of necessity
something extremely vital missing. Shake-
peare, I consider, is an absolute failure on the
screen. I saw Theda Bara, for instance, in the
film version of ' Romeo and Juliet,' and all the
time 1 was reminded of what a gap thero was
between it. and a good stage prcsenta'ion, and
of what Juliet is in the hands of an actress like
dear Ellen Terry. But I saw Theda Bara in
' Du Barry,' and liked her very much."

" Are you in favour of the costume play ?
" Not indiscriminately." Mis . Pollock replied.

" But I love those of the Louis IV. and Charles
II periods,"

Her Film Favourite.

DURING our conversation my eye had
picked out, from many other photo-
graphs which adorned the walls, a portrait

of Paulino Frederick, and following my gaze.
Miss Pollock confessed that tho great, emotional
actress was her film favourite. When sho
discovered that I shared her enthusiasm, we
became two regular film " fans."

" It must be lovely out in California," re-
marked my companion longingly. ••

I should
love to go there !

"

"What is your opinion of the British r. the
American film ? " 1 was prompted tr ask.

"Well, was tho rather hesitating reply, "of
course, I don't wish to seem disloyal, hut I must
own that I think soiuo American pictures aro
better. Still, wo have laboured under many
disadvantages hitherto, and now that the war
is over, will doubtless hold our own yet."
The little clock on the dressing. table suddenly

reminded mo of my promise, and 1 rose to take
my departure.

" I'm afraid T haven't given von a ' efory '

after all," said Miss Pollock, as she hold out In r
hand.

" Indeed you have !
" I replied warmly.

" Just the one 1 wanted !

"
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A FEW HOMELY
:: HINTS ON ::

BEAUTY
By MIMOSA

Every woman should take pride in Jut per-

sonal appearance. If it is not possible to be
beautiful in the fullest sense of the word, at

least you can have the attractiveness of a

pleasant expression, glossy, well-kept hair, eyes
shaded by long lashes, well-marked eyebrows
and a clear natural complexion. My first

advice is to avoid most manufactured " beauty
preparations." Use simple, pure, natural in-

gredients. Use these regularly and do not
make constant changes and experiments. The
various things I use and advise can fcc bought
in original packages from any reliable chemist.
If they arc not in stock he can at once procure
them for you if you insist.

How to Discard an Unsightly Complexion.

—

How many \»omen exclaim as fcliey heboid their ugly
complexion in the mirror; " If I could only tear on
'his old skin !

" and, do you know, it is now possible
to do that very thing? Not to actually remove the
entile skin all of a sudden : that would be too heroic
a method and painful, too, 1 imagine. The worn-
out cuticle conic? off in such tiny particles, and so
eradually— -requiring about ten day.- to ronuuefce the
transformation— it doesn't hurt a bit. Way by day the
beautiful complexion underneath comes forth
Marvellous ! No matter how muddy, rough, blotchy
or aged your complexion, you can surely discard it

by this simple process. Dust uet some ordinary mercol-
ised wax at your chemist's, apply nightly like cold
cream, washing it oil' hi the mornings.

New Painless Way to Remove Hairy Growths.
-— It now transpires that the mysterious white paste
used so successfully by many beauty specialists for
ridding the skin Cf cl .1

•. ti. n il.lc h :ir, growths is

nothing mure than powdered phemino! which can be
found in any chemist's simp. With phemlndl and
water make enough paste tc cover hairy surface

;

apply, and in two or three minutes rub oft wash the
skin, ami it will be free from hair or blemish.

Shampoo and Hair Beautifier.—You complain
ol brittle, failed hair. Von will find that keeping the
scalp clean and healthy is the most, effective way to
restore the natural beauty and softness, but in select-
ing your shampoo avoid snaps or mixtures containing
" free " alkali. By dissolving a teaspoon ftil of stallax
in a cup of hot water you will have a mild, soothing,
cleansing mixture that makes the head feel fine
and remove- all dust, dandruff, and excess of oil.

leaving the scalp clean and pliant, and assuring a
beautiful growth of long, lustrous, Huffy hair.

No Powder Necessary.—Yes, powder has ruined
more complexions than it has aided, and while you
use it you can hope for nothing better than an imi-
tation of a real complexion. Take my advice Get
Irom your chemist some ordinary clcminite and dis-
solve in a little water, then you will have an ideal
yet Inexpensive lotion, which seems a part of the skin.
The result la -t - all day long even um'er t ie most try-
ing condition-. To prepare the face and neck for an
evening In n hot ball-room there i nothing to equal
this simple and harmless lotion.

If Eyelashes are Short.

—

'

"Eyelashes will be
greatly beautified it menualinc he applied at lasli-

roots With thumb and forefinger. A few such treat-
ment- make them grow long, .-ilky and curly. Thin.
Straggly eyebrow- will crow thick and lustrous by
merely rubbing mennalhie on, but be careful, and
don't get any where no hair is wanted.

Wonderfol Growth of Hair.— Long ago I made
a resolution to try and coicoet a real hair grower.
.My own formula, now perfected after tedious experi-
menting, has had the effect of giving me a weal'h of
hair that Is surprising. Obtain from your chemist
in Original package ra hia .muni ind Mix with tlus
J-nint of bay rum. 1!ub t )ii-> iuto the scalp night and
morning with the linger tips. It sets the hair roots
tingling with new life.

THE MAN WHO STUDIES THE CHILDREN.

PASKEti 111; I.MONT'S CLY NO I, BERTHE£
OBESITY (Advt).

I- Oil

A Chat with Anson Dyer, the
" /^OME in!" said a cheerful yet manlj

\_ ,

* voice when I knocked at the door
of Anson-Oyer's particular little

" deti " down at the Hepworth studios one
of the days last week.

" Are you the man "who draws all those
funny little rabbits and thit gs for the pic-

tures?" I inquired.
The creator of the "But Rabbit " Series,

and many other film cartoon-, smiled with a

smile of real good-fellow ship us he replied:
" Yes, I am the villain !"

" Well," I continued, " would you mind
showing me how you do them: '

Romeo and Juliet in Cartoons.
ANSON OYER looked at me with a pair

of kindly grey eyes as he stretched
himself to his full height. When I

entered the room he was bending over some
drawings, in which I presently made cut the

features of two very popular stars in the film

world—one a famous comedian. Anson-Oyer
is a fine-looking man, standing over six feel

in his soeks. and has a disposition so bright
and breezy that one feels *'at home" with
him In a second.

"It's quite easy," .-aid Mr. Dyer, replying
to my question, as I was taking Stock of

him.
" Z-2-z ! Z-z-z-z !" buzzed the electric

butlon at the side of his drawing-table, re-

sponding to his touch.
"Simple, isn't it?" he added, as he re-

arranged the drawing before him, after

which his hand found its way to the electric

button again, and the buzzing noise was re-

peated.
" I am curious to know what yen are doing

with these two," I said, pointing to the life-

like drawings of the popular stars.
" Oh, they're Romeo and Juliet !" came

the astonishing reply.

And, surely enough, they were. The won
defcful brain behind these keen grey eyes had
hit upon another brilliant idea with which to

amuse the grown-ups. and the children alike

in their millions.

Anson-Oyer was at that very moment at

work on his film burlesque on Shakespeare'?
" Romeo and Juliet."

The War Gave the Opportunity.

IT did not take me very long to discover
thai it would not be fair to give away
his clever method of working by describ-

ing in detail just exactly how he produced
his film cartoons. But it was intensely in-

teresting to watch his nimble lingers at work
whilst waiting for a favourable opportunity
to open up a regular conversation with him.

It came at last. A few carefully worded
inquiries elicited the information that he was
a graduate of the Biighton Art School. He
had specialised in ecclesiastical design of all

periods, and a great deal of his work on
stained glass windows adorns many of tho

cathedrals and churches at home and abroad.
I hail already heard of his fine reputation

as a black and white artist,' and I was also

aware of the fact that one could very often
see specimens of his work on the bookstalls

if one cared to look for them.
" And kow did you come to take up this

particular line of work, Mr. Oyer?" I in-

quired a little later.

Famous Hepworth Cartoonist.
" Weil, it is

rather a long
story," he began

:

" but, really, I
drew my first ear-
loon — which was
composed of quaint
li t t 1 e ' animal
figures, by the way
—just to amuse my
little daughter anil

some of her equally
small friends.

" You know," ho
continued, with a
•smile. " I'm pas-
su nately fond of
kiddies, and after I

.-tailed to go to the ANSON DYER, the
pictures il struck famous Hepworth
me that the ' still ' cartoonist,
drawings which had
amused my daughter and her little friends so
often might possibly be made to amuse mil-
lions of other kiddies all over the world, if

my quaint little animals could only be made
to move about and cut a'l soits of funny-
capers.

" It was some time before I was able to
put my theories into practice; but. strange
to say. the war gave me the Opportunity.

" When (he fighting first commenced I came
down to breakfast one morning to find a pile
of letters containing nothing but cancellations
of drawings I had in hand. The authorities
did not seem at all anxious to have me for
a soldier, so I tried to get work as a film
actor. An artist cannot live on his savings
for Jong, you know," he added, with a glim
smile.

" At the studio where I applied they said
they could give me a part if I could oblige
(hem by shortening my height by a few
inches. As this was obviously impossible
without serious injury to myself, I turned
away, and ran right into the managing
director of the concern. To him I explained
my difficulties, and, to make a long story
.short. I left the studio that morning vvith

the first commission for a film cartoon in

my pocket. This, I am g'ad to say, proved
a big success.

From the cartoon comedy "The Merchant
of Venice."

A scene from "Romeo and Juliet." Juliet's father in " Romeo and Juliet.
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Book a Tablet of

for your bathroom ; let its antiseptic

properties cleanse the millions of tiny

pores in your skin, and provide them
with the power to resist contagious

diseases—then go where you will in

greater health and security.

Don't worry about infection. Wash with Life-

buoy Soap. No soap provides greater pleasure

for toilet and bath than Lifebuoy. The very

atmosphere of health is conveyed to the

senses by the invigorating Lifebuoy lather, by
the refreshing Lifebuoy odour of a natural

antiseptic, and by the healthy glow of the

skin cleansed from all impurities. One can
never tire of Lifebuoy Soap ; it is always a
pleasure to use it.

MORE THAN SOAP—YET GOSTS NO MORE.
LEVER BROTHERS LIMITED, PORT SUNLIGHT.

r. ITS—

M
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Every lady can have a beautiful head of

CURLY and WAVY hair. There is no need
to have sleek, lank, unattractive hair. One
bottle of VETROS will keep the hair in lovely
curls for months, also invaluable for making
the hair grow. Guaranteed absolutely harm-
less. Send for a bottle to-day, and make
yourself the admiration of all your friends.

You will be delighted with the results.

Price 2/6 per bottle, or three bottles for 5/6,
post paid, direct from the makers, CHAPMAN,
LTD. (Dept.173),15, Red Lion Sq., London, W.C.I.

FILM STORIES
are urgently required by every Producing Com-
pany. Learn to write these stories, and turn
your ideas into money! COMPLETE
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION. Special
offer for a short period, 10/6. Send for it NOW.
WEDGWOOD DRAWBELL,90,Iona St.,Edinburgh.

will convince you that there is nothing
better for satisfactory home baking.

Cakes, buns and pastry raised with it

are of fine and even texture, light and
perfectly wholesome.

Formerly known as 'Paisley Flour.'

1/1. 6Jd. and 25d. per pht.

Made by Brown & Poison—as reliable as their Corn Flow.

M SHOW YOUR FRIENDS M
t<c
Uhe Picture Show.

FILM PTIX-NTP
The Wrong Death.

DIE, Harold Villir-rp !
" hissed the villain.

And the hero of the piece prepawJI to
fall and perish, as per instructions

of (he screen scenario.
But, alack, the revolver with which the

fell deed was fo be executed failed to do its

horrid work. The villain, however, was a,

manjof resource.

He stole behind his victim, and smote him
on the head with the butt end p! the refractory
weapon, ami the hero, thinking one death
as good as another, fell to the ground.

All would have gone well now. but wte
promoted super, who was taking the part of

the policeman who discovered the body, was
late in taking his cue. He walked on. and in

due course found the body. He wa- not a
funny man by any means, but si ill his lir=t

words caused a yell of laughter,
Shot !

" he cried tragically. '.' He's been
shot through the back !

"

This caused so much amusement that the
whole scene had to be played again.—

—

Not Worth Much.
WHAT'S the salary 1 " asked an applicant

for a situation at a motion picture
studio.

" I'm Willing to pay you whatever you are
worth," was the reply.

" I've never worked for so little as that,"
replied the extra girl. ' Good day !

'-'

The Mean Thing.
" Count," said the charming picture actress

at the charity bazaar, '" won't you buy this

rose t It is only one guinea."
" I'm very sorry," said the foreign count, with

a courtly bow, " but ze price is a littlcloo high."
The film actress kissed the rose.

"And now, Count, will you buy it ?"
" No, madam," he said, with a still deeper

bow. Now ze rose is priceless !

'

Before His Time.
Producer :

" Magnificent, sir ! There are
scenes in your comedy that Shakespeare could
not have written."
Scenario Writer :

" You are too kind,
really '.

"

Producer :
" Not at all. Take, for instance,

that railway smash in the third act."

A Good Scheme.
Mr. Suburban :

" Those two seals you
gave mo are in different rows, one behind Iks
other."
Cinema Attendant :

" (Jno scat is fox a
lady, is it not t

"

Mu. Suburban ;
" Yes, that is go."

Cinema Attendant: "Well, that's all

right, then. You arj expected to sit behind
the lady, and if you bring one with a big hat
it's your own fault. That's the way we sell

'cm now."

A Bad Sign.
Pat:ent :

" Doet'or, I frequently experience
a hissing sound in my ears. What would you
advise me to do ?

"

Doctor • " What is your occupation 1
"

Patient :
" I used to be a stage actor ; now

I'm playing for the films."
Doctor :

" Then I'd advise you to get iO>ve
other kind of employment."

It Would Work.
Wealthy Nobleman, angrily :

" If my son
marries that giggling, painted doll of a film

actress,' I shall cut him off with a -hilling, and
you may tell him so !

"

Lawyer : ".I know a better plan than that ;

tell the girl '.

"

The Shooting Craze.

"Jones has become rich, I hear."
" How is that V
" He's making blank cartridges to be used

only it: American film setiaU."—

—

It Annoyed Him.
Assistant: " What is that producer so mad

about V
Scenario Editor :

" I gave him a scenario

which is so good that he cannot improve
upon it."

He Looked Natural.
" Who pott rayed that insane character in

the last scene? He played it almost too
realistically !"

" Oh ! The producer couldn't get anyone
to portray the part properly, so he undertook
to play it himself."

IN SEARCH OF REALISM FOR THE SCREEN

The camera-man gets into position to take a thrilling ride over a rough sea.

His duty plunges him into many perilous positions. These photographs were taken during the

filming of the Goldwyn picture, " Duds," in which we shall see Tom Moore in the star part.
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Why Our Film Stars 4re Popular—The Great Secret—A Few Hints.

WHENEVER wo meet a charming and
delightful woman wo always wonder
why it is that both sexes admire her and

ivish to cultivate her acquaintance. We open
our eyes in ^ittor astonishment at her ever-

increasing popularity, more especially so should
she happen to bo a little plain.

French and American Women.

WE wonder why French and American
women, even when
they possess lit I lo

beauty, are so fascinating.

It is simply because fchoy

are more spontaneous, whereas
the average British woman
prides herself upon her im-
passiveness. This is a rather

mistaken ideai Without being
rudeenough to s^arein a savaue
fashion at strangers she may
chance to encounter throughout
the day, the English-woman
COlild be a little more demon-
strative. If she is pleased, she
can show it without the hateful

accompaniment of gushing.

We have all met the sort of

impossible woman who can't
accept a present without mak-
ing the unfortunate donor wish
sho had never offered it : or
the woman who, if she happens
to meet someone sho liUes,

never by any chance lets the
other person know it, simply
because she thinks it the very
essence of good breeding to bo
unresponsive, or that she would
lose her dignity or self-control

were she to show the least

suggestion of " feeling."

The Definition of Charm.

THE charming person is

seldom made, but often
born. Charm can be ac-

quired to a certain extent ; its

true meaning is the gift of
" responsiveness."

It is that ever-ready willing-

ness to accede to others. Do
not mistake me. I am not
quoting the proverbial " door-
mat " type, but the woman with
the pretty manner who often
wins more admiration than
does the one with a pretty face.

Everyone likes to know her,

she is so attractive and en-
thusiastic about things. Sho
obviously enjoys herself, too.

She's decidedly popular, for

she's such a sport. These aio
her surface qualities, and when
you know her sufficiently lo

dig below the surfaco, you know
sho would never do anything
mean, and that if sho is feeling

very annoyed with you about
something, sln> uses the very
best^safcty-valve, " abuse,"
Bnd lets you know about it

instead of suffering in sullen

silence, and making you wonder
what really is the matter, or why it is she is so
dull or boring. It may be hot and strong and
straight from the shoulder, but it is over quickly,

MISS ENID BENNETT (Paramount.)

This delightful dancefrock is com-
posed of while chiffon and sequins.

The large bow at the back git es a
finishing touch of smartness to the

otherwise simple frock, and is par-
ticularly becoming to slight figure?.

and so much better than a North Polish attitude,

or the paltry '" can't forgive " spirit.

Graciousness and Courtesy.

THE popular woman also knows the art of

graciousness and courtesy, sho has the

knack of put ting you at your ease just at

the most embarrassing moment by her genial

and engaging manner.
She docs not embed her sentiments in

elaborate eloquence, but simply
makes herself 1 delightfully in

tune with you.

The Great Secret.

DO our cinema stars shqw
their feelings ? That is

exactly what they have
to learn to do early in their

career. Ono reason why
actresses, for both film and
stage are so attractive in

private life, is because they
have cultivated the required
display of feeling to meet each
individual role until the habit

has become second nature.
Just imagine, if you can,

that " Queen of Quaintness,"
Mary Pickford, forgetting to

give you a ripp'ing smile when
you happened to have pleased
her.

Most of the best things in

life can be lost through a
perfect imitation of the Sphinx.
If you are sorry, or glad, or
grateful, you become more
charming and attractive if you
" show it."

This Week's Beauty Hint.

WHO. docs not want to
hide those bristling

twists of paper, used
for making woman's hair her
" crowning glory." It can
prettily he done from the
lower part of a silk, or crcpe-
de-Chine blouse, that has been
discarded on account of elbows
coining through. It is cut off

in quite a straight piece, and
some fine Valenciennes laco
inserted beforo it is made up.
It should be joined at ends,
and then gathered at the top,
and tied with a huge bow of
coloured silk, or a silk pom-
pom ; and a narrow bordering
of lace insertion to fit the head,
into which the material is

sewn, completes this dainty
little article. A t iny quilling of
lace sewn to the insertion border
improves an angular face.

Free Paper Patterns.

OUR readers will be inter-

ested to know that with
every copy of this week's

11
Horner's Storks" is pre-

sented a Free Paper Pattern of
a Dainty Overall, and with
next week's issue a Free Pat-

tern of a charming Magyar Blouse:
' Homer's Stories " is now on sale every-

where, price (including paper pattern) I'd.

I

The

RECORD
iYew Illustrated

WEEKLY
A weekly threepenny magazine with all the

finest shilling monthly magazine features.

THE pick of modern fiction—the most
varied selection of interesting

articles—the finest black and white illus-

trations and the best photographs. The
" RECORD WEEKLY" will hold you
from the first page to the last. Ask your
newsagent to deliver it regularly every
Wednesday. 3d. buys nothing better.

To Beautify

and Cleanse

the Hair
use these two

Wonderful Shampoos

To have clean and beautiful

hair—hair that has the bright alive

sparkling look, that wins admir-
ation everywhere — use Icilma

Shampoos regularly. Avoid the

imitations.

WET SHAMPOO. For wash-
ing the hair {which slwuld be

done every two or three icee/is)

use the famous WET Sham-
poos, Icilma Shampoo Sachets.

They beautify and pre rervethe
hair. When completely dis-

solved they give a delightful

creamy lather that refieshes

and thoroughly cleanses the
hair and scalp.

DRY SHAMPOO. In between
the wet shampoos, to remove
dust and grease (this becomes
necessary every fsw davs) DRY
shampoo your hair wit'i Icilma
Hair Powder. Just p:wder a
little over the hair, let it .remain
live minutesor till next morning
if desired—then bru=;h vigor-

ously—that's all. This is an
effective shampoo.

You will be surprised an ! pleased

to find how wonderfully this com-
bined treatment improves most
ladies' hair,

Shampoos
'Jcitma isfroMMtt* EyeSilin*.)

Icilma Shampoo Sachets (WBT) Sil-

lier packet ; box of seven packets. 116.

Icilma Hair Powder tnii\ > '<'. per

packet; box of seven packets, 116;

Un ite box. 213.

Of chemists and stores everywhere.

FREE TO YOU
BEAUTY ll^Ok'l l-T wirt lull iu/.trmn im about

the hair ami still ami FXEB «•«<//« of tcUma
Cream, tht llorl.fs l**dlH£ toilet errant, .r'tt on

rtctiMofa tsstettrW. international ir>i>ua Trasino
Co., /.lit. [Deft. Ut, )"..iV. 4l. 4'. Knot's Roa,i, St.

t\i't, rat. A', tl'.i.
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IF vou want to know anything about Films or Film PJayenr

IS THREE DAYS ENOUGH?
THERE are disappointed cinema-goers in many pro-

vincial towns, and even in parts of London,
whose letters to me express a note of regret regarding
some particularly good film which they have missed
seeing. Naturally, there is also the inquiry as to when
and where the picture in question will be shown again.

The idea that a three days' exhibit is enough for a
picture appears to have become, except in a very few
cases, an established featnre of film entertainments.
The underlying reason obviously enough is that variety
is essential, and that a twice-weekly change of pro-
gramme is a thing looked for by patrons who would
tire of a longer run. This is certainly true of a good
many films. But, unfortunately, in a rule of this kind
the exceptions have been overlooked, with the result

that some picture over which extra pains of production
have been taken, and which is specially interesting, is

rushed through the cinema theatres of the country at a
three days' limit and then stored away, often never to

be re-issued.
Probably the enormous success which has attended

the long run of " Daddy Long-Legs " may cause a
revision in the three-day booking system in the case
of other films, too, of which the public would like to

see more. Nor need there be cause to fear that this

would do harm to the theatre concerned. After all,

there are picture plays worthy of a little longer run
than they are now given, even as there are plays of

the speaking stage which draw their crowds nightly
for months and years.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue P A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address:
The Editor, " The Picture Show,'' Room 83. The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

Daist (Gorleston-on-Sea>.—So you think I merely
rnjoy myself and let my secretary do all the work ?

Perhaps you picture me seated with my feet on my
de^k. and with a nice fat cigar in my mouth. Too
lovely a vision, Daisy, to he true. Mae Murray is

nearly twenty-six, and T hope you will he able to
bee more of her on the films.

1). R. (Bournemouth).—Wanda Jlawloy will ho
twenty-three this year. The other two artiste? are
silent about their matrimonial alfairs.

D. S. (Bristol).—Charles Ray is married >o a non-
iirnfession.il, and has brown hair and eyes. No,
Norma Talmadge is the eldest of the three sisters,

Constance comes next, and then Natalie. So far
oply Norma is married, the lucky man being Joseph
Schenck. Olga Petrova is not appearing on the films
at present.
M. A. (Hassocks).—1 hive not failed you. so here

you arc. Marguerite Clark is not French. What
makes you think so? She. is a pure-bred daughter
of the States. Edna Pui viance has not scleeted her
opposite in life as yet.

Edith " (Blackpool).—Your question is not out
of place at all. Naturally, you aYc interested in
Robert Harron because he resembles so closely a
friend of yours. The last 1 heard was that this film
artiste was still single. Wallace Rcid is still acting,
and you will be able to sec him and Ann Little in
•' Alias Mike Moran."

" Sistine " (Kew).—You will find subscription
rates to this paper on the outside of the back cover.

" The Girl HATER " (Maidenhead). --So yon hate
girls (with the exception of a very few), though you
;ire one yourself. Well, I won't puzzle it out this
lime. Anyway, your proposed film name, " when yon
get there," is quite a good one. Your favourite has
not disclosed his birthday as yet, and I doubt if he
will make it. public.

8. C. (Colchester).—Wiite to the " Cinema."
Rf), Gerrard Street . London, W., or to the " Bioscope,"
x.'). Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.. and either of
them will advise yon altout the Selection of suitable
music. Mary l'ickford (this question has now
developed lengthy whiskers) is married to Owen
M of ire.

E. S. (Xewton-le-Willows).—Sorry, I forgot, and
herewith the answer you searched for in vain. "1'was
Madge Stuart In " Nature's Gentleman.."

" Dorothy " (Upton Park).—Quite true. Dorothy.
Oraldinc Farrar sang in opera before she took to the
silent stage.

N. P. (Oswestry).—Ruth Roland would not mind
at all, I am sure, it you wrote to her. She is tweuty-
lour, and l.aby Mane Osborne will be nine this year,

B. W. ( BaySWater).— So you were born in Paris,
wont to the States when a mite, then came over here,
and are still travelling to and fro. You are some
traveller. No. Patty Arhurkle is not English. He
and Milton sills ate both Americans.

" I>. M< A." (Kennington).—Marie Walc-imp. who

was born in 189J, is now Mrs. Harland Tucket. Doris
Pawn was the artiste with George Walsh in " Some
Boy."
"JACK" (Gt. Yarmouth).—Ernory Johnson is

married to Ella Hall, in " My Lady of the Beanstalk"
Ella Cassidy, Jack Connolly, and Baby Marie Osborne
played. Yes, " Sir " is too formal, I agree, so let

it be " Editor " wiicn^writing to me, for 1 am not one
to stand on ceremony.

" Bl'SNIF. " (Strabaue).—Though I cannot remem-
ber it now, Bunole, I have no doubt I received your
previous letter all right, and there was no harm at all

in your writing again. So your friend will not believe
you that Mary Pickford and other artistes do reply
to their numerous admirers ? Let her write herself
and see. Rene Oreste and Mdlle. Andreyor wore in
" Judex," and Robert Harrou played in " intoler-
ance.'

" NAN " (Nottingham).—Norma Talmadgc is her
real name as far as I know, and her former leading
man, Eugene O'Brien, has now risen to the dignity
of a star. May he shine for long. The time it takes
to produce a film depends on a number of things,
so it is really ditheult to give any precise information
on this point.

L. M. W. (London, E.).—Let me sympathise with
you, for I, too, am sorely perplexed. How, you ask,
will the Patent Ollice.s, Washington, manage to
copyright Grace Darling's features, and what, you
wonder, will happen to the poor unfortunate who
happens to be born w ith a face like Grace Darling's ?

"

Well, for one thing, " the poor unfortunate " will be
lucky to come into the world as nice-looking as the
film star, but as to what will happen next will be a
" facer " for Grace.

" Martha " (Crewe).— Splendid of you to get new-
readers, and to promise to secure more Go up one,
Martha, and here's my best thanks for your good
work. Watch this paper for news of your favourite.
M. V. (Bradford'.—Mary Fuller will he twenty-

seven this year ; but, alas ! 1 cannot toll you where
she is now. She went out of filmland years ago, and
since then we have all longed for her return.

A. C. (Manchester;.—Some silly rumours do got
about, as you say. and the sillier they are the more
readily are they believed. What you have heard
is not true. Ethel Clayton was bom in Champaign,
Illinois, and will be thirty this year.

" QUEENIE " (Aberkentig).—Whatever lies in my
power, I shall do with pleasure, so keep your eyes
wide open for more about your favourites in The
PICTPRE Show. Ella Hall is twenty-three. -

*' Biddy " (Cleadon).—You can write to Fanny
Ward by her screen name instead of by her married-
one.

E. A. (Aberdeen).—You wish there were throe
Mondays in a week so that you could get this paper
oftencr. There are many other eriually enthusiastic
souls I know, who would like every day- to be a
Monday If I could only alter the calendar, how-
ever, I would make all the days Fridays. N ed you
ask why ? Yes, I have seen writing much wor.-e than
yours, so you needn't worry. There is mine, for

example, of which I send specimens to those against
whom I have a grudge. Kathlyn Williams is

still acting. She made her first big hit in the serial

picture, The Adventures of Kathlyn " and since

then has appeared in many others. In private life

she is Mrs. Charles Eyton.
C. W. (Morley).—Mahlon Hamilton was Jams

Pendleton in " Daddy Long-Legs." Other plays of

his are " The Danger Stark," " The Death Dance,"
and" The Hidden Hand." Eugene O'Brien was horn
in 1884, and was not married when last I heard.
Glad to hear you have had a photo from Henry
Edwards. Hope your collection grows.

" Bilije Bon" (Cwmoarni.—I believe I answered
your first letter in a previous issue. Anyway, your
second letter was finite as welcome, though three
weeks is too short a time in which to reply on this

page. Remember, we go to press a long way ahead
Milton Sills, you Say, is a gallant hero. I will admit
that, though he has not said much about himself, so
far. All great men, you see, are modest, and the
little ones are otherwise. Oh, no, Irene Castle has
not retired as yet.

"TOBY" (London. S.E.l.— All your friends call

you Toby, and you don't know why. Y'ou ought to
punch them. Your suggestion ft birthdays, has
already been considered, so watch coming issues.

" Miss Nohodv Special" (Blackburn).—Y'ou are
modest. So you consider that Sessile Hayakawa and
his wile are the two most adorable people " on the
films. Ye-, the Japanese are a charming race, and
Sessile and Tsuru certainly deserve their popularity.
The information you want has not been made public.

L. A. (London;.—Y'ou are French and lonely, and
wish to know whether you may regard me as your
friend '! Y'ou can, with pleasure, and by all means
write to me whenever you require information or
advice. Thanks for your photo, which 1 have added
to my collection sent by other readers. I will trace
the name you want. Yes, Basil (Jill is still playing,
and was also in " Missing The Tide." The personal
details required are not disclosed.

(.More answers next week.)
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WHERE TO WRITE TO YOUR FAVOURITE" FILM STAR.—You are kindly requested
NOT to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to he answered.
If you wish to communicate at once with any artiste
not named below, write your letter, putting the Hairn-
et the star on the envelope, and enclose it with a loose
ltd. stamp to the Editor, The Pictube Show,
Room 83, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street.
London, E.C. 4, and it will be forwarded by the next
mail. Such letters cannot be specially acknowledged
by the Editor. Remember, always, when writing to
artistes to give your full name and address, including
the name of your county and country, and mention
Ihe Picture Show to ensure the safety of a reply.
It must be understood, however, that we cannot
guarantee that such letters will be replied to. Please
keen this list for reference.

.
OLIVE THOMAS, EUGENE O'BRIEN, care of Selr-

nick Pictures Corporation, Fort Lee, New Jersey,

PEARL WHITE, care of Fox Film Co., 120. West
Forty-sixth Street, New York City. U.S.A.

r,7U£££CE RE,D
-
ET»EL CLAYTON, WANDA

HAWLEY, care of Famous Players Lasky Studios,
Vine Street, Hollywood, California, U.S.A.

(More addresses next week.)

PHOTOGRAVURE POSTCARDS of the following
* Film Stars: Douglas Fairbanks. Marguerite
Clark, Mary Pickford. Creighton Hah-, Charlie
Chaplin, Mac Marsh. Price: Set of 6 complete Is

,

post free. Write tor set No. 1. All you have to do
to get a set is to send a shilling postal order, made
payable to the Amalgamated ' Press, and crossed"& Co.." to Tun Picttke Show Postcard Depart-
ment, No. 1 All-star .series, 7-» Pilgrim Street
Ludgate Circus, London, E.C. 4.

RIND YOUR " PICTURE SHOWS."— Blue ClothM binding cases made to hold the first 2C issues
of the Picture Show can be obtained, price 2s. Cd..
by post 3s., from the Publishers: The Pictiirk
Show, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London,
E.C. 4.

DOT ND \ OLUMES.—In stock, a limited number
*-» of The Picture Show, Volume 1, containing
issues from May to October inclusive. Beautifully
bound in pale blue cloth lined binding. These
volumes can be obtained, price 10s. 9d., post free to
any address in the British Isles and Abroad (with the
exception of Canada. Australasia, and South Africa),
price 12s. 3d. post free. Send your order to day to
avoid disappointment, enclosing P.O.'s for the
amount above to The Publisher. The Picture Show.
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

UAVE Y'OU A FRIEND ABROAD.—If vou have11 a friend abroad who you think would like to
see a copy of The Picture Show, a postcard serif
to the Editor with their name and address written
on, will ensure them receiving a copv free of charge.
Mark your postcard Free Copy, and address ; Editor.
The Picture Show, Fleetway House. Farringdon
Street, London, E.C. 4.

STEP DANCING
13 All styles taught by a Dancer, who specialises in D
n schottische. clog, sand, dutch n
g & WALTZ-TIME. Proficiency Guaranteed. O

n PUPILS COACHED at their own n
n PRIVATE RESIDENCE if desired. n
13 CALL OR WRITE:

gnCeorge J.COOK, k^ZTs.vtnS

MOUTH ORGANS BEATEN.
All (be
latest ttmpt
can beplayeil
on t h o

Chella-phone.
The only pocket

Instrument on which
tunes can be correctly

played in any key. "Knocks the German mouth organ into a
cocked hat." Post free 1/6 each (silver attings 2/6) from the maker,
R. FIELD (Dept. 19) Hall Avenue, HUDDERSFIELD

'ARE YOU SHORT?
If so, let the Girvan System help you
to increase your height. Mr. Briggs re-
ports 5 inches increase ; Driver E. F.,
."(inches; Mr. Ratcllffe, 4 inches ; Miss
Ledell. 4 inches ; Mr. Kctley, 4 Inches.
This system greatly improves the
health, figure, and carriage. Send o
penny stamps for further particulars
and £100 Guarantee to Knqui ry
Dept. C.T.. 17. Stroud Green Road,"
London, N.4.
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Famous Readers of " Be Picture

Show."
No. 9.—PERCY MARMONT.

PERCY MARMONT, who as you know was a
well-known British actor before he be-
came a screen star, sends us the following

letter with the photograph you see above. He
writes :

" The Picture Show is awaited by
me weekly with real interest, not only because
it is a breath of the old country, but because I

know I am in for a pleasant hour or so, and a
lot of interesting news." Mr. Marmont, as well

as the thousands cf others of our readers, will

look forward with even more pleasure next
week. Let me tell you a few of the splendid
features in this issue.

—+

—

Splendid News.
FIRST and foremost I must toll you about

the cover. It will be different, but the
title is the same. Remember The Picture

Show. The price also remains the same, but
the contents will be worth much- more. Four
pages will be beautifully printed in photo-
gravure; each in itself a beautiful art plate.

The centre, opened to its full size 16 inches by
10 inches, will bo an exquisite art study of Mary
Pickford, the world's sweetheart. This pic-

ture alone can never be repeated at the price,

so let me implore you to order your copy now.
I shall be so disappointed if any of my readers
are unable to obtain a copy.
Then the new competition which I have

already told you about will givo every man,
woman, girl, or boy reader a chance to win a
big money prize. In next week's issue there
will be offered £500 in prizes for a simple com-
petition that everyone can enter.

For the rest—but order your copy, I pro-
mise you that you will not be disappointed.—

—

As Fancy Dress.

BY the way, every day readers write and
tell me how the Picture Show as a fancy
dress is carrying off the prizes at the

various fancy dress dances. The following
letter from Miss F. Hands may help some other
reader. She says :

"
I. am just writing these few lines to let you

know , that I went to a fancy dress ball as
'Picture Show,' and I am very pleased to tell

you I got first prize. It was the first which
had appeared at Coventry or round about.
Now I should like to inform you how I did my
dress. First of all I got together all the Pic-
ture Shows' I could find. I cut the covers
off, and stitched them together to make a sort
of frill all round th8 skirt portion. The blouso
consisted of a Picture Show cover—back and
front—short sleeves bound together with
another cover ; the collar also was workod
round with same. Now round the beit 1 cut
the expressions out of Picture Show of all the
different stars, and that went round the belt.

Now 1 think the hat set it off. I got t wo pieces
of cardboard, glued it together, and then all

round was glued the covers again, and it made
H sort of high crown.' For the prize 1 had u
very nice set of jugs." .

Pho\orgmph.$ arui Paragraph? ct Pictures. PIay.5 and Player,

Why She Quaked.

AS you know, Mildred Davis is noted for her
quick sense of humour. The other even-
ing, while working late at the studio,

she caught a chill.

"What are you jhivering for?" asked her
director.

Quick as a flash came the answer :

11 Oh,
didn't you know I was a Quaker '!

"

The ready wit of this reply is in the fact that
Miss Davis is a lineal descendant of William
Penn,

backs, Marjorie Daw and Mildred Harris Chap-
lin have been staunch chums.

Wouldn't You Like to be There.
SOME idea of the wonderful weather they are

now having in California may be gat hered
from the information that has just come

to hand that Elinor Fair had a day off from
the studio a few weeks ago, and took advantage
of it to gather togelher a merry party of her
friends for a picnic. They had' roses and other
flowers on the improvised table spread on the
ground. Over there they can answer to the
query in the song that asks, " What is so Rare
as a Day in June t " with " A January Day in

California ?
"

—-M

—

"Beans" is Lost.

CLARE DUE-REY has lost her dog. You
will remember his name is " Beans,''
and he is a blood relation of Chaile-i

Ray's dog. " Whiskers." It is now some weeks
ago that '• Beans" disappeared fronvhis home,
and Clare has had to give up the search in de-
spair. It is believed that the dog was stolen.

Several clues that have been given her by
people that have heard of her loss through
advertisements, have only led her up blind
alleys.

Clare says that she will never get another
dog like him. —+

—

Chums in Stardom.
IT. is interesting to note that Cinema stars

J[ have their pals, who are as dear to them
as your chums are to you.

If you see Peggy Hyland, yon may be sure
that Madlaine Traverse is not far away. Mad-
laine and Peggy are fast friends. Then again,
any time you see the blonde Dorothy Oish—
only she is a brunette on the screen these days,
isn't she ?—you will see Constance Talmadgc ;

that is, when they are both in the same town,
and when one of them isn't ill in bed. It is just
as fitting that Mabel Normand and Edna Pur-
viance should be chums, and you can imagine
that " jazz " is putting it mildly when you
try to tell of the antics of these two in an en-
tertaining mood.

Viola Dana, and Alice Lake are inseparable,
and ever since both wore their hair down their

She is Happy.
GALE HENRY has been called

:: The home?
liestgirlon the screen." In answer to many
requests from exhibitors showing her pic-

tures in California, she plans to make a personal
round of the theatres there. She will bo ac-
companied by Bruno J. Beckner, who, you know,
is her husband and manager of the company.

Gale Henry does not mind people telling h^r
that she is homely and skinny. Her answer to
everyone is, " I'd rather be myself than bo
pretty." Certainly she is proof that not only
pretty girls can say " My face is my fortune."

Charlie's Strange Admirer.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN recently received

from an admirer in Sweden the following
letter. The admirer's enthusiasm evi-

dently ran away with him to the extent of losing
control of the British language, but he madn
the little comedian laugh :

" Dear Sir Charles Chaplin,—I take me liberty
to write to you if you would being out of that
goodhot to will, send me and my winsome one
part portrait or memory out of your.

We admire you much herehome, correo
said we ' Love Your.'

" Thanksame to few receive your letter.

—

Yours etc., J. F."

Musician and
Screen Star.

UN LIKE Miss
Phyllis Neilson
Terry, Mr. J\c,r

Novcllo, who co-stars
u ith her in " The Call

ot the Blood," intends
to take screen work
seriously, and devote
as much time to it as
possible.

Mr- Novello has al-

ready made a name for

himself in the musical
world, but possesses
what is termed a " film „,,.„„_,
face, " and producers

C^m^ie'nne
6

have made such tempt-
ing offers that Mr. Novcllo intends to continue
on the screen. He is twenty-five years old.

and was born in Cardiff. He wrote his first,

musical composition at the age of twelve, and
his first published one at fourteen. From
that time he progressed until he composed
that world-famous song " Till the Boys Coma
Home."

After " The Call of the Blood," we shall Seel

rv~v~v~vNEXT WEEK'S WONDERFUL "PICTURE SHOW '^

SPLENDID NEW FEATURES IN NEXT WEEK'S "PICTURE SHOW."

4 PAGE ART
SUPPLEMENT

MARY PICKFORD'S
PORTRAIT - - -

HER SECRET HUSBAND

In this issue the four centre pages will be

printed in photogravure, making this supple-

ment three beautiful art plates worthy of

frames.

The centre pases will be dovotcd (o a beautiful

photogravure art study of the World's Sweet

heart, size sixteen indies by ten.

Look out for a new cover with the old till-

The Picture Show at the old price - Two-
pence.

The opening chapters of a splendid new serial

story full of Human Interest.

A chance for every num. woman, and child to

win a big money prize in less than fi\o minute-.

GIVE YOUR NEWSAGENT A STANDING ORDER -^<\J
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PICTURE SHOW CHAT.
(Continued from page 3.)

bim in a remarkable gipsy play, in which ho
will enact tho jole of a cipsy king.

i
—

—

Another Mrs. Humphry Ward Novel to
be Screened.

YOU will remember the great sensation that
Fanny Ward' :nade when she appeared
in the dramatized version of Mrs, Hum-

phry Ward's novel, "The Marriage of William
Aeqho,^ in which she played the part of Kilty
Asehe.

I bear that the Metro Company have
acquired the screen rights. This should make
a good lilm ploy.

He Directs as Well as Acts.

VICTOR SEASTROM is a director in the
Swedish Biogruph Company as well as
an actor.

lie tells the way he rehearses scenes in
which lie himself has a part. He employs a
tiouble, wno goes through all required actions,
which enables tho director to see just how'
everything will look. Then, when things
satisfy him, he steps into the place instead
of the double, and the camera man takes
the picture.

Silas Hocking, Actor as Well as Author.
HER/bENNY " is the first Silas Hocking

novel to be filmed, and we are to see
a faithful representation of the lowly

struggles of slum life in Liverpool when this

photoplay is released by Grangers.
Silas K. Hocking plays a small part in the

opening pictures of this play, and has ex-
pressed himself well satisfied with the way
it has been screened.
Leading parts have been taken by Sidney

Wood and Babs Ronald—two twelve-year-old
stars who have added greatly to their repu-
tation by their character study of these two
famous characters in fiction.

They Are Loved in Japan.

TO be really loved one must have a nick-
name. Over in Japan they have their
own system of conferring nicknames.

Eddie Polo is 'Samurai," "Super-man,"
the name given fo the members of the old
Boblc caste. •

Mary MacLaren, who is a favourite, is

exiled " Naku-me," or " Sad Eyes."
Dorothy Phillips is

'' Kire-onna," " Lovely
Lady."
Monroe Salisbury, portrayer of virile roles,

is " Oki-otoko," or " Big Man."
Haruy Carey is called " Watashi-oloko," the

" Gun Man."
Priscilla Dean is " Kiehigai-neko," " The

Wildcat."
The Orientals, unlike the English-speaking

peoples, go to the same motion picture many
times if they like it, and it is nothing unusual
for a Japanese exhibitor to show a picture
seven or eight times.

—V*

—

Food as the Elements.
FIVE kinds of food were used in the making of

'•' Eyes of Youth," not in the way food is

usually used. Wet rice became rain, flaked
rice was used as snow, barley was made to appear
ap hail, while tapioca took the appearance of
ileet, and tapioca resembled melting hail.—++

—

Rumour and Madame Petrova.

I
HEAR that Madame Petrova is returning to
the scene of her former triumphs on the
speaking stage in America. She was re-

hearsing a new play, written by herself, when
influenza attacked her, and when she again
recovered her health tho season was so far
advanced that she decided to postpono the
production.
When this decision was made public, a perfect)

avalanche of letters from disappointed admirers
fame to her from all parts of tho country. A
tempting offer to appear in vaudeville solved
tbo problem, and Madame 1'etrova's decision in
accepting it was a wise one, as has been proved
ky the fact that hundreds are turned daily away
from tho theatre, unable to gain admittance.
Kumour has it that Madame Petrova may in-

eludu England and America in her present tour.

CECIL HUMPHREYS, who, after making a huge
success in the stage play "Romance," was per-
suaded to appear on the screen with instantane-
ous success. He has done some very fine work
in a number of Stoll photo-plays, and we are to
see him in "The Swindler," "The Elusive Pim-
pernel," and as the villain, Chichester, in "The
Amateur Gentleman." It was during the filming
of this photo-play that the above photograph

was taken.

Do You Know ?—That Miriam Cooper and her husband, Raoul
Walsh, have adopted a little boy, an orphan by
the Halifax disaster ?

—That Ruth Roland was once an infant phe-
nomenon, making her. first stage appearance at
the age of three and a half years ?

* * - *

—That she went into pictures when she was
seventeen ?

* * *

—That Alma Reuben is going to star on the
stage, that being her big ambition 1""'**•*

. » —i' ;'-«..
'*.,. 3

— That she is an excellent business woman ?

* *

—That Montagu Love is 42 »

—That Marguerite Snow hasn't appeared on the
screen since tho " Eagle's Eye " serial 1

* • * - *

— That her husband is James Cruze, the Lasky
director ?

, Fay Filmer.

P.S.—Just a last reminder—remember that next
week's issue of " The Picture Sbow " must be ordered
(o-day.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Angeles.

'

Nearly Lost Her Job.

MAY ALLISON has a very charming South-
ern accent, but she relates that during her
very first experience on the speaking

stage it nearly lost her a job. She had a part in
" Everywoman," and at the dress rehearsal the
manager called her down to tho footlights and
said: " You'll have to learn to talk liko a white
person, for when I listen to you with my eyes
shut, I think it's a nigger talking."

A Perfume Lover.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS is very fond of

perfumes, and has an assortment of

bottled fragrances on his dressing-table,
which lie uses in accordance with his different
moods. One trembles to think to what extreme
measures the dynamic Douglas must resort when
he is feeling specially full of pep. Possibly there's
a tank of gasoline somewhere under that dress-
ing-table.

The Boy Who Grew Young.
CHARLES RAY made his debut in pictures

as an old man with a ragged beard and
clothes to match. He was so afraid that

his boyish appearance would be against him
when he applied for a job that he rigged himself
out with a bowler hat and a big black cigar, as
lie flattered himself that they made him look
older. It was only when Thoma9 Ince happened
to see him on the lot in an unguarded moment
without the make-up on and minus the bowler
and black cigar that he at once decided to give
him a try-out as a juvenile. And from that day
dates Ray's success as the " Wonder Boy " of tho

screen.

Their Ambitions.
DURING the filming of a picture on the

feminist question, Charles Ray, Dorothy
Dalton, and Louise Glaum were dis-

cussing some of the things they would like to do
when they retire from the screen. Miss Dalton
said her greatest desire was to become wealthy
enough to start a fund for the purpose of
educating and taking care of poor slum girls who
had never had a real chance in life. Louise Glaum
would like to found city libraries, and fill them
with beautiful books. Ray declared such
institutions existed already in plenty all over the
world. He would like to establish a precedent
and endow a racecourse where horse and auto-
mobile races could be enjoyed free of charge.

No Love Letters.

MARY MILES MINTER denies that her
present contract with Realart, a3 was
stated in most of the papers over here,

forbids her to become engaged or married before
it expires : but she says that she has made up her
mind that her art is to be the only love for the
next three years, and that if she receives any
love letters during that period, of which there
certainly seems some remote possibility, she is

not going to read 'em. So there !

Quick Wit.

THE other day, May Allison was showing a
friend round the Metro Studio just at
the busiest hour of the day.

" Why, May," said the visitor, " this place ia

just like a lunatic asylum !

"

" I think it's just the other way about,"
retorted May, who is noted for her quick wit,
" for an asylum is easy to get into and hard to
get out of."

He Could Fight.

IN answer to an advertisement soliciting the
services of " a fearless young man to act na
sparring partner for a prize fighter in motion

pictures," a husky individual recently presented
himself at the *Brunton Studios. " Can you
fight ? " he was asked. " Can I fight !

" be
retorted scornfully. " I fights anybody, bar
none. I lights 'cm coming, going, up, down,
wide, high, or handsome. Don't' give a hang
for their race, weight, or colour, but lays 'em
out in all climates and all seasons. Who is this

bird I am to annihilate ?
"

" Jack Dempsey," said Mr. Brunton pleasantly.
Without a word, tho applicant turned on bis heel
and became a rapidly diminishing perspective
on the long road to Los Angeles.
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STILL MOMENTS IN THE MOVIES.

RUSSELL SIMPSON was going to take BLANCHE SWEET for a trip in a canoe, while they were DOROTHY DALTON is fond of painting, and
out " on location." But just then the producer called for them. Note the look of indignation on indulges in her hobby in her [spare moments.

Russell's face. Here she is engaged on a picture.

MARSHALL NEILAN, the producer, ar.d his company, who are making pictures in Canada. They are just off to the backwoods to begin scenes on a
drama in the snowlands of the North-West.

Caught in the act. The camera-man catches MAY ALLI- OWEN MOORE tired out after a hard day's work at the studio, or has the scenario
SON playing dice with the soldiers. sent him to sleep?
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Next Week will begin "THE SECRET HUSBAND," the Most Human Serial ever Written,!

" There is a Destiny which shapes our ends, rough hew them how we may."

In the Court.

THERE was a deep impressive silence in

the court. Every head was craned for-

ward in strained attention, as the
people sat with their mouths half-open and
their eyes fixed on the counsel for the
defence.

" Now, I beg your attention," he went on,

in his calm, quiet, yet distinct voice, " to this

important fact. If it had been any later

than the time the prisoner affirms, the shop
in question would not have been open

—

according to the restrictions placed on all

such premises by the Government.
•'If it had been much earlier in the even-

ing " He paused impressively, and then
added in a totally different tone of voice

:

" The witness I shall bring before you,
Mrs. Wade, is the wife of the dead man.

'' She will tell you that she herself served
in the shop until nine-thirty on that par-

ticular Christmas Eve.
" She remembers it distinctly, because her

daughter having come home unexpectedly,
the two women sat down to supper just after

nine, and the old man went into the shop
to serve any chance customer, he not being on
particularly good terms with the daughter
ju*t mentioned. The daughter also will bear
witness to the truth and these facts of her
mother's statement.

,

~ Under these circumstances, my lord and
gentlemen of the jury, I want you to take
into consideration that the prisoner at the
bar is a high-spirited woman with a proud,

reserved nature. When she arrived home
some few minutes after eleven o'clock, she
discovered Mr. Fisher coming down the
stairs into the lower hall.

"She noticed that he was agitated and ex-

cited, but she put that down to his condition,

believing that he had been drinking.

She went into the sitting-room, and he
followed her in. Then she asked him where
her husband was, and Mr. Fisher informed
her of the deficit in the accounts at the
office, and then suggested to her that her
husband had left the country, and so, in-

cidentally deserted her.
" Any other woman, you may say, my lord

and gentlemen of the jury, would make in-

quiries before believing such a story, but
you must take into consideration the tem-
perament of the prisoner at the bar, also the

fact that Fisher and her husband were
almost inseparable.

" She distrusted and disliked Fisher ; but
her husband seemed unable to move without,

him. They were the most intimate of

friends.
" Very foolishly, and wrongly, as she will

now admit herself, Diana Meadows, believ-

ing that it was only her own concern and
no one else's business, hid the truth, as sho
thought it, from her friends. She began a
life of deceit. One thing led to another,
with the result that she now stands accused
<if a most horrible and dastardly crime, of

which I am certain she knows nothing, and
of which, with God's help, I mean to prove
her entirely innocent !"

His clear, ringing voice died away.
Again he glanced up at the woman he

loved.
He saw the tiny wave of colour which had

appeared suddenly in her pale face, and the
new hope in her deep, grey eyes.

Ho smiled at her reassuringly.
The first witness for the defence was t>ld

Mn. Wade. She was very deaf, and it took
ii long while to make her understand; but
the recognised Diana after some trouble, anil

remembered her coming to her shop and
.asking for the ring. She seemed to have an
'idea, however, that the court were sus-

picious of it being found on her premises,
and kept reiterating her ignorauce of its

hiding-place.
Her daughter, who was next called, was

fortunately gifted with common sense, and
answered the questions put to her in a satis-

factory manner.
The next witnesses were men from Messrs.

Thorp & Co. Mr. Thorp, the head of the.
fiim, came himself and gave his evidence.
He told of how Fisher had come to him

with a story of Mr. Meadows's matrimonial
troubles, and how he had mentioned his

friend's hurried trip abroad.
Mr. Thorp had certainly been surprised at

his old friend's son leaving him without a
minute's notice ; but he had thought that
no doubt the man knew

,
his own business,

and had engaged another in his place, and
thought no more of the business.
At this point Bertie Fisher became restive,

and tried once more to leave the court.
By dint of furtiely wriggling between

the men around him, he thought he had
got clear; but just as he reached the door, a
heavy hand descended on his shoulder, and
he was brought back.
The looks on the faces of those around

him told him more than words that they had
noticed his anxiety to get away, and were
enjoying his discomfiture.
Before he quite knew what was happening,

Fisher found himself hauled up once more
into the witness-box.

" You and George Meadows arrived at
Glan y-mor at ten o'clock at night, on
December 24th, 1917?" began Dick, in his

sharp, penetrating voice.
" I've already told you that three times !"

said the witness angrily.
" Perhaps so."
" Will you now confess that Mrs. Meadows

was not in when you arrived?"
" She was in \" said Fisher doggedly.
" Describe to the court, then, exactly what

happened."
" I have described !" said Fisher sulkily.

Another witness was called forward.
Fisher saw her, and his face went ghastly.
It was the girl who worked at the lodgings

where he had been living on that grim
December night.
She told how Fisher had come home early

in the morning hours of Christmas Day. He
slept in the next room to hers, and she told
how he often s)K)ilcd her rest by talking
and muttering in his sleep.

She described a suit be had told her to

send to the cleaner's.

There were bloodstains on the suit as well

as mud, and she had mentioned it to him
at the time.

He had told her a story, of falling down
and cutting his hand, but she had never seen
the scar.

Then a bookmaker was called.

He gave his evidence reluctantly as to
the bets Fisher had had with him from time
to time. They were all large sums, which
Fisher had lost three years ago.

The counsel for the prosecution tried to in-

terfere, but Dick Fortescuc had it all his

own" way, and Fisher, becoming more and
more uneasy, finally became hysterical and
lost his nerve.
He began to shout out and protest against

the evidence which was being heard.
Two policemen swooped down upon him,

and bore him away, expostulating loudly
as he went.

The fat lady got up from her seat. She
had long ago finished all her swcclmcat,i
which may have accounted for her obvious
dissatisfaction.

" There's no fun in these couit cases now-
adays 1" she said, in a low aggressive voico
to the thin woman next her. " I'm going to
the pictures. I've had enough of this!
That girl is going to get off!"
The thin woman did not answer her, but

turned her attention to the evidence again,
while the fat woman pushed her way to the
door.

The Witnesses.
DIAXA was acquitted.

Bertie Fisher, on the other hand,
was arrested eventually brought up at

the police court and sent to trial for the
murder of his friend, George Meadows.
And as the days went by, the evidence

slowly but surely accumulated against him.
> People whom he had never heard of came
forward with their facts.

The porter at the railway-station, a man
who lived at the house at the farther end
of tho unmade road in which Glan-y-mor
was situated, who bad taken his dog for a
run the last thing at night, told how he had
seen the shadows of the two men on the
blind while they were quarrelling on that
eventful Christmas Eve.
He had not come forward before because

he had not considered it his business, he slid ;

and Dick Fortescue wondered, with a %3ia
expression on his handsome face, if the rope
had been fastened about his darling's throat
the man would have spoken to save her.

Bertie Fisher stood very still while the evi-

dence was being given. His livid face was
expressionless, his nervous hands fidgeting
with a button on his coat was the only in-

dication he gave of the state of his mind.
Suddenly, however, as Dicky called the ser-

vant at his ledgings, he gave a loud, piercing
shriek.

" Go away !" he cried wildly. " I'll not
listen to any more. Let me go ! Let me
go!"

x ~7 .

Other people came forward—more 'neigh-
bours of Glan-y-mor. It was astonishing
how the trend of their minds, once put on the
new track, made them remember certain
peculiarities of Fisher's which before they
had ignored or forgotten.
"Let me go! I'll confess; but let n.e

go !" was the terrified, incoherent cry of the.

man when he heard the . voice of the
magistrate say he must take his trial at the

assizes, and Bertie Fisher found himself a
prisoner.
They took his depositions on the following

day.
He was almost prostrate with fear, yet his

words rushed over. each other in his anxiety

to tell exactly what had happened on that

fatal night.

He had got into debt, and falsified the ac-

counts in the books. He had meant to put
it all right in time, but George Meadows had
discovered the crime, and there had ' been
words between them.
George had always stood by him, and be

naturally expected him to do tho same now ;

but George was in a nasty humour. He

(Ccnftnued cn pc ge 8.)
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Mary Pickford in " The Ragamuffin " told in Photographs

Her mother dead, her father a
dreamer, AMY BURKE is

spoilt by her grandfather.

Then one day, when her trunks are packed for a long-talked-of
holiday, she decides instead to go with her father to the slum

he is trying to better.

she soon becomes a "little mother" to
all '.he slum children, and sees the good her

father is doing.

She confides some of her longings to PETER COOPER, an old man who
appeared in Cragan Street shortly after she and her father arrived.

And her stories of the poor reach PETER COOPER'S heart. He goes
about the street helping those who cannot help themselves.

Every evening AMY reads out on the fire escape, because AMY takes JOHN to extract from her grandfather's safe some incriminating papers,
from there she can see JOHN GRAHAM, a young artist. her grandfather having used him in some crooked deal. They are discovered.

Later it develops that her grandfather had disguised himself as COOPER to be near AMY. The grandfather forgives, and all ends happily.
IWmhuritn.)
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DESTINY (Continued frcm page 6.)

wanted money, and expected Fisher to pay

him back something of what he had borrowed
from him from time to time.

When George discovered that Fisher could

givo him nothing, and that Fisher had also

falsified the accounts, he had threatened to

go to the head of the firm.

Fisher hastened to explain that George

had always lent him money, but since his

marriage he had not given Fisher that help,

which the man had come to rely on.

Fisher had come home with Meadows on

the Christmas Eve. Ho was loth to Jeavo

him. Meadows had never been this way
before with him, and he was feeling afraid. •

He wanted to persuade George to give

him the money to put back before the New
Year; but George kept refusing him, and
threatening to hand him over to justice, even

while he drank with him at the different

public bars on their way home.
When they did arrive, George was furious

to discover how late it was. lie kept saying

lh.it he had wanted to be home by five,

but Fisher, in his anxiety to keep him
with him, did all in his power to get him
to drink.

.

George had blamed Fisher for keeping him
out, and had said some hard, unreasonable

things. They had both been drinking, and

Meadows was not particular when he had

had too much. He called Fisher a parasite,

and that had infuriated the man.
In a sudden fit of anger Fisher had caught

up the brass poker and struck at Meadows.
•• I never meant to hurt him. I only

wanted to make him hold his tongue !» he

said wretchedly.
There1 was a struggle, and they had both

fallen. Meadows had caught his head on

(he edge of the fender, and Fisher,' now
goaded to a fury past reasoning, had lifted

the poker again and again and struck at the

mucking and venomous tongue.

Fisher then suddenly realised what he was

cluing. He was instantly sobered, and,

leaning over his friend, had tried to rouse

him ; but to his horror he soon, realised that

repentance had come too late.

George Meadows was dead !

His first thought was flight— to get away
quickly, to hide where no one should find

him. .
,

He rushed to the door, and then, suddenly

remembering, he came back.

He could not leave the body there. Some-
one might come down and find it. They
would call the police.' Oh, if only he could

hide that strange, inert figure, which looked

so gruesome lying there !

He went back to it, and leaned over "the

the man.
.

He was dead j there was not the slightest

doubt of that. Then something seemed to

snap in his head.
His brain became clear and alert. He saw

a chance ahead. To get rid of the body

;

lhat was the first thing. Then ho remem-
bered the disused well !

He fetched George Meadows's hat and

coat, thinking that, if he was seen by chance,

people would not be so likely to notice any-

Ihing strange in a man with his hat and coat-

on being assisted along by another.

Having dressed the dead man, he took the

body in his arms and dragged it through
(he kitchen and out along the sodden ground,

lie- no longer felt fear or remorse. His

mind was fixed on one thing, and one thing-

only—self-preservation.

Flinging the body in the well, he listened

to hear it fall, and then peered down, striv-

ing to pierce the darkness.

He must come back, he decided afterwards,

and see that nothing was amiss that could

give him away.
The shrubs and wild blackberry<;bush

might bora a tell-ESle thread or paper. He
must remember and return after he had
straightened the house.

.As he returned he half expected to be con-

sented by either Mrs. Meadows or one of

the servants.

Ho and Meadows must have made a noise,

In- argued. One of them, or perhaps all,

would be wailing. What slory should he
tell'/'

But all was strangely quiet. The kitchen
door was open just as he had left it.

This was surely a trap ! They vvero wail-

ing for him in the sitting-room. Should he
go off, or confront them?
While he was debating, he had been steal-

ing cautiously around the table, trying to
peer out into tho hall, and from there
through to the sitting-room.
Then he stood and listened, Ids eyes fixed

on the room beyond, but there was nothing
to break the silence.

Gaining, courage, he closed the kitchen
door and walked boldly through to the
sitting-room.

It was just as he had left it.

The poker lay on the hearthrug, lie picked
it up and examined it carefully.

There was a faint smear of blood on the
glittering knob. A small muslin handker-
chief, trimmed with lace, lay crumpled up
on the seat of tho armchair by tho fireplace.

Fisher used it to wipe away the offending
stain, and then, to hide the tell-tale rag, he
pressed it into the dying lire with the poker.

' Then, his fear returning, he looked around
him hastily again.
There was nothing—nothing that could

give him away.
He went out into the hall, and stood lis-

tening. Then he put on his hat and coat.

Glancing up suddenly, a presentiment
swept over him that, from the darkened stair-

case above, someone was watching him.
lie made a rush up the stairs, and then

stood listening again. Cautiously he walked
along tho passage and glanced hastily into
darkened rooms; and then, reassured, he was
descending the staircase again when the
front door opened suddenly, and Diana came
in.

She looked at him so calmly, and spoke in

such a cool, matter-of-fact tone, that Kis
courage, which had almost deserted him at

the sight of her, suddenly revived, and tho
story sprang glibly to his lips.

To his complete surprise she had believed
it. Never had a man a more easy task.

Her pride had suffered more than her love,

and she was on the defensive. He^ mode of

taking it had helped him immeasurably to
cover up the deed. The story she told those
who were at all interested, made him safe.

The secret would not have been revealed
to the world if the railroad people had not
agitated for the site.

Fisher confessed how he had tried to pre-
vent Diana from selling, but when he realised

that her mind was rjiute made up, he had
conceived the idea of finding the body him-
self and putting the crime on to the young
wife.

When the case was tried at the assizes, the
jury did not lake long to decide.
A verdict of " Wilful murder " was

brought in against Bertie Fisher, and he was
sentenced to suffer I lie penalty of his crime.
But the wretched man, worn out by re-

morse and fear, was discovered one morning
by his gaolers completely out of his mind.
A padded room now holds him, and his

terrified voice breeds terror in the heart of

those who hear him.

Ih the Land of Beginning Again.

IT is early spring.

Along a country lane there stands a
gabled old farmhouse, with a farmyard on

one side and an old-fashioned garden on the
other

There are white feathered fowl, and a sow
with a litter of pigs foraging in the farm-
yard, and "a small boy in a sailor suit peeps
at them through the gate.

He likes the fowds, also the little pigs, but
of the mother he stands somewhat in awe.
As the old sow comes towards the gate ex-

pectantly, uttering short, quick grunts, he
recedes, and finally runs to the garden on
the other side.

A bed of bright yellow crocus, holding up
their heads gaily towards the sun, quickly
attract his attention, and he runs forward,
his' bright, expressive little face alive with
emotion.

" Oh, you pily, pity fowors!" he cries. And,
bunding down, he buries his chubby hands in

them.
Beside a window in the pleasant- sitling-

roofti sits a woman. It is Diana;
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Her face is thinner, and has lost the round-
ness of girlhood. It is the face of a woman
who has passed through great tribulation, but
there is a totally new expression in the soft,

grey eyes; a tenderness around the mobile
lips, and a sweeter note in her voice than
was there in the old days.

Six months had passed since the trial, and
Diana was beginning to forget the terrible
ordeal that she had been subjected to.

Little Eric came softly up to her, the flowers
in his hands. He put them in her lap with-
out speaking, and stood silently beside her,
gazing up into her face, his own alive with
silent sympathy.
Diana often wondered how much her baby

could possibly know of the past.
There was something uncanny in the way

he had clung to her after her release, and
when she was sitting as she was now, he
never obtruded on her thoughts, but always
wailed patiently until she spoke to him.

" What lovely flowers, darling ! How
beautiful they are !"

The young mother bent and kissed the child

as he smiled happily up at her.
His arms went round her neck.
" I do love you, mummy I" he cried, nest-

ling up to her and climbing on to her lap.

There- is a sound in the passage outside,

rnd Eric scrambles down very quickly and
runs towards the door.

" That's Uncle Dicky !" he cries ex-

citedly. "I just know it is him!"
Then, as the door opens, he rushes for-

ward to meet the tall man who is entering.

Dick Forlesquo catches up Eric and
swings him on to his shoulder.

" Well, young man," ho remarks as ho
does so, " I hope you are not getting tired

of the country?"
Diana had risen to her feet.

A wave of colour dyes her face and neck.

The man comes towards her, and, holding
her child with one hand, catches her round
the waist with the other.

" Well, dear, it is all settled," he say9
smilingly. " The banns are to be published
next Sunday."
She raises her face, and their lips meet.

Then she lets him hold her close to him, as

though he could never let her go again.

Without speaking, all three pass into the
garden, where the big bed of yellow crocusee
seems to smile at them a* cheery welcome,
and a thrush in the bushes calls loudly to
ils mate.

(Next week our splendid new serial begins,
entitled " The Secret Husband.")

JOYCE DEARSLEY.
One of Britain's Prettiest and
:: Most Youthful Star Artistes. ::

JOYCE DEARSLEY, the rising young
British film artiste, is taking an im-
portant part in the screen version of the

successful Haymarket play, " General Post,"
which has been produced by the Ideal Com-
pany.
Joyce is in tho proud position of being

one of the youngest cinema stars at present
playing for films. As you will see by our
delightful portrait, she is exceedingly pretty,!

with a somewhat wistful expression, and an
almost perfect type of camera face.

She is also (he possessor of glorious hair.

Joyce Dearsley is, by the way, the wife of
(he famous British producer, Thomas Britley,

who has numberless screen successes to his
credit.

But her prominence in the photo-play
world is due entirely to her own talent and
efforts.

" General Post," which will undoubtedly
add to the fair name of British films, has
an excellent cast.

In addition to Joyce Dearsley, it includes
the popular WesJ. End actress Lilian. Braith-
waite, Henderson Bland, who has achieved
fame as the artiste who played Christus in
" From Manger to Cross," and Douglas
Monroe. It will be remembered that Madge
Tilheradge played the leading- part in tho
popular .-(age version of the play.
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The Concluding Chapters of fo£ife's> otfh, Jife SfrlTy

JUST ME*
My Rescue was Planned as Follows :

1 WAS to climb down the rope to Iho tree,

from there into tho waiting arms of the
hero, and remain safe in his protecting em-

lirace until tho next episode, when tho villain

would again pxusue me.
On this day wo were to take only the first

part, where I left 'the ground, then take the
balance of the scenes on Monday. This was
Saturday. T had been carefully instructed just

what to do when 1 got up in tho air. I was to

wait until I got out of range of tho cameras,
then pull the ripping cord that would allow the
gas to escape from the balloon, and it would
descend to the ground. The wind was blowing
westward, and they figured that I could easily

land about a half-mile away in somo open
country. Well, eventually they got everything
set, and the camera-men started, to grind their

cameras. There were about eight of them set

up on different buildings in order to get different

shots of the flight.

1 tripped into the scene, arm in arm with my
two companions, and we started the parade. I

was awful colt} and hungry, as I hadn't as yet
had my lunch, and I didn't feci much like a
heroine. Still, into the basket I climbed, and the
excitement began. The horse dashed in, knock-
ing down a couple of unsuspecting supers, and
tho men all let go of the balloon—that is, all

except one, who, in the confusion, had neglected
lo loosen his grip.

As I started upward I heard about fifty voices

shout, " Let go ! Let go, you fool !

"

I couldn't see the man clinging to the rope
beneath mo, and I thought they were shouting
;it me, but 'what they wanted me to let go of

1 knew not.

I had a large leather vanity case in my hand,
" so I tried that, and it struck a man square in

the mouth, knocking out two of his perfectly

good front teeth. But they still shouted " Let
go !

" Now, the fellow on the rope must have
come out of his trance and let go when he was
about fifteen feet up in the air. But, of course,

I didn't see all of this, so I was pretty much
worried about the " lot go " order. Well, I

didn't seem to be going up, but the earth seemed
to- bo slipping away from me, and the people
began to grow smaller. Then 1 looked down
list ahead of me and saw nothing but wator.

Ye Gods ! Tho wind must have changed
and I was sailing over the Hudson River, due
East and headed for New York City. I knew
i-omething was wrong, but I didn't have any
desire to pull tho cord and take a chance on
landing in the water.

It then struck me that I could employ the

trusty old anchor rope of the story and maybe
catch a stray tree on tho banks of the river, but
1 remembered that that was lying back in

Palisade Park, as wo were not to use it in the

scenes this day.

I was getting rather panicky wNten I heard a
deep voice coming from I know not where
s lying, "Can I come out nqw ?

" A terrible

chill passed through my body and I looked
around expecting to find ghosts or what not
walking on thin air. I had just decided that
maybe it was all right and the high altitude

(must have been up about a thousand feet by
liiis time) was playing strange tricks on my ears.

Then tho same voice repeated, " Can I

como out now ? " only this time it was more
urgent. Tho peoplo on earth had mado a
request to " let go."

Now there was a strange voice asking to

come out. Well, 1 just about made up my
mind to climb over tho sido and try walking
down to earth when I looked at tho bottom of

iho basket and a pilo of canvas began to

move, then out shot a face that i recognised
sis belonging to t he owner of 1 ho balloon.

I was surprised and speechless, Ho rose up
and looked over tho edge of the basket, down

( Exclusive .to
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below and said, " Oh, darn it, the wind's
shifting—that's rotten luck."

" Where did you come from 1 " I gasped.
" Why," ho replied, " I hid in the basket be-

fore the scene started so that 1 could bring the
old gas bag down for you."
Tho director hadn't told me this, thinking ho

would spring a surprise on mo and he did. But
believe me, I was mighty glad to have a com-
panion in my plight.

" Where do we go from here ? " I asked.
" I don't know," ho answered. " It depends

upon which way the wind blows. Have a
stick of gum ?

1 And he slipped a package
into my hand.

" What for ? So that I can stic k to the ship?"
I was making an attempt at comedy.

" No, chew it to keep your ears and nose from
bleeding, because sometimes they do up here."

I thought he was joking and I felt my nose to
see if it was bleeding, but it wasn't and he
wasn't joking either.

It seems that when you are up at a great
height, and wo were going up he knew, chewing
keeps the altitude from affecting your ear
drums.

" How far up are we now ? " I asked.
." Oh, about three thousand feet," he an-

swered.
" Let's go down," I suggested.
" Can't," he said, " because we're now over

New York City and have no good place to land.
We might got in a'corner there and get bounced
against a tall building."

Well, how long do we stay here ? " I ques-
tioned.

" Don't know that either. Anyw-ay, make
yourself comfortable and we'll have some
lunch," he said, producing a couple of bottles
of beer and some sandwiches.

I took one, although I must admit my appe-
tite wasn't with me so very strong. Anyway I

started to cat, and it sort of quieted my nerves
for the moment. I looked down below and saw
that we were over the lower end of Central Park,
which for the moment seemed safe in case we
were to go downward. But scarcely had
I taken my last bite, when I saw bad news in
the distance. We were travelling southward
at a goodly speed and Columb\is Circle loomed
up, with its nice spiral statue standing in the
middle, and it struck me that it would be very
comic to descend right into the arms of old
Columbus, who stands on the top of his tall

column watching the crowds go by.

We shifted eastward over the Plaza, Nether-
lands and Savoy hotels. The streets looked
about two feet wide and the buildings seemed
about five feet high ; however I had seen them
many times from below and knew their true
height. Then we started westward and things
began to look worse. There was a terriblo

rumbling and conglomeration of noise, so I
thought my ears must be playing mo false until
my companion told me it was only the noise from
the city below, which becomes louder as it travels
upward. We were up then about thirty-five
hundred feet. The balloon took a plunge down-
ward, and tho shining steeple of St. Patrick's
cathedral and other churches began to show
upon the horizon.

Now landing on a church steeple was a stunt
lo bo feared, however religious one might be,
and allow me to say that while New York may be
a wicked city, still religion must flourish, ac-
cording to the amount of churches I saw that
day.

Kvcry placo I looked I saw steeples, that
seemed as pointed as needles, pointing up to the
sky. Wo wcro slowly but surely going down-
ward to perhaps drape our canvas on one of
these.

" Well, well," my companion ejaculated,
" I've had my lunch and have no business down-
town, so 1 guess we'd better be getting up."

So saying, he opened up some sand bags'
that he had put in the balloon for ballast, andi
began throwing the sand overboard in haudfuls.j
For each pound of weight you take from »(

balloon, it rises higher, and for each pound ofi

gas that escapes from the bag, tho balloon falls

lower. The balloon was falling, so overboard
started our ballast. About tho third handful
had been discharged, when there was a terrific-

crash and a huge flash of light.

What's the matter " 1 screamed, w ith such
a start that I almost went overboard myself. I;

thought surely we had dropped a bomb to the*

earth below. My companion was still cool and 1

collected. I was cold, nearly freezing in fact,

but collected I certainly was not.
" We're running into a storm," ho said ;

" keep your head on your shoulders and in *
few minutes I'll show you a wonderful sight." ,

Now, I had seen just about enough for one
excursion, but what could I do ?

He put me to work dishing out gobs of sand as
fast as I could. We couldn't dump it all over
at once for fear of hitting some unsuspecting,
citizen's head. The people and the vehicles 1

down on tho street looked like flies. Tho sun
was shining clown there, but I could see these
little specks starting to hurry along. Evident-
ly they could see our storm descending upon
them and they were seeking shelter. We were
starting upward at a pretty good gait. It was
getting terribly dark, and during the flashes of
lightning that were coming thick and furious,
I got a peek of my companion's face. Disgust-
ing ! He was calmly chewing his gum and
whistling odd snatches from My Old Ken-
tucky Home." Home ! That word nearly
made me burst into tears. I knew that we were
almost directly over my own hotel room home,
but I wasn't even fussy—anybody's homo
would have done if I could have but reached
one.

Then earner terrible crash. I shut my eyes,
fearing the worst. Then began a terrible bom-
bardment. Something was hitting me from all

directions. I opened my eyes and saw it was
huge drops of water. Evidently the cloud we
were in had burst. I didn't ask questions now
but just kept on throwing the old sand over-
board, which, by the same token, had nearly
been exhausted. I could see but little. I felt

the rain battering against us and between peals

of thunder heard my companion shout " Look
up," which I promptly did.

The darkness began to fade and I saw we
were climbing up into a very bright spot.

I wouldn't have been surprised to find that wo
were going to land on the sun or moon—in fact,

nothing could surprise me after this—so I
thought " We're up about forty-five hundred
feet now."
The other one shouted :

" If the ballast

holds out we can clear this mess." Things were
brightening up every moment, and after we had
thrown over the last of our sand we were sailing

along in a clear bright sky with the terrible hot
sun shining upon -us. We were going through
all the stages of a Turkish bath. The instru-

ments told us we were' up five thousand feet.

The rain, lightning and thunder were still raging
beneath us. " Well, we might as well take ifr

easy," my companion said, " Until the storm
breaks beneath us—then I will begin to figure

how we can get down." Well, it was such a'

wonderful sight watching the old storm carry
on between lis and the earth that I got all over
being afraid for the moment and began to think
more or less normally.

I had a big roll of advertising proof sheets
in my overcoat pocket that had been handed
to me that morning. So I took them in hand
and began to look them over. They wero
different sketches of newspaper publicity which
I was going to receive. Some covered an entire
newspaper sheet with a life-sized face photo-
graph of myself, with huge headlines proclaiming
my talents and daring to the unsuspecting
public. "

-

Now, up until that time no one in the picture
business had received such expensive advertise-
ments. Of course, tho Hearst newspapers wero
interested in " The Perils of Pauline," and they
gave me newspaper spaco that couldn't bo
bought for any amount of money. I remember
one ad. read " WATCH THIS RISING YOUNU
STAR (meaning me) AND SEE HOW QUICK-
US SHE ASCENDS TO THE VERY TOP."
What a bromide that line was to mo at tho
moment. I was ascending like a skyrocket, but
to what ? 1 thought of all the publicity they
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were going to give me. And I felt sure that after

. nil my years of struggling fame was awaiting

me back on earth. Here J was up in the air for

nearly two hours, and maybe when I did eomo
down I would be a corpse and only a short item

in the
11 Birth and Death Column " would tell of

my heroic end. Gosh! These thoughts certainly

messed up my peace and quiet;

1 thought of the city down below that only a
f ,v yens ago I had come to conquer. I leaned

far over the edge of the basket to give one fare-

well look at old Broadway, but I could see

nothing but blue space. I turned back to my
new-found friend and announced the fact that

we miist bo " nowhere " because I couldn't see
*" nothing." The balloon was steadying itself

up again, so he summoned up enough strength

and courage to take up his glasses and lake a
chance looking downward.

"' Oh, good news/' he exclaimed, '' we are

going out to sea. I can just catch the outline of

the Statue of Liberty, which, by the way, we are

leaving behind us, so," he continued, " we had
better land right now."
* " In the water ? " says I.

" Certainly," says he. Now. when we start

down we might go pretty fast but stick to the

ship and don't jump until 1 do."
" Yes, and when we do land in the water,

what becomes of us from there on !
" I ques-

t ioned.
" Oh, the only thing to do is (o stay clear of

the gas bag until she empties, and we'll only have
to swim about for a little while until there'll be

a dozen boats to our rescue.''

That " swimming around " didn't sound
so good. Anyway, he gave me a big roll of tissue

paper, of which he instructed me to tear off

strips and throw them overboard. We would
watch these strips of tissue as they drifted down
through the air and see which way the wind
was blowing—due South. North, East or West,
while only a few feet below the wind might bo
coming from another direction.

I tore off yards of paper and my friend let a
'it tie gas out of the balloon at a time.

" Say," say3 I in a moment of thought, " I'm
to jump into the water when you do—that's fair

enough, but do you realise how eold that water
is going to be ? It's still the month of March,
you know."

I saw him shiver and again he arose in my
esteem. I was getting to like this fellow.

" Gosh, I wish I had a drink," he tearfully

sighed. We were down to about twenty

-

five hundred feet now, so I took off my coat
and shoes to get ready for the plunge. Then
fate stepped in and threw us into a strong
freezing north wind that carried us up over^
Battery Place. That was awful, and the down-
town buildings started to loom ur> again. We
didn't dare take a chance of dropping any lower
and from now on we could only hope to wait
.until we were carried somewhere into open
country. We crossed over the downtown dis-

trict and then swung up the North River, then
across BlackwelFs Island, then back again
.South over toward Brooklyn for a while, more
gas escaping from the balloon all the time. We
had been up now over three hours, and by this

time we were flying only about eighteen hun-
dred feet up. Then we took another turn
North and we saw a large open space before us.

" Ah, this is our chance," said my companion.
•'' Take the glasses and see what it is." 1 took a
peek and saw that the ground was dotted with
little blocks of marble. It was a cemetery.
We only passed over one corner of the ceme-

tery, so landing there was out. We drifted on
for about half an hour and were getting a little

lower down all the time. Then a little open
country was sighted in the distance with the
Long Island behind it. If we could only make
that, audit seemed that we could. I could dis-

tinguish men, women, cars, wagons, dogs and
children following us on a run below. Evidently

v ithey could see our balloon hovering above them
and wanted to be on the spot when we landed.
Good luck was with us for sure. We reached an
open space, and my friend pulled the ripping
;cord. There was a terrible smell of gas and it

seemed that the ground was coming up to meet
Z jtia. 1 could see the thousands of people waiting

:l>elow with upst retched arms and it seemed as
though they must be welcoming me back to

earth and fame. Be that as it may.
Till 1

; UN 11.

}> THE SECRET HUSBAND " begins next
week.

BERTINI.
IN SOME WONDERFUL GOWNS AND
SCENES IN "COUNTESS SARAH."

GLIMPSES OF THE GREAT ITALIAN SCREEN ARTISTE.

A wonderful pose of a -wonderful
woman. Showing one of the many

striking gowns she wears.

the charity bazaar scene. Italian screen

made tremendous strides of late.

Never before has such wonderful photographic effects of a firework display been seen on the

screen as in "Countess Sarah," the comine L.I.F.T. photo-play.
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A FINE COMPLETE STORY, TELLING HOW A BURGLAR STOLE A GIRL'S HEART.

PRISCILLA DEAN and
HERBERT RAWLINGSON

SEATED on the bed in the top garret of a tene-
ment house, in a poor quarter of New York,
a .voting man fat mending a pair of trousers.

He was young and handsome, but had lie been
asked to describe himself at that moment he
would have said he was cold and hungry.
Jack Warner was up against it. The trousers

he was mending were his only pair, and a tattered
counterpane did duty for the nether garments
while they werje being repaired. The wind whistled
through a broken pane, ineffectually stopped up
with an old coat. As Jack was struggling with his

work the door opened, and a portly dame entered.
" Well, any news. Mr. Warner?'' she asked.
Jack shook his head.
"I was just trying to mend these, Mrs. Kelly. 60

that I could go out and earn a little. I'm sorry

to have to keep making excuses for the rent, but

" I know, Mr. Warner." broke in the landlady
sympathetically. " I'm sorry to have to keep
asking you for it. but I'm almost as badly oft

as you are. The tradesmen keep pressing me.
Anyway, let me mend that for you."
Mrs. Kelly took over the trousers and repaired

them.
"Look here. Mrs. Kelly," said Jack. "I've

always played the game up. to now, and I mean
tu set that rent to-night or bust."

" Well, don't dc anything rash," replied the
landlady, as she left the room.
Jack dressed himself in his threadbare garments

and went out into the 6treet. He had no over-

coat, and the keen east wind cut tlirough his

thin garments, chilling him to the bone. He tried

to make a few cents running after cabs, but when
night came he had not a coin in his pocket. By
this time Jack was desperate. He did not intend
to go back to Mrs. Kelly without the money to
pay the rent.

" If this big city won't let me earn a dollar

I'm going to take one," he muttered desperately.
Even as he spoke temptation came in the shape

of opportunity A stout, Jewish-looking gentleman
was standing buying a newspaper, with an open
wallet in his hand. The wallet was bulging with
notes, and almost before Be knew what he was
doing Jack snatched the wallet and ran. As he
dashed round the corner he heard the cry of
"Police!" and then the patter of feet. He" was
being chased. Jack ran. as hard as he could for

a little time, and then when he felt that he could
not run any farther, he saw a doorway. It was
in the shadows, and if he hid there his pursuers
might pass htm. He snuggled as close he could,
and then, with an exclamation of alarm, he felt

tire door give way, and lie found himself in a
magnificently furnished room.
At a table near the fireplace sat an old man.

with a face that looked as if it had been carved
out of granite. In his hand he held an auto-
matic pistol, and there was no trembling as he
••ointed it at Jack.
"Well, what do you want?"
"Nothing." replied Jack. "The police are after

me, and I sort of fell in here. What are you
going to do with me? Give me up?"
" No. You are just the very man I have been

looking for. Sit down."
He turned to a middle-aged man, who had just

entered the room.
" Boggs, in a few minutes I expect the police

to be asking about our friend here. All vou need
say is th.it we have not seen him."

( butchers.)

" Ves. sir. I under-
stand."
Almost immediately

there was a knocking at
the door, and a police-

man inquired of Bogus if

lie had seen anythiug of

a .thief.
" He's fust snatched a

wallet from a gentle-

man, and we thought we
saw him slip in here,"
he explained.
"No; there's only my

master in," replied
Boggs. " Y'ou must have
been mistaken."
" So that was it—eh?"

asked the old man. when
the police had left.
" Y'ou must have been
pretty desperate."

" I was starving," re-

plied Jack simply.

At a sign from his master Boggs brought Jack
refreshments and a drink, and the old mau
watched him keenly as lie ate.
• Yes. I think you will do," he said. " My

name is David Middleton. I want you to get a

paper which was stolen from me by my nephew.
Silas Craig—a very clever scoundrel."

" I refuse to have anything to do with it."

replied Jack. " I am not a regular thief. This
crime to-night was mv first, and hunger drove me
to it."
" And I shall drive you to gaol if you don't

consent." said Middleton harshly. " In this case
you will not be stealing, but recovering something
from a thief. The document I ask you to get

bears my seal, with the initials of my name on it,

so you will know that I am telling the truth."
" That alters the ease." 6aid Jack. " I'll do it.

Where is the document?"
" In a safe hidden behind a panel in my

nephew's bedroom. He wears the key of the safe
round his neck, so you can see you have a diffi-

cult task before you. But. first of all. I want you
to go to the house of a Miss Ruth Orton. Boggs
will lead you- to it. My nephew will be calling
on Miss Orton in an hour's time. I leave it to
you to find out a way of getting into the house
secretly. Once inside, you may be able to overhear
something that will give you an idea how to
get hold cf the paper. Boggs will get you an
overcoat to cover that suit, and also assist in dis-

guising you. in case your late pursuers should
see you. Here is money, and you had better take
my pistol. Be careful with it, because it's a
hair-trigger."
David Middleton handed "over a roll of notes

and the pistol, and in a few moments Boggs came
down dressed for the street, and carrying a
heavy coat for Jack.
"Y'ou will come back here to-night and report."

said the old man. " And to-morrow we will discuss
further plans."
Boggs. who, as Jack had surmised, was a 6ort of

watch-dog as Well as butler to his master, hurried
Jack tlirough 6ide streets, till at last he pulled up
before a block o{ flats and pointed out one at
the top of tlie building as being the one in which
Ruth Orton lived.

While Jack is making his plans for getting into
the fiat we will take a peep at Ruth Orton, as
she sits shivering in a tireless room, trying to
decide a big problem. Ruth was a remarkably
pretty girl, with a wealth of nut-brown hair, and
two big hazel eyes, that looked frankly and fear-
lessly at the world. Her father had been a very
wealthy man. but lie had died without making a
will, and there were many claimants to his estate.
As a consequence. Ruth had been obliged to earn
her living in a sewing factory. She earned barely
enough to enable her to live, and she had got
tired of a continual struggle for a bare existence.
Into her life had come Silas Craig, with his great
wealth, and a love which he professed no man
had ever felt before for a woman. He had
proposed to Ruth on many occasions, but she had
refused him, for the all-sufficient reasoB, to her
mind—she did not love him.
To-night, as 6he sat shivering in her room, she

was asking herself whether it was worth while
to continue the struggle. Craig appeared to be
very fond of her. and he at least could give her
the comforts and luxuries of life. But deep down
in the girl's heart she felt that there was some-
thing she would miss if she married him. She had
never Imcii in love, but she knew that somewhere

in t lie great big world there was or.e man tfcat

she might yet meet who would mean all to hie?

Had she known it that man was now climb i i

up the fire-escape, with the object of bteakin/
into her fl.it

There was a ring at the bell, and Ruth op I

the door to admit Silas Craig.
David Middleton's nephew was very much lik<»

thousands of other rich young men who live a
life of pleasure. But his e;. es were too elo*f
together, and too shifty, to inspire confidence
He cast one look found the chilly room and

shuddered.
" You will develop consumption or pr>eum6*nia if

you persist in starving yourself in this way. Hutu."
he said. " Why don't you marry me and live the
life you were brought up to live."

Ruth sat with bowed head and remained nlent.
He was quite right, she thought. Life in the
sweating factory, with a return to her cheerles*
apartment, was robbing her of her youth. In a
few years she would develop some illness like the
hundreds of other girls at the factory had done,
and end her days in some hospital before 6he
had lived at all.

Craig read her thoughts, and pressed his advan-
tage.
"Look here, Ruth. I am giving a dinner-party

in a few days' time. Y'ou must come and let

me announce our engagement to my guests."
Jack Warner, who had entered by the bedroom

window, and was now peering at the scene through
the partially opened door, gave a silent sigh of
sympathy for the girl. He eould see by her face
that she was not in love with her persistent
wooer.
"Poor little beggar'." he thought. "She's up

against it. like me. This room is as cold as
mine, although she lias made it so dainty."
He heard Ruth say

:

" Y'ery well : as you will. I have told you I do
not love you. but if you are prepared to take
me with that confession, I am ready to marry
you.
"I am tired of poverty," she added, with a

bitter laugh. " And now please leave me. I
must be alone to think."
Jack 'heard the door close, and he made for

the window. He bad got one leg over the sill

when the girl entered the room.
He heard a somewhat trembling voice call out.

"Stop, Mr. Robber!'' and turning saw Ruth with a
pistol levelled in a not too steady hand.
He climbed back into the room and held Dp his

hands, but there was more amusement than fright
in his eyes, as he asked

:

" What are you going to do with me?"
" Why did you break into my flat ? Wiiat do

you want?" retorted Ruth; but though she tried

to speak sternly, her eyes showed more interest
than anger as she looked at the mysterious and
handsome robber.
" Upon my word. I forgot all about the reason

for mv visit when I saw vou," replied Jack truth-
fully.

Before Ruth could put further questions there
was a ring at the bell.

" I'll hide in this room," said Jack coolly. " If

it is the police. I don't wish to see them."
Ruth went to open the door, and as she did

so, Jack seized the pistol, which she held in her
hand behind her back.

It vas Craig who had rung, and Ruth madi- no
attempt to let him in. .

"What do you want?" 6lie asked, keeping her
body in front of the door.

" I could not go away without my betrothal
kiss," replied Craig. "Just-one." he pieaded.
Ruth drew back, and would have refused, but

6he thought of the robber hiding behind the door
with the pistol. If Craig followed her in to gain
his wish, he would discover the robber, and then
there would be shooting.
" It is kiss or kill," she thought, and she decided

to kiss. •

"Now go away." she said, after* she had given
him a kiss, much too cold for Craig's liking.
Realising that he would only annoy her by

staying. Craig departed, and Ruth walked into t'i»

room.
"You may have your pistol now," 6aid Jjc'<.

handing it back.
Ruth stood, bewildered, in the middle of tlia

room.
"I can't make out why I did it." she said.

" I must have been cra?\ not to have gin-n you
away."

(Continued on page 16.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF CONSTANCE TALMADGE. (Exclusiue to "The Picture Show.")

She has a temper

—

—but can look very good. A questioning glance. Feeling real angry. Her look of surprise.

CONSTANCE TALMADGE.
The Delightful Little Star Who Treats Life as a Joke Both On and Off the Screen.

CONSTANCE TALMADGE, when she first appeared on the screen,

was known as Norma's sister, but she soon let it be known that
she was worthy of a name for herself.

She was only playing very small parts until one day she caught the

eye of the great American producer, D. W. Griffiths.

This was just at the time when he was working on his world-famous
picture, " Intolerance," and it was in this picture that Constance
Talmadge jumped to stardom. As the little mountain girl in the Baby-
lonian psriod of that masterpiece, Constance wrote her name on the
hearts of her audience, and it has remained there ever since.

Sister Worship.
CONSTANCE, as everybody knows, adores her sister, Norma. Her

world is bounded on the north, south, east and west by Norma.
If you try to get Constance to talk about herself, in a few minutes

you find that it is Norma you are hearing nice things about.

Constance also has a very real admiration for Norma's work, as a matter
of fact, it is her ambition that one day she will be givert a " Norma "

part, that is to say, an emotional part ; but it is in comedy parts that

Constance shines."

One of Her Jokes.
CONSTANCE sees fun in everything, when she and her bosom

friend get together—of course, I am speaking of Dorothy Gish

—

you will always find mischief brewing. Only the other day
they went to a picture-house, and found standing room only. It was
a picture they badly wanted to see, showing Lillian Gish and Bobby
Harvon in D. W. Griffiths' production, entitled, " The Greatest

Thing in Life." For a time they stood, then Constance had an in-

spiration. It started by hearing a woman in a coveted back seat whisper
to her friend that " Millie has got the 'flu." Constance nudged Dorothy
and suddenly sneezed. Dorothy, quick to take her friend's hint,
" ca-chooed !

" herself a few times. In less than five minutes the coveted
seats were theirs.

Her Views on Marriage.
CONSTANCE laughingly denies all reports and rumours of her

various engagements.
" Some paper or other has married me to every man I have

ever acted with," she said. " Of course, there isn't a word of truth

in any of the stories. I am not in love with anybody. I like men—

"

they're nice to have around—but I'm not going to get married for

years and years."

"Then you don't believe that marriage and one's profession can be
reconciled ? " she was asked.

" Of course they can," emphatically declared Miss Talmadge. " Look
at Norma. She's married and happy and advancing every moment.
Doesn't that prove it ? " But Miss Talmadge added, in a stage whisper,
" Gee, but I love independence !

"

She Has Grown Thinner.

AS perhaps you know, D. W. Griffiths recently reconstructed the
Babylonian story of " Intolerance." A number of new scenes
have been added for which Miss Talmadge again donned her

mountain-girl garb.
" I discovered that I had grown considerably thinner," laughs !MisH

Talmadge, " and, where these new scenes arc spliced in among the old

ones, if you look close you can sec that I gain and lose ten or fifteen

pounds in a second with fine abandon. But it isn't noticeable. Seeing
the revised story did relieve my mind. I had been afraid I was getting
old. But my wrinkles don't register on tho celluloid yet."

1 As you know, Constance was one of the first screen stars to " bob "

her hair, as tho beautiful photograph of her shows.
Tho next film we are to see her in is entitled "An Experimental

Marriage," a film released by tho Wallurdaw Company. Later this

year we are to see her in "Who Cares," "Romance" and - Arabella,"

"The Veiled Adventure," " Happiness a la Mode," and "A Tempera-

mental Wife."
Natilie, her younger sister, is now on the films, so Constance wi!)

have someone to lookup to her in future, in the same way as she looks

up to Norma.

CONSTANCE TALMADGE.
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KISS OR KILL. {Continued front

page 14.)

"You'll never regret it," said Jack, with a

8m-
' Please do go now," pleaded Ruth, looking

helplessly at the fascinating robber.

"I am going; but 1 shall come back again

before long," said Jack. "In the meantime, let

me leave you this as a souvenir of my unorthodox

''Taking off his overcoat, he threw it around her.

and before she could do anything be had d.s-

appeared through the window.
He found Hoggs waiting for him, and they

hurried otf to David Middleton.
For some moments Ruth stood as he had let t

her, gazing at the window. With her, as wiiii

Jack, it had been a case of love at first .«6»*-
" What a pity he is a robber," she thought.

But Jack would have been very pleased hail he

known that, although his fairy princess very much

disapproved of robbers, she found a comfortm

warmth in his coat, which she used as a coverlet

that night

Jack's Plans.

WHEN Jack got back to. Middleton, that

strange old man greeted him with an in-

quiring, "' Well t" . , ,

"It's going very well for the first attempt,

I think," replied Jack
He told his mysterious employer how le had

overheard Craig mention the dinner-party le was

going to give, and that he intended to be present.

"How are you going to get the invitation (

asked Middleton
"Oh I think I can persuade someone t get

one for me!" replied Jack easily. "In the mean-

time, I shall need some dress clothes, and a decent

suit to go out in to-morrow."
" What have you done with the overcoat .'

asked the old man, looking at him suspiciously.

"Oh 1 was obliged to leave .that! I will get

it back the next time I call," replied Jack

The next day Jack, dressed m a well-fitting

suit that the ingenious Hoggs had procured went

back to his lodgings and paid Mrs. Kelly, his

landlady, giving that generous soul a good tip Tor

lier kindness He spent the rest of the day making

inquiries about Silas Craig, and the more he

found out about David Middleton s nephew the

less he liked him. The old man had not lied

when he described him as a clever scoundrel.
"

I must see to it that he does not marry Kuth

Orton," thought Jack. " And the best way to

prevent him is to marry her myselt.

That evening he called on Kuth, with the osten-

s'ble object of asking for his overcoat.
" This time I have called on you by a more

conventional way than the window," he said, as he

stood smilingly waiting for an invitation to come

'"""Even then, most people wait for an invita-

tion," replied Kuth very coldly.

"You forget my overcoat, 6aid Jack, W1W1 a

very innocent look on his face. " And really 1

have an important question to ask you.

Kuth had a much warmer feeling in her heart

for the handsome robber, who had played the

knight errant so gallantly by lending her Ins coat,

than the severe look on her face indicated, but

she was still very cold outwardly as she invited

'""/"found those in the pocket of your coat,"

she said, handing over the roll of notes that

Middleton had given Jack. "The proceeds of

some robbery, I suppose?"
"No you're wrong there, replied Jack with

easy assurance. "1 admit they are part pay-

ment for a robbery, but the job is not finished yet.

1 want you to help me. I want an invitation to
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quite mad, I think," said Ruth

looking at him in astonishment. " Why should

'

"Don't" ask me now. Ill explain everything

in good time. In the meantime, trust me, and

^lLthVrtonTlid' not know what to do with this

handsome robber with the honest, laughing eyes.

Iler romantic nature caused her to believe Jacks

story that he was only a robber in order to get

something back from a robber, and in the end she

•/nuMited to get the invitation.

When Jack Warner reported to Middleton that

night that he had succeeded in getting an invita-

tion to Craig's Jinner-party, the old man smiled.
"

I thought I had picked the right man for the

i h " ne said " 1 have returned the money to

the police which you took from the old man

"TUauks!" replied Jack. " Now we are quits.

The Key.

Till? nlaht of the dinnerparty arrived, and

l-irk Warner, attired in well-fitting evening-

clothes, and wearing them with a certain

. (J,„n arrived at Craig's house. He was
d
?

t,
^, r. M' to Craig by Kuth under his own name.

mt
J°lh2? he a?rival of other guest* took Craig

a, 'U
. ^ led Kuth to a little alcove, with a calm

SSinbe. *Hl0hT though It astonished the girl.
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pos9es"on of Ruth, and motion^

to [he butler he ordered drinks to be served.

Lifting his glass, he cried: ; £
"Ladies and gentlemen, I ask you to drink to

the health of my future wife. Miss Kuth Orton."

The toast was drunk with enthusiasm by all

except Jack Warner, who did not touch his glass.

The action was observed by Craig, who, taking

him on one side, asked in a low, but angry, voice

the reason for the insult.
"1 can't speak here," whispered Jack. Take

me to your room, and I will tell you."

Very much puzzled, Craig led the way to his

bedroom, and then, closing the door, he faced

Jack.
"

"Now then. What is this scandal? Out with

it!" he cried.
" There's no scandal," replied Jack coolly.

" The reason I did not drink the toast is because

I inU-nd to marry Miss Orton myself."

"You dog!" shouted Craig, aiming a blow at

Jack.
Hut the latter neatly parried it, and with a

few swift blows knocked Craig down and out.

Then, kneeling over the insensible man. he felt

in his shirt, and took the key of the safe from

the chain he wore round his neck.

He found the sliding panel, and opened the

safe. The paper described by Middleton was
there, and Jack was just putting it in his pocket

when Craig recovered sufficiently to 6tagger up

and ring the bell violently.

In a few moments guests and servants were

tearing upstairs Jack slipped behind the- door,

and as thev rushed past him he bolted down the

stairs, outside into the street, where, according

to instructions, his car was waiting for him.

"Drive as fast as you can!" he shouted, as he

jumped in

Once inside Jack looked at the cnvelone, and

decided that he might as well know the contents.

To his amazement, he found that the document
was the last will of Ruth's father, bequeathing

all his vast fortune to his daughter.

That, then, accounted for Craig's persistent

wooing, and for Middleton's desire to regain the

will. Both were scoundrels, and their sole object

was to get control of the fortune.

Taking up the speaking-tube, Jack directed the

chauffeur to drive to Ruth's flat.

But he had reckoned without the ounniig of

old Middleton The old man had given orders to

Boggs and some of his satellites to follow Jack,

and°if he did not come straight to Middleton'3

house to force him to do so.

Before Jack could do anything to protect him-

self his car drew up with a grinding of brakes,

and Bogg6 jumped in with a levelled pistol.

IS THE COSTUME PLAY
MILTON

YES,' remarked
Milton Ros-
mer, as he

adjusted his wig and
flicked a speck of

powder from his laoe

jabot, " I do think
costume plays are
suited to the screen

—

admirabty suited."

Mr. Rosmer spoke
with conviction, as he
had every right to do,

for he may claim to be
something of an
authority on the

costume play, having recently appeared in one

on the stage
—

" Jack o' Jingles "—and also

(which is more to our purpose) in one on the

screen—" Still Waters Run Deep."

Moreover, he has a nice little list of screen

achievements behind him, having acted beside

in such British photo-plays as "The Mystery of

a Hansom Cab," in which he made hi" debut,
" The Greater Need," " The Man Without a

Soul," " Lady Windermere's Fan," " Whoso is

Without Sin," and, latterly, " The Chinese

Puzzle,'' " With All Her Heart," " Odds Against

Her," and " The Golden Web."
These four, at time of going to press, are still

treats in store. The last-named film is founded

on the well-known story by E. Phillips Oppen-

heim. It is produced by Geoffery Malins, O.B.E.,

and, in addition to playing lead, Mr. Rosmer ia

responsible for the scenario.

,
Especially do 1 think costume plays are

successful on the screen from a pictorial stand-

point," continued Mr. Rosmer. " They bring

an element of beauty into films which you could

scarcely get with modern dresses. Two very

beautiful costume productions—both British

—

which have just been completed, " Westward
Ho I

" and The Lady Clare," bear out my
statement.

The liclure. Show, March bth, 1920.

" I've come to see you don't lose your way, g,

Mr. Warner,' he said, with a meaning smile.

In face of the' pistol Jack had no a'tcmatlve

but to submit, and in a very few minutes he was

ushered into the presence of David Middleton, wiui

the muzzle of Boggs's pistol pressing into the small

of his back, as a grim reminder that it would oe

unwise to attempt to bolt. ..

He handed over the will, with an easy air as u

he had never meant to run away with it, and

Middleton, taking out a roll of notes, passed tnem

over, with the remark :

" Now our little deal is settled.'

"Not quite!" hissed Jack, whipping out rus

pistol, and pressing it against the old man s rios.

"
I want that paper back, to give it to the rigni.-

ful owner. And if you make a sound or sifeu

to bring in Boggs and his gang I'll shoot.

Placing an arm over the old mans shoulder

and smiling at him as though engaged in loudly
conversation, Jack made Middleton order Boggs

to open the door. Still keeping the pistol ag-Jinst

the old man's ribs, Jack went through the door,

and keeping the two covered, he got into his car

which was still waiting, and drove off to Kuin s

fla

There he found the girl hurriedly packing, and

after she had accused him with bitter, stinging

words of betraying her confidence by asking tier

to get him an invitation, in order that he miiiit.

rob his host, she informed him that she was

going away in half an hour to some friends, with

whom she would stay till she married Craig the J
next day. . ..

" At least, he is not a thief and a robber,

she concluded, with scorn in her eyes and con-

tempt in her voice. - .
J

" That is just what he is," replied Jack calmly.

"He robbed you of this, and I, who took it froie

him, now return it to you." *

He passed over the will, and when Ruth had

read it he explained the whole story of the

duplicity of Middleton and Craig. They had been

witnesses to the will, which Middleton withhe.d

for his own purposes, and was in turn robbed by

Craig. -

„,,

"I wonder if you can ever forgive me? mur-

mured Ruth.
" Ye6; but only on condition that you marry me.

It's kiss or kill with me, for if you refuse me
there will be nothing left to live for."

" You know it s kiss, Mr. Robber," whispered

Ruth. " You stole my heart the night you came
in at the window."

(Adapted from incidents in the Butcher photo-

play by permission).

A^SUCCESS tSTe SCREEN ?
ROSMER says YES.
Difficulties of Costume Plays.
" /~^\F course," went on Mr. Rosmer, " therp

\_J are difficulties attached to this type of

production. For instance, not many
actors feel at home in ' period ' plays. They
find that their personalities are rather apt to be
obscured, and that more expression—more
trouble altocether—is necessary. And then
again, special knowledge on the part of the
producer is involved.

" But when costume plays are carefully done,
I think they are perfectly convincing. Look
at those marvellous Babylonian scenes in
' Intolerance.' Consider the wonderful way in

which Griffith made the pomps, the glories, and
the passions of that long dead age live again !

What could possibly be more convincing ?

After all, human nature in the past was much
the same as it is to-day."

" How about the public ? " I queried. " Do
you think the costume play will ever be really

popular ?
"

I think the public will take—and like

—

anything you give it, provided, of course, that

it is something good," was the reply. " I think
the prejudice against costunie plays has eman-
ated principally from the trade, which seems to

have had misgivings on the subject. If films

reached the public direct from the studio, many
more courageous things could be done than at

present."
In conclusion, I asked Mr. Rosmer whether

he considered stage experience an asset to film

acting.

"Certainly, it is a great help," he replied.
" But I do not believe in recruiting film actors

from the boards unless they have the common
sense to adapt their stage methods to the screen.

However, the basis of both arts is much the

same. I love them both."

May Herschel Clabke.

(Character as told by the face of WILLIAM S.

HART in next week* PICTURE SHOW.)

>
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PEEPING STARS. FINAL LIST OF
PHOTOGRAPHS

SPECIAL NOTICE TO COMPETITORS.—The coupons are now being

judged at express speed. The large number received has delayed

the Prizewinners being announced this week. The Result will be
printed if possible in next week's issue of "The Picture Show.''

"Shots"—from
Broadwest-^^

£500 IN PRIZES. GRAND NEW COMPETITION NEXT MONDAY.

With the approach of the longer and
brighfei days, activities at the

BROADWEST Walthamstow Studio are

being gradually accelerated, and it has

become a veritable beehive.

Miss Violet Hopson is now very busy-

playing the leading part in a film adapta-

tion of H. Annesley Vachell's famous
stage play, entitled " Her Son." Nicholas

who is Miss Hopson's school-boy son, is

also appearing in this film, as well as

Stewart Rome, Mercy Hatton, Mary
Masters, and other well-known film

players—and Solomon, the dog. I al-

most forgot him.

But although Miss Hopson has been

so busy with her film work, she found
time last month to visit the Pottery

district, and make a tour of Messrs. T. C.

Wild's famous factory. What a

reception she received ; hundreds of

people from Stoke-on-Trent laid siege to

her when she changed trains for her

destination, and on arriving at Longton

the main thoroughfares were crowded.

Meanwhile, Gregory Scott, Poppy
Wyndham, and Cameron Carr were

busily engaged creating the hero, heroine

and the villain respectively, for the latest

BROADWEST racing film. "A Dead
Certainty." Mr. Walter West is per-

sonally directing this film, and as there

is no other producer who knows the

A B C of the British turf better than he,

you can rest assured that " A Dead
Certainty " literally vibrates w ith the

excitement of our national sport. And
pretty Poppy Wyndham wears the

loveliest frocks imaginable for this film
;

they are all copied from the most up-to-

date Parisienne creations, and they are

warranted to turn every picture-goer of

the gentler sex almost green with envy.

The 15th of this month will see the

release of " In the Gloaming." Violet

Hopson, Jack Jarman, and Cameron Can-

appear in the leading parts, and the story,

which is founded on the old song, was

written especially for production by the

BROADWEST Company. A greatcart

of the film is located in the backwoods of

Australia, and the final scenes show a won-

derful light between Cameron Carr and
another actor w ho pla\ s the part < >l a miner.

The film breathes of the " great out-

doois," and, apart from the unique story,

the acting of the leading players will

make a big impression. It'you want toknow
where this film w ill be show ing in your diN-

trict, write to the Walturdaw Company of

46, Gerrard Street, London, W.. who have

purchased this BROADWEST film. B.B.

BROADWEST FILMS, LTD.,
175, Warcfour Street, LONDON, W.I.
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_jan£ dark
eyelashes

"EYDOLASH" A
Cream will darken your \
lashes and browB. and
make tbeni thick, long,
and silky, thus giving to
the eyes that fascinating, e«-
pieBsive look whleh men find
so appealing. " EYDOLA8H '

is a real darkener—not a **make
up," Dctec

Use also " EYDOL"
—Hclears theeyes,
imparting to them
wonderful brillian
cy and youthful
charm. Harmless,
2/9 per bottle.

possible.
Harmless. In
ivorine pots,
full price 1/6 (full size—no
tu pay). Of all chemists fcatoi™.
direct from EYDOLCo. (D^pt. 28)
170. Strand. Loudon, W.C. 2.

Ft out
a photo

xtra

SHARP'S
SUPERKREEM
TOFFEE

THE
SUPER SWEET
"Speaks for itself,"

as Polly says,
Though everyone joins

in its praise-

Sold loose by weight, or in

4 lb. decorated tins—also
in \ and 1 lb. tins.

Would
YOU like

to ACT FOR
THE PICTURES?

You may do so, and the first step is to send for the

FREE GUIDE TO CINEMA ACTING
Beginners are wanted att>nce to train for British
productions. The Victoria Cinema College and
Studios are being called upon constantly for new
talent. 300 Artists supplied to B. & C. Films last
week, also numbers of artists toother companies.
Some names of stars working with different
companies trained by us are

:

1. MU» Christine Maitland, featuring with the
B. & C. K. Co., Ltd.

2. Miss M. Gort. featuring with B. & C., and
other Film Companies.

J. Mr. Dennis O'Farrell, who featured in the
" Fighting Parson " film.

4. Miss Betty Hall, featuring in Grenville Taylor
Productions.

5. Mr. Bruce Gordon, featuring with the Progress
Film Co., and with the Gaumont Film Co.

6. CapL W. B. Goodwin. M.C. with B. & C K Co.
7. Mr. G. Moore, who is playing for the British

Film Actors' Co., Ltd.
AND MANY OTHERS.

Send to-day for Free Guide to the oldest
established, and only Press-guaran-
teeJ institution. Address

:

THE VICTORIA CINEMA
STUDIOS, Dept. P.S.

36, Rathbone Place.
Oxford Street,
LONDON.
W. 1.

F I JwiV^ TtTJL JSTP

BUY THEM illi
The Children's Newspaper
EVERY FRIDAY- Id

The Remedy.AFILM of the fiercest pattern was on tlie bill

of faro at the local cinema.
The beautiful fail-'ailed 'eroine bad been

duly, bound and cast into a cage with a savage
gorilla by the beetle-browed villain. The
vi'lain, by the way, was in search of revenge.

Oh, what shall 1 do ? What shall f do ?
"

cried the 'eroine, as she espied the untamed mon-
ster springing towards her (as per scenario).

There was a hush among the audience and
silence in the orchestra. 'Twas indeed a futeful
moment. Then came the inevitable bint from
the gods, breaking the magic spell.

" Pitch him a nut, miss !

"

A Slip of the Tongue.

HE was a film actor on location, and called
at a farmhouse for a glass of water, but
the farmer's pretty daughter offered him

a glass of milk instead.
" Won't you have another glass ? " she asked,

as he drained the tumbler.
" You are very good," he said, " but I am

afraid I shall rob you."
' Oh, no ! We have so much more than we

can use ourselves that we are giving it to the
calves all the time."—

—

It's an Awful Life.
" What's your order, sir ? " asked the

waiter.
" Bring me," said the wild-eyed customer,

" some medium-boiled potatoes and some
eggs with the jackets on."

" Eggs with jackets on, sir ? " queried the
astonished waiter.

" I don't know whether I've got that right
or not, waiter," said the wild-eyed man, " but
do the best you can with it ! I'm a film actor,
and I've just escaped being run over by an
express train, fallen out of an aeroplane, and
fought with half-a-dozen robbers ! I'm a bit

flustered, but I shall be all right in a minute !

"

—

—

It Isn't All Honey.
" Yes, ma'arn," said the seedy wanderer, " I

used to be a film actor."
" And you had to give it up ?

1

" I did. I wasn't what yon would call a
success."

"You failed to achieve either fame or wealth?"
" To the best of my recollection I did, ma'am.

I was a pretty good actor."
" You did what they call the thinking parts, I

suppose ?
"

" Lady," said the seedy pilgrim, frowning
gloomily, " if I had ever done any real thinking
I never should have gone.on the films. May I

ask you for another cup of coffee '!

"

—

—

She Was Wealthy.
Jones :

" Coming around to my golden wed-
ding next week ?

"

Brown (indignantly) :
" Your golden wedding!

Why, man, you're not thirty -five."
Jones :

" No, but I'm marrying a picture
star.

"

Nervy.
Miss Dainty (after listening to the stunt

actor's narrow escape) :
" Is it possible ? I do

not understand how the bullet could strike

directly over your heart and not kill you."
The Stunt Actor :

" Well—er—er, you see,

my heart was in my mouth."

Not Up To Much.

THE small boy stood in front of the picture-
theatre, and under his arm he carried a dog.
When presently a prosperous-looking person

appeared on the steps, the boy approached him..,
" Are you the manager 1 " he asked ; and I ho

man nodded.
"I— I'd like to go in," said the youngster

thoughtfully, " but I've spent all my money on
ice-cream. If—if you'd let me in, I'd give you :

my dog !

"

The adamantine heart of the manager melted.
Ho too had been a boy.

" \ on con go in," he said. " But never
mind giving mo tho dog. You can keep it."

When the performance was over the manager
caught sight of the boy.

* Well, young man," he said, " how did you
like the show ?

" Not bad," admitted the youthful critic

thoughtfully. " But—well, I'm jolly glad I

didn't have to give you my dog !

He Was Furious.

IT
was at the picture theatre, and the young

-

man had seen the picture before. He let

everybody for five seats around know that.
Tie had a pretty girl witli him, and he was trying
to amuse her. At length he said :

"Did you ever try listening to the orchestra
with your eyes shut ? You've no idea how.
funny it seems !

"

A middle-aged man with a red face sat just in

front. He twisted himself about in his seat and
glared at the young man.

" Young man," said he, " did you ever try
listening to a picture with your mouth shut '!

''

—

—

The Effect.

THE movie company were making films on
the seashore, and two of the principals
were sitting on tho beach while the moon

shone beautifully on the surging waves.
" What effect does full moon have upon the

tide '! " she asked, looking sweetly up into his

face.
" None," he replied, as he drew closer to her,

" but it has considerable effect upon the un-
tied."

Mislaid.
" Aren't you ready, dear ? " called the hus-

band of the film star from downstairs.
" As soon as I do my hair, Henry !

" came tho
reply.

" Haven't you done 3-our hair yet ? " yelled
Henry, half an hour later.

" Done it ? " replied the feminine voice. " I
haven't found it yet !

"

—

—

Her Mistake.
Star :

" George, dear, I have at last discov-
ered that I love you."
Leading Man :

" Ah, you have heard, then,
that my uncle has left me one thousand pounds !"

Star :
" Sir ! After that remark we must

part for ever 1 I heard it was ten thousand
pounds."

Caught in the Act.
Fierce-looking Tramp (who has intruded)

:

" Give me a glass of milk, or else
"

Heroic Young Screen Actoii (returning
home at that time and coming up behind him
suddenly) : " Else what ?

"

The Tramp (in a meek voice) :
" Else water."

BEN TURPIN & CHESTER CONKL1N

—A Huge Success !

The funny film pictures of all your favourite
film funsters have made "FILM FUN" a
record success. Have you seen it yet ? A
new number every "^Tuesday, full of side-
splitting pictures and first-rate stories.
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MEN BEHIND THE FILMS
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS BY FRED. K. ADAMS.

Griffith's "Broken Blossoms."

THE latest production of that master of

photo-dramatic art, D. VV. Griffith,

is always an event in the film world,
and much interest has been aroused by tho
news that "Broken Blossoms" has arrived.

This is an adaptation of Thomas Burke's
story, taken from his book " Limohouse Nights."
Besides the genius of the producer, the film

is notable for the wonderful acting of Lillian

Gish, and a comparative newcomer to the
screen, Richard Barthelmess. Indeed, it is

doubtful if any American artistes have risen

to the dramatic heights which these two players
have attained. One well-known critic remarked
enthusiastically :

"Lillian Gish arrived in 'Broken Blossoms'
as a great tragedienne." While a glowing
tribute is paid by a writer in the " New York
Sun " to Richard Barthelmess. Of this actor,
ho says :

" Barthelmess played with a delicacy of
feeling and sense of the Oriental character
that distinguishes him. Ho throws a haunting
spell of poetry over tho whole play ; his long,

deep eyes weep without tears. . .

"

" Broken Blossoms " is sure of a big welcome
by picturcgoers in this country.

A Fine British Picture.

THE screen version of E. Temple Thurston's
novel, " Tho Garden of Resurrection,"
has a cast to be proud of. The two

leads are Guy Newall as " Bellairs " and Ivy
Duke as 'Clarissa". Of Guy Newall, a well-

known critic remarked : >

" His performance should provide American
actors with an object lesson in how the thing
should bo done."

Pretty Ivy Duke (" Gianetta " in " The Maid
of the Mountains") has already made big
successes in the four Lucky Oat films which
preceded this production. Franklin Dyall
ns "Cruikshank" has scored a big hit with
Iris Hoey in " Sacred and Profane Love,"
at tho Aldwych. Hugh C. Buckler appeared in
" The Great Day," at Drury Lane. Charming
Mary Dibley, Mrs. Gerald Ames, as " Bell-

wattle," comes back to the films after her
recent serious illness. Lawford Davidson, who
portrays the role of " Fennell," starred with
Vedrenno and Eadio before the war, and
dining the war he was a prisoner in Germany
for two years. Douglas Munro, as ' Moxon,"
is well-known to the picture-going public,
having played in no less than ninety-seven
productions ; and there is that wonderful

little canine actress, " Betty," who has appeared
in many previous films, and without whom
the picture would lose a valuable performer.

Films and Advertising .

THE question of advertising by means of
the screen has come in for a good deal
of discussion lately. The trouble arose

originally through a certain company issuing
so-called educational films, which were in

reality nothing but huge advertisements for

certain manufacturers. Thus it turned out
that apparently harmless subjects entitled
" How a Watch is Made," or " Making a Motor
Car," were being hired and paid for by theatre
men. When they discovered that the makers
were being paid large sums for producing these
films, and then obtaining further sums as
rental fees, you can understand that a consider-
able storm arose. Now the producers are
willing to pay the exhibitors for showing such
films, but many of them have rejected this

offer, as they are in favour of keeping advertising
off the screen altogether. There is a big aifd

growing demand for good educational subjects,
and it is unfortunate that this trouble has
arisen, and thus created a temporary un-
popularity with showmen in regard to them.

The " Slipped-over " Variety .

THERE is no reason, of course, why the
screen should not carry advertising,

just as the magazines and the periodicals

do. But it must be done in a straightforward
manner, and not " slippod over the audience.
Nothing is quite so annoying as to have adver-
tisements thrust before your eyes when you are
witnessing an otherwise excellent production.
Not so long ago, in a shack in a western picture,
there were a number of wooden boxes being used
by the men for tables and chairs. Each one of

these had a label stuclt'on advertising someone's
soaps or jams. Then, again, we have the sub-
title in a dramatic offering which states that
" Harold rides to the station in his luxurious

motor-car." This sort of advertising is

dishonest, and should bo eliminated from the
screen immediately. It is bound to seriously

affect the screen if it is allowed to grow to any
large proportions. The only way to run adver-
tising is in a section, properly labelled, at the
end of the show, and then people can stay or
go, as they please.

IN order to assist in the correction of the rate
of exchange, Canadian exhibitors have de-
cided in future to import as many British

films as possible.

GEORGE CLARK.

THE entry into films of George Clark, whose
latest production '" The Lure of Crooning
Water " has been so favourably received

by the critics, was the result of his keen hking
for photography, on which subject he may claim
to be an expert. The idea of running an all-

British film company as a commercial proposi-
tion had long been in his mind, and it was given
a great impetus When he met Guy Newall on
military duty at Dover some months ago.

" In solemn conclave assembled," said George
Clark in reminiscent mood, " we carefully con-
sidered ways and means, and 'soon a definite
plan of campaign was mapped out. We realised
the significance of American competition, and
our belief in the superior talent of British players
—if properly exploited—confirmed us in our
purpose—that of vindicating to the world the
possibilities of all-British pictures.

" Wo have now found, however, that in conse-
quence of increasing demand and development,
we must seek more elbow room. A new studio
is in contemplation just outside London, which,
when finished, will be one of the most up-to-date
in this country."

A kitchen scene used in Butcher's " Lorna Doone." It is a faithful reproduction of a 400 year
old kitchen discovered in Devonshire. As it was impossible to work in the kitchen itself, Mr.
Lucoque, the producer, sent his scenic artists down, and they made an accurate copy in

every way. " Lorna Doone " is an All-British film, and features Dennis Wyndham.

What We Learn from the Films.

M<>ii'!i/ talk'", but it never dices itself away.
* * * *

After a girl gets married she helps her friends
to the same sort of trouble.

* * * *

Many a man's good intensions arc due to

the headache next morning.
* * * *

It's hard to lose some friends, and it's imposjible
to lose others.

» * * *

That there is a lot »f money to be made in any
kind of business you arc not in.

The Week's Best Films.

Tl l E following is n list of the best photo-plays,
which are being released for exhibition

at the cinema theatres during this week,
together with the names of the star artistes :

tiaumont "A Gamble for Death.''
Aurei.e Sydney.

]Yu!titr<latc " The Ragamuffin." M IRYPlOXFORD
Pitagraph " Silent Strength " H utitv Monuv.
Western Import "Untamed." Knv Stkwaht.
Vitagraph ! Pares and Kaii-Oue- ' Mont. Rock.
II <//'.- rs " The Man Beneath " s. iuyakaw*.
Gaitmont " Howdy Anne ' l'\v TlNCHKii.

F. L. F. S. "-Poppy Polly " Dui'.ivntYtiisi!.

. VUagroph "Jerry's Uncle's Namesake " S. Drew.
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5000 pages. Thousands of vivid and
arresting pictures. True stories more
entrancing than any novel. Every
reader of the "Picture Show" should

post the Coupon for Free Booklet to-day.

Explore the

Wonder-World
of Science

o PEN any of these superb volumes and
you will find yourself reading on and
on. For here, in simple language, in

vivid and arresting pictures, you have the

marvellous story of scientific discovery and

invention, from the dawn of time to the 20th Century. The world

revealed by modern Science is a reality far more wonderful than anything

that poets or philosophers have ever dreamed. With Harmsworth Popular

Science in your possession you are free to explore that world in any
direction you choose.

Your key to the Universe

HARMSWORTH POPULAR SCIENCE
Edited by ARTHUR MEE

V°u can follow the flight of the monstrous winged lizards
* through the forests of the Coal Age, or study the force
that drives our Aeroplanes to-day. You can traverse the silent

oceans of space and watch the movement of suns and comets, or
gaze down upon the microscopic hosts of bacteria
that are at once man's belt servants and his
deadliest foes.

Story of Human Progress.

T?rom the marvels of plant and animal life you
* can turn at will to the story of human pro-
gress, culminating in the triumphs of medicine and
surgery, commerce and industry, art and architec-
ture, chemistry and engineering. You can descend
into the crater of a volcano, or watch how the
might of Niagara is transformed into the electricity
that lights cities and drives enormous engines. X-Rays and Radium—Wireless Telegraphy—the Submarine and the Aeroplane—the
Cinema and the Gramophone and the Calculating Machine

—

in the pages of the Harmsworth Popular Science you can not
only read about them all but understand every word you read.

This is the Age of Science.

Y/bu may do without Latin and Greek—but the man who is

* ignorant of Science is shut out from the best that this 20th
century has to offer. Do not be content to go through
life without enjoying your share of the priceless inheri-
tance of knowledge that men of science have won
for you.

You have always been a lover of knowledge.
Remember the questions you used to ask in your child-
hood—" Why is the sky blue?" "What makes the
noise of thunder—the tick of a watch ?

" - " Where does
dew come from ?" " How do steam-engines work ?

"

" How do birds fly without falling ?
"

because your mind has lost its original keenness—but simply
because there was no means of getting a simple and intelligi-

ble answer. You found the ordinary text-books written in

such technical language that nine people out of ten could not
understand them.

Yours for

216
withorder

A Delight to Read.

TSjow Harmsworth Popular Science tells you what
you want to know, in language so lucid

and interesting that it is a delight to read. There
is no other work that can compare with this master-
piece for simple arrangement and perfect clearness
—none that will so completely satisfy your own
love of knowledge. It is a book you ought to
possess.

Send no money— Get
the FREE Booklet first.

We want every " Picture Show "

reader to form his or her own con-
sidered judgment of Harmsworth

Popular Science before deciding to purchase. If you lived near our
Offices, we would gladly let you examine the 7 volumes at your leisure.
But as- this is generally impossible, we have prepared a Booklet in
which you can see specimens of the actual illustrations, together with
a complete summary of the contents and plan of the whole Work. It
will cost you nothing to get this interesting Booklet. It will commit
you to nothing. Send for it to-day. Use the coupon NOW, while
this paper is in your hands.

I

" PICTURE SHOW" COUPON
FOR FREE BOOKLET.

The Educational Book Co., Ltd., 17 New Bridge St., London, E.C.

Dear Sirs,

Please forward me FREE and POST FREE a copy ol the Four-colour
Booklet, "The World of Wonders," giving particulars and subscription terms of
" Harmsworth Popular Science," published by you in seven volumes.

Satisfy your Longing for Knowledge.

You have long ago given up asking about many ,
1 things you would like to understand

—

riot because *

your legitimate curiosity has been satisfied

—

not I

Name

Address

2PS
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Stars on " How to Reduce "—The Right and Wrong Way.
l: VOU know, I'm trying to reduce," Pauline

j Frederick confessed the other day,
and a surprising confession it seemed

[on so stately and graceful a woman to make.
JSut it seems that after she made " La Tosca,"
and «wiw herself in the picture :

" Well," said
Miss Frederick, "I was prostrated to see how
fat I was—no, not merely flashy, but fat ! And
straightway I took off eighteen pounds in
eighteen days by eating practically nothing,
and sustaining myself on black coffee. But,"
she adds warriingly, " at the end of that lime
J was a nervous wreck, so I'm not advocating
the system."

Diet and Exercise.

NEITHER am I. The too-plump girl had
far better follow the example of Viola
Dana who, when she found, or thouyht

fbe found herself getting rather " plumpish,"
decided to reduce through a careful course of
dieting and plenty of healthy exercise. " I
weighed one hundred and seven pound then,"
the dainty little star will tell you, " but I

stopped eating sweets and all starchy food-
hi uffs until I got back to my normal weight of

ninety-five pounds."

The Ruin of Complexions.

MISS DANA'S remark about sweet and
starchy foodstuffs brings home to one
an important item, other than stoutness,

involved in over-indulgence in such goodies—
the complexion ! I know a girl who eats three
French pastries every day for lunch. She was
the fortunate possessor of a wonderful com-
plexion at one time, but it is not wonderful
now, and soon it will be quite gone.. There are
thousands of girls like her. You have only to
go into any restaurant during the lunch hour
to see them consuming the tempting-looking
things which, in excess, work ruin to rosy
cheeks. So, girls, if you would remain slim,

and retain your beautiful complexions,
eliminate these dainties from your luncheon
menu at least, and choose instead something
more wholesome and less fattening ! You
will find this little sacrifice will more than pay
you in health and looks in' the long-run.

Happiness and Health.
HAPPINESS (and by that I mean a happy

way of looking at things) is a tremendous
asset to health and beauty, and - such an

attitude to life can be acquired, you know !

1 shall always remember how, when I once
ventured to ask that wonderful woman Fannie
Ward what her recipe for keeping so youthful
and blooming was, she replied, in her character-
istically nice fashion, " Think young !

"

"Thinking Young."
THINKING young " implies an interest

not merely towards play, but also

towards the particular occupation which
provides our bread and, perhaps, jam. In
this connection I am reminded of the cheery
advice Ora Carew gave the other day to a
tired business girl who had confessed to the

star that she dreaded her offieo hours—par-
ticularly the long afternoons—because her
work seemed so dull and stupid.

" Supposing you make yourself get interested
in it, anyhow ? suggested Miss Carew. " Why,
I know one girl who had to work in a laundry.
Can anyone imagine work of a less romantic
.sort 1 Yet she flooded that old ' job ' with
romance ; pretended the clothes she handled
belonged to different actors and writers and
painters, and lamented when some of them
returned a bit shabby. She laundered those
clothes with real love and enthusiasm, behind
the flat iron, until the boss noticed it, and
gave her far better things to do.

" That's making the best of a bad job.
Flood your soul with sunshine. Let fancy get
in its work. Fancy is an antiseptic and a
curative."

The Value of Relaxation.

WHEN away from your work just forget all

about it, and let your mind relax as
much as possible—particularly when

you close your office door behind you at the
end of the day. But if, in addition, you can
snatch one little minute- -j ust one. if you can't
manage more—in the middle of the day, during
your lunch hour, in which to close your eyes,
take your mind off everything, and let your
musclps, mental and physical, go limp, you'll

be doing a lot to prevent wrinkles and to cure
that " tired feeling " we all know so well.

Walk home from the office if distance permits,
and whatever you do, keep your head well up
and your shoulders well back.!

Relief for Headache.

CINEMA artistes, like other girls, are not
exempt from the very feminine complaint
of headache occasionally, and the quickest

and most effective cure is to wring a handker-
chief in very hot water, and place it on the back
of the neck. After two or three applications
the headache will have disappeared.

To Prevent the Nauseous Taste of
Medicine.

ALL medicines seem to be nasty to take,
but if you try this way you will find that
all «the unpleasant taste and odour has

gone. When taking any kind of oil, the rim
of the spoon or glass should be rubbed with
vinegar or lemon juice, and a few drops sprinkled
on the top of the oil. For medicines other than
oil, a clove chewed in the mouth, or a drop of

peppermint water added, generally has the
desired effect of neutralising the taste.

Through a Straw.

WHILE on the subject of medicines, there is

just another hint that one of the cinema's
prettiest stars told me. When medicine

is composed of iron in any quantity, it should
be drawn into the mouth through a straw or
indiarubber tube, as iron stains the teeth, besides
doing them harm.

A Dresser.

Oafine
It is the dirt (bat is in, not tbe dirt that is ow
that spoils tbe complexion. O'ATINE removes

all dirt from tbe pores of ibe skin thoroughly.

O'ATINE CREAM contains natural oil, 1/6 and 3/-.

OATINE SNOW is a vanishing cream, and non-
greasy, 1/3. Of all Chemists.

SHOW YOUR
FRIENDS

iCUhe "Picture

Show.'

At the
Dance use

'EASTERN
FOAM," <-<r. dev^

How to beautify

the Skin.
Mile. Delysia's Advice.

This talented and beautiful

actress writes

:

" I have used ' EASTERN'
FOAM' and find it the finest

of preparations f©r keeping
the skin soft and smooth. It

is so refreshing that everyone
should use it."

The one way to beautify your
skin and keep it in perfect con-
dition is to use the "Cream of

Fascination." At the dance its

use will enable you to s retain

a peach-like bloom in the most
heated atmosphere. It

forms an excellent basis

for powder.

SOLD BY ALL
CHEMISTS'

&
STORES

Is. 4d. per pot

The Britisi
Drug House
Ltd., London.

y ai bome use/
EASTERN FOAM '

NERVOUSNESS
CURED COMPLETELY, if j 0\i «ren< rvous n
if you redden up when spoken to t>y strangers or superiors, M
your basMulneas la causing you to miss golden opportnaltli - In
social or business lifp, hfu- is a Jnos^itK 1

' "i h"p\ ; i nuaranUv of
cmc complete and jpfei ttanent. By My Sj stem ol Treatment you
run quite certainly be cured in one week an

'

My System gives you perfect nerve control a
yon suffertrput Nervousness, Timidity, 01 B
now for full particulars ol >i\ s> item of Piiv
sentKKK lip: iviiteiy if ymi nrentionT«s PiCTuaiSnow.Address—
Specialist, 12,All Saints Rd.,St.Anne's-on-Sea.

LIT own hoin
on tblenee I i

a rveatn

ORDINARY WATCHES MADE INTO

Wristlet Watches
"THE DAPTABEL" s

will fit any size watch and is invisible when in use.

From all Watchmakers, Jewellers, and Fancy Dealers. „,„„,»....
Or from the DAPTABEL " Advert. Department, Smbtitutb?

150, Otlcy Road, BRADFORD, YORKS.

each.

IIS It ill*

tly ror i

"DAPTABEL.

FINEST AND CHEAPEST NOVELTY BVEK INVENTED

ARE YOU SHORT?
i. in ihv Oh van system n.-i p ji a
icroua yum h«i(lrt. lit, Brlggi re-
- .', inrli.'S In, lease

;
liilm H K .

(bee; Mr. H»tcllfTe, 4 Inches j Mis,
II. 4 in. ii. H ; Mi . H«tl«j, tlnchei.
i system greatly Iinprawn the-
th, itguvc, aiuI MrriAM, Boon 3
iy stumps for further particular*

£100 (lilAianti'O to Empiliy
t. c.r.. it, Stroud Dttn liuad.
Ion, N.-I.
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Why suffer from
Chilblains.

Snowfire Powders will cure

them in the only way they can

be cured— through the blood.

Caused by impoverished blood,

chilblains cannot be cured by

the use of ointments.

Snoujfire
POWDERS

cure chilblains permanently because

they enrich the blood, remove the im-

purities and give tone to the whole

system. After a few doses of Snowfire

Powders the irritation ceases, and the

swelling is reduced. Within a few days

the chilblains are cured. Snowfire

Powders are the certain cure because

they go right to the seat of the trouble.

In 1/9 boxes containing 18 powders

From all chemists.

F. W. HAMPSHIRE & CO., LTD.,
Riverside Works, Derby.

IF YOU SUFFER
from nervous, worried feelings,
lack of energy, self-confidence,
frill-power, mind concentration,
or feel awkward in the presence
of others, send at once 3 penny
stamps for particulars of the
Mento-Nerve Strengthening
Treatment. — GOD PRY
ELLIOTT-SMITH, Ltd., 536,
Imperial Buildings, Ludgate
Circus, London, E.C 4.

Write to-dav
joy Noble's

Illuitiated Fashion Guide— sent Post Fret.

Let Noble's— the House
for Quality and Value—

help you to dress fashion-
ably and economically. For
Noble's being the actual
manufacturers are able to
supply goods at the lowest
prices possible.

THE "ASCOT."

46'6
The " ASCOT " r ady's Rubber-
proofed Mackintosh Coat The Coat
is a (food shade o! fawn and the new
deep ( char, all round Belt and
Cauntlet Cuffs are Navy Blue,
form nig a contract that is par-
ticularly smart. I-engt'is, 48,
4fi. and 60 inches Price. 4*76

material! by the Yard
For ladies who prefer to
lave their Clothes made
Up themselves, John Noble,
I tdL wi'l send a selection
"f materials post ree.

JOHN NOBLE ltd.
43 Brook Street Mills,

MANCHESTER.

If you want bo know Qtiythingr about Films or Film Player^

SUB-TITLES.
The sub-titling ot the picture play will continue

to remain a highly important part of its presentation
until the speakiDg picture has emerged from its

experimental stage in a manner that will entitle it

to replace altogether the present screening of the
printed word. That time, however, -desirable or
otherwise, is not likely to come for a considerable
period, and meanwhile the necessary sub-title must
be greatly improved if <t is not to fall behind in the
general progress of film production.

So far there has been little to indicate that proper
attention has been paid to this point. The artistic

sub-title, of which we have had a few examples, may
be a pretty thing to gaze upon at times, though the
introduction of designs even when well executed,
does not mark any advancement of the desired sort.

The words really matter most, and even an occasional
lapse from the rules of grammar or spelling is not so
much of an offence as illegibility. It is in this latter

direction that the importance of clear sub-titles has
not been fully recognised from the point of view of
those sitting furthest from the screen. Where an
explanation is necessary between scenes, it can fulfil

it3 purpose only when it can be easily read by all,

otherwise a break in following the story is inevitable.

And when this happens it is annoying to those who
may be trying to keep intact the threads of the plot.

One reason for this failure is the smallness of the
lettering used. -It is invariably noticed in the screen
letter and in the screen telegram, both of which appear
to have become as inseparable from the film as the
telephone is from the stage. Frequently one has to

guess the contents of such screen messages, or else

give up the attempt. The idea, too, of trying to crowd
too much into a. sub-title is wrong, for the same reason
that the type is seldom large enough to be decipherable
from any part of the theatre.
The complaint so often made that sufficient time

is not allowed for the reading of sub-titles is an old

one, though the remedy is stiU delayed. More attention
to these two points would be welcomed as a protection
against tbat loss of interest which now occurs during
many a good play.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue i A stamped and

addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address:
The Editor, "The Picture Show," Room 83, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

L. S. (Penge).—.Tack Mulhall is married. Ben
Wilson was born in Corning, Iowa, and his namesake,
Lois Wilson,- was born in Birmingham, Alabama.

" Ci. A." (London, S.W.).—Yes, -Eddie Polp has a
brother named Sain, who will be seen in a coming
Vitagraph serial. For quite a long time Sam Polo
was in a cirens. so that he too, knows something
about " stunts."

" Filsutf. " (Liverpool).—The British film artiste

you name has not done much up to now, and details

are lacking. May you scrape together many more
" tuppences " in order to get the " good old P. S."
every week.

Elsie (Selby).—Henry Edwards is not married to
Chrissie White, Elsie, or to any one else. He is a
bachelor still.

Curious (Liverpool).—Stewart Rome was Wern-
ham Ryott once upon a time, and he has not yct«
asked any lady to share his screen name with him.

V. V.—Sorry, I cannot decipher the name of your
town. Billie Burke (Mrs. Florenz Ziegfeld) was born
in Washington, and will be thirty-four this year.

" Baps and Lorna " (Pontypool).—You have not
offended me, but what arc your full names ? The?
should accompany all inquiries.

P. P. P. (Bournemouth).—Kenneth Harlan was
born in New York, and will reach his twenty-fifth
birthday this year. He has dark hair and black eyes,
and is 5 ft. 11 in. in height.

J. H. P. (Heme Bay).—Since you ask mc to decide,

I am afraid I must give the verdict in favour of your
chain who was right in stating that it is D. W.
Griffith and not W. S. Hart who is one of the Big
Pour. Anyway, I trust your " little bit of a row "

will now be followed by much hand-shaking. William
and Frnnklyn Farnum are cousins. The latter

married Alma Reubens.
O. H. (Aberdeen).—Yes, William Farnum played

a dual role in " The Rainbow Trail," taking the parts
of Lassitcr and Shetford.

J. M. (Sheffield).—Warren Richmond was .Toe Ice,
the gipsy boxer in " Sporting Life." Constance
Talmadge will he exactly twenty in April. An art,

plate of Olive Thomas was given away with the issue

lor January 17th. No doubt you have had it ere this.
" Dorkkv " .-mil A. V. (Chelmsford).—" Two minds

with but one single thought, two pens that wrote the

same" (this is the revised version). 'Tis quite true;
that Alice Brady played a dual role in " The Bettor
Half." How is it done ? Well, the camera-man
Bays it's quite simple—just double exposure, and b*
ought to know.
W. C. (Bournemouth) —David Powell was born in

Scotland, and played on flic stage with Ellen Terrv
and other stars, some of whom, alas, arc now no more—of the " legitimate" theatre. Florence Ring is

Thomas Meiahan's better half. I have not yet dis-
covered whether anyone in filmland was born on tier

same date as yourself.
" Aussie " (Bournemouth).—You may trespass on

anything you like except my corns, and they are sacred,
(ilad to hear you stick up for I5ritish Jilms, although
1 note your brother has appeared in films produced Sf
1 lie Selig Company. So he did well in the America*
army. James Knight (or Jimmy as you prefer to
call him) has appeared in " The Happy Warrior,"
" Big Money," A Splendid Warrior." " A Romany
Lass," and " Deception." Herbert Rawlinson. your
other English favourite, will he thirty-live thi- year,
and is six feet in height. His latest picture is , The
Common Cause."

R. W. (Alton).-—Let ine welcome you as a new
reader. I make no charge at all, for what you get on
this page and elsewhere can he had for only " tappeue
a week." And it's not bad, you'll admit in these day-
of high prices. Charlie Chaplin was born thirty-ore
years ago.
"Bob" (Fife).—Yes, Warren Kerrigan wa~ the

star in " The Turn of a Card." You have done quit"
right in giving your full name, which is always necces-
sary, though it is not published. Thanks for your sug-
gestion, but sixpence a copy would not be a popular
price, even if this paper was produced with a lurid
and futuristic design on the cover."

K. B. (Caniberwell).—Monday is always a red Utter
day. The girl, whose winsome ways so eaptivat-
you, was.Doris Lec as Thercse Le Noir in *' The Law
of the North." She has now changed her name tu
Doris May. Dorothy Gish was born iu 1898, in
Dayton, Ohio, and began her stage career in 1902.
" The Hun Within," " Peppy Polly," " Boots."
" The Hope Chest," and " Battling Jaue " are some
of her pictures.

S. D. (Birmingham).—Glad to hear you have re-

commended this paper to several people already, an 1

thanks also for your promise to continue the good
work. " The Gentleman Rider " will be released this
year, so watch for it. Dorothy Phillips and Norma
Talmadge are nearing twenty-eight and twenty-three
respectively. The other' artiste has kept his birth
certificate locked up in ajsecret place.

(More answers next week.)

"picture SHOW" <

PERSONAL.^....^
WHERE TO WRITE TO YOl'R FAYOIRITK

FILM STAR.—You are kindly requested
NOT to ask for any addresses by post, owing to tint

large number of other queries that have to l»-

answered. If you wish to communicate at once with
any artiste not named below, write your letter.

< putting the name of the star on the envelope, ahd
enclose it with a loose lid. stamp to the Editor.
The Picture Show, Room 83, The Fleetway- House.
Farringdon Street, London E.C. 4, and it will he
forwarded by the next mail. Such letters cannot
he specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remembi-r
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full

name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention The Pkttrk
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will be replied to. Please keep
this list for reference.

MADGE KENNEDY, MABEL NORMAND.
CHARLES CLARY.—Goldwyn Studios, Culver City.

California, TJ.S.A.

MARGUERITE CLARK, HARRY HOUDINI.
MARJORIE DAW. ELSIE FERGUSON.—Care of

Famous Players Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Hollywood,
California, U.S.A.
SESSUE HAYAKAWA.—Care of Haworth Picture!

Corporation, Hellman Buildings, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, U.S.A.
(More addresses next week.)

PICTURE SHOW " POSTCARDS.—The second
set of photogravure postcards is now ready

Charles Ray, Antonio Moreno, Pauline Frederick.

Pearl -White, William Duncan, Milton Sills, Price,

set. of 0 complete, Is. post free. Write fur set

No. 2. All you have to do is to send a shilling postal

. order, made" payable to the Amalgamated Press, and
crossed " & Co.," to The Picture Show Postcard
Department, No. 2 All-Star Series, 7-0, Pilgrim Street

,

Ludgate Circus, London, E.C. i.
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Famous Readers of " Tbe Picture

Show."
No 10. JAMES KNIGHT.

A WORD OF WARNING.
See that the Beautiful Art Supplement is

Inside Your Copy of " The Picture Show."
1KXOW you will agree that the Art Supple-

ment in this issue is the most beautiful
ever yet presented with a picture paper, and

I am delighted to Le able to tell you that for
several weeks now these centre pages of The
Picture Show will be printed in this beautiful
art process. This will be in the nature of a
special gift to our regular readers, and I know
it. will be appreciated. By the way, you will

notice that to prevent the centre plafe from
being damaged by the wire stitching, these
pages are loose in the book. Loose pages are
apt to fall out during the numerous journeys
The riCTURE Show takes from the time it

leaves tho office to the moment it reaches our
reader's hands. So be sure jour copy is com-
plete, and that your art supplement is inside
before purchasing your copy. If by any chance
your paper is delivered incomplete, write to me
and give me the name and address of the news-
agent from whom your copy was sent. But
listen to my warning Don't risk beinsr disap-
pointed. Look for yonr art supplement before
you leave the shop. —*-*—
The Lucky Prizewinners.

OX page 18 appear the the names and ad-
dresses of the lucky readers of The
Picture Show, who are winners in our

Peeping Stars Competition. Also on page 19
the full particulars are given of our splendid
new competition, in which prizes to the value of
i">00 must be won. Your vote in this com-
petition will be of inestimable value to the
future of the cinema, besides giving you a
chance in a big money prize.

Th,o more votes the more 'valuable will bo
the result, so will you get. your friends to vote
too. I would like every picture-goer in the
British Isles (and out of them) to vote, so that
we can know the names of the stars they
want to see on the screen, and read about in
Tin: Picture Show.— —
James Knight Reads " The Picture Show.''

JAMES KNIGHT, whom we see above rending
our paper, is quickly becoming one of
Britain's foremost screen actors. We

nre shortly to see him in a series of new photo-
plays. —+~*—
Gregory Wants to Know.
GREGORY SCOTT wants to know why he

is always termed a " Screen Villain !
"

' My film lives have always been very
respectable," he says, "and although in every
one in which 1 have played; someone has died,
1 have always managed" to avoid tho death
s« ene. I hav e been married and engaged heaps
of times, but 1 have never been either a bigamist

Phorjq,<yrapk$ and Paragraphs cP Picture?, Play^ and Playeryr

or a mormon, nor have I ever kidnapped
children. There are very few screen stars

who have played in as many pictures as I have
who have never died, committed a murder or
suicide ; and yet—I am termed a ' villain !

'
"

The Heart of a Child.

WE are shortly to see Nazimova, the great
actress, who has created one of the biggest
stirs in the cinema world for some time.

Nazimova is an intensely emotional and dramatic
actress, and it will be interesting to note how
s'.ie will interpret the part of Sally Snape in
" The Heart of a Child," on which she is now
at work.

" The Heart of a Child " is acknowledged to
be Frank Danby's masterpiece. It is a book
that has gone through numerous editions, and
has been read by most lovers of British novels.

You Will Laugh.
ANOTHER film that will bo looked forward

to is Taylor Holmes in " Nothing But the
Truth." You will remember this amusing

play with A. E. Mathews in the principal part.

As may be gathered, the story revolves round a
bet, that for a week a man would tell " Nothing
but the truth." and the amusing part is that
while his friends think he is in for a bad time,
the victim, in speaking the truth, gives them
away instead of himself. In fact, he begins to

like it, and refuses to call off the bet before the
stipulated time. You can imagine how amusing
this will be in the hands of Tavlor Holmes.

Two Big Love Scenes.

TO be made desperate love to in the morning
by Bert Lytell, and to promise very solemnly
to be the wife of Roy Stewart in the after-

noon, *'ell to the lot of Lea trice Joy the other day.
It happened because Miss Joy is playing two
roles at the same time. The first incident
occurrod in " The Right of Way," and the
second in " Just a Wife." and it happened that
both big love scenes fell on the same. day.

Real Prison Scenes.

WHEN you see " Alias Jimmy Valentine,"
the crook play, now being firmed by the
Metro Company, we shall see real prison

scenes, 1 hear that the state penitentiary at
Florence, Arizona, was visited for the making
of this play.

"Peg " on the Film.A RUMOUR has come to hand that D. W.
Griffiths has signed up with Laurette
Taylor, who is regarded by many critics

as being the best comedienne of the American
stage. You will remember Lauretto Taylor
made a great name for herself over here, when
she appeared in her husband's play, " Peg o'

My Heart."
If it is true that the great producer has secured

her services, her films will be eagerly looked
forward to over here. Everyone who saw her
fell in love with " Peg."

Did you See Her ?

DID you s?o " Bill Apperson's Boy ? " If

so, you will know that charming little

actress, Gloria Hope, and will be glad to
hear that she is now to appear again with
Bessie Barriscale in " Beckoning Roads."
Thomas Holding is also a favourite that will
appear in this story.

Gloria Hope previously appeared with Miss
Barriscale in " Tho Heart of Rachel."

Clothes that Fit the Season.

PAULINE FREDERICK is happy at last.

For once tho costumes in her latest photo-
play fit the climate. She is wearing furs

in " Reads of Destiny," and the weather just
now is rather crisp out Wesl, and one neods
something rather wanner than a filmy afternoon
frock or an evening gown.

Usually in making pictures, artistes have to
wear furs in August and charmeuse in December ;

and Miss Frederick rejoices because she has to
wear furs in the Alaskan episode of this picture.

He Has to be a Villain.

BY the way, in this play we shall again sen
Hardeo Kirkland. who takes the part of
Mr. Hardy. Poor Kirkland has beon com-

pelled nearly all his life to play " heavies,"
and has a most pathetic craving to do comedy.
He made his stage debut as one of the murderers
in " Macbeth," and always he has been forced
to grovel and curse behind the footlights.
Once or twico he has had a comedy part in
pictures, but he has fairly eaten it up. " You
can't imagine what a blissful satisfaction thera
is in pleasing people and making them laugh,"
he says. '

—

—

Perhaps We Shall See Her.

I
HEAR that Mrs. Maurice Maeterlinck, wife
of tho Belgian poet, is ambitious to appear
in a story written by her husband. She

is now at Los Angeles, and is to be tested before
the camera in a Californian studio.— *~*—
An Uncomfortable Experience.

IT is not so easy as you think to film a scene
in a crowded thoroughfare ; sometimes the
crowd gets really impudent. Only the

other day Ruth Clifford had a most uncom-
fortable experience. She was making scenes
on the Bowery in New York City, for the new
serial in which she is starring, when an impudent
young man leaped on to her car and pulled her

IVY DUKE, the
British star,rwho is

appearing with Guy
Newall in the lead-

ing part in " The
Lure of Crooning
Water," a coming
George Clark pro-

duction. Ivy Duke is

as well known on the
stage as the screen.

GRACE DENVER,
whom we shall see

in a ieading part in
" The Grip of Iron,

'

'

a Famous Pictures

Company film. She
is the discovery oi

Mr. Bert Haldane,
the well - known

producer.
(TAolo . Vobton .Slndivi:'

hair. Luckily, her leading man. Jack Sherrill
was near at hand, and the offender received a
severe thrashing. —

—

Not a Birthday Present.

JANK NOVAK hasjust celebrated her twenty-
fourth birthday. She says she will never
forget it, as on that day she was arrested

for speeding for the first time in her life, whilo
on her way to the Uoldwyn studio.

"I said to the policeman, 'Oh. don't arrest
mo to-day, it's my birthday I

' but he said that
ho was very sorry, but that he would have to
do it." And even the lovely little birthday
cake, nil decorated with tiny pink caudles,
that awaited her on her arrival at the studio,
did not compensate Miss Novak for her spoilt

birthday.
4 4

Theda Bara to Retire.

Ill EAR that Theda Bara has refused to play
any more \ umpire roles, and is deserting
tin- screen for a time for the stage.
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PICTURE SHOW CHAT.
(Continued from page 3.

)

With Her Shoes Off.

SHIRLEY MASON always drives her own
car, ljut the pretty artiste is so small that
when she starts her car, she has to stand

on the starter with both feet. Once, when
driving in New York, slio was wearing French
heels, and found that she could not start her car
unless she removed her shoes and worked in her
stockinged feet, so in full view of tho onlookers.
.Miss .Mason took off her shoes and got her car
to start. — •»-*

—

Memories of "Daddy Long-Legs."

LITTLE Wesley Barrio, tho boy actor, who
won success by his hard work in "' Daddy
Long-Legs,", and in one night became a

film favourite, is now to bo given tho lead in a
new photo-play. So ,wo shall «ee him ayain
soon. I'm glad, aren't; you J— — •

Mary Pickford Denies Rumours.
THERE have been so many rumours that

Mary .Pickford will shortly visit this

country that a message was sent from
The Picture Show asking her plans. Hero
you can read her reply. Sho writes:

"It is not likely that I shall lie able to reach
England hy spring of this year, even though
1 should like very much to do so. At present,

my plans make it necessary for me to stay in

tho United States until tho summer at least,

then if I am as fortunate as I expect to be, I

will probably go to England, with the idea of

producing t here.

"I have purchased the film tights to 'True
Tilda,' ' Little Lord Fauntleroy,' 'Hop o' My
Thumb,' and am negotiating for some other
liritish works, and it is my great ambition to
produce t hese photo-play s in England, where I

Lap take advantage of the locale of each story.

This will enable me to inject that element of
realism into my cinemas for which I strive-

Talent Wanted.

Wl I ETH EK c lima I ir conditions in England
are favourable to picture making is a
thing to which I must give a great

deal of consideration. Then, too, there is the
question of co-operation and facilities. Is it

possible in England to get locations and talent?
By talent I mean not oidy photo-players— -but
all persons connected with the technical cud of
the work - the men who supply props, sets, and
other innumerable 1 hings esseut ial to production

Permission from the Police.
"IN America we have tho advantage of police

I co-operation. For instance, if we desire
to use a street, we get permission from the

< it y, and then police officers are assigned to lend
every co-operation and assistance in keeping
crowds back, am) making it possible for the com-
pany to work without interference. It is hardly
likely that we could hope tor such privileges in

London or any other' British city, owing to tho
unfaniiliarity of the authorities with the nature
of motion picture work.

Will let " The Picture Show " know.
" I T X I )() I BTE ULY t here are numberless loea-U lions in Great Britain, but the question

that arises is this : Would they be avail-
able for motion picture work ; that is, could
permission be obtained to use them V These,
of course, are conditions to which a great deal
of significance must be attached.

" In spite of all this, however, I would be over-
joyed to visit Creat Britain, where the people
have been most kind to my photo-plays. If it

lies within my power, I shall go this year, and
as soon as compatible with my present plans.

" The kindly offer of The PlCTLitK Show
to help me in arranging my London plans is

greatly appreciated, and undoubtedly I shall

avail myself of it when the time arrives."

Fay Filmer.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Anreles.

RUTH ROLAND recently pot a real, livo
burglar to rout in the early hours of tho
morning at her home on South Norton

Avenue. Though the dawn wai still rosy in tho
cast, she was sleepily deliberating whether she'
should get up or not, when she noticed tho
silhouette of a man outlined again-t her window.
He was just lifting the 'screen, and about to step
into the room, when the intrepid lady whipped
out a revolver from under her pillow, and, in the
approved movie manner, shouted " Hands up!"
Air. Rallies beat a hasty retreat on to the roof
of the porch, followed by a fusilade of revolver
shots, lie managed to get away, however, and
when the police arrived they found the lady of a
thousand thrills"eagerly searching '.he premises
in tho hope of finding an accomplice.

For the Children.A TRAIN full of eastern tourists pulled up
the other day at Santa Cruz station, and
the passengers got out to stretch their legs

a bit and have a look at the natives. A group
of cowboys were draped in various picturesque
attitudes round one of their number, who,
sitting lazily in his saddle, was trying out a
few- roping tricks with his lariat. Convinced
that they were getting tho real goods of tho
W ild and Woolly West, the tourists gathered
round the rope artist, and when he had con-
cluded his performance, showed their appre-
ciation of the pretty exhibition by fending round
the hat. "Thanks," drawled the lariat-twirler,

when tho presentation was made, "guess this

will come in powerfid handy for the Children's
Hospital Fund." Then, as the puzzled tourists
boarded the train, one of the cowboys yelled
after them in delight :

" Pretty good one on
you. old-timers. This guy here is Will Roger",
and he's only getting ?4,000 a week to do thia

for moving pictures. All the same, in the nan10
of the kiddies, we're much obliged !

"

Elsie Codd.

In the cinema profession black
cats are considered unlucky if they
cross your path, but PAULINE
STARKE defies all superstitions.

These photographs were taken of Pauline the last time the thirteenth of the month roll on a Friday—Friday,

March 13th. On this day she defied three superstitions. She has just walked under a ladder, crushed with
her foot a mirror, and you see the black cat is about to walk across her path. Pauline says that all the things

that are considered unlucky by other girls are lucky to her, and she looks happy enough, doesn't she ?
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Photographs from Far and Near of Prominent Picture Players.

HARU ONUKI, the Japanese prima" donna, visits In the centre is CISSIE FITZGERALD, who went to America with the first George
WILLIAM S. HART at his studio. Edwards' Gaiety Company. BOBBY BOLDER, on right, is also an old London comedian.
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T OF
Th e Derelict.

SLEET and snow whirled like a merry-go-
round from the darkness of the sky.

It cut into Richard Ferris's haggard
face, and, melting, soaked the shabby
clothing that covered him.
His left hand, with a frayed tweed coat-

sleeve hanging like a fringe over his wrist,

was thrust into his trousers-pocket, whilst

his right hand clasped a small monkey who
sought warmth against his body and shelter

beneath his coat.
' A paroxysm of coughing shook him
violently. Gasping for breath, he leant,

exhausted, against a lamp-post. The light

streaming down upon him, showed him a

reckless, destitute man.
Bill Graham saw the desolate figure as

he crossed the street.

He looked at the figure twice before speak-

ing, but the sight of the monkey decided

him.
" Got a bit of a cold, 'aven't you, old

chap ?" ho said.
" Getting on that way," Ferris retorted

nonchalantly.
" Decent little animal," said Bill, stroking

the monkey's head.
- " Brought him back -with me from the

West Coast," Ferris answered; "and—and
if there's a hell anywhere about, I should say

it's the London docks on a night like this."
" Only just got in

?"

Ferris nodded.
" My name's Graham," Bill volunteered.

" And if you 'apperi to want to know all

abaht me, ask the coves and Chinks down
at the docks I'm known as ' Old Bill of

the Emporium:' "

•' The what '.'" asked Ferris.
" Emporium's what they call my place.

Got an animal and bird shop over there,"

lie added, pointing his. thumb backwards
over his shoulder towards the Commercial
Road. " I'm usually on the look-out for

animals that chaps like you bring back with

them from overseas."
Ferris was coughing again, and he closed

his eyes. Bill's voice reached him faintly

;

his words were carried away by the wind.

The moi.key started up. Bill's practised

glance saw that he was not mistaken by his

first impression. Yum-Yum was valuable,

exceedingly small and docile. Just the kind

of pet that the wealthy young lawyer, John
Baird, had written to him about that

morning.
" Find me a small monkey," Baird had

said. " Money no object if it's of rare

breed and a suitable pet for a lady."
" Like to sell him':" asked Bill.

"Great Scott! No!" Richard, cried

vehemently. " He's the only thing I've got

left!"
" No offCncc meant," Bill broke in:

'

I'm after a chap like that, and I thought-

Ferris straightened himself, and ho

angrily : /

"That I was a poor, half-starved devil,

ready to sell my soul for a crust ! Well,

you're wrong ! There's nothing doing !"

He staggered back and almost fell.

" You're really ill !" said Bill, seizing

Ferris by the arm.
"Nonsense!" Richard growled. "(.'old,

that's all—cold and " He slopped him-
self abruptly; he had nearly said "hungry."

Bill knew the docks, all about the flotsam

and jetsam of life that floats upon its rest-

less, tragic waters. He had gauged Fcrris's

type from the first moment he nad seen him
plopping himself up against the lamp-
post.
"A black sheep—a prodigal!" had been

Bill's mental comment.
" I'll see you 'omc," he said good-

naturedly.
" Then I wish you luck I" Ferris laughed

bitterly.
" J ain't iokin'," said Bill. " I'd do the

tame for a lost dog, straight I would."
Ferris stared hard at Bill, but the bluff

By EDITH NEPEAN.
This powerful story of love and
human suffering begins to-day.

old face was honest and full of sincerity.

Ferris felt the road swaying around him.
He was a helpless derelict cast on the vortex

of human suffering. A sudden cry burst

from him.
" I've no home, no money, no friends

!

It's the workhouse I want !"

" Thought as much," said Bill, taking off

his cap and scratching his head before re-

placing it, as was his custom when confronted
by a knotty problem. " Better come along
'ome with me. There's only my daughter,
Sylvie, and the woman who conies in and
cleans up. I'll give you a shakedown for

the night."
x

Richard did not answer. The next moment
Bill's arm was slipped through his. Richard
staggered along by Bill's side. It seemed
an eternity to the stricken man before they
reached the Emporium. The shop was
closed. Graham released his grip of Richard,

who leant against the wall whilst Bill pro-

duced a key.

When they entered, Graham turned on the

light. The walls were lined with shelves,

on which were small birds in cages, and a
sleepy parrot.' There were also toy dogs in

kennels, and a group of Persian kittens

slumbered on a pile of straw beside their

mother.

In the parlour a cheerful fire blazed in the

grate, the kettle sang merrily on the hob.

The table was covered by a spotless white
cloth. It was laid for two persons.

. " I put the grub on the table before I

went out. Always take care supper's ready

for my Sylvie when she gets back from the

studios."
But Ferris was not listening ; he was worn

out in body and spirit. Yum-Yum struggled

to free himself, and directly Richard sank

on to a chair, he climbed on to his master's

shoulder and looked longingly towards the

food.
" You'll 'ave to take off them there clothes

and dry 'em," said Bill, " though I'm 'anged

if I know how I'm going to rig you out
while ihcy dry, except maybe there's a suit

of our George's that would fit. He was killed

at Mons," Bill went on gruffly. " Hallo,

here's Sylvie !"

She stood in the doorway, fresh as a May
morning, her eyes blue as forget-me-nots, her

lips like the petals of a rose, her skin soft

and fair as the sweetest lilies.

She laughingly took off her rain-sodden

velvet Tam-o'-shanter. Her hair shone like a

cloud of burnished gold.

Richard staggered to his feet, Yum-Yum
clinging to him.

" Met him near the docks. Sylvie. Just

arrived back from abroad. 'As no friends,

no nuthink. Want you to find him a suit ;

he'll get his death in them there wretched

rags."
.

:

The girl smiled into Richard's attractive

well-bred face.
". You're very welcome," she-said, in her

low, musical "voice. " My name's Sylvia

Graham. What's yours?"

For a moment Richard hesitated.
" Blake," he said—" Richard Blake."
" You're not one of our class, is he, dad?"

she laughed, showing a row of small teeth,

white as pearls. " You're a gentleman !"

Richard flushed. Of course he was a
gentleman! The Fcrris's of Courttield could

Trace their ancestry back in an unbroken line

to the Conquest. The baronetcy was now in

possession of a distant cousin of Richard's

—

tin- money and. the abbey. Richard had
never made good. He was a rolling stone,

tin- rolling stone that gathers no moss, yet

somehow or other manages to get over the

ground, and often as not slips into a sunny
niche.
Deep down in his heart, in spile of his

wild ways, Richard was immensely proud of
the traditions of his race. No matter what
he did personally, the name must bo kept
from ignominy. Weak and ill as he was, tho
thought came to him :

" Any old name in a storm '" And he had
answered on the impulse of a moment that
he was " Richard Blake."

" And the monkey, what ever in the world
is he called?" asked the girl.

" That's Yum-Yum," said Bill. " Now, 'op
it, Sylvie, and find a suit for Mr. Blake, or
we'll 'ave a funeral in two shakes '"

Sylvia ran upstairs, and before long she
came into the parlour again.

" I've put a suit before the kitchen Crc."
" Come along with me," said Bill. " I'll

help to fix you up."
Richard followed his host. Sylvia made the

coffee and heated up some soup.

When Richard returned, she gave a little

cry of pleased surprise.
'.' You do look the goods ! I wish our pro-

ducer could see you !"

" My Sylvie"s a cinema actress," Bill ex-
plained proudly.

" I only walk on with the crowd at pre-"

sent," Sylvia interrupted; "but I mean to

be a star before I be finished!" Her young
face was alight with enthusiasm. " We're
starting ' Firefly Jack,' a new film shortly.

It*s a ripping life !" she declared, as she
placed hot soup before the guest.

Richard crumbled some bread into his

plate. He ate ravenously, and then he began
to cough again, until, weak and exhausted,
his head fell forward on his arm.

" He's really ill, dad !" cried Sylvia. " Get
him to bed. He can have my room. I'll

sleep upstairs in the attic."

Richard feebly raised his head in protest.

"You mustn't turn out for. me, Miss
Sylvia !"

"Take no notice of him, dad. Good-night,
Mr. Blake. I hope you'll sleep well."

'

But the next morning RichaixTs cold had
developed into a serious illness. Privation
and exposure had weakened his fine constitu-

tion. Bill ran out for a doctor, and when
the latter had made a careful examination of

thi sick man, he ordered sleep and warmth.
Richard grew restless as the doctor was

speaking, then he started up and said to Bill :

' " You ought to kick me straight d~ut and
send me to the hospital."

„ - "Lie quiet and don't worry. What do yeu
think, Sylvie?"
"Same as you, dad," she answered

promptly.
A few moments later she slipped into the

rocm to smile good-bye. then passed out like

a ray of sunshine to her work at the studio.

Just as Bill was leaving the rcom, Richard
jerked out : . .

" I say. I must talk fo you about Yum-
Yum. I want you to sell him and keep the'

monoy for my board."
Graham made an emphatic gesture of iiis-

sent; but Richard saw the light that came
in his eyes.

" Oh, I say, yeung 'un," he said, " I don't

want to rush you like that."
" You need have no feelings of that sort."

said Richard. " Right is right. It's the

least I can do."
"You really mean it?" asked Bill.
" Yes." said Richard firmly.
" I won't be in too great a hurry." Bill

answered. " If you're in the same mind when
you are better, I'll drop Mr. Baird a line."

Sylvia's King.

FOR a whole fortnight Richard's condition

was far from satisfactory. Sylvia had
a. couple of days away from the studios,

and she nursed him with untiring zeal.

At last the great moment arrived when
Richard came down the little staircase into the

( Continued cn page 8.)
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(Special to " The
Picture Show.")THE EXPRESSIONS OF DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS.

DOUG. TALKS on tbe LANGUAGE OF THE SCREEN.
WHEN the history of the screen comes to be written

Douglas Fairbanks will figure prominently in its

pages, for he is undoubtedly one of the silent

dramas' finest artistes. Of course, he has won consider-

able renown, also, for his prowess in athletics, and although

many of the "stunts" which be performs are astonishingly

< lever, we must not lose sight of the fact that he is first

and foremost an actor of great power and versatility.

Douclas Fairbanks, indeed, takes motion-picture art very

seriously. That is why he threw in his lot with the United

Artistes who have declared their determination to improve
the standard of American films.

" We miist contrive to advance with the progress of

the times," said Douglas, when discussing the situation

recently.
" We must develop those authors who are now students in

the profession, that sleep, oat and live films. They are the

ones who, when visualising a situation will discount its

dialogue possibilities, and only see a situation from an

In spite of his smiles he takes the

screen very seriously, and in this article

throws an interesting light on the

motion-picture art and its future as he
sees it.

absolutely screen perspective. Some day wo will havo a
screen language. This is. of course, a matter of time.
Look how many years it took the various forms of art to
develop.

" Not long ago, we thought that no subjects but those
which lent themselves to nothing but the most vivid kind
of pictorial exploitation could be used for screen purposes.
Now we find, as we develop the screen language, that we
are bringing the high comedy into use, previously tabooed
because of the importance of dialogue."

Human Spectacles.

AS an example of the screen language, it may be ex-
plained that in one of his recent pictures there is

a scene where Douglas sits at a table opposite another
man for five minutes. The two do nothing but talk by
gestures, the turning of a hand, the lifting of an eyebrow,
the tense gaze, the act of half rising from a tablo in a
threatening way, the clenching of a fist, the pointing to a
door, or looking toward the window, and taking out a
watch to denote expectancy.

Douglas considers we are employing more and more the
same gestures and grimaces, in fact, creating a screen lan-
guage. It is also his opinion that the day will come when
the producers will eliminate spectacular effects, and elaborate
emotional acting, and instead give the public stories that
are human spectacles, containing a laugh a tear, a thrill, in
fact, a page from real life.

Elaboration or Elimination ?

IT seems," he declares, " that in film circles, at tho
present time, almost everyone is striving for elabora-
tion. I think, instead, it should be elimination.

The simple things in life have proven to be the great
successes. This applies to all forms of art.

" I think soon the film profession will realise the advantage
of eliminating big effects and extravagant screen acting.
The players on the screen will act as they would in real life, and
theyarethen bound to be more attractive to the audience.
I think that the footage of pictures should not be sacrificed

/for uniform projection time. The length of a film play
! should be consistent with the development of the plot."

/ With regard to educational films, Douglas Fairbanks
' says : .

'
'

" Each day we see an increased amount of educational

and topical films. I know of some theatres where the

educational and topical films are being advertised as the

headline attraction, with the dramatic picture listed as

second on the programme. I firmly belie,ve_ that the

dramatic picture will always be the chief attraction, but
the race lias started, and I am going to bo an interested

observer from a grand stand box."

People He Meets.
DOUGLAS prefers to portray comedy—dramatic char-

acters—and does not favour playing tragic parts.

Someone said that we really can't express an
emotion until we have experienced it. This is one of his

reasons for feeling that he is unadaptable to very serious

characterisations. In all his life Douglas has never had
cause to be anything but extremely cheerful.

Motion pictures appeal to him because of what he terms
his " wanderlust." " We travel great distances for the

proper exterior settings." he explains, " and also meet wide
variety of types in a film studio. In a film studio it is

uncanny the distinctive and compelling people you have
for associates.

" Recently in a Los Angeles cafe, where we all lunched,

at. our table was Curly Baldwin, who explained he had
robbed four trains touring through Mexico, and showed mo
five notches on his gun, which, in tho Western vernacular,

means five murders.
"Next to him sat a half-breed of the primitive variety

who suggested the typical Bret llarto character you find in
' The Carquincz Wood.' Oh, 1 could go on for an hour
describing these distinctive people to you."

The Future of the Speaking Stage.

WHAT will be tho future of tho speaking stage ?

Douglas Fairbanks thinks it will soon eliminate
dramatic situations, which can be done so success-

fully on the screen, and instead pay all attention to the

development of brilliant dialogue.
" The stage," he says, " cannot compete with the screen

for the detailed treatment of dramatic situations. It is

limited to three walls, to the regular time of a performance,
and to theatrical conditions."

l'ossibly picture-goers will shortly have an opportunity
of witnessini; Douglas Fairbanks' lirst productions made for

the United Artistes, entitled "When the Clouds Roll By."
This is considered to be quite the best film ho has vet ap-

peared in.
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THE SECRET HUSBAND Continued
from page 6

parlour. A big vase of golden mimosa was
placed on the table, shedding its luscious per-

fume of spring throughout the room. Bill

Graham, with his cap pushed off his forehead
and :t pipe stuck between his lips, surveyed
his guest with an air of unalloyed satis-

faction.
" We've pulled you through all right,

mister, and I'm not far wrong in what I've

always said, my Sylvie's a rare nurse. There's
nothink the kid can't do!"
" Take no notice of him, Mr. Blake," said

Sylvia hurriedly, a hot blush rushing to her
cheeks.
The bell tinkled in the shop, and Graham

hurried off to interview a customer.
" It's all very well," said Richard pre-

sently, " but I cannot go on like this in-

definitely. I must get out and find something
to do."
For the life of her Sylvia could not under-

stand the sudden sinking of her heart at his

words.
"Got a mother?" she asked hurriedly.

Richard shook his head.
" No father, sister, or brothers

;
nobody but

a very distant relation, and I don't think for

one moment he'd help me, not even if he
found me dying in the gutter !"

Sylvia smiled, and voiced the plan she had
been dreaming about the last few nights.

" I wonder if you'd like to try your hand
at cinema work?" she asked.

" By Jove, I should think I would V
Richard cried. " I did a bit of amateur ac t-

ing in my young days. Don't know if that
would be any help to me?"
" I dare say it would," smiled Sylvia. " At

any rate, I'll mention you to Mr. Nigel, our
producer."
Sylvia look an Underground train at

Aldgate East, and an hour later she reached
the Erox Film Studios.

' It was an immense building, with a buffet

at one corner, containing coffee, tea, sand-
wiches, fancy pastries, and buns. The rest of

the studio was arranged in compartments.
There was a hall, a drawing-room, a prison
cell, and various stage properties.

Sylvia soon found Mr. Nigel. He was a tall,

grey-haired man between forty-five and fifty,

clean-shaven, with a firm mouth and grey eyes.
'" May I speak to you, Mr. Nigel?"
lie looked down into Sylvia's exquisite,

pleading, flower-like face, and saw her, at
least, so it seemed, for the first time. He
took in every detail of her faultless little figure

in its cheap but attractive clothing. A bunch
of the yellow mimosa from the blossoms that
decorated the humble parlour in the Com-
mercial Road, was tucked into her coat.

Sylvia's shy smile went straight to Nigel's

heart with as sure an accuracy of aim as

if Cupid had used his bow and shot an arrow
straight at the target.

"What can I do for you, Miss—ei?" he
asked kindly, taking his big cigar Cttt of his

mouth.
" My name's Sylvia Graham, sir. I

wonder if you would find a walking-on part
for a roung man?"
Imperceptibly tho interest wavered on

Robert Nigel's features; he sighed and said:

"Want a job for your boy, I suppose?'
5 '

For the life of him Nigel could not keep
the disappointment out of his tones. For the
lirsl time in his life, romance seemed to be
on the threshold.

In the studios he moved in an atmosphere
of men and women. Women passed in their

hundreds through the doors, and passed out
again, without making the slightest impres-
sion upon him. Those who knew Nigel in-

timately declared that he was bomb-proof
against all wiles of the fair sex, that he had
no heart, that his gluttony for work robbed
him of every other emotion.
" No, Mr. Blake's not my boy," said

Sylvia. " He's a friend of dad's. • Just
come home from abroad, and says he's done
amateur theatricals."

"They all tell that yarn, my dear," said

Nigel, smiling.
' I don't Know much about it ; but he

wants a job," Sylvia answered wistfully.

"Is he a good-looking fellow?"

Nigel's lip? closed firmly as he watched the
girl's features.

" He's simply splendid— (all, handsome,
and such a gentleman !" Her voice quivered
with enthusiasm.

" He's a lucky devil to have such a

champion! Bring him along to-morrow. I'll

put him through his paces for your sake."
Sylvia thanked him. A great bell clanged

through the building, which warned her that
if she did not hurry she would be late. She
rau up the staircase leading to the dressing-
room.
"Evening logs!" one of the girls called

out to her. " Mr. Nigel wasn't satisfied

with the bridge scene yesterday."
Sylvia slipped off her coat and skirt, hat

and blouse. She went over to a mirror.
Taking a brush and comb out of her little

attache case, after removing the pins out
of her hair, she brushed it back from her
face.

" You are a pretty kid !" an elderly

woman exclaimed enviously. " She's a second
Mary Pickford, my dears !"

At this remark there was a laugh, and
Sylvia coloured. Some of her fellow artistes

were inclined to be jealous of her radiant per-

sonality, jealous of her figure and her flaw-

less complexion.
Sylvia rubbed some yellow grease-paint all

over her face, neck, anil arms. Then she put
some rouge on her cheeks and lips. She ac-

centuated her perfectly arched eyebrows with
black, and carefully darkened her eyelashes.

After she had dusted herself with powder,
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she arranged her hair loosely across her fore-

head and in a bunch of soft curls just above
the nape of her neck. A dresser hooked
up her simple yellow satin gown. A few
minutes later she was in the studio again.
Robert Nigel was leaning against the door-

way, his cigar iu his mouth, his head bent
over his manuscript. Outwardly he showed
no trace of interest in anything beyond the
paper in bis hands, but if one had been able

to look into his face, one would have seen
an alert, tense, waiting expression. Directly
Sylvia came in front of him he called her
to him.

" I hear that so far you've only done walk-
ing on work, .Miss Graham?"

Yes," said Sylvia timidly.
" I've got a small part for you in our

next production. Here it is; take it home
and read it carefully."
" Oh, Mr. Nigel, it is good of you !" she

cried, clasping her little hands enthusiast ic-

ally. " I do want to get on !"

" You will, if you take lips from me," he
said .

decidedly. "There's not an ambition
in life that cannot be realised if one digs

one's teeth into it— that is, if one definitely

decides not to let go until the goal is

reached."
Sylvia looked up into the strong face, awed

by the dominant personality and determina-
tion of (he man.

" Now to work," lie said, walking away.
Whilst Sylvia was planning things for

Dick, he was trying to look after Bill

Graham's emporium. Bill had received an

urgent telegram about a parrot from a big
store in the West End.
Richard had declared himself strong enough

to look after the shop duiing Graham's ab-
sence. He was only too anxious to do some-
thing for Bill and his daughter after all their

kindness to him. He had not been left alone
for long when a smart motor drew up to the
door. A girl stepped out and entered the
shop. She was a small, vivacious brunette.
She did not hide her amazement to find

Richard Blake, a man obviously of her ov«i
world, in such incongruous surroundings.
" I've come to see the man who keeps this

shop," she said.
" Mr. Graham's out. I'm in charge for

the moment," Richard answered awkwardly. -

" I've come about this," she said, handing
Richard a letter.

He read it through quickly. It was from
Graham to Mr. Baird telling him that he had
just such a monkey as he required, for sale.

" I'll show you the monkey, ' said Richard
gravely. Now that the crisis had come, no
one knew what it cost him to part with Vum-
Yurn, his companion of many adventures.

" Mr. Baird is my greatest friend," the girl

lold Richard, omitting to add that John
Baird was also the man she had promised to

marry. " He is going to give me a monkey
for a birthday present, but I never thought i

should find such a perfectly adorable angel
as this one." She laughed with delight when
Yum-Yurn's little fingers clutched at her
delicate, gloved hand. " Will you kindly
have it sent to me ? My name is Vivian

—

Pansy Vivian." She gave an address in

Sloane Street. " Mr. liaird will send a
cheque. Good-bye !"

The next moment she was whirled away
in her car.

When Sylvia came home that night sho
was bubbling over with excitement. She told
Richard and her father of her gocd fortune.

She had got a small pail, and that the fol-

lowing day Richaid was to go to the studios
with her.

The nest morning, on reaching the Erox
Studios, Sylyia introduced Richard to Nigel.
Richard's well-made figure, his fair, closely

cropped, wavy hair, his finely-cut features and
distinguished bearing, struck Nigel with a
sense of foreboding. This man sooner or

.later must piove a rival; he was already a
potential lover !

Within a month Richard found himself cast

for a small part. He had to make desperate
love to a girl—and she was not Sylvia ! As
the scene was proceeding, Nigel stood at
Sylvia's side. He saw every gamut of emo-
tion cross her features. Richard made love

in at. ardent fashion, as if he had served an
apprenticeship to the art from the day of his

birth.

It hurt. Sylvia could have cried out aloud.

She heard Nigel suddenly give an order. The
great bell clanged to stop the actors and
photographer.
"He's hopeless!" said Nigel. "Sorry to

disappoint you, Miss Graham."
For the first time in his life, Nigel allowed

his heart, and not his head, to control his

actions. He hated Richard.
" It's a pity," said Sylvia, in a low voice.
" The old story. Miss Graham. One must

be cruel to be kind!" And with that remark
Nigel left her.

Sylvia ran upstairs to the dressing-room,
and soon changed into her outdoor clothes.

She slipped away from the studios, and
reached home an hour before Richard.

Directly he walked into the parlour sho
knew what had happened. There was an air

of hopeless dejection about him. He met her
questioning glance, and said:

"I'm no good. Got the bool ! Says I

cannot act for nuts !"

"It's not true!" said Sylvia passionately,

and then she slopped. She was not sorry,

she was glad, lwxause it cut into her very

soul to watch Richard in a love scene with
another girl.

" Dad. couldn't you give Mr. Blake a job
here?" she called.

Bill Graham came into the parlour. His
coat was off, his shirt-sleeves rolled back, a
big pan of bird-seed was in his left hand.
"Not 'alf!" said he. "Should see the

cheque I had from Baird for the monkey !

Going to give you commission cm sales, my
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boy. You stick to Bill Graham's old shop,
take my George's place, poor lad ! Want a
smart chap like you abaht. It'll pay you a
jolly sight better than play actin'. That's
Sylvie's stunt."

Bill bustled out again into the shop.
Richard's face was a study.
"I say

t
you are good to it ic I " he said

impulsively to Sylvia. "Why?"
There was a mist in her eyes. So lovable

did she look that Richard leaned impulsively
forward and kissed her on the lips.

He hardly realised what he had donp until

her voice reached him in a tremulous whisper:
"Oh, Dick, do you love me?"
It never occurred to Sylvia that any man

would kiss her unless he loved her. A kiss

was either a priceless gift or an insult. And
Richard
He read her thoughts; his face was pale.

Sylvia had nursed him, mothered him and
saved him, and he had obeyed a momentary
impulse—and kissed her lightly. Kissed her
like a cad.
The old traditions of his race came back to

him, the debt of chivalry to a woman.
"Will you marry me, Sylvia?"
She looked at him as if she saw her king.

Her hands fluttered towards him, and she
nestled in his arms.

In Love.
SYLVIA was up early the next morning:

she was too deliriously happy to lie in

bed. Richard arrived down a little

before old Bill. He kissed Sylvia gravely,
but. fortunately for her own peace of mind,
sue was far too much enchanted with her
Prince Charming to be in a critical mood.
" Oh, Dick, I wish I hadn't to go to the

sludios to-day !" she said impulsively. " I

simply hate being away from you !"

"I'm afraid I'm rather a bad bargain,
kiddie. Suppose if you became a great star,
earning a big income, with a waster like me
for a husband, only fit to do odd jobs for

vour father."
She closed his lips with her hand.
" Nonsense, Dickie !" she said. " I shall

always consider myself the very luckiest girl

in the world !"

She took her coat and hat from the peg
behind the door.
Richard followed on her heels, and he

waved his hand gaily when she walked out
into the busy street.

In the studio, Robert Nigel was waiting
for her.

'

" By Jove, Miss Graham," you do look
line !" he said involuntarily. " I've got
something to tell you, and something to ask
you. I want you to have dinner with me
one evening."

' Svlvia coloured.
""Mr. Nigel, I don't

"

" You mustn't refuse me," he said firmly.
"What night will you come?"
- '_' I'll let you know to-morrow."

•' That's all right," said Nigel. Secretly,
he was amused and yet all (he more charmed
with Sylvia. He did not know of another
girl who would not have jumped at his offer.
"I'm casting you for a bigger part,".he added
carelessly. " I want to push you ahead."
Ilis voice shook, and suddenly, in spite of
Sylvia's mi worldliness, she knew the truth.
Robert Nigel the great producer loved her !

"I'm going to make you famous," said
Nigel earnestly.

Sylvia grew pale, and Richard's words came
back to her with dull Foreboding :

" Suppose if you became a great star, earn-
ing a big salary, with a waster like me for
a husband !"

If Richard knew her chance had come, his
pride would step in. He would never permit
himself to ruin her career.
"He must never know!" Sylvia thought

desperately. " And Mr. Nigel must not
know what Dick is to me !"

In her agitation, she nervously clasped and
unclasped her hands.

Nigel was watching her expressive, telltale
features. He might have read her thoughts,
for he said bluntly:

"Everything has ita price. Miss Sylvia
You must forget thai chop Blake!"

(Another thrillins instalment of this powerfulCory n ;xt w:ek )

Dainty BILLIE RHODES
Queen of Comedy on the Screen.

ALTHOUGH Billy Rhodes has announced
her intention of leaving the screen,
luckily for us she has made quite a number

that are finding their way over here, so for a
time, at any rate we shall still be able to see her
on the pictures.

Her career on the stage is a romance of the
triumph of youth, she having entered upon her
work before the footlights when only seventeen
years of age.

'" Dainty Billie," while a lover of al! outdoor
sports, claims none in particular for a hobby.
In fact, anything that might be classified under
such a name is entirely foreign to her nature,
for she declares that there are so many other
things of greater interest and importance to
occupy her leisure moments, that it seems little

short of absurd to waste time ,on inconsequent
things. All of which is decidedly unique in the
annals of film players in general. But she has,
however, a passionate love for animals, and i3

the proud possessor of two beautiful puppies,
several kittens of the angora species, and birds
galore, including mockers, canaries, and parrots.
But most of all she loves her dogs, and well sho
may. for they are wonderful specimens of dog-
hood. One, a Boston bull, in the thoroughbred
class, is christened Buddie, and the other is a
Spitz named Mickey, both being her constant
companions wherever she goes.

Her rest time
at home.

She has learnt to 11 v.
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FLICKERS FROM FILMLAND.
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS, BY FRED K. ADAMS.

Public More Discriminating.

MARSHALL NEILAN, in discussing
the picture-goer of to-day, points
out that tlieday of running round

1 1 10 coiner to the movies is rapidly
disappearing. The motion picture public
is now going out of its way to see a
good film, and there has become evident
a tendency to " shop in the news-
papers " for its entertainment, the same
as it does for its bargains and sales, its

choice of theatrical attractions, and its

furniture. "The motion picture public,
lo a very largo extent, has become ex-
tremely discriminating in the selection

•jf its entertainment, just as it is in

the purchase of merchandise," he says.
" The day of running around the comer to

the picture theatre is disappearing, and
people will gladly walk or take a car to

avoid inferior shows, in order to get good
entertainment."

Consulting the Press.

TIME was when any picture show
was a picture show. To-day they
are looUing for good pictures. The

public is selecting its entertainment, and
liases its selection on past performances
of the director, the star, the author and
even the lesser lights in the productions.
'1 his is the best thing that could happen
lor the industry, as it proves an incentive

to those who desire to present their best

cHorts. People have become thoroughly
fducated in turning to the pages of the
newspapers for their daily purchases,
including the buying of screen entertain-

ment. For many people it has become
impracticable to walk into any motion
picture theatre, sit down, and expect a
good show."

The more discerning the public be-

To Stop Crime Films.

A BILL has been introduced into

U. S. Congress " prohibiting the
bringing into the United States and

the carrying and transporting therein
from one state, territory, or district to
another state, territory, or district of
pictures, films, moving picture film or
films purporting to show or to simulate
the acts and conduct of ex-convicts,
desperadoes, bandits, train robbers, bank
robbers, or outlaws in the commission or
attempted commission of crime or acts

of violence, and to prohibit the use of

the mails in carrying communications
relating to the same, and providing
punishment therefor."

Lessons We Learn From the

Films .

.I foolish teaman believe* everything her

husband tells her , a wise woman merely

pretends to.

* » • •

Some pretty women may bz unconscious

oj Iheir beauty, but the majority arc not even

momentarily Jorgetful.

* * * *

The luckiest day for getting married- has

not yet been discovered.

* * * *

Money is a man's best Jriend ; yet it ii

always Trying to gel away from him. —

A girl with a Jare as pretty as a picture

may be spoilt by an ugly frame oj mintt.

Things oj beauty are sometimes a jaw
pr

BURTON HOLMES, who has given us the ex-
periences of his world travels by the medium of

the film.

roine. the more critical will exhibitors
have to be over the pictures they book,
anil this will undoubtedly assist in I ho
elimination of many inferior pictures such
us are now being shown. Fortunately
British producers aro alivo to this faet,

and the films made in Ibis country are

all of splendid tone and quality.

Judging a man by his looks is like

judging a Jilm by its title.

* * * *
The man who appeals to a girl's

vanity gets nothing ; but the man who
appeals to a girl's heart can get her

to brush his shoes for Itiyn if necessary,
• • * *

Women do not really require kisses.

They only want the knowledge that they

are kissab'.e.

• * . » •

" •*

When a man looks at a woman it is

because he wants to look at her. When
a woman looks at a man. it is because
s!ie wants him to look at her.

• * * »

The world doesn't judge a man by

his own clothes, but by his wife's.
• * '* * ..

.4 broken heart takes about three

weeks to mend in town, and five in the

country.

The Week's Best Films .

THE following is a list of the best

photo-plays, which are being
released for exhibition at ihe

cinema theatres during this week,
together with the names of the Star
artistes :

Walturdaw " The Belle of New York
Marion Davis.

Yitagraph " The Unknown Quantity "

(.'orinnf. Griffiths
Trans- Atlantic Film Coy. "The Mys-

tery oi 13
"

Francis Foiid and RoSEMABY Thebr.
" The Heart of an Actress

"

Daphne Ui.ynne.
" The Further Exploits of

Sexton Hlake "

Maiijokik Yii.iif.rs.

and F " Lady Frederick "

Ethel Barrymoiu;.

Phillips

(jo u nionl

Mm
Sab

BEAUTY QUEEN
MIRIAM SABBAGE,
winner in the " Dail;

Contest, is now a cine

see her in a number <

first fiilm, " The Bri

released by t

Sylvane and Lord Louis spend the morning in a

wash of the Thames.

Showing the costumes of the last four generatioas. Tf
]

Mirror " Beauty second from right.
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Gain Beauty While You Dress—A Graceful
Practical Hints.

Figure—Some

The v'car calls on Mrs. Sheridan—
I a part taken by MARY RORKE.

WE all havo our different ideas as to
w ho is the most beautiful of cinema

• stars, but on one thing we must
agree, the average cinema star possesses

a beautiful figure and is wonderfully
graceful. It is a delight to watch her
walk across the screen. Especially is this

noticeable with serial queens.
Have you noticed Pearl White ? She

could never look awkward ; and Carol

Hollow-ay. Anil do you know why ?

because a serial star must keep herself in

perfect condition.
The reason girls get awkward or fat and

clumsy is often through lack of proper
exercise." Exercise is the greatest beauty
secret there is—it keeps a girl youthful

and perfectly healthy, and no girl having
these two assets can be ugly. Dancing is

one of the finest exercises you can have

—

note the beautiful Ly'dia Kyasht, the

world famous dancer, whose photograph
appears on this page, when you see her on
the screen.

Here are a few hints to the girl who,
though she hasn't a lot of time, would like

to improve her figure.

Exercise on Rising.

EVEN if you can't spare the time or

money to" visit a gymnasium regu-

larly or to use exercisers at home,
you can still give your muscles the sys-

tematic training they need to make your
complexion clear, your disposition cheerful

and your body strong, symmetrical and
graceful. All that is necessary is to get

the habit of using your muscles in certain

ways every morning while getting your

eyes open and putting on your clothes.

When you hear the clock alarm don't

jump out of bed instantly or curl up
lor another nap. The thing to do is to

lie flat on your back with your
arms oxtended above your head.

Stretch hard so as to make yourself just

as long as yon can. Hold this posi-

tion while "you take a dozen deep
breaths, inhaling slowly until the

lungs are completely filled and ex-

haling slowly until you feel as if they

were quite empty.

How to Rise.

ON starting to get up don't simply

turn over on your side and roll

out of bed. Get some benefit

out of the movement by holding your
hands on your hips, catching your

toes at the bottom of the bed and
then slowly rising to a sitting posi-

tion without a bit of aid from the

hands.
This will be found difficult at first

for it puts a severe strain on the

abdominal muscles, which through
lack of regular exercise often be-

come weak, flabby masses of fat. If

you meet with ropeatod failures try

this method of strengthening these

muscles and incidentally removing
some of the unsightly and unhealthy
layers of fat around the waist.

A Fine Exercise.

LYING at full length on the back
rmso the legs with the knees

bent until the legs are at right

angles to the trunk, then Straighten

them until the toes point to the

ceiling. After holding this position

for a minute or so let the knees gink

slowly back to their first position,

Keeping tho knees as unbent
possible.

When at last you arc ready to dress

don't think of putting on your stockings

as you probably ulways have done, sitting

hunched up in o chair with tho natural

double curve of your spine twisted into an
ugly 9ingle curve.

Putting on Your Stockings.

THE proper way to assist in main-
taining the spine's double curve,

on which so much of health, strength
and beauty depends, is to lie flat on
the back while putting on your stock-
ings. This position supports the spina

at the shoulders and hips and maintains
the proper inward curve at. the waist.

Raise the right knee to the chest and hold
this position while you draw the stocking
on : then repeat with the other leg.

If you breathe deeply while taking this

exercise your circulation will be healthfully
stimulated, and at the same time tho con-
traction of the muscles used in bringing
the legs up to the chest will strengthen the
abdomen's muscular wall and increase

the activity of the liver.

Benefit from Lacing Your Shoes.
WHEN putting on your shoes, stand

upright, raise the left foot and while
• balancing the body on tho right

foot slip on the left shoe. Repeat with
the right foot.

To button cr lace the shoes with the
greatest amount of physical benefit, take
a standing position. Bend the knees and
lower the trunk just as if you were going
to sit on your heels. When your body
almost touches your heels move the right
leg backward, being careful not to disturb
the normal condition of the spine. Lace or
button the left shoe as you kneel on the
right knee. For the right shoe repeat tho
movement, kneeling on tho left knee.

A Beauty Hint.

HOW to get *}o sleep quickly troubles

many people. A film artiste's days
are so crammed with action, that

when she is at last at liberty to relax her

LYDIA KYASHT, the world-famous, dancer,

whom we are soon to see in a B. & C. film,

" The Black Spider." (Photo : Hanano.)

as
mind and muscles, she lias nor fho power
to do so, unless sho has trained herself in

the way.
Generally a warm bath, and a good

towelling with ft rough towel, or a nibbing
down smartly with an induiriibbcr mOSStkga
glove induces tho circulation to work,
taking the excess blood from the brain,

and so permitting sleep. A Presseb.
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A FINE STORY OF A STRONG MAN'S LOVE. COMPLETE IN THIS NUMBER.
SPECIAL TO "THE PICTURE SHOW.

THAT DEVIL

MONROE SALISBURY as "Bateese."

Bateese.A MAN over six feet in height with a mag-
nificent frame in which the strength of an
ox was coupled with the suppleness of a

panther. A strongly moulded face,- the sternness
of which was relieved by the merriest blue eyes
and a head of curly hair.

Such was Baptiste Latour, a Canadian voyageur.
known through the hundreds of miles of forest

Where he worked as " That devil Bateese."
Bateese had just finished a spell of work in a

lumber camp, and the money he had earned was
burning a hole in his pocket. He made for the
first saloon he could find, and, having got rid of

more money in a few hours than he had earned
in a week, he was making his way through the
woods to his little cabin singing as he went.
Suddenly he stopped and listened. His quick ear

had caught the sound of a cry for help in a
woman's voice.

Bateese ran in the direction of the sound, and in

a few minutes came in sight of a clearing. A
young girl was struggling in the hands of Louis
t'ourtreau, the gambler.

Bateese would have welcomed a quarrel with
t'ourtreau at any time, but given the excuse
before him, he simply rushed to the rescue. Grip-
ping the gambler by the back of the collar lie

lifted him away from the girl, and then shook
him as easily as he could have shaken a rag doll.

Then he set him down and laughed at him.
"You misbehave yourself again, eh, Louis? I

shall have to smack you hard!"
The mocking contempt in Bateese's eyes roused

the gambler to fury. Drawing a knife from his

belt he leaped at the big man. But the spring
stopped midway. Bateese raised his foot, and the
knife was sent flying in the air. The voyageur
caught it dexterously, and then threw it to
Court reau with another contemptuous gesture.
" Run away, leetle boy, before Bateese gets

angry!" he said.

And the gambler, now thoroughly cowed, slunk
away muttering threats which Bateese answered
with a mocking laugh.

The girl who bad watched the struggle with
frightened eyes, now came up and timidly offered
her thanks to her rescuer. She was a remarkably
pretty girl with a dainty (igure, and it was easy
to see she came from the East. In her pretty
white dress she looked strangely out ot place
amid the grim grandeur of the giant trees.

He said he would take me to Father Pierre."
she explained. " and 1 trusted him. I suppose he
must be what you call 'a bad man '?"

Bateese g»ve a great roar of laughter.
" He's not a bad man," he said. " lie ll not

what you call devil enough for that. I just kick
him and he run away. Bateese— that is my name,
' that devil Bateese ' they call me—will take you
to Father Pierre."
But there was no need for further escort, for

at that moment Father Pierre himself came
through the trees

He nodded cheerfully to Bateese, and then came
to the girl with outstretched hands.

"
I missed you at the station," he said, " anil

they told me you had started to walk to inv house.

That is. I suppose you are Miss Kathleen St. John,

our new school-mistress?"
"Yes! I was coming through the woods, and I

have had a most unpleasant adventure."

Briefly she told him of her struggle with Louis

t'ourtreau, and how Bateese had rescued her.

The voyageur grinned sheepishly, and then,

waving bis band, disappeared among the trees.

" He is a great character—Bateese, ' said the

priest " As untamed as our rapids, but his wild-

ness" has no vice in it. He is staunch and true,

a very lovable fellow when you get to know him

P
On

e
the wav. Father Pierre explained that he had

found the gir 1 lodgings with a Madame Blanc, and

that she could take up her new duties as soon as

she was readv. As he talked he glanced doubt-

fully at the dainty figure of the girl. She seemed

too' slight and tender to deal with the turbulent

children she would have as scholars.
" Pray do not think it idle curiosity, he

said " but I cannot help wondering what

made you take up this position. You have been

accustomed to the luxuries of the East, and may
find our rough life here too much for you.

" I am not so weak as I look, Teplied the

girl " Really, I am very strong, though I am
not tall and 'big I came here because I tired

of the shams of city life."

She paused, and then, after a glance at the

face of the priest, went on.
"

I feel sure I can confide in you. Father Pierre.

I have come through a most unhappy experience.

I was engaged to a man named Martin Stuart,

but I found out in time that he had deceived me.

There had been other women in his life, and he

had not dealt with them as he should have done.

He is Ver. rich and has been accustomed to have

his own way. He would not take my refusal to

marry him seriously, and in order to escape from

bis unwelcome attentions, I tried for this post,

thinking that in the midst of nature I could find

forgetfulncss and a new belief in men and life."

" I see, my child," replied the priest sym-

pathetically. " We will do all we can to make
life pleasant for you. Athough rough, the people

here are not bad. Louis t'ourtreau is one of the

few black sheep in the settlement, and you won't

be troubled with him now that he knows Bateese

is on his track. Still, life is pretty much the same
all over the world. Why, even in this home of

nature we have had terrible tragedies. From that

big cliff you see over there a woman flung herself

to death because her lover deceived her. And they

sav that her ghost—the ghost of the White Lady,
they call it—can be seen wandering along the
edge of the cliff at night."

The New School-Mistress.
FATHER PIERRE'S words came true. Kath-

leen certainly found the children unruly,
but she persevered because, as the priest

had said, there was no real wickedness in them.
She saw little of Bateese during the next few

days, and her next meeting with him was of a very
startling character. In the evening of a beautiful
summer-day she was sitting on the cliff, when she
t.aw him coming down the river in his canoe. She
did not know it, but Bateese's presence on the
water was in the nature of a bet.
He had been to the saloon, and, in a game of

cards, hail detected Louis t'ourtreau cheating.
Bateese had treated the gambler pretty roughly,
and as he came swaggering out of the saloon one
of Louis's friends had jeeringly called after him.
" You think yourself brave man, Bateese. but

you dare not take your canoe to Death Point
Mid meet the ghost of the White Lady!"
"By d'ar! I dare anything!" Bateese shouted.
And running to his canoe, he began to paddle it

wlldlj down the stream. He did not see that ho
was followed by Conrtrcau. or he might have paid
more attention to living man than the ladv of
GllOSt Land
When Bateese caught sight of the white figure

of Kathleen on the rocks he had no doubt but that
it was the Ohost Lady, and he drove his canoe
to the bank with great powerful sweeps. %
As he leapt ashore he swung his liqueur bottle

round and shouted

:

" I am going to catch you ghost-woman and
make you have a drink with Bateese!"
Katheen heard the sound of his voice, but did

not catch the words. All she saw was the giant
leaping from rock to rock, and she flew in terror.
But fast as she ran, Batee3e ran faster. He was
close behind her when she saw a hollow tree
which provided a hiding-place.
When Bateese came to the spot and found slu

had disappeared, he stood stock still.

"Reckon she is a real gkast-woman to vanish
like that," he said solemnly.
Then he sat down and took a generous drink

from his big bottle. So deeply was he thinking
of the mysterious disappearance of the ghost
that he did not hear the gambler creeping up
behind him.
The first thing he knew was that something hit

him a terrible blow on the head. It was tin-

butt of t'ourtreau's revolver, and Bateese sank
to the ground with a groan. But the vbyageur'e
head was as hard as teak, and in a little while
he recovered.
" Perhaps you saw ghosts, Bateese, because you

drink too much out of the bottle!" he said,

rubbing his head. " But there is no thinking about
this lump on your head. That is real!"
Picking himself up, Bateese went to his cabin
In the meantime, Kathleen had got to her cabin,

and she made a mental vow that she would not
go out alone on the cliff at night again.
In the days that followed, however, she ma tie

friends with Bateese. He took her to a place in

the wood where the rossignol had built his nest
in a tree above a bank where purple violets
grew.
As he handed her the beautiful flowers, a great

tenderness came into his eyes, and the girl

realised that underneath his wild exterior there
was a deep—almost religious—love for the good
and the beautiful.
They listened in silence to the rossignol singing

to his mate.
" What a beautiful bird—and what a beautiful

song!" said Kathleen. "I wonder what he is

singing?"
"Shall Bateese tell you?" said the voyageur.

his eyes dancing with mischief. " I love you—

1

love you
!"

Kathleen drew back with a startled "Oh!" and
blushed furiously.
" That is what the bird sings," explained

Bateese" solemnly.
The girl laughed, but, with woman's intuition,

she knew that Bateese had used the bird's song
as a message to her from him. She felt a curious
thrill of fear at the thought. She was impelled
by the magnetic personality of this big, untamed
son of the wild, but she was afraid of him. She
pictured him when the laughter had left his eyes
and the glare of hate or the passion of revenge
filled them. In such a mood Bateese would indeed
be a devil. A devil that would kill.

" I think I will go now," she said hurriedly.
"No; please don't come with me. Please don't
follow me! I want to think!"
Bateese just nodded his head, and made no

attempt to follow. He just watched her with his

great big eyes like a dog looks when his master
as forbidden him to accompany him. Then, with
a hig sigh, he jumped down from the tree-trunk
on which he had been sitting. As he did so be
caught sight of a piece of letter. He glanced at

it and read almost before he was aware of doing
so.

" Nothing can keep me from you. Be merciful
to the man who worships you —Martin."

Bateese saw that the letter as addressed to

Kathleen. She must have dropped it While she
was sitting on the tree.

The Old Love and the New.
MARTIN STUART kept his word by arriving

the day following his letter. Kathleen trai

coming out of church iiito which she.

had been followed by Bateese. when she saw her
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former lover, Stuart was a good-looking man in

.i bard sort of way, but the leading characteristic
i I his face was selfishness. He certainly loved

Kathleen as much as it was possible for him to
love any woman, but lie had been actuated in

Ins pursuit of her from the East as much by a
determination not to have his will thwarted, as
by love.
He came towards her now, with all the arrogance

< f a man who has always got what he has wanted,
/.ml before the girl could think of anything to say,

lie had taken her arm and led her to a buggy
m waiting.
The girl protested, but she did not wish to

make a scene outside the church on the Sabbath,
so she permitted him to place her in the trap
and drive away to see her father, who, Stuart
informed her, had come to take her back to
civilisation.

Kateese watched them with a sullen fury in his

eyes. Then, without a word he turned on his heel

and went straight to the saloon and began to
drink brandy at a rate that caused the bar-keeper
to look on in wonder.
But though Martin Stuart and her father had

tracked Kathleen, the girl refused to renew her
engagement with her former lover. She could not
refuse to accompany her father home, because, in

face of Ills wishes, Father Pierre would not allow
her to keep her post, but she did not mean to
marry Stuart.

All this, however, was unknown to Bateese. He
had seen the two walking in the woods, and he
determined that Kathleen should never be the wife
of another. To his simple mind the only way to
prevent this was to marry her himself. He made
up his mind to carry her off. He secured a
marriage licence and waited his opportunity. It

came the next evening when Martin and Kathleen
were walking near the river. Stuart was again
pressing his suit, and because of the girl's refusal,

he became angry and got hold of her by the arm.
Bateese ran forward and dragged him away from

the girl.

With a savage curse Stuart flung himself on the
voyageur, but he was no match for Bateese, and
the struggle ended with Martin Stuart being
knocked down. Then Bateese, picking Kathleen up .

in his arms as if she had been a baby, rushed oft

with her to the river and placed her in his
canoe. Kathleen was terrified, but she could do
nothing but scream, and almost before she knew
where she was she found herself in the bottom of
the canoe with Bateese driving the frail oraft
along at a speed that threatened to overturn it.

In after years Kathleen had only a hazy notion
of what happened in the house of the notary.
Partly because she saw that marriage with Bateese
would free her from the persecution of Martin
Stuart, and partly because she was afraid of what
Bateese would do if she refused, she consented to
the ceremony.

It was a weird scene in the shabby room of the
notary's house.
The girl, pale and trembling, divided between

two fears, giving her responses in a voice scarcely
audible. Bateese, proud and triumphant; a
primeval man rejoicing in his strength, and
deliriously happy that he had got the woman he
wanted for his mate, caring nothing for the
conventions of civilisation that he had outraged,
and conscious of nothing save that the one woman
in all the world for whom he cared who would
soon be his. His deep, rolling voice filled the little

room as he claimed the woman at his side in

the words of the civil marriage, and when the
ceremony was over he bent his head and whispered
in a voice that thrilled with all the pent-up
emotion of his nature.
" Von belong to Bateese now. And, by Gar,

I should like to see the man who can take you
from me!"
Outside the house he again took her in his

arms, and carried her to the canoe. In a few
more minutes they were at his cabin in the woods,
and there Martin Stuart, Kathleen's father, and
Father Pierre found them.
They had called at the notary's and heard rf

the marriage, and Martin Stuart was like a man
demented.
" Von must leave this crazy savage and come

back to civilisation with us!" he shouted.
" You forget she is married to this man, " came

the calm voice of the priest.

"Marriage!" screamed Stuart. "Don't talk of

HUOh a ceremony as marriage! It won't lake a
wick to dissolve such an absurd tie."

Bateese; defiant and silent, waited for his wife
to speak.
"No!" she said slowly, and in a tone that had

finality in it. " He is my husband, and I shall
stay with him."
The heart of Bateese thobbed with a wild

exultant hope. She might not, love him yet, but
now she had mai." up her mind to stay, he felt,

certain that he ,.ould yet awaken the lires of
love in her hear..

Kathleen's father added his appeals to those of

Stuart, but the girl was adamant. She would
stay with the man who had married her.
When the three men left the cabin Bateese came

over to his wife.
Looking down at her with a tenderness that

drove all the fear of him away from her heart,
he paid :

" Bateese not force his love. When you are
ready and have come to love me, call, and I

will come."

The Other Woman.
DAYS, weeks, and months passed, and Kath-

leen began to realise that Bateese loved
her with that passionate love that a man

feels for only one woman in his life. Gradually,
his love so humbly offered, began to wake an echo
in her heart, and she began to see a vista of
a happiness that might yet be hers. Then the
blow fell.

Bateese had brought her a present—a statuette
of the Madonna and Child.
He had placed it in a shrine made with his

own hands, and Kathleen could not fail to under-
stand the silent message of the holy statue.
She walked away in silence to the room which

was her own, and which her husband never
entered.
That day a messenger came to say that Kath-

leen's old landlady—Madame Blanc—wished to see
her, and the girl set off to walk to the settle-

ment. On the way she met a messenger from
Madame Blanc who told her that madame had
been called away, but that she had sent some
presents to her which she begged she would accept.
Kathleen thanked him and returned to the cabin.

In the meantime, a strange thing had happened
to Bateese. As soon as his wife had gone, a
strange figure of a woman came and looked
through the window of his hut.

She was dressed in a bridal gown, and there wais

a look in her eyes that told that reason Jiad
left her.

" It is the mad sister of Louis Courtreau,"
muttered Bateese.
He went to the door ami let her in. She was

almost perished witli cold, and it was a miracle
how ishe had not been frozen to death, for it was
now winter. Bateese brought her to the fire and
gave her hot drinks, and presently she recovered.
she began to speak in a far-away voice.

I have my wedding-dress on. I made it years
ago. He should have married me, but he kept
me waiting all these years. But he has come
back to marry me at last. I saw him to-day!"
A pleased smile came into the vacant features,

and she nodded to herself ais she repeated to
herself :

"Yes, I saw him to-day
!"

This was the scene that Kathleen saw, when, on
her return, she peeped in through the cabin
window.
She waited till Bateese had let the madwoman

out of the cabin, and then she entered.
" I have iseen her," she said simply, but with

utter contempt in her voice. " It is the finish

between us. Martin Stuart and my father are
back in town and are coming for me. I shall
go with them this time. You need not speak!"
she went on. " It is the end."
"It is the end!" echoed Bateese.
They did not exchange another word till Mr. St.

John came with Martin Stuart.
Kathleen entered her own room, and Bateese

stood before the shrine for some minutes.

(Continued at foot of page 20.)

THE ELUSIVE PIMPERNEL
THIS famous novel by the Baroness Orezy

has been filmed by the Stoll Film Company,
and we are shortly to see this romantic

story on tho screen. This is a British film that

is sure to be universally admired. It is a fine

story finely acted, for in the part oi " The
Elusive Fimpernel " we welcome Cecil Hum-
phreys to the screen. Marie Blanche, Drury
Lane's most popular principal boy, is entrusted

with the part of Lady Blakeney, and Norman
Page has the part of Chauvelin, of infamous
memory, who has been bidden by Robespierre

to break the power of " The Pimpernel."
The beginning of the film shows us a great

court scene at the time of the Revolution,

with Robespierre ruling in a world of blood-

shed. A fine still picture, and for some
seconds we watch it, taking in every detail

o£ costume and setting, from the beautiful,

oTacious woman in the dock down to the ragged
coat of tho tatterdermalion, with the scowling

face, in afar comer, with arm upraised, shrieking

for her blood. Then suddenly before our eyes

the picture comes to life, and the howling mob
surges forward to seize its victim and dance tho

Carmagnole around her before she is carried off

to tho tumbrils and death. A splendid start

for a picture of this type, setting the key-note

at once.
In contrast, we have the beautiful scenery of

peaceful England, the wonderful Pimpernel and
his charming lady. You must not miss this

delightful photo-play.

ON THE
SCREEN.

A fine scene in "The Elusive Pimpernel," starring NORMAN PAGE, CECIL HUMPHREYS,
and MARIE BLANCHE. (.Sfotf.)
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Test
W FREE

to-day
The World s finest

Toilet Cream
Guaranteed Pre-war quality.

Icilma Cream is

unlike any other

toilet cream in

existence— be-

cause it beautifies

the skin and com-
plexion naturally.

Used regularly, it

keeps the hands
white and beautiful,

the skin soft and

smooth, and the

complexion clear

and transparent.

That it is the world's

best toilet cream is

proved by its world-

wide sales. Ask those

who use it.

Cream
(Icilma is pronounced Eye-Sihna.*

Price 113 per f>ot everywhere.

Flesh-tinted Cream 119 per put.

V&VV TF<iT Send a postcard

sample and a eopy of our booklet. "The
Icilma Way to Beauty." International

Icilma Trading Co.. Ltd. (Dept. 241. 37.

39. 41. 43. King's Road. St. I'ancras.

London. N.W.I.

Use it daily and
look your best

Character as Told by the Face.

WILLIAM S. HART.
TIIF. eye shows keenness in the perceptions.

It is the eye of tho detective, fond of
detail, out-door life, whose soul could

never be fettered to an office stool.

Mark the deep : straight line upright between
the eyebrows indicative of thought, good, sound
judgment, and common sense, though somewhat
hard qualities, are none the leS3 sterling.

The finely pencilled lines under the eyw)
indicative of humour, wit, and originalitv, in
conjunction with the elevation over the* eye.
The fine, straight, long nose, with its enrred-
out nostrils denoting independence- of thont'ht
and action, also disregard of public opinion
A strong-minded man, mark the >trontr tinea
each side of the upper lip, denoting philan-
thropy. He gives out to us his keen indi-
viduality in nature, and shows us that egoisiq
cannot become an ideal of morality. A man
who represents humanity. The vitality of this
man is great.

The Mouth.

KIN'D, just, and affectionate, mark how it

goes up at the corners and comes down
in the centre—clever at the art. of dis-

sembling. Hehasalso a keen sense of humour.

In Love.

THESE MEN are usually very happy. Devo-
t ;on to home, and happy surroundings i*

essential to this type. They are Very fond
of children, and hold women in greit rc?pe''t,

and are very sensitive to environment. They
are not very demonstrative in love, hut they
are capable of the very greatest sacriiieos for
those they care for.

PRIZE WINNERS IN PEEPING STARS COMPETITION
N this competition no competitor succeeded in sending in a correct solution of the picture^,
and the First Prize of £50 has, therefore, been divided among the following four competitors,
each of whom sent in a solution containing only two errors :

I

Mips F. W. Faulkner, 9, Moffat Road.
Palmer's Green, X. 13.

James M. Vaxderson, 1G, Courcy Road,
Hornsey, N.

Ten competitors sent in solutions containing
£20 has been divided among them as follows :

Clive L. Gay, 28, Waldegrave Road, Ealing,
W. 5.

Miss A. Quick, 7, Lipson Hill Terrace.
Plymouth.
William C. Quick, 7, Lipson Hil! Terrace,

Plymouth.
Miss A. Jankwitch, 113, Back Church Lane,

Commercial Road, E. 1.

Mrss Marion Courtrell, 43, Knighton
Road, Plymouth.

The Third Prize of £10 lias been divided
solutions contained only four errors :

Miss Elt.a M. Dear, 8. Kingston Road,
Newport, Mon.
Max Shrine, ArnelifTe, Hodford Road,

Golder's Green, N.W. 2.

Miss Adei.e Schroeder, Belmont, 37,

Weighton Road, Anerley, S.E. 20.

Miss Vera Cash, 4, Cannon Court, Cannon
Place, Brighton.

Mrs. Kean, 79, Rushinore Road, Clapton.

only three errors each, and the Second Prize of

Miss Frances Franklin, 317, Ditchling
Road, Brighton, Sussex.

Miss Winifred M. Chambers. 31, Link
Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
Miss Lily Harbold, 88, Goldhawk Road,

Shepherd's Bush, W 12.

John Smith, 42, Farrant Avenue, Noel Park,
Wood Green, N. 22.

John Plum, 36, Warltheof Av enue, WhifeHart
Lane, L.C.C. Estate, Lordship Lane, Tottenham,

among the following seven competitors, whose,

Miss M. Sheila, 6, Glenshaw Mansion?,
Brixton Road, S.W.
Miss W. F. S. Bramwell, 1, Dyke Road

Drive, Brighton.
Miss D. A. Brown, 88, Castleland Street,

Barry Dock, Glam.
Miss G. Healey, 68, Cork Street, Leicester.

Twenty-four competitors with rive errors each divide the 20 Prizes of £1 each

E. M. Hughes (New Brighton), Beatrice M.
Channon (Gillingham), Nellie Howson " (Liver-

pool). Violet Reynolds (Anfield), Miss E. D.
June (Kennington Park), Winifred T. Pashley
(Manchester), Miss A. Parkin (Castleford),

Jennie Williams (Saltley), Miss E. Dickerson
(Goswell Road). Miss C. Hartwell (Toronto),
M. Reid (Glasgow), D. M. Hall (Plumstead
Common), Emily Downing (Hull). Miss L.

Hamilton (Forest Gate), Miss P. Whiteman
(Hackney), Kathleen McCann (Dublin), Victoria
M. Phillips (Brighton). Marion Wilson (Xew-
castlo-on-Tyne), Miss G. K. Bullen (Brighton),
Agnes B. Green (South Norwood). Miss B.
Phillips (Bayswater). Ivy Presley (Brighton).
Miss K. Darvel (Portland), Mabel D. Jupe
(Kennington Terrace).

This week a blouse—next week a
skirt—the week after an overall

—

fourth week a jumper. All siven
free with ' HOME COMPAX ION.'
Get the first free pattern number
TO-DAY and order the next three

issues in advance. Ask for

The Papular Home Weekly. =
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NEW COMPETITION FOR Picture Show READERS

CHOOSING THE STARS
NAMING TWENTY STARS MAY WIN YOU £200

£500
IN CASH
PRIZES

W
THE COMPETITION
EXPLAINED.

rHO is the most beautiful
cinema star ? Who is the
most daring stunt artiste o£

the screen ? and other questions
which are set out fully below form
a new competition for readers of
The Picture Show in which
everybody can join. For long wo
have been led to believe that Mary
I'iekford is the unchallenged queen
of the movies, that Charlie Chaplin is the
comedy champion of the cinema.

No one, least of all The Picture Show, wishes
to deny the charm and artistry of these famous
screen players, but wo live in moving times.

New stars are constantly appearing on the silver

screen, and the millions of people who go to the
cinema arc finding fresh favourites, while not
deserting the old ones, not old in years but
in popularity.

This is the reason for our competition. Wo
feel that it will appeal to all our readers, for the
thousands of letters we receive from them tell

us that the picture-going public are keen
judges of the great entertainment they support.

The competition will certainly appeal to all,

because of its fairness. Prizes will be awarded
by popular vote. In other words, the competi-
tors will be the judges. The star that gets the
highest number of votes may rest assured that
he or she has received the honour, not from the
Press or Press agents, but from the people
who pay to see the pictures.

ALLOTTING THE PRIZES.

"'HE prizes will be awardedT to

the sender of the list that
gives the names of the artistes

who receive the largest number of

votes from readers in answer to

questions asked.

For instance, if nine hundred and
ninety-nine readers say that Alma
Taylor is the most beautiful film

actress, and ono thousand readers

vote for Isobel Elsom, Isobel Elsom
will bo the winning name for the first question,

and so on down the list.

The First Prize of £200 will, go to the reader

who sends' the most correct list in the order

decided by the voting of our readers.

The Second Prize of £75 will be awarded to

the reader who sends the next largest number
of names that have been voted for. The Third

Prize of Vl't, 50 Prizes of £2 each, 100 Prizes of

£1 each will bo awarded in order of merit.

In the event of more than one reader naming
the stars in the order of their voting, the prize

will be divided.

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO.

BELOW is the first list of five questions. I

am sure you will find these questions easy
to answer. By doing so, you will not only

stand a chance to win a big money prize, but
you are helping us to know who you want to
read about in The Picture Show.

Fill in the names of the players of the
3Cfeen who, to your mind, answer the descrip-
tions in the questions.

Next week five more questions will appear,
and five more the week after, until the list

of twenty questions has been given.

Keep this list until you have answered
them all, when instructions will be given you
as to when and how to send them.

MOST IMPORTANT.

DO not send this coupon in until you have
collected the complete number of

questions, twenty in all.

Many readers will find it easier to fill in the

lists after they know what the twenty questions

are. If this is your case, cut out this coupon
and save it until the four have appeared.

Remember that the most beautiful star can
also be your favourite. It is not necessary to

put a different name against each question.

The winning list may have one star's name
in more than once or twice.

You can send in as many efforts as you like,

but each must be complete sets of four coupons.

This competition is also appearing in ' The
Boys' Cinema," "Woman's Weekly," ''Film

Fun," and extra coupons may be cut from these

papers.
No responsibility can be undertaken for entries

lost, delayed, or mislaid, and proof of posting

will not be accepted as proof of delivery or

receipt.

The Editor reserves the right to disqualify any
competitor's solution for reasons which lie

considers good and sufficient.

The decision of the Editor must be accepted

as final and legally binding, and entries are only

accepted on this express condition.

No letters must be enclosed with efforts.

The result of this competition will be the most interesting event in the career of the cinema.
With your help The Picture Show can ascertain the names of the cinema Hars who rule

in the hearts of the British Public. It is most important that every one you know should vote.

Get your friends to enter this important competition. Get your father, mother, brother, sister,

uncle, aunt, and everybody you know to vote. They may win a big money pri-e. They will greatly

help the fut'ire of the cinema. •

THIS IS THE COUPON~ ~ "I THAT YOU MUST FILL IN. I

{Picture Show.) I |

CHOOSING THE STARS, coupon No. 1.

Questions to be answered. Write your answer here.

1 . Who is the most beautiful film actress ? . .

2. Who is the best looking film actor ? . . .

.

3. Who is the funniest film actor?

4. Who is the funniest film actress ?

5. Who is your favourite cowboy star ?

WARNING.
KEEP THIS COUPON UNTIL No. 4 APPEARS WHEN INSTRUC-
TIONS AS TO HOW EFFORTS ARE TO BE SENT IN WILL BE PUB-
l ISHED. SINGLE COUPONS SENT IN WILL BE DISQUALIFIED

So Soft&Wavy
I don't want to be vain, but I

must say I do think my hair is

rather satisfactory. It feels so

thick and silky when I run my
fingers through it, and it is

quite a pleasure to brush it, for

IT TAKES SUCH A
LOVELY POLISH.

I brush it for a quarter of an

hour, night and morning, and it

looks like burnished bionze, and
seems to spring into waves of its

own accord. Well, after so

much boasting, I must confess

that three months ago it was the

most

DULL, UNASSUMING,
LIFELESS, MOUSE-

COLOURED
hair you ever saw. But ever

since I have taken to shampooing

it every fortnight with Stallax, it

seems to have developed an

astonishing vitality and lustre.

And although it is so long, it is

NOT IN THE LEAST
UNMANAGEABLE

and goes up without any diffi-

culty, even within an hour or

two of being washed. After

all that Stallax has done for me,

I think it is only fair to let others

into the secret. I find that

OTHER GIRLS WHO
USE IT

say just the same, and whether

their hair is black, golden,

chestnut, or brown, it seems to

impart a wonderful life and
gloss to every woman's crowning

glory.

ESTELLE.
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I will tell you Free how
to Reduce Your Weight

I was just a strong young woman, full of life and
vigour, and fond of good things to eat, enjoying life

to its fullest extent, wlien suddenly my weiglit began
to increase, and, strong as I was, I began to feel

the burden, especially as I am a business woman
and have plenty of work to do. While my earthly
self was rapidly assuming abnormal proportions, the

progress in this direction brought sorrow and con-
sternation, because I knew that I must give up
business or reduce my weight I began to feel

lonely, because 1 felt that my company was no longer

desired, and I made up my mind that I was at
the dangerous point of my life.

One day an inspiration came to me, after 1 had
spent time, money, and patience in vain efforts

to become slim again. I acted upon this inspiration

and succeeded, for 36 lbs. of ponderous weight
vanished in live weeks. I did not use drugs, practise

tiresome exercises, nor starvation diet, nor wear any
appliances, but reduced myself by a simple home
method, and, although this is some time ago, I have
never gained any weight since, and my health is

as good as I could wish.
You could reduce your weight the same as I have

done, and 1 will tell you how, free, it you will enclose

two penny stamps to pav postage.
W. Grace Hartland (Dept. 830), Diamond House,

Hatton Garden, London, E C 1.

MONEY IN IDEAS

/-/—

because lie

3Ut
you must be able to

express your ideas fluently

and interestingly to turn
them into pounds, shill-

ings and pence. Many a
man has made a fortune
from a single idea—the
inspiration of a moment
knew how to put it into correct and
appealing language, and so convey it to

others. There is a wonderful little book

—

" SELF-EXPRESSION—THE SECRET OF SUCCESS '—

which tells how you can learn to turn

your ideas into money—to seize every
opportunity which comes your way and
to use it to better your position. If, for

example, you have ideas for cinema
plays, you can make a big income bv
training yourself to SPEAK andWRITE
clearly and well. Write NOW for a copy
(FREE) of this remarkable little book to

The SECRETARY UN.
THE SCHOOL OF SELF-EXPRESSION,
67, Berners Street, London, W.l.

Boots, Raincoats, Suits, Rings,
Watches,

i monthly.
:

Jrice List.

I

MASTERS. LTD., 94, Hope
Stores, Rye. (listd. 1869.)

I /~\ \\ /7 Boots, Raincoats, Sui

/M^Y/ Clocks, Costumes,

i/^AAr— U etc., 5/-, 10/., or 20/-
\U UL-S U Write lor Free Pric

MALCOLM CHERRY ON MOVIE
METHODS.

mm SHOW YOUR FRIENDS Hi
<<cChe Picture Show."

\

A REGULAR man's room is Malcolm
Cherry's dressing-room at tho 1'luy-

house. A little snapshot of his wife and
baby is tho only photograph in it, while a chint/.

curtain before an alcove Is its nearest approach
to any sort of " frippery." The room is like its

owner, for believe me, whatever reputation Mr.
Cherry has gained on the stage for a particular
debonair type of character, he's no matinee
idol by nature.

" Is this a relic of your Army days ? " I asked
him at the commencement of this interview,
glancing from u pair of spurs upon the table to

a staff officer's coat upon the wall.
" Oh, no ; that's the coat I wear in the

play," Mr. Cherry explained. " As you know, a
stage uniform is not permitted to be absolutely
correct, and so you will notice that 1 wear
leather buttons instead of brass, while this rib-

bon "—pointing to the first of a row—" which
is supposed to be the D.S.O., is really a fake one.

Work Seems Hard Now.
" "V/'OU know," he went on, " I find work

I quite hard after soldiering. No," he put
in hurriedly, seeing my smile, " I didn't

mean to make a joke. But I've been so awfully
busy since I was demobbed. First there was
' Tho Naughty Wife,' then camo this play, and
my collaboration with Leon M. Lion in ' Jack o'

Jingles.' And all the time I've been playing in

films, too. The last film I made before joining
up was 'My Lady's Dress,' with Miss Gladys
Cooper : but since I've been demobbed I've
played in ' Linked by Fate,' ' Sweethearts,' and
' A Member of Tattersall's,' all for Samuelson's.
I think the last-namod film is tho best. But,
really, I've been so busy that sometimes I'vo
wished I could go back to the Army. It's such a
healthy life, but, unfortunately, not a particularly
lucrative one."

" Well, Mr. Cherry, for our, sakes I'm glad
you're not returning to the Army. But, from
what you say, I gather that you find it difficult

combining stage and screen work ?
"

"I do'; in fact, I find it very difficult to
combine the two, and I consider that, under tho
circumstances, one cannot do full justice to
either. From the point of view of the screen, I

think there is much to be said for the American
system, whereby the stage actor is lured into

films by a salary sufficiently largo to make it

worth his while to devote his energies exclusively

to the movies."
" Do you think you will ever be tempted to

leave the stage for the films, Mr. Cherry ?
"

" I think not, unless, of course, I went right

to a film city—such as Los Angeles—where it

would be advantageous to devote my whole
time to acting before the camera."

Disadvantages of Film.
" ^ A J ILL you tell me of any disadvantagesW you have found in film work 't I

next asked.

"Two disadvantages
I find are, paradoxi-
< ally enough, the large
number of rehearsals
and the suddenness of
tho work. One often
rehearses a scene so
many times that when
at last it is ' shot

'

one is stale ; on the
other hand, one ie

called upon to register

an emotion on the
spur of tho moment

—

and the director—as
it were. There is no-
thing to lead up to

the emotion, as in a
stage play, and very
often an artiste has not 1

been given a copy of the MALCOLM CHERRY,
script to read through (Foul.hamt Banfield )

first. In my opinion, this is n great mistake.
\\

rhen one comes to view the completed film,

one is likely to firtd several points in one's

acting which arc quite wrong, and which might
well have been prevented had the script been
read first.

"Then, again, there is that peculiar feeling

of finality about film acting. Once a s< ene is

taken, it is taken

—

Jor ever. For good or ill.

Such a thought makes one particularly desirous

that one's work, and all the conditions apper-
taining to it, should be of the highest artistic-

standard."
" Can you tell me of any amusing or unusual

experience you have had in the course of your
screen career, Mr. Cherry ?

"

A Prophecy That Failed.
" \ K J ELL, when we were playing in ' Linked

VV by Fate ' we went to the sJcilly Islands

to take some of the scenes. We were
told that the weather would be glorious there

—

sunshine all the time, and all that sort of thing.

But all I remember was that it rained nearly

every day, which is not particularly comfortable
when one is on a desert island, attired in rags —
and that we were half starved, and had to live

on eggs and bacon for days. That, I think, «m
my most unvsual film experience, but any
amusing element in it escaped me at tic

t ime.
" But I have only mentioned these little dis-

advantages which I have encountered iu film

work because you wished to hear that side of

the question," remarked Mr Cherry, in con-
clusion. "To counterbalance them are a g:eat

many advantages—if an actor can give his

whole time to the business. Particularly docs

the open-air work appeal to me, though for this

I must confess that I prefer the country to tho

somewhat embarrassing publicity of the London
streets." May Hekschal Clarke.

THAT DEVIL BATEESE.
Then he went to the table and wrote a note.
" You remember the rossignol that sang !

' I love

you—I love you!' To-day I take the long trail.

Always believe that whatever I did was because
1 loved you."
He went down to the river.

With a last look at the room which hid the

woman he loved so dearly, Bateese went out of

-the cabin. Throwing the paddle away he seated
himself in the centre seat and folded his arms.

He could hear the roar of the rapids below. In

a few minutes he would be rushing over the

cataract. The river that he had defied so many
times should be his winding sheet; the shifting

sands below the rapids his grave.

On swept the canoe witli Bateese sitting like

a statue. The roar of the cataract deafened his

ears as he reached the rapids. As the frail craft

hung for the fraction on the top of the wave
a grim smile passed over the face of Bateese.

Then the canoe vanished from sight—a tiny dot

in the roaring, whirling waters.

That Little Bateese.

WHILE Itateese was going to his death there
were strange scenes in the cabin he had
left. Martin Stuart and Kathleen's father

had arrived, and while the girl was preparing
to depart, the door opened, and Father Pierre
followed by Louis Cointreau and his mad sister

Rosalie came in. There was a wicked look in the

eyes of the gambler as he went up to Martin
Stuart

(CONTINUED FROM
PACE 17V

" So you are the man who deceived my sister

and caused her to lose her reason. You are the
one she has waited for all these years in the
bridal dress she made and has worn ever since!"

" But you have come to marry me now, Martin,
haven't you?" broke in the demented woman,
coming towards him with outstretched armis.

Martin Stuart- tried to bluster it out, but his
guilt was apparent to all. With horror in her
eyes, Kathleen saw that Bhe had driven her
husband away for a crime of which he was
innocent.

"I must find Bateese!" she cried, running
wildly from the cabin. "Bateese! Bateese!'
she cried, as she ran to the river. "Come back
to me ! I love you ! Come back to me !

"

And Kathleen found Bateese bruised and
battered on the banks of the river where the whirl
ing waters had thrown him, but still alive.

It was Kathleen's arms that dragged him to
safety; her arms that nursed him back to strength.
But it wa3 Batcese's arms that twelve months

later carried a little Bateese to the settlement
church for the christening ceremony.

And as the little one kicked and kicked while
he was receiving the name of his lather,
Bateese laughed with delight.

"By Gar! That Icetle Bateese! He will be a
devil—just like me!"

Adapted from incidents in the photo-play byter-
mission of the Philips Film Company.
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I WAS A SIGHT FROM
SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

( Cured it Quickly, Root and
All, so it never Returned.

I WILL SEND FRET RJLL PARTICULARS OF

THE SAGRED HINDOO SECRET WHICH

CURED ME.

For yrars I wis the victim of horrid hair growths OB
my face ami arm**. I was a Right. Every time I met
mother k

woman with thiH "mannish" mark and paw how
>t spoiled her looks I became the more distracted, for I

u.d tried all the pastes, powders, liquids, and other
" hair-removers I bad

21

mi n_ e

'In WW!
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The native, women of India
never have any trace of
S u p e rfl it 0 u s Hair. 1 w ill

send you the secret.

of, but. al-

ways with the same
unsatisfactory result.

Finally my husband,
a noted surgeon and an
officer in ths British
Army, secured from a
native Hindoo soldier

(whose life he had
saved) the closely
guarded secret of the
Hindoo religion, which
forbids Hindoo women
to have the slightest

trace of hair ex'cept

the hair on their heads.

I used it. In a few
days all my hair
growths had Ljone. To-
day not a trace can be
found. It has ' been
killed for ever, root and
all. My experience with
thiswondrrfnl rem* dy was
soremarkable that I feel it

my duty to
per others affii.

that they may profit by it,

and not waste their time
nd money on *' worthless concoctions " as -I did.

Therefore, to any lady who will send me the coupon
below or copy of it. with your name and address, within
the next few days, sending two prnny stamps to cover

iny outlay for posting, I will send quite free full informa-
tion so that you may for ever end all trace of embarrass:
ing hair by the wonderful method that cmed me. I will

also send you free particulars of other valuable beauty
secrets as soon as they -are ready. Please state whether
Mrs. or Miss, and address your letter as below.

THIS FREE COUPON with -your name and address
1 """^^^^^"^ aIKi 2d. stamps.

Mrs. HUDSON": Please send me free full information
land instructions to cure superfluous hair; also details

j

of other beauty secrets as soon as you can. Address,
FnnnRitn-A Hunsoy, Bldg. H.6, No. 9, Old Cavendish

I Street. London. W.l.

IMPORTAST NOTE.—Mrs. Hudson belongs to a family
IuijU in Society, and is the widow of a prominent Army
O'Jicer, so you can write her wit(\ every confidence.
Address as above.

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most wonderful Musical Discovery of the.

Age. It teaches you to play the piano beauti-
fully by ear and vamp tn thousands of songs
in all keys with ONK HOUR'S PRACTICE
without the slightest knowledge of music.
Simple as A. B.C. 130,000 sold and everyone
delighted. Success guaranteed. Money re-

turned if notasstated. Complete, post free,

2/0 (per P.o.j—imperial Publishing
Co. i. Dept.), 28, South Castle St.,
Liverpool. Established 1872.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
THE CINEMA ?

Many opportunities occur for men and women in

this growing British Industry. There is a demand
for trained beginners as Film Artists and Bioscope

and Camera Operators.
Write for particulars and Free Guide.

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE,
36. Rathbone Place, Oxford Street. W.l.

nnnnnnnnnanannnnnnnnnnnnnnn

nnnnnnnnnnnn w nnnnnnnnnnnn

£1,000
In Prizes Every Month

First Prize £500
AND

500 Smaller Prizes
NO ENTRANCE FEE.

A Very Simple Competition.
All you need do is to see "IDEAL"
Varieties nt your local cinema, and then
send your opinions of them to the" 1 DEA L."
Fot further particulars write to the

IDEAL Film Renting Co., Ltd.,

76-78, Wardour St., London, W.l.
nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

SHORT IVIENANDWOMEN
are often ignored and looked down upon. Tall
people receive favourable consideration and
attention in every walk of life. By my easy
scientific and safe method you can grow
several inches taller. Many people have&dded
3$ to 4mcbes to their height r>y My System.

ite atonce for FREE particulars.mention-
in? "The Picture Show." Address :

Enquiry K Dept., 51, Charch St.,
South Shore, BLACKPOOL.

PILES
DON'T SUFFER
BUT GET

AND
USE IT.

Dries up the Piles and loose
tissue, allays irritation, Antiseptic,

and gives instant relief. Thousands re-

lieved of suffering.

Apply your nearest chemist, or 2/6, post paid, from

P. CRAVEN, 342, Bensham Lane,
Thornton Heath, Surrey.

DO YOU WANT
another

£1 a WEEK?
Reliable people will

be provided with
profi t ab 1 e Home
Work on A u t o-
Knitters. Experi-
ence and distance
immaterial. Write
(or lull particulars,
enclosing id. stamp
lor postage.

1HE AUTO-KNITTER HOSIERY CO., Ltd.
IDept. 87). 50 & 52, Belvolr Street, LEICESTER.

A FREE GIFT TO ALL OUR READERS
The comraoncMt ailinpntu to-day in every household %T6 Nentftlfia and Heidtcbel, which cauM hours <>f

excruciating agony. Vet you need not sutler any lOQgSX from th^sc <li*t iv^ninc uiliin-ntH, whether caused by a
dfaSgbt, or a cold, or a disturbance of the dilutive system. A little ZOM PovdeT Id a sup Ol tea. or «%tCT,
corrects the trouble and banish' h all pain in a moment. The I'mnrlotOM will gladly ISTtd 2 ZOX POWDERS

FREE to anyone nientionlnif this C0*ga«lD« and sending a stamped addressed envelope. Apply
to-day. Every wlttu wife and mother keeps /.ox tit hand.

Zox Powders of all Stores and t 'heinists, 1 • and 2,6 per box
;
or post five at these pi i< m from :—

THE ZOX CO., 11, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I.

No More Chapped Hands
Use Snowfire to keep your
skin soft and white. Prevent
redness, roughness and
chapped hands with Snowfire.
Try it for cracked lips. Use
it to keep your skin free from
all cold weather ailments.

Snowfire
TABLETS

Clear clogged pores and give
the skin a velvety surface. q4

In 3d. tablets,

family size 7Jd.

Of all Chemists

F. W. Hampshire & Co
Ltd.

Riverside Works Derby

ORDINARY WATCHES MADE INTO

WRISTLET WATCHES
The "DAPTABEL" £1

13
fit any size watch an<l

;ible when in use.

®aoh.

DON'T TAKE A
SUBSTITUTE*

FINEST AND CHEAPEST
From all Watchmakers, .It

from the •• Daptabel " A<

tinctly for a

DAPTABEL.'

NOVELTY EVER INVENTED,
tellers, ami Fancy Dealers. Or
vert. Dept.. 150, Otley Head,

might as well begin in the
kitchen as anywhere else,

and if your pots and pans
ara CAST IRON, you can
take it as a cast iron exam-
ple ofwhat economy really

is. CAST IRON cooking uten-

sils not only cook better, but

ara cleaner, safer, and last a
lifetime.

Procurabl - pi all lron-
itoers.bul dcn tbe

PUT OFF with BhOrt-
lived enamelled Btesl

or tin-win"*'. Insist

, Cast
Iron

!

ft

n
a

vyv..v BUY THEM

The Children's Newspaper
EVERY FRIDAY rd.
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IF vou want to know anything about Films or Film PWenr
THE NEW "PICTDRE SHOW."

MY DEAR READERS,—With the change of cover
with this issue of "THE PICTURE SHOW "

we present an old friend in a new frock.

From the day, nearly a year ago, when " THE
PICTURE SHOW " came as a welcome guest to your
house, every week a picture of a screen star has
appeared on the cover.

To-day the cover is changed, and other new and
splendid features have been added to make this a
record number for people who go to the pictures.

You have only to read the first instalment of our
new serial, " The Secret Husband," to know that you
are going to enjoy the story even more, if possible,

than you did the last one.
The Art Supplement of photogravure is something

unequalled in any picture paper.
Just a word of warning.
The Art Supplement will be continued for a few

weeks. To save spoiling by the wire stitching, the
supplement will not be stitched with the paper. As the

paper passes through many hands before it finally

reaches the reader, be sure your Art Supplement is

intact before purchasing your copy.
YOUR EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that, owing to

the fact that this paper goes to press a consider-

able time before publication, letters cannot be

answered in the next issue ? A stamped and
addressed envelope must accompany any letter

requiring an immediate answer by post. Address:
The Editor, "The Picture Show," Room 83, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.C. 4.

Harry (Longton.)—Pearl White is 5 ft. 6 in. in
height, but the other artistes say they have forgotten
their measurements.

E. A. (Birmingham).—So you have looked every
week (and you emphasise the " every ") in this
paper, and yet you have not seen my answers to
other readers, intended, of course, for everybody
concerned that letters for artistes cannot be ac-
knowledged by me ? I am afraid, E. A., that puzzles
ine exceedingly.

Dixie (Kensington).—I shall excuse you for being
in a tearing hurry. I am usually in the same state
myself for things in this old world of ours move
pretty fast, now-a-days. I, of course, thought
" Daddy Long Legs ' was great. Who could regard
it as otherwise ? Howard Estabrook was educated in
Detroit, where, I believe, he was also born, and after
a stage career took to. the films. He is starred in a
serial called " The Mysteries of Myra."
Mildred (Xewcastle-on-Tyne).—Dorothy Dalton

will be twenty-seven this year. She is married to
Lew Cody. 1 have not heard that Corinne Griffith
is any relation to the great producer ot the same name.
Warren Kerrigan will roach his thirty-first birthday
in July, and has not yet made up his mind to marry.

C. T. (Strood).
—

" Ham," otherwise Lloyd Vernon
Hamilton, and Bud," who was none ptherthan A. E.
Duncan, severed their screen partnership some time
ago—and morc's the pity.

U. H. (London, W.J, " Movielaxd " (Bacup),
Elizabeth (Thane), M. A. (Crewe), " Dixkif. " (New-
thorpe), and H. P. (Bermondscy).— I am getting the
particulars required, and will publish the information
when received either on this page or in another part
of this paper.

S. R. (South Acton).—Write to our Publishing
Department for the back numbers you want, and
enclose the necessary amount with postage.

K. M. (Kensal Rise).—" Old Dad " is the name of
a coming film in which Mildred Harris Chaplin is

starred. William Duncan married Florence Dye.
A. G. B. (Nottingham).—The African film, " Allan

Quatcrmain," featuring Mabel May, will be released
this year.

A. J. H. (Birkenhead).—An art plate of William
Farnum was given away with No. 8 of the " Hoys'
Cinema," dated January 31st. So hurry up and get
it if you are dying to see his photo. William Desmond
married Lillian Lamson, and after her death he
vreddod Mary Mclvor. So you sec he hasn't commit-
ted bigamy after all.

D. W. (Johannesburg).—As your mother says vou
would die if you didn't ask any questions, thou don't
let your young life be cut short by any reluctance to
ask me more. Herewith the answers to vour first
instalment. Viola Dana will be twenty this'vear. and
her husband, John Collins died sonic time ago. She
has two sisters on the films, Edna I'higrath and
Shirley Mason, but Bert- Lytell is not related to her
at all. Bert is married to Evelyn Vaughan, and was
horn in New York City. Don't hurry to make your-
self to look old. The youngest are the luckiest
because they have their time to come.

A. W. (Gloucester).—Fanny Ward was horn in
1875, and you wouldn't believe it to look at her.

C. B. H. (Nottingham).- Sorry, 1 could not reply

by post, for although you enclosed a stamp, you gave
no full address. Daughter of Mine," featuring
Madge Kennedy, is down for release on July 5th.
" The Danger Zone " features Thomas Holding,
while Anita Stewart is the star in " Her Kingdom of
Dreams."

•' Todger " (Oxford).—Cannot find the name any-
where, Todger, though I have looked and looked aiid
looked. Your other request "has been noted.
"Law Clerk" (Pcnarth).—Dorothy Dalton

played the lead in " The Flame of the Yukon." Will
get you the particulars required.

(Jertie and Florrie ((it. Grimsby).—Pleased to
hear from both of you. William Callea played the
part of Iron Star in " A Fight for Millions,"' but off
the screen he is not an " Injun " at all.

Beatrice (Heading).—Emory Johnson was with
Mary Pickford in " Johanna Enlists."
Maurice (Johannesburg).— Frankic Lee. I am sure,

will be pleased to know you consider him the host
kid going. Mary Pickford has light -brown hair and
hazel eyes, while Viola Dana has light green eyes and
dark brown hair. Don't be shy about writing to me
again. I am always pleased to hear from readers
abroad.
Winifred (London, N.).—Yes, Norma Talmadge

was the star in " The Secret of the Storm Country."
Glad you liked the art place of her sister, Constance.
The answer to your other questions have been
answered against the initials or pen-names of other
readers.

X. X. (Ashington).—The double cross again ! Some,
more mystery attached to it, I suppose. So you say
that time is money to me ? Perhaps you think I

get everything on tick ? Honestly, I don't. Neither
do I mean to borrow, although this is Lent. Seena
Owen was the charming heroine in " Breed of Men."
Y'es, Pearl Wliite has had to rough it, like most
other people. " The Exploits of Elaine " was her
picture, and Arnold Daly played the part of the
'cute detective. Your two other questions have
been answered elsewhere.

" KOSA " (Anerley).—Sorry, the name you want
is not given. Yes, Charles Clary is married to
Margaret Bechtel.

T. It. B. (Edmonton), " SCSAN " (Hampstead),
and " Critic " (Darwen).—Doesn't matter if you
three have not been introduced to one another.
This is only a small, informal gathering. Teddy
Sampson, Darrell Foss, Jack Abbe and Thomas
Kerrihara in " Her American Husband " are the
actors named. Harrison Ford played in " A Pair of
Silk Stockings," and Corinne I'zzella in " Luck and
Pluck."

" CURIOSO " (Islington).—In " The Sorrows of
Satan," the chief parts were taken by Gladys Cooper,
Owen Nares, and Cecil Humphries.
W. D. (Hull).—"The Master Key," which you

saw five years ago, featured Ella Hall and Robert
Leonard.

A. F. (Hitchin).—Sorry I could not answer before,
but I have such a mighty host of querists waiting to
be satisfied that I am obliged to answer them all in
rotation. Tom Mix was born in Oklahoma ; Ruth
Roland in San Francisco. She will be twentv-four
tliis year. Zoe Ray, who will reach her tenth birthdav
in July, was born in Chicago. George Walsh, who is
nearing twenty-eight, was born in New York. Henry
Edwards has no sons, for he is not married. Who's
been spinning this yarn ?

"NAP" (Stafford).—Julian Eltinge is playing on
the stage in America, and whatever film news comes
along will be published.

" Norma " (Spalding).—Try " Plavwriting for the
Cinema " by E. A. Dench, price Is. 10d., post free,
from Messrs. A. and C. Black, 5, Soho Square, London,
W. Elsie Ferguson married Thomas B. Clarke, a
New York banker, and June Elvidge is the wife of
Frank Badgely. Bessie Love has not thought about
marrying, as yet. Yes, you ought to be proud to be
named after two famous stars. It shows your parents
must have expected great things of you.

F. A. (London, S.E.}.—It was Ann Forrest who
acted with William Farnum in "The Rainbow
Trail." Robert Walker, Russell Simpson, and
Henry Haliam in " Blue .re:ms."

M. B. (Sutton).—I take it that you don't sleep
after midnight on Sundays ; Is that so ? And as
soon as the daylight dawns, you pay an early morn-
ing call on your newsagent for the P. S." Nothing
like being there first. Katherine MacDonaJd was
the artiste opposite W. S. Hart in " Shark Monroe."
Montague Love and the other are both Americans.
Let me have your next instalment, by all means,

J. F. C. (Portsmouth).—Glad you have written
again, but when you and other readers do not happen
to see the information you want on this page, watch
other pages as well in coming issues, as all news
required will lie published as soon as it wmi« along.
No, E. K. Lincoln and Elmo Lincoln are two different
people, in " The ((host of the Ranch.0," the leading
parte were taken by Bryant Washburn and Rhea
Mitchell.

{More answers next week.)

"PICTURE SHOW"
PERSONAL.

WIlliRE TO WRITE TO YOUR FAVOURITE" FILM STA II.— You are kindly requested
NOT to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to be
answered. If you wish to communicate at once with
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the name of the star on the envelope, and
enclose it with a loose ljd. stamp to the Editor,
The Picture Show, itoom S3, The Fleetway House.
Farringdon Street, London E.C. i, and it will be
forwarded by the next mail. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full

name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention The Pictimi
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will be replied to. Please keep
this list for reference.

MAY ALLISON, VIOLA DANA. —Metro Studios.
Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

MOLLIE KING.—American Cinema Corporation,
220, West Forty-second Street. New York City,

U.S.A.

MAE MURRAY.—Pathe Exchange, 25, West
Forty-fifth Street, New York City, U.S.A.

(More addresses next week.)

PICTURE SHOW " POSTCARDS.—The second
set of photogravure postcards is now ready

—

Charles Ray, Antonio Moreno, Pauline Frederick,
Pearl White, William Duncan, Milton Sills. Price,
set of 6 complete, Is. post free. Write for set
No. 2. All you have to do is to send a shilling postal
order, made payable to the Amalgamated Press, and
crossed " & Co.," to The Picture Show Postcard
Department, No. 2 All-Star Series, 7-9, Pilgrim Street,
Ludgate Circus, London, E.C. 4.

BIND YOUR " PICTURE SHOWS."—Blue Cloth
binding cases made to hold the first 26 issues

of the Picture Show can be obtained, price 2s. 6d.,

by post 3s., from the Publishers: The PICTURE
Show, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London,
E.C. A.

BOUND VOLUMES.—In stock, a limited number
of The Picture Show, Volume 1, rontaimn.'

issues from May to October inclusive, beautifully
bound in paie blue cloth lined binding. These
volumes can be obtained, price 10s. 9d., post free to
any address in the British Isles and Abroad (with the
exception of Canada, Australasia, and South Africa',

price 12s. 'Ad. post free. Send your order to-day tir

avoid disappointment, enclosing P.O.'s for tlie.

amount above to The Publisher, The Picture Snow.
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

HAVE YOU A FRIEND ABROAD.—If you have
a friend abroad who you think would like to

see a copy of The Picture show, a postcard sent

to the Editor with their name and address written
on, will ensure them receiving a cony free of charge.
Mark your postcard Free Copy, and address : Editor,

The Picture Show,, Fleetway House, Farringdon
Street, London, E.C. 4.

Instantaneous Hair Colouring
Kopatine Instantaneous

gives perfect colouis fiom
i.londe to Black, leaving the
hair soft and glossy. Guaran-
teed absolutely clean, safe and
harmless. Will not wash or
brush off. or soil the linen.

Does not stain the skin.
Specially suitable for home
use or when travel linu.

1 6 8, Double size, 10 6.

Applications given daily
in our salons with the

greatest success.
" Kopatine Al-Khanna*'" pow-
der foira. -A henna coloui ine,
giving permanent resultMnanv
shade desired. Fr ice 6/6. Call
jor advice or write for booklet.

Kupati n e Ci«". (Dept. 24),

34, Buckingham I'alace Koad.
London, S.W. 1.

LADIES' STOCKINGS
Simply as a huge Advertisement
we offer splendid wearing Llama
finished hose in Black, Bottle
Green, and Navy, at 2/3 pair,

post free. Also ALL WOOL, all

shades, 4/z. Ask for bargain list

of general drapery.

R. BARNSBEE'S,
Town St., Arm Icy, Leeds.

2/3
PAIR

POST FREE.
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No. 11—MISS RENEE KELLY.
(Photo'- Compton Collier.)

Famous Readers of " Ttje Picture

Show."

MISS RENEE KELLY is rapidly coming to

be as. well known on the screen as on the

stage. Wait until you see her in '' West-
ward Ho !

" and 3'ou will see what a wondertul
'" screen face " she has. Above you will see her

smiling over her favourite paper. Can you see

what it is 1

Welcome Appreciation.

THE avalanche of letters praising our centre
pages has pleased your Editor very much.
As one girl writes :

" You have given
us three art plates ;' I want to frame them all."

Week by week, as long as this spec ial gift to our
readers is possible, these centre pages will

surpass any art production yet printed. Every-
one who likes going to the' pictures should
keep these real art pictures. They will be a
beautiful and lasting souvenir of all the bost-

known stars on the screen.

Secoad Set of Postcards.

BY the way, do you know that our second
series of Art Postcards is now ready ?

The stars in this series are Charles Kay,
Antonio Moreno, Pauline Frederick, Pearl White.
William Duncan, Milton Sills. You can get a
set by sending a postal order for Is., made
payable to The Amalgamated Press, and crossed
" and Co." ; or to The Picture Show Postcard
Department, No. 2 All-Star Scries, 7-9, Pilgrim
Street. Ludgate Circus, London, E.G. i.

Eugene O'Brien is Not Married.

CONTRARY to tho many press reports
recently published, the Selznick offices, as
well as Eugene O'Brien himself, have issued

statements that ho is not married.
This rumour was started when another Now

York film man of the same name recently mar-
ried, and many newspaper editors printed the
statement that Eugene O'Brien was married,
but followed with the Explanation that it was
not the film star of that name. As is usual, the
explanation was eventually lost, and later the
story wa3 printed that O'Brien of Selznick
pictures was married.
In view of the fact that this is Leap Year,

why Fhould Mr. O'Brien bo so hasty ?

Mr. O'Brien is now in the Thousand Islands
making scenes for his next production, " A
Pool and His Money," by Oeorge Barr McCut-
cheon.

A War Honour
MERITO D'GUERRE" is inscribed on

the cross that hangs on a striped ribbon
of blue and white which has boon

received from King Victor Emanuel of Halv
by Charles K. Brown, fin assistant director
with Nazimova. Brown went overseas with the
American ambulance, and h unit was assigned
to the Italian front. Ho served for thirteen

PhoWrapkg and Para^rapK? cP Pictures. Phys anj Players

months on the Lower Piave at Vittoria Venitto,

and it was in a major engagement at this point,

in October, 1917, that Brown performed tho

hazardous deed that won him the decoration.

To Make Old Dobbin Behave

CIRCUS horses have the reputation of having
human intelligence, but Old Dobbm who
had a big part in the society circus staged

for May Allison's new Screen Classics Pro-

duction) "The Walk Offs," showed that he had
some of the human failings as well. In ono
scene from the play that was adapted from the

Morosco stage success by the Hattous, and
directed by Herbert Blache, Dobbin was sup-

posed to lie down while May Allison did a

graceful pirouette .on his back.

But Dobbin spoiled every scene. He insisted

on turning his head to gaze at Miss Allison, as

all the spectators in the tent were doing. She
wore a fairy-like, flimsy skirt of the professional

circus rider, and was clad in pink, except for

the spantrled butterfly on her bodice. Dobbin
insisted on having an eye full every time sho did

the pirouette. Finally they blindfolded him,

and made old dappled Dobbin's eyes behave.

Pauline's Fan.

PAULINE FREDERICK finds herself at
present in the height of fashion because
of a harmless fad which she has had for

several years.
As every girl knows, fans are now in the

height of fashion, and very costly they are, too !

But Miss Frederick does not have to buy any.
She already has dozens of them, and they aro

not the kind which can bo bought in shops,

either. They are the kind which one hears about
and seeks out for oneself, then proudly displays.

One of Miss Frederick's fans is two hundred
years old—it has sticks of solid gold. Ju=t
now she is excited in trailing down a Spanish
'ar. which is older and more valuable than any
in her collection.

A Real Bottle.

AS you may know, resin bottles are generally
used in any fight scene on the screen,
but during tho filming of a coining Fox

photo-play, George Walsh received a painful cut
on the head.

Learning Lessons on the Film.
AFAR-REACHING educational plan for

the introduction of pictures into the

class-room comes to light with the

announcement by Universal of a series of films

that will be closely parallel with text-books,

and will be made in co-operation with the

editors of the school curricula from the primary
grades to the university work, will be visualised,

which is a big order, they admit, and may take

a good while to go adequately, but there was
never a movie producer afraid to tackle an idea.

A Colossal Scene.

THE largest quantity of imitation marble
ever used in film—and that's a good deal

wh6n one remembers some of D. VV.

Griffith's old Babylonian scenes—was used to

constructs replica of St. Sophia's mosque in

Constantinople for " The Beautiful Beggar," a
story taken from H. H. Van Loan's " The
Virgin of Stamboul," in which Priscilla Dean will

star.

The Horse Gave Way.

ART ACORD and Mildren Moore, both
playing in " The Moon Riders," were
recently severely hurt when a horse,

Bearing their combined weights, sunk under the

load, and pitched them over an embankment.
They were both laid up for several days,

which may teach them that the patience of one
poor horse has limits.

KENNETH HARLAN,
the popular film player.

FLORENCE REED.
Her latest portrait

.

The scene was where Mary Hall supposes
that the star is about to do her injury, and uses

a bottle to protect herself. She took up a glass

bottle by mistake, and struck George over tho
head with it. George turned every colour of

the rainbow, and put his hand to his head, nu t

found he was bleedinr; profusely. Miss Hall
fainted, and when a doctor attended to them
both he advised that work should be suspended
for the day.

Warren Kerrigan's Sister.

DO you know that J. Warren Kerrigan has
a sister ?

We shall see her with her brother in a
coming production, entitled '' One, Week En I."

Although not so well known to cinema.

Taken during tuc filming of an all-British photo play, entitled " What Might H ive Been."
this scene is Southend.

The setting ot
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PICTURE SHOW CHAT.
{Continued from page 3.)

flndiences ns Warren, Miss Kerrigan has a long
and enviable record on the stage and screen.
She starred in the Belasco production, " Sweet
Kitty Bellairs"'—in which play Jack Kerrigan
also made his initial appearance before any
audience.

Pearl's Curiosity Shop.

PEARL WHITE has a room in her beautiful
home which sho calls her " Curiosity Shop,"
in which are treasures from the four

corners of the earth.
Included in the collection is a piece of the

first shell fired by the American artillery in the
Great War ; alongside is a bit of plate from
the iil-fated battleship " Mayne," destroyed in
1898. Gifts from princes in India, from the head
of a tribe of Hottentots in Africa and an Inca
Indian in Teru, are among her treasures.
The late Buffalo Bill was a great admirer of

Pearl White. She has a pistol which the famous
man carried for many years.
Her latest gift came from a wealthy Manchu

in China. It is a kimono and sandaU to match,
with the story of his affection to the star, hand-
embroidered in Chinese characters on the kimono.
It was a \ery novel gift, and -Miss White had
the story translated into English and placed in

the pockets of the garment.

Four Thousand Clara Kimball Youngs.

WHEN Clara Kimball Young asked for
photographs of girls bearing a resem-
blance to her, she received over 4,000

from all parts of the world.

Big Fight Scene.

YOU will remember I told you that Bill Hart
and Tom Santschi are to appear together
in a film. I hear that in this photo-play

Hart plays the role of a soldier returned from
overseas, and Santschi the part of a saloon-keeper
in San Francisco. There is to be a big fight

between the two giant actors.

Cissie's Zoo.

CISSIE FITZGERALD, famous on the film

for her wink, is said to possess the largest
private collection of animals in the world.

Besides a goldfish, a Persian cat, two dogs, and
a parrot, she keeps on her estate one of nearly
every species that appear in the Zoo. From the
time she could toddle she loved horses, and her
old nurse says she never had any trouble with her
when a child, as she would stand for hours tied
up to a post, imagining, in her baby fashion,
that she was a little pony.—>— s

A Message from Betty Blythe.

BETTY ELYTHE sends a few hints to her
admirers through The Picture Show.
She says :

" Don't ask a star what she does with her old
clothes ; she is probably wearing them."

" Don't propose marriage to a film actress ;

6he might accept you, and destroy all jour
illusions."

" Don't tell a film actress that you are collect-

ing photographs of all the stars, including Joe
Martin, and that you want hers. It isn't

tactful."

JOAN MORGAN, the ROBERT HAMILTON,
popular child actress, who is now with " The
who stars in " Lady Little Visiters " at the
Noggs " on the screen. Court Theatre, soon to

pPteto: ciaude iianit
) appear on the screen.

" Please don't get annoyed with a film actress
because she doesn't answer your letters at once.
Her intentions may be good, but her right arm
weak ; but please believe that all letters are
sincerely appreciated."

Tall Heroes on the Screen.

IN few pictures do the male members of the
east average more than six feet in height.

When we gee a coming Goldwyn picture,

entitled
' : Earthbound," the shortest is just

a little under six feet, and the tallest about
two inches over that figure. The other men
in the cast are : Lawson Butt, who is six feet

two inches ; Wyndhain Standing and Mahlon
Hamilton need an inch to be up on the same
level. Alex. E. Francis is six feet.

Big men all of them, not only in height, but in

histrionic ability as well.

MARY MILES MINTER, in a message to " The
Picture Show " readers, says :

" I do not want my screen friends to know me a3
a girl who is making so much money per week or per
picture. Rather would I be known as the girl who
has made a certain master picture and which the
public is better for having seen.

" I do not mean a 1 preachy ' story, but stories

about real men and women and children that will

bring laughter to the lips of the cynical, tenderness
into hearts that are calloused, and soothe the ache
for a moment where a heart is breaking."

Almost Refused to be a Star.

DO you know that Blanche Sw>et almost
refused to be a star ? It was when
Mr. D. W. Griffith offeied her a hundred

dollars a week to come to the coast, when she
was with (hp Biograph Company, and Gertrude
Hoffman told Blanche her career was in dancing,
and offered her twenty-five dollars.

Miss Sweet loved her dancing, and took up
Miss Hoffman's offer, and D. W. Griffith went
without her. But she changed her mind after
a few weeks of dancing, and began to work
again on the screen, which has brought her fame
and fortune. —+— «
He Didn't Recognise Her.

NOW go home, and don't be worrying
around the picture studio," said the
new doorkeeper at the Metro Studio

the other day to a little girl in pigtails and a
striped dress. The little girl smiled, and said,
" Please, won't you let mo in ? I am Viola
Dana, and they are holding a scene from 'Eliza
Conies to Stay.' I just ran outside for a moment
to find where my dog had gone, and if I'm
late " The little girl was allowed to enter.

Fay Filmer.

DENNIS NEILSON TERRY, the well-known stage
actor, as we shall see him on the screen in the Parisian
scene in the B. and C. film " Desire."

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Anseles.

Adopted Twins.

VIOLA DANA and her sister, Shirley Mason,
have adopted two young Chinese named
Quong and Qui. They (the Chinese) are

three-months-old twin puppies, silky brown-
and-black Pekinese. Both Miss Dana and her,

sister pretend they can tell them apart, but no
one else can. — —

-

Gloria Swanson's Kindness.

GLORIA SWANSON, who recently became
Mrs. Herbert Sanbourn, has returned
from her honeymoon, and found amongst

a huge accumulation of letters a request for an
autographed photograph from a fifteen -year-old

boy who has been bedridden in a Los Angeles

hospital for the past six months. " I need some-
thing so badly to cheer ine up," he wistfully

wrote, so Miss Swanson at once set to work and
collected a large number of autographed pictures

from her circle of frieVids and from every actor

and actress of note at the Lasky Studio, then

motored to the hospital and presented them in

person.

A Sweet Recipe.

HERE is Agnes Ayres.' recipe for a " cookless

candy "
; into "the white of an egg stir

some castor sugar, till you have a thick

putty-like mass. Roll this into little balls, or

into "any shape you fancy, and put almonds or

nuts on the top. Any flavouring or fruit colour-

ing can be added, and no cooking of any kind is

necessary.
*"* P

Mary as Speech-maker.

MARY PICKFORD has an unusually clear-

speaking voice with a wonderful carrying

power for so small a person, and when
called upon to address 'a large audience, she

never uses notes nor has any idea what she is

"oing to say to them before she stands before

them. —

—

Charlie's World-Famous Shoes.

THEY sent Charlie Chaplin's world famous

screen shoes to be re-soled the other day,

and three boot-menders heartlessly refused

to have anything to do with the job, saying the

shoes anyhow weren't worth an outlay of time or

trouble. Eventually a man was found, and

ihcu"h he thought "the unknown owner of tho

extraordinary footwear might be inclined to

kick at the price he intended to charge for

repairs, he was assured that whatever it might,

be it was worth it to Charlie. The dear old!

shoes look just like a patchwork quilt, and no

wonder they possess a sentimental interest for

Charlie, as they gained for him his first foot-

hold on tho ladder of Fame.
Elsie Codd.
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Caught by the Camcra-Man for "The Picture Show.'

When "on location" a ^inema company has a real picnic. Here you see some members of "[the

Fox Film Company taking scenes for the 'Lone Star Ranger." Sitting on the left of the tree you
can pick but LOUISE' LOVELY and WILLIAM FARNUM .

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN makes a pretty

photograph with her horse and favourite dog.

VIOLET HOPSON, the Broadvvest Star,
Some of BRYANT WASHBURN'S friends tell us PRISCILLA DEAN as we shall see her in a decorating PTE. BULLOCK with the Military
he is a golf fiend, and have sent this photo- coming photo-play, "The Beautiful Beggar," Medal. This is the first time an English

graph for us to see. showing her trying her hand at hair cutting screen star has held an investiture.

You will recognise EUGENE O'BRIEN and CORINNE BARKER, who are acting before the camera. By their side is WILLIAM P. S. EARLF,
who is directing them.
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HEAD THIS FIRST.
CNOW and sleet whirled round Richard Ferris as

lie leant against a lamppost. He is a destitute
man, and clasps a sinall monkey against his body,
which is very poorly clad. Suddenly from out of the
darkness a man appears, and, noticing the exhausted
state of the other man, offers him shelter for the night.

Bill Graham takes the man along to a small shop
which is full of birds, toy dogs, and Persian kittens,
and here Jack meets Bill Graham's daughter, Sylvia.
The girl nurses him back to health, meanwhile realis-
ing that he is above her in station, and that there is

some mystery attached to him.
When she asks him his name he tells her that it is

Pick Blake, thus concealing the fact that he is

Richard Ferris, one of the Ferri-'s of t'ourtfield, who
can trace their ancestry back in an unbroken line to
the Conquest.

Sylvia is a cinema actress, and she promises to try
to get Dick a walking-on part in her company. She
interviews Robert Nigel, her producer, and manages
to secure a small part for him.

Robert Nigel, who has previously been dubbed a
woman hater, is struck by Sylvia's charm, and deter-
mines to win her. Fearing a rival in Dick, he tells
Sylvia that her friend is hopeless, and dismisses him.
Sylvia reveals her love for Dick, and promises to
marry him.
One day, while Jack is attending to the shop, a

well-dressed girl appears and purchases his monkey,
Yum-Yum. The buyer is Pansy Vivian, and she
explains that it is being given her by a Mr. Blake,
omitting to state that he is also her liance. She u;

attracted to Dick and he to her.
Sylvia is ambitious in her screen work, and is de-

lislited when Robert Nigel promises her a big part.
Her hopes are dashed to the ground, however, when

' lie tells her that to get on she will have to forget
Dick Blake.

Tou can now read on.

" Undercurrents."
"V^OU must forget that chap Blake!"

I Glancing up, Sylvia gave a shuddering
sigh. Robert Nigel had never looked so

stern and masterful, and yet beneath his hard
cynicism there was a certain magnetism that
charmed her.

" Have you nothing to say to me?" Nigel
insisted. "Don't you want to become"
famous ?"-

" Of course I do !" she cried. " But you've
taken my breath away. I don't know" how
to thank you !"

''That's the easiest task in the world," he
answered quietly. " Do as 1 advise. If cne
wants to succeed, it means concentration of
mind and body. One's work must come first."

Sylvia was relieved to find that Nigel had
turned into an impersonal train of thought.

" I don't mind work," she said, with deter-

mination.
He was pleased at her confidant manner.

Infected by her enthusiasm, he took a bundle
of manuscript out of his coat pocket.
"This is your new part."
She was consumed with excitement, her

little hands trembled when she took the type-
written copy and read the title.

" A Girl's Choice !"

" You arc cast for the leading role," Nigel
explained. " It will be a fine chance for you.
If you make a hit, a three years' contract
will be offered to you, at a very attractive

salary."
" I can't believe it's true ! It's like a

wonderful dream!"
She laughed happily.
While she was reading, he glanced at the

manuscript, over her shoulder, and said:
" Several scenes are set near a lake in the

heart of the Welsh mountains. We are
making arrangements for the company to be
carted off there at a moment's notice. Much
depends on a spell of good weather."

" Do you mean that I shou'id have to

leave London?"
"Dear little girl," said Nigel, "can one

produce Hamlet without the ghost ? You are

the star ! Unfortunately, the Serpentine's
the nearest approach to a lake in the Metro-
polis. Moreover, a climb up the side of a
mountain will be one of your stunts."

"It sounds very thrilling," said Sylvia; but
her expression was troubled.

She was wondering what Dick would have
to say about her leaving home.

" In a nutshell, the plot js this," Nigel

By EDITH NEPEAN.
You can begin this wonderful story

of love and human suffering to-day.

went on. " Betty, the heroine, is in the deuce
of a quandary. She is tortured by her love

for a man and love for her art. Between
these two compelling forces, she makes her
decision." ,
Sylvia drew a long breath. The plot was so

near to her own story that it frightened her.

for she did not want to make a choice between
love and ambition. She wanted both—her
Dick and her work! Aheady difficulties Wore
crossing her path.
Robert Nigel saw that she was worried, and

he said:

*'I hope you're not going to throw away
the chance of your life !"

" It might be difficult for me to leave at

a minute's notice."
"That's the penalty of fame, my dear,"

he interrupted. " A film star must be like a
soldier, always ready for action when the
word's given."
" I understand. I'll not fail, Mr. Nigel."
"That's good! I knew you'd plenty of

grit," he answered, with a sigh of relief.

" Your word's as good as your bond, that's

why- " He stopped himself. He longed
to add, " You mean so much to me."

The Other Girl.M KAN W HILE, Richard was doing his

best to master the mysteries of the
Emporium.

" Them wretched rabbits eat too much
grub," Bill grumbled. " It don't pay to keep
them. Shouldn't mind if I sold 'em at a
loss."

Richard, who was attending to a row of

cages, looked up, and said

:

"Can I do anything?" -

" There's a cove keeps an oil-shop at the
corner of the' street. E's been in and 'ad

several peeps at 'em. 'Op round and tell 'im
I'd take four bob a piece for 'em."

" Right '." said Richard.
He was not sorry for a lit tie diversion. As

he was sauntering back, he was overtaken by
a motor-car, and a voice called out:

" I was on my way to see ycu, Mr. Blake."
Richard turned, and saw Pansy Vivian lean-

ing out of her car.
" Get in," she said, opening the door.

" I'm coming along to the Emporium. I want
to have a talk with you."
Richard frowned.
'" The proprietor, Mr. Graham, is in charge

now. I'm only the assistant."

Pansy laughed. Her laughter reminded
Richard of the tinkle of a silver bell.

" You do amuse me, Mr. Blake. I don't

want to see the proprietor, as you call him.
I want to see you."
"That's very kind," Richard answered

stonily.

"I'm worried about Yum-Yum."
In a moment, Richard's icy manner

thawed.
" He's not ill?"

Pansy's face dimpled. She was delighted

that she had discovered Richard's weakness.
" He's sulky, and won't eat his food."
" Do you want to return him?"
Richard was unable to keep the eagerness

out of his tones.

"Indeed, no!" said .Pansy. "I simply

worship the little dear ! I believe if he saw
you sometimes it might make him happier.

Was he your very own?"
" Brought him back with me from the

West Coast," answered Richard shortly.
' And you sold him to the proprietor of

the shop?"
Richard nodded.
"Why?"
" Purely a question of £ s. d., dear lady !"

Pansy gave a little cry of horror.

" You are disappointing ! I shouldn't have
thought you were mercenary. Nothing in
this wide world would make me sell anything
1 loved."

" Heroics are enthralling when one is not
hungry; they pale before a man's first natural
instinct—the desire to live," said Richard.

".Oh, I'm so sorry! I didn't realise— "

she faltered.

"Please say no more." Richard smiled.
' Give Yum-Yum a banana a day, plenty of
Brazil nuts, and he'll regard you as the finest

thing on earth !"

And with this half-satirical comment, he
moved away.
"Don't go'." Pansy begged, "I'm net

joking. 1 I'm really anxious about Yum-
Yum I'll bring him along occasionally."

' If it's any satisfaction to you, certainly,"
said Rionard. And, raising his cap, he went
off.

" I wiih she'd leave me alone," he thought
angrily.

Arbeit, Pansy fascinated and repelled hin:.

He gauged her shallow personality, and yet
her well-bred air of the world, the worid
from which he had cut himself adrift, was
pleasant to him. He was human enough to
feel flattered that, in spite of the cut of his
coat and his seefi-better-days appearance, she
treated him as her equal.
Richard had the surprise of his life when

Pansy's motor-car stopped outside the Em-
porium the following morning. Bill walked
out as she came into the shop.
"I presume that's the proprietor?" she

smiled.
'" Yes—Mr. Graham," said Richard.
Pansy reminded him of a gorgeous bird of

Paradise. She was carrying Yum-Yum under
her arm. He wore a gar!y embroidered velvet
coat. Directly he caught sight of Richard, he
broke away from her and jumped on to h;s

shoulder, and put his arms around his neck,
looking down defiantly upon the girl.

"I couldn't resist bringing him along!''
she smiled.
Richard was so taken with his old pet that

he hardly heard what she was saying.
After a slight pause, she added

:

" I hope you won't think me awfully rude,
but the more I see of you the more I marvel
at the reason why you should waste your life

in these uncongenial surroundings."
Richard regarded her for a few minutes

without speaking, and then he answered:
" I wonder, Miss Vivian, if you have eve;

been told that the bump of curiosity is very
strongly developed in you?"

" Perhaps," she admitted good humouredly.
" But I wish you'd try your hand at some-
thing better than this."

" It's my own 'choice of a job," said
Richard.
Pansy shrugged her shoulders.
" As I have said before, you're a mystery !"'

"A rare species, like Yum-Yum ?"
" he

queried.
" Possibly."
Richard glanced at the clock, and Par.sy

took the hint.
" I am hindering you, Mr. Blake. Come

along, Yum-Yum ! You've got to love me
just as much as you love your master. I'll

take care that he doesn't forget you !" she
said, with a coquettish smile, that made
Richard's heart beat violently.

.And he said harshly:

.
" You oughtn't to come here. If your

people knew, there'd be a row. I'm sure of

it." .

Richard, thinking of Sylvia, and desiring to

be loyal to her, struggled to combat the
fascinations with which this little butterfly

was endeavouring to enslave him.
" I have no people." she said quickly. "-I'm

the last of my race."
The next moment she had gone.

But after this Pansy made a habit of drop-

ping into the Emporium daily. Cnconsciouslv
at first, Richard looked forward to the toot-

(Continued cn page 8 )
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF NORMA TALMADGE. %£fsZfr

NORMA TALMADGE.
The Emotional Star Actress Tells of Being Beaten by Screen Heroes.

THE first ton years of Norma Talmadge's life was spent at the
Niagara Falls, where she was born. She says she first wanted
to be a cinema actress after seeing Florence Turner on the

screen. She was so impressed by the beauty of the photo-play
that she says she decided to apply for a job the next day.
Her entry into pictures was by way of being an accident. Sho

put on a long skirt, thinking to make herself look older—you can
tell by this how young she was—and went round to the studios.

" On the way," she says, " 1 blundered into a studio where
there was a scene waiting to be shot. All around were the prin-

cipals in various stages of make-up, and in the
middle was the director in the not unusual act

of tearing his hair. I knew I had no business
there, but I thought I might as well stick around
for a while and watch them ' Shoot a scene,'

and that perhaps there would be a chance for me.

A Case of Mistaken Identity.

SUDDENLY the director approached me
and said: 'Ah. here you are! What
on earth has been keeping you so long ?

Now hurry up and get on your make-up.'
"I knew it was a ease of mistaken identity,

but I decided I would go through with it and
sec what would happen. Igot,on some makeup,
and obeyed directions, and by the time tho
director had finished making the scene with me
in it, my double walked in. The director then
learned of his mistake, and decided to keep
me, anyway. They started me at twenty-five
dollars a week, and I was the happiest girl in

the world that night.''

Beaten Many Times.
NORMA TALMADGE,. as you know, is an emotional

actress. This is particularly strenuous work, as she is

usually cast for strong parts. Actresses who take up
pictures as a career must not be squeamish, and during
the making of her picture plays, Norma says she has been
beaten by club and strap and whip, times without number.
She has been choked until she could scarcely draw her

breath. Of course, every care is exercised that the lady
of the story is protected as much as possible, but often one
goes home from the studio with black and blue arms and
an aching back.

" When I played in ' The Safety Curtain,' " Miss Talmadgo
says. "I played the role of Puck, a dancer who is married
to Vulcan, a brutal hulk of a man—a stage story man.
He beat his wife on the slightest provocation. In my
part of the action, Mr. Randolph, who enacted the role, had
to beat me with a heavy leather belt. As he was a very
powerful person of athletic build, I worried quite a bit

about the scene, and felt sure I was in for a more or less

painful time.

A Painful Time.

THE morning we were to do the scene he said: 'Now,
don't you worry, Miss Talmadge, 1 won't hurt you a bit,

I'll show you how I'm going to beat you.' He struck

me over the shoulders with a belt, and it hurt like anything.

1 don't believe he realised how strong he was. We rehearsed

the scene several times, but it always hurt me if the blow
was struck so that it would look like a blow on the film.

But eventually, by padding my shoulders with newspapers,

I was able to take the blow.
" Again, you will remember

in ' De Luxe Annie,' where
Mr. Eugene O'Brien as Jimmy
both beat and choked me.
We rehearsed this at somo
length, but it could not bo
toned down until it did not
hurt, and I simply had to go
through with it. and stand the

pain, Mr. O'Brien being as

careful as he could without
marring the picture."

As you know. Norma Tal-

tnadge is the wife of Joseph
M. Schenck, Have you seen
her yet in "The Forbidden
City' ? Just a Welcome.

NORMA TALMADGE

Just Pensive.

Hurt.

Her Winning Smile.

Jusl Sad.

netting Angry.
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THE SECRET HUSBAND^-^
toot of her motor-car. If she was five minutes
lute, he would fear she was Dot coming;
he became restless, and would pace the shop.

One day, when Richard had been torturing
himself about Pansy and his duty to Sylvia,

Pansy entered the Emporium without warn-

"Such fun!"' she cried gaily. "Came on
the top of a 'bus, all the way for fourpenco !"

" I can't imagine why 1 came. 1 suppose it

was just a whim and a desire to see you. You
are such an enigma—quite different to anyone
I have ever krjown," she ended, as if trying

to excuse herself.

Richard's breath came a little quicker. Her
soft, caressing tones charmed him. He began
to compare her accent with Sylvia's, and the

comparison was riot altogether favourable to

the latter.

Pansy's visits brought bitterness, as well as

joy, in their train. She reminded Richard of

the gay old life, from which he had cut him-
self adrift, the old life for which his soul

still yearned. And when he was with her, at

least, he was on the fringe of it! But there

was another side to the shield. There was
an atmosphere about Pansy that filled him
with vain regrets for those years that the

locusts had eaten. The gates of l'aradise were
burred agaiiist him.
At parting, either by accident or design,

she left a bunch of violets on the counter.

Richard took it up, and pressed his lips and
nostrils to the sweet-scented flowers, and then
realisation came. He awoke as from a dream.
"What am I doing?" he groaned, flinging

the purple blossoms to the far end of the

shop.
The next moment he was wiping tho per-

spiration from his forehead.
" By Jove," he muttered hoarsely, "this is

getting unbearable! To-night Sylvia has
promised to go out with me! To-night
I shall tell her that we must be married ;it

once. It's the only way to prevent my falling

in love with that girl, ruining Sylvia's lite

and making an ass of myself!"

The Call.

AT this period, Sylvia was also faoing a
serious problem. She found it in-

creasingly difficult to refuse Nigel's

request that she should dine with him. She
had made so many excuses that his patience
was at length exhausted, and he exclaimed
coldly

:

" If you are determined not to have dinner
with me, say so, and then I shall understand
you, Miss Graham. Surely your relations

could have no objection ! Will you allow in *.

, to take you home one evening, and make
their acquaintance?"
He was anxious to show her that his inten-

tions were those of a strictly honourable
man. But this proposition was even more
alarming to Sylvia than the idea of dining
with him, and she answered quickly:

'' I don't want you to think me rude or
ungrateful, Mr. Nigel."
" Then make it to-night."
"To-night!" she gasped, and her heart

tank.
To-night—when she had promised to go out

with Dick! She had been counting the hours
all day. >

" ¥es; to-night," he said firmly.

She was caught in a trap. She could not
refuse. If she did She saw he was not

in a mood to stand any nonsense.
" I'll come."
Her voice reached him in a whisper.
"That's splendid!" he said triumphantly.

" I have some business in Wardour Street at

six. Could you meet me an hour later?"
Sylvia promised to do so. For the first time

Nigel went away satisfied. At least, ho
would have an hour or two of her com-
panionship. He felt more like a schoolboy
with the prospect of a half-holiday before
him than a man of mature years.

Sylvia dreaded going homo She dreaded
making excuses to Dick, and then leaving
him to meet Robert Nigel

!

" I won't go back at all," she decided.
" Not until after dinner I'll write to Dick."
With a heart as heavy as lead, she penned

her first little note ' to him. This hastily

scribbled missive was handed into the shop
by a boy at the hour when Sylvia usually
arrived from the studios.

Richard read it hurriedly, for he was afraid

that there was something wrong
" Darling Dick,—Don't be cross," it com-

menced, " but 1 can't get 'back for supper
to-night, or go out, as I promised. Nor can
I explain the reason. You've got to trust me,
Dick, and not question me And that's that !

'

—Ever youi own loving Sylvia."
At seven o'clock, Sylvia met Nigel at the

Piccadilly tube station The hard lines

around his mouth disappeared as if by magic
when he saw her making her way through
the crowd.
She was wearing a smart little navy-blue

costume, with white collar and cuffs. A
bunch of violets was lucked into her navy-
blue and white patent leather belt. A dark
blue velvet hat was pulled over her bright
hair, lending an exquisite softness to her
lustrous eves.

" We'll go to a little place in Dean Street,

tho Violetla. That is," Nigel added, "unless
you prefer a place with a band."
"Oh, no; anywhere will do for me," she

said shyly.
It was Sylvia's first experience of a London

restaurant. The numerous small tables, with
their flowers and soft, rose-pink shaded lamps,

Itvtkijweek'/
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as well as all the usual features

filled her with wonder. The white walls were
panelled with mirrors.

A table had been reserved for them.

Sylvia had never tasted such dainty food
before, but *all the time, in spite of the pal-

pitating kaleidoscopic scene of life and
colour, perfume and beauty, her heart cried

out -for Richard

!

Before they parted, Nigel had heard all

about her father and her mother who had
died, and her gallant brother who was
killed. She told him about the Emporium,
bnf, of Richard, and his position .in the

household, she was silent.

Nigel saw Sylvia safely on a 'bus that went
down the Commercial Road. His last words
rang in her cars as she was borne home-
wards :

" This has been the happiest night of my
life, and it mustn't be the last."

Richard was wailing for her outside the
Emporium. He saw she was pale and
agitated.
"Let's go in," she said wearily. "I'm

sorry about to-night, Dick !"

" Wait a minute, Sylvia," he begged. "We
can't talk indoors. How about our inav-
riage. Your father's giving me two pounds
a week. It will be a lillle pocket money for

you. I want you to marry me now."

She gazed at him in blank astonishment.
His impetuosity had carried her off her feet.

"Oh, Dick, why in such a hurry?" she
cried. " We are very happy as we are for

a bit."

Was it because of Pansy, she wished to

delay their wedding? Richard wondered,
conscience-stricken. She looked startled

—

afraid. Afraid of what?
" Do you regret your bargain?"
Her ringers pressed ii^o his arm, as she

answered passionately

:

" How can you say such a thing? I'll

marry you any day you like, Dick. But I

want you to do something for me."
" Any old thing !" he retorted carelessly.
" Keep our marriage secret for a time."
" Hello ! Out for romance ?" he questioned,

w ith a good-humoured laugh. " I don't 6ee

your object, but, of course, if you wish it!"

"Only for a little while," she went on
hurriedly. " The film people seem to think

that the public prefer unmarried artistes,

that they lose interest
"

" Weird idea," said Richard.
He did not care one way or the other. He

knew the bitter truth only too well—he had
no love for Sylvia. But he wanted to do the

straight thing, and later tell Pansy that he
was married !

Sylvia was disturbed by his silence. She
felt that an invisible wall was rising between
them, and she said :

"You will fall in with my wishes, won't
you, Dick?"

If you'll promise to tell your father, I'll

agree to secrecy."
" That's all right, then," she answered,

with a sigh of relief.

The following evening Richard went along
the road to meet Sylvia coming home from
the studios. When she saw him, she called

out joyfully

:

" This is a pleasant surprise, Dick !"

" I came to meet you because I had some-
thing to show you," said Richard. " It's one
of the things I've been able to get, because
your father gave me such liberal commission
on the sale of Yum-Yum."
He drew her under a lamp, and unfolded

a bluish-looking document for her inspection.

She saw it was their marriage licence.

"Oh, Dick, isn't it thrilling?" she cried
Tears glistened on her long, curling lashes
" I shall feel heaps safer when we are
married."

Richard gave a strained laugh.
"That's an odd remark !"

" Don't you think it is a very natural one?"
she asked quietly.

" Not afraid of my marrying anyone else,

are you, kid?" he questioned.
" Of course not !" she answered vehemently.

"We belong to each other!"
" Let's fix the wedding for to-morrow,

then," he said recklessly.

"That's rushing it a bit, Dick," she said
shyly. " Should you mind the day after?"

Richard was obliged to fall in with her
wishes.

On her wedding morning, Sylvia was awake
early. Tire sun streamed into her room. It
was a good omen I

She arranged to meet Richard at the
neighbouring registry office at half-past nine.

She wore her everyday clothes, to avoid
attracting attention.

During the short ceremony Richard was
pale, but self-possessed. Sylvia was nervous..

Her voice, however, was very distinct.

They, walked back to the Emporium to-

gether. Bill was at the door, and he waved
a telegram in the air when he caught sight
of Sylvia.

" Where on earlh 'ave you two been off

to at this hour? This is for you, Sylvie."
She was as white as a lily when she tore

open the orange-coloured envelope.
" Join eleven-five express at Euston with-

out fail. Company travelling. Manager has
instructions.—Robert Nigel."
"Bad news?" Richard asked anxiously.
" Dick, I'm so sorry !" she cried, in a low,

tremulous voice. " But I shall have to leave
you at once !"

(Another fine instalment of this powerful
s.'cr, n :xt week )
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By LOUISE LOVELY.

TO me an ideal man is one who"
never forgets his duty to I

himself, his family, or his
j

ideals. It is of little moment

'

what he is so far as physical ap-
pearance is concerned, providing
he is cleanly in his habits. Clothes
don't make the man. Below the
surface is where I would search to
find out his true worth. He
must be of a happy disposition,

enjoy the beauties of nature, and
appreciate the good things
life. He must be a man's man,
with a woman's kindness in his

heart—strong enough and big
enough not to stoop to smallness
and pettiness in anything.

THE ideal man of my imagina-
tion is the man who takes
life " bigly," who never

worries and grumbles over little

things, who is open-handed and
generous, without being crazily
money-careless.
The man who does big work

with all his energy, and who i<

broad-minded and wide-viewed,
with yet a big sense of right and
wrong.

I am sure that such a man
would have a big sense of
humour and plenty of fun, and
with such a man how could
life be other than happy and
full ?

By GLORIA SWANSON.

MY ideal man ? He must be
tall and athletic and boy-
ishly fond of outdoor life.

He must be clean-living, clean-
minded, with ?. love for home life.

He must be honest and open in his

dealings with everyone and be
obsessed with a wholesome am-
bition to " make good." He

5 must be adaptable and sympa-
thetic, capable of a really pally
comradeship.

By PEARL WHITE.

MY ideal man is a man who is

physically afraid of no-
thing, but who is gentle,

tender, and considerate. He
need not be a giant physically.
Naturally he must be a gentle-
man. By gentleman I mean
that he must be well-bred, clean,
and well-mannered ; but I don't
want a mollycoddle. I want a
man who loves one woman—and
I would have to be that woman.

By MADLAINE TRAVERSE.

I
II AVE yet to find my ideal
' man. Perhaps I am a bit

too critical, but my ideal is

a man who would see in me, re-

gardless of what I did, his ideal

woman.
1 want a man who is tall—

a

dark-haired man with dark eyes.

He must be successful in business.,

He must be distinguished in ap-
pearance, must have travelled ex-
tensively, and must speak at least

two languages.
Above all, my ideal man most

love me to the exclusion of all

others. He must be tactful, per-

fectly groomed, and a thorough
gentleman.

By GLADYS BROCKWELL.
FIBST of all, I want a man

who will understand and
appreciate me, who wi

dominate me, yet will not make
me afraid of him. 1 feel that my
ideal man should have a business
head which he would bring into
the home—not, perhaps, in the
same sense in which he uses it in

his otllcc, but to obtain similar
results. I do not demand that he-

be a man of wealth, but mv
ideal man should bo able to sup-
port a wife comfortably.

By COLEEN MOORE.

HE must "be everything that

I want. I have got to love

him for himself, and not
for what he has or may get. I

don't care whe ther he has any
money or not, but he must be a
worker. 1 would rather have n
man who worked and made
enough tip support a wife in com-
tort than be the darling of a man
who Inherited his money and spent
most of his time trying to Bad B
way to spend it. My ideal man is

a big athletic fellow, Who loves

horses—but who loves me best.

By SHIRLEY MASON.

HE must be a big fellow who
could pick little mo up an I

walk away with me, yet
who wouldn't do it unless I weiv
in danger. I want a man who is

a man's man—a regular fellow
;

but he must have a wholesome
respect for women.

1 want a real man who will he
tender :.nd kind to little me an I

just live for me. If he does not
like the great outdoors or is not
fond of good music, he will not
do, for my chief recreations arc
hunting, swimming, and my
piano.

I don't care whether he ha<
money or not, but 1 do want
him to kuo\v \ hat to do and how
it should be done.

> ii J
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS, BY FRED K. ADAMS.

The Producer's Task.

APPARENTLY King W. Vidor, the
producer of "' Better Times," is in

favour of an improvement in Ihe
Theme of American films. "The motion
picture producer should awaken to a keen
sense of duty, a responsibility which is

beyond the point of entertainment," he

says. " His task is a dillicult one, for he

annot preach and he is not an instructor,

l.ut it is possible to be noble without being"

melodramatic ; to be sweet without being

tiresome ; and to be romantic without
I eing maudlin." Mr. Vidor considers that

it is through the medium of motion pic
I I cies that the working man can be made
to realise that the employer's lot is not
one of indolent ease in a palace of luxury.

And it follows that the employer shall

come to see that the labourer is as worthy
i I" consideration as he is of his hire. The
erert point Mr. Vidor has in mind is that

the evening hours are a man's most valu-

nble ones, for they are his leisure moments ;

that i what makes them valuable.
" What shall I do this evening ? " This

is a question which agitates millions of

minds every night, male and female alike.

The question might be translated to mean
What shall I think about to-night ? " It

is up to the producer to give to those many
minds a theme constructive as well as in-

structive, while ostensibly catering merely
to the entertainment of the public.

Demand for Film Stories.

JOHN LYNCH, the well-known scenario

editor, believes that the most im-
portant single factor in the motion

picture of the future will be the writer.

MEN BEHIND THE FILM.

WILLIAM PARKE, the famous director ot

Goldwyn pictures.

" The art of preparing the stories for the
Bcreon is the very backbone of the whole
motion picture industry," ho says.
" The £r« Id is open and it is up to the writers

1

1

1

i in ri out material worthy of productions.
I he cinema industry is too widely diffused,

too various in aim, and employs too many
(•ranches of art and commerce to ascribe its

probable 'uccess or failure to any one agent,
•i I am tempted to say that the scenario-

iet is the man of the hour. The industry
t ro important a business to depend on a

i
. nroduct for its source of .supply—that

a My on Scenarios adapted from

books, and stories or plots written in their

spare time by authors who will not, or can-
not master the technique of screen writ-
ing." Mr. Lynch concludes by saying that
the market is open, the demand exceeds
the supply, yet authors continue to send in

the utmost drivel-shavings from their work
bench, in the deluded idea that everything
is good enough for the screen,

Canada Wants British Films.

AN interesting fact, which illustrates

the increasing world-wido demand
for " all-British " films, is the forma-

tion of the Speciality Film Import Com-
pany of Montreal as the distributing
agency for fourteen British film producers.
The British producers interested include
Hepworth Picture Plays. British and Colo-
nial Films, Butcher Films, Bertram Phillips

Films, The Broadwest Company, Harma.
Ideal, Famous Pictures, Master, Stoll, .

Violet Hopson, Barker and Windsor
Companies. All the films concerned were
made in British studios, by British direc-

tors and acted by British artistes.

The invasion of Canada has resulted in

wide and lengthy comment in Canadian
newspapers of a very favourable nature, an
it is apparent that a number of influential
writers have now taken a definite stand
against any films which have had their
origin in tho United States. The Canadian
directors are all veterans of the Great War
and include Capt. Milton F. Gregg (who
won the Victoria Cross and Military Cross).
Capt. J. B. McKay and Lt.-Col. John
McCombe.

Lessons We Learn From the

Films.
When a woman says " Go t " it is a man'*

business and duly to stay.
* * *

Men always want to be a woman's first
love; Women are more sensible about
things—they prefer to be a mans last

romance.
* • •

A broad mind is like a beautiful garden
of flowers from which narrow thoughts are
barred.

* * •

When lore wanes deceit and hypocrisy
step in.

* * *

Love is friendship set on fire.
« t * . * *

H'e hare no use for people who are
anxious to know us ; the only people worth
cultivating are the people who don't want to

knout us.

The Week's Best Films.

THE following is a list of the best
photo-plays which are being re-
leased for exhibition at the cinemas

during this week, and the names of the
star artistes :

Broadwest . . . . "In the Gloaming "

Violet Hopson.
Western Import " You Can't Believe

Everything "

Gloria Swanson.
Vitagraph .. .. " Fortune's Child

"

Gladys Leslie.
W. & F. "Faith "

Bert Lytell.
Fox " Love In Love "

Albert Kay and Elinor Fair.
Vitagraph .. " The Rose of Wolfville : '

Patricia Palmer.
W^lrm Import " Tho Tar Heel Warrior "

Walt Whitman.
Vil.HigV. .. " His Home, Sweet Home '•

Larry Semon.
F. L. F. S. .. " The Way of a Man with

a Maid "

Bryant Washburn.
F. L. F. S " Eyes of the Soul "

Llsie Ferguson,

i*v f/ve Belle Cd

The world-famous musical comedy, " The Belle of New York
filmed by Walturdaw Select Pictures, and can now be seen 01 i

Marion Davies plays the part of the bewitching Salvation Army
so famous by Edna May.
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The Question of Make-up—Hints on Health and
Beauty.

MARION
DAVIE3 aia Sal
vatloD lass, and
RAYMOND
BLOOMER ai
Jobn Bronion.

HAVE you noticed the growing tendency
onions young girls for " make-
up " ? The modern girl displays

many new ideas, but perhaps one of the

most outstanding is the desire for make-up.
Not only does she not confine such things

to theatricals, but, without any qualms
as to where she is or who may be looking

on, sho not only powders her nose, but
openly rouges her* cheeks and pencils

her lips and brows. Svich artifices are

often resorted to, too, by the girl from
whom they aro least expected, and ir

many instancos, I must admit, the

touching up is so well done that one
can hardly tell it from the natural.

But such artifices are the cause of

much controversy, and one hears continual
iirgume^its as to whether such unnatural
means o f acquiring beauty are justified.

But all should remember that Nature
will only submit Co the slightest of cor-

lections.

Blanche Sweet's Idea.

THIS is what ono of our leading

film actrosses, Blanche Sweet,

who, as you know, is noted for
1 cr prettiness. say^ about make-up :

" A girl in good health needs only

very Utile of it. I necessarily must use

v tou^h here and there to offset the

cm era effects, but I never use paint

and powder outside the studio. Personally,

I detest, make-up. Just being natural

in my life and exercise gives mo a'l tho

complexion I niei and that is all my
own."
Then she tails us how -she manages

to look bemtiul without the aid of

unnatural devices.
" A littlo dancing, cold showers, surf

bathing and horseback riding aro all

enjoyable aids to food health. Nothing
is better than plain, ordinary walking.

Whenever I go to the studio, unaccom-
panied by visitors, I always walk ; but,

whether 1 walk or not, I always manage
to find time for enough exercise to keep
rue in the pink of condition."

The Value of Exercise.

SO you see this wonderful little

actress not only attains her beauty

by natural means, but she also

manages to derive pleasure from its

attainment. There is no doubt that

both walking and dancing are the most
effective aids to beauty, and they are

means so easy of acquirement that every

girl should indulge in them, and so attain

perfect health. The present spring months
are the most valuable in the year from a

health point of view, the bright, crisp

clays being ideal for walking tours and
instilling into the lungs enough stimulating

air to set up the health for the rest of

the year. Of course, it would bo stupid

to go for walks during the spring months
and then leave exercise off altogether.

The summer brings with it the joys of

bathing and swimming, both very ox-

cclltnt tonics that should be frequently

indulged in.

Suitable Clothes.

THE long walk will not be beneficial

unless one wears suitable, attire".

Clothes should bo of light weight,

yet with enough warmth about them
to keep the body from getting chilled.

A comfortable tweed costume, accom-

panied by a small hat and cosy scarf,

easy low-heeled shoes and thick stockings

form an ideal toilette for the spring

walk.
• Dancing, too, is invaluable as an aid

to poise and gracefulness, if it is not

carried to excess. Blanche Sweet, shows

her discretion when sho saya that sho

indulges in n Utile, dancing.

In tho dance-room, more than any

other place, is the u-,e of make-up seen
to excess, and this is just where the
young girl errs. The heat of the ball-

room calls for the use of a certain amount
of powder if the tout ensemble is to bo
satisfactory, but over-lavish use of cos-
metics in the dance-room is brought till

too vividly to light by the glare of the
lights and the heat of dancing.

Particular care should be taken in the
application of creams and powders for

evening adornment, especially where the
arms and shoulders aro concerned. One
often sees the men's dress suits looking
particularly dusty by tho powder that,

has come oft their partners' arms. This
would be avoided if a good vanishing
cream was applied and just a mere dusting
of powder.

Keep Your Sponge Clean.

REMEMBER that ono of tho biggest
aids to beauty is cleanliness. P.e-

membcr this when your equipment
becomes a litt'e the worse for wear. Keep
your sponge clean. Hero is a good
method. Take two or three ounces of cor
bonate of soda and dissolve it in two pin is

of water. Soak the sponge in this solution
for a whole day. rinsing in cold water :

after which let it stay in water for three
hours. Finally rinse in cold water, and.
if possible, dry in the sun.

The Care of the Toothbrush.
AFTER using your toothbrush rinse it

and well shake before being put on
a small rack to dry. Remember it

should never be shut up either iu a glass

case or in a mackintosh bag.

Valuable Vaseline.

KEEP a pot of vaseline on your toilet

table. It sounds a too simple
remedy for ills, to be of much use,

but many a cinema star, from constant

MABEL NORMAND'S latest evening frock
shows the cross-over bodice and the latest

short sleeve.

use, has found out its valuable properties
It is a remedy lor burns; and when Ibe
tender skin has been exposed to the sun
or wind it will relieve the soreness. It i-

also good for eyes when they have become
inflamed] nud when rubbed into tho eye
lashes will induce t hem to grow luxurlan' K
It can also bo taken internally in doses "i

half a tenspoonfu! or even Ion for ratejli

of the throat and lungs. A Dm -si u.
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A SPLENDID COMPLETE STORY, TELLING HOW A GIRL BROUGHT A BOY TO HIS SENSES .

HOME BREAKER
A Woman of Action.

MARY MARBURY, travelling saleswoman for
the firm of Abbott and Son, was acknow-
ledged to be one of the smartest sellers

ob the road, even by her closest rivals.

As she took a ticket back to New Vork at a
little one-horse town in Illinois many eyes were
ilirected at the trim figure in the neat blue-serge
i ostume, and the pretty, expressive face under
a coquettish toque. But Mary although she had
a smile for everybody had no thought for any
man save one—Raymond Abbott, the junior partner
of the firm that employed her.
No declaration of love ha-d been made between

them, but in a hundred ways Raymond had shown
that he was in love with Mary, and Mary knew
that, whatever happened, there could only be
one man in the world for her.

It was of Raymond that she was thinking now as
she entered up her sales and made her expenses ac-
count out. Much a,s she loved Raymond, Mary was
not blind to his faults. The young man was too fond
of sport and pleasure to succeed in business. He

. seemed unable to settle down to any sustained
elFort Mary had been away travelling for two
months, and she wondered what had happened
to Raymond in the meantime. Had be begun to
realise that life was not all play Her daydreams
were interrupted by a girl's voice in the seat in
front of her.

•• Please go away, 1 do not wish to speak to
you." .

Mary looked up. She saw a bearded man lean-
ing over a rather pretty girl. She had noticed
the man as she came on the station. He had
then been in company with a woman, and Mary
had put them down as a couple of crooks. As
she looked, the man put his arms round the
girl and kissed her, and the girl screamed. That
was quite enough for Mary. She was a woman of
action, and she proved it now by bringing her
attache handbag down on the man's head with a

force that made him squeal. Then she rang the
bell for the conductor. • When that official ap-
peared, Mary told him what had happened. The
bearded man burst into a torrent of denials, but
in vain. Like most conductors, he was a pretty
shrewd judge of human nature, and he took Mary's
tale to be true. Taking the bearded man by the
collar, he dragged him from his seat and hustled
him along the corridor. When they came to where
the man's companion was sitting, the conductor
paused.

" You had better come out as well,' be said,
as he stopped the train.

As the discomfited pair left the train there were
broad smiles on the faces of the passengers, and
many congratulatory looks were cast in the direc-

tion of Mary, who was comforting the girl who
had been insulted.

The Plot,

ARY'S return to the headquarters of the
lirm was always a great event. The girl

was |K>pular with, everybody, from Jonas
Abbott, the venerable head, to the junior office-

boy, and there was a rush to greet her as she
entered the front office. But as Mary looked
round the smiling faces she missed the one she
was most anxious to see—that of Raymond Abbott.
"

1 suppose he is out golfing or playing tennis,"

thought Mary, with a sigh. Presently old Mr.
Abbott fed her to his private ollice. Mary was
a great favourite with the chief, who was as

proud of her success on the road as he was of

the prosperity of the firm.
" Well, you've broken your best record this

trip," tie said, as he gat a chair for her.
" Yes I've done pretty well," said Mary.

• And how is Raymond?"
" Very bad," replied Mr. Abbott.
" He isn't ill, is he?" asked Mary anxiously.
" Only paralysed from the neck upwards. His

brain seems to be turning to jelly. He thinks of

nothing but games in the daytime, and dancing
at night. And his sister Ixu's is worrying me, too.

At one of her 'Smart Set' parties she got intro-

duced to a man named Fernando Pointier and his

• ti r Marcia. He says he is a count in exile,

but he looks more like a fugitive from justice to
me. One of those, gentlemen who look down on
men that work. I like the young people to enjoy
i liemselves. but there is a limit to everything.
Raymond seems to have no ambition in life at

u II. and Lois is just a butterfly."

Mary was silent for a few minutes, and then
her face brightened.

" I've got an idea, Mr. Abbott. You know you
Slwajl said the firm was built up on the principle
if giving people what they wanted. What about
uiving these young people what they want, and
a good bit. more than they will like?"

"
I don't understand you," said Mr. Abbott,

with a bewildered look.

DOROTHY DALTON as Mary Marbury
(Paramount)

" Listen," said Mary. " You mu6t start to
flirt and frivol. You must play tennis and golf
all day, and dance all night. In a word, you
must be young again. I will be your instructress,
and I promise you I will make a bigger success
of this scheme than anything I have ever done
on the road."

" But my dear Mary," protested Mr. Abbott.
" you forget my age. A day such as you describe
and I should be in bed for a month."

" Don't you believe it," replied Mary. " In
fact, it will do you a world of good. Anyway,
it is the only way, as Mr. Martin Harvey would
say. When these young peop.e see that you are
going in for a good time, they will begin to think
it is high time they pulled themselves together.
" Don't interrupt me," she went on, shaking

a finger at trie old gentleman. " My reputation
is at stake here, and, as you know, I have no
use for failures. The first thing is to map out
a plan of campaign. We will start off with a

yacht."
"A yacht!" gasped Mr. Abbott. "Why, I have

only been on the water three times in my life.

I detest sailing
"

" I detest many of the buyers I sell to," re-

plied Mary,- " but as they are our best customers
I have to put up with them. The first thing
we have to remember is that we must be ex-

travagant in order to frighten the others from
throwing money away. Yes, a yacht it must be,

and one of the finest we can get. Leave all the
details to me. Then you must join a golf club,

and a tennis club, and 1 wil'l teach you to dance."
Old Jonas Abbot protested for some time, but

in the end Mary had her way, and, moreover, got
her employer almost as enthusiastic about the
idea as herself.

Mr. Abbott broached the subject at breakfast
next morning. As he chipped the top off his egg
he remarked in a very casual tone of voice: "I
shan't be going to the office this morning, Ray-
mond. I've ordered a steam-yacht, and I want
to have a look over it."

"Not going to the office!" gasped his. son.

"A steam yacht!" murmured his daughter.
" Yes," returned Jonas. " And. by the way,

Raymond. I'm going to join the Park Club. A
little golf and tennis will do me no harm. I find

myself getting a bit rusty. All work and no
play . You know the rest, my boy."

" But I never knew you had played golf," ex-
claimed his bewildered son.
"Oh, yes!" replied his father airily. "I used

to play n fair game once. I don't suppose it will

take me long to get back to my game."

Raymond looked at his sister, but Lois could
only return his gaze with a blank stare
Having finished hU meal, Jonas nodded cheer-

fully to his family, and went out whistling a
catchy tune.

" Whatever has come over the old boy?" said
Raymond.

" He must have taken leave of his senses,"
replied Lois. "Fancy golf and tennis at his age

!

Don't you think we ought to get a doctor to gee
him?"
" I'll tell you what," said Raymond. " We'll

go and see Mrs. White. She'll bring bim back to
his senses."

Mrs. White was a lady of advanced middle age.
who was an old friend of the Abbott family, and
Jonas stood in no little dread of her. One of
those energetic women who can find time to rua
their -own home and manage those of their friends:
As soon as she heard the story of Jonas's re-

juvenation, a knowing smile came over her face.
" It's a woman who is at the bottom of this,"

slhe said conclusively. " Who has your father
been seeing lately?"
" No one," replied Raymond. " That is—no, it

can't be
"

He broke off suddenly and flushed up.
" What do you raeah by it can't be?" asked

Mrs. White sharply.
"I know," broke in Lois quickly. "It's BJarj

Marbury, one of father's saleswomen. I always
said she was a designing creature."
" You mustn't say such things, Lois," said Ray-

mond warmly. Miss Marbury would not dream of
doing any such thing."

Mrs. White held up her hand with an imperious
gesture.
"That will do, Raymond! My instinct tells me

your sister- is right. We have no time to lose. I

know that type of woman. If we don t hurry, she
will have married your father before we can
reach the house."
With Mrs. White to think was to act, and in

less time than it would have taken most women
to put on a veil she was ready, and telling Ray-
mond's chauffeur the quickest way home.
A big surprise awaited the three when they

reached the Abbott mansion. The strains of a
gramophone were heard, punctuated by a series of
instructions: "One, two, one, two; now turu.
That's splendid. I'll make you one of the best
fox-trotters in the town inside a month."
Standing in the doorway which led from the

hall to the reception-room, Mrs. White fairly

gasped her astonishment.
Jonas Abbott, his arm encircling the waist ol

Mary Marbury, was fox-trotting with all the
abandonment of a youth of twenty.
Mary's quick eye had caught sight of the three,

and she swiftly guided Jonas to a part of the room
where they would be out of earshot.

" Smile as though you liked it, and say some-
thing when we come round again," she whis-
pered.
"It's no good, Mary," replied Jonas. "I'm too

old to act my part."
"You must go through with it," insisted Mary.

"One more swing round aud we will rest."

Jonas bravely battled iif, and as they swung
into view again he gave a joyous laugh as he did
a wonderful turn.
" This beats all the doctors, Mary," he said.

" I feel that I could dance all day and all night."
"Yes: it's amazing how you can keep on,"

replied Mary; "but I am quite exhausted. I

really must have a rest."

As soon as the two dancers were seated, Mrs.
White made her entrance.

|

" What, is the meaning of this. Jonas?" she
asked severely, looking at the old man severely

through her lorgnette. *' You are much too o!d
lor this kind of thing. Surely you must have
taken leave of your senses."

Jonas's feet were torturing him. every bone in

his body was aching, and he felt on the point

of collapse; but bravely he rose to the occasion.
" Old? Why, I never felt so young in my life,

Mrs. White. You must try it. It's the finest

cure in the world for stoutness."

Mary smiled behind her hand. Despite lor

tight-lacing and cleverly designed dresses to

make her appear thin, Mrs. White's embonpoint
could not be disguised.

" You not only appear to have lost your

senses, hut also your manners, Jonas," she re-

plied icily. " I can't say I can congratulate you

on vour instructress."

Mrs White swept by Mary with a grand air

of aloofness which she fondly hoped would crus/i

that young lady; but Mjry only smiled
'• Well, 1 must be going now, Mr. Abbott, she

said. "
I must see about provisioning the jractrt.

You say you might want to sail any time now?"
" Almost at any time this week. But you for-

iCcntinwtl on pciqc .78.)
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A Star in All-British Pictures.

MISS PEGGY CARLISLE the delightful
film actress whom you see pictured on
this page, has the honour of being olHcial

mascot for H.M.S. Centurion. Besides being a
mascot, she is almost a Valentine, for' her
birthday falls on February 15.

Quite recently Miss Carlisle was in a rather
serious motor accident. A lorry collided with
the vehicle in which she was riding, and much
broken glass fell upon her. But, luckily, she
was wearing an immense fur collar on her coat,
and this alone saved her from serious injury to
her neck and face.

Miss Carlisle's curls are the admiration of all

who have seen her on the films, yet she informs
me that she has recently had her hair bobbed.

I expect most of my readers romember Miss
Carlisle's splendid acting in the film versions of
Ethel M. Dell's two most popular novels, " The
Keeper of the Door " and " Rocks of Valpre," in
both of which she took the lead. She also starred
in the Stoll film, " Comradeship " and " God's
Good Man."

Miss Carlisle in

Quaker attire.

Much of Miss Carlisle's
time is spent in answer-
ing letters from ad-

mirers.
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THE HOME-BREAKER.

pet the reception to-morrow. Vou will keep your
promise to come. I shan't enjoy the dancing at
all it you are irway."
"Now that h sheer flattery, Mr. Abbott," re-

plied Mary, shaking her miser reprovingly. " All
the same, I shall be delighted to come."
As eoon as Mary had gone, Mrs. White and

7^ois literally threw themselves on Jonas, and de-
manded what he meant by such behaviour.
But they found a different Jonas to the one

they had known previously. With a frigid polite-
ness that alarmed the two women he reminded
them that they were in his house, and that he
intended to do what he liked.

" And I must ask jou, Mrs. White, to extend
the ordinary courtesies of life to those who happen
to be my guests while you are pleased to accept
my hospitality. Vou we're distinctly rude to Miss
Marbury."
Leaving the two women in a state of utter

bewilderment, Jonas retired to his study.

Uncloaking a Villain.

IN the meantime, his fellow-conspirator was
carrying on the fight with equal success.
She had been followed out of the house by

Raymond, who ran after her in great excitement.
"What does this mean, Mary?" he said.
" What does what mean?" countered the girl

frigidly.

"Why, you and my father!" burst out Ray-
mond.
" Have you followed me to insult me?" de-

manded the girl indignantly,
"You know 1 wouldn't insult you for worlds.

Mary." said the unhappy youth, " but my father
is much too old to start dancing."
" Oh, that is it, is it?" replied Mary scornfully.

" You begrudge your father a little relaxation
from business. Why, your life is all relaxation.
You live simply lor yourself and your own enjoy-
ment."
Leaving Raymond to digest this home truth,

she passed on.
When Mary entered the reception-room on the

following night Mrs. White's worst fears were
confirmed. The girl looked beautiful enough to
capture any man's heart She was dressed in a
ravishing frock of white silver gauze which she
wore with distinction. No sooner had she entered
the room than Jonas was by her side, introducing
her to the quests. Mr. Fernando Pointier and
his sister, Marcia, were there, and Mary felt a
curious leeli.ig pass over her as she was intro-

duced. She felt she had met them somewhere
before, but though her memory was wonderful,
as a rule, she could not place them. She thought,
too, that the man gave a little start of surprise
when he saw her; but Jonas hurried her on. and
her attention was occupied by other matters. A
little later Raymond came to her and begged
for a dance. With a' smile, Mary showed him
her programme. It was full, but there was the
same name on each line

—" Jonas."
Of all the guests there that night none were

gayer than Jonas and Mary. The.v danced together
the whole of the evening, uutil Jonas begged
lor mercy. <

" I really can't carry on any longer, Mary."
he said, with o wry grimace, as he nursed his

foot, which was burning like a volcano in his

patent-leather slippers. " I must go somewhere
and rest."

" Do stick it out," pleaded Mary. " Another
day like this and victory is ours.

"

"That may be," replied Jonas grimly; "but
what is the U6e of victory if one does not live

to enjoy it. Another day like this and 1 shall

be dead."
Mary considered a moment, and then a happy

thought struck her.
" Let us go to the yacht," she said. " No one

will follow us there, and after you have rested
a little while we can come back. It won't do to
give in now in front of the crowd, now we have
got so near to success."
"Anywhere I can sit down and take off these

accursed slippers will be paradise!" replied Jonas.
They got out of the house unobserved, and

made their way to the yacht, which was lying

in the river, which flanked the bottom of ths
garden.
Once on board. Jonas threw himself in an

easy-chair in the saloon, while Mary went pro-
jecting. Suddenly she stopped stock still. There
was a curious tremor under her feet. The
yacht was moving. They were adrift.

She ran up on deck, and one swift look con-
firmed her fears. Already the shore wa.s a good
many hundred yards away. She was joined by
Jonas, who had just made the same discovery.
" We must get to the engine-room and see if

we can start the engines, and bring her back to
land," said Mary. " You take the wheel, while
J go down and see what I can do."
She found a suit of overalls in a cabin, and

put them over her hall-dress. When she got down
to the engine-robm she saw a cupboard, and,
thinking she might find some instruction- there
at to driving the engine, she opened the door.
To her astonishment the saw a quge wallet

packed with notes, which, from the names written
across them, she recognised as belonging to Jona3.

(Continued on page 23.)

NEW COMPETITION FOR Picture Show READERS

CHOOSING THE STARS
NAMING TWENTY STARS MAY WIN YOU £203

w

ia the

THE COMPETITION
EXPLAINED.

rHO is the most beautiful
cinema star '! Who is the
most daring stunt artiste of

the screen ? and other questions
which are set out fully below form
a new competition for readers of
The Picture Show in which
everybody can join. For long we
have been led to believe that Mary ^
Piekford is the unchallenged queen
of the movies, that Charlie ChaPlin
comedy champion of the cinema.

No one, least of all The Picture Show, wishes
to deny the charm and artistry of these famous
6creen players, but we live in moving times.
New stars are constantly appearing on the silver
screen, and the millions of people who go to the
cinema are finding fresh favourites, while not
deserting the old ones, not old in years but
in popularity.

This is the reason for our competition. We
feel that it will appeal to all our readers, for the
thousands of letters we receive from them tell

us that the picture-going public are keen
judges of the great entertainment they support.

The competition will certainly appeal to all,

because of its fairness. Prizes will be awarded
by popular vote. In other words, the competi-
tors will be the judges. The star that gets the
highest number of votes may rest assured that
he or she has received the honour, not from the
Press or Press agents, but from the people
who pay to see the pictures.

£500
IN CASH
PRIZES

ALLOTTING THE PRIZES.

THE prizes will be awarded to

the sender of the list that

gives the names of the artistes

who receive the largest number of

votes from readers in answer to

questions asked.

For instance, if nine hundred and
ninety-nine readers say that Alma
Taylor is the most beautiful film

actress, and one thousand readers

vote for Isobel ELsom, Jsobel Klsorn

will be the winning name for the first question,

and so on down the list.

The First Prize of £200 will go to the reader

who sends the most correct list in the order

decided by the voting of our readers.

The Second Prize of £75 will be awarded to

the reader who sends the next largest number
of names that have been voted for. The Third
Prize of £25, 50 Prizes of £2 each, 100 Prizes of

£1 each will be awarded in order of merit.

In the event of more than one reader naming
the stars in the order of their voting, the prize

will be divided.

D

ALL YCU HAVE TO DO.

BELOW is the second list of five questions.
The first list was published in last week's
issue. I am sure you will find these

questions easy to answer. By doing so, you will

not only stand a chance to win a big money
prize, but you are helping us to know who you
want to read about in The Picture Show.

Fill in the names of the players of the
screen who, to your mind, answer the descrip-
tions in the questions.

Next week five more questions will appear,
and five more the week after, until the list

of twenty questions has been given.

* Keep this list until you have answered
them all, when instructions will be given you
as to when and how to send them.

MOST IMPORTANT.
not send this coupon in until you havo
collected the complete number of

questions, twenty iu all.

Many readers will find it easier to fill in the

lists after they know w hat the twenty questions

are. If this is your case, cut out tins coupon
and save it until the four have appeared.
Remember that the most beautiful star can

also be your favourite. It is not necessary to

put a different name against each question.

The winning list may have one star's name
in more than once or twice.

You can send in as many efforts as you like,

but each must be complete sets of four coupons.

This competition is also appearing in " The
Hoys' Cinema," " Woman's Weekly," ''Film

Fun," and extra coupons may be cut from these

papers.
No responsibility can be undertaken for entries

lost, delayed, or mislaid, and proof of posting

will not be accepted as proof of delivery or

receipt.

The Editor reserves the right to disqualify any
competitor's solution for reasons which he

considers good and sufficient.

The decision of the Editor mast be accepted

as final and legally binding, and entries are only

accepted on this express condition.

No letters must be enclosed with efforts.

The result of this competition will be the most interesting event in the career of the cinema.
With your help The Picture Show can ascertain the names of the cinema stars who rule

in the hearts of the British Public. It is most important that every one you know should vote.

Qet your friends to enter this important competition. Get your father, mother, brother, sister,

uncle, aunt, and everybody you know to vote. They may win a big money price. They ivill greatly

help the future of the cinema.

THIS IS THE COUPON
riwswJ THAT YOU MUST FILL IN.

|

CHOOSING THE STARS, coupon No. 2.

Questions to be answered.

6. Who is your favourite film actress ?

7. Who is your favourite film actor?

8. Who is your ideal lover on the screen (man) ?

9. Who is your ideal screen heroine ?

10. Who plays the part of the villain best?. .

Write your answer here.

WARNING.
KEEP THIS COUPON UNTIL No. 4 APPEARS WHEN INSTRUC
TIONS AS TO HOW EFFORTS ARE TO BE SENT IN WILL BE PUB-
LISHED. SINGLE COUPONS SENT IN WILL BE DISQUALIFIED.
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HALF-AN-HOUR WITH HOUDINI. THE EXPERT OF
EXTRICATION."

" r^VANGTCB, docs not mean anytliing to me ; I

I J was just born without the ingredient o£
fear. Apart from the many risks I have

taken in the course of my professional career, I have
saved lives any number of times, and I have simply
taken it all as a matter of course. People talk of
being afraid to die ; on the contrary, I am so well
prepared for such an emergency that not only is my
will drawn up, but I have a bronze memorial bust all

ready, because I thought it better to have one that
was really like me !

"

The Handcuff King.
THUS spake Houdini the " handcuff king," the

great magician and genius of escape, on a certain
sunny morning a few weeks ago. He sat with

his hack to the light, but though his face was in
shadow the compelling blue-grey eyes, and strong,
bronzed features glowed with an intensity and vitality
such as one rarely meets.
.
" Tell me," I begged, " are the feats you do on the

screen different to those you enact before the foot-

lights ?
"

" Entirely different," was the reply. " In fact,

some of the biggest critics have said that I am
more wonderful on the screen than on the stage.
That, I consider, is one of the greatest compliments

) ever paid me. But it has taken years of training to
produce the tricks, or problems, I do in my films."

Houdini has made, to date, three pictures. The
first of these, " The Master Mystery," a serial, is now
enjoying enormous popularity all over the. country.
The remaining two. " The Grim Game " and " Terror
Island," are feature pictures, and are still unreleased
by Paramount-Aitcraft, though this year will see the
first-named on our screens. In the making of " The
Master Mystery " Houdini sustained seven black
eyes and a broken wrist ! He also broke liis wrist
whilst making " The Grim Game."

A Tense Moment.
DURING the screening of this picture I thought,

at one time in the course of the aetion.that
ray end had come," he told me. I was

3 000 feet up in an aeroplane, circling over another
machine. The plan was for me to drop from my
'plane into the cockpit of the other by means of a
rope. I was dangling from the rope-end ready for

the leap. Suddenly a strong wind turned the lower
plane upwards, the two machines crashed together

—

nearly amputating my limbs—the propellers locked
in a deadly embrace, and we were spun round and
round and round." Houdini pronounced the latter

words with a peculiarly apt " whirring " intonation,
graphically illustrating them by the circular action
of his arms. " But," he continued, " by a miracle,
the 'planes were righted into a half-glide, and, though
they were smashed into splinters by their terrific

impact, I managed to escape unhurt. As usual,

Houdini became undone I
" concluded the narrator

with a laugh.

His Greatest Stunt.

WHAT do you consider the greatest stunt you
have done for the screen '? " I asked,
when I recovered my breath.

" Another incident in the same picture," answered
Houdini. " I stood in the archway of a prison,
thus " Here he took up a crouching position in

the corner of the room, and enacted the whole thing
for my benefit. " A heavily loaded lorry, going at
twenty-two or -four miles an hour rolled by me. I
tlirew myself on the ground, completely rolling over
between the fast revolving fore and hind wheels,
over and over, till I caught the transmission bar, and
hung there for very dear life ! Thus was I carried
to the aid of the heroine. Though my words niay
not convey very much, this was my greatest stunt.
It allowed of no rehearsals—I said to the camera-man,
' (jet this now or never !

' And had I made the
slightest false move I should have been crippled for
life, if not killed

"

In spite of the risks he has taken before the camera,
Houdini has a profound love and admiration for the
" movies."

" 1 think the film profession is the greatest," he
told me, " and that the moving picture is the most
wonderful thing in the world. One reason why 1 love
the screen is because it has use for the derelicts of
life, and gives employment to the old as well as the
young. I entered the profession myself because I

knew I should eventually be losing my strength, and
before that happened I wanted to perpetuate my
feats, and by so doing everyone, in all parts of the
world, can see them. Pictures have increased my
drawing power two-hundredfold."

Houdini, as related at the commencement of this
chat had one of his greatest compliments paid him
by c ritics of his film work, but before I left him he
confessed that what he considers the very greatest
tribute ever made to his unique achievements_js
recorded in a— dictionary I Turn to Funk >fc Wag-
nail's Standard Dictionary, and there you wUIUnd it :

"Hou'DI-NI, 1, hu'di-ni ; 2, hu'di-ni, llAKRY
(4 6, 1871). American mysterieist, wizard-, and
expert in extrication ami self-release.— iiou'di-
Nl/n, d. To release or extricate oneself from (con-
finement, bonds, or the like), as by wriggling out."

So, taking Houdini all in all, I may consider that
one of my greatest, compliments lies in the fact that
this wonder-man, this " expert in extrication," made
no effort to escape from at least one thing—this
interview 1 May Herscuul Clarke.

3,000 feet up in the air dangling from a rope end, ready to leap
1

into another aeroplane.
Inset: HOUDINI.

" Suddenly the two chines crashed, the propellers locked, and we
(Note Houdini hanging on the rope.)

and round."

Ready for the lean from one aeroplane to another in mid air.
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PIAN0
lErs

P0ST
Write for particulars explaining how you mav
become a brilliant pianist with a minimum
of energy and expense Please state if Mr.,
Mrs., or Miss, and enclose stamp for postage.

R. WRIGHT- HIGGINS, F.R.C.O., L. Mus. T.C.L.,

49. Oak House Parkhurst Road. N.7.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
THE CINEMA ?

Many opportunities occur for men and women in

this growing British Industry. There is a demind
for trained beginners as Film Artists and Bioscope

and Camera Operators.
Write for particulars and Free Guide.

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE,
36, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, W. 1

.

DO YOU WANT
another

£1 aWEEK?
Reliable people will

be provided with
profitable Home
Work on Auto-
Knitters. Experi-
ence and distance
immaterial Write
for full particulars,
enclosing id. stamp
for postage.

THE AUTO-KNITTER HOSIERY CO , Ltd

Oatine
removes Ibe dirt that soap and water do not and
cannot reach. It restores natural oil to the pores
beneath the skin and makes there healthy.

2X11 chemists sell OAT1NE CREAM, 1/6 and 3/-,

or OATINE SNOW, a vanishing cream, 1/3 a jar.

£&64f

Everything wholesome,
and of light and even

texture when " Raisley
"

is used. It is so reliable an aid to

home baking that even beginners find

it easy to turn out the most perfect

home-made cakes, bread and pastry.

Formerly known as Paisley Flour

1/1, %\d., and 2ld. per pkt.

Made by Brown & Poison—as reliable as

their Corn Flour.

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
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£1.000
In Prizes Every Month

First Prize £500
AND

500 Smaller Prizes
NO ENTRANCE FEE.

A Very Simple Competition.
Alt yon need do is to see "IDEAL"
Varieties at your local cinema, and then
send your opinions of them lo the"IDEAL."
For further particulars write to the

IDEAL Film Renting Co., Ltd.,

76-78, Wardour St., London, W.l.
nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

VAMPING AT A GLANCE
The most wond»rful Musical Discovery of the
Age. It teaches yoa to play the piano beanti-
fully by ear aod vamp to thousands of songs
in all keys with ONE HOUR'S PRACTICE
without the slightest knowledge of music.
Simple as A. B.C. 150,000 sold and everyone
delighted. Success guaranteed. Money re-

turned if not as stated. Complete, post free.

2 6 (per P.O.i—Imperial Publishing
Co. iL Dept.), 28, South Castle St.,
Liverpool, established lm.

YOU CANNOT HAVE A UfAym ft
BAD COMPLEXION AND IlHAUI-rl
Ii does not matter bow bad you) complexion i.-. WAXOL&
will clear 11 Sold Under Guarantee. Even the plainest
features look attractive if the Complexion is Good. 8uch a
Complexion—olear. soft, and frei-h as a baby's—may be pro-

cured in One Week by using tbl Wonderful New
Wax Product. Wrinkles and All Skin Imp
disappear magic&lls »xts whll •• tl WAXOLA
Habit and look attractive, Don't Delay, Send To-Day.
SPECIAL OFFER.-Fo r a abort tin
p. .i i i 2 9.1 box for l'9'i. (Two boxes 3 3" I. oi > 4 9'i

t) foi 2 9'1- ITwotoi 5 3d.,i RICHMOND
(Surrey)

Preparations.
1 10,The Green,
Kew. Surrey.

Restores

and
Preserves

The Skin.

WE TEACH BY POST
THE FOLLOWINC TRADES AND PROFESSIONS :

—

Aviation Clerk of Works Duties
Shipbuilding Structures in Concrete
Electricity and Steel
Mining Draughtsmanship
Engineering

fc
Civil Engineering

Mathematics Boiler Inspecting
Structural Engineering Marine Engineering
Surveying and Level- Motor Engineering

ling Wireless Telegraphy
Architectural Drawing Internal Combustion
Building Construction Engines

If you are interested in any of the above, write

for FREE BOOKLET. The Bennett College

Diploma is PROOF of efficiency. We coach

for all recognised exams. Advice free.

THE BENNETT COLLEGE (Dept. 121) SHEFFIELD

ORDINARY W ATCHES MADE INTO

Wristlet Watches
"THE DAPTABEL"

will fit any size watch and is invisible when in use.

From all Watchmakers, Jewellers, and Fancy Dealers.
Or from the "DAPTABEL" Advert. Department,

150, Otley Road, BRADFORD, YORKS.

DON'T TAKE A
SUBSTI I UTB,

irictly for a

DAPTABEL."

• FINEST AND CHEAPEST NOVELTY EVEP. INVENTED

Convenience
and Economy.

When a thing is convenient it is often economical.
"Atora" is ready for immediate use, and is an
economical food, because it can be used down to

the last shred.

"ATORA" is all good fresh Beef Suet, with just a little rice flour

added to keep the shreds apart. All moisture, tissue and waste
have been removed. It will never let you down in quality. Try it.

Atora
Refined BEEF SUET.

SHREDDED "ATORA" for Puddings, Phs, Calces,

Mincemeat & Milk Puddings. "ATORA" in BLOCKS for

Frying, Basting, Preserving, and all Cookery purposes.

i5 Sole Manufacturers

:

HUG0N & CO., Ltd., MANCHESTER.
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Character as Told by the Face.
How Easily One Can Read the Exquisite Tenderness of the Nature of

Mary Miles Minter.

A HIGH and intellectual forehead that
depicts benevolence, inspiration and
large ideality. The brow is pensive,

without being gloomy. The exquisite contour
of the face is startling in its beauty and artistic

sim,plicity.

The Eyes.

FINE, expressive eyes full of sensitive
sympathy ; eyes that could draw the
softest tones even from rough men's

voices. There is a look of power, though,
in the eyes, showing us she possesses a sub-
lying moral force.

The Nose.
VERY sensitive and delicate, with its

slender bridge indicative of tenacity of

purpose, refinement and culture.

The Mouth.
NOTE the sweetness, with inflexible decision,

free from all artificiality and assumption,
winsome and charming. The full under-

ip hows us that this " little lady " can hold
her own, and indicates a desire for conquest.
Mark a certain lift in the curves of the upper
lip that illustrates acute feeling and a sense
of humour.

The Face as a Whole.
NOTE thev play of the eyes, the expression

that can answer back. It plays across
the face liko cloud-shadows, with a

singular quickness of insight and the gift of

sympathy.

The Gift of Gesture.

THAT innate gift of silent expression ;

the talent that one can see at a glance
what she silently describes. The beauti-

fully shaped head, so well put on her shoulders,

and her natural, artistic poise shows us the
artist and woman in one. Her deportment
indicates perfect self-possession, one of the

bulwarks of the British character.

Temperament and Personality.

HERE we have a personality which both
charms and is restful. Some personalities

are attractive, but disturbing ; but
Miss Miles Minter's sheds a radiance serene

and composing. She enjoys life, and lets

you know it.

In Love.

THIS type is usually happy, having that

faculty for adulation and love of approba-
tion. They are inclined to act very

much on their first impressions, and, together

with their intuition and ideality, they steadily

traverse the rainbow path which leads to their

ideal.

FILM FUisTl
His Artful Way.

I Film Artiste (to shopman) :
" I should like

to. get a pair of shoes."
Shopman :

'< Yes, madam, what size ?
"

Film Artiste : " Size three."
Shopman :

" Yes, madam, just let me measure
your foot."
Film Artiste :

" But T told you the size."

Shopman :
" Yes, madam, but we have three

sizes of size three, size three for a size three foot,
size three for a size four foot, and size three for
a size five foot."

—

—

In the Studio.
Marguerite :

" Did you tell the girls at the
party that secret I confided to you and
Josephine ?

"

Katherine :
" No, truly I didn't. Josephine

got there first."

The Only Thing.
The Hero :

" Nothing could overcome be-
tween us, could it, dear ?

"

Tun; Heroinr :
" I can't think of a single

thing, unless I should happen to become engaged
to some other man before wo got married."

The Life of a Picture Actress.
Little Mary started to school, slato-and pencil

in hand. By and by she stopped the use of the
state, and the " Tablet " was substituted. Sho
also dropped the " r " and " May " was her new
name.

Ifigh-schooldnys increased her knowledge, and
also her name— it appeared " Maymo."

College days followed, and the littlo notes
reached homo signed " Mae."

College days have passed and gone, and now in
the studio thoy call her " Marion."

His Cleverness.
" The screen detective must bo doubly clovor."
" How so !

"

" He must disguise himself so that he will bo
recognised by everybody in the audience and by
nobody on the screen."

Too Realistic.

Friend :
" Was your film much of a success? "

Producer :
" Success ! Why. the women

wept so much that most of them went home
with their true complexions."

Those Love Letters.

HERE is a copy of a love letter received by
Louise Lovely, from an admirer in South
America :

San Juan, Porto Rico.
June 10th, 19K>.

Mdlle Ma Bella Louise Lovely,—I am but a'

lone Autor, a writer of Novela. I am unloved,
unwed. Is it not very sad 1 Have you not
compassion and great pity for one so unfortu-

nate 1 You have not. Ah ! I knew it would
be so. It is a sharp knifo thrust in my heart.

It is more. It is a life wound. I send you tho
work of my heart. It is written for you. My
greatest Novela, I have named it for you. It is

called " Mdlle. Louise." I have sold thousands
of copies already. I will have wealth. We
will marry. Will wo not ? Wilt wo not ?

" We will not," I hear you answer, and I have
a pierced heart onco more. 1 will go on my
way alone. Even so accept my work and read
between tho lines my great love for you.

Respectfully thine,

(Signed) Carlos M

Fame at Last.

Johnson (an " ext ra ") :
" Ah, 1 see I he news-

papers are speaking about me this morning.'
Simpson: " Indeed Y in what connect ion ?

"

Johnson :
" Well, they say that at tho close

of Inst week thoro were ovor ten thousand film

actors, 1 am one of them."

Painlessly 'Removes

Unwanted Hair

THE ONLY DEPILATORY GUARANTEED
NOT TO REDDEN OR INFLAME THE SKIN

Nothing so destroys a woman's self-confidence
when in the company of others as the inward know-
ledge of a blemish in some conspicuous place where
it must be noticed. The slightest suggestion of hair
on the lips or elsewhere is enough to cause a feeling
of embarrassment, just at a time when it is necessary
to be at ease, if one is to be bright and sociable.

" PRUH " Painlessly Removes Unwanted Hair in
a few moments. It accomplishes its work without
smarting ot disfigurement.

With the advent of " PRUH," not on!y can the
lips be kept innocent of hair, but evening gowns or
the most diaphanous of summer frocks may be fear-
lessly worn without resorting to electrolysis,
shaving, or to the use of ordinary depilatories,
which only replace one disfigurement with another.

Simple instructions in each box 2/9

A WAVE
IN EVERY HAIR

It is quite easy to transform straight, lank hair into

a mass of lovely waves. Simply brush it through
witli " WILLOWAVE," the marvellous hair-waving
fluid. As it dries, the hair becomes beautifully
wavy and glossy, imparting to the user that attrac-

tive youthful appearance which men so much admire.

"WILLOWAVE" has a beneficem, cleansing
effect on the scalp ; assists the follicles to spring
into life, thus inducing a thick, luxuriant growth,

full of beauty and charm.
Equally good for ladies, gen-
tlemen, and children. Per
bottle, small size, 19;
doutle size, 3,3.

ON SALE at most hair-

thun thick, long, dressers,storcs, and chemists,
id silky. Detection or direct from

EYDOL LABORATORIES
(Dept. 2,H), 170. Strand,
London, W.C. 2.

"WILLOWAVE" ™™

LONG. DARK
EYELASHES

Use " Evdolash "

Cram to darken
your eyebrows and
lash k. It makes

1/6

"TILL I GOME
BACK TO YOU."

Wonderful New Love Song
" Till I Come Back To You," written by Roy Barclay, is

one of the finest love songs ever published. Its simple,
tender words and eloquent chords aptly express the longing
for the loved one. It is easy to sing and lo play, yet throbs
with true depth of feeling. Published in two keys, high tor
Soprano or Tenor, and low for Mezzo, Contralto, or Baritone

2 SONG FOR 6d.
In older lo popularise this song ihe Publishers have
decided lo send lo all regular readers of "The Picture
Show " who write at once a complete 2 '- copy al the re-
duced price of 6d.; postage Id. Send P.O. for 7d. to the
London Institute of Music, Dept. 5. Fulwood House,
High Holhorn, London. W.C. I , and you will receive the
song by return of post.

WM SHOW YOUR FRIENDS WW:
<(CUhe Picture Show."
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IF you want to know anything about Films or Film Plavenr

THOSE WAR FILMS.
From Manchester comes a protest which I willingly

print, because the objection it voices will be echoed,
1 know, by many others besides " Three Britishers,"

who write to me as follows :

" We would hke to know how much longer the
British public is to be annoyed by war pictures.

We are surprised at British picture managers still

exhibiting these films. Do you think it is fair to

British mothers, wive3, sweethearts, etc., who go to

the pictures for a little pleasure and often to ease
aching, lonely hearts, to have their troubles and
losses constantly renewed by seeing these war films ?

It would surely be much better to let the war be
really over now that peace is signed, for there are
many who gave all they loved and who cannot bear
to be always reminded of the former. We appeal
through THE PICTURE SHOW to the British picture

managers to show no more of these pictures, and
not to break our hearts any more. Let's forget the

war, though we'll never forget the dear, brave lads

who sacrificed everything."
I trust the appeal contained in the latter part of

this letter will not go unheeded. No one desires

that the picture theatre should be made a plr.ee of

poignant memories, when those who go there seek to

find relaxation not only from the burdens of the

present, but from the bitterness of the past. The war
film, in fact, has had its day with the present genera-
tion. The former served its purpose in many way3
during the four odd years when people welcomed it as

a subject that dominated everything else. But that

interest in it was bound to lapse when the coming of

peace gave people more time to reflect, and also

filled them with the desire to look forward and not
tack.

Let us, therefore, hope that these war pictures will

be stored away as things which are out of date. No
doubt in years to come they may serve their purpose
from an historical point of view, although not a few
of these films will always be useless. But the good ones
will be worth keeping because their value will be
permanent. The people of to-day, at any rate, have
had their fill of both, and wherever such films are still

teing shown it is time they were completely withdrawn
in order to make room for something more lively

and seasonable.
THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper

goes to press a considerable time before publica-

tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue.

A stamped and addressed envelope must accom-
pany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of

the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address :

The Editor, "The Picture Show," Room 83, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

" EVERyponY " (Everywhere).—Don't look for

your answer only, but read AM. the answers in this

and every issue Many readers who ask tho same
questions cannot all be replied to individually owing
to lack of space. Therefore, when you come across
1 he information you are wanting, kindly accept it as

an answer to your question as well, even if you don't
happen to see your own initials or nom de plume in

print. Remember this, " Everybody," please, and
1 shall be grateful.

A. E. W. (Willesden).—The likeness must have
been extraordinary, as many people appear to have
thought it was Sessue Hayakawa in "Temptation."
But he did not play in this picture, and the name
of the man who took the small part referred to is

not given. Jane Novak in " String Beans."
"KAY" (N.A.).—Are you so well-known, then,

that the name of your town must remain hidden by
initials ? Your idea of keeping all the art plates
in the way you have described is quite a good one.
Kenneth Harlan was in " The Price of a Good Time "

with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
" SLIM "

( Hastings).—Tony is the nafhe of Tom
Mix's horse, but if you are going to ask me what he
christened his dog and cat, I must give it up. " Treat
'Km Rough," "The Coming of the Law," and
" Roarin' Reform " are three of Tom Mix's filing

So you have escaped the film fever ? You are lucky.
" DORREi: " (Tottenham).—Yes, Peggy Hyland is

Itjwas she who played in " Her Right to Live."
" Constance " (Hove).—Mary Diblcy is the lady.

" The Ware Case " featured Violet Hopsori and
• iregory Scott. Charlie Chaplin was born in London.

" Inquisitive " (King's Cross).—The name of the
mystery character you want is not given, so you -will

have to put by .\ our bouquet and make it do for some-
one else.

P. H. (Southwaik) and D. 15. (Penzance).— You
-muss I have quite a job trying to please everybody.
Well, I won't fay you arc wrong, and 1 do the best 1

tau. Your favourite. Charles Claiy, was boru in

1873. Mabel Norm.md was born in 1804. Your
other questions, I). II., have already been answered.

A. B. (Pinxton).—You are not bothering me, I

assure you. But why ask if you can write to any
artiste ? All readers can write to any. and as many.
BS they like. Yes, it was Mary Pickford in " How
Could You, Jean ? " Opposite her was Casson
l'ergu son. .

" High Hope? " (Crosskeys).—Try our Publishing
Dept. You may have some luck. Corinue Griffith
is Mrs. Webster Campbell. Charlie Chaplin's first

picture with the Essanay Company was " Charlie at
the Bank." You would crown him " King of Film
( omedians." There is certainly no one else at present
who can dispute the claim. The name of the actor
who took the part of the grandfather, and took it

well, in " Towards the Light " is not given. You
want to know whether Mary Pickford is a Catholic '/

She may be that, or she may be a Methodist, or a
Baptist, or something else. Really. I care not. The
only thing that matters on the films is art." An
artiste's religion in this case makes no difference, and
that is why I keep no information concerning it.

H. D. (New Maiden*.—Yes.' she is the same Betty
Compson as the one you mean. Born in Salt Lake
City, she has light-brown hair and blue eyes. Your
desire for more about her will be duly satisfied.

F. N. (Wallsend-on-Tyne).—What can I say to set
your mind at rest ? Marguerite Clark has said she
wants to retire, which I dare say she will do one day,
greatly to the regret of her thousands of admirers.
We can only hope that the evil day will be put oil.

Francis Billington, whom you think resembles
Mildred Harris Chaplin, has light brown hair and grey
eyes. She has played in " Red Feather," " Shackles
ot Truth," and " Periwinkle." She was born in

Dallas, Texas, in 1896.
"Bobs" (Ormskirk) —The "Boys' Cinema" is

the paper to tell you all about Tom Mix. He was
born in Oklahoma. Mary Odette was formerly
known as Odette Goimbault. You think Mary
Walcamp is your favourite, but you don't know.
When will you be sure ? Monroe Salisbury was boru
in New York, so you can guess and calculate he is

American.
V. A. F. (Inehture).—Very sorry, but I have no

particulars such as you require concerning those not
in filmland.

" British to the Bac kbone " (I.eith).—Yes,
" The Scarlet Pimpernel " has been screened, and I

have no doubt you will be able to see it when it comes
your way. 1 am glad to note that you are a staunch
supporter of British films, and to all you say let me
shout a hearty " Hear, hear !

"

" Wee McGregor" (Eccles).—Weep not, for she
has returned. A great many of us missed her, but
now that Edith Storey lias taken up film acting
again, you will he able to see her in " The Silent
Woman."

N. M. H. (Carmarthen). A. L. T. (London. W ),

M. C. (Blackpool), and C. G. H. (Ealing).—The par-
ticulars you require will be published in due course,

so watch this paper.
I. C. (Stroud).—Yes. Ivy Close is still acting lor

the films. Constance Talmadge was bom the day-
alter you • that is on April 19th.

" Brownie " (Bournemouth).—Vivian Martin was
born near Grand Rapids, Michigan, U.S.A. Yes,
Lionel Barrymore took the part you mention, and
lie is married to Doris Rankin. Juanita Hansen was '

born in 1897 in Des Moines, Iowa.
V. S. (Pontypool).— I think I shall spare the

leader at whose head you are anxious to throw those
forty-four extremely large brickbats." Let by-

gonef be by-gones. Harry Carey was born in 1884,
while Antonio Moreno put in an appearance four
years later.

" Lillian " (Twickenham).—Was it through
patriotic motives that you wrote to me in red and
blue ink, on white paper ? Mollie King is very nice
indeed. She was born in 1898 in New York, and is.

married to Kenneth D. Alexander.

E. V. E. (Walthamstow).—Yes. there are hundreds
of stars about of whom there is more to come, and
your particular favourite, Doris Kenyon, has a place
amongst them. She was born on Sept. 5th, 1897, in
Syracuse.

" Determined " (Dublin).—Sorry, I don't know
of any concern such as you want, but if there is one
in your city, it ought to be advertised.

" Dores " (Sheffield?-—So you wrote a little poem
about a girl named Lila Lec without knowing at the
time that there was such an artiste in existence..
Doubtless she will be pleased to receive your little

effort.

T. H. W. (Warrington).—Neither Alma Taylor nor
Pauline Frederick has retired. If you have missed
seeing them for two years, you should try and make
up for lost time. . The latter artiste did not star in
' Her Only Way." It was Norma Talmadge who
played the lead.

" Ena " (Cannock).—You should try and see
Violet Uopson. Dorothy Gish, and Marguerite Clark
on the screen. They are all good. Douglas Falr-
banks's birthday is ou May 2;)rd, so you are iu plenty

of time Dorothy Oish was born in Dayton, Ohio,
and her sister, Lillian, in Springfield, Ohio. Pear
White's book is not published in this country,
"Sweet Sixteen" (streatham).—You'arc fond

of Pearl White ? Everybody is. I cannot say
though whether your letter lias reached her. It may
have done. But if you send your letters through
this office, instead of relying on old addresses obtained
elsewhere, you can always depend on their being
despatched correctly. I don't mind your questions
in the least. You are welcome. Ethel Clayton is

not yet thirty, and Ruth Clifford will be twenty on
July 17th. The ages of the other artistes have not
been made public. Enid Bennett has blue eyes and
light hair.

M. T. (Oxford).—Nazimova's pictures will be
shown in this country, and doubtless you will have
an opportunity of seeing them. These are her plays :

" Revelations." " War Brides-," " Out of the Ko.'."
" The Brat," and " The Red Lantern " Glad you
have heard from Aurora Mardiganian. I have sent
you back the cutting bearing her signature.

Mrs. E. H (London, S.E.).—Sessue Hayakawa
did not play in " Temptation." The butler iu the
picture must have been his double.
D. H. (Kensington).— Yes, Louise Huff is American

and was born in Columbus, Georgia. ' The Girl at

the Locks," "The Sphinx," and " Seventeen " arc
tome of her films.

F. G. (Govan).—Dorothy Dalton is twentv-siv,
and her next birthday falls on September 22. Robeit
Gordon was Lieut. George Suratt in " Missing."
Others in it were Thomas Mcigban (Sir William
Farrell), Sylvia Breamer (Nell), and Wilder Hall
(Dr. Howson). Am glad to hear your mother aL-u

loves the P.S. That shows her good taste.
" WlNTO " (Kew).— Fanny Ward, who has evi-

dently learnt the secret of perennial youth, was
forty-four last year, while Dorothy Phillips was
twenty-seven.

" Kimmy " (Ormskirk).—Bessie Love's real name
is Juanita Horton. The other information you want
has not been given. Does Constance Talmadge lisp ?

Well. 1 don't know. Who said Mary Miles DCliter
was born in Bolton ? Her birthplace is Shrevcport,
Louisiana, U.S.A. Yes, I notice you have chosen ti c
handsome actors for your favourites, and 1 hope they
are all as good as they look.

" Brown Eves " (Southampton).—Your attempt
to make your letter as short as possible has succeeded
very well. Pearl White has auburn ba r and blue
eyes. Stewart Rome has not mad? any lady ' his

happy wife " as yet.
G. M. (Dublin).—With your opinion of Marie

Walcamp, I agree heartily. Being one of her ad-
mirers, there is nothing else I can do. Mary Miles
M inter is one of those who bear out the old saying
that "good things are made up in small parcels."
She is 5 It. 2 in. in height.

T. H. (Birmingham). —Madge Kennedy has golden-
brown hair. Norma Talmadge was born .in 1897.

" Bert " (York).—Yes, Charles Clary was really

married last year, and the lady's name is Margaret
Bechtel

.

W. S. (Morccambe).—With an uncle and a brothei
both in the film business, I can, of course, understand
your special interest in the pictures. You would go
three miles to see a film featuring Tom Moore ?

You are certainly a Veen admirer of this talented
Irishman. He and his wife, Alice Joyce, have one-

child. Tom himself was born in County Meath. and
started his film career in America in 1913. " Sxut for

To-Night." " Go West Young Man," " A Man and
His Money," and " One of the' Finest" are some ol

his films.
" Jack " (Glasgow).—No, it wasn't anywhere in

Australia, but in Cheyenne, Wyoming, U.S.A., that
Mildred Harris Chaplin was born.

A. C. M. (South Africa).—1 quite believe yon. for

I know that in your part of the world, as elsewhere,
the P.S. is the most popular paper going. Re-
bound volumes of The Picture Show, see announce-
ment on back cover of January 31 st Issue. Dorothy
Phillips was christened Dorothy Gwendolyn Strihle

when she was born, in 1892, in Baltimore, Maryland.
She is married to Allan Holubar, and started work
with the Essanay Company.

A. P. (Edinburgh).—You are quite welcome, my
boy. but you have come a bit late. Your questions
such as " Why is Blanche Sweet " ? etc.. have
reached me in shoals from all over the country I

shouldn't think the shortage in sugar would worry
her much. Yes, Tom Mix has a F'ordc—no. not a

car, but a wife, whose Christian name is Victoria.

You can see Douglas Fairbanks in "The Matri-
inaniac."

" Cheert Win " (Andover).—T shouldn't think a

gold-filled tooth would make much difference tc

getting on the films. The college you mention is all

right as far as I know.
D. M. (Paislev), " Dolly Dimple " (Cradlev Heath)

E. A. N. (Grantham), M. B. (Malvern Link). V. E. B
(South Hampstead), " ACSSIE " (West Bromwich)
" FOCR-FLCSH " (Dublin), P. P. (Holloway), R G.
(Manchester). " Irish Molly " (Dublin).—Watch
this page, and other pages, too, and you will not be
disappointed if I can help it.

ISABELLE (Edgbaston).—You did well to write
again, so here you are now that you have revealed
ycur identity. Mary Mil:s Mintcr ic 5 ft Z in. in
height, and possesses golden tresses and blue eyes.
Antonio Moreno, who is eight inches taller, has black
hair. Charlie Chaplin's measurements are 5 ft. 4 in.

G. P. (Plumstead).—The Germans you saw iu the
film you mention were not real ones at all.

"The SKIPPER" (Belfast).—Sorry, I cannot fell

you where you can obtaiu the photos you want.
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Perhaps the artistes tliemselves might oblige you if

you told them a few yarns.
" Header "

( Bournemouth).—If you missed the
'• P. 8." for August 9th, you will find something about
Harry Morey in the issue for December 27th. He
will be forty-one this year. Born in Michigan, he
started his lilm career in 1909 with Vitagraph.

" NANEE DOME" (Glasgow West).—Clara Kimball
Young's height is 5 ft. 9 in. The other artiste's

measurements arc not known.
L. A. (London).—This is to redeem the promise I

made. The name of the artiste you wanted in " Don't
Change Your Husband" is Elliott Dexter.

\V. D. (Ystradgynlais).—No. I haven't tried to
pronounce it, and I hope it isn't as dreadful a place

as it looks. Of course, your letter went West, and
that's where William Farnum happens to be. If he
was another inch and a half taller, he would be 6 ft.

Constance Talmadge is 5 ft. 6 in. For Clara Kimball
Young, look above this.

" Heather " (Hull).—Yes, Stella Muir is still

act inu'. The lilm company you name lias apparently
stopped doing anything.

D. E. D. (Chester).— Vivian Martin is married, but
the other information you want she will not give.

Ethel Clayton is a widow, and both of them an- in

America, .lames Knight is in this country. No art
plates oi thern as yet. How did you like the post-
cards ?

'< Kiwi " (Valmerston North, N.Z.).—So Beverley
liayne is a great favourite with my New Zealand
readers ? I must make a note of that fact. She will

be twenty-live this year, and was born in Minneapolis,
r.S.A. At present she is the wife of Francis N.
Bushman.

I. R. (Winchester).—" Eyes of Julia Deep," " Social
Briars." and " Anne of Green Gables," are coming
films of Mary Miles Minter. Others site has played
in are " Charity Castle," " Call to Arms," and " The
Fairy and the Waif." Yes, write to our publishing
department.
Hose (Halifax).—The first part of your string of

quest ions is rather knotty. All fine pictures, I admit,
but somewhat ancient. So you have placed yourself

W the Side of Mildred Hani:; s MnMrrrn \p: it, was
.C an Sothcrn who starred in " Peg o' the Sea," and
Marguerite Clark in " Uncle Tom's Cabin."

I<. K. (Richmond).—You are looking well ahead.
Earle Williams will be seen in " The Hornet's Nest

"

— a play with a sting in it. But how long you may
have to wait for it, I cannot say. Mary Mclvor,
William Desmond's better half, was born in Scotland
in 1901. Thomas Holding was opposite Pauline
Frederick in " One Week of Life."

(More answers next week.)

"picture show" <

personal. <

WHKRE TO WRITE TO YOUR FAVOURITE
FILM STAR.—You are kindly requested

NOT to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to be
answered. If you wish to communicate at once with
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the name of the star on the envelope, and
enclose it with a loose ljd. stamp to the Editor,
THE Pictike Show, Room 83, The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London E.G. 4, and it will be
forwarded by the next mail. Such letters cannot,
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full

name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention Tub Picture
Show to ensure the safety of a reply, it must
lie understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that .-uch letters will be replied to. Please keep
this list for relerence.

DOIIO'I'HY DALTON, CHARLES RAY, care of
fnee Studios, Culver City, California, U.S.A.
MARIE W A],CAMP, care of Universal Film Co.,

I njversal I'itv, California, U.S.A.
.M ARA' MILES MINTER, care of Realart Pictures

I 'orporation, 1(10, Fifth Avenue. Mew York Citv, U.S.A.
CBEKIHTON HALE, JUNE CAPRICE, care of

Albert Capellani Productions, 1157, Broadway. New
York City, C.S.A.

(More addresses next week.)

THE HOME BREAKER (Con^:% fr
They had been in the safe in the library. Aa
she picked up the wallet she sow a note. It
was addressed to Fernando Pointier, and was
signed by Lois Abbott. Mary's face changed
colour as she read it. In the letter Lois agreed
to elope with Pointier that night after the ball.

Jonas came down as she was reading it, and
Mary showed it to him.

" I always knew that man was a villain," said
Jonas. " Here we are drifting out to sea, while
that villain may be running oft with my daughter."
" You forget this money," said Mary. " It is

quite clear to me that Pointier intended to use
the yacht for the elopement, otherwise he would
not have brought the note on board. Lois is safe
for the moment. The first thing we have to do
is to start this engine." .

After many attempts they managed to get it

going, and then they ran on deck.
" You go to the wheel and keep her going in a

circle, while I row ashore and tell the police."
There was a dingy lying at the stern of the

yacht, and Mary got into this and pulled for the
shore, w hile Jonas took his first lesson in steering.
When Mary got to the landing-stage she went to

the hou?e of a man who kept a motor-launch, and
explained the circumstances of the yacht drifting
away. Then she rang up for the police, and told
them to send along some men, and she would
meet them on the landing-stage. Getting into the
motor-launch with them, they were soon back to
the yacht, and the owner of the motor-boat
brought the yacht back to shore. There they
found the police waiting for them, and Jonas ex-
plained the circumstances of the robbery.

' The money is on the yacht," added Mary, " anil

you will get tht-m as they come on board."
Mary then went back to the house to lind

Lois. She was only just in time. As she was
going up the staircase she 6aw a veiled and
cloaked figure coming stealthily down. It was
Lois. At first the girl would not listen to Mary,
but when she knew all she clasped her round
the neck and kissed her.

" And to think, while you we're doing all this,

we were under the belief that you had eloped
with father. What a villain that man must be!
What did lie intend to do with his sister Marcia,
1 wonder?"

" I suspect Marcia is really his wife," replied
Mary, " and there is little doubt that he intended
to desert her. By the way, that gives me an idea.
She shall take your place in the elopement. With
this cloak and veil he will never recognise her."

Mary took the cloak and veil and hurried oil to
find Marcia. It was just as she had suspected.
The woman was really his wife, aud he had told
her that they were going to get away on the
yacht together after the dance. He had said
nothing to her about Lois Abbott.
A little later Jonas returned with the informa-

tion that the police had arrested the two crooks,
but that he had put in a good word for the
woman, and the police would not press the charge
against her.
Then, like a flash, Mary mm inhered where she

had met the two before. The ma.n she had so
cleverly checkmated was the bearded man who had
tried to kiss the girl on tie train. The fact that
he had shaved oil' his beard had prevented her
from recognising him.

Explanations follow ed, and when Lois and Ray-
mond knew why their father had suddenly taken
into bis head to have acted as he had done, they
were filled with remorse. Particularly was Lois,
who shuddered as she thought of what she had
escaped through the foresight of -Mary.

" So you see I only just wanted to be your
old dad all the time," said Jonas, as he finished
the explanation. •• It was you who were drifting
away from me."
Later that night Raymond sought Mary. ,

" You know there- is only one woman in the
world for me. Alary. I know I have, been a
slacker, hut with you to teach me I feel I could
do better. Won't you teach me as my wife?"

" There has never been anybody but you, Ray-
mond," whispered Mary, as she looked up into
his face and sank in his arms.

Adapted from incidents in the Paramount photo-play
featuring Dorothy Oalton as Mary.
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HOME REMEDY
FOR ALL PAIN.
TrialPackageFreeTo-day

Arc you in pain ? This is the question you
will hear daily, and to be able to relieve pain,
whether it be a slight nervous headache or the
most excruciating sufferings of neuralgia or
rheumatism, brings the height of pleasure to
both patient and doctor.

Touching this point, Dr. H. Engle, M.D.,
says Antikaninia Tablets have become
favourites with members of the medical pro-
fession, they are very reliable in all kinds of
pain, and act at once.

Antikamnia Tablets never fail to give relief

in all pains due to rheumatism, headache,
sciatica, neuralgia, toothache, gout, and are
especially useful for all conditions known as
women's aches and pains.

Antikamnia Tablets are quite safe, and
leave no unpleasant after effects, and in 92
per cent, of all cases they stop the pain
immediately.

TRIAL PACKAGES FREE.
10,000 packages of Antikamnia Tablets have

been set aside for free distribution. If you will

send your name and address (a postcard will

do) to the Antikamnia Tablet (Dept. A 78), 4<>,

Holborn Viaduct, London, E.G., you will

receive one of these presentation packages
with interesting booklet absolutely free, of
charge.

A Feast of Fun
for boys and girls, especially the little ones. A companion
paper to the " RAINBOW and just as jolly. Edited by
Tiger Tim and the famous Bruin Boys. Full of funny pictures,
merry stories, jokes and games. Printed in colours. Take a

copy home to-day

!

TIGER TfMSWEEKLY
UD. Every Friday. I'D.

Yes, quite satisfied, and 1

owe it all to Pomeroy Skm
Food, which has made my
complexion all that I can
desire. The use of this de-
lightful emollient brings
skin health and skin beauty,
removing wrinkles and all

blemishes as no similar
preparation can do.

Try Pomeroy Skin Food (or

the lasting benefit of your
complexion—try it to-day.

Vomeroa
SkinFood

1/9, 4,-, and 5*9 Jam.
OI lilxl>-<:U>.s Ou'iiOKtn and IVImuen.

Mrs. l'OMEKOY, Ltd,,
20.Old Bond Street. London,W i
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litway _mgarment* are always supreme
in quality and value, and Noble's being

the actual manufacturers, they are able

to sell their goods at the lowest prices

possible*

'GRACIOSA' CORSET

The J.N. Modern •'Graciosa"
Corset. This thoroughly ue
penJaMo make ha* been
brought up to date and is

specially recommended to

tliose who break, the steels of

ordinary makes. The hip sec-

tion is made in two parts, ihe
lower overlapping the upper,

so that no amount of bending
causes the steels to break.

Made from strong Grey Cou-
tilc and trimmed white Sw\-4

Embroidery 13 ius. tt

front; sizes '20 to So ini.

Price, 12/11.

Materials by the f*rd
For ladies who prefer to have
their clothes made up them-

selves,' John Noble. Ltd.. will

send a selection of materials post

free Flea-* tell us exactly what

you would like us to send to you.

bend for Noble's New Free

Illustrated Fashion GuiU$

( ready shortly)

JOHN NOBLE ltd
43 Brook Street Mills,

MANCHESTER.

BUY THEM

The Children's Newspaper
EVERY FRIDAY- lld.

MIND-MASTERY & SELF-CONFIDENCE
Are you "Master" of your mind? Aic you clear-

minded, strong-willed, self-confident, and aaocesftfilit
LesTl'D the secrets of Mind-Mastery and Strong Nerves. Uauish
Bhjr&eto, awkwiinliu'rts, timidity, worry, self -fear n. and
*' Nerves." Learn how to more than hold your own in the Navy.
Army. K..VF.. the ProfeaafQD*, Business, and Society. Send
Only 3d, Stamps for particulars of confidential Rente-Nerve
f-trenytheninii methods, [feed in the Kjstj frum Vice- Admiral
bp Seaman, and in the Army fiom Colonel to Private. M.C.'s,
D.C.M.'b, and M.M.'i*.—(iODF.'.Y F.U.IOTT SM ITH . LTD., 536,
I tup -rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, Luudun. EXA.

'ARE YOU SHORT?
If ao, lot the Girvan System help you
to Increase your height. Mr. Brigs! re-
ports 5 inches increase ; Driver E. K.,
3 inches; Mr. RatclifTe,4 inches ; Miss
Ledell, 4 inches

. Mr. Retley, 4 inches.
This system greatly Improves the
health, figure, and carriage. Send 3
penny stamps (or further particular^
and £100 Guarantee to Enquiry
Dept. C.T., 17, Stroud Green ltoad,
London, N.4.

Because of its richness
and wholesomencss is

called

THE
SMILE
MAKER

Sold loose by weight or in

4 lb. decorated tins—also
in i, 1, and 1 lb. tins.

milling

''"".iiiiiii..^*

| No More Chapped Hands I

RubSnowfireon your §
hands at night. The 3

chaps will be gone in §
the morning.

nownre i

Tablets
banish chaps
in one night.

Sold by all Chemists.

3d. per tablet.

Family Size, 1\A.

F. W. Hampshire & Co., Ltd.
Riverside Works, Derby.^ Kivcrbiae vturKS, uerDy. 5
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WASHRESISm

TT serves so many purposes and is ideal alike for

overalls, aprons, pinafores, children's frocks and

rompers, and the serviceable

blouse, shirt or dress.

The dyes are all guaran-

teed indigo or fast red.

Ask your usual draper for

Wash-resista Print, Wash-

resista Overall, or other garment.

Proprietors :

THE
HOLUNSMILL

CO., LTD.

SpinnersandManu-
.' (acturers.Dpt. l'.S ,

• S, Portland Street,

Manchester,wboaTG
j also the proprietors
• ol " Sunresista,"

I

" Marple Sheets,"
• " Sealdeccc," etc.

j
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You
Can
Live

13 days without Food.
3 days without Water.
Only 3 minutes without Air.

Coughs, Colds, Influenza,

Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh
and Whooping Cough

Reduce the Air Ration below Health Point.
The natural consequence is that the breathing is affected, the bronchial tubes
or bronchi become inflamed.and cough, more or less serious, follows. If neglected,
the entire respiratory system is weakened, and that way consumption lies.

Children suffer more frequently from such complaints than do t heir elders, the
death rate among the very young being truly appalling, and in too many
instances due entirely to thoughtless neglect.

The World's Supreme Remedy
i.s Yeno'u Lightning Cough Cure, 50 called because of the rapidity with which
it overcomes chronic cor.ghs and curea deep-seated and long-standing cases of
any of the above-named troubles. Yeno's Lightning Cougfa Cure, in Open
Competition with the world, was

AWARDED GRAND PRIX AND COLD MEDAL AT THE INTERNATIONAL
HEALTH EXHIBITION, PARIS. 1910,

for its purity, efficacy, and pharmaceutical excellence.
Mauy thousand* of testimonial.-} from cured" patients, scientific incu, and"
doctors have been received. The following is an example

Cbas. Hyatt-WooM, Esq., F.R.P.S., E.R.S.L.. Inhitvort.
H Truths About Things-We live On and Daily C *e, say» : " I have czperi tuenltd
in the laboratory tctth Vcnu's Lightning Cough Cure, and I have likrvi$e applied
H in practice. . . . In all cases to tchict; I applied it the influence of this
remedy was most marked.'' " - - . Reduced fac-
Ask always for Venn's Lightning C-ugh Cute. It H>£0bJ hj Chemists. Stores, simile of origi-
and Medietas Dealers in all parts of the world. If your Chemist is out of w«l package.
Btdcki he will get it for you. Refute all imi :

ta ti o»t and
substitul ei.

English Prices, 1/3 & 3/-

VCOUGHGURE
Printed and published ••vit.v Monday by tl» Proprietors, 'I'm: AilALGAMATETJ PreSS, Limitkh, The Kleetway House. Farringdon Street. London. B.C. 4. Advertisemcr
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Famous Readers of " Tl?c Picture

Show."
No. 12.—TEDDY ARUNDELL.

TEDDY ARUNDELL, whonvwe see above,
shows by his smile that he enjoys The
Picture Show. Mr. Arundel! is an All-

British actor. He was the first man to be placed
on a stock contract by The Stoll Film Company.
He has already made a name for himself in the
Maurice Elvey productions, " Mr. Wu," " The
Elusive Pimpernel," " The Swindler,"' and
" The Amateur Gentleman." The last news I

heard of him was that lie had gone to Monte
Carlo to play " heavy lead " in a coming photo-
play, entitled " At the Villa Rose."—

—

Real Appreciation.
BEAUTIFUL ! Gorgeous ! Wonderful !

"

are some of the adjectives used by
readers in describing the four pages of

photogravure now being given weekly in The
Picture Show. And there is even yet better to
come. Some of the most beautiful pictures of
the most lovely cinema actresses and the
latest portraits of cinema heroes are shortly to
appear in these pages, printed in the wonderful
art process that makes each portrait a picture.
Be sure, while these pages appear in your paper
unstitched (to prevent damaging by the wires),
that your copy is complete Before leaving the
shop in which you purchase it. Next week's
Art Supplement will contain a beautiful picture
of Irene Castle. You will want to frame this
picture as soon as you see it. Order your copy
early, and tell your friends.

-—

—

Who's Who in Starland.

OUR £500 competition is going (o settle

some very important questions in the
cinema world. If every reader of The

Picture Show tills in the voting list, the ques-
tion of Who's Who in Starlnnd will be settled
once and for all. Only by such a competition as
this can The Picture Show know who has the
biggest part in the hearts of the British people
who go to the pictures. Be sure to fill in your
voting list, and get your friends to enter, too.
Yovi may win a big money prize. You will help
the future of the cinema world.

Singers, Dancers, and Screen Stars.

DO you know that Norma and Constance
Tahnadge, are both beautiful singers and
dancers 1

They are now spending some time together at
Palm Beach— Norma to havo a holiday, and
Constance to star in Hie outdoor scenes for
*' The Love Expert."

While there they are to make their debut in
public as singers at a bin actors" fund benefit per-
formance. They will also do a couple of dances.

"Well Done, Charles!"
CHAHLKS RAY says that ho has received

great, satisfaction at the letters ho has
received from both men and rfotnen

telling him how glad they aro they can always

PhoWrapKg and Paragraph? oP Pictures. Plays a nA Playety

depend on his films as worthy to send their

children to see. He says
;

" I think a great deal of these tributes, and
shall certainly do my best to live up to the con-
fidences of this class of theatre-goer, who, I

believe, are far in the majority."
Mr. Ray tells us his characterisations in the

future will take a broader range than in the past.

His first independent production will be a
comedy. He has also arranged to film books by
Booth Tarkington and other novelists of high
repute. —>

—

The Real Thing.

FRED NIBLO, Enid Bennett's director-

husband, is responsible for a large number
of colds among his staff.

It seems that in Enid Bennett's forthcoming
production there is a snow scene, and for realism

Mr. Nibio instructed that several cakes of ice

be placed on either side of the set—the purpose
being to lend the proper chills and atmosphere
for the benefit of stars and players.

Several of the stage hands, unprepared for the

cold weather, entered the set without their cap
and coat, and as luck would have it, an of them
are sporting colds in sunny California.

Can You Suggest Anything ?

DORIS MAY is looking for a pet. She says it

must not be an ordinary dog, cat. canary,
or evdn a most intelligent goldfish. It.

must be something unique, so she wants her
friends to make suggestions. They must be
practical, she warns, or no attention will be
paid to them.

— *—
Jack Kerrigan—Convict.

JACK KERRIGAN figured in a romantic
adventure the other day.
He is now starring in a Brunton produc-

tion, entitled " One Week-End, " in which
Kerrigan takes the role of a convict. While
filmintr this picture one of the scenes was taken
in the State penitentiaries.

Late in the afternoon Jack started back to

the city in his motor, still attired in lus convict's
garb. Passing through some farm country,
Kerrigan's motor ran out of petrol. He climbed
out and walked to a near-by farmhouse. A
young girl was working on a flower patch in

front of the house when Jack came up.
" I beg your pardon, miss, but

"

The girl looked at, Kerrigan, dropped her eyes

to his clothes, and glanced quickly toward the

road.

" Oh, you poor man !

"

Without further remark she grabbed his -inn
and dragged him into a bam.

" You'll be safe in here."
And she ducked out, locking the door behin 1

her.

Toward midnight the door was opened.
" It's all right now." whispered the girl.
'" The deuce it is !

" growled Jack. " Why
cage me in here all night ':

"

" Why, the police ! They've been past tho
house three times !

"

Kerrigan grinned.
" Well, give me some petrol, and I'll give

them the slip altoaether."
About a week later the girl received a photo

of a good-looking young man in prison garb.
Across the face of it was scrawled :

" Best
wishes to my friend and benefactress.— I. W.ir.e i

Kerrigan."

Harry's Grievance.
HARRY T. MOREY loves the open, and ho

almost gets a grievance when thero aro
interiors to be filmed.

"Give me plains, mountains, and open
spaces," says he.

LOUISE FAZENDA MOLLY MALONE, the
without her funny make- dainty little lady who
up. Louise, of Mack delights us on the films

Sennet* fame, is really a in " Supreme Comedies.

"

very beautiful young lady. Do you know her ?

Even now when he is working on a detective,
story, entitled "The Flaming Clue."' he is away
on Long Island waiting for the snow to subside.
He refuses to return to the studio and till in his
time taking interior scenes. He prefers waiting
in the open.

Sir HARRY LAUDER didn't like this way of riding on an aeroplane, but the machine had started,

and SYD CHAPLIN forced him to keep in.
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PICTURE SHOW CHAT.
{Continued from page 3.)

Constant to Their First Company.

DO you know that the Vitagraph Company
has four well-known stars who have
never appeared under any other manage-

ment ? They are Earlo Williams, William
Duncan, Corinne Griffith, and Jean Paige.

Harry Morey has worked with this firm con-

tinuously for over ten years, and Alice Joyce
has been a Vitagraph star for more than six

years. —

—

Doris May's New Hobby.

I
HEAR that Doris May has joined the large

number of motion picture stars who are

equestrians.
She has bought the prettiest horso she could

find—a horso brought from the South, where
the most wonderful of all riding-horses are

bred.

Every Sunday finds Miss May riding before

breakfast, and she is quickly becoming an
expert horsewoman.

Do You Know About It ?

WHEN we see "The Heart of a Child,''

Frank Danbjr's novel in which Xazimova
•will star in the film version, we are to see

the American idea of a London modiste's shop.

This is how they describe it :

" An octagonal room, walls stippled in dull

orange and decorated by fantastically coloured
serpents."
Do you know it ?

She Gained Her Ambition.

YOU never know when an accomplishment
may win more for you than you expected.

Miss Myra Clarko. a gifted young
pianist, has gained her wish to play in moving
pictures because of her ability in touching the

ivory keys. With a friend, she went the other

week to the Goldwyn Studios, and paused at

one of the " sets " to play a new air on a
property piano.

Geraldine Farrar, as it happened, was playing

a scene on the other side, and the musical ear

of the great diva noted the girl's ability, and she

paused in her work long enough to become
acquainted with Miss Clarke, and congratulated
her. When she found out that she wanted to
play in the pictures. Miss Farrar promptly
arranged for her to do a bit in her piesent
production.

High Stakes.

EVERY now and then one hears of strange
stakes on a bet or gamo of cards, but
surely the prize can bo taken by Frederick

l.loyd and F. Stenton, who played ono another
for—a hot bath !

It was one night, when the entire company
was on Lummi Island, living in tents, near a
lonely farmhouse As every drop of water on
the island had to be secured from a windmill,
described by one of the players as " more
picturesque than efficient," the company was
told on arrival that one bath a week each was
the allowance.
As the action in the play was very strenuous,

I he players yearned for a bath each day. Hut
the farmer's wife, otherwise a generous soul,

would not hear of it, and the only person who
got two baths that week was Director Frederick
Lloyd, and he only got two because the cards
were against Frederick Stenton, who got none
at all.

Do You Know

—

That Jack I'ickford won't be appearing with
Louise Huff in future, as they are now with
different companies—Jack with First National
and Louise with the American Cinema Cor-
poration ? * * *

—That Virginia Pearson commences work at

the studio at nine o'clock sharp ?

'.*- *..*

—

That she says, " I'm sure that by keeping
' movie ' hours I'm healthier, wealthier, and
wiser than when I was on the stage "

't

* * *

—That Marguerite Clark is working on Clyde
Fitch's comedv, " Girls " ?

* * * *

—That Charles Ray's wife is a painter ?

H * • i - *•

— That Blanche Sweet is fond of dressmaking ?

* * *

—

That Dorothy Phillips laid the corner-stone
of the home for wounded war veterans in Los
Angeles ?

Fay Filmer.

CLAIRE DU BREY
The latest portrait of

this lovely film
star.

BESSIE LOVE, a
beautiful study of

this favourite of

filmland.

BESSIE BARR1SCALE AND HER BOOTS AND SHOES No little lady on ihe screen

possesses more boots and shoes

than Bessie Barriscale. They are almost a hobby with her. These are only some of them, but you
see Bessie has recognised the ones she wants by her smile.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News From Los Anselcs.

BETTY BLYTHE originally had ambitions
for an operatic career and studied voice
training for two years at the Paris Con-

servatoire. She made her d6but in America in

light opera and was already making a mark
" on the road " when she had a bad fall down a

flight of stairs, and for weeks was confined to a

hospital. When at last she was released, the
doctors pronounced her a cripple. She is, how-
ever, a young lady not only of extraordinary
beauty, but also of extraordinary will power

:
and

she determined to overcome her handicaps and
get better, in spite of the' doctors. For months
she was only able to walk with a stick, then with
much perseverance and many tears, sho trained

herself to do without any support, and no v, as

she says, she is so strong and healthy that " it is

perfectly disgusting."

An Unusual Experience.
WILLIAM FARNTJM recently had the un-

usual experience of not being able to got

viewing of one of his own pictures.

Every house showing " The Last of the Duanesr"
was so crowded that ho failed to obtain admis-
sion. He philosophically consoles himself with
the reflection that it was better than getting in

and finding plenty of empty seats.

Cheap White Stockings.

IRENE RICH discovered the other day, on
arriving at the Goldwyn Studio, that she had
neglected to bring along a pair of white

stockings, as demanded by the exigencies of the

script. There was neither time nor a place to

get a pair, so she hurriedly whitened her bare
ankles, and not even her director noticed that
she had, temporarily, at least, succumbed to the

latest Parisian craze.—*-t—
Wallace Reid's Ambition.

THE consuming ambition of Wallace Reid i9

one day to be a man with a megaphone.
He started his career with the American

Film Company in 1910 as a director. After his ap-
pearance in " The Birth of a Nation," however,
he seemed positively doomed to stardom. In
those early days with the American, a director

was jaek-of-all-trades, doing everything from
cranking the camera to writing up the scenario,

and his salary was certainly nothing to shout
about. Now, in these days of lavish production,

Mr. Reid says he would willingly barter his

fan-mail and all the other accessories of a screen

idol to have a real splash in the directing depart-

ment—money no object, and see a picture

turned out in lavish style with the inscription in

letters, however small : Directed by Wallace
Reid. But Mr. Lasky thinks things are very

well as they are. —

—

Her Favourite Pastime.
NAZIMOVA'S favourite pastime in her few

hbura of leisure are reading and music.
Her father wanted to make a violinist of

her, hut her recollections of her early training

are not pleasant—hours of practice with an
occasional beating to keep her up to tho mark,
five miles walk to the next village, where sho

had hor lesson, and live miles back. No wonder
Madame nowadays prefers the violin when
somebody else is playing it.

Elsir Codd.
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CAPTURED by the CAMERA for " THE PICTURE SHOW."

When SIR ARTHUR and LADY BROWN visited the Syd Chaplin studios in Holly- The well-known author, LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE, discussing a

wood, Syd Chaplin introduced them into the Land of Make-Believe. new story for the film with LOUISE GLAUM.

BETTY BLYTH is kept busy for quite a big part of each day Wou'.d you recognise pretty MARIE PROVOST ? This is how you will see her in " The
signing photographs for her admirers. Speak-easy," a coming Mack Sennett Comedy.

What do you think of this for acting? Here is "Pepper," the Mack Sennett cat HOBART BOSWORTH spends his spare time at the piano, He
allowing a mouse to touch her dinner. often doesn't even wait to take off his make-up.
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UKAD THIS FIRST.

SNOW and sleet whirl round Richard Ferris
He is a destitute man. and clasps a small monkey
against his body, which is very poorly clad.

Suddenly from out of the darkness a man appears,
and, noticing the exhausted state of the other man,
oirers him shelter lor the night.

Hill Graham takes the man along to a small shop
which is full of birds, toy docs, and Persian kittens,

and here Jack meets Bill Graham's daughter Sylvia.
The girl nurses him hack to health, meanwhile realis-

ing that there is some mystery attached to him.
When she asks him his name he tells her that it is

Dick Blake, thus concealing the fact that he, is

Kichard Ferris, one of the Fcrrises of Courtfield, who
can trace their ancestry back in an unbroken line to
the Conquest.

Sylvia is a cinema actress, and she promises to try
to get Dick a walking-on part in her company. She
interviews Robert Nigel, her producer, and manages
to secure a small part for him.
Robert Nigel is struck by Sylvia's charm, and de-

termines to win her. Fearing a rival in Dick, he tells

Sylvia that her friend is hopeless, and dismisses him.
Sylvia reveals her love for Dick, and promises to
marry him.
One day, while .Tack is attending to the shop, a

well-dressed girl, Pansy Vivian, comes in and pur-
chases his monkey, Yum-Yum. She explains that
it is I : M .. given h;r by a Mr flake omitting to state

that he is also her fiance.

Sylvia is ambitious in her screen work, and is de-
lighted when Robert Nigel promises her a big part,

Her hopes are dashed to the ground, however, when
lie tells her that to get on she will have to forget
Dick Blake.

Nigel says he has east her for a big part in a new
Him, and explains that the contract places her under
orders to go to Wales at any moment.
Pansy makes frequent calls upon Richard, and he

finds himself falling in love with her. Realising his

bond to Sylvia, he decides upon immediate marriage
with her. They arc quietly married, and on their

return to the house. Sylvia finds a telegram bidding
her leave immediately for Wales to start the film.

{You, can now read on.)

The Meshes of the Net.
" I SHALL have to leave at once," Sylvia

I persisted.
Kichard gazed at her in astonish-

ment. Sylvia appeared to be in great agony
of mind, even the expression of her face had
changed. She looked less childish, more of a
woman. She was rapidly becoming an enigma
to the man she had married—almost a
stranger. Then the thought flashed through
his brain that she was hiding something,
lllogically enough, he resented this idea.

Unseen by Bill, Richard gripped Sylvia uy
the shoulders. At this moment he hardiy
realised if he was glad or sorry that she was
leaving He was in a reckless, dare-devil

mood. The wild spirit that had driven him
to Africa, and had forced him to return to

the old country, a oroken derelict, enchained
him in its merciless toils once more.

At all costs, he wished to blot Pansy from
his memory, and yet the greater the struggle
he made to resist her charm, the greater be-
came her power to enthrall him. He was
fighting a grim battle, a battle with his

hidden self.
" You don't think I'm going to let you go

now, Kid? it's our wedding-day!" he
jerked out.

" Dick, darling, I know," she said tear-

fully; "won't you read this?"

He took the telegram from her. Nigel's
message, that Sylvia was to catch the eleven-

live train at Huston, and join the Film Com-
pany, stared him in the face.
" 1 cannot tell you how much it hurts mo

to have to go away—but it won't bo for long,
Dick," she faltered.

It was more difficult for Sylvia to draw the
lino between her love for her husband and her
love for her work than she had imagined.
But /Nigel's warning was throbbing in her
brain ; it helped her to a swift decision:

If one wants success, it means concentra-
tion of mind and body."
She was keenly alive to the prico she would

pay if sho failed Nigel at this critical

moment. Her chances of becoming a popular
(ilin star would have passed away for ever!

Bill had gone off into the shop. When

By EDITH NEPEAN.
A Powerful Story of Love and Hu-
man Suffering. Begin it To-day.

Sylvia and Kichard entered, he looked up
from a Pekingese dog kennel.

" What's all this fuss about, Sylvie? S'pose
they want you at their Studios! Like their
siiuce, to give you a day off with one 'and and
sneak it back again with the other !"

As a matter of fact, although he had not
remarked upon it before, Bill, like Richard,
had noticed that Sylvia had been looking ill

and worried for several days.
" As if she'd something on 'er mind," lie

thought uncomfortably.
" Dad, I've got to join the Film Company,"

she said unhappily. " You'll have to take
care of each other, you two, until I get back."

Bill whistled, for she had handed him the
telegram. He read it as carefully as Richard
had done, and, scratching his head, said:

" Don't worry, Sylvie. Daresay, the bit of
change will do you good."
Unce alone in her room, Sylvia hastily

changed into the blue clothes she had worn
when she dined with Robert Nigel at the
Violetta. She collected her things together,
and packed them into her little suitcase.
Nigel had already told her that she need not
worry about clothes for her part, as they
would be provided from the Erox Studio
wardrobe.
She felt as if shewere in a dream when she

slipped the slender gold wedding-ring from
her linger and put it carefully into a deep
side-pocket in her vanity bag. She was " Mrs.
Richard Blake " now ! It was a glorious
secret—the most wonderful secret in the wide
world—that she was Dick's wife.

" He must be very fond of me, to have
wished to marry me so soon," she sighed
contentedly, as she coaxed her pretty hat over
her soft, bright hair. " How proud Dick will

be later, when he sees my photograph in the
picture papers, and finds out- I'm a famous
star ! And I mean to be that !" she ended
determinedly.
Love for Dick made her doubly ambitious.

She had put her foot on the ladder at last,

and she meant to reach the top rung.
'* Come on, Sylvia," Bill called up the

staircase, "or you'll lose the train! Dick's
got a taxi. We aren't arf going it at the
Emporium these days ! Private motor out-

side the door one day, taxi's the next
!"

Bill was trying to put on a brave front. In
reality, although wild horses would not have
dragged the truth from him. he was terribly

distressed at " Sylvie " leaving home. She
was the very apple of his eye. He could not
bear to think of the place without her.

"' Like one of us to come to the station ?"

he asked, when Sylvia came through the shop.
He mopped his face with his brilliant, red

pocket handkerchief, bravely trying to

obliterate traces of his misery.
" No; I'll be all right!" she said hurriedly.
Excitement had given her a radiant colour.
" She don't 'arf look a knock-out, eh,

Dick '.'" said Bill.
" Sylvia looks very charming," Richard

answered constrainedly.

Now that the moment of parting had come,
it was impossible to analyse his feelings. He
telt dazed.

" 1 shall go out and have a drink," ho
decided to himself, " and pull myself to-

gether. And I'm hanged if I'll seo Pansy to-

day ! I'll clear off. I'll make excuses to Bill,

and go down to the docks."
Sylvia's eyes were full of tears when sho

said good-bye, and the old appealing, child-

like sweetness came back to her when she
whispered

:

" Dickie, darling, take care of your dear
self

!"

"Don't worry, old dear!" Bill shouted
hoarsely. " We'll buck up no end, fair paint

the place red, eh?" he added, with an appeal-
ing glance at Richard. " Glad 'e's settled up
to stay along wiv us at the Emporium

!

Won't be so lonely."
Richard, believing that Sylvia had kejil her

promise, and told her father of their marriage,
answered earnestly

:

"' I'm glad. too. I'll always play straight.

I promise."
A few minutes later, Sylvia was borne

rapidly to EustoiK When she reached there,
it was only live nynutes before the eleven-five
departed.

Mr. Craven, the manager of the Erox
Studios, was walking impatiently up and
down the platform. Directly he saw Sylvia,
the anxious expression vanished from his

features.
"That's light, Miss Graham!" he cried,

with obVious relief. " Mr. Nigel declared you
would not fail us. We have got a reserved
compartment in the North Wales portion.

Our destination is Capel Curig. Did you know
we wore going there?"
" No," said Sylvia faintly. " At least, I

didn't know exactly. Mr. Nigel told me that
some of the scenes in ' A Girl's Choice ' w7ere
cast near a lake and mountains."
" That's Capel Curig, all right !" Mi-

.

Craven laughed.
Their carriage was not overcrowded. A few

minutes later the guard blew his whistle, ana
the train glided out of Euston. Afterwards,
so rapidly did they travel, it seemed to Sylvia
that she was borne away on the wings of the
wind from her beloved Dick, away from her
secret husband.
The journey, however, passed pleasantly

enough. The company made a merry luncheon
party in the dimng-saloon. There was Mr.
Craven, and a Miss de Motte, who was to
play Sylvia's Mother, in the film play, and a

handsome fellow, of twenty-five or so, named
Gilbert Bruce, who quoted Browning at

spasmodic intervals to relieve the monotony of
travelling. He was Sylvia's potential lover,
" Julian.'' He immediately struck up a
great friendship with Sylvia, and he gave her
confidence in her wefrk, by saying:
" You'll make a rippin' ' Betty.' I want

to get to know you well, your weak points
and your good ones. As a favour, I'm going
to ask you to do likewise with regard to me.

Sylvia promised to oblige him.
"It will help us no end when we're doing

our stunts in the play. The artistic tempera-
ment is the very devil !" he declared. " So
easily put out of gear. Personally, I can't do
iny best work if I am not in perfect sympathy
witn the girl with whom I'm acting."

' 1 quite understand," Sylvia confided.
" It's my first attempt at a star part, and it

means everything to my future career. I

don't want to be nervous. I want to feei

that you'll back me up even if I'm bad."
" You II never be that!" he laughed con-

vincingly.
At Llandudno Junction they had "to change.

Tiiey were walking across the platform, to

the waiting train, that was to convey them up
the Conway Valley, when, to Sylvia's sur-

prise, she saw Robert Nigel hurrying along
towards them. He was wearing a leather
motor-coat.

" I knew you wouldn't fail," he said, press-

ing Sylvia's hands warmly. " I say, Mr.
Craven, your compartment's engaged. Take
the rest of the company on, please. I've

taken rooms for Miss de Motte and Miss
Graham at the River View, and for the rest

of the company at the White Plume. You,
Mr. Bruce, and myself are to stay at the Vale
Hotel."
Sylvia was following the others along tho

platform, but Nigel caught her up, and placed

a restraining hand upon her arm.
" JNo, 1 want you to come with me," he

said. " We will motor to Capel Curig; my
car's waiting for us outside the station. It's

a whim of mine* to wish to be the first to

(Continued on page 8.)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF GUY NEWALL.
Special to "THE
PICTURE show:'

The British Star Who Considers Film-acting the Best Profession in the World.

ONE seldom associates anti-aircraft guns and the

formation of a film company, but it was whilst

Guy Newall was on duty one night that the

foundation of the Lucky Cat Film Company was laid.

George Clarke was on duty with a gun when Guy
Newall happened along—no Zepps. a rather bored
feeling, a chat, and a smoke, and, lo and behold, in 1920

we find Guy Newall and Ivy Duke starring in some of

the finest British films vet made!

A Cheery Soul.

GUY is one of the cheeriest of souls one could wish
to meet, and even though the day was dull and
gloomy, and I was mud bespattered by the

time I reached the studio, 1 completely forgot traffic

difficulties, and the surly bus conductor, when I

arrived in the studio where Guy was at work, for he
smiled. His smile is infectious, and soon there were at

least yards of smiles

alwavs fata!

for I smiled, too, and that is

GUY NEWALL.

A Scenario Writer.
r'TWEEN scenes Guy told me that before

1 the war he played important parts with
Edna Flugratb at the London Film

Studio. Some of his films were ''Mother
Love," '"Driven" (which, by the way, was
th«' first Temple Thurston novel to be screened),
" Money For Nothing," " Trouble For Noth-
ing " (the plots of these he wrote himself),

'"The Manxman," "The Heart of Sister Ann,"
and " Esther."
And his career from thence onwards, he

told me, has consisted of service with the

R.G.A. during the war. and leads in the George
Clarke productions since the Armistice,

His Hobbies.

I
SOON learnt that Guy was loathe to tell me
anything about his work, so I switched on
to hobbies and then got a connection

through to films as follows :

" You're fond of horses ?
"

" Yes, I breed New Forest ponies. Want to

exhibit a pair at Richmond Horse Show and win
li rst prize, then I'll be happy."

" How about Betty, your dog ?
"

" Betty ? Didn't know she would make
good till we tried her out in ' The Garden of

Resurrection.'
"

" By E. Temple Thurston ?
" I asked.

" Yes, and Mr. Thurston was so pleased with
the film that he has promised to write a scenario
specially for us."

" What, other films are you going to do ?
"

" We've just finished ' The Lure of Crooning
Water ' I play the farmer in it. Jolly nice part,

too ! Then to come are ' The Five-Barred
Gate,' ' Duke's Son,' ' Testimony," and
' Mirage,' and a host of other stories by well-

known authors."

A Lover of His Work.

YOU like film work ?
"

"Rather!"—then a broad smile,

"Better than anti-aircraft gunnery!
Better than——WeU, I wotdd choose film acting

S£ a profession before anything else because

it's play to me. Even like it better than
golf !

"

' What is your handicap >

" Two." Then another smile, which was
followed bv a straightening of the upper lip.

" Hear that ?
"

" Yes."
"Well, I've got to beat it. They're ready

for that next scene. Come along with me !

"

" Right !

"

And 1 followed.

A Perfect "Bonhomie."

IT
is a pleasure to see Cuy Newall at work
under the directions of George Clarke.

Each understands the other so perfectly

that a scene is seldom rehearsed more than once.

A great "bonhomie'' exists between these two
men who first discovered " over there," Ibey were
both interested in films.

One can safely say that there is a big recep-

tion awaiting (leorge Clarke films when Ihcy
are released; and when One sees how these films

are made, one realises that the same feeling

which exists in- the George Clarke Studio life

is reflected, and even intensified, in the work
which these artistes do before the camera.
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THE SECRET HUSBAND from page 6.)

show you this paradise on earth. Also, I

want to discuss your part with you."
Sylvia followed him silently. For one brief

moment she felt that the meshes of a net
were closing over her. He helped her into the
motor-car, and wrapped a great fur rug
round her ; and then he jumped in by her
side.

Soon after, they were rolling along by llio

side of a river. Sylvia gave a cry of admira-
tion, as the beauty of the scene began to
unfold itself, like a panorama, before her.

'ihe distant mountains were tipped with a
crest of snow. They towered upwards into

the Heavens, and the setting sun cast a mantle
of gold upon them.'

Nigel saw the look of wonder on her little

face, and he mastered the almost over-power-
ing desire to throw hie arms around her, to
draw her to him, and rain kisses on her red
lips, her eyes, her hair, and to say: " Fair
as these are, my love, you are even fairer !"

But his self control was enormous.
" If the scenery pleases you, and you are

enjoying it," he said quietly, " then I am
indeed the happiest of men !"

The Web of Fate,

PANSY VIVIAN'S Mat was typical of its

fair owner. It was situated in a
fashionable neighbourhood, and it was

furnished in a somewhat exotic, but artistic,

fashion.
Her bedroom was a gleam of silver, rose

and white, her drawing-room, black and pink,

her dining-room, old oak ami blue china. But
it was her boudoir that more revealed the
girl s whimsical, luxurious nature.
The walls were pale mauve, with a purple

frieze, in a Futurist design. The carpet wus
purple, also the loose covers on the lounge
chairs, and her writing-table, and even the
baby grand piano, were stained the same
shade, and highly polished.
In front of the wide fireplace there were

two immense white bearskin rugs, so arranged
that the heads of the animals, with their open,
grinning jaws, rested on the low, purple,

suede-covered club fender. A few feet away
Irom the hreplace there was a divan, upon
which were piled a heap of soft, flamboyant
gold, silver, rose and violet bolster and
square-shaped cushions.
Pansy was stretched across the divan, in a

Persian-looking garment, blowing rings
, of

smoke from her cigarette into Yum-Yum's
face. The monkey made odd little sounds and
grimaces, but took not unkindly to his mis-
tresses moods, because he was always well

rewarded for his patience by tit-bits of marzi-
pan confectionery, to which he was extremely
partial.

Pansy was cross and sulky. Circumstances
had prevented her from paying her usual
visit to Richard at the Emporium. Her com-
panion and chapcrone, a good-looking, but
middle-aged, widow of a naval officer, Nina
Uuprez, had been spending a few weeks at
Brighton, on the understanding that Pansy
should join her there.
But Irom the first moment that Pansy had

met Richard, she found life far too interesting
in the East End to desire to leave London.

'lhal morning Nina had wired to say she
was returning at an hour that made it im-
possible for Pansy to be out. Pansy heard
Ihe car drive up outside. A few minutes later

Nina walked in, a vision of silky furs, black
tharmeusc, and with a bunch of carnations at

her waist. She was rather tall, with hard, but
distinctly handsome, features, and masses of
red-gold hair.
" Hello ! Glad to seo you back !" said

Pansy. " You're looking rippin', Nina— ten

years younger, honest truth. Little bird
told me the same thing !"

Nina coloured faintly. She was unre-
strainedly pleased.
* 1 -am dying to know • the littlo bird's

name ?"
" Why, John, of course!" said Pansy " I

heard you'd asked him down for last Sunday.
Jolly glad you did !"

"Why?"
Nina smiled, as she pulled off her long

(rloves. The quiet way she asked the question
•lid not betray anxiety or curiosity, and yet
sl'n was consumed by both.

" He bores me stiff sometimes," said Pansy,
frowning.
A cruel glint sprang into Nina's eyes that

reminded one of a tiger.
Very unfortunate, my dear, considering

that you'll have to spend the rest of your
days with him after you're married."

" Yes," said Pansy thoughtfully; "but I'm
not married yet."
" What! You're going to break off your

engagement?" ,

For a moment Nina was off her guard, her
usual secretiveness had departed.
Long ago, before Nina had married Launcc-

lot Uuprez, she had been in love with John
Baird. But he was a struggling lawyer then !

Launcelot Uuprez had influential relations
and the prospect of a successful future before
hiMi, She chose Uuprez.
Uuprez's career in the Navy had been dis-

appointing,, his influential relations had axes
of their own to grind. Ho died suddenly.
Then Pansy came across Nina's path. It

was necessary for Pansy to have a chaperone.
Nina was tactful and discreet. Thus, after
many years, John Baird and Nina met again
—and he was engaged to Pansy !

Pansy had been introduced to Baird by a
mutual friend, almost as soon as she left
school. Baird, the successful lawyer, fell in

love with her straight away. Pansy, flattered
by. a proposal from so distinguished a man,
accepted him on the spot.
That was two years ago, and Pansy still

evaded matrimony.

Bqyj'Cineitva
A Splendid Complete Boat Race Story,
"THE WINNING STROKE."

"THE LIFE OF WILLIAM RUS-
SELL," illustrated with wonderful
photographs.

"HOW TO MAKE A PUNCH
BALL."
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puzzles, etc.
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" Uid you hear what I said"?" Ifina purred
again. " Are you going to break_ off your
engagement, dearest ?"

Nina had long since decided to do all in

her power to facilitate this end.
" 1 never said that I was going to break off

my engagement," said Pansy irritably. And
then, as if anxious to change the subject, she
added: "John is coming to dinner this

evening."
Nina cheered up considerably at this news.

She' begged for the car, and -went off to Bond
Street to have her face massaged.
in due course, John Baird arrived, a tall,

clever, distinguished-looking man.
" I've got guile an amusing story to tell

you, when we're alone," he confided to

fansy.
" Follow me inlo the boudoir after dinner

then,'' she whispered. " Say that you want
to hear mo sing, that will keep Nina away.
She simply hales music, and my voice in

particular."
Uuring dinner, Nina kept the ball rolling.

She was a brilliant conversationalist. She
knew how to amuse John Baird, and, still

more important, when to keep silent, and
how to look interested when ho was talking,

even if she were bored to tears.

Uinner ended, John Baird asked Pansy to
Sing to him.
- "^%mi I S&fllktead," Nina sighed. " Look
mo <5f» fu £4 erawing-room, when you re
tired of llrti:jfcvr*

"Told you so!" laughed Pansy, when she
and Baird reached the boudoir. She curled
herself up on the divan ; John Baird took a
place at her side.

" I've just had a thousand pounds left to
me !" he said abruptly.
"Really, John, how sciumptious!
" The money was left to me by a very

old friend, a certain Sir Mais Ferris. I

am the sole executor of his will. Ho has left

an immense fortune. It all goes to his heir,

a certain Richard Ferris. Sir Richard Fenis
—as he is now—has, unfortunately, been
missing for years.

" How romantic ! What fun to find him,
and what jolly luck for him !"

"Terrific!" John agreed. "At any rate,

I hope we shall track him. Otherwise, all the
money goes to a cat's home, or something of

the sort. Would you like to see his por-
trait?'' he added. "Perhaps you'd like' to
lend a hand in the hunt?''
Pansy clapped her hands—she was always

keen on adventure—and readily assented.
"Luckily, Mais ^Ferris had a wondeifu)

miniature of his cousin; also, there are
several snapshots of him, taken when he last

stayed at Ferris Castle. I've had one en-
larged. Here, have a look !"

The next moment Pansy gave a low cry.
She smothered it, laughed nervously, and
said •

" What a dear !"

She was looking straight at the photograph
of Richard Blake, the man who had attracted
her to the Emporium.

1 told you he was a line-looking chap,"
said Band; "and," he added teasingly,
" keep that photograph, if you like. I've got
several others."
Pansy never knew how she controlled her

excitement. Her one idea was to get away
from John and Nina, and to make her way
—that night, before she closed her eyes in

sleep—to the Emporium, and say to Richard:
" I've solved the mystery. I was right.

You are the missing heir, the heir to Ferris
Castle—Sir Richard Ferris !"

John, seeing that she was while and rest-

less, decided' that she was tired. He took Ins

de|>arture earlier than usual.
Pansy drew a long breath of relief when

the door closed behind Baird. She made
excuses to Nina, who was obviously cross,
and declared she was " going to bed im-
mediately '."

Pansy went to her bedroom; she slipped on
a big coat that covered her evening tlress.

She made her way down the staircase. At
last she was out in the moonlit streets. She
tried to find a taxi, but without success.

Eventually, after a short run on a 'bus, she
found herself within five minutes' walk of the
Emporium. When she"" reached there, the
whole place seemed to be in darkness.
She knocked softly on the^ door, but

received no answer. Then she glanceu
anxiously to the upper windows.
" They can't have gone to bed !"

Again she lapped on the door. She tried

the handle; the door was unlocked. She
pushed it open ; a stream of light came from
the room beyond.
" Mr. Blake, il's me ! I've something

awfully important to tell you !" she calleci,

but there was still no reply.

Hardly knowing what she was doing, she
went towards the parlour. On the threshold
she stopped, honor-stricken, as if turned to

stone. A shrill cry burst from her lips.

Ihe place was in disorder. An »old man
lay dead in a pool of blood at the foot of
the table ! The light flickered on his silver

hair.

She turned and fled, .through the darkness
of the shop, to Ihe open door. A man
stumbled in. The light shone on his haggard

• face. She' felt his breath on her face as he
bent over her.

" You hero at uiis hour! Why?" Richard,

cried.
" Oh, take me away—take me away from

this terrible place !" she implored him.

(Anolhtr instalment of this thrilling story in

next week's issue.)
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JACK DEMPSEYS FIRST LESSON ON THE FILMS
Anna Q. Nilsson Teaches Jack How to Make Up for the Screen.

IT'S not so hard to become a champion with
tho proper training, according to Jack
Dempsey, who battled his way into the

limelight of the world in (he third round with
.loss Willard, and who hopes to teach Carpentier
a few now stunts in the manly art of self-defence ;

but to become a motion picture actor—ah !

"that's different.

Shortly after Dcuipsoy had won the great
battle which took place at Toledo, Ohio, last

July, he was the recipient of a most flattering

offer to go into pictures. Of course, the most
treasured thought in his mind is to retain the
world's championship, but like most of the rest

of us, he has his eagle eye ever on the almighty
dollar, and all of those noughts between a big
nine and the eternal decimal point helped him
to mako a rapid decision.

After signing the contracts, the question arose
as to just what was required of a motion picture
actor. In the ring, all that was necessary
were a pair of gloves, tights, a substant ial wollop,
and a good defence ; but in pictures everything
was different. True he had assisted in making
up many eyes, but they were always on (lie

other fellow, and the sort of make-up that ho
was accustomed to would never do for the silver

sheet.

"Who knows more about pictures than any
other person in the world ? " queried Jack to

his manager.
" I don't know," was the answer, " but tho

guy that made 'The Luck of the Irish ' might
shed a little bit of that ' Luck ' stuff on you if

we can find him."
It just so happened that Allan Dwan, who

was responsible for the success of " The Luck
of the Irish," was producing in tho same studio
that Jack was to work in. When they were
introduced and shook hands. Jack smiled, for
Dwan was the first man that had not cringed at
his mighty grip.

" Say," remarked Dempsey, " you
don't act like most of the pink
lemonade sports that I have seen on
the screen—ever do any training '!

"

When he learned that Dwan
was one of the best remembered
athletes of Notre Dame University,
ho immediately became interested.

" Let us fix up a little ring of our
own here in the studio ; you might be
a good guy for me (o train with !

"

But I thought you wanted to

be an actor," retorted Dwan.
"Come on with me, and I'll ask
one of my people to show you how
to make-up."
They entered one of the big

staces together.
" I'm not going to enjoy working

in a joint like this," remarked
Dempsey. " Somehow, you know,
I don't believe I'll ever*-— Oh,
Boy ! who's the blonde with tho
angel eyos—let me get my breath
first," as Dwqn led him over and
presented him to Anna Q. Nilsscn.

" Well, I hopo to lose my punch,
if it isn't tho school teacher !

"

" I was a school teacher in my last picture,"
smiled Miss Nilsson, " but now I am a vampire in
* The Heart of a Fool.'

"

Mr. Dwan then explained that Mr. Dempsey
was anxious to learn the art of making-up, and
wanted to know if Miss Nilsson would give him
a few hints.

" Certainly," she replied.

She led him to her dressing-room with its

delicate pink walls and ivory furniture.

'Now first," she smiled, " you must learn to
make up your hands. Babetta," she called to
her maid, as the big " champ " extended his

hands that carried the mighty] wollop, i "I

DEMPSEY reading his part with RENE
R. RIVIERRE.

think you'd better get anoiher box of powder."
."They are big, ain't they t " grinned Demp-

sey. " Some folks call 'em hams. One guy in

Toledo said I ought to be pinched for carrying

deadly weapons."
After an hour's careful coaching. Jack lost

all of his former embarrassment as he acquired
the art of making-up. Grasping her small white
hands in his two big ones, he remarked :

V Gee, I am glad you and 1 are going to work
in the same studio ; you're a teacher, a teacher
on the screen, and some teacher of the art of
' make-up.' "

JACK DEMPSEY, World's ^
Champion Heavy-weight.



FLICKERS FROM FILMLAND.
NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS, BY FRED K. ADAMS.

Patience and Producing.

ARVID G1LLSTROM lias been chat-
ting about the art of the film direc-

tor, and in his opinion the first

quality necessary for a good producer is

patience. In Mr. Gillstrom's opinion, any-
one can act for a picture, if someone who
knows how will take the time and trouble
to make the player lose all self-conscious-

ness and really live the part ho is portray-
ing. The ideal way to take an important
scene is to have nobody present but the
director and the player. Toe director
talks quietly and dispassionately and des-
cribesthe feelings of the person whose char-
acter theartiste is to assume, until he forgets
himself entirely, is perfectly oblivious of
everything around him, and realises only
the emotions of the character. Then, as the
rctor goes through the part, the director,

Unnoticed by him, signals to the camera-
man who has been waiting to commence
taking the scene, while the player believes
he is still rehearsing. The situation you
will see is similar to the dentist extracting
a patient's tooth while he is amiably dis-

russing the weather or the H.C. of L. with
him.

A Director's Knowledge.

THE director must also have some
knowledge of photography. Ho
must know nt least what the camera

will do, and what it won't. For instance,

if a producer arranges to have several
hundred extras on an outdoor " location
in some out-of-the-way place, on a certain

day, and he arrives only to Olid the weather

A new photograph of HENRY KING, who is

directing the renowned screen actor, H. B. Warner,
in Jesse D. Hampton's productions.

cloudy, and the camera-man says he can't
possibly get anything worth looking at in

such a light, the director must bo able to

tell him just how much slower to time his

machine so that it will photograph. And
then he must know how much faster to

make the action, how much more rapidly
people must walk, and so on, to mako the
film look natural, when it's run off. Keen
picturegours will thus see that some of tho
• red it for a good production is due to the
director as well as the artistes.

Men of Education Needed.

ARE the majority of the men engaged
in the motion picture industry to

day the right sort ? This is the
interesting point of view put forward by
the Vice-President of Select Pictures.

Ho points out that although the motion
picture industry has made tremendous
strides and established itself as the fifth

largest industry in the world, there has not
been a similar increase in the mental calibre

of the men connected with the business.

The great want of the motion picture to-

-day is men of education and refinement.
Mr. Morris says :

" The motion picture in-

dustry is crying for fresh minds who have
been trained in colleges and universities
to know how to think. Minds who have
initiative and creative character, who have
the power to apply themselves and con-
centrate urttil the objective is reached.
For such young men and women there is no
limit to the heights they can attain and
the riches that will come to them as a
reward for their work."

Circus Methods Still.

THERE is very much truth in what Mr.
Morris says. Instead of being re-

garded as an art, the tilui industry
is still being run on " circus" lines by many
people.
As Mr. Morris remarks: "None of the

elements that are characteristic of a high-
class commercial institution is in evidence."
Rut in his opinion a rapid transformation
is now taking place.

' " Chaos is giving way to order. Execu-
tive heads realise the importance of
having a house kept in an orderly,
systematic manner. We are seeking
here and therefor the proper man who
can carry out the development work.
The gross earnings of the mot ion

-

picture industry in the world to-dav is

in excess of S5"0,000,000 a year. This
is sufficient in itself to show how im-
portant it is that big minds are
necessary to keep tho big wheels mov-
ing. Such minds can only be found
amongst young men who have men-
tality capable of development."

Let us hope tliat the Say when
the " best men " ore attracted to the
industry is- not fardistant. Then, pos-
sibly, we shall see a real fiim come ly

without the ever-present " bathing
beauties," or a drama without a prize
fight.

The Week's Best Films.

THE following is a list of the best
photo-plays which are being
released for exhibition at the

cinemas during this week, and the
names of the star artistes :

V itaqraph . .
" The Cambric Mask "

Alice Joyce and Maurice Costei.i.o.

II'. db F. . .
" His Bonded Wife "

Emmy Whelan.
Select ( U'alturdair) . .

" Passions "

Juija Dean.
F.L.F.S. . . " The Money Corral '.'

W. S. Hart.
Western Import "Skidding Hearts

:

Ora Carew.
J'. D. Tippett Productions " Doing HJs

Bit " Cartoon Comedy.
Grangers . . . . " Crimson Shoals

Francis Ford.

Fox.. . . " The Merry -Go-Round '

Peccy Hvland.
Vitagraph . .

" The Heir to Broken O "

Patricia Palmer.
Wextern Import .. " The Bond of Fear "

Belle Bennett.

Phillips . . " The Castle of Dreams "

F.L.F..S "The Naughty Wife"
.Marguerite Clark.
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Harmony in Clothes—The Little Things That Count.

UNLIKE the girl of the everyday
workaday world, the cinema actress
does not rely solely on her beauty

for her smart appearance. She realises

the importance of attention to detail and
grooming, and therefore always looks just

right. But tho pretty girl is apt to rely

far too much on her beauty, and although
her clothes may be modish, she is inclined

to put them on carelessly, thinking the
while, " Oil, anything suits me !

" Never
did she make a bigger mistake, for no
matter how smart her clothes may be, tho
whole effect is spoiled if they are put on
carelessly and no attention has been paid
to detail.

Harmony in Clothes.

ANOTHER great fault with the present

day girl is her neglect to the har-

mony of her clothes. Because a
certain colour, such as cerise or jade green
—happens to be very fashionable, she will

choose a hat of this shade, forgetful of

the fact that it will have to be worn with a
blue costume and perhaps brown shoes and
stockings. Her clothes may be costly,

but they don't match—the high-heeled
buckled shoes clash with tho plain tailor-

made costume, and the flower-trimmed
hat also worn looks distinctly out of place.

The girl who keeps a strict eye on the har-

mony of clothes and always chooses simple
styles will find her dress bill far less heavy
than that of the girl who buys indiscrimin-

ately and without thought of harmony.
There is nothing that will so tend to

give one poise as the sense of being well

dressed, well-groomed, and at one's

very best. It gives to one a certain

feeling of power, not so much over
others as over oneself. And, after all,

that is the main thing. If wo have
power over ourselves, we may be sure
that our personality will attract, not
in a sentimental way, perhaps, but it

will draw to it those finer, better things

of life which are well worth the having.

The Neatness of Men.

HAVE you ever watched people as

you s;it in a crowded vehicle,

and studied their appearance ?

And have you ever noticed how more
general it is for men to look well-cared-

for and well-groomed than women ?

Women dress more than men, hut
men dress more carefully. Women
love dress more, but men cling more
to neatness. This may be dno to the
fact that it is made easier for men to
be neat than women. They have not
so many things to attend to, and if

their clothes are well pressed and
brushed, their linen is fresh, and their

shoes well polished, they have no diffi-

culty in displaying a smart appear-
ance.
Women can learn much from men

in these little things. It is a fact that
few women realise the importance of

having their clothes pressed. They
will wear a suit for a whole season—
or more—without once sending it to
the cleaners or giving it a good pressing.

No man who calls himself well-

dressed would do this, any more than
he would go about with his shoes
unpolished.

paniment, they will more than likely look
smarter than the woman who can boast
of a new suit.

Every woman should remember that the
real secret of success lies not in the money
spent on suits and hats and wraps, but
in being always correct in the minor
things of the toilette. Garments of bright
hue should never be indulged in by the girl

with a limited dress allowance, unless she
chooses a whole toilette complete to har-
monise, and always wears it altogether.

Tight Clothes.

NO well-dressed woman would ever be
guilty of the pernicious fault of
wearing clothes that are too tight.

One naturally looks to the cinema star for
graco and beauty, but never has one been
known to go in for too tight articles of
clothing of any kind. Tight gloves or
shoes do not enhance the beauty of hands
or fcot, but rather make for ugliness.
Corsets should never be laced till the wearer

• can hardly breathe, making her carriaco
ungraceful and her nose a most unsightly
red. Loose-fitting garments allow the
limbs free play, besides being warmer than
tightly-fitting ones.

Silk Jumpers.
ANOTHER essential detail to the well-

dressed woman is the extreme
cleanliness of dress. No matter

how smart a frock or suit may be, the
whole effect is spoiled if the light collar

and cuffs are not spotlessly clean. Other
items of dross, not so easily cleaned, are
apt to be donned in a grubby state because

Little Things that Count.

IT is the little things that count most in

dressing, and if these little things are
well chosen and adjusted, and 0110

also pays attention to harmony, ono will

always have a well-groomed appearance
Many women are now compelled to wear
their last season's suit, but there is no neod
for them to appear shabby in it, or con-
scious of its ago. If they pay correct atten-
tion to its cloaning and pressing, and
choose carefully the details for its accom-

MALVINA LONGFELLOW, the brilliant British
screen star, wears her hair simply parted in the
centre. This mode of dressing the hair is par-
ticularly becoming if the hair is waved on the

forehead.

the wearer does not happen to know
how to clean them. This occurs most
frequently in the case of tho silken
jumper.
They must ho plunged into a warm

lather made with white soap, douched up
and down till they are clean, and then
rinsed in another warm lather. Finally
they must bo squeezed by hand ami
pulled into shape on a white topped table,

MM) left till dry enough to iroo.
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The FaiKOu/ Film. Star-

" Still he walked and talked with Wanda,
Stiit lie said siceel things to Wanda.
Still he put his arms around her waist,

And called her pet." -

The Good Girl.

CAPTAIN LAWRENCE and Private Flynn
did not know that when a blanket Indian
rode toward them at a full gallop, his right

hand extended palm outward high above his

head, it was to show the Mineaska (white men)
that he was giad to see them, and that his heart

was good. Why should they ? They had been
stationed at Fort Lincoln for only six weeks,
transferred from old Fort Ethan Allen in the
Far East, to promote civilisation on the frontier

and subdue the treacherous Dakotas.
TheTndians were dissatisfied—restless. Chief

Call at Standing Pock, outside the old ware-
house on tho banks of the Missouri River, had
hurled defiance at the representatives of

Washington who sought to abrogate the old

treaty by the introduction of a new one, further

depriving the Indians of their hunting grounds.
The government not owing their red brothers
anything except the land that the United
.States stands on, resented the old warrior's

attitude. He declined to give up another few
t housands of square miles—hence t he presence
of the 147th ; hence, also, the presence of

Captain Lawrence and Private Flynn that Juno
evening upon the trackless plains, ignorant of

the oncoming brave's most potent sign of peace.

So, Captain Lawrence and Private Flynn,
being good workmen and true, jerked their

,
v liringfield.s to their shoulders and fired. There
was a momentary blur of sand and dust simul-

taneously with the rifles' reports, and when tho

smoke cleared away the Indian pony was seen

in full retreat. Alertly the soldiers crouched over
their • horses' necks, guns sighted for another
shot, but before it had occurred to them to

bring down the pony—and thus get the rider

—

he was out of range, all that was visible of him
being ono leg from knoe to foot across tho
pony's back.

" Gee, Captain Ed !
" exclaimed Flynn.

" That horse turned on a space no bigger nor a
silver dollar !

"

Yes. And there wasn't much Indian to shoot
at, even if ho hadn't gotten out of range,"

replied the captain. "The boys will have to
pick up some of those tricks—they're immense."

" Sure, that ain't ridin', Captain Ed. Av ut is,

I'm mighty small potatoes an' not many to the
hill—the -divil av a horse swallowed him, bad
cess to 'urn. Sure, it makes me feel like I

couldn't ride in a freight car if the door was
shut."

But in spite of Flynn's views, it was riding,

and riding that those excellent horsemen of the
147th would never " pick up," for it, was the
riding of a Dakota, those sons of the free open
range, the greatest horsemen that the eyes
of man ever did or ever will look upon.
Two hours after dusk the pony lay dead upon

the trail, the result of the wounds of the
Mineaska's bullets, and the Indian no longer
came toward them at full speed in friendship,

but as the hunter, now running, now crawling
close to the ground—but never stopping. The
white men camped, ate, and slept. The Indian
did none of these, and when he came upon them
they fought, and the two white men soon lay

upon the earth convulsed in the throes of

seeming death. Mahto-Tatonka (Bull Bear)
after one triumphant cry of victory, . Ohil
Ya, Pe," was swallowed by the darkness.
Wanda was tall, even for a Dakota. She

walked with a gliding motion that wasnottobe
matched even among her own people. Her
ivory bronzed skin was of a shade that no artist

could blend. Her eloquent eyes rivalled those of

the black-tailed deer—they spoke volumes,
when she said nothing. Her people loved her.

She was Weah Washtay (the Good Girl). She
was five feet eight inches in her tiny moccasined
feet, a straight, primitive goddess.
The Great Spirit of the Dakotas had talked to

Wanda, and it told her that her medicine was
good ; and Wanda dreamed with the warmth
and innocence of budding young womanhood
of the chief that was to come out of the night

and claim her for his own. Many of her people,

braves, and even chiefs, had taken presents to

her father and asked for Wanda—they wanted
a sqviaw, but Wanda's heart was cold. Her
chief was to come out of the night as in a dream.

Had not the great Wakan (Spirit of Mystery)
said so ?

A Life For Love.

WANDA did not walk as her white sisters,

of whose existence she did not know,
who, belted and laced and high-heeled,

cover a mile and talk physical culture for a

month. Wanda, in a loose buckskin gown
which hung free from her shoulders, walked forty

and even fifty miles. It mattered not that she
was days absent from the Indian village. Indian
girls do not fear the opposite sex of their own
people. There are no beasts among them, and
as for the beasts of. the forests and prairie,

Wanda carried her quiver of finely feathered

arrows across her shoulders, and she could with
one lightning-like pull of the bow-string bury an
arrow to the butt of its shaft into the object of

her aitn.

And so Wanda came upon them, the Mineaska.
And her lover, her brave, her chief came out of the

night, so she nursed him and his friend. She
made camp for them ; she dressed their wounds ;

she brought wasna (food), and the pine and
balsam air of tho foothills of old- Medicine Bow
healed them and gave them strength. And
around the dying glow of the camp-fire, while

tho rippling waters at the spring talked of love

to the rocks, Wanda would look up into the

eyes of her brave with the same air of simplicity

that a little child would have in listening to a
story told by its mother. And when the prairie

wind with its healing breath had given full lifo

to him, he would caress the hand that lay

warm and trembling in his own—and the hand
was not withdrawn. The dark olivo of her face

would crimson, her eyes dilate, her face nestle
close to his breast—and her raven black hair, all

unleashed, was blown across his face by the soft

wind of the night. Then Wanda journeyed to
the big fort where all the Mineaska were, and said :

" Wichasa intancan wan hanhi pecan he
napesa hekna wayan Kta, Ka sunka wakan ko
awicha'un" ("Come, come with ponies and
bring my chief that came out of the night, and
he will to marry me ").

Mahto-Tatonka was captured and brought to

the fort, and Captain Ed and Private Flynn
swore that he tried to murder them, and even
Wanda said, " We cha sha she chta " (" He is a
very bad man "). For had not Mahto-Tatonka
wounded almost unto the death her chief that,

came out of the night ?

So Mahto-Tatonka, his calm, steady gaze
never once removed from her who had been t he
idol of his people, faced the twelve levelled guns,
which spoke as one, as he cried out, " A ta, nena
O he ta ka !

" (" my father was brave man ! ") —
and naught but a memory was left of Mahto-
Tatonka.

But that memory meant much for the future
of Wanda. She was disowned by her people

—

the mighty Ogallallas of the Dakotas. Her
parents moved their lodges apart and painted
their faces black. Her brothers, four of the

(Continued on page 78.)

As the sun sank in the xvest, Wanda stood upon
the rock oj sorrow.

I
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DORIS KENYON
A Film Actress who is also a
Singer, Authoress and Poetess.

DORIS KENYON was born in Syracuse
twenty-one years ago, and is the daughter
of Dr. James B. Kenyon, noted poet and

author, the family moving to New York City
while she was still a little girl. At a very early

age, it was discovered that she was the possessor
of a remarkably fine contralto voice, and at

I ho age of fourteen years sho was engaged as

principal soloist at Grace Presbyterian Church,
in Brooklyn. Hho remained there one year, after

which she went as soloist to the Bushwick
Avenue Church.

* * ,».

A Wonderful Voice.

IT
was while singing in the Bushwick Avenue
Church that Victor Herbert heard her,

and was attracted by the extraordinary
quality of her voice, her youthful beauty, and
her animated personality. Ho had written anil

was about to produce " Princess Pat," and
offered Miss Kenyon a part in it, which she
accepted. Miss Kenyon remained with tho
" Princess Pat " company throughout the
season, but towards the close of the engagement
sho received a very flattering offer to appear on
the screen as co-star with Alice Brady in
n The Rack." That was three years ago.

Then followed a long list of successful engage-
ments on the screen, co-starring with, among
others, George Beban, Holbrook Blinn, Lew
Fields, Robert Warwick, and Frank Mclntyre.
Later she was elevated to independent stardom,
first by World Film Corporation, and later by
Famous Players.

* * '''*--',-' -

Her Public Debut.
DORIS KENYON has a devoted admirer in

Ada Patterson, the famous newspaper
and magazine writer.

Here is one of the stories that Ada Patterson
likes to tell of Doris Kenyon 's public debut.
She was then seventeen years old, and, as a
member of Eleanor Painter's company in
" Princess Pat," had a scene with Sam Hardy,
the comedian. A couple of nights after tho
opening Hardy, looking out after the audience,
turned to Miss Kenyon in a confidential aside
and whispered, " See that couple in the second
row seats on the left ? They are talking about
us. He is a motion picture man. One of us
is going to hear from him. I think it will bo
you."
The very next day the prophecy of the

comedian came true. Miss Kenyon was sum-
moned to the office of a film company and
offered a year's contract. It took four confer-
ences and a lot of persuasion to- induce Miss
Kenyon to become interested in pictures. When
she did finally consent, she declared that it

would be only for a while. " Some day I shall

return to the stage," she said.
* * *

Her Own Company.
BEFORE Miss Kenyon was nineteen years

old, Theodore C. Deitrich became her
manager, and, with the youthful girl

as his star and partner, organised a firm for
tho express purpose of starring Miss Kenyon
in pictures at tho head of her own company.
Many times she desired to return to the stage,
and last summer Mr. Deitrich completed an
arrangement with A. H. Woods whereby Miss
Kenyon will appear on the stage, at the same
time making pictures, the first of which, " The
Bandbox," has just been completed.

* * *

A Talented Girl.

MISS KENYON inherited her musical talent
from her mother, who is an extremely
clever pianist. In addition to her vocal

talent, Miss Kenyon is also a pianist and a
violinist. From her father she inherited marked
literary talent, and is tho author of a largo
number of poems which havo appeared in
leading magazines.

Miss Kenyon is an export marksman, can
drive her own car, and is a splendid tennis and
golf player. She is five feet six inches tall, and
has bluo-groy eyes and light brown hair.

" Tho Bandbox," in which Miss Kenyon is

starring, is one of the groatcst mystery stories
ever written. The film is produced by
I leit lich-Beck, Inc.

17
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THE CYNIC AND
THE BEAUTY
COMPETITION.

POWDER-PUFFS IN THE
BALANCE.

THE recent " Daily Mirror " Beauty Com-
petition seems, like a stone dropped in

a pond, to have awakened a series of

ripples which penetrate to all parts of society.

Hardly can one go to a ""Victory Ball " or
" American Night " for a few hours' undiluted

merriment, not entirely unconnected with jazz,

without finding that the dancing is to be inter-

rupted by a " beauty competition. 2 ' Cer-

tainly the winners of these affairs do not leap

into fame and fortune at a bound like the
" Daily Mirror's " lovely find, but they
probably enjoy a certain amount of private

satisfaction.

One can imagine a cynic inviting his lady
guest to a beauty-competition dance. They
appear painted, powdered, and marcelled.

They dance, until the small hours, in the

tempered glare of electric lights. Comes the

dawn. The lights are turned out : the curtains

pulled back to let in the cruel morning light.

" Ladies," says the host, " will you take your
places for the Beauty Competition ? " Need
any more be said ?

Few of us claim the perfection of beauty as

set forth in someone's criterion.
" If you can face the sun when all the others

are sitting with their backs towards the
light," but under more kindly illumination it

is possible to look one's very prettiest at a
dance. One must admit that the heat of

ballrooms and the ardour of dancing are foes

to the complexion ; and what maiden in these

days of sertous dancing dares retire too
frequently to powder her shining little nose ?

Yet even this has its remedy, as the wise

girl knows. Before coming to the dance Phyllis

bathes her face and neck with a solution of pure
cleminite, which she rubs well into the skin

with her finger-tips until it is quite dry. This
done, her complexion assumes a peach-like

finish which will remain unchanged during a
whole evening's dancing.

I suppose every girl would like a new frock

for each dance she goes to ? But even the
unemployed would find that rather a strain on
the exchequer. It is a consolation, even if a
poor one, to reflect that no amount of frocks

will give a girl real prettiness—which is what
counts' in the end. A pretty complexion,
which is the beginning of all beauty, is quite

cheap, you know. For about one half-penny
you can have a clean, fresh, new skin (not the
old one cleaned up for the occasion) for every
dance you go to.

I expect any girl could explain this apparent
mystery. For the benefit of those who cannot,
here is the solution. Get some mercolised wax
from the chemist. It is rather expensive but
it lasts a long time with care. Smear it over
your face before going to bed, not using too
much, and wash it off in the morning. The
oxygen contained in the wax absorbs the outer
skin which has become rough and coarse, and
gives the new skin below a chance to show
itself. Quite simple, isn't it ? If the skin is

inclined to be dry, it is a good plan to treat
it with some ordinary cold cream before using
mercolised wax.

Certainly, the sort of complexion you get
from using simple preparations like the above
should be an asset in any beauty competition

—

even the cynic's !

WANTED A HUSBAND.
By

PETE CURRAN.

WHO wants to be Constance Talmadge's
husband ?

Constance has outlined for the first

time the exact type of man she wants to
marry.
This girl, whose popularity with Inter-

national audiences has literally engulfed her
in an ocean of wealth and admirers, from
whom she receives an average of two written
proposals a day—at the end of six weeks'
experience as a " Temperamental Wife," her
initial First National release which is to be
shown at all the leading houses verv soon

—

has broken her silence regarding the other
half of her real marriage ambitions.

" He must be a brunette," she dictated.

Then she deliberated. " He must be a man
with the fighting spirit of the late Theodore
Roosevelt. He must be afraid of nothing,
ever ready to stand up and fight for what he
thinks is right."

" How about his wealth ?"
" I den't care a snap for wealth," she re-

joined promptly, ''
if he can answer the other

requisites of my ideal."
'* Well, what are some of those essentials,

Miss Talmadgc?"
"He must have the artistic soul of Hani-

son Fisher. Thus his cultural self will be re-

flected in beautiful surroundings which will

make our home not an abode of profligate

luxury, but a rendezvous for the Jiigher and
better tilings of life.

" He must have the musical soul of

Paderewski, and be ever able to spend an
evening at the piano with me, discussing the
music of some famous opera

;
perhaps enjoy-

ing one of Beethoven's soul-stirring sonatas.
And I'd like him to write love stories

like Robert W. Chambers. I expect to be
busy a great part of the time, and on many
occasions I will be hundreds of miles away
from him. I want a daily letter imbued with
the fervent love, the heart interest, the pas-

sion, the vivid description that Robert W.
Chambers is such a master of."
" Well, outside those little things, what else

do you want from a husband. Miss Tal-
madge?"

" I want a husband who will love no other
woman but myself."

" How old do you want him to be?"
,:

I want him to be old enough to be re-

liable, and young enough to be enjoyable. Of
course, his age and the way he combs his

hair aren't so important; if his hair is dark."
Have any of your sweethearts been of the

type you have described ?" she was asked.

"No; that's why I never married any of

urcr.MONTs ci.vs'or.

FOR OBESITY.
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THE SAVAGE. (.Continued from
page 76).

mightiest hunters, cut off their hair and stood
5 stunned, speaking to no man. Wanda was the

first of their tribe to do that which they could
I not realise nor understand—so heinous the

I
crime. But Wanda, sitting at the feet of her
master, her chief that came out of the night,

loved on, and worshipped on.

Private Flynn fairly groaned in agony.
" Sure, Captain Ed, she's an angel, sor," said

he. " She don't belong to no ladies' school,

nor no album, but she's an angel av goodness
an' mercy. A quane av her own people an' a
quane av the worreld. Sure, if it was me, bad
cess to me fer bein' so bold, she cast thim swate,
innocent eyes at, I'd love her from the ind av
her pigtails to the bottoms av her little moc-
casined fate. Marry her, sor ! Marry her ! Sure,

I'll just die if you don't."
But Captain Ed objected to being advised,

and laughed the laugh that was the ecstasy of

Wanda's soul.
" All very nice," said he ;

" and romantic,
Flynn, but how about the little blonde girl

back East that you used to carry the notes to ?

Young, fresh as a dewdrop. and—and white. No
sun, sand and sage brush, Flynn, but a princess's

bower of honeysuckle, surrounded by a shady
green garden."

Still he walked and talked with Wanda,
Still he said sweet things to Wanda.
Still he put Iiis arms around her
Waist, and called her pet,

MISS CONSTANCE TALMADGE.

• them. But to be very exact, I've been so
'

busy all my life doing all sorts of things in

front of the camera that I really have some-
what neglected the important matter of fret-

ting myself about a husband."
She thought for a moment, and then con-

tinued :

'

" You know, it really looks like I should
know a great deal about marriage. In every
picture I recall I've had to be married either
at the beginning or the end—usually at the

end. And yet I fancy I'd make about as poor
a wife as anybody in the world."
The interviewer dissented.'

"You'd make a fine wife for somebody," 1 '

he said seriously.
' "But for whom?" she asked. "For''
whom ?"

" For anybedy," he pronounced firmly, as

Miss Talmadgc started for the set to rehearse,

a kitchen scene for o:ie of her forlhcomi
releases.

Endearing names.
And still Wanda filled his pipe
With " shongsasha " (tobacco),
And gazed with trusting eyes
Upon her master. It did not
Hurt him, and she was very, very

ai-H-

ling
|

Happy.

Indians hide all traces of pain, and Wanda
was an Indian. Wanda did not cry out
when Private Flynn, in halting, broken tones,
told her. Her face turned to a mask of stone.
Even the discerning eye of Flynn was fooled.

" Sure, an' I thought she'd go mad," said
Flynn to his bunkie. " Divil a bit av ut. When
I told her the cajitain had bin transferred— '

omittin', av course, that he had asked to be—she
jist quiet like spoke sum gibberish, ' A ko e yi«|

ya ' ('go 'way from here') says she. .
' Yis.'

H

says I, ' he gone,' not knowin' what the divil

the poor darlin' was savin'."

As the sun sank in the west Wanda stood
upon the rock of sorrow of her people, alone, V
save with the air of God.

" She didn't stop a second," Private Flynn £
sobbed. "She just looked up at the sky like',

she was a good Cath'lic, an' stepped ofi intoa
that hole what they call a canyon, with it*

sharp, jagged rocks an' boilin' river, five hundred
fate below, an' whither ut was the sun settin'

or me eyes gittin' full o' wather, boys, I dunno,
but the mountains blushed."

(C,i/ permission of the Tlritton Publishing
Company. AH rights reserved.)
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"OUR ONLY DIFFICULTY.''
IT was very cosy in Miss Jessie Winter's

dressing-room at the Kingsway Theatre.
The light-coloured walls, pretty chintz

hangings, numerous photographs—among which
pictures of Miss Winter's husband and baby
predominate—the low easy-chairs, Miss Winter
herself—all these gave an impression of comfort,
warmth, femininity.
My hostess, I gathered, is not very fond of

interviews, but she agreed that they need not
be formal ; and, indeed, anything less formal
than the one which transpired, and anyone more
pleasantly easy to approach than the subject of
it, would be difficult to imagine. But, informal
though my chat with Miss Winter was, it was
not more than, two seconds before I discovered
that there are some very decided opinions
beneath that pretty fair hair of hers. About, the
future of the British film, for instance.

The Weather Problem.
THE future of the British film," said Miss

Winter, with a smile, " lies in the hands of
the man who controls the weather—or,

rather, the studio equivalent of good weather. In
America the production of films is about the third
or fourth biggest industry, and I believe such will

bo the ease over here sooner or later. T think
the weather problem is our only difficulty, and
that when we have combated that, we shall turn
out films that will compare favourably with the
best American products. At present it is prac-
tically impossible to eliminate fog entirely from
the studio, except, of course, in the summer I

remember what a very real inconvenience this
was once when I was working in the studio, when
it was so cold and foggy that the director told
us to hold our breath during the taking of a
scene, as otherwise it would have photographed.
You can imagine how difficult this was. What
one might term the " repressed schoeH of
acting.'

"

Where We Have Seen Her.
MISS WINTER, as you know, appeared in

" Mary Girl " and " Good-bye " (written
around Tosti's famous song), both of which

wereg directed by Maurice Elvcy. She also ap-
peared in one of our earliest films, whose name es-
caped her at the moment, an omission excusable
in view of the fact that it was made about six
years ago, when films were a fairly new propo-
sition in this country. So, while her film ex-
perience is not extensive, it at least gives her a

Starting off on a long flight.

ONE of the most delightful things about
Charlie Chaplin is his quality of un-
expectedness. You never know before-

hand what he's going to say or do next. Somo
time ago, for instance, ho mado his first trip in
an aeroplane. Now, on such occasions it is

generally considered the correct thing amongst
celebrities of tho Chaplin order to comment in
glowing terms upon " tho wonderful sense of
freedom," " the thrill of high adventure," and
kindred sonsations.

When asked how ho had enjoyed himself,
Chaplin promptly answered " Not at all."
Moreover, ho candidly admitted that ho was
terrified out of his wits, and only stuck to his

MISS JESSIE WINTER.
(Photo : Rita Martin.)

practical view-point, and at the same time
entitles her to regard herself as something of an
" old-timer " in the celluloid world. And yet, do
you know, although her films have enjoyed
such a success, she has never seen herself on the
screen in a picture house !

" I have never got the pluck to go into any
cinema where I am being featured on the screen.

It makes me dreadfully nervous," confessed
this popular legitimate actress, to whom, one
would imagine, nerves would be an unknown
quantity. " And when I have plucked up
sufficient courage to see myself in the projeeting-
room, I have always been reminded of other
people—my sisters, for instance. This detached
feeling is very extraordinary."

Of course it was inevitable that I should ask
Miss Winter for her opinion on the stage v.

resolution to see the job through because he has
always been interested in trying a fresh ex-
perience.

What Worried Me Most.

I
REMEMBER the thing that worried me
most," he said, when describing the
affair, " was all the paddiiiK in those

clothes they helped mo into. I didn't mind so
much the idea of being killed outright, as falling

to earth with tho usual dull, sickening thud,
and surviving tho. experience. You see, I har-
boured the suspicion back of my mind that the
garments which mado me feel liko a human
pincushion were ingeniously designed for this
very purpose.

" Then tho cheerful nonchalance of my pilot
got on my nerves. It was just as though he
know he'd got mo in his power, and intended
to make me realise that he was going to do jolly
well what he pleased with me.

Scared Stiff.

" '

| IKE to loop the loop, Charlie ? ' ho'd ask
I . carelessly, just by the way, you know.

And because I felt ho knew I was scared
stiff, I gavo him a sickly smile, murmured a
fooble ' Yo-es,' set my teeth, and—thought of
those padded clothes. But when", contrary to
all my expectations, wo landed safely, 1 mentally
registered the vow ' Never again !

'
"

But Charlie, boing an unexpected sort of
porson, has changed his mind. The accom-
panying " snaps " show him starting for San
Diego for another trip, and, judging by tho
dazzling display of Chaplin dentistry, he wasn't
worrying much about thoso padded clothes.

Jessie Winter Talks on the

Future of the British Film.

screen : whether she thought any alliance
existed between tho two, in which direction her
preference lay (seemingly futile this; still, one
never knows), and whether we wero likely to
see her again in pictures.

*' It is very difficult to do stage and screen
work at the same time, and, with no less than
nine performances a week, you can guess I have
very little leisure left," replied my hostess, in
answer to my last question. " But I might act
for the screen again some day, if I can get a light

role such, as I prefer for film work.

Stage Work Best.
1MUST confess that I do not. like film aetingso

well as stage work, but then I am more used
to the stage, and there is a good deal in

being used to a thing. But I have found film

work enormously interesting. I like it for itself,

and 1 also acknowledge it as a great asset to the.

stage artiste from the point of view of publicity.

Especially is this so in the case of an artiste on
tour in the provinces. You may bo known in

town and yet be unfamiliar to provincial
audiences, but if you have appeared in films
you will find a following already made for you
ail over the country.

" As regards your other questions," went on
-Miss Winter, " I consider that the arts of the
stage and screen - are two entirely different
things, and that the one does not help th«
other. Moreover, I think that film acting is the
harder of the two. For one thing, it is very tiring

—one must work from early in the morning till

day light fades. And then, again, there is very
little to help one in one's portrayal. The slow-
ness and at the same time the jerkiness of the
work, the lack of continuity, of straight-

forwardness, present difficulties the stage artiste

never knows. It may be the most exciting
thing^to part from one's husband at the be-
ginning of the proceedings, and meet him for the
Jimt time during the scenes that are ' shot '

last, or to enact a death-bed scene before you
have gone through the adventures preliminary
to it ; but, as you can readily gather, such
methods of acting, which in film work seem
inevitable, have their disadvantages from the
actor's point of view.

" However, he receives compensation in the
interest, the ample remuneration, and the
publicity the work affords.'"

May- Herschei, Clarke.

Besides, he says ho enjoyed the flight, which,
of course, was the last thing we expected him
to say. Elsie Codd.

CHARLIE says "good-bye " to a little friend.

CHARLIE "TAKES THE AIR."
The Screen Comedian Describes His First Experiences.
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NEW COMPETITION FOR Picture Show READERS

CHOOSING THE STARS
NAMING TWENTY STARS MAY WIN YOU £200

w

the

THE COMPETITION
EXPLAINED.

HO is the most beautiful
cinema star ? Who is the
most daring stunt artiste of

the screen ? and other questions
which are set out fully below form
a new competition for readers of
The Picture Show in which
everybody can join. For long we
have been led to believe that Mary ~
Pickford is the unchallenged queen
of the movies, that Charlie Chaplin
comedy champion of the cinema.
No one, least of all The Picture Show, wishes

to deny the charm and artistry of these famous
screen players, but we live in moving times.
New stars are constantly appearing on the silver
screen, and the millions of people who go to the
cinema are finding fresh favourites, while not
deserting the old ones, not old in years but
in popularity.

This is the reason for our competition. We
feel that it will appeal to all our readers, for the
thousands of letters we rdbeive from them tell

us that the picture-going public are keen
judges of the great entertainment they support.
The competition will certainly appeal to all,

because of its fairness. Prizes will be awarded
by popular vote. In other words, the comp?ti-
tors will be the judges. The star that gets the
highest number of votes may rest assured that
he or she has received the honour, not from the
Press or Press agents, but from the people
who pay to see the pictures.

£500
IN CASH
PRIZES

ALLOTTING THE PRIZES.

THE prizes, will be awarded lo

the sender of the list that
gives the names of the artiste*

who receive the largest number of

votes from renders in answer to

questions asked.

For instance, if nine hundred and
ninety-nine readers say that Alma
Taylor is the most beautiful film

actress, and one thousand readers
vote for Isobel Elsom, Isobel Elsom

will be the winning name for the first question,

and so on down tho list.

The First Prize of £200 will go to the reader

who sends the most correct list in the order

decided by tho voting of our readers.

The Second Prize of £75 will be awarded to

the reader who sends the next largest number
of names that have been voted for. The Third
Prize of £25, 50 Prizes of £2 each, 100 Prizes of

£ 1 each will be awarded in order of merit.

In the event of more than one reader naming
tho stars in the order of their voting, the prize

will be divided.

ALL YOU HAVE TO DO.

BELOW is the third list of five quest ions. The
first and second lists were published in the
last two weeks' issues. I am sure you will

find these questions easy to answer. By doing
so, you will not only stand a chance to win a
big money prize, but you are helping us to know
who you want to read about in The Picture
Show.

Fill in the names of the players of the
screen who, to your mind, answer the descrip-
tions in the questions.
Five questions have appeared in each of the

last two issues, and another—the last set

—

will appear in next week's issue. This completes
the set of twenty questions.
Keep this list until you have answered

them all, when instructions will be given you
as to when and how to send them.

MOST IMPORTANT.
^O not send this coupon in until you have

collected the complete number of

questions, twenty in all.

Many readers will find it easier to fill in the

lists after they know what the twenty questions

are. If this is your case, cut out this coupon
and save it until the four have appeared.
Remember that the most beautiful star can

also be your favourite. It is not necossary to

put a different name against each question.

The wiflning list may have one star's name
in more than once or twice.

You can send in as many efforts as you like,

but each must be complete sets of four coupons.
This competition is also appearing in " The
Boys' Cinema," "Woman's Weekly," ''Film

Fun," and extra coupons may be cut from theao

papers.

No responsibility can be undertaken for entries

lost, delayed, or mislaid, and proof of posting

will not be accepted as proof of delivery or

receipt.

The Editor reserves tho right to disqualify any
competitor's solution for reasons which he
considers good and sufficient.

The decision of the Editor must be accepted
as final and legally binding, and entries are only

accepted on this express condition.

No letters must be enclosed with efforts.

The result of this competition will be the most interesting event in the career of the cinema.
With your help The Picture Show can ascertain the names of the cinema stars who rule

in the hearts of the British Public. It is most important that every one you know should vote.

Gel your friends to enter this important competition. Get your father. m.other, brother, sister,

uncle, aunt, and everybody you know to vote. They may win a big money prUe. They will greatly

help the future of the cinema:

THIS IS THE COUPON
THAT YOU MUST FILL IN. I

(Picture Show.)

CHOOSING THE STARS, coupon n». 3.

Questions to be answered. Write your answer here.

1 1 . Who is your favourite child film actor or actress ?

12. Who is the best dressed film actress ?

13. Who is the best dressed film athlete ?

14. Who is the finest film emotional actor?

1 5. Who is the finest emotional screen actress ? . . .

.

WARNING.
KEEP THIS COUPON UNTIL No. 4 APPEARS. WHEN INSTRUC-
TIONS AS TO HOW EFFORTS ARE TO BE SENT IN WILL BE PU3
I ISHED. SINGLE COUPONS SENT IN WILL BE DISQUALIFIED
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Character as Told by the Face.
The Powers of Understanding make themselves apparent in the

face of Alma Taylor.

ALMA TAYLOR.
The Hepworth Star.

THE fulness in the lower part of the middle
of the forehead in this face shows a
desire to see the world. It is clear that

life or the powers of understanding mako them-
selves apparent in the forehead, which has been
called " the vestibule to the temple of the mind,"
and ™ the domain of thought." It is almost
perfect, and indicates a comprehensive and
enterprising mind, memory for events, ability to
analyse, and reason by analogy.

The Eyebrows.

THE fineness and evenness of the eyebrows
denote a high-toned and susceptible
turn of mind, combined with evenness

of character, and a clear head.

The Inquisitive Nose.
INDICATES strong powers of thought,

meditation, warmth, and intensity of
feeling.

What We can Tell by the Eye.

THE two most expressive centres of the face

are the eyes and mouth. The first ex-

> press the degree of intelligence, the second
the forco of will power. Note the calm, honest,
steady gaze, and almond shape, in which wo see

love of approbation, the beautiful in art and
nature, sensitive, but deep affection.

The Mouth.
HERE we have the mouth where laughter

is at home, and a free and joyous guest.

This lady likes her own way. Impulsive,
affectionate, capricious, subtle, clever, the ex-

pression of a tender and charming individuality.

The Chin.

THE chin of Alma Taylor shows a desire for

companionship, a leader, and deter-

mination to conquer what she sets her
heart on. There is a liking for passivo pleasures,

dislike of worry, friction, and trouble.

In Love.

THEY are extraordinarily successful with
the opposite sex. Brilliant, fascinating,

with a love for power and romance.
They make charming companions. In many
cases they are most fortunate in managing for

others, and heavy responsibility suits them
best.

In Health.
USUALLY good circulation and sound con-

stitution. They are more open to mental
suggestion as far as health is concerned than

any other class. Congenial surroundings play
c very important part with this typo, as they
are affected by their environment. Their
health is usually ruled by their thoughts, and if

they think they are ill, it is quite sufficient that

they are so, and they can become cured in

exactly the same manner.FILM X? ~LI^srp
Misunderstood.
Admirer :

" That emotional actress is a regal-
looking woman She has such a fine carriage."
Jealous Artiste: "Humph! I have a

motor car."

First Film Actor :
" Oh, it might he worse V

Second Film Actor :
" It couldn't he. There

is a- real chicken dinner in the second reel."

all that

Making Preparation.
Phyllis : " Gracious ! What

crepe for ?
"

,
Doris: "I had a chance to get it at a

bargain sale, and you know my husband goes in
for stunt-acting in films."

Not What She Meant.
" I think the baby has your hair, ma'am,"

said the nurse-girl, looking pleasantly at her
mistress, the popular movie star.

" Gracious !
" she exclaimed, glancing up

from her book. " Rim into the nursery and
take it away from him ! What will the child do
next ?

"

Sarcasm.
" What do you think ? " exclaimed the

picture star proudly. They are going to name
a new cigar after me !

"

" Well," replied the producer, " here's hoping
it will draw better than you do !

"

The Difference.
He (just proposed and refused) :

" If you do
not love me, and will not accept me, why do you
accept my chocolate ?

"

Film Actress :
" I love chocolates !

"

Free At Last.

Screen Hero :
" I've just had a letter from

tho old folk."

Friend :
" What does it.say ?

"

Screen Hero :
" Come home. Your tailor

is dead."

What He was Missing.
KmsT Film Actor :

" Ah, Rudolph, why that
sad expression ?

"

Second Film Actor :
" I cannot help it.

mo lord. I die in the first scene."

Badly Off.

No." declared the young film actor, with a
touch of sadness in his voice ;

" it may
be that some day I shall be happy, hut

at present it is beyond me."
His companions were interestecL
" There is a girl I love dearly," he continued.

" She would have me if I asked her, but 1 dare
not. I really cannot marry and live on two
thousand a year."

Consternation and pity were depicted on the
faces of his friends.

" You can't marry on two thousand a year '!
"

asked one. " Why not ?
"

" Why not 1 " echoed the youth. " Simply
because I haven't the two thousand !

"

Added Attractions.

WE'RE coming on. In an advt. of one of
the big London picture theatres a
Napoleon and Sally comedy is featured

with "SLIDING ROOF" and " PERFECT
VENTILATION." —4~»

—

MANAGER of big London picture theatre
to departing patron :

" 1 hopo tho roof slid to your perfect
satisfaction, madam, and that you will come
again and enjoy our wonderful ventilation."

—

(From tho "Trans-Atlantic Review.")

Instantaneous Hair Colouring
Kopatine Instantaneous

gives perfect colom'3 from
Blonde to Black, leaving tho
hail soft and glossy. Absolutely
clean, safe and harmless.
Will not wash or brush off. or
soil the linen. Does not stain
theskin. Specially suitable for
honi- use or when travelling.
Prices 6. Double size. 10/6.
K pa line ' Al-Khanna. A

henna colouring, giving per-
manent results in any shade de-
sired. Pi ice 6/6. Sold by Har.
rods, Selfridges, etc., or sent
direct. Applications givn
daily in our salons with
the greatest success. Call
Jor advice or write Jar booklet.
KSpatineCie. (Dept. 24).

31, Buckingham Palace Road,
London. S.W.I.

ORDINARY WATCHES MADE INTO

WRISTLET WATCHES
The "DAPTABEL" XW^l*^^

each.

DON'T TAKE A
SUBSTITUTE,

tly f<

"DAPTABEL.
FINEST AND CHEAPEST NOVELTY EVER INVENTED.
From all Watchmakers, Jewellers, and Fancy Dealers Or
from the "Daptabel" Advert. Dept.. 150, Otley Road

Bradford, Yorks.

•fcWEEKLY

with massive Oak-Case,22-incU
richly coloured Horn.unbreak-
able silent Swiss Motor
11-in. nickelled Turntable,
and extra loud Insulated
Sound Box, etc. Gigantio
stock of Cabinet Gramo-
phones, Portable Hornless,
and exquisitely designed Tabl«
Grands ready for immediate de-
livery direct /rem factory an

pounds under shop prices.
entON APPROVAL with 26 tunes and
00 needles PACKED FREE, CARRIAGE
PAID. Complete satisfaction or money
refunded. Write for monster Bargain
ists TO-DAY
MEAD COMPANY, Dept. 10. C,
BALSALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

Economy
might as well begin in the
kitchen as anywhere else,

and if your pots and pana
are CAST IRON, you can
take it as a oast iron exam-
ple ofwhat economy really
is. CAST IRON cooking uten-

sils not only cook better, but
are cleaner, safer, and last a
lifetime.

Procurable nt nil Iron-
mongers.butDONT BE
PUT OFF with short-
lived enamelled steel

in-ware. Insist

on Cast
Iron!
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IF vou want to know anything^ about Films or Film Playenr

WHAT OF THE THEATRE?

THERE is more than passing interest in the news
that Tynemouth will soon have the distinction

of possessing the only hotel in this country with
a picture theatre for the use of its guests. It heralds
a new development in the exhibition of films, and it

will be interesting to watch how far the present method
of showing them to the public is likely to be affected

by the results.

It is certain that other hotels in the United Kingdom
will not be slow in adopting the idea for their own
advantage, so that the cinema-hall may, in time,
become an added attraction of hotel life. Nor is it

likely to be confined to hotels alone. Public institu-

tions that do not already have cinema shows for their

members will doubtless make them a feature of their

social programmes in the future. And into many
private homes, as we know, the portable projector
has already found its way where those who can afford

its present cost are able to enjoy the pictures without
having to go out of doors to see them. This latter

custom, of course, is bound to grow. The gramo-
phone, pianola, and other one-time novelties fell in

price after a while, till to-day they are among the
possessions of many instead of a few. It is not, there-
fore, unreasonable to suppose that the home-cinema
will also become more common than it is at present.

How will all this affect the picture theatre ? Will
it still be able to survive, and be able to draw the
enormous crowds it does now ? The people will still

be able to get their film entertainments, if not in a
hotel or at a social institution, at any rate in their own
homes. Not all of them, perhaps, but certainly a
very large number. And for those who cannot see
cinema shows anywhere else, the picture theatre will

continue to be the only resort. But the programmes
will need to be even more attractive then if the
theatre is not to lose in popularity.

THE EDITOR.

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper

goes to press a considerable time before publica-

tion , letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?

A stamped and addressed enveloped must accom-
pany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of

the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address :

The Editor, " The Picture Show," Room 83, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

F. K. (South Tottenham).—Why should I think
> 011 rude ? Pell Trenton was the artiste in question
in " The Rebellious Bride." Milton Sills took the
lead with Clara Kimball Young in " The Claw."

" CORAL " (Manchester).—So you had to put your
thinking cap on ? I have to wear mine always. The
published cast of " The Law of the North " i« as
follows : Chas. Ray (Alain de Montcalm), Doris Lee,
now Doris May (Thcrese le Noir), Robert, McKim
(Ca;sar lc Noir), Gloria Hope (Virginic de Montcalm),
Chas. K. French (Michel de Montcalm), and Manuel
Ojeda (Numa).
"Periwinkle" (Kidderminster).—Violet Hopson

did not star in the first-named picttire, but in " A
Monition Girl's Romance." She and Gregory Scott
were featured.

" TRIXIE " (Calder Orovc).—Sheldon Lewis was
the Clutching Hand in " The Exploits of Elaine."
Pearl White has neither sons nor daughters, and the
two little boys shown in the photo you saw arc her
sister's children. " Tih-Minh " is pronounced Tee
Min.

" Bflima " and " Whiskers " (Southall).—Let
me present you with a safety razor. These arguments
about players are getting to be terrible affairs.. Rene
( Teste and Mdlle. Andreyor were in " The Further
Exploits of Judex." In the published east of " Tih-
Minh," Mdlle. Mary Harald played the title role,

Mdmc. Georgette Faraloni was Marquise Dolores,
and Mdlle. Rolette was Rosy. No other ladies' names
are given. See. reply to " Coral," of Manchester.

" ALLY " (Gosport).—Pleased to hear you and your
husband are enthusiastic readers. Yes, Grace Cunard
was opposite Elmo Lincoln in " Elmo the Mighty."
So you like rowboy films ? If you can manage to get
the first number of the " P.oys' Cinema," dated
December 13th, 191 !), you will see a fine art plate of
Tom Mix which was given away with it.

B. .1. (Boreham).—Your bouquet is most accept-
able. Allow me to how my thanks Gregory Scott,
I understand, is not married.

" EVP.LYK ' (Bradford), " ELSIE" (Brighton),
" Ella " (Sheffield), "Odette" (St. Annes-on-the-
Sea), "Misses Isquisitive " (Christehureh), Violet

I Brighton), and " J',011" (Northallerton).— Aceoninro-
clation is getting scarce nowadays, and rent is going up.
•So let me put you all together just for the time br ing.

E. K. (not Elmo) Lincoln was on our cover for Sep-
tember nth. " The Romanc e of Tarzan " has been
released. Gladys. HrockwcH Is married. Cullen Laud is

In " Who is Number One ? " Mary Piekford's birth-
day is on April 8th. The Picture- Show can be had
in France, and, in fact, all over the world. Pauline
Frederick is Mrs. Willard Mack. In " The Voice on
the Wire," lien Wilson (John Shirley). Neva Gerbei
(Marion Van Cleft), and Francis McDonald (Red
Warren). James Cruze in " The Million Dollar Mys-
tery." Marguerite Fisher and Jack Mower in " Miss
Jackie of the Navy." Charles Clary in " The Strange
Woman."
N. F. (Geelong).—Back numbers mav be had from

the Publisher, The PICTURE Snow (address above), if

you cannot obtain them from your newsagent. Olga
Petrova has left the screen, though not for good, I

hope. She was. born in Warsaw, Poland, and is

married to Dr. John Stewart. Some of her pictures are

:

" Tempered Steel," " The Light Within," " The Life
Mask," " A Daughter of Destiny," and " The Panther
Woman."

" Marie " (Walton).—So your husband won't have
his tea on Mondays until he has seen the I'. S. tirsl.

Glad you both enjoy the latter so much. Yes. it was
a real baby. " His Dearest Possession " was writ I en
by E. Temple Thurston.
M. P. (Swansea).—Your favourite, Pauline Frede-

rick was born in Boston. Mass., on August 12th, 1880.
Hope on. and you may get a reply.

E. T. (i. (London, S.W.).—You were charmed with
Mary Rickfonl in " Daddy Long-Legs." Wait till you
have seen " The Ragamuffin." Some of William
Desmond's films are :

" Peggy," " Not my Sister,"
" Bullets and Brown Bye?, and " The Payment."
He married his leading lady, Mary Mclvor.

D. R. (Clifton).—Yes, " King Solomon's Mini -

has been released. The cast is: Albert Lawrence
(Allan Quartermain). Ray Brown (Capt. Good), H. J.
Hamlin (Sir Henrv Curtis). Bertie Gordon (Foulatai.
and Vivien Talleur (Iwala).

" Eileen " (Portsmouth).—You have hundreds of
questions. Why, you must be thirsting for know-
ledge. Let me have them in littl" bunches at a time,
and I will sec what I can do. Margaret Marsh and
Mae Marsh are sisters. Owen Nares does not give the
particulars asked for. British artistes, you see, are
very reticent about themselves.

E. P. H. (Llanelly).—What matters it if you have
asked questions before? I -don't mind. Marie
Waleamp was born in 1891. Yes, Marian Sais is

American. She played also in " The City of Dim
Fa"es."

D. E. T. (Kentish Town).—So you thought you had
made a great discovery and rushed eagerly for the.

typewriter, scissors, and paste. Alas ! I am afraid it

was a case of " Love's Labour Lost," for I saw the
same thing months ago, and shed many tears over it.

" Landis " and " Interested " (Hit-chin).—Since
your two letters came in the same envelope. I know
you will not mind my answering you both together.
Cullen Landis is a youth with curly hair, and he M as
born in 1896. Do you remember him in " Who is

Number One?" Other plays of his are :
" The Girl

on the Outside," " Upstairs," " Almost a Husband,''
and " The Outcasts of Poker Flat." He is married,
and has one daughter. Ralph Graves has brown hair
and bine eyes. " The Scarlet Stain." " Tinsel," and
" White Heather " are three of his films.

N. S. (Southwark). " Jacqueline " (Stockport),
C. K. (Hull), •' Bili.ie" (Anerley), B. B. (Readine),
E. de W. (Bruxelles), and "Tony" (Portsmouth).
Sorry I cannot answer you all individually, but you
will find the information required elsewhere in this
pa per.

" TONY " (Ramsgate).—William Farnum is married
to Olive Whit*. No. Houdini is not English. His
life story appeared in the " Boys' Cinema " dated
February 21st. with some excellent photographs.

G. L. K. (New Maiden).—So yon think they would
make an ideal pair. Too late, too late. Ruth Roland
and George Larkin are both married. The former's
husband is Lionel T. Kent, and the tatter's wife. is

Ollie Kirkby, who is also on the films with her hubby.
Information about Eugene O'Brien has been given
before.

" Jappy " (Forest Hill) and M. H. (Seven Kings).
—You think there hasn't been enough about Sessui
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TTayakawa? But let the other artistes have the
limelight, too. News and photos of him appeared in
May 17th, June 28th, 1919, and January ard issue-..

" VaHP " (Kensington).—So you arc constant ;v
being mistaken for Alice Brady ? Naturally, you feel

honoured, From your mini de plume, 1 should base
thought it would have been Theda Bara. But per-
haps you vamp only on the piano. Herbert Ifeyes
was David Law in " The Heart of the Sunset." Then-
is no doubt he was fine. The next film of the Other
artiste has not been announced as vet.

M. B. (Leyton) and "1MB" (Westcliff-on-Sea).—
Kathleen Connors was opposite Tom Mix in " Mr.
Logan, U.S.A." The required birthdays are not
disclosed, " Iris." Seena Owen was the leading
actress in " Branding Broadway."
"JOSE" (Hither Green).—Yes," look forward

always. Remember Lot's wife. That was before the
days of The PlOTURB Show, when she had nothing
to look forward to. So you don't hear much of Edit h
Johnson ? She and William Duncan are featured in
" The Man of Might," a Yitagraph serial of fifteen

episodes.
D. S. (Ireland).

—
" The Romance of Tarzan " is

out. The other will be released later. So you have
had photos from Sam Polo and Eddie Polo ? Wh t

a game !

D. L. (Hackney).—Permission to visit a film studio
in order to watch the work being done is not easy t >

get. Yes, Ivy Close is the wife of Elwin Neanie, the
well-known photographer.
M. J. (Barnes).—It was Ralph Graves in " Sporting

Life." Norma Talmadge and Eugene O'Brien are
both in America. If you want replies to your letter;

to artists you will need to muster up all your patience,
as they cannot write back quickly.

P. A. (Bedford).—Particulars of our " All-Star
"

series of postcards, No. 1 set, were given in the issue

for November 8th. But if you cannot find the in-

formation, let me know. I don't think she has any
children.

" Leslett " (Great Yarmouth).—Pearl White is

at present in America. The other artiste has not
appeared on the films as far as I know.
Emma (Johnstone).—So you don't go to the

pictures often. Well, sometimes is better than never.
Mrs. Charlie Chaplin will be nineteen this year. No,
Fred Evans of music hall fame and little Madge m
are not related. Pearl White prefers a wig for

photographic purposes.
(Mora answers next week.)^^

" PICTURE SHOW " <

PERSONAL.

THE CINEMA BALL.—At the great Cinema
' Ball, to be held at Battersea Town Hall
;Grand Hall), on Wednesday, March 31st, Britain's
Screen Queen, Miss Violet Hopson, will award tin-

prizes. These will be given to those who most
successfully impersonate cinema stars, and it will

be a splendid chance for amateur Mary Pickfords,-

Bill Harts, Charlie Chaplins, and so on. The
dance commences at 7.30, and the tickets, to be
obtained at the door, are 4s.

WHERE TO WRITE TO YOUR FAVOURITE
FILM STAR.—You are kindly requested

not to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the

large number of other queries that have to be
answered. If you wish to communicate at once with

any artiste not named below, write your letter,

putting the name of the star on the envelope, ami
enclose it with a loose ljd. stamp to the Editor.

The Picture Show, Room 83, The Fleetway House
Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4, and it will be
forwarded by the next mail. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full

name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention The Picture

Show * to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
he understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will be replied to. Please keep
these addresses for reference.

OWEN" MOORE, care of Selznick Pictures Cor-

poration, Fort Lee, New Jersey, U.S.A.
PEGGY HYLAND, care of G. B. Samuelson Film

Co., Universal City, California, U.S.A.

•(More addresses next week.).

THE

TROTH
ABOUT

SPIRITUALISM

The strange experiences of an investigator into

Spiritualism. One of the most vivid and remark-
able series of articles ever published, containing

some striking particulars of how one gets into

touch with the Spirit World. In these articles

actual messages from the " other side " will be

given. The first appears on Tuesday in the

PENNY PICTORIAL
The Weekly Magazine Present Frice 2d.
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Famous Readers of " Tbe Picture

Show."

No. 13.—ELMO LINCOLN.

ELMO LINCOLN, hero of Tarzan of the
Ap^s and Elmo the Mighty, never lets a

Week go by without reading hi? favourite
paper. His choice is the same as ours. He
reads Thk Picture Show.

A Repeated Warning.

J
MUST repeat my warning to be sure that.

I your pages of photogravure are included
in ycur copy of The Picture Show before

having the shop. As these are not stitched with
the other section of the paper, they are apt to
fall out. Don't you be disappointed. Be sure
of your copy. —

—

Your Last Chance to Win a Big Money
Prize.

ON page 20 you will find the fourth and
final list of questions in our " Choosing
the Stars" competition. Remember that

more than the money prize rests wit h the result of
this voting list. Only by this means can The
Picture Show, the managers of picture palaces,
and the producers of picture ploys, know the
stars that the Briti«h public want to see on the
screen. It is for the benefit of every patron—
man#woman, and child—of the cinema that this
competition has been organised. You must
influence the result. You also stand a chance
to win a big money prize.

Don't forget to vote and get jour friends to
' vote as well. — •»-

—

Another Novel on the Screen.

DTD you read " Corn in Egypt " ? trio

fascinating book by E. Newton Bungey.
This story made a great success as a film.

Now T hear that his latest, work, '" The Autumn
of Pride," which has just been published by
Messrs. Jarrolds, has been secured by the
Oaumont Fil.n Company, who are taking -a
special company down to Somerset for the
purpose of filming the play in its right setting.

A Lesson for Mrs. Newly-Wed.
MANY a lesson can bo learned from the

pictures. In " Hairpins," a coming
film in which Miss Enid Bennett stars,

she has a real lesson as the young wife who,
by her slovenly ways, is losing the love of her
husband.

" Hairpins," is a good title, for it is the want
of these that makes Miss Bennett a slovenly
creature with untidy hair. But when our heroine
realises that slipping hairpins are jeopardising
her happiness, she becomes a visitor at one of
the best little beauty parlours, and with the
aid of a very exclusive set of shops is completely
transformed into as an adorable bit of femininity
as ever gladdened the eye of man. Of course,
the end is a foregone conclusion.

PKdrjQ<yrapk$ ami Paragraphs of Picture,?, Phyt and PIayety

Changing 'Planes in Mid-Air.

FIYE HUNDRED FEET above solid

ground may not be considered the best
point for a gentleman to leave his aero-

plane tc join a lady in hers. But this happened
the other .Sunday when Lieutenant Ormer Lock-
lear was flying over the Chaplin aerodrome.

Viola Dana was a passenger with Lieut.
Elliott. Locklear, who had as pilot Lieut.

Short, climbed from the wing of his ship to that
of the one above and joined Miss Dana. The
height of 500 feet is considered very low for the
stunt, which was performed for charity.

Miss Dana, Metro star, is now the first woman
and the first passenger to bo in an aeroplane
to which an exchange is made. In November,
1919, she was the first woman to fly upside
down and do various daredevil stunts with
Lieut. Locklear.

An Interesting Revival.

MORE than one critic has placed Fox's film

version of Dickens's famous story. " The
Tale of Two Cities," among the best ten

pictures ever produced. Certainly William
Farnum has never surpassed the part of Sydney
Carton and Charles Darney, and it is interesting
to hear that this photo-play is to be revived,
and thus enable those of us who missed it in

the past to have the opportunity of seeing it.

—

—

Polidor Not Dead.
OFFICIAL news comes from the Unione

Cinematografica Italiana that it was
not Polidor, the famous film comedian,

who was killed in the recent aeroplane accident
at Naples, but his brother, also a successful
film actor. Polidor, who is popularly known
as the Italian Dan Leno, and in many ways he
closely resembles that wonderful little man,
appears with that daring lady of the film,
" Astrea—The Amazing Woman," in a new
film that has been received from Italy by the
London Independent Film Trading Co.

Versatile Olive.

BESIDE being an actress, a beauty, and a
scenario writer, Olive Thomas is some-
thing of an interior decorator. I hear

that she possesses a flat in New York, furnished
entirely with fittings made from designs drawn
bv herself.

A Movie Family.
EDOUARD TREBAOL, whom wo shall see in

the part of " Bubbles " in Tourneur
Morris's new Goldwyn picture " The

Penalty," is one of a family of thirteen children,
every one of whom is working in the motion
pictures. The family is French, and the father
wandered off somewhere while suffering mental
depression over trouble caused by the war. The
mother was left with all her brood of little ones
to support. They lived in Los Angeles, and one
day she read that some children were needed in
a motion picture. Now every one of them is

working most of the time at one of the many
studios round Los Am»eles, and their mother
starts off every morning with them piled in a
motor-car, delivering one here, two there, and
several more at still another studio. Edouard
has taken part, in several Goldwyn pictures.

Real Lace Stockings.
E all know that the question of clothes

takes up a large amount of a cinema
screen star's time, but what do vou

w

STELLA MUIR, who has been called " the English
Mary Pickford." We are soon to see her in
" Heart of a Rose." (Photo : C. W. Middhton.)

BERT LYTELL, the HELENE CHADWICK.
Metro Star, has kept his a beautiful new photo-
word. His moustache graph of the delightful
is off and he sends this star. Did you see her
picture for you to see. in " The Honest Thief ?"

think of the news that May Allison wears a pair
of half-stockings that take her hilf an hour to
put on ? The stockings are real lace. We shall
see them in " The Cheaters."

Not Pretty on the Screen.
ACCORDING to Henry Lehamn, the pro-

ducer, few beautiful girls are pretty in
pictures. In order to see for himself

exactly how the pretty girl will photograph
under working conditions, Mr. Lehamn has
originated an entirely new system.

\\ hen an aspirant to film honours is found, a
moving picture known as a " Test " is mad.-,
in which the subject is photographed. from all
angles. This is done under conditions as thev
exist under the making of a real film. The
"test" is then sent to Mr; Lehamn and pro-
jected on the screen for him.

To Insure Her Hair.
JOSEPHINE EAR I.E. the British Scrconcraft

star, is trying to take out an insurance
policy on her hair, not because it is likely

to be run over or anything like that, but because
she finds that the are-lamps effect it consider-
ably. Miss Earle is very proud of her beautiful
head of hair, and spends a considerable amount
of time to keep it in condition. Certainly Miss
Earle possesses one of the most beautiful heads
of hair I havo ever seen. The are-lamps she
finds dry it up and make it so brittle that there
is a distinct danger that unless every possible
care is taken of it, the hair may presently
suffer severely.

Dustin Farnum as " The Corsicau
Brothers."

I
HEAR that the double exposure work in
" Tho Corsiean Brothers. " is the lines! thai
has ever been seen jn a photo drama.



PICTURE SHOW CHAT.
(Continued from page 3.)

Throughout the greater part of the play, Dustin
Farnum is seen in the dual role, and the clever
manner in which ho is seen talking to himself
in both interior and exterior scenes is the work
of two camera-men.

—

—

Geratdine's Adopted Son.
GERALDINE FARRAR has adopted a eon.

His namo is Petka Stanoyviteh, and he is

cither 8 years old or 11—nobody knows
which. Pctka thinks that he is 11, but has been
all alono since his father was killed and his mother
died early in the war ; and he says ho is not sure
and thero was no one to keep account.
Ho is a Serbian, and, when ho was taken in

charge by tho Serbian Relief Committee, ho had
enly a few old rags for clothes, had slept for many
months out of doors without a blanket, and did
not remember when he had had a good meal.
Ho is a bright, intelligent little chap, and his

ttcry so interested Miss Farrar, who has been a
liberal contributor to tho Relief Fund, that she
esked if she might adopt him. Sho has not«ven
seen him yet, for it is a long way to Lazarvitch
where Petka is being cared for ; but as soon as it

is possible Miss Farrar is going to havo the small
boy brought to her.

— 4-+

—

Stage Plays on the Screen.

STI'LL more stage plays—especially British
successes—are being secured by American
film companies for tho screen. The

'litest is " The Man From Blankleys," in which
Charles Hawtrey made such a great hit. His
part in the film version will be taken by Robert
Warwick.

—v»—
To Admirers of Theda Bara.

IF
you aro collecting Art Plates don't forget
that " Woman's Weekly," tho delightfully

instructive and entertaining little paper,
that comes out every Tuesday, is giving one of
Theda Bara this week. There is sure to be a
big demand for this issue, so tell your news-
agent to-day to save you a copy for to-morrow.

An Interesting Photo-play.
" 'T'HE Call of the Blood," produced by Mr.

J[ Louis Mercanton—who, by the way,
was responsible for the first film

featuring the lato Mile. Gaby Deslys—is said

to have cost £l.ri, 000. Another point of interest

you must notice when you see this film is tho
first appearance on the screen of Miss Phyllis

Neilson Terry ; and her husband, Cecil King, has
»» clever comedy part. Mine. Sarah Bernhardt,
who saw the first showing on the screen, has
»hown her approval by saying it is the finest

film she has ever seen.

A Real Problem.

A GOAT, a cat, and a dog play very im-
portant roles in the Goldwyn Picture,
Earthbound," though none of them

MABEL BALLIN,
the lovely little
screen actress whom
we are shortly to see

in a number of new
photo-plays.

RAY RIPLEY, the
Universal screen
villain, said to be
the "handsomest
villain of the screen."

aro formally in the cast, and the goat and the
cat do not even appear in the picture Neither
tho goat, nor tho cat, showed any particular
liking for their co-actor, the dog, and it was this
fact, which got them their part in the filming
of the picture.

" Czar," a handsome Russian wolfhound,
figures prominently in the story, as tho pet
of a wealthy young clubman who is killed by a
one-time friend. After his master's death, tho
dog imagines ho sees his ghostly figure before
him.

The problem up to the director was to get the
dog to show fear of something which was not
there ; and therein tho cat and the goat figured.

The goat was tried first. Czar has a chronic
aversion for goats. He is not especially afraid
of them, but the sight of a goat excites him.
So the goat was brought in, off stage, and whiles

the camera filmed Czar's actions, the two
animals faced each other. Some very effective

scenes were thus recorded. It is safe to say
that the goat was glad when they were finished,

and he was led away from the disquieting
presence of that big, husky dog.

For a similar effect, the cat figured as the
bait, off stage. The cat enjoyed the situation
just about as much as did the goat, but she
was held to her job by main force, and the dog,
held to his place by his master's command,
trembled all over with excitement.

Do You Know ?
—That "Caught in the Rain" was the first

picture Charlie Chaplin directed himself in for

Mack Sennett ?

* * *

— That Vivian Martin likes character roles, and
cherishes an ambition to play the heroine of
Barrie s, " A Kiss for Cinderella " 1

* * *

— That Charles Ray is Miss Martin's favourite

actor ?

Fay Filmer.

The Picture Show, April Zrd, 1S20.

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News from Lcs Angeles.

The Little Mother.
MARJORJE DAW lias practically brought

up and educated her younger brother,
1

Chandler. She lost her father very
early, and her mother died when she was fifteen.
She had been doincr " little bits " around tho
studios before then, "but, realising that her little

brother depended on her more or less for his
whole future, sho set seriously to work, and
determined to make good at her job. Largely
through tho interest of Gcraldino Farrar 'eho
succeeded in getting a contract, and since then,
has been Douglas Fairbanks' leading lady inl

most of his pictures. Marjorie and Chandler
share a pretty little HollywoiKl bungalow ; sho
is paying for his education at high school, and
when he has finished the course he is going to
tho best university, and realise his ambition to
become an architect.

Alice Has No Chance.

ALICE BRADY has been complaining that)
she never has a chance for wearing'
pretty clothes, even if she had the timo

to go and buy them, except before the footlights
and the camera. She works all day long at tho
studio and every night at the theatre, is making
all tho money she could possibly spend, and yet
never has the chance to spend it.

Her Big Chance.

BETTY COMPSON landed her celebrated
contract for "Tho Miracle Man" just
because she was looking tired, bedraggled,

and generally " all in." Georgn Loano Tucker
thought her suitable for the part he had inj

mind, and 'phoned her to the Patho Studio,
where she was working on a " stunt " picture,
to dine with him that same evening at tho
Athletic Club. She had had a very hard day's
work, and felt too weary even to bo interested
in what he was saying. As it happened she
was playing quite unconsciously the very part 1

that Tucker wanted her to portray, and tho
next day—it was Christmas morning, too

—

the message came offering her the contract, and
she knew that at last her big chance had corned

A Present for Charlie.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN has received from
some unknown admirer in the East two
additions to his already choice collection

of screen headgear. A couple of dilapidated,
bowlers arrived here the other day without any
sort of packing, but simply bristling with labels,

bearing all manner of affectionate and humorous
inscriptions, both in prose and poetry. Ap-
parently the railroad officials had amused them-
selves by adding another label at every storming
place en route, so that when the two nats,

eventually reached their destination they boroi

a striking family resemblance to the " fretful;

porcupine."
Elsie Codd.

SIDNEY WOOD. SILAS HOCKING, with SIDNEY and BABS, as we see him on the film. BABS RONALD.
' Her Benny," one of Silas Hocking's most famous novels, has been filmed. Silas Hocking himself takes part in the screen version as you will

see by the above photograph. (Photos : Granger)
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR " THE PICTURE SHOW."

Prettv PEGGY HYLAND with her dog Jack. She is trying to get him SESSUE HAYAKAWA resting between scenes and reading over his next
to fetch her a stick, but Jack wants a lot of persuasion. part with JOSEPH DEGRASSE.

A delightful photograph of the youngest bather WILLIAM S. HART doesn't loek quite at home in this dance room, and seems to find some difficulty in

to appear in a Paramount-Artcraft picture. following the fair dancers' steps.

VIRGINIA FAIRE, appearing in Universal pictures, still continues her education Director HENRY KING means to make his pictures realistic. Here you
under her mother's care. Here you see her having a lesson between the scenes see him "explaining " to VIRGINIA LEE CORBIN that he wants her

of her latest photo-play. to cry.
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READ THIS .FIRST.
Richard Ferris is absolutely destitute and weak

when he is rescued and taken home by liill Graham,
the owner of a shop of toy dogs, birds, and Persian
tnts. He helps Graham in the shop in return for his

keep. Sylvia, Graham's daughter falls in love with
Richard, who, concealing his identity, informs them
that his name is Dick Blake. Sylvia and Dick be-
come engaged.
Pansy Vivian is a frequent visitor to the Em-

porium, and mutual affection springs up between her

and Dick, although Pansy is engaged to be married
to John Baird. Realising his bond to Sylvia, and
fearing his love for Pansy will get the better of him,
he marries Sylvia secretly. On their return from the
registry office, Sylvia finds a. telegram calling her
away to Wales immediately to take a star part in a
Mm. She goes off, and is met by Robert Nigel, her
producer, who is in love with her, unaware of the fact

that she is married.
Pansy's fiance tells her that he has been left sole

executor for the will of Sir Mais Ferris, who has left

an immense fortune to Sir Richard Ferris, who is

missing. He shows her a photo of Sir Richard,
which she recognises as Dick Blake. She rushes oil"

to tell Dick the good news, and, on entering the house
linds Bill Graham lying dead. Rushing from the
house she runs into Dick.

You can now read on.

The Harvest.
'""TTAKE me away," Pansy implored fraxi-

1 tically.

Richard brushed his hand across his

eyes. For a moment ho had a hazy, blurred
impression that Pansy was but a phantasy of
the brain. Even when he asked:

" What are you doing here at this hour?"
lie was hardly conscious that lie had spoken.
His mind was in a state of chaos. After his

marriage to Sylvia that morning and she had
left him to join the film company at Euston.
the old fear of Pansy's fascination gripped
him.

It drove him far away from the Emporium.
In his wild desire to avoid and forget her—at
least for one day, he found himself in an
hitherto unexplored world, and the aftermath
of that debauchery still clung to him. Ho
hardly knew if he was awake or dreaming.

" I haven't been drinking, Miss Vivian," ho
jaid dully. " Believe me, I went down to

the docks, because—well, the reason doesn't
concern you in any way. I met a miscel-
laneous sort of rabble, and I fell in with a
Chinaman. I went off with him to Lime-
house, to a 1 ittle " He stopped abruptly.
" But that's a secret, dear lady. However, I

smoked the pipe of peace. Soft clouds of
azure vapour floated around me. and through
those alluring visions of ethereal light I saw
you—twice as enchanting as you have ever
been to me, but not more lovely than you
are."
Pansy gave a frightened sob.
" Oh, you've been to an opium den." She

saw that Richard was still far from normal.
He obviously did not fully recognise what he
was saying, still less what he was doing.

" Hush," he said savagely. " What have
my actions got to do with you?" He waved
her aside as he staggered across towards the
parlour.
She sprang forward like a cat and caught his

coatslecve, using all her strength to drag him
back.
"Listen—try to understand," she begged.

" You can't go there now. I'm in a terrible
position. I'm not surprised that you're
amazed to find mo here. I acted on the im-
pulse of a moment. The mischief's done; it's

awfully late. Have pity on me, help mc to
get home."
Her white, quivering features, and the an-

guished distress of her tones, helped Richard
to recover himself quicker than any artifice

she might have employed. He bent towards
her and then fell back against the wall, blot-

- ting out the sight of her with his shaking
' hands.

" By Jove, I am a fool," he broke out vio-
lently. " What on earth made you do it? Tf

you'' people knew there'd be a deuce of a
scandal. I'll iust explain lo Bill

"

By EDITH NEPEAN.
You can begin this wonderful story

of love and human suffering to-day.

He made a second attempt to reach the par-
lour, but Pansy's voice rang out sharply :

" Don't leave me. Take me away at once."
She was trembling all over. Her knees felt

that they would give way beneath her, and
all the time one idea was reverberating in

her brain.
She must get away before the murder was

discovered, for she knew only too well that
if the police were summoned before she left,

she would be compelled to give evidence at

the inquest. She was bathed in cold per-

spiration.
" Please don't delay," she begged.
She held Richard's hand so tightly that he

w.ould have had to use considerable force to
break away from her. Terror had endowed
hev with superhuman strength.

He was obliged to follow her into the street.

Whatever sins Richard might have enmmitted
that day, Pansy was convinced that there was
one at least of which he was entirely guiltless,

and that was the murder of his employer.
In her callous selfishness she decided that it

was of greater importance to save her repu-
tation than give information about her dis-

covery.
As they walked rapidly along Richard saw

a taxi standing outside a public-house, and as

luck would have it, a moment later the driver
appeared.
Pansy felt safer when Richard helped her

into the car. His brain, although still con-
fused and working slowly, was becoming dis-

entangled. •

" Give me your address?" He passed it

on to the chauffeur, and he was about to close

the door, when -he called out emphatically

:

" No, no, no ! You must come, too. I

insist!"
" I can't. It's impossible '." Richard's hag-

gard features were full of suffering. The
clearer his brain became, the greater, he knew,
would be the danger of being alone with
Pansy—and this was his wedding night.

He suddenly gave vent to a burst of mirth-
less laughter.

" 1 refuse to go home by myself, Mr. Fer-
ris," said Pansy determinedly.

" Ferris," he repeated hoarsely. " Where
did you hear that name?"
The next moment he was by her side, and

he ordered the man to drive on.
" I've got to thrash things out with you,"

said Richard furiously. " What Jo you mean
by calling me Ferris? My name's Blake, and
I've decided to see you home because "

" You have remembered you are a gentle-

man," said Pansy swiftly.

The more forbidding and rude his maimer,
the greater was Richard's fascination over her.

All her life she had wallowed in flattery and
adulation, fervent promises of life-long de-

votion and love, for she was not only as

exquisite as a June rose, but her wealth was
correspondingly attractive.

" A gentleman !" Richard laughed mock-
ingly. "You can't have the faintest glimmer
of an idea of what you're talking about. I'm
only a tvvo-pound-a-weck assistant, in an
animal depot!"

" When a man's a gentleman," Pansy re-

torted determinedly, " the fact of his being
a two-pound-a-weok assistant, as you call it,

doesn't alter his social position the least bit

in the world. You might turn a eidssing-

sweeper into a knight, but that's all you
could do for him. On the other hand, you
might be a crossing-sweeper, but you would
still remain— what you are. Now do you
understand— Sir Richard Ferris?"
Richard turned upon her like a wounded

animal. .

" What pleasure is it for a girl like you,

blessed by everything on earth, to come and'
gloat over a poor devil like me? Arc you,
so fed up with your amusements that in your'
inexhaustible desire for a new sensation you
are driven to torture men like me with your
taunts? You are as merciless as the fiend who
probes a wretched beast in his cage with a
hot iron bar."

" You are grossly unfair," Pansy gasped.
Although he spoke so' bitterly she could

only think how adorable he was.
>

.

"I don't want to hurt you," she said

tremulously. " I came because I thought I

was bringing good tidings. .You are the
missing heir to Ferris Castle !"

" What?" At, last the absolute sincerity of

Pansy's tones struck home. Richard caught
her hand in his and held it so tightly that

she could have cried out in agony, albeit the

pain was not without its charm !

" It's quite true," she went .on breathlessly. .

" Do you remember the name of the man who
bought Yum-Yum? It was John Baird. Per-

haps you saw 'his cheque?"
Richard nodded impatiently.

"He's a lawyer—I mean John Baird," sho

went on, " and he is the sole executor of the

late Sir Mais Ferris's estate."
" Do you mean old Mais is dead?" Richard

asked incredulously.
Pansy nodded.
" And with the exception of one or two

legacies, he left the whole of his fortune to

you. I only knew to-night. John Baird came
to dinner, and he told me that he was search-

ing for Mais Ferris's heir, and that he had
not been heard of for years. He showed me
the enlargement of a snapshot. I recognised

you at once, although you called yourself

Blake."
" My name is Richard Blake Ferris,"

Richard interrupted. " I dropped the Ferris

when I came to grief and stuck to Blake, my
mother's maiden name."

''
I understand." Pansy turned to him ap-

pealing^y. " When you've seen me home,

don't go" back to the Emporium, go to Mr.
Baird, and set his mind at rest that you're

alive and well." And with a momentarv
touch of her old coquettish gaiety, she added,
" Sir Richard !"

He frowned. The irony of fate struck

home. If only he had known twenty-four

hours earlier, would he have married Sylvia,

or would he have thrown himself on her

mercy, and after confessing that he did not

love her, lravo offered financial compensation

for having asked her to become his wife?
" My life's been hell," he said bitterly.

" All this has come too late !"

"Not loo late for happiness." Pansy in-

sisted. " Besides, you're awfully rich. I've

heard that there was nothing Sir Mais couldn't

buy !" -

" To my knowledge, the very thing you've

remembered was one of the luxuries he

missed," said Richard, " and it will be my
fate, too. I shall never know happiness, Miss

Vivian."
"That's absurd," said Pansy, believing that

he was regretting his wild oats. " A new
world is before you— it's like a clean sheet of

white paper. Start writing afresh. I shall

never tell anyone where and how you and I

first met." . .

With an odd laugh, Ferris thrust his hand

down into the denths of an inner pocket, and

he produced a dirty washleather bag. Urn

tying it, he took out a couple of valuable old

seals, -bearing the Ferris coat of arms.
" No maUor how great my hunger, or how

low the finances of my exchequer," he con-

fided, "I never parted with those seals. They

have been my mascot!" t

" You're very proud of your name, said

Pansy "and now 1 am going to tell you

everything, and the reason I implore you

not to return lo the Emporium. I went to

find you to-night, because I was so excited

and happy for your sake that luck had come

(Continued cn page 8 )
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF IVY DUKE.
Special to "THE

PICTURE SHOW."

The All-British Star on Stage and Screen, who has no use for tuck.

MISS IVY DUKE, the beautiful musical comedy
actress now appearing in " Maid of the Moun-
tains " at Daly's Theatre, London, is also a

screen star of more than little fame.

She attributes her climb up the ladder of fame to

hard work.
Miss Duke is possessed of a lot of paradoxical charac-

teristics differing from her sister artistes. She is neither

superstitious, credulous, or mascot loving. She has no

IVY DUKE.

use for luck. Hard work has done more to upset luck,

she maintains, than all the incantations and precau-
tions mortals can take.

A Real Britisher.

MISS DUKE is all-British, though, like Mary Pick-

ford, she suffers from being mistaken for an
American.

. Mary Pickford is a Canadian, and, as such, can claim

the protection first hand of the British flag, but
Miss Duke can beat her, for she was actually born
in South Kensington, and thus she is British all

through.
The rumour that Miss Duke is American arose

from the fact that she has lived a considerable

portion of her short life in America. She was
taken there in her early youth—as she will tell

you—" with many vigorous vocal protests "
;

but it was on her return to England that she
gained musical comedy fame.

Her First Stage Engagement.

YOU will remember she appeased at Daly's
Theatre in '"Betty," and of this engage-

ment she tells a good story, which proved
that the stage had to call more than once before

Miss Duke answered. A friend of hers thought
'she would like a stage career, and interviewed
the management with the idea of going in the

chorus. She was successful, and tried to peruade
Ivy to try to get an engagement in the same
company. The ..idea did not appeal to Miss

Duke, and she said so. Then the friend dared
her to try. Miss Duke showed her spirit by
M taking the dare," with the result that the
impressario wanted her to sign a touring con-

tract for Manchester and the North. It was
mid-winter ; the prospect was not bright enough.
Miss Duke refused, wished the manager a polite

. good-day, but she was not allowed to reach the

door. She was called back and offered a small

part in a London production. She accepted it.

A Happy Career.

FROM "Betty" to
' ; The Happy Day," and

from thence to the untiling and unending
" Maid of the Mountains " was an easy

journey. Her stage experience has been a

particularly happy one. Then, while the war
was still on, she met Mr. Guy Newall, then on
military matters intent. • .

The Film Offer.

LATER she met him again, when he and Mr.
George Clark—who gives his nam", by the
way, to the photoplays produced in the

Ebury Street Studios—were formulating their

plans for picture plays. Mr. Newall and Miss
Duke had a slight disagreement over terms,

but, with womanly persistence. Ivy won, and the
result has been tremendously successful.

From a small part to leading lady in such films

as " The Garden of Resurrection " and " The
Lure of Crooning Water" is ambitious and phe-

nomenal, but Miss Duke has achieved it, and
will achieve much more. Comparisons are

always tiresome, but Miss Duke bids fair to

become our English Pauline Frederick, and the
fact that the new production—an adaptation of

Cosmo Hamilton's famous book, " Duke's
Son "—provides her with an exceedingly dramatic
part, lends considerable interest to those who are
watching the progress of this charming actress.

A Good Story.

THE story is that of an impecunious " younger
son," who starts life for himself, and
whose spirit of impetuous independence

eventually throws him into the company of a
delightful society girl, possessed of his own love
of taking chances and gambling with Fate.
The two become partners, and disaster, over-
takes, but does not quite overwhelm them. A
convincing and eminently satisfactory happy
ending proves the charm of the whole story.

You will like her in this photoplay.
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.THE SECRET HUSBAND (CZ±"tfrom page 6.)

to you. I went to the Commercial Road ; the
shop was in darkness. I knocked at the door
again and again, but there was no answer.
At last I pushed the door open. I went to
Ihe parlour, and on t lie floor I saw "

There was a terrific crash, a startled cry,
darkness and the sound of splintering glass.

Pansy was unable to move; she was pinned to
her seat by broken woodwork.

" Taxi collided with ir lorry," she beard
someone call out. The door was opened, a

police officer thrust back the wood and ex-
tracted her from the debris. She was dazed
but unhurt, with the exception of some un-
sightly scratches on her tiny hands.

" The bloke's got it badly ! Better get 'im
off to hospital."
Pansy roused herself.
Hospital! That meant inquiries. Her nno

idea was to get Richard safe with Baird. yShe
found her vanity-bag, and slipping some notes
in a constable's hand, said hurriedly:
"The injured man is Sir Richard Ferris.

Take him to Mr. John Baird, in Lincoln's
Inn Fields. He's the great lawyer, you
know."
The next minute sho had vanished in the

crowd.

Shadows.

ON reaching his house in Lincoln's Inn
Fields after dining witli Pansy and Mrs.
Duprez, John Baird adjourned to his

library. His man had already placed a silver
salver, containing a decanter of wine and
glasses on a table near his roll-top desk.
Baird had -several important cases coming

off, and feeling particularly alert, ho decided
to put in a couple of hours' work before re-

tiring for the night. He became absorbed in

his business and lost count of time.
He was suddenly startled by the loud ring-

ing of the front door bell. Glancing at the
clock ho saw it was midnight. The servants
had gone to bed. He went out hurriedly into
the hall.

"It's all right, sir," James, his man, called.
" I'm just slipping my coat on."
But Baird had already opened the door,

and he found himself face to face with a
police officer. A taxi-cab was waiting in the
shadow.

"Hallo, constable," Baird exclaimed in as-

tonishment. " What on earth have you got
there?"
The constable recognised Baird.
" Sir Richard Ferris, sir."
" Who?"
"Sir Richard Ferris, sir. He was in a taxi

with a girl. She did not want to get mixed
up with the case. They collided with a motor
lorry. His head was injured—unconscious at
present. Could you ring up a medical man?"

" Telephone for a doctor," Baird shouted
to James. ". Get the servants up. Switch on
the radiator in the spare room."
Richard was carried in, and placed on the

bed. Baird saw atra glance that he was the
man for whom he was searching.
Before the police left Baird tried all in

his power to find out the identity of the lady
in the case.

"Heaven only knows who she is," they told
him. "She wasn't bad looking, as much as
could be seen of her. She was muffled up !"

" But sho told you lo bring Sir Richard to
nic?"

" Yes, sho was iiot on that," was the quick
retort. .

" Couldn't possibly havo been Pansy !"

Baird argued to himself. " Out at that hour."
The idea was disturbing. Twice he re-

sisted tho impulse to use the telephone and
set his heart at rest, the third time the re-

ceiver was in his hand.
Nina heard the call. Her bedroom hap-

pened to be nearest the hall.

''Is that you, Pansy? John speaking."
"No, it's me—Nma. Do you want Pansy?

She's been in bed for hours."
Baird drew a deep breath of relief.
" That's all right. Don't disturb her, then.

I'll ring up in the morning."
A weight was lifted from his mind.
" Curious," he reflected. "I suppose Ferris

must have heard of Mais's death. He was.
probably on the way to see me when the acci-
dent occurred. The woman, whoever she was,
must have known Sir Richard's intention of
finding me."
Before he left the hall again the doctor

arrived. He was a busy man, and after a
brief, conventional greeting, he went straight
upstairs into the sick room. Within a quarter
of an hour he entered the library.

" Got Sir Richard undressed now," ho told
Baird. "Nothing of value on him, with the
exception of a couple of Ferris seals. I have
sent for a colleague, who specialises in these
cases."

Later the two medical men decided to
operate. A couple of nurses were brought
in. It was an anxious night, but at dawn
Richard had recovered consciousness, his
mind, however, as to what had happened pre-
vious to the accident was a complete blank.
His life at the Kmporium, his marriage to*

Sylvia, were blotted from his memory. It was
just as Pansy suggested during their brief
ride together in the intimacy of the taxi. He
found himself with a new life before him, and
the pages were as white as the driven snow.

IfttRijTveekcr

Boyj'Cinema
THE LIFE STORY OF BEN TURFIN.

Told in anecdotes and pictures,
»' THE LOVE STAR RANGER."

Splendid complete story with William Fajnum
as the hero.

REEVES EASON. *

The story of Universal's smallest cowboy.FRANCIS FORD
In " The Mystery of No. 13."

iKhcxtweeku*
Pictuieikow
BEAUTIFUL ART SUPPLEMENT,

Including a delightful photographic study of
Mary Miles Minter.MARGUERITE CLARK
In " The Naughty Wife."MARTIN JOHNSON
Tells of his further adventures among (he
cannibals.

ENID BENNETT
At an alligator (arm.

The Missing Heir.

WHEN Pansy came down to breakfast she
looked pale. She was wearing one of
her favourite shades of rose stock-

inette, trimmed around the sailor collar and
wrists with white fur.

Nina was crunching buttered toast, and
turning over the pages of a morning paper.

" Sorry I'm late," said Pansy. " I've had
a restless night.

She was dying to know if Richard had
reached John Baiid's liouse, and when she
was not worrying about him she was haunted
by the memory of an old mau lying in a pool
of blood, with the light from a lamp playing
on his silver hair.
Pansy "helped herself to coffee.
Suddenly Nina called out.
" My dearest, look at your hands, what

ghastly scratches ! I suppose its that little

ghastly scratches ! I suppose it's that little

beast Yum-Yum?"
'

" Scratches?" Pansy gave a frightened
laugh.

Nina studied her closely and knew she had
stumbled across a mystery.
"Too deep for Yum-Yum, surely? You

had better sec a doctor, dearest. All sorts

of things arise from a scratch—blood poison-
ing——"
"Nonsense!" Pansy interrupted im-

patiently. " My hands are quite all 'right,
thanks."

All the same, Nina saw Pansy was nervou«.
She seemed afraid to take up a fork, although
in answer to a question, she told the parlour-
maid she would take an omelette. Pansy felt

Nina's burning eyes fixed upon her. There
was something sinister in the way she watched
her movements. Nina's curiosity was
thoroughly aroused, first by the lacerations on
Pansy's hands, and secondly by her unnatural
demeanour. She suddenly dropped a bomb-
shell.

" Did you hear me talking to John Baird
on the telephone, after you went to bed last

night?"
Pansy's fork dropped on to her plate. .

'' No, when?"
" Something after midnight. He wanted

to know if you went out after he left!"
" Really, what a curious question. I don't

understand."
"I was discreet," purred Nina. "Of

course, whilst the cat's away we know that
dear little mice get up to all sorts of naughty
tricks. At any rate, I didn't mean to give

the game away, dearest."

Pansy had risen ; she was trembling all

over ; Nina's cruel eyes gloated over her
agitation. But before she could say another
word, or Pansy had time to excuse herself,

John Baird entered.
He saw that he had come in at an awkward

moment.
" Feathers flying, eh?"
Nina was first to recover herself, and she

lied unblushingly.
V Pansy's such a dear, generous soul, she's

annoyed because I won't allow her to give
me a jade necklace. An revoir, you two!"
Directly they were alone. Pansy,- still deathly

white, with her hands clasped behind her,

tried to compose herself for searching ques-
tions.

" What on earth do you think happened
last night?" Baird asked, after kissing her
lightly on the cheek.

" Haven't got the ghost of a notion."
" Just before midnight the missing heir

—

Sir JohnTerris—arrived in a taxi with two
policemen "

(Another instalment of this thrilling story in
next week's issue.)

m • OUT OF THE FOG ::

5.4 Y ! have you seen " The Squaw Man,"
With " The Brand " upon his face I

Where the " Breed of Men " is mighty,
And " The Bushcr" shows his pace ?

II ht re " One Week of Life " is splendid,
And " Little Women " sing

About " The Broken Blossoms"
" The Pagan God " will bring ?

J~\ID " True Heart Susie bore you,

/ J When at " Sunnyside " you stayed f

And you gathered in " Wild Honey "

Ere the " Sundown Trail " did fade ?

When " The Better Half " was flying
Over " Arizona's " dome,

Did you chance " The Border Wireless " f

And was that " Why Smith Left Home " /

DID you " Shoulder Arms " in war-time,
With the " Service Star " near Rome f

Or played with " Daddy Long-Legs "

And " The Girl Who Stayed at Home " f
" Say, Young Fellow," did you know it,

'Twas " A Man's Fight " over there i

With " The World Aflame " and dying,
" The Lion's Claw " everywhere.

rp(7T "Better Times'' have come now,
it 'Neath " The Light of Western Stars,"

And " The Perfect Lover " is once more
" The Source " of rrgid cars.

For " The Grim Game " now is over,

The IAfe Line " now is clear,

For " The Winding Trail " is broken,

Now " The Road Called Straight " is here.

Mns. E. R. Halchow.
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Jack Dempsey's " Big Hit " on the Film as Dare-devil Jack.

JACK DEMPSEY, Champion of the World, in his first film,
" Dare-devil Jack."

DEMPSEY comes to the rescue in unconventional costume, but even in
this disguise Jack is a formidable enemy.

Striking photograph of Dare-devil Jack shanghied. You can rest Jack's daring leap from a bridge He arrives just in time to rescue the
assured that Jack is not in this position for long. to the top of a swift-moving train. heroine and her friend.

But tricked by the villains he lands into more trouble. Jack deals a double knock-6ut to two of the villains.
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS, BY FRED K. ADAMS.

Powers is Pessimistic .

PA. POWERS, an authority on film

^ # matters, and the vice-president of

Universal City, predicts that there

is a hard time in store for the American
lilm industry. He considers that there

must be great retrenchment in the lavish

expenditure which hitherto has been the

rule, and those who will suffer chiefly will

be artistes ard authors. Activities in the

production centres, he says, still continue,

without any thought. Extravagances of

directors and stars are the order of the
day. and in addition to economy in

salaries and prices of artistes and authors,

less beautiful and expensive sets must be

made. Too much money has hitherto been
spent on these things in order to cover

lack of dramatic situation. The growth of

European competition is the chief factor

which makes Mr. Rowers so pessimistic.

The cost of American pictures, he says, is

based on world-wide receipts, when they

should be based only on the revenue to be

derived from the United States.

Canada Wants British Films.

THE demand for " all-British " films in

Canada increases every day. and
many of the leading newspapers

publish leading articles and letters on the

subject. Referring to the matter, a leading

American trade journal says :

" The real demand for British produc-

tions arose late in 1918, when it seemed

almost as if the Dominion had been flooded

with American war productions—that

smelled of propaganda to the keen Canad-

ian or ex-Englisher. The sub-titles of some

of the productions were changed before

the features were released in Canada, but

the war veterans of Canada saw at first

glance that the so-called Canadian heroes

reckless. The crowd fell in behind Mr.
McGarry, and lots of letters were written
to the newspapers."

" The Battle of the Somme," and " The
Better 'Ole " broke all records in Canada,
and the Canadian picture-goers naturally
wonder why they are not being given more
sterling pictures of this quality.

Mary Pickford's World Tour.

MARY PICKFORD is looking forward
to the time when she will be
able to make a complete tour of

the world. For nearly ten years she has
appeared continually in motion pictures,

and her outstanding film successes ap-
proach one hundred. Her intention is to

produce two or three films during this
" round-the-world " tour, using the
Ecenery of the different countries 6he
visits for the exterior scenes. For years
Mary Pickford has contemplated the tour,

and she has received numberless invita-

tions to be the guest of various societies

and organisations, but has been compelled
to extend her regrets because of her work.
Now, under her own producing organisa-
tion, in conjunction with the policies of

the United Artistes' Corporation, her tour
becomes possible.

Lessons We Learn From the

Films.

AL CHRISTIE, the producer of the well-

known Christie comedies.

on the screen were crarbed in regulation

United^ States field uniforms. It was cam-
ouflaged—pardon the word.

•" T. W. McGarry, then provincial treas-

urer for Ontario, led in the demand for

teal British pictures and his crusade

brought him much attention. He woke
tip the exchange managers and exhibitors

of Toronto with tho ultimatum that they

would have to bring out something possess-

ing British sentiment, or the Ontario

censors would be instructed to become

If a young man has money to burn, it is

easy to induce some girl to light the match.

* ' » *

The more a film artiste's photograph1

doesn't look like her, the more she tries

to believe it does.
* * *

It lakes a lot oj common sense to get a man
out of the. trouble a little nonsense got him
into.

» * *

Women should have two great aims in

life, trying to be beautiful and succeeding

in being pleasant.

* * - *

Any girl can make a name for herself if

she marries a press agent.

* * *

A film actress will do a lot of " cheeky
"

things to improve her .complexion.

* * *

.Crying over spilt milk is silly; it has
probably already been watered by the

milkman.

The Week's Best Films .

THE following is a list of the best photo-
plays which are being released for

exhibition at the cinemas during
this week, and the names of the star

artistes :

Vilagraph . .
" The Adventure Shop "

Cortnne Griffith.

Astra " The Square Deal
' :

Marguerite Fisher.

Gaumonl " The Judgment of the Desert
"

Harry Carey. - .

Ideal . .
" The Impossible Woman "

Coxstance Collier.

IF. <£• F " Lend Me Your Name "

Harold Lockwood.

Walturdaw Select " Indestructible Wife"
Alice Brady.

F. L. F. S '" Greased Lightning
"

Charles Ray.

Pox " The Lost Princess

"

Albert Ray.
Vilagraph ''Zip and Zest''

Montgomery and Rock.

Western Import " Captain of His Soul "

William Desmond.

Goortanoe Tali*
^geperinvent i

Marria^
In which she proposes to her husband that the; sign a marnaee •*
them together from Saturday to Monday, and gives them perfe>

rest of the week.

-RaymondS
J iHutton 111 4



IS

N THE DRESSING-ROOM.
How to make use of " The Picture Show " plates—Charm-
ing passe-partout pictures—How to frame them at home.

I AM making the most delightful set of

J pictures ever seen for my den. Yes,
Making them myself—from the plate9

that are being given away with The
Picture Show. The beauty of these
plates is undeniable, and entices one to
preserve them in some permanent manner.
To keep them away in a batch or stuck in

a book is hardly satisfactory, as they are
apt to got damaged, and do not show to
the advantage they might do. Therefore,
looking round for some means of pro-
serving them, I suddenly thought of passe-
partout framing. This style of framing is

particularly adaptable for the soft sepia
tones of the pictures, especially if chosen
in a deeper shade of brown, that har-

monises deeoratively with the picture.

Its neat, narrow edging, too, is quite the
.most suitable type of framing for such
photogravures, and, as you know, the
choice of framing for pictures makes an
immenso amount of difference to their

finished appearance.
Passe-partout has many advantages

over the ordinary framing for pictures,

firstly, it is inexpensive, and can be done
at home ; secondly, it is neat and effective ;

and thirdly, it forms a splendid and fasci-

natiBg occupation for unoccupied evenings.

How to Frame the Pictures.

FIRST of all get everything together
that you require for framing the
pictures. Frame one thoroughly

first, and then you will know exactly how
to carry on with the rest. Choose your
plate, and get a piece of thin glass of

exactly the same size. You can have
the glass cut for you quite cheaply at
any glas% cutter's, or if you happen to
have an old sheet of glass by you from a
broken window, you can have this cut down
to the size required.

Besides this, you will need a piece of

thin, but firm cardboard the same size,

somo strong, fairly narrow black tape, a
roll of bro>vn passe-partout, and somo
ring clips. The latter can bo bought by
the dozen at any large stationer's specially

for the purpose. I tell you to choose thin
glass, as the picture is fairly large, and if

the glass were too thick, the binding
would not stand its weight. A piece of

brown paper and gum complete the outfit.

A Clean Table.

MAKE a clear space on a flat table, and
cover it with clean, white paper,
so that everything is kept spotlessly

clean for the framing. Lay the glass flat

down on the table, and then place tho
picture face downward upon it. Very
carefully paste the extreme corners of

the picture down to the glass, so that it is

kept in place. Next take the piece of card-
board, and with pencil and rule mark off

carefully exactly where you wish tho
hangers of the picture to go. Then with a
hatp-n prod holes through whero you havo
marked, push the doubled brass end of tho
ring through, and press it open at the other
side, in the manner of a brass paper-clip.
Then place tho cardboard on top of the

picture, with rings uppermost, and strongly
bind the four sides with a picco of tape.
The latter noed not extend to tho extrcmo
corners of the picture, as it is merely used
to koep the glass, picture, and cardboard
together.

The Binding.

NEXT comos tho binding with passe-
partout. This is quite simple, but
it needs a straight eye, and careful

manipulation of corners, or tho finished

picture will look untidy. First of all cut
off a strip of passe-partout the exact
longt.h of one side of tho picture, and
double this over longthwiso, so that it

forms a groovo in which to placo tho edge
of tho picture. Wet tho gummed liaek

of tho binding, and being very careful thai
the passe-partout extends equally over the
front and back of tho picture, stick it to
the side. The next side will have to be
framed in exactly the same manner, only
great caro must be taken in tho mitreing
of the corner. Double over the strip o£
binding in tho same manner as before,
only this timo cut off to a point one corner
of it. Bo quite sure that you put the point
of this strip right into tho extreme corner ot
tho picture, so that it forms a mitre.
The last strip to be applied to tho picture

should bo mitred at both ends. The picture
is then framed, and all that remains to be
done is to ncaten off the back with brown
paper, at the same time giving extra
security to the picture.

Cut a sheet of brown paper, a weo bit)

smaller than the actual picture, and mark
the exact position of the rings, cutting slits

for them to pass through. Apply paste
to one side of the brown paper, and after
passing the rings through the slit, press the
brown paper down, rubbing with a soft,

clean rag.

Place the picture between sheets of
whito paper, put heavy books on top, and
leave to dry for a few hours. When quite
dry, pass a thin cord through the rings at
tho back, and the picture is ready to be
hung.
Tho passe-partout should ho quito easy

to obtain now, but if you cannot get it in

brown, you could use strips of strong brown
paper with equal success. Good, stiff

gum will be needed-in this instance.

A Dado of Pictures.

ANOTHER very good way of pre-
serving your plates, and also getting
beauty from them, is to make a dado

of .them round the top of the walls of your
littlo room. Most rooms boast of a plain

TSURO AOKI (Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa) is

authority for the statement that the proper
dressing of the hair is the most important
part of a Japanese girl's education, which she

declares takes her two hours at times.

band round the top before tho walla are
papered, and if tho colour tones with the
sepia of tho plates, it is a splendid idea to
use thorn as a dado. Just attach them to
tho top part, of the wall with paste, placing
a six-inch band of brown paper between
each plate.

A most clToctivo screen could ho also
made from these plates, if they wQro stuck
artistically all over an old screen.
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SPLENDID COMPLETE STORY WRITTEN FOR « THE PICTURE SHOW."

A Fallen Star.
VIOLET MAXWELL, the leading lady at

the Hilarity Theatre described in the
advertisements as " The theatre others

copy," was in one of her tantrums. It was one
<if the final rehearsals of the new revue " We've
Clicked,'' and nothing was right for the spoiled
darling of the footlights who had once been glad

_ to earn twenty-two shillings a week at a pickle
factory in South London.
She objected to the scenery because it would

not match her dresses; to the American producer
for some reason she did not 6tatc ; and, finally,

she flatly declined to sing the song that had been
specially written for her—a song which the lessee
and manager, Percy Slade, felt convinced, to use
his own words, "Would be put on every piano-
organ in England within a month."
To all Slade's expostulations " Do be reason-

:it>|p dear," Miss Maxwell turned a deaf ear.
" When you've sacked that American producer,

and given me a song fit for me to sing, I'll be
ready to talk business," she said. " I'm going
to my dressing-room if you want to see me, but
I sha'n't stop there long. And if I leave the
theatre I leave, it for good."
There was an ugly look in Slade's eyes as he

watched the star leave the stage.
" I suppose I've got to pacify her some way,"

he said. " She's going to force more money out
nf me, but 6he knows she's got mc. Her name
is billed all over London, and it's too late to
get anybody else in the part."
He followed Violet Maxwell to her dressing-room

while the producer formed up the chorus.
Despite Miss Maxwell's dislike to him, Al.

Henry, the producer, was a smart man who knew
his business thoroughly. As he was putting the
girls through a simple dance he noticed a very
pretty young woman going through the dance
much more gracefully than the others. An idea
came to Mr. Henry and he called the girl out.

*'
I have not noticed you before," he said.

" What is your name?"
" Daphne Darling," replied the girl. " I only

joined the show this morning."
" l?ut you've been on the stage before?"
"Yes; I've played lead in the provinces. Rut

for private reasons I wish to stay in town, so I

must begin all over again."
Al. Henry looked at Daphne's pretty face and

girlish figure.
" She's got Maxwell beaten to a frazzle for

looks," he thought. Then aloud :
" Will you come

over to the piano, Miss Darling? I want you to

trv this song over."
It was the song Violet Maxwell had refused to

sing There was a subdued murmur from the
chorus Miss Maxwell was not popular, and every-

body had take.n to Daphne, so they were glad
she was going to get a chance.
The girl took up the music, and in a singularly

sweet voice, began the song. It was one of those
dreamy, haunting melodies, and the composer, who
wis playing the accompaniment, smiled to himself.

Sung as Daphne was singing it he had no doubt
that the song would be a huge success. So, too,

thought the producer, for he ran off to find the
manager. When he got Percy Slade from the
dressing-room he told him of his discovery.

" Come and hear her sing that song," he said.

"Maxwell isn't on the earth with this new girl!"

"Anything to stop that blackmailer!" said

Slade. " She demands another hundred a week or

she will throw up the part. Says she's got an
offer from the Gaiety."
A; soon as Slade had seen Daphne and hoard

her sing he knew the producer was right. In a
very few minutes he had given her Violet Max-
weSI's part and pushed a contract into her hand.
"Study the part and read the contract through,

and we'll settle the business to morrow, Miss Dar-
lini. I feel sure you will make good," he said.

Violet Maxwell, who had witnessed the scene,

bit her lips with rage. For once she had been too
cunning. The oiler from the Gaiety was sheer

bluff She had lost her part and she knew that
while Daphne Darling had it there was no chanco
of getting it back.

/ "I'll be revenged on that girl, and Slade, too!"
she muttered savagely, as she left the theatre.
Daphne felt almost delirious with happiness

a; she went out into the street. Before she got
n place in the chorus at the Hilarity she had
reached the end of her resources. She had been
more than thankful for the first position, but to
tiiink that the first morning she should have
teppeil into the star's shoes seemed more like a
fair* '-ale than reality. lint she received a grim
rcimnJer of the struggles and privations she had
undergone as she started to walk home. A sudden

faintness seized her, and she would have fallen

but for the fact that a nurse, who was passing,
ran up and caught her. One of the chorus girls
c.imr up, and the two took Daphne back to
the theatre. Here, with a little attention, she
soon recovered.
"Thanks very much," she said, turning to the

nurse. " I'm afraid I fainted, but I'm much
better now."
The nurse, a handsome brunette about Daphne's

own age, looked at her steadily.
" You were faint from lack of food. My name

Is Kitty O'Farrell. Can I do anything to help
you?"
"No, no!" replied Daphne hastily. "I do not

live far away. I shall be quite all right now,
thank you!"
Once outside again Daphne took a 'bus and

w.is soon in a shabby little 6treet in a quarter
much frequented by the poorer ranks of the
theatrical profession. She let herself in, and when
she opened the door of the little sitting-room she
stepped back with a stifled cry of pain. A man,
with a good-looking but bloated face, was lying
back in an armchair breathing heavily, and an
empty whisky bottle, overturned on the table,
told the story. •

Horatio Darling had once been a clever actor,
playing leading parts, but drink had dragged him
down. It was in the hope of saving him that
Daphne had thrown up a lucrative engagement
with a touring company and come to London so
that she could look after him. But her father
was too far gone for redemption. He had lost

all pride, and did not hesitate to spend the money
his daughter wanted for food to satisfy his craving
for drink.
With some difficulty Daphne roused him and told

him of her good fortune. The news had a sobering
effect on the fallen star. He could see visions of
an idle life and plenty of money for drink. He
made a maudling attempt at a speech in which
he tried to prove to Daplifte that her good fortune
was due entirely to his training, and that she
ought to think herself lucky that she had such
a genius for a father. Then he went out to borrow
money on the strength of the good news.

Slade's prophecy that Daphne would make good
was more than fulfilled. From the first night her
6nccess was assured, and very 60on she became the
rage of London. The Hilarity was packed nightly,
and there was every prospect of a record run.
The only drawback to Daphne's happiness was

her father. Certainly he was outwardly more
respectable, but he was drinking more than ever.
Twice he had called at the theatre the worse for
liquor, and Slade had given orders that he was not
to be admitted through the stage door on any
account.
Daphne had not forgotten Kitty O'Farrell's kind-

ness, and she often sang to the officer patients
at Kitty's hospital. Among the patients was
Lieutenant Talbot a fine young man who had been
severely gassed. Kitty had tended him very care-
fully, and the young officer had shown his
gratitude in many ways.
Unfortunately for Kitty, she had mistaken that

gratitude for love, and a responsive echo had been
awakened in her heart.
Talbot, totally unconscious of the love he had

unwittingly awakened, made Kitty a confidant in

the passion he felt for Daphne, with whom he had
fallen in love the first time she sang at the
hospital. He did not mention the girl's name, for

Talbot was as modest as he was brave, and Kitty
thought that his obscure references to a girl

he loved, but lacked the courage to propose to,

were meant for herself. And so the misunder-
standing, begun with a simple mistake that might
have, been removed by a few words, became more
and more complicated.

A Plan for Revenge.
VIOLET MAXWELL was not the woman to

forget, and her hatred for Daphne only in-

creased as the latter went from success to
success. A shrewd woman of the world, she had
noticed that Percy Slade had fallen in love with
his new star, and the knowledge gave her a plan
for revenge. She called at the manager's office

one- day, and under the pretence of a regret she
did not feel, she asked him to let bygones be
bygones and give her an invitation to a dinner
that was to be held on the following night to
celehrate the hundredth performance of the revue.
Then, very artfully, she turned the conversation
to Daphne Darling.

" Look here, Percy," she said, " I'm not a bit
jealous. I made a mistake riding the high horse,
and I've suffered for it. The girl is clever* and she
looks like making her fortune and yours. But,

as an old pal, lat me give you a tip. You're
madly in love with her, but anyone can see she
is simply playing with you. It's the talk every-
where, and if you don't pull yourself together,
you will be the laughing stock of the profession."
"Oh, there is talk, is there?" said Slade

"I've heard rumours myself. Well, I don't mind
admitting to you that I am in love with the
girl, and that I have already proposed to her
She has refused me, but if I thought she was
making a fool of me, well

"

He stopped suddenly and looked at Violet Max-
well as he reached for a .glass of brandv and sod*
that stood at his elbow.
"What would you tlo in my place?" he asked.
The drink was in his head, or he might hive

seen that the woman was only leading him on.
" Why, I'd kiss her at the supper to-morrow

night," replied Miss Maxwell. " But," she went
on, as she shot a 6wift glance at Slade, " you
haven't the pluck to do it. I'll bet you a fiver
you daren't!"

" I'll take that bet!" said Slade.
Violet Maxwell was Hoo cunning a woman to

stay when her object had been secured, and with a
dazzling smile and a wave of her daintily-gloved
hand, 6he went away.
Percy Slade was a man with many faults, but

he knew his business. The supper he arranged to
celebrate the hundredth- performance of the revue
was a triumph. He had taken care to invite the
managers of other theatres who were taking shil-
lings to his pounds.
And he had also sent invitations to a large num-

ber of wounded officers, among them those at
Kitty O'Farrell's hospital.
One of the biggest firms of caterers in town had

charge of the supper, and he had spent hundreds
of pounds on the floral decorations alone. On
one of the tables was a huge cake which was
advertised to be the surprise of the evening
Everybody looked at it and speculated on what it.

contained. Outwardly it was just a giant cake,
and the curious-minded who secretly tested some
ot the icing, found that at all events that part
was not only genuine, but wonderfully nice.

The secret was disclosed when the hidden
orchestra struck up the waltz song that had made
Daphne famous.
As the first strains flooded the room the top of

flic cake lifted up and a beautiful girl appeared
and danced down the table. She was followed
by the whole of the beauty chorus amid the
plaudits of the guests.

It was at this moment when the excitement was
at its highest that Violet Maxwell whispered
to Percy Slade.
" If you w-ant to win your bet, now is vour

time !"

Slade had taken his full share of the champagne,
and he felt that it was only right that the man
who had set London on fire in the theatrical sense
should prove that he was not a man to be
trilled with by the obscure actress from the
provinces he had made into a star of the first

magnitude.
He came over to where Daphne was sitting,

and, with a smile to the company, he kissed her
full on the cheek before the girl realised .he was
at her side.
Slade prided himself on being a judge of human

nature, but he had never made a bigger mistake
than on that occasion.
Two little spots of pink blazed on Daphne's

cheeks as she rose to her feet and smacked the
bounder's face with a resounding blow that could
be heard all over the room.
For a few minutes all was confusion. Daphne,

crimson with mortification, hung her head, and
when she lifted it she saw Lieutenant Talbot in
front of Slade with his fists clenched and fury
blazing in his eyes.
Slade was hurried away by friends, but the

excitement had been too much- for the young
officer and he began to cough. Some of the other
officers caught hold of him and helped him to
an ante-room, and one of them telephoned to
the hospital. They feared that the coughing might
effect Talbot's lungs, which were still weak on
account of the gas.
Daphne followed them in and did all she could

for Talbot. In a few minutes the young man
recovered, and, as he lifted his head, Kitty
O'Farrell came in. The hospital was close at hand,
and at the matron's order she had run all the
way to the theatre.
Talbot looked up at her and said

:

" I'm sorry we troubled you, Sister, but the
coughing has passed off now. I shall be all right
in a little while now."

(Continued on page 18.)

I
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ANN OTTLE and WALLACE REID.

AS you may know, to get some of tho reel

thrills, there are many real thrilling "mo-
ments for the screen stars, For instance :

In past days aviation feats have almost in-

variably been photographed from the ground.
But tho latest innovation is tho camera-man who
will go aloft in another plane and film the scenes.

An aeroplane thrill, unrecorded by the
camera, concerns the young actor, Raymond
Hatton, who narrowly escaped bad burns
during the making of " We Can't Have Every-
thing." A mechanic was whirling the
propeller of the machine in wlu'ch the actor
was strapped, wh«n flames shot out and into

tho workman's face, causing him to let go and
run. Mr. Hatton never " flickered an eye-lid

"

in spite of his predicament, and even continued
directing his fellow-players through a mega-
phono whilst awaiting extrication from tho
(laming machine.

The Thrill Before.

ANN LITTLE, tho noted bareback stuntist,

has often contributed thrills to the.
making of a picture which have not

been seen upon the screen. Many have been
the occasions during her novitiate when she
has "alighted precipitately" from her Heed
without the script calling for such a thrill or
tho camera registering it upon film. And even
now that dips and spirals on horseback are
oasy for her and she can pick things up from
the ground going at full tilt, she does not escape
giving more " punch " to a production than
the producer calls for. ,-

The very first time Miss Little played before
the camera she did this. In order to clinch her
initial engagement she wrote herself down as an
experienced equestrienne, though her riding
had been limited to " hoof beats off stage " in

WHEN A CAMERA THRILL IS REAL.
Photo-Plays That Have Endangered the Lives of Cinema Stars.

climb up, it was quite a different proposition
to descend. Hart heard her call for help, and,
climbing up tho mountain-side, threw his
riata over the rocky peak. Ho then climbed
up to the pinnacle and brought Miss Novak
down in his arms.—a thriller such as has never
been excelled in the " punchiest " of his pictures.

It would havo fitted into the story of " The
Tiger Man " pretty easily, as it happened ;

but, unfortunately, the camera-man did not
arrive on the spot until five minutes later,
when Hart refused to repeat the performance
because of the danger to which it exposed
Miss Novak.
A thrill not included in the picture occurred

during the making of Billie Burke's photo-play,
" Arms and the Girl." One of the war episodes
showed the invasion of a Belgian town by the
German troops, and tho flights of the in-

habitants at night. Great difficulty was ex-
perienced in taking these scenes, because
lights had to be dispensed with, and several
of the cavalrymen and motor-cyclists got
piled up in a ditch—a thrilling spectacle to
tho rest of the company, but missed over
by tho camera. Fortiuiately, there was no
loss of life, and the only living creaturo which
really suffered throughout the making of this
picture, with its hazardous work, was one
of the clover Belgian dogs used in the production.

This was the result of a fire caused when
some criminally careless person threw a lighted
cigarette into tho autb-truek in which tho
dogs were lying, covered by blankets. When
the smouldering fire was discovered, it was
found that the unfortunate canine had been
changed to a Mexican hairless dog !

First aid was applied, and tho dog has
already recovered, though it still adheres
to tho woolly jacket presented by Miss Burke
to this hapless " extra " in her company.

musical comedy. Fato willed it that her first

16I0 should be that of an Indian girl who was
supposed to ride as naturally as birds fly. A
great evil-looking, black beast was provided
for the purpose, which gave Miss Little the im-
pression of being—in her own words—a desert
wasto of hide, and though she was cast as an
Amazon-like squaw, she felt that she could not
" play the part of a squeak."
At the first rehearsal she shut her eyes and

leaped into the general direction of the " desert

waste," whereupon the horso dashed away,
with the actress clinging desperately to its

neck. And cling she must have done, for

though the pair of them were not rounded up
for forty minutes, they were still a pair !

When the episode was finally enaeted before
tho camera, it was done in the most trim and
well-directed fashion, thanks to Miss Little's

determination to master the art of riding, and
no one who saw that picture would ever have
guessed at^he thrills which had gone before.

Another thrill, uncalled for by tho scenario,

recently fell to Ann Little's lot, during the
production oi a picture in which she co-starred
with Wallace Reid. There was a burning barn
sceno whero the heroine was supposed to rush
in and rescue an armful of puppies. But tho
firo burned so furiously whilst the actress
collected up the pets that Wallace Reid had
to rescue her and the pups, too, at tho risk of

his life. This spoilt many feet of film.

He Would Not Repeat.
BETWEEN scenes of " The Tiger

Man," for instance, when tho entire

company had to camp out in tho moun-
tains, Hart's leading lady, Jane Novak, climbed
to the top of one of the highest peaks to survey
the wonderful vista of country below, and
found that, while it was an easy matter to

JANE NOVAK and WILLIAM S. HART in " The Tiger Man.
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The Life
°
a
f

London Actress.
(Cont:nu(d from

pope 76.

The girl heard him, but she was not looking

at his face She saw Daphne Darling looking

at' Talbot with a gaze that a woman only

gives to one man in her lifetime. Jind in the

eyes of the officer she saw that unless something
like a miracle happened, those two would come
together. For a moment the room swayed about
her, but with a great effort she recovered her
composure.
She hid the broken heart of a woman under the

red cross of the nurse that blazed on her breast.

Bat though she knew Daphne had no knowledge of

the love that she bore for Talbot, and while she
now realised that Talbot, even if he had ever
loved her, was now in love with the actress,

she could not stifle the passion that burned in

her own heart. Hut with a brave smile at
Daphne, and a cheery nod to Talbot and his

brother officers, she left the room.
When Lieutenant Talbot and his friends had

gone Daphne retired to her dressing room. She
could not face the guests who had witnessed
the insult she had suffered at the hands of

Slade. ,
A few minutes later there was a knock at her

door and the voice of the manager was heard
asking if he could come in.

Daphne hesitated, and then gave the necessary

permission.
"I'm very sorry. Miss Darling," said the

manager. " Won't you forgive me?"
Daphne was still very angry, but she was of

a forgiving nature. The man had received a lesson

he would not forget in a hurry, and the fact

that she had smacked his face in public was
sufficient to show that she had not encouraged
the til>erty he had taken.
" Very well," she said, after a pause. " I will

forgive you on one condition that you give me
permission to sing again at Sister O'Farrell's

hospital."
It was a big price for Slade to pay, for he,

too, had noticed that Daphne and Talbot were
getting fond of each other. Hut he had no option,

so he grudgingly gave his managerial permission.

A Forced Proposal.

THE next day Daphne sang at the hospital.

Lieutenant Talbot was present and escorted

the actress to the gates of the grounds
much to the chagrin of Slade, but that gentleman
was too astute to make any open comment.
But two days later he came to Daphne in

quite a different mood. Slade had happened to

drop across Daphne's father in one of his drink-

ing bouts, and as he ordered him away from the
theatre, the old man had dropped a word that had
set the manager thinking, lie took old Darling
to his private office and there, by priming him
with more drink, he got at the secret. Horatio
Darling's son had inherited his father's weakness,
and while- quite a boy he had committed forgery
while under the influence of drink.

" So there you are, my dear Slade," rumbled
the maudling old reprobate. " You see before you
t'is famous Horatio Darling, once a leading light

of the great profession, now a broken man. My
son in a convict prison and myself a pensioner
on the bounty of a daughter who despises me."
Slade had heard enough. He got one of the

stage hands to take the old man home in a cab,
and sat down to consider the situation. The result
was that he called on Daphne next day and once
more proposed. As he had expected the girl at
once rejected him, and it was then he played
his trump card.

" You'd better think it over, Daphne," he said
quietly. " I intend to marry you whether you like

it or not. If you refuse I intend to publish your
photograph in the centre of a group of three, with
your drunken father on one side and your convict
brother on the other!"
"What do you mean?" cried the girl, looking

up at him with frightened eyes.
" Exactly what I say ! I know your secret, and

unless you marry me all the world shall know it

as well!"
Daphne begged and pleaded but all in vain.

Slade was determined to have her for his wife
by fair means or foul, and in the end she gave in.

The manager lost no time in making the news
of the engagement public through the press, and
on the eve of the marriage his photograph and
that of his bride to be, were in the pages of
one of the leading pictorial dailies.

Kitty O'Farrell saw it and her heart gave a
wild leap of hope. If Daphne was married it

was possible that Talbot might come to care
for her. In her excitement she showed the photo-
graphs to her mother.
" Look mother ! Here is the man Daphne Dar-

ling is going to marry!"
Her mother took the paper up with listless

interest, but as soon as she saw the picture of
Percy Slade her face went deathly white and the
paper fell from her nerveless hands.
"What is it, mother? What is the matter?"

cried her daughter.
"That man—that man In the picture! It Is

your father who deserted me twenty years ago!"
said Mrs. O'Farrell. T

Horrified at her mother's discovery, Kitty's one

thought was how to save Daphne from this
mockery of a marriage.

" We must get to the church and stop the
ceremony!" she cried, hurrying her mother into
her outdoor costume.
They got into a taxi and arrived just a few

minutes before the marriage was fixed to take
place.
Percy Slade was chatting with some friends in

the path leading to the church doors when Mrs.
O'Farrell came up.
She gave one look at his face, and then, turn-

ing to his friends, she cried :

" This man who is masquerading under the name
of Slade is my husband, James O'Farrell, who
deserted mc years ago. Thank Heaven, I am in
time to save an innocent girl from such a villain!"
Slade's face went deathly white as he saw Sirs.

O'Farrell. He attempted to bluster it out, but
his faltering voice and guilty looks betrayed him.
As he stood facing the accusing eyes of the
woman he had so deeply wronged. Daphne and
her father, who had been attracted by the scene,
came up. As soon as he heard the accusation
repeated by Mrs. O'Farrell, old Darling made,
what he thought, was a wonderful speech in
denunciation of the villain who would have
wrecked his home, but nobody took any notice
of him.
Kitty O'Farrell went to Daphne's side and led

Inr from the scene.
"You must come with us. dear," she said,

when they got out of sight of the gaping crowd,
and it was to the home of the O'Farrell's. that
poor, broken hearted Daphne went in her wedding
finery—a bitter reminder of the .insult she had
suffered at the hands of the man to whom she
had sold herself in order to save her family
being disgraced.
Daphne stayed with Kitty and her mother

for some time. She did not go baok to the
theatre, nor would she listen to other offers
made by rival managers. Eventually she found
work as an artist's model in Chelsea, and in
that humble capacity she strove to live down
the shame that had come to her through no
fault of her own. The revue which she had
made, such a great success became a failure
wheL she left it. Slade—to keep to the name

that he was still doing business under—tried
Violet .-Maxwell in jthe leading part, but tin-

public would not go to his theatre, and though
he engaged star after star, the result was the
same, until at last he not only lost the money
he had made, but all his fortune.
Lieutenant Talbot heard of the scene at th>

church the day he came out of hospital. Be
tried to find Daphne, but when he went to the
stage door of the theatre he was told that
she had left and they did not know her
address. He made many inquiries, for he felt

that now she was no longef the rich and
famous actress he could ask her to be his
wife. But all his efforts to find her were in

vain.
He had taken up a position at his uncle's

motoring works, and one day, when he was
driving a car, he came across Kitty O'Farrell.
To her he confided the fact that he was in

love with Daphne, and that he wished to find

he-.
The noble-hearted giri did not liesitate a

second, although her heart was torn wit),

anguish at the thought that the only man shy
could ever love could not return her affection

She gave him the address of a studio at
which Daphne was working, and the delighted
man hastened off.

It was an ugly scene that met his eyes, as,

after repeated knoekings, he opened the door
of the studio.
Daphne, garbed as the Statue of Justice, was

struggling in the arms of the artist who had
taken advantage of the bandage she was wearing
over her eyes to represent the mythical figure,

to steal behind her and kiss her.

In a second Talbot had rescued the woman he
loved from the artist, and only the fact- that
the man was a cripple saved him from Talbot's
wrath.
Waiting till Daphne had dressed he took her in

h'.s car, and when they got out in the country,
he asked Daphne the question he had been wish-
ing to ask her since the first day he met her.
And Daphne, who had never had either eyes

or heart for any other man, said " Yes."
(Adapted from the photo-play by pcrmissioi of the

Charles Urban Film Company. )

NORMAN McKINNEL Says
" The Producer is the Genius of the Photo-Play."

NORMAN McKINNEL.
(PAolo : Claude Uarris.)

I
TLAYED in one
of the very
first films ever

marie in London,"
Mr. NormanMc Kin-
nel told me the other
I'vening, as we sat
in his cosy dressing-
toom at the Globe
Theatre. " It was
made in a building
below the Adelphi
arches, where the
government sheds
now are, but where
a limelight factory
stood in those days.
I appeared with
lieerbohm Tree,
•Tnlia Neilson and
the lamented Lewis
Waller in ' King
John,' to the great
delight of the Savage

experience ? Well, my personal opinion is

that it is better for a film player to have had
some stage experience, though some well-

known people, more intimately connected
with the business than I, would have it other-
wise. But. save in some exceptional cases,

I should say it is advantageous to posses^
previous theatrical experience."

Club, who could see us at work.'

Mr. McKinnel chuckled at the re-membrance.
"This happened about fifteen or twenty years

ago. I don't know if the film was ever shown
—of course, that was before the time of the
picture-palace—but it may have been exhibited
at some hall or other.

" But my film work proper ? Let me see,

I played in ' The Shulamito,' ' Hindle Wakes,'
' Dombey & Son,' and ' Mary Girl.' Oh ! and a
propagandist picture on the ' T2at Less Bread '

theme. That, I think, is the lot. Not a very
comprehensive list, you see."

" Are you thinking of adding to it, Mr.
McKinnel ?

"

" Well, I don't see why I shouldn't ; but
there is no immediate possibility of my doing
so. I am too busy at present ; or, rather, it

is asking too much from a studio to expect
to be released from duty two afternoons a
week and give such limited time as my ap-
pearance on the stage permits."

" Do you consider the stage an asset to
the screen, Mr. McKinnel 1

"

" From the point of view of a player's

The Film as a Profession.

I
NEXT asked Mr. McKinnel for his opinion
of the film as an art and as a profession.

" I feel I am hardly in a position to

express an opinion," he replied, " having
acted In so few pictures myself, and having
been so little associated with the world of

films. Certainly I must confess that the screen
has never appealed to me as a very high form
of art ; but, then, that is only the opinion of

someone who has not studied it closely. I

would not for the world appear to take up
any sort of ' superior ' attitude jn the matter.
I am just giving you my ownlittle view.

" I think the true genius of the photo-
play, and the person in whose hands its futurer

lies, is the producer. The producer, if he is

worthy the name, is a great artist ; the player

—

may be. He may, of course, be a true artist

himself, but even if he is nothing better than an
ordinarily intelligent actor, he can sometimes
give a great performance through the dominating
genius of the producer whose medium he is.

I think that is why the American film is so
eminently—pre-eminently—successful ; tho
Americans spend money, and spend it freely,

in enlisting the services of the greatest artists

in the directorial world. These men receive-

very large salaries, and they are worth it

—

every cent."
" Do you care for the pictures as an amuse-

ment ''. " I queried.

, " I very seldom go to see them," Mr. McKinne!
confessed. " ve»y seldom. 1 like pictures of

the ' With Allenby in Palestine ' description,

and I also enjoy a Chaplin comedy. 1 io\<-

Charlie ; he always amuses me. I have never
seen any screen comedian to equal him ; he is

a great artist !
,:

May Herschel Clarke.
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STAGE AND SOCIETY ON THE SCREEN
Record Cast for the coming play,

MANY leaders of society, arts, and science are taking part

in Granger's first a!l British production, " Unmarried,

"

a film, it is hoped, that will help to mould public

opinion upon a serious question which is now before

Parliament in the form of a Bill.

The chief parts have been taken by such favourites of

stage and screen as Gerald du Maurier, Malvina Long-
fellow, Mary Glynn. Mary R.orke, Mario Lohr, Dennis

Eadie, Mabel Russell, Hayford Hobbs, Arthur Walcott,

and Constance Backner.
Among the leaders of society who appear in the film aro

Lord Henry Cavendish Bentinck, the Earl of Craven, Lady
Diana (Cooper) Manners, Lady Hamar Greenwood,
Lady J>.dict Trevor, Lody Tree, and Mrs. Fisher,

wife of the Minister of Education.

" Unmarried.'

GERALD DU MAURIER and MALVINA LONGFELLOW in a tense scene in " Unmarried."

SAX ROHMER'S
Great NEW Mystery Story

Starts
TO-DAY
in the

9" MAGAZINE
On Sale Everywhere.

it

Shots"—from
Broadwest —1
Hi T2 VERY month (hat passes registers some |^
Wffl fjg big event in connection with the SKHJ

H| BROADWEST Company, and although

j|Sg| it is well known that Mr. waiter West is not

gj&M a producer who allows the grass to grow mm
S&k under his feet, last month's event is an SSs

|jP
extraordinarily important one. ^ijjjf

|p The BROADWEST Company have now taken
gjS| over the entire control of the big Windsor
ipjjl Studios at Catford, which is the third to «|g
gjKj come under the BROADWEST regime. mu
man By this arrangement, Mr. West has now at §j||

his disposal more Hoor space than any other
WM producer in Europe. The Catford Studios
g*| consist of a big glass Studio measuring 100 ft.

gjjl
x 50 ft., an outdoor Studio, of equal dimen-

feg sions, and a dark Studio. The executive sms
S'M offices are situated in the old mansion which ISS"1

W$$. forms the hub of this big motion picture

gjjjg
plant. Here also are dressing-rooms, stores, |g|
developing, printing, drying, cutting and
joining departments.

Despite the attention which is being paid to

the Catford branch, however, in making it

the best equipped and most up-to-date Studio
on this side of the Atlantic, the Walthamstow
branch is not being neglected.

A huge engine of 350 h.p., similar to the

one at Catford, is being installed in order

to generate current for an extra amount of

artificial lighting, and various smaller im-
provements are being made.

When work with the BROADWEST Company
is in full swing, it is estimated that 75,000
feet of negative and 20,000,000 feet of

positive film will be utilised in twelve months.

This big deal is undoubtedly one of the

most important that has ever taken place

in British filmland, and is conclusive proof

of the fact, that now the war is over and
British films of the best quality can be

made, the BROADWEST Company is going

to supply more English pictures to the

World's markets than any other firm on

this side.

Current releases of BROADWEST films

through the Walturdaw Company : arc ' In

the Gloaming," featuring violet Hopson,
Cameron Cari-,and Jack Jarman ; "A Daughter

of Eve," starring violet Hopsenand Stewart

Rome; and "The Gentleman Rider," the

Violet Hopson production, in which this

popular star plays the leading part with

Stewart Rome and Gregory Scott in the

other chief roles.

" A Dead Certainty," with Gregory Scott,

Cameron Carr, and Poppy Wyndham in the

leading parts, has just been completed, and

"Her Son" starring Violet Hopson and

Stewart Rome is nearing completion.
B.B.

BROADWEST FILMS, LTD.
Head Office:

175, Wardour Street, London, W. 1

.
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MM gm. Messrs. CARVER,
|1B BM THE Goldsmiths & Jewellers,

I g EAST LISS, Hants.
ILl |U9 THIS firm pays THE Highest prices for

OLD FALSE TEETH, Olil GoldJewel-
,
Old Silver. Platinum. Dental

Metals, Pearls. IrUmonds. Old

Watches, Coins. I'lated Articles,

They send CASH or offer (as

desired) by return post. Bankers :

•' LloydsBank.' Ltd. UnsoliCi-
_ „.m,m| ted Testimonials received Daily.WAWTF II ' <» supplied to the RoyalWWmm Family&Nobility of Britain

^^^"^^ OLD FA

TEETH

IF YOU SUFFER
trom nervous, worried feelings,

lack of energy, self-confidence,

will-power, mind concentration,

or feel awkward in the presence
of others, send at once 3 penny
stamps for particulars of the

Mento-Nerve Strengthening
Treatment. — GODFRY
ELLIOTT-SMITH, Ltd., 536,
Imperial Buildings, Ludgate
Circus, London, E.C.4.

PIAN0
LE

fy
ONSP0ST

Write for particulars explaining how you may
become a brilliant pianist with a nvnimum
of energy and expense Please state it Mr.,

Mrs., or Miss, and enclose stamp,. for postage.

R. WRIGHT - HIGGINS, F.R.C.O., L. Mus. T.C.L.,

49, Oak House. Parkhurst Road. N.7.

BAKE AT HOME-and
let "Raisley" prove its

worth in your bakings.

It ensures lig'ntness, evenness of texture,

equal raising throughout, perfect digest-

ibility, saving of time, elimination of trouble

and disappointment.

These are the proved results of using

Formerly known as ' Paisley Flour.'

1. 1, &\d., and 2\d. p:r pkt.

Made by Brown & Poison.
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Children's

Newspaper
EVHRY FRIDAY.

CHOOSING THE STARS
YOUR LAST CHANCE TO WIN £200

w

the

THE COMPETITION
EXPLAINED.

'HO is the most beautiful
cinema star '! Who is t lie

most daring stunt artiste of
the screen ? And other questions
which are sot out fully below form
a new competition for readers of

The Picture Show in which
everybody can join. For long we
have been led to believe that ftlary

Pickford is the unchallenged queen
of the movies, that Charlie Chaplin
comedy champion of the cinema.
No one, least of all The Picture Snow, wishes

to dony the charm and artistry of these famous
screen playors, but wo live in moving times.
Now stars are constantly appearing on the silver

screen, and the millions of people who go to the
'cinema are finding fresh favourites, while not
deserting the old ones, not old in years but in

popularity.
This is the reason for our competition. We

feel that it will appeal to all our readers, for the
thousands of letters we receive from them tell

us that the picture-going public are keen judges
of the great entertainment they support.
Tho competition will certainly appeal to all,

because of its fairness. Prizes will be awarded
by popular vote. In other words, the competi-
tors will be the judges. Tho star that gets the
highest number of votes may rest assured that
he or she has received tho honour, not from the
Press or Press agents, but from the people who
pay to see the pictures.

£500
ALLOTTING THE PRIZES.

HE prizes will bo awarded n>T
IN CASH
PRIZES

the sender of . the list that

gives the names of the artistm

Who receive the largest number of

votes from readers in answer to

quostions asked.
For instance, if nine hundred and

nmoty-iiine readers say that Alma
Taylor is the most beautiful film——^— actress, and one thousand readers

vote for Isobel Elsom, Isobel Klsom
will be the winning name for the first question,

and so on down the list.

The First Prize of £200 will go to the reader

who sends the most correct list in the order

decided by the voting of our readers.

The Second Prize of £75 will be awarded 10

the reader who sends the next largest number
of names that have been voted for. Tho Thir.l

Prize of £25, 50 Prizes of £2 each, 100 Prizes of

£1 each will be awarded in order of merit.

In the event of more than one reader naming
the stars in the order of their voting, the prize

will be divided.

N'

ALL YCU HAVE TO DO.
BELOW is the fourth and last list ol five ques-

tions. The first, second and third lists have
appeared in the three previous issues. I

am sure you will find these questions easy to
answer. By doing so, you will not only stand a
chance to win a big money prize, but you are
helping us to know who you want to read about
in The Picture Show.

Fill in the names of the players of the screen
who, to your mind, answer the descriptions in

the questions.
Five questions have appeared in each of the

last three issues, and the last sot appears below.

MOST IMPORTANT.
OW that- you have the four coupons fill

them in, and securely attach them to-

gether in complete sets of four coupons.

Then fill in the coupon below with your name
and address and put your set or sets of coupons
in an. envelope and address to "Choosing the

Stars Competition," Gough House, Gough
Square, London, K.C., posting so that it does not

reach the office later than April 1 1th, 1920.

You can send in as many efforts as you like, but

each must be in complete sets of lour coupons.
This competition is also appearing in "The
Boys' Cinema," " Woman's iy"eekly," " Film
Fun," and extra coupons may be cut from these

papers.
No responsibility can bo undertaken for entries

lost, delayed,'or mislaid and proof of posting will

not be accepted as proof of delivery or receipt.

The Editor reserves the right to disqualify any
competitor's solution foT reasons which he
considers good and sufficient. Employees of the

proprietors of this journal are not eligible to

compete.
No letters must be enclosed with efforts.This completes the set of twenty questions.

The result of this competition will be the most interesting event in the career of the cinema.
With your help The Picture Show can ascertain the names of the cinema stars who rule

in the hearts of the British Public. It is most important that every one you know should rote.

Get your friends to enter this important competition. Get your father, mother, brother, sister,

uncle, aunt, and everybody you know to vote. They may win a big money prize. They will greatly

help the future of the cinema.

THIS IS THE COUPON—
"I THAT YOU MUST FILL IN. i

(Picture Show.) I
|

CHOOSING THE STARS, coupon No. 4.

Questions to be answered. Write your answer here.

16. Who is the most daring screen actor ?

17. Who is the best screen fighter?

18. Who is the bravest film actress?

19. Who is the best knock-about comedian ?

20. Who can make the funniest face on the screen \

I enter "CHOOSING THE STARS COMPETITION," and agree to acc?pt the Editor's

decision as final and legally binding.

Signed • •

Address
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CHARACTER AS TOLD BY THE FACE.
Strong Powers of Perception and Reflection Are Shown in the

Face of ELLIOTT DEXTER.
A good memory, the power of statement,
imagination, and a strong will are indicated

in theso eyes.

ELLIOTT DEXTER.

A STRONG LY. sot head and shoulders
winch illustrate strong powers of per-

ception and reflection ; perception enab-
ling him to see with half an eye, and reflection

to retain al! he has seen.

The forehead is a trifle too expansive to
belong to the classic, type. Note how closo

the wll-iormcd eyebrows are to the eyes,

which denote intuition. — '

What the Eyes Tell.

.

THE eyes aro forceful and magnetic, and
hold the power of subtle individuality

and quiet, strength. Under the eye
ire find language ; in other words, eloquence.

The Nose.

HOW fine is the straight nose, between
a Grecian and a Roman ! It proves
him to be a bom fighter, leader of men,

and firm as to his beliefs, an honourable and
great man. He has the infinite capacity for

taking pains.

What the Mouth Tells.

THERE is a pugnacious character in the
full undor-lip, a slight tingo of plodding
determination. He is genial, frank, and

courageous.

A Friend Once, a Friend Always.

THERE are two elements that compose
friendship, viz., truth and tenderrfesi?.

Here we havo a type which is full of

quiet strength and indomitable energy ; a calm,
lovingly human nature that is yet powerfully
forceful, a man -of broad views.
The firm chin is yet gentle, resolute, with

great strength of character.

The Face as a Whole.

HERE, we would say, is a man who would
never make an enemy. He has tho
power of getting at the root of things.

An impressive personality, he possesses tho
power of making you feel quite at your ease.

In Health.

THEY are usually strong and robust,
and are iond of outdoor sports, riding,

etc. They require more sleep than the
average. Having a good constitution, they
havo a faculty for throwing oft' disease, and,
as a rule, they havo longevity.

FILM
A High Hat.
Manackb of Cinema Theatre :

" I thought
I heard some high words in the theatre just

now."
Attendant :

" Yoxi did, sir ; very high,

eir."

Manager :
" What were they over 1 ".

Attendant :
" A lady's hat, sir."—-»—

The Stunt Actor's Wife.
" What is it, Mary ?

"

" It's a boy, mum, with a telegrapht."
" A telegram ? Oh ! Ask him if James is

killed."
" He says he doesn't know, mum."
" Ask him what he does know about it."
" He says'all he knows is that it's for you,

mum."
" Oh dear ! What shall I do ? My poor

James ! I just knew something would happen
to him before ho went away to do 'that awful
him this morning. Will they bring him homo
cn a stretcher, Mary 1

"

" I s'pose so, mum. Maybe you'd better

read tho telegrapht."
" I can't, I can't I Oh, it serves me right

'lor not kissing him three, times when ho left !

And we've been married such a short time, too !

"

" Why don't yon open the telegrapht, mum ?
"

" Well, I suppose I must. But oh ! J can't

tell you how I dread it.
"

Reads telegram.
" Will bring friend home to dinner.

—

James."
" Oh, tho hearties wretch !

"

Tit-For-Tat.
The Star's Husband (angrily) : " Look at

this bill ! Four pounds for perfumery ; for

mere odours that fade away for over !

"

The Star (calmly) : Gono to meet tho
moke from the eight pounds' worth of cigars

you havo consumed during the past threo
inoiil lis."

Hard-Hearted.
The film hero would have gathered her into a

warm embrace, but the heroino waved him
back.

" No !
" she said, imperiously.

" You crush rny heart," *he protested.
" Better your heart than my gown," was her

answer.

The Reason.
Producer :

" How well Miss Elderberry
carries her age !

"

Film Actress :
" But then she has becomo

so accustomed to it, you know."

Talked Too Much.
Anxious Wife (of film actor) :

" What do
you think of my husband's case, doctor ?

"

Physician :
" Oh, he'll pull through

all right. What ho needs is rest, so I have pro-
scribed an opiate."

Anxious Wife :
" How often shall I give it

to him ?
"

Physician :
" Don't give it to him at all.

Take it yourself."

-M

The Difference.

The Blonde :
" Did you ever stop to think

how many hats you could buy in a year with
the money you throw away on cigars ?

"

Hi: :
" I have, dear. I could buy about fifty

for myself, but only about three for you."

A Good Description.
Screen Star :

'' What do you think of that
cigar I gave you ? It was an Admiral, you
know."
Friend :

" Well, how appropriate ! There's
something about that cigar that's suggosti'vo of

an Admiral."
•Screen Star :

" What's that 1
"

Friend ;
" It's rank."

READERS OF THE

PICTURE SHOW
Are invited to write for our NEW
PATTERNS of Costume, Dress, Blouse,

- Coat Fabrics, etc.,

just send a postcard
stating your require-

ments. You will

save time, trouble, and
money by Buying Direct,

— COSTUMES —
Made to Measure.

RENO
Costume

Fashionable Belted
Style, trimmed self-

covered buttons, toat
lined, good quality
lining. Suitable for
Tweed, Serge or Cloth.

Made in cur
"BRANXSOHE"

Woul Tweeds.

Price Carr.
Paid.

Ask foi FREE Patterns.

£4-14-6;

Recommended for
c OSTUMES
"Romsey" New Q//J

Stripe Tweed
" Lanark " Wool
" a

e'rche^
eCt

:.

ne
?*ll/6

" Bangor " Wool
Tweeiis, choice over- 12/-

" Branksome "

L;^r 12/6
Reliable Cheviots and Serges

All Colours.

8/-, 10/-, 11/6, 18/-,

for COATS
Super Wool
Dyed Shade:12/-,13/6
"Rothesay"
Blanket Tweeds, 1 O /
Stripes 16/"
"Askr igg" '

BH,,.,, T,,....K 13/6
"W h e r nside" It/
Check Tweeds .. M.OI"
"Pennine"
Blanket Tweeds. 1fi/4»
3}-in. check .. .. lO/D

Dress & Elouse Fabrics,
Serges, Coverts, Gabaidincs,
SilkWarp Lumineux,Crepe de
('bene, Spnnge Cloths. Printed
Voiles, Woven Zephyrs,
Crepes.Silky Poplins/Taffetas,
Crepe, Crimps, etc.

Patterns FREE on receipt of
postcard stating requirements.

The
"NEWALL"

Blouse
(aa illustration.) Ill

Made fiom Superfine r

Silky Poplin, just like

a fine silk, poplin.
\

ONLY
Jg/6

Postage

Shades: Cream, Eeiu,
Fawn, Pink. Sky. Rose,
Grey, H**lio, Saxe,
Auiethyst,Biown,Navy,

and Black.

CATALOGUE GOODS,
Blouses, Ladies' and
Gent's Underwear,
Corsets, Hosiery, Chil-
dren's Dresses, General

Drapery, etc.

WRITE TO

HARTLEY &C0.TSERE

I 21 L, Stanningley Rd., LEEDS.

IffiWEEKLY

i tli massive Oak-Cas-\:.'2-incli
ichly coloured Horn,unbreak-
able silent Swiss Motor,
U-in. nickelled Turotablo.
und extra loud Insulatod
Sound Uox, etc. Gigantio
stock of Cabinet Gramo-
phones, Portable Hornless,
and oxquisitely design ,1 Tablo
brands ready (or lininodl&to de-
livery direct from factory at

pounds under shop prices.
JM APPROVAL with Htftunes and
Jcdlea PACKHU FltrSK, CAKUIAOB
K Complete aatiafactioo or mono?
ided. Write (or monster Bargalu

sts TO-DAY
MEAD COMPANY, Dept. 0,10.
BALSALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.



IF vou want to know anything about Films or Him Playenr

THE TRAVELLING CINEMA.

Those of us who are able to enjoy a visit to the
picture theatre whenever we feel so disposed seldom
think, perhaps, of the less fortunate who never have
the opportunity of seeing the pictures from one year's

end to another. Yet, in hundreds of villages scattered

throughout the kingdom, there are many to whom
the cinema is only a name, since comparatively few
of the inhabitants are able to go into the nearest town,
often several miles away, for the sake of witnessing
the motion picture's delights.

To such, therefore, the prospect of having the
pictures brought to them is certain to be looked for-

ward to with pleasurable anticipation. At the moment
of writing, a scheme for doing this is rapidly nearing
completion, the idea, which is said to embrace the
tour of every village in the country, no matter how
small, being to provide those living in these out-of-the-
way places with a one-night picture show every week.
These tours will be made by specially fitted motor
lorries containing everything that is necessary, and
the local hall or schoolroom will, doubtless, then be
able to advertise a programme " as good as any " to

be seen in any properly constructed theatre elsewhere.
It will not be for the first time, of course, that the

travelling cinema has been made use of, for during
the war it had already proved its value in bringing
entertainment to troops quartered in lonely places.

The present idea of employing it on a more extensive
scale will help to create a new phase of life for those
who have hitherto been barred by circumstances from
seeing the films, and whose only knowledge of the
world's favourites and their plays has been given to
them by newspapers and periodicals. In time, no doubt,
the " one night a week " may develop into two of
the former, perhaps, where the population is big enough
to justify the venture. But, as a beginning, it is suffi-

cient, and it will certainly have the good wishes of all

those who have had even a taste of the dulness of
village existence.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper

goes to press a considerable time before publica-

tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue .

A stamped and addressed envelope must accom-
pany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of

the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address :

The Editor, " The Picture Show," Room 83, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

H. A. (Huddersfield).—If you were to read this
page carefully, you would not ask for addresses,
especially when yon have had this paper every week.
So you have met Ann Little's double. It was she
and Wallace Beid in " The Man from Funeral
Range."
D. R. (Catford).—You ought to try to sec Mary

Miles Minter if you can. " Social Briars " is her
latest. Of the other you name there Will be more

L. S. (Coatbridge).—On April 20th, Carol Holloway
will be twenty-eight. She has dark-brown hair and
blue eyes. Eugene O'Brien's particulars have been
already given. He is thirty-six this year. You are
no nuisance to me at all. Wiry, this is only the second
time you have written. Your statue of Charlie the
Great is no doubt precious.

A. L. 51. (Barons Court).—Elmo Lincoln is not over
6 ft., but 5 ft. 11 in. Do you think he ought to be
taller because he is so muscular ? The other artiste
does not give her height.

" Patsy " (Catford).—Jane and Katherine Lee
began their screen career when they were tinier mites
than they are now. One day, I expect they will grow
up, unless they mean to be like Peter Pan. Sorry, I
cannot tell you who directed the pictures you men-
tion as no information has been given.

B. L. W. (Ladysmith).—As there are so many
interested readers, even in your part of the world,
I am using your initials instead. Grace Cunard and
Francis lord were the principals in " The Purple
Domino." Mae Marsh was born on November !>th,

1895, at Madrid, in New Mexico. She has auburn
hair and grey eyes. The other two won't describe
themselves.

D. M. P.. (Southport).—Kathlyn Williams, Edith
Storey, and Maurice Costello are still acting. The
last-named is with Alice Joyce in "The Cambric
Mask." Charles Clary's wife is Margaret Beehtel.
Ifarrison Ford WM the leading actor in " Sauce for
Hie Goose." You can write again, but remember,
answers cannot be given " next week," D. B. M., as
this paper goes to press some weeks in advance. See
liaragraph at the head of these replies.

E. I. (Kastney).—Yes, blame the post, for I am not
Biiiltv. Marc McDcrmott, Victor Sutherland, and

Ned Finley were in " Buchanan's Wife." Ann
Forrest and Mary March in "Riders of the Pifrple
Sage." Y'our scrap-book is a good idea.

" Bagoot " (Southend).—Your question is a
puzzler. If you have had every copy of The Pic-
ture Show, why do you want to know the stars

who were shown on the front covers of Nos. 4 to 21 ?

Don't you believe in looking at the front cover ?

Anyway, here is the list : Douglas Fairbanks, Jewel
Carmen, Tom Mix. Alma Taylor, ('has. Ray, Dorothy
Gish, Roscoe Arbuekle, Mary Miles Minter, Eddie
Polo, Carmel Myers, Wm. Russell, Ruth Roland,
George Walsh. Dorothy Dalton, Wm. Duncan, E. K.
Lincoln and Marie Dorn.

" PEGGY " (Southwark).—No, Will Rogers' name
is not mentioned in the cast of " One Every Minute."
Y'ou do not name the films in which you think it was
Herbert Rawlinson who played. Thotos of all

favourites will appear in due course.
G. S. (Longsight).—Y'ou were going to send me a

cinema guide ? Anyway, thanks very much for the
little black cat, which I hope will bring me luck As it

is not real. I shall not have to worry about the cost
of its milk. Wait till you are older, G. S., and don't
think about acting for the films just yet.

R. R. (Southport).—No, E. K. Lincoln was not in
" Elmo the Mighty." It was Elmo Lincoln who was
the mighty one. In " Tarzan of the Apes," Gordon
Griffith was Tarzan as a boy, Enid Markey was Jane
Porter, and Collin Kenny played the part of Cecil,

Tarzan's cousin. Sorry, I have no photos of artistes

to give anyone. _
E. S. (South Norwood).—Elmo Lincoln played in

D. W. Griffith's big production " Intolerance." but it

is the Tarzan pictures that have brought him to the
front. He is not in this country, but in America, and
he is now thirtv-one. Height, nearly six feet.

E. B. J. (Leith Links).—Zita, in "The Master
Mystery," was played by Ruth Stonehouse, and Eva
Brent by Margaret Marsh Sessue Hayakawa was
born in 1889, and still tlcurishes. All readers are
welcome to write whenever and as often as they like.

J. A. R. (Hendon).—So your sister and you had a
heated argument one Sunday morning about " When
Do We Eat" ? Why, what caused the delay about
the dinner ? Oh, you mean the film ? Well, it was
Albert Ray who was opposite Enid Bennett, so, of

course, your sister was right. Carlyle Blaekwell was
the hero with June Elvidge in " The Way Out."

C. E. (Reigate).—So you are interested in their real

names. Theda Bara was baptised Theodosia Good-
man ; but Helen Chadwick is not Queenie Thomas,
for they are two different people. June Caprice was
once upon a time called Betty Lawson, and she is not
Scotch, but American.

" Book-worm " (Norwich), " Curiosity " (London,
S.W.), " Merrel, Mona and Daddles " (Congleton),
" Miss Troublesome " (Camborne), and other in-

quirers about Wallace Reid.—Gather round and
listen. On April 15th he will be twenty-eight. Too
late to WTite and wish him a happy birthday I Never
mind, next time will do. His partner in domestic
affairs is Dorothy Davenport, while all the mischief
in the home is provided by Wally, junior. Many
years ago. Wallace Reid. senior, was oh the stage,
but the. interval was filled in by many jobs of varying
kinds, at all of which he tried his hand. " The Birth
of a Nation," " Less than Kin," " Believe me, Xan-
tippe," and " The Woman God Forgot " are some of
his pictures. And if you have asked any other ques-
tions, my good friends, please look for the answers
elsewhere.

" Schoolgirl " (Peckham). " Mollie " (Man-
chester), and " Mogoie " (Handsworth).—Puss, puss,
Me-ow. Peggy Hyland English ? Most certainly she
is. And she hopes to come back here before long, for
she was born in Worcester, where they make the sauce.
Her real name is Hutchinson. Yes, she is' married,
and has a stepson, Evan Thomas, who has played in

British films.

A. J. G. (Tufnell Park). M. A. (Old Charlton), Auto-
matic " (Hoxton), " Dot " (Ashington), D. A.
(Bournemouth), E. B. (Sheffield), and others.—Hart's
admirers are so numerous, that I trust all those who
have asked about him will kindly consider themselves
included in the words " and others." His colouring
is brown hair and blue eyes, and his height, 6 ft. 1 in.

He was a stage actor for some time, and started his
film career in 1914. Born in Newburgh, New
York, of English and Irish parentage, he will be
forty-four on December 6th. He is not married.
One reader wants to know whether he can sing ?

But I have just remembered another engagement.
" Eric " (Plymouth).—Cranford Kent is still on

the films Yes. Enid Bennett has a sister, Marjorie
Bennett, who appeared with her in " Naughty,
Naughty." Belle Bennett is no relation. Grace
Valentine was born nearly thirty years ago, in
Springfield, Illinois. Her height is 5 ft. 4 in.

" Kensal " (Loudon, W.).—The manager of the
picture theatre you mention will doubtless be able
to give you the desired information.

E. If. (London, S.E.).—Sorry, I cannot tell you
when the art plates you want will be issued, E. I...

but if you read Fay Filmer's chat regularly, she may
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disclose the secret before long. Ruth Roland waa
married some time ago.
"Inquisitive" (Lincoln).—Yes, they are both

jolly good comedians. At the moment of writing,
Lee Moran is a bachelor, but his screen partner, Eddie,
took up the responsibilities of married life some time
ago. Theda Bara will be thirty this year.

A. R. (Wood Green).—In " The Heart of the
Sunset," the players were Herbert Heycs, Anna y.
Nilsson, Wm. Frederic, E. L. Fernandez, Robert
Taber, Jane Miller, and Irene Boyle. In " Hands
Up " the following appeared : Ruth Roland (Kclo
Dclane), George Chesebro (Hands Up), and Easter
Walters (Judith Strange).

I. H. (Newcastle-on-Tync).—Douglas Fairbanks
will be thirty-seven this year. Irene Castle's height
is 5 ft. 7 in. Yes, her first husband was killed in an
aeroplane accident in Texas in February, 1918. In
" The Voice on the Wire," the male lead was taken
by Ben Wilson as John Shirley, while Francis
MacDonald was Red Warren, and Howard Crampton
was Chief Cronin. Pluck up more courage and write
again.

" Sally " (Birmingham), T. W. (Acton), and
others.—Maurice Costello, with Alice Joyce as his
leading lady, can be seen in " The Cambric Mask,"
produced by Vitagraph. He reached his fortieth
birthday on February 22. Born in Pittsburgh, he
claims that his father's ancestors came from Spain,
though he himself is of Irish parentage. His wife,
Mae Tresham, is not on the films.

M. M. H. (New Sawley).—It was not Fatty Ar-
buekle in " Sunnyside."

" Isabel " (Quecnstown, S.A.).—Watch this paper
for news of your favourite. I shall publish the
information as soon as received.

" London, S.W."—Y'ou say all your friends con-
sider you look like Mary Fiekford, while your brother
has an extraordinary likenpss to Wallace Reid. If

this is so, why not go to the Cinema Ball on Wednc.--
day, March 31st, at Battersea Town Hall, represent-
in;; these popular artiste;, and see if the judges in

the competition agree with you. Miss Violet
Hopson has kindly con entel to give the prize .

The tickets are 4s., and dancing commences at 7.30.
J. K. (Dover).—Irving Cummings has black hair

and brown eyes, and was born on October 9th, 188H.

Marguerite Snow and Francis Ford played in " The
Silent Mystery." William Duncan won't tell us.

A. T. C. (Bradford).—Milton Sills was born in

Chicago. There w ill be more about him as soon as
the veil of secrecy has been lifted.

B. (London, S.W.).—So you always turn to the
last page first. Iam sorry to le unable to answe."
your question about Wee .Georgie Wood. Constanie
Collier you will be able to sec in " The Impossible
Woman."

J. O. (Antwerp).—No, I am not surprised to hear
from a reader in Belgium, as I receive letters from all

over the world, though not all of them are replied .0

here, as many are answered by post. The east of
"Hands Up" does not give the name you want.
Dorothy Gish was in " Hearts of the World." D. \\ .

Griffith and his party were none the worse for that
little adventure they had on the sea,

" Rene " (Manchester).—Y'our nom-de-plume is

just " a bit of camouflage," eh ? Well, no one will

discover you. Richard Barthelmess is not married,
I understand. Five feet seven inches Is his height,
eyes brown and hair dark and quite gooTl-looking
for a young man of twenty-five. Rodrique La Rocque
(he doesn't use the " rique " in his Christian name
now) says he will not marry until he meets the right
girl—which I expect he will one day.

G. R. (Ferndale).—Madge Evans will be eleven on
July 1st. Jackie Saunders will be twenty-eight this

year.
" DOREEN " (Southampton).—No. I cannot say

I have seen the Chaplin film you name. It is an old

one, but I'll take your word for it that it beats all Ins

others. Elmo Lincoln was born in Rochester. Her-
bert Rawlinson is not American, but English, and
was born in Brighton.

" Disappointed " (Richmond).—Next time you
will have to change your nom-de-plume now that you
are getting the information you want. I have given
it before, of course, but you may not have seen it.

Anita Stewart is still appearing on the screen, and
her husband is Rudolph Cameron. News of your
other favourite later.

M. D. (Calcutta).—Y'ou want to know why no
Mary Pickford films are ever shown in Calcutta ?

Well, if that is the case, the picture theatre managers
there need waking up badly. In " Moral Suicide,"
the parts you want were taken as follows : Sidney
Mason (Rodman Daniels), Wm! Lanipe (Dr. Daniels),

and Claire Whitney (Mrs. Daniels). I have not heard
that your favourite has any children. .

M. M. S. (Bristol).—Pimple is going to appear on
the films again. Some of Charles Ray's pictures aie :

" The Millionaire Vagrant," " The Son of his Father."
" Back of the Man," " Playing the Game." and " City
of Darkness." Yes, he is married, but his wife's

name has not been disclosed up to now. Elmo
Lincoln was Tarzan.
"Golden Wattle." (Victoria).

—

V shall not think
Australian girls inquisitive at all. Sorry no news of

Juliette Day at the moment. But I never give up
hope, for it is the one of the few things left us nowa-
days for which nothing is charged. Jack Pickford's
real name is Smith.

E. N. (Lifford).—Never mind how often you write.

I shall not think you awful. " The Phantom Rider "

was a mystery character. Wesley Barry, who collects

warts, is twelve. Neva (Jerber plays for Universal.

(More Answers on page iv of cover.)
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AMERICA'S CHALLENGE to BRITISH BEAUTY.
-nn-

ARE WE TO LOSE FIRST PLACE ?
-nn-

TSMELY WARNING AND GENEROUS NATIONAL GIFT TO BRITONS OF BOTH SEXES.

World-Famous London Royal Toilet Specialist offers 5,000,000 4 4-in-l * Free Hair Beauty Parcels.

ARE the always-ambitious Americans challenging

British Beauty as well as British Trade ?

According to a Press interview with an expert
who ought to know, the Americans—men as well as women
—are doing their utmost to cultivate their personal ap-

pearance.

"Look at this for a published proof example," said Mr. Edwards,
the Royal Hair Specialist and generous donor to the British public of
his hitherto jealously guarded valuable professional secret of " Harlene-
Hair-Drill," as he handed over for inspection a newspaper cutting
containing a photographic presentment showing five American
Students of the Penn University posed to display the effect of their

method of hair cultnrc.

" That is only one of a great many instances of how American men
as well as women cultivate their personal appearance," added
Mr. Edwards, who went on to say that we Britons must
wake up if we wish to retain the world supremacy of
British Beauty.

" I feel so strongly on this matter of the supremacy of
British Beauty," said Mr. Edwards, "that 1 am even
now preparing to make up my previous public dis-

tributions of free ' Harlene Hair-Drill ' Outfits to
the 5,000,000 mark.

" There is one of my Four-fold Gift Packages
for every Man, Woman, and Girl who has not
already applied for and received one."

THE FREE GIFT CONTAINS

THIRDS
the FREE
'Cremex'
Shampoo
Powder.
This -
though men-
tioned third

—is to be
used first. It

is the first

step in the
successful
cultivation
of Hair
Beauty, for

FIRST AND FOREMOST—
is the FREE TRIAL of

" Harlene-f or-the-
Hair"—the Wine of Life

and Health for the Hair and
Scalp. Use this according to

the" Hair-Drill " Instructions

in the Manual, and see how
it will free your scalp from scurf and
revivify every hair of your head, causing
the hair to flourish with new life, growth
and beauty, absolutely checking falling

out, over-greasiness, brittleness, splitting,

and fading of your hair's natural lustre.

SECOND— is the FREE TRIAL
BOTTLE Of 'Uzoit/ a Brilliantine of

super-excellent quality, the rubbing into
the hair of which imparts a radiant lustre
and healthful elasticity to the hair, as
well as remedying such unnatural con-
ditions as over-drymess of the sealp, etc.

Tbe above illustrations instantly prove how absolutely imperative
it is for the well-being oJ the " looks " that the hair should be made
the most oi. How every woman and errl—and man too—can do
tins and so help to uphold the tradition of British Beauty 1? fully
explained in the new Hair- Drill Manual just published, which is sent
with the handsome Gift-Parcel (Sully described on this page) offered

to-day to every reader absolutely free of charge.

it cleanses and prepares the scalp and hair for the

\
magic-like ministrations of the " Hair-Drill."

I
LAST-BUT BY NO MEANS LEAST—

the Manual of Instructions of the
WorSd-famous " Harlene Hair-

Drill **—the method of Hair Culture prac-
tised by Royalty, the Nobility, the

Stage, and Cinema favourites and
others whose beautiful hair is

s
-.
s

so much admired. This
\ " Manual of Instructions

"

\ is illustrated, so that you
\ can make no mistake about

f the proper way of carrying
out the hair-stimulating
" Hair-Drill " Movement.

Two minutes a day devoted to " Har-
lene Hair-Drill " will work a wondrous
improvement in the appearance of
your hair.

Simply send your name and address
on a slip or sheet of paper, pin it to

There is no doubt that America is making a bold -bid to betvt us in tne " 4-in-l " Gift Outfit Coupon
the matter of National Beauty. Tbe Hair, o£ course, plays the greatest published in this announcement, and
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,^W Ptafiisfdat send together with a± stamps fortne fean University, U.S.A. The above photograph, however, is not , •
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American. It is a photographic study of purely British Se3iity— packing and postage, and you Will
where the hair again plays such an important part. " If all our receive vour Clift bv return ofwomen and girls pay careful attention to their hair growthand'lus^re, :

' Z/l*.
says one of our leading experts, "there need be no fear that tho POST.
World's Beauty Laurels will be wrested from the British' Race." Once you have seen for yourself

H^S^&ra^^MJX" 5.000.COO, complete "Harlene thc wo„drously beneficial influence ofuair-unll Outfits are to ne given away absolutely free of charge. << T t 1 n • t-> m >> 1

(For full details read this announcement.) Harlene Hair-Drill upon your hair,

you will be glad to know that you can
obtain further supplies of " Harlene " at is. i Jd., 2s. o,d. and 4s. qd.

per bottle ;

" Uzon " Brilliantine at rs. i!d. and 2s. od. per bottle,
" Cremex " Shampoo Powders at is. ild. per box of seven Shampoos*
(single packets 2d. each) and " Astol" at 3/- and 5/- per bottle from-
all Chemists and- Stores, or direct from Edwards' Harlene, Ltd.,

20, 22, 2*4; and 26, Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C.i.

CUT OUT AND POST THIS COUPON TO-DAY
BRITISH BEAUTY "4-in-l" " HAIR-DRILL " OUTFIT

5,000,000 CELEBRATION GIFT OFFER.
To EDWARDS' HARLENE. Ltd..

20, 22, 24, & 26. Lamb's Conduit Street, London, W.C.I.
Sir-,— I accepti your offer of a British Beauty " 4-in-l " Gift Outfit AS

announced in ihis Journal and enclose 4d. stamps for packing and postage
to my address, Pithtrt 6/iow, 3M.'-°.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Make sore of receiving your " 4-in-i " Gift Out6t bv writing your name

and address clearly on a plain piece of paper, piuning this coupon to it,

and posting both to address as above. (Mark envelope " Gilt Dept. "I

N.B.T-If your hair is GREY enclose extra 2d. stamp, and a 1-REE
bottle of " Astol" for Grey Hair will also be sent you.

SPECIAL NOTICE

TO ORE i -HAIRED

PEOPLE.
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mm Z7AePICTURE SHO^
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

(Continued from page 22.) • -

" Daphne " (Calcutta). I am here fo answer
questions, so let's have them. -The art plates are
tine, you Say. I am clad you look forward to them.
Alan Forrest lias played opposite Mary Miles M inter

in a number o£ mm?. He is thirty this year, and
Ann Little, whom he married, is -twenty-six. Basil

Hill was with Penny Carlisle in " Bocks of Valpre."
Will get news of Cowlej Wright, who also played in

this film.
" Nibs " (Putney). - I note you have quite a.num-

ber of " double favourites," as you call them, and
they are all nicelj paired. Yoiu- first question about
Eugene O'Brien has been answered before. Bemember
to read all the replies. • He was the hero in " Little

Miss Hoover." In " The Silent Sacrifice " the leads
were played by Irving Cumniings and Alma Hanlon.
A'iviau Martin is married. Sylvia Breamer was born
in Sydney, Australia, and has brown hair and eyes.
1 agree with your appreciation of W. S. Hart. As Ilia

admirer, 1 have no other choice.
" Pen " (Southampton). -You will notice I have

put you next to " Nibs." 'Unfortunately, no reader
at the moment has offered to be an ink-bottle, so I

must leave you both to rind one. Have 1 heard of

an actress named Marjoric Hume ? If you were in

London now you would be able to see her playing
in "The Maid of the, Mountains. " She divides her
time between -stage and screen. A Yarmouth girl,

she is proving her worth in both professions.
V. M. ( Darlington).- William 1'arnum was born on

.Inly 4th, 1876. and Charlie Chaplin on April lGth,
1889. Good favourites, both of them.

" Baiss " (Bristol).—We all love Mildred Harris,
nnd Charlie loves her best. So you think I must get
fed-up at times. It depends on how much I eat.
Presently, we may all be expected to live on air.

Kalplf Grave- is quite ;• young fellow—not more than
twenty, 1 should say, if he is quite that. He was born
in Cleveland, Ohio. - You are willing to see ." Comin'
Tnfo' fnc live " a fourth time ? Alma Taylor should

' be pleased to hear this. -v

J.-B: (Sydenham).—Pauline Frederick is her own
name, so far as I am aware at present. But these
artistes have many, secrets of their own, and one never
knows what may leak out some "day. " In " Tarzan of
the Apes," Gordon Griffith was the boy, and Elmo
Lincoln was the man.

A. S. (London, S.E.).—Does Warren Kerrigan

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
FREE OFFER.

cientific method of hair-

levitalized
that from

TSj our
destruction all
tirely destroyed and the' rorits

earn tunc they are treated, $
ihepnteeta permanent tire is

and LLtaiutaiin 1 '!
, Fiepaied in lit]

form, this trpat ment supersede
Electrolysis and ;tll /.wist Ic concoc-

,

tions. It is the linlj right v. ay
of attacking the haJr r ots, and
is dispatched under our Orn:inl
Guarantee Seal.

SEND NO MONEY.
To obtain, free information of this
rew method t-^ent ijiivately in i>'ain
cuvert just Bend your name and
addreii—a 'p.stcaid will do— to

SECRETARY.
GRAFTON LABORATORIES
(Dept. M), 2 8.FRANCIS STREET,

LONDON. W.C.I.

attend to all his letters himself ? I have never
watched him, A. S., so 1 must leave you to guess.

" St NSHlNK " (Burnhank),—Which reminds mo
(hat the bright days are approaching. What made
you imagine me to be a lady ? I hope you will not
like me any the less now that you know 1 am not.

THE PICTURE Show is enough for me, so do not burden
lye with the responsibilities of any others. Doris
May was formerly Doris Lee. Theda Bara was
christened Theodosia Goodman. The others still

stick to their baptismal names. Pauline Frederick
has dark brown hair and blue eyes.

F. H. (Chelmsford).—The delay between a trade
show of a film and its release is due to the present
system of booking. . The latter badly needs altering.

iMalilon Hamilton was a stage favourite before he
won popularity on the films. He was born at Haiti-

more, and was featured in " The Death Dance

"

with Alice Brady, and in " The Danger Mark " with
Elsie Ferguson. :

' . .
-

I. G. (Burnham-on-Sea).—John Barrymore is

worth seeing. He went on the stage in 1903, and is at

present playing on the films with Famous. Lasl<\

.

Haven't heard what relation (if any) the two you
name are to each other.

" VERNON " (Mansfield).—Wrote your letter in
school, did you, when you ought to have been learning
all about the indicative "and subjunctive mood ?

But no one saw you, and, anyway, 1 was glad to hear.
Molly Malone is nearing twenty-three. . Eileen
Sedgwick was born 'in 1 807, and you can see her in

'

" The Circus King " with Eddie Polo. The last-

named has dark-brown eyes and black hair. Isobel
Klsom, Minna" Grey, and Owen Nares in " The Elder
Miss Blossom.". Jack Jarnian in " Under Suspicion "

took the part of Nadia's brother. Mabel Normand
is in her twenty-sixth year. Marguerite Fisher was
born in 1891, and has copper-coloured hair and
grey-green eyes. The artiste who played Silent

Andy in "The Circus King" is not mentioned in

the cast. Bessie Love will be twenty-one On Sep-
tember 10th. My! What a list: But I'll forgive
you this time.

\ A. B. (Cape Town).— So you are very, very dis-

appointed because Grace Cunard is not married to
Francis Ford. But love-making on the screen must
not be taken too seriously, and in real life film actresses

have their ideals like the rest of us. •Francis Ford's
real name is Feeney. He and Grace Cunard were in
" The Purple Domino " and in " The Purple Mask."

"PICTURE SHOW"
PERSONAL.

fct A
WHKItE TO WHITE TO YOUB F.WOI RITK

FILM STAR..—You are kindly requested
not to ask tor any addresses by post. If you
wish to communicate at once with any artist,
not named below, write your letter, putting the
Tiame of the star on the envelope, and enclose
it with a loose ljd. stamp to the Editor, Th«
Pirn rk Show, Hoom 88j The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.G. 4, and it will be
forwarded by the next mail. Such 'letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full

name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention Thb Pictlks
^how to ensure the safety of a reply.' It must
be understood, however, that we cannot guarante*
that such letters will be replied to. Please keep
the^e addresses for reference. -

Priscilla Dean.—Care of Universal Film Co.,
I niVL-rsal ( it v California L S A
Douglas Fairbanks. —Care of Douglas Fairbanks

Corporation, Hollywood, California, U.S.A. -

Dorothy Gish, Lilian Gish.—Care of D. W.
Griffith Productions, ' Longacre Buildings, lilft,

Broadway, New York City. U.S.A.
Bryant Washuirn, Elliott' Dexter. Tom

Forman.—Care of Famous Players-Lasky Studios.
Vine Street.- Hollywood, California, U.S.A.

j
(More addresses next week.)

PHOTOGRAVURE PQSTCAWDS of the . following
"Film Stars :' Douglas Fairbanks, "Margueiit*

Clark, Mary : Pickford, Creightdn ~ Hale, Charlie
Ch&plin, Mfte Marsh, .are in Set No 1. -Charles Ray,
Antonio Moreno, Pauline "Frederick, Pearl White,
William Duncan and Milton Sills are in Set No. 2.

Price :
- Set of 6 complete, ls.7 post free. Send a shil-

ling postal order, made payable to the Amalgamated
Press, and crossed " & Co.," to The Picture Show
Postcard Department, All-Star Series, 7-9, Pilgrim
Street, Ludgate Circus, London. E.C. 4. for a set.

WHEK
communicating

with Jldver-

tisers, please

mention

THE
PICTURE
SHOW.

When cold or damp lowers your vitality,
you are an easy victim to air-borne infection.
"Oraloids" help you to resist it. They con-
tain a well-balanced combination of antiseptic
and germ-killing .ingredients which prevent
any harmful germs, which may enter your
mouth, from playing havoc with your throat
end .respiratory, organs. "Oraloids". are
pleasant to the taste, and do NOT contain
harmful drugs to disturb the system. Try
them for your safety's sake

!

Obtainable from most Chemists, or direct for
1 3 & 3 - (post free) from MENLEY & JAMES.
4 Menley House.FarringdonRd.,London,E.C.I.

ANTISEPTIC
ORAL

TABLETS

PROTECT YOU
FROM

CATARRH
COUGHS

INFLUENZA
COLDS

AND OTHER
INFECTIOUS
TROUBLES

WAStrRESISm

IT serves so many purposes and is ideal alike for

overalls, aprons, pinafores, children's frocks and

rompers, and the serviceable

blouse, shirt or dress.

The dyes are all guaran-

teed indigo or fast red.

Ask your usual draper for

Wash-resista Print, Wash-

resista Overall, or other garment.

Proprietors

:

THE
HOLLINSMILL

|
CO. LTD.

SpinnersandManu-
i facturers.Dpt. P.S.,

I 5, Portland Street,
Manchester.whoafe

: also the proprietors
• of ' " Sunrcsista,"
• " Marple Sheets,"
• " Scalfteece," etc

.C. 4. "Advertisement
Inland, 15s. 2d per

agents for Australia

ft/4/1920.
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Famous Readers of "Tbe Picture

Stow."
A Compliment from the Editor of the

"Boys' Cinema."

I
DON'T suppose you can guess who is pic-

tured here, reading our favourite paper,

but I know you will be interested.

The man who is so engrossed with the con-
tents of Picture Show is none other than the
Editor of " The Boys' Cinema."

It is some compliment to our paper, as in this

week's " Boys' Cinema " there is a veritable

feast of good things. To mention a few, there

begins the real life story of Tom Mix. the Cowboy
King, written by himself, and aptly titled " In
the Kingdom of Adventure." Then again, Big
Bill Hart has found for himself a page, and every
week he is writing to his admirers in Great
Britain in the Boys' Cinema. He also has a
question-box, and gives his name and address
for readers to write to him, so that they can ask
him what they would like to know about himself,

and his life in the great Wild West.
A wonderful series of boxing yarns also begin

in this number, entitled " The Fighting Duffer,'

and the rest of the pages are packed with things
that every British boy (and many girls, too,

if I am to believe all the letters I get) like to

read about. Take Fay Filmer's advice for once
and buy a copy on Wednesday. I promise
you that you will agree with all I have said

about this splendid little paper.

Don't Miss Your Copy.

NOW, I know you would like to know who
is the famous star chosen for reproduction
next week. It is a beautiful photo-

graphic study of Antonio Moreno, and it

measures sixteen inches by ten inches, which,
as you know, is the size of our two centre
pages. This is in answer to the many entreaties

from thousands of readeYs for a companion
picture to Marv Pickford in our issue of March
13th. —

—

A Beautiful Fat Girl.

AS most of my readers know, in Turkey,
to be considered beautiful you must be
fat. When you see Madge Kennedy in

the Golduyii picture play entitled " Trimmed
With Red," you will see, in the part of Harriet
the maid. Miss Jane Bliss. She has been called
by dramatic critics tho most beautiful fat girl in

America, and, as Jane Bliss says, the Goldwyn
Company have added greatly to the cast in

engaging her. This is not as egotistical as it

sounds, as Miss Bliss weighs 250 lbs. Wouldn't
she bo considered a beauty in Turkey ?

—

—

Why Madge Likes It Cold.

MADGE KENNEDY likes cold weather

;

Which only goes to prove that it takes
all sorts to make a world. The harder it

snows tho better she likes it, and the reason is

that sho possesses a sled—just an ordinary
Bled such as children have to "slide down hill."

Now, it is the first sled which Miss Kennedy
lias ever had. and she can't use it enough. Tbi
—MOB that she deferred so long one of tho

PhoWrapk:? and Paragraphs cP Pictures Play^ and Player^

pastimes of childhood is that sho was born and
reared in Southern California, where a sled is

something of which one hears but does not see.

Miss Kennedy has been in the East for a number
of winters, but not until some weeks ago, when
her husband. Harold Bolster, came in with a

big bundle, which he said was a surprise for her,

had she ever possessed a sled ?

Now, every hour when she is not on dui y at the

Coldwyn studio, working in " Trimmed With
Red," "she can be seen on a hill near her home in

Briarcliffo, either sliding down or dragging tho

sled up again.

She Wants to Laugh.

BY the way, in this play we shall seo Nellie

Beaumont, one of the Beaumont sisters

of circus and vaudeville fame. Miss

Beaumont was one of the most daring bareback
riders who ever raced around a track or under a
circus tent, before she went into vaudeville,

where she made a great reputation as a character

actress. Now, she says, her ambition is to do
character parts in pictures, but she wants them
to be comedy parts. " Laughter for me," she

says, " not tears."

A Lucky Escape.

DURING the filming of " Face to Face,"
Marguerite Marsh had a narrow escape
from possible fatal injury. It was when

a toboggan, carrying Miss Marsh and members
of the company upset, and tipped the star out
directly in the path of a second toboggan.
Director Harrison is said to have thrown himself
in front of the fast-moving vehicle, diverting
it from its course by inches, and at the same
time the camera-man pulled the star to one side.

The director sustained painful injuries, but,
luckily, Miss Marsh was unhurt.

Gerald Ames's New Admirer.
GERALD AMES, the popular Hepworth

player, recently had occasion to stay at
a small country inn in Devonshire. A

diminutive maid appeared on the scene when ho
was booking his room, and, gazing open-mouthed
at the new arrival, gasped the inquiry :

" You
bain't the Gerald Ames what's on the pick-
ehers ?

"

" Gerry " says that he learnt later on that
the inn was not famed for strict attention
to the comfort of its guests. But he supposes
it was the presence of the diminutive maid

EDDIE SUTHERLAND,
nephew of Tom
Meigham, whom we are

soon to see on the film.

LOIS WILSON whom
we shall soon see with
Bryant Washburn in
" It Pays to Advertise."

which made it impossible for him to justify

public opinion on that question. He says his

boots have never shone quite like it before ;

he's never been asked to camouflage so much
food at a time ; and he almost believed in the
notion about " good fairies," for he only had
to think he wanted something, and that some-
thing happened. — —
Exactly Like.

ALMA Taylor recently went to a dance. A
girl of some eighteen years who, in spite

of very palpable endeavours to disguise

her curiosity, managed to make Alma feel that
she was the sole and only unit of humanity,
after a couple of hours of surreptitious staring,

approached Alma and said :
" Do forgive me

for looking at you so rudely, but, do you know,
you're exactly like Alma Taylor—I almost
thought you were."

—

—

Mistaken Identity.

THE increasing multitude of applicants for

film work is a constant trial of producing
companies, but the Broadwest Company

is always perfectly frank respecting the hard-
ships and uncertainty attached to film act inc.

which, of course, is a much kinder course than
painting hopeful visions of imminent fame to

beginners.
This conscientious candour has only been

onco misplaced, and that was ono morning last

MR. WALTER WEST is now busy directing his sixth racing film. Here he is seen at a race

course with MISS VIOLET HOPSON. In this coming film MISS POPPY WYNDHAM and
GREGORY SCOTT play the heroine and hero.
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PICTURE SHOW CHAT.
[Continued from page 3.)

week. A gentleman who, by request, was
ushered into the presence of the manager was
enlightened by sane counsel on the inadvisability
of adopting screen acting for a profession. At
the end of twenty minutes it transpired that he
had called to inspect the electric light meter.

his attempt to open the ponderous door is plainly
shown on the screen. After opening it, the dog
leads the child through the blazing rooms to
safety.

A Real Hero.

NORMAN EVANS, whose photograph ap
:

pears on this page, is no longer one of

the thousands of ex-officers who are look-
ing for employment, because he has been dis-

covered by the promoters of the Donalda
Campbell Films. A unique type was required
to play hero parts in jungle and other special
films with Donalda
Campbell herself.

There were several
hundred applicants in

reply to advertise-
ments which appear-
ed in the European
and Americaji Press.
Even a German ap-
plied; Norman Evans
is an Englishman,
6 ft. 3 ins. in height,
perfectly proportion-
ed, andean all-round
athlete. He is a
Public School and
Cambridge Univer-
sity man, and has
had an adventurous
career. Before the
War ho worked his .

way round the world

NORMAN EVANS, a
real hero to appear

on the reel.

in various capacities, such as cowboy, sailor,
stdker, lumberman, gold miner, big-game
hunter, pearl-diver, etc. He served through
the whole war with distinctions as an in-
fantry officer since being mobilised August 4,
1914. and was twice in France, then in Palestine,
Egypt, and India, was wounded, and has also
been torpedoed. This fortunate young man wilr"
feature in various super-film productions in the
Far East, and there is no doubt that he is the
very man to portray the type of film hero which
the public want to see, and bring British pro-
duction- to the forefront.

A Touching Scene.

ONE of the most touching scenes in "The
Bight to Happiness," a coming photoplay,
is the rescue of a baby by a Russian wolf-

hound. The incident occurs when the palatial
home of an American millionaire in Russia has
been set afire by Cossacks during a pogrom
against the Jewish element. In the house are
two little girls. The nurse hides one of the
babes in a box and the other in a huge oven.
The dog remains in the house until the fire has
gained headway, trying to rescue his little

playmate, whom he knows has been concealed
in the oven. Every movement of the don in

Daxe Devil Pearl.

THE dare-devil stunts which Pearl White did
in her serial work without apparent effort,

accustomed her to courses of training
of the severest sort—for her feats could only be
done by a fearless woman whose nerves were
steady, whose muscles were hard, and whose
eye was sure.

Horseback riding, shooting at a target,
swimming in the big pool on her estate, pla\ in-
terims, shadow boxing to obtain speed, and a
three-mile walk in the early morning are part of
the regular routine of Miss White's life.

—

—

Her Schooldav Friend.

RUTH CLIFFORD said she had one of the
happiest sight -seeing trips of her life

recently, during her visit to her home-
town of Pawtucket. She was accosted by a
young man, who held out his hand and asked
if she did not remember him. A close scrutiny
revealed to the film star a schoolmate of her
childhood's days, who used to help her with her.

spelling in the little village school. The youn^-
man had now risen to the dignity of a chauffeur,
and begged to take Ruth for a ride ; of course,
she consented and says she has never enjoyed
herself better.

Bessie Love as Little Nell.

IT
is rumoured that Bessie Love ha? been asked
to take the role of Little Nell, should '* The
Old Curiosity Shop," Charles Dicken's

famous story, be put on the screen. S^ie will be
ideal in the part. — *-t—
Have You Seen It ?

THE May issue of the " Home Fashions " whi< h
is just out is a very special fashion number.
There- are over fffl designs including coats

and skirts, washing frocks and otherwise, blouses,

styles for the matron and for the young girl.

Everything for early summer wear,
y There is also a special photogravure supple-
ment and Free Pattern to make a Tenuis Frock.
a Dress for two materials, and the daintiest of
Jumper Blouses. There is likely to be a great

demand for this niunber of " Home Fashions,"
so make sure tf your copy by ordering it. to-day.—*-*—
Do You Know ?—That Katherine MacDonald, sister of Mary
MacLaren, says she is the " business head " of

the family ?

* * - *

—That she went into pictures after her younger
sister ? * * *
— Thai she is hoping to make a costume picture

soon ? « , * '
'

—That Richard Barthelmess likes his name pro-

nounced Bar-tel-mess, with an accent on the first

syllable ?

Fay Filmer.

ALMA TAYLOR in "Anna the Adventuress,"
the latest Hepworth picture-play from the

novel by E. Phillips Oppenheim.

FROM "OVER THERE."
-Votes and News from Los Angeles.

CHARLES RAY'S first appearance as a
public entertainer was] at the age of eight,
when, in blue velvet breeches and a red

cap, he led a troop of trained ponies round the.

ring of a circus.' His parents had taken him as
a treat, and at the beginning of the show he
suddenly disappeared. He apologised after-

wards for the worry he had caused them by say-
ing that he knew they would never have allowed
him to be a circus star if he had asked, and he
didn't like to be disobedient. Consequently
there had only been one way open for him and
he had taken it, though he owned it had meant
fjmr persuasion on his part to induce the circus
owner to entrust his ponies to a strange if enthu-
siastic youth of tender years.'

A Wonderful Fur Gown.

IN
the Cecil de Mille picturisation of " The
Admirable Crichton," Gloria Swanson ap-
pears in a wonderful gown made entirely

of moleskin ! It is perfectly plain with ermine
tails around the hem, pearl trimmings cross the
front of the corsage, and there is a train of pearls
with two large tassels at the end. With this

unique creation, the exotic Swanson wears

—

naturally—a startling head dress, and carries a
fan of ermine edged with moleskin.

News of Max Linder.

OUR old friend Max Linder is back again in
Los Angeles. He blew in the other day
at the Chaplin Studi», the last word in

debonair French elegance, and obviously over-
joyed to be in California again and able to shako
hands with his dear friend * Sharlee."

Members of the Stoll film company ready to start for the stone quarry to take the convict scenes in " The
Iron Stair." Reginald Fox, the hero, is the first in the line of convicts. An interesting detail in the
picture, is the variation of the number of stripes on the convicts' stockings. These white bands are in
reality a record of the term that the convict still has to serve, and with that is ased certain little

differences in colour, and the two things combined make a man carry practically a complete record
of bis position for the eyes of warders to see in case of necessity.

H. B. Warner's Wife.

HB. WARNER has a very charming little

wife, who before her marriage was Rita
Stanwood, a Broadway favourite. Mrs.

Warner was recently at a Hollywood tea-party
at which clothes were being exhaustively dis-

cussed, and some of the victims ot "sudden
wealth " were beginning to wax imaginative
about the prices they had paid for the latest

additions to their wardrobes. One " lady

"

cited 75 dollar hats and 50 dollar shoes. Another
had just purchased a new suit for 5C0 dollars,

whilst a third, just to go one better, drew atten-
tion to the one she was wearing, and said it had
cost her 050 dollars. " Dear me." said little Mrs.
Warner sympathetically, " and I got such a
lovely dress down town the other day—just
what I wanted—for only 15 dollars."

Elsie Codd.
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR " THE PICTURE SHOW."

ANTONIO MORENO has bought a typewriter to help a little with his numerous correspon- PRISCILLA DEAN bids adieu to her mother before going
dence. It was not before he needed it, as the number of letters awaiting answers will off for a flight Priscilla is quite as much at home in ths

prove. air as she is on land.

Jumbo has played his part in many scenes of a coming screen-play, and now finds another active part in his life as a screen actor. He pulls his

trainer's car to the studio when the petrol has given out.

ROSCOE ARBUCKLE takes advantage of the camera-ajan's A little visitor to the Selig Zoo plays with the tiger cubs. This Zoo is full of wonderful
absence lo see a scene for himself. animals that find a place on the screen in many thrilling photo-plays.
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READ THIS FIRST.
Richard Ferris is absolutely destitute and weak

when he is rescued and taken home by Bill Graham,
the owner of a shop of toy dogs, birds, and Persian
cats. He helps Graham in the shop in return for his

keep. Sylvia, Graham's daughter, falls in love with
Richard, who concealing his identity, informs them
that his name is Dick Blake. Sylvia and Dick be-
come engaged.

Pansy Vivian is a frequent visitor to the Em-
porium, and mutual affection springs up between her
and Dick, although Pansy is engaged to be married
to John Baird. Realising his bond to Sylvia, and
tearing his love for Pansy will get the better of him,
he marries Sylvia secretly. On their return from the
registry office, Sylvia finds a telegram calling her
away to Wales immediately to take a star part in a
film. She goes off, and Is met by Robert Nigel, her
producer, who is in love with her, unaware of the fact

that she is married.
Pansy's fiance tells her that she has been left sole

executor for the will of Sir Mais Ferris, who has left

an immense fortune to Sir Richard Ferris, who is

missing. He shows her a photo of Sir Richard,
which she recognises as Dick Blake. She rushes olf

to tell Dick the good news, and on entering the house
finds Bill Graham lying dead. Rushing from the
house she runs into Dick.
She forces him to take her home in a taxi, which

collides with a lorry. Dick is rendered unconscious,
and after giving directions for him to be taken to
.lohn Baird's house, Pansy disappears into the crowd.
When Dick recovers consciousness his life at the Em-
porium and his marriage to Sylvia are blotted from
his memory. The next day .lohn Baird tells Pansy
01 the strange appearance of Ferris.

You am now read on.

"Love That Crucifies."

IN
the meantime, whilst events were moving
so rapidly and with such tragic results in

London, Sylvia and Robert Nigel had
reached Capel Curig.
The company started work very early the

following day. The light was good, and they
got on well with their outdoor scenes. Sylvia
was magnificent, and so was Bruce.

" If you keep this standard up when we get

back to our indoors stunts at the studios,"

Nigel told them, " 'A Girl's Choice ' will be
a winner !"

It was late afternoon when they knocked
off. Nigel walked home with Sylvia. The
hotel lounge was deserted.

" Hallo ! A London paper !" Nigel glanced
through it carelessly. Then he startled Sylvia

by a vehement exclamation, and he made as

if he would hide the paper from her.

"What is it?" she cried. Something had
happened to Dick, that was her first thought.
Hardly realising what she was doing she

tore the paper from his grasp.

The words danced before her eyes.

" DASTARDLY MURDER IN THE EAST
END !

" Last night an old man named Bill

Graham, of the Emporium, Commercial Road,
was brutally murdered. It is supposed that
robbery was the motive for the crime, as the
cash-boxes in the shop and parlour were
forced open and rifled."

"Oh, Mr. Nigel, what ever shall I do ?

Take me home, please !" cried Sylvia.
" I'll get you there as quickly as I can,

my little love," Nigel breathed passionately
;

but Sylvia was too dazed to hear him, They
motored to Chester and caught the Irish mail
to Euston. Sylvia begged Nigel to leave her
there.

" I've friends who will look after me." By
friends she meant her husband.

Nigel saw she wished to go alone, and after

making her promise that she would keep him
daily informed as to what was happening, he
.saw her into a taxi-cab. When she reached
the Emporium, the shutters Were up.
"Dick! Oh, Dick!" she sobbed to her-

self. She felt that even the crushing horror
of her father's death would be less intolerable

when he was near. On entering, she found
the shop was in charge of the police.

" He was my dad—my own dad !" she cried
bitterly

A constable laid a heavy hand upon her
shoulder.

" We've searched high and low for you,
Miss Graham," he said. " Perhaps you can

By EDITH NEPEAN.
A Powerful Story of Love and Hu-
man Suffering. Begin it To-day.

help us to discover the whereabouts of
Richard Blake, the assistant. He's missing.
We've a warrant for his arrest, on a charge
of murdering your father

"

" It's not true !" Sylvia cried passionately.
" Dick would not injure a hair of my father's

head ! How can you say such a thing?"
The police constable tugged his moustache,

and looked down upon the childish, quiver-
ing features, not without compassion.

"' It ain't my fault, miss. The law's the
law ! Rightly or wrongly suspicion has fallen

on this young man Blake. To complicate
the business he's gone and disappeared. The
last lime he was seen he wa3 walking along
the Commercial Road with a young woman."

" But that must have been me," Sylvia
explained agitatedly, "yesterday morning

' She only just stopped herself on the

spur of the moment from adding :
" After

we were married !"
'• No, it wasn't you, miss," the police con-

stable retorted. We heard half an hour
ago that you'd gone off to the north, film

acting, with some of the Erox people.

Richard Blake was seen with a girl after

eleven o'clock last night; some neighbours
saw 'em. Said she looked a fine lady."

Sylvia's face was grey She was going
through the mill, but not for one moment
would her loyal heart doubt her beloved Dick.

" What awful lies they've been telling
!"

she cried indignantly. " More likely than
not he went to the docks for dad ;

perhaps
he's waiting about for a boat to come in.

Dad used to wait for hours if he wanted to
find something special, like a rare a.nimal of
some sort. I'm sure he'll come back—any
moment—especially when he knows what has
happened." And then, overcome by her
emotions, she sank on to a chair, and throw-
ing out her arms despairingly across the
counter, she buried her head in them.
The constable cleared his throat. He was

quite convinced that at least Bill Graham's
daughter had the firmest belief in the missing
shop assistant; but it was not his place to
give way to sentiment. Affairs of Cupid did
not worry him. As far as the police could dis-

cover, there was no one more likely to have
murdered the proprietor of the Emporium
than the out-of-elbows derelict whom he had
befriended. It was not at all an uncommon
coincidence for a man with criminal instincts

to behave like an ill-natured, pampered dog,
and turn round and bite the hand that fed

him.
The following morning Sylvia was down

at daybreak. She had slept badly. She found
herself listening to every footstep that passed,
hoping that amongst them she might dis-

tinguish Richard's familiar tread, but there
was still no sign of him Her heart grew
sick with disappointment.
At eleven o'clock Sylvia had to face the

ordeal of funeral arrangements ; and through-
out* the weary hours that followed, a group of
morbidly inclined people hung about the
premises gloating over the tragedy that had
taken place within.

Nigel had returned to Capel Curig by the
midnight mail. He sent Sylvia a long tele-

gram with a prepaid reply, imploring her to

let him know how she was, and saying that
he would return to London immediately if

he could be of use to her. In answer Sylvia
sent word that Nigel could do nothing at pre-

sent, but that she would let him know if

anything occurred to make her accept his

kind offer of assistance.

Two days later Bill Graham was buried.
Sylvia looked like a pale ghost when she fol-

lowed the remains of her father to his last

resting-place. There was still no news of

Richard, but several people had repeated tho

constable's story to Sylvja that they had seen
Richard on the night of the tragedy in com-
pany with a girl.

At first Sylvia absolutely refused to be-
lieve this ; but insidiously at last, cold sus-

picion, fear and doubt, began to sear them-
selves into her soul. She was gripped in the
throes of jealousy.

Nigel wrote by every other post; his letters

were full of supplication.
" Do join us again and go on with your

work. Work is the only cure for sorrow, and
it will not do you, or your poor father's
memory, the slightest good to sit moping
and eating your heart out at the Emporium.
If you will return now, with a continuance
of this fine weather, we could complete the
outdoor scenes of ' A Girl's Choice ! within
a fortnight, and then, of course, the remainder
would be completed at the studios. Don't
ruin your career I beg of you."

Sylvia agreed with every word of Nigel's
appeal. Work was the only thing that
could make her days bearable at that period
and yet, because she was sure that Richard
was somewhere near, she hated to leave
London. Each day a sword hung over his

head. Any hour he might be arrested. And
then the reality and depth of her love began
to assert itself. The bitterness and jealousy
gave way to feelings of forgiveness. ! Deep
down in her inner consciousness she knew that
the more true love is bruised and broken,
to greater heights it soars.

She inserted numerous paragraphs in the
agony columns of the papers, little messages
that revealed her aching heart:

" From Sylvia to Dick. You are in danger;
face it for my sake. I know you are guilt-

less, and true. Come back to me !"

Meanwhile, her savings were melting away
as snow before the midday sun.

Bill Graham had never had a banking
account. He had deposited his money in odd
places about the house, so that the thief who
had taken his life and who got away with
the cash-boxes, . had achieved a considerable
haul. It is therefore not surprising that
Sylvia found herself, from a financial point
of view, in a decidedly precarious position.

Several persons came along and offered to buy
the business as a going concern, and, after

thoroughly overhauling her father's affairs,

Sylvia was obliged to choose this course.
Eventually necessity forced her to take

Nigel's advice and rejoin the Erox Company
at Capel Curig. It was a great ordeal to take
up her work again with the old enthusiasm
and zest. If it had not been for Nigel's en-
couragement and kindness, she would have
found it even more difficult than it was. The
other members of the company were exceed-
ingly tactful. They did not persecute her
with questions, but they showed their sym-
pathy in a hundred subtle ways.
The day before they left Capel Curig Nigel

persuaded Sylvia to motor with him to

Snowdon. They lunched at a quaint little

inn in the romantic pass between the moun-
tains. Afterwards they strolled out and wan-
dered up an unfrequented path.

" What arrangements have you made for a
home in London?" asked Nigel abruptly.

" I've been talking it over with Miss De
Motte," said Sylvia, with a sigh. "She says

that her landlady will be able to fix me up
with a room."
She looked so wistful, so much in need of

someone to shield and protect her, that Nigel
was carried away on the crest of his passion.
" Oh, my darling !" he urged. " There's no

reason in the wide world for you to start a
lonely life like that on your own. I love you,
Sylvia, with all my heart and soul, and I'm
quite a rich man. I can give you comfort,
even luxury ;

but, more than all, I can give

you life-long devotion. Will you marry me?"
The awful moment that Sylvia dreaded had

arrived ! Nigel's pleading was so earnest, so

intense, so sincere, that Sylvia could find

no words to answer him.
(Continued on page 8.)
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Helene Chadwick
The Sunny Star who delights in

Tragic Roles.

HELENE CHADWICK lives in a house
* full of windows, sunshine, and crisp,

fresh air ; and her disposition and
personality harmonise perfectly with such
an atmosphere. For she couldn't live in gloom
any more than a prairie rose could live in a
cellar. She loves music, she sings, and her

laughter is as spontaneous as the lilting song
of the canary in her sunny sitting-room.

Her Cherished Ambition.

THE piano is Miss Chadwick's favourite
instrument, and it is one of her cherished
ambitions to play it amazingly well. Yet,

as if in direct contradiction to her sunny nature,
she rather likes to play roles which aro sur-

rounded with a gloomy, sober atmosphere.
The most favoured suit in Miss Chadwick's

wardrobe is a khaki tramping outfit. When
the demands of the studio are not too in-

sistent, lovely gowns are discarded for this

rough-and-ready garb of the hills.

Her joyous nature corresponds with tbe sunshine ot her boms. Household duties do not come amiss to this charming actr
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THE SECRET HUSBAND,from page 6 )

Alarmed by her silence _he became even
more ardent in his wooing.
"I loved you from the first moment I saw

you," he declared, '* and up to then I hadn't
wasted time with women. To be candid, I

was always a little shy of them, although my
work threw me amongst so many. But with
you it was different ; you appealed to me in

a way that I never conceived. I felt in-

stinctively that -you were the one soul for

whom I'd always been searching, and that if

you would not give yourself to me I should
go lonely through life to the end of my days."

Nigel's passionate outpourings troubled
Sylvia. She never realised until then how
difficult it is to wound and hurt a man who is

so trustful that he will dare to lay bare the
innermost thoughts of his soul.

Tears came to her eyes. She longed to tell

him the truth, that she was bound hand and
foot by every human tie to Richard. That
she was bound by her great love and by the
legal tie of marriage ! That she was a bride
—yet not a wife—and that her husband had
vanished as completely out of her life as if

he had never existed. But she was obliged to
remain silent; it was more important than
ever now Richard was in danger. She could
guard him best by keeping her mouth closed.

Her voice trembled as she said

:

''I cannot marry you, Mr. Nigel."
" I know the reason," he said hoarsely.

"You are afraid of my grey hairs! Is it

youth that you want, little one?"
"No! Oh, no!" she said vehemently.

" Why, you are quite young. I'd never
noticed

"

" Then, if I'm not too old for you," he in-

terrupted, "I shall not take 'No' for an '

answer. I'm going to make you love me.
I've such a belief in the power of the mind,
in the power of love, if you like, that I shall

never rest until you feel for me as I feel for

you."
They turned back and entered the motor-

car. Neither Nigel nor Sylvia were much in-

clined for conversation on the return joucney
to Capel Curig, and the following morning
they travelled to London with the rest of the
company.

Sylvia took up her abode with Miss Do
Motte's landlady, just a couple of tiny rooms,
in a house near the Charing Cross Road. She
was obsessed with two ideas, the one to solve

the mystery of Dick, .the second to succeed
with her work.
She paid an early visit to her old home,

hoping- to find some communication from
Richard waiting for her. The Emporium was
already occupied by the new people. The
woman nodded her head when Sylvia asked
eagerly if there were any letters.

Sylvia turned sadly away from the spot hal-

lowed by so many memories. Her eyes were
blinded with tears when she climbed on to

the top of a 'bus that bore her back from
whence she came. She glanced up into the

starlit sky, and she murmured despairingly
below her breath :

" Oh, dear Heaven, shall I never see my
Dick again;"

" The Glimpse."

OX that momentous morning when John
Baird went to Pansy and told her that
Richard Ferris had been brought to him

by two policemen, the blood seemed to freeze

in her veins.

John Baird had questioned her in an off-

hand but nevertheless searching manner.
He explained that Sir Richard Ferris was

driving ini a taxi with a -woman, when they
collided with a motor lorry. That he was
suffering from concussion and shock, and that
l he woman, who was uninjured, had told the
police to take Ferris to Baird's house in Lin-
coln's Inn Fields.

"Do. you know." Baird had said, "for
one mad moment the thought occurred to me
t hut you were the woman. But you did not
go out after I left last night?"
Pansy had felt an abyss yawning at her

feet. The ghastly scene in the little Em-
porium came before her for the hundredth
lime. One false step might plunge her into

the hideous limelight of the newspaper
columns.

" Of course I didn't go out," she had said
sharply.

"It's a most baffling case," Baird had con-
tinued, frowning. "For one thing, the poor
chap has lost his memory."

" Lest his memory !" Pansy gasped.
" He doesn't remember a single incident

before the accident, how he had lived, or any-
thing, except that he'd just -arrived in

England !"

* Will he never be the same again?"
" The doctors say a normal, quiet life are

his best aids to recovery. It will do him
good to see a bright young thing like you.
I'll bring him round soon."
Meanwhile, Richard had become con-

valescent. He took very kindly to his new
life. John Baird's strong, vigorous com-
panionship helped him back to health more
quickly than a dozen fashionable physicians.

But ho was still suffering from loss of
memory. " Shock caused if, a shock may
give it back to him," all the specialists had
agreed. Nerve troubles were insidious mala-
dies, the medic£ world were still more or less

baffled by them, even the most brilliant men
were slightly diffident in their opinion, drugs
were not altogether successful, and certainly

not a permanent cure.
So Richard could not speak of his past

life. At the back of his mind he had a dim
recollection of a dream girl, with hair like

the sun, eyes like blue flowers, and lips like

the petals of a rose.

Good food, well-cut clothes, had turned him
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into a magnificent specimen of manhood. He
had been inundated with invitations from
matchmaking mammas, for Sir Richard Ferris

was reputed to be one of the wealthiest men
in the kingdom.

" I believe in re-incarnaticn," he confided
one day to Baird.

" It's rather a common belief in these

days," said Baird, with a shrug of his

shoulders. " As far as I'm concerned I keep
an open mind on the subject. What are your
grounds of belief?"
"My grounds of belief !" Richard laughed.

" I'm always thinking of a girl."
" Really !" Baird became interested. He

immediately began to think he was getting on
the trail of the mysterious woman who had
sent Ferris to him.
" She's elusive, like a phantom," Richard

wer.i'on whimsically. "I feel she was fond
of me—more fond of me than I was of her

—

and yet .now I wish I could meet her. Whilst
I've been ill, I- suppose I've had more time
for reflection than I used to have. Do you
know, Baird, the man who is whole-heartedly
loved by a woman, not for what he has, but
just because he's his stupid old self, is a
douced lucky devil !"

'• I quite agree," Baii d retorted. " I'm

one of the lucky chaps, Ferris. I'm engagtd.
I'd like you to meet her mow you're
stronger."
" I'd love to, old chap. You gay old dog !

Fancy your being engaged !"

" Why not?" said Baird shortly.
" No reason at all," Ferris laughed.

" Take me along this afternoon to meet hei."
Pansy was reading, and Nina knitting some

silky-looking garment of the jumper species,

when John Baird and Sir Richaid Ferris were
announced.
"Richard was introduced to Pansy and Mrs.

Duprez.
Pansy's colour had fled. Nina saw her

agitation, and the thought flashed through
her mind

:

"Those two are not strangers," and she
made up her mind to watch events, without
betraying her curiosity.

As for Richard, he felt exactly as if he were
in a trance. Pansy was familiar to him, air.d

yet not wholly so, nor so real, oddly enough,
as the dream girl with the golden locks, of

whom his mind was so constantly obsessed.
When Pansy found herself alone with

Richard for a few moments he suddenly
startled her by saying

:

" There's something familiar about you,

Miss Vivian. I hate strangers. You don't

seem to be one."
" That's nice of you," she said.

"Do you know," he said earnestly, "I
feel that you—of all people in the world

—

might help me to remember."
" I'll do my best," she said swiftly. The

next moment Baird and Nina rejoined them.
" I want to have a talk with you, Pansy,

if you can give me a little of your time.

Nina, will you take Sir Richard for a run
in the park ; his car is outside ? You don't

mind, old chap—eh?"
" Delighted, I'm sure," said Richard, who

saw that Baird wanted Pansy all fo himself.
" But I make a condition, and that is that

you all dine with me to-morrow night at the

Carlotta."
"I should love to!" Pansy cried.
" That's all right," laughed Ferns gcod-

humouredly.
#" What do you want ?" asked Pansy a little

breathlessly, directly the door closed behind
Nina and Ferris.

" Dearest, I've been so patient," Baird
said earnestly, placing his hands on her
shoulders. ", I'm not growing any younger.

I want my wife badly, more than I can tell

you in words. It isn't fair, sweetheart, to

keep me waiting like this."

Pansy realised she was in a tight corner,

so 'she adopted her old metheds. She
flattered him, kissed him lightbz, cried, and
looked ravishing, begging him to be patient

with his " wee baby."
Once again he succumbed to her charm,

blamed himself for his brutal impatience,

left -her deeply penitent, swearing that he
would wait for her through eternity.

The following day Sylvia signed a three

years' contract with the Erox Film Company
Ltd. Hen work had been so convincing, that,

as Nigel had predicted, the offer" was made
on the completion on " A Girl's Choice."

To celebrate the event of the signing of

Sylvia* s contract with the Erox Company,
Nigel insisted on giving a dinner-party to the
principals of " A Girl's Choice " at the Car-
lotta. Sylvia wore a simple black evening
gown, which showed up the burnished gold

of her luxuriant hair, and the satin-like sheen,

of her faultless skin.

In spite of herself Sylvia was fascinated by
the gay scene.

Suddenly she gave a smothered, startled

cry. Nigel followed her glance. Two men
had come in, one slightly grey, the other

tall, fine, distinguished-locking, and by his

side there was an- exceedingly pretty girl in

rose tissue. The younger man suddenly
turned and looked across the room. It was
Dick— Sylvia's own Dick !

Then she heard Nigel speaking, but his

voice sounded a thousand miles away.
" I see you have spotted the likeness, too.

That's the man you brought to the studios

one day. The man who is wanted for the

murder of your father
!"

(Another instalment of this thrilling story in

next week's issue,)
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF CAMERON CARR. Picture Show.")

CAMERON CARR
THE BROADWEST VILLAIN, WHO IS " NOT SO BLACK AS HE IS PAINTED."

IN every drama, whether in real film or stage life,

1 Fate has decreed there shall be a villain. But
just as there are varying degrees of heroism, so

villains are not always as " black as they are painted,"
especially in film land. And although Cameron Carr
has done everything bad that a bad man can do for

the screen he is a very likeable person out of the studio.
• The outstanding feature of his character is his

wonderful sense of humour ; but when one suggests

to him that he might have been a comedian he says,

Who ever saw a funny man with a face like mine ?
"

CAMERON CARR.

He is English by birth and was born at Kingston-on-
Thames, and educated in London.

Carr's first public appearance was on the stage, and
he played in many big theatrical successes both in

London and the Provinces.

The Ninth Villain.

TURNING his attention to films he found that when-
ever he was cast for a leading part it invariably

meant he was the villain of the piece. But after

appearing in productions manufactured by nearly
every British Company. Mr. Walter West selected

him for a small part of a detective in the Broad-
west racing film, " A Turf Conspiracy."
Much to Carr's distress Mr. West selected him

for a villain in his next production, " The
Woman Wins," and such a good bad man did
he make that he is now playing his. ninth villain

for Broadwest pictures.
" Why I became a villain, I really don't know,"

said Mr. Carr when I questioned him on his

choice of such a type. " But really I am not to
blame. You must blame Mr. West. I was
cast for villain in my first two photo-plays, and
it was after I had played in these pictures that I

knew my number was up. I even had visions

that, registered opposite my name in the Broad-
west cast book, was the following :

' Villain

—

of the worst type, can play any sort of villain,

warranted to scare the leading actress to death,
and make her cry real tears.'

" It made me afraid of myself to see the hor-
rible things I had done, and imagining that I

really scared poor Miss Hopson, I would take
her chocolates and flowers just to show her that I

was not so black as I appeared."

Bad Man Parts.

CARR is an all round good actor, who knows
his work from A to Z, and it is not sur-

. prising that when selected for the part of

the Sympathetic Padre in "A Soul's Crucifixing,"
his creation of Guilda Lois' staunch friend was
quite as big a success as his bad man parts.

" I have committed so many murders, thefts,

and crimes for the films," Carr says, " that I am
sure the present-day criminals' records fade into
oblivion when compared with mine. But—and
it's a very emphatic but—I have also under-
gone the punishments which would inevitably
result were they real crimes."

Proof of this is given in " In the Gloaming,"
for in this film Carr is convicted and sentenced
to penal servitude. Ask the Broadwest villain

if he likes the idea of prison clothes and a
pick and shovel, and he will tell you that if any
man who contemplated crime was given a taste

of prison life Carr is sure he would become a
peaceful citizen immediately and keep as far

away from crime as possible.

A Talented Pianist.

OTHER Broadwest films in which Cameron
Carr plays leading parts are " Under
Suspicion," when he appears as a Russian

anarchist moving in court circles ; "A Daughter
of Eve," in which he is the bad man; "The
Cheat Coup," in which he plays the part of a
bookmaker of the worst possible type; and he
has just completed the part of Harry Stone,
the unscrupulous racehorse owner in "A Head
Certainty," a thrilling racing story which also
features Gregory Scott and Poppy Wyndhain.

This double-dyed villain of the movies is a
talented pianist, and is devoted to golf and
sculling, and off the screen he is one of the
kindest-hearted men one could wish to mcc-l.sn
although it has been said, "Once bad is to l»

presumed always bad," Carr is- an actor who
can handle a hero part just as successfully as
that of a bad 'tin.
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS, BY FRED K. ADAMS.

Films of the Future.
" '""T'HE immediate need of motion pic-

l tures," said Thomas H. luce, the
well-known producer, in a recent

Interview," is of production—thfe story,

actors, settings. Advancement along tech-

nically artistic linos has been so great, it is

hard to conceive of much improvement. I

see no reason why," lie went on, warming to
his subject, " a single motion-picture pro-
duction shouldn't have as long a run as a
popular play on the legitimate stage.

And it's simply a matter of a short time
until that will he the case. Griffith did it

with his 'Birth of a Nation' "

" And what about your own ' Civili-

sation ' ? " he was asked.
" Yes," ho admitted, " but that was

larcely spectacular in its appeal. I'm
trying, now, to make the same sort of
success with human interest pictures. And
when the amusement seeking public
awakens to that fact—that the producer
is striving to give it the same satisfaction

on the screen—then will a several months'
run for a single picture be quite the
usual thing. Picture making calls for an
enormous expenditure of money. Tho
exhibitor's profits, as you know, are
immense. The public must be made to
realise that not until a goodly share of tho
gain returns to the producer, can the
ultimate perfection of the picture be
reached. After all it's simply a matter
of the education of the individual. The
old idea that a moving picture is a fairy

tale, springing out of vague nothingness,
must be replaced by the knowledge that tho
industry is a vital one, sponsored by
business men—men who are expending

THOMAS 1NCE, the well-known motion-
picture director.

their best efforts for the advancement of

the art."

To Aid Crime Detection.

THOMAS INCE, the well-known motion
picture producer, recently gave a de-
monstration before it numberof police

officials to prove his contention that tho

cinema could be made a useful aid in the
i lentification of criminals.

Selecting a prisoner, Mr. Ince asked for

Imh record and picture as made and filed

under the old system. Holding the photo-

graph beside the face of the original ho
pointed out that the subject, an old and
clever offender, had resorted to a trick used
by every experienced " crook," and had
contorted his features under the camera,
and assumed a strained and altered ex-
pression for the very purpose of defeating
the ends for which the picture was made.
Then posing the prisoner before the

" movie " camera and directing him to

walk, talk and act naturally without self-

consciousness, Mr. Ince made a picture,

that, when developed and flashed on tho
screen, depicted an exact life-size repro-
duction of the subject. No trait, manner-
ism or characteristic was missing. Every
factor of physical make-up that tended to
make the subject an individual distinct

and different from others was caught by
the camera.
The officials were certainly impressed

by the results obtained, and no doubt
cinemas will be installed in all prisons in

the near future.

Photo-plays by Maeterlinck.

MAURICE MAETERLINCK, the great
Belgian poet, has just signed a con-
tract to write a series of film stories

for an American producer. The well-

known author of " The Bluebird " has
never before been personally connected
with motion picture art. M. Maeterlinck
will write one story a year, and he- will co-

operate with the studio staff in the pre-

sentation of his work. Although the poet
has never written especially for the screen
before, he has always entertained definite

opinions about its possibilities as a medium
for the wide diffusion of ideals of beauty
and of other standards of life. Shortly
after

1 signing his contract M. Maeterlinck
said":

" It seems to me that America does not
give the motion picture the artistic im-
portance it merits. People seem to con-
sider it an inferior type of art form. In

my opinion, however, its potentialities

are unfathomable, for it can teach in

terms of beauty and of ideals in a
manner not to be found in any other
medium of expression."
The art of Maeterlinck should be a

great acquisition to the screen.

Lessons We Learn From the

Films .

The instant a woman loves a man she'.*

afraid of him, and of every other woman
who comes near him.

When you are in Home do as the

Romans do, but don't try to out do the

natives.

The Week's Best Films .

THE following is a list of the best photo-
plays which are being released lor

exhibition at the cinemas during
this week, and tho names of the star

artistes

:

Vitayiaph . . " The King of Diamonds "

IlABRY MoREY.
Ideal " Vanity Pool "

Mary MacLaren and Frankly Faun; m.

Western Import "'The Maternal Spark"
Ibenk Hunt'.

W.. and F " The Spender "

Bert Lytkix.
Waltvrdaw Select " Heart of Wctona "

Norma Talmadoe.
F.L.F.8 "The Avalanche"

Elsie P'eruuson.
F.L.F.8 " The Roaring Road "

Wallace Rejd.
Vitagraph .. " John Tom Lit tlebear

"

Alfred Jen vinos.

Batchers . . . . " Tho Starting Point "

Constance Worth.
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IN THE DRESSING- KOOM.
A Lovely Frame for the Face—The Improvement of Suitable
Hairdressing—Some Pretty Ways of Dressing the Hair.

NO woman would think of spoiling
the beauty of a wonderful gem by
choosing an unattractive setting.

On the contrary, sho would be very careful
to select one that would make a perfect
background, and so bring forth the loveli-

ness of the stone. Yet she is not half so
particular when it comes to providing the
necessary setting for her face, and so make
the best of her own appearance. Bvery
woman should realise to what a great
extent tho beauty of the face depends upon
the hair. Just as a setting enhances the
beauty of a jowel, so should £ho hair
accentuate the beautiful features of the
face, and soften the defective ones. Be-
cause their locks are scanty, and perhaps
of dull colour, women are apt to think that
Nature has slighted them in this matter,
yet in nine cases out of ten the unattraet-
iveness of their tresses is duo to lack of
care. Frequent shampoos and a little

attention to the hair will soon bring out
its' beauty, and add lustre to dull locks.

True it is that girls pay more attention
to theis hair nowadays, and 1 am inclined
to think that the movies have something
to do with this. The tresses of the seieen
stars always look so delightful and are so
well dressed, that it instils into the heart of
tho girl watcher tho desire to possess an
equally lovely frame for her face. Thus she
is inspired to spend more time on the care
of her locks. But even then her object is

often not achieved, because she f'oes not
happen to hit upon the right style of

dressing, and so hides all the good she has
done to the locks themselves.
Time was when a particular style of hair-

dressing was a craze, and unless the hair
was dressed in some manner like it, the
whole appearance looked out of date.
But there is no such tie nowadays, no
one style being prevalent, therefore no
girl should have difficulty in dressing her
hair prettily.

* * •

Long Tresses.
THERE is a great beauty about

long tresses—when they are
down—yet they are rather a

nuisance to put up comfortably and
becomingly. In her endeavour to put
it. \ip tightly, a girl is apt to scrag it.

up too much to the head, and so
make the finished effect ugly. Here
is a very pretty method of dressing
long hair that should suit most girls:

First of all make a short parting
at. one side of the head, and then tako
the front strand of hair and pin it up
on to the head while you dress tho
back. Take a strand from either side,

and twisting it over a little in tho
hand, pin it firmly to the back part of

the head. If you are inclined to be
thin of face, puff out the sides so that
they give a fuller effect, but if your
face is plump, it will be best to leave
the sides rather flat. Next tako the fron
strand and comb back, pinning it at t

back with the other hair. Softly pull t

front down well over the forehead to form
squif and so give youth to the appcarane

Next comes tho arranging of the back
hair, which is itisually a difficulty with
very long hair. Bei'oro arranging tho
back, you will find it much easier if you
just tie a ribbon round tho strands to keep
th m together. Divido tho back hair into
three strands, take one, and coil it round
to form a teapot handle. Bound (his very
neatly bind the other two strands, twisting
them round and round before so doing.
C itch them very carefully in place to keep
tho hair firm, and finish off at ono side
with ix fancy Spanish comb. This stylo of
hnirdrosxing should be arranged high on
the hoad, although it is rather apt to make
you look old. However, it can bo arranged
just as successfully a little lower towards
the neck.

A Girlish Dressing,

BY the way, tho coiffure arranged
well down in the nape of the neck
i 9 a great favourito at the present

time, and it is ono that gives a very girlish
appearance. For this dressing, the hair
should either be partod just a couple of
inches or so in the centre, or brushed
straight back from the face all round.
Very deftly with the hand stand the hair
up a little on the top. and pull the sides
out to form puffs over the ears. The back
is then merely tied together in the nape
of the neck, and twisted into a loose knot.
A narrpw band of velvet could be worn
over the brow successfully with this style
of hairdressing, and a jewelled band in the
evening.

Another and a really effective band
for evening wear, especially for tho girl

with fair locks, is tho coronet of jet. This
is merely a band that juts up into a point
in tho centre-front. It is entirely covered
with jet beads or sequins, and placed well
down on the forehead makes a welcome and
uncommon change from the ribbon or
flowered band.

The "Just-Between" Stages.
THERE are many girls who are now

bemoaning the fact that they had
their hair bobbed when the craze

was prevalent. Wishing it long again,
they are allowing it to grow, and find grea»
difficulty in arranging it in the in-between
stage, when it extends in a most unlovely
fashion well into the neck. But if a little

care is taken, this hair can be quite
prettily arranged. Arrange the front hair
exactly as you want, it, either straight back
from the forehead, or pulled down into a

The tresses of the screen star always look
so well-cared-for that it instils into the
heart of every girl a wish to possess an

equally lovely frame for her face.

squif, and then tio a band of narrow
ribbon tightly round tho head.

Fluff up tho under part of tho back
hair, or placo a pad round under it, and
then brush tho hair softly over this, tuck-
ing it up underneath the ribbon bund all

round, Tho sides can bo puffed over the
ears, and in this manner you can drtv*s

tho hair quite well until it has reached the
stage of being put up properly.

A Pit S8FB.
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A COMPLETE STORY WITH A LAUGH IN EVERY LINE. SPECIAL TO " THE PICTURE SHOW."
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to a man woo
mild-ma nnered

OLD Abraham Silt, keeper
of the general store at

Cape Cod, had never been
to sea, and in a coast village,

where all the talk is of sailors

and ships, this was a great dis-

advantage to Abe, who was by
nature a teller of tales.

Bereft of adventures of his

own, Abe fell back on those
which he said had happened to
his brother Amazon. According
to Abe there never was such -i

man for getting into trouble as

Amazon ; nor such a cne for

getting out of it. He had been
a pirate, a smuggler, and every
other thing that could happen
follows the sea. Abe himself was
man with a kind face and a patriarchal grey heard.

According to his story, all the wild blood that had
ever flowed in the veins of the Silts had been
inherited by Amazon.

It did not matter how thrilling the story told

by one of the worthies who spent most of their

time round the big stove in Abe's store, Abe could

always top it by an adventure that had happened
to brother Amazon.
The old storekeeper, one summer afternoon, was

in the middle of a sensational story of Amazon in

the hands of cannibals when he noticed that the
attention of his listeners was diverted from him
to the window.

" Sakes alive, she can't be coming 'ere!" said

Joab Stubbs, as lie deliberately turned his back
on Abe and went to the window.
He was followed by the rest of Abe's audience,

who hustled each other for a better view of the
unusual sight.
Their eyes were focussed on a young and very

pretty girl, dressed in a smart city-cut coat and
skirt. She was followed by a good-looking young
man in a fisherman's outfit carrying a suitcase.

" That's that amatoor boatman," said one of

the watchers. " But who's the gal?"
" Whoever she is, she's coming 'ere," said Joab

Stubbs.
The girl was now so near that they drew back

from the window and took their places round the
stove, but every eye was turned towards

-

the open
door. «
As she entered old Abe rose to his feet with

a puzzled look on his face.
His perplexity was cut short by the girl, who

came towards him with a glad smile.
" Don't you know me, Uncle Abe? I'm your

niece, Louise Grayling."
The impression created on the company was

stupendous. Ahe had never mentioned that he
was the uncle of such a beautiful vision.

While they stood spellbound at this unusual
happening, the girl took the suitcase from the
hands of the young man, thanked him very
prettily, and bestowed a dazzling smile on the
company.
Abe pulled himself together. He was not slow

to notice the impression made on the company,
and he introduced his niece with dignity and
pride. Then, taking up her suitcase, he led the
way to the living-room of the store, leaving the
company to get over their astonishment.
Once inside, Louise explained the reason of her

visit. Aunt Euphenia, the conventional and aristo-

cratic relative with whom she lived, had wished
her to take her summer vacation at a very select
watering-place, hut the girl was tired of the shams
and shallowness of society and decided to run
away.

" So I came to you, uncle. Now say you're glad
to see me," she said, giving him a hearty kiss.

" Of course I am Louise," said the old man

;

" but do you think your aunt "

He broke off and shook his head doubtfully.
"Oh, aunt won't mind when she knows I'm with

you," said the girl breezily. " Now, tell me, who
is that handsome fisherman who rowed me
across?"
Old Abe scratched his head.
" Nobody seems to know," he replied. " He

does a bit of fishing, but what he catches wouldn't
keep him. I think ho must have a little money,
and is loafing his time away till it has gone."
Further conversation was interrupted by the

appearance of a middle-aged woman with a severe
countenance, who looked inquiringly at Abe.
The old man shnlllcd uneasily under her gaze,

and then introduced the new-comer as his house-
keeper. Miss Betty Gallup.

" I'm afraid I've made an inconvenient arrival."
said Louise, " but 1 had no time to telegraph.
Please don't worry about me. I sha'n't be any
trouble. Give me a room to sleep in, and I'll

make myself useful about the house.
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Miss Gallup looked reprovingly at the well-cut
coat and skirt, and, muttering something about
"there being plenty to do for them as was will-
ing, showed the girl to a small, but spotlessly
clean, bedroom

" Oh, if Aunt Euphenia could only see me now!"
"jed Louise gaily, as she unpacked her suitcase.
The arrival of Louise made a great stir in Cape

Cod. The store was always full now, and the
habitues did not mind listening to Abe's stories of
his brother Amazon so long as they were rewarded
by a glimpse of iiis niece.
As for Louise she was having the time of her

life. Her sunny nature had thawed the icv reserve
of Betty Gallup, who allowed her to do just what
she pleased in the house. Louise found that under
the cold and prim exterior of Betty there was
a warm heart and that she was very much
concerned about Abe.
" It makes me wild that 'e 6hould be the laugh-

ing stock of those loafers who sit round that 6tove
all day. Abe is terrified of the sea, an' they take
advantage of it. It don't seem natural that a
man in these parts should be afraid of the sea,
but 'e is. Then again, them loafers never pay for
nothin'. They just roll up to the counter, take
something, and tell Abe to put it down to their
account. 'E's being robbed and laughed at, an'
it makes me cross."

Louise soon found out that what Betty said was
true. All the old cronies that gathered round the
stove owed Abe money, and there was precious
little chance of him ever seeing the colour of it.

She also found that they held him in contempt
because he had never been to sea. But 6he made
a much more startling discovery. Rummaging
around one day she found an old scrap-book which
she turned over in an idle moment. To her
astonishment she saw it contained all the stories
that Abe told as having been experienced by his
brother Amazon. When she taxed the old man
with his deceit he admitted it.
" I had to do something," he said wistfully. " I

never had any adventures myself, so I had to
find some for brother Amazon."

" But why didn't you go to sea when you were
a young man?" asked Louise.
" I'm scared of the sea," said Abe sadly. " You

see, Louise, just before I was born my mother
was in a shipwreck, and I reckon that must have
caused it. I've tried hard to get over it, but the
tear is deep in me. I just can't."

Louise was touched by the old man's confession.
" Something has got to be done, uncle," she

said. " I've got an idea. You go away and come
back as brother Amazon. Shave off that beard,
and I'll help to disguise you so that nobody
can tell you. Then you must let these loafers see
that you are their master."
Abe tried hard to persuade Louise that the

scheme would not work, but he found his niece
more determined than Betty Gallup, and in the
end he was force I to consent.

Two days later Cape Cod had another sensation.
There came swaggering down the village street a
picturesque ruffian with a 6kin the colour of
mahogany. His head was covered with a bright-
coloured handkerchief, and his sleeves were rolled
up displaying two brawny arms. He had a huge
pipe in his mouth, from which he emitted vast
clouds of smoke. He scowled at the passers-by,
and if one dared to look at him twice his hand
flew to his belt as if to grasp a revolver. His
scowling face was rendered more terrible by a
livid scar which stood out ghastly white against
the deeply bronzed skin.

It was Abe arriving as Amazon. The niahogany
complexion had been put on by walnut stain, and
the sear had been caused by Abe falling down
the cellar steps years before; but Abe certainly
looked the part, though he did not feel it. Louise
had given out that Abe had gone for a voyage,

and that his brother Amazon
was coming to take charge
of the store.

As Amazon—as we will now
call him—swaggered down
the village street he was
lollowed at a respectful dis-

tance by a large crowd, who
had to admit that the ruffian
in front of them seemed
capable of all the terrible
deeds that Abe had laid to
his charge.

Amazon wa3 met at the
door of the store by Louise,
who ran up to him,

You look splendid!" she whispered
Then aloud she said : " You must be my
Uncle Amazon that Uncle Abe talked ^o
much about." .

He turned with a savage scowl to Betty Gallup,
who had come up behind Louise.
"Well, what do you want, woman?" he aske 1

fiercely.

Betty shivered as Louise hastily explained.
" This is Miss Gallup, uncle. She is Abe's house

keeper."
" Well, get inside the house, then, and get Me

a meal," said Amazon, still more fiercely. " I'm
that hungry I could eat a live shark!"
He strode into the store chuckling inwardly

For the first time in his life he had dared to speak
his mind to Betty Gallup.
He made a huge meal in keeping with his part,

and then, wondering how long it would be before
he began to suffer from indigestion as a result, he
lit his pipe, throwing the dead match down on the
spotless floor—a thing he had yearned to do for
years—swaggered into the store. He went behind
the counter and glared at the loafers 60 fiercely
that Joab Stubbs felt compelled to come up and
buy something. He called for a plug of tobacco,
which Amazon 6erved. He asked the price of
Louise, and then handed it over with the terse
remark :

" One dollar fifty."
" Oh, put it down to my account." replied Joah.
Amazon wavered. Long years of knuckling

under shook his confidence. He was about to let
Joab get away with it when a vicious little kick
from Louise made him remember his part.
Shooting out his arm he brought Joab back to

the counter.
"Pay up!" he roared. "There's no credit while

I'm running this store. I've killed men for less
than that."

It was all so easy that Amazon wondered win-
he had not had the courage to do it before. Joab
fairly trembled as he handed over the money with
many apologies.

Heartened by this easy victory, Amazon followed
up his advantage. In a voice like the roar of a
bull he informed the loafers that his store was not
a meeting-place for a lot of crawling longshoremen,
who hadn't the pluck to go to sea, and those that
didn't want to buy anything had better beat it

quick before they were thrown out. Then, pushing
one man down as he swaggered past him, he lit

his pipe and made for the crowd.

The loafers moved faster to get out of that
store than they had moved for years, followed bv
the jeering laugh of the terrible Amazon.
" You were simply great, uncle," laughed Louise,

when the store was cleared.
" Yes, I reckon I've paid off a few old scores,"

chuckled the old man.

The Mysterious Disappearance.

THE next few days were very pleasant ones for
Louise. Relieved of her responsibility
towards old Abe, who was now competent

to take care of himself in the disguise of brother
Amazon, she was able to take long walks on the
sea shore. Somehow she always met the youn«
boatman, whom She only knew as " Dick." He
was always ready to take her to the mainland, or.
for a fishing trip, and gradually a friendship grew
up between them that would have quickly changed-
to love on the girl's part, as, indeed, it had on
the man's. But one thing stopped Louise from
letting her heart follow its own inclination. Shu
could not understand a young man idling his

time away as Dick was doing. The man to whom
she gave her hand must have ambition. He miisti

take his share in' the world's work. She gava
the young man many pointed hints, but he alwayn
pretended not to understand, or returned an
ambiguous answer.
The truth was that " Dick " was not at all what

he represented himself to be. He was the son
of a millionaire who wa3 living with the rest of

his fawly in the big, fashionable hotel at Long
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Point. "Dick's" real name was Lawford Tapp,
anil the reason that he .had taken to playing the
part of a poor fisherman was the same that had
mi:< ile Louise run away from Aunt Euphenia—he
»;is bored with society, and wished to live a
natural life far away from its restricting conven-
tion*. He was honestly in love with Louise, but

he wished to win her as himself—not as the son
of a millionaire. He attributed her fits of cold-

ness to the fact that she thought he was not
good enough, in a worldly sense, to be considered
in the light of a prospective husband. And so the
misunderstanding between the two young people
went on.
But soon events happened which caused Louise

to forget all about herself and her lover. The
villagers began to talk about what they described
as "the mysterious disappearance of old Abe."
No one had seen him go away either by boat to

the mainland or from the railway-station.
" It's a mighty queer business," said Joab

Stubbs to his cronies. " We all" of us know that
Old Abe 'ated the water like pisen. 'E could never
I o persuaded to go down to the beach, and 'now
this niece of 'is tries to tell us that 'e has gone
off on a long voyage."
He lowerd his voice, and looked mysteriously at

the company.
" It's my belief," he went on deliberately, " that

that there brother of 'is 'ave murdered Mm!"
A, gasp of horror went round the company, hut

there was much nodding of heads, which told that
although some of them lacked the courage to say
it, they were of the same mind as Joab.
Confirmation of this startling theory was

brought by Betty Gallup a few days later. Ever
since Abe was supposed to have gone on the
mysterious voyage his room had been locked up.

But one day Betty found it open. Curiosity com-
pelled her to enter. The very first thing she saw
wa^j the basin containing the walnut stain that
Abe had dyed his face and arms with. To Betty's
mind came a horrible thought. It was blood—the
blood of poor innocent Abe! She lost no time in

conveying the news of her discovery to Joab
Stubbs. 'who convened a sort of informal public

meeting. It was decided that Betty should keep a
close watch on Amazon and Louise, and' the
meeting, having sworn each other to secrecy, dis-

persed.
When Betty returned to the store she found

Aunt Euphenia waiting. Louise had written to
her aunt saying where she was, and that lady had
taken the first train to Cape Cod. She had booked
rooms at the big hotel and had come on to find

Jier niece.
When she inquired of Betty where Louise and

Uncle Abe were, the latter told her the full story
of the mysterious voyage of Abe and the coming
of his brother Amazon.

"His brother Amazon!" repeated Aunt
Euphenia. "Why, he never had a brother!"
Leaving Aunt Euphenia to meet her niece, Betty

flew with this latest information to Joab.
" You can bet on it now," said that worthy.

" 'E never went away. They've killed 'im, an' I

shouldn't wonder if 'e's Dot lying in that big chest
in the store."
Another meeting was called, and it was decided

that a deputation should march to the store and
demand to have the big chest opened.

Backed up by a big crowd, Jcab screwed up his

courage sufficiently to face the terrible Amazon,
who was sitting in the store talking to Louise.

" Well, what do you want?" growled Amazon.
Urged on by those behind, Joab came to the

. point.
" We reckon Abe disappeared mighty sudden,

and we want that chest opened."
He got no further. Amazon offered no explana-

tions. He just turned loose on the crowd and
drove them from the store with trrriblo threats of
what he would do if they dared to enter it again.
Fortunately for the conspirators, a diversion

occurred at this juncture. A ship was wrecked
off the coast and the survivors were brought into
Cape Cod.
Among them were a number of Hindoos, and as

Amazon swaggered about bragging of the scores
of shipwrecks he had been in the Hindoos drew
together and began to mutter among themselves.

That is the mam, brothers, who killed our
priest and stole our idol," said the leader. " He

1 is Captain Griff, and he must die."

J By a strange chance, Abe, in his disguise of
Amazon, resembled a certain cut-throat manner
named Captain Griff.

All unconscious of the fresh complications that
. his masquerade had involved him in, Amazon
• swaggered back to the stores. While he was
•lilting in the living-room, smoking his pipe, some-
thing came through the window. It. was a piece
of paper wrapped Tound a stone. On the paper
in a rude scrawl were the words

:

" You stole our idol, and for this you shall die."
All the fictitious courage he had borrowed from

. the character of Amazon oozed out of poor Abe.
ami he shouted for Louise. The girl herself was
now really alarmed, and she advised her uuclc to
go to his room while she thought out a plan.

" You will be quite safe, there," she said. "
I

have to go over to the hotel to dine with Aunt
Euphenia, but I will hurry back as, goon as
possible."
By no means Toassurcd, Ahc could think of

nothing better, so he went to his room after
locking up the stores, and, taking out a big

revolver, he sat in his chair waiting in fear and
trembling.

Louise had just finished putting on an elaborate
evening-gown of white satin when she thought she
heard noises in her uncle's room. Taking a
candle she crept down cautiously. The door of
her uncle's room was open, and as she looked in
her blood froze with horror.
Abe was surrounded by about half .a dozen

Hindoos, one of whom had his hands round the
old man's throat and w«s slowly choking the life
out of him.
As they caught sight of Louise the Hindoos

started back in abject terror.
They took Louise in her white dress to be a

ghost, and in their religion to see a spirit from the
grave was the worst misfortune that could
happen to them. The girl had no idea why she
had frightened them, but she was quick-witted
enough- to see that they were scared. Maintaining
absolute silence she advanced steadily towards
them til! they shrunk back against the wall. Then
with a sudden bound she got Abe's revolver, which
was still lying on the table, and covered the
Hindoos.

" Run and change back into Abe," she shouted.
" I can hold these at bay."
Abe bolted upstairs and began to wash off the

stain. Louise, in planning the masquerade, had
not forgotten that one day Abe must come back,
to she had bought a false beard exactly like the
real one Abe had worn, and having got off the
stain Abe put it on. One look in the glass and
he rushed down to the assistance of Louise.
As he entered the room he saw Lawford Tapp

holding up the Hindoos with the revolver he had
taken from Louise. Behind him were Joab Stubbs,
Betty Gallup, and a number of the villagers.
They had come with the local policeman to charge
Amazon with killing his brother, and had arrived
in the nick of time, for the Hindoos, now having
no fear of Louise as a ghost, were planning to
rush the girl.

But Abe's astonishment was nothing compared
to that which was shown in the eyes of Joab and
bis followers.

" Why, it's Abe come back!" gasped Joab.
Poor Abe was about to confess the truth of

his masquerade when a silent signal from Louise's
eyes braced him up.
With lofty dignity he calmly surveyed the

crowd.
" Yes, I've come back," he said, " and one day

I'll tell you my adventures. There's none of you
been through a quarter of what I have," he
added, looking very pointedly at Joab Stubbs.
With the reappearance of Abe the work of the

amateurs was done, and they turned their
attention to the Hindoos, whom they hustled out.

of the room.
" But where's Amazon?" asked Joab, as he got

to the door.
" Amazon's gone back," said Abe. " It was a

great adventure, and it took two brave men to do
it. He couldn't find one where he was so he came
to me. But it is all over now, and Amazon has
gone back capturing pirates in the China seas."

It was a great triumph for the conspirators. »Vo
more would Joab Stubbs and his friends dare to
throw any doubt on the doings of the terrible
Amazon, for they had seen him in the flesh and
learned to fear him.
And as Joab Stubbs said later:
" If old Abe took a more dangerous part in this

last adventure than Amazon did, he must he a
brave man, for Amazon was a terror, an' no
mistake !"

Out on the beach Lawford Tapp and Lou^e
were exchanging mutual explanations, at the end
of which Lawford asked Louise to marry him.

" I will on one condition," said Louise.
" Although you are a millionaire's son I think
a man ought to do something useful. When you
can come to me and show me that you are earning
a living I will marry you."
And it was not long before Lawford Tapp made

good and came to Louise to ask her to redeem
her promise.

(Adapted /roil! the Vilugraph photo-play featuring
MAURICE COS1ELLU ami ALICE JOYCE.)

ENID BENNETT
VISITS AN
ALLIGATOR FARM.

ENID BENNETT, the popular Artcraft star, is as brave off as on the

screen. Few people would feel as much at home as this with an
alligator, but Enid seems to be enjoying pulling his tail. If he turned

round I think the smile would fade from Enid's face, don't you ?

Trying to make a little alligator

smile. ENID BENNETT says they

are most fascinating creatures, she

really enjoyed playing with them.
That she was not afraid can be
seen_by the photograph above.

Baby alligators and alligators' eggs. Two little children

as fearless as Enid.
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Complexion's
Best Friend."

"I've used it for years—just a

little rubbed into the skin every
night before going to bed. I call

it ' my complexion's best friend
'

—because it keeps the skin so

soft, supple and clean. You
really must try it, my dear. Get
one of the dainty jars to-day 1

"

Vomeroy
Skin Food

1,9, 4/- and 5/9 Jars.

0) High-class Chemists Sr Perfumers.
Mrs. POMEROY, Ltd.,

29, Old Bond Street, London, W. 1,

Would
YOU like

to ACT FOR
THE PICTURES ?

You may do so, and the first stop is to send for the

FREE GUIDE TO CINEMA ACTING
Beginners of both sexes are wanted to train for
the coming boom in British Film Production.
We can train yon in our Studios at moderate
fees. STARS and many leading Artists started
their career with us. The following are the
names of a few of them :

1. Miss Christine Maitland, featuring with the
B.&C. K.Co., Ltd.

2. Miss Claire Brooks, featuring with the British
Film Actors.

3. Mr. Dennis O'Farrell, who featured in the
"Fighting Parson " film.

4. Miss Betty Hall, featuring in Grenville Taylor
Productions.

5. Mr. H. Somerville, playing Important pans in

many British Productions.

6. Capt.W. B. Goodwin,M.C, with B. 8t C. K. Co.
7. Mr. G. Moore, who is playing for British Film

Actors Co., Ltd.

AND MANY OTHERS.
Send to-day for Free Guide to the oldest
established , and onlv Press-guaran-
teed institution. Address:

THE VICTORIA CINEMA
STUDIOS, Dept. P S.,

36, Rathbone Place.
Oxford Street,

LONDON.
W.l.

CHARACTER AS TOLD BY THE FACE.
Determination, Prudence, Strong Powers of Meditation, and a Keen

Sense of Justice are shown in the face of Gregory Scott.

GREGORY SCOTT.

THE broad, high-rounded, and full forehead
of Gregory Scott indicates a progressive,
comprehensive, and enterprising mind.

Note the faculty of comparison in the upper
part of the forehead.

The Eyebrows,

THE nearer the eyebrows are to the eyes, the
more earnest, deep, and firm is the char-
acter. It would be difficult for this man

to lie. Note the keen, straight masterful ex-
pression. For the man of this type his heart
is big, and there is no room in it to hold the

memory of a wrong. From a business stand-
point he is not a great success.

The Nose.

I
PARTICULARLY request the attention ro
his fine aristocratic nose. The strerigl '.

line shows a masterful mind. How in I

mony is the nose and forehead in this handsoii ••

face, showing the dilated nostril and knowledge
that he is no stranger to life's sorrows ! Bittea •

ness, and pain, they stand aside and let Inn.
pas?. For the genius of lifo is friendly to the
noble, and in his dark momenta will bring bun
many friends.

The Mouth.
DETERMINATION, prudence, deep and

strong powers of meditation, just ir e
— before generosity, a man who has hiiu-

self well in hand. A generous friend.

Personality.

HIS personality carries with it strength,
which makes itself felt. His very spirit

indicates his strength and his power
smiles to the last. A personality with a quick
eye for differences ; and of many parts. Nature
in w hich he delights works to this end.

Courage.
NOTE the modelling between the eyes over

the inside of the eyebrows.
W hat, a new face it put* on everything

j

It comes naturally to men of this type. wbo$0
very attitude puts a stop to defeat and begin*
to conquer. Wise to know, bold tg perform,
with great impulses, and many resources. For-
tunate in enterprise. A man who could neve r
get an inspiration from a detail, but who would
grasp the principle of things, . though there is

appreciation of detail also.

The Face as a Whole.

THE width of the faco, denotes a strong, firm,

passionate nature, born te command.
The eyes, steady, searching. The nose, fino

sensibilities and love of the beautiful in Datura.
The mouth, firmness, justice. The chin, keen
mentality and lovableness.

Iu Health.
USUALLY great recuperative powers, and

strong vitality. They would be wise to
keep as much in the open as possible, s-,

strange to say, that nature they are so fond of

need be their onlv medicine.

FILM TPXJL2<[m
He Was Off.

" Harold," said the rich Star, cheerfully, " I

have been thinking "

" Thinking of me, my precious ? " asked
Harold.

" In a way—yes," replied Gwladys. " I have
been thinking that if you were to marry me,
everyone would 6ay you only did it for the sake
of my money."
But Harold was not one whit abashed.
" What care I for the base, unthinking

world ? " cried he, gallantly, adjusting his im-
maculate gloves.

" Still, HaroL.1, nothing shall part us. I will

marry you, or no one !

"

" My own Gwladys !

"

" And I will not have people sa3"ing nasty,
unkind things about you, so I arn disposing of
my fortune to the missionaries. Why, dearest,
where are you going ?

"

Harold looked back through the half-open
door.

" I'm going to become a missionary."

Gone For Ever.
The Bahber (after a shave) :

" Hair dyed,
sir ?

"

Screen Actor (bald-headed) :
" Yes, it died

about five years ago."

Saved Him Money.
Jones :

" I shouldn't think you could afford
to let your wife go to so many Cinemas in the
aftornoon ?

"

Brown :
" Why not ? It keeps her away

from bargain sales for at least two hours and a
half."

The Test.
" Yes, darling." he said, in tones of the deepest

tenderness, " I would do anything to show v..j

love for you."
" Ah," sighed the pretty film actress, that's

what all men say when they are striving to win
a woman's heart."

' ; Put me to the proof !
" he exclaimed, in

wild, passionate tones. " Put me to the proof !

Test me, and see if I fail ! Set me any task
within the bounds of possibility, and it shall be
performed !

"

" Ah, " she murmured. If I coiJd only
believe you."

" Put me to the test. Say to me ' do this,"

and it shall be done."
" Then I will put you to the test."
" Ah !

" he exclaimed, exultantly. " Yea
shall behold the height, the depth, the length,
the breadth, and the circumference of my love !

What is the test ?
"

She dropped her eyes, a smile dimpled the
corners of her mouth, and. bending over the
youth at her feet, she whispered :

" Marry some other girl."

He Was Inside.
First Super : Do you remember Benson,

the leading man ? Well, lie went to Africa to
take some scenes for a film, and there met hit

death."
Second Super :

" Poor fellow ! But his
body was brought home and given a decent
burial, wasn't it ?

"

First Suter :
" Well, they hanged the

cannibal, and then brought honr; his body and
buried it." *
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More Adventures Among the Cannibals.

THE idea of taking a cinema camera to the

cannibal islands of the South Seas, and
taking a pictorial record of the habits and

cifstoms of these man-eating savages first came
to me after the death of the famous novelist,

Jack London. Jack was one of my greatest

friends, and I had been with him on the " Snark"
when he had cruised around these islands and
made arrangements for another voyage. But
death claimed Jack before he started the second
voyage, and I determined to carry on the work.
Since I had not his gift of writing, I decided
I would use the cinema camera instead of tho

pen, and I provided myself with the most
up-to-date outfit I could buy.

My Wife's Refusal.

RIGHT at the start of the great adventure
I met with a rebuff. My wife absolutely
refused to give her permission for me to

go: We did not quarrel, but we got as near to

it as we ever shall do. When she found I was
determined to go, my wife had tho last word,
though she did not utter it. Instead, she simply
went and packed her bag and made arrange-

ments to go with me. I knew she meant it,

and though I was very much disturbed when I

thought of the dangers I knew we should have
.to face, I could not help admiring her courage.

I do not wish these articles to be about Mrs.

Johnson or myself, but to deal with the strange

people and the extraordinary sights we saw.
I will merely say she proved herself the bravest

woman I have ever met, and the best pal a

man could wish to have. Had I known what
she would have to face, I think that, determined
as I was to follow up the work Jack London
left, I should have abandoned the expedition.

In the Hands of Nagapate.

WHEN I saw her in tho hands of the can-
nibal chief.i Nagapate, with myself
powerless to help, I bitterly regretted

I had allowed my craving for adventure to

place her in tins terrible plight. How we were
saved from this savage at the eleventh hour by
a British warship, I shall tell in a subsequent
article. I will merely record here my undying
gratitude to the British Navy, and state that

it was the only thing that made it possible for

me to come back alive from my explorations.

The natives we went amongst are the most
treacherous peoplo in the world. No human
instinct restrains them from killing and eating

any traveller or shipwrecked mariner that may
fall into their hands—only the fear of the
British Navy. They have learned by bitter

experience that tho long-range guns of the

patrol ships will revenge any crime they commit,
and the mere sight of tho smoko from the funnels

(, of a British warship talks to them in a language
they understand.

First On the Islands.

ALTHOUGH the Solomon Islands are shown
on the map, that is all there is known
about them to the outside world. As

to the Now Hebrides interior of tho New
Hebrides Islands, no white man had over ven-
tured to explore till wo wont there.

We saw for ourselves that cannibalism is still

rife in theso wild lands which lie outsido tho

pale of civilisation. Wo saw sun-dried skulls

—

all that remained of the victims of their can-

ON THE BORDERLAND
OF CIVILIZATION.
Hunting Cannibals with a Camera.

By MARTIN JOHNSON.
World Famous Explorer and Photographer.

nibalistic orgies. Mrs. Johnson saw with her

own eyes the horrible sight of an old man being

buried alive simply because ho had become
too weak to bo of use to this savage community.

In my first article let me pay a tribute to tho

great work of the missionaries who hold up the

banner of Christianity on the borders of civilisa-

tion. At a place called Malaita Island we found

the Rev. Mr. Mason, a clergyman of the Church

of England. Within a pistol shot of his mis-

sionary station can be found the open spaces

where tho cannibals worship their idols and
offer up their human sacrifices. Here Mr. Mason

carries on his life work. He takes a few of the

most intelligent of the savages and sends them
to a school in Australia. There they learn the

teachings of Christianity, and gain as much
education as they are capable of assimilating.

On their return to the missionary station they

are sent out to get converts.

The work is necessarily slow, but it keeps

going on. Some of the converted cannibals,

when they go into the interior on their mis-

sionary work, fall from grace, and return to the

savage customs of their race, but these back-

sliders are comparatively few, and on the whole

the results are wonderful. Mr. Mason gets his

converts by kindness, but so treacherous are *he

savages that he has ever to be on his guard

against a blow in the dark.

THE

CHIEF

NAGAPATE.

Mrs. MARTIN JOHNSON.

Their Hatred of Boots.

PERSONALLY, I found the only way to get

on with them, since I could not stop in one
place long enough to woo them by kindness,

was to give them presents. It does not matter
how cheap the present is so long as it glitters.

One thing about these converted savages
always made me smile. They would come back
from the schools in Australia wearing all kinds

of weird garments of civilisation, but oneo
back in tho village, they would promptly
discard their boots. I have seen them on a
scorching day dressed up in an overcoat, which
they refused to take off, but the boots beat them.

In my next article I shall tell of tho tcrriblo

advonturo we hail with the cannibal chief,

Nagapnto.

I CUREDMY HAIRY FACE
AND ARMS FOR EVER,

ROOT AND ALL.

Eradicated For Ever Hideous Hair Growths
on Face and Arms After Electricity and

Many Depilatories Had Failed.

LET ME SEND YOU MY FREE HELP.

For years I was in despair because of a hideous growth of

Superfluous Hair. I had a regular moustache and beard and a
hairy covering on rny arms. After seeking relief for years in

vain. I secured through my husband, a surgeon and an Office^

in the Briti: ny, a
ReliLii

clos ly guarded secret of the Hindo)
m, which had made superfluous Hair
wn among the native women of India,

case that I

e of Super-
i send Fre*

slightest, tr

id I Bhall
ifo

id t

11 oatu.nyone
pletely all traces of hair, root and all, without
having to resort to the dangerous electric

needle. So stop wasting your money on
worthless depilatory preparations, and send
me coupon below or a copy of it, to-day, with
your name and address, stating whether Mrs.

All I ask is that you send me two penny stamps to

outlay for posting. I will also send you othor
leauty secrets fiee as soon as published. Address as

THIS FREE COUPON 53"
of aMe to be

with your name and ad-
dress and 2d. stamps.

Mrs- HUDSON: Please send me free full information and
i nsti uctions to cure superfluous hair ; also details of other
beauty* secrets as soon as yon can. Address, Frederica
Hudson. Case E.4, No.9,01d Cavendish Street. London, W.l.

IMPORTANT NOTE. —Mrs. Hudson belongs to a fumily hu,h
n Society, and in the\widow of a prominent Army Officer, so yon
an write her with entire confidence. Address as above.
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£1.000
In Prizes Every Month

First Prize £500
AND

500 Smaller Prizes
NO ENTRANCE FEE.

A Very Simple Competition.
All you need do is to see "IDEAL"
Varieties at your local cinema, and then
send your opinions of them to the"IDEA L."
For further particulars write to the

IDEAL Film Renting Co., Ltd.,

76-78, Wardour St., London, W.l.
nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

'^WEEKLY

itii massive Oak-Case 224nch
richly coloured Horn,unbreak-
able silent Swiss Motor,
11-in. nlckelled Turntable,
and extra loiul 1 nsnl.it <

I

Sound Hox, etc Gigantic
stock of Cabinet Gramo-
phones, Portnhlr llornli'«,
an. I exquisitely designed i' ,M
cvaniN ready for Itoraedlate do-

very direct from factory at

pounds under shop prices,
it on APPROVAL with jii tunei tn I

needle* PACKED Kit EE. CARHIAOK
ID. Ci-mpl-'te satiafrteti.ul ov in.<i>> \

added, write loi monster Uaruain
,t» TO-DAY.
MEAD COMPANY, Dept. CIO,
BALSALL H ATH, BIRMINGHAM,
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THE ROSE INTHE
WILDERNESS.

" A /[RS. DESPARD," announced the moid.

|vl For l ' ie minute the name was un-
familiar ; then, as a very perfectly

tailored girl came into the room, I laughed.
"Why, Ruth, I was just wondering who fho

stranger was. I always forget my friends'

married names. Tea. Marie, and hot buttered
toast. Sit down, Ruth, you*ve happened in

ou coal and butter day. Well, how goes it ?

The firelight flickered on a pretty face that
was momentarily hardenod in a rathor worried
look.
" Fairly well," she said, aa she loosened her

furs. "Fact is, I've come to say good-bye.
I've had a cable from David, and ho wants mo to

go out to Australia to him on the next boat.

Of course I'll love to see him again, but it's all

rathor uprooting, isn't it T I've never lived on
a ranch in my life, and I think 1 shall be rather

homesick at first."

I sympathised, and we talked for some lime.

Then she said :
" You know, I'm rather worried

about the frivolous problem of keeping my looks.

David told me that what first attracted him was
the fact that I looked so different from most
Australian women. But under Australian con-
ditions, shall I bo able to keep it up ? For
example, I have my hair washed and waved at

a hairdresser's every fortnight : that will be
impossible in my new life."

" Why, that's easily solved : take out a good
supply of silmerine with you ; once out there

you can order it from Sydney which will be your
nearest town. You only want to damp your
bair with it slightly and put in slides or a curler

or two, which can easily be concealed under a
boudoir cap. Get your hair accustomed to

silmerine treatment on the voyage out ; then,
by tho time you land, it will probably have
developed a distinct natural tendency to curl,

and will only occasionally need damping. Of
course, it is much better for tho hair, than to sap
all its gloss and vitality with hot irons. For
a home shampoo, I think you cannot beat
stallax ; a teaspoonful of stallax granules to a
cup of hot water will make the most delicious

foaming lather, which cleanses the hair splen-

didly. You'll bo able to dry it in tho sun in no
time in that gorgeous climate I If I were you,
I should always keep some reliable tonic in tho
house, for you never know when your hair may
require a little stimulating. Yes, boranium
and bay rum is excellent : I always use it. I

should take some boranium out with you. You
can get it in very convenient little packages.
Also, I think it would be a very wise plan to
keep some tammalite by you ; dark hair like

yours has a very disconcerting habit of turning
grey in patches. Why don't you take out some
tammalite ? You may not need it for a long
time, but it will keep. If your hair does show
a tendency to fade, you have only to dissolve
two ounces of tammalite in three ounces of bay
rum, and you have a wonderful hair restorer
ready for use."

" Why, that seems too good to be true .'

"

exclaimed Ruth. " 1 must write that down.
Now, Estelle, I'm going to worry you somo
more. What kind of complexion cream should
I take? I want something that lasts, that
doesn't really take up much room, and above all,

that really does keep one's skin in condition ?
"

" The answer to the riddle is mercolized wax,"
I replied. " A couple of dunces such as chemists
usually sell lasts for three or four months; it is

solid, compact, and not wasteful to use, and it's

the finest comploxion beautifier there is. Its
groat merit is that instead of making tho skin
dull by clogging tho pores with greaso as too
many ' face-creams ' do, it gently absorbs the
dull outer tissue which gets coarscnod by hard
water, dirt, and so on—and reveals tho dazzling
freshness of tho new skin below. Of course, in

a hot climate where tho sun and dust tend to
ruin even the prettiest skins, it will bo simply
invaluable."

" Will you come and sco me off ? I sail

on Friday fortnight . . good-bye . .
."

" Good-byo, Ruth, and tho very host of luck
to you both. Write to me, won't you 1 . . .

Good-byo !
"

I'AItKEU BeI.MONT'k Cl.VNOL JJlOWtlES

ion Obesity. (Advt.)

BEN WEBSTER. A MAN OF
MANY FILMS.

BEN WEBSTER.

BEN WEBSTER is

a man of many
films. In fact, I

caused a distinct line
of perplexity to furrow
his forehead when I

called upon him the
othor evening, and
politely, but peremp-
torily, demanded a
review of his pictorial

past. However, here
are a few of his films,

w hich he recalled for

my—and vour—bene-
fit.

Lil of London,"
" The House of Tcm-
perlcy," "Booties'
Baby," " A Garret in

Bohemia "—all of which were made for the
London, under whose banner Mr. Webster has
done most of his film work, his director for this

company being Harold Shaw. Then there was
" Enoch Ardeu," for Neptune. " A little too

poetical for the general public, perhaps," com-
mented Mr. Webster, " but charmingly done.
Many of the scenes were enacted in Cornwall,
and I remember how the villagers gazed at us
open-eyed, especially at me, because in my
make-up I looked so much like Nelson, and how
they ended by turning out in fine style to watch
us at work."
The inquisition resumed, mine host recalled

his appearance in " If Thou Wert Blind," for

Clarendon—" a dear little thing, but badly
cut"; and three Ideal pictures: "Masks and
Faces," " The Vicar of Wakefield," and " Tho
Gay Lord Quex," and told me that his last film

was " Twelve-Ten," the production of Herbert
Brenon, made for tho B. and C. Company,
featuring Marie Doro.

Ben Webster's Favourite Film.

I
SHOULD not like to say with any degree of
certainty which, of all his films, holds the
premier place in Mr. Webster's affections,

but I strongly suspect that he has a special
fondness for " Tho House of Temperley,"
because he happens to know that it was among
those films which were shown to the troops over-
seas, and that it brought entertainment and
relaxation when they were most needed to a
certain battalion of war-worn men in that place
of horror and heroism—Mesopotamia.

Mr. Webster likes acting for the screen,
especially when it takes him out-of-doors,
though he confessed that his preference lies in

the direction of the stage, as is natural in a man
who has had so long and distinguished a career
on tho boards. And then he told me that the
beauty of the human voice is something which
he could never willingly forgo. Again he finds,

as so many other legitimate artists do, that the
long waits, and the lack of continuity involved
in screen work, aro disadvantages which, if

cheerfully borne, cannot be wholly ignored.
When ho informed me that the final

scene—the death-bed scene—in " Booties'
Baby " was the one taken first ; when he ex-
plained that the culminating point of tho play
had to be reached, felt, and the past events of

a man's life recalled, without the slightest aid of

dramatic sequence, I realised what this lack of

continuity must mean to a stage artiste.

The Scrappiness of Film Scenes.
HAVING got thus far—for I verily believe

Mr. Webster would have dwelt only on
what he had found pleasant in his film

experiences, had rny thirst for knowledge bo«n
less acute—I begged this man of many films to
put his finger on what he considered the weak
spots in picture production in general, and
British photoplays in particular. I immediately
elicited the information that in his opinion film
scenes are far too scrappily enacted, preventing
full development of dramatic values, and that
producers are far, far too fond of the close-up,
thus causing it to lose half its significance.

'• As regards British films," said Mr. Webster,
"of course, we have been greatly hampered—
especially from a financial standpoint—during
the war. To give you one little instance : I
remember working in one studio where we wcr9
compelled by war-time regulations to shut down
the lights at three o'clock. One afternoon n«
had « big set staged, and many extras in
attendance. All seemed conducive to obtaining
a really fine effect, but unfortunately we found
ourselves drawing near the hour for closing
down before we were through our scenes. What
did the producer do ? Did he abandon work tit
the morrow, and order the actors to put ui
another appearance then ? No. In order to
save the extra expense that would thus have
been entailed, he chose to scramble the scend*
through by three o'clock —and they looke
scrambled. Plenty of capital would have pc
vided for such emergencies.

American Improvements.
APPLIANCES form another of our disad-

vantages, or rather failings. The American
producer has fixed appliances for all

branches and emergencies of his w ork. Which,
reminds me of a problem w hich arose in conl
nection with the photography of 'Twelve-Ten.'
On the whole this is very "fine, but once \v>
experienced a photographic difficulty which often
arises in a studio during cold weather. Under
such conditions static develops on the film. This
i>dueto a certain friction w hich takes place m
the celluloid, causing a blurred effect. Now in
America—so Mr. Brenon's camera-man told
me—there is obtainable a specially prepare i
film, made by a certain photographic "firm, which
prevents this static condition. Naturally, when
the cold weather came the camera-man applied
to a branch of this particular firm over here, for
the same article. And, do you know, not only
had they not got it in stock (he told me after-
wards), but they liad Hevcr heard of it !

"

Advertising the Star.

IN response to further probing, Mr. Webster
confessed that he thought another of our
weaknesses lay in the British film pro.

ducer's lack of dramatic knowledge. He also
criticised our methods of advertising, remarking
that he thought it a mistake to follow the policy
of advertising the play and practically omitting
the names of the chief actors.whom the general
public followed and were anxious to see.

I asked Mr. Webster whether lie thought at
appearing in films again.

" 1 hope to do so," he replied. ". Mr. Shaw
wants me back when, as he is kind enough to
put it, he has some photoplays worthy of me.
I have also had other offers—one from the
B. and C. to join their stock company— but,
though I have found it hard to refuse." I hare
been obliged to do so, on account of my thea-
trical engagements. But later on I sincerely
hope I shall be able to act for the films again;
J think they have a great future, but—there is a
lot to be done before they are perfect !

"

May Herschel Clahke.

Ik.
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JOHN GABRIEL

The finest sporting romance ever
written. A big thrill in every
chapter. Begin reading it

TO-DAY in
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Hudson's Soap

i

ROUGHT up in the sweet atmosphere
of cleanliness from girlhood, the
wives and mothers of to-day are
faithful to the good old traditions of
yesterday, and keep their homes fresh
and clean with Hudson's Soap.

The familiar packet revives tender memories of happy days in

the old home, when the delicious perfume of the old-fashioned

flowers that Granny loved floated in from the cottage

garden and mingled with the pure, fresh odour of cleanliness

in the spotless kitchen. Merry little feet ran to the shop for

Hudson's Soap, just as they do to-day in town and country.

Hudson's Soap has always been associated with
clean, happy homes. It still remains unequalled
for making linen as fresh as the sea breezes, for

all home cleaning, for washing-up after meals.

IN PACKETS EVERYWHERE.
R. S. HUDSON LIMITED,

Liverpool, West Bromwich and London.
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YOUR*"
11 """""'

SPRING BLOUSE
^ Have the most fashionable

^ and dainty blouse, perfectly

cut from Tricoline cloth in a

^ fascinating range of stripe

S designs—all colours guaran-
~ teed fast to light and water.
— Patterns and illustrated book-
s' let sent post free on receipt

^ of postcard. Write to-day.

e 18/11;
paid.

-2/G ex.

Each Bin. packed i

box.

*y JAN NOCK. BROS.
<Jj, Dept.F\2l Albion St.,

Manchester.

Before No More Torn
Fingers, use

CUTISOLA

After

Just a touch of CUTISOI.A will remove dead
skin and pxevent lfcgrOW.irig upward with nail,

m't tear or cut ftf i
d skin. Ur-eCUTISOL*

have perfect nails. l,'6 per hottle post free on recrr pt

of P.O. (no stamps) from ERNEST W. WEEKS
(Dept. I'.S.), 155. Northumberland St., Newcastle-on-Tyne.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
FREE OFFER.

By rnir new scientific mpth"d of hair-
distinction all unwanted halif are en-
tirely destroyed and the roots devitalized
each time they are tieafed. bo that from
tin- outset a permanent cixrt is begun
and maintained, iV-paied in li'iu

form, this treatment supersedes
Electrolysis and all caustic concoc-
tions. It is the only right VAX
of attacking the Itaii roots, and
ta dispatched under out Oilkial
Guarantee Seal.

SEND NO MONEY.
Toobtafnfree information of this
mem method (sent privately in plain
cover) just send your name and
address—a postcard will do—to

SECRETARY.
GRAFTON LABORATORIES
(Dept.M),28,FRANCIS STREET,

LONDON. W.C.I.

ORDINARY WATCHES MADE INTO

WRISTLET WATCHES
The "DAPTABEL" Fite'S^E SS

each.

DOTT'TTAKE A
' DAPTABEL"

FINEST AND CHEAPEST NOVELTY EVER INVENTED.
From all Watchmaker. Jewellers, and Fancv Dealers. Or
from the •• Daptahel " Advert. I>ip., ISO, Otley Koad,

Uiadford, Yorks.

If you want to know onyihiria about Films or Film Plavenr

WHO PLAYED OPPOSITE ?

If I were asked to say what question I am most
frequently asked, I should have no hesitation in
pointing to the above, in which the blank could be
filled in by any name you like. Never a day passes
without my correspondence containing numerous
queries relating to the name of some leading actor or
actress about which my readers are in doubt. And
yet let me make it quite clear that neither do I blame
them for asking me, nor do I mind in the least giving
them the information whenever possible. Their
curiosity is to be expected, and so long as the present
method of advertising films is persisted in one cannot
expect it to be otherwise.

The following extract from a letter from J. M., of
Lincoln, is typical of the grievance which others also
have expressed : " Can you tell me why, when some
big pictures are advertised—both in the streets and
over the picture-house doors —the heroine's name is

mentioned, and not that of the hero ? For instance,
when " The Stronger Vow " was billed, only Geraldine
Farrar was mentioned, and if I bad not strolled in

accidentally I should have missed one of my favourites
in this picture, Milton Sills. I know of many other
cases too lengthy to mention." Yet if you care to

look outside any theatre of the " legitimate" kind
you will rind bills announcing not one name, but
nearly all the names of those who are playing. Is it

not time that the same thing was done in the case of

films ?

The assumption that only one leading artiste's name
is in many cases sufficient outside cinema theatres

is not in accordance with the view of those who fre-

quent them. The public has its own favourites apart
from those who are really stars, and the present system
of trying to keep secret till one gets inside the names of

the other artistes who are featured is not the best way
of trying to attract would-be patrons.-

THE EDITOR.

Will readers kindly remember that as this paper

goes to press a considerable time before publica-

tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?

A stamped and addressed enveloped must accom-
pany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of

the writer (nol for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address :

The Editor, "The Picture Show." Room 83, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

" Annie " (London).—No, I do not recommend
anyone for the silent stage, Annie, because it would
not be of any use. Producers like to judge for them-
selves, for they know best. I am glad you wrote to
ine, though, really, you deserve a severe lecture for

wanting to be so foolish. You say you wish to run
away from home in order to get to California. Re-
member, there are thousands in the States who are
crazy to get on the films as there are in this country,
and three-fourths of them, at least, never will. A
girl of fifteen cannot look after herself, so don't buy
your experience too dearly. Better stay where you
are.

L. B. (Westminster).—Sec under the heading of
Pictcrk Show Personal. Or you might try writing
to your favourite for a photograph.

" Ivy " (Brixton).—You want to get your Belgian
cat on the films '! How a-mews-ing ! What do you

FOR YOUR COMPLEXION
When the face is disfigured by blemishes, or

the skin becomes coarse or dry, then is the

time you need Oatine Snow, which, when
rubbed in, quickly disappears—leaving the

skin cool, fresh and velvety. It is an ideal

skin food, removing wrinkles and filling up
hollows and ugly lines.

Is absolutely grcasclcss. and cannot grow hair. From all chemists, 1/3.
Always ask for Oatinc Toilet Preparations. Oatinc Face Cream, 1/6;
Oatiric Tooth Paste, 13; Face Powder, 1 /S ; Shampoo Powders, 3d. each

;

Soap, 4d., 10d., and 14; Shaving Stick and Shaving Cream, 13.

WHEK
communicating

with Jldoer-

iisers, please

mention

THE
PICTURE
SHOW.

think would suit her best ? Something like " Tbl
Claw " or " The Wild Cat " 7 Sorry, no chance,
Ivy, so give her a nice drop of milk instead. In
" Alimony," George Fisher took the part of Howard
Turner. Marguerite Fisher was born in
You may be able to see her again,

M. L. (Walthamstow).— Ashton Dearholt was in
" The Two-Souled Woman " with Priscilla Dean.

" Euioxite " (Brixton).—Elmo Lincoln and E. K.
Lincoln are two different persons. Chance gavo
them both the same surname as in the ease of. thou-
sands of other folk, but that is the only similarity
between these two artistes. E. K., besides being i

fihn artiste is also the owner of two motion picture
studios.

E. H. A. (Bradford).—Why should I mind your
writing again? You promise to send a letter onto
every month. Do so by all means. Yes, Robert
\\ -irwrk is marrted his wife being To.-ei bin:- Whitt. 1.

Warwick's real name is Bien, and he was horn thirty-
nine years ago in Sacramento, California.

M. K. (Sutton-iu-Ashficld).—Tom Mix is not a
Canadian but American born ami bred. Mary Pi' k-

lord was christened Gladys Smith.

P. M. (Cheltenham).—In " The Silent My-fery."
the chief parts were taken by Francis Ford. Rosemary
Thcby. ami Mae Gaston. The artiste you mention
docs not disclose his birthday. Please see March 20th
issue for information about William Desmond.

. D. P. M. P. (Lowestoft).—Yes, Lily Elsie still

appears in pictures, but Gladys Cooper has not done
very much film work. The fatter, however, will I h

seen in a Granger film to be released later on. Stewart
Rome is with the Broadwest Co. Ruth Roland in
•' Hands Up," Marjoric Yillis in " A Romany \m<>,"
and Florence Vidor in " A Tale of Two Cities."

" PCCK" (Lee).
—

" The Iron Test " features Carol
HolloWay and Antonio Moreno. Carol has played in

a Dumber of films with William Duncan. The Fitter s

new serial is called " The Man of Might," in which
you will see Edith Johnson as well. The st-iry

appearing in 'Bovs Cinema."
"Helen" (London, N.W.).— The east of "Tie

Rebellious Bride" is as follows: Peggy Hylanl
(Cyuthy Quitnby), George Nicholls (Grandpa Qirimby)
George Hernandez (Tobc Pluuk(tt), Pell Trenton
(Arthur Calloway), and Charles LeMoyne (JefJ
Peters). With the exception of the first named thi-y

are all Americans.
G. K. H. G. (Pembury).—I am afraid I car 't

solve the mystery. The fact that you hail no rei ly

from your favourite does not prove, of course, tl ;:t

your letter could not have reached him. Think ot

the thousands of letters artistes must get from
everywhere. Anyway, f hope you will have better-

luck next time. " The Dub" and " shadows" are
new films showing Geraldine Farrar and Wallatc Reid:

" Bolton Jack " (Cheqiierbcnt).—Just a little

dispute between your pal and yourself as to who
played Alice Page in " The Circus King" ? It was
t'-ikcu Sedgwick; and this young lady was born in

1897.
L. F. (Ncweastle-on-TyneV— Theda Bara is n w

married, hut whether she wore a wig in the film you
mention I cannot say. Perhaps she did. Y'onr
bunch of favourites consists of the best.

P. P. (Luton).—As far as 1 know he has no
children. Both your favourites have appeared in a
number of films. Some of Charles Ray's recent ones
are :

" The Girl Dodger," " String Beans," " Tl <•

Law of the North," " Playing the Game," and
" The Family Skeleton." Sessue Hayaknwa has
appeared in " A Heart in Pawn," " Bonds of Honour,"
" The Temple of Dusk," " His birthright," and
several others.

" Snow-White " (Honor Oak Park).— I don't
f hink it could have been a fake, for doubtless Antonio
Moreno, could walk a tight-rope finite easily. No,
he is not married, and Carol Uolloway is also single

" RuiiY " (Shrewsbury).—Y'our sister Katherine
right. It was Hcdda Nova as Princess Olga Muratoff
in " The Woman in the Web," and not Olga Petrova,
as you thought. The information to your test
question is being kept a secret.

" EILEEN " ( Dublin),«and " SCOTTIB " (Liverpool).
—Both admirers of Thomas Holding. I see. He ii

"u man of Kent, and received his education at Ritgbv.
For a time he was on the stage, and his first scrcan
appearance was in " The Eternal City." He hM
been with several fiim companies, and some of 1 ii

pictures are: "Tempered Steel." "Daughter o(

Destiny," " Vanity Pool," " The Redeeming Love,"
and " The Danger Game,"
W. F. (Ayr).— I fancy her photograph on thrj]

screen must have misled you. Pauline Frederii k

is only 5 ft. 1 in. So you live in Content Street. I

hope none of the inhabitants of that uice named
thoroughfare ever feel dissatisfied.

I,. (Stromsbro).— I like your typing, and above all

your brevity. Mollie King. Creigbton Hale, and
Leon Bary were in " The Seven Pearls."

(More answers next week.)
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Famous Readers of " Tbe Picture

Show."
No. 15.—EDNA FLUGRATH.

EDNA FLUGRATH, the talented character
actress, sends us the enclosed snapshot,
taken at the London studio the other

day. This picture proves that Miss Flugrath
also is a keon reader of our favourite film paper,
and, if we can judge by the smile on her face,

6hows she enjoys it, too.

Our Super Art Pictures.
1AM expecting an avalaneh of letters from

my pet readers, telling mo that they are
pleased with our centre art page this week.

iAntonio Moreno is a wonderful favourite with
bo many, and this portrait is really a picture,
don't you agree with me 1 Also I am pleased to

be able to tell you that there are more of these
super-sized pictures to come. A fine portrait of
Douglas Fairbanks is even now on its way to
the printers to be inset in a coming number of
The Picture Show.

It Was Mary Pickford.

BROKEN' BLOSSOMS," the D. W. Grif-

fith photo-play, is now being ehown
in London, and it is hoped to show this

screen tragedy all over the United Kingdom
shortly. By the way, a journalist just

back from the movio studios, says that
Mary Pickford claims to have first put the
idea of screening this story into the head
of the great producer.

She told him that after reading the
book, she said to Griffith :

" If you are
feeling courageous read ' The Chink and
the Child 1

in ' Limehouse nights.' I would
like to produce it. but 1 cannot. You
can." Sho added that in " Broken
Blossoms" the film reached ita "utmost
pinnacle of art."

Is Mary Superstitious ?

THE other day Mary Pickford was re-

hearsing in the studio with a feather
duster in her hand. Suddenly the

direotor said :
" Don't wave the umbrella

like that—shake it." That is how the
Information leaked out that Mary Piefc«

ford is superstitious. "Some people
itliink it is bad luck to use an umbrella
jat rehoarsal," sho said, " that, is why X
jam using this feather duster."

Mary says sho doesn't know whether
|6he is superstitious or not, but sho will

(not do anything that a member of her
company will not do if superstition is tho
|reason for their refusal. That is why
|sho will not leavo her house by tho front
door if she went in by the. back. She saya
it is not superstition on her part, but if any
member of the company heard of it, it

jwould spoil the work for the day or week.
|8he will not allow anybody to whistle in

Jhor dressing-room. If anyone does so,
ithey have to go out of the room, turn
round three times, and then come back,

Photaqrapk? and ParayrapK? oP Pictures, Playv and Playenr

for if people whistle in the dressing-room, it

means that the person in question will leave

tho company very soon.

A Famous Wedding Veil.

A WEDDING veil, worn at the court of
Napoleon, and which was the property
of Lady de Picard, will be worn in the

production of " For the Soul of Rafael," by
Clara Kimball Young. Tho veil is more than
150 years old, and is still in good condition. It
was presented to Miss Young by a relative of

Lady de Ticard. —

—

Madame Sans Gene of the Screen.

YOU will remember the story of Madame
Sana Gene, the French washerwoman,
who married a captain and became one

of the court ladies during Napoleon's regime t

From this famous lady Lueretia Harris, pic-

tured below, gained her nickname Madame
Sans Geno of the screen. For Lueretia Harris
used to spend her days bending over tho tubs,
and now rides around in her own motor car.

Lueretia was born " way down south in Ala-
bama." She married and moved to California ;

times were hard, and she had to take in wash-
ing to earn a living for herself and children.

One day when she took tho washing to tho
home of a motion-picture director, the director
himself appeared at the back door and grabbed
Lueretia by the arm, staring searchingly into
her face. " The very typo," ho muttered.
" Be at the studio to-inorrow morning, and
you'd make a lot of money."

Now She Has A Car.
UCRETIA was there. She played an old

coloured mammy, She has been in tho
movies ever since, and sure enough sho

has made a lot of money—enough to purchase
a fine homo and to buy a car and to send her
children to the best schools.

It wasn't long before she had more requests
to play parts in the pictures than she could fill.

She has posed for Egyptians, Hawaiians, and

all sorts of coloured types. We shall see her as
Iris, the cook, in the new Edgar pictures written
for the Goldwyn Pictures Company by Booth
Tarkington.

From Comedy to Drama.
BEATRICE LA PLANTS (whose portrait

appears on this page) is ono of the many
actresses who forsook the comedy for

the more dramatio play.

NIGEL BARRIE,
a handsome young
hero of the screen.
This photo is in
answer to many

requests.

BEATRICE LA
PL ANTE playing
opposite Sessue
Hayakawa in
"The Beggar

Prince."

LUCRETIA HARRIS. A few months ago she was
washer-lady. To-day she is a screen star.

With her dearest friend, Gloria Swanson,
Miss La Planto was a 6hining light of the
Christie comedies. When Gloria was given hot
first opportunity to play in drama. Beatrice, too,

began to long for a chance to do " serious

"

work, and finally screwed up enough courauo
to call at the big studios. Almost immediately
sho was rewarded by being east in a play with
Madlaine Traverse. From that time on.
Beatrice has steadily advanced until now she
is a leading lady.

Miss La Pisato was born in Taris, is four
feet ten inches, weighs eighty -four
pounds, and is nineteen years old. She
is typically French, petite and vivacious
and her greatest charm lies in the way.
she uses her c3-cs, which are extremely
large and of a velvety brown.

Miss La Plante is receiving great praise
from Sessuo Hayakawa for her splendid
work in " The Beggar Prince," in which
ehe plays the role of Olala, a fishcrmaid.

Strangest of Strange Pets.

CINEMA stars own strange pots.

But Flora Revalles, the Goldwyn
actross, who is now taking part in

" Earthbound," goes farther than all

other actresses in her choice. Nothing so
usual as a dog or a cat for her. What
she likes is—mice ! Not oven white mice,
but just the ordinary kitchen variety. Sho
says sho cannot understand why women
shriek and stand on chairs when the
" dear little darlings " run about the
floor.

How to Propose.

MANY people regard tho screen as a
source of helpful hints. "Tie
Fortune Hunter," a coming Earle

Williams picture, is full of information
to the bashful young man who wants to
get married and has not tho nerve to
propose.

Acoording to this picture-play, tin
6iSt thing to do k> to dress smartly and
quietly, girls do not approve of tho
flashily dressed youth.

Earlo Williams -says that he enjoyed thi*

play more than any other ho has jut
produced. He thinks that the author
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PICTURE SHOW CHAT.
'Confirmed from page 3.)

must have had a personality liko Ins own in

liis mind when writing it, for all he lias to do
is just to bo natural.

A Wonderful Nursery.
ALMOST any little girl would love to live

in the nursery that Viola Dana occupies
in her latest film play entitled, " Dan-

gerous to Men."
The walls of the room are a shell pink, with

tali hollyhocks rising from the skirting, and
the side lights have soft frilly pink shades. The
woodwork is white, and. tho white enamelled
furniture has tiny wreathes of pink roses'.

There are two big " comfy " rockers covered
with cretonne, which has clever Kate Green -

away figures on it.

Cretonne of the same design covers tho bed,
and hangs at the door of tho wardrobe and at

the sides of the latticed windows. The rug is

also in delicate shades of pinks, and vases of

fragrant sweet peas are everywhere.
Over in one corner near the dressing-table

Stands a pedestal holding a big brass cage with
aehattering parrot.

—

—

Welcome Back to the Screen.

HAVE you seen " Harbour Lights," " The
Incomparable Bellairs," " The Laughing
Cavalier," and " Tatterley " on tho

films ? II so, you will remember Miss Mereie
Hatton. who has now been absent from tho
6creen for five years, and you will be interested

to hear that she has now returned to filmland.

Her first " after-the-war " role will be as Crys-
tal Wride, in the Broadwest Company's version

of H. Annersley Vachell's novel, " Her Son."

Charlie Chaplin's Baby Star.

BELOW is a portrait of Baby Jack Coogan,
the baby star w ho is to take a prominent
part in forthcoming Charlie Chaplin

pictures. Here in his own words is Jack's story
of his life :

" My real name is Jackie, but Mother Dear
calls me Junior, because my daddy's name is

Jack, too. Mr. Chaplin has a lot of names for

me, but I think I like that one best when he
hugs me tight and calls me a 'little miffler.'

I don't really know what a little miffler is, but I

guess it's something awfully nice by the way
Mr. Chaplin says it.

His Birthday Present.

I'M
six years old, so I'm gelling a big boy. I

had a birthday in October,- and Mr.
Chaplin gave mo a beautiful little gold

wrist-watch and wrote on the back of it : 'To
my partner, Jackie Coogan,' from Charlie Chap-
lin.' (You can see the watch on my photograph,
for I was very particular to tell the man to be
sure to put it in.) And when Air. Chaplin gave
me the watch he said it was because 1 had been
a good little boy, and worked hard.

1 always thought people hated work, but
1 don't. 1 come to the studio every day with
Mother Dear, and play about the grass or
pretend to be an acrot at with Mr. Wilson, who
is very big and strong Then, when Mr. Chaplin
comes, we go into t o project ing-room and I

"it on Mr. Chaplin's knee whilst they show tho
picture we made the ay before, and Mr. Chaplin
and I say whether wo like it or not.

Charlie's Middle Name.
""yHEN we both goto our dressing-rooms and
\ get into our old clothes ; I mean, those

we always wear when we're going to act.

Mine are very ragged, and ever so much too
big for me, but then, so are Mr. Chaplin's. Of
course, everybody knows Mr. Chaplin does not
really need to wear such funny old clothes, for

he's got ever so many ponnies in the bank, and
then his name, you see, is Charles Expensive
Chaplin. (Mother Dear always says the middle
one is really Spencer, but that doesn't mean any-
thing, does it 1 Besides, Mr. Chaplin always
laughs when I call him by the other name, and
1 liko to see hirn laugh, for then he just looks
liko aiiot H r littlo boy, though ho never is really

grown-up with me.)
" Mr. Chaplin and I love wearing our old

clothes, for then it doesn't matter how dirty
we get in them. Wo get so dirty in fact, that,

as Mother Dear said the other day, she has to use

DOROTHY DEVORE
a beautiful player we
see in Christie

Comedies.

a horrid smelly soap
at night when she
bathes me to get all

the dust and dirt off

my hands and legs.

But Mr. Chaplin told
me the other day not
to worry, as ho had
to use the same soap
as me, but the fun
was wort h it."

Kenelm Foss's
New Part.

THE Joyous Ad-
ventures of
Aristide Pujol"

has already been
read by lovers of the
work of William J.

Locke. I hear it is

now to be turned into a photo-play. Mr. Kenelm
Foss plays the tide role, and will personally
supervise the production.

Other well-known artistes wo shall seo in
this production are George Towde, the Scotch
comedian, and Arthur Helmore, tho popular
entertainer, who make their first appearance in

pictures.

Mr. Foss undertook to play the title role in
his own film version of this popular novel at
the urgent request of the author.

Do You Know ?

—That Clarino Seymour, D. W. Griffith's " dis-

eovery," is known to her friends as " Cutio
Beautiful " ?

* * * -

—That Emmy Wehlen, prima donna and musi-
cal comedy star, will appear on the screen in the
role of a queen of the footlights in " A Favour
to a Friend " ?

* * * * -

—That Billie Burke is returning to the screen,
after an absence of several months, in "The
Misleading Widow," an adaptation of the play",
" Billeted " t

-

Fay Filmer.

HELEN FER-
GUSON, a new star
under the Goldwyn

banner.

ADELE FARRING-
TON, to play in the

next Marshall Neilan
Production

FROM "OVER THERE."
Notes and News from Los Angeles.

WILLIAM DESMOND'S first job was under
his father, who was a contractor in New
York. Desmond has the real fighting

blood of his Irish ancestry, and, as a result of a
heated argument with one of the men, he threw
off his coat and set to work to solve the difference
of opinion in his own particular way. In the
middle of the fight, he says, he suddenly heard
an excited voice calling :

" Stick it out, Bill I

"

The voice belonged to Desmond Senior, and
between them, father and son cleaned up the
floor with tho entire gang. But Bill's dad
regretfully came to the conclusion that his son's
education along these lines was a little bit too
expensive, when ho had to sacrifice a week's
wages and pay a small fortune in hospital bills

and incidental extras. So Bill gave tip con-
tractincr. and went on the stage, where at? least

he could be sure of an opening when a fighting

element was occasionally needed.

Gloria's Lunch.
GLORIA SWANSON'S lunch when working

at the studio consists of a glass of choco-
late, malted milk, and lamb or chicken

sandwiches cut about an inch square. These
dimensions ore nicely calculated, so that said
sandwiches can be consumed without devasta-
ting effects en the luncher's make-up. If you
don't happen to be a movie star, and have
hankerings in that direction, console yourself
with the thought that you can at least enjoy a
decent meal when you want one.

The Rise of Nazimova.
NAZIMOVA only learnt English in 1906, and

her teacher at that time was the mother
of Richard Barthelmess. Her first per-

formarioain English was in New York in Ibsen's
" Hedda Gabler," and her salary, now well over
7.000 dollar-:, was one hundred per week. She
appeared at a Third Street theatre, and not only
was she tho lead, but pretty well everything else

be«ides—translator of foreign plays, stage-
manager, wardrobe mistress, and sometimes
even property-woman !

~

Annette Kellermann's New Film. •

ANNETTE KELLERMANN, the diving
Venus, is a t present working in a series of

educational pictures. They are a kind
of courso in hygiene, and Miss Kellennann goes
through her athletics first with a regular camera,
registering tho " shots," then with a slow camera
which makes every action eight times slower,

so that every movement can be followed in

detail.

Baby JACK COOGAN, who tells on this page
how he likes playing in pictures with Charlie

Chaplin.

William Farnum's Wonderful Home.
TILLIAM FARNUM is once more in our

midst. Ho arrived from New York
City the other day with a party of

seventoon movie experts, including his director

an<3 camera-man. Mr. Farnnm has purchased
a wonderful homo in Hollywood for the trifling

sttm of $150,000, so evidently intends to be
something more stable than tho usual " transi-

ent " ef ibis city; which is, by the way, not

only a typical Los Angeles expression but also

verv typical of Lets Angeles.
ErsiF. Codd.
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"Picture Sbow" Pbotograpbs of Prominent Picture Players.

ANITA STEWART snapped during the filming of her coming photo-play,
entitled " The Fighting Shepherdess." There are some beautiful pictures

in this play, in which the dog and the lamb play a big part.

DOROTHY DALTON was not allowed to leave Los Angeles for New
York unnoticed. Here are a few of the floral tributes she was

showered with.

TOM FORMAN looks as if he is choking this
poor pelican, but it's only to make him give
up his gold watch, which the bird swallowed

when Tom wasn't looking.

MARY MILES MINTER is still only a child
herself

; that is why she chooses children to
play with. Here you see her with FRANKIE

LEE, who is also a screen star.

This is not a film stunt, but merely a snapshot of LOUISE GLAUM stealing a ride by hiding
herself on the back seat of J. PARKER READ, Junior's car, but she was discovered.

DORIS MAY believes in getting alt the fun out of life, even
during working hours. Here we see her, after persuading

LLOYD HUGHES to let her show him how to be strong,

oiling his arm.
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CHARACTERS IN THE STORY:
RifHARD Ferris a wealthy man who, under the name

of Dick Blake, married secretly

Sylvia Graham, a film actress and the daughter of

Bill Graham, who befriended Ferris when he was
destitute. Bill Graham is found murdered, and
Dick is wanted for the murder. He has disappeared.

Pansy Vivian, engaged to John Baird, but in lovo
with Ferris.

Robert Nio.el, a film producer, who Is in love with
Sylvia, unaware of the fact that she is married.
He takes her to a restaurant to dinner, and there

they see Richard.

" I Don't Know You !

"

SYLVIA laughed hysterically when Nic;el

laid his hand on her arm and declared that
-

r Richard was like the man who was sus-

poeted of murdering her father.

She was taken by surprise and greatly

startled. She did not know, until then, that

Robert Nigel had heard that Richard was
wanted by tho police.

" What an idea !
" she exclaimed. " Do

you mean that swell is Richard Blake ? Oh,
Mr. Nigel, you are funny at times !

" But
although she adopted a light bantering tone her

limbs wero trembling with fear, beneath the

white table-cloth. She was sick with terror

and disillusionment. That man seated at the

neighbouring table with those elegant women,
sbVknew only too well, was none other than
her secret husband !

Nigel, doeply infatuated, took her rallying

remarks good naturedly, all the same, ho
turned to the waiter and said :

" Can you tell me the namo of ihe younger
of those two mon ? Soc, ono of tho tvvo, dining

at the table with the orchid floral decorations."
" Sir Richard Ferris, sir," came the swift

reply. " One of the richest men in the country."

Sir Richard Ferris !

"

The name beat itself into Sylvia's ears like

a funeral knell. What did it mean ? This

man was her very own Dick. Why had ho
taken an assumed namo ? What was ho seek-

ing to hide ?

Sho was again gripped in the throes of deadly

agony. Her anguished eyes were riveted on
tho gay party at the distant table, and on tho

fashionably-dressed girl whese charm and
vivacity wore holding Richard's attention. A
terrible doubt began to creep like caustic poison

into her blood. Tho information given to her

by the police, and by the neighbours when
they talked to her of Richard, throbbed in her

brain.
" Ho was last seen walking along the Com-

mercial Road with a girl," they had declared,
" aftor eleven o'clock that night." Was it

true ? Was Dick a murderer, a cheat, a
trickstor ? Tho room seemed to sway around
Sylvia. When she saw Richard bend towards
that other woman, in the dazzling gown of

roso and silver, and sho heard her rippling

laughtor, it soomed that all the lovo Sylvia had
had" for Richard turned to bitter hatrod.

" Did you hoar ? " Nigel asked.
" What ?

"

" That that -nan calls himself Sir Richard
Ferris. Don't worry, dearest. I'll see that

justieo is done."
Sylvia pnllod horself together. Nigel's face

was sot and determined and sho became afraid

of what ho would do. She alone wanted to use

(ho instrument of rovonge. Even in her

frenzy she resentod the idea that Richard
should rocoivo punishment by any other hand
except her own !

" It's my duty to givo information to tho

police," ho insisted. Sylvia turned a startled

face to hor companion.
" You cannot possibly think that that man

is Richard Blake -why, it's too silly. It s very

unlikely that wo should find him at such a

smart place as tho Carlotta," Sylvia went on,

rather breathlessly, and then she broke out

wearily, as if she could no longer exert her

solf-rostraint. " Oh, I'm so tired !

"

' Silly blundering ass that I am !
" groaned

Nigel to himself. " L'vo spoilt her evening.

Whothcr I'm right or wrong, and I fcol I'm

right, 1 should have boon silent. As it is l'vo

By EDITH NEPEAN.
A Powerful Story of Love and Hu-
man Suffering. Begin it to-day.

been fool enough to bring all the horrors of her
father's death back to her."

" Why do you look at me like that ?
"

Sylvia asked sharply. " Do you think I'm
trying to keep a criminal from receiving tho
punishment ho deserves ?

"

" Of course not. I'm sorry, very sorry. It
must bo a mistake I'm a stupid idiot, dear,
forgive mo. You know, Sylvia, I only want
to servo you and to make you happy !

"
"' Then pleaso don't worry me with your ex-

periments in detective work," she said passion-
ately. " Would you mind if 1 slipped away,
and wont back to my rooms. I vo got an
awful headache, I can hardly see !

"

" I'll take you home at once," said Nigel, full

of contrition.
" That's impossible," Sylvia retorted swiftly.

" These people are your guests. You cannot
possibly leave them unless you wish them to
talk. I don't want to do anything unusual,
but I feel I shall faint if I stay here ; tho
heat is

"

" What can I do for you ? " Nigel implored, as
ho saw hor deadly pallor, and when she met his
glance, she said pleadingly :

" Let me have my own way now. Make
excuses for me. Don't let me bo the means of
breaking up the party."

" There's no question of that !
" he exclaimed.

" I'll do as you ask."
Without a word she slipped away, and when

she had gone and did not return, Nigel was
bombarded with a host of questions by his
guests.

" Is Miss Graham ill ? Shall 1 follow her ?
"

Miss de Motte questioned anxiously.
" No, she preferred to be alone," Nigel

answered quickly. " I think that perhaps the
heat upset hor, besides she's been working at
very high pressure." Thus Nigel made ex-
cuses to shield the girl, who was a thousand
times dearer to him than his own, life.

But there was no disguising the fact that
Nigel was perplexed and worried. He could
not decide if Sylvia was disturbed by the
presence of the man who called himself Ferris,

or not. She had baffled him so completely that
he tried to think that as far as hi a own deduc-
tions were concerned, it was a question of

mistaken identity with regard to that other
man.
When Sylvia found herself in the ladies

cloak-room, she put on her big coat, and turned
up the great collar that almost completely
hid her features. She tucked her chin down
into the soft fur, and covered her hair with a
scarf.

After this manoeuvre she hurriedly left the
Carlotta, but she did not make for the direction
of her rooms near the Charing Cross Road. At
all costs she must follow Dick, and discover
where he lived. She had received her salary
that day. A nico little bundle pf crisp notes
reposed in tho depths of her vanity bag, and
she mado up her mind to spend overy penny of

it that night if the need be, in the discovery of
whero Richard lived.

She walked along tho Strand and hailed a
taxi.

" I want to wait for some friends of mine
who are dining at tho Carlotta," sho said. " So
wo will drive straight thoro at once."
The driver followed her instructions. The

taxi drew up in tho shadow of tho building.

Sylvia pulled the scarf still further down over
hor head, so that there was nothing loft to

distinguish her by, beyond the veil-like cover-

ing.

Sho sat well-back in the taxi, but sho watched
everyone who left the Carlotta. It seemed a
century before Richard and his party camo out.
Ho was a truly fine figuro in his dark belted

overcoat, with his opera-hat stuck at ,n jaunty
angle on his head.
A magnificent grey car bowled up to tho

great entrance. Richard helped the two
women into the car, and aftor the other man
had got in, followed and closed the door.
Sylvia immediately gave instructions to the
driver of her taxi to follow that car wherevei
it goes."
Then began the chase. First to Sloane

Street, where the two women alighted. On
taking leave of their guests, the men entered
the car again and went to Lincoln's Inn Fields,
where the elder man got out. After thia the
grey car mado for the neighbourhood of
.lermyn Street, where it stopped outside an
imposing block of handsome buildings.
Tho next moment Sylvia was in the street.

She paid tho taxi-driver and then walked rapidly
along under the shadow of the houses. She
heard Richard givo orders to his chauffeur for
the following morning.

" I'm motoring with Mrs. Duprez and Miss
Vivian, eleven sharp, Horton, thanks. Good-
night."

Richard stood for a moment on the pavement
watching tho car glide away, then turned to
enter the building. Sylvia could restrain her-
self no longer. She rushed up to him, her
face half veiled, hardly realising what she was
saying.

" Dick, Dick, don't you know me ? Have
you forgotten our marriage ? Why did you
desert me ?

"

Richard drew back with a cry of astonish-
ment.

" I'm sorry,"—his well-bred, modulated tones
cut Sylvia like ice

—
" but I don't know you.

You've made a mistake. I'm Sir Richard
Ferris."

" It's a lie !
" her cry rang out shrilly, but?

in spite of herself she turned and ran away into
the darkness of the night.

" The Snake in the Grass."
PANSY had thoroughly enjoyed herself

at the Carlotta that evening. Nina
had observed " which way the wind

was blowing," as she called it, with the greatest
satisfaction in the world. She had seen Pansy
do all in her power to hold Richard's attention.
To Nina's knowledge Pansy had never exerted
herself to fascinato and enslave a man before.
Sho made up her mind to profit by Pansy's
neglect of Baird.

Nina saw that he was angry at tho way things
,vero shaping. Pansy listened to him with half
veiled and bored indifference, but her exquisite
little face was wreathed in smiles every time
Richard spoke. Once Nina heard Baird sigh and
she said sympathetically : .

" She's just a child, isn't sho ? It's curious
how youth prefers youth to brains or anything
elso. Youth doesn't know tho things that are
worth having, and the things that are worthless.
.John, you're a man in a thousand !

" She had
dropped her eyes and looked pensive and very
alluring. But Baird had eyes for no one but
tho radiant vision in pink, tho girl he adored
and who had promised to be his wife.

He had certainly never seen hor look so
interested or happy before. It was a revelation,

but a revelation that caused him some agony
of mind. Could it be true, the thing that
Nina had told him ? Did youth always prefer

youth to brains and efficiency 1 It was a
cruel reflection.

" I shall try and keep her out of Ferris'

s

way," was his first thought ; but Nina's words
mocked him all through tho evening, and ho
became abstracted in his answers as he saw
Pansy becoming moro and more infatuated
with Richard.
The days that followed were full of torturo

to Baird. Pansy and R'chard were constantly
in each other's company. They motored,
danced, and rodo in tho park, to say nothing
of doing theatres, concerts, and picture-

galleries together.

Mrs. Aldred, who owned a country placo
called Bella, Vista, near Maidenhead, and was
a mutual friend of Pansy. Nina, and John
Baird, invited them to join her house-party.

It was extremely difficult for Baird to leave

(Continued cn page 8 )
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THE EXPRESSIONS OF IRENE CASTLE. teUSS?

IRENE CASTLE
THE GIRL WHO DANCED HER WAY INTO THE PICTURES.

IRENE CASTLE, who is now starring in the Paramount Arteraft famous picture play, " The Firing Line,"

has had a remarkable career as a puhlic entertainer. She started in vaudeville, but, although she met

with more success than the average artiste, it was not till she met and married Vernon Castle that she

really became famous. Their dancing act became known all over the civilised world. Their appearance in this

country synchronised with the craze for ball-room dancing which was demonstrated by professional dancers in

private houses, hotels, and fashionable night clubs.

Queen of Modern Dancing.

BUT of the hundreds of professional dancers who came before the

public, none made such a success as the Castles. There was a

beautiful rhythm in their movements, a peifect understanding

between them, that made their dancing unique. They justified the adage
that dancing is the poetry of motion, where so many of their rivals made
it a sort of mixtureof aZiihi war dance and a scramble for the last 'bus.

In 1910 she danced at Drury Lane in a special matinee before Queen
Alexandra.

It was not only Mrs. Castle's beauty that made her the queen of

the modern dance—though her beauty would have made her an asset

to any gathering of the Smart Set—but it was because she had a real

gift for dancing, and in Vernon Castle she found an ideal partner.

His tragic death while serving as a captain in the Flying Corps caused
his widow to retire from public life. Later, she went to America, where
she met her present husband, Captain Trcmen, while rehearsing for
" The Firing Line."

Their engagement was kept secret, and not until they were married
did the public know anything about it.

Will Not Dance Again.

IRENE CASTLE has appeared with great success in other
films, notably in " Sylvia of the Secret Service," " The Girl

from Bohemia," and " Stranded in Arcady." She has stated
that she has definitely given up dancing, but that she intends to

go on with her work as a picture star.

During the war she did good work entertaining the
wounded in British and American hospitals, and she was
a great favourite with the troops of both countries. At
the time she crossed over from America to England the
Hun was very busy with his submarines, and nearly
everybody on board was nervy. The great dancer was
the life and soul of the ship, and by singing, dancing and
telling stories, she kept the troops and passengers from
thinking of the U-boat perils.

" The Firing Line " gives Irene Castle a part which
allows full scope for her wonderful gifts as an emotional

actress. The play is based on the story written by the
celebrated writer, Robert W. Chambers, and first appeared in

the " Saturday Evening Post." It was afterwards published in

book form, and had a tremendous success.

Her Favourite Part.

OTHER screen plays you will remember her in are " The
Whirl of Life," " Patria," the thrilling serial which
Irene Castle has confessed was her favourite part, due lo

the many daring stunts and the risks she had to take during tho

screening of the many thrills, " The Mark of Cain," and " Tho
First Law."

Her Life in a Nutshell.

IRENE CASTLE is the daughter of the famous Dr. Foote.

She was born in New Rochclle, New York, in 1S93, so she

is twenty-seven years old this year. She is taller than most
screen stars, being five feet seven inches in height, and is famous
for her beautiful fair complexion, her bright brown hair, and
grey eyes.

Reproach Unhappiness. Interest.

I
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THE SECRET HUSBAND,,^™ ,)

town, but, after duo consideration, ho decided

no sacrifice was too great if he could only get

Pansy away from Ferris for a while.

At first, when tho invitation came, Pansy
didn't seem very much inclined to accept it.

" I hate the river," sho pouted to Nina,
" and it's ripping in town. Besides, I don't

know many of Mrs. Aldred's friends."
" 1 think you'ro foolish to refuse," said

Nina, with a shrug of her shoulders ;
" but,

of course, you know your own business best.

Give me a country house liko Bella Vista

for perfect bliss at this time of year."
" Yes, if tho right peoplo are there," said

Pansy moodily.
She was lying across tho divan, smoking a

cigaretto and playing with Yum-Yuin. She
looked more like a spoilt child than a grown
woman. A terrible discontent was growing
in her nature, for although she was so frequently

in Richard's company, and although he did

not hide his pleasure at being in her society,

ho never insinuated or betrayed tho smallest

desiro to make lovo to her. Never for ono
moment did ho forget that Pansy was tho

girl whom Baird was going to marry.
" So you would jump at going to Bella

Vista if the right people were there 'I
" laughed

Nina. "Well, John is going; he's chucking
his old books. Ho thinks that you'vo been

looking pale, dearest. I've thought the same."
"I wasn't thinking of John!" said Nina

crossly. " Of course. John will go wherever

1 go ; that goes without saying. But "

" What ?
"

Nina thought she was at last on tho threshold

of some important confidences on Pansy's part.
" That doesn't concern you I

" said Pansy,
with a frown.
For whilst sho had been talking she had

been thinking deeply. Perhaps it would be a
good thing to get out of town for a bit. Richard
had taken it for granted that sho was ready

to run about with him ; thero was such a

thing as absence making the heart grow fonder.

Suppose if she tried to make him feel what
life would bo without her ? Tho idea was
stimulating.

" I think John's right," sho said abruptly.
" To be candid, I havo been feeling a little off

colour lately. We'll go to Bella Vista, dearest."

The following day they motored to Maidenhead.
Bella Vista was a wonderful old manor

houso mentioned in "The Doomsday Book,"

but it had been fitted up with every modern
convenience. The grounds were liko Fairyland,

with gorgeous rose gardens, feathery trees,

and undulating lawns which swept right down
to the river. John Baird was certainly in his

seventh heaven of delight to havo Pansy
with him in such a Paradise. He had decided

that ho would bo very patient during their

visit to Bella Vista ; that ho would not press

their marriage, but that ho would start all

over again and make lovo to Pansy as patiently,

yet as ardently, as if they had only just met.

Nina was mad with jealousy, and all the

moro furious because, instead of resenting

John's devotion, Pansy took to it as kindly as

a duefcr to water. As a matter of fact, Pansy
was so obsessed with thoughts of Richard that,

as long as her dreaming was not disturbed,

eho found it easier to accept John's love without

protest.

John and Pansy had been on the river

together. She looked liko a pretty child in her

roso cotton frock and broad-brimmed hat,

with its long hanging rose-satin streamers.

As Baird helped her out of tho punt, ho

said :

" Don't you think wc get on awfully well

together 1
"

" Perhaps we do," said Pansy, with a little

discontented sigh. "At any rate, wo haven't

Iu>«l any row? for two days."
" You naughty child ! " ho breathed pas-

sionately, ns ho slipped his arm through hers

ml drew her hungrily to him. "There's no

need for you and 1 to have a row in a hundred

j ars. You can never make mo angry with

you. I adore you. If you wanted tho moon,

I'd do my best to get it for you !

"

"You'ro too good to mo, John!" said

Paney breathlessly.

Sho was rather afraid of his vehemence,

a-id made a mental noto that sho had been too

«asy-goiiig of late, and that sho must be more

circnmspcct if she wanted to hold him in

check.
As they strolled up the path to tho houso

Nina came towards them.
" Hello, you two turtle-doves !

" she called
out, leisurely opening her coral-shaded parasol.
" There's a parcel—a registered one—for you,
old thing ! It's from Sir Richard Ferris."

Pansy blushed liko ono of the roses in the
garden. John noticed it, and said :

" How on earth do you know that it is

from Sir Richard, Nina 'I Aro you an expert
in handwriting ?

"

" Hardly," she laughed, " unless it's familiar."
And she added to Pansy :

" He's always
writing about something, isn't he, darling ?

"

" Oh, don't bother me ; I'm dying of
curiosity !

" laughed Pansy ; and she ran on
into the house.

" She's awfully fond of him, isn't she t
"

Nina purred.
" Fond of whom 1 " said John, frowning ;

and his hands wero unsteady as he took a
cigar out of his ease and lit it.

" Fond of Ferris, of course, you dear old
blind stvipid ! Oh, you men ; you are as innocent
as babies !

"

" My dear Nina, please be a little more
explicit !

"

Then Nina summoned up all her forces.

"John, we've known each other for such

Boyj'Cmema
The life story of MONTE BLUE, told in anec-

dotes and pictures.

BILL HART, in another Camp-Fire Talk, de-
scribes the Cowboy's rigout, their origin and
uses.

Another thrilling instalment of TOM MIX'S
LIFE STORY, "In the Kingdom of Adven-
ture." Pages and pages of splendid stories.

hvnextweek'/
Pictuiejkow

of

On our cover. WARREN KERRIGAN, photo
graphed with his mother, brother and sister,

A full pare picture of the latest portrait
STEWART ROME.

A double page of real art pictures from the D. W
Griffith screen tragedy, "Broken Blossoms,'
featuring LILLIAN GISH and RICHARD
BARTKLEMESS.

Pages and pages of the latest photographs and
news from Filmland.

li
ages, and if it hadn't been for my youthful
folly I should have been your wife at this
moment. I cannot stand it any longer. It
hurts me—hurts me terribly—to see you
tricked and betrayed as you are being tricked !

Are yon blind ? Can't you see Pansy's initia-
tion for Sir Richard Ferris is the gossip of
London 1

"

" You'ro mistaken," Baird breathed heavily.
" It's absurd ; you've no proof of a single
thing yoxi're asserting ! It's a tissue of lies !

"

Pansy came down the wide stone steps
from the house. Her face was radiant with
happiness. She was carrying Yum-Yum.

" See, Sir Richard has sent this exquisite
collar !

"

Baird was as white as death when he saw
a costly gold collar around the monkey's
neck, with the name " Yum-Yum " set in
diamonds.

" It's preposterous !
" ho burst out furiously.

" You cannot accept oxpensivo presents liko

that from any other man in tho world but mo !

"

" Cross old bear !
" Pansy cried. " Tho

collar's for Yum-Yum, not for mo. You'vo
nothing to do with Yum-Yum, and I won't
allow you to bully mo !

"

Sho turned on her heel and left him, Nina
following. When sho reached her room sho
turned to Nina.

" I'm going to make excuses to Mrs. Aldred
and return homo to-morrow. I'd go at oneo
und leave John and his disgusting temper

behind ; but, of course, there's the big dinner-
party on to-night, and I should make them
one short for bridge/'

" Take no notice, my dear ! All men are
liko Baird when they're married or engaged
to someone many years younger than them-!
selves," Nina laughed. They're jealous ot
every young man within a hundred miles.
Personally; I thoroughly disapprove of sucb a
disparity of ago between a man and woman,'
unless they're real mental affinities, and I
think one only reads of such things ; they
don't exist in real life."

'-' I like fun," said Pansy, " and life—any
amount of it. John's got the musty old law-
book touch all over him."

" Why not write a nice letter to Sir Richard
and thank him for the collar ? I'm just ofi to
the post," Nina suggested soothingly. " I
can slip it in the box at the same time. Ask
him to run down with his big car and take/

us back to-morrow. If you hurry up and
write it, he'll get it by the first post. Let John
see you are not going to knuckle under to him
like this. I pity you, old thing ; after you're
married you won't bo able to call your soul
your own !

"

" I agree !
" Pansy cried excitedly. Sho

was still very angry ; there were tears in her
eyes ami a little red spot of colour on each
cheek. "You aren't a bad sort, Nina!" She
took out her writing-pad. " I've never written
to Sir Richard before. What shall I say ?

"

" Write something ' real sporty,' as the,

vulgar say !
" laughed Nina. " Make sure o£

dragging him here. It won't hurt John to see
that you've got plenty of spirit ; teach him a1

lesson. Tell Sir Richard you miss him awfully
and want to see him. Write like this."

'

Nina practically dictated the letter, and
Pansy, in her fury with 'John, thought it a
huge joke.

Nina said she'd fasten it up going down-
stairs, " or I shall miss the post:" Pansy
blotted the envelope and handed it, with the
letter, to Nina, who hurried off with them.

Baird was walking restlessly up and down
the verandah as Nina came up to him.

" John, I must show you this," said Nina.
And before he realised what had happened,

Pansy's characteristic, irregular writing stared
him in the face. /

" I'm awfully pleased with the scrumptious
collar ; it was sweet of you to send it. It's

fearfully dull here ; Yum-Yum pines for you,'

and as for his mistress—can you guess ? Couldn't
you bring that nice, comfy car along to-morrow
and take me" back to Heaven ? By that I
mean oar world, the world that belongs to
you and I.

—

Pansy."
Baird caught his breath asTie read the letter.
" By Heaven, this is too awful ! I'll see

Pansy !

"

" And botray me ? " Nina exclaimed. " John,
'you couldn't ; it's for your sake I've done this !

"

" Then I'll deliver the letter in person to
Ferris !

" Baird said. " Fit her he or I will

return for Tansy to-morrow !

"

Nina eaw that things were not going in tho
way she had intended. She implored Baird
to do nothing rash, but he only laughed savagely, 1

ordered his car, and went away " on urgent
business "' without seeing Pansy.
On reaching Richard's flat, he was told byi

the butler that his master was in. John followed'

the man into a handsomely furnished rOomB
where Richard was smoking and reading.

He jumped up when he recognised Baird,
threw his book aside, and said warmly

:

Hello, Baird ; delighted to see you I Have
been missing you all enormously I Sit down,
old chap, and havo a whisky-and-soda I

"

Baird ignored the invitation, and he broke
out violently :

" You've behaved like a low-down cad,

Ferris ! I wish to Heaven I'd never seen youl
1'ueo ! See what you'vo done ?

"

He held Pansy's letter before him. Baird's

heart was broken, but jealousy mastered
weakness. He caught Ferris roughly by the

shoulders and shook him, as he cried threaten-

ingly :

" It's to be cither you or I ! If Pansy wants
you, take her, marry her !

"

'-' Of courso I'll marry her !

"

At these words Baird let go his violent grip,

and Richard reeled back, striking his head
against tho wall with a sickening thud.

{Another instalment of this thrilling story in

next week's issue.)
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THE STARS' DAILY POST BAG
The Fame of Being a Film Star Brings in its

Train an Enormous Amount of Correspondence

TO be a star beloved by millions of people in all parts of tbe

world must be a wonderful experience and give to one a sense

of happiness and content, yet such fame must essentially bring

in its wake a terrific amount of work. The voluminous correspondence

that such popularity evokes, for instance, takes up much time and
attention.

There are so many letters received at the Ince Studios for the

artistes that Joe, a brunette-comploxioned Major-domo, is specially

engaged for the sorting of them. These letters are of all kinds and
descriptions—some pathetic, but most of them amusing.

Proposals of Marriage

JT
is hardly necessary to sny that many pro

DOUGLAS McLEAN finds his mail
full to bursting point.

box

posals of marriage find their way to
(

screen artistes—quite a goodly number
reaching Miss Enid Bennett each day, de-

spite the fact that she is the wife of Mr. Fred
Niblo. Most of them are in good faith, the

writers being unaware of the fact that she is

married, though the fellow who described

himself as a lighthouse keeper off the coast of Maine

must have written his letter to while away the tedium of a

long winter's night.

Quito the most ambiguously phrased request for a photo-

graph that Miss Bennett has ever received came from a

girl who said : "I am making a collection of tho most
notorious actresses. Please send me yours."

Letters to Charles Ray are no fewer in number or

lacking in the element of ' surprise, although strangely enough the

greater number come from members of his own sex. Instead of

sentimental alliances, however, business propositions are more frequent,

probably because Mr. Ray has been seen so often in pictures a3 a

country' boy, who achieves independence and fame through hard work
and perseverance.

Looking for a Partner.

ONE in particular came from a man in Kansas, uho described himself

as the proprietor of a general store in a small town, whose business

had grown to such proportions that it was more than he could

handle. He confided thai his son and mainstay had left him to go to the

city, after a bitter quarrel in which the old man had reproached him
for his desertion and told him never to return. Touchingly he bo-

moaned his lot to Mr. Ray, and, of course begged the actor to come and
rehabilitate the business as he had seen him do on the scroen, or, failing

that, would he write to the son and use his influence in bringing

him back to his home town ?

No such letters have as yet found their way to Mr. Douglas McLean
and Miss Doris May, though, in volume, their correspondence equals that

of any other star. So firmly are their names linked together in the

popular mind that, should the envelope be addressed to Mr. McLean,
the letter invariably refers to Miss May as well. Recently a charming
remembrance came to Miss May and Mr. McLean in the form of a

collection of fresh-water pearls from a man who had collected them
himself. Six were set in a fine chain for Miss May, and four set in cuff

Letters from her admirers always give plea- links for Mr. McLean. The donor asked the stars to accept them as a

sure to PAULINE FREDERICK, and she token of his gratitude for the pleasure that they had brought into his

answers them all personally. life by their screen acting.

' Wait a
minute,
Charles !

Here's
some mora
letters foi

you,"
comes tha

call to

CHARLES
RAY who
is already
carrying a
large post,

many of
them from
"Picture
Show '

'

readers.

JOE, the brunette-comolexioned Major-domo sorts the Ince stars' mail. LLOYD HUGHES autographing photographs to send to admirers.
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FLICKERS FROM FILMLAND.
NEWS, NOT*. S, AND OPINIONS, BY FRED K. ADAMS.

A Producer of Note.

ONE of the practical, modern artists

who is bringing beauty into every-
day things is Maurice Tourneur, a

master director of the screen. He was
born in Palis just forty years ago. After
friuxluiig college ho became a designer and
decorator, and has to liis credit many
illustrations for books and magazines,
striking posters, lace curtains, and fabric

designs as well as a number of original

stage settings. He has been associated
both with Rodin, the great e.-.t of modem
sculptors, and with Puvis de Chavannes,
whose delicate poetio mural paintings are
among the finest contributions to this

field of a.-t. Before he ever dreamed of

becoming associated with pictures, Maurice
Tourneur spent fifteen years as a producer
of plays for the articulate stages of Europe.
These facts give us much better under-
standing why the productions of this

great genius stand out from among the
many mediocre plays which come to the
screen.

The Associated Producers.
AURICE TOURNEUR "S inborn ar-

tistry has been cultivated and
polished through the constant

contact with the greatest masters of the
time. The fiery spirit which he forced

into his screen offering of " The Pit " a
few years ago, his marvellous interpreta-

tion of "Trilby," which was proclaimed
the ruasterwork of the period when it

was prodused, stamped him as a genius
of the screen a number of years ago. This
genius has been developing, however, as

seen in his screen interpretation of Maeter-
linck's " The Blue Bird," which has won

MAURICE TOURNEUR, a master direclor

of the screen, who has thrown in his

lot with the newly formed " Associated

Producers," and will in future finance his

own productions.

for him the plaudits of the entire world.

-And now, so ho tells me, he is out to realise

the one groat ideal of his life, He is to

become affiliated with the newly formed
Associated Producers, which means that

in the future ho will finance his own pro-

ductions, spending wlmtevor ho deems
best to bring to the screen photo-plays pro-

duced with all the care as to details 88

only an artiat Of lliitf culibro cun uppre-

ciato.

Great Continental Actor.

NOVELL!, the tamous Italian film

actor, who can be seen with Fran-
ceses Bertini in Sardou's " Bit tor

Fruit," and in the spectacular production
" Fabiola," is also one of the most dis-

tinguished artistes on the Italian stage.
His " Shylock " was recently described as
the finest rendering of the part within
living memory. On the screen Novelli has
appeared in such famous films as " Quo
Vadis," " Attila," and " Robespierre,"
and will be before the public shortly in

Mr. Kendal's old character of " Tho Iron-
master," and in a film version of Marion
Crawford's novel " The Heart of Rome."

Kenelm Foss Active Again.

I
AM informed that Lionel Pliillips' Co.,
the well-known firm of film exporters,
which has done so much to advance

the cause of British films in the world's
markets, has secured the world's rights in
" Tho Joyous Adventures of Aristide
Pujol," in tho belief that it worthily re-

presents some of the best elements in

British film production. "The Joyous
Adventures of Aristide Pujol," by \V. J.
Locke, the world-famous author of " The
Beloved Vagabond," first appeared as a
series of stories in a well-known magazine.
The character of the quixotic, irrepres-
sible young Frenchman made an instan-
taneous appeal.

Mr. Kenelm Foss, who plays the title

role in " The Joyous Adventures of Aristide
Pujol," and is largely responsible for the
production, is well-known on stage and
screen. He was for several years the
bright particular star of the Glasgow Re-
pertory Theatre, where he produced and
played in all the most important produc-
tions. On the London stage ho is per-
haps best known for his production of
Mr. O. K. Chesterton's " Magic " at the
Little Theatre in 1914. In film-land he is

one of tho most prolific of photo-play-
wrights, and has probably written more
British film scenarios than any other
author.

Lessons We Learn From the

Films.

With some girls a clear complexion is
more important than a clear conscience,
'•

cji - * *

A star artiste with pretty teeth will
laugh at a stupid joke.

* * *

A woman's love is more often to be
feared than a man's hate.

* * •
'

// we could see ourselves as others see
us we wouldn't believe it.

The Week's Best Films .

THE following is a list of the best photo-
plays which are being released for
exhibition at the cinemas during

this week, and the names of the star
artistes :

Ilopson Production " A Gentleman Rider "

Viojjkt Hoj'sov.
Vilajraph .. " Miss Duleie from Dixie "

Gladys Leslik.
Wet/tern Import . .

" The Law's Outlaw "

Roy Stewart.
Astra (Flying A Co.) " 'I he Ghost of Rosy

Taylor "

Mary Miles MlN'TKR.
Ideal . . . . " The Whine of Lifo

"

Mn. and Mns. Vernon Castle.
W. AN l) F "The Treasure"

Edith Stork v.

F. L. F. S. .. "I'll Get Him Vet"
Dorothy Gisn.

F. L. F. ,<?. . . " Something To Bo "

Bryant ATashudrn.
Granger's " Love's Bur-am "
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XJufyoGDiamonds
T/ie JVeu; Wooften Dress—The Beauty of Silk Stockinette—

A Wonderful Renovation.

identity to Lucille and Dr. Torrano. (Photos : Vitagraph.)

THER13 is not the slightest sign of

abatement in the craze for knitted

garments, and in 'buses, trams,

trains, and offices, busy girls are. still to

be found diligently knitting as fast as ever

their clever lingers will allow. Especially

behind the scenes in filmland is the fad for

knitting apparent, this work being an easy

and useful pastime for tilling in intervals

between scenes. liven such stars as

Pauline Frederick have succumbed to the

craze, and are often to be seen sitting in their

dressing-room diligently plying the needles.

Despite the fact that the jumper has

had a very long run of popularity, and
there are few girls who can admit that

they have not possessed one or more,
signs of even greater popularity are ap-

parent for the coming summer.
There is no doubt about the comfort

and usefulness of the jumper, but there are

girls who should not wear them, however
much they appeal to them. The too thin

girl, for instance, looks particularly

elongated in the si raight jumper that boasts

of stripes round tho lower hem, and a

collarless neck. It is she who should

choose the coat variety of woollen gar-

ment, with long roll collar to give width,

and the fulness belted in at the waist.

Then again, the stout girl looks even
more unbecoming than the slim girl in a
jumper. She it is who should eschew tho

wearing of jumpers altogether, for even if

they are tight-fitting they tend to show off

the fulness of her figure and look ungainly.

The Jumper Dress.

IN
many instances the jumper has

evolved into a complete chess. Such a
frock is particularly comfy and looks

smart. If you wish to be the possessor

of a woollen frock, and intend knitting

at home, all you have to do is to knit

exactly as you would a jumper, addir

length to both the back and front.

A good idea when making such
jersey frock is to add a band of trim-

ming to simulate a two-piece garment.
Do this by knitting a band of another
colour wool at jumper length, or a
band of wool that will fluff up. Fringe
could also be added with equal success.

This is quito simple, and becomingly
breaks the very straight line of the
woollen frock.

The Vogue for Stockinette.

WHILE on the question of woollen

j
umper dresses, I may as well say

a word about the really beautiful

silk stockinette frocks that are being
worn so much, that are, unfortunately,
out of reach of the girl with a limited
dress allowance on account of their

exorbitant prico. Yet the girl who is

clever with her fingers can quite easily

fill the need by making one herself.

No, not actually knitting it. That
would take far too long and prove too
tedious a job. Hut she can buy the
silk stockinette, double width, and in

all the most beautiful colourings, from
one pound per yard. And, as a simp]
frock will only take about three yards
and very little trimming, if any, th

initial outlay will bo quite small, and no
greater than that for an ordinary best
frock. Of course, care will have to be
taken in the making of such a frock, and
it will have to be made up immediately
it is cut out, so that the Stitches do not. run.
The most suitable stylo to choo.,e is tho

frock in one from neck to hem, with fairly

short sleeves, and belted in at tho waist-
lino with a sash of the stockinette that
ties at tho back. Fringe could completo
tho neck and eclgo of sleeves. Then a
touch of originality eoidd bo added by
hand embroidery in another coloured silk

or wool, being worked both on tho front

of the bodieo and round tho skirt, or for

a very best dress trim with beads.

A Jersey Coat.
AUIKLi friend of mine has devised

tho most delightful little ejwirta

coat out of—her brother's army
cardigan ! It was only upon my remarking"
about her new woolly coat that she divulged
her secret, and my astonishment at such
an ingenious notion was immense. It was
originally one of thoso drab khaki sweater
coats, fitted with rounded neek that
fastened down the front with buttons and
buttonholes, and although tho colour was
ugly, the wool was particularly good, and
of woi derful wearing capacity. This has
been dyed a beautiful bright green. I

wondered how such a drab colour had
turned into such a lovely green, but she
told me it was carried out at a dye worka
for the small sum of six shillings.

Round the lower hem a band of grey
wool had been knitted on to give tho
coat the new length, and a long roll collar

of the grey wool attached to the neck,
extending right to the lower hem of the

coat, thus covering the fastenings, which,
having been made for a man, were on tho
wrong side.

As a finishing touch, a belt of grey was
placed round the waist and tied over at
one side. The finished effect was mar-
vellous, and one that many other women
could carry out with equal success, thus
making use of their men folk's army
cardigan.

For Smart Wear.

THE smartest jumpers designed for

summer wear are being arranged in

open stitch to give coolness to the
body on warm days. This means that
less wool is needed. However, when
working open stitch it must be remembered

Miss PAULINE FREDERICK occupies het
spare lime between scenes by knitting.

that this type of knitting is apt to drop
after a little wear, and allowance must bo
made accordingly.

Crochet lace edging in coloured silk is a
novelty on the newest jumpers, and added
to hem and edge of short sleeves, the effect

is novel and becoming. F.ven on silk or
crepe-dc-Chino junipers this crochet HUM
edging is to bo seen. It is particularly

suitable for the new long blouses that ex-

tend about four inches below the waist, those

being gathered on to a fairly tight band,
tho latter of silk crochet. A Diuissi.n.
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A FINE COMPLETE STORY TELLING OF THE COMPLICATIONS WHEN CROOK MEETS CROOK.

|N a big mansion just outside New York City,

I a man stood staring through one of the
windows of the drawing-room. He was coat-

3?33 and collarless, and, as he watched, his hand
kept going to his hip pocket and clutching the
butt of an automatic-pistol. He was a strange
figure to be in 6uch surroundings, for lie had
the face of a criminal. And Steve Wilson was
a crook. He wa3 a notorious safe-breaker who
v 13 wanted by the police in a dozen states. Hut
Hie was no more out of keeping with the beauti-
fully-furnished room than the other three persons
who occupied it. There was George Brockton and
Ms wife, and Antonio Verdi, three of the cleverest
crooks that ever worked the touch system on a
combination lock. For <the present they were
posing as rich people, just returned from Europe,
»>nd they had designs on the jewellery of a rich

family named Palmer, whose house and grounds
were next to their own.
"What makes you keep fingering that gun?"

said George H rock ton irritably. " You're like a
villain in a cheap melodrama."
"You come and look!" growled Wilson.

Brockton rose lazily and looked through the
window. A girl of striking beauty, dressed in a
riding-habit, was talking to a good looking young
man, also in riding kit.

"Well, what about it?" said Brockton. "Ain't
that what Nan's for? To get into the good books
of these Palmers. There's more ways of getting
into a house than picking the lock. Nan's play-

ing up to Tom Palmer so that we can get an
invitation."

" Playing up,' echoed the safe-breaker. " There's
nioro than play in that. She's in love with him
if I ra any judge of a woman's looks."
"Well, you're not!" snapped Brockton. "And

you're not the head of this outfit, either. You
Leave Nan alone

!"

Whatever Wilson was going to reply was stopped
by the sudden entrance of a man through the
French windows. He was a tall, scraggy man,
with a foxy face; dressed in a rusty black frock

©oat and shiny trousers, and wearing a bat-

tered silk hat. Ira Lazarre looked just what he
was—a shark lawyer.
" What the blazes do you want to come in

that way lor?" said Brockton. "You looked
scared stilt What's the matter?"
" Ferris is on to our game," said the lawyer.
" Ferris!"
There was real anxiety in George Brockton's

voice as he echoed the name.
Tho gang had reason to fear Ferris, the

mysterious detective, who was never seen, but
whose agents were everywhere. More than one
of their big schemes had been queered by Ferris;
mor" than one of the original gang was now in

prison as a result of Ferris 0 uncanny cleverness.
" ' Ferret,' they ought to call that fellow,"

growlc! Steve Wilton. "If I could only get my
gun on him

"

"Oh, cut that gun stuff out," said Brockton.
If Ferris is on to our game we have got to

get it through mighty quick or beat it. Ah,
iiero's Nun !"

The girl in the riding habit had entered the
room.
" What'* tho trouble?" she said gaily. " Vou

look like a gathering of undertakers. Steve
would make a splendid mute."
" Ye* ; and there'll be a funeral soon, and that

beautiful young man of yours will be the corpse
if you play crooked with us!" tried Wilson
savagely.

The smile went from the face of the girl, and
her mouth set in a determined line as she walked
straight up to the safe-breaker.

" You just keep a civil tongue in your head
when you speak to me, you big, brainless,
blundering burglar. You can't scare me with your
gun talk. I don't know why you allowed this big
hulk to come into the game, George. He's more
fit for Bowery thug-work than a delicate job like
the one we've got on."
"Stop quarrelling!" said Brockton. "Ira has

got the office that Ferris is on to our game."
" Ira is also scared," replied the girl, with

a sneer. "Ferris isn't the earth, and I mean
to get the Palmer jewels before I leave this neigh-
bourhood. Look, George, I've got the first one,
and without cracking the safe!"
She held up her left hand and showed a beauti-

ful diamond ring on the fourth finger.
"You're great. Nan," said George Brockton

admiringly. "I'm with you. We'll get the
Palmer jewels, Ferris or no" Ferris."
" Forget the Nan, George," said the girl.

" Remember I am your daughter, Ruth Brockton.
Now listen, for we've got to hustle. The Pal-
mers are coming to tea this afternoon, so you
must all get dressed and play your parts. Steve,
you will have to be the butler. You, Toni, can
be my music master. As for you Ira, I don't
think there's any part that will fit you, so you had
better beat it."

The gang rushed off to dress, and Ruth opened
the windows to let out the smell of stale tobacco.
As she stood there, Tom Palmer crossed the pad-
dock at the back of his home, and a soft, ten-
der light came into the eyes of the girl.
Had he seen her at that moment George Brock-

ton would have agreed with Steve. There was
no acting in the wistful gaze of the girl ; no-
thing false in the sigh that escaped her lips
as she drew back from the window.
The Brockton family were quito different when

they again assembled in the drawing-room. Mrs.
Brockton, in a grey wig which defied detection,
looked a charming and stately lady. Her hus-
band, in a well-cut suit, looked like a college
professor, and Tony would have passed anywhere
for a foreign music master. But even the gor-
geous livery worn by Steve could not disguise the
criminal. Ruth looked at him with some mis-
giving.
" Thank goodness you won't have to converse,

Steve. Don't forget how I taught you to announce
the guests."
The burglar assumed a dignified attitude, and,

stalking stiffly down the room, called out in a
deep voice

:

" Mr. and Mrs. Palmer."
"You'll do, Steve," laughed It ti til.

The girl herself looked charming in a tea-gown
of crepe-de-chine, trimmed with old lace.
The Palmers' were a very distinguished-looking

family. Mr. Palmer had the appearance and man-
mis of an English duke, and his wife—a hand-
some woman of some forty years of age—had the
calm a- iirama of a well Imii wnman of the world.
Grace Palmer was a pretty, unaffected girl, and
her brother Tom was a fine type of the clean-
built, clean-living American.
The success of the reception was threatened by

Steve getting too much to drink in the butler's
pantry, hut Ruth carried if off by saying to
Brockton :

"We really shall have to get rid of him,
father."
And then turning lo Mrs. Palmer, ehe added:

" You see his father before him was in our
service, and dad does not like to discharge him.
Besides he is rather quaint, don't you think?"
The remark paved the way to a general dis-

cussion on the difficulty of getting good servants!
which was continued by the women while George
Brockton led the way to the library and showed
Mr. Palmer his collection of pearls.

"Of course," he said, "my collection is nothing
compared to yours, but in my small way I am
an enthusiast."
The remark brought the answer Brockton had

intended it should—an invitation to Inspect the
Palmer collection.

While the guests were having tea Brockton
sprang the surprise he had arranged. Steve nuns
in with a telegram for his master.

Brockton allowed an exclamation of annoyancs
to escape him as he read it, and then passed it

to his wife
" It'e very awkward," he said. " We have a

law-suit on, and we shall have to go to Chicago."

"Oh, father, I can't possibly go!" exclaimed
Ruth. *' You forget my concert."

"Sorry, my dea'r, but you can't stay alone in

tho house with that drunken fool of a butler.

You'll have to put the concert off, I'm afraid."

" Would your daughter care to accept my hos-

pitality for the time you are away? We shall

be delighted to have her," said Mrs. Palmer.

Brockton expressed his thanks, and thus the

first step in the scheme to get the Palmer jewels

was made.

As soon a3 the Palmers' had gone, the Brock-

tons' threw off the mask. Mrs. Brockton did

not even trouble to go to her room to take,

off her wig, but threw it on the couch and called

for a whisky-and soda. Steve brought in the

drinks and discarded his gorgeous coat with a

sigh of relief.
" Well, it's all plain sailing now," said Brockton.

" Ruth can work the trick, and we will wait here

for her after we have pretended to go to the

station for Chicago. Even if Ferris has tumbled
to our game we 6hall be through with it, and
have made our get-away before lie can fix things.

What do you say. Nan—I mean, Ruth?"
The girl looked up with a start.

She was not thinking of the Palmer jewels, but
of Tom Palmer as ho had walked with her in

the garden and asked her to marry him. She
loved him, but the strange destiny that shaped
her life compelled her to refuse him. If he only
knew what she really was.
" What's the matter?" asked Brockton sus-

piciously. " You're not getting scared of the
job, are you?"

"It's that fellow Palmer," sneered Steve
Wilson.
The girl flushed angiih .

" If you don't stop that big yegg's mouth,
George, I will cut the game out!"

"Don't you dare talk about putting the cross

over us!" shouted Ira Lazarre, who had joined the

part. " Don't forget, Nan Carey, that you are in

my power. The police would like to know who did

that little burglary in Sixth Avenue, and they
will know if you cut up rough!"

"That's the talk!" shouted Steve. "The girl

can't kid me that she's not in love with Palmer,
and I ain't keen on working with a woman that's

crazy about the man she's laying to rob."

Ruth sprang to fcer feet with blazing eyes, but
Brockton intervened.

" Don't worry about them," he said. " Listen

to me. You and Tony get off to the Palmers' as
quietly as possible. A little later I will 6end Steve
on with your necklace, saying you left it on
your dressing-table. You must ask one of the
Palmers to put it in their safe, and they will

be sure to show you the jewels. I will leave it

to you to get the combination. As soon as they
have gone to bed you can get at the safe and
drop' the jewels out of the window, where Rupert,
your chauffeur, will be waiting for them. Then
come along here as soon as you can, and we will

make our get-away!"
"All right, George! You can trust me to get

the stuff, but for goodness' sake keep these two
fools out of the game."
She gave a withering glance at Steve and Ira,

and then went to dress.

Tho plan worked like clockwork. Steve arrived
with the necklace, and, as Tom Palmer took it

away to put it in the safe, he ' turned to Ruth
and asked her if she would like to see the
collection.

" I shall be delighted," replied Ruth. " My
father was speaking about it after you went, and
saying how much he regretted that his visit to
Chicago had prevented him accepting your father's
offer to inspect the jewels."
" The safe in itself is very interesting," said the

young man, when they reached the library. " It

is charged with sufficient electricity to kill half
« dozen men if anyone attempted to open it who
did not know how to cut off the current."
Ho preyed on a concealed knob which shut off

the electric current , and then he touched a si>ring
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ami a panel went up revealing the safe. It was

worked with a couiljinatiou lock, and as Tom
Palmer turned the mechanism, Ruth noted the

Changes and seratehed them down on a wall with

a hairpin. . v
•

The collection was indeed wonderful, and as

Until handled the various pieces one by one, she-

could see tne reasons for the elaborate pre-

cautions taken to safeguard the gems. Then Tom
Palmer switched on tho burglar alarm and
instantly every servant in the house came running

into the room all armed. The young master ex-

plained that ho was only showing Ruth how tho

6afe worked, and then went back to their work.
" You see it would take something like a super-

man to get away with these jewels!" laughed
Tom.

" But a very ordinary woman will get them to-

night," thought Ruth.
She had noticed the switches that worked the

electricity and the burglar-alarm, and she felt

sure she had got the combination correct.

In order that sho might get the job over as

soon as possible Ruth excused herself soon after

dinner on the plea of a headache, and retired to

her room. Tony, who had accompanied her to the
Palmers', left about the same time saying that*

he » must catch a train to tho next town where
he was staying with a friend.

Ruth waited till two o'clock in the morning,
and then, dressing herself, she wont quietly down-
stairs. She worked noiselessly and swiftly and sho
had just got the jewels when she heard a foot-

step. She dodged behind a chair and pulled out
an automatic-pistol.
Peering over the top of the chair .sho saw the

Intruder was Mr. Palmer, but to her astonishments
lie was fully dressed, with his hat on and a thick
overcoat.
He looked at the open safe, and then, muttering

something about " Tom must have done this,"

he dashed from the room.
Ruth waited till ho wa3 clear, and then let

herself out of the house by tho side door. As
she was making her way through the shrubbery
two figures sprang towards her. They were tall,

powerful men, and carried pistols. One of them
flashed an electric-torch in her face and then said:
" You can go!"
" Why did you do that, Holmes?" asked the

other, after Ruth was out of hearing. " I'll lay

that woman had got the jewels."
"I know she had!" replied the other. "Rut

don't you worry. Her chauffeur is looking after
her. He's one of us, and I'm acting according
to Ferris's orders."
There were many mysterious tilings happening

that night. Tom Palmer, followed by tho butler
of his father's house, was the next to appear.
They were talking in a confidential way as
equals, a strange sort of an arrangement that
was evidently understood by the two men watch-
ing in the shrubbery. The watchers made no
attempt to molest Tom Palmer and his companion.
"We'll get along to the Brocktons' now and

get the lot," said the man, who had been addressed
as Holmes.
When Tom Palmer and the butler arrived .at the

Brocktons' they did not ring the bell but got In

secretly through a window. Very cautiously they
crept into the reception-room and stood listening
with their pistols held in readiness.
From the drawing-room came the sound of voices

and the clinking of glasses.
Tom Palmer peeped in. It was a weird sight

that met his gaze. Brockton and his wife, with
Steve, Tony, and Ira Lazarre, were drinking, and,
from the number of bottles lying empty -on the
floor, it wac evident that they had been making
a night of it.

Tom stepped back as Steve came to tho door.
Tom grabbed him, and pushed his pistol against
his ribs.

" Don't move if you want to live !' hissed Tom,
as he dragged his captive into the reception-room.
But the next second tho tables were turned.

George Brockton, followed by Tony, dashed into
tho room and covered Tom and his companion.
"What's tho meaning of this visit?" asked

Brockton.
"I thought you had gone to Chicago!" gasped

Tom.
"Did you?" replied Brockton grimly. "Well,

you see, I haven't! And now answer my question!
What are you doing here at this hour of the
morning .'"

" Miss Brockton did not trust your butler and
6ho asked me to come and get her jewels."
"So you came in through tho window, eh?"

sneered Brockton. "Yon can cut that stuff out."
" Well, if you will have it, wo camo to steal

your jewels," said Tom.
"Steal!" exclaimed Brockton. " You—the rich

son of the millionaire came to steal! Is this a
joke?"
"No joko ahout it," replied Tom. " We're not

society folk at all. We're crocks. Wanted in a
dozen cities by the police."
" Do you hear that?" screamed Mrs. Brockton.

"They're crooks! Low-down crooks.! Did you
ever come across such deceit?"
For a few seconds the Brockton gang stood

stock-still. Stunned with this astounding declara-
tion that the people they had planned to rob

(Continued on page 18).

CHARLIE'S EARLY DAYS.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN, who enjoys tho elis-

tinotion of being the most famous screen

comedian, born in London, on April

16th, 1889.
Charlie's early recollect ions of his boyhood

are not very happy. Hi; lost his father whilst ho

was still a little chap, and there followed years

of hard struggle with poverty, during which

his mother worked hard to support her boys, till

they wore old enough to take some of tho burden

off her shoulders.

For some years Charlie toured England with

a troupe of clog dancer--, The work was
very hard, but Charlie owes much of his present

ngility, sense of balance, and the sureness of all

his movements to the drudgery of that early

training of his. *'*.,-#
To the Land of Promise.
CHARLIE'S e'der brother Sydney, who had

already made his mark with Fred Karno's

comedy company, was, later on, successful

in getting Charlie an engagement with the same
concern.

It was in 1910 that Fate sent along her
deputy in the person of Mr. Alf. Reeves, just

back from tho United States. Air. Reeves was
managing Karno's interests in America, had lost

his principal comedian, and had como back to

tho Old Country to find a suitable substitute.

On seeing Charlie Chaplin, Mr. Reeves
was quick to reeogniso his possibilities as a

drawing card with the American public, and
very soon after, little dreaming what tho journey
was to mean in tho history of his career, Charlie

packed his modest grip, and set sail for tho
Land of Promise.

* * *

His Big Chance.

CHARLIE remained with the Karno company
till the November of the following year.

It was whilst ho was playing in " The
Mumming Birds " at Los Angeles that his

possibilities for the screen were recognised by one
of tho directors of the famous Keystone Comedy
Company, and a few weeks afterwards he
received a legal-looking document summoning
him " on -a matter of important busings " to
New York.
On arriving in New York, Charlie, to his great

surprise, was offered a year's contract to star

with tho Keystone Company, at a salary which
at that lime he considered absolutely princely.

He accepted tho offer, but out of loyalty to hia

old company stipulated that ho should first

conclude his contract with Karno.
Charlie's first months in Los Angeles were

most unhappy. His quiet comedy methods were
\itterly at varianco with the hurricane school of

slapstick farco which was then tho reigning
vogue in America. He lived in a constant feud
with his directors, who had apparently resigned
themselves to tho idea that their company had
made a bad investment.

It was in a moment of despa ir that his director

one day gave him " carto blanche,'' just to see

what would happen. And what happened was
exactly what Charlio had anticipated. Hia
picture was a success. His leisurely, self-

absorbed methods were something that the
Americans had never seen before, and people
began to wonder who the funny little man was
whose name never appeared on the screen.

* # *

Better Work to Come.
STRANGE to say, however, it was a five-reel

picture that Keystone produced to star
somebody else that brought about tho big

Chaplin boom of 1014-1915. Tho picture was
entitled ''Tilly's Punctured Romance," but in a
few months' time the lustre of the star was com-
pletely eclipsed by that of Charlio Chaplin, who
had at last found his big chance when ho was
chosen as her " support."
From that day onwards, Charlie's career has

been ono of constant and steady progress. Seme
of his efforts have naturally been more successful
than others, but, I can confidently assert that
the best ho has to give the world is still to come,
and that there are aspects of Chaplin's crt which
are now being realised which one day will prove
how great and universal a thing all true genius is.

Think of these words. Then wait and see !

Elsie Codd.

Charlie looks in wonder-
ment at the strange little

miniature of himself
filmland.
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More Adventures Among the Cannibals.

ON THE BORDERS OF CIVILISATION.
No. 2.—MY WIFE IN THE HANDS OF THE CANNIBALS.

By MARTIN JOHNSON, World's Famous Explorer and Photographer.

IN my previous article 1 mentioned the ter-

rible escape that Mrs. Johnson had from a

chief named Nagapate when we went to

an island called " Big Numbers. '

We had a number of police boys with us, all

well armed, but they did not know the geography

of that particular island, so we were compelled

to call upon three of the natives to guide us.

I am firmly convincod now that these men
meant to take us to the chief and get a reward

for our capture, but when 1 gave the order to

Btart I had no thought of this.

My one idea was lo get pictures, and because

we had been so fortunate before I had begun

to think we should get through every tunc.

How bitterly 1 regretted my carelessness before

the sun had gone down that day.

The guides walked us for hours through

Bwamps and jungles where there was no path.

I certainly did think half way through the

journey, that if the guides proved false we were

Sn a desperate plight, for not even our police

boys could have found their way back through

that tangled maze.

Treachery.
HOWEVER, it was too late then to return.

We had to go on and trust the guides,

and a more villainous lot of men I never

met. Most of the time we were travelling

through gra.;s that was over our heads. If the

guide3 had suddenly boiled into the grass all

they would have had to have done would have

been to have shot us down as we stood there

helplos3. But though they gavo us many
insolent looks they kept on.

Suddenlv, without the slightest warning,

about a hundred grinning black heads appeared

on either side of us, and presently they ad-

vanced with spears and guns levelled. Their

attitude was decidedly threatening, and as they

outnumbered us by so many it was useless to

think of fight until' the worst came to the worst.

1 decided to try diplomacy.
Telling one of my police boys to throw away

his arms, I sent him with a message to say that

wo meant no harm to them, but had come to

bring presents to their chief.

They held a long consultation, and then told
my boy that the chief was in his garden, and
that we must come with them. We got there,
and saw the chief's wives working among the
crops. This J learned was the daily routine
for the women of his harem. Not even his
favourites were excused work. While we
waited the chief himself came stalking down the
hill. As soon as I saw him I knew we «er« n
for trouble. He was a giant of a man, and,
though a brute in strength and stature, I could
see. he was far above the rest of his tribe ment-
ally. There was a dominating personality
about him that compelled you to look at
him.

" Good Grass Belong Missy."
WHILE he was coming down the hill I got

the camera working, and took a number
of pictures, but he paid not the slightest

attention to me. To my horror he went
straight up to Mrs. Johnson and placed his

great hand on her cheeks. My hand went
straight to my gun, and had I yielded to my
first intention I should have shot him dead on
the spot. But 1 thought of Osa, my wife.

Even if I succeeded in wiping out the chief
and half his tribe thero would be more behind
them, and in the end 1 should be killed, and Osa
left in the merciless hands of these savages. I
still kept a good hold of my gun, but I did not
draw it, though 1 was determined that rather
than fall into the hands of these beasts I would
die fighting, leaving the last two cartridges for

Osa and myself.
The chief next took off my wife's hat and felt

her hair saying :
" Good grass (hair) belong

missy.
'

'

He then turned to his men, and they began
talking together in a language I could not follow,
though I had been able to understand the
guides.

A Wonderful Trusting Smile.

I
FELT that our time had come, for though
1 could not follow the words of the savages,
I could understand the meaning of their

"CHEATING CHEATERS."
were criminals like themselves. Then, with a

eavage cry llrockton tinned to his confederates.
•' Hind them up, and if they make a sound,

plug them ! To think we should have been handed

out a cold deal like this. Hut he may he lying.

Anyway, wt shall have to wait for Ruth."

Crook Meets Crook.

HE led the way back to the drawing-room
while Tom and the butler were bound by

Steve an i l'ony and thrown on the Hoor.

There thev were found by Ruth when she

arrived a little later The girl quickly unbound

Tom, ami was doing the same service for the

butler when Brockton stepped in the room.

"Se- that's vou're game, eh? You were going

to cn Ji us for'tliis young cub. You'll change your

mind about him when you know what he really

is B'it first of all, what about the jewels?"
" H<:re they are!" replied Ruth, handing over

the case.
'J'oni I'almer looked aghast
" A:-e you a crook?" he said, looking at Ruth

utterly bewildered.
•' Seems like it," replied Ruth. " What were you

doing here?"
" He came to steal our jewels." broke in Brock-

ton. " Y'ou're aristocrat lover is a crook like

ourselves Anyway, we've got their jewels."
" Much Rood will they do you," said Tom Pal-

mer. " They re paste imitation, every one of

them."
It dirt not take Krockton long to see that this

was the trut,. and he broke out into a torrent

of angry recriminations against the I'almer family.
" It's no use worrying over spilt milk," said

Orace. " It s been a case of cheating cheater*.
Now, here we are two clever gangs of crooks.
Why not amalgamate?"
As sh" spoke . Steve came in with the rest of the

I'almer familv, and the language of the aristo-
cratlo Mr 1'ilmcr, when he found out that the
Rrocktons' were on the same (tame as himself,
was not, in keeping with his distinguished appcar-

( Continued from
page J 7.

)

ance. Angry words passed between the rival

gangs, and they looked like getting to blows
when Ruth interposed.

" If we're going to discuss amalgamation let

us have an orderly meeting," she said. " As a

start. 1 propose that everybody puts his or her

gun in this bag."

She pulled out a travelling-bag, and one by one
the weapon- were dropped, into it. Then she took
it away and the two gangs sat round the table.

But before the first proposition was put to the
meeting there came another dramatic surprise.

The man Holmes, followed by Ruth's chauffeur
and four mo>e men, rushed in the room, pistols

in hand, and held up the gang.
" We're Ferris's men." said Holmes, " and I

reckon the Chief will be mightv pleased to see vou
all."

He turned to one of his men.
*' Just ring up Central police-station and tell

•them to send a patrol-wagon along at once," he
said.

The Tables Turned.

THEX came the culminating surprise in this
succession of dramatic thrills.

Ruth walked over to Holmes.
"All right, Jim, I'll take charge now:"
The rival gangs looked at each other in spell-

bound astonishment.
The chauffeur was the first to find his voice.
"Who is she?" he asked, turning to Holmes.
" Guess she's Ferris," chuckled the detective.

" You thought you were the chauffeur to a crook,
eh?"

" Yes, I'm Ferris," said Ruth, facing the crooks
" I've got a proposition to make to you. I am
acting on behalf of several companies insuring
against burglaries. If you will write out a full

confession we will let the past slide, and I will
train yon to become detectives. If not, we shall
have to go into the past and frame the many
charges against you all."

THE CHIEF NAGAPATE.

looks. I got Osa's eyes, and signalled that I'

intended to fight it out rather than be taken
prisoner, and she like the true mate she was and
always has been, gave me a smile. I confess

that, although I was determined to fight the
whole tribe I was feeling sick at heart, but Osa
showed no fear. I shall never forget that smile.

While I was trying to figure out how many
cartridges I had and how 1 could plug
the chief without hitting Osa, the natives

started jabbering and pointing towards the

sea. !

I turned my head, and there was a British

cruiser.

The chief took one look, and then twisting

Mrs. Johnson's wrists savagely, he went off

followed by his tribe. Afterwards we found
that one of the small bones in Mrs. Johnson's
wrist had been broken by the savage chief's

twist, but we were both too thankful at our
escape to worry about that. Never before had
I realised the power of the British Navy. Had
it not been for that cruiser I should not have
been writing these memoirs, and, as for my wife,

I can only shudder with fear as I think of what
her fate would have been in the hands of

Nagapate.

(More about Martin Johnson's adventures with
the Cannibals next week. I

"Fancy me being a cop!" exploded Steve Wil-
son.

"Oh, I don t know, Steve," replied Ruth. "Y'ou
will make a better policeman than a butler."

Holmes produced books and pencils, and soon
the gang wore busy on their confessions—alt
except Tom i Palmer, who sat with h.s head be-
tween his hands.
" Y'ou get busy," said Holmes. " You know the

alternative."
" I don't care!" replied the young man.
" All right, Jim." said Ruth. " Bring him to

my office in the morning.

"

Love Always Wins.

IT
was not the cool, daring Miss Ferris, the

great detective, that waited for Tom Palmer
in her private office the following morning,

but a very feminine girl who had great difficulty
in controlling her emotions when Holmes brought
Tom Palmer in and closed the door on them.
" Won't you follow the- others and write out

your confession, Mr. Palmer?" asked Miss Ferris.
" No. Y'ou can do what you like. I may be a

crook, but I wouldn't have done what vou did.
You used my love as a policeman's club.
" I did it for your own good. It wag the only

way to save you," replied Ruth, in a voice she
strove hard to control.
"But why did you bring love Into it?" ex-

claimed the young man bitterly.

"Because because I did love you. I lovs
you now, Tom," said Miss Ferris.
Tom sprang to his feet.
" Do you mean it?"
" Yes, Tom. Will you write your confession

now?" said Ruth softly.
" Y'es, and every word shall be as true as the

words I said when I first told you I loved you,"
said Tom, reaching for the pen.

'

(.Adapted from incidents in the WaUurdaw
photo-play, featuring Clara Kimball Young as
Ruth.)
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DORIS MAY
BEAUTY of face is an asset to a cinema

star, but physical fitness is an essential.
No woman who takes the leading part

In a screen play could carry on unless she was in
as good a condition as a professional athlete.
When you wonder how these seemingly frail

women perform such wonderful stunts, remem-
ber that the explanation is summed up i-A the
one word—fitness.

The recipe is within the reach of all— fresh
air and exercise. It does not matter much what
form the exercise takes, so long as you avoid
strain. Every star has her own system.

The Foil To Fatness.

HERE you see in photographs how Doris
May, whose face is familiar to patrons
of picture shows all over the world, keeps

fit. Doris believes that fencing is the foil to
fatness, and she takes to the foils to keep her
figure. In this she has the support of all the
famous dancers. Fencing is one of the exercises
that women can take up without any fear.

You may remember that Esme Berringer,
the famous London actress, was once obliged
to learn fencing in order to play a part, and she
derived so much benefit from the exercise that
she never gave it up. To-day the principals
and chorus of a musical comedy that is running
in town, keep themselves fit by fencing.

Natural Roses For Your Cheeks.

DORIS also believes that a few minutes with
the clubs and dumb bells each day will

not only keep the doctor away, but will

keep the waist-line wjthin the limit that nature
intended it to be.

There are more working girls than stay -at-

PROVES THE VALUE OF
:: PHYSICAL CULTURE.
home girls to-day, and although the early train
or tram has to be caught, thero is always
time for a, few simple exercises in the
bedroom, with the window wide open.
If you have a garden all the better, for
tho more fresh air you inhale while doing
your exercises the more benefit you will
derive from them. It is necessary that
tho clothing shall be loose so as to allow
complete freedom of tho limbs and muscles.

The Costume to Wear.
THE standard gymnastic costume is the

best, but if you do not care to go to the
expense of that, an old short skirt and

Jumper will make an admirable substitute.
Do not stand still between the exercises what-

ever they are, but walk round so as to keep tho
body in a gentle perspiration.

Nothing is more dangerous than sitting down
while the body is perspiring, for it is almost
eertain you will catch a chill/
Having completed your exercises, go indoors

and have a sponge down with tepid water—cold
water is better if you are accustomed to taking
a cold bath. This should bo followed by a rub
down and a massage. In massaging start at the
feet, and remember always to vub upv>ards
to the heart. After this dress very leisurely,
and, if you have timed your programme rightly,
you should have time for a stroll of a fow minutes
before breakfast.

Half-an-Hour.
THE above looks rather a formidable pro-

gramme, but the whole can be comfortably
carried out by rising half an hour earlier in

the morning, and you will be amply repaid by the
peculiar feeling of lightness that follows regular
exercise. You will also enjoy your breakfast
better, and feel fitter to
tackle the work of the day.

A 'plendid exercise for reducing the
vjaist line.

will soon find that your figure will be improved,
and your face will have tho bloom of health
which does not need the rouge-pot to put the
roses on your cheeks. The namby-pamby girl
is as out of date as the crinoline. The modern
man demands a mate who shall be healthy.
The languishing lily has had her day. The
ideal girl is the red-blooded English rose.
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CHARACTER AS TOLD BY THE FACE.
A Clever, Pliant, Winning Personality is shown in the face of Mabel

Normand.

The Mouth.
LAVATKR informs us that Hie open mouth'

betokens a weak will, and tliat a secret'

would not be safe with such a mouth ;

but the extraordinary charm of the face of
this little lady shows that she lias a will oC
her own, and can use it to perfection.

The Neck.
THERE is groat beauty in the classic. line

of the neck—we ascribe beauty to
that wliich is simple. Note tho fine

lino of the throat, indicative of great encrgy-
and activity.

The Comic.
NOTE tho fulness at the outside of th»

forehead on a line with the eye, de-
picting a taste for fun. The interest

which we observe in this type is always wound
up to concert pitch, hence the enthusiasm
which she excites in others. Her activity is

contagious and her charm alluring.

Personality.A CLEVER, pliant, winning personality,

bending easily to what it wants, places
her in her best light, and clears from

her thoughts all that is useless and disagreeable.

The Soul of Happiness.

THERE is nothing in all the world mors
useful than happiness. It is called the
" sun of the soul." Smiles are more

catching than tears. Mabel Normand's happiness
and energy will tide her over many difficulties!

In Health.
USUALLY they have wonderfully strong,

robust constitutions, and do not know
what nerves are, being of the happy,

even disposition and the sanguine temperament.
The complacent way they have of meeting with
a difficulty is most helpful to them.

MABEL NORMAND.

The Eyes.
SEDUCTIVENESS and attractiveness. Note

the full upper lid coming down over
half of tho pupil of the eye. Nature

has moulded into the expression " Yes, I am
willing to attract !

"

The Nose.
GREAT tenacity for work, though of

pliant nature. Most determined where
she wishes to suceced, with a great

power of endurance.

FILM FIX .M ED
The Difference.
Leadlng Mas :

" Johnson is fairly going
crazy over his new motor-car."
Producer: "That's strange; every time

I've seen him lie's been going crazy under it."

Worse Than Ever.
First Film Actor :

" That producer over
there has criticised my acting, unmercifully."
His Friend :

" Don't mind that fellow.

He's no ideas of his own ; he only repeats, like

a parrot, what all the others say."

He Did His Best.
Seated in the back row in the cinema, tho

young couple were enjoying themselves im-
mensely. The newness of the young lady's

clothes, the devotion of her companion, and the
huge box of chocolates they were sharing sug-
gested that they were honeymooners.
The first act of the fine reel drama was pro-

ceeding, when a stout and elderly and very
pompous lady swept rustlingly to her seat right

in front of the bride.

At first the young couple paid no attention

to her. Then :

" Excuse mo, madam," the bridegroom began
deferentially. " but "

,

The lady he addressed swung slowly round
and eyed him coldly. Even in tho darkened
theatre he felt the chill of her glance. But, un-
deterred, he began again. This lime he got a
reply.

" Kindly explain why you" persist in annoying
me," sho said, haughtily. " My seat does not
obscure your viow, does it ?

"

"Not at all, madam; hut, all tho same, I

must ask you to move. You're
Hut she would not listen.,
" I am not interfering in any way, so please

mind your own business 1
"

But the young man was desperate, although
his lips were trembling with laughter.

" Tardon me, madam," he persisted, " but
you're sitting on an open box of chocolates."

End of a Romance.
Friend: "Where is that pretty little Star

you were making love to a year ago ?
"

Lkading Man : " Oh, 6he's married long
ago !

"

Friend :
" Jilted you, eh ?

"

Leading Man :
" No, worse than that. She

married me."

Already Received It.

Handsome Hero :
" Well, good-bye. darling.

If I can't be home to dinner I'll send you a note
by messenger."
His Wife :

" Don't trouble, dear. I've got
it. It fell out of your pocket this moniing."

Tactful.
This is a delicate way of putting it. isn't it ?

" My dear," he whispered to his pretty screen
wife at table, " 1 begin to think there are a fe\f

misprints in your cookery book."

He Couldn't Forget.
"George, dear," said the pretty screoh

heroine, " will you please post this let'.oi

countermanding that order for a new dress ?

" Yes, dear, delighted ! Just tie my let I

hand to my foot, lest 1 forget it."

Enough Said.
He : "I don't know whether to devote my

lifo to pictures or poetry."
She :

" Well, if I might advise you, I should
say poetry."
He :

" Then you've read some of ray poetry? "

She :
" No. but I've seen some of your films !

'*
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HILDA BAYLEY.
The Temperamental Actress of Stage end Screen

Tells of Her Experiences on the Screen.

WHKX I beard Hilda Baylcy, one of our now
cinema, stars, was to play the role of
Sinionetta, tho temperamental young

actress in " Carnival," I knew she had at last,

been given a part after her own heart. For, as far
ns the light and shade goes, the April moods,
the quick sympathy and the lightning satire,

that is still as delicate as thistledown, Sinionetta
is jtist Hilda Bay ley.

And the other evening I just kidnapped tho
elusive sprite as she slipped through the stage
door. Elusive sprite sounds good to me. Never
was actress better named. Indeed, one might as
well try to net a sunset ray or a wisp of morning
mist, as trap this cinema and stage star into
talking about herself—far less talking shop.

In answer to my brief, " Like your part ?
"

slio flashed back :

" Like it ! Why, I a-d-o-r-e it ! Feel so
absolutely wrapped up in it that I sometimes
forget I'm not really Simonctta," she ended.

Half English—Half Scotch.

YOU are English 1 " I next asked, wonder-
ing, however our Isles could have pro-
duced anything quite so vivid and

pulsating, so half-child, so half-woman, and so
feminine to the finger-tips as Hilda Bayley.

" Londoner," she laughed ;
" but half Scotch

and half English."
" Just a wee bit of the Celt, I see," I remarked.

Then :
" And of course you were born with a

longing to go on the stage ?
"

' " Not at all," she shook her head. " 'Twas at
School the desire came to life, and I'd no sooner
left the dear old place than I managed to satisfy

my ambition."
" And 1 The Yellow Ticket ' was your first

play ? " I broke in.
" Yes ; then I was with Jlr. Matheson Lang

in ' Mr. Wu,' and ' Under Cover/ als©- played
leading ingenue in ' Tho Thirteenth Chair,' and
' The Impossible Woman.'

" Thero were many other plays, and now
' Carnival ' and ' Othello.'

"

" What about the ci iiema J
'' I asked.

" Well, I don't quite know yet why it was I
first took up the cinema. Perhaps curiosity had
something to do with it. Anyhow, one fine day
I said au revoir to tho footlights, and then
' how do you do ?

' to the camera. And now I'm
hugging the chains that bind me to both.

A Dual Personality.

I
VENTURED again :

" Tell mo what you really think about
film acting."

Her expressive eyes narrowed.
" What I really think ? Why, that one has to

be very receptive to do just what a producer
wants one to do. I feel too, that it's necessary
to develop a dual personality the better to watch
what one's film self is doing, and see that she
does what she ought to do. And, last of all, I'm
sure that personality is the biggest factor for
success on the screen. That is, provided one has
first of all got what is called a film face."

Hilda Bayley is superstitions. She pins her
faith to black eat s. But blaek,eats or no cats, she
will succeed. For she's fay. And the fay may
not always be divinely happy, but they ever
make good.

SOME FINE

'IDEAL'Pictures
lllilllllll!) Coming Presently :\\\\\\\\\\\\\

"BUILD THY HOUSE,"
By S. Trevor Jones.

"HANDY ANDY," By Samuel Lover.
" THE WILL," By Sir James Barrie.

"THE MANCHESTER MAN,"
Bv Mrs. Linnaeus Banks.

"ERNEST MALTRAVERS,"
By Lord Lytton.

"TORN SAILS," By Allan Raine.
"BELPHEGOR, THE MOUNTEBANK,"

Bv Charles Webb.
"LADY AUDLEYS SECRET,"

By Miss Braddon.
"SYBIL," By Lord Beaconsfield.

"THE BACHELORS' CLUB,"
By Israel Zangwill.

"IDEAL'S" British Pictures
are the Pick of the Pictures.

IDEAL Film Renting Co., Ltd.,

76-78, Wardour St., London, W.l.

IND-MASTERY & SELF-CONFIDENCE
Are you "Master" oi your mmd! Ave you clcar-

rainded, strong-willed, self-confident, and successful?
Learn the secrets of Mind-Mastery and Strong Nerves. CauiSIi
c hyness, awkwardness, timidity, worry, self-fears, and
' Nerves." Learn how to mure than hold your own in the Navy,
Army, R.A.F., the Profession 1

;, Business, and Society. Send
"illy 3d, stamps for particulars of ennrid ntial Mento-Nerve
Hrengtheniui: methods. Used in the Navy fmin Vice-Admiral
m Seaman, and in the Army 'rom Colonel to Private, M.C.'a,
D.C.M.'s. and M.M.'s.—C.ODFRY KLLIOTT-NM ITH

,
LTI>.. 5D(J,

Imp-rial ••nildinns. Lndcate Circn*. L- nd m. E.r.4

BLOUSES
BV POST

Dai"ty desigs in tricoline

clolh, large selection of

charmi'g stripe patten s

:—all colours— guaranteed

fast to light a d water.

Send to-d y for des riptive

leflet and pit ems of actual

materi'l which will be sent
post free by return,

carriage paid. Outsizes 2.'6 ex.

Kuch blouse packed in separate box.
'

'AIMNOCK BROS. (Dept. P.),

21, Albion Street. Manchester.

18 11

Miss HILDA BAYLEY. Expectancy, P'eading.

WE TEACH BY POST
We specialise in all Exams connected with

these subjects :
—

Aviation Clerk of Works Duties
Shipbuilding Structures in Concrete
Electricity ana Steel
Mining Draughtsmanship
Engineering Civil Engineering
Mathematics Boiler Inspecting
Structural Engineering Marine ngineering
Surveying and Level- Motor Engineering

ling Wireless Telegraphy
Architectural Drawing Internal Combustion
Building Construction Engines
w« are prepared t.i produce on demand 0,000 unsolttlta I

tcHtiiuonial* from sueeetwful students or nay £100 to

any eharity yon appoint. It we have h<-lp..l ti.ono

prosper i ty, surely we CAD belp YOU. If yon are Intel rated
in any of these subjects write, Qunfatf the lUbjMti and
wo will Rend you our

FREE BOOKLET.
Please Mate your atfe. Advice free.

Parents shouM seek our advice for their Sons.

THE BENNETT COLLECE (Dept. 121) SHEFFIELD

L
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PWH
Painlessly Removes

Unwanted Hair

THE ONLY DEPILATORY GUARANTEED
NOT TO REDDEN OR INFLAME THE SKIN

Nothing so destroys a woman's self-confidence
when In the company of others as the inward know-
ledge of a blemish in some conspicuous place where
It must be noticed. The slightest suggestion of hair
oe the lips or elsewhere is enough to cause a feeling
of embarrassment, just at a time when it is necessary
to be at ease, if one is to be bright and sociable.

PRUH " Painlessly Removes Unwanted Hair in

• few moments. It accomplishes Its work without
smarting or disfigurement.

With the advent of " PRUH," not only can the
tips be kept innocent of hair, but evening gowns or
the most diaphanous of summer frocks may be fear-
lessly worn without resorting to electrolysis,
sharing, or to the use of ordinary depilatories,
which only replace one disfigurement with another.

Simple Instructions in each box ™ m 2/9

*' winnwAVF" puTS A waveHlLLUITrtVE |N EVERY HAIR
It Is quite easy to transform straight, lank hair into

» mass of lovely waves. Simply brush it through
with VC'I LLOVC'AVE," the marvellous hair-waving
fluid. As it dries, the hair becomes beautifully-

wary and glossy, imparting to the user that attrac-

tive youthful appearance which men so much admire.
** WILLOVt'AVE " has a beneficent, cleansing
effect on the scalp; assists the follicles to spring
Into life, thus inducing a thick, luxuriant growth,

full of beauty and charm.
Equally good for ladies and
children. Per bottle, smill
size, 1'9

; double size, 3/3.
Postage 6d. extra.

ON SALE at most halr-
dressers.stores, and chemists,
or direct from
EYDOL LABORATORIES
(Dept. 28), 170, Strand,
London, W.C. 2.

LONG. DARK
EYELASHES

Use " Eydolash "

Cream to darken
Tour eyebrows and
lashes. It makes
therm thick, long,
andstlky. Detection
impossible. llarm-
1m». Indainty^ If%
iT.Tln- pots.l/O

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
THE CINEMA ?

Mftoy opportunities occur for men and women in

Lbts growing British Industry. There is a demand
lor trained beginners as Film Artists and Bioscope

and Camera Operators.
Write for particulars and Free Guide.

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE,
36. Rathbone Place. Oxford Street, W 1

.

FACTORY TO RIDER
Packed Tree, Carriage Paid. Fifteen Days Trial

LOW CASH PRICES or 1 2 MONTHS' CREDIT.
Prompt daltrenr. Buy direct from Factory.
Sure Dealers' Profits. Shop Soiled and Bk cuikI.
h'nd Cycle* CHEAP. Tyres duel Accessories
it popular Price* Write for Monster bize
Free) IAat md SfUci , o.'if of Sample Bicycle.

RJICAH CYCLE COMPANY. Inc.

lYIbMlmf 0d>.B.669dIRMINGHAM.

IFvou want to know anyihirur about Films or Film Playeru

THE CINEMA BOGEY.

One ot my juvenile readers, J. F., of Richmond,
writes with reference to a recent editorial : " I was
awfully interested in your article ' Pictures for the
Children,' and, as I am not allowed to enter a cinema,
you can guess how I wish they would have them."
Curiously enough, another reader, signing himself
Harold R , writes : " You will, perhaps, understand
how greatly I appreciate THE PICTURE SHOW,
which is the only Aim weekly I read, when I tell you
that, although fourteen, I am not permitted to visit a
picture theatre."
And there they both end, for neither gives a reason,

though it will not require a great amount of guessing
to know what it is. I know that my sympathy for
them will be shared by a large number of children
more fortunate than these two. But, unhappily, they
are not the only ones, for I am afraid there are others,

forming a minority, it is true, who are also carefully
kept away from the pictures, because of the bogey of
wrong-doing that is supposed to exercise a baleful

influence from the screen on youthful minds. It

seems a ridiculous thing to believe in still, considering
the stage at which the motion picture has now
arrived.

The existence of the undesirable picture has never
been denied, though it should be remembered that its

presence is being continually challenged. Moreover,
the proportion in which it is to be found is small when
compared with the whole output of films. It is from
other sources, altogether outside the cinema, that harm
often results, and it is, therefore, unfair to deny any
child the enjoyment of a picture theatre on the narrow
assumption that it constitutes the root of all evil.

Other bogies have been buried in the past, so let us
bury the cinema bogey as well as a tribute to that
breadth of outlook which one expects to find every-
where to-day.

THE EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper

goes to press a considerable time before publica-

tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue.

A stamped and addressed envelope must accom-
pany any letter requiring an early reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of

the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address :

The Editor, "The Picture Show," Room 83, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London,E.C.4.

C. A. H. (Fulham).—Or course, I remember your
first letter sent me some months ago with your
patriotic nom-de-plume which I regretted I could not
print because of its length. I see from tire colour
of your letter-paper now that you are still " in the
pink." The part of Stingarec was taken bv the
late True Boardman. In " Convict 99," the assis-

tant manager, Ralph Vickers, was played by C. M.
Hallard. Elmo Lincoln and E. K. Lincoln are two
different men. Eva Iirent in " The Master Mystery,"
was Margaret Marsh. She was born in 1893, and
Enid Markey came into the world just three years
later. Pearl White is at present in America. As
regards your last question, C. A. H., I would suggest
that you write to Cccile, care of " Woman's Weekly,"
and I am sure she will be pleased to answer you.

N. B. (Harringay).—By this time, I expect you
will have ceased wondering, N. B., and if you have
not won a prize have another try. Judith Strange
was played by Easter Walters in " Hands Up," and
in " The Mystery of the Double Cross," the principals
were Mollie King, Leon Bary, and Gladden James.

" Pictubij I.ovfb " (Birmingham).—So you found
the Picttrs Show was sold out, and you did not
like the substitute you were given Why not give
your newsagent a definite order, and so save disap-
pointment ? You say you should not care to write
to Warren Kerrigan if he were married. Well, you
can approach him without fear and trembling, for he

Is still a bachelor, unless he changes his mind befor*
you read this. He is nearing thirty-one, so you
would not call him old, would you 1

S. C. (West Dulwich).—Yes, Wee Georgie Wood,
whom you have seen on the stage, has appeared la
films.

" Header " (Inverness).—How modest you are to
choose a nom-de-plume like that. So the unfor-
tunate " villuns " of the screen arc the only people
you refuse to love. Their lot is always a hard one.
It was Leslie George in " Bock of Ages."

" Picture Mad " (Putney).—Don't be mad with
mc, but I would like to know your real name. Pleas»
see rule at the head of these replies.

" Cheery Win " (Andover).—Well, you seem to
be full of spirits. But who was it stele the ink-bottle
when you wanted to write to me 1 Your letter
makes me think that your lead pencil must haw
felt a bit faint. Fanny Ward was born in 1875. Mil-
dred Harris and Kenneth Harlan were the principal!
in " The Price of a Good Time."

" Madcap Johnnie " (Stockport).—So your ideal
description of mc is " a boy, aged twenty-four, litdit

hair, and a beautiful complexion favoured by pearly
teeth." Oh, shade of Adonis. After this I shall

never look into a mirror again, in case it tells me the
unkind truth. If you are only eighteen, you can
depend on it that Henry Edwards is a long way
ahead of you. It wouldn't be wise, however, to let

your boy friend know you " absolutely adore him."
June Caprice has blue eyes and fair ha' .

" Red Head " (Seacombe).—Here are a few of
Douglas Fairbanks's pictures :

" Bend in Morocco,"
" Headin' South," " Mr. Fix-It," " Say, Young
Fellow," " Arizona," and " The Knickerbocker
Buckaroo." The names you want are : Lew Cody
in " Mickey," Balph Graves in " Sporting Life,"

Alice Brady in " The Better Half," Henry Gsell in
" The Fatal lting," Wanda Hawley in " Mr. Fix-It,"

and Ann Forrest and Mary Merch in " The Rainbow
Trail."

" Nessie " (Edinburgh).—You seem an industrious
sort of person to go digging up information from the
past, and I am glad our back numbers rewarded your
efforts by giving you the particulars you required.

Yes, Harrison Ford counts himself among the
married men. He is on my list for more news.

H. C. (New York).—Well, I am pleased to hear
from an American girl, so don't apologise for the
length of your letter. You call it a " short story " of

yourself, but you can let me have some more instal-

ments of it when you feel inclined. So you fell in

love with Richmond when you were over here. I

hope your next experience when crossing the " herring

pord " will be less dangerous than your first. Our
Publisher is the man to ask for the back numbers you
are eager io get, and subscription rates will be found
on the outside of the back cover. Sorry, H. G, I

cannot put readers of this paper in touch with one
another, but if there's anything else I can possibly

do for you let me know.
" Lily " (Ashington).—What made you enclose a

lid. stamp in your letter, and then beg of me " on no
account to answer by post " ? Somebody else, I

remember, made the same strange request months
ago. These mysteries perplex me. In " Comiii'

Thro the Rye" Alma Taylor, Stewart Borne and
Lionelle Howard were featured. Chrissie White also

played, though her name was not given in the cast
She was Helen Adair's married sister. Seena Owen
was opposite W. S. Hart in " Breed of Men "

" Kalamazoo " (Barry).—Your patience deserve!
a reward. Too many took part in " The Birth of a
Nation " to mention all the published names here, so

I am giving a few. These were among the chiet

artistes: Mac Marsh, Robert Harron, Constance
Talmadge, Henry Walthall, Marjorie Wilson, Lilian

Gish, Bessie Love, Seena Owen, and Miriam Cooper.
Milton Sills was born in Chicago. Y'es, Charles Ray
is married, and was born in Jacksonville twenty-nine
years ago. Sessue Hayakawa, who was born in

Tokio, Japan, will be thirty-one on June 10th.

(Continued on oaqe 23.)

I OUT NEXT WEEK!

1 KINEMA COMIC
A Grand NEW Film Weekly Packed with Funny Pictures.

ORDER YOUR COPY TO-DAY ! Price HD

—
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Answers to CorrespondentsggS^
- Margaret " (Merton).—Mary Miles Minter is

now eighteen. She always looks lovely. The photo-

grapher has been sent on the track of jour three

favourites, so watch (or hla efforts.

"GEORGE" (London, S.K.).—Here is what I run

11ml. June Caprice in ™ Miss U.S.A.," Alma HaiHon
in '"The Whip," anil Helen Jerome Eddy in "Tlic

Turn of the Road."
" Dii.ys " (Andover).—Stewart Rome is C ft. m

height. The other will not give the information.
" Ixmon " (Leiston).—So that's your favourite

colour. It also happens to be my favourite answer.

ISut I won't give it in this ease, as you seem greatly

mystilied. Of course, it was George Chesebro, or

Cheseboro. which ever you like. The other two in
" Hands Vp " were Ruth Roland and Easter Walters.

The name of the girl who took jour fancy is not

mentioned.
JO. A. T. (Norwich).—Your questions did not.

shock me, but as three out of the five were answered
mi this page quite recently, I am sure you will not
mind looking buck. William Russell is thirty-four.

The age of the other actor is in doubt.
"

.1 \smine " (South Tottenham).—Bessie Eyton
ind Tom Santschi played the leads in " The Still

Maim," and the latter artiste was also iu " Shadows."
lie was Jim Dike in " The Wild Cat."

M. B. (Gt. Yarmouth).—So you thought your
previous letter had been overlooked. But it was
onlv a question of space, I have not heard that
Wallace Kcidand Florence Reed are related. Roberta
Arnold is the lady who shares Herbert Rawlinson's

Joys and sorrows.
T. G. (Walsall).—Who is Dorothy Gish's husband ?

Well, she has nut chosen one at the moment, but one
never can tell what may happen. She has blonde
hair and blue eyes. Her birthday was on March 11th,

so you have missed it this year. Dayton, Ohio, was
where she was born, No, she and her sister Lilian

are not twins.
B. K. (North Kensington).— Owen Moore has not

done very much Rim work for some time, but he has
started again, and you will be able to see him in

Selznick pictu"^.
" Doris" ( (amsgatc).—You arc not " like some

people who expect to be answered in the next issue."

Well, Doris, I am glad you are a careful reader of the
rules on this page. 1 think your friend must be
mistaken, for I am sure Dennis Treut cauuot be
related to your screen favourite.

" Tirocoisb " (Oxford).—Why approach me after

0 lot of hesitation ? The little boy's name is

hot mentioned. Have you seen " Poppy," with
Norma Taluuulge in it ?

" Sistinte " (Kcw).—A film cartoonist has to work
not only hard, but pretty fast. To explain the

method in detail would requite plenty of space. The
answer to your second question is that one scene at a
time would not be shown on the screen.

" Banbury Cake" (Birmingham), 0. F. (Edmon-
ton), E. B. (Coventry), S. M. (Dublin), " BEI'O

"

(Wombell), and G. I. (Hull).—Charles Clary in

".Riders of the Purple Sage" as Oldrinz. Tsuru
Aoki was born in 1895. Edmund Lowe in Vive l.a

France. " Enid Bennett is married to Fred Niblo.

Warren Kerrigan will be thirty-one on July Z5tli,

Mary Pickford reaches her twenty-seventh birthday
this year.

Doref.n (Dublin).—No, you are not the only girl

reader of the " Boys' Cinema." There arc many new
ones coining along each week. It wasn't William
Farnum's brother, but " Big Bill " himself w ho took
a dual role in " A Tale of Two Cities." The Mary
Miles Minter query was answered recently.

E. P. (Hull).—Gladys Brockwell has not deserted
the screen. Have you seen all her dims that have
been released ! Among her pictures are :

" The End
of the Trail," " Fires of Conscience," " Her Tempta-
tion," " One Touch of Sin," " To Honour and Obey,"
and " Buds of Prey."

E. W. B. (Hove).—You don't know Japanese ?

Well, this is how your favourite's name should be
pronounced : Scssoo Hay-yah-kah-wah. Ben Turpin
savs his eves are really crossed.

M. P. (Swansea), F. F. (Balham), " Irish Peggy"
(East London), P. C. K. (Perak), F. C. (Hastings),

K. C (Swansea), and A. A. (Clecthorpcs).—All your
letters were welcome, but as your questions were only
recently answered, 1 hope you will be able to find the
information required.

" Arthi r " (Stourbridge).—That nice, young
fellow who acted with Mary in " Rebecca of

Sunnybrook Farm " was Eugene O'Brien. Antonio
Moreno is Spanish. Glad to hear from you in hospital.

" FILM Lover " (West Green).—Harry Houdini
says he is an American. His life story, illustrated

with some line photos, was in the " Boys' Cinema"
dated February 21st. You must have enjoyed seeing

him in person at the Finr-bury Park Empire. Your
request about him and Elmo Lincoln has been noted.

J. W. (Wantage).—Mary Pickford has not been
married three times, but once only. What new and
strange rumours have you been hearing. Jack Mul-
hall's wife's name is not known. Charles Clary and
Margaret Bechtcl are married to each other.

" DICK " (Tunbridge Wells).—The stage actress you
mention has not appeared on the screen as yet, as far

as I know. Basil Gill is an Englishman, and Milton
Sills is American.

(.More answers next week.)

WILLIAM S. HART Enjoying His Own Bound Copy of " The Picture Show."

William S. Hart is Very interested in his bound volume of THE PICTURE SHOW. He has just received
Volume I back from the book-binder's, and be is delighted with it. Have you bad yours bound yet? These
cases, of pale blue cloth, can be obtained price Two Shillings and Sixpence, by post Three Shillings. Send your
order to-day to avoid disappointment, enclose postal orders for the amount to the Publisher, 7-9, Pilgrim
Street, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C. 4.

PICTURE SHOW" 1

PERSONAL,

iY/HERE TO WRITE TO YOUR FAVOURITE
¥V FILM STAR.—You are kindly requested
NOT to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to be
answered If you wish to communicate at once with
any artiste not named below, write your letter,
putting the name of the star on the envelope, and •

enclose it with a loose I'd. stamp to the Editor,
The Picti'rk Show, Room 83, The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4, and it will be
forwarded by the next mail. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. Remember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention The Plcn'ltE
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that such letters will be replied to. Please keep
these addresses for reference.

J. WARREN KERRIGAN.—Care of Kerrigan
Productions, Bruutou Studios, Hollywood, Cali-
fornia, U.S.A.
MAHLON HAMILTON, JACK MULHALL.

—

Care of AJ. Sanmacher, Esq., 909, So. Ardnioro
Avenue, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.
RUTH ROLAND.—Care of Ruth Roland Serials,

Inc., 1919, South Main Street, Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia, U.S.A.
GERALD AMES, CHRISSIE WHITE.—Care of

Hepworth Picture Plays, Ltd., Hurst Grove, Waltou-
on-Thames.

(More addresses next week.)

"PICTURE SHOW " POSTCARDS.—The second
• set of photogravure postcards is now ready

—

Charles Ray, Antonio Moreno, Pauline Frederick,
Pearl White, William Duncan, Milton Sills. Price,
set of 6 complete, Is. post free. Write for set
No". Z. All you have to do is to send a shilling
postal order, made payable to the Amalgamated
Press, and crossed " & Co.," to The Picti re Show
Postcard Department, No. 2 All-Star Serials, 7 9,

Pilgrim Street, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.I.

BIND YOUR "PICTURE SHOWS."—Blue Cloth
binding cases made to hold the first 2(i issues

of The Picture Show can be obtained, price 2s. fid.,

by post 3s., from the Publishers, 7-0, Pilgrim
Street, Ludgate Hill, E.C. 4.

I will tell you Free how
to Reduce Your Weight

I was just a strong young woman, full of life and
vigour, and fond of good things to eat, enjoying life

to its fullest extent, when suddenly my weight began
to increase and, strong as 1 was, 1 began to feel

the burden, especially as I am a business woman
and have plenty of work to do. While my earthly

self was rapidly assuming abnormal proportions, the

progress in tills direction brought sorrow and con-
sternation, because I knew that 1 must give up
business or reduce my weight I began to feel

lonely, because I felt that my company was no longer

desired, and I made up my miud that X was at

the dangerous point of my life.

One day an inspiration came to me, after I had
spent time, money, and patience in vain efforts

to become slim again. 1 acted upon this inspiration

and succeeded, for 36 lbs. of ponderous weight

vanished In Ave weeks. I did not use drugs, practise

tiresome exercises, nor starvation diet nor wear any
appliances, but reduced myself by a simple home
method, and. although this is some time ago, 1 have
never gained any weight since, and my health is

as good as 1 could wish.
You could reduce your weight the same as I have

done, and I will till yon how, free, il you will enclose

two pennv stamps to pay poetaae.
W. Grace Hart land (Dept. 801). Diamond House.

Hatton Garden, London, E.C 1.
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u
for your bathroom ; let its antiseptic

properties cleanse the millions of tiny

pores in your skin, and provide them
with the power to resist contagious

diseases—then go where you will in

greater health and security.

Don't worry about infection. Wash with Life-

buoy Soap. No soap provides greater pleasure

for toilet and bath than Lifebuoy. The very

atmosphere of health is conveyed to the

senses by the invigorating Lifebuoy lather, by
the refreshing Lifebuoy odour of a natural

antiseptic, and by the healthy glow of the

skin cleansed from all impurities. One can

never tire of Lifebuoy Soap ; it is always a
pleasure to use it.

MORE THAN SOAP—YET COSTS NO MORE.
LEVER BROTHERS LIMITED, PORT SUNLIGHT.

j The name LEVER on

! Soap is a guarantee of
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Famous Headers of
'

Show."

foe Picture

No. 16—IVY DUKE.

IVY DUKE was snapped by the camera-man
just as she was reading The Picture
Show. Ivy Duke is one of our premier

British stars. By day she acts for the screen,
by night on the stage. " The Lure of Crooning
Water " is a coming photo-play. You can see
her in the flesh any evening in " Maid of the
Mountains," the popular musical comedy play-
ing at Daly's Theatre, London. The Picture
.Show has been acknowledged to be the finest

British picture-paper. It gives the very latest

photographs and news of film-folk. That is

why they, as well as you, feel they must not
miss it.

Our Art Pages in this Issue.

IF
you have been able to see the D. W. Grif-

fith screen tragedy " Broken Blossoms,"
you will appreciate our centre art pages

this week. The play may bo too tragic to
enjoj', but the pictures—real screen eaineos

—

are really beautiful and well worth—in my
opinion—the space given them this week. Our
art picture of .Stewart Rome, the British screen
hero, is also sure of being a prime favourite.

Don't you like it ?

Our Large Art Pictures.

IX
reply to the thousands of letters from
screen worshippers who have already
framed the pictures of Mary Pickford and

Antonio Moreno already given, size 10 in. by
10 in. in TnE Picture .Show, the Editor tells

mo that more and more of these art pictures

no coming. Look out for them.

Cold Suspends Work.

WORK is suspended on J. Warren Ker-
rigan's latest production, as Frit/.i

Brunette has been confined to her home
by a severe cold. She will not have it called

influenza, she says that doctors seem to call

most maladies by the name of tho one pre-

valent at a given time. Perhaps they have
discovered that most people have a desire to be
in tho fashion in this respect as well as in most
others ; but, she adds, she " is not fashionable,

sho has just a cold."

Playing On and Off the Screen.

CLARA ROBINSON, the British screen
actress, had a unique experience the other
day. Whilst the cinema was showing

' Bonnie Mary " on the screen, ii> n Inch photo-
play Miss Robinson takes the p t of the old
nurse, she was playing the acco npnniment to

ho film on the picture-theatre piano.

Tarjorie Daw's Career.
/IAR.IOR1E DAW, the seventeen -year-old

I star, has not found life always a bod of

_ roses. At the age of fifteen little Mar-
found herself without a father or mother,
-young brother on her hands. When most

PhoboyrapKg ami Paragraph? ct Pictures. Phyt and Playety

girls are still at school. Miss Daw set about the
task of providing for herself and her little

charge.
She had previously found odd bits of em-

ployment in the studios near her homo in Los
Angeles, and now she was compelled to seek a
permanent means of live'ihood before the
camera. At the very outset of her career she
realised that, in order to make a success of her
vocation, she must like her work, which she did,

and, what is more, the work liked her. Her
success was assured, but it did not carry with it

any noticeable change in the character, disposi-

tion or ambition of the girl herself. Nor did
she put her brother Chandler, his welfare or his

future, out of her mind. She prepared his

breakfast for him in the mornings, and helped
him with his lessons at night.

A Real Little Mother.

NO mother ever watched over her offspring

with more care than does Marjorie over
Chandler. Her success made it possible

for the youngster to go to a high school, and he is

now preparing for college. At a small bungalow
in Hollywood the two spend practically all

their spare time together. They are both
athletic, and have much in common. Chandler
Daw promises to become a prominent architect
some day, and little Marjorie will receive all the
credit, for the youngster makes it plain to
everyone that his sister is responsible for all

their happiness, and t hat she is the eight h wonder
of the world.

News ofTeddy Sampson.
TEDDY SAMPSON is forging ahead. You

will remember she came to the screen
by way of the stage. It was D. W. Grif-

fith himself who noticed the little comedienne,
and she joined his company and played in her
first picture with Owen Moore, Lillian Gish,
Robert Harron, Blanche Sweet, and Mae Marsh.
Then she left to play leading lady with Eddio
Lyons and Lee Moran. Later we found her
playing opposite Tom Mix in " Searching for

Gold." Now we are to see her in " Supreme
Comedies." —

—

G. P. in Los Angeles.

GP. HUNTLEY, the British stage come-

# dian, played with H. B. Warner the last

time this star of stage and screen wa3
over here. When George P. lately visited Los
Angeles, he renewed his acquaintance with
IT. B. Warner, and watched him play his part
in " Behind tho Curtains."

Playing in this film with Mr. Warner is

Adele Farrington, who. as you may know, is in
real life Mrs. Hobart Bosworth.

— -»-

—

The Stunt Girl.

YOU will remember Anne Forrest—whom,
by the way, we are shortly to see in Tom
Moore's new play—as a stunt girl. Any

part in which there was horseback riding, swim-
ming, daring high dives, anything with thrills

in it, was given to Miss Forrest. Now, however,
she is playing character roles with marked
success.

She is a little bit of a girl, with pretty flaxen
hair, which, she says, is the true mark of the
Danish girl. For Miss Forrest was born in a
little village in Denmark, and went to America
when she was a tiny tot. She lived with her
parents in Seattle before she wont into motion
pictures. —*-f

—

Anne Forrest's Dream House.

MLSS FORREST has never forgotten her
homo in Denmark, and now that sho
has " arrived " in pictures, she has

started to make real a dream sho has chorished
for years. It is no loss than tho building of a
home in the foothills near Los Angeles that will

bo an exact copy of the placo in which sho was

born in Denmark. An architect is preparine
the place from an old photograph of the house
brought from Denmark by the family when they
went to the United States. The house is to Lava
green gables, big beams in side, and little tri-

angular windows. But, most important of all.

it is going to have a thatchod roof, which [a

something of an innovation in dwellings in the
United States.

Real London Scenes in American Films

.

SOME interesting photography will be seen
in a film version of " Piccadilly Jim,"
in which we are to see Owen Moore.

Some of the scenes are laid in London, and ib

was found impossible to build them in the Selz-
nick studios. The problem was solved by en.
gaging a special camera-man to take scenes in
Piccadilly Circus, Grosvenor Square, the Strand,
and other haunts of the cheerful international
idler, featured by Owen Moore.

These scenes are now on their way to America,
and will be cut in at the right time, lending an
authentic air of London to Owen Moore's latest

production.

—

—

British Productions in America.

GB. SAMUELSON, the British producer, U
m beginning three important foat tires at

the studios at Universal City. One of
these is a screen adaptation of " David and
Jonathan." in which Miss Madge Titheradge,
C. M. Hallard, and Campbell Gullon have promi-
nent parts. Then Miss Peggy Hyland is be-
ginning her British photo-play, " Desert
Dreamers," and another photo-play from the
pen of Mr. Samuelson is well under way, this

has not yet been definitely titled.

J. Barney Sherry, who
has just been signed by
Marshall Neilan to ap-
pear in a coming produc-
tion. Mr. Sherry, as
early as 1909, was en-
gaged by tbe Vitagraph
Company to appear in
the title role ol that
company's first big film
feature, " Raffles." and
has played leading parts
in Thomas H. Ince and
Universal productions
ever since. Barney Sherry
has hosts ot admirers,
and rightly so for be is

an artiste of great power
and distinction.

Little " Babs " Ronald,
who created such a success
as the poor slum child.
" Nellie Bates," in Silas
Hocking's film version ot
" Her Benny, '

' is, we learn,
only 71 years old, and is

the daughter of Mr. Tom
Ronald, an artiste well
known in the film world
Although so young, this
clever little girl has played
in many other Alms, and is

now playing tbe " star-
leading " part in a new film
which is being produced by
Mr. A. E. Coleby for the
Davidson Film Co., at
Waltharastow.

We May See Him.

IN
" David and Jonathan," with luck, wa

shall see a baby Australian tree bear. He
is about 6 inches tall in his socks, and has

not been called " troe bear " in vain. There ii

not a stick within a mile of the studio that has
not boon climbed by indignant property men
in pursuit of this rare littlo animal ; tliere i-t

not a place at the studio where he ought not
to havo been whore he has not been, and them
is not a place whero ho ought to have been when,
ho has been; but unless he bus a fight will,

tho studio cat, wo shall see him in " David an I

Jonathan."
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PICTURE SHOW CHAT.
(Continued from page 3.)

So Don't Forget to Write Her.

AS most of my loaders know, Miss Peggy
Hyland is British, and her photo-plays,

' under- the direction of G. B. Samuelson,
-rv- ill bo eagerly awaited over here. In her " off-

stage " moments she lives in a rose-clad Los
Angeles bungalow, and spends much timo with
her favourite dogs. She confesses that she is

sometimes homesick for England.
" But," she says, " I send my shadow to the

screens over there, and then when I receive

letters from British playgoers, I feel that I havo
had a delightful visit home."

Jack Pickford's New Sport.

JACK PICKFORD has found a now sport-
roping goats. The young Goldwyn star

received his first lesson the other day from
Will Rogers, another Goldwyn star. In spite

of the fact that he has gono into motion pictures,

Rogers still finds time to use the rope, And he's

found that the cream of sport is roping goats

at a ranch close to the studio in California.

Pickford begged director Al Green to hustle up
the scenes in his new picture " Double Dyed
Deceiver." in order that he could take part in

the enchanting new sport. Rogers promises
to make an expert roper out of young Pickford

Filming at Southend.

SOME interesting British films which we
are shortly to see are the Silver Badge
Comedy Films, which have boen written

and directed by Jack H. Ross. In one entitled
" What Might Have Been," most of the scenes

were taken at Southend, and the company
caused no little sensation at that seaside resort.

Mr. Eaton, the comody policeman, had a
narrow escape from being arrested for mas-
querading. There are several stunts in this

film. One is a dive into the river from Rich-
mond Bridge, and another a dive into the
Thames from Westminster Bridge, both of which
feats were done by Mr. Ross. Then again, in the

making of " Books and Crooks," more very
daring work was performed by Mr. Ross and
Mr. Eaton on the scaffolding of a building
150 feet from the ground in Kingsway. A
crowd began to collect, and when Mr. Ross was
handed over to the screen policeman, and com-
menced to struggle, many of the crowd rushed
to the assistance of the constable, and Ross had
rather a rough timo of it.

When the scene was finished, and the camera-
man was pointed out to the crowd, there waa
a general laugh, but Ross didn't laugh. Even
to-day he still carries some of the bruises which
ho received. —

—

Accident to Cinema Star.

I
AM sorry to tell you that Claire Anderson
is in hospital, suffering' from a broken rib,

acquired during her work in a coming photo-
play, which roquired her to drive a heavy racing
<-;ir. This skidded off the road and struck a
troe, throwing her against the steering-wheel.

Would Rather Act with Warren.

IT
is not often that a cinema actress de-
liberately turns down the opportunity to
bo featured as a star. Fritzie Brunnette

ha9 been recently sought by producers who

mytr, to exploit her beauty
in the approved stellar me-
thod, but she has declined the
offers and chosen to accept a
sixth engagement to support
J. -Warren Kerrigan. Miss
Brunette has been starred by
the Selig and Universal com-
panies, and the mere fact of-

occupying such a position lias

ceased to dazzle her. Although
one of the youngest ' and
sprightliost of the film players,
slio is a veteran of the pieturw
realm, having entered it when
a small girl just out of

school.

Australia in California.

WE are to see Earle Wil-
liams in an Australian
bush story, and these

scenes aro being filmed in the
Mojavo Desert, California.

Kangaroos and other typical

Australian animals havo been
obtained for the scenes. This
is by way of a prologue ; the
story proper has already been
filmed at the Vitagraph studios.

At the finishing of the pro-
logue, strangely enough, the story will be
completed.

BERNARD DUDLEY. MARJORIE VILLIS.
Two popular British stars playing in the Harma
photo-play, "A Romany Lass." Marjorie Villis

plays the part of Rika, the gipsy girl, and Bernard
Dudley "the Wolf."

The Next Griffith Production.
R1CHARDBARTHELMESS, who has called

forth universal praise for his work as the
Chink, in " Broken Blossoms," has been

chosen again by D. W. Griffith to play opposite
Lilian Gish in his next production, the screen
version of " Way Down East."

Following in Father's Footsteps.
FOLLOWING in the footsteps of Jimmie

Rogers, the seven-year-old son of Will
Rogers, who is appearing in his daddie's

newest photoplay, conies the news that William
Wallace Reid, the son of Wallace Reid and
Dorothy Davenport Reid, is about to make his

debut in his father's next picture, " The Bear
Trap."

British Photo-plays in Canada.
HAVE you seen "The Gentleman Rider"

yet ? I hear it is being shown with great
success in Canada.

Commenting on the show, the critic of the
Toronto film trade journal says :

" It was evi-

dent that the sympathy and sentiment of the
crowd was aroused toward the British pictures,

while the exhibitors who saw the presentation,

and who looked upon it more from the box-
office point of view, regarded the release as being
iimong the best that had ever been brought from
England. . .

."

One newspaperman declared that the picture

equalled the standard productions of a well-

known American producer.
This is not alone a great honour to Miss Hop-

son but also gives encouragement to British

film producers in general.— *-*—
Do You Know ?
—That there is much interest in the coming pro-

ductions of the Film Company of Ireland !

They have already seventeen films up to dkte
to their credit.

* * *

— That Bessie Love is Irish, blonde, a little oyer
five feet tall, ami weighs one hundred pounds !

a .-A. 11 ' ' * " • . * Viv-f-iM'

— That Robert McKim, one of the host " bad
men " of the screen, is now a director ?

* * *

—

That his wife is Dorcas Matthew, now ap-
pearing with Enid Bennett ?

* * *

-I'li.U Crane Wilbur has become a playwright '!

* * *

—Thai Thomas Santschi appeared hv, the first

serial ever made, and also in the first big
feature 1

You will recognise HOBART BOSWQRTH reading "The Picture
Show." The friend looking on is "The Picture Show's" represen-

tative in Los Angeles.

FROM "OVER THERE.'
Notes and News from Los Angeles.

THE film colony of Los Angeles has just been
electrified by the news of the engagement/
of Miss Constance Talmadge to Irving

Berlin the famous song-writer. The vivacious
star is at present in New York, and word of the
engagement was given out by her friends in

this city. Miss Talmadge and her fiance only
met for the first time a few months ago, and that
their acquaintance has taken such a romantic
turn has come as a distinct surprise to all her
friends.

William Russell Back in California.
WILLIAM RUSSELL is also back in Cali-

fornia, and is working a,t the Fox Studio.
Though a native of New York Mr.

Russell is essentially an out-of-doors man, and
ho cays he is gkid to be here again to " expand-"
with lus .horses and dogs, and to be able to enjoy
real open-air life-once more\—-»

—

Crarles Ray—Inventor.
CHARLES RAY is responsible for the inven-

tion of a new- article of furniture, which
li3 calls the ' Bungalow Chavauable.

'

It is a combination chair-divan and table—note
the same ingenious combination in the name.
Mr. Ray designed the " Chavanable " for a
scene in his picture " An Old-Fashioned Young
Man," and then handed on the sketches to the
studio carpenters, telling them to do their best.

They say the technical department is qualifying
for a nervous breakdown, trying to work out
Mr. Ray's ideas into some practical form.

Elsie Codd.
'

— That Paulino Frederi
studio is " Eddie Foy " '<

•k's nickname at the

Fay Filmer.

Miss WOODS. TEDDY TURNER.
Who have appeared in Samuelson, Windsor,
Regal, and Barker films." They were trained by
the Cinema Bureau of 18, Cecil Court, Charing

Cross Road. London.
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CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA FOR " THE PICTURE SHOW."

TSURU AOEI, tbe Universal star, was a screen artiste

before ber husband, Sessue Hayakawa, attained! fame.
Here we see ber studying tbe script of her next pboto-play,

" Locked Lips."

WALTER WEST, tbe Broadwest producer, is a busy man these days, but even he finds time to appreciate
a good story. Tbe other day the camera man caught Mr. West, Stewart Rome, and Gregory Scott telling

funny stories. He waited till Mr. West bad reached tbe point, then snapped them for us to see them
smile.

We have all heard of the wonderful effect of double exposure, by which we can see the same artiste as two different A delightful new picture of pretty HEATHER
characters on tbe screen. Here is a startling picture of LOUISE GLAUM, as a society girl, looking at Louise Glaum, an THATCHER, star of stage and screen. Do

adventuress, as we shall see this beautiful star in a coming photo-play. you like 't P

ALAN DWAN explaining the film to MARY CONAN DOYLE, DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS and BILL RUSSEL prove that they are friends by shaking *ands before
daughter of Conan Doyle, who 13 uow visiting Los Angeles. the camera. Director Lloyd Ingraham, a mutual friend, and Bull Montana complete the picture.
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A STORY OF EAST AND WEST, AND OF A WONDERFUL SELF-SACRIFICE.

WHAT a beautiful girl."

Sii Roger de la Have, the brilliant young
diplomat, turned to his friend, Rupert

Standish, as Naomi Melsham with her mother, tlio

still-handsome mysterious Mrs. Melsham, passed into

the ballroom in the magnificent but over-ornate man-
sion of the Tippley-Smiths. ' -V.

" She certainly is beautiful," agreed Standish, but
I hope you are not going to lose your heart over her,

Roger "
" What do you mean ? " asked Sir Roger.
" Nothing particularly. But there is a bit of a

mystery about her mother," replied Standish drily.

" Too much of a mystery to suit me. She has been

living abroad for some years and there are, well, you
know, stories that Mrs. ' Melsham is nothing more
than an adventuress." *

I should have thought that you were the last man
to listen to stories, Roger," said the baronet. " Any-
way, 1 would stake my life that Miss Melsham is no
adventuress."

" I agree." replied Standish. " Miss Melsham is

incapable of deceit, but she is the type of girl that

would be loyal to her mother at any cost, and,

frankly, I would not trust Mrs. Melsham."
Had the two friend3 been able to hear what Mrs.

Melsham was saying to her daughter at that moment
Standish'a remarks would have been more than
justified.

.
" You have made a conquest, Naomi, said Mrs.

Melsham. " That handsome young man who looked

at you so intently as we passed is Sir Roger de la

Haye, the rich and brilliant diplomat who is being

angled for by all the match-making mammas in

London. I must, see that you are introduced to him
before we leave."

' I wish you would not talk like that, mother,

said the girl. " It makes me feel so degraded."
" You silly little prude," exclaimed her mother

impatiently. " I sometimes wonder how you could

evrr be a daughter of mine."
" So do I, mother," replied the girl drearily.

But Mrs. Melsham' had her way. She contrived

that Naomi should be introduced to Sir Roger, and
before they left she had invited the baronet to come
and see them. Naomi hated the part she was forced

to play, but under the dominating will of her mother
she was compelled to do so.

As Mrs. Melsham and her daughter walked homo
after the reception—they only had a very short dis-

tance to go—a sinister figure out of Mrs. Melsham's
somewhat lurid past came out of the shadows.
He was one of those men who carry (heir character

on their face?, and on the face of Henrik Strooni

there was not a good line. Dark, saturnine, cold-

blooded and utterly devoid of a sense of honour,

such was the man who raised his hat with exaggerated

politeness and with a meaning look, passed on.

Mrs. Melsham was not a woman who was easily

frightened, but her face turned deadly pale as she
hurried along. Once they were inside the house, she
turned to her daughter with a terrified gaze.

' Naomi. That man wo passed was Henrik
Stroom. I thought I was rid of him for ever, but
now he has found me out he will ont o more make me
bis slave. You remember that night at Nice ?

"

The girl shuddered. Did she remember ? Could
she ever lorgct?

She -aw it all again— the card table—her mother
caught cheating by Stroom—the humiliation of tho
exposure, and the saving of her mother's name by
the chivalrous action of Raoul d'Armand, a young
Frenchman, who paid the money demanded by
Stroom.

" But you arc no longer in bis power, mother," she
said. " M. d'Armand paid the money, and Strooni

could not raise the matter again without showing
himself in the light of a blackmailer."

" Ho lias got another hold over me," said Mrs.
Mi.lsbam. While I was staying at Dartmoor [

tinged a cheque In his name, and he still holds It over
me as a threat. 1 thought he was dead, but Strooni'

s

I ind never die. They live on like vampires."
Botfi Women wen: silent for some time, and then

Naomi suddenly risked :

" Did vou ever repay M. d'Armand the money,
mothct ?

" Don't be foolish, child. Of course I did not. Ho
was a chivalrous idiot who got me out of an awkward
v.rape, and my Interest in him ended at that. There

only one way to checkmate Stroom. You must
land Sir Roger, and with his wealth and position
l 'hind us) we can defy Stioom."
Naomi flushed angrily.

Your callousness and vulgarity disgust me,
inn I her. I might accept Sir Roger for love, if he
honoured ine by proposing, but 1 would certainly not
do so for jour gain or Strooin'a."

" Tf you don't it means prison for me," said her
mother, " and as the daughter of a convict you will

not have much chance of getting any man's love."
Mrs. Melsham had her way, as she always had.

Much as she loathed her mother's way of life, Naomi
could not forget she was her mother, and in order to
save her she consented to do her bidding.

The friendship between Sir Roger soon ripened into
love, and the girl soon realised that even though their
friendship had been fostered under the cloak of deceit,
she was genuinely in love with the baronet, and
that sho loved him too much to let him go out of
her life. Sir Roger invited her to meet his mother, a
charming cultured lady who had devoted herself
entirely to her son since the death of her husband.
He also had. been in the dip'omatic service, and had
been the British ambassador to China. One room
in the house of Lady de la Haye was called the Chinese
room, and it was full of rare and priceless curios col-

lected by the late baronet during his stay in the East.
One was a curiously carved statue, and as Mis. de la
Haye showed it to Naomi, she told how it liad come
into their possession.

" It was given to my husband by the Marquis Chi
Lung, who is tho present Chinese ambassador to
London," she said. " Years ago the marquis got into
debt, and tho tombs of his forefathers were ordered
to be sold to pay the debt, when my husband was able
to save him from this shame— the biggest disgrace that
can happen to a Chinese nobleman. Chi Lung swore
eternal gratitude to our house, and ho has kept his
word. Also as a mark of his esteem, he presented
my husband with this statue."

After she had shown and explained many of the
other curios, Lady de la Haye handed the key of the
room to her son. " It is the first time it has been
opened since your father's death," she said, a sad but
tender smile crossing her face at the thought of tho
husband she had loved so well.

The Chinese Loan.

MRS. MELSHAM'S fears that she would soon
hear from Henrik Stroom were soon justified.

A brief note from the blackmailer summoned
her to his rooms. Stroom never wasted,any time with
politeness to those he had got in his net.

" Sit down and pay attention to what I say. Y'our
daughter is very friendly with Sir Roger de la Haye.
I have information that in a few days' time a man
named Paul Marketel, who is the modern Rothschild
of Europe, is going to lend China a huge sum of
money. I must have tho details of that loan. I leave
it to your ingenuity to use what plan you like, but
imle cs you get me what I want 1 shall expose you over
the forgery of that cheque, and you will go to prison.

Get me a copy of the loan and I will return you the
cheque. There is to be a sort of garden party at Sir

Roger's house in order to bring the financier and tho
Marquis Chi Lung together, and your daughter is sure
to receive an invitation. That is all I have to say.
Do not argue and do not fail me. Good-bye for the
present."
Henrik Stroom opened the door ami Mis. Melsham

found herself outside.
r" Well did she know the merciless nature of Stroom.
Unless she could get a copy of the loan she would have
to go to prison. A shudder passed over her as Ishe

hurried homo to think out a plan. She decided that
it would be best not to tell Naomi what she wanted
just then or the girl might refuse to accept the invi-

tation to the party. Mrs. Melsham knew that her
daughter was genuinely in love with the young diplo-

mat, and that at the crucial moment she might refuse
to break faith with him, even if it meant prison for

her mother. For the moment she would say nothing
and trust to her womau's wit to find a way w hen tho
time came.

Stroom was quite right in his information about
the garden-party, and also in his anticipation that
Naomi would be invited. Mrs. Melsham listened with
languid interest when her daughter showed her the
invitation from Lady de la Haye, and merely expressed
the wish that she would have a pleasant time.

With the Aid of the Camera.

IT
wasM-he day of the garden-party. Sir Roger and
Naomi were strolling around the grounds, happy
In the knowledge that they were deeply in love

With each other, and with no suspicion of the dark
plots of Henrik Stroom and Mrs. Melsham. Naomi
had brought her camera and had already tak.'ii some
snapshots of the grounds.

". I'm afraid you have finished taking pictures

to-day," said Sir Roger, looking up at the sky, which
-was overshadowed. " The light is too bad now."

• " On, no," replied the girl. " l can take pictures
indoors with this camera. Jt is a very special one.

(Ideal.)

LEON M. LION as the Marquis Chi Lung.

Shall we go indoors and I will take some photographs
of the Chinese room. You will be astonished at what
this camera can do."
They moved towards the house, but when they got

to the lawn they met the Marquis Chi Lung. The
Chinaman was a remarkable man. Dressed in the
splendid robes of a Chinese nobleman of the highest
rank, he moved with a peculiar swaying movement
of the body that in a man with less dignity would
have been ludicrous.
Ho viewed the young couple through half-closed eyes,

his face the expressionless mask of the Oriental. The
mask relaxed as Roger came up to him with out-
stretched hand, and in the eyes of the old Chinaman
there came a look of infinite tenderness—the light that
comes into the eyes of a man who is laying down his
own life for his friend. Chi Lung had never for-

uottcn that Roger's father had saved the tombs of
his fathers.

But win. n the baronet introduced Naomi the mar-
quis's face once more became a mask. He barely
acknowledged the introduction and moved away.

" You must not mind him," Roger whispered. " It
is the way of the East. There are many tilings that
divide East and West, and the outlook on woman is

one."
Naomi felt hurt, and thought she would try to

. please the Chinaman simply because ho was such a
staunch friend of Roger's. When the marquis turned
again sho went up to him and said

:

" Roger has been telling me the story about the
tombs of your fathers. How nice of you to care for

them."
It was the most tactless thing she could have said.

She did not realise that to the, noble born of China
the tombs of their ancestors are the most sacred
things in the world.

There was suppressed fury in Chi Lung's eyes as
he drew himself up and repeated with withering scorn :

"Nice?"
Then, with a contemptuous gesture, he once more

turned away, saying

:

" A secret told to a woman is a bubble blow n."
Poor Naomi Hushed with mortification, but fortu-

nately for her the awkward situation was relieved by
the arrival of another guest—Paul Marketel.
He was an interesting man, this financier who

lent only in millions, and then only to princes and
Great Powers. He was very courteous to Naomi, and
conversed pleasantly on most topics except money.
Tea was served on the lawn soon after Marketers
arrival, and Naomi had recovered her composure
when, like a bolt from the blue, another figure from
the past arrived. It was Raoul D'Armand, the man
who had saved' .Mrs Melsham from exposure in the
c u d game at Nice. Naomi's heart turned cold. What
would he say ? How would he act?

Sir Roger introduced Raoul to Naomi, saying :

" You haven't, met Miss Melsham before."
The Frenchman made no reply, but Lady de Ii

Haye noticed a look of recognition come, into hia

eyes, and at the Hist opportunity she said :

•• M. D'Armand, where did you meet Miss Melsham
before?"

" 1 thought T had," he replied, " but it was probably,
when she was a little girl somewhere abroad, most
likely."

l ady do la Haye said no more, but she thought
the Frenchman was hiding something. Pfesentlj
Chi Lung and Marketel moved away, and Sir Roger
excused himself, saying ho had to motor over t.i

Chipley. This was a little ruse to throw everybody
off the scent that t he gathering was anything else but
a garden party. The financier and the Chinaman went
into the Chinese room ostensibly to look at the curios,

and in a little w hile I hey were joined by the baronet,

(Continued cn page 8,)
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The Expressions of ARTHURWALCOTT.
A PIONEER AMONG BRITISH SCREEN ARTISTES.

Special to " The

Picture Show."

IS private life one of the most peaceful and lovable

of men, Arthur Walcott is invariably chosen for

villain parts upon the screen. He has the face of

6he dramatic' villain. His pose will send a cold shiver

through a pacifist on a hot summer's day, whilst tha

way he can look out of the whites of his -eyes would be

a golden asset to him should he ever be tempted to

forsake the paths of honesty, and try his hand at being

a villain in earnest.

Those eyes of Arthur Walcott' s do indeed a tale of

horror and villainy unfold. Yet Watty (for no one has

e ver been known to call him by any other name) is one

of Nature's own gentlemen. The best guarantee of his

popularity is this fact : Arthur Walcott is the children's

own special and much-beloved friend.

In a delightful old-world flat in Kensington, sur-

rounded by many an artistic curio, souvenirs of his

long and "intimate association with the stage and the

ARTHUR WALCOTT.

studio, lives Arthur Walcott, in the heart of all that

is artistically best in London.

It is indeed a privilege to sit awhile in Arthur Walcott'a

flat, in High Street, Kensington, and to handle some
fanciful jewelled piece of work, some real piece of stage

property, that in its time has played a prominent
part in the roles that Arthur Walcott has made
famous.

The Children's Friend.

IT
is as he takes his walks abroad in the early morning
that Arthur Walcott is to be found in his most
characteristic moods. Children run to greet him.

For them, he ever has a cheery word and perhaps a

few sweets for the very little tots. And soon he is the

centre of a joyous crowd, the biggest child among
them all. This is the way Britain's great screen villain

in real life thoroughly enjoys himself.

Yet on the screen he is a villain amongst
villains. In Granger's "A Turf Conspiracy" he
played the part of Rook, and it is recorded of him
that when, in the studio, he handled the bank-
notes—property ones, by the way—upon which
had been daubed an appropriate mass of red paint
to signify blood, so horrible and villainous was
h\± attitude, that through the whole studio
swept a sense of cold horror.

Arthur Walcott is a pioneer amongst British

screen artistes. Many years ago, long before screen
acting was regarded seriously in this country,
he saw the possibilities of the cinema and deter-

mined that, come what may, the legitimate stage
should no longer claim his attention.

A Great Character Actor.

IT was more years ago than he cares to figure up,

that he was private secretary to Sir Charles

Wyndham. Then through comic opera—and
to-day many a studio has been made to ring with
the rich melody of Arthur Walcott's voice

—

comedy, drama, Shakespearean plays at home,
and all round the British Empire, he has performed
in all kinds of work, and acted under all kinds
of conditions.

"Perhaps it was" says Arthur Walcott "to the
experience I gained playing character parts in

Alhambra ballets that 1 obtained my best
experience for the silent, moving play. In those
days, when the Alhambra ballet was easily one
of the artistic triumphs of London, the work of

those who took the lead was exceedingly trying,

not to say exhausting. Their performances had
a close analogy to screen work, for their actions
had to interpret their emotions, with this one
added great disadvantage—a ballet has no sub-
titles to help along the action of the theme.
Now, for six long, happy years, Arthur Walcott

has worked entirely for the British screen. In
that time he has worked for every company of

note, and many are the plays now judged to be
British successes, in which he has figured.

A Great Sportsman.

IN his day he has been a great sportsman upon
the green turf and the green cloth. With
billiards, unless you arc very clever with the

cue. don't, play him level. He's the very demon
with the while and red, .and a hundred break is

mere child's play. There is one other sport ho
dearly loves. Sometimes a swift boat can be seen
shooting along the Serpentine down Kensington
way. In it is Arthur Walcott, keeping his hand in

at the oars.
" What is the future of British cinemato-

graphy ? " we asked Walcott.
"The future lies in the courageous work so

many British enthusiasts are now doing. Every
man' and woman who sets his or her hand whole-
heartedly to the work of raising the status of

our noble art, is doing a real national and patriotic

work. Very soon, cinematography will be as big

an industry with us as it now is in America. But
we must all help and do our level beets, That is

my message to readers of the PICTURE Show."
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THE CHINESE PUZZLE. (Continued from
page 6.)

who had driven the car a little way and then returned
through the grounds and entered the room by the
Lack entrance.

Left alone with Raoul JVArmand, Naomi at oneo
expressed her thanks that he had not referred to
Hi? card incident.
"I have a good memory—for forgetting," replied

D'Armand, politely.

As they were speaking, one of the servants eamo
up to D'Armand ar.d gave him a telegram. With a
polite " Pray excuse," D'Armand opened the tele-

gram, and his face was wreathed in smiles. .

" It is the good news I
" he exclaimed. " The baby

has cut his first to tooth. Madame D'Armand requires
my presence. I fly. Pray make my excuses to
Lady de la Haye and yourself excuse me."
With a polite bow D'Armand rushed to his motor-

car, and was otf. Only by a few seconds did he miss
Mrs. Melsham. That lady sent a message asking to
see her daughter, and when she appeared, Naomi
shivered with apprehension. Her mother's face was
deadly pale.

" Strood has begun to use the wlilp," wliispered
Mrs. Melsham. " He wants a copy of the loan that
is being arranged here to-day between Chi Lung
and Mr. Markctel. You must get it for me, Naomi, or
lie will send me to prison Where are they ?

"

Naomi pointed to the Ciiincse room, and Mrs
Melshani put her car to the door.

" Yes," she whispered excitedly. " It Is concluded,
and Sir Roger has put a copy in his desk. I must have
that document. Let us get away. They are coming
out."

She took her daughter by the hand, and the two
lud behind a screen as the three men came out and
walked into the open garden. Chi Lung had locked
the door behind him, and handed the key to Sir Roger.

" You see, mother 1 Even if I wanted to get the
document, I couldn't," said Naomi. " The door is

locked, and even if I got in I could not read it.

The document is sure to be made out in Chinese."
Mrs. Melshani bit her ringers as her quick brain

tried to think out a plan. She cast a swift look at the
locked door, and then her gaze travelled to the
opposite door.

" 1 wonder," she said, as she crossed the room
and took out the key from the inner door. She tried
it in the lock of the Chinese room, and it fitted.

" There," she said, " that's one difficulty over-
come. " Then her eye caught her daughter's camera,
" I know," she said, " you must photograph the
document. Don't fail me. I will wait till you have
done it. Put the camera in my bag, which I will

leave here on the table. Now go. Remember it is

prison for me if you fail."

Driven by the dominating personality of her
mother, Naomi found herself in the Chinese room
before she had time to think.

" After all," she thought, as she took the document
out of the desk, " this has nothing to do with Roger.
It, is a matter between Mr. Marketel and the China-
man."
On the other side of the door, Mrs. Melsham was

talking to Lady de la Haye, and on the pretext
t.t wishing to see the grounds she got the hostess out
of the room. When they returned ten minutes later

Mrs. Melsham saw that Lady de la Haye insisted

upon her having a cup of tea on the lawn, and while
they were thinking it, Chi Lung came up. He gave
Mis. Melsham a piercing look, and then sat down,
ignoring her. The adventuress was not accustomed
to being slighted, and after trying in vain to draw
the marquis into conversation, she began to twit him.

*' You are as silent as one of the images in your
temples, marquis," she said.

The Chinaman turned a contemptuous eye on the
adventuress.

" Silence is of the gods," he said. " Only monkeys
chatter."

Mrs. Melshani bit her lip with rage, but she decided
not to attempt a further duel of words with the man
from the Kast. Making the excuse that she had left

her bag in the other room, and that she must be
going, she rose. The bag was on the table, and Mrs.
Melsham saw from the look on Naomi's face that,

she had carried out her orders. With a sigh of relief

f)ic felt the camera within the bag. At last she was
€>ut of Strood's power. She hurried away, caring
nothing about her daughter, who watched her depart
with a sickening feeling in her heart that in saving
her mother she had lost her own happiness.

Betrayed

!

THREE days later the Marquis Chi Lung was
fitting in his private room when his secretary
brought him a newspaper. Chi Lung read the

meat staring headlines which gave to the public
every detail of the supposed secret of the loan. Then
lie iast his headgear on the floor the Chinese symbol
..f disgrace. «

•'Someone has betrayed us I
" he murmured.

" f am disgraced for ever !

"

The ways of the East are mysterious. In a very
i-hort time Chi Lung learned that the secret of the
loan had been sold to a foreign power by Henrik
Hlrooiri, and that it was the blackmailer who had
given the information to the newspaper. He gave a
number of orders to his secretary, and then went
to find Sir Roger de la Haye. |Thc young man had
heard the news, and was in a state of rtupefactton,

" This means ruin for me as a diplomat," he said.
" I have no alternat ive but to resign."
Naomi, who bad come over at Lady de la Haye's

invitation, hea.nl his words, and for the llr-t, linn;

she realised what she had done. Only a few minutes
before she had refused to many Roger, but now she
thought that the only way in which she could atone
for her treachery was to devote her life to him.
"Ask me now, Roger,'' she said, "and I shall be

proud to say ' Yes.'
"

" With that promise I can face anything," said
the baronet, tenderly, as he led her to liis mother
and t'hi Lung and announced the engagement.

Lady de la Haye was vciy nice to Naomi, but
the marquis allowed a sneer to cross his mask-like face.

" When a man is mad of (ever, run for a doctor ;

when a man is mad of a woman, wait
;
only she her-

self can cure him," he said.

Then he turned; and without even a look at Naomi,
walked away.

Roger's resignation was followed by his marriage.
Only when he and Naomi had settled down did he
fully realise what society thought of his part in the
betrayal of the secret of the loan. He had invited
his friends to come down for a shooting-party, but
not one accepted. With a bitter pang he realised
that he was cut by society. As he threw down tho
letters declining his invitation, he turned to his wife.
"I cannot live under this stigma 1" he said.

" I rucarT to find out who stole the secret of tho
document. I am going to invite all who 'were
present that afternoon, and ask each to account for
his or her time."

It was only by a great effort that Naomi retained
her composure. Bitterly now did she regret obeying
her mother. Her treachery would hang over her
life like a black shadow. There could be no more
real happiness for her. But, unknown to her, there
was one working in her interests—not for her, but
for the sake of the debt he owed to her husband's
father Chi Lung had discovered her secret, but
because Roger loved her so dearly he determined to
take the crime on his own shoulders. When he
received the invitation from Sir Roger explaining
the object, he smiled his inscrutable smile, and pulled
a telegram out of his desk. It was to the effect that
Henrik Strooni had paid the price of his treachery
with his life.

AH the guests were assembled when he arrived
at Sir Roger's house.

One by one they all accounted for their time and
presence during tho hour the document must have
been examined, till it came to Naomi. The terrified

giil did not know what to say, and was on the point
of confessing, when Chi Lung rose majestically

" I am I he guilty one, I took a photojiaph of H.«
document with your wife's camera. The camera 1

took away hidden in my long sleeves."
The confession came like a bombshell on ti e

party,
"By Heaven!" cried Sir Roger. "I'll never

trust a Chinaman again !

"

Chi Lung made no reply. He only smiled lift

inscrutable smile. The debt to Sir Roger's lathi i

had been paid at the dost of Ids honour, lint he east
a piercing look at Naomi, and beckoned her to follow
him to another room. Then, from his robe he tor k
a statue of three monkeys crouching in a circle

—

<

the Chinese symbol of silence.
" Sec you keep silent," he said, as he left the

house.
There was little sleep for Naomi that night. The,

great sacrifice made by Chi Lung had crushed her
by its nobility. She felt that she could not accept
it. At least she must go and see him, and thank him.
She stole away the next morning, and went to the
Embassy. ' The marquis received her with dignity.
"Well," he said, ''^lave you kept silent?"'
" I have come to thank you for what you did for

mo 1
" cried Naomi.

" For you ? " exclaimed the marquis, with scorn
and contempt. " You are less than a cracked pot
on a refuse-heap to me, but to Roger you are a pearl.
Therefore his pearl must not be crushed. Yesterday
I thought once to snap a little flower from its stem,
but to break that flower was to break a man's heart,
and to that man I owe a duty. See you keep silent."

Naomi hung her head hi humiliation. She '<< g"»n

to sec the Chinaman's point of view. Roger must
never know that she had betrayed his trust.

She was just going from the room when Chi Lung's
secretary came in with a message that Sir Roger
and his mother were waiting.

" He has come for my signed confession," said the
marquis to himself.
He ushered Naomi into another room, and then

received his old friends. With a calm stoicism he
handed the diplomat the confession he had made out,
and bade them good-bye. Then he went to a picture
of Sir Roger's father and, standing b> lore it, he
bowed his head.

" The debt is paid," he said.

{Adapted from incidents in the Ideal photo-play,
featuring M. Leon as the Marquis Chi Lung,
Lillian Braithwaite as Lady de la Haye, and
Sybil Arundel as Naomi.)

HALF-A-MINUTE WITH MARTIN HARVEY

MARTIN HARVEY.

IT was a little after

| five o'clock in tho
afternoon as I

wended my steps
through the odorife-

rous and cobbly ways
of Covcnt Garden
Market in tho direc-

tion of the Opera
House. The day had
.been clear and spring-

like, and though the
mists of early evening
were fast enveloping
and softening the
harsh outlines of that
unlovely spot, a rosy
blush still lingered on
tho face of tho West.

My thoughts were not running in this poetical

strain, however, as I hurried along to my
destination. Instead the thought that per-

sistently hammered in my mind and kept pace
with my footsteps was, Will he sec me ? •

As I reached tho Opera House peoplo wcro
pouring from it in all directions, end, jostling

through thoni, I caught snatches* of their

conversation.
" What a beautiful voice he has !

" remarked
one.

'•
I saw Lira in 'Tho Only Way' when it

first staged," said another.
" He's more wonderful than ever !

" ex-

claimed a third. " And in that lost scene
"

„ They were speaking of the subject of my
thoughts—Martin Harvey.

I sped round to the stage-door as quickly as tho

crowds would permit p,nd presented my card. The
koeperof that portal shook his head as I stated my
errand. However, he would see, he said dubiously,

as he disappeared into tho iener regions.

He returned shortly with a smile on his face
" Mr. Harvey is very rushed, miss ; but ho

can spare you halj-a-tniiuiti:, if that will do."

The Piorur.i: Snow had won I

Old-World Courtesy,

IT
was Sidney Carton whom T saw as [ entered
the actor's dressing-room, but it was
Martin Harvey who greeted me with that

beautiful air of old-world courtesy which is

so peeulie.rly his own. As he removed his

make-up—a proceeding for which he apologised
but he was so pressed for time, he said—the
following brief, but to-the-point, conversation
ensued.

As you doubtless know, Mr. Harvey has
appeared in but two films, but each was a
picturisation of a stage play—" A Cigarette-

Maker's Romance," one" of the classics of his

legitimate repertoire, and " The Broken Melody,"
the late Van Biene's perennial theatrical success.

Which, naturally, prompted jne to ask Mr.
Harvey whether !io considered film adaptations
of stage plays successful.

" I think so, as a rule," he answered slowly,

as if he were running over in his mind any be
had seen. " But," he added modestly, " rriy

film experience is so limited that I really am
not in a position to express an opinion."

The Vehicle of a Fine Art.
'

1 XV/HAT do you think of the photo-play

\ty as an art, Mr. Harvey ?
"

" The artistic success of a photo-
play lies in the hands of the producer ; every-

thing depends on him,"- was the somewhat
guarded reply. " When he happens to be an
artist, then I think the film can certainly

become tho vehicle of a very fine art. Witness
Mr. Griffith's pictures."

Mr. Harvey spoke with deliberation, his

remarks being, interspersed with the frequent,

pauses which his task necessitated ; but, seeing

that he had now removed ni arty all his make-j

up, and that my half-minute was gone, I

hastened to put tho question in which- J knew
my readers would be most interested :

Was he likely to appear in a film version of
" The Only Way " ?

" There is no - immediate likelihood of my
doing so," ho said, with his hatf-scrfous smile.

"Directly my season hero is finished, I start

on a tour in the .Midlands, Scotland, and Wales,

so you see that my time is far too fully occupied
just now to allow me even to consider anv
film work."

May Heuscht.t. QcjSKKB.
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IN THE DAYS OF ST. PATRICK.
A COMING IRISH PHOTO-PLAY.

APART from the intrinsic difficulties of the subject of this photo-play, which

called for much study and careful treatment, disaster wa3 anticipated on

account of the climatic conditions which prevad in Ireland, and wlu'ch are

unfavourable to extensive photographic operations in the open.

However, the result has more than justified the attempt. It took a year of

patient watching the weather and the seasons to get the proper effects for screen

work : but that patience has been rewarded, and a wonderful photo-play that will

appeal to all picture-goers is the result.

The screen picture has its own particular merits, and shows the work which

St. Patrick and his Irish successors did.

The epilogue to this most, interesting picture shows some memorials of St.

Patrick: his grave at Downpa trick, his bell, the pilgrims climbing, and at their

devotion on Croagh Patrick in 1919, the cathedral of St. Patrick at Armagh, and
the successor of the long line ol Patrick's Comharbs, and His Eminence Cardinal

Logue, blessing the children of Patrick's " children of Erin."

The part of St. Patrick is taken by three

different people. At the age of fen he is

portrayed by Master Vernon Whitten, at

sixteen by Gilbert Green, and as the Apostle

of Ireland by Ira Allen.

NORMAN
WHITTEN.'producer
of the photo-play.

ALYCE
KEATING

as Lupita,
St. Patrick'!
foster sister.

Niall bringing Patrick to Ireland in chains. Mi

St. Patrick lighting the Pascal fire on SUne Hilt.
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NEWS, NOTES, AND OPINIONS, BY FRED K. ADAMS.

When Stars Grow Old.

GEORGE TERWILLIGER, the well-

known producer, who is in charge of

the Alice Joyce company, thinks the
1 ime will come when elderly men and
women and strange types will become
stars. For many years, he says, the public

has demanded beautiful young women and
handsome men for stellar roles, but in

lime this "fetish" will disappear. Mr.
Terwilliger is confident that in future years
" There will be many film productions
centreing, around different types than the

young, beautiful, and handsome creatures.

Of course there is a certain logic in the

demand for beautiful women and hand-
some men. The spectators and audiences
of screen and stage like the refreshing idea

of romantic young love. Yet there is a
world of romance that exists and can be
'•reated around other typos. The spoken
•Irama has often presented big productions

witfi mature age in the central figure.

These plaj-s have been great successes. It

will be the screen's turn to do that sys-

tematically. Our present stars, almost all

of whom are young, can retain their

iremendous hold upon the public for years

to come, by assuming the gradually pro-

gressive roles that fit their advancing age."

Glory Still Ahead .

A WOMAN star need not attempt to

bo perpetually youthful," con-
tinues Mr. Terwilliger. "If she

possesses frank good sense and broad mind
she may. as the years pass, assume roles

of gradually increasing age. There are lots

• »f fine stories to be had to focus on such
roles. But the span of youthfulness for a
woina'.i or man covers many years. Thus,
such a star as Miss Joyce, whose beauty is

distinctive and of a permanent type, may
look forward to many seasons of success in

}uung parts. After that she has new

CARL LAEMMLE, tne President of the

i/reat Universal City Studios, where any
locality from a Sahara desert to a Spanish
village can be built at will to form a back-

ground for films.

decodes of screen glory ahead of her in

ii, ore mature roles."

This news will no doubt comfort those,

who dreaded to think of the time when
their especial favourites would know no
more the glare of the studio lights.

Mr. IVrwilliger is directing Miss Joyce at
present in a picture whose working title

i« " Pride." The exterior scenes arc taken
i t Lung Beach, on Long Island.

The Mark of Real Artistry.

REPRESSION is one of the most
effective factors in forcible and
pleasing acting for the screen as

well as the stage," said Frank Lloyd, the
well-known director. Lloyd has already
begun work on the preliminary details of
the filming of the great' stage play,
" Madame X." " At an earlier period."
continued Lloyd, " it was generally believed
that more 'acting' was necessary before
the camera than behind the footlights.

Bereft of the power of the voice, a groat
many intelligent actors fell into the error
of thinking that tho handicap must be
overc&me by painting with heavy strokes.

Few of us failed to be affected by that
heresy. But with the progress of screen
acting we have found that greater power
accompanies reserve in method, just as
in the spoken drama. The stage artistes

have learned this, if they are observant,
and in easting roles calling for the exercise
of restraint I often prefer them in photo-
play work for this reason. You can't
get repression out of poor actors. As a
rule, if you try it, they are apt to be
wooden, or, finding that they are unable
to register well by such method, they
swing to the opposite, and act all over the
place, as the profession phrase it.

The natural school of acting, which
has sharply distinguished the twentieth
century stage from the nineteenth, does not
indicate a loss of power or technical
resource on the part of the actor, as many
seem to think. It is the result of an im-
proved command of the fine points. In
other words, it is not so easy as it looks.

It is the result of being able to apply
technique with such accuracy and nice
shadings that it is not observable to the
spectator.

" The easier an actor makes his points
the more he knows about the rules of his

vocation ; you may depend upon that.

And I maintain that in screen acting this

just as true as in work on the stage, for

have had experience in both branches.

Lessons We Learn From the

Films.

One drop cf joy will be remembered
where a gallon, oj pain can be forgotten.

- • * »

Ambition is the right-hand partner oj

fame.
• * •

All a woman wants is to be wanted.
» * *

When a man sits and looks in the fire
and sighs, he is either thinking of the

woman he married or the one he didn't.
» » *

He who hesitates is bossed.

The Week's Best Films .

THE following is a list of the best
photo-plays which are being re-

leased for exhibition at the
"emas during this week, and the names
the star artistes :

loll .. . . "A Perfect Lady

"

Madge Kennedy.
Ideal . . . . " The Chinese Puzzle "

Leon M. Lion. Lilian Braithwaite.
H'. it- F " 5,000 an Hour "

Hale Hamilton.
Yilagraph "The Wishing Ring Man"

Bessie Love.
To& "A Girl in Bohemia"

Peggy Hyland.
Walturdnin '" Forgive us Our Trespasses "

Mary Marsh Allen.
F. L.F.S. "-The Lady of Red Butte"

Dorothy Daxton,
Walturdatt) .. .. " Cheating (.'heaters

"

Cl MtA K. Youno.
Western Import '"Fraivmg Kramers "

Charles Gunn.
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Originality and Ingenuity in the Home—Effective Colour
Schemes— Windows and Curtains—The Shaded Light.

DOESN'T it sometimes fill you with
envy when you see flashed upon the
screen pictures of beautiful rooms

and interiors that display wonderful taste

and originality in their appointments ?

And doesn't it make you long to be the
happy possessor of such apartments that
have undoubtedly had much money
lavishod upon them for the interpretation

of the decorators' ideas. You, too, have
individual ideas and original schemes, but
3'ou do not have at the back of you a large

enough banking account to carry these
schemes into motion. And for this reason
alone you allow your ideas to go unex-
pressed, and put up with unoriginal and
conventional furnishings.

But there is really no need for you to

stifle your ideas on furnishing as long as you
are prepared to put both time ami thought
into the matter. There are ways by which
oven the woman in moderate circumstances
can make concrete her notions about decora-
tions in the home. She can be as individual

in her surroundings as the film actress with
her silk curtains, woodwork decorations,

and wonderful furniture. Only, of course,

she must bo ingenious in finding ways of

self expression, and her taste must of ne-

cessity run on less elaborate lines. Yet
she must bear in mind that the room which
has an enormous amount of money lavished

upon it does not always look the best. The
simplest furnishings—that show originality

and ingenuity—always look more effective

than expensive over -elaboration.

Select a Colour Scheme.
NOTHING is so important in the matter

of making one's surroundings indivi-

dual than colour, and colour is some-
thing that can be easily regulated. Al-

though a bizarre colour may appeal to you,
you will do well not to make the choice for

your own home, unless you have the means
to alter it when you find it monotonous.
And just because a friend happens to have
cream walls, white enamelled woodwork
and mahogany furniture and rose rugs, an
you like the effect, do not follow her lead

and choose a like scheme. Strike out

for yourself and think out an original

scheme.
The first idea is to devise a colour

scheme, keeping in mind the furni-

ture that will have to go with it, and
the renovations that can be applied to

it. Then decide upon the walls, and
if you cannot obtain just the colour

you want in wall-paper, get a decora-

tor to mix distempers until you have
the desired tone. With a little care

you can quite easily manage to paper
the walls yourself, and paint the

woodwork. White woodwork is always
effective and appeals to the eye of

the majority of most women, yet if

you are a busy woman with little time
to spare, you will do well to choose a
darker shade that will not show up
overy finger-mark. •

There is no reason why you should
have conventional furniture, for oven if thf

which you possess is now old-fashionei

it can he covered and camouflaged ino>

successfully with loose covers of cretonne.

And I ain suro that a design to fit in with
your schemo can bo found m t he wonderful
range of cretonnes that aro being sold just

now. It is more economical to choose one
with a dark background and thus avoid

any signs of grubbiness.' Large cushions,

pouffees, and table centres can all bo

manoeuvred out of tho same fabric, and tho

result will bo effective and charming.

Windows and Curtains.

WHAT a difference the curtaining of

tho windows mukes to a- room. The
whole schemo can be thrown out

of harmony by the choice of curtains that

don't " go.'' If your room is to be

cretonne adorned, then bring the same
material into play as curtains. Not as
entire window coverings— it is too heavy
to be lavishly usod at the windows. But
first of all place light net curtains, and
then finish off at either side by cretonne
hangings, that repeat themselves in a frill

along the top. A quaint finish is always
given to a room by such an arrangement.
Much can be done to improve a room

by the addition of window seats, and theso
aro easily constructed at home with tho
aid of a few ordinary tools and w ood. . In
fact, strong wooden boxes can be placed
along by the window to form a seat, the
roughness of their foundation being com-
pletely hidden by a covering of cretonne.
Pad the top of the " seat " with thick
brown paper, newspaper and old pieces of

cloth, and then cover tightly with cre-

tonne, tacking a frill of the latter all along
tho sides. Brass-headed nails can bo
brought into play to finish off all joins, etc.

A splendid pouffee seat for the side of the
fireplace can be made in the same manner,
a, square 'wooden box being used for the

foundation.

The Shaded Light.

LIGHTING facilities must be a part of

the decoration scheme of a room if

its true value is to be achieved. How
many times have we seen an otherwise
good-looking room spoilt by an incongruous
lamp or bare uncovored mantle. This is

specially true in rented houses where the
fittings have been chosen by the landlord

or previous tenant and that are in absolute
variance with your own furnishing scheme.
But even the ugliest fittings can be beauti-

fied by suitable shades. Quite recently I

saw a very ugly hanging gas bracket that

boasted of three plain mantelled jets fitted

up quite prettily and effectively. A large

wire shape had Seen bought that covered

Miss BESSIE LOVE is most particular about
the daily manicure of her nails, however

busy she may be.

the three burners, and this had been cov-

ered -or lather edged with a frill of po\\ dcr

blue silk edged with silver laco. Tho top

had boon 'eft uncovered to allow the three

jets to project, but oven then tho shade

had softened tho ugliness of the fitting

considerably, and cast a soft light into tho

room.
Old-fashioned circular globes can bo

prettily covered with small bags ofsjlk,

that draw up with with silken cords.
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" Thy Face Across His Fancy Conies."

THE violent thud of Richard's bead against
the wall brought John Baird to his senses.

His hands fell nervelessly to his side. .

" Oh, what have I done ? " lio cried franti-
cally, for Richard had fallen unconscious across
the sofa. His features were livid, his limbs inert,

and lifeless.

Baird had become as a man suddenly stricken
with paralysis. He was gripped in tho throes of

ungovernable terror and unable to move. Great
drops of sweat clustered on his brow. His un-
controlled violence had killed Ferris—his rival

had passed indeed.
He roused himself from the torpor that was

creeping over him. then knelt down and put his
ear to Richard's heart. The closed eyelids
fluttered, and a long sigh escaped from his lips.

Richard was still alive ! The weiglH. of the
world was lifted from Baird's shoulders. He
could have laughed aloud with relief. He
crossed the room hastily and made for the old
Sheffield plate salver with its decanters and
glasses, and poured out a stiff dose of whisky.

" Try some of this, Ferris," ho urged.
Richard tried to sit up, and he gassed his

hands across his cyfes with a puzzled gesture of
impatience.

" You must excuse me for being here. I'm
much better now. I'll go !

" It was a rotten
accident, all the same !

" Accident —accident, did you say '! " Baird
asked eagerly.

" Well, yes, of course ; we collided with some-
thing ... I was chucked out ... J presume
somebody brought me here. Is it a nursing
home ?

"

" No," said Baird shortly. He wanted
Richard to talk now—why, he hardly knew—but
ho could hardly contain his eagerness.

" I wonder whore she is ? " Richard went on.
running his fingers restlessly through his well-

groomed hair.

" She ?
"

" You wouldn't know her," Richard retorted.
" She was very pretty, a reolbuttci-fly belonging
to the old world I've left bahinS. When I was
at the Emporium one day, she came down to

buy a monkey—my monkey. Yum-Yum. I

had brought the little devil back with nie from
the West Coast."
"By Jove!" The exclamation burst from

John Baird's lip? in spite of himself. His breath
came in short gasps as if he had been running a
race, for now he knew that he stood on the thres-

hold of a great discovery.
" My name's Blake—Richard Blake, a wastrel

of the deepest dye," Richard went on. " She,
the butterfly girl, was always coming down the
Commercial Road to the Emporium—she be-
longed to a set as I already hinted, that I—oh !

that doesn't concern you, anyway," he broke off

impatiently.
But it does, indeed," Baird said eagerly.

' ;

It

interests me tremendously."
Richard c-yed him suspiciously, then lie went

on nonchalantly :

"Well, it became awkward for me, that's all

about it—because the people at the Emporium
had bee n au fully good to me, and I had pro-
mised to marry the daughter, but Em afraid I've

treated her like a end."
" So you're engaged ? " Baird. usually so

decreet and self-contained, could not control

his curiosity.
" Engaged !

" Richard laughed, " That's a
mild term ; I'm " He stopped abruptly.
He had a confused remembrance of having
promised Sylvia not to disclose their secret

marriage —and as he was talking things began
to dovetail thcmselvos together like a jig-saw
puzzle into his brain. Ho sprang up.

" I must go ; 1 must, go at once. They'll be
wondering what on earth has happened to me."

" But you can't leave like this. I'll telephone
for your doctor." Baird stopped abruptly.

The specialist's warning suddenly came buck to

his mind :
" Shock had caused Ferris to lose his

memory" it was decided, "and shock might
bring i\ back again." The chance blow at the

By EDITH NEPEAN.

CHARACTERS IN THE STORY:
n if hard Ferris, a wealthy man who, under the name

of Dick Blake, married secretly
Svi.via Graham, a film actrcss and the daughter of

Rill Graham, who befriended Ferris when he was
destitute. Rill Graham is found murdered, and
Dick is wanted for the murder. He has disappeared.

Pansy Vivian, engaged to John Baird, but in love
with Ferris.

Robert Nigel, a film producer, who is in love with
Sylvia, unaware of the fact that she is married.

back of Richard's head against the wall had per-
formed the miracle surgical scionce had failed to
accomplish.

" Doctor ! What do I want with a doctor ?
"

Richard broke out angrily. " I only want to

get back to the Emporium to Bill Graham."
" Bill Graham '!

"

" That's his name," Richard ret orted. " Keep?
an animal and bird shop in the Commerc ial Road.
I'm his assistant, Richard Blake."
John Baird gave a startled try.

" Hush, for Heaven's sake don't talk so loud."
he implored. " If that's so, there's a warrant
out for your arrest."

" Tosh !
" mocked Richard. " It's no blfssed

good your trying to kid mo. I may have been a
rotter in my time, but I've never done anything
to necessitate a warrant being issued against mo.
I'll get off to Bill. I promised Sylvia to look
after him, but I was a fool. I was so miserable
that I got doped—the day she went away—don't
remember much after that. It was after eleven
at night when the other one turned up with some
cock and bull story that I was—never mind who.
Oood -afternoon, sir." Richard made towards
the door.

Baird's face was like marble. So Nina's words
were true—Richard and Pansy had met before.

Now it was only too obvious why Yum-Yum
had taken such a fancy to Richard—he was his

own particular pet.

" Bill Graham is dead," ho said impatiently.
" He was murdered ; the nowspapers were full

of it for ages. I read the other day that his

daughter—I presume- the girl to whom you are
engaged—lias become a great cinema star, a sort

of British Mary Pickford."
" That's all rot," said Richard vehemently.

" Sylvia, bless her little heart, would never rise

above a walking on part—or a very small stunt
indeed. And as for Bill Graham being mur-
dered, that's the best joke I've heard for many
a long day. 1 don't believe you. Good-bye."

Baird saw he was determined to have his own
way. and he said earnestly :

" I must try to
make you realise what has happened. My name
is John Baird."

" Baird, Baird." Richard repeated with a
frown. " Why, yes, of course, the man -who
paid for Yum-Yum. What an odd thing that
we should have knocked up against eaeh other
like this."

" Fact is stranger than fiction," said Baird
tritely. -' Your monkey was a present for Miss
Pansy Vivian, the lady with whom you were
driving at mid-night, when the taxi collided."

"Well?"
" Now X know that the lady who sent 3-011 to

me was Miss Vivian."
" If so, she was jolly decent. But what have

you to do with mo ?
"

" Everything in tho world," Baird answered.
"

I happened to be a very old friend of your
cousin's, Sir Mais Ferris."

" Oh, you know that I
"

" That your surname is n6l Blake ': why yes,

of course. You are tho baronet of that name,
now—Sir Richard Ferris. This is your own flat.

Yihi are an enormously wealthy nian. Since
tho collision you've been suffering from loss of

memory, and now you've regained it by fin acci-

dent. I'm going to be quite straight with you

—

vou are in danger of being arrested, if it i-^ known

you are Blake. You may have to prove your
movements on the day of the murder.*.'

" I'm so stunned by your news that I'm no
longer a half-starved devil ! I don't know
how to answer "

" Then there's Pansy. She had promised to
marry me, but you've cut me out, Ferris."

" Cut you out ?
"

" Well, can you road ? This is her letter to
you."

Richard scanned the lines, and he laughed.
" My dear fellow, it's very charming, but,

poor little girl, she's suffering from delusions.
I haven't seen her since the night of the smash."

" Are you going to marry Miss Vivian ?
"

There was something so tense about the way
the question was asked, that Richard realised
his answer meant a very great deal to Baird.

" Certainly not," he answered vehemently,
" for the very simple reason—and may I be
pardoned for breaking a promise—that I'm a
married man. And now I'm off to find my
wife !

"

Baird was so completely astounded with this

information that he was speechless. Richard
brushed past him, and rushed down the stairs.

" The Joy of Your Shy, Sweet Kisses."

BY Jove, what a story !
" Baird exclaimed

aloud, arousing himself from his tense
surprise ; and then he realised that

Richard had gone. He walked hastily clown the
staircase. The butler informed him, on his

inquiry, that :

" Sir Richard had just loft the flat."

When Baird found himself onco more in
Piccadilly he felt so confused by the course of
events, that he hardly knew what to do first.

He decided to go round to Lincoln's Inn Fields
to see if there were any letters for him. He
hailed a taxi, and soon afterwards entered his

house.
"I'm glad you've come back, sir," his butler

exclaimed. " There are two urgent messages for

you—one from Mrs Duprez. She told me to
tell you that she and Miss Vivian had returned
to London, and would you ring her up ? The
other—there's a dying man, sir, wants to make
some sort of deposition. A priest came for you.
Here's the address ; it's very important, sir."

Baird glanced carelessly down on the envelope
which bore an address in Red Lion Square.
He then rang up Nina, who answered the

telephone herself.
" Do come round !

" she begged. " Pansy
would not remain at ' Bella Vista ' after you
had left. She made excuses; ordered the car.

and here we are. She's locked herself up in her
room, and will see no one."

Baird promised to do as Nina requested, as
soon as possible, and then he made for Red
Lion Square. On arriving at tho house directed
on the envelope, he made inquiries for tho
person who had sent for him. Baird was taken
to a garret on the top floor. An emaciated
middle-aged man was tossing restlessly about
upon a narrow bed, at the side of which knelt a
priest.

The priest got up from his knees directly ho
saw Baird.

" Just in time," he said. " He would have you.
He wishes to make a legal deposition. I've
placed paper, ink, all ready for you. See ; on
the little table at the head of the bed '!

"

Baird said a few sympathetic words to tho
dying man, whose name, he was told, was
Tun Grey.

" Bend lower : I'm sb confoundedly weak !
"

Grey whispered. " It's Death that 'as nabbed mo
—I'm a crook—clever one. I'd been watching
the goin's on at tho Emporium for weeks."

" What ? " 'Baird exclaimed. " In tho
Commercial Road ?

"

" That's the 'ole," said the man. " I knew
ol' Bill ad oof nbaat the 'place -went in one
night w hen the old chap was alone. He struggled
with me over the cash-box. I didn't mean to
kill 'im, but I did, and that's that."

Baird saw there was no lime to waste. He
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Began to write swiftly. Tho priest raised the
dying man ttnd guided his hand when he signed
ins llaino.

Five minutes after, Tim, the crook, had gone
to meet his Judge, and Richard Blako Ferris's

innocence of tho murder of Bill Graham was'
proved heyond shadow of doubt.

Baird felt that before he did anything else,

it was his first duty to hand over Tim's deposi-

tion to the authorities, so that the writ issued
lor Richard's arrest might bo immediately
withdrawn. Having dono this, he decided that
'it was only right to find Richard and set his

mind at rest, and tell him that all suspicion
against him had been removed.
When Baird reached Richard's flat, tho butler

seemed worried.
" .Sir Richard's not in yet, sir."
" I'll just go up, then; and write a note,"

Baird answered.
" But, sir " Baird did not realise that

the sorvant was remonstrating with him, until

lie found himself face to face with Pansy.
She had been sitting by the fire. She was

exquisitely dressed and her face was pale,

like a poarl

i

" My dear, what are you doing here ?
" ho

exclaimed hoarsely.
She did not move ; she gazed at Baird with

rotd, critical eyes, and for several moments she
did not speak.

i

" I'm tired of our engagement, John. I've
written to tell you so. Your ring has seemed to
burn my finger for days. I sent it back to you
to -night."

" Pansy—no !
" Baird broke out, violently.

" I'm tired of lying—of acting lies !
" said

Pansy. " Besides, Nina has been threaten-
ing mo with all sorts of things. She says she told
you that I'd not told tho truth the night Sir
Richard was brought to you ; well, I hadn't !

"

" Hoarest girl, don't ! Baird tirged, for at
the sight of Pansy's distress all his anger
against her died away. He knew she was stand-
ing at the edge of a chasm, and that, cost what
it may, he must save her.

I

" She's found out more than that," said
Pansy. " That's why I've come here this

evening. I must warn Sir Richard " And
suddenly she burst into tears and thrust out her
hands towards him like a frightened child.
" John, help me."

In an instant his arms were around her."^
" I was tho woman who sent Sir Richard

to you. When first I knew him ho was in an
animal and bird shop in the Commercial Road.
T met him when first I went to see Yum-Yum.
I saw at onco that he was ono of us ; I was
interested, it amused mo to go down there and
talk to him."

> " Why didn't you tell mo before ?
"

In her agitation, Pansy relied on John's
s'rongth, and somehow or other he was not
sorry that she had had these terrible experiences,
for it had certainly drawn them very near
together, now that she needed help and sym-
pithy.

Nina told me to-night that she'd been mak-
ing inquiries on the quiet, and that it had been
discovered that Sir Richard Ferris was the
same man as Richard Blake. I came to warn
him : he is wanted "

I
There was a step outside. The next moment

Sir Richard had entered. He was obviously
•worn out, and deadly tired.

" Wo have both come to tell you that you
need have no fear about being arrested,"
sud Baird, with a very distinct accent on
tho " we." " After I left you, Ferris, I was
Called to see a dying man who made a deposition
that he had murdered Bill Graham, so that
shadow has passed."

"John, you are the cleverest old thing
that ever happened !

" Pansy cried oxultantly.
Richard studied her closely, and ho said :

" It's ages since we met, Miss Vivian. 1 hopo
Yum-Yum is well ?

"

Pansy drew back startled. Ho' noticed it,

and observed :

" I haven't said anything unusual, havo
I ? But sinco the crash I've been suffering
from loss of memory. Baird will explain.
J'vo been to the Commercial Road. Tho day
lo£the accident I married Bill Graham's daughter,
Sylvia. Sinco that day sho's vanished com-
pletely out of my life. To-night I saw her
photograph outside tho door of a cinema.
I must find her ; I never knew how much I

loved her till I'd lost her !

"

{Continued nn nnae 19.)

The Amateur Gentleman.
Jeffrey Farnol's book has been
filmed by the Stoll Film Co.

SO recently as last autumn the Stoll Film Com-
pany decided to abandon the exploitation

of American films, and to stick to those of

British manufacture. They have already shown
several excellent ones, including " Mr. Wu," " The
Elusive Pimpernel," " The Barton Mystery," and
now this new one is promised as an eclipse for

those that have gone before.
" To begin with, it is a great story for the serccn.

because Jeffrey Farnol works on a very big can-

vas, but the scenario maker has lilted the definite

tragic curtain of the hook and has told the moving
story of the boy Barnabas, the son of a village

innkeeper, left a great fortune, and who determines

to come to London town in tho brave days of

the Prince ltcgent, with the intention of being a
gentleman.

The greater part of the scenes were taken In

a beautiful old house in Torquay, and Maurice
Elvey, for this production, gathered round him
a most excellent cast, with Langhorne Burton for

the hero Barnabas, Cecil Humphreys as Chichester

the villain, Pardoe Woodman as Ronald Barry-

mainc, and Madge Stuart as Lady C'lcome.

Barnabas and Lady

mo Cleome.

PqVU Barnabas and Ronald
Lea

, . ,„ .i
,
,,„HH .. .1

On the night o£.

the dinnerparty.

Vi I

The great race

Scene.
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When It's No Use

Pretending.

THE PRACTICAL WOMAN
AND THE DESERT

ISLAND.

THE gayest of us have our moments of hol-

low depression. Sooner or later we all

have to give up pretending, even to

ourselves, and relapse into unhappy candour.

At no time, if one is a woman, does one feel

more acutely miserable than when one faces

one's mirror in a clear cold light and marks the

first signs of the " going off " of one's charms.

I know a very charming and sophisticated

woman whose nightmare is that she may one

day find herself in the situation beloved by
novelists—that is, alone or nearly alone on

a desert island. " Just fancy," she wails,
" having no comb or looking-glass or hairpins

and, worst of all, no tammalite. Because, do

von realise, that I should actually be grey ?
"

To see her soft brown hair one would suspect

her of perverting the truth. But she frankly

assures her friends that her hair would bo

nothing without an occasional timely applica-

tion of a tonic made of bay rum and pure

tammalite. " It brings back all the colour,"

she affirms, " besides making one's hair beauti-

fully healthy. Why, I was in despair a year

or two ago, because my hair was growing grey

in streaks. But since I discovered tammalite

I haven't the slightest difficulty in keeping mo-
hair its normal shade."

And what a difference beautiful hair makes
to any woman. It excuses plainness, it en-

hances beauty. What man pictures the woman
of his dreams with anything but soft, abundant
hair 1 From Rapunzel to Melissande, there is

something romantic about lovely locks. It is

deplorable nowadays to see naturally beautiful

hair- ruined by neglect, curling irons, harmful
ehampoos and the like. Many girls, otherwise

careful of their good looks, think nothing of

going to bed. without brushing their hair.

Without constant brushing the hair can never
attain to that glossy " sheeny " look that is so

delightful. A good brushing for fifteen minutes
night and morning should be included in the

discipline of every woman, plain and pretty.

A stiffish brush should be used, and it should be
always scrupulously clean.

It is not good enough to use just any sham-
poo when washing the hair. Care should be
taken to find the very best one, and then to

keep to it. A really excellent idea is to use only
stallax granules which are obtainable at all

good chemists. A teaspoonful of stallax is

sufficient for each shampoo, so a J lb. package
will last for a long time.

This very simple shampoo gives splendid
results. The delicious foaming lather it makes
not only cleanses the hair thoroughly but brings

out every atom of its latent colour and bright-

ness. The hair dries quickly, and though
beautifully soft, it is quite manageable.

When the scalp is inclined to be dry, and the

hair brittle, it is a good plan to massage it

with olive oil before giving it a stallax shampoo.

There are few things which increase one's

self-respect so much as the possession of lovely

hair. It is a perpetual joy to oneself and others,

and with a little care, one can defy hairpin-

scattering winds and even trying, if romantic,
situations on an uninhabited island.

rATiKF.R BELMONT'S CT.YXOL BERRIES
FOR OBESITY. [APVT.]

More Adventures Among the Cannibals.

ON THE BORDERS OF CIVILISATION.
THE MAGNIFICENT WORK OF MISSIONARIES.

By MARTIN JOHNSON, World's Famous Explorer and Photographer.

ONE of the most vivid impressions that re-

main to me of my visit to the South Sea
Islands is the magnificent work that has

been done and is still being done by the mis-
sionaries.

The sacrifices these men make in order that,

the truths of Christianity- and the benefits of
civilisation shall be brought within reach of
the savage cannibal can only be dimly understood
by those who have not seen the work.
There is a tendency in some quarters to

decry missionary work on the ground that the
savage has every right to his own religion, and
that he is much better off than many white
people who eke out an existence in the slums
of civilised countries. But leaving religion out
of the question, the missionary improves the
physical well-being of those he converts. It is

the missionary who teaches the savago the
benefits of cleanliness and the value of
medioal science. Left to themselves these
people are no better than animals, under the
influence of tho missions they become human
beings. Surely it is good that these men and
women should be raised from the brute stage of
life to the human plane.
Take the case of the women of these islands,

for instance. They aro used as beasts of bur-
den, and have no rights or privileges. The only
function of women they, are allowed to fulfil is

the bearing of children. They do all the work,
and are only allowed to reap as the fruits of
their labour just sufficient food to enable them
to live and keep on working.

The Slavery of the Women.

I
REMEMBER an incident that occurred near
the island of Yao. Mrs. Johnson and I were
on the beach watching the return of the

natives from tho mainland where the natives
plant their crop3, for Yao is so small that there
is only just room for the tribe to live on it.

One old chief arrived in a large canoe with his

five wives, who came ashore loaded down with
yams, bananas, etc.

The chief pimply sat on the shore and yelled

to the women to pull up .the heavy canoe out
of reach of the tide.

He never attempted to give a hand. Sud-
denly he caught sight of Mrs. Johnson, and he
ehouted to her to go and help his wives.

Mrs. Johnson came close to me, and in her
best native mixed with English told the chief

that white women did not do that sort of work,
and that in her country the men worked for the
women.
The old chief did not reply, but he gave my

wife a look which told her plainly that it was
lucky for her that she did not belong to him.
One result of missionary work is that the

women who are converted will never again tolerate

the slavery and humiliation of their former
days. When they marry they give their hus-
band to understand definitely that he will have
to work, and that she shall have equal rights

in the house the same as the white woman.

At the Mercy of the Natives.

AMONG the missionaries I met was the
Rev. Mason, who conducts an episcopal
mission near the island of Auki. When wo

arrived he told us that he had not seen a white

THE CHIEF NAGAPATE.

man for months, and Mrs. Johnson was the first

white woman he had seen for years. That gives

you an idea of the lonely life led by these mis-

sionaries, and incidentally the remote spots

visited by us in search of our pictures. Mr.
Mason is still a young man who has voluntarily

given up all that civilisation has to offer to re-

claim savages. The great thing that struck

me about Mr. Mason was the sublime faith he
had in his work and tho patience at the results

At Bunana we found another mission conductor!

by the Rev. Mr. Wilson and his sister, the latter

a charming lady. Apart from the natives the)

are alone on an island at the mercy of the

natives they are trying to convert. Others, who
ore devoting much of their time to this work
of civilising savages, are the pioneer traders.

These men take their lives in their hands when
they open up in bush, for the old chiefs are

very bitter against all -who try to introduce
now customs.
We saw the ruins of many plantations and

missions that had been wiped out by the

natives, and one could only shudder as one
thought what must have been the fate cf these

men. So bitter are the chiefs on this question,

that many natives who are suspected of having
joined the missions aro secretly murdered.
There is a perpetual and secret warfare between
those natives who have joined the missions,

and those who still adhere to the savage cus.

toms, and in many places the converts cannot
leave their villages to labour without leaving a
strong body of men to guard their homes, i

was very much struck by one outstanding fen -

turo of the missions. These brave men anrl

women have no \ise for sectarian bitterness.

It docs not matter to them to what church t»

man or woman belongs so long as he or she is

carrying out the broad spirit of Christianity.

Would that we had more of that spirit in the

churches of civilisation.

(More about Martin Johnson's adventures with
the Cannibals next week.)

Gnema
Comic

No. 1

Out On

Wednesday

|tiin>iiiA(pimc
All the funny film stars in the _
funniest of tunny pictures. Grand Cinema
Stories and unique cash prize o8er

5j- a day every day for 6 months !

Order a copy TO-DAY !
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THE SECRET HUSBAND {

%£*£gir.

:3

There was a long silence, a sob, a laugh,

and Pansy had sprang to her feet, a beautiful,

flushed, agitated child.
" John, it's late ; I'm tired ! Please take

me home !

"

In the darkness of her car he wooed her

once again. She felt the strength of his arms ;

tboy gave her now confidence in life.

" Lot's be married, Pansy darling ?
"

" To-morrow, John, pleaso, by special

liconce !
" she sobbed ; and thus Nina Duprez

united those she seeked to part 1

The next morning Richard made straight

for the Erox studios.

Richard took his card out of his pocket,

handed it to a man at the door, who was duly

impressed, in answer to his assertion that he :

,

" Must see Miss Sylvia Graham at once."

He was shown into the waiting-room. Robert
Nigel came in a few minutes later.

I don't understand this," he said bluntly.
" You are the man, Blake, whom Miss Graham
brought here once, a man wanted by the

police !

"

" If you are thinking of the murder of Bill

Graham, you are a little beyond the times,"

said Richard coldly. " Had you studied your
newspaper this morning, you would have
been that; tho murderer of Bill Graham made
a full confession of his crime to my solicitor

last night. My name is Ferris—Sir Richard
Blake Ferris—though Heaven only knows
what it's got to do with you 1 I've come to see

Miss Sylvia Graham."
From the moment Sylvia knew that Richard

was in the studios she became afraid. Sho
was sure Robert Nigel would not spare him.
(She ran along the corridor, and, pausing outside

the waiting-room, she heard the sound of

angry voices. She rushed in, a wonderful
figure of beauty in dazzling white, and cried

out :
,

" Dick, why have you come to torment me ?

You've ruined my life—indeed, you have !

At least, do not come and destroy my art

;

>t's all I've got left !

"

Richard made a step towards her, feasting

his eyes upon her all the time.
" Sylvia, it is only right to Mr. Nigel to

tell him the truth," said Richard. " I've

had to tell two other people already. Couldn't
help it, dear !

"

Sho swayed a little and sank into a chair,

covering her face with her hands.
"Sylvia, may I tell him?" Richard urged.

" It is not fair to me. Miss Graham is my wife.

Tho day we married she was telegraphed
for to join the Erox Company! That night I

arrived home late. On the threshold there
was a girl who had bought my pet. Yum-Yum.
] t so happened that she had discovered that I had
come into my cousin's wealth and title. She a^ked
me to take her home in a taxi, and we collided

• with a motor-lorry. I was injured ; my mind
was a blank afterwards. I could not remember
a single thing that had happened until an
accidental blow on the head gave my memory
back to me, and from that moment I have
only sought to do one thing, and that was
to find my wife."

There was a "long, tense silence. Robert
Nigel's voice was hoarse and broken when he
said to Sylvia :

" So this is the reason why you had no
lovo for mo ? I'm sorry. I cared ; I still care.

But God bless you, Sylvia ; your happiness
is mine !

"

Tho next moment Richard and Sylvia were
alone, and Richard fell on his knees at her
side, pouring out his very soul to her. At first

pride kept Sylvia cold and silent, and then, as
lie went on pleading and telling her of all

the agony of his sufferings, her heart wont
out in love to him.

" It's been a ghastly nightmare !
" he went

on. " I saw your face ; I heard your voice,

but it was as if I lived in another sphere and
you wero a million miles away from me !

Kiddie, shall wo start afresh ?
"

Tho next momont ho felt the warmth of
her arms around his neck, tho touch of her
lips and breath, tho sob of ecstacy whon sho
cried :

" Oh, Dick, my Dick ! My secret husband 1
"

THE ESI),

"THE BLACK SHEEP
Another British Novel Filmed.

ALL who have read any of Ruby M. Ay res'

delightful novels will greet with pleasure

the news that another of her books,
" The Black Sheep " is to be shown on the film.

There is a wonderful charm and fascinat ion about '

Miss Ayres' books which have gained for her a
wide and enthusiastic following. This popular
authoress started writing when she was in, the

nursery, although she confesses that at this time
she became very discouraged because her efforts

were belittled, and she was told not to waste
valuable time and paper.

Receiving no encouragement, she abandoned
writing until ten years ago when she wrote her
first serial for a daily paper. This was an imme-
diate success, and led to requests from nearly

all the other newspapers in London. Strangely

enough, her first book, " Castles in Spain," was
not a success until it was republished four years

later, when it sold in large editions. Despite the
fact that we all look upon Miss Ayres as a
serial writer she prefers writing short stories

with sad endings, while her great ambition and
intention is to write a modern comedy. Such a
play should be a great success frofh the pen of

Miss Ayres.

"The Black Sheep" is a good story, which
loses none of its realism or grip in tho filming.

It is supported by a strong cast, which includes
such well-known names as George Keen, Eva
Balfour, Marguerite Blanche, and Arthur
Lennard. '

The Story.

nPHE story is a human one, and tells of the two

J loves of a motherless young man who had
earned the title of " The Black Sheep."

The first is a handsome young lady, the
daughter of a scheming mother. But the girl is

worldly, and when the Black Sheep tells her
that he will have to sell his estate and livo

simply, she tells him frigidly that she could net
stand love in a cottage, and therefore could never
marry him. He meets the second girl when
he rescues her from the hands of a couple of

ruffians. This romantically formed friend,

ship rapidly develops into love on both
sides. It is met with a rebuff, however,
when it is discovered that the girl's father

is head of the money-lending firm to whom
the Black Sheep is deeply indebted, and
the . father refuses . to countenance any.
alliance between the two.

A clever bit- of subterfuge is indulged
in, in which the" first woman takes no
small part, and eventually the money-
lender, realising his mistake, brings the
couple together.

Many of the film scenes are laid in (ho
beautiful country that surrounds the
upper reaches of the Thames, and tho film

is up to the high standard which ia

characteristic of all the Progress Co.'s

productions.

Norah and her father. Miss RUBY M. AYRES.
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You can Play the
PianoTo-day

. ^ By Naunton's National Music System.

IT makes no difference
whether you liave had

previous lessons or not
whether you are 80 years of

age or only eight, we guaran-
tee that you can play the
piano to-day by this wonder-
ful and simple system. There
are no sharps, flats, or

theoretical difficulties to
worry you. and no tiresome
or wearisome exercises or
scales to be learnt. You play
correctly with both hands
at once; No difficulty or

drudgery whatever.

FAILURE IS IMPOSSIBLE.

"You cannot fail." All you
have to do is to sit down to

the piano with our music
and play it at once. Hymns,
Dance Music, Songs, Classics

—anything.
OVF.K .'.0.10(1 PEOPLE ABE Pl.AYIM: P.Y IT. \NT> Alii". PLATHIG PERFECTLY.

IF THKY CAS PO IT, SO CAN YOU.
No one need ever Bay again. "I vvi>li I could play." everyone pan do it to-day.

LET US TELL YOU ALL ABOUT THIS
WONDERFUL, SIMPLE, AND RAPID SYSTEM.

Take ad vintage of the offer we make on the ('(.upon l.elovv. and by return of post you will
receive ei^ht tunes which we guarantee you can pla\ ; thus you ean prove fur yourself
the aceni acy of oui system and the accuracy of our statements. This small outlay will
open up the delights of the vast realm of music to you, aud give youmanyyeais ol
purest pleasure.

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER COUPON
To thr Mananer. NAUNTON'S NATIONAL MTrtlC SYSTEM.

Memorial Hull, rariini.ar.n Street, Lnn-lon, F.O.

I s»n<1 herewith postal orclt*r for 1/6, i" wtuni fui which please semi me join
'* Sprcial No. 1

," containing eight tnnen, pnl»li>hc<l at 2*. 6d., also particular^ of how 1

can hec-cme a thorough musician.
SQTE.—Pha$c fill in Postal Onlrr payable lo Xatiniau's Xaltonal Music System, ltd.

Acute Nervous
Anaemia

Weak, Bloodless, and Dyspeptic— but Cured
by Dr. Cassell's Tablets.

Mr^. Foster, of 20, Trafford Stteet, Scun-
tliorpe, Lines, says:--" I'm sure Dr. OasselTs
Tablets saved my life. For years I had been
an;rrnie, but about two years ago I beraine
seriously ill, and how I dragged about I don't
know. The anremia had heeome so bad that I

would go absolutely white, and I looked just like

a dead thing. At all times 1 wo« weak, and my
digestion so feeble that everything I ate caused
pain. I was a bundle of nerves, too, afraid to go
to bed because T could not sleep, anil I dreaded
being left alone.

"I had medical advice and was always taking medicine, but I only
seemed to get worse till 1 tried Dr. Cassell's Tablets. From that, tiirm

my health improved, and steadily 1 grew stronger. Now 1 feel twenty
years younger and so strong -and well that I can do all my work
without fatigue."

Dr. CasselFs
TabletsPRICES

13 and 3 -

tl .•• . s .: I.e't

-

the more econom-
ical. Sold by
Chemists in all

parts of I lie

world: Ask for

Dr. Cassell's
Tablets and
ttefnsr;

substitutes.

The Universal Home Remedy for

Nervous Breakdown Anaemia
Nervous Paralysis Kidney Trouble
Spinal Weakness Indigestion
Neuritis Back Pains
NervousDebility Malnutrition
Sleeplessness Wasting Diseases

Specially valuable for Nursing Mothers and
during the Critical Periods of Life.

FREE
INFORMATION
as to the suit-
ability of Dr
CssseiMTsMets
in your ease sent

on request.
t>E. CASBF.LL'S

CO.. LTD..
CHESTER l:f> .

MANCHESTER

Oatine
Soap and water remove only the surface dirt

;

OATINE removes all the dirt and oily secretions
by cleansing the pores of the skin thoroughly.
Use OATINE CREAM at night, i/6 and 3/- ; and
before going out. use OATINE SNOW, 1 '3 a jar.

ANSWERS
£1,000 FREE INSURANCE.
For full particulars see current issue.

ACCOUNTANCY,
SECRETARYSHIP, COSTING
—the great professions of the future. Highly paid
appointments are daily being obtained by qualified
students of theMETROPOLITANCOLLEGE—the
"Varsity of Secretarial and Accountancy training.
Specialised Postal Courses (exam, coaching and
practical training) taken at home, in spare time,
under the most highly qualified staff in the king-
dom comprising many Final Jfonoursmen Chart-
ered Accountants and Barristers-at-Law. Fees are
most moderate and may be paid by instalments.
.Send post c.ird.to-day, for list of recent appointments
vacant particulars of free scholarship scheme, and
copy of 'Students' Guide"; no charge or obligation.

METROPOLITAN C0LLECE (Dpt.94) ST. ALBANS

7fiWEEKLY
^yBUYS A-

with massive Oak-Case ZZ-uiCl
richly coloured Hbrn,unbreak
able silent Swiss Motor
U-in. niekellcd Turntable
and extra loud Insulated
Sound llox, etc. Giganti
stock of Cabinet Granio
phones. Portable Hornless
sod exquisitely designed Tsld
Grand* ready for immediate de-
very Hirrel from factory SI

pounds under shop prices.
Bent ON AI'f'KOVAL with 211 times am
000 needles I'ACKKD VKBK. CAItRIAOl
1'AID. Complete satisfaction or raonrj
refunded. Write for monster Bargai'
Lists TO-DAY.

MEAD COMPANY, Dept. C10,
BALSALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM,

ORDINARY WATCHES MADE INTO

Wristlet Watches
"THE DAPTABEL"

will fit any size watch and is invisible when in use.

each.

From all Watchmakers, Jewellers, and Fancy Dealers.
,Or from the "DAPTABEL" Advert. Department, ^Bwirrmt

150, Otley Road, BRADFORD, YORKS. DAPTABEL"

FINEST ANPC HEAPEST NOVELTY EVER IN\ F.STKH

Did you buy one of the

250^000,000 tins of

NESTLES MILK
consumed in the British Isles during 1919 ? N

Sold Everywhere. Cash Price 1/6 per tin.

Every tin of Nestles Milk procluced in this country is for sale in Great Britain.
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CHARACTER AS TOLD BY THE FACE.
Intellectuality and Culture are Shown in the Face of Stewart Rome.

The Eye.

NOTE the hidden upper lid, and the absence
of it shows us tlie power in the eye itself.

We find ourselves obliged (o 3ubmit to

this power. A man with an eye like this shows
us only surfaces, jet he is million fathoms
deep.

The Short, Straight Nose
ILLUSTRATES a desire for knowledge. We

find persons with noses like this type hold-

ing first place in responsible positions, and
if accompanied by the brow which is hero por-

trayed, this trait is confirmed.

The Firm, but Susceptible Mouth.

NOTE the length of the upper lip. In all

highly intellectual, clever men wo find/

this length ; for instance, Emerson,
Gladstone, Lavater, Plato, and many others.

The Chin of Resolution.

THE chin, which depends for success on the

happy adjustment of heart and brain.

The faculty of commanding the end in

view, and the means by which it can be attained.

Self-trust was the first beginning of his success.

Good Humour and Wit.

THE humour here indicated levels all dis-

tinctions, and makes its own welcome. No
force of character can make any stand

against good wit and humour. The pear-shaped

faco is a sign of intellectuality and culture.

The Ears.

NOTE how well placed the ears are in this

face—high, and full of character. Rarely
do we find ears so well placed as to

height and shape.

In Health.

SOMETIMES irritable, very susceptible to

congenial surroundings. Being of the purely

Saxon type. Outdoor sports suit them
best.

STEWART ROME.

The Forehead.

THE full, square forehead with the dip in the
centre shows the artistic temperament
and a keen insight into nature. The

fulness at the side of the forehead indicates

humour, wit, and mirth.

The Over-shadowing Eyebrow.

NOTE the clear, thick, over-shadowing eye-
brow. A sign of a deep, sound, manly
understanding. A man finding he is

working in the right direction goes to the v"ery

edge of a possibility, who looks upon opposition

as an opportunity.

FILM TPTJL2<[m
Useful.

Donis (the bathing beauty) :
" I do love

bathing. There's only one thing against it—
it takes such a time to dry one's hair."

Maud :
" You should do as I do—leave it in

the tent." —*

—

Jeff Again.
Mutt :

" You ought not to drink so much
liquor, Jeff. Why don't you drink water ?

"

Jeff :
' Water ? Water ? Mover heard of it."

Mutt :
" Why, you know what water is.

It
"

Jf.ff: "Oh, I know. They use it to put
under bridges, don't they ?

"

— —
A Blow to Art.
Film Actor (on location) who has noticed an

artist painting a scene :
" I'll give you £30 for that

picture if you don't put another stroke to it."

Artist :
" I am really very flattered by your

offer, but it is not quite finished."

Kir.M AeTOR :
" Oh, that doesn't matter.

1 just want the canvas to mend a busted tyre !

"

brought in a card. Ho had scarcely time to
read it when a tall, thin individual rushed in and
exclaimed :

" My namo is Elijah K. Higgins, and I am a
busy man. You'are also busy and have no time
to fool away. Four days is all I can give tho
United Kingdom, and I wished to shako hands
with you. Good-bye, 1 am off to Drumtochty."
And the stranger made a hurried exit.

At the Cinema Ball.
Sub :

" Oh. let us dance the next !

stand sitting." ,

He :
" Who can stand sitting ?

"

I cannot

A Terrible Hurry.
MARY MACLAREN, tho Universal star,

who is in some way related to Ian
MacLaren, tho famous author, tells n

story that has been handed down in her family
concerning the writer, who was know n in private
life as Rev. Dr. Watson.
Ho was seated in his study uhen his servant

Very Careless.
PRISCILLA DEAN, was discussing the

modern girl at Universal City the other
day. • ,

" Some people say the modern girl is eettmg
careless and thoughtless," sho said. " Hero is a
story of a friend of mine that bears out the
statement.

" A young girl jumped out of ller roadster
and came running to her father.

" 'J'vo just run over somo gum,' sho told her
dad.

" ' Well, what of it ? ' asked papa. ' I should
not worry." .

' 'Yes, but you don't understand, there was a
man chewing it !

' she gasped."—

—

Something Like.

ALLAN HOUJBAR, tho well-known pro-
ducer, is a most exacting task niasler

in the matter of inako-up. Recently ho
had occasion to have a character actor do a
black-face bit in ono of his productions, and ho
demanded realism. Pointing his finger at tho
player he said ;

" Now look here, Blank. [ want you to get
your face so well blacked that if you scratch it

with a piece of charcoal it will leave a white
mark."

3hi Cetvva&tcento

often depends upon the suitability of the
diet. Doctors recommend milk and Corn
Flour as a nourishing and agreeable food
—one which pleases the palate and hastens
the patient's recovery. Corn Flour renders
milk more digestible, and together they
thoroughly nourish the system. Serve it

first as a thin milk soup—then after as a
milk pudding—later, add an egg.

Broun & Poison's
Corn Flour
lib. 1/. fib. 6d J lb. 3 id-

Send a penny stamp for"A'' recipe booh, containing

inoalid dishes, to (fyrouon & Poison, 6, tT}ouccrie

Street. London, ECA

Instantaneous Hair Colouring
" Kopatine

'

' Instantaneous
gives perfect colours from
Blonde to Black, leaving the
hairsof t and glossy. Absolutely
clean, safe- and harmless.
Will not wash or brush off, or
soil tbe linen. Docs not stain
the skin. Specially suitable for

home use or when travelling.
Price 6/6. Double size, 10/6.
" Kopatine ' Al-Kbanna. A
henna colouring, giving per-
manent results in aoy shade de-
sired. Piic-6'6.

.Sold by Hauods. Selfridges,
etc. or sent direct. Appli-
cations given daily in our
salons with the greatest
success. Call fur advice or
write for booklet.

spt. 24},

SOME FINE

'IDEAL' PICTURES
I Coming Presently:

'fBUILD THY HOUSE,"
By S. Trevor Jones.

"HANDY ANDY," By Samuel Lover.
" THE WILL," By Sir James Barrie.

"THE MANCHESTER MAN,"
By Mrs. Linnaeus Banl.s.

"ERNEST MALTRAVERS,"
By Lord Lytton.

•'TORN SAILS,- By Allan Raine.

"BELPHEGOR, THE MOUNTEBANK,"
By Charles Webb.

"LADY AUDLEYS SECRET,"
By Miss Braddon.

"SYBIL," By Lord Beaconstieltl.

"THE BACHELORS' CLUB,"
By Israel Zangwill.

** IDEAL'S " British Pictures
are the Pick of the Pictures.

IDEAL Film Renting Co., Ltd.,

76-78. WardourSt. London. W.J.



(> Get One of
0 These Blouses
(» Fashionably cut shirt

/ waist pattern in the
*\ famous Tricoline cloth

V (striped design), large
#» and entrancing.range of

• colours, guaranteed fast

{* tolight and water.Book-
• letandpatternsofactual

material sent immed-
• iately on receipt of post
(J card.
• 1QI11 carriage paid.

\t iO'l I Outsizes 2/6 extra

A Each Blouse packed in separate box. *J
' JANNOCK BROS. (Dept. P.), A
«/ 21. Albion Street. Manchester. V

27<f TVf.'i/rr .5/,o!c, 'J/>n7 24r7( , 1920.

SHORT MENANDWOMEN
are of ten ignored and looked down upon. Tall

people receive favourable consideration and
attention in every walk of life. By my easy
scientific and Bafe method you can grow
several inches taller. Many people have added

1J to 4 inches to their height by My System.
Write at once for FREE particulars.mentioo*
ing "The PictnreShow." Address:
Enquiry K Dept., 61, Church St.,
South Shore, BLACKPOOL.

YOU CANNOT HAVE A lA/fiVOl ABAD COMPLEXION AND IfHAULrl
It doe* not matter how bad your complexion ia, WAXOLA
wlllolearlt. Sold Under Guarantee. Even the plainest
features look attractive if the Complexion is Good. Such a
Complexion—olear, soft, and fresh as a baby's—may be pro-
rared In One Week by using this Wonderful New
Wax Product. Wrinkles and All Skin Impurities
disappear magically. Acts while you sleep. Get theWAXOLA
Habit and look attractive. Don't Delay, Send To-Day

.

SPECIAL OFFER.—For a short time we will send von
post free a 2'9<i. box for l/9d. (Two boxes 3'3<U. or a 4l9d.
)trlple size box) foi 2/Bd. (Two for 5/3d.) RICHMOND

(Surrey)
Preparations,
110,Tne Green,
Kew, Surrey.

Restores

and
Preserves

The Shin.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
FREE OFFER.

By ©or new scientific method of hair*

destruction all unwanted hairs are en-

tirely destroyed and the roots devitalized

each time they are treated, so that from
the outset a permanent cure is begun

and maintained, l'repared in liqu

form, this treatment supersedes
Electrolysis and all caustic concoc-

tions. It is the only right way
»f attacking the hair roots, and
la dispatched under out Official

Guarantee Seal.

SEND NO MONEY.
fo obtain free information of this

new method (sent privately in plain

WTer) just send your name and
»ddres3—a postcard will do—to

SECRETARY.
GRAFTON LABORATORIES
(Dept.M), 28,FRANCIS STREET,

LONDON, W.C.I.

WE TEACH BY POST
We specialise in all Exams, connected with

these subjects .—
Aviation Clerk of Works' Duties
Shipbuilding Structures In Concrete
Electricity and Steel
Mining Draughtsmanship
Engineering Civil Engineering
Mathematics Boiler Inspecting
Structural Engineering Marine Engineering
Surveying and Level- Motor Engineering

ling Wireless Telegraphy
Architectural Drawing Internal Combustion
Building Construction Engines
We are prepared to produce nn demand 11.000 unsolicited
testimonials from BUCCGttaful htudctitH or pay £100 to
any charity you appoint. If we have helped 6,000 to
p!ospcrity. surely we can help VOC. If you are interested
in any of these subjects write, naming the subject, and
wc will send you our

FREE BOOKLET.
Please state your age. Advice free.

I'arents should seek our advice, for their Sons.

THE BENNETT COLLEGE (Dept. 121) SHEFFIELD

IF you want bo know anything about Films or Him Players

THE TALKING PICTURE.
My passing reference to speaking films, when deal-

ing recently with the subject of sub-titles, has brought
me a letter from an electrician in London, who says :

" As regards talking pictures being desirable, I have
asked several personal friends if they thought the
former would be welcomed, and they replied, ' Yes ;

it would be far more life-like and more interesting, if

we could hear a hat the artistes were saying.' "
My correspondent, who is himself in favour of the

talking picture, also looks forward to the time when
the photo-play will be shown with a combination of

colour and sound. It is quite within the bounds of
possibility, of course, that the progress of the motion
picture may yet lead to that stage. A simple device
for showing Alms in natural colours has already been
perfected. And some months ago it was stated that
the synchronization of sound and movement on the
screen had 'been successfully achieved. It may be,

therefore, that after the coloured and speaking films
have each been before the public for a wbile, that the
next step will be to give us a combination of colour
and sound. But this is a development that my
correspondent must not expect for a very long time.

While coloured Alms would be popular everywhere,
it is to be doubted whether the talking picture would
be welcomed all over the world. The film as at
present is able to make its appeal to people of different

nationalities, because it can surmount the barrier of

language by means of its silent interpretation. That is

one reason for the motion picture's enormous success.
Give it sound, and, even though it be that of the
English language, the most widely-spoken of all, it is

bound to affect the enjoyment of millions who do not
understand it. This means that the appeal of any par-
ticular film will no longer be world-wide, and the
motion picture, as one of the arts that can be uni-
versally understood, will then have lost its place along-
side that of painting and sculpture.

THE EDITOR.
Will readers kindly remember that as this paper

goes to press a considerable time before publica-

tion, letters cannot be answered in the next issue ?

A stamped and addressed enveloped must accom-
pany any letter requiring an eariy reply. Every
letter should give the full name and address of

the writer (not for publication), as no anonymous
communications can be answered. Address :

The Editor, " The Picture Show," Room 83, The
Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

G. B. (Luton).—So. you think the Lee Kiddies are
" married women," and this after having seen them
on the films 1 Why the poor little mites haven't
reached their teens as yet, so give them a chance to
grow up first. Of course your friend was right when
he said they are only children.

" Colleen " (Chester).—Who doesn't like Eugene
O'Brien, and Tom Moore, and J. Warren Kerrigan ?

All fine men and splendid actors. The first-named
has light-brown hair, blue eyes, and is 6 ft. in height.
Tom Moore, who is an inch and a half shorter, has the
same colouring. Monroe Salisbury has dark hair and
brown eyes, and Bryant Washburn, who is thirty-one,
lias brown hair and eyes. If you had a job to get your
copy, then don't forget the moral. Give your news-
agent an order for The Picture Show every week., and
you will have no regrets.

" Molly " (Belfast).—Another Irish girl, too.
You are welcome. Arline Pretty and Dorothy Kelly
in " The Secret Kingdom," Charles Richman in this
play is doubtless the actor you mean.

A. D. (Bristol).—Henry Gsell was Thomas Norton
in " The Lightning Haider " and Warner Oland took
the part of Wu Fang. Au revoir, but not good-bye.

B. S. (Bournemouth).—Yes, Flora Finch was
always funny. Remember how she used to make us
all laugh when she acted with poor John Bunny ?
She is now with Vitagraph and appears as Araminta
in " David Garriek."
" Rosalie " (York).—For all your nice remarks,

many, many thanks. How old is Olga Petrova ? I
would tell you gladly, if I could, but. she will not
divulge her secret. She left the films some months
ago, but she Is coming back, and doubtless has already
done so, by the time this appears in print.

V. C. (Forest Hill).—Your favourite, Irene Castle
was born in 1893, and I liave not heard that she is

related by her first marriage to the actress you name.
" Whirl of Life," In which she appeared with the late
Vernon Castle, was stated to be part of their life-story.

Her absence from the screen lately was due to illness,

but she has returned to delight us again.
" Kthel " (Shcringham).—So everybody in the

family that evening got busy with the pens and left

you with only a pencil. Yes, Creighton Hale is

married, and his wife, I believe is a non-professional.
Pearl White was born on March 4.

A. T. (Camborne).—Nlles Welch was in " Shame."
Gladys Brockwell was born in 1894, while the others
ask us to guess.

G. H. W. (Hyde Park).—Fanny Ward is a sort of
rival to Peter Pan. She won't admit she is old.
After all, what is forty-five years to her when she does
not look even half that ? Yes, Jack Dean is her
husband, but the other information has not been
made public. Sessuc Hayakawa acted with Fannv
Ward in " The Cheat." Pauline Frederick baa played
on the stage as well. Do you mean Wyndhani
Standing in "Out of the Shadows"? I have'not
heard much of King Baggot for some time.

A. H. (Birmingham).—Ben Turpin is really and
reely cross-eyed, so tliat he can look both ways at
once. Alice Joyce was born in Kansas City about
thirty years ago. Her mother was born in Wales.
John Bowers, of Indiana, who plays for Goldu vn,
measures 6 ft. exactlv. Dark hair and eves.

J. 15. (Wolverhampton), B. S. (Burnley), B. H. J.
(Horsham), " Pegoie " (Nuneaton), and " Jack "

(Shoreham).—Alas ! The people you ask about hai e
all pledged themselves to secrecy for the present, at
any rate. That they will not do so always is my hope,
so watch coming issues of this paper closely.

J. P. (Brighton).—Kathleen Kerrigan is the sister of
handsome Jack Warren Kerrigan. She was in " One
Week End." John Sunderland, otherwise Jean von
Hoegaerdann, is married to Claire Whitney. He is a.

Belgian, and won distinction during the war as au
aviator.

" E. W. (Barnes).—I have already replied to a
similar question about Fanny Ward, so I hope the
information given will establish peace between your
two friends. She has a daughter, Dorothy Barnato.

" Blmken " (Blackburn).—Please read very care-
fully, " Blinken " the underlined paragraph at the
head of these answers.

C. S. (Harrow).—Glad to hear Percy Marmont f ent
you his photo, and I'll accept your statement, that
" it's a beauty." He has not been in America more
than three or four years. Douglas MacLean was
born in Philadelphia.

G. J. (Gosport).—Cannot say at the moment, G. J.,

as no announcements have been made as yet. Billie
Burke is Mrs. F. Ziegfeld, and she will be thirty-four
on August 7th- Thomas Meighan is about thirty-two
and is married to Florence Ring.

" Billie " (Chester).—Since you want to know, I
will tell you. Our British artistes do not believe,
apparently, in too much publicity—or self-praise, i(

you like, of any sort. It's just the national trait,

isn't it ? A few Hepworth pictures, taken at random
are :

" The Cobweb," " Comin' Thro' the Rye "

" Towards the Light," and " Boundary House."
Some Broadwest films are: "A Munition Girl's
Romance," " A Gamble for Love," '' A Daughter of
Eve," and " The Irresistible Flapper," the last-named
starring Ivy Close. Of course there are heaps Of
others produced by these two well-known companies,
but how is that for the present ?

" Jessie " (Whitstablc).—An oyster cocktail ?
Oh, don't make my mouth water ! Your favourite,
Theda Bara, is not single now, for she was led to tiia

altar quite recently by Tom Bodkin. Mary Thunnan,
the Famous-Lasky artiste is also married. She was
in " The Poor Boob." Some of Roland Bottomltw s

pictures are " Broken Vows," " Helene of the North,"
" The Grip of Evil," and " The Neglected Wife."

" Sawra Deere " (Redruth).
—

" The golden lad
with laughing eyes" is how you describe Gladden
James, and you also add that you think he's " divine.''
Well, you've got it bad this time, and no mistake;
He has played in "Heart of Wetona " and " This
Mystery of the Double Cross," besides those you havfl
mentioned.

M. B. (Vauxhall).—Your friend Is worrying as to
how she will find the dresses to wear on the Minn
before she has even got there ! Well, she seems to l»;

making pretty sure, anyway. The only advice I cau
give her is—don't worry. -

D. W. P. (Ipswich).—Photos of Mary Pickford and
Pauline Frederick are included in the first and second
sets respectively of our " All-Star " scries of postcards,
obtainable from TnE Picture Show Postcard Dept.,
7-9, Pilgrim Street, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C. 4.

" Brownie " (Strabane).—So you have popped up
again like a Jack-in-the-box ? Well, I won't suppress
you. But you have guessed wrong in supposing that
the Phantom Rider " is Ruth Roland's brother.
You can have another try. The other artiste is not
married as far as I know.

E. L. B. (Moseley).—Sorry, but when several
readers ask the same question, I am obliged, owing
to space, to answer those who come first in the hope
that the rest may see the information as well. I am
glad you found out what, you wanted to know, ifes,

Charles Ray is married, and he was born in lS'.U.

He always is " just lovely."
L. P. (Walworth).—Perhaps you are thinking of

Arthur Calloway, are you ? If so, Pell Trenton was
the artiste who filled that part so well.

H. B. (Birmingham).—All, my dear constant reader,

what ancient cutting is this you have sent me ? of
course it is incorrect, and you are right in thinking so.

See my reply to " ivy and Mabel " (Grimsby) on the
back cover of the issue for December 27th.

(Afore answers on next page.)
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Answers to Correspondents jg^SSV)
TO. B\ (Manor Park).—No, Fritzi Brunette is uot

English. IShe was born in Savanali. Ca., U.S.A., and
lias appeared in " Test of Chivalry," " The Keprisal."
" The Jaguar's claw." and others. Violet Hop*on is

British. Blanche Sweet was born in Chicago, Kut.li

Clifford at Rhode Island, and Carol Holloway in

fftlliamstown. Wateh the other paces in this paper
for news of Ann Murdock. She was a discovery of

the late Charles Frohman.
•' Ci;kiovs"( Northampton).—You will find a photo-

graph of Heather Thatcher on page five. She is on the
stage and also finds time to act tor the films in fian-

niont pictures, some of which are " The (Jieen

Terror." " The Key of the World," and " The First

Men In The -Moon."
" NAKiA " (London, W.).—Yes, you have missed

a lot, but never mind. No, Queenie Thomas is not
married to liugene O'Brien, and she is not likely to
he. She is a British artiste, and the wife of George
.Newman.

E. W. (Penarth).—I am glad to know you have not
abandoned hope. Liouelle Howard, I understand,' has
rejoined Hepworths. so you may see him again. Cecil

Humphreys took the part of Sir Percy Blakney in

"The Elusive Pimpcrnal " but, you ask, "why did
not 1'red Terry play in it ? " Really, 1 cannot enlighten
you. B.W., and if you were to ask him or the producer.
1 doubt if either would explain. So let us turn to
something less puzzling, its, Irene Castle's hair is

bobbed.
(Afore answers next week.)

" PICTURE SHOW"
PERSONAL.

The PICTURE Show, Room 83, The Fleetway House,
Karringdon Street, London, E.G. 4, and it will bo
forwarded by the next mail. Such letters cannot
be specially acknowledged by the Editor. P>emember
always, when writing to artistes, to give your full
name and address, including the name of your
county and country, and mention The Picture
Show to ensure the safety of a reply. It must
be understood, however, that we cannot guarantee
that sueh letters will be replied to. Please keep
these addresses for reference.

WHERE TO WRITE TO YOUR FAVOURITE
FILM STAR.—You are kindly requested

not to ask for any addresses by post, owing to the
large number of other queries that have to be
answered If you wish to communicate at once with
any artiste not named below, write your letter,

putting the name of the star on the envelope, and
enclose it with a loose l{d. stamp to the Editor,

COSSTANCK TAT.MABGE
East Eorty-eight Street,

Robert Warwick :

Hollywood, California, U
Irene Castle, Bii.t.ie

turcs Corporation, 485,
City, U.S.A.

Alien Brady, Carol
fines Corporation, 409,
City, U.S.A.

ItoscoE Arrcc kle :

City, California, U.S.A.

, Norma Tai.madgi: : 316,
New York City, U.S.A.

Famous Lasky Studios,
.S.A.

Btrre : Paramount Pic-
Fifth Avenue, New York

IIom.oway : Eealart Pic-

Fifth Avenue, New York

I.ohrman Studios, Culver

(More addresses next week.)

NERVOUSNESS
1 1 greatest drawback in life to any man or woman. If you

hi'.- iu rvuus, timid, low-spii iteti, lack self-confidence, will

powir, mind concentration, blush, oi feel awkward in the
Viesence of other?, send 3 penny stamps for particulars of the
-Mentn-Nerv.' .Stienetlienjnij: Treatment, used in the Navy from
Yice-Admiial to Seaman, and in the Armv from Colonel to

Private. D.S.O's, M.C.'s, M.M.'s, and D.C.M.'s.

GODFRY ELLIOTT-SMITH, Ltd.,

536, Imperial Buildings. Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

MOUTH ORGANS BEATEN.
All the
latest tnncs

rChella-phone.
itly pocket

gment on which
be correctty

clcs the German mouth organ into a
eh|better<|ualify 2 6)fran the maker.

R. FIELD(Dept.I9),Hall Avenue, HUDDERSFIELD.

on£ dark,
euelashes,

Cream will darken yom
ladies and brows, and
make thnn thick, Jong,
and silky, thus giving to
the cjts that fascinating,
expressive look which men
find so appealing. KYDOLASH is
a real daikenei— not a " make-up."

O et ec t i o

i

ilso EYDOL
it clears, theeyes,
iparting to them
i^ndprfu] bvillian-

and youthful
larm. Harmless.
2 9 per l>( ttlc.

i m po ss j b

1

1

Harmless.
In Ivorine pots

price l ;e, of all hairdressers,
chemists and stores, or direct
from EYDOL CO: (Dept. 28),
170, Strand, London. W.O. 2.

MONTHLY

EASY

TERMS

The
"CYCLOPS

Masters' 'CYCLOPS" is a good hard-wearing all-

British Boot, which will give satisfaction under all

conditions, price 35-. Over 5,000 pairs have been
sold to Police, Post, and Railway Employees, men
who must have good boots. Why not have a pair ol

these good bootsyourself ? Send 6/- now with si/c.

and you have the boots to wear while paving the balance
of 5/- monthly. Boots 1 2/ 6 to 4 2 -. Price List Freo.

MASTERS, Ltd., 94, Hope Stores, RYE .

STEP DANCING
CI All styles taught by a Dancer, who specialises in n
n BUCK. SCHOTTISCHE. CLOC. SAND, n
n DUTCH, and WALTZ-TIME. Proficiency n
13 Guaranteed. Dancing Mats & Band books supplied. 0
CI PUPILS COACHED at their own U
U PRIVATE RESIDENCE if desired. U

CALL OR WRITE: g
gnGeorge J.C00K, iiVe^^nO

5 DAYS FREE TRIAL
Packed Free. Carriage Paid. Direct from Works.

LOW CASH PRICES or 1 2 MONTHS' CREDIT.
Immediate delivery. Shop Soiled and Second,
hand Cycles CHEAP. Tyresand Accessories at
pnpular Prices. Satisfaction guaranteed or
Money refunded. Write for Monster Size Free
last and Special Offer of Sample Bicycle.

fUB FAIY CYCLE company! inc.IflbAU Opt B.669BIRMIN6HAM.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
THE CINEMA ?

Many opportunities occur for men and women in
this growing British Industry. There is a demand
for Uained beginners as Film Artists and Bioscope

and Camera Operators.
Write for particulars and Free Guide.

VICTORIA CINEMA COLLEGE,
36, Rathbone Place. Oxford Street. W.l.

'ARE YOU SHORT?
If so, let the Curat) System help yon
to increase your height. Mr. Brigys re-

ports 0 inches increase ; Driver E. P.,

A inches ; Mr. Ratcliffe. 4 inches ,Miss
Lcdell, 4 inches . Mr. Ketley. 4 inches.
This system greatly improves the
health, figure, and carriage. Send
penny stamps for fmther particulars
and £100 r.uarantee to Enquiry
Dept. C.T., 17, Stroud Green Itoad,

London. N.4.

s
These little Zox Powders are instantly effective in banishing headaches

and Neuralgia. You just take one in a cup of tea or water, and the pain
goes like magic.
So confident are we that thev will give you instant relief that we will gladly send

two Zox Powders FREE upon receipt of stamped addressed envelope.

Zox Powders can be bought at all Chemists or Stores in 1,- and 2 6 boxes,

or post free at the same price from :

—

THE ZOX CO., 11, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1.

The good
Beef Suet.

Not an experienced mother or father

in the land who does not know its merits

for supplying bodily warmth and energy in

young and old, keeping the family robust

and free from catch-cold conditions.

There is only one thing better than
suet in the wide world— it is

Atora
THE HANDY SUET
refined, sterilised, and prepared for use, with

all skin, waste, and water eliminated. It is

so pure that it keeps for months, and li lbs.

equals 2 lbs. raw suet.

'Atora' is sold bvnll Crocr*. Shredded for Puddings

and Pastry, lu Blocks for Prying and Cooking.

Sole Manufacturers:

HUGON & CO.. Ltd., MANCHESTER.



Hudson* Soap
IGHT from the home counties to

the far North, and throughout
the length and breadth of the

land, Hudson's Soap is keeping
the homes of the people sweetly

clean and wholesome.

In our fishing villages, as in our towns, Hudson's does
its work with a right good will. Fresh as the sea

breezes are the clothes that dry on the shingly

beach. Hudson's has been the firm friend of all

housewives for generations.

Hudson s Soap is unequalled

for Washing clothes—for all

home cleaning—for Washing-up

after meals,

IN PACKETS
EVERYWHERE.

Pl tad ad i> i!jI l.fi«'J«t.t/ Soauaj by itau Propfleturm, I'm: Imiummi ^aim. Lid.. Tbo PUat.tr Int.. fn linjilou at., Luaduii. K.O.J. AJvui tU.Mn.Mit Offloea, Thu ia, i.t»-ay Ilouis, Faulnfdon »C7V
/...nH,,^ ux. t; KulsUrxIforlraiMiiiluluii • Ilmi i- .t ,.< i«a mtaai Ialaad, lBa.84 perannntai rtBiWooplea, ^ ;i. Ai.run.i l.is. p-r annum ialutfl.cQpiealU, tjjli>/\*ont» 'o?

' i BUM Atiit*. T«itCic3j»jj. JijinnAuitior. Bulc M'ta la* AuitttUa* » Zaalaad. K<ikU.Uutii9i & Cuicat. Li j. ; iud iw Canada, T«t lauxcui. :>..»* Co. Liu. Sa\
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